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CALDER BROKER PARTNERS offer the most comprehensive service available to all members 
of the Armed Forces and as Specia list Service Brokers we believe that in the light of ever-changing circum
stances it is now more important than ever before that all ranks shou ld have the benefit of professional 
and personal at t entio n in connectio n with the ir Mortgage, Insu ra nce or Financial needs. 

Consult: 

H. M. CALDER GROUP LTD. 
BROKERS 

Head Office : ALBANY CHAMBERS, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS. 
Tel. Richmond 2966 (3 lines) 
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ASSOCIATED FORC ES BROK ERS 
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Officers ' Terminal Grant Trust Retirement House Pu r cha se Security for yo ur family Convertible 

Whole Life Education Endowment Unit T rust Investm e nt 
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Kit Insurance, Motor-Comprehensive Rates, Home and Foreign Policies, Persona l Accident, H ousehold Effects, 

and all other Insu rances in the best Ma rkets 

MORTGAGES FOR:-
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Members of the National Associat ion of Est a t e Agents 

AGENTS FOR LEADING BUILDING SOCIETIES RE PRESE NTED AT LLOYDS 
Calder Broker Partners throughout U.K. and B.A.O.R. 

We are only a phone call away-make CALDER BROKER PARTNERS you r Brokers 
Wherever you settle in the U.K. we have a man nearby to help you 

CALDER BROKER PARTNERS TAKE CARE OF YOU FOR LIFE 
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'\' ol. 26 (New Seri.es) No. I 

Our Cover Picture 
We are happy to feature this month a picture of the Corp~· fine new 

Trade Training School at Catterick. Opened by the Prime Minister on 24th 
September it marks a tremendous step forward in the standard of technical 
instruction we can now give the soldiers of the Corps. For full details see 

article on page 6. 
(Photo cour<esy Colorlabs International, The Ma/tmgs, Newmarket, Suffolk) 

Tile Army Benevolent Funt/ 
At a recent meeting of the Central Committee of the Royal Signals 

Association, it was decided to make a grant of £8,ooo to the Army Benevolent 
Fund so bringing the Association's contribution for the year to a total of 
£18,000. This, by any standards, is a large sum of money--certainly the 
largest the Association has ever contributed-and no doubt there will be 
those who wonder just why we donate such large sums to the Army's central 
charity and whether we are right in doing so. The purpose of this Editorial 
is to try and clear up any misapprehensions or possible doubts that may 
exist in our readers minds on this score. 

First of all let us say straight away that we can only afford to make 
donations of this size because of the very generous support the Corps gives 
us through the D ay's Pay Scheme. This scheme, which has been in operation 
for some years now, was originally conceived by the Army Benevolent Fund 
and it is because of their vision and energetic spade work that it has come 
to be accepted as a matter of Army policy. Prior to the advent of the Day's 
Pay Scheme, the Army's benevolent work, as a whole, was in a state of decline. 
The Army Benevolent Fund was only carrying on by spending out of capital 
and compared with the other two Services we were very much the poor 
relations. At one time for every £5 the Army was able to give to help a 
welfare case, the Royal Navy was giving £15 and the Royal Air Force £30! 
The Royal Signals Association, while better off than a number. of other Corps 
and Regimental funds, depended on an annual and decreasmg grant from 
the Army Benevolent Fund and could in no way approach the standard of 
benevolence which we are able to shoulder today thanks to the Day's Pay 
Scheme. 

It is important to remember here that the basic principle behind the 
Day's Pay Scheme is that the income deriving from each Corps and Regi
ment should go into that Corps' or Regiment's funds and that only when 
they have fully met all calls for welfare on their own funds wo~ld ct:iey_ be 
expected to pass on the residue to the Army Benevolent Fund. This pnnc1ple 
we have applied in our own case with one variation which we believe is a 
matter of good policy and that i that in cases requiring major financial 
assistance (usually £r50 upwards) we find the first £100 and then go to the 
Army Benevolent Fund for a grant to cover the rest. We believ~ it is sound 
policy to keep the Army Benevolent Fund accustomed to helpmg us from 
time to time with major grants rather than that we should find these sums 
from our own resources and donate that much less to the Army Benevolent 
Fund. At the time of writing this Editorial (early December) we have received 
£1,350 in 1971 from the Army Benevolent Fund toward~ such grants. In 
addition we always go to the Army Benevolent F und for all mterest-free loans 
to help serving soldier leaving the Army to set up home an? settle down_ in 
civilian life. We have received some £12,000 f r loans of this nature during 
1971. So in a sense some of our money is coming back in the way of out
right grants while the Army Benevolent Fund take a considerable load off 

(Continued on next page) 
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EDITORIAL (continued) 

u in the way of interest-free loans. It hould be stressed 
here that no deserving case put up by us to the Army 
Benevolent Fund ha ever been turned down and that a 
cheque i normal! received by return of post. 

However, the Army Benevolent Fund goes further than 
thi in helping us indirectly. For instance in 1971 it gave 
no le s than £49,250 to ~.S.A.F.A. and to the Force Help 

ociety towards the cost of their case work. Mo t of our 
ca e - ome 700 a year-are investigated and reported on 
by the e two excellent organisations. In all, the Army 
Benevolent Fund gave over £200 ooo to the man National 

ervice Charities who serve the Army's cause. 

During the ame period the Army Benevolent Fund 
gave £20,800 to the Regular Forces Employment Associ
ation to help in the resettlement and placing of oldiers 
in employment on conclusion of their service. Some £30,000 
wa given to help the education of soldiers' children such 
a orphans or with only one parent or from broken homes 
as well as some £2,6oo to cover their holiday expenses. 
Aged and infirm ex-soldiers and their widows or depend
ants were helped to the tune of nearly £70,000 while in a 
similar way the disabled received some £23,800. Resettle
ment loans to serving soldiers amounted to £163,000 last 
year and supplementary allowances of up to £r a week 
made to some 700 aged ex-soldiers or their dependants. 

The above is just a rough indication of what the Army 
Benevolent Fund is doing and in no way covers all their 
activities. Amongst the various categories mentioned above 
there is, of course, a due proportion of the Corps who are 
being helped, thus taking yet another load off us. 

Included in their activities the Army Benevolent Fund 
find it necessary to give considerable financial support 
to the Associations of certain Corps/Regiments who in time 
of war have expanded greatly but on reversion to peace 
have been reduced to a small cadre or do not exist at all 
e.g. the Irish Regiments, the Machine Gun Corps. Clearly 
through no fault of their own they have only meagre funds 
with which to support all the benevolent calls that still 
come their way. It can be argued that a small proportion 
of our support to the Army Benevolent Fund goes indirectly 
to support those less fortunate comrades of ours. We believe 
that this is a thoroughly worthy act of generosity to those 
in the same Service as ourselves and that no one can really 
cavil at this bearing in mind that we have first made sure 
that full and adequate provision has been made for all our 
own deserving cases. 

This then, in brief, is the background as to why the 
Central Committee of the Association believes that they 
should help the Army Benevolent Fund to the m aximum. 
!he Army Benevolent Fund have done an excellent job 
m recent years to put Army Benevolence on a sound 
footing. In so doing they have helped all Corps and R egi
mental Associations to increase the standard of their 
welfare work-not least ourselves. In partnership with the 
Army Benevolent Fund, we can face the future confiden t 
of l;>eing ~ble to provide directly or indirectly, really worth
while assistance to members of the Corps-including close 
dependa·o:ts- vho have had the misfortune to fall on evil 
times. 
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Ql'.tnT l .VTO A PliVT POT! 

Contributions to th.is ' Wire ' exceeded 56 pages. Over 
eight pages have had to be ' pruned' out of notes antl 
articles to bring th.is edition to 48 pages - still eight 
pages too long from an economical viewpoint. 

A Lifetime of Service 

Colonel F. E. B. Jones, O.B.E., T.D., D.L., J.P. 

Colonel F. E. B. Jones , O .B.E., T.D., D.L. J.P., 

COLONEL Eric Jones retired on 31st December, 1971, as 
the Honorary Colonel 3Sth (South M idland) Signal Regi

ment (Volunteers). On Saturday, 27th November, he was dined 
out by the Officers of his Regiment in the impressive Banquet
ing Hall of me City Council House, Birmingham, surrounded 
by distinguished guests representing the Corps past and present, 
the Territorial Army Volunteer Reserve Association, the City 
of Birmingham and West Midland District. The guests included 
the Master of Signals, Major-General P. E. M. Bradley, C.B., 
C.B.E., D.S.O., Commander West Midland District, Major
General J . H. S. Majury, M.B.E., the Chairman Royal Signal 
Association, Brigadier W. G. Tucker, C.B.E., the Chairman 
West Midland District Territorial and Army Volunteer Reserve 
Association, Colonel G. B. Grey, C.B.E. T.D., D.L., J.P. and 
representing the City of Birmingham, Alderman J. Lewis. 

A gift to Co'onel Jones from the Regiment took the form of 
a portrait of him receiving the Freedom of the City of Bir
mingham on bdlalf of his Regiment on 12th September, 1970. 
The Freedom Ceremony crowned a lifetime of service. His 
retirement will sever a Services' link going back well over 
50 years. 

In 1917 he joined the Royal Flying Corps, and commissioned 
in October of that year he served as a pilot in it and in the 
Royal Air Force until the end of the war. It was in December, 
1920, having returned to civil ian life, that he decided to join 
48th (South Midland) Divisional Signals as a Territorial 
Officer. He served continuously with this Territorial Unit until 
the outbreak of war in 1939, and as Second-in-Command went 
overseas with them to France - subsequently coming out 
through the Dunkirk beaches. In November, 1940, he was 
appointed to command 4th Divisional Signals. 

His next appointment was as Deputy Chief Signal Officer 
Southern Command in May, 1942, but the following November 
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ht moved to the Planning Staff of Allied Force Headquarters 
tn London and later in North Africa. In 1942 he was awarded 
the O.B.E. Promoted to full Colonel in July, 1943, he became 
Chief Signal Officer of G.H.Q. West Africa Command and held 
this appointment until 1946 when he returned to civilian life 
once more. He holds the Territorial Decoration with four Long
Scrvicc Bars, 1939-1945 Star, Africa Star, Defence Medal, War 
Medal and Coronation Medal. 

Colonel Jones maintained his service interests and in 1954 
he became the representative for the Territorial Army on the 
Central Committee of the Royal ignals Association. In 1957 
he was appointed Honorary Colonel to I /20 Army Signal Regi
ment - Territorial Army subsequently renamed 48th (South 
Mid land) Signal Regiment (T.A.) and he held this appointment 
until 1967 when he was reappointed Honorary Colonel to the 
new 35th ( uth Midland) Signal Regiment (Volunteers) on 
re-organisation. As a tribute to his outstanding services he was 
made a Vice-Chairman of the Royal Signals Association in 1966. 
In his civilian capacity Colonel Jones has been in business in 
Birmingham througilout his working life. Between 1920 and 
1935 he was in tne family firm of R.H. Jones and Sons, Manu
facturing Jewellers. From 1935 to the outbreak of war in 1939 
he was a director with Kersons Electrical Manufacturing Com
pany Limited. After the war he joined A. E. Godrich and 
Son Limit ·d Bright Drawn Steel and Wire Manufacturers. He 
retired from his post as joint managing director in 1967 and was 
retained as a con ultant with the Company. 

Colonel Jones ha led a very full public life in addition to 
his busines~ and ervice interests. He is a Sutton Coldfield 
Magistrate and a Deputy Lieutenant for the County of 
Warwick. We extend our very best wishes to Colonel and Mrs. 
Jones and may they enjoy every happiness in their retirement. 

New Years Honours 
All will be pleased to hear of the following awards m the 

~ew Year's Honours: 

O.B.E. 
Lieutenant-Colonel P. A. MacF MacGillivray 

.M.U.E. 
W.0.1 S. T. Nelson 
W.0.2 N. Salter 

B.E.M. 
Corporal W. S. Burley 
Sergeant L. Fernandez 
Sergeant G. A. Garside 
Sergeant J. Hodge 
Staff Sergeant R. F. W. Livesey 
Staff Sergeant P. F. Simmons 

We are pleased to be able to report that the following were 
awarded Commander-in-Chief R.A.F. (Germany) Commenda
tions: 

Lance-Corporal I . T. Anderson, H.Q. 4 Signal Group. 
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) E. J. Adams, 21st Regiment. 

Northern /re/anti 
From many quarters news comes to us at Association 

Headquarters of the high standard of communications 
provided, of the very long hours worked, of the initiative 
and determination of our Corps soldiers-often in small 
detachments--as they perfonn their important duties in 
N. Ireland. AU this against a background of much 
provocation and danger. 

As a small token of our appreciation we hiave been very 
happy to send a cheque for £250 to C.R. Signals, N. 
Ireland, for distribution to units to help in improving 
local amenities. We would like all members of the Corps 
serving in N. Ireland to know that their Association is 
solidly behind them in the great job they are doing and 
that our good wishes go to them for 1972. 
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A FINE EXAMPLE OF THE CORPS SPIRIT 
Major T. I. Mel. Robinson accepting on behalf of C.R. Signals, 
Northern Ireland a cheque for ! 140 from Lieutenant-Colonel 
D. A. B. Crawford, Royal Signals, T. & A.V.R., the Commanding 
Officer of 31st (Greater London Signal Reg iment (V). This sum 
was donated by the members of the Regiment in order to help 
improve the amenities of Royal Signals personnel serving in Northern 

Ireland over Christmas 

HAPPY OCCASION AT HARROGATE 
Captain Ian Carruthers, Royal Signals, of the Apprentice 's College, 
and his bride, the former Miss Dawn Glaisher, pictured out1ide 
St. Alban 's Church after their wedding on 27th November, 1971. 
Also in the picture are Captain Ivor Oddie, Royal Signals (on left), 
Captain Keith Whiteman, R.R.F. and Captain 'Gus' Kelly, Royal 

Signals. The bridesmaid was Miss Susan McGuire 

PROMOTIONS 

It is planned to pub!ish the 18th Edition of 'The Blue 
Book' in January 1972. This edition will reflect the 
reorganisation to rolls brought about by the new Soldiu 
Structure 1971. 

No further details of promotions for promulgation in 
The Wire will therefore be published until March 1972. 
This list will cover promotions authorised in the period 
November 1971 to February 1972 for publication in the 
April l 972 issue. 
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-From our "Jn" Tray-

ir, 
Thanks for the Memory 

Havmg experienced th delights of civilian life for a penod 
of :.ix arduous months I feel the time has now come for me 
to a k if I may u e the good offices of TuE WIRE to say farewell 
to the many friends both my wife and I made during my 
ervice. 
To name them all would fill an edition but suffice it to av 

that we enjoyed every moment of their company ' hcrever we 
were stationed. None more o perhaps than with the then 4th 

ignal Regiment in Herford under the R.S.M.-ship of the now 
Quarrermongering Mike Ham, and with such tremendous 
characters as the now R.S.M. Terry Cushen, S.S.M.s Des 
Connell, Dave Loom, Dave McCartney, our Chief Cleric 'Taff · 
Singer and many others. 

The Regimental spirit in tho e days wa second to none and 
I never experienced more 'esprit' in any sub equent unit in 
which I served. This has no doubt been said of many Regi
ments and Squadrons by many men and perhaps thi is what 
the Corp is all about. Good comradeship ana a feeling of 
pride! 

However, these are the times I remember when sweet 
nostalgia drips from my shining pate and if any of ti1ese 
gentlemen are passing through this way we shall be especially 
pleased to see them, as we will anyone who remembers us. 

Enough of this sentiment! Joan and I are now comfortably 
ettled in this last outpOst of the British Empire and help to 

administer the Dulwich Estate. Our son is an apprentice Tech
nician at Harrogate so we shall be maintaining contact with tile 
Corps. 

Farewell to all those we have had the pleasure of serving 
with and thank you all for your company. 

70, Park Hall Road, 
Dulwich, London, S.E.21. 
(01-761-0253). 

Ex-W.0.2 Don Crisp. 

Sir, 
Soltliering in Ulster - Fihy years ago 

~.have just seen a copy of the September/October 1971 
edition of TuE WIRE, and some of the entries therein have 
brought back nostalgic memories. On page 337 is a paragraph 
headlined ' Ulster,' referring to the Corps in Ulster. 

I would be very interested to know if there are any of the 
' Originals ' still around. I refer to those members of the 
Corps who were serving in Ireland - North and South - in 
1920/21, when the formation of the Corps took place. (I still 
have my old R.E. cap badge). 

Most of them were £100 bounty wallahs. Maybe there are 
till one or two still alive who served with me in Dublin Castle 

on the army radio (sorry, Wireless) station there. The set was 
a rotary spark apparatus, and when we transmitted the noise 
could be heard well outside the Castle walls. The station 
wa l?Cated in the mortuary, and it was no joke during 
the wght watches to have as companions a corpse or two 
brought in by the police, to await identification in the morning. 

. When the truce with Southern Ireland was signed, the 
Signals were sent North to reinforce those already in Ulster. 
Ir seems there was ' uouble ' there, even then. 

I did various stints in charge of radio stations along the 
Bor~er~ among them bei~g .Ballykinlar, Newry, Armagh and 
~nmskillen, eventually fimshrng up in Belfast. 1924 found me 
1~ Iraq (No. 2 w/t Company), where I stayed for three years 
e.1ther 1n Baghdad or Mosul, before being transferred to Pales
tine for another couple of years. I would be happy to answer 
any letter~ from members of the Corps who were there at 
th<it time. 

Incidentally, on page 375 of the September/October edition 
of TuE WIRE, the name of Lieutenant-Colonel N. Condor 
Royal Australian Signals, is mentioned. Would mat be the sam~ 
Neil Condor who served with me on CK2 Radio Station 

ingapore in 1958, I wonder? 
Best wishes to all members of the Corps. 

Yours, 

Mahnab, Parker Road, 
Big bury-on-Sea, 
Kingsbridge, S. Devon. 

Joe E. Banham. 

Sam Brown wantetl 
ir, 
I would be extremely grateful ii I could, through the pages 

of TuE WIRE appeal to any serving or ex-member of Royal 
ignals ·who may have a serviceable Sam Brown for sale to 

contact me. 

I have recently joined the Army Cadet Force, and I have 
been granted a commission with that organisation. You will 
appreciate that the uniform allowance is not sufficient to 
purchase S.D., footwear, headdress, etc. Therefore if anyone 
can help me in me matter of a Sam Brown I would be very 
~~. . 

Yours, 
R. Laban, ex-Staff Sergeant, Royal Signal . 

603, Melton Road, 
Thurmaston, Leicester. 

'Jimmy' wantetl 
Sir, 

3 Division Headquarters and Signal Regiment would like a 
statue of 'Jimmy ' to grace the precinct of Regimental Head
quarters in our future barracks. It should be about five feet 
tall and able to withstand the elements. We would like to hear 
from anyone who knows the whereabouts of a surplus statue. 

Any refurbishing and transport would be arranged by us. 
Yours etc., 

L. G. Fraser (Captain). 
3 Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment, 
Carter Barracks, 
Bulford Camp, Wilts. 
21st November, 1971. 

Contacts wantetl 
Sir, 

I wonder if you could help me in TuE WIRE to ask the 
following persons of my former service acquaintance if they 
would contact me by letter about aspects of my service with or 
under them: 

Sergeant Gale, Germany, Colchester; Major R. S. Cathmoir, 
R. T .D., ex-Army Wireless Chain (I believe now Comcen); 
Sergeant Loudon, ex-Cipher, Hong Kong; Bob Fisk, address 
rni~Jaid, Diplomatic Wireless; Lieutenant A. Knight, ex
Pirbright uansrnitter station;R.S.M. Barnes, Gern1any; or any 
person who knew my wile and I in quarters. 

I would be extremely grateful 

Yours, 

Mercury, 
Ex-W.0.2 B. Howell, 2328525, Royal Signal . 

Happy Valley Caravan Park, 
Easington Road, 
Hartlepool. 

I GOOD WISHES FOR ALL FOR 1972 

I The Chairman of the Royal Signals 

I Association, Brigadier W. G. Tucker, C.B.E., 

'I 

l 

I 

I 

sends his good wishes for 1972 to al/ 'Wire' 

readers and members of the Royal Signals 

I Association. 

J 
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Major Geoff Furtatlo 
Many members of the Corps will be sad to hear that after a 

long and distinguished career with Royal Signals Major Geoff 
Furtado retired in August of this year. Geoff was a valuable 
member of all the many regiments which he served, but he 
will be particularly missed in 8l"n Regimenr for the kindness and 
interest which he showed to the trainee soldiers. Geoff was 
always willing to listen with a sympathetic ear to soldiers with 
problems. 

Hefore he left the Regiment Geoff presented a sum of money 
to provide a trophy to be comp:!ted for annually by trainees. 
Known as the Furtado Trophy it is to be awarded to the soldier 
who in the opinion of the Commanding Officer is the best all
round soldier passing through 8th Regiment as a trainee. This 
year it was found impo sible to split two young soldiers, Signal
men Eames and Evans, and so two awards were presented. 

SIGNALMAN EAMES RECEIVES HIS WELL DESERVED 
TROPHY ... 

... AND SO DOES SIGNALMAN EVANS 
They were so good it was impossible to split them so two trophies 

were presented 

Colonel}. M. Wotherspoon, T.D., A.D.C. 
Our congratulations go to Colonel Iain Wotherspoon on his 

recent appointment as A.D.C. to Her Majesty The Queen. 
Colonel Iain is, of course, a well-known Corps' personality 
north of the border. 

Commissioned in 1944 he saw service with the 31st Highland 
Division in the Ardennes and later with the 17th Indian 
Division in Burma in 1945/46. More recently he has com
manded the 5lst Division Signal Regin1ent T.A. and his last 
appointment was Deputy Commander 13th Signal Group ) 
in Glasgow. Now we hear he is to succeed Ma;or-General 
Michael Whist!er as Honorary Colonel of the 32nd (Scottish) 
Signal Regiment (V)-a very appropriate appointment. 

His ingenuity once savetl lives 

Brigadier C. E. Bavin, Commander Rhine Area, presenting the Long 
Service and Good Conduct Medal to W .0.2 (Y. of S.) Pat Blakelock 

One particular incident in the Yeoman's career is worth 
describing. 

In Tripoli, soon after being promoted to Corporal, he found 
himself acting as a guide on exercise with an Engineer 
Squadron, which was making its way across the desert following 
the water holes plotted during the war by the Long Range 
Desert Group. Corning upon the first, the party celebrated it 
success by showering themselves with the fresh water they 
were carrying. Unfortunately, they were unable to purify the 
water from the water hole and they suddenly found themselves 
without drinking water. At this tin1e the Engineer party was 
out of contact with its base in Cyprus. Yeoman Blakelock, 
always a keen radio ham, came to their rescue. He had 
memorised the frequency used by an American Amateur Radio 
Station on a link from Tripoli to Frankfurt and called out on 
this. His call was heard, the American De en Rescue alerted, 
and a parachute drop organised. Though the parachute with 
tomatoes and beer failed to open the fre h water undoubted! 
s:aved the lives of tile party. 
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1;000 Students - 80 Courses 

'The Wire' visits Catterick' s new 

Trade Training School 

Ollicially opened by the Prime Minister on 24th September, the Corps' new Trade Training School is the last word in modern 
design and equipment utilisation. The School stands to the south of the Vimy Sandhurst blocks, adjacent to the road leading to the 
Whinny Hill area. 

The School is designed to accommodate 1,000 students at a time, and up to 4,000 pass through in a year, in courses lasting from 
a week to a year or more. These courses embrace the trade training of Signalmen from their first elementary technical instruction 
to subsequent upgrading courses throughout their careers. The contract sum for the building was £714,36:8, and it is equipped with 
modem training aids and electronic equipment worth in the region of £3 million. 

The School has been planned in three storeys, to form a compact rectangular building around two internal light wells, which 
also provide light and air to the internal rooms on the ground floor. This plan form can readily be extended to the east if the 
requirement develops later for additional accommodation. 

Colour plays an important role inside the building. While the teaching rooms are in muted tones, the circulation spaces and 
corridors are boldly finished to indicate the different teaching departments and to differentiate from floor to floor. 

A feature is the entrance hall, where at the foot of the main staircase, is the statue of Mercury located in front of a specially 
commissioned screen. The screen is bronze in colour but is actually made in glass fibre and cast with· a brilliant abstract pattern 
in deep relief. 

As is to be expected, the greater part of the Sch"ol interior consists of classrooms, lecture rooms, laboratories and the like. 
There is a television studio and a cinema. Teaching rooms are fitted out with every modern item of electronic equipment necessary 
to cover not only the Signalman's basic training but also refresher courses later in his service. 

General 
The Trade Training School is commanded by Lieutenant

Colonel Gordon Hickman, Royal Signals, who is responsible to 
the Commanding Officer 8th Regiment, Colonel Tony Sykes, 
for the management of all trade training carried out by the 
Regiment. The T.T.S. comprises a headquarters, a maintenance 
troop including an audio-visual aids section, a quality control 
and forward planning group, and two instructional wings. Main
tenance troop is commanded by Major (T.0.T.) Don Chetwyml, 
and O.C. A. V.A. is Captain (T.O.T.) Mike Johnson. 

The two instructional wings are each controlled by a chief 
mstruccor who is a Major, Royal Signals-Major Tun Robinson 
i the current chief instructor operating and driving wing and 
Major Mike Collins is C.I. engineering wing, or C.I.(Eng.) to 
use his abbreviated title. The two wings are sub-divided into a 
number of training groups, each dealing with specific subjects 
and headed by a group supervisor who controls the day-to-day 
teaching activities of a number of civilian and military instruc
tors assigned to his group. 

The staff officer training organisation of headquarters T.T.S. 
provides the necessary administrative support for training and, 
under the control of Lie11tenant-Colonel (retd.) ' Mustard ' 
Colman, deals with all joining instructions, course commence
ment orders, attendance registers, student records and reports 
and o on. 

The quality control and forward planning group headed by 
Mr. Peter Halsey as acting chief superintending instructor, is 
re pon ible for all aspen of course planning, design and pro
~ramrning_; fo~ the administration of all formal tests and qu,alify
tng_ e~am11;iat1ons, and for the. assessment of training quality. 
It 1s m this group that one will find our programming officer, 
Mr. Fra.nk Eden, the syllabus officer, Mr. Bill Jones, the train
mg equipment officer Mr. John Moyle and the quality control 
officer Captain (T.0.T.) Phil Johnson. 

We. try to achieve a balanced training day by designing 
fully mtegrated courses for most students; courses in which 
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principles, practical applications, combat training, physical train
ing, character guidance and such like are programmed from the 
first day of the course. Apart from students who attend specialist 
courses, most students follow a curriculum which involves them 
being programmed into a number of different training group 
during their stay in the Regiment, and quite often a student 
may spend some time each day in as many as four different 
groups. When one is dealing with about 1,000 tudents on 80 
different courses at any given instant in time it is fairly safe to 
add that course programming procedures are extremely complex 
and any request to drastically amend our annual course pro
gramme usually re ults in the hibernation for several days of 
the programming staff. But flexible we are and flexible our 
programme will remain albeit a little ' stretched ' at times. 

Highlights of fhe ne-.· building 
Most trade training now takes place in the new school 

building, exceptions being combat driver /powerman, external 
radio and line, classified equipment and schemes training which 
take place outside the building. The building comprises three 
floors which in broad outline encompass the following. 

Ground Boor 
A spacious well-equipped maintenance troop comprising: 

Separate radio, radio relay and telegraph workshops; car
penters, battery charging and machine shops, drawing office and 
instructors' audio-visual aids self-service centre. There is a 
100-seat cinema, closed-circuit television studio and control 
room, a vehicle installation and instruction bay, and a general 
briefing room the theme of which is ' Training for a Trade in 
Royal Signals ' and which is the show-piece of the school. Addi
tionally there are many equipment rooms for instructional pur
poses including a large metal workshop and rooms for Bruin 
auto, static radio relay, telephony, logic, line testing, cable 
iointing, radio and comcentre operating. 

(Continued on page 8) 
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Our c11mera tours the Trade Training chool 

• 

I. Radio Technicians in the SR Cl I Room under instruction by Mr. Gordon Parkin 
2. The Bruin model layout. Foreman of Signals Peter Steeples dials out "9" from 602 of 3 Brigade 
3. Trade Training School cinema-100 seats (Photo courtesy Hemingway Inc. South Kirby, Yorks) 
4. Radio Relay Systems. Sergeant Robin Gallagher explains a point. Chairs with note taking arms, overhead projectors and 

screens are a prominent feature in most equipment rooms 
5. Keyboard operating. Radio telegraphists using the TIOO simulator 
6. Exchange operating. Sergeant Carol Emery (W.R.A.C.), "feeds" a course of data telegraphists 
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(Co111i1111ed from page 6) 

First. Door 
Thi floor hou e · a centrally placed office area a large tech- _ 

nical library and tudent reading/waiting room, l'i'tree work
rooms for in tructors and nvo staff common room . There are 
nine radio relay equipment rooms four voice and telegraph pro
cedure rooms five morse operating rooms ( tarted with six but 
have already taken one to be used for exchange operating), two 
exchange operating room (soon to be increased to three room 
when the ~leeve-control board recently received from the Middle 
Ea t and addicional 40/160s are in tailed), three examination 
rooms a programmed learning room equipped with 16 Surmet 
trainer analysers, a basic typing room, phantom stores, instruc
tional dra .ving office and a practical radio procedures room. 

Se~ond Door 
Here are siruated the central programming and quality control 

offices, 1 common-u er cla srooms, many of which are equipped 
with overhead projectors auto- lide projectors, fixed and free 
·randing projection screen and student response system . 
Finally, there are three P'.iiko demonstration rooms, three elec
tronics laboratories, four terminal equipment rooms five radio 
equipment rooms and 11 keyboard operating rooms. Many of 
the equipment room throughout the building are equipped with 
chairs notetaking-arm to provide a dual-purpose facility and 
release common-user cias rooms for chalk and talk subjects. 

ignnls Serviees System 
An extensive cable overlay with patch panels and frames 

connecting most rooms in the building with the main cable 

distribution frame and with outside training areas ha been 
provided. This gives the required flexibility of signal services, 
and change in room utilisation which may be brought about 
by an alteration in training content can be made with little 
difficulty. 

l!'OOT"!\' OTE 

• .\ • Gradi11~s 011 Hu- i11crt•nse 

Over the pa t year there has been a heartening increase in 
the number of ' A ' gradings obtained at the Trade Training 
School, 8th Regiment. It is interesting to note that Private 
Rammel, W.R.A.C., is the first girl ever to have gained an 'A ' 
pas on a C.C. Op. Cour e. 

Below is a list of the per onnel who have gained ' A • gradings 
between ovember, 1970, and November, 1971. 

Date 
16 A;>r. 1971 
18 Jun. 1971 
J 8 Jun. 1971 
18 Jun. 1971 
2 July 1971 
I A•1g. l97I 
6 Aug. 1971 

13 Aug. 1971 
13 A1g. 1971 

1 Sep. 1971 
I ,"'if~~ 19;'1 

22 Oct. 197r 

ov. 1971 

5 Nov. 1971 

Rank 
Cpl 
Pte. 
Pte. 
Pte. 
L / Cpl. 

.g . 
Pte. 
L / Cpl. 
Cpl. 
s·g. 
Sig. 
Sgt. 

Cpl. 

Pte. 

Namt• 
N . J. H. Nnvlor 
J. C . Hall (W .R A.C.) 
L. E. Large (W .R.A.C.) 
C. A. L :onard (W .R.A.C.) 
E. D . E'ans 
F . Hanson 
C. A. Jennings (W.R.A.C.) 
D. R. Hanton 
J. F. Dyer 
T. M. Bloor 
M . J. Helliwell 
J. A. Smith 

J. Steer 

P Rammel (W.R.A.C. ) 

Course 
R . Op. 3 / 61 
S.B.O. W / 41 

.B.D. W / 41 
S.B.D. W / 41 
B.D. 1/ 31 
R.R.M. 3 / 79A 

.B.D. W / 42 
R.R. Tech. No. A12-1 
R. Op. l / 86 
Dvr. P1 / P2 
Dvr. Pr / P2 
Bru 'n Autn Equ ipment 

Courec No. 1 
Tech. T.E. Class 2-1 

No. 1/43 
C .C. Op. W / 40 

A RECENT PHOTOGRAPH OF THE CORPS CONTINGENT ABOARD H.M.S. FEARLESS 
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Back row (left to right): Lance-Corporal Lee, Signalmen Robinson, Short, Smith, Estcou r t , Mailey, Smit h, Arnold 
Seated: Corporal Whitehil l, Staff-Sergeant (Y. of S.) Fisher, Captain C. R. Treeby, Corporal D. Brown , Corporal C. Brown 

Absent on duty : Corporal McCrand les, Signal man Oxley, Signalman Harris 
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280,000 Channel HF SSB Manpack 
The B 20 is an extremely versatile all solid,state 
equipment. It can be used as a manpack or 
installed in vehicles and light aircraft. 

The B 20 HF SSB Station Radio, which has an 
RF output of 30Wp.e.p., represents an entirely 
new design concept. The transmitter,receiver 
weighs only lOlb, and a lightweight station 
includinga24W/h battery weigh only 15lb.The 
B 20 uses a fully synthesized frequency control 
system developed by Plessey specially for this 

equipment, and which provides 280,000 channels 
on the frequency range 2,29.99 M Hz. SSB 
is the main mode of communication, but a.m. 
and c.w. facilities are also provided . 

The B 20 will achieve reliable ground wave 
communications using 8ft whip antennae at 
ranges in excess of 30 miles. By using vehicle 
whip antennae distances in exces of 45 miles 
ar possible. Using sky wave, communication 
over 300 miles is achieved. 

• ~~!!~c~!UNICATIONS 
Plessey Avionics & Communications, Ilford, Essex, England. Telephone: London (Ol) 478 3040 Telex: 23166 
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A Cruise with a tli/lerence 
By aptaia • J. Pritehard ol 259 Signal 

q•aclro• 

ht> pl n 
In recent years, having been stationed in Southen England 

I have had the good fortw1e to do a considerable amount of 
offshore ailing in the English Channel. Consequently I had 
got to know the Cherbourg-Channel I lands:St. Malo route!: 
quite well when I was posted to Cyprus. Bngaml of .Changi 
arrh·ed from Singapore shortly afterward , and I decided to 
take full advantage of the siruarion. I decided that a cruise to 
the southern coast of Turkey was an opportunity not to be 
mis ed. I mu r admir the thought appealed ro me of exploring 
a Jirtle cruised coastline where no yachrsman's pilot exisred 
and Admiralry Cbarrs are small cale wi~ such interesting 
note a "The sounding on the bar when la r charted in 1934 
were ... " and "It i believed that the headland Anamur 
Burnu extends approximately one mile further south than 
charted." To explore where Messrs. Kilroy and Adlard Coles 
had not previou ly visited (and recorded the fact in writing) 
would make a welcome change. 

.A ebange in plan is neeessary 
The crew was made up of my wife and Veronica and Stuart 

Aitken Ro s, who flew out from England a few days before
hand . In order to set ourselves a target we had decided to try 
to sail west as far as Rhodes and back within our fortnight. 
However, it became apparent well before we left that this 
would be an impossible task. In the first place we were obliged 
to take the boat over at Famagusta at the eastern end of the 
island and not Linlassol in the west, as hoped. Secondly, we 
discovered, during a trial run, that Brigand has a lament
ably poor windward performance and since the prevailing 
winds are predominantly westerly we gave up the idea. Instead, 
wi! planned ro cruise the area of the Turkish coast due north 
of Cyprus, whi:h we believed ro be particularly spectacular and 
unspoilr and then return by way of the west and south coasts 
of Cyprus. 

CRUISE OF BRl~AND OF GHIWGI (t<nt). 

Doardt>d by militiamen 
Our departure from Famagusta ar 2 p.m. on a Friday in 

eptember was neither eventful nor spectacular. The occasion 
was marked only by the singular lack of wind. The first day 
and a half was unremarkable, as we made our way slowly 
around the north--eabtern tip of Cyprus. As darkness fell on the 
econd night we decided that a decent sleep was called for 

and edged our way into a small bay, taking soundings up to a 
heltered anchorage in two fathoms. The settlement at the 

head of the bay-we could not discover if it bad a name-bad 
only three or four dwellings. We went ashore just long enough 
to sample the tobacco grown by a local peasant and for his fleas 
to sample us. We were just about to fall gratefully into bed 
when a boat came alongside and we were boarded by a Greek 
Cypriot militiaman bearing a dangerous looking carbine. Pass-
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ports were duly inspected, explanations demanded and a 
salutary warning issued that it was somerimes necessary to 
shoot at passing yachts in the area! This, it was declared, was 
regrettable but sometimes unavoidable. We retired to bed a 
little shaken, not realising at the time that the visit was a 
taste of things to come. 

Th•• Jib blows out 
The nexr day, Sunday, we sailed west a few miles and had 

lunch in a small bay. In the afternoon we set cour c for Turkey. 
By dusk the wind had at last risen to a brisk Force S. The 
sunset bad been an ominous yellow wirh a halo around the 
sun and, sure enough by midnight we had a blow of Force 7 
to contend with. This was complicated by the speed with which 
the wind had come up and by the short fetch, cau ing short 
steep seas. By 2 a.m. the No. 1 jib bad blown out and we 
decided to heave to rather than to continue to b~at to windward. 
Just as it bad come up, so the wind died in the morning. 
Another yacht 1 SO miles to the west experienced Force 9 winds 
at abour the same time, as we lacer learned . And yet, by 9 a.m. 
the wind bad dropped to a gentle breeze. The sea which had 
impeded all windward progress bad lengthened and subsided 
somewhat. The discomfort and apprehensions of the night were 
soon forgonen as land was sighted ahead. 

A remote corner of Turkey 
I knew thar the Taurus Mountains rose steeply from the 

sea to 7,000 feer. However, I bad nor expected the imposing 
silhouette that now appeared through the haze ahead and 
seemingly above us. We were no more than seven or eight 
miles off and yet it took the rest of the day to close the coast. 
We anchored at dusk off the village of Ovacik. The village lies 
at the centre of a semi-circular bay some five miles in diameter 
ringed behind by the mountains. There is no main road and the 
mosque, the coffee shop and a few houses are the only sign 
of human life. Against the backcloth of the rocky, treeless 
mountain ridges the place appeared remote, cur off and 
forgotten . We were soon to discover chat we were ro be 
received with the interest and curiosity afforded to the rare 
visitors ro that remote corner of Turkey. 

We prepared for bed, to be disturbed again by the militia. 
The routine was similar to that experienced in Cyprus two 
nights before. Passports were again inspected. This tinle our 
visitors numbered four and spoke not a word of English . 
They appeared satisfied, however, although they obviously 
disapproved that Stuan should be drying up and indicated that 
one of the girls ought to be employed on such a menial task. 
They finally departed, all four of them having duly shaken 
hands with all four of us. 

In the morning we awoke to find another visitor sining in 
the cockpit. This one had swum the 400 yards from the shore 
and over breakfast we discovered be was a student (this was 
his one word of English) from the village. He made the return 
trip to the shore with us in the dinghy. He insisted on rowing 
and it soon became apparent that his insistence was prompted 
by a desire to attempt something that he had not tried before. 
Ar the critical moment he turned the boar sideways and a 
breaker dumped us all unceremoniously on to Turkish soil. 

We explored the village and with the aid of our guide and 
mentor we bought fresh fruit and bread. By mid-day we had 
weighed anchor again, heading west for the fishing village 
of Gilindire, some 30 miles along the coast. That night after 
some cautious 'Pilotage with the aid of the lead, a torch and 
four pairs of straining eyes, we anchored in a tiny, deserted, 
natural harbour, which is overlooked by a ruined castle. The 
settlement, like the last, was very poor; we had considerable 
difficulry in changing a SO Lire note (less than £20). How
ever, we were to be met with hospitality and friendliness 
throughout our stay. 

A guide and mentor 
Our, by now customary, visit from the military occurred the 

next morning. Our two visitors appeared quite indifferent to 
the soaking they got whilst being rowed our in the dinghy (it 
was a choppy anchorage and the rubber dinghy had deflated 
somewhat). They were obviously very interested to see how 
we lived and we managed to understand that they had only 
six visiting ships during the last year. We again had a guide 
and protector in Gilindire. His name was Ali; he spoke no 
English, but just appeared in the cockpit on the mornmg after 
our arrival. He remained with us continuously during the three 
days of our stay, carrying water, shopping, pumping the bilges 
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Brigand at anchor in the natural harbour of Gi lindire 

Ali our guide and mentor poses in the main street of Gilindire 

and doing any oth~ r job that arose. He had no apparent means 
of support. Howenr, he would accepr nothing other than a 
meal and a present of some cigars. He sat on deck, not under
standing a word of the conversation, patiently waiting to be 
given bis next job. We were also assisted by the village school
master, who spoke French and acted as interpreter. The 
waiter from the village cafe and a pa sin~ lorry driver also came 
on board to mend the engine. It wa not for want of effort 
that they failed and they only departed after everything in 
ight had been covered in g:ease. 

In some respects it was with regret that we again set sail 
westwards on the third day. However, this was soon forgotten 
as the coastline became even more magnificent than when we 
had made our first landfall. Behind Alanya, our next port of 
call the mountains are over 8,000 feet high and rhe 100 miles 
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of coastline that we now sailed along was wild and deserted 
almost the whole way. We beat to windward in light winds 
sailing through the night (circumnavigating Anamur Bum~ 
without trouble) and arriving at Alanya the following night. 

Alanya and back to the tourists 

Alanya is a town with hotels, souvenir shops and other signs 
of ;he encroachment of the wesrern European tourist. However, 
we were still unable to obtain such ' basics' as tinned meat 
and ice. We did finally manage to get our passporrs stamped 
though-and we at last became legal visitors. We spent two 
days alongside the jetty in a beautiful bay which is dominated 
by the old fortified town rising to 6SO feet with houses built 
on re~races overlooking the ~arbour. We had two schoolboys 
as guides who, for the first tune, spoke English. We also met 
ano.rber yachr for the first, ~nd only, tinle during the whole 
crwse. There were many rhin~s of inreresr ro see; the forti
fication~, the 700-year-old shipyards, the women weaving silk 
on ancient looms, a fine museum with many Roman and 
Moorish relics, and a system of natural caves in the great head
land on which the town was built. 

An exact landfall surprist>s us 

Our time, ?owever, wa~ running out and reluctantly we had 
to leave to sail the 120 miles south to Paphos, in the north-west 
of Cyprus. The passage was slow, as we again had light winds 
and und~r ~innaker? iii? (hoiste~ on the opposite side, using 
the toppmg lift), mamsail, sraysail and mizzen we rarely made 
three knots. We rather surprisingly made an exacr landfall· 
surprising i;1J view of the light winds, the distance run and th~ 
lack of radio beacons (there are only two, both bearing across 
landmasses). I think the errors must have all cancelled! We 
came alongside in Paphos on rhe second night after spending 
some time rounding the small headland thar forms the seaward 
side of the harbour. The lighthouse is half-a-mile from the end 
of ~he headland, which nevertheless has to be passed close to. 
It 1s therefore somewhat difficult to judge when the latter has 
been rounded. 

The nexr o;iorning we had a fine run along the south coast 
under the spmnaker. The wind gradually increased until we 
were making six knots under No. 2 jib and mizzen only. It 
was our best day's sail and we covered the 40 miles to Akrotiri 
in six hours. The night again brought the inevitable calm and 
itl was not until the second evening thar we sailed back into 
Famagusta after making only a short stop that day for lunch 
ashore at Ayia Napa, a pretty fishing village near the Sovereign 
Base Area at Dhekelia. 

A tri(t well worth re1•eating 

As a cruise, the trip had been by no means remarkable. We 
covered. no more £!1an . 500 ~iles in the fortnight and the ailing 
had mamly been m light airs. We had made the first circum
navigation of Cyprus in Brigand, however, and more inlport
antly, we had seen and gained experience of what can be 
described as a magnificent coastline· it is a lirtle-known crui ing 
area and admirtedly lacks many safe harbour . However the 
moun.tains, the coastline, the villages and the people make 'it an 
experience . to be remembered and a trip to be repeated jf we 
should agam be fonunat:! enough ro have the opporruniry. 

UOYAL SIGN.U.S ASSOCIATION AND 
BENEVOLENT FUND 

The follotving dona1ions were gralefully receit•ed during November, 197 r : 

Officer Commnndi.ng, 28th (~.R.) Signnl Regiment (NORTHAG) . 
Officer Commanding, 224 Signal Souadron (Radio Trainina) 
Officer Commanding, 19th Si11nal Regiment . . . .. 
~udder field Branch, Royal Signals As!Ociation .. .. 

·gn:rlmnn Jugdish Sinah, 94 (Berk hire Ycornanr} Signal Sqn (V) 
Mr. F. C. Wilson 
Mr. P. G. Key ... . .. 
Mr. G. B. Hollings ... 
Major M. McG. Simmonds 
Mr. F. Veoe· , M.B.E. 
Various mall donations 

[, p 
J00.00 
20.00 
54.66 

5.00 
230.00 

5.20 
3.20 
1.25 
J.20 
1.20 

so 
£422.2r 
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Signals Wing, The Royal Military 
Academy, Sandhurst 

Cl11ef Imtructor 
R . . M .... 
Y. of S. 

ST AFF LIST 
Major D . S. Mullineaux 
W.0 .1 (R.S.M.) . M. Haydon 
W.0.2 (Y. of S.) A. K. Chapman 

I T i now several month since the Signals Wing, The Royal 
Military Academy andhursc, contribuced to THE WIRE. 

So, fir t of all, let u ee who ha arrived and departed since 
our last notes. 

Comin • and olng 
At the end of July, Major D. J. Mi:ton handed over the duties 

of Chief Instructor Signal . Major Milton had been with us for 
18 month and all w-:10 erved with him were very impressed 
with his vitality, enthusiasm and friendlines . We thank Major 
and Mrs. Milton for all they did for the Signals Wing, and 
wi h them every good fortune and success. Major Milton i now 
ac the National Defence College. 

We also had a change of Regimental Sergeant-Major. Early 
in May we said farewell to W.0.1 (R.S.M.) P. W. Todd, B.E.M., 
on hi Commissioning and po ting. The departure of now 
Captain Todd was a loss nor only to the Signals Wing but co 
the Academy as a whole. His enthusiasm and drive were evident 
at work, on the !\{>Orts field- wtlere he wa~ one of the maiI?sta.ys 
among the Association Football Referees m Sou~ East D1stn~t 
-and in the Sergeants' Mess where he was mstrumental m 
making plans to have the Mess redesigned. Our congratulations 
are extended to Captain Todd on his Commissioning and 
appointment as Adjutant of 35th Regiment in Birmingham. We 
also say a big "Thank you " to Mrs. Todd for all the success
ful coffee evenings she held. 

W.0 . .Z (Y. of S.) David Wootten has also left us for 16th 
Regiment. The Yeoman had a stay at the Academy of some 
four years, during which time he has covered an enormous 
amount of work, the majority of which was planning training 
programmes for Officer Cadet training. We wish ~e Yeo~n 
well, ako his wife who has been a stalwart of the Signals Wmg. 
We trust that 16th Regiment have some good squash courts for 
them both to continue the game! Sergeant Alan Birkett has 
also left us after a very s<hon stay. He now resides with the 
Trucial Oman Scouts. 

So much for the 'Chiefs ' who have departed. We have also 
lost some very important ' Injuns.' Sergeants ' Des ' Jackson 
to his Yeoman of Signals course, Corporal Pete Dalton and 
Signalman ' Geordie' Hodgson, now in B.A.O.R. Corporals 
Graham Boast and Dave Dodd are in Catterick on upgrading 
courses. Lance-Corporal Alan Epthorpe is enjoying the sun-
hine in Cyprus and Signalman Mervyn Hughes is now a 

civilian. We thank them for their efforts and diligence and 
wish them successful futures . 

Now to the new members of the Signals Wing. Major D. S. 
Mullineaux is our new Chief Iostruccor Signals and we extend 
a warm welcome to Major and Mrs. Mullineaux, and hope they 
will enjoy their stay at the Academy. W.0.1 (R.S.M.) J. M. 
Haydon is now in our R.S.M.'s chair, although most of the 
time there are so many activities happening within the Academy 
that he doesn't seem to have time to get the chair warm! 
W.0.2 (Y. of S.) Alan Chapman arrived in November to take 
the vacant W.0.2 (Y. of S.) chair. We wish him an 'educational' 
tay! 

Also recently arrived are Corporal Platts in our Signals M.T. 
Section, Sergeant 'Wally' Watkins to the instructional side of 
the Wing, Sergeant John Pennington and Corporal 'Dave ' 
Pinder to the Technician's Workshops, and one-third of our 
Line Section has recently arrived in the form of Signalman Neil 
McGregor. We wish them all a pleasant tour at Sandhurst. 

Congratulations arc in order to Sergeant John Pennington 
and Sergeant Alan Birkett on their recent well-deserved pro
motion to Sergeant, and to Sergeant and Mrs. Eddie Vickers 
and Sergeant and Mrs. Mick Sully on their recent additions to 
their families. 

Well to the fore ln port 
TI1e Signal Wing arc well to the fore in the sporting life 

at Sandhurst. Corporal Bauy Archer manages and trains the 
Permanent Staff football team, who are at present doing well 
in the first division of the South East District League. Two of 
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the cars of tlle team arc Lance-Corporal Raymond McLeod 
and Signalman ' Vic ' Edwards, who have recently had trials 
for the Corps' team. Sergeant Barry Doughty is also one of the 
stalwarts of the team. Our S.Q.M.S., Staff Sergeant Tom Guest, 
organises the football referees within the Academy and the 
neig\1bouring Staff College and Sergeant Roy Jennin0 s is to 
be seen refereeing rugby games. In the Skill-at-Arms meeting 
our Corporals' team came second against skilled infantry opposi
tion, but we won the six-a-side football competition easilv. 

Parac hut ing t o o 

Several members of the Signals Wing have completed the 
Sandhurst 'Edward Bear• parachuting course. It has only 
been in recent year that junior ranks have been permitted to 
attend the course when vacancies occur. It is some measure of 
respect that all our applicants have been accepted for the course 
and all have passed. Sergeant Bill House, Corporal Graham 
Boast, Lance-Corpora·s Raymond McLeod, Dave Plumb, 
Signalmen Phil Crossland, Vic Edwards, ' Chalky ' White (now 
13ti1 Regiment) and ' Geordie' HodgS-On (now 22nd Regiment) 
are all now members of the Edward Bear Club. It is a credit 
to these men that they forfeit their well-earned leave to actend 
the course. 

A visit to Germany 

In July we made our annual journey co the Eifel District of 
Germany for a month's training with the Officer Cadets, and 
look forward to the next overseas training session in Cyprus 
in March, 1972. Sergeant Barry Doughty spent his six weeks' 
summer leave adventure training in Kenya with a party of 
Officer Cadets and Sergeant Bill House recently went to the 
Normandy battlefields with the students from the Staff Colle,ge. 

Definitely not chairbowid 

A last word from R.S.M. Haydon. I t has been said ti1at we 
at the R.M.A.S. are classroom and chairbound! This is not so. 
We do complete P.E. tests and take part in parades, and fit in 
as much sport as we possibly can. 

For those in the Corps who have served in the Signals Wing, 
or who have passed through the Academy, Mrs. V. W. Smith is 
still coping with mountains of paper, and on 14th November 
completed 22 years with the Signals Wing. This is a record 
which will probably never be surpassed. We thank Mrs. Smith 
for all she has done in the past and her continued loyallY in 
the future. 

~-

1st Div. H.Q. & Signal 

Regiment, B.F.P.O. 32 

Exercise • French Fried ' 

E XERCISE ' French Fried ' was me Alpha Two Summer 
Adventurous Training Exercise for 1971. The idea 

behind it was to paddle two assault boats down the River 
Rhone from Seyssel, some 20 miles from the French border 
with Switzerland, to Aries on the mouth of the river. 

To do this the Troop was split into four groups each of 
eight men. The group leaders were Lieutenant John Kirby, 
Staff Sergeant Robin Stan'ey-Jones, Sergeant Tom Stirzaker 
and Sergeant Steve Gair. The party was equipped with four 
Land Rovers and one four-ton Bedford and the long trip to 
Seyssel was covered in one dly. 

The first day was spent in practising each group in turn on 
the river. This proved to be very bard work as the river was 
in full ~pate and was running at about 10 knots. Having learned 
the art of manoeuvring the assault boats in this current the 
Troop was split into its four groups. Two groups had the task 
of taking the boats about 40 kilometres downstream, another 
was to motor to the next camp site and set up camp while the 
fourth group trekked about 20 miles. Groups changed tasks 

(Continued on page 13) 
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EX ERCISE FRENCH FRIED 
Overnight campsight at Le Tei l showing t he cooki ng bay at breakfast 

each day so everybody had their fair share of less glamorou 
jobs. 

The first day on the river saw only one incident when one 
of the boats was swept into a whirlpool. The bowman, Lanee
CorporaJ Geoff Young, lost his paddle which reappeared at 
the stem, the boat was flung through 180 degrees and the 
crew were thoroughly shaken. The rest of the first day passed 
uneventfully. 

On the journey down the river several hydro electric schemes 
had to be negotiated and these proved irksome. The lock 
keepers would not open the river to le t the two small assault 
boats through and inevitaby there was a long wait until a 
barge also came along. One particular lock keeper insisted on 
eeing the ' ships' papers ' for the assault boats; this took a 

long time to explain away. 
The journey down the river took eight days and there were 

four days' rest at Cassis on the Mediterranean coast. Corporal 
Kiwi Nation and Signalman John Morling decided that they 
would hitch-hike back to Verden but having covered only 60 
kilometres they gave up and returned to Cassis. The return 
journey was again covered in one day and the trip was con
sidered very well worth while. 

l:x e rchm • Ete rnal Tr~auglc • 
The Divisional FIX this year was held in the flat North 

German Plain and this caused some anxieties before the 
exercise. H owever communications functioned well in spite 
of the lack of ' high spots.' The h ighlight of the exercise was 
during the second week when the entire division had to do a 
river crossing over the Aller . The Headquarcers crossed the 
river both by day and by night and the whole operation was 
generally very successful. 

The weather for the exercise, strangely enough, was the best 
that we have had the entire exercise season but even o one 
night was spent in a violent thunderstorm with a minor strike 
on one of the radio vehicles which tended to upset me remote 
cables. A Regiment of tanks too made life hectic for O.C. Line 
Troop when the Headquarters was literally cut off from the 
radio site. 

Exercise • Viking Return ' 
Three separate crews of six each spent a week on board 

Petasus based at Kiel and sailing to Sonderberg and Faaborg. 
The weather throughout the cruises varied from storm to com
plete still. The first crew managed to make Sonderberg after 
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som:: frustrations with the Petasus engme. They then moved on 
to Faaborg whi:h was reached without incident. The return 
journey to Kiel started ~adly with rain and very little wind; 
the crew were faced with the prospect of motoring back. 
However,. the. wind did i.ncrc~se and by evening time Petasus 
was runnmg m a force six wmd. All were very relieved when 
eventually Kiel Fjord was reached and the sea began to get 
calm. 

The second week's cruise again had trouble with che motor 
b':lt eventually managed to set off for Sonderberg in a very ligh t 
wmd. Sonderberg was reached after an uneventful journey and 
the next day the crew set sail for Faaborg. The wind rose to 
force three and the crew bad to beat all the way which made 
a very good day's sailing. The return journey to Kiel was 
spent under sail the whole way until reaching the entrance to 
the Kiel Fjord. 

The final cruise for the Regiment generally went well and 
So~derberg and Faaborg w~re reached wiaiout mishap. T he 
crwses were well worth while and gave the opportunity for 
a number of soldier to learn to sail. 

3rd Div. H.Q. and Signal 

Regiment, Bulford 

Signal Omcer-in-Chlef (Designate) visits 
Carter Barracks 

B RIGADIER J.M. SAWERS, M.B.E., visited the Regiment 
on 23rd October, accompanied by Brigadier G. Proudman, 

C.S.O. Stratco; he walked round a di~play of equipment talking 
with a number of soldiers. Gale force winds 36 hours before his 
visit started to blow away part of the rented Ops Complex 
and it was with trepidation that the extended Grainger antennas 
were erected. The wind died away, however, and the sun 
smiled on the righteous for the visit. 

Farewell to 3 Brigade Headquarters & ignal 
Squadron 

Over the last month the camp has been bursting at the 
earns as arrivals for 3rd Brigade Headquarters and Signal 

Squadron joined. Their Officer Commanding Major Keith 
Ryding kept them moving, and we were almost used to the 
sight of large groups of tired, perspiring soldiers being driven 
to greater physical fitness. We even gave them one of our 
Officers, Captain Neil Mackereth, who has now had two tours 
in the Regiment. The Squadron left for Sboeburyness on 22nd 
October having been presented with a handsome leather-bound 
visitors' book by the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel 
D . H. Briggs. This is the second occasion on which the Regi
ment has acted as a midwife to fledgling Brigade Signal 
Squadrons. 

Recruiting teana 
Yet another month has flown by for the team. They have 

now covered over l 1,00(} miles in meir various visits ince 
they were formed. This last month has seen them visiting a lot 
of schools in various towns as far apart as Dorchester and 
Weymouth to Portsmouth and Southsea. They even managed 
to get Mike and Bernie Winters to their stand when they were 
at the Ideal Home Exhibition in Bournemouth. Originally the 
team took 3(} minutes to set the stand up1 but they can now do 
it in six minutes. Corporal Tom Warewg even managed to 
persuade an Australian reporter, female we add to feature 
him on the front page of a local newspaper. Staff Sergeant 
Benny Goodman is now in the process of handing the team 
over and is about to return to normal life within the Regiment; 
he gets a special ' thank you ' for all the very hard work he 
has done on behalf of Corps recruiting. 

Skill nt Arms 
During the last week of October the Regiment held its 

second Skill at Arms competition. The week started well with 
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verybody firing the individual competitions, to allow Squadrons 
to p ick teams for the final day. The ~eatiler mei:i forecast 
brillia nt weather, but they were wrong, thick f?~ making shoot
ing difficult The Pi tol and S.M .G. compeunons were fired 
before it r~ally became thick, but by afternO?n it was only 
po ible to know that the targets were commg up on the 
ZOO-metre range by the swirling of the fog. Major Guy Rogers, 
the econd-in-Command, worked overtime and per suaded the 
range authoritie to let us have the ranges again on the n~xt 
~ edne day. This time ti1e weather wa kind and the sh.O?tmg 
was completed. Lance-Corp-0ral Ian Nichols won the Ind1v1dual 
Cup and other resul ts were : H .Q. Squadron ' A ' team won the 
Pi to! and the Army 100 competitions while 2 Squadron won 
the Roupell and .M .G . competitions; this left 1 Squadron to 
win the Falling Plate to share the honours. 

.\meriean Holiday 
Lance-Corp-0ral Brian Hickson, Lance-Corporal ' Chalky ' 

White and Driver Dave (' j]3 ') Beeson, of Headquarte~ 
quadron, showed that initiative and the spirit of adventure on 

a self-help basi is still a~ve, ~hen. on 3rd. September ~:ey 
et off for America. On their arrival m Washington the Bnnsh 

Embassy helped them find accommodation and they spent f~ur 
enjoyable days sightseeing. However, even af~er ~o short . a ume 
money was getting short, so they started their rnp working the 
old boy net, to get accommod~tion at .Fort Eus~s. in Vi~ginia . 
After a brief stay they were given a lift on a military aircraft 
to Pencicala Florida and then on to Patrick Air Base. On this 
last flight they made friends w~th th~ crew and. spent the next 
two nights being shown the bright lights as their guests. FroJ:!l 
there they hitch-hiked to West Florida where they stayed until 
their return indulgence passages came up via Canada back to 
the U.K. Throughout the tour they found everybody they met 
in America e>.tremely friendly and willing to help them. They 
thoroughly enjoyed their trip, gained some valuable experiences, 
and proved true yet again that a little determination can take 
you a long way. 

Going shortly% 
Also going off to America, but considerably farther South, are 

Sergeant Joe Murtag~ Lance-Corporal Steve Holmes and 
Signalman Dave Davis. They have been selected by Major 
John Blashford Snell as the professional communicators on his 
e>..1Jedition during its trip across the Isthmus of Darien South 
of Panama. The party leaves for Panama at the end of January 
and meanwhile are learning a host of new skills such as driving 
tracked wheelbarrows and riding mules-all whilst speaking 
Spanish! We e>.1Ject there to be quite a story from them in a 
future issue. 

port 
Our sports round-up includes soccer, rugby and trench dig

ging. The Regimental soccer team started the season well and, 
aid Captain Tun.my MacDonald the team manager, may well 

be the stroog~st we have fielded for some time. This strength 
was certainly shown in the Army Cup preliminary round by a 
4-0 win over 1st Bo. Grenadier Guards in which the principal 
corer was Lance-Corporal Tom Ponton who drove in a hat

trick, the fourth goal being very skilfully taken by Private 'Jock' 
Meecban. Success followed in the firs t round with a 4-2 win 
over the Royal Hussars at Tidworth, but a disaster then 
occurred when 216 Para. Signal Squadron brought a powerful 
team to Bulford and our gladiators went down 1-4 to the better 
ide and so left the Cup competition. The rugby team has only 

lost two games this season-the South West District and the 
Army Cup firH rounds! There has been a fair measure of 
individual success nevertheless, with Signalman Harry Elkan 
and Second-Lieutenant Chris Wright p~aying in Army and 
Corps representative games, while Sergeant Seth Drika and 
Signalman Steve Bailes also had games for the Corps. 

Signalman Alan Parry easily added the Regimental cross
country to his long list of successes, in a competition held on 
11th November, but was unable to present his team, A3 Troop, 
losing narrowly to C3 Troop in the team event. 

" Each Troop will have prepared for inspection, one emplace
ment for a suppon weapon . . . In addition each Troop will 
at 11.00 hours start to dig a two-man battle trench," and so the 
Regimental digging competition started. The Commanding 
Officer judged the results at 12.00 hours, by which time 
initiative, muscles and mechanical trench diggers had duly 
been employed. C3 Troop won both competitions. 
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Sergeants' ~less n o tes 
Our knock-out games contest held during November was 

won by S.S.M. 'Jock ' Spiers and his team. Among other~ thi 
included Sergeant ' Paddy ' Heavey, whose nose-down wm of 
the spaghetti eating race played a major part in his team's 
victory. . 

Another sporting note! The Mess football team remam un
beaten and have now started looking round for some stronger 
oppon~nts so that tfley can really exercise their kill before 
meeting the Officers on Boxing Day. 

Arrh•als 
We welcome: W.0.1 Olly, A.C.C., W.0.2 McElvogue, Staff 

Sergeant (F. of S.) L aws, Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) Richards, 
Staff Sergeant Booth, Sergeants Stokes, McKay, Alway, Mills, 
Stevens, all Royal Signals, and Sergeant Williams, A.C.C. 

Departures 
We say farewell to W.0.2 Lile, Staff Sergeant Foster, 

Sergeant Young and Sergeant Shanks, A.C.C., and send them 
our best wishes in their next postings. 

4th Div. H.Q. & Signal 
Regiment B.F.P.O. 15 

A FTER an exchange of words such as 'precedent,' 'grateful,' 
' well done,' the Editor (Major M. J. T. O'Connor, 

Second-in-Command) of 4 Division H.Q. & Signal Regiment's 
WIRE notes reluctantly agreed with a broad grin to let someone 
else write a contribution to THE WIRE-and for th e record I 
do know what precedent means-I borrowed a dictionary to 
find out. No self-respecting clerk is without one. 

We said goodbye on 7th October, 1971, to Major-General D. 
W. Fraser, O.B.E., G .0 .C. 4 Division, on relinquishing com
mand of the Division. The General addressed the Regiment 
in the Gymnasium and thanked us all for our effons during his 
period in command. 

V.l.P. visit 
The new G.O.C., Major-General A. H. Farrar-H<Y"..J<ley, 

D.S.O., M.B.E., M.C., paid us a visit on Monday, 25th October, 
1971, and looked at various parts of Hammersmith Barracks. 

There is much activity in our Training Wing, planning and 
running conversion/upgrading courses. These will continue 
throughout the winter training season and during breaks between 
exercises in 1972. 

The soccer season is under way again and we beat our neigh
bours 7th Regiment in an Army Cup game 4-2. Scorers were 
Sergeant ' Geordie' An:lrews three and Signalman ' Scouse ' 
Goater the other. I t was not a particularly good game apart 
from the result and it is obvious that the team have yet to 
settle down. Major Mike Simms-Reeve will no doubt take the 
appropriate action, certainly training sessions are proceeding 
a plenty under the eagle eye of C.S.M.I. Jim Combe. 

Our new C.S.M.I. went to R.A.F. Bruggen for the B.A.0 .R. 
Golf Championships on 21st/22nd October, 1971 , and won 
first place in the 18-hole handicap and was second in the second 
18-hole handicap, and winner of the 36-hole handicap. H is 
handicap is now 12 and he thinks he has been unfairly assessed, 
and swears it was all a fluke. Nevertheless, as one who has 
played with the C.S.M.I. I agree wirh the handicap committee. 

We lose Ma"or Brian Clarke, R.T.R., O.C. H.Q. Squadron, 
on 11th November, 1971, who leaves us for M .0.D.-he will 
no doubt miss his Squadron of many cap badges. We wish him 
well and thank him for his support over the last years- we hope 
he will have some pleasant memories of Herford to while away 
his tour in M .O.D. We welcome Major F. C. Hodges, R.H. 
from 7 Annoured Brigade H .Q. & Signal Squadron, as O.C. 
H.Q. Squadron. 

RS.M. M. G. E. Hall won the B.A.0.R. Royal Signals Squash 
Championships on 7th November, 1971, at Soest. Another cup 
to add to his collection. 

On 10th November, 1971, we were visited by a party of 
Federal German Frontier Gendarmerie. This visit was in return 
for one recently made by members of the Regiment to the 
German unit in their barracks. 
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'The only 
All·Solid-State 100W 
broadband HF linear 

amplifien in 
full scale production 
an~here in the 
world .. 

We've already said a 
mouthful. But we must 
add that they cover the 
1.5 to 30 MHz range and 
canbeusedwithanyman
packtoforma 1 OOWman
portable or vehicle station. 

All solid state, they operate 
direct from their own batteries 
or from 24V vehicle supplies, 
without a converter. 

After all this we still haven't 
mentioned that there are no tun
ing or loading controls to adjust. 
And as they are fully protected 

against ex
cessive drive and 

cannot be damaged by 
mis-matches such as broken 

or short-circuited aerials, they are 
virtually fault-proof. 

One more word (or maybe two 
If you can bear with us). These 
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amplifiers have already 
been delivered in quan

tity to British and many 
Overseas Armed Forces. In fact, 

there's two years of full-scale 
production behind this product. 
And it's available now. 

IREDIFONCI 
Redifon Limited 
Communications Division. 
Broomhill Road 
London S.W.18. 
Telephone: 01 -874 7281 .... 
A Member Compnny of tl\e Redlffuslon Ofganloatlon 

IS 



7th Signal Regiment 

B.F.P.O. 15 

(tu.-.-n·~ llirOulay Hou urs 
12th October Sergeant William Gray and Corporal John 

Askew were both awarded the British Empire Medal. 
Sergeant Gray wa cited for his work with Army Recruiting and 
Corporal Askew for his work as a radio operator in Northern 
Ireland. The presentation was made on behalf of Her Maje ty 
The Queen by the Briti h Ambassador to Bonn at his re, idence. 

After the presentation the two .C.O. were entertained at 
me home of the Military Attache Brigadier F. L. Clarkson, 
M.B.E. Brigadier Clarkson commanded 7th Regiment between 
1961 and 1964, and it wa obviously a great pleasure for him 
to attend the ceremony. We are all delighted that the efforts 
of the e two member of the Regiment have been so highly 
rewarded. 

WELL DESERVED AWARDS 
Left to right: Sergeant and Mrs. Gray, Brigadier Clarkson and 
Corporal Askew at Brigadier Clarkson's home celebrate the award 

of B.E.M.'s in suitable liquid form 

Seven exercises for 7th Regiment 

Exercises have dominated the last few weeks of our existence 
and the majority of the Regiment have been engaged in provid
ing communications for Exercise ' Forefront ' and Exercise 
' Keystone,' the 4 Divi~ion and 2 Division FTXs. To complete 
the picture we must add Exercises 'M'lyfly,' 'Northern Signal,' 
'Cre ted Grebe' and 'Bronze Prince.' In addition we somehow 
fined in Regimental N.B.C. training, range classification and 
P.E. tests. · 

We all had our hectic moments but the ' finished product ' 
was well ad-nired. The following comment on Exercise ' Fore
front' was rereived from H.Q. 20 Armoured Brigade. 

" General Frazer and mv Commander both declared at the 
end of the exercise that the communication service provided 
was the be· t they had experienced during their respective tours 
as G.0.C. and Brigade Commander." 

(We understand that 4th Regiment played some part in the 
exercise as well!). 

6 quadron, who normally operate with Covering Force, 
played a full and somewhat unusual part in both exercises. 

6 Squadron 

Exerci e ' Forefront ' was the hardest exercise in current 
auadron memory entailing numerous moves and finally cul

m!nating in a massive tank battle with the enemy (ou~elves), 
reinforced with Panzer Group 100, opposing 4 Division armoured 
elements. 

This was followed by a few days' rest and then back into 
the fray for the benefit of 2 Division and the T. $c A.V.R. in the 
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RESPONSIBILITY 
Signalman Wally Westrop (Commander) and Signalman " Bugs" 
Barker (Driver) in their A.F.V. 439 on Exercise Keystone. Both are 

in 6 Squadron 

shape of 44th Parachute Brigade. To keep us alert there was an 
S.A.S. regiment. Despite keen security, firm defence and silence 
there were t\vo incidents worth repeating. Sergeant ' Paddy ' 
Farrel'y, whilst approaching a rebro . ite, was captured 
questioned and then dumped unceremoniously in a strange 
countryside. The S.A.S. couldn't understand his Irish brogue! 
Corporal 'Bully' Vuiyale decided that his radio shot was 
eligible for umpire sanctity and flew his white underpants from 
the mast head to indicate his decision to potential aggres ors. 
When two S.A.S. troopers, ignoring his white flag, burst into 
the penthouse ' Bully• resorted to other means (a machete) 
and successfully dissuaded them from pursuing their wrecking 
intent. 

S.Q.M.S. Barney ' Rubble ' Peebles put his artificial 
deodorants ta the test when, directing a 4-tonner into location, 
he stepped backwards into a rather deep and unsavoury stream 
followed closely by the vehicle. 

~lotor cycling 
This year the challenge of the B.A.0.R. motor cycling trial 

was taken up by some of our less experienced riders as Sergeant 
Vic Jinks and Corporal Mick Corrigan were unable to compete. 
T..,e trfals had been comp!etely altered and the first stage con
sisted of several laps of an open circuit with observed sections 
followed by a night-time map-reading exercise test. Our three 
competitors, buoyed up with their first stage successes, lined up 
cheerily the next morning for the really hard ride-a 20-mile 
cross-country circuit which had to be negotiated five times, 
each lap to take no longer than one hour. However, unruly fate 
took its toll. Y. of S. Vaughan Raynor's chances were scuppered 
when his magneto failed, Corporal Harry Bishop was on his 
last lap and doing well when he was catapulted into a bank, a 
heavy landing badly injured his shoulder and, despite all ~is 
efforts, he was unable to complete the course. 

Our most successful rider was Signalman Keith Davey who, 
after losing _his rear mudguaFd and breaking his chain twice, 
comp1eted the trials up in the wake of the leaders. This was a 
splendid effort by someone who has only recently taken up 
the skilful and hardy sport of trials riding. 

Rugby 

Wit"1 convincing victories over 3Sth Engineer Regiment, 6 
Brigade H.Q. & Signal Squadron and Q.R.I.H., the regimental 
rugby team is now through to the fourth round of the B.A.O.R. 
Cup. Tn the 4th Division competition we meet either 26th 
Engineer Regiment or 28th Amphibious Engineer Regiment in 
the final on 8th December. In the B.A.O.R. Cup we play 49th 
Field Regiment, R.A., on 4th December. Results to date are: 
Won 12, Lost 3, Points for 438, Points against 97. 
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Our congratulations go to Lance-Corporal Alan James, 
Corporal Trevor Johnson, Corporal Sam Mosedale and Signal
man Pat. Lee who played in the Corps' team for the November 
tour against R.E.M.E., Arborfield, and R.M.C.S., Shrivenham. 
Furthermore, the Army selectors were most impressed with 
Signalman Pat Lee's performance during the two matches. 

SoC' •t•r ·- D.A.O.ll. Cu1t 
Once again our old rivals 4 Division H.Q. & Signal Regiment 

knoc~ed us o~t of _the B.A.O.R. . Cup by four goals to two. 
Despite our disappomtment we wish them every success in the 
next round. Our goals were scored by Signalman Pete Rennison 
an~ Signalman Mic_k O'Hare. No player can be singled out for 
praise-everyone tned hard but the extra goals wouldn't come. 

In the league game with the same opponents we reversed the 
decision, beating them 2-0. Pete Rennison scored both goals 
in fine style with the help of Signalman Mick O'Hare and 
Sergeant Paddy' McGerty. Lance-Corporal Steve Stevenson 
played an excellent game in goal and Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) 
John Sidney gave all he had for the full 90 minutes. 

ll•wkt•) - 11.A.O.ll. Cnp 
ht the first round of the cup we defeated 4th/7th Dragoon 

<Juard:; by 4-1. Remembering that last season we reached the 
B.A.0.R semi-finals, we look forward, with confidence, to 
another successful run in the cup this season. 

ll11~by 

8th Signal Regiment, 
Catterick Camp 

P RIDE of place this month must go to the rugby scene 
where we are regularly turning out a first and second 

XV every Wednesday, and an A side every Saturday. The 
skipper this year is Chris Melhuish ably supported by Hywel 
Thomas, our full-back try-scoring Adjutant (who is awaiting 
an operation on his knee, but he kicks consistently well 
nevertheless). In the background Bob Coe arranges all the 
fixtures, transport and training the team every Monday night 
in the gym and generally does all the bard work. It is even 
rumoured that the Second-in-Command turns out on a Satur
day for a casual game. Two othef Corps players in the first 
XV are Corporal Bill McConnel and Signalman John Godfrey 
both names to watch. In addition other famous players are 
Corporal Probin nicknamed ' P. J.' of bar standing injured 
ankle fame. Others of mention are Signalman Rack, Lance
Corporal Ellis, R.H.Q. orderly room, W.0.2 Charles of 3 
Squadron, Staff Sergeant Woodhouse, Sergeant Grubb and 
Signalman Williams who is kicking well as second XV full 
back and Corporal Nason as pack leader. It bas been suggested 
that the Christmas party this year should be held at the 
Walkerville Hotel. It is feared by the landlord that this may 
be his last party ever. By the time this goes to press the deed 
will have been well and truly done. 

Soccer 
Even the Army's most popular sport, soccer, claims its right

ful position in 8th Calendar. Under the able leadership of 
captain Jim Esson, the Regiment enter this season with a 
number of credits including the Nordist Cup, Bedale Cllallenge 
Cup, Richmond April Cup and the Nordist Senior League. 
Al o a number of players have now moved on to bigger things 
- Corporal Micky Boorman, Signalman ' Paddy' Caldwell and 
Billie Malone at present in the Army Squad. So far this 
season, although early days, the first XI are still in with 
a chance in all cup competitions and are riding joint top of 
two leagues. Most of the credit for this must go to such 
faithfuls as Sergeant Dan Brooks, Corporal John FuJler, 
Sergeant Ted Lyth and Corporal John Chapman. A welcome 
sight in the number 11 pot i Lieutenant David Palmer. 

Hockey 
W.0.1 John Howie of 1968/69 vintage will be pleased to 

hear of the continued progress of both our hockey teatlls 
currently playing each week and winning. We look forward 
to the first round of the Army Cup. With a fair cut of old 
and new players ably lead by such well knowns as Sergeants 
Dickie Forster, 'Paddy' Hyde and W.0.1. Tom Stoddart. 
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Playing well and currently for Durham County is Sergeant 
Mick South and for the Corps Corporal Rowland Jones and 
Sergeant Gallagher. Keep up the good work Captain Donna 
Reed. 

Badminton 

One of the lesser known activities whidJ. lately has been 
given a new lease of life thanks to the efforts of Captain Ted 
Heasman. A recent inter-Squadron competition produced 
some fine matches with some noteworthy fights between 
Corporal Harry Squires and Signalman 'Taff ' Singh of 1 
Squadron, and Corporal Pete Drage, Signalman Jimmy Scope 
of 3 Squadron also Sergeant Danny Cotterill outpointed by 
Signalman Steve Croot in the singles final. All credit to 
2 Squadron winners of the competition and to Captain Ted 
Heasman and Signalman Steve Croot for the selection to 
Command standard. 

3 Squadron Note 

The past year has seen many changes in organisation and 
training with the opening of the new Trade Training School 
and the introduction of the new trade structure. After a recent 
visit by the Inspectorate of Establishments, the Regiment is 
in the throes of yet another major reorganisation. We in the 
Squadron obvi-Ously failed to convince the team that we were 
in fact indispensable. Now we are to be disbanded. Captain 
Jim Esson and his henchman Y. of S. O'Mahoney have already 
moved to their new Squadrons, taking with them the complete 
instructional staff. 

Both our S.Q.M.S. general and technical, the Stafi Segeants 
Edwards and Bates have deserted the fold, taking all the stores 
with them. One Troop Sergeant, Sergeant Markwell, has moved 
to higher stations as S.Q.M.S. of 1 Squadron. 

You will gather by this stage, that there is very linle left. 
The Squadron headquarters staff sit in their linle hut in 
Messines Lines wondering what fate has in store for them. 
The final closure of the Squadron will be sometime in 
February/March, but the Squadron Christtnas party promises 
to be the party of all parties, spending the last of the coppers 
of the Squadron Social Cub. 

Vale 

We say farewell to Captain Hendern shortly to leave us for 
B.A.0.R. complete with his latest acquisition, a new Rover 
2000 and cwin girls. We wish him and his family all the very 
best in their new postings. · 

Schemes group 

Schemes group is perhap one of the least known about and 
one of the most important parts of all operator, combat, line
men, and technicians' training. Here is where they receive 
their first taste of living and working under field conditions. 
Not only basic courses, but upgraders, too, come to schemes 
group to ram home in the field all they have learnt in the 
comfort of the T.T.S. (Trade Training School). 

Schemes group's responsibilities do not end here, all sort 
of 'funnies' crop up in the diary-Training Brigade Royal 
Signals recruiting displays throughout the North East, providing 
communications for Fellsmao Hike, various horseshows/trials, 
displays at schools, signals classification for C.C.Fs. 

In order to carry out all these commitments, schemes 
group is quite a large organisation with 66 all rank cadre 
instructors and over 40 vehicles including FFR LRs, Diis, 
C4ls, CSOs, C70s and TEVs. Commanded by Captain Trevor 
Hendren, ably assi ted by Y. of S. Jack Wraith, with Sergeants 
Harry Beresford, John Kirkham and Ken Gibbons as the 
Radio/RR Section sergeants. The T.M. section is in the 
capable hands of F. of S. Chambers, the line section Corporal 
Brian Christian and our M.T. is lovingly cared for by Corporal 
Brian Rivett. 

Our cadre instructors arrive from other theatres expecting 
a relatively quiet life after the rigours of constant exercises in 
B.A.0.R. What do they find when they arrive in schemes 
group ? Exercises, exercises and more exercises in an exercise 
season which lasts for 12 months. Nevertheless, they (and 
their wive ) soon adapt to this new sort of life which entail 
living and instructing in the field for three weeks out of four. 
They all know the Canerick training areas like the backs of 
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GETIING THEIR PROCEDURE RIGHT 
Sergeants John Kirkman and Ken Gibbon have a refresher on voice 

procedure 

their hands and this geographical knowledge is rapidly being 
widened to include the whole of the North Riding of Yorkshire 
and South Durham. One day will find them braving the 
elements on Feldom Moor and the next in the congenial 
surrounding of Elleron Manor Estate near Pickering tucking 
into pies and beer supplied by grateful organisers of the 
Pickering Horse Trials, for whom they are providing control 
communications. 

Captain Chris Melhuish is in the process of taking over 
from Captain Trevor Hendren, who, in January, is off to 
21st Signal Regiment. We wish him and his family bon 
voyage and best wishes for a happy tour in B.A.0.R. 

Sergeants Harry Beresford and John Kirkham are also in 
the days-to-do stage. They are leaving us in February to 
go on No. 22 Yeoman of Signals Course at Blandford. We 
wish them all the best on the course and thank them for their 
hard work and enthusiasm which they have put into schemes 
group. 

Also best wishes to Corporal Bert Shaw who leaves the Army 
in February, and to Corporal 'Jam' Nason who moves up the 
road from Gaza to Messines to commence bis T.I. Course. 

OUR photograph shows Corporal Bill Martin and Lance
Corporal Audrey Burston standing in front of a rather 

disapproving looking Bruno Bear. He need not be because 
these two drivers have just won prizes in the Borough of 
Richmond safe driving competition; Corporal Martin first prize 
for advanced motorists, Lance-Corporal Burton first prize in the 
novices' section. During the past year Corporal Martin has 
also gained his Class I Driver Royal Signals, his advanced 
drivers' qualification and his HGV 3. These are notable 
achievements for 1971 and can be added to the birth of a 
econd son to Mrs. A. J. Martin earlier in the year; Corporal 

Bill Martin, however, counts this as a 1970 success. 

f.P .C. in the field 
The M.P.C. JT took to the woods on Friday, 12th November, 

1971. After much preparation the 10 would-be woodsmen 
moved out to conquer the wild unknown of Shorncliffe training 
area, the first test being the setting up of camp in the dark. 

Early aturday morning saw the woodsmen on the C.Q.B. 
and l.B.S.R. ranges at Hythe and although rain dampened the 
sandwiches it did not dampen the high spirits and an enjoyable 
day was had by all. 

Sunday saw the black-faced woodsmen attempting to perform 
ection antics which gave the R.S.M. and Sergeant Phil Ph.il:ips 
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THEY KNOW HOW TO DRIVE 
Lance-Corporal Burston (W.R.A.C.) and Cor poral Martin made their 
mark in the recent Richmond Borough safe driving competition. 
Lance-Corporal Burston achieved 1st prize in the novices' section 
while Corporal Martin gained a first award in the advanced driver's 

section 

grey hair. The men took turns to do the cooking. Change is the 
spice of life but not when the choice is " Thick or thin, take 
it or leave it." It is rumoured the R.S .M. lost half-a-stone in 
weight. . 

The highlight of the week's culinary efforts was when 
Sergeant Phillips demonstrated the use of a rabbit snare. One 
fine fat rabbit bit the dust and was promptly and very tastily 
converted into rabbit stew. Also a touch of frost gives an 
added zest to egg butties round a camp fire for supper. The 
highlight of the week was to be the visit of the C.O., 
Lieutenant-Colonel D. M. F. Barker. Our woodsmen per
formed so well the C.0. swore he never saw them. 

Several truths emerged from the week: 
I. When setting an ambush, try to avoid using a field that 

is inhabited; it is better to be captured than trampled in a 
stampede. 

2. Cow manure is not good for the boots even if it is 
lucky to step in it. 

3. Learn to ignore adverse comments, such as when, on the 
way home to Hounslow, the team, blacked up and in full kit, 
called into a cafe and the young lady assistant said, " God, it' s 
the Black and White Minstrels." 

It was a wet and tired but very satisfied group of woodsmen 
who returned to camp late on Thursday night to be welcomed 
back by the Regimental Picquet, and hot soup and sandwiches 
very kindly supplied by Mrs. (S.S.M..) Heath. 

Remembrance Day Parade 
Once again the Regiment turned out for the annual Remem

brance Day Parade in Hounslow on Sunday, 14th November, 
1971. Together with other local organisations they marched to 
the Holy Trinity Church, then through the town to the music 
of the Pride of Murray Pipers and the Band of the Salvation 
Army. The salute was taken by His Worsilip the Mayor. Our 
young ladies of the W.R.A.C. served as s1deswomen in the 
church. 

After the parade an assembly of over 200 local and military 
dignitaries joine4 the Mayor for sherry in the Council Chambers. 

(Continued on page 20) 
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ANNA VALLEY MOIORS (Amesbury) LID. 
HIGH STREET, AMESBURY, WILTSHIRE 

Telephone: AMESBURY 2248/2249 

SERVICES BUY-BACK SAVINBS SCHEME 

fn the past Servicemen posted overseas at hort notice have had difficult problems with the dispo al 
of their cars. Storage i expensive and ties up capital. 

Sale through the local press takes time, and a quick sale to a local garage may not reali e the be t 
price. None of these methods is entirely satisfactory to the Serviceman. 

To overcome this problem and to help serving members of the force ANNA VALLEY MOTORS 
(AMESBURY) LTD. are introducing their new Service Buy-Back Scheme, the salient points of which 
are as follows:-

(l) ANNA VALLEY MOTORS will buy any make of car up to five years old and 
will, subject to the car being in reasonable condition pay current book price. Cars 
over five year old will be considered on a condition value basis. 

(2) The seller then has the option of taking thirty per cent of the Sales price immedi
ately in cash and leaving the balance on deposit for at least Six months or leaving the 
whole amount on deposit. Anna Valley Motors will pay interest on such deposits 
at the bank rate applicable during the period. The money deposited with the interest 
earned can be drawn out at the end of Six months or left with us to earn more toward 
the price of a new or secondhand car. 

(3) Once a price has been agreed the Serviceman can use the car until immediately 
before his departure or in the case where hi wife stops in the country for a hort 
period before joining her husband the car may be used by her until her departure. 
Car can also be collected subject to prior arrangement. 

(4) When returning tq this country ANNA VALLEY MOTORS will have the new 
car of your choice avaiJable or end you detail of our Used car tock. 

(5) Rever e charge Telephone calls personally to Mr. M. W. Dooos, Sale Director 
accepted from anywhere in the U.K. 

VAUXHALL-BEDFORD DEALERS and NAAFI EXPORT SPECIALISTS 
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(Cominucd from page 18) 

The iayor very kindly took this opportuc:ty to present 
L and G.C.s to Staff Ser eant Gordon Henr. and Corporal 
Fred Brown. 

•·lying hi~b 
'\ e extend congratulations to Sergeant George Wilson and 

Sergeant Fred Budd on their appoinrment as part-time gliding 
in ·tructors at 618 Gliding School. It's a pity they cannot 
pra ti e their trade over Hounslow. It would make a nice 
change from the all too frequent jet types we get now. 

llullowe•en 
W couldn't let Hallowe'en pass without a ball. A junior 

ranks' dance was held in the Bruno Club, costume of course. 
ome of the costumes were very good. It is noted that M.rs. 

R.SM. didn't turn a hair when Frankenstein came into the 
kitchen to offer his help with the buffet. 

l\.ild life 
Just in ca e you think the above heading means high jinks on 

the camp let me reassure you. The Regiment has been helping 
the Wild Life Organisation during their local appeal week. On 
Saturday, 27th November, 1971, Lieutenant-Colonel D. M. F. 
Barker kindly allowed the Crane Valley Motor Club to organise 
a Motor Gymkhana on the R.S.M.'s beloved square. However 
to show there were no hard feelings, the R.S.M. joined in and 
with his son Steven as co-driver did quite well. Th.is could be 

becau e St-even bad already been round the course once as the 
C.O.'s co-driver and not because the R.S.M. knew every pebble 
on the square. 

Every dog has its day and to prove it dogs of every shape 
and size descended on the Camp to take part in an obedience 
trial. There were alsatians, poodles, pugs and an enormous 
'Hush Puppy' who stole the show by watering the C.O.'s 
verandah when he should have " Stayed." 

The News of the W01·Id Darts Champion, Mr. Filkins, took 
on all comers in the Bruno Club. Needle s to say he retired 
undefeated. 

We hope our little effort will go some way towards saving 
the priceless heritage of wild life, without which the world 
would be a duller place. 

N' ew arrival!!! 
We welcome to the Regiment Major Fleming from Edin

burgh. It appears he is a golfing addict; obviously Edinburgh 
i too near St. Andrews. Somehow be has persuaded the R.S.M. 
that the Regiment should pos ess its own mini golf course, 
re ulting in the R.S.M. being een diligently mowing down 
great strips of grass on Sunday. The R.S.M. reckons he won't 
need a resettlement course when he leaves the Army next year. 
He'll get a job anywhere as a park keeper! 

FooCball 
The i/c Football was approached for notes but declined 

owing to large scores. Unfortunately he declined to say for or 
against our team. 

11th SIGNAL REGIMENT, CATTERICK CAMP 

OFFICERS OF I Ith SIGNAL REG IMENT 
Back row (left to right): Lieutenant C. C. L. Enright, Lieutenant G. S. Gordon, Lieutenant S. D. Gilpin, Second-Lieutenant R. M. Lawrence, 

W.R.A.C., Lieutenant G. B. Fish, Lieutenant I. M. S. Cross and Lieutenant R. J. Sanders 
Second row (left to right/" Lieutenant N. C. Fairley, Lieutenant P. G. T. Morgan, Lieutenant B. J. David, A.C.C., Captain L. A. Poole, R.A.P.C., 
Captain B. Swift, R.A.E.C., Captain T. H. English, R. Anglian, Major P. J. Robinson, R.A.M.C., Reverend B. A. Carew, C.F., Captain R. F.Wilford, 

Lieutenant P. J. Bowles 
Front row (left to right/: Captain J.C. Young, Major (Ret'd.) 0 . B. G. Shoubridge, Captain J. B. Walsh, Major R. W. Simmons, B.E.M., Captain 
M. K. Carson, Lieutenan -Colonel F. C. Lockwood, Commanding Officer, Major D. M. Humphries, Major H. A. J. Alexander, M.B.E., Major 

W. P. B. Thomas, Lieutenant·Colonel (Ret'd.) R. W. Atkinson, O.B.E., Captain T. Jones 

l"u ·s Off Parndt•s 

'ovember has seen two Pass Off Parades, the first being 
on 12th November when 1 and 7 Troops passed off, and were 
inspected by Colonel W. A. Sykes, The Commanding Officer 
8th igoal Regiment. The Best Recruit in 1 Troop was 

ignalman Lawlor, who is training as a Combat Powerman, 
and the Best Recruit of 7 Troop was Signalman Williamson. 
2 and 6 Troop pas cd off on 26th November, and were 
in pc tcd by Lieutenant-Colonel G. H. W. Browne, M.C., 
Gordon . Best Recruit in 2 Troop was Signalman Ryder, who 
shortly begins bis training as a Combat Lineman, and the 
Be t Recruit in 6 Troop was Signal.man Campbell, now training 
a a Data Telegraphist. 
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Exercise •Nomad II• 
Exercise 'Nomand II' took place at the end of October, and 

was designed to exercise the Brigade Staff in deploying troops 
in an Internal Security environment. We provided a company, 
which was commanded by Major Roy Simmons, duly assisted 
by Captain Mike Galloway, and three platoon commanders, 
Lieutenant Dick Sanders, Lieutenant Brian Chubb and Lieu
tenant Alan Kennedy. The platoons were composed of recruits 
from 1 and 7 Troops in their fifth week of training. 

The exercise, which included riot dispersal, guards, V.Ps., 
cordon and search, and anti-ambush drills was a great success. 
Little or no sleep was had by anyone, but the problem of 
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fatigue was alleviated by the fact that the W.R.A.C. were 
actively participating as enemy! 

Many valuable lessons were learnt by all, and the problems 
encountered in deploying an 'ad hoc' column were many, but 
we learnt by our mistakes and so with our infantry role 
omplctcd, it was back to si nals training. 

S••u 1,1011 c>ar•·h 
On 23rd November the CT Squadron detachment jn 

tirling were requested to help Blair Drummond Safari Park, 
to catch 'Judy,' the wandering sea lion. Brushing a ide dis
belief, pres and B.B.C. camera crews, Lieutenant Brian 
Chubb, Sergeant Peter Tams and Corporal Len Kenyon 
a~scmbled two assault boat crews, and launched on to the 
River Forth as a search party. Regrettably, the party missed 
'Judy' by a few hundred yards, but gained useful experience 
JO watcrmamhip, especially the drills for handling the boats, 
jammed on rocks. The final outcome was a crate of beer 
from the Safari Park, and film coverage on 'Nationwide.' 

\'is IC 

The AdJutant-Geoer I, ir John Mogg, K.C.B., C.B.E., paid 
a vi it to the Regiment on 9th November, where he and his 
party saw the recruits and Junior Signalmen Troops at work. 

On 18th November, 1971, the Regiment had its F.F.R. 
Inspection by the Training Brigade Commander, Brigadier 
P. A. M. Tighe, M.B.E .. The quarter guard of Junior Signal
men was commanded by Sergeant Hails. 

The formal visit was followed by lunch in the Warrant 
Officers' and Sergeant ' Mess with all Officers in attendance. 

ADJUTANT-GENERAL VISITS 
The Adjutant.General, General Sir John Mogg, K.C.B., C.B.E., talks 
to members of the current Staff-Sergeants courses. Looking on the 
Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel F. C. Lockwood, Royal 
Signals, and O.C. Instructional Wing, Major S. Wood, Royal Signals 

Fnm•ral-Sig1mlu1au Paul Genge 
On Thur day lltl1 November, a party headed by Lieutenant 

Tim Mountford and W.0.I (R.S.M.) J. R. Markham, went 
to a small village called Wheelock, near Chester, to form the 
Bearer and Firing Partie for the funeral of Signalman Paul 
Genge, who was killed whilst serving in Lurgan, Northern 
Ireland. Our deepest sympathy is extended to his parents, 
family and comrades. 

l<'nrc•wc•ll 
W.0.2 (O.R.Q.M.S.) Bennett, who spent only a hort time 

with 1 ~quadron as Administrative Officer. W.0.2 (S.S.M.) 
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P. Gill, of H.Q. Squadron left us for civilian life after the 
customary Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess 'Court 
Martial!' 

\Velconu" 
Lieutenant Bob West, who joins us from B.A.0.R., and 

W.0.1 Thomas, straight from the heat of Singapore; Lieutenant 
Mike Crane, Second·Lieutenant David Case and Second
Lieutenant Jim Blake, join us for a shon time prior to their 
Qualifying Course at the School of Signal . Captain (Tfc.) 
David Gubler, from the School of Signals, recently joined us 
to boost the strength of I Wing. 

Congratulations Co 
Corporal and Mts. A. D. Buffery on the birth of their son, 

Faul, on 12th November 1971. 

t 'ongrntulation to • • • 
Lieutenant Ian Cross on the occasion of his marriage to 

Second-Lieutenant Maggie Spencer, W.R.A.C. of 8th Regiment. 
Also to Signalman Sullivan on the birth of a son, Kevin, on 
14th October. 

Farewell to • • • 
Staff Sergeant Probert, who moves down the road to 34th 

Regiment (V) in Middlesborough. 

\Velcome to . • • 
Major C. B. Mercer, who joins us from Liverpool University 

to take over as Second-in-Command. Also Lieutenant Tim 
Mountford who returns from the sunnier climes of Singapore 
to take over a Troop in 1 Squadron. Sergeants Plumbridge, 
Pritchard and Corporal Lewis have joined us during the past 
month. 

Trainiug Squndron 
11th Regiment has always had the problem over what to 

do with soldiers who have finished their basic training and 
are waiting, some of them up to three months, for trade 
training. Continuation Training Troop has had to find 
temporary accommodation and traospon at Scarborough and 
Stirling in order to keep the men busy and happy adventure 
training before they are posted to 8th Regiment. 

This year during September and October the numbers 
involved were exceptionally high and the T. & A.V.R. required 
the whole of Stirling and Scarborough Barracks, so the two 
detachments combined and a squadron of approximately 100 
wa formed at Cameron Barrack , Inverness. This well 
preserved, solid stone barras::ks built in 1884 and formerly 
the home of the Queen's Own Cameron Highlanders was our 
imposing but comfortable home for three weeks before we 
moved by train to Buroi ton Barracks, Scarborough. 

The weather was at its best and all Troop enjoyed camping 
on the West Coast of Ross, in the Cairogorms, canoeing, 
abseiling and the magnificent scenery of Scotland. A mo t 
useful and beneficial activity to all concerned wa beating 
for grouse shoots. Local lairds were so keen to get beaters 
that one titled gentleman drove 30 miles personally in his 
1933 Rolls Royce to collect and return Corporal Dool and 
five men, who in addition to the pleasure of this drive were 
payed £2.00, given a bottle of beer and brace of grouse for 
the O.C.! We lived well up there. 

Back at Scarborough everyone has learnt that fitnc s and 
a good pair of boots is essential and if you want to avoid 
a Jong walk over the moors you must rely on your compa s. 

Ill TOHY OF 1 t}tli SIGN,tL llEGDIENT 

Association H.Q. have been presented with a number 
of copies of an excellent history of the recently dis
banded 19th Signal Regiment. This history has been 
compiled by the last C.O., Lieutenant Colonel C. J. 
Gilbert, who has gone to a great deal of trouble to 
produce a lively, informative and well illustrated history 
of the Regiment. Price SOp. Proceeds go to As ociation 
Benevolent Fund. 
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13th Signal Regiment B.F.P.O. 40 
VI It r s 

DURING the month we have been privileged to welcome a 
large number of visitors to the Regiment. General D . R. 

Horsfield, O.B.E., C.S.O. B.A.0.R, came to see the Regiment 
on 25th November, and on other days we welcomed Colonel 
J. N. Burrell, M.B.E., A.A.G. A.G. 11, Lieutenant-Colonel A. 
W. McL. Mackinnon and Lieutenant-Colonel H. A. Johnstone, 
M.B.E., Commanding Officer and Commanding Officer desig
nate of 9th Regiment. Early in the month we hosted two Inter
national Conferences and for two weeks our Messes were 
literally full to overflowing. All went well, and for the moment 
we are back to the normal routine. 

Soelal cene 
Barry Martin and his Jazz Band, accompanied by Alton 

Parnell, entertained us on the evening of 10th November. This 
wa a return visit of the well-known Band, and a large number 
of people enjoyed their traditional style of jazz. 

The G eneral Knowledge Quiz continues to attract large 
audiences in the J .R.C. every Thursday. Our master mind, 
Major Tom Swan, has now produced about 1,200 questions. 
The most successful team to date was one from 2 Squadron 
composed of Mr. Colin Holman, Staff Sergeant Peter Finnigan, 
Sergeant Frank lsted and Corporal Glen Clauson. They 
achieved the highest points score ever, and so are suong 
favourites for the title Sergeant Harry Coyle, on attachment 
to us from the Canadian Forces Sea Element, had a tough 
time in his round-every question he drew was on the history 
or geography of England! And his last question was "How 
many sides had the old threepenny piece?'' 

i.ten tlone d h t • • • 
As our Unit WIRE correspondent went about his business rhe 

other day, he was acco ted by an N .C.0. who complained tha t, 
despite his having served in Royal Signals for nine year~, he 
had never been mentioned in THE WIRE. No, the N.C.O. didn' t 
play, risk, endure, run, jump or throw. Why then should he be 
mentioned? Well-after nine years . . . 0 .K.-the name is 
Corporal Ray Yallop! (Made it at last!-Editor). 

S ports 
Our most successful sports side continues to be the hockey 

team. Our league record to date is played 11, won 9, drawn 2, 
for 34, against 4. In addition, we managed to beat H .Q. B.A.O.R. 
by 1-() in the first round of the Army Cup. We now face 17 
B.V.D . R.A.0.C. in the second round, and as all hockey 
enthusiasts in Rhine Area will know they are a team to be 
taken seriously. Lance-Corporal Dave Luckett, our centre
forward, seems to be getting his eye in now; in our last match 
he scored six goals. Our two inside-forwards, Sergeant Mick 
T aylor and Corporal Bob Symonds, are playing with a great 
deal of vigour, and making a mighty contribution to the side. 
We have also bad our successes in cross-country running. At 
an international league event at Venlo, Signalman Mick Rideout 
came second in a field of 90 runners. Also very noteworthy was 
the performance of Signalman Brian Rainey, who finished in 
the first 20 in only his fourth cross-country competition. Look 
out Mick Rideout! 

Officers· M ess 
On 26th November, the members of the Mess gathered at a 

guest night to say farewell to Captain Alec Taylor. Alec had 
served with the Regiment for three-and-a-half years and so 
the event was of considerable significance. Alec's succes or is 
Captain Bill Gahan. We wish both success, and the best of 
luck to Alec who is off to 7lst Regiment (V) in Bromley. We 
also welcome Padre Kevan Tailby back to the Mess; he 
managed to get detached to Ulster for a few weeks! 

Sergeants• !'fess 
N ovember has been quite a month socially. On the 6th our 

P.E.C. W.0.2 (R.Q.M.S.) Ted Brant laid on a band a buffet 
and some dancing space, and announced that there would be a 
social evening. What was to be a small affair turned out to be 
more like a summer ball, and had all the magic that makes a 
good evening. Our American guests who have high regard for 
our Mess life, thought it a ' Swell evening ' and went away 
with the impression rbat we do this every Saturday--ooly wish 
we could! 
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SERGEANTS' MESS-13th SIGNAL REGIMENT 
W .O . I (R.S.M.) E. S. Fi lder receiving a scroll from Hauptfeld
w ebel Verner Reimiiller after playing a services football team from 

Bonn 

On the 25th November Major-General D. R. Horsfield, 
0 .B.E., presented the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal 
to W.0.2 (Sup. R.) Tom Cooper. After the parade the C.S.O. 
joined us for drinks and met Audrey Cooper and the Mess 
members. 

On a bitterly cold 10th November we played football against 
a German mixed service team from Bonn. After lunch-time 
drinks, both teams took to the field and, despite the fact that 
they had a first-class goalkeeper, we won 8-3 after being 3-1 
down at half-time. In the evening the senior member of their 
team Hauptfeldwebel Reimiiller presented the R.S.M. with an 
inscribed scroll and a German Flag to mark the occasion. In 
replying the R.S.M. praised them for their sportsmanship and 
conceded that we could not match their after-match capaciry. 
(We are now in training for the return game!) They left us in 
a happy state, and remarkably, all standing. 

During the month we had farewell parties for Sergeant John 
Lawless and bis wife Ann, Sergeant Bill Leslie and bis wife 
Maureen and W /Sergeant Ann Mason - all will be sadly 
missed in the Mess and we wish them well in their new units. 

Arrivals 
Captain A. S. R. Alfred, Sergeant D. BoxaU, Sergeant C. H. 

Morgan, RA.0.C. 

Departures 
Captain A. Taylor, Sergeant J. Lawless, Sergeant W. H. 

Leslie, W /Sergeant M. E. A. Mason. 

FOR TELEVISION - RENT OR BUY 
LATEST MODELS 

D. & G. MANSELL 
6, FINKLE STREET, 

RICHMOND, YORKS. Tel. 2024. 

Also all Domestic Electrical Appliances 

Our Record Dept. contains the largest selection 
of records in the district, also sheet music and 

musical instruments. 
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F BEWELL 255 - ll'E SHALL MISS YOIJ! 

THEY WORKED HARD, PLAYED HARD AND MAE A GREAT NAME FOR THE CORPS IN THE GULF 
As The W ire goes to press 255 S ignal Squadron, Bahre in, is in the last days of its existence-it disbands on the 15th December. It will !much missed as a lively and efficient Squadron of the Corps and The Wire will be the poo rer without it s regular contribut ions. The group 
photograph a bove shows t he Squadron-less t hose unavoida b ly o n duty-at its peak. Our best wishes go to all who served with 255 an iay they have pleasant memories of happy days and good comradeship. (Not e t he Squadro n mascot Muffin the Mu le, on left of photo) 

TT'S finally come, the last contribution from this Squadron. 
.L ~o doubt Squadron and Troop personnel who have been 
nom10ated to provide notes are breathing a sigh of relief, 
but one perhaps would also like to think that we will be missed. 

Whjlst 73sting around fo~ material some one suggested 
a potted hlstory, but only having been here some ejght months 
!IlYSelf I ~ad to ask around and look back through the files. It 
is surprismg how bad some memories are, and the Chief 
Cler~, Corporal Chris Rogers, has been busy for some weeks 
bummg files, so past members of the Squadron with better 
memories will have to forgive me, the Second-in-Command. 

The Squadron formed under its present title on the disband
ment of 15th Signal Regiment. The role of 255 Signal Squadron 
~as to provide both static and mobile communications primarily 
in . Bahrain, but "1.ith responsibilities elsewhere in the Gulf. 
With the clo~e~~~wn of 2f2 Signal Squadron in July, 1971, 
the e respons1b1lit1es were increased and Sharjah Signal Troop 
came u~de!' the wing of Bahrain-based 255. The Squadron 
has ma1ntamed exchanges at Muharraq, Jufair and Hamala. 
I.t has manned two of them. It has provided the radio relay 
!mks between these places and looked after the telephones 
at all of them. It has staffed the Joint Nessage Centre in 
suppon of th_e three s.ervices on ~e island. It has provided 
despatch services, mobile and static VHF and HF communi-

cations, P.F.A.C.'s a telecommunications workshop and cryptic 
c~ll. It's always been called upon for barbecue lights. Sharjah 
Signal Troop have provided HF communications and looked 
after the exchange and telephones. We expect they've provided 
barbecue lights, too. 

Well, all that is over now, or pretty nearly. We have reduced 
from a strength of over 250 all ranks in July this year, to 67 
at the time of writing, 1st December. By 15th December the 
last person departs, and who else is that but the O.C . Major 
R. A. F. Reynolds, who has to clear his accounts through the 
Command Secretary. 

J,i ne Troo11 

Line Troop is officer-less, the last 0.C., Second-Lieutenant 
Ian Grant having left on 2nd November. It is now run by 
Sergeant 'Chippy' Wood, havin~ also lost nearly everyone else 
consists of Corporals John Harrison, John O.C.) Cowperthwait~ 
and'Pror Matthews, and the morale booster, Signalman 'Tich' 
Ross. Everyone does everythio~ from being a technician to 
making the coffee, all with a smile, or almost. 

Field Troop 

Field Troop now consists of Sergeant Barry Brown, loudly 
bemoaning the absence of his wife, and six men, as Captain 
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Ron Abbott, Sergeant 'Geordie' Atkinson and the rest have 
gone back to the fog, slush and rain of U.K. The others remain, 
just in case, for the I. . commitment. 

Hndio llelny Troo11 
This Troop has not been idle. For the close down of the 

microwave link, changing to good old C41s instead, between 
Muharraq and Jufair, Corporals Jim Mustard and Jim Russell 
had the pleasure of switching off, while the rest of the troop 
had the pleasure of dismantling and packing the eqiupment. 
At 2359 Zulu on 22nd November the C41s were also closed, 
and by the end of the week all had gone. 

Slmrjnh Si"nal Troop 
Thousands, it seems, of C.W.P.s have been handed over 

to the Joint Service Disposal Unit, or to the Trucial Oman 
couts. 
The Troop Second-in-Command, Second-Lieutenant Chris 

Durham, has left, and the 0.C., Captain David Marks, has 
been medevaccd with a bad attack of jaundice, so the rear 
party i being run by Foreman Keith Bamforth. 

Those of us still left, (not many) all have our flight date , 
and will be away by 20th December for a white Chri tmas. 
That is, except for the Troop M.T. N.C.O., Lance-Corporal 
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Bill Slater, who is going on the Squadron's overland return, 
Exe.rcise 'Marco Polo,' starting on 11th December. 

.\irfield Troo11 
Despite rumour to the contrary, this Troop too will be 

closed by mid December. This was hard to believe a short 
time ago as we had been doing more installation work than 
ever. 'Musical Officers' seems to be the name of the game. 

The O.C., Captain Nigel Wood has departed, via Cyprus, 
and muttering something about exams, leaving Sergeant T ony 
Frazer in charge. 

A Troop farewell dinner was held at the Afrport Restaurant 
with the Squadron Commander as guest. A good time was 
had, and we managed to avoid being thrown out, or having 
too many complaints from other more law-abiding diners. 

The la t members to leave will be on 15th December, when 
Lance-Corporal (The Vicar) Todhunter, after a few hour ' 
sleep, climbs into a VC-W, and Corporal T om McLaughlin, 
who will walk off duty, change out of unif<>rm and climb 
into a Belfast. How's that for a run-down. 

T t•lecoruruu11ic n tions Workshops 
Sergeant Eddie McConnell, the FATSO storernan, and 

Sergeant Brian Crow~en, only closely preceded by Corporal 
Harry Robinson, were last to leave. After an ininally hectic 
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FAREWELL CEREMONY (1) 
After a farewell dinner Lieutenant-Colonel Arthur Jackson (right) 
prepares to mount Muffin-the Squadron mascot-and ride off in to 

the night 
Looking on are Captain Dennis Newton, Lance-Corporal Dave 

Walker (O.C. Muffin) and Captain Tim McCoy 

FAREWELL CEREMONY (2) 
Sergeant Lemmie Lomas presents Staff-Sergeant Bob Tanner with 
a desk top writing set in 255 Squadron's famous Outpost Club. 

Looking on Corporal Rip Kirby 

period moving from Jufair to Muharraq, work decreased, so 
they were able to pack up in good time. Foreman Don Knox, 
S~rgean.t J;im Hawkins, R.E.M.E., and Corporal Barrie Mad
dison d1dn t have a long stand-down before RHEing but long 
enough to deplete the coffee fund. ' 

Opt>ratlnl( Troop 

The first to go, and one of the first was Staff Sergeant Bob 
Tanner, who went to a long service list job in Sutton Coldfield 

;me Troop &:opped a ~bift at the end of October, then, afte~ 
a happy hour' m the Joint Message Centre, closed all circuits 
o~ 7th Noven:iber at 04.00 hours. The Troop then melted away 
L1eutenant L1onel French on his way to a wedding-his own' 
and Sergeant 'Lemmie' Lomas being last away on 12th 
November. 

. A four-man detachment has been left with the R.N. Main 
1gnal Office and another running Jufair exchange but the 

la t of these away will be Signalman 'Taff' Lawrenc~ on 111! 
December, also to his own wedding. 

1 
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Well, the time has come to say 'goodbye.' The last away 
as has been said, will be Major Reynolds. It was heard that 
the lon~er one stayed in the Gulf, provided one was in U.K. 
for Chnstmas the more farewells there were to attend. It may 
not be true, but 'what a player!' 

The pr~spect of Chr!strnas in U.K. affects people differently. 
Yeomai;i Jun Creevy will b~ve to \year permanent leg covering, 
and rm~ht find difficulty. m findmg the correct hat size in 
cliupams; Co~poral Chris Rogers, the Chief Clerk, looks 
fon~ard to bemg Saddle CJ.ub Manager in Verden; R.Q.M.S . 
Errue \.Yithall bas dug his boots out of cold storage in 
preparauon for Blandford. 

The Squadron Club, the 'Outpost,' closed on 29th October 
or rather 30th, as, after the beer and barbecue, the W.0.s and 
S.N.C.O.s, led ~y S.S.M. Eric Le Quesne, stayed behind to 
clear up. We wish the barman, Lance-Corporal Dave Jukes 
every. success in .civilian life, and if when he gets his Bas~ 
C:harnngton pub .m ~e Swmdon area he runs it as well as he 
did the .Outpost lt will be a goldmine. During the time it was 
open, since May, 1970, 124,833 beers were sold over the 
Outpost bar. 

We are sure a number of ex-members would like to know 
what became of some of our trophies. 

The S.S.M.'s fishing trophy was presented to 603 Troop. 
An R.A.F. Argosy flew Lance-Corporal Colin Cairns and 
Lance-Corporal 'Sandy ' Sandison to Masirah with a half-hour 
stop-over for the ceremony on 20th November, 1971. 

The Pope Cup. This has been returned to Lieutenant-Colonel 
Pope by hand of the last Sergeant-Major, W.0.2 Eric Le 
Quesne. We un~erstand the S.S.M. was also carrying a rather 
heavy ash tray m that VC-10. 

We would like to extend our special thanks in two directions· 
Offi~r-in-Charge Royal Signals Records and his staff fo; 
lean!n.g over backwards to help in our problems, and for 
posting members of the Squadron, in the greater majority of 
cases, .to the po~ting.s of the~r choic~; and the editor of this 
maga.zme. for his !tlndnes~ m spanng the scissors on our 
con!"buti~s, espeoally t~JS final one - and how's that for 
a piece of literary blackmail. ('They're a cunning lot! - Editor). 

We hope all readers have had a good Christmas and we wish 
all, who have at any time been members of 255, success for the 
future. We hope that they hold fond memories of service here. 

16th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 35 

F.F.B. inspection 

OUR Ins~ection on 4th November was carried out in brilliant 
sunshine by the Commander 4 Signal Group Colonel 

E. J. Bardell, 0 .B.E. After inspecting a very smart Quarter 
Guard, commanded . by Sergeant Gibson, the Commander pro
ceeded to !he Regunental Square where the Regiment was 
formed up lD ~ollow square formation for the presentation of 
the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal to Lieutenant J 
N. Copley, Royal Signals, W.0.I (R.S.M.) J. Gittins, W.O.i 
(S.S.M.) . A. J. Too key and Sergeant A. Moore. After the 
pr~sentaaon the Commander inspected the two Field Squadrons 
pnor to deployment. The story will now be taken up by the 
two Squadron Commanders. 

2 Squadl"on 

Squadron Comtnander 
O.C. Radio Troop 
0 .C. Comcen Troop ... 
O.C. Radio Relay Troop 
Squadron Sergeant-Major 

Major Conrad Garton 
Captain Tony Hervey 
Lieutenant Peter Myatt 
Lieutenant John Doody 
W.0 .2 (S.S.M.) Bob Arnold 

It was ~ bright November morning as members of 2 
Squadron lined up with their vehicles on the square of 
Br~dbury ~arracks awaiting the arrival of the Inspecting Officer 
Co on.el Enc Bardell, Commander of 4 Signal Group. 

. Maior Conrad Garton and Captain Tony Hervey, together 
with the S .S .~., gr~eted Colonel Bardell and presented the 
Squadron for mspecuon. A lot of hard work bad been put in 
prior to the F.F.R. and the Colonel was duly impressed with 
what ~~ saw. He SJ?Oke t~ many of the soldiers who were only 
too w11lin~ to expl.am the1: role in the Field and also show him 
round their gleammg vehicles. 
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A MILESTONE IN HIS CAREER 
Presentation of LS. and G.C. to W .0 .1 (R.S.M.) J. Gittins by Colonel 

E. J. Bardell , O.B.E., Commander 4 Signal Group 

After the inspection was completed the Squadron was 
deployed to West Park (a location not far from the camp but 
ideal for concealing the Squadron Comcen Kilo). The sister 
Squadron - 3 Squadron - deployed to the local training area 
of Egelsberg much to 2 Squadron's disgust. Having exercised 
on Egelsberg many times they have virtually laid claim to 
ownership. In the afternoon Colonel Bardell inspected the 

quadron in the field and again was pleased with what he saw. 
Sergeant ' Paddy ' Garrehey had a mine of information about 
t'1e C.0.C. as did Sergeant Nigel Zorab about his Dl3 
detachment. The Dl3 detachment had gone to great lengths 
to erect their 84ft. sloping V antenna-a sight rarely seen in 
the Corps nowadays. 

Sergeant • Chuck' Napier, Troop Sergeant Radio Relay 
Troop, bad an anxious moment when Colonel Bardell asked 
two detachments in succession to switch to their spare genera
tors only to find them switching the same pair. 

Ah well, it just goes to show that l'he unit L.A.D. have their 
hands full maintaining the old faithful Coventry Climax 
generators. 

After a successful F.F.R. the Squadron now turn to the 
winter training programme of conversion courses preparation 
for ti1e U .E.I. and Tels. Inspection. W orale is high and all arc 
looking forward to the Christmas activities which are rather 
numerous this year. 

Afternote: Lieutenant Peter Myatt and Lieutenant John 
Doody both craftily arranged their absence from me F.F.R. 
Peter was in England with 22 S.A.S. on a Combat Survival 
Course and John in Lubbecke passing his promotion exams. 

!I quadron 

O.C. Squadron 
O .C. Radio Relay Troop 
O.C. Comcen Troop 
0 .C. Radio Troop 
0.C. F.M.A. Troop 

Major F. Smith 
Captain D. Case 
2/Lieutenant C . G. F. Day 
2/Lieutenant T. H. Pope 
2/Lieutenant J. M. Shaw 

4th November proved to be the day when the hard work 
put in. over many weekends by the Squadron was appreciated. 
Colonel F. Bardell, the Inspecting Officer and Commander of 
4 Signal Group, was greeted by Major Frank Smith; who 
presented his Squadron. On his tour of inspection Colonel 
Bardell spoke to many of the soldiers and appeared impres ed 
by both the men and their ve.41icles . 

The inspection on the square completed, the Squadron 
deployed to Egelsberg, the local training area. This proved once 
again that indispensible 3 was the real Field Squadron. Our 
fellow Field(?) Squadron was deployed in 'West Park,' an 
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area directly behind their Troop garages. They just reached 
their location, but only with the help of route cards. 

Col~nel ~ardell arrived at Egelsberg in the afternoon, after 
lunchmg with most of the Officers of the Reginlent in the 
Mess. 'Sergeant Brian Jol'ey and Signalman Ambrose proved 
that we were really Fit For Role by answering que tions on 
and showing Colonel Bardell the ' Radiac ' Equipment which 
they carried with them. The Colonel visited all the locatiom 
and returned to the Regiment at about five o'clock. So ended 
another F.F.R. and the main fact that we are all still working 
here proved we were Fit For Role. 
An afterthought on the Subalterns. 

Second-Lieutenant Charles Day staggered us with the thin
ness of his ankles, Second-Lieutenant Tudor Pope amazed us 
by being there at all and Second-Lieutenant James Shaw stood 
out a mile-he stands a mere 6ft. 8in. tall. 

One cannot let our Regimental editorial staff get away with 
such insinuations that all that eminated from 3 Squadron during 
the summer were ' contented snoring noises.' Indispensible 3 
has as usual been hard at it, with few people believing that 
most weekends large elements of 3 are to be found representing, 
supporting or assisting the other elements of the Regiments. 

4 Squadron 
As always we are still ' swinging ' along. Pride of place thb 

issue goes to our W.R.A.C. members. They have recently been 
S'howing a shapely leg or two at the noble art of orienteering. 
They commenced intensive training on 4th October in prepara
tion for the Army Championships in U.K. to be held on 31st 
October. First we had to teach them to hold a map the right 
way up. After this they were put ' through the mill ' with 
gruelling courses at Rinteln, Lippstadt and in the Teutoburger 
Wald. This training was organised by Captain Ruth Pearse 
and S.S.M. Joe Farmer, assisted by Sergeant •Wink' Martin
dale and the technicians, with, of course, the O.C. and his dog 
Huckii. The girls worked hard in all weather and at all hours. 
All were impressed by their spirit, determination, good humour 
and progress. 

The team plus two reserves left for U.K. on 20th October. 
Then followed a week of training in the Catterick area. 

The great day dawned and the girls found that the course 
was set in Cropton Forest, north of Pickering in Yorkshire. 

It was a 7km. course with nine checkpoints. The course was 
a mixture of thick forest, open backs and open forest; check
points were difficult to find, hidden near streams, tucked behind 
trees and in ditches. It was a well planned but difficult course 
with a great deal of variety. Sometimes easy track , others over 
walls and ditches or through thick fore t. 

The result: The team were runners-up to 8th Regiment with 
Captain Ruth Pearse winning the individual ctiampionship with 
a time of 1 hour 16 minutes 29 seconds. 

Well done girls! We of 4 Squadron are extremely proud of 
you and have great admiration for your grit and determination. 

Look out 8th Regiment, we are going to return next year. 

l Squadron netbaJI success 
The B.A.O.R. Inter-Unit Netball Championships held at the 

Army Gymnasium, Rheindablen, on Saturday, 13th November, 
1971, were won this year by the team from I Squadron 16th 
Regiment. 

The team combined two separate elements, four members 
being from 6 Operations Troop, Krefeld, and three from 8 
Operations Troop, Rheindahlen and their success was doubly 
notable because this was the first occasion on which the team 
had played together. 

The first two matches were easy wins for them, the score 
being 5()-0 and 50-2, but the third and final match against 
the previous champions, 29 Company W.R.A.C., was a battle 
to the end. The final score was 16th Signal Regiment 19, 29 
Company W.R.A.C. 16. 

Lance-Corporal Winter, team captain,--played an outstanding 
game and hooters Private Kelly and Lance-Corporal Duck
worth complemented each other' play perfectly, thus with the 
enthusiastic playing of the rest of the team success was en ured . 

The team as a whole are to be congratulated and will now 
go forward to repre ent B.A.0.R. at the W.R.A.C. Inter-Com
mand Champion hips in Aldershot on 28th February. We hope 
they will have as much success in U.K. as they have had in 
Germany. 

P.S. Lance-Corporal Winter and Private Thirkell have since 
been chosen to play for the W.R.A.C. netball team thi eason. 
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Lloyds Bank will keep your money on parade. 
T~ese days rnon~y seems to fly faster than ever. But the painless way to 

keep it under contror is to let Lloyds look after it- and do the worrying. After all. 
we have been the Serviceman's bank for generations, so we understand 
Servicemen's problems at home and overseas. 

We can give you sound practical advice on any financial matter, and we'll 
take care of all your regular bills by banker's order. (So that's several headaches 
less!) Saving~ and in~estments, taxation and insurance - all are covered by our 
comprehensive Services to the Services. Insurance is specially important 
of course, if you're being posted abroad. ' 

The first step is to send off the coupon, or contact your local branch. 
T~~ mana~er will be glad t.o see you j ust as Mr D. P. GardinerT.D., our Services 
~1aison Officer, will be glad to hear from you. You'll find we look after people 
like you. Well. 

r-----------------~ I '" MrrD.P. Ga<dine<TD II - Services Liaison Officer, Lloyds Bank Limited . I Cox's and King's Branch, ' I 
6 Pall Mall, London SWlY SNH I Please send me full details of all your services. I 

I ~~ I I Rank 

1 Address~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

1 I 
·-----------------~ 
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22nd Signal Regiment, B.F.P.0. 107 
S1•a·i;.-i1nts' lU•~SS 

r11HE Sergeants' Mess invited the Officers' Mess to a games 
evening on 26th November. True to tradition the 

Sergeants' Mess won but they had to fight hard all the way. 
Though towards the end the scores became rather inaccurate, 
alonl;l' with the aim of the snooker and darts players. The 
dommoes players were reported to be suffering from spots 
heforc the eyes. 

l<'ootball 
The semi-final for the 4 Division Cup again~t 28th Amphi

hious Regiment ended in a defeat for the Regiment. The score 
was 7-2, though the Regimental team still maintain that five of 
the opposition goals came from lucky breakaways, but gave the 
credit for two good goals. The referee, Sergeant Townsend, 
from H.Q. quadron, is now permanent Orderly Sergeant. 
However, the Re1?imental team remains at the top of the 4 
Division lca~c. 

llugby 
111e Regiment finally succeeded in ra1smg a rugby team. 

Second-Lieutenant J. A. Shepherd, who was nominated as 
assistant rugby officer, wa spirited away suddenly and next 
appeared a goalkeeper for the Regimental hockey. Despite 
this the rugby team managed to win their first game in, so 
they are told, three sea ons. They beat 6 Brigade H.Q. and 
Signal Squadron 13-12. They also won on the casualty count 
by putting two of the opposuion in hospital. 

They are now hoping to win another match. 

llo<>key 
In the Army Cup the hockey team took part in an attempt 

on the record time for one match. Our opponents were 9/12 
Lancers. The first match was played at the 9/12 ground and 
ended in a 0-0 draw after extra time. The replay the next day 
at Lippstadt again ended in a draw, again after extra time. This 
time they progressed slightly and brought the score up to 1-1. 

The second replay saw the defeat of the Regimental side 
2-1 and a sigh of relief from all concerned. 

Lipps tadt Chor al S o c iety 
The choral society was formed by the Second-in-Command 

Major R. A. Trotman to put on a carol concerr for charity. 
It wa nicknamed the Glee Clots by the Regiment and the 
Laugh-in by some of the members. Despite this the perform
ance went ahead and was voted a success by the audience. 

F .F .U . 
Our annual F.F.R. inspection was carried out on 25th 

November, after the more formal inspections carried out during 
the morning the Squadrons were given various tasks to perform 

QUESTION AND ANSWER 
Lieutenant Gale to C.C.R. Signals "You ask what is it- Sir/ er - er· 

Corporal, explain please" 
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in the afternoon. The mock crash and broken-down vehicle 
were provided, appropriately, by 4 Squadron. 3 Squadron was 
led into the jumble to do the sorting out suitably dres ed in 
'Noddy-suits' and respirators. At first ight other observer 
thinking this was a genuine accident turned up offering all sort~ 
of help and assistance; after turning away a number of 
ambulances, stretchers and fire picquets tile cups of tea from 
friendly forces -were gratefully accepted. 

Arriva ls and d e partur.-s 
This month sees the departure of Major R. A. Trotman, 

Captain J. Edgar and L ieutenant J. L. Kennard. We welcome 
into the Regiment Captains B. Cooke, B. Robinson and Second
Lieutenants T. E. M . Richardson and R. Hewitt. 

28th {BR) Signal Regiment 
(NORTHAG), B.F.P.O. 35 

D(•1mrt ur(•S nud arrivnls 

D URING the month we have bid farewell to Lieutenant 
Jack Cooper (was he the 'Umbrella Man?') who has 

left for A.A.C. Harrogate to take up a T .O.T. post. His wit 
will be greatly missed especially in 1 Squadron. Captain Alan 
Pearce replaces him and so the humour continues. Captain 
(Q.M.) Mi"ke Ham has replaced Major (Q.M.) Les Taylor who 
has taken up his new post in Viersen. Les still remains in the 
area and will, we hope, still come and see us. W.0.1 (Y. of S.) 
Will Little has left us on commissioning and W.0.1 (Y. of S.) 
Tom Brown has taken his place. 

Exehange - au pair 
F or a three week period we had Lieutentant Per Lundgren 

from the Swedish Army Signals Corps. After his three weeks 
here he became very much part of the Regiment and was 
sorry to leave. 

In February Major Tony Chea! is off to Sweden to Per's 
unit fo r a return match. We hope he has the sand out of his 
boots by the time he gets there. After the Oman he couldn't 
believe his ears when he heard that in the part of Sweden he 
is going to temperatures drop to - 35° C in winter. 

t "ommi sioni.ng of W.O.l (Y. of S.) Little 
As is the custom, W.0.1 (Y. of S.) Will Little was cast out 

of the Sergeants' Mess and deposited with due ceremony on 
the steps of the Officers' Mess. His trip from Mess to Mess 
was not quite all that he expected it might be. We wish him 
every success in 4th Divisional H.Q. & Signal Regiment in 
his new post. 

lle1ne1nbra••ce Suuday 
Our Remembrance Sunday Service was conducted as an 

inter-denominational service with no less than three Padres, 
Alec Smith, Bill Dobson and Michael Bass. After the service 
a march past of Squadrons took place with the Commanding 
Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel Ian Macdonald, taking the salute. 

1•.1<·.11. Inspection 
On Thursday, 25th ovcmbcr, we had our F.F.R. Inspection. 

The inspecting officer Brigadier G. E. Bavin tarted on his 
arrival by in pecting the quarter guard. Corporal Robert Cobb 
i becoming quite adept with hi · trumpet blowing, twice on 
Remembrance Sunday and then for the quarter guard. 

Brigadier Bavin then moved to the square where H.Q. 
quadron, 2 Squadron and the M.P.C. course were drawn up. 

During the parade he pre ented the L .S. ~ G.C. medal to 
W.0.2 (Y. of S.) Blakelock. 

The inspecting officer spent the rest of the morning looking 
at the unit carrying out its daily work. He also visited the 
Training Wing where he saw the trade conversion and basic 
signalling courses. 

In the afternoon Brigadier Bavin vi iced 1 Squadron in the 
field. Here he saw Tropospheric Scatter Troop set up tactically 
a a complete terminal. 

S1un·t 
On the sports side we have been having some uc ess with 

football in the Army Cup. This ha been omething of a con-



tinuing local derby as in the fir t two r unds we have played 
21 t nod 16th Regiments. . 

In the preliminary round we beat 21 t Regiment 2-l. Then 
in the first round we met 16th Regiment. I t must be mo1 c than 
coin idencc that we met our neighbours for the fourth 
con ecuti\'e time. . 

Ther were considerable pre-match tactics )Jctwccn Ma1or 
Fred Stock of 16th Regiment aod our own Lieutenant Brian 
Green upported by W.0.2 (S.S.M.) Joe Walton-one cro"".n 
,·ersus a crown aod two pips was the way o~c ob cr_vcr put Jt. 

Play in th first 10 minutes was defensive until Tommy 
Hope , cor d 28th Regiment's first goal. The game from then 
on became cxcinng with both teams putting _on the pressur~ . 
In the 30th minute Tommy Hope scored agam for 28th Regi
ment witti a ball which wa magnificently set up by Jimmy 
Baine . . 

The second half saw 16th Regiment score off a penalty given 
for hand ball. The score then remained 2-1 until the close of 
the game. . 

The referee complimented both team for playmg a good 
clean match. . 

Our team was : Lance-Corporal Reilly, Corporal Bob Cunruon, 
Lance-Corporal Jacky Snaith, Lance-Corporal 'Mo' Harkin, 
Corporal John Burgess, Lance-Corporal Alex Shaw, Lance
Corporal Dave Manders, Sergeant ' Bunny ' Rea, Corporal 
Jimmy Baines, Signalman Tommy Hope, Signalman ' Scouse ' 
Quirk, Sergeant Tex GaIIagher. 

In closing, the rugby team must also not be forgotten, not 
that they would let us. Since the Adjutant Captain David 
Walden has been playing in the team they have been on . a 
winning streak, but there must be some other reason for it. 
To date out of 12 games played they have won six and lost five. 

top Press 

We are through another round of the B.A.O.R. Soccer Cup 
having beaten 49th Field Re~ment R.A. 2-1. And. we now 
march on to another round haVlDg beaten Royal Anglian 1-0. 

News from Squadrons 

a 20 Armd Bde. H.Q. & Signal 

- . Sqn. B.F.P.O. 41 

ONCE again the ultimatum issued forth from the O.C.s 
office-'no WIRE ootes, no leave pass,' so with much 

burning of the midnigbt oil here they are .. 
O.C.s note: He still managed to get his leave pass without 

finishing them, any bids for Communications Captain at 20 
Brigade? 

. \t"rivals and departure ' 

During the last month we have said goodbye to Yeoman 
Allan Chapman and have welcomed his successor Yeoman 
Bill D-Onnelly, and io December we shall be saying goodbye 
to Captain Gerr, Bircbl and his wife aod to Lieutenant Ray 
Lloyd-Jones both of whom are going back to the land of non 
duty-free; one to Staff College and one to Catterick. The 
Squadron wishes them 'hon voyage' and every success in their 
new posts. WP. also welcome Second-Lieutenant Vaughan 
Smedfey and the wives of Captain Ian Morris and of Yeoman 
Norman Gelling, both of whom have only just married into 
the Army and ail it entails. 

Ext"rclse • Fo .. eft"ont VI ' 

The Squadron was responsible for providing control and 
umpire communications for this year's 4 Division FIX which 
took place at the end of September. 7th Signal Regiment 
as isted us by providing trunk and line communications. Al
though there were many sleepless nights especially during the 
second week, we encountered very few difficulties and com
municatiooswise the exercise was a success. 
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·nsit 
During August we were visited. by a group of ~dloolh?ys 

and one of their teachers from Middlesbrough. While staymg 
with us two of the boys went sick with food poisoning. The 
cook ergeant has assured everyone concerned that the hygiene 
of the Bratwurst stall down the road leaves m?ch to ~ desired. 

The choolma ter in charge, Mr. Roy Foggm, who 1s careers 
master for his school, was able t? learn a grC;llt deal abo?t the 
Army in general, and was most 101pressed w1th the Acnngton 
Stanley Brass Band that was performing at the 'Se.icy Roy!!1e' 
in Hameln, but was heard to remark that they were never like 
this at home ! 

Although the visit was a success and the boys thoroughl_y 
enjoyed themselves, it was felt that they were too young (their 
average age being only 14 years) to appreciate a great deal of 
what we told them and a visit of careers masters would have 
been far more beneficial as a recruiting gambit. 

Our ~f.S.O. - A pat. 011 the bnek 
Although this is a Royal Si~als magazine we would like .to 

give our loyal and hard working M.S:O. deta~hment a spec1~l 
mention. Unfortunately two have died durmg the last s~x 
weeks which has been a great loss to the Squadron. They WJII 
be sadly missed. 

The detachment, under the able leadership of our recently 
promoted Superintendent Radovanovic, is incredibly faithful 
to both the Headquarters and the Signal Squadron both in 
barracks and on exerci e. They have our utmost respect and 
gratitude. 

Sport 

Beiog wclI into the winter season we can now reveal that we 
are sustaining our claim to producing good sportsmen. The 
Squadron hockey team has excelled all our wildest dreams 
and has won five matches. The rugby team has done slightly 
better having lost only two matches in fifteen. The football 
team cannot record such great successes as the hockey and 
rugby teams but is striving to play good football despite the 
fact that the rugby team manager has been poaching one or 
two of its star players. This may well be a big mistake. The 
football team manager, Captain Bill Bailey, the Quartermaster, 
normally first cousin to Scrooge, is now showing distinct signs 
of withdrawing his department's wealth of support from any 
sport that is not football. 

o.c. 
2 i/c 
Adjutant 
R.S.M .. .. 
Troop Comdrs. 

Q.M. 
R.Q.M.S. 
F. of S. 
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STAFF LIST 

Major J. 0. C. Alexander, Royal Signals 
Captain A. R. Bailey, Royal Signals 
Captain J. C. W. Macgregor, 14th/20th H . 
W.0.1 (R.S.M.) R. S. Bresloff 
Captain W. I. Buxton, Royal Signals 
Captain H. T. Reoch, R.C.T. 
Second-Lieutenant M. Bevan, Royal Signals 
Captain (Q.M.) J. W. Browell, R.T.R. 
W.0.2 (R.Q.M.S.) T. Kerr 
W.0.2 (F. of S.) R. L. Tricker 

" Absence makes the heart grow fonder "-Davidson. 
or 

"Where the hell have you been skiving?"-Signalman Anon. 

Still on the railway line 

I N spite of our non-appearance in THE WIRE of recent 
months, 7 Armoured Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron 

has still maintained the guard on the railway line for all 
stations east of Soltau, just in case anyone had believed the 
rumour that we bad been increased into Regimental size along 
with the infantry independent Companies. 
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We have now changed O.C.s and Major Rigby has gone off 
to H.Q. Northern Ireland as C.R. Signals hav~ handed over 
to Major J. 0. C. Alexander. The latter has arnved from H .Q. 
B.A.0.R. and is now in the hot seat. 

The new trade structure has been of major importance to 
the remainder of. the Squadro? and almo~t ev~ryone has been 
involved in learrung and passmg the. basic skills. Others hl~ve 
been off around B.A.0.R. on conversion ~urse~ and re~urmog 
brimming with knowledge and useless bits of iofonnauon. 

Jl4•movi11g k eleto11s 
The majority of the effon recently has been directed to.wards 

removing the 'skeletons' prior to the F.~.R. an_d the Christmas 
festivities. ' Bravo ' Troop started therr Christmas on . 26th 
November, and in spite of protests they could not be convmced 
that they were one month early. Apparently they have all been 
confused with the changing of the clocks, and now work on 
B.M.T. (Bevan Mean Time). The major item of note to co~e 
out of 'Bravo ' Troop is the announcement that t~e Forem.an_s 
workshop has at long last got its lino floor covermg. (ThJS is 
of no real significance except to ex-members of the workshop 
around the world). 

F.F.ll. a suee s 
Commander 7 Armoured Brigade, took our F.F.R. inspection 

on Tuesday 1'th December along with 657 Aviation Squadron 
who are co~located. The Je'rboa Club ' Happy hour' voted the 
inspection a success, and the extent of the success grew as the 
' Happy hour ' progressed. 

However, the Squadr<?n is f?OW back in .training-~ut regret
tably not just for operations smce the Christmas parUes need a 
special-to-arm training. 

12 Mech. Bde. H.Q. & Signal 

Sqn. B.F.P.O. 36 

Exereise ~ Keystone II ' - the lighter side 

SINCE the above-named exercise has inevita?ly taken up 
most of our time in the last month or so, . it !1as equaIIy 

inevitably provided most of the notewort!1y mc1dents. For 
example the occasion when Corporal Eddie Sykes was out 
repairing a damaged telephone line and was arr~sted by _some 
daring members of the O.F.P. who suspe~erl; hrm of bemg a 
dis ·sed S.A.S. trooper (who'd want to disgwse thems~lves as 
a ifa11iry anyway?). The trouble was ~at the more they mterr~
gated him the more he laughed U?til they had reduce~ therr 
prisoner to a helpless jell~-of mirth: It must be terrible to 
have your prisoner not taking you senously. 

Signalman Gary Bartrop di~ quite w~ll. While on a D.R. run 
he was stopped by an unidentified sol.dier who ~sked for a look 
at his thoroughly marked map. Once m possession, the !11Ystery 
man said " Thank you very much," and di appeared mto the 
night be~ring the map with him. . 

O;e day the battle actuall raged past our location. A s~all 
group went out to watch, but were surprised by a tank w~h 
came rather close. It was too much for Corporal Sykes

1
. 1 ~ uttered a despairing cry of, " They'll never take me a 1ve. 

and proceeded to bury himself in a heap of cropped kale. 
He was only persuaded to emerge on the assurance that we 

were neutral anyway. 
During the exercise we practised some interoati~nal relatio.i:i~ 

b taking on the local German side at foot~all. This resulted m 
a y 4-1 victory for the Squadron team, which although not too 
good for international relations was nevertheless worthy of 
praise for the team. 

Oiller things . 
Since the end of ' Keystone II ' we have becom:: a b1~ 

physical. Even Sergeant Inglis has done _P.E. test, and . Alphb 
Troop have taken to daily P.T. sessions, ably _assmed Y 
Corporal (Bll Dog) Spastic who endeavours to tnp everyone 
up with great enthusiasm. 
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8th Inf. Bde. H.Q.&SignaJ 

Squadron, Londonderry 

In 1•ralse f our drivers 
"THE rain it raineth on the just, and the unjust fell~';V·" 

Unless the rain is belting down in stai~ rods, or _dr1v10g 
hailstones are pelting into one's face, an Inshma~, ~ill gaze 
philosophically into the filthy ':Ve,~ther and remark, It s a soft 
morning roight enough so it 1s. We have had our ~hare of 
soft mornings just recently. The _weather e:iwcrrs of the Squad
ron are the vehicle escorts. Therr . observ~uoi:is are. made from 
the back of open landrovers cradling a. rifle 10 ~cir arms an_d 
staring out over miles upon endless miles of InS'h _road. ~t is 
to these valiant hearts, and ~e gallant lo?g suffermg dnvers 
that we wish to devote our Wrre Notes this month. 

The current restrictions on the movement of vehicles, makes 
the use of two vehicles compulsory on most routes by day 
and all routes by night. Each. vehicle has t? have an armed 
escort in addition to the driver. The obvious ~onseq1:1ence 
of this doubling up is an enormous extra load on l!.1e a_va1lable 
drivers and escorts. Drivers have had to suffer considerable 
strain of a two way shift continuously for almost two years. 
Twenty four hours on twenty four off. . 

Lance-Corporal Ludlam is one of our dnvers. He has been 
with the Squadron from its formation ?Ver r;vo years ago. He 
can remember the days when the Brigades area of respon
sibility covered three quarters of the total area of Ulster. 
Units in the southern part of the area were over a hundred 
miles away and the round robin of all units on the S.D.S. 
schedule utlgbt take anything over . teo J;i~urs t? complete. 
Nowadays the Brigade area is half its ongmal SJZe an.d the 
marathon runs of the past are thankfully a part of history. 
Nevertheless, the regular runs to Headquarters Northern 
Ireland take two and a half to three hour~ eachway and are 
usually done in the small hours of the morrung. . 

It is a lonely and unglamorous job, ~ut one tha.t is not 
without its iobereot dangers. No. !oad m ~e provm~e can 
really be considered safe for mihrary vehicles, paruc~larly 
at night. There is a constant threat of ambush . and this of 
course imposes additional strains on both the driver and the 

es~~~lman Stephen Halliday is one of our Comcen Op;:rator 
who more than regularly gets 'lumbered' for escort duties. The 
long run to Lisburn comes his way every three weeks o; so. 
His method of combating the cold and the boredom is. to 
load himself up with a minature NAAFI of coke. and goodies, 
wrap a parka around himself and wedge ~ack agam~t the spare 
tandrover tyre. He braces his legs agamst the sides, l~vels 
his rifle over the back of the tailboard and takes a wmdy 
drive through the night. 

The Jnvepid heroes 

He recounts that on one of_ 1!is S.I?.S. runs to Omagh last 
June both vehicles ran unw1tungly mto an Orange March . 
To their astonishment they were all offered cups of tea and 
considered themselves lucky to have escaped unscathed. The 
intrepid heroes of thi~ little episodi: were Lance-Corporal Kay, 
Signalmen Lowery, Fmch and Halliday. 

Signalman Keith Foster is another of our driver. who J;ia 
been with the Squadron for ne.a~ly two year. and is sweaung 
on his next po ting. He has v1 ion of u:op1cal u~ beaches, 
birds an' all. His pet tick is the n~w fibre gla s vehicle prot~c
tion kits that nearly all our vehicles .wear:- They do provide 
some protection against blast and bnckba.ts but the exhau. r 
fumes are now sucked back over the ta1lb;oard as there 1 
no adequate ventilation. The Macrolon wm~screen tho~gh 
proof against low velocity bull~ts, scratches easily and at night 
oncoming headlights glare horribly. 

s· alman Dennis Pears came to the quadron f~om 
Trai~iog Brigade in May 1971, w~th his wife and two little 
daughters Ann and Lynn. The family have a quarter at Bal~y
kelly some fifteen miles from Ebrington B~rac~s. -:t;ne re tric
tions and the pressure of work make family life difficult but 
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ignalman Pears say~: "You get used to it." Signalman 
Pear ' driving take. him daily through the city of London
d rry taking S.D. . bags to the various unit location . With 
the number of bombing and other incidents it is incredible 
that he hasn't been mixed up in an ·thing. One narrow queak 
though. A couple of weeks ago the Jandrover had iust passed 
Lane , a big olid fuel furn, when it went up with a bang. 

Our drivers are never in the limelight but we arc proud of 
therr contribution to the Squadron. Under the firm guidance 
of Staff Sergeant Dickey and Sergeant McGimpsey they have 
achieved an enviable accident rate of less than one accident 
per 50,000 miles. They have only broken down outside 
barracks twice in the last two years. This is remarkable when 
one considers fir tly the general standard of Irish driving, 
(beaten only by the Chine e), and secondly that each vehicle 
averages 1,700 miles per month. WELL DONE THE 
DRIVERS AND ESCORTS. 

Can oeing N'otes 
The quadron now has the basis of a sound canoe club. We 

have two instructors, Captain Blessington and Lance-Corporal 
Bingham, a dozen enthusiast , si.x fibre glass (Tyne) inglcs, 
and two Klepper Kamerad doubles. There is a lot of very 
good canoeing to be had in Ulster. There is a variety of 
good surf, sea and white water. All we need now is the oppor
tunity to make the most of the first class facilities. The 
requirement for armed escort, and the restrictions on move
ment near the Eire border make planning doubly difficult. 
But we hope to repon our future progress, our successes and 
our failures through the pages of this journal. 

19 Airportable Bde. H.Q. 
and Signal Squadron 

Colchester 

U NFORTUNATELY 19 Airportable Brigade H.Q. and 
Signal Squadron has returned from its three weeks' 

block leave to a very hectic pre-Christmas programme. 

U nit equipmen t insp ection 
During the past week a team of inspectors from 8 Field 

Workshops, R.E.M.E., have been meticulously going through 
50 per cent of the Squadron's vehicles. W.0 .1 Bradbury and 
bis L.A.D . lads have been working overtime in order to have 
a good repon. Although the final report has not yet been 
received, initial reports are very favourable. 

Stocktaking hoards 
Everyone wondered why all the Troop commanders were 

in a big sweat during the first few days of December until it 
was reali ed that the annual stocktaking boards were in progress. 
This went off without any major catastrophes and the Troop 
commanders have now returned to normal. 

• .\lpha • T r oop 

'Alpha's' Dlls arc now under the new management of 
Corporal Burns and L ance-Corporal Cooper. This has not 
affected the efficiency of the D lls as we bave had successful 
communications on the past three Jocomex exerci es. A more 
amenable task took place last week when 'Alpha ' Troop held 
their annual Christmas stag party in Clacton. The only printable 
comment on this party wa that a good time was had by all. 

• Jalitot' Treep 

'Juliet' Troop has been inundated with courses during the 
pa t month. Corporal Frank Patterson has just come back from 
his entrance examination for a telemechanics' course. Lance
Corporal N orry Rookes has just passed his combat lineman 
Bl course, our first in the unit. Signalman ' Jossie' Campbell 
is now an expert on preventing malaria. 
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Co r po ... ats• (1lub Christmas Dance 

The Corporals' Club Christmas dance took place on Saturday, 
11th December; as usual the dance was a resounding success 
which was clearly apparent the day after as there wasn't a 
Corporal to be seen. Credit for such a successful night should 
go to the Corporals' Club committee Corporal Ken Roberts, 
Corporal ' Hutch ' Hutchings and Corporal Ken Hendry. 

.\.dventure training 1972 - Can any one hc:-11• 
with diving equi1uuent ? 

It is hoped to launch a diving expedition to Oban next year. 
Units witl1 diving equipment who are prepared to loan us the 
equipment plea e contact die R.S.M . W.0.1 R. M. Sanderson 
(Diving Officer). 

.\.rrivals and departures 
\Ve welcome to the unit Sergeant Griffin, Sergeant Smith, 

Signalman Logan and Signal Massey. We say goodbye to 
Lance-Corporal Mansell, Driver Davies, R.C.T., and Corporal 
MacGregor and wish them all the best for the future . 

19 Airportable Brigade H.Q. & Signal Squadron would like 
to wish all units in the Corps a Happy New Year. 

~ 
~ 

227 Signal Squadron 
{AFCENf) B.F.P.O. 18 

rrHE Squadron is once more enjoying a quiet period with 
regard to exercise commitments and is seizing the oppor

tunity to complete conversions to the new trade structure and 
prepare candidates for entrance examinations. 

Socially the period has been one of intense activity with the 
wives of the squadron figuring very prominently with the more 
off-beat activities. Our S.S.M. Bert Bowes has recently attended 
a N.B.C. course much to the chagrin of his wife Fay. As a 
result of his training Bert is now impervious to the effects of 
Chanel No. 5 and Allure which have been used with devastating 
effect in the past to obtain increases in housekeeping. The 
Squadron now has a waiting list of members wishing to attend 
this course and economise. 

IJonfire nigh t 
On 4th November the Squadron acted as host to the various 

nations of AFCENT whilst scaging once more mis traditional 
British festival. A mild night and a well-stocked bar ensured 
complete success. For those too young to drink we had a huge 
bonfire and a very spectacular firework display. The cooks 
worked like trojans supplying traditional British cuisine such 
as Hamburgers and bot dogs. 

The R.Q.M .S. Colin Johnson took charge of the firing party 
and kept the children amused with his Go Go Dance. This 
was performed after a misfire had showered the tent, in which 
he was storing the fireworks, with blazing chemicals. Fortun
ately they were no match for Colin's size 14 boots and a dance 
which would have done credit to a demented dervish. The 
children were disappointed rilat it did not develop into an 
instant holocaust. The 0.C. will have to speak to Colin-it is 
the second year he has disappointed the kiddies! 

The function was well upported by our American, Canadian, 
Dutch and German associates who thoroughly enjoyed this 
quaint British custom. Captain Herzog, one of our recently 
arrived German officers, asked next morning how soon we would 
stage another. It was explained that this was an annual British 
contribution designed to bridge die gap between the German 
October Fest and Christmas. 

Each child was provided with a packet of sparklers. We can 
only assume that our typist, Mrs. Sharon Parry, is enjoying her 
second childhood, as she could not be placated until she was 
given a packet. 

Sergeant Bruce L utterloch was wounded in a very fierce 
action as he fought courageously to provide liquid refreshments 
for all. H e eventually ran out of stock as hi last assaliant 
succumbed and slid gracefully to the floor. 
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The W aastricht fire brigade provided a fire tender which was 
only needed to damp down the fire after everyone had dcpancd. 
Yeoman Colin Heaps gave them what appeared to be a back
handed compliment when he thanked them and the medical 
orderly for being on duty, then added that he was delighted 
that he had not had cause to use them. 

The local populace are now looking forward to 364 peaceful 
nights before we stage the next one. 

JlC'vf"l ll•~ 

Our S.S.M.'s wife Fay Bowes is obviously a member of the 
old school which believes in one up all up. The Bowes own 
an electric alarm clock with a bell guaranteed to waken the 
dead. Recently there was a power c~t during the nigh_t. The 
family woke late and left home hurnedly. Fay, on leavmg for 
the AFCENT shop where she works omitted to switch off the 
alarm. 

At nme o'clock everyone in the huge block of fiats where they 
live were disturbed by a wild cacophony emanating from the 
Bowes' fiat. This continued for some considerable time until 
everyone was outside, with children's wails now added to the 
din the noi e was totally unbearable. Eventually one of the 
neighbours entered the flat and located the infernal machine; 
peace, be it somewhat uneasy, was restored. 

Fay's friends should write regularly to make up for the lac~ 
of conversation wi th her neighbours. Fay has very magnam
mously offered t~ loan the clock to anyo~e wl:_to has trouble 
with gossiping neighbours for a small consideration. 

Fath•, r 's footsteps? 

On Friday, 12th N ovember, W.~.~ (R.S.M.) Tom _Burke 
accompanied his son Thomas on a v1s1t to the O.C. which we 
trust will make the start of a long and successful career. The 
purpose of the visit was to attest Thomas wbo is joining the 
Corps. Thomas has expressed d9ubts about foll~\ying in fathe_r's 
foosteps and is hoping to be tramcd as a tec;hruc1an thus avoid
ing, he hopes, the cut and thrust of the regimental duty roster. 

Anato1nical music? 

Mrs. Sandra Whittaker, wife of Lance-Corporal Terry 
Whittaker seems to be mixing her arts and sciences. She 
recently i~formed a friend that she has discovered a fantastic 
record of classical organ music, which includes ' Pa~creas 
Angelicus.' A case of mixing sweetbreads and sweet music. 

Which witch wns which 

The Squadron wives living in Beek near Maastricht staged a 
witches' coven to celebrate Hallowe'en (come as you are party?). 
This proved to be a huge success with a buffet composed of 
ucculent horn of toad and ear of bat sandwiches. 

The party games were closely conte~ted a~ all answers were 
readily available from the numerous s1mmen.ng c~uldron_s and 
crystal balls. Mary Bell, wife of S~rgean_t E!"1c Be'.!, bew1~c~ed 
the judges to win the Most Becommg Witch s Hat compeuuon. 
Mary has so far refused to divulge what her hat was becoming 
at the time. 

Sergeant Ken Moxon, our M .. T. Sergeant, was amazed when 
the M aastricht Witches requested tran port to attend the party. 
He expected them all to leap on t11cir supercharged brooms and 
fly over. 

In view of the numbers attending, our O.C. Major Bill 
Morgan is now frantically contactin~ the emerging . African 
nations in search of an M.0. more suited to the requ1rements 
of the Squadron wives. 

227 Law1drette 

In an attempt to improve the facilitie available for the 
living-in members of the Squa?ron the. P.R.!. . re7ently. P!-!r
chased a commercial type washing machme. This 1s a s1m1lar 
machine to those installed in the local laundrettes. 

The O.C. officially took the machine into service on 12th 
November. Our R.Q.M .S. Colin Johnson, with an eye for every 
opportunity, provided the diny linen in the. shape of the foot-
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MECHANISATION 
Major W. A. F. Morgan carrying o ut the first wash in t he new 
machine. From t he look o n his face we can o nly assume that the R.Q. 

has slipped his sh reddies in wi th the sports kit 

ball strip. Judging by the look of utter distaste on the face of 
the O.C. as he handled some of the items I can only assume 
that we have a dirty team. 

F oot note b y t h e S t111adron Commande r 
I am shortly to depart from th~ Squadron and ~us my wife 

and I will be spared from havmg our every slip up noted, 
amplified and published. I feel ~t is my duty to w~rn ~11 Corps' 
officers that our witty and topical WIRE n~te wnt~r 1s W.O._l 
(Y. of S.) Colin Heaps. He. is an acc<?mph he~ artist, too; his 
keyboard operating should un~rov~ with practice and he may 
make quite a capable operator 10 tlIDe. 

Seriously, my sincere thanks go to him !or all the hard work 
ne has put into our notes on the Squadron behalf. I have been 
lucky to have had such a keen and clever writer as a volunteer. 

242 Signal Squadron 
Ace High Stations, Scotland 

l'!orm.oud H ill and Buc han, Ab e rdee n s hire 

B EI G a small detachment from 242 Squadron we enjoy 
blissful co-existence wich R.A.F. Buchan, who feed and 

shelter us. Mormond Hi;!, ably looked after by W.0.1 George 
Norton is located on the highest point in the area and com
mands 'an unrivalled view of Fraser&urgh, Peterhead and the 
North Sea when the clouds lift! Commuting 47 miles a day 
from R.A.F. Buchan is one of the pleasure not enjoyed by 
personnel during the long winter months. 

Buchan managed by Sergeant Keith Pennington, is only 
five miles'from Peterhead and is within easy reach of the R.A.F. 
Administration site-our only discomfort i the cold easterly 
winds coming off the North Sea. Night life being at a sad low, 
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marriage loom large in the way · f entertainment for the single 
lad . Two members in the last few month , Corporal Terry 
Beard and Lance-Corporal Colin Nowell, have bit the dust 
and one of our late t arrivals, Sergeant Steve Gibson, and 
Lance-Corporal Nowell chose W.R.A.F. girls, which rai cs the 
qu tion of whether the Army i better-looking than the R.A.F.! 

The Wives' Oub is thriving, their latest disaster being the 
dining-out of Mes. Fisher and Mes. Whewell on their leaving 
the • tribe.' A good night was bad by all. Peterhead prison 
being full at the time wa the only explanation for me wive · 
all turning up for breakfast in the morning. 

Station life has been rather disrupted of late with the mobile 
maintenance team cau ing their u ual share of havoc and also 
the ad lo s of Mc. John Gray, of Fraserburgh, who passed 
away earlier this month. 

An official welcome i extended to our two latest arrivals, 
Sergeant Steve Gibson going to Mormond Hill and Qive 
Cooper to Buchan. We would like to wish Sergeant Ken 
Whewell, ex- tation supervisor, Buchan, good luck in the futur~ 
on bis emigration to Australia, and also best wishe to Corporal 
Dave Fisher, also ex-Buchan, on bis Tl course. 

lossy Bill - Shetland 

Tho e reader who don't know who we are, where we are 
or what we do are invited to send for our booklet 'So you're 
coming to Shetland ' using the form of application conveniently 
printed for the purpose by the ' Bank of England.' For those 
who have served here and for faose deprived unfortunate 
who have not bad that privilege, the notes that follow give 
some idea of the way of life in these small isolated detachments. 
At Mossy Hill, which is the largest of the Ace High Stations in 

hetland with some 20 ' inmates,' the summer season has been 
punctuated by visits from everal military dignitaries including 
the Commander, Highland Area, and the C.S.0. (Scotland)
who commented on the absence of WIRE notes from here! 
For some une>..-plained reason, most of our visitors come armed 
with waders and fishing rods and it appears that a qualification 
for Army Air Corps is that they should be fishermen. 

On 9th July, Sergeant 'Ta.II' Wadley joined the ever growing 
list of Ace High soldiers who have married Shetland girls when 
he married Miss Carol Irvine in the local memorial hall. The 
ceremony was followed by a dance that roared on until 3 p.m. 
and only stopped then because 'Ta.II' and his bride-who were 
obliged by local custom to stay until the bitter end-were 
looking hopefully at the clock. 

That cererr.ony was rapidly followed by the wedding of 
Sergeant Gerry Wilmot to Miss Isabel Sutherland, on 20th 
August. The reception in the Grand Hotel was followed by 
!l dance that again exploded into the early hours of the morn
mg. Gerry's father, Captain Colin Wilmot, R.A.P.C., chalked 
up several firsts that night, including eightsome reels and 
Boston two-steps and left limp and much impressed by the 
vigour of Shetland celebrations. Two other adventurous 
member , Sergeant Bob Porter and Corporal Dave Edwards 
packed their golf clubs and headed northwards recently. The 
'Match of the Year' was due to begin at R.A.F. Saxa Vord 
where a 24 hour golf tournament is regularly played on the 
longest day of the year. Due to excess R.A.F. uospitality they 
missed all the prize and, frequently, the ball as well. Ho~ever, 
~ey ?1:1 boast they have played on the most northerly course 
m Bntam. 

Due . to the day workers widespread and erroneous belief 
that shift workers don't get enough fresh air, it was decided 
to hold a ' Su.mmer Camo with a difference' his year. That 
the compo ~auons were due for turning over may or may not 
be relevant ! The plot was for small (Ylrties of two or three 
to br. abandoned on the now deserted island of South Havra 
for two .days between their watch-keeoing duties. The first 
two parues left dutifully but not happily and were not seen 
for a'?other. four days d?e to a change in weather. Despite 
the high wmds, the fishmg was good and Private Scrivenor 
(A.C.C.) cooked thirty-nine piltock for suoper one evening. 
However, compo rations do not include vineg~r, and piltock 
are 50 per cent bone. From Collafirth Hill, Foreman Brian 
~b~ms '"'.a~ the only one brave enough to accept the 
10v1tauon to !om us: however? most people returned-thankfully 
--home, havmg enjoyed their short ' holiday ' away from the 
hustle and bustle of Shetland mainland. 
. \Ve ~ay !arewell to Captain Pat Soward on his move to 

c1.v1hs~uon 10 London, and welcome Captain Colin Day and 
h1 . wife Norma, we hope their stay will be both pleasant and 
enjoyable. 

(;olJafirth nm 
" Where?·• 
" Oh, Shetland. Isn't that where the jumpers come from ?" 
They certainly do but there is more to Shetland than a few 

beep. The station supervisor A/ Sergeant (F. of S.) Brian 
Abrahams and technician Corporal Steve Craven claim to 
have the highest tomato plants in Shctland- 745 ft. plus about 
six inches. The weather so far has not swept away the Mark 
two greenhouse which also provides with radishes plus a few 
experiment and pieces. Steve also supplements our diet 
occa ionally with salmon, sea trout and lobster caught from 
his Shetland model boat. 

. Entertainm~nt _ha~c hotted up for the summer (due to the 
glfls from uruvers1ty 10 Aberdeen ?) and Sergeant Dave Antcliff 
has organised several very successful evenings. Corporal Brian 
Gravenor and his cooks, Lance-Corporal kevin Stacey and 
Private Willy Smith, continue to provide us with vast quantities 
of sandwiches and buffets from thin air. They also feed us 
far too well. 

_Sporting activities arc somewhat limited but we play bad
mmton in the local hall and Sergeant Mick Nixon made it to 
the semi-finals of the Shetland championships last season. He 
and Corporal Gravenor also played football for a local team. 

Sergean~ Mark Crittenden and Sergeant Jack Ball complete 
?ur t~chrucal staff . and Corporal Phil Davies and Signalman 
Tall Brace provide the M.T. The latter two are rapidly 

lea:ning a~ut the i;nechanics of Land Rovers the hard way; 
Phil took things a bit far when he first arrived and rolled one 
down a 60fc. bank on to the shore--something about just wash
ing it and couldn' t do a thing with it. He has fully recovered 
from his assorted bruises now. 

Well, if you have the good fortune to be posted in to us and 
the place looks a bit deserted do not worry, put the kettle on 
and enjoy the view-we will be fishing or crofting or cutting 
the peats or putting off till tomorrow any of these three. 

~axa Vord 

The last and most northerly militaray detachment in the 
U.K.-here at Saxa Vord our small team of five supports the 
R.A.F. 

Sergeant Auty who has 'weathered' it for 18 months is in 
charge of the station. Other members of the detachment 
are. Corporal Crabb, Corporal Carter and our two most recent 
arrivals Corporal Murphy and Corporal Pointon. 

The detachment is completely integrated with the R.A.F. 
who look after us well. There are ample social and recreational 
activities provided and although we have no ' stars ' among 
us all of us here can be seen joining in with the R.A.F. 

244 Signal Squadron 

(Air Support) 

R.A.F. Benson 

Getting round the world 

Y OUR correspondent is at a total loss as to where to start! 
So much has happened since our last entry for Tull WIRE 

tha~ _we are thinking of starting our own magazine in com
peut1on! (Note for Editor- it's O.K., we're only joking). 
Seriously though, since our last report members of the Squadron 
have served in Greece, Denmark, Germany, Canada, Italy and 
almost P~rsia! Within U.K. we have been to R.A.F. Innsworth, 
R.A.F. Lmdholme and R.A.F. Manston; Salisbury Plain, Otter
burn, Warcop, Dover and Stamford Training Areas; Benbecula 
(!n the Hebrid~s), Lands End and have been part of demonstra
t10ns at Cattcnck and Blandford. Very much a case of" Pick up 
thy bed .. .'! 

To whom it may concena 

"Your lack of Air Support has been due to our heavy soccer 
commitments. The situation is unlikely to improve in the fore
seeable future . . . " 

Our soccer empire has really started getting under way lately 
as you can see on the opposite page. 
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THEY'RE FOOTBALL CRAZY IN 244 SQUADRON 
Football ls all the rage and the Squadron fields two useful sides. A 
recent six-a-side tournament ( 16 entries) within the Squadron was 

won by Alpha City Team 
Mrs. Sue Spooner presents the awards at the end of the six-a-side. 
Receiving the cup is Signalman Pete Alves. In the background 
Staff-Sergeant Wally Lockwood (the organiser), three guest referees, 

Corporal Tony Bartlett and Signalman Gordon Macrorie 

Six-a-side tourna111e11t 
Our annual tournament took place on a warm, sunny (o1:1r 

Catterick brethren may have to look that word up!) day m 
September and was a great succe s. The event was organised 
by Staff Sergeant Wally Lockwood and his merry men and a 
total of 16 teams took part. Notable among these was 'H.q. 
Old Boys ' in which the 0.C., Major Phil Spooner, made ~s 
debut. The average age of the members of this team ha been 
placed at about 50 (although accuracy on this point is difficult 
since Somerset House hasn't been going that long!). 

The eventual winners of the ' Giles Six-a-side Cup ' were 
Alpha City, to whom the trophy was presented by Mrs. Sue 
Spooner. 

Squadron so•:cer el11b 
This club is now well and truly under way boasting two 

successful sides. One team is in its first season in the civilian 
Oxford Thursday League and is currently tying second amongst 
strong local teams. The second team are unfortunately short 
of opposition. Lance-Corporal Mick Lally, rhe Club S~cretary, 
is frantically searching for teams to play. The message 1s 'Have 
ball- will travel.' 

Special mention hould be made of these club members: 
Signalman Billy Malone who commands a regular Army team 
place· Sergeant 'Buttons' Young, Corps' team captain for this 
seaso~; and Signalman Pete Alves and Corporal Billy Behan, 
members of the Corps' squad. 

Stop I•ress 
quadron team now in trammg for third round of Minor 

Units Cup. Now strong favourites having beaten la t years 
winners in first round and won match in second round. Watch 
this space for reports on match against C.0.D. Bramley and 
(would you believe) the final? 

A final note on soccer-recently the Squadron team were 
invited to play against the Corps Select at Blandford, t11e out
come of which was a return performance at R.A.F. Ben on. On 
the latter occasion we were hosts for the Corp ' trials for three 
days prior to the game against the R.A.0.C. 

A1111"ul01e11t 
Reference October/November edition of THE WIRE, page 

417, paragraph three. Delete all reference to Major Phillip 
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Spooner'i; Mercedes 220. All enquires to 24 Brigade Squadron, 
M.T. Section ! This unit is not permitted to enter into cor
rc:spondence on the subject. 

Junior lnter-Ser,·lee Glidh1g (;ha111pionship 
As has been mentioned previously in these distingui~hed 

pages, 244 Squadron has a preponderance of flying types in its 
ranks (appropriate since we are Air Support!). 

The ' F.T.M.' (Flying Type of the Month) award goes this 
month to Captain Leigh Hood who recently piloted a Ka6E 
glider to victory in the Junior Inter-Service Gliding Champion
ships held at, above and around Bicester. Leigh is a very 
experienced glider pilot who, it is said, could fly before he 
could walk (the mind boggles). He owns his own kite and is 
deputy chief flying instructor of the Kestrel Gliding Club at 
Odiham, of which Captain Bill Price is also a committee 
member. 

We look forward to seeing Leigh's performance in the U.K. 
National Championships in the new year. After that . . . the 
world . .. ? 

That sinking feeling! 
Our photo shows Signalman Ken Hicks about to enter the 

watery depths whi:st on a visit to the Royal Engineers' Diving 
School at Southampton. Ken was part of a R.A.F. Benson Sub 
Aqua Club party (which is a branch of the British Sub Aqua 
Club) who had expert instruction in the techniques of under
water safety, deep-sea diving and underwater cutting on the 
visit last August. Ken has, in fact, been trained before whilst 
serving in Berlin, but he assures us that 'that sinking feeling' 
is the same the world over! 

SUBMARINE CABLE LINEMAN1 
Signalman Ken Hicks about to enter the depths during a visit to 

the R.E. Diving School 

And now for so01rthi11g compl.•tely different 
All of a sudden it wa all happening! 'Echo Troop re

appeared (we almost said ' reform~d -but thought bc~ter o! 
it ) ' Delta ' Trcoo was born, ' ike' Troop bulged, H.Q. 
Tr:X,p doubled their numbers, and even ' Bravo ' Troop had 
enough men to form three ranks! 'Charlie' Troop remained 
serene throughout (of course) but poor old • Alph:i' went 
through the traumatic experience of waving farewell to half 
of its men. 

However thing arc back to normal now after all th up
heaval, and new 'format appears to work well. 
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•·1nal noCt> 
c take this opportunity t ..> welcome to the Squadron 

ergeant Mick Hothersall (' C ' f roop), Lance-Corporals Bob 
Rylance and Mick Macguire '' A' Troop), Corporal Dave 
Jone (' M' Troop) and Lance-Corporal Joe Petto s ('D Troop) 
-bope you enjoy your tour with us. Our be t wishes go to 
W.0.2 (erstwhile Staff Sergeant) Jim McElvogue (now with 3 
Division), Sergeants Max Pond and Keith Allen ('l. of S. 
cour~e ), Corporals Bob Ford and Billy Allwright and Lance
Corporal 'Taff' Humphries (all th.re~ now in 'Civvy Street'). 
To end on a note of congratulation - very best wishes to 
Sergeant Jim Reid and Miss Diana McDermont Byrn and 
Signalman Derek Peach and Miss Marion Hobley on the 
occa ion of their marriage. All the best for your future happiness. 

259 Signal Squadron (Radio Relay) 

B.F.P.O. 53 
Work bas been known in the Squadron 

R EADERS may have decided from the contents of our 
notes that 259 Signal Squadron do little else other 

than play sport. This month's contribution is no exception. 
However, we would like to start by congratulateing W.0.2 
(S.S.M.) Courtnay (who wears an M.T.0.'s hat as well as 
a Regimental one) and his band of intrepid drivers who have 
s1;1C7e sfully ~egotiate<! 100,000 miles of Cypriot roads without 
hmmg anything. Havmg been instrumental in the negotiation 
of a percentage of these miles Corporal Atchinson of East 
Troop decided to turn his hand to something a little more 
taxing. Here is his account of his attempt to hit the ground 
from 2,500 ft. 

Parajumping - Now it's water on the knee 
" I had been wondering what sport I could put down on 

the weekly sports return which didn't involve too much effort 
on my part. I ~ad, been sail~g on the Brigand of Changi, but 
all th~t water didn t agree with me. The next thing to try was 
thtowmg myself backwards off the wheel-strut of a light aircraft 
at 2,500 feet: at least the Troop O.C. wouldn't be breathing 
down my neck at that height! 

I _joined a course run by the Cyprus Joint Services Para
chu.tlng Club and, after rwo days ground training to acquire 
basic knowledge and several bruises, I found myself with 
a~other stl!~ent (an attractive W.R.A.F.!) huddled in a small 
aircra~ waitmg for our first jump. My next recollection is of 
danglmg beneath an open parachute, wonder whether it 
was prefe_rable to. land amongst a herd of long-haired Cyprus 
goats, or m a stauc water tank. After having done three jumps 
I now want a cure for fluid on the knee ! " ' 

a iling fin d s the Corps well represented 
}}le Army Cyprus sailing team for 1971 were presented with 

sailing colours. by Mrs. Windsor Clive (wife of the Commander 
H.q. Dhekeha area). The occasion was something of an 
achievement for Royal Signals on the island since half the 
tea"? are members of ~e Corps - these being Corporal 
Collins, Sergeant Macgdp and Captain Farey, all of 259 
Squadron. 

Ft>ncin~, Rugby - Aud it's a broken foot and 
a b r oken leg 

Corporal Collins, having proved himself unbeatable in a 
sailing dinghy, decided to attempt to master the noble art of 
fencing under the guidance of Sergeant Pritchard who runs 
classes or Saturday mornings in East Troop. As a result Cor
poral Collins is n<?w nursi~g a broken foot. Exactly how one 
break~ a foot whilst fencmg has yet to be explained satis
factor~y. How.ever, the unfortunate Collins will no doubt 
commiserate with ~ergeant Sanderson who is currently residing 
at B.M.H. Dhekelia. Th~ latter has our full sympathy since 
he bas br<?ken a le~ playmg rugby and will be in traction for 
some com1derable ume. 

olf and no injuries 
Finally this month Staff Sergeant Barnett, also of East 

Troop, deserves a mention. He succeeded in reaching the 
em1-finals of the .Cyprus Army Go1f championships. Again 
th~ Corps predommared as three of the four semi-finalists 
came from Royal Signals units. The eventual winner was 
Corporal Skinner, of 9th Regiment, who beat Staff Sergeant 
Barnett in the semi-final. 
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260 SIGNAL SQUADRON 

B.F.P.0. 20 

]
'T 1. with bated breath and great trepidation that 260 

Squadron (Surface to Air Mis~ilc) take the plunge and 
submit its notes for THE WIRE, after what can only be agreed 
by the 160 members of the Squadron, much too long an interval. 
To attempt to fill in stories of what has happened since the 
last notes were written would fill a huge volume but let it be 
known to one and all that 260 is now established in B.A.O.R. in 
upport of a sp~cialist gunner Regiment. 

The Gunners need somebody to provide the various com
muni::ation Jinks that sew the whole of their specialist system 
together and this is the task of 260 Squadron. The main equip
ment we use is the well-known B70-yes the B70--and these 
keep most of the Squadron extremely fit and agile. Our great 
regret is that not only does the Training Brigade at Catterick 
appear to have forgotten that this equipment exists but they 
have al.o topped teaching certain tradesmen how to climb 
trees, forest towers, telephone poles, church steeples, un
finished buildings and such like. To alleviate this problem a 
case is being put forward separately to Records for our existing 
trade of ' Trained Ape ' to be re-cla~sified in the new trade 
structure as 'Combat Wombat' or similar sounding title. It is 
hop::d that future issues of these notes will include photographs 
of the various ways and means devised by resourceful members 
of this Squadron to gain height which is so vital for our B70 
links. 

There is much more to 36th Regiment than Gunners and 
Signallers. The total strength comes to a figure which is well 
over 1,000 men. In addition to two Batteries and 260 Squadron 
there is 36th Regiment Workshops, R.E. · .E., rn Company 
R.A.0.C. and various R.C.T. units. Close harmony exists 
between all and the word ' integration ' is on everybody's lips. 

Syrenn 
The device at the heading of this article is the badge of 

2 Polish Corps and it has become the Regimental emblem. The 
history behind this is an order, issued on 10th October, 1944, 
by Lieutenant-General Anders, the General Officer Command
ing-in-Chief of 2 Polish Corps, whose text includes: 

"To t'·e following British Units which fought under 2 Polish 
Corps orders in the battle of Monte Cassino and Adriatic 
Campaign, in the period June-September, 1944, I bestow with 
the cons:nt of Lieutenant-General Sir Oliver Lees, the 
General Officer Commanding-in-Chief 8th Aimy, the right to 
wear the 2 Polish Corps Units Badge 'Syrena.' 

26 Medium Regiment Royal Aitillery (now 36 Hy. A.D. 
Regt. R.A.)." 

Amongst other units mentioned are the ' Household Cavalry 
Regiment' and ' 7th Queen's Own Hussars.' 

British Week in 'Vattenscbeld 
In September, assistance was given to a large department 

tore in Wattenscheid who were staging a 'Buy British Week.' 
In addition to the large amount of British goods on display 
Foreman Stanhope and his technicians went along to demon
strate various electronic wonders to the local German shoppers. 
The photograph shows ·Corporal John Beach with some of the 
equipment on display. 

Tb1• grape harvest 
Through various devious agents and agencies 10 members 

of the Squadron volunteered to assist with the annual gr~pe 
harvest in the Mosel region and found themselves gathering 
grapes for me world-famous Wehlen ~r Sonnei:iuhr wine. H~rvest 
time varies along the Mosey valley, as the vmtners must iudge 
the right period in which to bring in their crop durjng the 
crucial days between the fullness of the autumn sunshme and 
the approaching cold of winter. 

Their work in the vineyards gave them the chance to make 
many friends among the local people and, judging by the 
number of empty wine bottles appearing in barra~ks after mey 
returned, it was apparent that samples of previous harvest 
were liberally provided. 
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DISCUSSION 
Corporal John Beach discussing affairs of state with a departmental 

manager of the store at Wattenscheid 

AM ONG TH E GRAPES 
Lance-Corporals Jock Murphy and Jack Mahony obviously enjoying 

the "flavour" of the Mosel valley 

Sport-and a Ilnf" t•ross-country result 
A mass of sport has been played since coming to Germany 

and it is difficu:t to ingle out the real highlights as they are 
almo t all of equal importance. Squadron ream for athletic 
basketball, cross-<:ountry, cricket, hockey rugby, soccer, qu3 h, 
swimming and tug-of-war have all 'attacked' their opponent 
with vigour, verve and enthusiasm and produced varying re ults. 
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'pe ial mention mu t be given to the cro s-country ceam 
for their out tanding uc1.e · in the regimental championships. 
Five team took part, each of 10 men, with the fir t eigh t to 
count. Fir t man horn was Lance-Corporal Jack Mahony with 
the other seven runners gaining 3rd, 5th, 6th, 7th, 9th 11th 
and 12th places. Our ninth and tenth runner also did well , 
fini hing 20th and 22nd. 

ur team has made hi tory by this win as the Regimental 
cro -country trophy a\ arded to the Squadron is a plendid 
ilver cup and this Squadron will be the fir t non-Gunner unit 

to have its name in cribed upon it. 

'\-· isl tors 
We have been particularly plea ed IO welcome many import

ant visitors to our home amongst the oak trees of Dortmund. 
tars on vehicle plates have added up to a total of 11 between 

9th eptember and 9th ovember. We are hoping that on 
their next visit they will see more orderlv chaos now that the 
D . of E. have completed the bulk of their rebuilding programme 
in the quadron compound. 

48 Gurkha Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal 
Squadron, B.F.P.O. 1 

Review of the Year 

T
HIS year we have actually had a real typhoon (Typhoon 

Rose) and all tho e who had noc been in one or involved 
in cleaning up afterwards all agree that once i enough for 
such an experience. 

The Squadron won the 48 Brigade Hockey League after 
some very hard games in the early part of the summer. 

One of the highlights of the summer was the wedding in 
July .of the Second-in-Command Captain Mike Walker to Miss 
Pauline Garrett. It was a very hot day, but ic did not deter 
the 1SO guests, including the Gurkha Officers and their wives 
and ~l the Gurkha Sergeants, from enjoying the colourful 
occasion and quenching their thirsts. 

. In August the Squadron won, for the second year the Royal 
Signals' Inter-Squadron Swimming Gala ' and Water Polo 
Knockout. 

48 GURKHA INFANTRY BRIGADE MINOR UNITS
SWIMMING CHAMPIONSHIP 

Standing, back row (left to right) : Corporal I. S. Blackwood, Signalmen 
Kumar Thapa, Narbahadur Rai, Rambahadur Gurung, Chapbahadur 

Chhetri, Keshar Limbu and Chaubahadur Gurung 
Sttt!ng, middle row (left to right): W .0 .2 (C.S.M.I.) L. H. G. Bent, 
Maior P. R. Buchanan, O.C., Captain M. P. Walker (Team Captain) 
Captain (Q.G.O.) Bhupal Gurung (S.G.G.0.) and Corporal I. T. Ran~ 
Front row (left to right/: Signalmen Harkuman Rai, Hombahadur 

Gurung, Hembahadur Gurung and Lalit Ale 

In . eptember there was the Festival of Dashera and this 
year ll was the first tim~ that Gurkha Signals have spent it in 
Hong Kong a~ a combmed 48 Brigade Signal Squadron and 
248 Gurkha Signal Squadron function. It was very successful 
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and Lance-Corporal Lilbahadur Gurung 'chopped' the buffalo 
very neatly indeed to herald the good fo rtune of the Gurkha 

ignals for the coming year. 
In October the Squadron won the Royal Signals' Rifle 

Meeting after an exciting final match between ourselves and 
248 Gurkha Signal Squadron. 

At pre ·ent the men are enjoying the fe tival of Diwali and 
then it is back to me work for the U .E .I., F.F.R. and the 
annual ceremonial parade for the Major-General Brigade of 
Gurkhas in January. 

. It is good to report that the Pipes and Drums of Gurkha 
Signals, who are the Defence Platoon for H.Q. 48 Brigade 
back from the U.K. and now feature in all the Brigade of 
Gurkhas pipe programmes in Hong Kong. 

~ Tiie Volunteers 

H.Q. 13 Signal Group (VJ Closes Down 
THE edition~ of THE ~IRE over the past years have recorded 
. .the derrus~ of a fll.11' .number of Royal Signals units. They 
nave, m the mam, been m the Far East but, a:; 1971 comes 
to an end, yet another must be recorded from the Far Norch
Headquarters 13 Signal Group (V). 

It's life span .has been a mere five years but its task has 
been to cope with two major reorganisations of the Reserve 
Army and to form and train four Regiments in their cask of 
supporting the United Kingdom Land Forces. On 1st January 
the commai:id of the four Regiments passes to Head
quarter~ 2 .Signal Group and for the first time since the demise 
of Ann-Aircraft Command, Regulars and Volunteers will 
serve together in the same formation. The Regular and Reserve 
Army ~av~ grown closer together everywhere since the last 
reorgan1sat1on of the T . & A.V.R. so this merely represents 
a closer cementing of existing ties. 

Th!! one thin~ that is certain .is that. future 2 Signal Group 
funcuons at wh1~ Mess Dress 1s required to be worn will be 
colourful ones, smce amongst the four Regiments we hand 
over, there are seven _ex-Yeomanry, Infantry or Royal Artillery 
Squadrons who conunue to wear their traditional uniforms 
but now proudly wear the Corps Cap Badge. Let it also be 
recorded that many original members of these Squadrons 
have now converted not only to the operating trades of the 
Corps but even as technicia.ns at class II level. They not only 
wear the badge but they Jive up to the high communication 
standards of the Corps. 

At the end of January we rnrrender our Group Flag 
to the Corps Museum. 29th January-only a Sassenach in M.S. 
Branch could haye ~ugges~ed the l~t ! - Brigadier Robertson 
h~nds over to Bngadier Clinch. 13 Signal Group (V) will have 
died but our four Regiments will continue to flourish under 
a new Headquarters and a new Commander. 

31st .(Greater London) Signal Regt. (V ) 

Hammersmith 
Dack in The Wire ' 

THESE are the first notes from this Regiment for some 
COf!Siderabl~ time. It is hoped that the Squadrons wilf 

now provide sufficient news to make this a much more frequent 
event. 

'J!ie past . two months have been a busy period for the 
Reg1me!1t with the Autumn Weekend Exercise, the F.F.R. 
Ins~ecuon se~son, Remembrance Services and the start of the 
Chnstmas social season. 

A useful ex•~rcise 

The Autumn Exercise on Salisbury Plain in October was 
a~tend~ by about SO per cent of the Regiment. Much co the 
d1Sappomtment of the volunteers there was to be no connection 
wit~ the first full brigade exercise in U.K. for eight years also 
taking place on . t;he ~lain at th.at time. They had quite a 
val~able and .excmng Uf?e of their own, however, particularly 
dunng the mght patrolling and defence exercise where three 
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of our girls, Second-Lieutenant Pauline Ensor, Private Marcelle 
Osmond and Private Jennie Campbell also joined in this form 
of military training. They successfully avoided capture by a 
villainous party of linemen of 47 Squadron led by Captain 
Chris Reynolds-Jones and became really quite competent at 
handlmg pyrotechnics. The exercise concluded with the Regi
mental orienteering competition for the cup presented by M.ajor 
J. E . W. Thompson in 1969. This competition was convincingly 
won by 41 Squadron. 

.,._. .A.T.O. Commander visits 
The F .F.R . Inspection by Brigadier T. G. H. Jackson, O.B.E., 

took place on 20th/?lst Noven:be~. Very. much work had been 
put in in preparauon for thi mspecuon and also for the 
C.l.V. Inspection taking place in the same period. Simul
tun ou ly with the F.F.R. Inspection another visit took place 
- that of Major-General P. Buntrock who as A.C.0.S. 
C.A. • D .E. is our N .A.T .O . Commander. The General, who 

THE THINGS GENERALS HAVE TO DO 
Major-General P. Buntrock, A.C.O.S. CAN DE and Major R. Mistlin, 
O.C. 47 (Mx. Yeo.) Signal Squadron enjoy a cup of tea during the 
general's visit on 20th November. Signalman R. A. Ball is passing 
on his private recipe for the brew which Colonel W. N. Lang, 
Deputy Commander 11 Signal Group (V) also finds interesting. 

Captain Vokes and S.S.M. Miller enjoy their own joke 

SIGN HIM ON 
Mr. Hugh Dykes, M.P. for Harrow East and P.P.S. to Minister for 
Defence tries his hand at tuning a C41 on a recent visit to 47 (Mx. 
Yeo.) Signal Squadron encouraged by Mrs. Marie Haslam (the Mayor 

of Harrow) and Major Mistlin 
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was sccin~ a British Army T . & A.V.R. unit for the first time, 
took considerable interest in the training and expressed great 
admiration of the standards achieved. 

During October and November in addition to the vanous 
Remembrance Day Services attended by Squadrons of this 
Regiment, two of the Squadrons hold their own private 
remembrance or memorial services. 

Lafone Day 
On 24th October 47 Squadron attended the annual Lafone 

Day memorial service at St. Martin's in Ludgate. A~ter the 
service, together with the Old Comrades of me Middlesex 
Yeomanry and the Old Comrades' Association Band, they 
marched up Ludgate to St. Paul'_s Cathedral where a bri.ef 
wreath laying ceremony took place m the crypt at the memorial 
to Major Lafone, V.C. 

On 7th November 41 Squadron and the Old Comrades of 
the Princess Louises Regiment of Kensington held their annual 
memorial service in the Drill H:lll of Hammersmith T. & A.VR. 
Centre where the ' Princess Louises ' M emorial to ~1eir Dead 
of both world wars is situated. Once again the Band of the 
Middlesex Yeomanry Old Comrades' Association was present. 

Corning and going 
The Regiment has bid farewell to Major ~· Q. M. Greaves, 

their Training Major for two years, on posung to the School 
of Signals. His place has been taken by Major P. A. Thompson. 
Two members of the Permanent Staff have recently retired to 
civilian life. They are Staff Sergeant ' Robbie ' Robertshaw and 
Sergeant Paul Carter. We are happy to report that Sergeant P. 
Carter (T. & A.V .R.) reported for duty to 83 Squadron just 
10 days after his regular discharge. 

34th (N) Signal Regiment (V) 
Tyne1Teesside & West Riding 

Middlesbrough 

Remembrance Sunday 

ONCE again the Regiment had the job of organising the 
Remembrance Day Parade for Teesside and. the R.S.M. 

set about his cask of liaison with the local Police and ex
Servicemen's organisations. Fortunately the weather stayed fine 
and the parade and service went without a hitch at the. Ceno
taph in Middlesbrough. The parade w~s led by the Regimental 
Band a strong contingent from the Regiment was present. After
wards the Officers of the Regiment entertained the Officers 
Commanding contingents and local dignitaries in the Officers' 
Mess. The Regiment was also represented by members of 
49 (WR) Signal Squadron at Leeds and by members of SO (N) 
Signal Squadron at Darlington. 

Scarborough weekends 
The Regiment started its Winter Trade Training ~a~on 

with · a Regimental Training Weekend at Scarborough Tram mg 
Centre during the weekend 19th-21st ovember. The new 
'Trade Structure ' introduced into the T .A.V.R. on 1 t 
November, was e~plained to all l'hose attending. Alth?ugh ~he 
training objectives for th~ . T.A.V.R: a~e not yet m prmt, 
training to meet these anuc1p-ated .ob1ect1yes was sta~t~d . The 
weekend was concerned mainly wuh basic trade trammg and 
instruction in ' Basic Signalling Skills ' and both got off co a 
good tart. 

The final papers of the Officer Promotion examinations, new 
to the Volunteers, were al o taken ~uring the weekend. Th~, 
sometimes frantic preparatory ·swottmg' appears to have paid 
off a most of 'our Lieutenants and Captains passed the 
examination. 

The WIRE 
Without it
You're not With it! 
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35th (South Midland) Signal Regiment 
{Volunteers), Birmingham 

.\n eeasion to b~ rt>men1bered 

THE month followmg annual camp often seem to be an 
anti-climax, but this has not been the ca e up to date, 

and we find Christmas has crept upon us with alarming 
rapidity, bringing all the annual social festivity that makes 
thi period of the year one of the busie t. This commenced 
with the Offi ers Me s' dining-out the Honorary Colonel 
Colonel F. E. B. Jones, O.B.E., T.D., D.L., J.P., who, after 
51 years with Royal Corps of Signals and Honorary Colonel 
inc the formation of the Regiment in 1967, hands over reins 

to Brigadier the Rev. C. Nettleship, 0 .B.E . T.D., D.L. 

FIFTY-ONE YEARS WITH THE CORPS 
The Honorary Colonel, Colonel F. E. B. Jones, O.B.E., T.D., D.L., J.P., 
receives his clearance chit from the Commanding Officer as he 
is towed out of barracks by the Officers and Sergeants Messes 

RemPm.brance Day 

H.Q. and 48 Squadrons paraded at St. Ja:m s Church for 
a service and later marched past as the Honorary Colonel 
took the salute. Later, members of the Regiment took part 
in the Festival of Remembrance at Binningbam's Town Hall. 

Exercise ·~on ' Shot' 
In preparation for the group exercise early in 1972, the 

Squadrons were tasked with providing radio relay chains 
which were longer than could nonnaUy be expected. This 
exercise was completely successful as all objectives were 
achieved. The two main long-shot links which 48 (South 
Midland) Signal Squadron provided, form Birmingham to 
Dump!lries, exercise distance of 215 miles, and the one pro
vided by 95 (Shorpshire Yeomanry) Signal -Squadron, from 
Broadway, 30 miles south of Birmingham, to Liverpool, a 
distance of 112 miles, proved excellent training for operarors 
and drivers alike. 

RPcrulting 

After many hard months of recruiting and the Regimental 
strength seemingly stuck at 97.4 ~r cent, we finally made 
100 per cent with a total of 573, against our strength of 562. 
This is the first rime in the history of the Regiment that 100 
per cent has been achieved, and we now hope to maintain 
and improve this figure in the coming year. 

Dr·vrr Training 

The M.T. Troops in all Squadrons are now concentrating 
on H.G.V. driver training, after receiving the shock news 
that 1-ton Au tins K9's weigh 3 ton 18cwt. 2 qtrs. (empty) 
and therefore are required to be driven by holders of at least 
Class III H.G.V. Licences. It is still not quite clear who 
the ' ' was who thought it would be a good idea to 
run a K9 on to a public weighbridge, but with some 35 K9's 
in the Regiment, he certainly came up with a beautiful H.G.V. 

--- - - -· 

tra1mng problem. However, to cut the problem down to size, 
it has been pointed out that if each Squadron manages to 
train just one H.G.V. driver per month, this training year 
will have an additional 60 H.G.V. licence holders and no 
problem will exi t. Meantime, we have ample transitional 
H.G.V. licence holders to keep us on the road at least until 
the end of this training year. Squadron Commanders you 
have been warned! 

The 'Vest :\lidland District Patrol ComtH•titiou 
1971 

The Regiment entered this primarily Infantry competition, 
bur did not manage to come away with any trophies. We 
entered teams from H.Q., 48, 58 and 89 Squadrons, l'he latter 
being highest placed within the Regiment. The competition 
covered all basic Infantry skills-house clearing, night patrol, 
physical endurance tests internal security, drill , and first aid, 
plu a test for the driver , examining servicing skill , fault
finding, documentation and an obstacle course. 

l\' .U.A.C. 

On the weekend 30/31st October 1971, the Regiment held 
a W.R.A.C. recruit course, on which there were 30 students, 
and early next year we are to run our fir t W.R.A.C. N.C.O.s' 
course. These courses have become an important factor since 
our members have increased along with the excellent recruiting 
figures of the Regiment. 

During November, the A.D.W.R.A.C. Lieutenant-Colonel 
M. U. Walker, left the Command and we look forward to 
meeting the new A.D.W.R.A.C. Lieutenant-Colonel P. 
Norman, M.B.E., in the near future. 

The Christmas period draws near and with it, the many 
activities of the Regiment's festivities, to be enjoyed by all; 
however, soon after Christmas the Regiment looks forward 
to the visit of the D .W .R.A.C., Brigadier S. A. E. Heaney, 
M.B.E., T.D., Honorary A.D.C. 

The Regiment have entered four W.R.A.C. teams for the 
Women's Services Rifle Shooting Competition, and we hope 
for success in 1972. It looks to be a very busy year. 

Sergeants' !\less 
Past members of the Sergeants' Mess would be pleasantly 

surprised by the transformation which has taken place in 
'fine' old barnlike structure. S.SM. Ray Faulks and his 
committee, plus many press-ganged helpers, have changed 
the structure into, to quote the Commanding Officer (Lieu
tenant-Colonel D. C. Woodbridge) when asked for his opinion 
by the R.S .M., 'A night club.' 

Arrivals-Departures 
During the latter period of this year, we said goodbye to 

W.0.2 (F. of S.) Foulds, Staff Sergeant Geere and Sergeant 
MacMillan, who went off into civilian life, and in their place 
we welcome Staff Sergeants Tibby, Ruff and Wills, whilst with 
an improvement of our permanent staff establishment, we 
welcome W.0.2 Jan Ellis, W.R.A.C., who joins the fold. 

Reserve Army Drivi11g Cham1•ionships 1071 
Exercise •western 'Vay' 

The Regiment entered a full team into this rally with 
the following excellent results: 

Motor Trophy for the se(:ond overall individual crew 
comprising of Sergeant D. Brenni and Corporal Chambers. 
R.0.S.P.A. Trophy awarded to the 1 team in the skilled 
driving competition. 

Royal Signa's Cup for the best team from the Corps. The 
full team comprising of Captain A. Robinson, Sergeant D. 
Brenni, Corporal J. Chambers and Signalman B. Matthews. 

58 (Warwick) Slg1ml quallron (V) 
Early in September, the Squadron visited the Lake District 

for a military training weekend. With tfie incidence of 
glorious weather, a most enjoyable weekend resulted with 
activities ranging from military and map-reading to boating 
trips on Grasmere. The O.C., Major R. G. Titterington, took 
an unexpected stroll across the hills in the wake of the C.O., 
Lie ·tenant-Colonel D. C. Woodbridge. 

At the same time, our team for the West Midland District 
Patrol Competition was in hard training. Our team of eight 
and two drivers was led by Lieutenant D. J. Grocott and 

(Continued on page 43) 
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Staff Sergeant J. ~illo'?-· In the event1 they acquitted them
selves well considenng 1t was the first ume a team had entered 
from. the Squadron, corning 12th in the competition, ahead of 
the other Regimental teams. 

Also in October, Exercise Long Haul II' coin~ided with 
the explosion at the Post Office Towe~. V(/e sull wonder · 
if the head of Post Office Tclccommumcauons could. haye 
found a use for eleven speech and four te!egraph circuits 
from Winkswonh to Wendover (Bucks). Aside from co~
mercial opportunitie~ miss~d, it wa~ a yery successful exercise 
producing high quality radio relay c1rcwts. 

November heralded the traditional Re~embrance f?ay 
Parade at the Memorial Gates in Rugby. Pnor to marchmg 
hrough the four to participate in this parade .La~ce-Corporal 

A. E. (Ted) Barker was prese~ted with t~e Temtonal Effic1~ncy 
Medal. He joined the T.A. m Rugby m 1958 after Nauonal 
Service in R.E.M.E. 

December promises the usual ~hristmas 'j.ug8i?g' but we 
ill, no doubt be returning to serious soldering m the New 

Y.: r. 

39th (City of London) 

Signal Regiment (V) 

I T has been a pretty full time since we last appeared in 
print, both our military and social calendars .hav~ ~ulged 

at the seams and l'here have been not a few amusmg mc1dents 
to round things off. 

The Mansion Douse 
The Lord Mayor kindly invited some members of the W.O.s' 

and Sergeants' Mess to tea in the Mansion ~ou_se and to tour 
the building, with him as guide. Our first ~c1den~ occurr~ 
in the cells of the Lord Mayor's Co!-lrt, he bemg 911ef. Magis
trate of the City, when Mrs. Martin, the R.S.~. s wife, was 
inadvertently(?) locked in one of the cells at a ume when the 
gaoler would normally have been off duty; fortunately . he wa 
found after half-an-hour and nearly all has been forgiven. 

Exercise ' Auto ' 
In October the Regimental exercise took place. We sent 

detachments to Cyprus, including one W.R.~.C. de~achment, 
to Malta, where we hope to send W .R.A.C. m April,_ ~nd to 
Gibraltar where 1 R.R.F. looked after us well .. In add1~on :Vth 
had six detachments of the Para Squadron m Bavana w1 
the Green Berets and a large detachn:ent, ~ostly from our 
new Banbury quadron, with 22nd Regiment m B.A.0.R. Our 
base stations in U.K. were set up as usual and traffic flowe_d 
fast and free . The Training Major nearly collaps~d when hi f 
independent traffic dieck tallied absolutely with that o 
Comcen's. We're not just a pretty face you see! 

The Lord l\fayor•s Show . . 
This year we bad two floats in the Show,_ one dep1~uog 

all the uniforms worn in the Regiment (and _it was nor ced, 
one or two that aren't) and the other showmg one o B oud 
parachute detachments at work. Next year .the Cofrps 'd ahl 
will march in the parade and we are plannmg a ornu a e 
array to support it. 

Armistice Day 
This year the Regiment paraded in a number of places, 

a party of 12 at the T. & A.V.R. Parade at the Royal Exchan.lfh 
in the City, a number .in ~ackney, .our local Borough, WI d 
larger contingents paradmg m Tunbridge Wells, Banbury an 
Dundee. 

F .F .n. Inspection 
The F.F.R. Inspection took place on a variety of dates om.f 

the last fortnight in November 16th in London, 17th 
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IN THE LORD MAYOR'S SHOW 
Float showing a parachute detachment at work 

F.F.R. INSPECTION 
Brigadier D. E. Warren, A.D.C., was the inspecting officer 

Tunbridge Wells, 25th in Banbury and 30th in Dundee:. The 
Insp.."'Cring Officer, Brigadier D. E. Warren, A.D.C., did i:iot 
seem to wilt during this ' marathon ' even af~er two con ecuri:: 
nights in an 'Inter-City'. sleeper. ~e await our reJ><;>rt w1 
interest and sus.i,>ect it rrught contam a ~ecommendanon that 
four teams of Inspecting Officers do the JOb next year. 

Social events 
The quarter has not been without its ocial event-, the 

Officers' tv css ball in the Oatlands Park Hote_l, Weybrid.g~, 
was a great success. The 1 and 4 Squadron Ohn t!11as partles, 
already pa t, the W.0.s' and ergeants' Mess Chn .tmas draw 
packed to the doors, complete with fish bar, ,di~?thcque, 
cabaret and three bar . The W.O .. ' and Sergea~tdrs v1,s1tCt~!-11e 
Officers' Mess, and the return ' bout.' The. Chi! ~n s tst
mas party including a home-made pantomime which brought 
the house down; a packed calendar indeed, but a sbort break 
coming up to recoup. 

Arrival 
We welcome the arrival of W.0.II R.Q.M.S. Jack Quayle 

who joins us from 8th Signal. R«:giment to replace R.Q.M.S. 
Champion who leaves the service m January. 
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Is this you? 
You may be leaving the British 

Army- or have left in the last twelve 
months. You'll have achieved N.C.O. 
or Warrant Officer rank. You'll have 
status and pay which you wish to 
retain - and improve on. You'll be 
under 2 and may be married with a 
family. Certainly you'll be looking 
for a new career that will make the 
mo of your experience and offer 
plenty of scope. 

This is us! 
The Australian Army has many 

vacancies in specific trades. We offer 
you a career in the country of 
sunshine and opportunity. You will 
almost certainly keep your rank and 
pay, and by signing on in Britain 
with rank, receive pay from the day 
you enlist and you and your family 
travel to Australia free. The 
minimum engagement is for six years. 
All service qualifies for a pension or 
gratuity, and your British Army 
service will count toward points for 
married quarters allocation, should 
you enlist within twelve months of 
your British Army discharge. 

Don't leave it any longer! 
Is your trade included in those 

listed? If so, this could be the chance 
you and your family are looking for. 

Co~e and talk things over with the 
Australian Army Staff in London - or 
post the the coupon for all the facts. 

Royal Australian Artillery 
1. Physical Training Instructor

Sergeants 
Royal Australian Survey Corps 
1. Survey Photo Technician -

Sergeants 
2. Topographic Surveyor-Warrant 

Officers Class 2/Sergeants 
Royal Australian Signals 
1. Regimental Duty NCO - Sergeants 

and Corporals 
2. Clerk R. Sigs.-Sergeants and 

Corporals 
3. Radio Operator/Telegraph 

Operator-Sergeants/Corporals 
4. Clerk Technical R. Sigs. -

Corporals 
5. Foremen of Signals-Warrant 

Officers Class 2 
6. Terminal Equipment Technician -

Sergeants and Corporals 
Royal Australian Army Service Corps 
1. Clerk G.D.-Sergeants 
2. Clerk RAPC-Sergeants 

Co111e as 
youare-
oAustralia 

If you're thinking about emigrating 
and you've acquired any of the 

specialist skills and ranks detailed 
above, you may be eligible for 

enlistment in the Australian Ar.my. 
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Royal Australian Army Medical Corps 
1. Hygiene Assistant Class 1-

Sergeants 
2. Hygiene Assistant Class 2-

Corporals 
3. Clerk Medical-Sergeants/ 

Corporals 
4. Radiographer Class 1-Sergeants 
5. Laboratory Technician Class 1-

Staff Sergeants 
Royal Australian Ordnance Corps 
1. Work Study Operator- Warrant 

Officers Class 2 
Royal Australian Electrical and 
Mechanical Engineers 
1. Artificer Radar-Warrant 

Officers Class 1 and 2 
2. Artificer Telecommunications

Staff Sergeants 
3. Artificer Vehicle-Warrant 

Officers Class 2, Staff Sergeants 
4. Fitter Armament, Fitter and 

Turner Gun-Sergeants 
Royal Australian Army Provost 
1. R.M.P. Provost N .C.0.-Corporals 
2. M.P.S.C. Instructor-Corporals 
Australian Army Band Corps 
1. Musician or Bandsman-vacancies 
exist in the rank of Private for 
~usicians specialised in th~ following 
instruments. 

Flute French Horn 
Oboe Cornet 
Clarinet (B Flat) Euphonium 
Saxophone Trombone 
Bass Percussion 

Australian Services Canteen 
Organisation 
1. Attendant canteen, or issuing 

point- Corporals 
2. Manager canteen or issuing point

Sergeants 

To: Capt. J . Grasty, 
Australian Army Staff, 
2nd Fir. , Australia House, 
Strand, London, W.C.2. 
Tel : 01 ·836 2435 Ext . 356 
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-Sport-
' quash 

CORPS 4, R.E. I 
Thi wa an encouraging result and the third con·ecutivt: 

win over the 'old enemy.'' 
Sergeant McGovern played particularly well against a very 

experienced opponent. 
Playing for the Corps: Major Mo s, Captain Storr, Captain 

Lowe Lieutenant Adams and Sergeant McGovern. 

Corps Soccer 
CORPS 2, ROYAL CORPS OF TRANSPORT 8 

Played on 1st December in very good conditions, the score 
being opened by the Corps ide with a well-taken goal by 
Campbell. This lead was short lived when Robson, the star of 
the day, scored a briliant goal from a very acute angle. He 
followed this by heading a further goal from a corner. The 
play in the fir t half was fairly even, but the R.C.T. team took 
their diances and we turned round 5-1 down. After the interval 
the R.C.T. further increa ed their lead, then Malone pulled 
back a goal for the Corps. The rest of the game was rather 
crappy; the final score of 8-2 rather flattered the R.C.T., 

although they were certainly the better side on the day. 
The Corps side from: Sergeant D. Owens, 8th Regiment; 

Lance-Corporal Borman, 14th Regiment; Sergeant Gent, 244 
Squadron; Lance-Corporal Yates, 24 Brigade Signal Squadron; 
Signalman Wood, Sd!ool of Signals; Corporal Campbell, 223 

quadron; Corporal Bluer, 10th Regiment; Signalman Morgan, 
244 Squadron; Lance-Corporal Buder, 14th Regiment; Lance
Corporal Malone, 244 Squadron; Sergeant Young (captain), 244 

quadron. Subs.: Signa'.man Roberts, 10th Regiment; Lance
Col'l=oral Halstead, 3rd Reginlent. 

Corps crew wins 1971 'Exe Descent' 
Canoe Event 

THE 1971 'Exe Descent' was held on Sunday, 14th 
November. This is a big event in the canoe racing calendar 

each year and is a white water, long distance race which starts 
well above Tiverton and finishes in Exeter-a distance of 
some 20 miles with many rapids, weirs and salmon ladders to 
shoot on the way. 

The Corps entered one crew in Qass 2 (International K2) 
- Lance-Corporal R G. Story and Lance-Corporal D. D . Wmk 
-and I am p'.eased to report that they won this tough event in 
fine: style .against over 200 other competitors from all over the 
Umted Kingdom-148 of whom crossed the finishing line. 

A story of outstantling tletermination against 
great otltls 

The Corps canoeing team captain, Lieutenant R. G. Drake, 
Royal Signals, describes the i:ace as follows: 

A good start 
" Duncan Wink and Bob Story entered the race in the Mirage 

K2, which at the start of the race was as sound as a bell. The 
race started at approx!mately 12.00 hol!1's and right from the 
word go they pulled mto the lead, swiftly making more and 
more gro~nd between them and the remainder of the entrants. 
They amved at the first obstacle, Tiverton Weir before the 
others were in sight and cleared it successfully. ' 

T!verton Weir ~n turned into a battlefied with boats 
~rrung down both sides of the river and through the shallows 
m the centr~; at the salmon steps paddlers were coming down 
forwards, sideways, backwards and some upside down. A 
t~emendous melee of boats, bodies and paddles ensued. Some 
time elapsed before the chaos was sorted out but Wink and 

Story were well away, with only a few boats in close proximity 
behind them. 

A c.-ack in the hull 
At the next major obstacle, Bickleigh Weir, the Corps crew 

sustained a fairly hard smack amidstlips, causing the canoe 
to be cracked above the waterline. 

At the next obstacle, Thorverton Weir, they were approxim
ately two minutes in front of the next craft. They cleared the 
weir comfortably but the second boat through turned over; 
thus the time between them in the lead and the next boat was 
increased. 

Water seeping Jn rapidly 

At the following obstacle, Cowley Steps, they were cautious 
and brought the canoe down sideways so as not to put strain 
on the crack. However, they were over cautious and were forced 
by the water into the centre of the river having cleared the 
step ; .here they struck yet another rock amidships, causing the 
crack m the hull to lengthen. It wa at this point, with three
and-a-half miles to go, that the rudder became ineffective and 
the boat began to let in water rapidly. It was ti1en that they 
had to paddle harder and faster to enable the self baler to work 
more efficiently. By the tinle they had reached the last obstacle 
which was a double weir, they were fighting what appeared t~ 
be a losing battle: With no rudder and a sinking boat they 
stopped at the we1Is and portaged round them. They emptied 
the canoe and carefully carried it round me obstacle and put 
the canoe back in the water, this time with Bob Story (the 
smaller of the two) in the front and Duncan Wink in the back. 

SHOOTING A WEIR 
Corporals Duncan Wink and Bob Story battle on 

Sinking 

Having continued for a further 50 yards it was evident that 
the self baler could no longer keep up with the input of water. 
~e. rent in the boat ~as growing ever larger and the boat was 
s10king. Eventu~llY. with only ~alf-a-mile to go Bob found he 
was not only sinking but pulling away from Duncan in the 
rear! It was at this point that they 'abandoned ship' and swam 
ashore with their equipment. They found it necessary, in order 
to complete the race, to portage the half mile through Exeter 
to the finish- this was permitted in the rules of the race. With 
their useless craft on ti1eir shoulders they ran, brandishing their 
~addles at the busy traffic, through Exeter towards the finishing 
lme. 

With only yard~ to go they and their mortally wounded canoe 
enter~ the freez!ng w~ter and swam across the finishing line 
to wm the race in a time of 2 hours and 30 minutes which 
was still 17 minutes in front of the next crew. ' 

The gallant and extraordinary way they won this race will 
be talked of in Exeter for many years.'' 
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Unknown canoeist makes a name for himself 

()
UR hero without doubt this month has been Coq)oral 

Bill White. Canoeing all summer at odd weekends in 
eptcmber he made his own way to Llandysul in South Wales 

and won the Army Canoe Un~on Challenge Cup for. the 
Intermediate Slalom Class KI agamst a field of 70 compeutors. 
As a result of this win he was sel~cted to re~res~t the Afn?.Y 
in the Inter-Services Canoe Racmg Champ10nsh1ps held m 
Scotland on the 2nd and 3rd of October where he achieved 
the remarkable result of 1st in the Corps, 6th in the Army 
::ind 18th overall. Corporal White writes: 

" I started canoeing in the Spring of 1969 purely as a means 
of getting out of camp at weekends and seemg parts of 
Germany other than exercise locations. 

I acquired two canoes and using these boats I passed my 
Army Canoe Union proficiency and late instructors tests. In 
the :.ummer of 1979 I bought my own slalom boat and entered 
my first slalom at Uerdingen, near Krefeld. I was plac;ed last 
out of 37. Determined to do better I u ed the Regimental 
swimming pool for training through. the winter and the follow
ing May in my sec~nd slal?m at Hilden _near Dusseldorf came 
first winning a 21 piece china coffee service. 

During the summer I entered other slaloms leading up to 
the Army Championships at Llandysul in September. 

As well as myself, I assisted five more in their proficie~cy 
certificates this summer and although I shortly. leave on pos~g, 
I leave behind a team to enter the Army Wild Water Racing 
Championships at Catterick in November." 

Small wonder Corporal White shattered the Army selectors 
in Wales w"nen with no official representatives fyom B.A.O.~. 
this unknown canoeist took to the water. His name will 
undoubtedly feature in later canoeing news from 8th Regiment. 

HE WORKED HIS WAY UP FROM LAST TO FIRST 
Corporal Bill White receives his canoe slalom trophy from 
Lieutenant-Colonel V. R. Gibson, C.O. of 16th Signal Regiment 

Report from the Captain of Corps Shooting 
Major G. A. S. Exell writes: 

The many successes achieved by Corps' marksmen in the 
A.R.A. and N.R.A. meetings at Eisley in 1971 have already 
been published in THE WmE, but reports of two further 
successe are now to hand. . 

TI1e end of the season bring with it the news th~t ~apt~n 
Douglas Genders has been selected for the Great Bntain Rifle 
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Team due to tour Canada in Augu t. It is a rare distinction 
and a great honour both for him and the Corp:;, v.ilich is, how
ever, not without precedent. C lone! (retd.) H. J. Thompson 
(1967 and 1970) and Lieutenant-Colonel 'Paddy ' Wali.b (1967) 
have both shot for the Great Britain team in recent year>. It 
has been quite a year for Captain Gen<lers for _although he wa~ 
limited mainly to target rifie shooting by h1i. Staff Coll~ge 
commitments, he was still selected for the Corps' team wh1d1 
came so near to winning the Methuen for the second year 
running. Quite undaunted, he obtained top score for the team, 
thus fully justifying Captain Derek McLean's gamble of select
ing a shot on reputation rather than form! He followed this by 
repr~senting the Army in both the Long and Short Range 
Target Rifie Teams. We wish Douglas the very best of luck 
in Canada. . 

The second Corps' snot with a success story is Captain John 
Reed who has been a prominent member of the Queen's Own 
Highlanders' team which recently became ~.e first U.~. team 
ever to win the Cento Small Arms Compeuuon. Captam Reed 
has been attached to this very good shooting Battalion a~ 
A/R.S.O. and is yet another example of Corps' shots who arc 
well able to hold their own in any company. (See also photo· 
graph in December /January WIRE). . 

The following members of the Corps have been awarded their 
Corps' Colours for Shooting for 1971: . . 

Re-awards: Captain D. J. McLean, 30th Regiment; Capta1~ 
D . C. N. Genders, RM.C.S.; Lieutenant V. J. Reed, 21st Regi
ment; W.0.2 E. R. R. Smith, 30th Regiment; Co.rporal G. L. 
Jacques, 30th Regiment; Lance-Corporal R. G. Kingham, 30th 
Regiment. . . . 

Initial Awards: Major G. H. Cowsdl, 30th Regiment; Captam 
R. F. A. Davies, 28th Regiment; ~orporal G._ A. Hunt, 28th 
Regiment; Lance-Corporal C. Harris, 30th Regiment; Corporal 
L. Hindle, 30th Regiment. 

* * 1c 

Corps men represent Army 
216 Parachute Signal Squadron .report: . 
The following soldiers from this squadron have consistently 

represented the Army in che sports shown: Lance-Corporal 
I. R. Campbell (Army football); Sergeant D. ~· Baikie (Army 
cross-country); Signalman F. Carr (Army boxing). 

Movements 
Officers 
Captain J. E. Barnes .. To t:rff College 
Captain A. H. Carling 
Cap:ain G. R. Funnell 
Captain D . C. N. Genders 
Cap:ain S. G . McK. Gordon 
Captain A. R. Seward .. 
Caplllin D. G. Dudley I 
Captain J. V. Fielding I 
Captain D. Hunt ... 
Captain P. D. Jones 
Cirptain R . F. Maynard 
Captain M. J. P. Vann 
A/Major B. L. Belton ,, R . .'111.C. of 
Captain G . D. Birch I 
Captain J. S. B. Bruns~ord ~ 
Captain S. R. Carr-Sm:th 
Cap:ain I. J. Crouch ) 
Cap:ain J. J. Cullen 
Captain A. H. Boyle 1 
Capt:rin K. P. Burke 
Captain D. R. Hodges 
Captain I. B. Kerr 
Captain W. J. P. Robins ... 
A/ Major R. D. K. Thompson 
A / Major P. B. Webster . . 

Captain R. D. Allen, M .B.B. 
Captain M. J. Backhurst 

ASC 6 
Div. 2 

ASC 6 
Div. 1 

ASC 7 
Div. 2 

ASC 7 
Div. 1 

A/ Major C. J. Bayfield 
Captain (Tfc.) K. J. Bicknell 
Lieutenant-Colonel J. F. Blake 
Captllin P. R. Brew is 

.. 11th Regiment 

.. 30th Regiment 
,, 21 t Regiment 
,, 28th Regcment 
,. 1 Div. H.Q. & Signal Re •t. 
., 244 Squadron 
,, 2 Div. H.Q. & Signal Rcgt. Caplllin M . L. P. Brock 

Major J. D. Bromley ., 39 Airportnblc Bde. H.Q. & 
Signal Squadron 

Captain R. R. Bullock 
Lieutenant-Colonel D. 
Major P. B. Clark 

,. 8th Regiment 
G. ea-ltermUii .. H.Q .. AFCENT 

,, A.P.S. Group. Corsham 
., M.O.D.(M211) Major R . F. L. Cook ... 

Lieutenant-Colonel A. A. Dncre, o.e.E. 
Captain P. R. Dick ... 
Lieutenant C. P. Donaghy 

., M.0.0. A.G.11 a Colo:-:cl 
22nd Rc~iment 
11th Regiment 
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Major G. A. I: ell 
Captain R. W. G rlick .•. . .• 
Lieutenant-Colon~! C. J. Gilbert 
I\. ·or R. Goodwin Jone . .. 
Major I. Graham . . . .. 
econd-Llcutcnant I. R. Grant 

Captain (Tfc.) P. H. Grant .. . 

chool 
M.O.D. IE(A)1 
M.O.D. (0.0.C.) 
3211d ( cottish) Regiment a. C.O. 
H.Q. S.W. Di trict 
2.:z.:id Re11iment 

'1ajor J. L. E. Gr) peerdt 
Lieutenant-Colonel D. Hall .. . . .. ,. 
~llio (Q.M.) A. G. Har6eld, B.E.M. 

1or J. G. Harry .. .. . . .. 

38th Regiment 
22nd Regiment 
Royal chool of Artillery ( 1) 
>:44 q_uadron 
U.K. Sup. Unit, SHAPE 
H.Q. TrJ!. Bde. as B.M. 
21st Regiment 

Major P. J. Hartshorn . .. . .. 
Capcain T. J. Hendren . . .. .. . ,, 
Major C. R. F. Hinds 
Captain (Q.M.> w. E. t-i:owlci; 
Capcain D. Hunt 
C.i>taio A. J. Hutc . . .. 
Lieutenant C. 0. McK . Kemp 
Lieutenant J. L. Kennard . . 
Lieutenant A. T. B. Kcmber 
Captain (Q.M.) R. D. Laing 
Lieutenant . M. . A. Lee 

Northag Sig. Sup. Group 
School of Signals 
R.A.F. Staff College 
th Regiment 

264 .A.S. Squadron 
8th Regiment 
I Q.L.R. 
P.E.P.S. 
48 Gurkha Bde. H.Q. & Signal 
sci~idron as Captain Captain (T.0.T.) A. J. Lees 

Major C. F. Lewis .. . . 
Captain (T.O.T.) I. R. Lidsto~e ::: " 

13th Regiment 
229 Squadron 

~d-Licutcnant R. J. Lloyd Jone 
Lieutenant-Colonel J. M . N. Lyons 
Captain J. G. M. M.cLuckie 
Major G. T. Mills ... ··· 
Major H. A. Morri on 

Major E. Mullcv .. 
Major J. H. T. · 'ealon 
Major R. K. ice 

Captain (T.0 .T.) J. H. Nixon 
Captain J. R. S. Ovcnden .. 
Major (Q.M.) A. Page · 
Cai>tain M. A. Payne ... 
Colonel 0 . A. Policy. O.B.E. 
Captain A. Ra im ... 
Major P. E. Riding 
Major T. Rigby .. 

I Jth Regiment 
School of Signals 

,, D.0.A.E. 
3 Div. H.Q. & Signal Rcgt. 
H.Q. Mobile Command Omadian 

Forces 
S.R.D.E. 
I Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt. 
SHAPE H.Q. Corrunnnd & up. 

as Lieutenant-Colonel 
School of Signals 
13th Regiment as Major 
M.0.0. Signals 36 
I Arty. Bde. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn. 
M.O.D. (D124A) 
16th Regime.at 
H.Q. AFCENT (227 Sqn.) 
C.R. Sig!lals . Ire.land as 

Lieutenant-Colonel 
Major C. A. M. Robertson 1oth Regiment 
Lieutenant-Colonel E. L. Rog.;;s 4oth (Ulster) Re.nmeat (V) 
Captain W. Roper S hoot f S a• 
Captain B. H. Rowe c o ignals 
Major C. G. Sandys " 2 Div. H.Q. & Signal Rcgt. 
Lieute.nant-Colooel (Tfc.i" A. ·s~~~ '. ', Northumbrian Univ. O.T.C. 
Ca R B S 

•.. , N .I .C.S.M.A. 
ptam · . mith ,, School of Signals 

Major M. C. Spence . .. .. . ... J .O.C.P.T. (attd . H.Q. B AO R ) 
Lieutenant J. 0 . Stokoe · ,, r Grenadier Guards · · · · 
Lieutenant A. Sugdon School f Inf Lieutenant P. Thompson··· " . o anl!Y, Warminster 
Major J. T . Treglown I Div. H.Q. & Signal Rcgt. 
Major R. Trclawoy " H.Q .. Northag 
Major R. A. Trotman " A.A.C., Harrogate 
M · J R. 36th {E) Re~nt ( a1or · Turpin ,, 2 Cadet Traming Team 
Major P. Va!dcr ,, 259 Squadron 
CaPtain M. J. Vest... ,, 633 Troop 
Captain (T.O.T.) N. Walker H.Q. AFCENT Sup. Group 
Major K . Watts ... A p s Major A. M. Willcox . . . Group, Harrogate 
Captain E. G. William M.O.D. (P.E.) (C.G.W.L.) 
Major M. J. H. Williams " M.O.D. (P.E.) (E.Q.D.) M.O.D. Language School 

R 'arraat OlficPrs and. Senior N.C.O.s 
W.0.I S. Nelson T t 3 h R · 
W.0.1 (F. or S.) C: M.Utin ::: o t cgunent w 0 B J S ,_ " 11th Regt. 2 Sqn. att. 8th Regt. 

· .2 · · >tyl= ,, 48 Gurkh" Bde. s· W.0 .2 R. T. Thompson... ::: ,, 71st Regiment (V ) ig. Sqn . 
W.0.2 (F. of S.) D. R. Timson S W.0.2 (F. of S.) A. D . F. Fa!con·e·r· ., 234 quadron W O (F ,, 27th Regiment 

· .2 · of S.) A. J. Horton ,, C.V. H.Q. & Training Wing 
W.0.2 F. G. Froggau . ... ... Anny Apprentices' College, 
W.0 .2 (Y. of S.) D. A. Newell ... Harroiiate 

Staff
taff SSergeant (F. or S.) A. G. Turner ", 20 Mantime Regiment, R.C.T. 

crgeant (F. of S.) D. Knox ... ' 242 Squadron 
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) E. J. Adams " 7th Regiment 
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) R. M. Keasey " 48 Gurkha Bde. Sig. Sqn. 
Staff Sorgeant (F. of S.) D. G. E. " IIth Regiment 2 Squadron 

Treharne 28th R · Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) w. J. Braniff " eg·ment 
taff Sergeant (F. of S.) S. K School of Signals 

Westwater 
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) D. J. Harries 
Staff Sergeant M. J. Hanlon 
S~ ScS rgcant (Y. of S.) R. C'.°'Pisher 

"'" crgcant J. A. Ounnett 
Staff Sergeant G. C. Davis ... 
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) B. J ... P. . .. 

tafI Sctgcaot J. A . Marr 
taff Sergeant A. B. Phillipe 
taff Sergeant W. Andtrson 

Staff Sergeant C. S. Webb 

Stall' Sergeant S. Hargrcavc 
A Sergeant J. M. Walker 
crgeant A. W. Jones 

Scr1eant D. A. Lewis 
Sergeant T . I. Smith ... 

crgeant J. C. Thompson 
crgcant M . Palmer 

Scracant J. B. Savuu · · · 
oracant L. C. Westgate · · 

Travers 

,, 7th Regiment 
,, 33rd Rep:'ment (V) 
,, t Div. Signal Regiment 
,, 12 Mech. Bdc. Sig. Sqn. 

School of Signals 
,, 234 Squadron 

8th Regiment 
3oth ~nt 
8th Rcguncnt 
t2 Mech. Bde. Sig. Sqn. 
H.Q .. British Troops and Admin. 

Umt, Malta 
,, 8 Inf. Bde. Sig. Sqn 

Northag Air Sp. Radio s9n. 
H.Q. Tri~. Bde., Royal Signals 
.l41h Rcg1ment 

,, 2tst Regiment 
,, 2l4 Souadron 
,, SHAPE ~.Q. Comd. & Sp. (BE) 

Irth Regtmcnt 2 Squadron 
,, 259 Squadron 

Sergeant J. lv1canei 
ergeant T. 0 . Miles ... 

Sergennt H. A. Gilchrist 
ergeant A. J. Lowry 

Sergeant . Pe&; son 
Sergeant K. M. Durrant 
Sergeant R. J. Foskett 
Sergeant A. Hallowav 

ergeant L. J. Croome 
Sergeant J. Leighton 
Se.rgeant R Steen ... 
~ergeant S. D. Witheridgc 

ergeant D. B. Clarke ... 
S~rgeaot M. S. Olive 
Sergeant G. A. lk>liTd 
Sorgeant M. Birney 
Strgeant W. Tidswell 
Sergeant A. H. Ru sell 
Strgesnt M. Spencer 
!icrgeant J. E. Guest 
·ergeant K. Zoirg 
~ergeant J. E. Oakley .. . 
Sergeant M. \V. F. Prior 
Seri;eant H. P. Smith . .. 
Sergeant C. A. Swift 
Sergeant L. S. Taylor 
Sergeant J. P. Vincent 

crgcant P. J. Welch 
e.rgeant J. F. Winter 

Sergeant T . I. Lloyd ... 
ergcant J. C. McDonald 

Sergeant P. J. Graham 
Sergeant D. R. Hope .. . 
Sergeant R. M. James .. . 
Sergeant D. A. Gouldsmith 
Sergeant P. R. Strickland 
Sergeant J. B. Harvey .. . 
A/Sergeant M. F. Dconiss 
Se:gcant D. Thomas ... 
Sergeant A. F. S. McElligott 
Sergeant J. J . Finn ... 
Sergea~t D. Mackay 
Sergeant D. Loa<:h 
Sergeant W. H. Leslie 
Sergeant D. Parmley 
Sergeant D. E. Barrow 
Sergeant R. A. Lee 
Sergeant W. L. Beard 
Sergeant T. Ditch ... 
Sergeant M. N. Robinson 
Sergeant K. C. Kibblewhite 
Sergeant G. N. nownev 
Sergeant C. A. W. Smith 
Sergeant D. W. BS"mCs ... 
Sergeant C. S. A. Howells 

Sergeant B. 1'1. Jenner .. . 
Sergeant P. Kaye ... 
Sergeant G. s. H. Beattie. 
A/ Sergeant H. Service .. . 
Sergea,t T. W. Brister .. . 
Sergeant T. J. Friend 
Sergeant T. A. Perkin 
Sergeant L. H. Grubb 
Sergeant C. J. Loughlin 

,, chuol of Signals 
30th Regiment 

,, r4th Regiment 
.. 33rd Regiment (V) 

33rd Regiment (V) 
r4th Rcg.ment 
8th Regiment 

., 35th Regiment (V) 
21st Regiment 

,. 30th Regiment 
7th Regiment 

., ?th Regtment 

., 10th Regiment 

., I Div. Signal Regiment 
7th Regiment 

., 14th Regiment 
4 Div. Signal Regiment 
30th Regiment 

,, z59 Squadron 
,. 27th Regiment 

261 Squadron 
22nd Regiment 

,, 259 Squll'dron 
4 Div. Signal Regiment 
259 Squadron 

., 16th Regiment 
Army Apprentices' College, 

Harrogate 
., 641 Troop 
,, 10th Regiment 
,, 259 Squadron 
,, SHAPE H.Q. Comd. & Sp. (BE) 

10th Regiment 
School of Signals 
School of Signals 

,, 2211d Regiment 
10th Regiment 

,, 28th Reg_iment 
C.V. H.Q. & Trg. Wing 
21st Regiment 

,, 11th Regiment 2 Squadron 
14th Regiment 
4 Div. Signal Regiment 
30th Regiment 

,, r rtb Regime:n 
I Div. Signal Regiment 

,, 2 Div. Signal Re~iment 
,, 1 Div. s·J!Oal Regiment 
,, 2 Div. Signal Regiment 
,. 16th Regiment 

10th Regiment 
11th Regiment 2 Squadron 
3 Div. Signal Regiment 
BATUS 

,, JOCPT 
,, Army App:e:uices' College, 

Harrogate 
,, 30th Regiment 
u 223 Souadron 
,, 22-d Regiment 

R.M:A., Sandhurst 
,, t 1th Regiment 
,, 30th Regiment 

30th Regiment 
,, 1 1th Regiment 

4 Div. Signal Regiment 
In the November/ December WIRE 
Regiment was inadvertently shown 
reg-ets to R.S.M. Speight. 

W.0.1 C. Speight of 16 
as W.0.1 (Y.of S.). Our 

Obituary 

Major-General R. F. B. Nay/er, 
C.B., C.B.E., D.s.o., M.c. 

As we go to . press the sad news has come in of the death 
of '.In outstanding and much respected Corps personality -
Ma1or~ne~al R. F. ~- Naylor. He will be much missed by a 
very wide circle of fnends. A full obituary will appear in the 
next issue of THE WIRE. 

Brigatlier G. S. Hurst, 0.B.E. 
George ~t_Jrst, ~rn 1899 and educated at Berkhampsted 

was. CO"?JIDSS1oned mto Hodson's Horse in 1917, seeing activ~ 
ser~1c,e 10 France, Egypt and Asia Minor. Prior to attending 
6 . Q Course, he commanded an Indian Cavalry Brigade 
~i~nal. T~oop. O_n return to India he served in both 'C' and 
~ .I?1vis1on~l Signals, Kohat District Signals and 4th Indian 
DJv~s1~nal S1~als, . before becoming Adjutant of the Signal 
Traming Battalion m Jabalpur in 1928. He was elected Master 
of the Nerbudda Vale Hunt. He also played polo shot tiger 
and won. the Roy3:1 Humane Society Medal tor' life savin ' 
for rescuing an Indian from drowning while out pigsticking. g 
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In 1931 he joined Peshawar District Signals. For his work 
in the N'.ohmand Operations of 1933, he was awarded a brevet 
majority and mention-in-despatches. He wrote the hi~tory of 
Pe hawar District Signals and also the history of the Peshawar 
Vale Hunt, of which he was Master. This latter book was a 
lavish production, illustrated by Snaffles. 

He then served in Canterbury, with 4th Divisional Signals, 
during which period he spent some time in Egypt with 5th 
Divisional Signals. He returned to India to the 3rd Division 
in 1936. He retired in 1937 with the intention of spending 
the rest of his days in Goulburn, New South Wales, breeding 
cattle. He married Miss Babette Burkett of Goulbum. 

However, he was recalled to the Indian Signal Corps in 
1939, and went to the Sudan, where he was promoted to 
command 12th African Divisional Signals in the East African 
Campaign. He was awarded the 0.B.E. On his return to India 
in 1942, he became D.C.S.O. Assam Burma Road. The follow
ing year he wa promoted Brigadier as C.S.0., Eastern 
Command, Inrua. He retired finally in 1946. 

George then became really busy. He brought his herd of 
red poll cattle right to the top. He was greatly in demand as 
a judge of cattle in America, India, Great Britain and, of 
course, in Australia. He served as president, vice-president or 
committee member of polo, racing and flying clubs. He was 
vice-president of the Graziers Cattle Council. The Larkhill 
herd became a showpiece. 

George tried to cut down his activities so that he could 
concentrate on his own cattle and his old-fashioned roses. 
However, during one international flap he was appointed 
Civil Defence Controller of his Shire, an area larger than 
England. He continued to attend polo tournaments, Hodson's 
Horse reunions, and remained a member of the committee 
of the Australia Club. 

George was a man of unbounded energy, strong deter
mination and high intelligence. He had a ready wit and was 
a splenrud mixer. His death on 30th October, 1971, deprives 
the Corps of a remarkable character. Our deepe t sympathy 
is tendered to his widow in her bereavement. 

Mr. Kartar Singh 
Many Corps' officers will remember Kartar Singh who for 

~ considerable. number of years was a well-known per onality 
m the Royal Signals Officers' M ss, Singapore, both as account
a~t and Mess manager. On the run-down in Singapore, Karrar 
Smgh became surplus and ever anxious to continue serving the 
Corps he migrated to the U.K. where a va-;:ancy had been held 
for him. in the accounts department of the Royal Signals 
Associauon. Shortly after his arrival it was clear that his health 
was far from sound and he was admitted to hospital where 
he underwent a major abdominal operation. Sadly, this did 
not achieve what was hoped for-he was suffering from cancer 
of the liver-and it became clear that the only course open 
was. for him to return as soon as possible to his family in 
Inrua. He had only been back in India a few weeks when the 
sad news came through of his death. The loss of this loyal 
and cheerful personality will come as a shock to many. He will 
be much missed and our deep sympathy goes to his family. 

It is with regret that we have to record the following deaths: 

Ex-Signalman (. C. Veness 
Signaiman Veness served with the Corps from 1934-39 on 

the Supplementary Reserve and from 1939-46 as a Regular 
(War Service). He was a Life Member of the Association. He 
died on 24th September. His address: 22 Dacre Road, East
bourne. Sincere sympathy is expressed to his relatives. 

Signalman K. Faulkner 
7th Regiment writes: 

It is with deep regret that we announce the death of Signal
man Keith Faulkner as the result of a traffic accident on 20th 
November, 1971. Our deepest sympathy is extended to his 
mother, Mrs. Hilda Faulkner, of Rochdale. 

Tuke the whole family to and from Germany for almost the cost 
of half the family. 
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Any day of the week you can travel to and from Germany 
by Pnns Ferries at half the adult price. And your wife and 
children over 1 4 can go with you at the same rate. 

For children under 4 the terms get even better : they go free. 
How much would 1t cost you? As a typical instance, a 

service family of 2 adults, one 14 year old and a baby could 
travel to Germany and back with their car for £32 .30 - a 
saving of £27 .80 ! Each fare * starts at £4. 75 single ( £8.50 
return) and you can even take your car for as IJttle as £3.85 
( £6.80 return). 

What do you get for your money? 
You travel in luxury all the way Harwich to Hamburg or 

Harwich to Bremerhaven. You get a choice of dining facilities 
(Swedish Smorgasbord or a la carte). There's dancing. casino, 
duty free bars and shops. And atter you·ve enioyed a 
wonderful evening you have the choice ot a wide range of 
cabins and sleeperettes. 

If you think it sounds almost too good to be true. contact 
your travel agent or write to the address below for full details. 

\ 

~ ~~-1~~.) •PRINS FERRIES 
P11ns Ferries. 67 Grosvenor Street. London Wl X OEA 
Telephone 01-629 7961 also 491 7641 
German Office HADAG Seetounst1k und Fahrdaenst AG 2000 
Hamburg 11. Johannisbollwerk 6-8 
Telephone (0411) 31951 
or, Karl Geuther & Co 2800 Bremen. Mart1n1strasse 58 
Telephone (0421) 3 16 01 
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Teleprinter 
Maintenance Technician 
The Cable and Wireless Group of Companies, leader in the field 
of global telecommunications operations, has vacancies for 
Teleprinter Maintenance Technicians to work in its expanding 
Service Centres, throughout England. 

Applicants should hold a current clean UK driving licence and 
have good practica l experience of 5-unit telegraph machines 
including maintenance, trouble shooting and installation work. 
They should also be experienced in the use of Test equ ipment 
such as TOMS and Oscilloscopes, and be capable of following 
and understanding electrical / electronic circuits employing 
relay logic. 

If you have suitable experience and are looking for secure 
pensionable employment in an expanding organisation, w ri te 
for application form giving brief details of experience, age and 
present salary to :-

The Personnel Officer (Recruitment), 
Dept. A291 / 565, 
Cable and Wireless Limited, 
Mercury House, Theobalds Road, 
LONDON, WC1X SRX. 
Telephone:- 01-242 4433 Extension 211 . 

~CABLE AND WIRELESS \IP WORLDWIDE COMMUNICATIONS 

The Lord Weymouth School 
W armister, Wiltshire 

(Founded 1707) 

The Master: I. R. P. Green, M.A. (Cantab.) 

Let the ' Eigencie of the Service ' take you 
where they will, but use the generous allowances 
available to give your children the confidence 
that comes from a continuous education. 

Our Staff has considerable experience in teach
ing and administering Service children. 

Small Classes; Individual Attention ; Highly 
Qualified Staff; Recognised by the Department 
of Education and Science for 50 years as Efficient; 
non profit-making charitable trust. Ordinary 
Leve I. C.S.E .. Advanced Level. University 
Entrance. 

Boys 10-18, Girls afler 'O' Level. Day and 
Boarding. Moderate Fees. 

For Prospectus, write to Bursar, or telephone 
Warminster 3358 or 3038. 

BAOR ..... ? 
-if you ore arriving soon, or ore here already, 
and interested in a new:-

FIAT 
PEUGEOT 
TRIUMPH I 

at 
specia l 

NATO 
prices 

- then for details of U.K./Germany de livery speci
ficat ions, pr ices, finance , part-exchange, fill in the 
coupon or write to us soonest: 

WALTER HAGEN & Co. - WEST GERMANY 
415 KREFELD PESTALOZZISTR. 25 

Pleue send d etails o f your FIAT/PEUGEOT/T RIUMPH to : 

Na me 

Add ress 

Rank 

Phone No. 

Part·e xchange detai ls 

Our representatives visit all camps here weekly and we also have 
agents in U . K. ! 

OPERATORS 
LEAVING THE ARMY SOON ... ? 

Why not contact 

THE THREE TEES AGENCY 

THE Specialist Employment Bureau for 
Telex, Teleprinter and Telephone Operators 
where you are assured of a welcome and 
free advice and guidance on career prospects 
in the commercial world. 

THE THREE TEES TRAINING SCHOOL 
has the full range of Telex and Teleprinter 
machines and Commercial Telephone Boards 
and offers free tuition to those seeking em
ployment, both Permanent and Temporary. 

110 Fleet St., 
London, E.C.4. 
(01-353 3611) 

Call, write or phone: 
124 Regent St., 
London, W.t. 
(01-734 0365) 

20 Eastcheap, 
London, E.C.3. 
(01-626 0601) 
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Hawkes of 
Savile Row 

The British have regularly gone into battle with 
glory and Hawkes' uniforms. Enough have survived 
to keep the firm going ••• and on victory parades 
and ceremonial occasions their splendid Hawkes' 
uniforms have always lent colour to the occasion. 

Hawkes of Savile Row go back to the 
I 770's. Every year hundreds of people 
go back to Hawkes to be dressed for 

the 1970's You'll know our reputation 
for made-to-measure tailoring but you 
may be surprised at the extent of ou r 

hand-made ready-to-wear range. 
Drop in and see both at: 

SAVILE ROW · LONDON · WI 
01-734 01 86 

12a LONDON ROAD 
CAMBERLEY · SURREY 

Camberley 63829 

Illustrated catalogue sent free on request 

THE ROYAL SCHO OL 

ARMA GH 

(Boarding and Day: Direct-Grant: 500 boys) 

The Board of Governors reserve each year a 

quota of Boarding places for Service children. 

Details of syllabus, prospectus, etc., from: 

Headmaster's Secretary, The Royal School, 

College Hi ll , Armagh, N .T . 

FEES (197 1/72) T ui tion £ 10 1 per annum. 

Boarding £220 per annum. 

Four Boarding (Entrance) Scholarships 

(valuesI£125, £75, and two of £50) are offered 

for Open Competiti on each year in April. 

Candidates may enter in Group A (under 12) or 

Group B (under 14). 

Printers 

Publishers 

N e'vs1•aper Proprietors 

Litl1ographers 

Process Engravers 

Parsons and Printing. Like the Services, we have a tradition to uphold, at the 
same time taking advantage of scientific progress in this age of mechanisation, 
yet maintaining, through a special department, a personal and helpful link with 
customers, whom we are ever willing to advise with their production problems 

F. J. Parsons Ltd 
The Adelphi , John Adam Street, London WC2 6AY 01 -839 7151 

Printing works at Hastings, Folkestone, Bexhilt and Lewes 



HOME OWNERSHIP 
Conditions in the mortgage market can fluctuate from month to month so that an easier loan situation 

can quickly change to a severe shortage. Would-be Home Owners who do not plan ahead could therefore find 

it almost impossible to obtain loans or even the promise of loans. 
If you take our advice this should place you in the very favourable position of being able to obtain a loan 

for house purchase at any time in the future. We cannot overstress how vitally important it is for anyone 
considering house purchase, whether it is in the early future or some years ahead, to set in motion a positive but 
flexible House Purchase Plan as far in advance as possible of the intended purchase date. The earlier you start, 
the easier it becomes for you to buy the house of your choice. Moreover, the longer the Plan is in force the 

higher the loan possible, and the more economic the purchase. 
Increases in quartering charges have made it financi :dly beneficial for the majority of serving personnel to 

buy their own house, instead of paying rent for many years. Therefore, no matter where you are stationed, no 
matter when you intend to purchase a house, DO NOT WAIT until you are forced to buy your house in order 

to provide a Horne for your family, ASK OUR ADVICE NOW. 

SCHOOL FEES 
In spite of the adverse effect of recent Finance Acts selected life assurance schemes can still substantially 

reduce the costs of educating children. A UNIQUE scheme provides IMMEDIATE funds for school fees 
where children are attending or about to attend school. We also devise specially tailored Plans which can reduce 
by one half FUTURE costs of educating your children. Very early planning can reduce such cost to nil. 

LIFE ASSURANCE + INVESTMENT 
Conventional or Equity Linked Schemes 

We specialise in arranging Life Assurance Plans to provide all-embracing Family Security combined 
with Sound Investment. For example, a net outlay of £10.14 monthly for those liable to tax at 39p in the £ will 
give the family man aged 30 next birthday immediate family protection of £38,300 and an anticipated cash 
sum of around £25,000 free of tax and capital gains tax at age 65. This particular Plan is extremely flexible 
and unique in that it can be made to mature in part or total at an earlier age or be ada.pted to provide an 

income on retirement from the Service, e.g. at age 55. 

For full details, please telephone or write in confidence to: 

Lieutenant-Colonel C. B. Johns, M.A.I.B., R.A.O.C. (Retd.), 
Services Advisory Bureau Manager. 

H. R. MARTIN & CO., LTD. 
27/29 Greyfriars Road, Reading, Berks. 

Associated Insurance Brokers 
Brokers of Insurance to Members of H.M. Forces 

Telephone: Reading 56226 and 56227 
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Quality Technician 
Racal Mobilcal Limited designs and manufactures a highly successfu.1 range o~ . 
portable transceivers and ancillaries. An opportunity exists for a Quality Technician 
to contribute to the effective Quality Assurance Programme. 

The successful applicant will be required to perform measurement of the fundamental 
characteristics of transmitters, receivers and ancillary equipment at simulated 
environmental extremes. Applicants should be capable of measuring all major. 
parameters such as power output levels, harmo~i~ emissions, carrier suppression, 
intermodulation disto1tion, sensitivity and select1v1ty. 

Conditions of employment are attractive and a competitive sta1ting salary will be 
offered to the successful applicant. 

Please apply, giving details of age and experience, to:-

R. B. Jones, 
Personnel Officer, 
Racal Mobilcal Limited, 
464 Basingstoke Road, 
Reading, 
Berks. 

Amontillado Sherry 

111BS!JIJ 
The Electronics Group 
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Our Cover Picture 
f!LSTER .tJll,JIOIJETTE 

. Our cover picture speaks for itself. A Cl;llm evening sky contrasts sharply 
with the alertness of a watchful sentry. Night approaches and at any time 
the stillness can be shattered with the crack of a snipers bullet or the 
~eavy thud of an explosion. The scene is Londondery with the river Foyle 
10 the foreground. The sentry - Signalman Steve Fugill, a radio operator, 
of 8 Infantry Brigade Headquarters and Signal quadron - takes his 
turn on sentry-go. 

Regimental Heat/quarters, Royal Signals 
From letters and enquiries we receive, it is clear that many only have 

a rudimentary knowledge of the organisation and functions of Regimental 
Headquarters. Below is a summary, which may be helpful to many readers. 
For full details see Corps Memo No. 4, 1969. 

What is itP 
A headquarters formed in 1961 to provide a permanent secretariat for 

the co-ordination and implementation of Corps domestic or 'regimental' 
affairs-hence its title. IQ is an official Army unit operating on a M.0.D. 
establishment. 

1Vhere i,s UP 
In Cheltenham Terrace, London, S.W.3; first left, just past the Duke 

of York's Headquarters in King's Road, Chelsea, five minutes' walk from 
Sloane Square Underground Station. 

1Vhat arc Corps DomPstic Affairs? 
All matters of private concern to the Corps, outside the normal military 

functions of operations, communications, training and administration. These 
include: Corps funds, subscriptions, publications benevolence, historical 
records, furtherance of professional and technical interests, museum, pictures 
and silver, social events, presentations and visits. 

llow is n.11.q. organised? 
R.H.Q. (as it is normally referred to within the Corps) consists of three 

main sections : 
Regimental Secretariat.-The Regimental Secretary (Colonel G. D. T. 

Harris) and his staff provide the secretariat for various committees, namely 
the Corps Committee, the Master of Signals Executive Committee, the 
Corps Finance Committee and the Committee of the Officers' Dinner Club. 
In addition, he acts as Staff Officer to the Master of Signals and the Repre
sentative Colonel Commandant, and forms a link between them and the 
S.0.-in-C. He is also .responsible for the general co-ordination of the 
activities of R.H.Q. He maintains a record of Corps silver and is responsible 
for the arrangements for the Corps dinner, garden party and officers' reunion. 
He collates the Corps Newsletter, which is published by the Royal Signals 
Institution. He publishes the Royal Corps of Signals List, but AGII are 
responsible for all details in respect of serving officers and W.O .1. He 
also publishes the Retired List. Finally, he is the Corps Treasurer and i 
responsible for the day-to-day administration of Corp funds. The Corp 
Accountant and staff work directly under him. 

Royal Signals Association.-The General Secretary (Brigadier P. M. P. 
Hobson) and staff of the Royal Signals Association come under the direction 
of their own Chairman and Central Committee. Activities of the Association 
include providing an administrative H.Q. for some 50 branches, organising 
an annual reunion, accounting for A sociation central fund , publishing 
THE WrRE, as well as being financial agents for the 'White List,' ' Retired 
List' and ' Blue Book'; the sale of Corpio goods, such as ties, motor car 
badges, diaries, etc., and finally the implementation of all Corps benevolent 
work, including advice on employment and many other personal problems. 

(Continued on next page) 
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EDITORIAL-Continued 

Royal s· nals Iostitution.- The Secretary (Lieutenant
Colonel E. G. Day) and ta.ff of the Royal Signals Institution 
come under their own Chairman and Council. The Royal 

ignals In titution is a learned society whose aim i to 
fo ter the professional and technical interests of the Corps. 
Thi it does by publishing the Corps Journal, maintaining 
the Corps Museum and historical records sponsoring 
central and local lectures and prize essays, and providing 
the Secretary of the Corps Historical Committee, which 
advises on all historical matters. Local centres of the 
Institution are established in Catterick, Blandford and 
Germany. The Hi torical Officer is Lieutenant-Colonel 
D. A. Dick on. 

ert'ice to the Corps 

It is particulariy stressed that the various elements out
lined above operate in close co-operation with each other 
and together form a single entity - REGIMENTAL 
HEADQUARTERS 

The object of R.H.Q. is to SERVE the Corps. Visitors 
of any rank are always very welcome, at any time. 

Forging another honJ with Royal New IealanJ 
Signals 

A silver statue of Mercury, a gift from the Corps marking 
the 50th Jubilee of Royal New Zealand Signals, was the top 
table centrepiece at a special dinner held on 12th ovember 
in the Officers' Mess, Trentham Camp, near Wellington, New 
Zealand. 

The gift was presented by Major-General Sir John Anderson, 
K.B.E., A.C.D.S. (Signal ), on behalf of all ranks of Royal 

ignals. 
He is pictured above making the presentation to the retiring 

Colonel Commandant of the Royal New Zealand Corps of 
Signals, Colonel R. W. Foubister, 0.B.E. 

so 

For the 30 Regular and T erritorial Force Signals office.rs who 
were present, the occasion was a memorable one. Many could 
recall General Anderson of 20 years ago when, as D irector 
R .Z. Sig11als oa loan from Royal Signals, he helped forge 
the post-war tie that have linked the two Corps ever since. 

It was also ' dining out' night for Colonel Foubister after 
3~ years' ervice with Royal New Zealand Signals. 

Guests at the dinner included the Chief of the New Zealand 
General Staff, Major-General L . A. Pearce, O.B.E., and the 
Defence Director of Communications, Captain D. J. Cheney, 
R .N .Z.N. 

General Anderson was presented with an engraved silver 
tankard as a personal memento of this historic occasion. 

Display Team Sergeant awarJeJ B.E.M. 
llis dev otion always ensured a good slww 

Sergeant Garside joined the Army in 1958 to become a 
driver. He has always had a love of motor cycles acd it was 
to nobody's surprise that he joined the Royal Signals Display 

Team in 1962. He stayed 
with the display team for 
two years until he wa 
pvsted to Aden where 
under ideal conditions he 
was able to take part in 
another of his favourite pas
times, swimming. After a 
tour with 11th Signal Regi
ment and 224 Signal Squad
ron Sergeant Garside wa 
posted to Belgium where 
he gave up many of his off 
duty hours to organise 
weekend camping holidays 
and school swimming les-

Sergeant Garside, B. E. M. sons for the children of 
Liege School. 

Sergeant Garside left Belgium in 1967 and joined 24th Signal 
Regiment to become the display team Sergeant. 

It is his work for the display team that has enabled the 
team to reach a very high staadard. He will never ask a team 
member to do a trick that he himself couldn't do, and his 
attitude of the show must go on is amply illustrated by the 
time he broke his foot whilst practising a trick aad then going 
into the arena for the show with his foot in plaster. 

The White Helmets are always in the public eye as repre
sentatives of the Corps and thanks to the devotion of Ser
geant Garside, the team have always put on a good show, 
both in and out of the Arena. 

The award of the B.E.M. to Sergeant Garside is one the 
Corps, the White Helmets and Sergeant Garside can be proud 
of. 

Sergeant Laurence FemanJez-
British Empire MeJal 

Lieutenant-Colonel J. H. Hild writes: 
Many readers of THE WIRE will be delighted to see the 

news of the B.E.M. awarded to Sergeant Laurence Fernandez; 
in the New Year Honours List. 

Sergeant Fernendez served in 18th Regiment in Singapore. 
He was one of the many local soldiers who were discharged 
as a result of the British rundown in the Far East. 

Families, esJ!lecially youngsters of all ages, will remember 
Sergeant Fernandez at the Dover Road swimming pool. He 
was an outstanding instructor, and a popular figure at the 
poolside. Hundreds of British service children owe their 
skill and enjoyment in the water to this splendid and devoted 
N.C.O. 

All who knew Sergenat Fernandez will wish him, Mrs. Fer
nandez and their five young children success and happiness 
in the future. 
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-From our '!.Jn" Tray__:_ 

Career Prospetts for Royal Signals Soldiers 
Sir, 

,.fHE letter froJ? Brigadier Tonry, B.G.S. Signals (Army) 
on the sub1ect of 'Career Prospects for Technicians • 

published m the October/November, 1971, edition of THE 
WIRE, prompted a letter from a N.C.0. 'B ' Tradesman which 
the Brigadier has passed to me, as the Corps' Personnel 
Manager to answer. 

Since the sentiments expressed in the N.C.0.'s letter may 
well be . those of many other ' B ' tradesmen I should be 
grateful 1f you could find space in your columns to publish 
the following digest of the N.C.O.'s le tter and the reply which 
I have sent to him. 

In his letter the N.C.0. states that : 
a. 'B ' tradesmen, especially linemen, are not content 

with their promouon prospects. 
b. Most letters about career prospects appear relevant 

only to technicians. 
c. The management appears only to be concerning itself 

with technicians' careers. 
He ends his letter by asking " What is being done for 

' B ' tradesmen ? " 
A good question; but before I answer it I cannot stress 

too strongly that we, The Management, do not treat any one 
group of soldiers differently from any other. In all matters, 
e peci.ally in the field of career management we are all very 
conscious of the need to maintain equity for all soldiers 
irrespective of trade or rank. 

T h e Soldier Committee 
Although the Soldier Committee, which is concerned with 

all matters of Corps policy affecting soldiers, has discussed 
t~icians caree~ in .considerable detail during the past 
stxt~~B i;nonths this sub1ect h~s by no means occupied most 
of 1l s time. In the same penod it has discussed promotion 
sp<:e~s, promotion qull:lifications and medical standards required, 
~1run.g course reqwrements, redundancy, S.0.-in-C. Policy 
Direcuve~, Corps Memoranda and many other subjects covering 
a very wide field. 

Much of the time of the Soldier Committee has also, 
of course, been taken up with discussion on the Soldier Struc
~ure 1971 and before recommending to the S.0.-in-C. that 
1l be adopted the Committee satisfied itself that it provided 
the best career possible, in the foreseeable future, for all 
tradesmen. In particular the Committee examined, in detail 
the J?romotion speeds and prospects that the Structure would 
p:ov1de fol' all tradesmen, of whieh technicians form only some 
nmeteen per cent. 

Promotion Speeds 

In 1964 the Committee on the Struc~ure of the Army 
(C.O . S.~.), recommendt:d .ideal average promotion speeds to 
the vanous ranks and it 1s to the e speeds to which we try 
to operate. However, these speeds can be affected by a num
ber of factors. To maintain them there must be a constant 
flow of promotions through the various ranks to W.0.1 and 
to commission. A blockage, anywhere in the flow irrespective 
o! the reason, slows down the speed of promotion. Furthermore, 
mce the number of W.O.s and N.C.0.s we are allowed to 

have is governed by the total number of such posts in unit 
establishments1 any reduction in establishments will also slow 
down promotion speeds. On the other hand, of course, an 
increase in. the Corps entitlement of W.O.s and N.C.O.s speeds 
up promotion. 

With the run-down of the Army in the last few years 
6Stablishments have been reduced and as a result the Corp' 
has lost many W.0. and N.C.O. posts. To help to offset these 
los e~, and thus to retain good career prospects, redundancy 
was mtroduced. However, because of the Corps overall man
po~er shortage we have not taken our full quota of redundancy. 
This has slowed down promotion in the junior ranks but on 
the other hand it has av0ided prematurely terminating the 
career of m-my W.0.s and N.C.0.s. 

The slowing down of promotion, especially from Signalman 
to Corporal, is a problem of which the Management has been 
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fully aware and steps have been taken to alleviate it in the 
short term and to correct it in the long term. 

TI1e short term measures include a considerable increase 
throughout the period of the run-down of the Army, in th~ 
total n~ber of W.O.s and N.C.O.s the Corps would normally 
be entitled to hold, the creation of more junior T.C.O. posti., 
the reluctant acceptance in 1970/ 71 and 1971/72 of a larger 
measure of redundancy among ' B ' trade Sergeants and Cor
porals (par~c~larly I?rivers and Linemen), than previously 
and a contmumg review of the allocation of our W.O. and 
N.C.O. 'Any Trade ' vacancies to trade rolls particularly to 
rolls where promotion was slowest. All these measures were 
aim~d at the ' ~ ' trad~s rolls and were taken to keep a pro
motion flow gomg which otherwise on some rolls may well 
have been negligible. 

The long term measures include the introduction of the 
Soldier Structl.l;re 1971, the introduction, on 1st April, 1971, of 
a new promouon system to Lance-Corporal for trades other 
than Technician which places promotion throughout the Corps 
on me~it tempered with seniority and allows for accelerated 
promouon to Corporal, and a permanent authority to increase 
the total number of substantive W.O.s and N.C.0.s which 
the Corps is allowed to hold at any one time. 
. The effect. of the new promotion system for junior ranks 
1s already bemg felt even though it has been in operation for 
a comparative.ly short time. For example, in December, 1970, 
when promouon to Lance-Corporal was based on seniority 
the time taken for a Driver, Electrician Driver, Lineman and 
Clerk Technical to reach Lance-Corporal was from five-and
a-half to seven-and-a-half years. Under the new merit promo
tion system the shortest length of service of those promoted 
on the same trade rolls in November, 1971, was from two plus 
to three plus years. 

The Future 

The key to the future is the Soldier Structure 1971, because 
in implementing it: 

a. Target Career Structures based on the ideal average 
promotion speeds have been produced for all trade 
rolls; t1ese did not exist previously for the old 
trade structure. 

b. Current deficiencies and surpluses in trade rolls will 
be removed. For example, the creation of the new 
trade of Telecommunication Mechanic will remove 
some 200 soldiers from the Lineman Roll and 
place them on a separate roll thus improving the 
prospect of those transferred as well a those who 
remain and become Combat Lineman. 

c. Additional promotion opportunities have been created 
by introducing promotion to Staff Sergeant on 
functional trade rolls including the Combat Signal
man Roll {the ceiling of Field Signalman previously 
was Corporal). 

For the same reasons as given by Brigadier Tonry, I have 
not attempted to compare in detail the career prospects of one 
group of tradesman with another. It is, however, of interest 
to note whereas in 1973 we should have, (as quoted by the 
B.G.S.), 240 Foreman of Signal feeding into 75 T.O.T. 
po ts; at the same time we should have 300 R.D. and Chief 
Clerk Warrant Officers feeding into 72 Q.M. posts. 

Finally, I would like to end on the same note on which 
I started and that is to assure all soldiers of the Corps whether 
they be 'T,' 'A' or ' B ' tradesmen that, as far as career and 
promotion opportunirie are concerned, equity has played 
a major part in working out the Target Career Structnes for 
the Soldier Structure 1971, to the extent that there i little 
to choose in promotion speeds between the variou trade 
groups. Furthermore, by establishing promotion throu2hout 
the Corps, from Signalman to Warrant Officer and to Com
mission, on a basis of merit tempered by seniority we have 
ensured that those who merit promotion will not be held 
back by lack of seniority. 
Reading, Yours faithfully, 
20th December, 1971. C. B. Masser, Colonel. 

Officer in Charge Royal Signal Record 
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Shanghai Signal Section - 1936-38 
ir 
I read in Tu£ WIRE (October/November issue) of me death 

of Major Norman Cleveley. I erved with Major C'eveley as 
a Signalman in the hanghai Signal Section in pre-war days. 
I wonder if, through the columns of THE WIRE, I could get 
in touch with any of that Section who served in the years 
1936/7/8. 

I am in contact with one member of the Section and many 
of his old friends will be interested co k"llow that ex-Signalman 
M. D. McCann (No. 2322334) is now a British Emba sy official 
in the Trade Section in Lima, Peru. Signalman McCann 
erved with me during the same period and I would very 

mud1 like to contact any of the others who served with the 
ection during the years in question. 

223 Greenwood Avenue, 
HuJJ, Yorks. 

Yours 
G. A. Abel, (ex-W.0.2) 

Memories of 1st Wireless Regiment anti tlays 
gone hy 

Sir, 
At long last I am now able to resume writing to THE WIRE 

after a period of domestic upset which necessitated my taking 
up my present abode in a huge residential caravan which 
I purchased and called, believe it or not, 'Mercury.' 

I was bu y writing an article called ' Thi' Touch Hole Is 
Bunged Up With Fluff, Lad ' an ell.'Pression so often used 
by one of my Comandiog Officers in Germany where I was 
S.Q.M.S., when I received the October/November copy of 
~HE W~, fr_om Captain E. T. ~· Waite, M.B.E., Royal 
Signals, m which he drew my atteooon to my name listed on 
page 405 (13th Signal Regiment notes) albeit incorrectly
Howell not Howells, plus a list of names which brought back 
many happy memories. 

I hope you will give an old soldier (fifty-two now!) a few 
lines to reminisce-first Sergeant Coulthard-A.P.C. or A.E.C. 
-sia;ing o_utside a. cafe in Berlin, when a down and out kept 
oudgmg him beggmg for money. Seated were myself, Serjeant 
Coul~ard, .Reuters and Times' correspondents. At last in 
despair Serieant Coulthard threatened to fill the bloke in if 
he didn't push off. Hastely unveiled was that comedian-Ben 
~arriss. We got so drunk we saw England win 33-1 l or was 
1t 3-1 ! I also met Boston in Newton Aycli:ffe near Darlington. 
. Back to the.' touch hole bunged up with fluff '-and believe 
It or not-L1eutenant-Colonel P. W. Lannon M.B.E. will 
remember that for it was he who used to chide me-remem
ber 'Wally' Barnes? 

Anyway, I regret I did not see the July photograph, but 
I have l! copy and ~us~ correct one eotry-S.Q.M.S. Tiffin 
not Tittin. Anyone wishing to contact me can write to this 
address and if they care to drop by anytime there is always 
a spare bed-married couples or single-near the sea-free 
and. welcome to all my old associates. I am in contact with 
Se11eant E. Platt not on photo but member of Regiment out 
there. 

'Mercury' 
Happy Valley Caravan Park, 
Easington Road, 
Hartlepool. 

Bert Howell 

J:>.S.-Why don't ~ll you old comrades go to the reunion 
this year-and we wdl all. meet. Lets make it a grand reunion 
year. Le~ have a page m THE WIRE of those who promise 
to go dunng the next two months-as an incentive to others. 
Put my name down now Ex-W.0.2 B. Howell (2328525). 

Major N. A. Cluhh, M.B.E. 
Tews has just come in of the final retirement of Major Cecil 

Clubb - a well known Corps personality. He will be known 
to many of our WIRE readers for a long series of amusing 
anicles for TuE WIRE in days gone past under the pen name 
of Nacerby. 
H~ was a ~een sportsman and did much to foster the incro

~uctton of ski and mou'?tain training for Corps young officers 
ID Norway where he himself was the first Britisher to gain 
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the Norwegian Ski Association's gold medal for the ten kilo
metre ski standard runs. 

He retired from the Corps in 1964 but stayed on in the 
Mini try of Supply on the development of communications 
vehicle installations for the Corps. Now he is retiring to the 
West Riding of Yorkshire and as THE WIRE wishes him well 
we also hope that he may make a point of meeting old friend s 
again at the Catterick Reunion held annually on the last 
weekend in June. 

Captain G. A. J. lssom, Royal Australian Signals 
Captain lssom write to say that his many friends will be 

interested to hear that his wife gave birth to a son at 01.45 
hours on 31st December, 1971- mese New Year's Eve parties! 

He ays that in the Australian School of Signals' Mess in 
December there were no Jess than tlrree ex-Corps officers 
pre ent - Lieutenant Colin Riley, Captain Sandy Brill and 
himself all busy ' pushing cold beer ' at recently arrived Cap
tain Peter Stanley on attachment from the regular Corps. Peter, 
he says, has become quickly acclimatised to Australia, me sun 
(excellent), its traffic (probably the world's worst) and is making 
a start on its wide open spaces. 

Captain Issom writes from 1st Regiment, Mount Olympus 
Lines, lngleburn, New South Wales, Australia. 

Rewartl for Royal Signals Inventor - Or 
Benny s Christmas Box 

Headquarters Royal Signals 1st British Corps are most pleased 
to announce that Lieutenant R. Goodman, B.E.M., has been 
awarded the sum of £1,000 in recognition of his invention of 
the VHF Radio Applique Unit, better known to users as the 
' Goodman Box.' 

The design of this unit was conceived by Lieutenant 
Goodman while serving at the School of Signals as W .0.2 

(Foreman of Signals) in 
1970. Used on VHF radio 
nets, the primary purpose 
of the ' box ' is at rebroad
cast stations to prevent 
unwanted voice signals from 
triggering the station. Sub
sidiary but not less import
ant uses at VHF stations 
are an indication of the 
trength of a received signal, 

a means of testing coaxial 
feeder continuity and me 
provision of a transmitter 
power output test. 

The concept of a design 
Lieutenant R. Goodman, B.E. M. led to the construction of 

pilot models which were 
trialled, tested and modified by me Combat Development and 
Trials Wing of the School of Signals. R.E.M.E. Workshops at 
Bovington produced the first production run of the unit in 
sufficient quantity for issue to field units for further trials. 

These trials were successful and the unit was accepted for 
military use and wider issue. It provides a valuable and much 
needed aid to VHF radio communications. Considerable credit 
must be given, not only to the inventor but also to me School 
of Signals for their support and processing of the design and 
also to the R.E.M .E. Workshops at Bovington for their initial 
production. 

'Benny' Goodman joined the Corps in December, 1948, in 
Boy Service. After qualifying as a Radio Mechanic in 1950, he 
served three years in the Far East, twice in Korea with field 
regiments, R.A., and attaining the rank of Corporal. Then 
followed a tour at the School of Signals as a Sergeant Radio 
Relay instructor from 1954 to 1957, a further tour in tl1e Far 
East as an instructor at the Signal Training Centre, and further 
service wim the Royal Artillery in U.K. and B.A.O.R. as 
Signal Troop Staff Sergeant. He completed his Foreman's 
course in 1963 and was posted to 2nd Division Signal Regi
ment where, in the New Year's Honours List of 1968 he was 
awarded the B.E.M. for his design of the Radio Control Monitor 
Unit. He was commissioned in March, 1971, and posted to 7th 
Regiment. He is currently serving with H.Q. Royal Signals as 
S.0.3 (Equipment Management). 
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AUSTRALIAN VISITORS TO SCHOOL OF SIGNALS 
On Thursday 16th December 1971 Lieutenant-Colonel W. F. Sorsby, 
Royal Australian Corps of Signals of the Australian Army Staff 
London, paid a farewell visit to the School, and introduced his 
successor Lieutenant-Colonel N. R. Bergin, Royal Australian Corps 

of Signals 
The photograph shows the two visitors at the recently completed 
Station Church of All Saints, the doors of which are made of 
Australian timber, generously presented by the Royal Australian 
Corps of Signals to mark the SOth anniversary of the Royal Corps 

of Signals 

ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION AND 
BENEVOLENT FUND 

The following donations were gratefully received during December, 1971 : 

421ld Regiment Officers' Club 
Admiralty Engineering La-boratory . sJXi;is a,;d· Soci.tl Ci~b 
P~ter, Magnall & Coggins, Solicitors. Legacy from Mrs. L. ·R. B~~~ 
Wmchcster Archery Oub .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . 
Dorset Steam & Historical Vehicle Benevolent Fund 
Mr. and Mrs. M. C . Stanley 
Mr. J. F . Benson .. · ... .. · ... 
Mr. H. Liley ... 
Mr. C. Austin .. . 
Brigadier H. R. Fi~th 
Mr. M. Morgan 
Mr. S. Power ... ... 
Mr. G . A. J. Feakes 
Mr. J. W . Woodman 
Mrs. I . Harvey ... 
Mr. E. J. F. Ack:oyed 
Variou smail donations 

CLOTHING 

£ p 
5.00 
5.00 

838.76 
3.00 

50.00 
10.50 
5.00 
2.20 
3.00 
2.00 
1.00 
1.00 
l.00 
l.00 
I.00 

70 
1.88 

Since the . beginning of November, gifts of clothing, toy , 
books, donanons, etc., have been gratefully received from the 
following: 

W. E. O.sborne, E q., Miss Eversley Mr. and Mrs. N. 
Church, Maior-General R. J. Moberly, The Thrift Shop, Bland· 
ford Camp, Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Murray, lv r. and Mrs. F . 
S~ockdale, Major H . D. V. Ohappell A. E. Stead Esq., 
Lieutenant-Colonel E. J.. Larner, Major L. A. Harry, Colonel 
and Mrs. G. D. T. Harns, W.0.2 (Y. of S.) M. Harrison Mrs. 
H. S. de N. Roger, Yeoman Warder W. J. Russell, Mrs. E. 
Fladgate, ~rigadier F. J. Allen, A. Walsh, E q. Mrs. V. A. 
Heath, l\:1.aio~ and Mr . G. Cordcn, Mrs. J. Power, Mrs. C. E. 
Page, Br.1gad1er C. H. Stoneley, Captain R. 0. Iliffe, Brigadier 
H. R. Fmh, Major and N rs. T. B. Woods, Mrs. C. Rodgers, 
Mr. J. F. Benson, Colonel J. L. Akass, Mr. and Mrs. C. Fry, 
Mrs. Mc<;:armcy, Mrs. Bloom, R.H. Prigenr Esq., Mrs. D. M. 
Purser, Signalman R. T. Henderson. 
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THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN 

Number of normal welfare cases a sisted 
financially in December, 1971 73 

Number of Christmas grants 146 

Amount spent on normal welfare grants 
Amount of Christmas grants . . . . 

Number of normal clothing parcels 
Number of Christmas parcels sent 

One of the Month's Cases 

219 

£1477.95 
707.00 

£2184.95 

4 
57 

61 

DRIVER, five years' service. Married with two chil-
dren. He sustained a spinal injury in an accident 

four years ago and has not been able to worak since 
The daughter has jus~ st~ted work and helps as much 
as she ~an; the son 1s still at ctiool. The Association 
~de hlDl a gra1.u of £25.00 to meet gas and electricity 
bills and: to provide a. few Christmas extras, and a parcel 
of clo~o~ and Christmas presencs was also sent. His 
letter 1s printed below. 

One of the Month's Letters 

"J CANNOT put on paper ~10W my family and myself 
. feel, regarding our feelings towards you all. It 
1s a wonderful thought on your part to help people as 
you do. I am not one to ask people for help in any way. 
We always try t? do our best with what we have, but 
m~re comes a ome when one has to put one's pride 
a.side for the sak~ of the family, more so at Christmas 
um~ for those little extras. One always thinks these 
accidents are for other people and not oneself and 
when ~he t.ru0 com.es home ro you, it hurts mor~ tha~ 
you think 1t 1s possible to be hurt. So I hope you will 
please accept my greatest and sincere t thanks to you 
all. Thank you from the bottom of my heart for every
thing." 

RESERVE ARMY OFFICERS BALL 1972 
This event, long established as the principal social 

feature of the Reserve military calendar will be held 
this year on Friday, 7th April, at the ~bow Room 
D'lrry Street, London W.8. ' 

. The timin~ wiU be 7.30 for 8 p.m., and following 
dinner, dancmg to the Dance Orchestra of the Royal 
Corps of Transport will continue until 1 a.m. 

Early application for tickets is recommended, and 
these are available now from: Captain A. L. Felton, 49 
Forsythe House, Tachbrooke Street, London S.W.1. 

ALDEHSH07' JJRANCH-.4~'NVAL DINNER 
.The Aldershot Branch will be ho!ding their t...nnual 

Dmner on Saturday, 13th May, at the Alexander Dining 
Rooms, Alexander Road, Farnborough, Hants. Assembly 
at 7.15: Dinner at 8 p.m. 

Will those wishing to attend please write to Mr. A. V. 
lent, Hon. Secretary, Aldershot Branch, m Gloucester 
Road, Aldershot, Hants. or phone Aldershot 23658 Any 
other information from that address please. · 
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"The only 
All·Solid-state 100W 
broadband HFlinear 

amplifien in 
full scale production 
an~here in the 
world .. 

We've already said a 
mouthful. But we must 
add that they cover the 
1.5 to 30 MHz range and 
canbeusedwithanyman
packtoforma 1 OOWman
portable or vehicle station. 

All solid state, they operate 
direct from their own batteries 
or from 24V vehicle supplies, 
without a converter. 

After all this we still haven't 
mentioned that there are no tun
ing or loading controls to adjust. 
And as they are fully protected 

against ex
cessive drive and 

cannot be damaged by 
mis-matches such as broken 

or short-circuited aerials, they are 
virtually fau It-proof. 

One more word (or maybe two 
if you can bear with us). These 

amplifiers have already 
been delivered in quan

t ity to British and many 
Overseas Armed Forces. In fact, 

there's two years of full -scale 
production behind this product . 
And it's available now. 

[BEDIFONii 
Redifon Telecommunications 

Limite~d • Broomhill Road 
London S.W.18. 
Telephone : 01-874 7281 
A Member Company of the Redl11ualon Orga nisation 
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Now its Free-Fa// Parachuting at the Apprentices College, Harrogate 

[Photo: Courtesy Daily Bxprest 

Group of Apprentices and Instructors before starting their free fall parachute course near Brid lington. Sergeant Bill Ritchi e in black jump suit 

How to spend a hall-term holiday 
By Major P. D. Templeman-Evans 

A new sport 
Free Fall Parachuting opened with a bang this term. There 

was no such College activity at the beginning of term, but by 
half term we had mounted Exercise 'Adrenalin Additive,' in 
which 18 members of the Army Apprentices College were 
trained for sport parachuting. They all made their first para
chute jump and continued averaging five jumps each to reach 
a total of 90 descents over the half term holiday. 

Dick Reiter, an American living in Harrogate, Clive Rumney, 
an Australian from Bradford, and Sergeant Bill Ritchie, a 
radio procedure instructor in Operator Wing, trained the four 
permanent staff and 14 apprentices. Emergency drills and land
ing rolls were practised in College gymnasium for 90-minute 
sessions twice a week for over a month. At half term we moved 
to Burniston Barracks, Scarborough, which we made our base 
and d·ove up to the Sport Parachute Centre at Grindale Field, 
near Bridlington on 29th October. 

Tho senior jumps 8rst 
At the airstrip the instructors again put us through the 

emergency drills and more landing rolls, and gave us aircraft 
mills and jumping procedures. Then Captain (retired) Charles 
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Shea-Simonds, the Club's chief instructor, took us for a 
trot round the airstrip. The wind sock looked all right and 
uddenly the Jumping Manifest was being made out Tradition 

has it that the senior jumps first, and on this occasion that was 
me. I found I became a s hizophrenic ! One half was saying, 
" There's been an awful calamity-you shouldn't be here-
crawl aw1y and hide your face like an ostrich." The other half, 
just audible against a pounding heart, saying "Look, every
thing's all right-lots of people have done this before and 
are perfectly all rfght and anyway, if you can just think about 
something else for the next half-hour it will all be over." I 
remember the struggle to get the harnes and parachute on; 
the instructor's Jina! check-the final aircraft jumping drill, 
the aircraft starting to taxi-yes. it was too late-now I had 
to jump. 

« • • • remembered 11otbi11g until the 
parachute opened • • •" 

Ian MacDonald, the pilot, climbed the Cessna 172 to 2,500 
feet. There is no door on the aircraft and the floor you sit 
on give way to nothing but the tiny fields, roads and farm-
teads below. The pilot throttles back the Cessna, the iump 

master taps me on the shoulder-" Get ready." I have to 
climb out on to the undercarriage wheel and hold on firmly 
to the main wing strut. Hands apart, feet apart, I held on in 
the gentle slipstream at 2,500 feet above the airstrip (at least I 
hoped I wa above it because I was too frightened to look 
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down). ' Go!,. Who? What? You me~n m~? I ~uld 
remember having been told it was almost. lIDJ>?SS1ble to climb 
in agajn b~cau e the parachute would ia.m m the door. I 
decided to tum my head and look at the iump ~aster to ~ee 
if he really meant it-he did. " Go! ".I heard. agam, and with 
that I let go and remembered nothmg until the. pa:rachute 
op ned. In fact, the parachute is attached !O ~ stauc lme and 
hooked into the aircraft. A the parachuust Jumps and falls 
the static line pull the parachute out and finally breaks a weak 
link at the end of the static line. The parachute deploys . auto
matically above you and the relief can only be experienced 
by actually doing it. 

Peae and stillne s all aroru1d 

It i a most wonderful and exhilarating experi~nce to be 
comfortably suspended in the air-no sen~e of he1g?t-:peace 
and tillness all round-the Cessna . maki?g !he circuit for 
the next jump (poor devil-he won't like climb~? out oi;i that 
wing-but if only he knew, as I now know, that 1t ~ all gomg to 
be alrighc)-a check of the canopy-yes, beauaful red and 
white coloured gores (panels) and large doub!e L-holes to 
drive and teer the canopy the way you want it to go--let's 
try steering-pull . a toggle down and sure enough yo~ tum 
the way you pull 1t down-:--nght; ~appy no~ check whcore the 
airstrip is and which way 1 the wmd blowmg from. You see, 
the real fun of sport parachuting is a good 2,000_ feet of ac~al 
parachute descent, whereas in military pa~achuung there .1s a 
little le s than 800 feet, which d~s not give you much ume. 
After plenty of time to really enJOY' the parachu~e ~escent, I 
realised I was coming down to 300 feet. The dri.l! is to . ~m 
face into the wind and adoot the safe parachute landmg ~smon. 
Then just wait for the grow:d to come. to you. This, the 
instructors impress upon you, 1s one certa10 fact that you are 
going to hit the ground. Here it comes-crash and roll--sta?d 
up and all is well-the first parachute descent for Exe~se 
Adrenalin Additive' and the whole course was to follow with 

90 more descents. At that particular moment you ~eel on top 
of the world and you realise what a wonderful experience Sport 
Parachuting is. • 

Everyone on the course-Major Templeman-Evans, Cap~ 
Law Sergeant Collins, Sergeant Appleby and apprenaces 
Serg~ant Holder, Corporal Ardem, Corporal Jameson, Corporal 
Reynolds, Lance-Cor;poral Boxall, Lance-Corporal Beale, A/Ts 
Doyle-Davidson, Nichols, Ward, Bushell, Yeates, Barton
Ancliffe Hamer and Flight-Lieutenant Crow, R.A.F.-had a 
similar ~xperience for their first. jum~. Frightened? Yes, really 
very frightened-but confident m be10g able to do what the 
instructor had told us and confident in the safety. procedures 
he had explained. Individual's attitude to the next Jumps vary. 
I hated my second more than any, but the third, fourth and 
fifth I started to really enjoy because I became aware, as did 
we all, of what was happening to me when I left the aircraft. 
The aim is to arch the body and spreadeag]e the hands an4 feet. 
In this way you are stable and the parachute can oper;i without 
complications or discomfort to you. As your body is arched 
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(Continued on page 57) 

[Photo: Courtesy Daily Express 

(1) DOES HE REALLY MEAN 'GO'? 
A{T Nichols goes through that unforgettable moment 

[Pl1oto: Courtesy Daily Express 

(2) GONE! 
A first jump and Sergeant Coll ins sets a good example 

[Photo: Courtesy Daily Express 

(3) OUCH!! 
Made it with a bang. A{T Nichols hits the deck 

[Photo: Courtesy Daily Express 

(4) TRIUMPH! 
Sheer ecstasy on completion of a first jump. A/T Corporal Reynolds 

in high spirits 
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you look up (it's too damed frightening to look down) at the 
C'..essna aircraft and the jump master . The drill is to count 
' 011e thousand,' ' two thousand,' ' three thousand,' 'four 
thousand,' ' check ' that the canopy is open on a static line 
jump or ' pull ' the ripcord if it is a free-fa ll descent. 

You do six static line jumps and if you progress well you 
go on to free-fall descents. This, of course, is the true thrill 
of the sport. Falling through the air you can have complete 
stability and you can learn how to manoeuvre. For example 
you can crack (that is moving in a given direction at the same 
time as falling 1,000 feet per five seconds) at 80 miles per hour. 
For those who understand vectors, your body has a velocity 
of 121 miles per hour down to earth and 80 miles per hour in 
any selected horizontal direction . But remember you must be 
able to regain the stable spreadeagle position before you open 
your parachute otherwise the sudden deceleration of the para
chute opening will be very uncomfortable. 

Jumping continued for four days and on two days the Army 
Air Corps sent over the Beaver from 15 Flight based at R.A.F. 
Topcliffe. Jumping from a Beaver is preferred by some and it 
was a great help in maintaining the ' jump-rate.' 

Towards the end of the last Monday afternoon the instruc
tors selected the two students who had, in their opinion, done 
the best jumps and pushed them through with an extra two 
plus allowing Captain Law and Apprentice Hainer to do their 
first five-second free-fall descent. Hearty congratulations to 
them for their achievement although I think it's safe to say 
that many were not far behind and ready to actually free-fall. 

(Since writing the above we hear that Major Templeman
Evans and A/T Corporal Jameson have both graduated at free
fall jumps.-Editor). 

Arctic Antics 
"" Ll/T Mark Cool' (Penney Squadron) 

Last summer, together with A/T Calum Watt of Phillips 
Squadron, I was invited to join the Yorkshire Schools' 
Exploration Society's Arctic Expedition to Norway. 

Arrh•al in Norway 

The first leg of the journey was from Newcastle to Bergen; 
from there, after we had changed ship, the journey cook us up 
the Norwegian coast for three days. My first impression of the 
Norwegian coast was that it was very like the North of 
Scotland. As we went further north the scenery became more 
dramatic; the high, greenish hills and rock cliffs gave way to 
some very imposing rock formations at the sides of the fiords. 
In the distance high mountains loomed out of the mist with 
impressive snow capped peaks. Heights and distances were 
impossible to judge, but on coming close to some of the 
grotesquely large rocks (providing a nesting place for the 
thousands of sea birds) the Harald Farl, which was a fairly 
large vessel, seemed very small and insignificant. This was 
even more the case when I and the other member of the 
expedition left the boat at a very small fishing village com
munity at Nisna, where we boarded the small boat Hammary. 
This boat acted as a means of transport, trade and communica
tion between the residents of the village. It was on this boat 
that I had a very filling meal at a reasonable price; elsewhere 
I had found food expensive. 

Object of the exercise 

On Sunday, 8th August, we reached base camp at Melfjorden, 
a small community which lives a fairly isolated life. Thal night 
the projects of the expedition were explained to us; they 
included surveying and scientific work, connected with geology 
botany, sociology and fishing. 

\Voud,,rful hospitality 

The first day at base camp was spent carrying out experi
ments, and a recce took place co survey the area of the high 
camp at the base of the Swartisen glacier. After three days at 
base camp I went up to the high camp, a journey which 
includes the crossing of the fiord by a small fishing boat, 
and then a walk over some fairly difficult ground, passing a 
dangerous drop by a waterfall. This walk to the higher camp 
takes about six hour , according to weather condition and 
weight of your rucksack. Although the people at Melforden live 
a somewhat isolated life, they had some very comfortable homes. 
As our coming was very much a great event in the life of the 
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A{T Watt and others en route to Svartisen glacier 

village, we were treated co some wonderful hospitality. We 
were invited into people's homes and given 'coffee ' which, by 
the time you had finished eating home-made bread, jam and 
cheese, consisted of a large meal. The village also went out of 
its way co be helpful arranging trips by small fishing vessels 
across the fiord. 

Throughout the entire expedition, with the exception of 
several days, the weather was poor, with heavy rain, which 
often prevented planned tasks of the expedition being carried 
out. 

Mishap No. I - And a close shave at that 
During the expedition I spent most of my time aiding the 

work taking place: surveying, weather readings, and taking my 
tum operating the radios I had brought with me from the 
College. It wa on Sunday, 22nd, that I was asked for a second 
time if I would like to go on to the glacier to measure its 
movements by use of rocks placed between two cairns. It 
was while measuring these rock movements that I had the 
misfortune co attempt to jump a crevasse which my two 
companions had succeeded in doing. The result was that I 
slipped and fell about 40 feet. Fortunately, I was unhurt 
(even though I had sharp crampons on my feet and an ice 
axe round my wrist). I lay there 10 anxious minute , during 
which time I eventually blacked out through the cold. I was 
starting to get really worried when I aw the end of a rope 
approaching me. As everything was quickly going black, I 
made an instinctive grab for it, which resulted in my losing my 
balance and falling another six feet, this time with my head 
jammed between the sides of the crevasse. Somehow, and I 
am still not sure how, I managed to grab the end of the rope 
and I was pulleg out into the sunshine by my two companions, 
Calum Watt and Mr. Exily one of the expedition leaders. 

A change 

After my adventures in Swanisen it was decided that a 
party of us should go, with a group of Norwegian girls (who 
had taken part in the expedition) to the nearest large town, 
Mori Rana, where there is a big iron and steel works. On 
visiting the works I was told, with a group of German students, 
that this was something of a scientific wonder and that many 
problems had been solved in producing steel in the far north. 
What I wa not told (but found out later) was that the mill 
was running at a loss! 

1Uishn1• No. 2 - .\nd a slight financial loss 
On my return c,_ the base camp cabin for the night, I looked 

through the window to see the mall flickering of a flame. 
I opened the door and was blinded by smoke from the burning 
clothing on top of the radiator. The damage from thi fire 
was a hole in the floor, several expensive pieces of clothing, 
and my jeans with ome money in the back pocket. 

A worthwhile xperJence 

Apart from several incidents like this, I found the expedition 
very enjoyable; a balance was obtained between phy ical 
activities uch as mountaineering and more mental types of 
exercise. The expedition thu proved not only enjoyable but 
also a worthwhile experience. 
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IJruises, C•ts. Oil an4 Grease 

Royal Signals Display Team Selection Course 1971 
By Corporal D. Wilson 

ERY few people, including myself, before I at.tended this 
year"s Royal Signals Display Team selecuon. course, 

reali e how much work and really hard graft, goes mto the 
election of the White Helmets Team. 

I certainly have learnt a lot, not only about the team but 
the quality of men required. 

l&raud new riders 

There were some on thi course that had never ridden 
a motor cycle until they sat on the collrse motor cycle for 
instruction on the Tuesday, and yet on the Sunday of the first 
week they were competing in a trial orga.nised by the staff 
instructors. Even riders of years of experience. were. not as 
good as some of these new riders,_ some competmg ~1th only 
three days' riding bebind them, which was a great achievement 
and a feather .in the caps of the instructors, Corporal Button, 
Corporal Walker and the assistant instructors Sign~atl: ~aul 
Engering and Signalman Geoff Bowman. ~e. course 1s .dlVl~ed 
into two groups, taking alternate days for riding then listenmg 
to lectures and being interviewed. 

A few bruises nod minor Injuries 

After the day's riding the bikes are washed, cleaned, and 
repaired. It's good job the mechanics have a sense of humour 

RIDE HIM, COWBOY! 
The bikes can do surprising things-not least rearing up and coming 

right over 
Signalman Dennis Fawcett shows the determination necessary to be 

selected for the White Helmets 
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and good kill to go with it, enough to say the bikes "".ere 
alway ready for the road the ne.u day clean and ready to nde, 
which say a lot both for the lads who rode them a~d for ~e 
permanent staff, storeman, M.T., etc., who helped with advice 
and willing hands when needed. When a student h.ad rh:e 
frequent misfortune to ~~m~ a purlcr thcs~ were taken m their 
stride and no serious m1ur1cs were sustam~ b~ ~n}'.onc, ~ut 
there were a lot of bruises and one or two rrunor m1ur1es which 
must be expected. 

Relaxation 
The course is not all hard work, long hours and oily hands. 

Monday night of the second week the whole cour~e plus the 
White Helmets staff had a trip to the Whcatshc~f ID ~ewton
lc-Willows (otherwise known as Fred's place) Wlth dr!llks and 
eats all round and a good sing-song on the bus on the return 
trip-a good time was had by all. . . . . 

During the second week show trammg was mtroducc<;t 10to 
the course. They practiced the opening ride, flow~ pot, Jumps 
and even passed through the fire just for the fe~l o~ it.. . 

This pan of the course showed up cenam md1v1~uals as 
naturals for one or two tricks, Sergeant H!>war~ for l!lstance 
did the backwards ride after only a few rrunute pracuce and 
demonstrations by the instructors, others were found to be good 
at jumps, etc. 

Initiative test 
On Thursday afternoon on the second week, the initiative 

test This was carried out with some gusto as the rest of the 
proiramme. The team selected consisting of 10 men dressed 
in denims, P.T. vests, D .. v .S. boots and era~ h~lmets. The 
course was over the trial course about four miles 10 all. They 
had one motorcycle and a teleg_raph p~le for ~ach team, they 
bad to get it over obstacles without 1t touchmg the grou~d. 
The obstacles were five in all which had to be tackled twice 
each. There was mud, the Quarry, a c!iff side dropping for 
about 60 feet, a river bed with steep .sides a0;d very mud~y 
and slippery. After that a 200 yard strip of thick mud agam, 
then a climb up the side of a hill. At this point they had to 
cross an electrified fence. Try lifting a motorbike over a three 
feet high electrified fence, no easy task. 

Group I completed the course in 1 hour 2 minutes. Group 
II in 1 hour 14 minutes. Very well done to. bo~ groups, 
it certainly surprised the staff. Now the course 1s fimshed, all 
the bruises and twisted joints (none reported .to M.0.) can 
have a rest and time to heal, but the memories, fears and 
achievements will be remembered. 

Selected or not they achieved something 

Sergeant Garside said on behalf of the staff, "It's a pity all 
the course could not be kept on." Well, the course themselves 
(eel the same way. It was hard work, sometimes alD?-ost 
disheartening to some, but the end produ.ct was • certainty 
worth it, selected or not, all the students achieved things they 
did not themselves know they were capable of and they are 
better men for this fact alone. 

Editor's note: Fourteen of the 24 applicants were selected 
from a course which is generally rated as the toughest in the 
Training Brigade. The calibre of th~ soldier~ who attended 
the course this year was of an excepuonally high standard. 

ACCOMMODATION OFFERED 

Sergeant Herbert Royal Signals (retired) offers a'l the 
comforts of home to members of the Corps and their 
fatailies who require accommodation between postings, 
etc., from September to April inclusive .. 

The accommodation includes: Bed and breakfast with 
evening meal, comfortable lounge with TV, hot and 
cold in all rooms. Reduced prices; adults £8 per week, 
children under 12, half price. During holiday season 
£10 to £12 per week. 

App'y: Mr. D. Herbert, 
21 Winner Street, 
Paignton, Devon. 
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Belize or /Just - or both? 
OT for thirty days, but for thirty months, the members 

of S (Static Communications) Troop, 14th Signal 
~ gim~nt wa~dercd the wilderness of ~c United Kingdom, 
d1~play1ng their all to all and sundry m such exotic places 
as Alder hot and Cattcrick. Then at last came the call to 
return to the fold with an opportunity to move overseas to the 
Caribbean on an exercise appropriately named ' Dreamboat ! ' 

warm welco1ne from 63:S Troop 

Despite the doubting Thomases expecting a last minute 
cancellation, the great day of 1st December arrived and 
nmeteen members of the Troop reinforced by three from 
30th Regiment moved to Brizc Norton from whence shortly 
afterwards two Bclfasts clawed their way reluctantly, or so 
it ccmed to us, through the rain clouds en route to sunnier 
climes. Onward via the Azores, Bermuda and Jamaica lumbered 
the giants until thirty hours later and cigarette-less (ever 
tried changing sterling where the dollar reigns supreme ?) we 

ere told we were over Belize but could not land because of 
fog. There were those amongst us who claimed it all a hoax 
and that it really was Brizc Norton beneath, but these doubts 
were dispelled by a detour to neighbouring Honduras where 
the temperature confirmed the area, but the cool reception 
made our return before Christmas dubious ! Escaping arrest 
however, we finally desce11ded on Belize airport cheerful but 
weary-except for Lance-Corporal Dai Hughes, who as usual 
had managed to sleep through it all ! The warmth of our 
welcome contrasted sharply with our last halt and hospitality 
was extended by Captain Gordon Giles, Yeoman Ted Noon 
of 633 Troop and an open airport bar. We soon settled in 
mainly in tents in Airport Camp, one notable exception being 
Foreman Mike Pankhurst, who was the only one to enjoy the 
luxury of an airconditioaed bunk. There must be a moral there 
somewhere! 

Fir8t sutellit~ schedule on time 

Swiftly erected, the station produced the appropriate expres
sions of awe from the residents and the first satellite schedule 
was met on time. Traffic changed the awe to belief whilst 
those off shift relaxed in the warmth of the sun at Garrison 
swimming pool and sampled the amenities ( ? ) of the local 
'city' of Belize. The Troop gradually became less distinguish
able from the residents as white turned brown and competition 
developed for the darkest tan. 

Travelling wave tnhe ('twit ) packs in 

Corporals Colin Myers and Russ Studd gained an early 
lead, but Captain Roger Barry had the greatest difficulty in 
even turning pink. This failure, however, we are assured, had 
no bearing on the station failure after four days successful 
communication. Our travelling wave tube had at last given 
up the ghost after a long healthy life and was given a suitable 
farewell as befitted by far the oldest ' twit ' in Skynct. An 
urgent replacement requested, the Troop settled back to 
relax until its arrival, expected in a couple of days. Whilst the 
tans grew darker the furrows of the O.C.'s brow grew deeper 
as nothing arrived. Soon the Garrison ceased to answer the 
query ' Where's the twit ? ' seriously and the messes rang 
with responses bordering on the rude. 

1•orti11g :repuiat1011 established 

The holidays extended and boredom was made tolerable 
by the sun and the use of the Garrison boats to allow us to 
visit the Cays-a host of offshore islands making ideal base 
for fi bing, skindiving and swimming provided you don't 
mind the odd shark or barracuda for company-<me essential 
not provided there wa liquid which accounted for the gallons 
of beer swilling around the boats. During these trips the 
Troop formed what is believed to be the only collection of 
large conch shells in the Corps, but were far less succes ful 
at fishing, despite the efforts of our expert Staff Sergeant 
Arthur Leary, whose best effort was a sucker fish-no comment. 
In between these expeditions the Troop assisted 633 by 
clearing a backlog of technical tasks for them which we hope 
will make their life for the next few months a little less hectic 
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and also liyed up to our sPortJng reputation by thrashing 
the Grenadier Guards Compa_ny at ba.skctba.11 and losing to 
them narrowly at football whi1 t drawmg with the Garrison 
at football and hockey. The latter was more of a blood-letting 
than a game, leaving the O.C. with a broken little toe and 
Sergeant Laurie Priestley hobbling. S-0 impressive were we 
that Sergeant Dick Jennings, Corporal Ian Urquhart and 
Signalman 'Paddy' Wotherspoon, were selected for the Gar
ris<?n team in th.eir next league football match. Meanwhile, 
Dai Hughes conunucd to nap at every OPPortunity and Ser
geant Bod Skillicorn dealt the cards. 

Jlut HOC. a • twit ' ill Sight 

Like all good things our exercise neared it's end with no 
' twit' in sight and Sergeants Dave Wolfenden and Bob Bennie 
making a late effort in the tan contest. However, the result 
was J?Ut beyond doubt by Sergeant Arthur Smith, when, despite 
rc~usmg to take part ~r even sunba.the, managed to get himself 
m1 tak~n for a Belize shop assistant whilst shopping for 
souvemrs ! Needless to say that as soon as we dismantled the 
station for our return we received not one but TWO TWITs 
Such is life ! · 

A halt at Gander then home for Christmas 

Brown and happy, we said our farewells and embarked on 
the long return via Nassau and Gander where we suffered 
a delay of six hours whilst some poor ' blue job' repaired 
an engine in twenty-eight degrees of frost. We expressed 
our deep sympathy from the luxury of the centrally heated 
lounge over a glass of beer. Off again at last with thoughts 
of a Gander Christmas banished, the rain clouds of England 
looked welcome and the good nature of a customs officer 
full of Christmas cheer made our arrival all the more pleasant 
-what more could we ask on 22nd December? 

. Lastly, our deepest gratitude to our hosts, Captain Giles, 
his merry men and the members of the Garrison, too numerous 
to mention by name, who made our stay so enjoyable. 

The Lord Weymouth School 
W armister, Wiltshire 

(Founded 1707) 

The Master: I. R. P. Green, M.A. (Cantab.) 

Let the ' Exigencie of the Service ' take you 
where they will, but use the generous allowances 
available to give your children the confidence 
that come from a continuous education . 

Our Staff has considerable experience in teach
ing and administering Service children. 

Small Classes; Individual Attention; Highly 
Qualified St.aff; Recognised by the Department 
of Education and Science for 50 years as Efficient; 
non profit-making charitable trust. Ordinary 
Leve 1, C.S.E., Advanced Level, University 
Entrance. 

Boys 10-18, Girls aft.er 'O' Level. Day and 
Boarding. Moderate Fees. 

For Prospectus, write to Bursar, or teJephone 
Warminster 3358 or 3038. 
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280,000 Channel HF SSB Manpack 
The B 20 is an extremely versatile all solid,state 
equipment. It can be used as a manpack or 
installed in vehicles and light aircraft. 

The B 20 HF SSB Station Radio, which has an 
RF output of 30W p.e. p., represents an entirely 
new design concept. The transmitter,receiver 
weighs only lOlb, and a lightweight station 
including a 24W/h battery weighs only 15lb. The 
B 20 uses a fully synthesized frequency control 
system developed by Plessey specially for this 

equipment, and which provides 280,000 channels 
on the frequency range 2,29.99 MHz. SSB 
is the main mode of communication, but a.m. 
and c.w. facilities are also provided. 

The B 20 will achieve reliable ground wave 
communications using 8ft whip antennae at 
ranges in excess of 30 miles. By using vehicle 
whip antennae distances in excess of 45 miles 
are possible. Using sky wave, communication 
over 300 miles is achieved. 

• ~~~!!ic~!UN ICATIONS 
Plessey Avionics &Communications, Ilford, Essex, England. Telephone: London(Ol) 478 3040 Telex: 23166 
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News lrom Regiments · 

2nd Div. H.Q. & Signal 

Regiment, B.F.P.O. 22 

Training and oxerci es 

J. HARD year of exercises and training culminated m the 
.1. Divisional F .T.X. - 'Keystone II.' With almost every 
nit in i.he Division out on this exercise it was a titting test 

the Regiment's communicating skills. Even the most trying 
ta ks given to us was met with a smile and successfully 

1mplcted. 
Since coming back into camp the Training Wing ha moved 

mto top gear to prepare itself for the onslaught of the con
version courses and all credit ml!lst go to Y. of S. (W.0.1) Harry 
Dewis for 'his sterling effons. 

· dma ters~ visit 
The Regiment was visited by a group of headmasters from 

various schools in Britain who had come to Germany to find 
out wt.at sort of life was led by young officers. 

T o help them find out both the different ways of gaining 
a commission into the Corps and the job done by typical young 
officers, Captain Guy Meakin, Lieutenant Carl Conlon, Second 
Lieutenant Bob Axton. Second Lieutenant Roger Neeve and 
Second Lieutenant Chris Nind were asked to give a short 
lecture to the headmasters on their careers and future hopes. 
Major · Mike Petheram. gave an introductory talk and generally 
organised the visit which, after a tour of a ' plug up ' on the 
square, ended over a working lunch during which the head
masters were able to ask the conducting officers questions 
ranging from, how much we were paid to where we recruited 
our girl-friends. The visit ended with everyone concerned in a 
jovial mood and we all hope the headmasters were favourably 
impressed with this example of the Corps and its officer . 

Coming nnd goi.ng 
Since we last sent in a report we have said farewell to our 

Second-in-Command, Major John Fender, and our R.S.M., 
W.0.1 Colin Richardson. who has gained a commission, and 
S.S.M., W.0.2 Geoff McKie, W'ho has gone to 7th Regiment 
as their RS. . In their places we welcome Major John Heyes, 
who joins us from Abm D!labi, R.S.M., W.0.1 Reg Norris, and 

.S.M., W.0 .2 Eric Webster. 

Marrh1ge 
We extend our coni;ratulations to Second Lieutenant Bob 

Axton and his wife, Lmdsay, who were married in Aberdeen 
on the 6th November, and wish every happiness to their future 
life together. Also to Captain Guy Meakin and Lieut~nant 
Carl Conlon who are being married in the New Year. 

SPORTS REPORT 

Assoclntlou Football 
The Regimental soccer team has had a succes ful start to 

the season under the new management of Lieutenant Des 
Thomas who has been ably assisted by Staff Sergeant Purnell. 

To date the team has played a total of five league game 
and are now at the top of the league. 

Signalman Tom Smith has been called forward to represent 
the B.A.0.R. side who are to play R.A.F. Strike Command. 

Hockey 
The Regimental team has had mixed fortunes this sea on. 

In the Army Cup first round we were beaten 1-0 by 19th 
Field Regiment, R.A., at Dortmund, their winning goal coming 
three minutes from full time. However, we provided three 
members for the Corps Squad of 18 for a very successful Inter
Corps Hockey tournament at Hameln between 2nd and 6th 
December. The three players selected were Major D avid Gent, 
Captain Gus Vigurs and Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) Heyes. 
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.VE\J'S FROM THE SQUADRONS 

H.11.tt. Sqqndron 

First of all we would like to welcome our new S.S.M., W.0.2 
S .. H. Lee, to the Squadron and we hope his stay with us 
will be a happy one. S.S.M. Lee quickly got settled in and had 
most of the Squadron out on Annual Range Oassification. 
The Camp Barber had to have a few days off due to pressure 
of work from R.H.Q. Squadron . 

On Friday, 12th November, the Regiment held its annual 
Inter-Squadron cross-country championship race, in which 
everyone takes part, less those physically incapacitated over 
a distance of five miles (not 15 as some runners though~) and 
much to everyone's surprise we won the Championship Cup. 

As we had never won anything before the Squadron 
Commander, Major Tony Watson. ordered that we should open 
the Squadron Club and celebrate the win, an order which was 
duly carried out. 

We are now in the throes of P.R.E. and F.F.R. and looking 
forward to our Squadron party and the opening of the new 
Squadron Club. 

3 Squadron 

The Squadron has been fortunate enough to win back the 
Inter-Squadron seven-a-side rugby tournament and the Inter
Squadron .22 shooting match, providing one member of the 
team, Corporal Mark (sman) Eaton, which the Regiment sent 
to shoot against the local German team. The matdi resulted 
in a resounding victory for the Regiment. 

7th Signal Regiment 

B.F.P.O. 15 

Distinguished visitors 

E XERCISES ' Ostrich Head,' 'Quick Train,' 'Small Pack,' 
Tels. Inspection, F.F.R. - fun though the Christma 

period may have been, we can't claim to have devoted the 
whole month to nothing but seasonal festivity. In fact is has 
been very much ' business as usual.' This is not to say though 
that the month has been without its more pleasant occasions. 
One of these was a short visit to the Regiment by our Signal 
Officer-in-Chief, Major-General J . M. Sawers, M.B.E., on 8th 
December, when we were host to 27 senior officers for a 
briefing and discu sion with General Sawers. We look forward 
to a longer visit in 1972. 

The Regiment was also visited on 3rd December, by the 
Master General of the Ordnance, General Sir Noel Thomas, 
K.C.B., M .C. He was accompanied by Brigadier W. E. Sherratt, 
M.B.E. During hi tour of the Regiment, the General discussed 
our role and equipment with all ranks and before leaving he 
said that the visit bad given him a most useful in ight into 
the factors involved in the maintenance and use of Signals 
equipment in the field. 

Ol'phans' Party 

Christmas i the time of year when families are closely 
united and when children are co seted by their parent . It can 
also be a fairly bleak time for those without parents and those 
who are raised in an institution. The Regiment has for some 
years tried to give a better Christmas to the children of die 
nearby orphanage, ' Kinder Wehme Grunau,' in Bad Salzuflen, 
by giving them a party, a Father Christmas and some pre ent . 

The task of organising all this is undertaken by our Light Aid 
Detachment commanded by Major Peter Cronan, R.E.M.E. 
Over the last months of every year L.A.D. collect unwanted 
toys, large and small, outgrown or broken, and refurbish them 
all to be as good as new in all respects. In addition the Regi
ment provides a small new toy for each child. For the last four 
years the considerable task of repair and refurbi bing ha been 
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THE ORPHAN'S PARTY 
Left to right: Mrs. C. F. Cronan, Lieutenant-Colonel R. A. King, 
A.Q .M.S. B. A. O lley (Weinachtsmann !), Major P. D. Cronan, 

R.E.M.E., and Herr Muller, head of t he Home 

BRINGING HAPPINESS TO OTHERS 
Craftsman Harry Sellwood at his self-dedicated task of rehabilitating 

toys for Christmas 

undertaken almost entirely by Craftsman Harry Sellwood, 
R.E.M.E. The care and devotion he brings to this task has 
reached other ears. This year the party and present giving was 
visited by the local German press and Craftsma,n Sellwood was 
interviewed on B.F.B.S. We understand also that a recording 
of this interview is being sent to U.K. for possible broadcast 
by the BBC. It's good to see several years of voluntary work 
of this sort receive the publicity and pat on the back it well 
deserves. Well done Craftsman Sellwood and the L.A.D. 

mi-fina l o f B .A.O.R. Rugb y 

Un 15th December, 1971, at the garrison ground in Herford, 
the Regimental team met 1 R.R.W. in the B.A.0.R. semi-final 
of the A.R.U.C.C. competition. A crowd of about 1,000 had 
gathered and, despite the first appearance of the Regimental 
Trumpeter, few gave us much chance against one of the most 
fancied teams in this year's competition. 

The Welsh kicked-off and went straight into the attack, 
pressuring our line. Only some good relieving kicks from L ance
Corporal AJan James and Captain Keith Butler eased this series 
of attacks, although the Welsh almost went ahead from a mis
k.ick when they ' knocked on ' with our line gaping before 
them. However, we settled down with the pack playing well as 
a team. Corporal ' Trev ' Johnson, Sta.II Sergeant Barry Hassall, 
Sergeant Arthur Underwood, Sta.II Sergeant George Hall, Staff 
Sergeant Frank Worrall, L ance-Corporal Mick Johnson and 
Corporal Dave Higgins were all ably led and inspired by 
Signalman Pat Lee. 
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It was now the turn of the Welsh to defend as we pressed 
them hard. Corporal Sam Mosedale, the scrum half, was giving 
Lance-Corporal AJan James good service and he was kicking 
well for wingers Lance-Corporal Joeli Cagilaba and Lance
Corporal ' Flash ' Durkin. In the centre Signalman Steve Mill
thorpe and Sergeant Sam Degei played their part in attack and 

· defence and at full-back Captain Keith Butler was coming into 
the line well. 

In the 25th minute, Lance-Corporal ' Flash ' Durkin, follow
ing a good three-quarter move, crossed the Welsh line but was 
judged to be in touch before he touched down. Ten minutes 
later we were awarded a penalty 15 yards. Lance-Corporal 
AJan James took a short one and with Signalman Pat Lee and 
Staff Sergeant George Hall out ide him all seemed set for an 
anempt to barge over for a try. James completely foxed the 
Welsh, dummied to his forwards outside him and went over 
to make the score 4-0. Captain Keith Butler just missed the 
very difficult conversion leaving this as the score at half-time. 

The second half opened with us, once again, forcing the 
Welsh onto the defence. Then the situation was reversed and 
for a time it was our tum to ' come under the hammer ' with 
the Wel h pressing borne an attack that changed the score to 
6-4 to 1 R.R.W. 

The rest of the game was a cliff-banger. Far from giving in, 
our pack played superbly and time and time again forced 
1 R.R.W. back onto their line. Several difficult penalty kicks 
came near but not near enough. The Welsh team with experi
ence and cool heads kept their slender two-point advantage 
and the final whistle went with the score 6-4 to 1 R.R.W. The 
Welsh spectators were jubilant but relieved, and agreed they 
were lucky to have the privilege to meet 1 Welsh Guards in 
the B.A.O.R. final. We wish them luck. 

Sorry as we were to lose this game, we consoled ourselves by 
beating 26 Engineer Regiment in the 4th Divisional Final to 
take the championship for the sixth time in seven years. 
1971-1972 will remain the 'if only ' season, but watch this 
space for 1973. 

Suggested ammendment to Regimental Standing 
Orders 

By Lance-Corporal Chris Bell, Operations Clerk, 7th Regiment 

Duties of an Operations Clerk 
1. Primarily, an operations clerk must have one basic skill 

which is practised more than any other part of his trade. This 
is the ability to make good coffee. The operations clerk who 
can make good coffee will go far. To make good coffee, he 
must be ambitious. If he is not ambitious then he will not 
make good coffee. 

2. A secondary requirement of an operations clerk is mem
bership of the R.S.P.C.A. from whom he must learn kindliness 
to animals. An operations clerk who kicks Operations Officers' 
dogs is similar to one who cannot make good coffee- he will 
not go far, although hopefully the dog will. 

3. An operations clerk must have some legal training. He 
will find this useful when ' waffling bis way ' out of ill-founded 
accusations by the Operations Officer (see paragraph on dog
kicking). 

4. An operations clerk must have a sense of humour and 
great tact when listening to Operations Officers' jokes. Humour 
is a state of mind (see Collins' English Dictionary). This varies 
according to the time of day; it also varies from person to 
perwn and from dog to dog. 

5. The operations clerk who makes coffee for the Second-in
Command must also be discriminating. The Second-in
Command also bas a dog. This must not be confused with 
' being nice to the Second-in-Command.' (See paragraph 9). 

6. An operations clerk must not have very short hair. This 
is essential because it allows the Operations Officer and Second
in-Command to demonstrate their awareness of military qualities 
by telling the clerk to get bis hair cut. It should be noted that 
if the operations clerk persistently follows his Operations 
Officer's and bis Second-in-Command's example, he will kick 
the Operations Officer's dog when the Second-in-Command is 
present and the Second-in-Command's dog when the Operations 
Officer is present. He will be quick to distinguish these officers 
and their dogs by their hair styles or, like the clerk who cannot 
make good coffee, he will not go far. 

7. The operations clerk must have a soothing manner to 
reassure the Commanding Officer that all is well, thus prevent-
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ing the ~caten~d ' ban on all dogs ' from being implemented 
tOvcr Kill!). Thi would, of course, remove much of the variety 
and excitement from the operations clerk's day. 

~· t\D operation cle~k must keep. a :vad of AF B177ls bandy. 
This will prove essenual when clamung for meals missed due 
to weeks of overtime. 
, 9. A~ operations, clerk who wants to be ' nice to rhc 
second-in-Command must learn to play bridge or to sail 
The clerk who docs this will go far · 

IO. In general ~n <;>pcrations clerk must try to go far. If he 
dm•s not then be is likely to be posted or transferred to the 
Royal Army Veterinary Corps. 

3rd Div. H.Q. and Signal 

Regiment, Bulford 

'(1HIS last month bas been fairly hectic within the Regiment. 
Apart from all the merrymaking wtiich Christmas entails 

the Regiment had soldiers in many different places. ' 

Rt>po .. t fr&JD Cyprus 
For the third time this year a party of soldiers left for 

tr.ainmg in. Cyprus. T~s time Captain Leslie Steane, Royal 
ignals, with SO soldiers, set off for Cyprus on Exercise 

· Attorney.' They left England in freezing conditions and took 
off expecting to find sunshine. Instead they landed in a fierce 
gale and teeming rain; for the first 24 hours there were many 
comments to the effect that certain members bad been conned. 
However it soon cleared up, shirt-sleeve order was worn and 
. miles started to appear. Apart from the normal military train
mg, wtien the training areas of Trouli, Goshi and Pissouri 
became well known to many soldiers with aching feet, they 
also completed four days' training in the Troodos mountains. 

YOUNG MAN WITH A PROBLEM 
Trekki ng over T roodos Signalman 'Spike' Walker st ops to work 

out t he best route 
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The party was billeted at the Troodos leave centre where the 
permanent Commandant, Captain Bill Barnes, Royal Signals, 
made everybo?Y. very ~clcome and let them have full use of 
the Ca'!lp fac1liues, which made the stay more enjoyable. The 
mo~tams of Troodos are nothin¥. like the bills of Salisbury 
Pl~m a1,1d Lance-~rporal Bill Batley summed it up when be 
said qune clearly, Have we got to go up that?" when trying 
to find ~he route: back to base. H owever, everybody did the 
trek, which surprised them, the R A.F. Mountain Rescue Team 
and quite a few Cypriots encountered on route. 

Besides all this, Corporal Chris SelJers joined the Sub Aqua 
Club and spent a few hours below the surface of the Mediter
ranean, while Signalmen Mick Pearsall and ' Ginge ' Wheatley 
attempted ~o stay on the horses at the Dbekelia Saddle Club. 
The rest ~ither went ~wimmiog or sailing with the yacht club. 
Second:Lleutena_nt Mike Po~ore certainly found this exercise 
a good mtroducuon to the Regiment, as be arrived on a Monday 
and ~ound himself on the aircraft to Cyprus on Wednesday 
morn mg. 

Xews fro1n Denmark 
. At the same time as the exercise in Cyprus was taking place 

Lieutenant George Hayes, Royal Signals, took 30 soldiers to 
Northern Germany and Denmark for an exercise for two 
weeks. On their return they have assured us that a lot of work 
was done and everybody is maintaining a tight-lipped silence 
on the subject of recreation time. Sergeant John Beaumont 
declines to say anything on bow they managed to get lost on the 
German Autobahns, other than to say "The R.C.T. Lance
Corporal made out ~e route cards, didn't he?''. Corporal 'Paddy' 
Magee was so surpnsed at the length of hair in the German 
and ~anish Units that he managed to set fire to his own while 
cookmg breakfast! A fair comment we think. 

i.)feanwh ile back 0 11 Salisb u r y Plain 
Those remaining in Barracks felt that they were not going 

to be outdone and departed onto Sali bury P lain to continue 
the Exercise ' Staff Ride ' saga. They were joined by the party 
wh? had been swanning around Germany and Denmark, who 
arrived back only a few hours before the exercise started. As 
somebody remarked, "Has anybody told the Regiment it's 
Christmas in a week's time?" 
A~ soon ~s everybody arriv~d back the round of Troop 

parues, Regunental dances, Wives' Club dinner and so on 
started. They are far too numerous to mention, but needless 
to. say y,,iJen you work bard you play bard and everybody relaxed 
with tremendous effort. 

Sergea nts' 1'f ess N o tes 
The R.S.M. W.0 .1 R J. Judge reports that as usual the 

Mess enjoyed all the festivities. The outstanding event of the 
month was obviously the Christmas draw which went extremely 
well. The star prizes were a deep-freeze unit and a portable 
television and both were won by Sta.II Sergeant Ken Cooper. 
The success of the draw was due largely to the tremendous 
amount of work done by S.S.M . ' Jock ' Spiers, R.R.F., Staff 
Sergeant Charlie Gidley, R.A.P.C., and their committee. A 
uperb buffet was organised by W.0 .2 Geoff Baxter, A.C.C. 
The Sergeants' Mess was also host to the Wive ' Club dinner 

which was held on 10th December. The flourishing Wives' 
Club in the Regim nt holds an annual dinner at Christmas, and 
after it the wives are joined by their husbands for a dance. 
The whole evening always proves to be a tremendous succe s 
and this year was no exception. A lot of hard work in the 
organisation of the dinner wa done by W.0.1 (Y. of S.) Ken 
and Margaret French and Anne Curry, wife of Sergeant 'Dusty' 
Curry. 

Box ing Day m emories 
On Boxing Day the Sergeants' Mess played the Officers' Ness 

at a game they called football. At least the Sergeants played 
footb~ll; the Officers were not qui.te sure ~hat they were playing 
at. Lieutenant-Colonel Derek Bnggs carried and used liberally 
a sawn-off baseball bat, a relic from bis recent tour in the 
U.S.A., Captain Lachlan Fraser was handsomely dressed in 
19th century cross-country r ig and Captain Leslie Steane set 
up bis bedroom in the goal and let in quite a few goals. 
Second-Lieutenant Chris Wright played a good game as booker. 
I t is thought that tl1e following members of the Sergeants' M ess 
scored : W.0.1 R J. Judge, Sergeant Cooper, Staff Sergeant 
Gidley, Sergeant Duckworth, Sergeant Hyatt and O.R.Q-M.S. 
lu.o. 



PLEASANT SURPRISE 
The Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel D. H. Briggs, con
gratulates a surprised and delighted Lance-Corporal Tom Ponton 

of 2 Squadron on becoming 'Soldier of the Year' 1971 

11th Signal Regiment 
Catterick Camp 

Pass-o.fl parades 

T HERE were two pass-off parades during December. The 
first, held on 10th December, was the annual one taken 

by the Commanding Officer, 
Lieutenant - Colonel F. C. 
Lockwood. He inspected 
members of 4 and S Troops, 
commanded by Lieutenant 
Tim Mountford and Lieu
tenant Peter Morgan res
pectively. Best recruits were 
Signalman Colin Mitchell, 
a future technician, and 
Signalman William Dyson, 
training to become a com
bat lineman. The Inspect
ing Officer at the last 
parade of the year on 3 l st 
December, was· the Com-

Signalman David Falconer mander Training Brigade, 
Royal Signals, Brigadier 
P. A. M. Tighe, M.B.E. 
Numbers 3 and 8 Troops, 
commanded by Staff Ser
geant Charles Hay and 
W.0.1 A. J. Thomas, to
gether with Junior Signal
men Troop commanded by 
Captain Mike Galloway, 
formed a large parade com
manded by Major Roy Sim
mons, B.E.M. Best recruit 
of No. 3 Troop was Signal
man Michael Bushy, now 
training to be a technician 

Signalman Michael Bushy and of 8 Troop, Signalman 
David Falconer, who will 

eventually become a combat radioman. 
This was the last parade for Major Roy Simmons, B.E.M., 

who joined us in July, 1%8, and has seen during that time 
approximately 3,500 recruits pass through the Regiment. He 
will be leaving us in February for 14th Regiment and we 
thank him for all his work in 1 Squadron and wish him well 
in his new posting. 

Prese11tatioos-• Champion oldler ' nnd ~ Soldier 
o( the yenr • 

Each year at the Soldiers' Christmas Lunch a presentation 
of a cup is made to the ' Champion Soldier' and the ' Soldier 
of the Year.' These are awarded for the soldier who has done 
the most throughout the year to improve his own skills and to 
the oldier who has done most for the Regiment. This year 
the C.O. made the awards to Corporal Alan Bryant of Alpha 
3 Troop a the Champion Soldier, and to Lance-Corporal Tom 
Ponton of Alpha 2 Troop as the Soldier of the Year. As well a 
these individual presentations the award of the Champion 
Squadron Cup was made to 1 Squadron and received by Major 
Tony Holland and the S.S.M., W.0.2 Brian Hill, to roars of 
acclamation by an enthusia tic body of 1 Squadron supporters. 

G.O.C. tltnnks llegiment 
The G.O.C., Major-General G. C. A. Gilbert, M.C., 

addre sed the Regiment to give his Ouistmas message. It wa 
very heartening to hear his words of encouragement and praise 
for the Regimental performance during the year. After than.king 
the Regiment for its support throughout his tour (which end 
in June, 1972) the G.O.C. was given a spontaneous and 
enthusiastic round of cheers and applause from the whole Regi
ment, a warming experience for him. 

Arrhrnls 
The Regiment welcome Lieutenant George Carmichael, 

Royal Signals, Staff Sergeant (Yeoman of Signals) Foulgar, 
Sergeant Ball and Sergeant Collins; we hope they enjoy their 
tour with the Regiment. 

OLD SOLDIER MEETS YOUNG SOLDIER 
Brigadier P. A. M. Tighe, M.B.E., inspecting troops passing off on 

31 December 1971 

Christmas fe tlvities 

December is the month of high spirits and parties and this 
year was no exception, getting off to a good stan with the 
Sergeants' Mess Christmas draw at which the first prize 
drawn, whether by chance or diplomacy was the cause of 
some speculation, went to W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Markham. After 
the meal, the party developed to the accompaniment of ' Three 
Blind Mice,' a very talented group. 

The Corporals' Mess draw took place on the 18th December. 
The evening started with the P.M.C., Corporal David Cam~ 
bell, having thought that he had catered for ample people, 
flying around trying to find more seats. 

This showed promise for what was to be a very successful 
evening. Once again we had a diplomatic draw committee, 
Brigadier P. A. M. Tighe winning a prize which he had 
admired before the draw. He was reassured afterwards by the 
P.M.C. that the Corporals' Mess draw was a cut-throat 
business and that there were no fiddles! 

(Continued on page 66) 
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(C ntinued from page 64) 

On the 21st December the recruits sat down to the 
traditional Chri tmas dinner. The catering staff produc~d an 
outstanding meal and the band came up to play Om~tmas 
carols. At one stage during the 'Ueal the C.O. displayed h1dd~ 
talent by conducting the band through_ a [ew carols. ~ptam 
Keith Boulding, the D irector of tv usic, 1s nJw look1~g for 
another job, and omeooe inquired that as the C.O .. is a.l::o 
a sailor i there any truth in the rumour that he 1s gomg 
into politics! We ended the festivities with ~e Officers' Me s 
Ladies' Night on the 22nd December which was .another 
enormous succes . A very trong male and. female ch01~ could 
be heard singing Chri tmas carols at 4.30 m the mormng! 

S1•oras 
On tlle sports fields we have seen the Regimental hockey 

ide get through the semi-finals of the Northern Command 
minor units cup, by beating 7 Company l_l.A.M.C. 3-0. We 
gained an almost complete walk-over in the Northern 
Command Novices Boxing championships and the two squash 
teams are still leading the D istrict League and we are strong 
favourites to win. 

Promotions 
We would like to congratulate Major Tommy Jones, our 

Quartermaster, on his promotion, although he paid the penalty 
for keeping it quiet! H e was ' court martialled ' in the Officers' 
Mess one lunch time, and stripped of his Captain's rank 
following this speech by the C.O.: . . . 

" This Quartermaster is crafty, fly and given to a devilish 
low cunning. He is both a Scot and a Gurkha. That he h~s 
succeeded in bamboozling the many C.O.s he has served m 
hi 32 years' service with the Corps would be less intolerable 
had not the more bizarre manifestations of his character been 
concealed behind a mask of his cheerful humour, wit and 
uncanny efficiency." H e was then presented with t\vo enormous 
crowns. 

Congratulations 
Our congratulations go to Staff Sergeant ' Chalky ' White 

on being awarded his Long Service and Good Conduct Medal, 
to Corporal and Mrs. Tony Buffrey on the birth of their son, 
Paul, and to Corporal Tony Salter on his marriage. 

Farewells 
We say goodbye, or rather 'Au Revoir' to Major Donald 

Humphries, who moves up the road to H .Q. Training Brigade, 
and to Captain Keith Boulding, and the band, who have 
moved down to Blandford, although they will be visiting us 
fairly frequently. Also to Lieutenants Mike Crane, Second 
Lieutenants Jim Blake and Dave Cas-? who have left us to 
join the ' Q ' Course at Blandford and also to W.0.2 
(O.R.Q.M.S.) Bennett who was with us for about two months 
and has gone to Western Command. 

Arrivals 
We would like to welcome Major Cedric Mercer who has 

taken over as Second-in-Command. Major Mike Deverill who 
has come from H .Q. FARELF to take over 1 Squadron in 
the near future. Major John Roberts who has come to take 
over the Junior Signalman Squadron. Lieutenant Ro~er 
Farrell who joined us on attachment from the School of 
Signals. Second Lieutenant Derek Rutherford also on attach
ment from B.A.0 .R. and Sergeant Eric Birchall who joined 
us from B.A.0.R. 
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HI TORY OF 19th SIGNAL ICEGIMENT 

Association H..Q. have been presented with a nwnbet 
of copies of an excellent history of the recently dis
banded 19th Signal Regiment. This history has been 
compiled by the last C.O., Lieutenant Colonel C. J. 
Gilbert, who has gone to a great deal of trouble to 
produce a lively, informative and well illustrated history 
of the Regiment. Price SOp. Proceeds go to Association 
Benevolent Fund. 

WINKWORTH & COMPANY 
MAIN CHRYSLER DEALER 

;,; 

BRIDGW ATER SOMERSET 
Telephone: Bridgwater 3486/7/8/9 

OFFER 
e FANTASTIC SAVINGS ON TAX FREE AND TAX 

PAID CARS 
e SELECTIVE LARGE COMPREHENSIVE STOCKS AVAIL

ABLE 
e SPECIALIST H.P. TERMS-3 YEARS TO PAY 
e ALL PAPER WORK - DOCUMENTATIONS COM-

PLETED FOR YOU 
e FREE DELIVERY IN U.K. 
e SPECIAL INSURANCE TERMS AND FACILITIES 
e TRA DE-I N SCHEME AGAINST FUTURE PURCHASE 
e STEREO- CAR RADIO SPECIALISTS 
e PART EXCHANGES WELCOMED 
e FANTASTIC SPARES-DELIVERY-EXPORT-SERVICE 
e SPECIAL DELIVERY RATES TO GERMANY 
e WE CLOSE ONLY ON CHRISTMAS DAY 
e CAR HIRE FACILITIES 

NAAFI HIRE PURCHASE FACILITIES IF NEEDS BE 

HILLMAN HUMBER • SUNBEAM 
0-50 YEARS + 

AS AGENTS FOR ABOVE PRODUCTS 
WE SPECIALISE 

WE AIM TO PLEASE 
WE BACK UP 

WHAT CAN YOU OFFER ME? 
I am interested in :-
CAR : ............................................................................. ...................... .......................................... . 

I have •for trade-in:
no 

Car ...... ·-······ ....................................................... Model .... .......... ............................................ . 
Year .............................................. ·-······· Condition ....................................................... ... . 

•Delete whichever is not applicable 

Name ·-.. ··············-······ ................................................................................... .............................. . 

Rank & No. . ..................... -............................ ....................................................................... . 

Address .................................. -.............................................................................................. ... .... . 
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13th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 40 
Cbrl1o1hnn11 c ome and gone 

T HE letter said WmE notes to me by 25th of the month 
- signed Second-in-Command. Well at least I know 

what to give him for his Christmas present! 
The old saying, " It just doesn't seem like Christmas," cannot 

be true here. 1 Squadron started the ball rolling with their 
Christmas dinner and dance, believe it or not, on 19th 
November. All the Squadron dances have been held in the 
gymnasium, and Corporals Eric Machin, Bev Smith and Signal
man Dave Matthews are mighty pleased that their decor does 
not have to go up and down yet another time! Well done 'the 
Hairies.' 

"Hair? Did someone say 'Hair'?" Well we did have our 
Christmas revue. Corporal Jim McDermott, heavily disguised 
as a Chelsea pensioner, opened a show studded with Regi
mental 5tars. It was certainly a command performance. R.S.M. 
' Topol ' Filder gave us his superb version of ' If I were a rich 
man ' from his own musical ' Filder on the Roof." The whole 
how was expertly put together and produced by that well

known impre sario W.0.2 Dennis Connell. (39 Brigade please 
note-you are about to have an entertainer in your midst). 

"'t-ddfrtJ(H 

The Regiment were delighted to assist in two happy events 
dunng the month On 11th December Lance-Corporal Donald 
Naismith married W / Private Kathleen Simpson in our Regi
mental Chapel. Both are members of 2 Squadron, but they 
saw fit to bestow the honour of best man upon Signalman 
' Cass ' Hayes of 1 Squadron. 

Five days later, the Commanding Officer's driver, Lance
Corporal Russel Thompson, married Corporal Alison Macrae 
of 2 Squadron. The Commanding Officer gave the bride away 
and the reception was held in the Junior Ranks' Club. 

On both occasions the Commanding Officer's own Austin 
Princess was used. The R.P.s on the gate must wonder what is 
happening when his car so often goes out with tin cans strung 
to the back. 

To both couples we wish a long life and all happiness for 
the future. 

Thf'> n1•1•rNatice> • boys ' 
We were delighted to welcome a group of keen and com

petent young men into the Regiment on 8th December. The 
12 lads comprised the first large batch of ex-Harrogate trained 
apprentices to arrive in the Regiment. We hope there are many 
more on the way! 

Serl(e-nut..~' ltless 
The Christmas festivities culminated with the Christmas 

draw on 23rd December. A it was the last function prior to 
the holiday everyone went along with the intention of enjoying 
themselves-and despite the fact that all of them did not win 
a prize, they certainly had a good time. The Commanding 
Officer, the officers and their ladies were with us, and we were 
pleased to see that some of them did win something. Captain 
P. R. Brewis can be described as 'very slick' since winning 
the ladies' de-luxe hair dryer-for natural curls, and Sergeant 
Larry (the Spoons) Jukes has had some difficulty getting into 
his room since the draw-what can a single man do with a 
deep-freeze unit? It is also rumoured that the R.S.M. is having 
some problem with M.F.O., but is not complaining. 

One and all thank the P .M .C. W.0.2 Dave Easton, the P.E.C. 
and M.C. for the evening W.0.2 (R.Q.M.S.) Ted Brant and 
the organiser of the draw W.0.2 Tom Cooper. Also the Com
mittee for a successful evening, and the cooks, Corporals Ray 
Austin, John Sweeney and Lance-Corporal Jim Crow for a truly 
magnificent buffet. 

The Mess has received many Christmas cards from past 
members all over the world. We thank you all for remembering 
us and wish you a happy and prosperous New Year. 

A welcome to the Mess on promotion, Sergeants Larry Halli
day, Jim Millar, Peter Wright and Doreen Ward. Sergeant 
Halliday unfonunately broke a leg playing football and has yet 
to ,cross the threshold-we wish him a speedy recovery. 

.l\rrlvols 
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) Gilchrist, Royal Signals. 
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Departures 
Sergeant K. R. Robinson, Royal Signals; Sergeant M. J. 

Barker, Intelligence Corps. 

Postscript 
Signalman Michael Ryan of ' A ' Troop suggested that they 

send the Prime Minister a Christmas card. They did so, and 
were surprised and delighted to receive a note in the Prime 
Minister's handwriting thanking them for their greetings! 

16th Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 35 

lUayor of Leicester attends local children's party 

T HERE was an air of expectancy about the Regiment on 
the morning of Thursday, 30th December, as the last

minute touches were put to the decorations in the ' Village 
Hall ' and dining room-the reason was some 250 orphans from 
the Orphanages of Krefeld were due to arrive to spend a day 
with the Regiment. 

At 10.45 the 'buses began to arrive and by 11.00 all were 
seated in the 'Village Hall ' awaiting the arrival of the Regi
ment's guests from Krefeld's twin City, Leicester's Lord Mayor 
and Lady Mayoress, Alderman Percy and Mrs. Watts, together 
with the Mayor's Secretary Mr. Stan Smith. H earing of the 
Regiment's plan to give the orphans a Christmas party, the 
Lord Mayor very generously donated £100 to .purchase presents 
for the children and gladly accepted the Regiment's invitation 
to come with the Lady Mayoress to Krefeld to attend the party 
for the children. 

During their stay in Krefeld the Lord Mayor and Lady 
Mayoress were the guests of Major Freddy and Nora Stork, 
who had a busy few days keeping up with the Lord Mayor's 
official engagements. 

The day got under way with members of the orphanages 
singing Christmas carols and at 12.15, led by a piper of the 
Q.O.H., the children made their way to the dining room where 
they sat down to a typical English Christmas dinner of roast 
turkey and Christmas pudding. Many of the little children 
found difficulty in disposing of the large helpings, but they 
refused to give in until their plates were clear. 

After their dinner the children went to the camp cinema for 
a cartoon show whilst the helpers and organisers had their 
meal. At approximately 14.30 it was back to the 'Village Hall' 
where a conjurer, Sergeant Lumbey, R.A.F., entertained them 
for an hour with some very impressive tricks, and by getting 
the children involved he held their attention throughout his 
performance. 

DISTINGUISHED TABLE WAITER! 
The Lord Mayor of Leicester, Alderman Percy Watts, serving 
drinks to the children attending the Regiment's annual orphans 
party. On the right Sergeant Brian Jolley and Signalman Paddy 

McGarr 
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Then the eagerly awaited Father Christmas (Staff Sergeant 
Brian Cum.ming) arrived on his ~ily decorated sledge with 
pr ·ents for all the dtildren, includmg those who unfortunately 
had to mi s the party because of influenza. 

After tea, mince pies and Ci.lfistmas cake the children wer 
een to their 'bu es at the end o what was popularly acclaimed 

by all children to be a wonderful day. 
Thar all thi was pos ible was due in no srr all way to the 

collection made by the member of the Regiment and the 
fact that, on the da , they gave the dining room over to the 
children's parry, whil r they 'made do' with oup and sand
wiche . 

For those who aw the happy faces of the children ar all 
tages of the party it was obviou ly well worth all the hard 

'' ork whidt went into making it a success. 

MEETING FELLOW TOWNSMEN 
The Lord Mayor of Leicester, Alderman Percy Watts, meets 3 
Leicester " boys" during his visit. From left to right Lance Corporal 
Jack Wykes, Signalman Gary Burton, Signalman Ivor Davies, the 

Lord Mayor, Major Freddy Stork 

4 Squadron gets by 
Well, 19th November came and went! You may well ask 

what happened on 19th November! 
It was the best-kept secret of the year; it was the ' Swinging 

Squadron's' annual F.F.R That scourge of the 'Bielefeld 
~unty,' Major' Bligh' Mayne, held several pre-F.F.R. inspec
uons. They seemed to go well; with the O.C . saying airily 
" Oh, don't worry S.S.M. I've seen it all before, I'll play it off 
the cuff as usual,'' to \Vhich the S.S.M. replied gloomily " But 
I do worry sir. You've no cuff left and I've seen O.C.~ come 
and go.' 

Well, the day arrived and once again the gods were smiling 
on 'Uncle Bill ' (he has been standing in it all his life). The 
inspecting officer, Brigadier Bellman, phoned to say that he 
would be half-an-hour late. That put us five points ahead of the 
field. 
Th~ inspecting officer arrived and was of course met with a 

faltering heart and fluttering eyelashes by Lieutenant Jenny 
Baker. (The 0 .C. is strong on tactics). The first item on the 
programme was the presentation of the LS. and G .C. medal 
to Sergeant Fred Mortimore. 

After this the inspecting officer went to the telephone 
exchang0 where he spent some time chatting to a number of 
the supervisors and operators. 

After the ~sual ceremony of ' gong wetting ' the inspecting 
officer and his team left after yet another swinging F.F.R. 

!flake this your resolution 

for the Seventies 

BE BIG-BUY YOUR OWN WIRE 
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28th (BR) Signal Regiment 
{Northag) B.F.P.O. 35 

New Commnnclin • OffiePr 

THIS Christmas Santa Claus brought 28th Signal Regiment 
a new Commanding Officer. Lieutenant-Colonel Dudley 

Carnie and his wife Pat have taken over from Lieutenant
Colonel Ian Macdonald and Judy who go to command com
puters at Wilton. To the four of them we give our be t wishes 
for the future. We had too some very amusing Christmas 
partie perhaps the most successful of all was the Childrens' 
Party at which the Regimental Marx Brothers - Captain 
Richard Smith and Lieutenants Doug Conran and Phil 
Sharman-gave the best impression of a mu ic hall slapstick 

BOWING OUT 
Lieutenant-Colonel Ian MacDonald on his farewell inspection 

BOWING IN 
Lieutenant-Colonel Dudley Carnie, the new C.O. speaks to soldiers 

at the Christmas lunch 
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smce Francisca was a gleam in. the eye of Co~ander Northag. 
They managed to work the children to the pitch of enthusiasm 
normally reserved for Christmas and lions in Rome The 
children would surely have run amok but for the sterling 
work of Major Vic ~eckhurst, R.A.P.C., as Santa Claus. The 
helpers dressed as pirates, were seen to be preparing them
selve. to launch the lifeboats. 

Despite our ~ite in the middle of a German wood we were 
too law abiding and honest to acquire Christmas trees by any 
other method than purchase. Major Ivor Amos horrified by 
the cost foun~ a wholesaler, but the Christmas tree detail sent 
on the collecuon runs were equally surprised to discover that 
they had to cut the trees themselves. 

Ser~ennts' Mess Draw 
. I suppo e, when talking about parties I should have men
~1oned L'1.e Sergeants' Mess draw but then in this Regiment 
Jts n?t JUSt a parry rather an Event. It was most ably 
organised by W.0.1 (F. of S.) Ernie Nugent and W.0.2 
(F. o~ S.) John McN~ugh!on. ~pectacular both in conception 
and size, as you can 1magme w!th all that technical expertise, 
there was even a random selection ystem for ticket numbers. 
But as luck would have it the one in 900 million chance 
happened and the same number was drawn twice. 

C-ro!!!lii•c•owttry 
This bring me to sport, at which some success has been 

adtieved. In the local cross-country competition we achieved 
the following results: 

Mannerklasse: Corporal Crossland 1st, Lance-Corporal 
Vince 3rd, Signalman Walton 8th, Lieutenant Wollaston 9th. 

Alterklasse: Major Amos !Om. 
In shooting the A.C.C. element of the Regiment seem to 

have beaten everyone. 
Finally, of course, about our serious football my corres

pondent wrote: 

Football (Army Cu1t) 
~d what a match it turned out to be. 28th (BR) Signal 

R~giment .are through to t;he next round. They defeated 49 
Field Regrment Royal Artillery, by two goals to one. This 
now means the team is amongst the last eight teams in B.A.O.R. 

It was a very close game with teams evenly matdted. 
However, two individual scoring efforts by Signalman Tommy 
Hope won the game for the Regiment. 

Lance-Corporal Tom Reilly, our goalkeeper having reached 
peak form, pulled off saves worthy of professional praise. 
~~nce-~rpora~ _Maurice Hark;in, a centre back (although 
miured ID trammg), played his usual calm, majestic game 
which thrilled the spectators. 

The rest of the team all deserve similar praise ! This wa 
a first class team effort lead by Sergeant ' Mighty Mouse ' 
Rea A.P.T.C. 

We have attained the reputation of being a good 'footballin' 
side--so, whoever we meet in the next round, we can assure 
you that the spectators will not be disappointed by the standard 
of football. 

Our pre-match warm up was against the renowned AFCENT 
select eleven under W.0.1 Tommy Burke's management. We 
sent them home with their tails between their legs by beating 
them by four goals to one. ' Who's next . . . ! ? 

Stop Press: We have ince beaten the 3rd Royal Anglian 
Regiment. One goal to nil. This now puts us into the semi
final of the B.A.O.R. Section against 32 Heavy Regiment R.A. 
Wish us luck. 

Sadly we must mention here the death in a car accident 
of Lance-Corporal ' Taff' Hughes, R.P.C. Taff put a great 
deal of effort and humour into his service in the Officers' Mess 
as batman and waiter and those who knew him well, will miss 
him very much. 

30th Signal Regiment 
DIANDFORD CAMP 

SINCE the return of the A.M.F.(L.) Force Radio Troop 
from Exercise ' Hellenic Express ' in Greece and 

1 Squadron from an exercise on Dartmoor, the Regiment has 
been able to settle down to taking its routine, sporting and 
training activities more seriously. For those who are interested 
Exercise 'Hellenic Express' is featured in Soldier magazine. 
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ROLLING ON TO OSLO 
30th Regiment vehicles photographed at Felixstowe prior to loading 
aboard the Ocean Steamship Coys Car Carrier M.V. 'Carway'. 
A detachment from 30th Regiment is spending a month training 

with the Norwegian Army 

Sk.l-ing in Scotland and Xorway 
Last sea on our Regimental Ski Camp was so successful 

that we have decided to send about ninety men to Scotland 
over a period of six weeks for training during 1972. We have 
been lucky in obtaining once again some excellent accom
mod_ation in Grangetown-on-Spey and have secured the 
services of the White Mountain School ski instructors. We 
are pleased to have nine members of the School of Signals 
to accompany us on our Ski Camp. About one hundred mem
bers of the Regiment will also spend four weeks training in 
Nonyay on Exercise ' Hardfall ' with the Norwegian School 
of Signals at Jorstadmeon. The regimental ski camp is being 
run by Major Tom Blashill and Staff Sergeant Terry Beer 
whilst Exercise ' Hardfall ' training is under the command of 
Captain Pat Dickinson, with Staff Sergeant Tony McDonald 
and ".Ve ~ope to !i~ve given some 180 soldiers the opportunity 
of this wmter acuv1ty by the end of the eason. 

Football 
The Regimenta.l soccer team has been unfortunate in having 

to field several different teams due to our various operations/ 
commitments. However, despite this, we have many keen 
players and have entered in the Dorset Sunday League as well 
as the South-west Services Competition. There is a great 
dea_l of_ local enthusiasm for soccer on Sunday afternoons, 
which 1s always supported by a very substantial crowd of 
~pectat?rs. Our record in . ?ie Sun.day League is steadily 
rmprovmg, and the oppos1tton, whilst usually enthusiastic 
is possibly at a slight disadvantage playing at this time at th~ 
weekend. Our record to date is eleven won, two drawn and 
seven lost. The latest acquistions to the team are Signalman 
' ~halky ' Bantin . ~nd Lance-Corporal Bob Hales, who have 
given greater striking power forward, with such stalwarts as 
Sergeant Jan Jasiok, Corporal Pete Ferns and Corporal 
' Whizzer ' Liddle, all players from last season who continue 
to serve us well. Our chief goal scorers are Signalman George 
Mannarn and Sergeant Jan Jasiok with Corporal 'Whizzer' 
Liddle a close competitor for top-scoring record. Our thanks 
are due to Corporal Les Lawrence for all his administrative 
work and physical effort on the field-we shall miss him 
when he is posted to B.A.0 .R. 

Hockey 
The hockt;Y team have won nine .of t!ieir. twelve games thi 

eason, and mcluded amongst our v1ctooes 1s a succes against 
our closest ri_vals, th_e Sch~l of Signals. Other noteworthy 
successes agamst maior umts have been the matches with 
~e Sch?Ol of Infantry, £!le Royal lv'arines Amphibiou Train
mg Unit and 22nd Regiment Royal Engineers. The team is 
very capably led by W.0.1 Eddie Holland and ha a strong 
defence in whidt Staff Sergeant Ron Watson and Sergeant 
Ray Harris consistently give outstanding performances. The 
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battle m midfield is usually won y W.0.1 Eddie Holland, 
Corporal Jim Taylor and Signalm n Alan Moran. We are 
well- erved by our wingers, Signalman Georgie Best and 
Corporal Mick Tankard, but the man who scores irost of the 
goals and takes the glory is our ace striker Lance-Corporal 
John Kelway. During tl1c match against the School of Signals 
on th December, the School fought with their u ual deter
minauon, but were unable to prevent us winning by a goal 
in each half by Lance-Corporal John Kelway. 

Th big di appointment of the season was our first round 
defeat in the Army Cup by 29 Commando Regiment Royal 
Artillery. After having led throughout most of the first half 
by a superb goal from Signalman Alan Moran, an unfortunate 
but di astrou mi take on the stroke of half-time allowed the 
Commando to core the equaliser. Throughout the second 
half, we continued to dominate, but in our efforts to score 
the defence pushed up too far and the opposition left-winger 
broke away to score--a brilliant olo effort. I n spite of many 
near mis es as the forwards piled on the pressure, we were 
unable to improve on our only goal. However, since that 
game me team has gone from strength to strength and we 
have two regular players in the Corps side, Captain Pat 
Dickinson and Signalman Chris Wooff. 

Bnlilketbnll 
At the time of going to Press RS.M. Henry Jennings has 

two teams under training and participating in the Weymouth, 
and Bournemouth L eagues. Both teams are having a very 
sati factory measure of success, with the 'A' team holding 

third place in the Weymouth League and the ' B' team at 
second place in the Bournemouth League. In addition to the 
local league gam es me gymnasium is also frequently occupied 
by teams from sub-units in Blandford. Thanks to the accurate 
hooting of Corporal Jerry Jaques and Lance-Corporal Ian 

Cameron, H .Q. and 2 Squadron have won the Blandford 
tation League. Other leading personalities in the basketball 

teams are Q.M.S.I. Bill Chapman and Sergeant Jan Jasiok. 

Hugh::"· 
The regiment has had some inter-unit matches, including 

successful re ults against Bournemouth Police 9-3, 95 Com
mando Royal M arines 13-9, and Stadium Portland 20-6. The 
demand for players for representative and station rugby has 
prevented more regular fi xtures being undertaken. In Corps 
representative games the unit have provided S.S.M. Ron Block 
and Sergeant Russel Gainsford for the matches against R.A., 
R.E. R.E.M.E. S.S.M. Ron Block's remarkable appearance 
for the Corps aged mirty-eight is a particularly commendable 
performance. The Regiment and Station side will miss the 
ervices of both players because S.S.M. Block retires from 

the Service and Sergeant Gainsford is posted to 4 Guards 
Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron. 

The regiment have also provided for the Blandford Station 
ide S.S.M. Roy Stark, Sergeants Mick Davies and Eric Tait 

and Signalman ' Ginger ' Doak. The Station side have also 
been playing Sunday marches in addition to their Saturday 
fixtures much to the pleasure of the encouraging support on 
the touch lines. 

News from Squadrons 

0 
CCV 

5 Airportable Brigade 

H.Q. & Signal Squadron 

B.F.P.O. 801 

ACCORDING co ancient custom, members of this Squadron 
who return from three days R. $t R. and beat the O.C. 

at badminton are sent back to their offices to write Tlm WIRE 
!1ote~ . They still do if they lose. Never mind, Sir, next time 
It will be squash. Meanwhile, herewith a brief account of what 
the Saxon Horse (see top of this column) is doing in Lurgan, 
Co. Armagh (see top left of map of U.K.). 

A warmhearted Chrlstn1as - Th" fr1u- . fa"" of 
£1strr 

Despite wars or rumours of same, Christmas, during which 
a fully operational posture was maintained, was somehow 
a!lowed to become the high point of December, despite 
v1g?rous attempts ~y R..S.M. Brian Cook to gee it stopped 
as 1t clashed with his dunes conference. Christmas was marked 
by ~:>verwhelming kii;idness and generosity from the local pop
ulauon. Very early 10 our tour we had to make it clear that 
we could not accept invitations to spend Christmas in people's 
homes, since when we have received countless tokens of 
goodwill from local churches, factories and individuals as 
well as a share of the collections arranged by the nati~nal 
newspapers. The evening the Salvation Army band came and 
playe<! carols in the canteen was the evening an anonymous 
wellw1sher from the town, known as Second-Lieutenant 
~eanuts, paid for a free night. The people of one parish 
invaded the camp one evening (by prior arrangement !) to 
prod!-lce for us a <;<>!1cert featuring three local folk groups and 
considerable quantities of free beer. One factory with only 200 
employees presented £147 to buy a bar billiards table for the 
canteen. Such generosity belongs to the unpublished brighter 
side of the story of Ulster. 

Indeed, ~hurting .the Squadron inside the notorious glass
hoU!!e of lGtchen Hill f~ctory gave new point to the old service 
Clmstmas customs which many consider outdated. Such as 
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DETERMINATION- BUT CAN THEY DO IT? 
Contrasting styles in this action photograph of the more senior 
members of the Squadron about to pu ll the "Rest" off the factory 

floor on Christmas morning. 
Right to left : Sergeant Blackmore (Coach), Major Topple, Captain 
Martin, Staff-Sergeant Lyons (obscured), Sergeant Bott, R.Q.M.S. 

Kelly, R.S.M . Book, Lieutenant Garrod , F of S Crowe 

'Gunfire.' "Lost your mug Signalman? Pass me your boots! 
It may be peace on earth but this is five floors up ! " Such 
as the men's Christmas lunch, served in traditional manner 
by the Officers, Warrant Officers and Sergeants and shared 
with our .resident infantry company, 132 Medium Battery 
Royal Artillery (The Bengal Rocket Troop). At this meal, 
every soldier received a Christmas present bought wrapped 
and delivered by the staff of a local factory. 

Christmas was also the time of the draw and dance organised 
by ~taff Serl!eant '~ic ' Nicoll and committee, a major com
munity redauons proiect, when 200 ' locals ' selected for their 
femininity were invited to help us while away the time until 
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9,000 CHRISTMAS CARDS 
The Signal Officer- in-Chief, Lance-Corporal Harry Hirst and 
Corporal John Swift with a selection of some of the 9,000 cards 

sent to the Squadron by newspaper readers 

the fi rst prize, leave for. Christmas with a free flight home, 
was drawn. The lucky wmner, the only man home for Christ
mas, was Signalman ' Tojo ' Menham, who was probably 
everyone's second choice. 

«:hrishnns card chase 

The great Christmas card chase started one evening when 
La~ce-Corpo~al David Smith, ugge ted that the comcen hift 
write to their local newspapers, asking readers to send left 
over Christmas cards to the Squadron, ' to decorate the walls 
?f th~ fa1.;tory.' Over nine thousand cards were received 
mcludmg one from a seJ! styled Newcastle Evening Chronicle 
reader, the Master of Signals. The only spare vertical space 
was of course sacrosanct-the TV creen. 

This room wa~ one of many unusual sights we were able 
to offer the S.0.-m-C. (see picture), when he visited the factory 
on 21st December._ General Sawers spent two hours, meeting 
nea~ly every m~n m the Squadron and inspecting the highest 
Christma~ tree Jn Lurgan and what could be the busiest Brigade 
comcen m Ulster. (December/January WIRE, page 493 line 
SS, right). ' 

I11door sports 

Being slightly limited on sports ground , apart from the hard 
core who set .off under F. of S: Crowe to play for local teams, 
we. look ~or mdoor. and sometimes unusual sports. Signalman 
P~l Davies orgamsed the Squadron badminton knock-out. 

1ngles winner was Signalman Nicholas Welsh and the doubles 
title went to Lance-Corporal ' Jock ' Carr and Corporal Paul 
Mercer. There was the Christmas morning tug o' war when 
Corporal 'Jock' Cameron, R.P.C. challenged all comer and 
of course the dreaded Joannabash, when we made a determined 
effort to wre~t the wo~ld piano smashing record from (Shsssh) 
H.Q. and Signal Regiment. The superior mechanical ability 
of the R.C.T./R.E.M.E. entry was no match for the opposition 
although no new record is claimed. ' 

Tnllple••e 

Finally, our sympathy to 39 Infantry Brigade Signal Squad
roi:;i, grounded on 10th January, and as the only mobile 
Brigade H .Q. left in Ulster may we invite our readers to 
watch this space. The next notes could well be from Tidworth . 

FARAWAY PLACES! 
- UN1JS1JAL JOBS ! 

SEND VS THAT STORY 
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8th Inf. Bde. H.Q.&SignaJ 

Squadron, Londonderry 

J\ dim Christmas outside bnrrn•··ks 

THE Christmas season,_ for us here in Londonderry, has 
crept past almost without anyone noticing it. Darkened 

streets and bo~ded. shop wi~dows belie the city's attempts 
to create a festive atr. Gay strings of coloured light illuminate 
arme~ patrols padding past windows where ' Seasonal 
Gree~ngs ' and ' Business as usual,' notices compete for 
prommence. There have been no carol singers in the eveninos 
an_d the special sense of mounting excitement has been sadly 
missed. 

Because th~ lack of Chris.trnas spirit was so apparent outside 
the barracks it was doubly unportant that we fostered it within 
the confines o~ our homes,_ barracks and messes. The Squadron 
dance, the wives club dmner and the children's Christmas 
party all took on a greater significance. Sergeant Langford and 
Sergeant Anderson, both pressed men from 30th Regiment 
worked extremely hard to make the Christmas dance a rip 
roarin~ success. The Viking Club all but burst at the seams 
that mg~t and we were all able to let our hair down. It was 
an everung long to be remembered. Our thanks, however, must 
~ere be recorded on behalf of the unlucky guards whose duty 
1t was to guard the club, and to check the credentials of all 
those who joined the party. 

Wives Club to the fore 
The wives club dinner took place this year in the Warrant 

Officers' and SergC?~ts' Wess. The wives enjoyed the full 
u~e of the mess dinmg hall and the ex1>ert service of the 
p10neers who volunteered to act as waiters for the evening. 
The R.S.M., W.0.1 Meyer, eyed the goings on doubtfully but 
nevertheless ensured that the whole occasion was thoroughly 
. uccessful. Each of the wives wrapped a small gift and brought 
1~ to the table where these were swopped and distributed. This 
h~tle gesture adde.d greatly to the charm of the evening. The 
wives club conuruttee who worked so hard have every justi
fication in congratulating themselves on the wonderful success 
of the evening. 

O.ne hundred . and forty children came to rt1e Squadron 
Christmas party m .the Walker Hall. The messing was arranged 
by 1st Royal Anglian and the cakes, jellies and pastries piled 
onto the tables were simple mouthwatering. 

Public generosity 
The incredible genero.sity of the general public in donating 

co funds such as the Daily Telegraph Colour Television Fund, 
the Lord Mayor's Appeal Fund, and the Daily Mirror Fund, 
has been one of the most memorable aspects of this Christmas. 
Every single unit in Northern Ireland has benefited from all 
these funds. Quite apart from the extraordinary demonstration 
of sympati1y shown to the troops out here, the gifts of television 
games, coffe machines radios, etc., are real proof of the morai 
support the public off.!rs to ustain the soldier through their 
tcdiou and largely boring duties. 

In December another Squadron original departed. Captain 
Paddy Howley, our fearsome quarterma ter, left the Squadron 
to terrorise the School of Signals. It is a shame that he was 
unable to fulfill his ambition to catch a fish (onlv salmon are 
considered worthy enough to be called a fish here) but we are 
sure that he will do his best to make up for his disappointment 
by fishing English rivers. 

Disfin~u.isht•d ' ' islfors 
Amongst the distinguished vmtors to Derry in December 

were the Prime Minister, Mr. Ted Heath, a welcome but 
unexpected visitor and the S.0 .-in-C. Major-General J. M. 
Sawers. The S.0.-m-C. was on a wilistle-stop tour of Northern 
Ireland and was only able to remain with us for lunch and a 
brief visit across the bridge into the city. Perhaps he will be 
able to stay longer next time. 

We were also graced by a visit by Frankie Howerd and 
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A QUICK VISIT FROM THE S.0.-IN-C. 
Major General S. M. Sawers called in on 8 Brigade during a pre
Christmas tour of N. Ireland. Accompanying him was C.R. Signals, 
N. Ireland , Lieutenant-Colonel P. A. MacF MacGillivray and the 

Squadron Commander Major A. P. Fielding 

hi C.S.E. show which included the talented Lorne Gibson 
Trio and the beautiful former Miss World, Miss Eva Ruber 
Estier. Frankie Howerd's earthy humour and his willingness to 
come down amongst the troops to talk and joke was .very 
much appreciated. Miss Eva has inevitably left a trail of 
lovelorn admirers. 

Snrf and sea canoe meeti11g 

The Canoe Club braved the raw wind and bitterly cold 
water on the first Sunday of the month, at Portrum. The 
Northern Ireland Canoe Union held a surf and sea canoeing 
meeting on the west beach and five members of the Squadron 
donned safety helmets and wet ~uits to p~ddle out d?ggedly 
into the surf with them. The thrills and spills came thick and 
fast. Captain Blessington spent most of his day emptying 
himself and his canoe out on the beach. Lance-Corporal Baker 
manag~d to stand his canoe on its bow end, and pirouette 
gracefully before being entirely demolished by the crashing surf. 
Corporal Hart and Lance-Corporal Bingham performed some 
extraordinary feats of seamanship both above and under the 
waves. However, at the end of a cold but exhilarating day 
everyone could say that the experience was worthwhile and 
that whilst they had a lot to learn about the surf a lot had 
been learned in a very shon time. Norman Rowe, a keen 
civilian canoist and an enthusiastic instructor, taught well, and 
it is hoped that many further excursions into surf and white 
water can be arranged for the future under his tuition. 

19 Airportable Bde. H.Q. 
and Signal Squadron 

Colchester 

Exerelse ' Staff Ride 6 ' 

THE Brigade Headquarters and Signal Squadron were 
deployed in mid-December to Salisbury Plain for 

Exercise ' Stai'" Ride 6.' The exercise was of great value to the 
Squadron as there were many detachments who had never 
been on exercise since joining the unit. The weather remained 
fine for the three day which is very strange for winter 
exercises. 

F.-stlvltf PH 

After Exercise ' Staff Ride 6 ' the Christmas festivities began. 
The officers held their annual ladies' night on the 17th Decem
ber and on the 18th December the Sergeants' Mess held their 
mess draw. The draw was voted a great success by all and 
once again W.0.1 Smith (R.A.0.C.) was amply rewarded for 
a large investment. On the 20th December the Sergeants' Mess 
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were invited to lunchtime drinks at the Officers' Mess prior 
to serving the oldiers Chri~unas dinner. As always th~ A.c .. c. 
produced an excellent tradiuonal meal, washed down with w~e 
and beer. This was followed by the All Ranks dance wh1ch 
was enjoyed by all who attended. 

On the last day before block leave the Squadron .held a 
carol service in the Garrison Church followed by the children's 
Chri tmas party. All the ch_ildren e~med to ~njoy . themselves 
especially when Father Christmas (ahas Captam Cliff Walters) 
arrived with their presents. 

Training 
January has become a month of intensive trade conversion 

training Corporal Stevens, Corporal Ayers, Lance-Corporal 
Walton,' Lance-Corporal Brown, Signalman . Goshawk and 
Signalman Bunce have be7n sent on a Radio. ~perator to 
Combat Radioman conversion course at 3rd D1v1S1on Head
quarters and Signalman ~egiment. Sergeant ~eek has gone 
to Catterick on a conversion course from Radio Operator to 
Radio Telegraphist. The Signal Squ~dron has also just started 
its own programme for trade conversion. 

.hrh•als and de1mrtures 
We welcome to the unit W.0.1 Bibby, R.A.0.C., Signalman 

Hudson, Signalman McKay, Corporal Hanrahan and Signalman 
Walters. 

We say goodbye thi month to W.0.1 Sykes, ~.A.0.C., 
Signalman Langley and Staff Sergeant Hanlon and w1sh them 
all the be t for the future. 

216 Parachute Signal Squadron 
Aldershot 

AFTER a long break of four weeks leave in August, we 
returned to a very hasty preparation for a complete 

Stocktaking Board on 3rd September, 1971. This was for the 
handover of the Squadron from Major Roy Williams to Major 
Ron Roberts, who has ' graduated' from Harrogate. 

Recruiting tour-D.A.O.n. 
' Whistle-stop-tour ' was the O.K. phrase for the recruiting 

team of Captain Clem Palmer and his team of Sergeant John 
O'Rourke and Corporals Jimmy Campbell and Pete Whitehead. 
To any unit we did not visit we aI?Ologise,_ but we wo~d 
particularly like to thank 12 Mecnamsed Bngade (men;iones 
of that visit are particularly hazy), and 7 Armoured Brigade, 
who opened the eyes of the pure minded Airborne s<;>ldiers 
somewhat, with their visit to Hamburg I We now have m our 
barrack block twenty recruits, undergoing training for the 
Airborne Selection Course. 

During the last selection course before Christmas,_ all four 
of our applicants were successful. They were Second-L~eutenant 
D. Harris, Signalman Brown, from 30th Regiment, Signalman 
Birks from 227 Squadron and Signalman MacFarlane from 
2 Division Regiment. 

Shake-out exercises 
From October to December a series of patrol exercises were 

held. Every Junior N.C.O . and soldier in the Squadron at the 
time took part. Emphasis was put on Junior N.C.O.'s as 
Independent Detachment Commanders. ·Corporal Steve Mar
shall will always be grateful to 'P' Company, who wer.e 
tramping across the Brecon Beacons, and stumbled upon his 
Landrover sinking fast in an ' unmarked bog. The Detach
ment's tasks covered large areas of Scotland, Dartmoor, Wales, 
Stamford and the North of England. 

Visits 
Brigadier Geoffrey Proudman, C.S.0. Strategic Command, 

was able to visit us on 18th November, 1971. Apart from the 
usual tour, he was taken to see members of the Squadron 
competing in a cross country driving time trial, where he saw 
some Landrovers in slightly precarious positions, and also 
met informally many of the Squadron. 

In October, a brief visit was paid by Captain Michel Luquet, 
13 eme RDP. He was shown the rudiments of 'Le technique 
Anglias ' of parachuting, and then taken to Hankley Common, 
to make a couple of descents. 
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Lieutenant Francois Letandin (also of the French Army), 
made a longer stay of ten days in December. During his time 
he saw the life of the Squadron, and many of the training 
aspects, including two nights in the rain sleeping under the 
stars in the Stamford training area. 

Also during N ovember, a trip was made to Cyprus by ten 
members of the Squadron. Once again we proved that para
chuting at 06.00 hours and ' keo ' brandy sour just docs not 
mix (well ... not very well anyway!). Other training included 
map reading across miles of rocky country to a rendezvous, 
and onenteering. Time was also found to squeeze in trips to 
Limas ol and Kyrenia, and a certain amount of sunbathing 
(you can't come back from Cyprus without a suntan!). The 
full quota of duty-free ' Hooch ' was of course collected. The 
choice seemed to vary from whisky to brandy to whisky and 
brandy! (In a few cases only). 

S1•or •s 

At last we have got to the 1970 Boxing Finals (Army Minor 
Units). This competition was held up by our tour in Northern 
Ireland, and then the absence of our opposition, 1st Parachute 
Regiment, who were allegedly logi~tic jungle training in 
.T amaica. Corporal Jim Coffey worked hard with the team, to 
get them fit, but we conceded the day in the last bout. Con
gratulation are d ue par ticularly to Signalman ' Ricky ' Richards, 
who has only had four fights, and gave an Army boxer a very 
close run for h is money. 

The orienteenng team has once again taken in many new 
recruits, and managed again to secure the 3 Division Cup in 
September (they always seem to win when the orienteering 
officer is not running!). 

Nineteen-seventy--0ne has been a great year for the soccer 
team. They flexed their muscles against 39th Engineering 
Regiment in the Army Major Units Cup, in September, and 
have since also beaten the Parachute Regiment Depot, and 
1st Bn. The Parachute Regiment, a thrilling match which 
coincided with the Christmas Carol Service, and somehow 
appeared to divide the loyalties of a handful of would-be 
church-goers. In October, the team also took on the proposed 
Corp team, and beat them ! ! 

Ismailia Cup 

During the last week of November, the Brigade set itself 
into motion with a whole week of sport. The competition 
covered a total of nine sports, of which the Squadron won 
the soccer, hockey and orienteering, and also took second 
place in orienteeriF1g and volleyball . In a league of seven 
units, many of the sports took two teams per unit, and almost 
every member of the Squadron played two sports. On pre ent
ing the cup to S.S.M. Ivor Wells, the Brigade Commander 
remarked that there was no other unit's name on it; a tradition 
we mean to keep up! 

We rounded off the with a superb all ranks' dance, which 
seemed to provide a cure for several of the sufferers of the 
' ulcer epidemic.' 

Nineteen-seventy-two has starred with a bang. In January, 
twenty members of the Squadron, led by Lieutenant Dick 
Gittings, move to Kenya for six weeks and another ten swan 
off to Cyprus for a week's parachuting. The Cyprus party 
will also carry out recccs for a full Squadron exercise in the 
sun which is scheduled for the whole of April and M ay. 

227 Signal Squadron 
:(AFCENf) B.F.P.O. 18 

mHE period covered by these notes is dominated by the 
L Christmas and New Year festivities which commenced 

as early as 14th December, and i now slowly and rather 
reluctantly ending on 2nd January. It says much for members 
of !:he Squadron that in spite of the mammoth Bacchanalian 
nature of the celebrations that they still look remarkably hale 
and hearty. 
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Men's Christmas Dinner 

This provided a high note on which to start off the fe~tivitics. 
The Mess hall staff under the direction of W.O. Ken Wheeler 
(R.A.F.), provided a sumptuous meal worthy of any of London's 
finest hotels. The staff waiting on the tables far out-numbered 
those sitting down to dine, thus a fierce competition ensued 
for t~c ~onour of serving our living-in members. 

Brigadier E. W. Anstey addressed those dining and in the 
course of ~is speec~ mentioned that one chap he had spoken 
to had lavished praise on the cooks and affirmed that it was 
the finest meal he had had in AFCENT. Some considerable 
amusement was caused when it was discovered that the diap 
he had been speaking to had only been in AFCENT for 24 
hour~, an~ most o! this time had been spent celebrating a 
reumon with old fnends; as a result the Christmas dinner was 
his first meal. 

The S.S.M., Bert Bowes, made the briefest and most popular 
speech when he announced that the Squadron was providing 
free beer in 1.'he Anchor Inn, at the dance scheduled to follow 
the dinner. Both diners and the serving staff repaired to this 
event and enjoyed a lively if somewhat noisy finish to a very 
enjoyable evening. 

~fobile Commu11ic.utio11 <A•ntre Christmas Party 
Although this is an international function designed to cater 

for the various nationalities forming M.C.C., all Squadron 
members are eligible to attend. W.0.1 (F. of S.) John Bridge
man organised this event on 15th December and ensured success 
by providing the best band available, a first-class buffet and 
very tasteful decor. 

The lively and spirited dancing of the members of the 
Squadron bore testimonial to their enthusiasm, agility and 
powers of recuperation. They also proved to have excellent 
staying power by maintaining the tempo well into the early 
hours of the morning with fluid ease. 

Sergeants' :!\'fess Draw a11d Dance 
This was held on 18th December and was probably the most 

lavish affair the Mess has staged for some considerable time. 
W.0.I (Y. of S.) Colin Heaps directed operations whilst Staff 
Sergeants (Y. of S.) Tony Jackson and Jim Walker (R.E.M.E.), 
ably assisted by Sergeants Eric BeJJ and Lou Stevens, did the 
donkey work. 

Mary Burke, wife of R.S.M. Tom Burke, and Fay Bowes, 
wife of S.S.M. Bert Bowes, opened up proceedings and drew 
the first tickets. The natives got decidedly restless when this 
proved to belong to Colin Heaps. Remarks made would lead 
one to believe that 'he had studied extensively at the Conserva
toire of Bradford. Daphne Heaps later reciprocated by drawing 
out one of Tom Burke's tickets; a case of you scratch my back 
and I will scratch yours? 

Our M.T. Sergeant Ken Moxon showed that he had not 
lost his touch by figuring prominently amongst the prize
winners. Sergeant Chris Thorburn was our most prolifi~ winner, 
finally he asked the Y.of S. if he could organise a change as he 
was becoming embarrassed. This was speedily arranged as the 
next ticket was not one of Chris's, it was his sister's. 

Mrs. Terry Femlley, wife of Sergeant Ted Fendley, proved 
her loyalty by drawing Ted's tickets with monotonous regularity. 
Having completed the draw they then demonstrated their com
plete ver atility by winning a spot prize during one of the 
dances. 

A final check showed that the 103 prizes were very evenly 
distributed between our members and only two or three failed 
to take a prize home. 

Despondent 
Our M.T. Sergeant Ken Moxon is now wallowing in a slough 

of despondency as a result of the threatened withdrawal from 
Malta. Ken was looking forward to a long Mediterranean holi
day on his next posting. He is now in the position of awaiting 
a posting yet once more. Ken is firmly convinced that this is 
a direct result of letting Pat Toovey, our ex-Line Sergeant, go 
to Malta before him. We mu t admit that we hardly expected 
Pat to resolve the Maltese problem quite quickly. 

Condolences 
The sympathies of all members are extended to Corporal 

and Mrs. Ray Garner on the sudden death of their son Paul on 
Christma Day. The d:iild, one of twins aged fo1:1r months, died 
peacefully in his sleep. 
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C•nll(rnt ulatien. 
To rporaJ Pete Catterall on running slow enough to be 
ught by a very charming Dutch girl Miss Rensins Charlotte 

Voge and having the good sense to marry her on 17th 
December; ' Ginge ' regrecs that he is no longer available for 
hi inimitable performance which delighted 249 and Bugis 

treet. 

Arrh•als and Departures 
The Squadron welcomes Sergeant Brownhill, Staff Sergemt 

Watts, Corporals Beddow, Yarr, Wootton, Lance-Corporal 
McKnight and Signalman Kerr. We trust that they will all 
enioy their tay in AFCENT. We al o wi h the following 
members of the Squadron all the best of luck in their new units: 
Corporals Robinson, Pedley, Dudding, Pinkus and Lance
Corporal Kno and Snailham. 

' 
233 Signal Squadron 

Northern Ireland 

o.c. 
2 i/c 
T.0.T. 
Tfc. Offr. 
O.C. W.R.A.C. Tp .... 
0.C. Com.ms. Tp. 
S.S.M 
Y. of S. 

\\'ho are we ? 

Major Peter Leonard 
Captain Bob Peake, B.E.M. 
Major John Harwood 
Captain Peter Dixon 
Lieutenant Sue McWade 
Lieutenant Geoff Strivens 
W.0.2 Alan Kingham 
W.0.1 Bob French 

A FTER many months we have at last managed to put pen 
to paper hoping that we shall this time be referred to as 

233 and not 223. Despite the upheaval here, Lisburn is still in 
Northern Ireland and not Winchester! During our silence much 
has happened and since the introduction of internment our 
strength in numbers has increased considerably and we are now 
bursting at the seams. The only place not housing a bed is the 
ab'.ucions and their turn may yet come. Our basic role of 
providing communications for the Headquarters Northern 
Ireland continues and in addition we have several off-shoot 
Troops providing vital operational links throughout the Pro
vince. We feel that we can claim the loneliest outpost of all 
in the form of a re-bro station and when the mist clears in the 
Spring we hope to photograph it. 

VI It of Signal Officer-in-Chief 
It was to this vital, isolated spot that Major-General Max 

Sawers, M.B.E., the Signal Officer-in-Chief, went soon after 
his arrival here on 20th December. The O.C. lost a few pounds 
~bing up the mountainside to greet him and a few pennies 
bavmg bet that the Scout helicopter would not make it in the 
bad conditions. The General was most impressed with what he 
saw and the detachment, which changes weekly, honoured to 
have such a di-tingujshed visitor. General Sawers also visited 
the main Stables area where we are located and met all 
personnel at work. 

Christmas and Farewells 
With Christmas upon us we have held the usual functions. 

The Squa~ron all ranks' dance was a great success and over 
250 danced away to one of the leading Ulster showbands. 
During this event we said farewell to W.0.1 Arthur Dixon who 
leaves us for the calm of Darlington where he is going into 
business in sporting goods. Yeoman Dixon was one of the 
original posted personnel before the troubles escalated in 1969 
and _we owe much to him for our good communicating name. 
Dunn~ December, too, Staff Sergeant Stan Boxall, our 
S.Q.M.S:, left after 23 years' regular service. He has taken up 
an appomtment as a B.I.A. locally so no doubt be will still 
continue to tell us "Sign here please." Amid all the bard 
work and dangers here we still felt strong and brave enough 
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to hold a kiddies' Christmas party! Over 70 children, including 
some under-privileged from the BeUast area, took over the 
gymnasium on 22nd December. A grand time was had by all 
and the Camp Commandant bas agreed to include the premises 
in with the 1972 rebuild! 

Appr••ciatio11 
We would like to take this opportunity to thank various 

Regiments and the Royal Signal Assoeiation for their kind 
donations through C.R. Signals Northern Ireland to improve 
the soldier • lot in Ulster. In particular 31st (GL) Signal Regi
ment (V), 40th (Ulster) Signal Regiment (V), H .Q. Royal Sig
nal Association and the Royal Signals Asrnciacion (N. Ireland 
Branch). The added comforts that they have bought are greatly 
appreciated especially by our detached elements. 

Sports and Ge-nc>ral 
We still find time to run an inter-Troop six-a-side soccer 

and hockey competition. At the half-way mark it is still very 
open although the early pace-setters in S.H.Q. seem to be 
running out of steam. Corporal ' I almost gotta horse ' Hughes 
does a great job [electing six from seven. 

Finally, may we wish all ' Wll'e ' readers a very happy 1972 
and extra special wishes to all our recent departures, too many 
to name, but our thanks for helping to keep the flag flying 
higl:t. 

261 Signal Squadron (Air Support) 
B.F.P.O. 53 

East Cyprus afari Rally 

COMMENCING on the afternoon of Saturday, 11th 
December through until the early hours of Sunday, 12th 

December, 261 Signal Squadron rally team pitted their wits 
and driving ability against strong competition in the East 
Cyprus Safari Rally .There were 34 entries in all and the 
Squadron entered a Land Rover in the M.AM.A. class in 
which there were six other entrants. 

The Squadron's Land Rover was driven by Craftsman Pete 
Dolan and navigated by Sergeant Tom Hornby. After a 
briefing in Farnagusta they set off at 16.06 hours in entry No. 6. 
They arrived at Time Control Point No. 2 two minutes early 
behind car No. 7 and were met by the ' back up' Land Rover 
driven by Lance-Corporal Doug Nadin and Lance-Corporal 
Dick Lead.beater. 

They left on time for T.C. point No. 3 and were accom
panied by the back up Land Rover and also an accompanying 
car driven by Second Lieutenant Bob Dibley and Sergeant 
Mick Hartland, w1lo were to R.V. with our vehicle at various 
stages on the rally. 

Second Lieutena t Bob Dibley arrived at T.C. point No. 6 
in Zygi village before any of the entrants with his car loaded 
with petrol. 

The Squadron Land Rover arrived some two minutes late 
and informed the unfortunates, who had been standing in 
the pouring rain, that they did not require refueling yet! 

.They accelerated away in a cloud of spray. The next R.V. 
with the Land Rover was in the village of Kornos, midway 
between T.C. points 10 and 11 when they came through 
leading the car behind by three-quarters of an hour. One catch 
here-they had deliberately cut a section to gain time. They 
were refuelled and had bot coffee before driving off leaving a 
cloud of blue smoke and a mud-bespattered Cypriot audience. 

The two back up vehicles remained at this point for an hour 
and a hall watchmg the rally pass through and looking out 
for .tw<? othe: memb~rs of our rally club, Mr. Jim Nicolls, 
nav1gatmg his Lancia Fu'via Rallve, and Corporal Keith 
Parsons navigating a Colt Gallant. Unfortunately, Jim was let 
down between T.C. points 7 and 8 but Keith Parsons finished 
fourth in his class. 

By 22.15 hours on Saturday only 24 cars had passed through 
and it was now time to head for Nicosia - the half way point. 

Approximately 45 minutes later at 23.45 hours our Land 
Rover arrived at the Cvprus Hilton for a well earned coffee 
and a chanc:e for the drivers to stretch their legs. 

After eatmg a few sandwiches in the light of the Hilton 
crest, which for some reason had caught fire, the team set off 
once more for a further 306 miles gruelling drive. 

(Continued on ftage 76) 
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Tuke the whole family to and from Germany for almost the cost 
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of half the family. 
Any day of the week you can travel to and from Germany 

by Pr.ins Ferries at half the adult price. And your wife and 
children over 14 can go with you at the same rate. 

For children under 4 the terms get even better: they go free. 
How much would it cost you? As a typical instance. a 

service fam ily of 2 adults, one 14 yea r old and a baby could 
travel to Germany and back with their car for £32.30 - a 
saving of £27.80 ! Each fare• starts at £4.75 single (£8.50 
return) and you can even take your car for as li ttle as £3.85 
(£6.80 return). 

What do you get for your money? 
You travel in luxury all the way Harwich to Hamburg or 

Harwich to Bremerhaven. You get a choice of dining facilities 
(Swedish Smorgasbord or a la carte). There·s dancing. casino, 
duty free bars and shops. And after you've enjoyed a 
wonderful evening you have the choice of a wide range of 
cabins and sleeperettes. 

If you think it sounds almost too good to be true. contact 
your travel agent or write to the address below for full details. 

~ o;pal.~ . ! 3 c ·--= ..... --.. ,-......... ·~:::-? - . PRINS FERRIES 
Prins Ferries. 67 Grosvenor Street. London W1 X OEA 
Telephone 01-629 7961 also 491 7641 
German Office: HADAG Seetouristik und Fahrdienst AG 2000 
Hamburg 11. Johannisbollwerk 6-8 
Telephone (0411) 31961 
or. Karl Geuther & Co. 2800 Bremen. Martinistrasse 58 
Telephone (0421) 3 16 01 

"Prices ate slightly higher July 15th-September 1st. 

LIFE ASSURANCE 
ITS FUNCTION. The main function of Life Assurance is the protection of present or prospective dependants against hardship 
resulting from your premature death and provision for yourself and them in later years if you survive normally. 

INVESTMENT. Life Assurance, especially Endowment Assurance, is however also the best possible long-term investment, 
because the money is invested wisely, and partly in "growth equities," by the Life Assurance Company and because it is the only 
form of investment subsidised by the Government. The subsidy consists of Income Tax Allowance on two-fifths of Premiums. 
For those liable to Tax at 38.75%, this means 15.5% abatement. Thus, a net outlay of £8450 a year provides a premium 
of £100 a year, which is 18.34 % increase. · 
SELECTION. There is a deal of difference between Companies and between various types of Policy. Therefore, do NOT 
deal direct with any Company or its representatives. You need the unbiased advice of a Broker specialising in Service problems. 
I offer this advice without fee or obligation. I am not tied to any Company, and select the most favourable for each type of risk. 

INFORMATION REQUffiED. May I suggest you should let me know your date of birth, whether married or single, dates of 
birth and sexes of children, rates of pay and next increase, and how much you can afford in addition to any existing outlay. 
If you have any Policies in force, I recommend you to let me inspect them and tell you whether they are good value. In any case 
they may affect the type of new Policy you should consider. With this information, I can give you recommendations which you 
can accept or reject as you please. 
RETIRED or RETIRING OFACERS are advised to consult me in regard to House Purchase, Investment of Capital, and 
the advantages of commuting half Retired Pay. 
SURTAX and ESTATE DUTY. Suitable action can greatly reduce the burden. If these problems are at all large let m~ 
advise you how to increase your net income AND net estate. 
GENERAL ASSURANCES. We also arrange Kit, Motor, Winter Sports and all other Insurances in the best markets. 

R . ~~is~fiir.ms R. T. WILLIAMS LTD. 
F .C.I.B. 

2, Duke Street, Brighton, BNl lDE 
Telephone Brighton 28181 (2 lines) 

Incorporated Insurance Brokers 
Incorporated Life Assurance Brokers 

Member of the Services Insurance Brokers Association 
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Major 
T. F. Williams 

F.C .l .B. 
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onunue from page 74) 

The ba - up vehicles were next due to meet the Land Rover 
t T.C. point o. 23, but, unable to find the actual control 

point they remained where they thought it should be. At 
03.05 hour - unda · morning they aw the first car pass through 
and on to the control point which wa hidden 100 yard 
further on. Almost an hour ebp ed before they aw entry 
No. 6 arrive 54 minute late d1..e to bad fog. We have all 
heard of ' Motorway Madness ' ?ut the speed at which some 
vehicles were overtaking our Land Rover along r'iis particular 
tretch of densly fogged main road had to be seen to be 

believed. Even the winner of the Cyprus International Rally 
wa late at thi stage. 

Pushed for time, the next move had to be planned and it 
wa decided to cut out another vital section in order co gain 
time. By the time they had passed through T.C. point o. 28 
they were only two minutes down on time and forged onward 
into the Kyrenia mountains. 

Imagine the surpri e when at the final T.C. point, No. 34, 
dawn rose to find that entry No. 6 was surging on just nine 
minutes late. 

They were not interested in the petrol that was proffered, 
obtaining the Controllers signature on their card before the 
card had even reached a halt, rapidly accelerating away to the 
finish. 

The fini!.{1 of the rally was just outside Dhekelia scheduled 
for 07.30 hours Sunday morning, some 15 hours and 400 miles 
after starting out. 

From there everybody proceeded to Dbekelia Motor Club 
to await the provisional results of the rally. After a nail-biting 
two hours the results were posted. Of the 34 entrants only 
20 fini hed, our entry being placed 12th overall, which, in the 
face of the competition was a very creditable performance. 

REPORT FRO~f AIRFIEl.D TROOP, 
H.A..F. AKROTIRI 

Troop Christmas Party 
On Friday, 17th December the Troop evacuated to the 

nearby town of Limassol where we took over the recently 
opened CRAB Disco. Although a few were deterred by the 

Your J. ~.; 
EASY 
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LOW COST WAY 
totheU.K. 
DAILY SAILINGS AT 
REDUCED FARES 
FROM BELGIUM AND 
FRANCE TO DOVER BY 

mWNSEND 
THORESEN* 
CAR FERRIES ZEEBRUGGE-DOVEBtCALAIS·ODVER 
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rumoured . mallness of the place, the cightly people who 
attended found there to be a cosy atmo phere and plenty of 
room. 

The dance floor at times was rather crowded but a special 
section was permanently re crved for our Troop O.C., Captain 
Brian Turner who, being 6ft. 8ins. tall, could dance only in 
once place due to the low ceiling and the positioning of the 
decorational stalactites. It is perhaps fortunate that these were 
constructed of polystyrene. 

At midnight clie management presented a bottle of cham
pagne to Sergeant Dave Brackston and his wife, Pat, for the 
occasion of their 16th wedding anniversary. Unfortunately, the 
first bottle was flat, but the second bottle being the reverse 
completely drowned Pat who was in the direct line of fire. 

Everyone thoroughly enjoyed the evening and the entertain
ment carried on until the ear:y hours of the morning. 
Snm• football 

We have a combined Airfield Troop and In-Flight Catering 
team entered in the R.A.F. Akrotiri League. At the moment 
after several creditable performances are favourably positioned 
fourth in a league of 15 teams. 

Thi season we have scored 32 goals of which Corporal Cyril 
George ha scored 11 and S.A.C. Farmer 12. They are ably 
assisted by Corporal Dave Whitworth, Corporal Mark Smith 
and Lance-Corporal John Davey. At the other of the field, 
Corporal Ken Feetham has conceeded fifteen goals despite 
some fine defensive work by Corporal Cyril George and Signal
man ' Scouse' Far~ey. 
Comings and goings 

We say farewell to Lance-Corporal Bob Hur t, Signalman 
' Wully' McKinley, Signalman Archie McKay, and wish them 
all the be t in their respective postings. We also say goodbye 
to Lance-Corporal George Clarke on demob, and we. wish 
him all the best in Civvy Street. 

We welcome in the Troop: Sergeant 'Spud' Murphy, 
Lance-Corporal Ken Pilley, Signalman Kevin Kimber, Signal
man Mark Salmon, Signalman John Goodfellow, Signalman 
Chris Hayles, Signalman Bob Orchard, and hope they enjoy 
their tour with us. 

Our congratulations are extended to Signalman Ron Wilkin
son and bis wife, Kath, on the birth of their son. 

REDUCED PASSENGER FARES YEAR ROUND. 
CARS, CARAVANS, TRAILERS, etc. taken for 
HALF THE NORMAL CHARGE from 
OCT. to MAY inclusive. 

e Up to 6 SAILINGS A DAY from Zeebrugge. 

• Reduced fares for British and Commonwealth Forces and 
dependants, also attached civilians a nd their dependants 
stationed on the Continent of Europe. 

• Economical catering and bar prices on board Townsend 
Thoresen drive on/drive off ships. 

FULL DETAILS FROM 
MILATRAVEL Offices, Local Travel Agents, G.S.N. Co., m .b.h., 
Graf·Adolf· Strasse 12, Dusseldorf 4, Furness Travel, 
Groenplaats 42, Antwerp, or Townsend Thoresen Car Ferries, 
Car Ferry Terminal, Zeebrugge or Gare de Transit, Calais. 
U .K. Bookings through your Motoring Organisation, Travel Agent 
or the Townsend Thoresen offices at: 
127 REGENT STREET, LONDON W.1. 

or P.O. Box 12, DOVER. 

Tel: 01 734 4431 
and 01 437 7800 
Tel: Dover 2721 
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1 Artillery Brigade H.Q. 
& Signal Squadron 

B.F.P.O. 102 

SINCE our last contribution many events have happened 
~ with their usual suddenness and all have left their own 
particular mark on us which we can now, to a greater or lesser 
degree, call experience. The annual F.F.R. came and went with 
a frantic autumn spring clean of the barracks and vehicles. 
Despite the very limited time available for preparation for this 
event, the inspecting officer, Brigadier T. L. Morony, O.B.E., 
expressed his approval of our efforts. Io particular he was 
impressed by the very mart all Royal Signals Quarter Guard 
whidt was commanded by Sergeant Eddie Turner. Courses of 
all types, particularly conversion courses, continue to consume 
our winter training programme and we hope to reap good 
rewards from this in the next training season. 

.S1mrt 

Due to the etforts of our energetic and sporting O.C., Major 
Peter Davie , who, him elf, leads the Squadron rugby team 
(which actually won a match before Christmas) all ranks now 
take pan m at least one organised sport each week. As a result 
of this, a clear-eyed and robust Squadron is now eagerly await
ing the time when we depart on Exercise ' Snow Queen ' (two 
weeks' ski-ing in Bavaria) in February. The football team is 
still striving to maintain its po ition in the Soltau Garrison 
League and since the new team manager, Staff Sergeant Ken 
Driscoll, has taken over, a new enthusiasm has emerged in the 
wake of early morning training sessions. A particular mention 
is earned by our cross-country team who won the Brigade Minor 
Units competition and, in doing so, beat one of the three Major 
Units competing. Captain Howard, Corporal 'Taft ' Moore and 
Signalman Pete Knowles were our first three home. 

ocial 

On Saturday, 11th December, the Squadron had its annual 
Christmas dance in the gymnasium. All credit must be given to 
those Squadron S.N.C.O.s who made the evening a great success. 
(0.C.s note: Particularly to W.0.2 (S.S.M.) Sam Bedwell who 
was the chief organiser. His only bad moment being when our 
Yeoman, Staff Sergeant Derek Allen, waltzed up to him in a 
borrowed wig and said, "Give us a kiss, luv "). The draw, 
organised by Corporal ' Dinger ' Bell, was highlighted when 
the star prize (a portable T.V. set) was won by Signalman 
Ricky Henderson. All past members of the Squadron who know 
Signalman Henderson will probably be delighted to know that 
he also won. a large box of chocolates a well as the star prize. 
He's a sturdy lad, our Ricky (and a connoisseur of good food 
too!). 

Dt partur'1's 

It is soon to be farewell to our flexible and versatile Second
in-Command, Captain Gordon Howard, who besides being all 
things a good Second-in-Command should be, also led the 
Squadron in athletics, basketball and cross-country. Both he 
and Mrs. Elizabeth Howard will be sadly missed by all soldiers 
and families in t'he Squadron. We wish them every good fortune 
in their next posung. 

Another farewell is to Captain (Q.M.) Ernie Clowes, R.A., 
who, three years ago, took to serving with Royal Signals like 
a duck takes to water. Unfortunately, all good things must come 
to an end and Ernie (who, on many an exercise, was literally 
the fastest Q.M. in the West) got his marching orders. But 
AG6 must have heard of his dilemma ~or his prayers) and, in 
their benevolence, were justifiably kind by posting him to 25th 
Regiment R.A. at Catterick. There, amidst our Training 
Brigade, we hope tie won't feel quite so lost hearing jargon 
spoken by 'the Signallers ' which must, by now, be music to his 
Gunner-type ears. 

Finally, we send New Year greetings to all past members of 
the Squadron wherever you may be. Judging by the enormous 
number of Christmas cards we received from you it is apparent 
that tbie Squadron still has a special place in your hearts. Care 
to come back? 
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quote of the year 
O_ur new Chief Clerk, Sergeant John Roberts, to a friend 

tal~mg to the equally newly arrived wife of the C.O. of our 
re~1dent R.A. Regiment. (at the Officers' /Sergeants' Christmas 
drmks party - he bemg full of dteer): " Who's the bird 
then? . . . " 

3 Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal Squadron 
B.F.P.O. 801 

Introduction 

DURING 1971 a Brigade Headquarters and Signal Squadron 
of the Strategic Reserve has been commined to Northern 

Ireland. 216 Parachute, 19 Airponable and 5 Airportable 
Brigade have all taken meir turn. 3 Infantry Brigade Head
quarters and Signal Squadron has now been formed for per
manent employment in Lurgan thereby releasing the Strategic 
Reserve Squadrons to do their proper task. The Squadron 
organisation has been based on that of 8 Brigade. 

3 Brigade previously existed from 1886 until it was disbanded 
in 1 %2 but compiling historical details is proving to be a 
difficult task. If any one can help our present address is Horse
shoe Barracks, Shoeburyness. After mid-February, 1972, it will 
be B.F.P.O. 801. 

Poetic roll call 

We bring you all good tiding 
Of a Squadron newly made, 
The O .C.'s name is Ryding 
And it is 3 Brigade. 

We started off at Bulford 
And then to Shocburyness, 
And here we're never bored 
With training in I.S. 

From that you'll understand 
The reason for our forming . 
We're all off to Ireland 
Before next spring is dawning. 

It may not be the best place 
But used to it we're growing. 
So watch each month this space 
And we'll tell you bow it's going. 

And now to tell you more 
Of the names of those who' re here, 
At leau, those from the Corps, 
Who some of you bold dear. 

The R.S.M. i Thornton, 
Who came to us from 8, 
The Foreman's name is Jackson, 
And then there's Sergeant Tate. 

And don' t forget Staff Wilkinson 
Who is Chief Clerk by trade, 
And also Sergeant Hamilton 
And O.C. 'B ' Staff Wade. 

There is Lieutenant Galpin 
Who's O.C. ' Alpha ' Troop, 
And Se:geaot Major Walton 
Who runs the M. T. Group. 

The end is getting closer, 
The R.Q.'s name is Waugh, 
A'ld then there is Staff Foster 
Which leaves us just two more . 

Now Yeoman Dunbar's here 
And Captain Mackereth too, 
But only for the beer 
Which isn't really true. 

That's the Officers listed 
And the Senior N.C.0.s, 
The O.C.'s now insisted 
I write the rest in prose. 

ltfore about ourselves 

The Signals element of 3 Infantry Brigade H .Q. & Signal 
Squadron met and formed in Bulford, under the watchful eye 
of our ' Midwife,' 3rd Div. H.Q. $!. Signal Regiment, from 
27th September, 1971. On 22nd October, 1971, we moved to 
Shoeburyness, preferring the seaside to the wastes of Salisbury 
Plain, and on 25th October, 1971, t'he Brigade staff started 
arriving. 

Our thanks to 3 Division who found nothing too difficult 
and without whom we would have had a very difficult 'birth.' 
Thanks also to all the other• who have helped us and made 
us so welcome here in Shoeburyness. 

Our main employment is at present I.S. training and bang , 
bombs and booby traps are a common occurrence in Horseshoe 
Barracks. We have been ambushed by day and by night, 
cordoned and searched all over the camp, and even strayed, by 
accident, outside the gates on a road block and vehicle search 
exercise. Grandmas driving along the front were somewhat 
surprised at being stopped and searched, but the locals were 
very friendly and helpful and joined in with spirit. Explaining 
to the press, who thought it was a great story, needed some 
careful wording but we passed them to the P.R. Officer with 
great dexterity. -

Physical fitness, from battle runs to mu cle bending, is high 
on the programme. We even have P .T . Instructors from the 
Military Corrective Training Centre, Colche ter, who look after 
us with loving care. 

Now that we are settling in and getting to know each other, 
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quadron teams are emerging and many ~port are being 
pursued. We hope to bring you more news next month o~ these 
activities as we hall have advanced beyond the camp penmeter 
to take on all comer . At home we have played Southend 
Transport eleven, whom we beat 11-1, and have also beaten 
the Proof and Experimental Establishment with whom we share 
the barrack , o we are now convinced we will •)On be well 
known in the Corp . 

._ pr(' s 
And now a dreadful shout 
And wail or anguish hound s me. 
There's one that l'\·c left out, 
It's new boy Sergeant l)Qwnie. 

661 Signal Troop (LPD) 

H.M.S. Intrepid 

B.F.P.O. Ships 

A •eagoing soldier• diaru 
(glossary of naval t.erms at end of article) 

August, 1971 

A M.P. in Singapore. The last real chance to get any 
'rabbits ' and look around the place. We sail for Hong 

Kong on the 27th. I am surprised bow many of us are saying 
"I cannot wait to get back to sea," and we have only been 
alongside for three week . 

September, 1971 
We arrive in Hong Kong, sweltering heat and people are still 

talking about the typhoon. " Where were you when it came," 
they ask. But no time for a reply as we are out again at sea 
with H.Q. 51 Brigade and 248 Gurkha Squadron on E xercise 
' Quick Flip.' Allies at last even though they are wearing 
different uniforms. I wonder why the Navy accuses us of mis
u ing the word ' uniform.' Back in again on the 6th and our 
O.C., Captain Jeremy Miller, flies off to Bahrain. He's lucky 
getting all these trips or is he? We have the whole week to 
look around Hong Kong. At least it has taught h im how to 
spell liaise. Set off for Korea on the 14th. O.C. returns laden 
down with 'rabbits' from Seoul, but no mail! The R.O.K. 
Marines show us how tough they are during a short exercise 
and then we are off again, this time through the narrows into 
the Inland Sea on our way to Kobe. Expensive place- much 
more 'Westernised' than we imagined. Not a mini to be seen 
-<ar I mean. Only four days here then back to Hong Kong to 
drop off some passengers and into . . . 

October, 1971 
We did not stop at Hong Kong. The Wessex bro4ght our 

mail to us as we lay at anchor then returned to Albion fo r 
good. S.N.B. for the last time. Just enougb time to embark 
stores fuel and the 0 .C.'s car for the long trip across the Indian 
Ocean to Mombasa, but a slight delay while they sorted out 
the main engines. I am glad to be leaving Singapore. With the 
rundown of British forces, the facilities are a shadow of their 
former selves. As we leave the basin in procedure Alfa, we 
exchange farewells with R.N.C.C. and C .0.M.F.E.F. and it is 
only then .hat we realise that we are taking !fie first steps on 
the long passage home. A R.A.S. at Gan brings the much
awaited mail and supplie5. No more mail until Mombasa so 
lot of time to write all those letters I should have written ages 
ago. No excuse now. 20th- arrive Mombasa to find that it is 
Kenyatta Day so up to the Flag deck and dress ship. We have 
been promised six days' station leave and so on the 21st we set 
off for the Silversands rest centre. This is situated in an ideal 
position on the coast north of Mombasa itself witfi the Mombasa 
Beach hotel to the south and the Nya!i Beach hotel to the 
north. This really is a change from the Far East. The fresh 
breeze from the sea brings the humidity right down. It is almost 
like an English ummer day. We come near to Silversands as 
we leave harbour on the 28th. A steam failure leaves us helpless 
about five miles off shore. They tell me everything is in hand 
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but I am not sure. Quick calculatlons-the heigh t of the M .C.O. 
above the waterline is 70 feet. If the water rises at a ra te of 
10 feet per minute and I can climb the mast at the rate of 
two rungs per second then . . . By this time normal services are 
resumed and we are on our way towards the Gulf. 

NoveJuher, 1971 
None of us fa looking forward very much to the Gulf. We 

have been told that it will require two watches and that we are 
there mainly to take over communications from the shore 
stations, Jufair, Muharraq and Comcen Bahrain. When we 
arrive on the 4th, we find we have two M.R.L.s, 'Skynet,' a 
C.W. circuit and several voice circuits to man and this does not 
include. the normal inter- hip naval circuits. C.B.F.G. comes on 
board in the middle of the month with his Headquarters and 
this increases the traffic load. Now that we have been at it 
some time, we are getting used to the routine--0n from 08.00 
until 18.00 with a snack lunch in the M .C .0 ., off until 23 .59 
and then back on again until 08.00. It does mean that we can 
have a good time off to catch the sun and a wet at the Two 
Seas Club in Jufair every other day. The rest of the ship's 
company are taking make and mends. I hope we can get some 
time off at the end to do some Christmas shopping in M anama. 
Before we notice it, December is upon u . 

Decenthe r , 1971 
Once more that familier cry " Let's get to sea " is heard and 

we do. You will have read in the newspapers the accounts of 
ohe activities in the Gulf during D ecember. We now feel we 
are helping to create history and the endless two watches do 
not seem so much of a burden. Finally, on the 17th, C .B.F.G . 
leaves and we have three days to buy ' rabbits,' gold and silver 
jewellery being the best bargains. 20th-sail from Bahrain for 
the last time, the last British elements to leave apart from the 
Disposal U nit. Achilles is in company but detaches at M asirah 
where we collect our last mail for 10 days. Christmas at sea. 
Christmas Day rounds see the youngest sailor dressed up as the 
Captain and a competition for the best decorated messdeck. We 
don't win despite the teleprinter tape rigged as paper chains. 
Although they had abolished the tot before we joined, we miss 
not being served with rum-laced tea at call the hands. Boxing 
Day features rambling Dennis Waterston in the ship's concert 
held in the tank deck. Could be really have joined the N avy
his impression of a stoker was fa irly convincing. T oday is the · 
day after Boxing Day. We can see the East coast of Africa on 
the starboard beam. We reach East L ondon on the 31st . I 
hope they will not forget us long-distance sailors. I mean 
soldiers. Still, at least we will be alongside and the rules about 
the beer issue are not quite so harsh. H appy N ew Year! 

Glo sary 
A.M.P .-Assisted Maintenance Period (leave period). 
'rabbits '-as a noun, presents (always some to buy); as a 

verb, to acquire (do as the Chief Yeoman says). 
Uniform-An assortment of brightly coloured rigs worn by 

pongos for no particular reason. 
Rig-Uniform. 
S.N.B.- Singa pore Naval Base (Home port). 
Procedure Alfa-Ceremonial entry or departure in which we 

line the decks and sometimes fire gun salutes. (Full O.G. 
again). 

R.N.C.C.- Royal Naval Comcen (Soccer enemies). 
C.0.¥.F .E.F .-Commander F ar East F leet (The Boss). 
R .A.S.- Repleaishment at sea (more mail and beer). 
M.C.0.- Main Communications Office (Work). 
M .R.L.-Maritime Rear Link-an exclusive duplex R.A.T .T . 

circuit between a maritime mobile and a designated shore 
station (so the 0 .C . says). 

Messdeck- Billet (no comment). 
Call the hands-Reveille (too ear ly). 
Make and mend- H alf holiday (for some). 

Have you placed a standing order for 

a copy of The Wire ? 

Why not do so now? 
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All •·ban e 

644 Signal Troop H.Q. 
UNFICYP, B.F.P.O. 567 

·T would take almost a complete edition of THE W IRE to 
list all the comings to and goings from 644 Signal T roop 

a the normal tour in Cyprus is only six months. There are a 
few exceptions such as Staff Sergeant (F . of S.) Hill who has 
recently returned to Blandford having completed two years 
with the Force He will be missed, not least because of the 
wide variety of extra mural activities he ran for the benefit 
of the Troop; quiz nights, sing alongs, volley ball and car 
rallie are only some of his inflictions. 

o rtln life 
It i because so many of the Troop are unaccompanied that 

we have no la k of volunteers to take part in a full sporting 
progr11mme. Under the management of Y. of S. Wright and 
the captaincy of Corporal Jim Keeping our 1st XI footballers 
are lyml! fourth in the Eastern S.B.A. league and are fighting 
for a place in the semi-final of the cup competition. We shall 
miss the determination of Corporal ' Scouse Greatbanks and 
Signalman Ken Wa'ker but look to their replacements and 
stalwarts like Signalman ' Frenchie ' French, ' Debbie ' Reynold 
and Willie Hutchinson for more effort. Apart from being one 
of our most consistent players Corporal ' Ginge ' M urray is al:o 
running a league for 2nd Xis. The Troop, under the voluble 
leadership of Lance-Corporal Terry Jack is currently lying 

fi fth, a position which belies the wealth of talent amongst the 
' Casuals.' 

Our hockey team, run by Lance-Corporal ' Chunkie' Jewell, 
has met with mixed fortunes lately, but !fie arrival of Signal
man Kevin Best looks as if it may bring us better luck. The 
Troop is well represented in the H .Q. UNFICYP rugby, our 
0.C., Captain Bill Backhouse, is skippering the Army Cyprus 
team, and both basketball and volley ball are once again getting 
under way. 

Head fo r hei~hts 

Perhaps winter in Cyprus is the radio mast growing season. 
Our radio section have been more than usually busy heighten
ing or starting afre h to build jonz masts around the island 
to between 60 and 120 feet . I t is great credi t to Sergeant 
' Dusty' Miller and his merry band that there is never any 
lack of volunteers for this demanding work; even the 
comcen shift on their monthly training week have been up 
and down the masts like those proverbial monkeys. 

Visi t o f C:ommandm Officer 

We are now looking forward to the visit of Lieutenant
Colonel D. J. Macintyre and RS.M. Jennings from 30th 
Regiment. There will be a great deal to see during their 
three day stay; we have a detachment with the Danes at 
Xeros, another with the Swedes at Famagusta and, of course, 
four men at the Troodos rebroadcast shack. No doubt the 
Mercury Club will ring once more to the voice and guitar of 
our radio offi:er, Lieutenant Chris Johnson, as (1e renders 
part of his seemingly endless repertoire of earthy folk songs. 

The Volunteers ~ 

Royal S ignals Sub Unit 
University of London Contingent 

O.T.C. 

It is not often that there is sufficient news in our small Unit 
to warrant notes, so these notes carry some rather dated news 
items. However, I feel sure that many of our ex-members 
around the world will not have heard of them. 

Firstly, there have been two changes of personalities. The 
Commanding Officer of the Contingent has changed, 
Lieutenant-Co onel D. P . Robinson becoming the first Corps 
member to hold this position. Then on 1st March a sad event 
when we 'lost to civvy street' our P.S.I. for the last five 
years, W.0 .2 ' Jock ' Paxton. And, although his replacement 
W.0.2 A. D. Bermingham. has settled in very rapidly, we will 
lways remember his predecessor-if only for the smell of his 

pipe tobacco ! 
On the ground, our main weekend exercise was held in late 

May in south and west Surrey. In common with other Signals 
Units, we usually recruit the help of the W.R.A.C. Sub Unit 
and their presence often causes a little eyebrow exercising 
among the locals. For the firs t time for many years other 
jobs came our way, which we were pleased to undertake. For 
the first we asked to provide communications and marshal 
for the London finals of the Lorry Driver of the Year Com
petition and then we shared with 10th Regiment the provision 
of communications for the M usical Military Pageant held 
at Wembley Stadium in early July. 

The major event of the year is always Annual Camp, which 
this year was an attachment for two weeks to 7th Regiment 
in B.A.0 .R . An interesting and informative fortnight was made 
further enjoyable by good weather. Our thanks to Lieutell3nt
Colonel R. A. King and his officers and men, particularly 
6 Squadron, with whom we spent the majority of our time. 

In the last three months we have once again gone through 
our annual ritual of recruiting and have introduced a number 
of new faces to the Corps. The only exciting event, if you 
could call it that, was watching the tide rise and fall in the 
first week of October. 
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F inally, news that the C.S .0. London District has recently 
changed. May we take this opportunity to thank Lieutenant
Colonel Gamons-Williams for his considerable assistance 
during his tour of duty and wish him well in his new post. 

Now we look forward to a new year in which we hope 
to participate as fully as possible. May we remind all old 
colleagues that d1e Headquarters has not yet moved and that 
Tuesday night is the night to call, when you will be most 
welcome. 

34th (N) Signal Regiment {V) 
Teesside, Leeds, Darlington, 

Tyneside and Hull 

A cheerful December 

ONCE again the festive season was upon us and as usual 
we managed somehow to find time for all the social 

events and still carried out our much-needed trade training. 
The Regiment spent yet another successful weekend at 
Burniston Barracks, Scarborough, on 11th and 12th December, 
where concentrated trade training, on the new trade structure, 
was carried our. Advantage was taken of this Regimental week
end to hold a very successful junior ranks' Christmas dinner, 
served by the officers and senior N.C.O.s, followed by an all 
ranks' dance in the evening. It has been reported that a number 
of trainees found it rather more difficult than usual to con
centrate on their trade training on the following morning! Other 
functions that took place were a very s·Jccesdul Regimental 
Sergeants' Mess dance and draw and the usu:il round of 
children's Chri~tmas parties at T .A.V.R. Centres. The one held 
at Brambles Farm T .A.V.R. Centre was a particular uccess 
this year. About 120 dlildren and their parents - especially 
their parents-were enthralled by a Punch and Judy s'iow and 
magician's tricks performed by a local entertainer, and cartoon 
films. The sub equent tea-party - children only this titl"e-
was also greatly appreciated and the Regiment's thanks are due 
to its Wives' Club who organised and upervised this imoortant 
part of the t!lay's activities. Finally, each child departed happily 
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homeward clutching a present obtained from our own Father 
Chri tma , Sergeant Punshon, in one hand and a bag of fruit 
and sweet in the other. However, 1972 i now with us and we 
are planning even greater efforts on recruiting trade and 
military trltining and we will oon be planning for our annual 
camp at Proteu . 

M.B.E. for ex-\\·.0.2 N'~ Salter 

The Regiment congratulates ex-W.0.2 Salter on a well
de erved award of the M.B.E. in the cw Year's Honours Li t. 
Norman Salter was P. .I. of 90 .R.) ignal Squadron of this 
Regiment and our R.Q.M.S. until his retirement recently. As a 
P.S.I. he wa a tower of strength, working exceptionally ha1d 
and effectively for the good of his Squadron. 

Despite being a very firm disciplinarian he earned the re pect 
and affection of all the Volunteers in the Squadron to a 
remarkable CJ.."tent. Since his retirement he has been working 
for the Regiment as a civilian Clerical Officer in R.H.Q. but 
unfortunately he has to leave us for other employment soon. 
However, we are pleased to say that we have not lost his services 
because he has now joined the Regiment as our volunteer chief 
clerk. 

~lotor cyt!le trials 

On 4th December, 1971, a motor cycle trials team from 49 
(WR) Squadron consisting of P.S.I. Staff Sergeant 'Herb ' 
Atherley, Corporal Keith Temple and Corporal Peter Hardaker, 
took part in a motor cycle trial at Catterick on Gandale Moor. 

The trial was organised by 8th Regiment, the course being 
laid by Staff Sergeant Tom Fayers, who is a member of the 
Army Motor Cycle Team, and consisted of seven laps of seven 
miles each lap with sh: hazards on each lap. 

The trial, run on I.S.D.T. lines, was a tortuous 49 miles and 
a~yone wh? knows Gandale and Staff Sergeant Tom Fayers 
will apprecrate that every ounce of stamina and concentration 
was required from the riders. 

The team had a little bad luck in that Corporal Keith Temple 
had to retire with machine trouble and Corporal Peter Hardaker 
was unlucky enough to break his leg in a mishap in me second 
lap. He was doing very well until this unfortunate occurrence 
but he is now very comfortable in B.M.H. Catterick and he says 
that he will be back in the saddle again soon. Staff Sergeant 
'Herb' Atherley did quite well, however, in completing the 
course and .obtaining second overall place to Corporal Walker 
of 8th Regrment. He was heard to say at the finish that it 
reminded liim of earlier motor cycle trials with 7th Regiment. 
49 Squadron team are going into full training in me new year 
so all T.A.V.R. teams had better look to their laurels as 49 
Squadron will be entering several trials in 1972 culminating in 
the Army Cllampionships at Bordon in the autumn ! 

38th Signal Regiment (Volunteers) 
Sheffield 

~lany new fact> 

THE Regiment has seen a number of new faces during the 
la t few months as we have bidden farewell to familiar 

ones. We we.lcome Lieutenant-Colonel P. J. Garratt from 
R.M.C. ., Shr1venham, as our new C.O. (and hope his tour of 
duty wi~h the T & A.V.R. will be a memorable one), bidding 
au revou to Lieutenant-Colone( Ken Gill, T.D., who becomes 
the Deputy Commander of the new No. 2 Group in January. 
A~ M~jor .<Q.M.) John Worsley retires from the 1098s to 

a new life 10 the Australian sun we welcome from 16th 
~egiment (K.r~f~ld), Captain (Q.M.) P. Lafferty; 'also Captain 
Jim P?tts has 1omed us as Adjutant from 28th Re~ment whilst 
Captain R. I. F. Amos replaces him with 28 m Germany 
Ano~her new face is that of R.S.M. D. Shakespeare from 9th 
Regiment, who takes over as RS.M. from W.0.1 P. W. S. 
Johnson now with 35th Regiment (V). 

Volunteer Officers have also left us, Majors G. Dibley and 
R. ~· Mo!1ershead and Captain J. B. Lintin (R.E.M.E.) for 
service with other units, and Captain M. E. Beecroft 
(W.R.A.C.) who has emigrated with her family to New Zealand. 
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Offi<'t>rs• sC udy we~,kend 

The officers of the Regiment gathered at Woodhall Spa at 
the end of October. On the Saturday Captains were by exam
ination turned into potential N ajors. A dinner followed when 
Lieuten~nt-Colonel G~ after some. twelve years' service with 
38th (vice 64th) Regiment was dmed out. The dinner was 
no~ablc for a speech by our Honorary. Colonel, Colonel 
Grunwood-Taylor T.D., M.A., D.L. which, had it been 
recorded, ':Vould cert~i~ly have be.en a be t seller. Sunday 
heralded trials for a pmng young Lieutenants who, in a some
what be otted state ( ! ) were examined to find their potential 
as Captain. 

Oth<'r 1u•ws 

An arctic-type exerci e took place during November for 
the Radio Operators of 64 Squadron using the new Pye Sets. 
They were so enamoured by the kit that they did not notice 
the now. The Foreman incidentally, had no roof for his 
penthouse (but as he's a regular oldier we will politely omit 
his name !). 

93 . Squadron h~ve recently had a promising increase in 
recrwt , and sportmg success at soccer (beating 238 Squadron 
R.C.T,_ 5-3), in a postal shoot (against 234 Squadron R.C.T.) 
and m mdoor games (versus ' D' Cov Lancastrian Volunteers). 

An • Interim ' period 

40th Ulster 
Signal Regt. (V) 

Belfast 

LIKE any good Army activity, our work runs in cycles and 
from 9th January we started the training cycle which 

will !~ad us to the Trade Boards at Camp at the end of N. ay. 
It rrugbt appear that there has been a long break since the 
end of last camp in October but in fact there has been · a 
continual buzz of activity. We have had a substantial addition 
to the Training Scale and a change to the new accounting 
system. The Group Commander, Brigadier H. A. J. Sturge, 
~ondu~~ed our annual F.F.R. inspection, and now we have it 
10 wntmg that we are as good as we think we are - and 
tha~ from a working inspection., with no parade! Officers wer~ 
sub1ec~ed to a Promotion Exam, in which four Captains and 
two L1e~tenants proved themselves fitted for promotion after 
a seru:ching t~st of their administrative and technical knowledge 
(one 10teresung answer on memods of destruction of classified 
material "a.- burn it; b - eat it"). We drew up a training 
programme m terms of the new trade structure, and braced 
ourselves for Christmas, and a change of command. 

The Festive enson 

. Careful enquiries reveal that we are the only T .A.V.R. unit 
ID the Province that does ' the whole Christmas bit ' as a 
matter of course, with a Christmas dinner served by Officers 
and S.N.C.O.s, children's party, all ranks dance and Sergeants' 
Mess draw. On New Year's Eve there were a number of 
Jou~ noises downtown, but we had a very good band, and didn't 
nonce. On New Year's Day there was a dinner in the Officers' 
Mess . to dine out Lieutenant-Colonel Derek Hall, and by the 
mornm~ of Sunday, 2nd January mere were ome signs of 
exhaustion. Nonetheless, the stocktaking boards in action on 
that day performed their duties with accuracy and despatch. 
We are not allow.ed to move about the Province in uniform, 
except on exercises, so the appearance of Officers and 
S.N.C.O.s at their functions in full mess kit is a tribute to 
the spirit of the Regiment, and an indication of their skill as 
quick-change artistes, or experts in disguise. 

Change of Command 

Most of these functions included farewell ceremonies for 
Lic1;1tenant-Colonel Derek Hall, who has commanded the 
Regrm~nt for ~o-a~d-~-half years, through three camps, and 
many . local difficulues. It was as a result of his efforts and 
enthusiasm that we were able to signal over our own ground 
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SIGN HERE PLEASE 
Watching his successor, Lieutenant-Colonel E. L. Rogers, signing 
the transfer documents is Lieutenant-Colonel Derek Hall (standing) 

(Continued from page 536) 

~urii;ig our European exercise, and we wish him equal succe~s 
m his new post at the Royal School of Artillery. 

On Sunday, 9th January, _after a first class ~nal parade, he 
was towed . out of camp, m fine style, behind our piper 
Corpora~ Jim Mccaughey, who played a sti rring non: 
provocative march - something about a sash. 

We welcon:ie our new C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel Len Rogers, 
who .has ~mv~d from the depth of Canada and hope that 
he ~tll. enJoy !11s tour with :us. It is r~moured th~t the Training 
jVl.aJor is offen_ng to relay his own painfully acquired experience 
m the local dialect or to act as interpreter when required. 

So we s~rt the next cycle, with our eyes on Camp in 
Scarborough ID May and our first exercise as Combat Linc men 
Combat Radiomen et al. ' 

Employment in Ulster 
A'?Y former member of the W.R.A.C., or serving member 

~mlDg to me end ~f her pre~ent engagement, who seeks a post 
1~ Ulster ~ay be mterested m a post in Belfast. 40th (Ulster) 
Signal Regiment (V) require a W.R.A.C. Permanent Staff 
~nstru~or to train W.~.A.C. Volunteers in teleprinter operat
mg, switchboard operating and message handling. 

The post has been created to fill a need brought about by a 
steady upward ~end i~ recruiting, particularly of W.R.A.C. 
rec~ts .. The Regunent IS based at Clonaver Park, in a pleasant 
residential area. 

!he succl!ssful applicant will be given suitable training to 
?nng her to the '?ecessary standard, and will serve on a Type 

R ' engagement 10 the rank of Acting Sergeant, initially for a 
three-year period. She will _live at home, except for short detach
ments on courses o~ exercises. Pay and working conditions are 
good. Fur_ther details can be obtained on application to the 
Commanding Officer, 40th (Ulster) Signal Regiment (V), Clon
aver Park, Belfast, BT4 2EY. 

-Sport 

B.A.O.R. Hockey 
Our B.A.O.R. Hockey correspondent writes: 

1'"11HE B.A.O.R. Inter-Corps Hockey Tournament for the 
..l.. Smith Trophy was held in Hameln over the weekend 

3rd - 6th December, 1971. The eight teams were divided into 
two pools-~.A.O.C., R.E.M.E., R.C.T. and RE. being in one 
~nd Royal Signals, R.A., R.A.P.C. and Hameln Garrison being 
ID ~ie other. Hameln Garrison were entered to even up the 
pool and did not compete for the trophy. 

Our first game was again t R.A.P.C. which we won 4-0. Thi 
was a good game in which we played a mi>."ture of good and 
ba~ hockey. Our next game was against Hameln Garrison. 
T his was a game we do not wish to remember for a long time. 
We played at half speed with little or no teamwork. Even
tually we drew the game but should have won easily. Our 
last game in the pool was against the R.A. This we expected 
to have to win as me R .A. had beaten Hameln Garrison and 
were unlikely to lose to R.A.P.C. However, when we arrived 
for the game we found to our joy R.A.P.C. had beaten the 
RA. who had the bad luck of only eight players turning up 
for the game. The game against the R.A. turned out to be the 
best game we played in the whole competition. The ball was 
moved about quickly and decisively among the forwards and 
the defence played soundly against a skilful forward line. We 
won this game 1-0 and mereby qualified for the final again t 
R.A.0.C., who had won the other pool. 

This was a hard fought game between two well balanced 
teams. Play moved quickly from end to end with Royal 

ignals having slight territorial advantage. At half time the 
score was 1-1, we were unlucky though not to be leading 
3-1, as a goal from Geoff Allen, our skipper, was disallowed 
for sticks and a penalty flick by Willie Brewin was brilliantly 
saved. There was no further scoring in the second half and 
at the final whistle the scores were still level. Geoff Allen 
was injured during the second half and was virtual passenger 
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and so it was decided to play five penalty flicks per side, 
each by a ?ifferent pla)'.er, to decide the winners. Unfortunately 
we lost this by three flicks to two, so R.A.O.C. won the Smith 
Trophy. The final result was R.A.O.C. the winners and Royal 
Signals the runners-up . 

The following players were awarded B.A.O.R. Hockey 
Colours for 1971/72 by Brigadier W. E. Sherratt, M.B.E., 
President Corps Hockey, B.A.0.R.: 

Major Gent, 2 Divi ion H.Q. & Signal Regiment; Major 
Gregory, H.Q. BA.0.R.; Major Verdon, 20 Armoured Brigade 
H.Q. & Signal Squadron; Captain Allen, 12 Mechanised 
Brigade H.Q. & Signal Squadron; Second-Lieutenant Brewin, 
4 Division H.Q. & Signal Regiment; Second-Lieutenant 
Burnage, 22nd Signal Regiment; Staff Sergeant (Y.of S.) Heyes, 
2 Division H.Q. & Signal Regiment; Staff Sergeant Scott, 
16th Signal Regiment; Corporal Kernahan, 1 Division H.Q. & 
Signal Regiment; C<>rporal Gregory, 20 Armoured Brigade 
H.Q. & Signal Squadron. 

The following players were cho en to represent the Corp 
in the competition: 

Major Gregory, H.Q. B.A.0.R.; Major Last, H.Q. 1 B.R. 
Corps· Corporal Mulvana, Corporal Kernahan, 1 Division 
H.Q. & Signal Regiment; Major Gent, Captain Vigurs, Staff 
Sergeant (Y. of S.) Heyes, 2 Division H.Q. & Signal Regiment; 
Second-Lieutenant Brewin, Corporal Whittick, 4 Divi ion 
H.Q. & Signal Regiment; Staff Sergeant Hum, 7th Signal Regi
ment; Staff Sergeant Scott, Corporal Hall, 16th Signal Regi
ment; Second-Lieutenant Burnage, 22nd Signal Regiment; 
Sergeant Howes, 11 Armoured Brigade H.Q. & Signal Squad
ron; Captain AUen, 12 Mechani ed Brigade H .Q. & ignal 
Squadron; Major Verdon, Corporal Gregory, 20 Armoured 
Brigade H.Q. & Signal Squadron. 

Finally I would like to record my thanks to the players 
for their Joyal support, their Commanding Officers for relea ing 
them for trial and games, and finally to Captain Mike Stott 
and Lieutenant Richard Sandys of 35 Engineer Regiment for 
organising a very succes ful competition. 
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CORPS CANOEISTS SPLENDID SEASON 
The warm congratulations of all sports enthusiasts will go to ou r Corps canoeists who have had such a successfu l season. They are pict ured 

with the various trophies they have won which included the Inter-Services Victor Ludorum and a number of int ernational trophies 
Boch Row: (eft to right). Lieutenant-Colonel R. P. D. F. Pai nter (Secretary), Brigad ier A. C. Bate, O .B.E. (President), Lieut enant R. G . Drake 

(Team Captai n). 
Front Row (left to r ight). Lance Corporal R. M. Pawlow, Corporal M. J. Bull , Lance-Corporal R. G. Story, Lance Cor poral S. W . Sudron, and 

Lance-Corporal D. D. W ink 
Lance Corporals Pawlow and W ink have represented Great Britain several t imes and both are currently members of the Olymipc Training 

Squad 
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WELCOME TO THE CORPS 
No 77 ROYAL SIGNALS OFFICERS QUALIFYING COURSE 3 JANUARY-I I MARCH 1972 

Bock Row :- (Left to right) Second Lieutenants Bannister, Blake, Case, Lieutenant Crane, Second Lieutenant Dibley, Lieutenant Franks 
Front Row :-(Left to right) Second Lieutenants Hryhoruk, Poole, Pope, Rossiter, Shaw, Thornton . 
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ASSOCIATION F OOT B AL L 
4'or1•"' 4 , Sh emeld University 2 

Scorers for the Corps, Signalman Denham 2 (one from 
penalty), Sergeant O'Rourke and Corp0ral Borman. 

Team: Sergeant Young (captain), 244 Squadron; Sergeant 
Lythe, 8th Regiment; Sergeant O'Rourke, 216 Parachute 
Squadron; Corporal Borman, 14th Regiment; Sergeant 
McBirrue, 216 Parachute Squadron; Corp0ral Campbell, 223 
Squadron; Signalman Pickersgill, 8th Regiment; Signalman 
Alve , 244 S~uadron; Lance-Corp0ral McKee, 216 Parachute 
Squadron; Signalman Malone, 244 Squadron; Signalman 
Denham, 216 Parachute Squadron. Reserve: Signalman Behan, 
244 quadron. 

1·onP!~ SOLDIER SJ.;LECTED TO REPICESEi\'T 
f-RE,tT BRITAIN IN 1972 WINTEll OLJ'MPl('S 

Congratulations to Signalman Douglas Elliot who has been 
selected as a member of the six-suong squad of biathletes to 
rpre~cnt Great Britain in the Winter Olympic Games at 

apporo, Japan, in Febniary 1972. He started his ski-ing career 
as a member of 7 Armoured Brigade Signal Squadron ski team 
in 1969. He was spotted as a potential British Team candidate 
m his first sea on and joined the British Team after the Army 
Cliampion hips in 1970 where he became British Junior Cham
pion. Now after only two full seasons with the British Team he 
has been selected to represent his country. At 21, he will be the 
youngest member of the quad and going with others none of 
whom has been less than four years with the team. This is a 
remarkable achievement. 

L ATE NEW S 

As we go to Press we were much saddened to hear of the 
dealibs of Lieutenant-Colonel H. L. B. Kealy, Lieutenant
Co!onel N. I. Bower, Mrs. !Jetty Malins (wife of Major Pat 
Malins) and Mrs. Francis Eraut (wife of Lieutenant-Colonel 
R. B. Eraut). 

PIC 
Removals and storage Household remov
als. Single items.Any size of job.Anywhere 
in Britain or overseas. Pickfords have the 
experience. Ask us for an estimate. 

18 ,000 Limbless 
Ex-Service men need 

your help 
We urgently need money to 
help these men to conquer 
their handicap. And to equip 
and maintain homes in which 
they convalesce and are given 
care and comfort in their old 
age. 

We are not aided by the 
State. So we depend on yo u. 
These veterans gave much 
when they los t arms or legs 
or eyes fighting for their 
country. Now won't yo u give 
something? Please, please 
help. 

Please remember them in your will and send a donation 
to Major the Earl of Ancaster, KCVO, TD, Midland Bank 
Limited, 60 West Smithfield, London EC1 A 9DX. 

BRITISH LIMBLESS 
EX-SERVICE MEN'S ASSOCIATION 

Travel service Benefit from our experience 
when you book holidays, travel tickets. 
reservations etc. No extra charge when you 
use Pickfords. 

Once you use Pickfords, youll never go without us 
Our address is in the phone book 
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Personal Affairs 
-==== Appreciation ====-, 

Colonel R. M. Adams 
Aher 45 year ' continuous service with the Corps Colonel 

• Peckham ' Adams ha finally had to lay down his pen, two 
days after his 65th birthday. He retired from active ervice in 
1959, and wa then S.0.2 Signals, Home Counties, until 1964. 
For the last eight year.; he has betn Historical Officer at R.H.Q. 
Royal Signals where he established a sound and comprehensive 
ystem for recording the activities of the Corps and its members 

in all it facets which i not only of inestimable value now but 
will be continuously o in the Iumre. He will always be remem
bered as the author of 'Through to 1970,' which was produced 
in commemoration of the Golden Jubilee of the Corp . This 
was a mammoth task which required a vast amount of research, 
collection and selection of article , paintings, and photographs 
covering a period of nearly 200 year.;. A reviewer wrote of this 
book: " ... this work may be taken as a model of it kind. 
Ir is superbly designed and laid our ... One cannot recommend 
this work too highly ... " 

'Peckham's' unrivalled knowledge of the Corps and its mem
bers and his fund of anecdotes and amusing stories will be 
sadly mi sed. We wish him and Daphne great happiness and 
enjoyment in bis retirement at Rye and sincerely Zlope that his 
failing eyesight will not unduly affect his hobby of birdwatching. 

A farewell lunch party was given in his honour by the 
Council of the Royal Signals Institution on 24th January at 
which Major-General Sir John Anderson, K.B.E., Brigadier 
T. R. Warburg, C.B.E., Brigadier C. E. Tonry, O.B.E., Colonel 
J. Reading, M .B.E., E .R.D., Colonel G. lL T . Shrimpton, 
C.B.E., T.D., Colonel R. H. Gilbertson, Lieutenant-Colonel 
E. G. D ay, O.B.E., T.D., and Lieutenant-Colonel D. A. Dickson 
were present. 

-Obituary----

Major-General Robert Francis Brydges Naylor, 
C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O., M.(, 
Chevalier Legion al Honour 

Robert Francis Brydges Naylor was born in 1889 and 
educated at Charterhouse and Sandhurst. In 1909 he was 
commissioned into tbe South Staffordshire Regiment. Three 
years later he was seconded to the Royal Engineers (Signal 
Service) and transferred to the Royal Signals in 1920. 

During the first world war he served on the Western Front 
in France with various signal companies. His last appointment 
during the war was Assistant Director of Signals X Army 
Corps with the acting rank of Lieutenant-Colonel. He was 
mentioned in despatches seven times, made a Chevalier Legion 
of Honour in 1914, awarded the M.C. in 1916 and D.S.O. in 
1919. 

After the war, in 1921, he qualified at the Sraff College, 
and in 1922 was appointed Brigade lv'ajor of the S.T.C. at 
Maresfield, a particularly fortunate appointment for the Corps, 
as is mentioned subsequently. 

Between ~he wars he held wide and varying appointrnents 
on the starf, in field units and training establishments. He 
served in Egypt with 3rd and 10th (Indian) Divisional Signal 
Comp'lnies, in Malta as a G.S.O. II, as an instructor at the 

hool of ignals, Catterick, and under the Colonial Office 
with the R.W.A.F.F. in Nigeria. From 1931 to 1935 he 
commanded 3rd Divisional Signal Regiment at Bulford and 
was then promoted to Colonel and appointed G.S.0.I. H.Q. 

cotti h Command. In 1938 he was appointed Brigadier in 
charge of Administration at H.Q. Western Command, and 
was promoted to Major-General in the upgrading of this 
appointment at the outbreak of the second world war in 1939. 

During the second world war he ~erved as Deputy Quarter
master General (A) and Vice Quartermaster General at the 
War Office until 1943 when he was appointed General Officer 
Commanding Lines of Communications 21st Army Group. In 
1941 he was appointed C.B.E. and C.B. in 1942. His last 
appointment from 1945-1946 wa General Officer Commanding 
Northumbrian District. 

As a young man Frank Naylor was an outstanding athlete 
and was always interested in all forms of spon. He was 
Victor Ludorurn at Charterhouse and Sandhurst, later he won 
a number of events in Army Athletics. In 1913 he broke the 
Army Long Jump record with a jump of 23ft. 2!ins. which 
record remained unbroken until 1945. He was Irish Amateur 
Athletic Champion in 1914 and represented Ireland in the 
Long Jump and Hurdle . He wa a capable polo player and was 
Secretary of Polo whilst erving in Malta and Nigeria. 

Apart from being an out tanding individual athlete and 
sportsman, Frank Naylor had the rare inestimable quality of 
being able to inspire enthusiasm in others and train them to 
standards it is probable they would not otherwise have been 
able to reach. He was e sentially a 'team' man with great 
charm of manner and administrative ability. He put all these 
talents to particularly effective use when he was Brigade Major 
at the S.T.C. by creating, training and participating in the 
team which won the Army inter-unit Athletic Championship in 
1923, 1924 and 1925. These achievements had a great beneficial 
effect on the Corps when the time and circumstances could 
not have been more unfavourable for the formation and growth 
of a new Corps. In fact it can be fairly said that he was one of 
those responsible for laying the foundations on which the Corps 
was able to grow and expand so successfully. 

As Brigade Major he not only brought over and instilled 
into the new Corps the very high standards that had been 
established in the R.E. Signal Service but maintained and 
raised the morale of all ranks by achieving such remarkable 
athletic successes which made the Corps known and respected 
throughout the Army and outside. 

He wa later able to devote his enthusiasm and administra
tive abilities in a similar period of difficulty, when as V.Q.M.G. 
during the second war he had heavy responsibilities in the 
expansion and re-equipping of the Army, the maintenance 
of the Army at home and oversea and administration and 
operational planning. 

He retired in September, 1946, having reached the age limit 
of his rank but continued to serve the Corps in the capacity 
of Colonel Commandant, which appointment he held from 
1944 to 1953. 

Io 1927 he married Lady Byng the younger daughter of the 
6th Earl of Stafford. One of his many interests on retirement 
was rose growing at which he was singularly successful. In 
1963-64 and 1967-68 he was elected President of the Royal 
National Rose Society. Throughout his retirement he continued 
to maintain contact with his many friends of all ranks in the 
Corps, particularly those who served with him in 3rd Divisional 
Signal Regiment and for 15 years he was President of the 
3rd Division Dinner Club. He was frequently heard to say 
that this period, 1931-1935, was the most enjoyable of his 
career. 

* * * 
A memorial and thanksgiving Service was held for Major

General R. F. B. Naylor at St. James's, Piccadilly, on 25th 
January, at which some 300 friends joined wir'n members of 
his family in a last tribute. 

The Lesson was read by Major-General Sir William Scott 
and a strong Corps' contingent was headed by the Master of 
Signals Major-General P. E. M. Bradley. Many other Service 
personalities were present as were a large number of friends 
from rose-growing circles. Of particular interest was the presence 
of five members of the original Corps' athletic team of the 
early 1920s which General Naylor led to victory in the Army 
inter-Unit team championships .. The five were Messrs. W. 
Nicks, F. A. Jones, W. R. Thompson, 'Jock' Terrell and 
W. G. Cotterell. 
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Warrant Officer (Class/) M. J. S. Berriman 
Warrant Officer (Class I ) Michael Berriman, who was Chief 

Clerk to tbe Chief Signal Officer in Western Command, died 
in hospital on 23rd November, 1971, after a short illness. He 
was buried with full military honours on 29th November, 1971. 
at the Garrison Church of St. Mary's on the Hill at Chester· 
and the service was followed by private interment at Petersficld . 

Io addition to the family mourners, the General Officer 
Commanding in Chief Western Command, Lieutenant-General 
Sir Napier Crookenden was present, together with many mem
bers of the military and civilian staff of all branches. Brigadier 
T. G. H. Jackson, Commander 11 signal Group and Colonel 
T. H. C. Grigg, Chief Signal Officer Western Command Jed 
the many Corps mourners which included representatives from 
many Regiments and Squadrons, and Mr. Reg Hinge, the 
Secretary, and other members of the Chester Branch of the 
Royal 1gnals Association. 

The address at the service was given by Colonel T. H. C. 
Grigg, and is reproduced below: 

AdclrN1i. 

" Mikt. Bernman was born in 1936, and enlisted in Royal 
Signals at the age of 18. His fine qualities received early 
recognition and after service with Air Formation Signals in 
the Far Ea t and the 5th Infantry Brigade in Germany, he 
Joined me in Cyprus in 1964 as Chief Clerk to the Inter 
Services Communication Board and in 1965 was promoted 
Staff Sergeant. During this period he earned a high reputation 
for himself among the Royal Air Force and Army Staff. 

In 1967, on promotion to Warrant Cfficer Class 2, he 
became Chief Clerk to 28th Regiment in B.A.O.R. where 
he served with distinction. Fifteen months ago he came to 
H.Q. Western Command as my Chief Clerk and was promoted 
Warrant Officer Class 1. He quickly made his influence felt 
in and around the H.Q., in the Sergeants' Mess, with the 
H.Q. cricket team, and in the Chester Branch of the Royal 

ignals Association. 
Throughout his service Mike Berriman showed oustanding 

qualities as a soldier and as a person and he would have been 
commissioned next year. 

He was invariably kind, gentle and courteous - only the 
other day a senior officer remarked on this. His integrity and 
loyalty was absolute. He wa utterly unselfish and his sense 
of duty was beyond praise. Wherever he went he quickly 
earned the affection and respect of those with whom he served, 
many of whom have come here today to pay their tribute. 

Above all he was a family man, devoted to his wife, his 
daughters and his parents and I hope that in their great grief 
they may be comforted in the knowledge that Mike in his short 
life brought so much happiness to so many people. Those 
of us who were privileged to ervc with him have lost a staunch 
colleague and a true friend ." 

Stall Sergeant K. (owburn 
Major (retd.) J. S . N. Dale, Headquarters British Army of 

the Rhine, writes: 
"It is with sincere regret that I have to record the death 

of ex-Staff Sergeant Kenneth Cowburn who passed away sud
denly on 26th December, 1971. Staff Sergeant Cowburn erved 
with the Corps from 1947 until 1969. He was a Life Member 
of the Association. His many friends will remember . him by 
his friendly disposition and readines to help, especially the 
married families in the Krefeld area of Germany. Our smcere 
sympathy is extended to his widow whose address is 2300 Kiel 
1, Gellertstrasse 15 Pt. R.R., W. Germany." 

Mr. J. J. WilUams 
The sad news has just come through of the death of a well

known ex-Corps' boxer, Mr. J. J. Williams. Many of our older 
readers will remember the prowess of Signalman J. J. Williams 
who, while serving with 2nd Indian Divisional Signal , Querta 
in 1934, annexed the all-Indian Services' lightweight champion
ship amongst his many other succe se .. 
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The following deaths are announced with regret: 

Ex-Signalman G. A. C. Wakeling 
Signalman G. A. C. Wakeling, who served in the Corps from 

September, 1938, to W arch, 1946, passed away suddenly on 
8th J~nuary. He was a Life Member of the Association. 

Signalman P. W. Hal/penny 
Signalman P. W. Halfpenny of 8th Regiment died on 31st 

December as a result of a traffic accident. 

- Movements 

Oliicers 

Major A. S. M. Anderson 
Captain (Tfc.) D. Bees 
Major R Bell ... . .. 
Colonel J. N. Burrell, M.B.E. 
Captain (Q.M.) D . J. Camell 
Major H . D. V. Chappell 
Major (T.O.T.) N. A. Cox 
Captain (Q.M.) J. Dean 
Captain (Tic.) P. V. Dixon ... 
Second-Lieutenant C. J. Durham 
Major F. R. Fletcher ... . .. 
Captain (Tfc.) J. D. F. Francis. 

M.B.B. 
Major J. R. Garratt ... . .. 
Lieutenant-Colonel G . W. Gitrins 
Major C. E. Grundy . . . . . . 
Officer-Cadet H . A. R. Hancock 
Lieutenant P. S. Holden 
Captain G. W. Howard ... 
Major (T.O.T.) C. V. Impey 
Lieutenant-Colonel P. A. M. 

MacGillivray, O.B.E. 
Captain M. L . Martin ... 
Captain T. C. McCoy 

To School of Signals 
,, 233 Squadron 
,, B.0.L.S., Washington 
,, M.O.D. (AT3) 
,. M.O.D. (D124A) 
,, H .Q., B.A.O.R 
, School of Signals 

,, 4oth (Ulster) Sig. Regt (V) 
., School of Signals 
,, 4 Div. H.Q. & Sig. Regt. 
,, 248 Gurkha Signal Squadron 

,, 13th Regiment 
,, SHAPE (Cande Div.) 
,, M.O.D. (MS1 /2) 
,, 14th Regiment 
,, 2 Div. H .Q. & Sig. 
,, 16th Regiment 
,, M.O.D. (Sigs. 35A) 
,, 8th Regimem 

,, School of Signals 
,, H .Q. 3 SignB"l Group 
,, 639 Troop 
., M.O.D. (Sig .. 31) 
,, 242 Squadron 

Regt. 

Captain (Q.M.) J. McGlynn 
Captain (T.O.T.) J. A. Parkin 
Major M. A. Petheram . .. 
Major (T.O.T.) A. G . Pritchard 
A / Captain I. D. Reading ... 
Major (T.O.T.) A. V. Render 
Brigadier W. P. W. Robertson, 

,, M .0.D. (M.A..0.) as A /Lt.-Col. 
,, School of Signals 
,, 234 Squadron 
,, H.Q. 2 A.T.A.F. (641 Troop) 

0.B.E. 
Major R. J. Savage . . . . . . 
Captain (T.O.T.) G . A. Sharp 
A / Major R. W. Simmons, B.E.M. 
Officer-Cadet J. W. Stabler 
Captain J. E. Stockill 
Major D. W. Stubbs ... . .• 
Captain (T.O.T.) P. J. Swaby 
Captain L. R. J. Tilson 

,, Comd. Dhekelia Area 
,, M.O.D. (M.A.O.) 
,, 4 Div. H.Q. & Sig. Regt. 
,, 14th Regiment 
,, 11th Regiment 
,, H.Q. 3 Signal Group 
., H.Q. 3 Signal Group 
,, 22nd Regiment 

Captain L . T. Waumsley 
Lieutenant-Colonel J. A. C. 
Lieutenant R. J. R . West 
Captain J. C. Wollaston 

A.A.C .. Harrogate 
,, 16th Regiment 

Web~~ ,, IIth Regiment for retirement 
,. 8th Regiment 

Captain R. A. Wright 
,, 3 Div. H.Q. & Sig. Regt. 

H.Q. I (BR) Corp 

W arrant Officer s and. Sergeant.s 

W.O.t (F. of S.) R. J. Hoe . .. 
W.0.1 (F. of S.) G. J. Wright 
W.O. I (Y. of S.) K. R. Kreckeler 
W.0.2 (F. of S.) D. Carr 

To 14th Regiment 
,, IJth Regiment (2 Squadron) 
,, 8th Regiment 
,. 242 Squadro'.l 

W.0.2 (F. of S.) G. E. Yates 
W.0.2 (F. of S.) M . J. Waite 

.. ,, 21st Regiment 
,, Headqu:rr ters Training Brigade, 

W.0.2 (Y. of S.) G. Lile 
W.0.2 M. T. Kinrade 
W.0.2 W. G. Ayres 
W.0.2 P. A. D eao .. . 
W.0.2 G . Fenny .. . 
W.0.2 J. P.C. Winning 
W.0.2 (Y. of S.) P. C . G ray 
W.0.2 J. W. Clarke ... . .. 
W.0.2 (Y. of S.) A. 0 . H11rkins 
W .0.2 L. Burnham 
W.0.2 P. Smith ... 

Royal Signals 
,, 27th Regiment 
,, 225 Squadron 
,, 1 tth Regiment 
,, 320d Regiment (V) 

C.O.D . . Donnington 
,, School of Infantry 
,, 13th Regiment 

)2nd Regiment (V) 
School of ignals 

.. 8th Regiment 

W.0.2 A. J.E. Irons ... 
nth Regiment (2 quadron) 

u 1 Ith. Regim~nt 
H~wkin ,, 633 Troop 

., 248 Gurkha ignol quadron 
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) A. L . 
Staff Sergeant G. A. Foggo 
Staff Sergeant R. Swaine ... ,, 39th Airportable Brigade ignal 

Squadron 
Stoff Serge!l'!l t D. McKe01ie •• 1 Ith Regiment 
Staff Sergeant J.E. T. Mellett .. . ... ,, 31 t Regiment (V) 

tnff Sergeant (F. of S.) M . F. Cliff ... ,, School of ignnls 
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) K. H. 

McNally ,, 4th Division Signal Regiment 

(Continued on page 88} 
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Is this you? 
You may be leaving the British 

Army- or have left in the last twelve 
months. You'll have achieved N.C.O. 
or Warrant Officer rank. You'll have 
status and pay which you wish to 
retain · and improve on. You'll be 
under 42 and may be married with a 
family. Certainly you'll be looking 
for a new career that will make the 
most of your experience and offer 
plenty of scope. 

This is us! 
The Australian Army has many 

vacancies in specific trades. We offer 
you a career in the country of 
sunshine and opportunity. You will 
almost certainly keep your rank and 
pay, and by signing on in Britain 
with rank, receive pay from the day 
you enlist and you and your family 
travel to Australia free. The 
minimum engagement is for six years. 
All service qualifies for a pension or 
gratuity, and your British Army 
service will count toward points for 
married quarters allocation, should 
you enlist within twelve months of 
your British Army discharge. 

Don't leave it any longer! 
Is your trade included in those 

listed? If so, this could be the chance 
you and your family are looking for. 

Come and talk things over with the 
Australian Army Staff in London-or 
post the the coupon for all the facts. 

&yal Australian Artillery 
1. Physical Training Instructor

Sergeants 
&yal Australian Survey Corps 
1. Survey Photo Technician

Sergeants 
2. Topographic Surveyor- Warrant 

Officers Class 2/Sergeants 
Royal Australian Signals 
1. Regimental Duty NCO- Sergeants 

and Corporals 
2. Clerk R. Sigs. - Sergeants and 

Corporals 
3. Radio Operator/Telegraph 

Operator- Sergeants/Corporals 
4. Clerk Technical R. Sigs. -

Corporals 
5. Foremen of Signals-Warrant 

Officers Class 2 
6. Terminal Equipment Technician -

Sergeants and Corporals 
&yal Australian Army Service Corps 
1. Clerk G.D.-Sergeants 
2. Clerk RAPC-Sergeants 

Co111e as 
youare-
oAustralia 

If you're thinking about emigrating 
and you've acquired any of the 

specialist skills and ranks detailed 
above, you may be eligible for 

enlistment in the Australian A~my. 
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&yal Australian Army Medical Corps 
1. Hygiene Assistant Class 1-

Sergea nts 
2. Hygiene Assistant Class 2-

Corporals 
3. Clerk Medical-Sergeants/ 

Corporals 
4. Radiographer Class I-Sergeants 
5. Laboratory Technician Class 1-

Staff Sergeants 
Royal Australian Ordnance Corps 
1. Work Study Operator-Warrant 

Officers Class 2 
&yal Australian Electrical and 
Mechanical Engineers 
1. Artificer Radar- Warrant 

Officers Class 1 and 2 
2. Artificer Telecommunications

Staff Sergeants 
3. Artificer Vehicle- Warrant 

Officers Class 2, Staff Sergeants 
4. Fitter Armament, Fitter and 

Turner Gun -Sergeants 
Royal Australian Army Provost 
1. R.M.P. Provost N.C.0.-Corporals 
2. M.P.S.C. Instructor-Corporals 
Australian Army Band Corps 
1. Musician or Bandsman-vacancies 
exist in the rank of Private, for 
~usicians specialised in the following 
mstruments. 

Flute French Hom 
Oboe Cornet 
Clarinet (B Flat) Euphonium 
Saxophone Trombone 
Bass Percussion 

Australian Services Canteen 
Organisation 
1. Attendant canteen, or issuing 

point-Corporals 
2. Manager canteen or issuing point

Sergeants 

,.--------, 
I Please send details of careers in the I 

Australian Army. 

I ame_ __ I 
I Address ---------~I 

--- ----- ~ 

I

I - -----· o I 
I Age Married/Single I 

~ ~~ ;r:deOlrps '1 
Anticipated Discharge Date 

To: Capt. J. Grasty, 
Australian Army Staff, 
2nd Fir. , Australia House, 
Strand, London, W.C.2. 
Tel : 01-836 2435 Ext. 356 

I 
I 
I 
I 

~----_J 
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(Comim,ed from page 85) 

tat? crgean t (F of S.) B. \\:'. 
Abraham 

talf ergeant (F. of S.) K. V 
Bamforth 

taff Sergeant CF. of S.) H. J. Latham 
tidf crgeant (.I>. oC '.) H. G. Houston 

Staff crgeant (F. of S.) H. j. Bayli>s 
ergeant W. H . Evans 
eracant D. J. MacGilp 
ergcant R. B. Mclnnc 

Serlleant B. J. Edwards 
Sergeant V. R. HarwBTd 
Ser ant M. P. Munn 

crgeant R. Brea well 
ergcant P. Bru~c •.. 

crgeant J P. \Veils 

rgcant P. W.Gray 
Sergeant J . A. Batb} 

ergeant D . H. H ook 
Sergeant K. M. Durrant 
Sergeant C. A. Hinton 
Sergeant B. K. Crowden 

ergeant F. L. Armstrong 
ergeant J. S. Boardman . . 

Sergeant E . Sh&w . . . . . . 
Sergeant A. W. McFarlane 
Sergeant S. P. Moore 

ergcant j . D. Evans 
Sergeant W . Powell 
Sergeant D. W. McLeod 
Sergeant B. E. Pengilly 

crgeznt A. H . Dicker 
Sergeant J. D. D ouce 

ergeant A. F. Osborne . .. 
Sergeant M . P. Hothersall 
Sergeant C. S. Mason 
Sergeant M. I. Weston 

ergea::1t J . Keen .. 

.. 240 quathm 
,, 7th Armoured Brigade ignal 

Squadron 
, ~ 2.40 Sq usdron 
.. 264 (S.A.S.) isnal quadron 
,, 8th Regiment 
,, i.;th Regiment 

37th Regiment (V) 
,, ist Divi ion Signal Regiment 
., 10th Resiment 

8th Regiment 
., School of Signal 
~ , 21st Regiment 
., School of ignal (No. 33 

F . of S. Course) 
,, School of ignal• (No. 33 

F. of . Course) 
•• 259 Squadron 
., i6th Regiment 
,, 259 Squadron 
,, 14th Regiment 
,, 11th Regiment (2 quadron) 
,, 259 Squadron 

7th Regiment 
,, SHAPE H.Q. Command & 

Support (BE) 
,, 632 T roop 
,, 28th Regiment 
,, 262 Squadron 
,, 227 Squadron 
,, 7th Regiment 
., 224 Squadron 
,, i 1th Regiment 

9th Regiment 
,, 19th Airpow1ble Brigs-de Signal 

Squadron 
,, 14th Regiment 
., 8th Regiment 

Headquarter s I (BR) Corps 
,, H eadquarters. Berlin 
., 8th Reginent 

653 Troop 
,, 223 Squadron 
,, 227 Squadron 

Sergeant H . Ade)" .. 
Sergeant R. A. Leech 
Sergeant P . I . Fraser 
Sergeant P . S. Forster ... ,, A.D .P.C. (Army) 

ergeant M. H. Bcresf ord 
Sergea::11 J . M . Kirkman 
Sergean• S. M . Kitson 
Sergeant G. M . Curran 
Sergeant R. A. Hogg 
Sergeant D . S. Pimm 
Sergeant J. Atkinson 
Sergeant B. R. Brown 

Sergeant M. J. Huggins 
Sergeant P . Hand ... 
Sergeant R. C . Hewing 
Sergeant I. Haylock 
Sergeant D. P . Palmer 
Sergeant M. B. Lewin 
Sergeant M_ J. Wade 
Sergeant J . Armstrong 
Sergeant F . J. Connor 
Sergeant E. Brindle 

: .. :.: l. School of Sig~a l s r Y. of S . Course No. 22 

... j 
,, 8th Regiment Cadre 

Army Apprentices' College. 
Harrogate 

... ,, 16th Regiment 

::: 1,, School of Signals :::J Y. of S. Course o. 22 

,, 10th Regiment 
,. 38th Regiment (V) 
,, 27th Regiment 
,, i3th Regiment 
,, 2 Div. Signal Regiment 

Association News 

C ARDIFF BBA~Cll 
Hon. Secre1ary: M. H . Jones, 42 Cartwright Lane, Fairwater, 

Cardiff CFS 3DB. 
Our hosts, the W.O.s and Sergeants of 53 Squadron have 

just completed an overdue 'face-life' of their Mess at Park 
Street. This was a 'do-it-yourself' venrure and the result is an 
incredible and very pleasing transformation worthy of the 
hi~hest praise to all who have taken part. Sergeant Wally 
Kitching devote..i a tremendous amount of his leisure time in 
this project and great credit is due to his enterprise. 

Our Armistice dance was another successful evening and we 
are hoping our New Year dance will be the same. Whilst on 
this subject we would express our sympathies and our gratitude 
to Jack Woodyatt who recently suffered a leg amputation. JacJ.. 
is an Honorary Member and has always worked tremendously 
hard to ensure our dances are successful. Even now from his 
hospital bed he is driving his family to sell tickets for us. 

We are pleased to see Fred Nippers back in circulation after 
a lengthy illness involving surgery, and Frank Johnson, our 
' Man for all Seasons,' is recovering from a rather poor period. 

Ted D alziel, our Welfare Officer for East Cardiff, has been 
under considerable pressure this year; his area seems to have 
contained nearly all of the cases reported and investigated. No 
praise can be too high for the patience and consideration Ted 
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has hown in carrying out th is very imponant task, sometimes 
when Ted has been in poor health him elf. 

We are still a little overwhelmed with the success of the 
Concert on 8th October and very flattered at having made the 
front page with the account of that memorable evening. The 
wonderful combination of Choir and Band are indeed worthy 
of a recording and we are already being questioned as to when 
this recording is likely to be available! 

White Helmets: Royal Signals Motor Cycle Display Team 
Pro,·isior1al e11J(ag('ment list.--s11hj~t to alteration 
APRIL 

13·16 
23 

29 30 

.\\AY 
6 

8·12 
13 

t9-21 
22-25 

26 
27 28 
29-31 

Jl:NE 

2 
3, 4 

10 
It 

13- 1 
t7 

18. r9. 20 

21. 22. 23 
24 
25 
27 
28 

29 June· 
2 July 

JULY 
8 

Wed. 12· 
Sat. 29 

AUGUST 
1-18 
3·7 
12 
19 

24-26 
28 
30 

SEPTEMBER 

Festival, Cardilf 
Bass/ Cherrington • Driver of the Year,' Burton on Trent 
Military Display, Peterborough 

r4th Regiment Open D ay, Worce ter 
Libera-tion Celebrations, Jersey 
Croydon (Addiscombe and Shirley Round Table), Croydon 
Military Display, Salford (Manchester) 
rst Scot. tour arranged by H .Q . Scotland , Stirling area 
School Show, Strathallen, Perth 
Camivirl . Congleton 
Spring Festival, Birmingham 

Suffolk Show, Ipswich 
prinj! Festival , Birmingham 

Traction Engine / Veteran Rally, Newton Abbot 
Open Day. Catterick 
Round Table , Tottenham 
Three Counties Show, Malvern 
A.A.C . Open Day, Harrogate 
znd ScoL tour arranged by H.Q. Scotland, Edinburgh/ 

Glasgow 
Royal H ighland Show, Edinburgh 
B.l.C.C. Athletics Club, Liverpool 
Old Comrades, Catterick 
Speedway Meeting, Leicester 
Butlins, Skegness 
ARMEX, West Bromwich 

Poole Carnival, Poole 
Tournament Performances. London 

Tour of South Ea-st Coast resort including: 
Fe rival, Chiistchurch 
Junior Leaders' Regiment, Dover 
Town Show, D arlington 
Town Show, Southport 
Fetc and G ala , Swansea 
Agricultural Show, Gillingham 

I , 2J-93 Fayre, Newport 
o Army Display, Preston 
to Town Display , Brigg (Lines.) 

t6 / t7 Army Displa')' 
30/ 1 Oct. Hereford Tattoo, Hereford 

Some dates of interest from the Corps Band programme 
MAY 

6-7 
8- II 

13-14 
20 

26-28 
21 May-

3 June 
JUJ:o.."E 

s 
5 - IO 

15 
I7 

T9·25 
26 June-

2 July 

JULY 
R-9 

14-16 
30 July. 

s August 
AUGUST 

Freedom Weekend, Worcester and Gloucester 
Hounslow (Provisional) 
Alderney (30th Re~iment) 
Lord Mayor of Birrruogham's Procession, 35th Regiment (V) 
224 Squadron, Loughborough 

Eastbourne 

Army Apprentices College - Freedom of Harrogate 
Catterick Army D ay and Rehearsals 
Freedom of Richmo.,d Parade and Retreat, Richmond Castle 
Army Apprentices College.I. Harrogate, Open Day 
Old Comrades' Reunion, ~atterick 

Edinburgh - Princes Street Gardens 

A.C.F./C.C.F. Open Day. Blandford 
3rd Divisional Regiment, Bulford 

Royal Parks, London 

T3-I9 Victoria Embankment G ardens 
:w-27 Jersey 

SEPIBMBER 
17 Sept.-

1 Oct. Eastbourne 

NOVEMBER 
H Lord Mayor's Procession, London - 39th Regiment (V) 
12 Remembrtrnce Sunday, Richmond/Blandford 

APRIL, 1973 
6 Reserve Army Ball , Duke of York's H .Q ., London 
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OPERATORS 
LEAVI NG THE ARMY SOON • ? 

Why not contact 

THE THREE TEES AGENCY 

THE Specialist Employment Bureau for 
Telex, Teleprinter and Telephone Operators 
where you are assured of a welcome and 
free advice and guidance on career prospects 
in the commercial world. 

THE THREE TEES TRAINING SCHOOL 
has the full range of Telex and Teleprinter 
machines and Commercial Telephone Boards 
and offers free tuition to those seeking em
ployment, both Permanent and Temporary. 

110 Fleet St., 
London, E.C.4. 
(01-353 3611) 

Call, write or phone: 
124 Regent St., 
London, W.I. 
(01-734 0365) 

20 Eastcheap, 
Londo n, E.C.3. 
(01-626 060 1) 

I eleprinter 
Maintenance lechnician 
The Cable and Wireless Group of Companies, leader in the 
field of global telecommunications operations. has vacancies 
for Teleprinter Maintenance Technicians to work in its 
expanding Service Centres, throughout England. 

Applicants should hold a clean current UK driving licence and 
have good practical experience of 5-unit telegraph machines 
including maintenance. trouble shooting and installation 
work. They should also be experienced in the use of Test 
equipment such as TOMS and Oscilloscopes, and be capable 
of following and understanding electrical/electronic circuits 
employing relay logic. 

If you have suitable experience and are looking for secure 
pensionable employment in an expanding organisation, write 
for application form giving brief details of experience, age and 
present salary to:-

The Personnel Officer ( Recruitment), 
Dept. A 315/ 602, 
Cable and Wireless Limited , 
Mercury House, Theoba lds Road, 
LONDON, W C1XSRX. 
Teleph one :-01 · 242 4433 Extension 211 . 

---CABLE AND WIRELESS 
WORLDWIDE COMMUNICATIONS 

Printers 

Publishers 

~ewspaper Pro1trietors 

Lithographers 

Process Engravers 

Parsons and Printing. Like the Services we have a tradition to uphold, at the 
same time taking advantage of scientific progress in this age of mechanisation, 
yet maintaining, through a special department, a personal and helpful link with 
customers, whom we are ever willing to advise with their production problems 

F. J. Parsons Ltd 
The Adelphi, John Adam Street, London WC2N 6A Y 01-839 715 l 

Printi ng works at Ha ting , Folkestone, Bexhill and Lewe 



- -

HOME OWNERSHIP 
Conditions in the mortgage market can fluctuate from month to month so that an easier loan situation 

can quickly change to a severe shortage. Would-be Home Owners who do not plan ahead could therefore find 
it almost impossible to obtain Joans or even the promise of Joans. 

If you take our advice this should place you in the very favourable position of being able to obtain a loan 
for house purchase at any time in the future. We cannot overstress how vitally important it is for anyone 
considering house purchase, whether it is in the early futu re or some years ahead, to set in motion a positive but 
flexible House Purchase Plan as far in advance as possible of the intended purchase date. The earlier you start, 
the easier it becomes for you to buy the house of your choice. Moreover, the longer the Plan is in force the 
higher the loan possible, and the more economic the purchase. 

Increases in quartering charges have made it financially beneficial for the majority of serving personnel to 
buy their own house, instead of paying rent for many years. Therefore, no matter where you are stationed, no 
matter when you intend to purchase a house, DO NOT WAIT until you are forced to buy your house in order 
to provide a Home for your family, ASK OUR ADVICE NOW. 

SCHOOL FEES 
In spite of the adverse effect of recent Finance Acts selected life assurance schemes can still substantially 

reduce the costs of educating children. A UNIQUE scheme provides IMMEDIATE funds for school fees 
where children are attending or about to attend school. We also devise specially tailored Plans which can reduce 
by one half FUTURE costs of educating your children. Very early planning can reduce such cost to nil. 

LIFE ASSURANCE + INVESTMENT 
Conventional or Equity Linked Schemes 

We specialise in arranging Life Assurance Plans to provide all-embracing Family Security combined 
with Sound Investment. For example, a net outlay of £10.14 monthly for those liable to tax at 39p in the £ will 
give the family man aged 30 next birthday immediate family protection of £38,300 and an anticipated cash 
swn of around £25,000 free of tax and capital gains tax at age 65. This particular Plan is extremely flexible 
and unique in that it can be made to mature in part or total at an earlier age or be adapted to provide an 
income on retirement from the Service, e.g. at . age 55. 

For full details, please telephone or write in confidence to: 

Lieutenant-Colonel C. B. Johns, M.A.I.B., R.A.O.C. (Retd.), 
Services Advisory Bureau Manager. 

H. R. MARTIN & CO., LTD. 
27 /29 Greyfrlars Road, Reading, Berks. 

Associated Insurance Brokers 
Brokers of Insurance to Members of H.M. Forces 

Telephone: Reading 56226 and 56227 
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Life Assurance 
Policies Covering War Risks 
(or: 

Children. 
Convertible Whole Life. 
Death Duties. 
Education Endowment. 
House Purchase. Retirement. 
Unit Trust and Share Purchase 
by Endowment 

EVERY INSURANCE INCLUDING 
Officers' Kit. 75p per £100 world wide. 
Household Effects. 40p per £100 Europe. 
Hospital Schemes (33! % Group discount -Officers 
and retired Officers). 
Personal Accidents. Personal Liability. 
Motor Competitive rates fo r New and Old Cars. 
Home and Foreign Policies. 
Bloodstock, Camera, Caravan. Golf, Gun, Holidays. 
Hunter. Transit, Television . etc. 

B. £ THOMPSON & CO. LTD. 
INCORPORATED INSURANCE BROKERS 

11, KING STREET, RICHMOND, YORKSHIRE 
Telephone No. 2308. 

ACTON REYNALD 
Educational Trust 

SC HOOL 
Ltd. 

Nr. SHREWSBURY, SHROPSHIRE 

(Established 1873) 

Recognised by the Department of 
Ed ucation and Science. Day an d Boarding 
School for Girls aged 8 to 18 years plus . 
Situated in lovely countryside. Prepar
ation for Universities G.C.E. in Arts and 
Sciences. Associated Board of Royal 
School of Music. 

Swedish Gymnasium, Heated Swim
ming Pool. Excellent sports facilit ies , 
Ridi ng, Poetry, Handwork, Domestic 
Science. 

Service children especial ly welcome. 

Ill ustrated prospect us on application 
to the Bursar. 

CHRYSLER MILITARY SALES MEANS 
SALOON HUNTERS WAGON HUNTERS FAST GT HUNTERS PROVEN IMPS 

THOSE AVENGERS RAUCOUS RAPIERS SUMPTUOUS SCEPTRES 

Discounts up to 17'/20/o from UK basic 

• FAST FOR FORCES PRIORITY FACTORY HELD STOCKS 
• SPECIAL FORCES FINANCE AND INSURANCE SCHEME 
• DELIVERY UK OR WEST GERMANY 

• MODELS TO OVERSEAS POSTING SPECIFICATION 
• TRAINED STAFF WITH YOU IN MIND 

That's what Chrysler Military Sales means. Can you really settle for less? 

SEND FOR 

YOUR 

r----------------------------------~ I To INTERNATIONAL INFORMATION HEADQUARTERS I 
I Chrysler Military Sales Ltd., Halk in House, Hal kin Street, Name ....................... ................................... Rank ................. ............ I 
I London SW1. Telephone 01-235 6484. I 
I or CHRYSLER MILITARY SALES CORP., Address .... .......................... ....................................................... ...... ....... I 

FREE INFO I Karlstrasse 16, Frankfurt, West Germany ....... .. ... .. ....... .. .. .............. ....................... ............................ ................ ... ......... I 
PACKAGE I I am interested in: I 

I For delivery UK O W . Germany O Tax paid o Telephone No ....... .... .......... : ....................... Ext ....... ............. .... I 

L-------------------------~~~------~ 
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Our Cover Picture 
This month we feature a wintry scene from Turkey. In December/ 

January a party of volunteers from 255 Signal Squadron, Bahrain, under 
Captain Tim McCoy obtained permission to return to the U.K. overland 
as a military exercise. They were able to use three rather elderly military 
Land Rovers, and one way and another had a pretty tough journey (see 
article on page 93). T he photograph was taken while travelling through 
Turkey with Mount Ararat providing a very scenic background. 

Front Cover Pictures for tile mre 

W E feel that it would be helpful to say something on the subject of colour 
front cover pictures for THE WIRE to assist those who so kindly 

submit potential photographs for this purpose. 
Also, it may encourage more units or individuals to 'have a go.' As the 

cost of processing and making a block for the front cover costs over £100, 
clearly considerable care must be exercised in selecting a suitable photograph 
or transparency. There are certain basic requirements which must be filled. 
They are : 

-The shape of the photograph must be in the same proportions as the 
space available on THE WIRE front cover, e.g. St inches wide by 
6t inches high. 

- The larger the photograph submitted the better, but for best results 
colour transparencies are preferred. 

- Photography must be of a really high standard and if the subject 
merits it a professional photographer should be employed - THE WIRE 
will be sympathetic over paying the extra cost involved. 

-In many cases strong and contrasting colours will tend to be even more 
important than the subject matter itself though obviously the latter 
must convey something of reasonable interest to the majority of WIRE 
readers. The really good cover pictures are those in which a good 
subject can be combined with an eye-catching colour effect. 

-Unless it is intended to convey a scenic effect, generally speaking, 
individuals, equipment and such like must be close to the came4a 
rather than in the middle distance. 

Apart from these basic requirements, there is one other factor that should 
be borne in mind. Usually we work a month or two ahead, i.e. while one 
WIRE is still with the printers we have already planned the cover subject for 
the following \VIRE. There have, however, been several occasions where we 
have been without a suitable photograph up to a few days of our deadline for 
going to press but have been saved, in the nick of time, by some kind 
contributor coming up with a suitable subject. Please remember, therefore, 
that the colour photograph you submit may sometimes not appear for several 
months to come and so keep off subjects that will quickly date or else book 
well ahead with the Editor so that space can be reserved. 

Finally, we invite all readers and, in particular, units to sen~ in potential 
cover photographs if they measure up to the necessary high standard 
required. If some important unit event ts taking place in the future, why 
not decide well ahead that it is worth ' The Wire ' front cover and plan, in 
advance a really good photograph employing a professional photographer if 
necessar'y. Appearing on' The Wire' front cover, apart from enhancing' The 
Wire ' and providing interest for over 5,000 readers, can be a very good boost 
for a unit. 

Why not have a go? 
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-From our "In" Tray-

More Links in the Chain 
Sir, 

Reference Signalman T. C. White's letter in th .. July/August 
WIRE, I think links in the chain an excellent idea, but this 
depends very much on ex-members of the Corps still taking 
THE WIRE. Although many of us took it while out in India, 
I ceased taking mine sometime after I was discharged and 
only renewed it very recently. 

I have maintained a great interest in the Corps and would 
like to hear any news of old members. • Blanco ' White thinks 
it a good idea if members gave some details how they have 
fared. In my own case I was introduced to my present work 
by seeing a film in Calcutta in 1932. Here in this model village 
of ours (i.e. Bekonscot, in Beaconsfield, Bucks.*). I meet thou
sands of people every year and we have met a number of 
people wearing 'Jimmies ' but have met none who I knew 
in my days with the Corps. 

I find my work very interesting making models- and I am 
particularly proud of a model of an engine I built and named 
' Royal Signals ' and this was shown on television in a pro
gramme called ' Blue Peter.' 

I shall be very pleased to meet any members who might 
be paying us a visit-all you have to do is to ask for me. 
I served with the Corps at Crowborough, Maresfield Park, 2nd 
Division Aldershot and Peshawar District Signals, N .W.F.P. 
I hope this letter will put me in contact with some of my old 
comrades. 

Yours, 
Jack lngledew (ex-Signalman No. 2316717) 

Chiltern Lodge, 
Ledborough Lane, 
Beaconsfield, Bucks. 

(* Beckonscot is a miniature village set in a wooded pastoral 
landscape and so jar over five million people have visited 
ii.-Editor). 

The late Mr. Kartar Singh 
Sir, 

There are many more qualified than I am to write about 
Kartar Sll:1gh, especially those who have more fully wimessed 
old loyalties such as those exhibited between him and the 
Corps. Nevertheless, my own all-too-short period of service as 
C.S.O. F~F prompts me to recall the resplendent presence, 
and the genuine welcome afforded by Kartar Singh to visitors 
to the ~oyal Signals Officers' ¥ess in Singapore. This was not 
something turned on to effect, 1t came from a deep responsive
ness and affection. 

I regret very much I did not see Kartar Singh in London 
but perhaps be gained some happiness and satisfaction fro~ 
fulfilling a cherished wish that was formed when the run-down 
became inevitable. 

He. was O!le co outstrip internatio.nal barriers and I do hope 
that his family know how much bis service was appreciated 
by all who had the good fortune to meet him. 

Yours 
Brigadier A. D. Brindley 

N.A.T.O. (N.I.C.S.M.A.), Brussels. 
31st January. 

:A' Pass Gratlings in Singapore 
Sir, 

With reference to the January/February 1972 edition of THB 
WIR!!> I should like to draw your attention to the article con
cerning the new Trade Traming School at Catterick. As a 
footnote concer'.ing ' A ' passes to date it was stated that Private 
Rammer, W.R.A.C., was the first girl to attain an •A' pass in 
a C.C. Operator course. 

I should like to correct this statement as I myself attained 
an 'A ' pass in such a course. In October /November 1968 I 
attended a course held in the Signals Training School Singa
por'?. Recor~s, will show that a Private Sammons w'/429650 
artamed an A .pass on the above mentioned course. Further
more another girl was awarded an 'A' pass at the school a few 
months before. 

4/5 Scottweg, 
1 Berlin 19. 
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Yours faithfully, 
Mrs. S. Wardle (nee Private Sammons) 

A Wontlerlul Spirit 
Extracted from a letter from A. G. Raby Esq., 9 Gog and 

Magog Way, Stapleford, Cambridge, CB 2 5 BQ. 
" . . . I enclose cheque for £8.50 as a donation towards 

your Benevolent Fund. This amount has been subscribed 
by the surviving members of the 24th Divisional Signal Com
pany, R.E. in memory of our late and well loved O.C., Major 
General R. F. B. Naylor, who died on 23rd D ecember, 1971. 
whose request it was that donations be made to your fund. 

Our average age is 79 plus. We have held an annual r eunion 
each year since 1920 always attended by General Naylor except 
during the time of his service abroad. 

Most of us first came together at Chatham in 1914, and 
we are proud that we have managed to keep in touch for 
59 years in annually decreasing numbers. It is unlikely that 
we shall hold any more organised meetings. Our last was 2nd 
October, 1971." 

Donations in Memory of the l11te 
Major-General R. F. B. Naylor 

. Donations, totalling £ 223.25, have been received by the Royal 
Signals Benevolent Fund in memory of the late Major-General 
R. F . B. Naylor, C.B., C.B.E., D .S.O., M.C., from the following: 

Mrs. G. B. Orr-E wing; Blair Watson, Esq.; Mr. and Mrs. 
J. V. Cloke; Mrs. uavid Babington Smith; Lady Vera Wemyss · 
E. F . Aile~, Esq.; Mrs. E. Harkness; W. Robins, Esq.; Mrs. A'. 
Fa'?cus; L1eutena.nt-Colonel R. J. N . Solly; Hon. Mrs. C. S. A. 
Me1czkows~a; Bngadier J . A. S. Tillard, O.B.E., M.C.; Mrs. 
Donald Dixon (nee Penney); Brigadier C. G . Moore; Mrs. 
Archer Houblon; J. C. Talbot, Esq.; Mrs. E . F. Previte; Mrs. 
W. S. Cl.uca~; Lieutenant-Colonel H. L. Lewis; F . Fairbrother, 
Esq.; Bngadier and Mrs. C. P. Prescot; 3 Divisional Signals 
Reunion Club; Brigadier E. A. James, O.B.E., T .D., D.L.; 
Lord and Lady Grenfell; A. G. A. Fisher, Esq.; Brigadier G . 
Dawes; Mrs. J . M . Muddle (South Mimms Conservative 
Association); Lieutenant-Colonel L. G . Flanders, O.B.E. 
(collecting 01;1 behalf of L. of C., 21 Artny Group); A. G . Raby, 
Esq. (collectmg on behalf of 24 Div. Signal Company R.E.). 

The Regular Forces Employment Association 
(National Association for Employment of Regular Sailors 

Soldiers and Airmen) ' 

This Association is part of the Forces Resettlement Service 
and its object is to find suitable employment for men and women 
wh<?n they leave the Services and in the years thereafter. It is 
registered as a charity and draws its income from Public Funds 
and frcm the Services Benevolent and Welfare Organisation. 
THE ASSOCIATION GIVES ALL ITS SERVICES FREE 

Its services are available to all who have not taken commis
sioned rank in the Regular Forces and who leave with character 
asse~sments of ' Good ' or better after more than three years' 
service, or have been invalided from the Services before com
pleting three years. 

The. A.ssociation works in close co-operation with the Services, 
the M101stry of Defence and the Department of Employment 
and operates through 43 Branches covering the United King
dom, ~ach of w'aic:h is .run by an Employment Officer who has 
been m the Service himself and is in close touch with local 
employers. 

The exp~ricnce of the Employment Officers and their close 
~ontacts . with ~mployers enable them to place ex-Regulars in 
Jobs which suit them. In 1971 the Association placed 9 022 
~en .and women from the Services in employment; of these 
1obs Just over 3,600 were for men and women from the Artny 
and 337 were from Royal Signals. 

The Asso<;iation is at your service. The address and telephone 
numbers of its Branches can be obtained from Corps and Regi
mental Associations, from Post Offices and from Employment 
Exchanges. 
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Proposetl 5th lntlian Division Signals Reunion 
At a recent meeting a few old members who served with 

the 5th Indian Division Signals proposed to try and organise 
an all ranks once only reunion dinner, with the object of 
renewing old friendships that had relapsed over the years. 
A provisional booking has therefore been made· at the Chevrons 
Club, Dorset Square, London, for the 2nd June. 

In ?rder . to estimate the response it would be greatly 
appreciated if any past members of the 5th Indian Division 
Signals would let Lieutenant-Colonel Jessop know as early 
as possible iI willing to attend, at the following address: 

Lieutenant-Colonel T. H . Jessop, M.B.E., 
9 Connaught Road, 

Seaford, Sussex. 
A circular letter giving details will be despatched to all 

members. Brigadier E. J. C. Harrison, O.B.E., has agreed 
to chair the reunion. M embers reading this are asked to pass 
on the information to any other members they happen to know. 

:Jrd DIVISIONAL SIGNAIS REUNION CLUB 
21st ANNIVERSARY 

The Club's 21st anniversary is to take the form of a 
weekend at the Regim ent's headquarters at Bulford on 
15th/16th July. The Regiment have generously offered 
to act as hosts and this year, in view of the very special 
occasion, wives and/ or friends are invited. 

Club members have been circulated with this advance 
notice together with lists of hotels since only single people 
can be accommodated by the Regiment. 

Some members may not have received details since 
postal contact has been lost due to moves. If interested 
they should write for details soon to Major K. N. Smartt, 
Imber, Millway Road, Andover, Hants., since, where 
applicable, early hotel booking is advised. 

Enquiries from other past members of the Regiment 
(all ranks) will also be most welcome. 

Laying up ol lkklieltl Branch Stantlartl 
The Standard of the Uckfield Branch of the Associ

ation is being laid up in Uckfield Parish Church at 
11 a.m. on Sunday, 9th April. 

Among those attending will be Major-General C. M. 
F. White Brigadier J. N. Barker, Major W. J. A. Nicks 
and Messrs. Westrop, Cooper, Everett and Martin. 

There may be others who wish to attend-they should 
contact either Brigadier J. N. Barker at South Paddock, 
Maresfield Park, Sussex, or Major W. J. A. Nicks at 
Felton, Grange Road, Uckfield. 

T he Church spire stands out just west of the main 
A 22 road and there are ample parking facilities. 

Calling Captain (Q.M.) W. H. Hobby 
Lieutenant-Colonel S. J. Williams, M.B.E., T.D. (Retd.), 

88 Homsey Lane, Highgate N.6, London, would very much 
like to know the whereabouts of Captain (Q.M.) W. H. Hobby, 
Royal Signals, who served with him in the 44th (H.C.) Div. 
Signals and 12 Div. Signals, at the beginning of the last war. 

Are you an Ex-Bantlsman? 
The Middlesex Yeomanry (O.C.A.) Military Band based on 

Training Centre, Hom Lane, Acton, would welcome any 
ex-Royal Signals Bandsmen, who are retiring or leaving the 
Service and are coming to live in the Greater London area. 
The Band has a present strength of 60 ex-Service musicians, 
who find the comradeship, and engagements with the Band, an 
enjoyable hobby and pleasant way of keeping in practice. 
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Fifty years' service to the Corps 
~lajor P . S. Harris r(•ii .. es - after hi hnlf

c entury 
Major P. S. Harri~, well ~nown to many particularly in the 

Aldersh~t area, bas iust retrred after SO years' Corps' service 
both ~c~ve, .and later, in a civilian capacity. 

Enlisting m 1922 as a boy soldier he joined the ranks in 1924 
and was posted to 3rd D ivision Signals, Bulford, just before 
the Corps moved to Catterick. Highlights of this period were 
'strike. duty' a~ Plymouth, and the last grand maneouvres 
on Salisbury Plain. September, 1926, found him posted to No. 
2 W /T Company, Baghdad, via Egypt, Sarafand and Nairn 
overland transport. Later he returned to No. 4 Wireless Com
pany at Aldershot where he was engaged in the trials 
as the No. 1 set and Adcock D .F. apparatus. A tour 
in India then saw him with such units as 4th Indian Division 
~ignals, ' B ' Corps Signals and 'A' Corps Signals. After becom
ing (C.Q.M .S.) Foreman of Signals at Catterick he found him
self surveying and installing the military telephone system in 
F reetown and cabling up the new coast defence batteries. In 
1941 he was commissioned as a T.M.0. later changed to I.P.C. 
and w.a~ posted to Nigeria surveying, controlling and installing 
the military telephone system in Lagos together with the main
t~nance of a number of R.A.F. telephone systems on various 
airfields. In 1945, he was invalided from West Africa to Eastern 
Co~and Si.goal Regiment and then moved to G.H.Q. Signal 
Regilllent, Smgapore. After several other postings, including 
a final overseas tour with 2nd Wireless Regiment in Cyprus, he 
retired from the Corps in 1959, taking up employment as 
a civilian with the Hampshire S.W.S. Troop (same chair as on 
his retirement). In 1964, he was transferred to the Aldershot 
S.W.S. Troop, from where he finally retired on 29th February 
this year. 

Our best wishes go to this Corps veteran for a happy retire
ment after what must be nearly a record number of years 
spent in the service of the Corps. 

Staff Sergeont Norman Salter, M.B.E. 
The photograph shows Staff Sergeant Norman Salter of 34th 

(Northern) Signal Regiment (Volunteers) who was awarded 
the M .B.E. in the New 
Year's Honours List. Staff 
Sergeant Salter served in 
the Regular Army for nearly 
25 years and his last post
ing was a W.0.2 with 34th 
Signal Regiment when he 
was P.S.I. of 90 (NR) Sig
nal Squadron and after 
that the regular R.Q.M.S. 
It was in recognition of his 
outstanding services to this 
Regiment that he was 
awarded the M.B.E. 

He has not severed his 
Staff Sergeant Norman Salter, M.B.E. connection with 34th Regi-

ment because immediately 
after hi~ retirement from the Regular Army he joined the 
T.A.V.R. as the Orderly Room Squadron Quarter Master 
Sergeant of the Regiment. We welcome him to the ranks of the 
Volunteers and wish him every success in his Volunteer ser
vice. 

Stop press 

Cross Country 
News has just come in that the Army has won the Inter

Services Cross-country match. The Corps played a major 
part in achieving this success. Sergeant Gue, Corporal Venus 
and Sergeant Holden all of 21st Regiment came in third, filth 
and ninth respectively. Signalman Rideout of 13th Regiment 
was sixth. All four Corps runners have now been selected 
to represent Combined Services versus Engli h Univer itie 
Cross-country Union and British Universities Sport Federa
tion on the 25th March. 
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The Venom of the At/tier 
What new headlines flare for men who die like sheep ? 
Which reporters would bow their heads and weep ? 
There is only the lonely vigil of isolated guard hut ; 
The distant, fia biog thunder of hidden bombs. 
A single, sullen thud suddenly puts 
A deathly hush over rainswept to!llbs, 
While mothers at home cry 
Io case their son should die. 

The innocent lie among the convicted, 
As still as any other. 
The streets are lined with the evicted 
From homes destroyed by a brother. 
And still the fighting forges 
Furrow of hate through the land, 
Forming impassable gorges 
Cast by the assas in's band. 
The scars scale the longest ladder 
And are strewn from border to border, 
And like venom of the adder, 
They destroy all sense of order. 
And so, as is always the case, 
Behind hate, man hides his face. 

R. J. Maxwell 
(a Corps soldier serving in Londonderry). 

British Trans-Americas Expet!ition 
The main body of the British Trans-Americas Expedition 

left R.A.F. Brize Norton, Oxfordshire, on 11th January to begin 
the crossing of the Darien Gap in Panama. Its 60 members 
include five women. Led by explorer Major John Blashford
Snell, R.E., the eiq>editioo aims to drive two Range Rovers 
through the Darien Gap, 2SO miles of the worst jungle in the 
world. They plan to return at the end of April. 

Whilst the main body continues its preparations in Britain 
for the forthcoming assault on the notorious Gap, reports from 
the expedition's advance pany in Panama indicate that the dry 
season has started early and, as the temperature rises, the 
tributaries of the Bayano River, an important lifeline of the 
explorers, are drying up. This is likely to make resupply very 
difficult in the early stages. Captain Paul Arengo-Jones, Glosters, 
in charge of the advance party, has been scouring the country
side for mules and donkeys to carry the expedition stores, but 
none are available. Even oxen are being considered. Meanwhile, 
the expedition's total animal transport is about 2S ponies, now 
being gathered at a base near Chepo, 30 miles east of Panama 
City, and near the western end of the 2SO-rnile jungle obstacle 
belt. However, ponies are usually considered the least suitable 
animals for use in jungle. 

In Britain, Major Snell is reshaping his e'-'tremely flexible 
plans to meet the new problems. Enough parachutes are being 
packed to drop up to 20 tons of rations, medical supplies and 
petrol from the Army Air Corps Beaver aircraft, if the rivers 
drop too low for navigation. It has been possible to make up 
for at least ten of the almost unobtainable pack animals . by 
using special Hill Billy, all-terrain, tracked load carriers. The 
expedition's two Range Rover vehicles were driven from Alaska 
and reached Tusron on 31st December. They were expected 
to be in Panama City about 13th T anuary where a welcome was 
being prepared by supporters of the venture. 

Report from South America 
Dear Editor, 

This is not an official report but I thought you might like to 
know that the Royal Signals' contribution to the British Trans 
Americas Exoedition is alive and kicking here. We have: 

. Sergeant .Joe Murtag!1, R. Tech from 3 Divi~ion H .Q. & 
Signal R_egiment, workmg with Support Base Signal Officer 
and repairs. 
L~ncc-CorP?ral Steve Holmes, Tg. Op. from 3 Dividon H.Q. 

& Signal Regunent, Control Op. with main body in the field 
Movin~ daily. · 

. Signalma~ Nigel Davis, Tg. Op. from 3 Division H.Q. & 
Signal Regiment, Base Op. at Tocumeo International Airport 
Panamanian Air Force compound, with Beaver Crew. 

I am running the suppon organisation forwards and back
wards and if ever communications were a function of command 
and control, they are here. 

So far the Expedition's two Range Rovers, having driven 
successfully from Alaska to Panama City, have continued with 
the main party on this three-month Phase II as far as the 
Bayano River crossing about 10 miles cast of Canitas where 
I am based. Canitas is the absolute road bead and from here 
on any track that exists has got to be worked on hard by our 
Sappers. Air drops by Beaver and resupply runs by Avon and 
Johnson O.B.M.s are in full swing. 
Wi~ shade temperatures in the _iun~le of 96° and every type 

of wild beast from herds of wh1te-hpped pecara to iguanas 
crocodiles, snakes and hornets, life has been full and interesting'. 
Every man bas to be in charge of a horse and the daily pro
gramme starts at OS.30 and ends well after dark. Two Casevacs 
so far. 

This is a challenge for anyone. 
Our regards to you all at Regimental H eadquarters. I will 

get this out by the ' Beaver ' today and hope that our milk run 
from Tocumen will reach the Embassy in time for Tuesday's 
bag. 

Yours sincerely, 
Kelvin Kent 

P.S.: Written at speed in the field! 
(The above report from Captain Kelvin Kent of the Corps 

:-Vritten in .the Panamanian jungle on the 24th January was 
m your Editor's hands on 28th January!- Editor). 

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN 

Number of cases assisted financially in January 40 
Number of clothfog parcels . . . . . . . . . 42 
Amount spent in grants and loans £1,624.36 

One of the Month's Cases 

SIGNALMAN enlisted 1%2 and killed in a traffic 
accident in Cyprus in 1%9. His widow, with her 

r.vo tiny children, has been living since his death in 
overcrowded conditions with her parents. She has now 
been promised a Council House, and Royal Sigoa'.s 
Association and the Army Benevolent Fund have made 
a joint grant of £300 to furnish this for her. A Christmas 
parcel was also sent for the children. Her letter is printed 
below. 

One of the Month's Letters 

I AM writing to thank you for the grant you have so 
generously allowed me. If it had not been for you, 

I would never have been able to get a home of my own. 
It's only a matter of weeks before I am in my own house, 
and it's all due to your help. The parcel for the children 
was received with great appreciation, and once again I 
thank you from the bottom of my heart. 

IlO'l'A.L SIGNA.I.S ASSOCIATION AND 
BENEVOLENT FUND 

The following donations were gratefully received during 'January, 1972 : 

Officer Commanding, 83 (London) Signal Squadron (V) 
Second-Lieutenant C. L. G. Wright, Royal Signals 
Major C . J. A. Chapman . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. 
J .. H. A. (Boou) Potterj Esq. . . . . . . . . . . . 
L1eutena-t-Coloncl R. . N . Solly . . . . . . . .. 
Captain H. S. Watt . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
Major (Q.M.' T. P . O'Connor, Royal Signals 
C. A. W. Freeman, Esq. 
C. W. Holmes. Esq. ... . .. . . . 
Colonel F. S. Mo:gan , C.B.E ., D.L. 
Colo-cl J. F. Longfield . . . . .. .. . . . . 
Colon7l G . H . T. Shrimpton, C.B.E., T .D. 
Captain I. C. Double. Royal Signals 
Br'1pdicr Sir Ralph Rayner, M .B.E. ·· · ::: 
Vanous small donations ... 

£ p 
2 .00 
5.00 
2.20 
2.00 
2.00 
1.8o 
I.50 
1.40 
I.25 
1.25 
t.00 
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~ 
I.25 

Total ... [,24.90 
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Exertise 
'Marta Polo //' 
t~., XERCISE ' Marco Polo ' was 
D the overland return of a 
party of 11 from 2SS Signal 
Squadron Bahrain to the U.K. 

The party, under Captain Tim 
McCoy, operated under consider
able difficulties inasmuch as they 
were only able to obtain three 
elderly L and Rover-type military 
vehicles (196S/66 vintage) for the 
journey and also the trip was 
carried out during December, 1971/ 
January, 1972) in cold wintry 
weather. Previous exercises of this 
nature had always done the trip 
in summer or autumn conditions. 

* * * Some of the party at the road bridge, Esfanau , Iran. 
Caotain McCoy reports as 

follows: 

Alm!ii 
The aims of the exercise were to practise personnel in: 
(a) Long-distance driving over a wide range of road, terrain 

and weather conditions. 
(b) I nitiative, self-reliance, stamina and fortitude. 
(c) Improvisation and adaptability. 
(d) Map reading and route planning. 
(e) Practical administration and logistics. 
(f) Knowledge and experience of the countries en route. 

route. 
It was considered by some, including initially, perhaps, one 

or two of the members of the exercise, that it would be, in fact, 
a ' jolly,' but this was not planned as being the case, neither, as 
it turned out, was it. It was planned to commence on 11th 
December, 1971, and last three weeks. 

A difficult sU.rt 

As accommodation was being handed over in Army Camp, 
Muharrao, on 11th December, the exercise bad to move out on 
that date, willynilly . This being a Saturday gave the maximum 
number of arabic working days until the next Friday (Holy 
Day). 

For some days before and until 13th December high winds 
(Shamal) prevented the movement of dhows. The party did 
not load onto one until 14th December, at which point the wind 
rose once more. It bad abated sufficiently by the 16th to allow 
the dhow to sail, but rose to gale force when half-way acros , 
further delaying it. 

Off-loading at Bushehr, the pon of entry into Iran, was 
fraught with more hindrance, upset and petty (and corrupt) 
beaurocracy from local officials. Although ready by the quay at 
09.00 hours, the port was not cleared until 14.30 hour . 
Approximately SS miles were made that day. 

The route the following day was over some of the worst 
road the writer has seen, and it had a detrimental effect on the 
vehicles. There were also Army road blocks on the road. 

20th December was spent on vehicle maintenance. Being now 
a week behind schedule it was decided to push through the 
night to Esfahan, where it was possible to buy spares. S29 
miles covered by 21st December. 

Hitter cold 

It was by now bitterly cold, so that sleeping bags and 
blankets were worn in the vehicles, and the party did not bother 
to camp more than was really necessary, but drove on day and 
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EVENING ON THE DHOW 
Left to right: Signal men Bob Boyd. Don Carron (back to camera), 
Lance-Corporal Bill Slater and Signalman Ron Trower. Prone 

Signalman Wells 

night. Tehran was negotiated in the early morning rush hour. 
A frightening experience. . . 

The customs and immigration officials at the exlt point, 
Bazargan were al o difficult and obstructive. In contrast, the 
Turks co'uld not have been more helpful and considerate. This 
exemplified the difference in our opinion, between the two 
countries. . 

A Agri was reached in a snowstorm an hotel was obtamed 
for the festive period. The party pushed on on 26th December, 
fully rested. The roads on this stage were bad. !he route lay 
over the mountains of central Turkey. It was bitterly cold; it 
was snowing; the road was drifted over in many places; ~ere 
was a strong wind. A good number of large T.l.R. vehicles 
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TEDIOUS PROCESS 

Clearing Customs and Immigration at Manama 

wh-ehcome upon (some in quite surprising places and positions) 
w icth wdrl unable_ to make headway. It was not uncommon to 

ligh
s.ee . e fir vers trymg to melt me diesel in their fuel tanks by 

nng es under them. The temperature was said to be 
more than -20°C, and this was believable. The dip-switches 
and speedo heads and cables froze up, water cans burst and 
metal could not be touched. 

Itfneh-needed rest 

t 1:11~ waHs reached after curfew, about which we had been 
o no g owever,_ the Turkish authorities were once a ·n 

helpful and understandmg. Two nights' sleep and a day of ~
tthenannlce were had. Here the Defence Attache was contacted-

e o y one we were able to. 
Anka
31 

raDwas left on 29th December; Yugoslavia was reached 
on st ec:ember. 
~e arrived in Venice on the evening of 2nd January after a 

so_i:;; pusoodh through Yugoslavia, mostly on snow-covered roads 
w1 a g deal of freezing fog and falling snow. ' 

Home at last 
Because of the shorta~e of time the route was chan ed fr m 

~at planned to one:: via Padova, Milano, Aosta, ~and St 
R er??-ard Tunnel, Switzerland, Vallorbe, Reims to Calais 10th 

egiment was reached at about 20.30 hours on 5th Ja~ 
:Vhdi~e . an amount of stores was handed in and the s~ 
m catmg the end of the exercise was sent. 

Conclusion 
~us ended the exercise after a period of 26 days durin 

;hich some 4,660 miles .were covered by road. For all thls rim~ 
e party was self-contamed, apart from P 0 L and water and 

~n~g~d .to ~eep .the vehicles going witha"ut. a~y outside :Ud
m ea 10 1~se · Wide extremes of climate and temperature were 
he~~ cl~g G~lttosea~level to over l_D,000 feet, and fyom the 
most certainly fulfille~us 20· The aims of the exercise were 

PLACES! a 
- 1JN1JSUAJ, JOBS % 

END VS THAT STORY 
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BY APPOINTMENT TO HER MAJE TY THE QUEEN 
GOLDSMITHS & CROWN JEWELLER ' 
GARRARD & COMPANY LTD .. LONDON 

The Pride of 
the Regiment. 
F?r over two hundred years Garrard have commem

orat~d, m finely-wor~ed sil.v~r, the achievements of great 
~eg1ments. T~day this tradition of service to the military 
is firmly escabhshed. 

As ~egimencal Silversmiths Garrard maintain close 
con~act W1th a large number of regiments and individual 
serving mer:nbers. We offer you unrivalled traditional skills 
of our designers and craftsmen and the personal service 

that is the hallmark 
of Garrard. 

The Crown Jewellers 
GARRARD & CO. L TO. } ) 2 REOl!:NT ST 

LONDONWIA 2JJTEL:01·7347020 
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Here's Initiative 

North African 
Journey 

by 

Signalman Dave Price, 
2 Squadron, 7th Signal Regiment 

We take our Editorial hat off to Signalman Dave Price who, 
determined to make the most of his opportunities, set off on 

· s fiat feet from Herford with Libya as his destination. Three 
weeks later with 3,000 miles behind him he was back at 

erford with many an adventure with which to ' grip his pals.' 
Read on 

* * * 
T last the time had come and I left Maresfield Barracks, 

Herford, on a long awaited hiking trip to Libya. I still 
felt there were many problems about this trip, but from my 
friends came quiet assurance of what would happen if I failed 
to deliver the goods (stamps various-quantity enormous). 

A. city rich in old und new 

I made good time, in excellent weather, down through 
Cologne, Bonn and Mannerheim to the Swiss frontier town 
of Basie where the world seemed new and refreshingly dif
ferent. Although near the German and French border , life 
seemed a little more composed and the individual and not 
the mass catered for. This city is a rich mixture of old and 
new with wide modern streets and old narrow roads of indefi
nite age and considerable beauty. Bridges new and heavy 
with traffic; bridge old, lined with anglers and barred to 
traffic. Barges, grimy with coal dust, from all over Europe 
made a proud showing with their pennants and flags against 
the superb motor launches and yachts on the Rhine. 

Yodelling and Swiss dancing 

From Basie I travelled to Lucerne in Central Switzerland by 
sharing an open trUck with several German and French people. 
The weather was certainly no admirer of visitors - high winds 
and torrential rains being the order of the day. Arriving late 
at night, I found adequate shelter in the ruins of an old Swiss 
Army theatre. Fortunately, the next day was bright and clear 
affording fantastic views along Lake Lucerne and of the 
surrounding snow-capped mountains. A trip on a paddle steamer 
was well worth the modest charge there being, in addition to 
the cenery, free yodelling and Swiss dancing displays along 
the water's edge. 

Tougher going 

From Lucerne I travelled down Central Switzerland con
siderably lighter in the pocket as well a in the head. Two 
nights at a night club with strip shows turned out quite 
expensive. The roads were now more pleasant; twisting, 
climbing and driving through fantastic, though somehow unreal, 
fairy tale beauty. Bells hung from the necks of goats and cattle 
provided a constant background of music. On coming to the 
Alps one's leg muscles protested as the air grew thinner and 
chilly. Lifts became harder to come by and I had a four or 
five-hour climb before someone stopped and offered me a 
lift to Milan. I kept my eres closed on the hairpins and along 
downhill stretches but still managed to catch breathtaking 
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NOMAD 
Signalman Dave Price, the writer of the article, back on the job at 

7th Signal Regiment after his 3,000 mile hike 

glimpses of snow-capped mountains stretching for miles all 
around. Lake Lugano made me wish I could stay there for 
a while. The scenery more than compensated for the high 
prices in the hotels and inns but with a limited budget, I 
had to move on into Italy. 

Milan 
For a glimpse of Latin temperament call at the Milan 

Tourist Information Office. It was pwdemonium. Full of 
people with no luggage all of whom, I suspect, lived in Milan. 
There must have been a genuine tourist information office 
somewhere. Olanging money was a nighnnare with 1554 lire 
to the pound. Vast quantities of paper and coin money gave 
one a false impression of being rich. 

Rome 
From Milan to Rome I was given a series of fast lifts during 

a day I remember mostly for drizzling rain. If there is a speed 
limit on the Autostradas the Italians have not been told! 
Having arrived in Rome, I spent a day wandering around the 
city enjoying the sights, particularly St. Peter's Square, before 
moving on further south. I had to by-pass Naple , because 
of torrential rain which caused flash flooding in the city and 
many deaths, so I passed on through Salerno to Reggio di 
Calabria. The beaches beside this le~ of the journey stretched 
for miles - perfect sands. Here, JD Southern Italy, I saw 
oxen being used for ploughing and raising water. Life is very 
slow and looks hard but vineyards abound on every available 
square foot of the slopes. 
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Et a ·a,. • ping ~ 
At Reggio di Calabria, the scene of many provincial riots, 

there i a hydrofoil ·ervice to Messina, Sicily. After three trips 
on it I finally landed in Mes ina. The weather was warm yet 
overca t in Sicily. Mt. Etna wa not visible but wa , I was 
assured, ' leeping ' in any ca e. From Messina, getting a lift 
to Catania was difficult so I took a bus. Though not exactly 
speeding, we overtook hundreds of donkeys, which seem to be 
the mo t common method of moving people and goods. The 
Ea tern Sicilian coast scenery is not inspiring - particularly 
on the stretch between Catania and Siracusa where the road 
is hemmed in on one ide by the fiat Mediterranean and b • 
sultry, colourless mountains on the other. 

~falta and 234 quadron 
In Siracusa it took half a day to persuade with beer (and 

6700 lira) the crew of a fishing vessel to give me a lift to 
lV'alta. Malta we made in a day's sail. Valetta Grand Harbour 
lights were really welcome to see and, after the customs had 
reminded me that a ferry did run from Sicily and Italy quire 
frequently, I went ashore, changed my money, had a quick 
meal and went off to 234 Squadron for a cholera jab that 
turned out not to be nece sary. Here I met up with Signalman 
Hamil Oare of 2 Squadron, 7th Regiment) with whom I 
enjoyed several days of sight-seeing, present buying and 
thorough tasting of Farsons Ales. 

Independence Day celebrations were colourful, ending in 
some exciting boat races in the Grand Harbour. Thank you 
234 Squadron for some good times. 

On to Benghazi 
Everyone was saying to me: "You do realise drink is taboo 

in Libya ? " I said I did but that I wasn't worried. I was, but 
didn't show it, I hope! 

Getting on a boat from Malta to Benghazi was difficult but 
eventually, after days around Valetta Harbour I found a 
coaster skipper who agreed to take me. The four-day trip to 
Benghazi was made in glorious weather where I landed very 
early in the morning but even so did not escape the masses of 
flies. Children calling for money were also a particular menace. 
I held on to rucksack and wallet rightly. 

The hardest part of the trip 
From Benghazi to Tripoli is 600 kms. and was the hardest 

stretch of my trip. Heat, files, sweat and a continual thirst, 
but I made it in two and a half days, mainly by goat and sheep 
tracks. Tripoli is a smart city now and traces of the last war 
are few. I visited the museum of old Roman An there and 
then moved on along the coastal belt, which is quite well 
cultivated, and where camel and goat herds abound. The 
donkeys are used unmercifully for transporting large loads 
but my treatment by all the Libyan Arabs was first class. 
Eventually I arrived at Sabatha, near the Tunisian border, 
where I visited the Roman ruins. My trip to Tunisia from 
here was by courtesy of an American/French oil company who 
whisked me off in a convoy of Land Rovers into Tunis itself. 
A day at Tunis was really insufficient. This city, with its 
strong French infiuence, has every attraction it seems; 
European-style clubs, nightspots and a horse racing track. Oh -
and bars! 

Aud so back to Herford - object achieved 
Having come this far, rime and money were running out -

so I reluctantly accepted a lift back to Sabatha, thence Tripoli 
and the journey in reverse began. My return journey was 
quicker and the weather colder. I was very happy. I had 
made it. My three weeks' leave was over and the required 
stamps had been sent back. 

News from Regiments 

School of Signals 

Blandford Camp 

Dorset 

COMHUNICATIONS SYSTEMS - EXEllCISE 
TROOP 

The Troop was actively engaged recently in providing 
part of the School of Signals demonstration for students of 
the Staff College and cadets from RM.A., Sandhurst. Our 
photographs show the Divisional Comhead beside the U.H.F. 
tower and Divisional Comcen which was set up on Anson 
Square. Anson Square is the students' car park and many 
private car owners were very annoyed to find their parking 
spaces occupied. The demonstration took place on Tuesday, 
25th January, and was attended by 255 cadets and 120 Staff 
College students plus staff and instructors from both estab
lishments. 

Systems Exercise Troop has almost as many vehicles as men 
and Sergeant Shotts the radio relay sergeant has a constant 
problem in training drivers. It seems th;lt as soon as a driver 
is trained and issued with his H.G.V. licence, be becomes due 
for posting. Since Christmas he has had two successes in 
Lance-Corporal Tranter and Signalman Ford, and we hope 
that they will remain with us for a few more months at least. 
. Without doubt the Troop plays more spon than any other 
m the School. Unfortunately apart from successes against 
S.S.M. Vaspcr's eleven the football team tends to lose most 
of its matches. A few gladiators, Corporal Guy, Lance-Corporal 
Ma.thers and Signalman Ford, are in the School rugby team 
which has recently reached the final of the South Wes-r District 
Cup. 

By the time these notes appear we shall have said farewell 
to Lieutenant-Colonel J. R. T. Paterson, our senior instructor 
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who is leaving the Army to work for an American electronics 
firm. We welcome in his place Lieutenant-Colonel R. Holmes, 
who was previously S.O. 1 Training. 

(See photo on page 97). 

WGllER NATIONAL CERTIFICATE 
Congratulations to the following who successfully passed the 

Higher National Certificate on their Foreman of Signals Course 
at Blandford. 

29 Foreman of Signals Course, December, 1970: M.A. Brett, 
F. C. Brown, T. Crawley, B. G. Houston, A. V. Lamb, J. A. 
Murphy, B. P. Pettifer, M. Scott, R. Scriven, G. Spearpoint, 
P.R. Wagstaff, J. Young. 

30 Foreman of Signals Course, November, 1971: G. B. Clark, 
P. H. Davis, J. W. Eayres, M. E. Everett, R. Foster, J.E. Guest, 
T. Houston, W. Lawson, R. I. Marsh, C. W. Payne, L. Proctoc, 
J. M. Smith, K. Zoing. 

MAJOR ( q.iu.) n. n. n. DUNLOP 
On 10th March Ray Dunlop retires after serving over 40 

years with the Corps. He enlisted as a boy in December, 1931 , 
and first served overseas during the Abyssinian/Italian War 
in 1938. During the last war he served in Iraq, Iran and the 
Western Desert and finally ended up in India. 

Ray was commisioned in 1959 and after tours with the T.A. 
and in B.A.O.R. he was posted to 11th Regiment in Catterick. 
During his time with the School he has been very much 
involved in the Blandford rebuild. He intends to reside in the 
Shaftesbury area and will no doubt be keeping a fatherly eye 
on the Camp. 

A farewell lunch was held in H.Q. Mess on 8th February. 
It was more of an Old Comrades' Reunion than a lunch party, 
10 out of the 12 Officers at the table each having over 30 
years' service. 

Our best wishes to Ray and his wife for the future, and we 
hope to see them often in Blandford. 
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COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS-EXERCISE TROOP. SCHOOL OF SIGNALS (See page 96) k . 
In our photo are some of the members of a Troop that does much to show the Corps to the rest of the Army. They are a een sporting 

~~~ ·· IG · I k Lance-Cor oral Barratt Lance-Corporal W1ll1ams. Corpora uy, 
Left to right: W .0 .2 (F.0.S.) Owen. Signalman Ford, Col rBporakl Wh1~~ ~~l~an Smart ~orporal W~od, Captain Rumford 

Corporal Manion. Lance-Corpora roe man, 1g • 

Army Apprentices' College 
Harrogate 

Graduation, December 1971 

ON Wednesday, 15th December, 1971, 63. youn? men left 
what our Reviewing Officer was to descnbe as the future 

backbone of Royal Signals ' to become fully-fledged vertebrae. 

The aid Reviewing Officer was none other than the SignHal 
Officer-in-Chief Major-General J. M. Sawers, M:B.E. . e 
expressed his pleasure that his " first formal . occa l?n s~ce 
appointment should be at the College "-a sentiment m which 
the College shared. Major-General Sawers went on to con
gratulate A/T. R.S.M. Keith Thoms~n," the Bands and th: 
nigh-800 apprentic.es. oi; parade ~m theu. ~~ example of th 
true meaning of d1sc1pline: that is, self-disc1pline-wheFe all of 
you were working towards !h~ common goal, knc;;-rmg. that 
failure on the part of one individual would affect all. T?1s, he 
added, "is what a parade, Royal Signals, the Army, and mdeed 
life is--0r should be-all about." 

The term's prizewinners were: 
Commandant's Prize for Conduct and Discipline. - A/T 

R.S.M. K. Thomson. 
Signal Officer-in-Chief's Award for the Best All-Round 

Tradesman.-A/T Sergeant J. D. P. Jones. 
Corps Committee Prizes.-Technician. A/T P. V. Watts. 

Operator, A/T Sergeant J. D. P. Jones. 
Borough of Harrogate Prizes.-Technician, A/T R. Bragg. 

Operator, A/TN. Dean. 
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I.e roi est mort • • • 
December's graduation day was Colonel J. C. ~li~ch's la t 

official function as Commandant of the College. Arnvmg some
what later (in February) than did the ~est of Intake 7~A, ?e 
did a much shorter course than I!lost,. bemg promoted :Sngad1er 
to command 2 Signal Group, with ~is Headquarters m Alder-
shot, with effect from 1st January this year. . 

His reception on graduation day was clear evidence of the 
affection with wbidl all ranks at the College_, not least ·t<l 
apprentices regarded him. Further proof of this waffis prov1 c d 
the following day when hi Officers, Warrant. 0, c;ers an 
N c O s assembled to ' see him off the premise. . m . near
tr~diti~nal style. Because of his enthus~s!ll for sailmgi ~rw\ 
decided to ' sail him out,' and, charactensucally, C~lone me 
contrived the difficult feat of navigating his craft smgle-ha.nd~d . 
He had to; as our picture shows, the other one was othcrw1~c 

en~~g~dSignal Group's gain is our loss, and all member o~ the 
College wish Brigadier Clinch every ucce and happmc 
in his new post. , Id ,_. d 

We welcome, as Brigadier Clinch s successor, a? o u1e~ 
of his Colonel Norman Buder, whose last appomtm nt "n" 
as Chief Exercise Planner, Northern Army Gr<;>up. . 

Colonel Buder was commissioned in Royal 1gnal :n Decem
b 1949 Since then he has had a bu y and vaned career, 
h~~ng se~ved in Gha~a, Kenya, Germany, Aden, the N.A.T. · 
Defence College at Fontainebleau and Rome, and even, occfl
sionally the United Kingdom, where he ha managed to t 
in both' Staff College and Joint Services' Staff College. 
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GRADUATION PARAD E 
The Reviewing Offi cer-Major-General J. M. Sawers, M. B.E.-talks 

to A[f (now Signalman) R. Genge 

A keen sportsman, Colonel Butler was formerly a first-class 
r~gby footballer-h~ frequently hooked for the Corps-and 
stil~ runs and ca~tams a touring cricket side-The Pioneers
which regularly mclude a number of county players He is 
very proud of having been Commanding Officer of 21st Signal 
~egunenc when they won the Army Athletics Championship 
m 1970. 

_In welcoming Colonel Butler as our new Commandant we 
w1 h him and his. family a sucessful and a happy tour. ' We 
know all about policemen, but what does it mean wtien all the 
Commandants begin co look young ? 

[Photograph Y orkshire "Evening Pon" 

COMMANDANTS COME AND COMMANDANTS GO 
Colonel (now Brigadier) J. C. Clinch (r ight) shows Colonel N. A. 

Butler round his new domain 
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ONE FO R THE ROAD! 
Colonel (now Brigadier) J. C. Clinch prior to being towed away 

from the College in a sailing boat 

Genge Cup 

At last term's prizegivin~, Colonel (now Brigadier) Clinch 
announced that he had ~ece1ved a generous donation from Mr. 
and Mrs. E. A. Genge, m memory of thei! son Paul, a former 

apprenuce telegraphist, who 
was killed in Northern Ire
land last November. 

It was Mr. and Mrs. 
Genge's wish that the Col
lege's memorial to Paul 
should reflect his interest 
in the sporting side of Col
lege life, and accordingly 
the major part of their hand
some gift has been used to 
provide the Genge Cup 
which will be presented 
each term to the Squadron 

THE GEN G E CUP with the greatest achieve-
. ment in physical training. 

It is doubly appropnate that the first presentation of the 
G~nge Cup should be made on the graduation day of Paul's 
~win brother, Robert, now serving with 16th Signal Regiment 
in B.A.O.R., and that it should go to Paul's old Squadron 
Rawson. ' 

Thanks also to Mc. and Mrs. Genge, the College now has 
a Roll of Honour, in which will be inscribed the names of for
mer apprentices who give their lives 1n the service of their 
country. 

Congratulations 

To A/T Sergeant Fred Tedby on being chosen to represent 
the ~ngland under-19 basketball team, in their match against 
English Schools under-18. 

HISTORY OF 19th SIGNAL REGIMENT 

Association H.Q. have been presented with a number 
of copies of an excellent history of the recently dis
banded 19th Signal Regiment. This history has been 
compiled by the last C.O., Lieutenant Colonel C. J. 
Gilbert, who has gone to a great deal of trouble to 
produce a lively, informative and well illustrated history 
of the Regiment. Price 50p. Proceeds go to Association 
Benevolent Fund. 
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1st Div. H.Q. & Signal 

Regiment, B.F .P .0. 32 

11nr.,.wPJl uJld welcome back 

ON 2nd February, Lieutenant-Colonel G. W. Gittins handed 
over command of the Regiment to Lieutenant-Colonel 

J. F. Blake. A farewell to Colonel Gittins, who returns to the 
' hub • of the Army and a welcome to Colonel Blake, who after 
a tour m U.K. at the Royal School of Artillery, Larkhill, 
returns to Verden to take command of the last Regiment he 
served with. 

Colonel and Mrs. Gittins were dined out of the Officers' Mess 
in traditional style. They left on board a two ton trailer with 
the Commanding Officer seated before a desk fitted with five 
telephones, rnapboard and lights. As the ' chariot ' took off into 
the night, towed by a number of officers, all five 'phones rang 
in turn, much to the consternation of the Colonel; he has 
hcen asking ever since, how the system worked ! ~Pictures 
arc banned-by the last order of the Colonel). 

The final appearance by Colonel Gittins was to make 
u farewell address to the Regiment and to march/walk out 
from the parade, adorned with bowler hat and rolled umbrella. 
(Photographs of this performance are also banned by the same 
ord r). 

Our be>t wishes go with Colonel and Mrs. Gittins and we 
hope they will call on us any time they are this way. 

The Regiment welcomes back Colonel Blake. He not only 
knows the function of the Regiment well but also knows 
a number of the personalities. Having served as Second-in
Command and before that as Training Major, we can be 
assured that he is alive to the ' tricks of the trade ' that have 
been tried before I 

Exercise ' White Arrow ' 

Due to a shortage of snow the 1 Divisional Ski Meeting 
was split, the langlauf events being held in Mittenwald, Bavaria 
and the Alpine Racing at Axamer Lizum, Austria. 

The Regiment could only raise two skiers, Lieutenant 
Duncan Jones and Corporal David Thain. They combined 

ENTHUSIAST 
Lieutenant Duncan Jones pauses for breath while ski-ing at Axamer 

Li:z:um in Austria during Jan uary 
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with Lieutenant N. H. W. Ironside of 651 Aviation Squadron 
to provide a Verden Station team for the Alpine racing at 
Axamer Lizwn. They managed to come fifth overall. 

Lieutenants Jones and Ironside then went off to St. Moritz 
to try their hand at bob sleighing for the first time. A week 
later they were selected for the British Army team of four 
bobs which won the Inter-service championship.. Not bad 
for novices. 

A 11ewcomer's impres ion of 2 Squadron 

"You are posted to 2 Squadron" came a remark not 
directed at . anyone in particular except me. So, together with 
kit and various things, I drove off to the 'Second.' 

" Who are you ? " Is this question asked about anyone else 
who arrives in a new Unit, or am I a minority group? 

"I am the notorious 12345678 Signalman Bloggs," I wish 
I had said. Who do I see about arrival cards, proformae, 
people to interview me, a place to live, food, the NAAFI and 
a multitude of things. 

I.earn the language 

Advice is showered on me every time I ask about anything 
and emphasis is on the learning of the local lingo. Rather 
timidly I explain that the only words I know arc ' ein bier 
bitte, nein, ja and Hannover ' (where I landed in a great silver 
and blue bird !). Incidently, it is worth learning the language 
as the girls definitely react in a positive manner if they know 
what you are talking about. 

111 the field 

"Ah, now you'll be able to see what the Squadron does 
in the field," I'm told one fine morning. ' Cam up ' comes the 
command from higher command as vehicles ease their way 
into almost impossible positions. " This net, that net, fishing 
net and buttertly net, callsign, talking sign, rear, main, step 
up, step down, watch your step ! , Coffeecon and Teacon, 
Radcon, KVA, where you want, but not over there as the 
local farmer doesn't like that sort of thing on his land." Night 
comes like a curtain drawn across the window. Immediately 
the fields cease to produce grass, etc., and grow fantastic 
crops of mist. You are on guard from 19.00 to 22.00 tonight. 
" Blimely it's cold old man,'' is the familiar greeting, which 
sentries must have been saying to one another for centuries. 
'Yeah,' comes the sleepy rep1y accompanied by the shuffie 
of boots DMS (life and sole of the Army). A scout car rolls up, 
barely managing to miss you and you call out the first half 
of the password from the bottom of a ditch that came to the 
rescue. "Sorry old d:lap but I'm the enemy and looking for 
my control, I know its here somt:where " - fifth columnists 
leaguered with us no less! Thinking I am being strangled 
by a boa concertina or something of appropriate German 
ghoulishness, I reach up and find ten pair cable wrapped 
around me. Extracting myself from the ditch, full of thoughts 
of Hitchcock's films and whether the 'X' factor covers this 
sort of thing, I am nearly run down by a couple of late 
revellers, on bicycle . ' Decam ' comes the next cry and so the 
familiar cycle begins again. 

Out o f the field 
A normal working day begins with the inevitable first works 

parade as detailed by Squadron Daily Orders (which are pro
duced in the nick of time, proclaiming all sorts of infamous 
suggestions). Troop Staff Sergeants say, "You, garages (no me 
Tarzan), you, so forth and fifth and so on." Look the L.A.D. 
have had a permanent connection, just put in to call for 
vehicles, can they be delivered for servicing now? I have to 
go to the Q.M.s, Armoury, R.H.Q., Bank, M.I. Room and the 
North Pole. Can I have five minutes' or two months' leave 
starting this afternoon ? Panic boards abound with various 
notes of dubious origin on them; they are called panic boards 
because no one can read what is written on them as the me -
age was written so quickly, that it must be urgent. 

Now I feel I run in two, and glad to be part of it. 
N OTE: Coffee costs 30 pf. per cup-a fill of fountain pen 

ink cost lOpf I 
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"The only 
All-Solid-State 100W 
broadband HF linear 

amplifien in 
full scale production 
an~here in the 
world .. 

We've already said a 
mouthful. But we must 
add that they cover the 
1.5 to 30 MHz range and 
can be used with anyman
pack toform a 1 OOWman
portable or vehicle station. 

. Al' sol id state, they operate 
direct from their own batteries 
or_ from 24V vehicle supplies, 
without a converter. 

After all this we still haven't 
mentioned that there are no tun 
ing or loading controls to adjust. 
And as they are fully protected 

against ex
cessive drive and 

cannot be damaged by 
mis-matches such as broken 

or short-circuited aerials, they are 
virtually fault-proof. 

One more word (or maybe two 
if you can bear with us). These 

amplifiers have already 
been delivered in quan

tity to British and many 
Overseas Armed Forces. In fact 

there's two years of full - seal~ 
production behind this product. 
And it's available now . 

[BEDIFON0 
Redifon Telecommunications 

Limite;a,d 
Broomhill Road 
London S.W.18. 
Telephone: 01-874 7281 ",, 
A Member Company of tho Rodlffuslon Organitallon 
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2nd Div. H.Q. & Signal 

Regiment, B.F.P.O. 22 

•·roo1 the ski slo1•es 
rrHIS has been a busy sporting period with large numbers of 

soldiers away at our Ski Hut at Peterstahl. In spite of a 
remarkable lack of snow the Divisional and Aimy meetings 
were successful ones for the Regiment. 

The Regimental team, Lieutenant Roger Neeve, Corporal 
Sean Dillon-White, Lance-Corporal Paul Painter and Signal
man Bernard Madsen, gained 2nd place in the Aimy Biathlon 
Relay. In addition Corporal Sean Dillon-White gained a highly 
creditable 3rd place in the Aimy 15 km. cross-country and 3rd 
place in the Aimy Biathlon. 

We were delighted to hear that Signalman Douglas Elliot 
had been selected for the British Olympic Team and wish him 
all success in apporo. 

Colonel Alan Yeoman set a fine example in gaining 2nd place 
in the Divisional Veterans' slalom and achieving 22nd place 
overall out of 79. 

Other porting notes 
We are now out of the major units winter competitions bur 

nevertheless have managed to play a regular number of matches 
in all the u ual events. Squash is be:::oming a most popular spon 
and our court is always heavily booked. R.S.M. Reg Norris 
and Y. of S. Ernie Storie have high hopes of producing a pitch 
and putt course around the sports area for the many golfing 
enthusiasts. 

Unit activities 
It has been a quiet period with a gradual build up for the 

exercise period which will soon be upon us. 
Major Michael Petheram leaves us for M.O.D. and his relief 

Major Richard Reynolds has arrived. Ainongst other arrivals 
are Captain Mike Brock, Captain Barry Rowe and Major 
Bernard Corner, R.C.T., who took over H.Q. Squadron from 
Major Bob Savage. Captain Peter Lenthall has left to join 
260 Squadron. 

3rd Div. H.Q. and Signal 

Regiment, Bulford 

J ANUARY was going to be a quiet month recuperating 
from Christmas, or at least that was the forecast from 

the crystal ball gazers of the Regiment. Instead it became the 
month of the late-night knock on the door, with the words 
" Come into the barracks you're moving off," echoing in many 
people's ears. 

fsetaway 1•eo1•le 
The first group to ~o was Lieutenant George Carmichael 

and 30 soldiers who arrportabilised their equipment and flew 
to Malta. The Unit emplanement team for this move, Captain 
Leslie Steane, Sergeant Peter Forster of 2 Squadron and 
Sergeant Frank Smithurst of 1 Squadron, found themselves 
being turned into a loading team at the airfield and helping the 
Royal Air Force loading team to load and lash various Hercules 
aircraft. Eventually the move was completed and initial repons 
state that the detachment have found themselves busy in Malta. 

While this was going on Corporal Brian Warren and Signal
man 'Jock' Aberdein of 'Alpha' Troop were learning the 
techniques of waterproofing vehicles so that they could go to 
the Caribbean on Exercise ' Sun Pirate.' Also another group of 
soldier were preparing themselves to go to Northern Ireland. 

Back on the plain the Commanding Officer Lieutenant
Colonel D. H. Briggs gathered together the remainder of the 
Regiment and led them into the snow on Salisbury Plain for 
yet another Exercise ' Staff Ride.' Lieutenant Chris Wright and 
Lance-Corporal Chris Ball had a very lucky escape on this 
exercise when the vehicle they were in ovenurned and caught 
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fire; fonunately both managed to get out of the vehicle and 
avoid injury. 

As we go to press Major John Barrett is lcadmg 3 Squadron 
wilt! the newly formed ' Delta ' and 'Echo ' Troop into Ger
many on Exercise ' Sword Edge.' 

~'ross-co un try 
The .Regiment took part in the Divisional and South We t 

District Cross-country ChampiOnlihips. Unfortunately our team 
was depleted with the various commitments and ex rcise but 
some good running by Lance-Corporal Bob Rober ts of 1 
Squadron and Corporal Brian Boucher of 2 Squadron managed 
to get the team into 4th position in the Divisional competition 
and 5th position in the District competition. 

Arrivals 
We welcome Captain Chris Wollaston to the Regiment. 

True to the tradition of the Regiment he found himself on 
exercise within an hour of arrival. We would also like to wel
come Captain Harry Hamer, General List, who is taking over 
as Second-in-Command 'H.Q.' Squadron. 

BAOR ..... ? 
-if you are arriving soon, or are here already, 
and interested in a new:-

FIAT 
PEUGEOT 
TRIUMPH 

I 
? 

I 

at 
special 
NATO 
prices 

-then for details of U.K./Gerrnany delivery speci
fications, prices, finance, part-exchange, fill in the 
coupon or write to us soonest: 
WALTER HAGEN & Co. - WEST GERMANY 
415 KREFELD PESTALOZZISTR. 25 

Please send details of your FIAT/PEUGEOT/TRIUMPH to: 

Name ·····-···-· 

Add ress 

Part-exchange detai ls ·- _ .. 

Rank_. 

.• Phone No. 

Our representatives visit all camps here weekly and we also have 
a11ents in U .K.l 

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS 

New Regulation Pattern with Straps 

Made up as required 

EXPORT each 

U.K. inc. P. Tax -
,, 

<Postase Exira) 

70p 
76p 

T. FROST (Saddlers) BAWTRY 
Nr. DONCASTER 
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THEY'RE ALL VERY FIT IN HERFORD! 
W.O. AND SERGEANTS MESS FOOTBALL TEAM-7th SIGNAL REGIMENT 

Back row: Sergeant "Ming" Gordon, Staff-Sergeant Dave Hughes, W.0. 1 (Y. of S.) Gordon Raku, W.0.2 (Y. of S.) Len Green, Staff-Sergeant 
(Y. of S.) John Sydney, W.0.2 (F. of S.) Brian Meachin 

Front row: Staff-Sergeant Robbie Dickson, R.E.M.E., Sergeant Paddy Bell, Sergeant Paddy McGerty, Sergeant Ken Harlick (substitute), Sergeant 
Charlie Wickham, Sergeant Reg McKechnie 

7th Signal Regiment 

B.F.P.O. 15 

7th Itegiment Personalities 
C.O. Lieutenant-Colonel R A. King 
Second-in-Command Major D. G. Pratt 
Operations Officer . . . Major M. J. Hales 
0.C. H.Q. Squadron Major C. Riley 
O.C. 1 Squadron Major A. R J. Ainsworth 
O.C. 2 Squadron Major N. A. Walter 
0.C. 3 Squadron Major B. G. LeDan, 

R.A. Signals 
O.C. 4 Squadron 
O.C. 5 Squadron 
O.C. 6 Squadron . . . . .. 
O.C. Light Aid :..etachment 
Adjutant 
Technical Adjutant 
Q.M. (non-Technical) 
Q.M. (Technical) 
Regimental Sergeant Major 

Major R. A. Cetwn 
Major J. F. Billingham 
Major G. M. Finney 
Major P. D. Cronan, R.E.M.E. 
Captain T. N. Singleton 
Captain (T.O.T.) A. H. Spurgin 
Captain (Q.M.) C. W. Johnston 
Captain (Q.M.) E. J. Ford 
W.0.1 (RS.M.) G. J. McKie 

Award of l\leritorious ervice l\Jetlal 

I N January the Regiment was delighted to hear that W.0.2 
Gordon Shrimplin, R.A.P.C., had been awarded the M.S.M. 

Since he joined the Army on 14th December, 1942, as a Boy 
Soldier, he has had a varied and interesting career, becoming 
a Gunner in the Royal Regiment of Artillery on 25th March, 
1943, with whom he saw active service with maritime anti
aircraft units and rose to the rank of Sergeant. He was re
mustered into the Royal Army Pay Corps on 21st September, 
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AWARD OF MERITORIOUS SERVICE MEDAL 
The C.O. with staff of 7th Regiment Pay Office pose for the 
camera on the occasion of the award of the M.S.M. to W.0.2 Gordon 

Shrimplin 

1952, and has been serving with 7th Regiment since 15th 
January, 1970. 

In his time with us • Q ' Shrimplin has gained the liking and 
respect of all ranks for his helpfulness and competence. At the 
time of the change-over to the N ilitary Salary scheme, through 
both his own efforts and the effort he inspired from those work
ing for him, he enabled the Regiment to effect this change 
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with a speed and facility ttiat caused favourable comment from 
senior officers of his own corps. His sterling efforts have made 
our pay office a show piece for 1 (B.R.) Corps. 

It is a rare breed of soldier that achieves the distinction of 
this unusual award and we are proud to have Gordon Shrimplin 
serving with us. 

Tombola for Cancer Resc-arclt 
W.0.2 John Howker, our Sergeant Major 6 Squadron, on 

reading of the terminal illness of the young athlete Lilian Board, 
deeided that if cancer could strike not only the elderly but also 
the young, fit and healttiy, then it was time he did something 
to help so he started to run tombola sessions, not only to 
provide a source of entertainment but also to raise money to 
help fight cancer. Ably helped by W.0.2 Peter Harrison of 5 
Squadron and Corporal Peter Laing, this venture started on 
27th April, 1971. 

At first there were many problems. Transport difficulties 
:md competition from other tombolas in the Garrison kept 
attendance:. low for the first two or three months. In addition, 
they realised that with only 10 per cent of the takin~s going 
to Cancer Researdl (the remainder being given back m prizes 
or used for extra duty pay), they must hit on a crowd-<lrawing 
novelty if their charitable contribution was to be significant. 
So they devised their own version of television's popular 'Take 
Your Pick' game. This at once did the trick. Attendances rose 
and so did the donations to Cancer Research. 

In seven months they have sent the Cancer Research Cam
paign a total of £522. Their target for the year is £1,000. The 
entertainment they provide is growing steadily more popular, 
and because of the generosity of many of the players who give 
up part of their winnings as an extra donation, this figure will 
almost certainly be exceeded. A comment by the Campai1rn's 
Chief Appeals Officer, Rear-Admiral G. I. M. Balfour, C.B., 
D.S.0., ran: " ... may I convey to you and your helpers in 
7th Regiment our sincere thanks and appreciation for the sup
port which you all give by raising such generous gifts in this 
way!" 

The W.0.s' and ergeants' !\fess football team 
The W.O.s' and Sergeants' Mess has always had considerable 

sporting prowess. There are quite a few trophies residing in 
our show case to prove this. 

For the past two years the team have been participants in 
the Kensitas Bielefeld Area Sergeants' Mess Sunday Soccer 
League. Last season we managed to finish in fifth place. 
During the summer months, however, hardly a week went past 
without a game of football against one of the German teams 
from the area around Herford (thanks to the org,mising effort 
of the team manager Sergeant Alex Haston). These J!ames 
demonstrated the high st'ilte of fitness of our Sergeants' Mess. 
At the start of the current season Kensitas sponsored a knock
out cuo competition. We managed to rellch the final of th1s 
competition, our opponents being 1 (B.R.) Corps, a team 
beaten twice only in the last two years. 

It was a perfect day for a football match which was witnessed 
by a crowd of approximately 500. After everyone had settled 
down, it appeared to be anybodv's ~me until 1 (B.R.) CorJ?s 
scored a beautiful goal in the 26th mmutc. They followed this 
one up by sending another two into the net within the next 
five minutes, and getting a fourth one j~s.t before half-time. 
We didn't make the most of our opportumtJes but managed to 
score one goal in the second half whidl was followed by another 
one from 1 (B.R.) Corps who emerged the winners by five 
goals to one. 

Not to be dismayed, our team of gallant ' Alter Herren ' have 
settled down to the job of trying to sec~e the lea~e. At 
present we are lying second to 1 RH.A. m our scctton and 
with only a couple of games ea~h left to play. If (when?) :ve 
win both our matches there will be a play-off to determme 
the winners of this section. Apart from the league title, there 
is also a League Cup competition to be won. 

Who knows but at the end of tile season we may yet add 
another trophy to our collection. 

8th Signal Regiment, 
Catterick Camp 

The 01mn Universlty-cxamhmtlon successes 

T HREE members of the instructional staff of the Trade 
Training School, 8th Signal Regiment, ':"ere. successful 

in t.'ie first year examinations of the Open Umvers1ty Degree 
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Course. All three passed the mathematics and science founda
tion courses satisfactorily in 1971. 

Captain G. C. Speight R.A.E.C. (of Harrogate), Mr. U. 
Smith (of Darlington) and Mr. G. Parkin (of Bedale) now 
move on to take the courses in mechanics and applied calculus, 
and electronics and electromagnetics during 1972. In addition 
Captain Speight is undertaking the speciality of linear nu.the
matics, while his two civilian colleagues take a more thorough 
look at geology (both having developed an interest in this 
subject because of the work done in the science foundation 
course). 

Congratulations to all three. The degree course is a formid
able task; at least 10 hours' study per week is recommended 
by the University for each subject; most students find that 
they need to work much longer hours than this to reacti the 
required standard. 

f'rime report 
One of the most despicable crimes known in 8th Signal 

Regiment is the desecration of any part of the new Trade 
Training School. The perpetrators of such crime being 
answerable to the 0.C. T.T.S. 

It was therfore with some trepidation that an instructor 
perceived an inscription in chalk on the ceiling of his classroom 
-there in large lettering, obviously the work of some follower 
of a dreaded cult was the word ' Spurs.' The school Warrant 
Officer was hastily summoned and, with a feeling of relief 
that the O.C. T.T.S. was on leave, the school W.O. had the 
objectionable inscription removed. 

On recounting the story in the Sergeants' Mess the instructor 
was immediately asked by a sergeant "Who the -- does the 
the sdiool W.O. support then?" 

(Scribe's footnote: The Sdlool Warrant Officer is no less 
than W.0.1 Vic Dedancy of 9mm pistol fame). 

Ru(:by 
The Regimental rugby team have had a mixed season as far 

as results go, but win or lose, the club spirit has remained 
at a very high level. Our fixture list comprises of a .mixture 
of military and civilian clubs, which has done much to improve 
our overall standard. 

The pack under the leadership of Corporal ' Jan ' Nason 
bas done particularly well. He has been well supported by 
a strong front row, Craftsman 'Taff' Lloyd, Corporal Bill 
McConnell and Sergeant Les Grabb; and a fast, hard tackling 
back row of Sie:natman Bob Rack, Lieutenant Ian Wit on and 
Sie:nalman John Helliwell. A relative newcomer to the game 
Corporal Kev Preston bas improved by leaps and bound~, 
a real enthusiast for the game, but not happy about a caul1-
flower ear marring his good looks. 

Behind the scrum, our half-back pair of Corporal Bill Broad
bury and Signalman John Godfrey have settled down well 
together, and are now a very useful c~mbi?ation. Sign~lman 
John Godfrey is the find of the season, m his first year m the 
Army he has played regularly for the Corps, and could well 
soon be challenging for an Army place. Our other backs have 
been running in quite a few tries, in particular bie:, strong 
Si1malman Tohn Cavanagh and elusive running Lance-Corporal 
•Taffy ' Phillips from our L.A.D. Captain Hyw~l Thom~s, our 
Adjutant, ha been a steady full back, converting a fair per
centage of goal attempts. 

We are throu~h to the Northern Command final after beating 
24 Brigade H.Q. and Signal Sauadron and our enemies from 
down the road, 11th Signal Regiment. 

Our skipper Captain Chris Melhuish, Corporal Bill 
McConnell and Signalman John Godfrey, have been repre
senting the Corps this season. 

A final word of thanks to our coach Captain Bob Coe and 
to our two loyal barmen Corporal Barry Elle,1'.Shaw and Cor
poral Bert Shaw. To the latter all the best in civvy street. 

Footnote 
The Adjutant has to have an operation on his knee, L.P. 

doctor at B.M.H. Catterick, commented as follows: "This i 
the best leg man that I have seen in Catterick! But the worst 
x-ray I am now seeing in U.K. I am sending you to London 
for econd opinion." 

This is all the Adjutant k'needs to know I 
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11th Signal Regiment 
Catterick Camp 

1•nss-ofi 1.:arntl*'s 

J ANUARY ha se1,;11 two pa s--0ff parades h re in chilly 
Catterick. The fir t wa 14th January, when 7 Troop 

commanded by Lieutenant T. G. B. Fish wa inspected by 
Lieutenant-Colonel B. H. Whitehead, Q.L.R., G .S.O.I., Head
quarters orthumbrian district. Their best recruit was Signal
man William Foster, who is now training to be a combat line
man. The second was on the 28th January, when I Troop 
commanded by Lieutenant R. J. R. West, was inspected by 
Colonel W. N. Lang, E.R.D., B.Sc. (C.Eng.) M.I.E.E., a notable 
figure in T. & A.V .R. circles. Colonel Lang, is the Deputy 
Commander 11 ignal Group (Volunteers) and is the first 
ever T . & A.V.R. officer to come to 11th Signal Regiment and 
in'pect the troop pa ing--0ff. Best recruit wa Signalman 
Thomas Aitken, who is now training to be a radio telegraphist. 

T.A.V.R. OFFICER TAKES CATTERICK PASS OFF PARADE 
Colonel W. N . Lang, E.R.D. taking the salute at the pass off of No. I 

Troop 
Colonel Lang is deputy commander 11 Signal Group (V) and is the 

first T.A.V.R. officer to perform such a duty 

f'ontinnafion •raining 
With the start of the ski-ing season, C.T. Squadron detach

ment in Stirling took on the appearance of a transit camp. 
Captain John Young, took a pany to the Army ski-ing centre 
at Kingussie. Lieutenant Roger Farrell ably assisted by Ser
geant Les Hedges (on loan from 8th Signal Regiment), Corporal 
Ian Chapman and Lance-Corporal Dennis Harrison led 30 men 
to Ballater and Lieutenant Peter Morgan languished at Rothie
murchas, scarcely compensated by the delights of Aviemore. 
Meanwhile back at Drip Bridge Camp, Corporals Peter Stan
ford, Len Kenyon and ' Geordie' Harrison, A.C.C., very occa
sionally visited by Lieutenant Brian Chubb, kept the training 
machine running without too much drama. 

The detachment at Scarborough continues to carry out all 
forms of field training periodically detaching personnel to 
regular units to further their military experience. The continu
ation training part of the Regiment has recently expanded 
considerably, numbers now fluctuating between about 200 and 
250 and hence the change in title from Troop to Squadron ! 

port 
As reported in our last notes the hockey team are now 

through to the final of the Northern Command minor units 
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hock.;y tournament. The final is against the Army Apprentices' 
College, Harrogate, on the 10th February (see stop press below). 
The Army Apprentice Colle~e reached the final by beating 
Regimental Wing, C.O.D., Olllwell, 6-0 so we are anticipating 
a very tough match. The squash team continues to do well 
with an easy victory over 38th Regiment, R.E., in the Northern 
Command tournament. However, we face a tough match 
again t the A.A.C., H arrogate, in the next round. 

J)t•pnrh1res 
Farewells and be ·t wi hes go to W.0.1 Barrie Styles and 

his wife Mary who takes up the role of R.S.M. at 48 Gurkha 
Infantry Brigade H .Q. and Signal Squadron· W.0.1 Jim Lain .. 
who departs the ·ervice; W.0.2 Bernie Adams, R.A.P.C. to the 
Junior Leaders Regiment, R.E. Staff Sergeant Jim Purdy and 
Sergeant Dave Nicholls from the service into the transport 
trade; Sergeant ' Chick' Crowhurst from the service into land
scape gardenmg in Scarborough; and Corporal Mick Rattray 
soon joining SHAPE. 

Arrivals 
We extend a very warm welcome to Major Mike Deverill 

who assumes Command of 1 Squadron, our best wishes to 
him and his family for a happy stay in Catterick, Lieutenant 
Ray L'oyd-Jones and Lieutenant Chris Donaghy, Sergeant Ron 
Butcher, Sergeant Bill Leslie, Sergeant Les Grubb, Corporal 
Roy Morrell, Corporal James Jardine and Corporal James 
Dunn. Congratulations go to Lieutenant Tim Mountford and 
his wife Aon on the birth of their daughter and to Signalman 
and Mrs. Geoff Hamson on the recent birtl1 of their son Michael 
John. Also to Signalman and Mrs. Adrian Fuller on the birth 
of their son. 

Stop Pres 
Unfortunately, we were beaten in the final 2-0 by the Army 

Apprentices' College, Harrogate, in a tough and exciting match. 

The Lord Weymouth School 
Warmister, Wiltshire 

(Founded 17-07) 

The Master: I. R. P. Green, M.A. (Cantab.) 

Let the ' Exigencies of the Service ' take you 
where they will, but use the generous allowances 
available to give your children the confidence 
that comes from a continuous education . 

Our Staff has considerable experience in ti;ach
ing and administering Service children. 

Small Classes; Individual Attention; Highly 
Qualified Staff; Recognised by the Department 
of Education and Science for 50 years as Efficient; 
non profit-making charitable trust. Ordinary 
Leve 1, C.S.E., Advanced Level, University 
Entrance. 

Boys 10-18, Girls after 'O' Level. Day and 
Boarding. Moderate Fees. 

For Prospectus, write to Bursar, or telephone 
Warminster 33.58 or 3038. 
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13th Signal Regiment B.F.P.O. 40 
Anglo - Ger1nnn 

WITH carnival time upon us and carnival kings, consorts 
and princes beginning their arduous rounds, the Anglo 

German Club attended a lively carnival ball at the Burg 
Wassenberg. This noble edifice, floodlit and seasonably white, 
looked most impressive. The Regimental party provided an 
international flavour with an Arabian gentleman, a Russian 
(yes indeed!), a female ruggcr player (N?. 16), 3: Mexican 
an Indian lady (of caste) and one or two mdetermmate char
acters who appeared to favour the wild west. Our English 
Lady Hauptman, Captain Penny Ames, W.R.A.C., was wished 
farewell and boo voyage from the society on its last social 
function before her marriage and journey to Hong Kong. 
Both Captain Ames and Captain Jack Hedison, Intelligence 
('..orps were presented with a carnival medal on behalf of the 
Regiment. 

In a more serious vein, members of the Regiment attended 
a dlarity performance of The Merry Widow in Monchen
gladbach. 

A11 lo - D11tc>l1 

A team under the noble leadership of Major Tom Swan 
found their basic technical knowledge somewhat stretched 
during a visit to a power station in Maastricht. Nothing 
daunted no mistake was made for the toast at the end of the 
visit. The language and technical know-bow appeared to come 
quite naturally. 

Doeke-y 
The hockey team is having one of the most successful 

sea ons for a number of years. In the Rhine Area League we 
have played 15 games out of a 22-match programme, and 
to date have won 13 and drawn two, scoring 52 goals and 
only conceding four. In the Major Units Army Cup, we. have 
won the Rhine Area Championship, and now meet the w10ners 
of 4 Division, in the B.AO.R. semi-finals. 

The strength of the team is the reserves, and luckily we are 
blessed with some excellent lads, who turn out week after 
week hoping that some first team player hasn't made it. These 
men,' W.0.2 Norman Elliott, <?>lour .Sergeant Mike Bi~g~, 
Sergeant Alec Huet, Corporal Bnan SJDJth and Corporal Willie 
Wilsher, as much a the first team regulars, are the reason 
for our success. 

Recently we have lost our team captain, Major (now Lieu
tenant-Colonel) Dick Nice, and our regular left half, .Corporal 
Chris Martin, on posting. Luckily Harrogate sent us Signalman 
Kevin Birrell, who has stepped into the left half slot; Corporal 
Brian Smith has taken over as left back. The re-formed team 
is now playing as well as ever, and hope for future success 
is high. 

( 'ross-country 

So often it is the really successful teams which gain recog
nition in print. We are proud of our cross-coun?Y team who 
week after week carry our name round endless rrules of Europe 
and yet sit very proudly half way up (not down) the lower 
half of the Rhine AreafR.A.F.(G) League. 

The star of the team is Signalman Mick Rideout who has 
cultivated the noble art of running first. But he would be 
a very lonely long distance runner indeed without. the loyal 
support of such stalwarts as Lance-Corpc;>ral (never n:iss a I!leal) 
' Mac' McLuskie Intelligence Corps, Signalman Brian Ramey, 
Lance-Corporal Keith Baker, Private Mick Parker, R.P.C., 
Private Dave Chadwick, R.P.C., Sere:eant John Wallac4:, Lance
Corporal Ian Daniels, Signalm~ Bob Croc~ett .• HaVlD~ been 
shon Ii ted for the Army team, Signalman Mick Rideout is noy.' 
hoping and looking towards call forward to the U.K. m 
February. 

Such is his keene s to train that having finis!ied ?rs~ in . the 
league match hosted by the Reg.imen~ (y.'ith. a big gr10 lt might 
be added) he decided to get his trammg m for one dar and 
so wem round again. In fact it is not unknown fo~ him to 
run back the odd lOkm. to barracks having competed m a local 
meeting. 
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Stop Pres. 
The last missing runner from the local defence excrci e h;. 

been recovered from the woods with, of all things, a bicycle. 
With his recovery, the A.W.0.L. chit can be destroyed and 
we are now administratively prepared for anything. 

S••rJ,lennts' MeHH 
With the passing of the ' Indian summer ' and winter with 

us, the carper bowls, darts and snooker enthusiasts bave. really 
come into their own. Feeling very confident in the .e md~r 
activities we challenged the officers to a games evemng. This 
has become an annual event and the 'Losers Trophy '-a 
statue of a battered pugilistic gentleman-has been th~ P?sses
sion of the officers for the past year. The officers, not wishing to 
retain this trophy-which coincidentally bears a strong resem
blance to a tall, well built officer in the Regiment-had ob
viously been well briefed. 

The Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel G. W. A. 
Stephenson, and O.C. Headquarters Squadron, Major T. B. 
Swan, led the field, displaying great skills, cunning and deter
mination and the Adjutant Captain C. E. Byrom, who had 
a strong desire (and for good reason) to win, encouraged and 
coaxed the officers throughout. 

However, the better team won and the ' Winners Cup ' 
remains resplendent in our display cabinet. 

Thank you gentlemen for being such good sports. 
Getting back to that 1956 photograph 'Where are they?' 

we are pleased that we can add three positive finds having 
received letters from Mr. R. (ex-Sergeant) Greenwood, now 
living in ewark, Nottinghamshire, and working for the 
M.0.D. (A.D .) and Mr. A. A. (ex-Staff Sergeant) .Hu.~on 
who retired from the Corps as W.0.1 (Y.of S.) and 1s hvmg 
in Preston Lancashire. A phone call from Staff Sergeant 
Eouzan re,;ealed that he is serving with the 22nd ignal Regi
ment here in B.A.O.R. We are grateful to you all. for conta.ct
ing us, and who knows-we may be able t<;> orgaruse a reumon 
dinner one of these days. Our congratulauons and a welcome 
into the Mess on promotion to Sergeant Dave Foulks, Sergeant 
A. I. Meir and Sergeant fun McDermott, Intelligence Corps. 

De1mrtu:res 
It is always a sad occasion to bid f:irewell to old friends. 

Major R. K. Nice leaves the Second-m-Command cupboard 
for promotion and SHAPE. Major C. A M. R<?bertson v.acate 
the chair of 1 Squadron en route for 10th Signal Regiment. 
The departure of Mrs .. Eileen Si>t;nce our 'W.R.V.S. L.a<!y ' 
will leave many sorrowmg faces m the J.R.C. and wilnng 
flower displays in the Officers' Mess. Staff Sergeant Scales, 
A.P.T.C., Sergeant P. Hand, Sergeant R. A. Leech, W /Sergeant 
D. Hall (W.R.A.C.) and A/Sergeant M . J. Emmot leave us 
for pastures new. 

;\..rrh'nls 
How nice though to welcome known or n~w ~iends. Maj~r 

c. F. Lewis, albeit small in stature, found it difficult to gam 
entry to the Second-in-Command Office. Maior J. R. S. 
Ovenden has taken possession of the chair in I Squadron. Alas 
no W.R.V.S. representative has been nominated as yet. Staff 
Sergeant A. Fleming, A.P.T.C., Sergeant F. J. Connor and 
W / Sergeant C. J. Edwards (W .R.A.C.), are all now well settled 
in the Sergeant ' Mess. 

To be 
There is movement in the R.S .M. world but more of that 

in the next instalment. 

21st Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 42 

W E were all plea ed to s e a member of the ~egimcnt, 
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) E. J. Adams, who unul recently 

worked in the Rheindablen Systems Control, was awarded a 
Commendation by the Comma der in Chief R.A.F. Gem1any) 
in the New Year's Honours List. He has now moved on to a 
warmer climate in Hong Kong. . . 

Our cross-country team had an expected ea_-y VlCtory m the 
Rhine Area Championship and hopes are high for both the 
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B.A.0.R. nod U.K. Championships on 12th and 25th February 
respectively. By the tirrie you read this, of course, it will all be 
over- o full report in the nei."t i sue. (See report on page 121). 

E .·rre'se ~ now qul"en ' 

After a lot of hard work by S.S.M. Terry Balch (S.S.M. of 
3 Squadron) and his permanent staff the Regimental Snow 
Queen Lodge in Bavaria opened its doors once again to poten
tial skiers at the beginning of December. Lying in a picturesque 
part of Bavaria, near Oberioch, the 200-y!!!lr-old farml1ome is 
idealJy situated lkm. from the Austrian border and a mile from 
the neare t ski lifts and pubs-well almost ideally situated! 

Our ski courses each of roughly 30 students, last a fonnig'1t 
and include students from the Royal Air Force and the Army 
A!r Corp ; some of their activiti~s on skis, particularly the 
wmg-over and barrel roll, show their love of the air. Conversely, 
our own Corporal Alan de la Haye and Sie:nalman Trevor 
Wongsam went swimming in the local icy streams with their 
skis on just to prove how difficult it was. 

Apprehensive potential skiers should be reassured by our 
ca<Ualty list of one for the season: Second-Lieutenant Manders 
who twisted a knee trying to negotiate a five-barrel gate o~ 
skis. 

The downhill racing teams consistine: of Lieutemmts Cbris 
Barnes, Nfael Cory and Peter Reed. R.S.M. Bill Matt1'ews 
Sereeant Gordon Little. Corporal Mick Bailes. Simalman Nick 
Doveton and Private 'Ticb ' Harris, competed successfully in 
the 2nd Division Championships and went throue:h to the 
B.A.O.R. Chamoionships; hopefully they will meet more snow 
there than at Oberjoch. 

And now for some reports around the Squadrons: 

I Squadron Detachment at Roet.gen 

For those (if there are any) who have never heard of us 
Roetgen . is a microw~ve Radio Relay Station 2,000 feet up ~ 
the glorious coun!11's1de of the North Eifel mountains. It is 
commanded by Lieutenant Peter Reed, most ably assisted by 
Staff Sergeant George JobnS-On on the administrative side and 
totalJv ' assisted.' by Sergeants Tom Mackenzie and Roiter 
Everest and their team of technicians in the radio room. The 
detachment is entirely self-contained with its own barman 
cooks, G.D. men, in addition to the hordes of technicians. ' 

Our big new attraction is of course the tropospheric sc<>tter 
te~minal th~t is being built on the top of our mount.ain. This 
will be a direct U.K.-B.F.G. link and F. of S. Martin Coley is 
now in situ to help get it off the ground! 

·The majority ~f visit~rs (an~ we certainly have plenty of 
those) go ~way with the 1IDpr~s1on tbqt the British 'squaddie' 
never had It so good as he has it here! Two high ranking officers 
have been ~ear~ to remark that we own the finest men's 
accommodation m the Army but the proud smile of the 
Sauadron Commander, Major Brian Adams, turned a trifle 
watery when the Master of Signal.s stepped from his helicopter, 
asked the first men he met (who Just happened to be a visiting 
mell!ber of 81 Squadron, T.A.V.R.) how he liked it here and 
received the reply, " Super, Sir; just like Butlins!" Thank you 
81 Squadron .. .. ! 

2 Squadron 

Ou~ Harijer Squadron say they have been too busy to write 
anyth.mg t~1s m_onth. However, they did provide a photograph 
showmg Air Vice Marshal Wade, Deputy Commander of 2 
A;T.A.F., the local Wessex Flight Commander, Flight
L1eutenant Hea~cote, and Corporal Mick Gue, taken on one 
of the field exercises ~i:n the Squadron wa~ busy showing the 
RA.F. how to rough it m the field! One thing it shows is the 
better promotion prospect in the Regiment because he's now 
Sergeant (and it isn't just his running ability that did it) and 
the other two are still where they were in mid-71. ' 

3 Squadron 

, '1:here has been . a line-up of lead-wiping linemen in the 
L Troop garages JUSt recently and they are all in the B.A.0.R. 

hopefuls for the Tele. Mech. trade. Many old friends are found 
among them by the more senior members of ' L ' Troop. They 
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GETTING THE FACTS 
Air Vice Marshal R. L. Wade, C.B., D.F.C., R.A.F. and Flight
Lieutenant Heathcote, R.A.F., 18 Squadron R.A.F. discuss a point 
with Corporal (now Sergeant) Mick Gue of cross country fame 

during a recent exercise 

OH WHAT A LOVELY JOINT! 
Six of the candidates from 3 Squadron on the practical qualifying test 
for the Telecommunications Mechanic Class I Course show with 
pride their UG joints. (For the technically minded, the joint was a 
104 pr/40 to 4 x 14 pr/40 plug end. Fastest time was St hours. All 

joints were pressure tested and proved "good") 
Left to right : Staff-Sergeant Gray, Corporal Dugdale, Sergeant 
Anderson , Sergeant Wilson, Lance-Corporal Collier, Corporal 

Guyatt 

had our sympathy when they are given lumps of our biggest 
~a.hies and told to do a 104 pr 40 to 4 x 14 pr 40 cables plug 
JO~nt. TV:'o. of the contenders for Tele. Mech. told us they last 
wiped a 1010t some 10 years ago, but their efforts indicated that 
they had been well taught in the dark old days of 2 T.R. 
~.A .~. Bruggen Electrical Engineering Wing, ably assisted 

by H Troop, has won the Foxley-Norris Cup for the most 
~fficient Engineering Wing in the Clutch for 1971. Representa
tl'fes of the Troop, Sergeant Mi~k Turner, Corporal Jimmy 
Lindsay, Lance-Corporal Harry Ridley, Signalman John Kerr 
Signalman ' Scotty ' Fitzsimmons and Signalman Berni~ 
Jennings at the presentation by Air Marsh Sir Harold Martin 
K.c.:s., D.S.O., D.F.C., A.F.C., R.A.F., on 30th December: 
felt Justly proud, fo! they and. their CO;ffil'a~es, over the past 
year, have ably assisted Electrical Engineering Wing in this 
excellent achievement. 
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22nd Signal Regiment, B.F.P.O. 107 
A Troo1• of somt• di ' tinctlou 

' CHARLIE' TROOP, 22nd Signal Regiment, was formed 
in September, 1970 to provide a Brigade Comhead for 

use by German formations placed in support of 1st British 
Corps. As it was to be a jomt Anglo-German Troop it was 
decided to locate it in Lippstadt close to 7 Fernmelde Battalion, 
who serve the 7th Pan7..er Grenadier Division. 

:'iO/GO Anglo-German mul Uniq11l" 
Initially the Troop took over its equipment from the Cana

dian Brigade at Soest, wbo were moving to Lahr in South 
Germany. Captain Peter Pearson, Sergeant Tony MacDonald, 
Corporals Jim Griffiths, George Hennrie and Lance-Corporal 

teve Quashie were the founder-members of the Troop. Four 
Ml 13's (the American APC) plus two FFR Land Rovers were 
the original equipment of the Troop. The carriers consisted 
of two radio relay (fitted with the ANGRC/103) one Auto 20 
and a message centre. At first the Troop was fifty-fifty Anglo-

erman and unique-since Waterloo. There must have been 
~ 1me forerunners, however, in the Anglo-Hannoverian Armies 
f the 18th century. In November, 1970, Lieutenant Andrew 

Gale took over the Comhcad and together with Sergeant Tony 
MacDonald completed the formation of 'Charlie' Troop (or 
Comhead ' Eagle ' as we prefer to call it). In the initial period 
the Troop had a combined manpower of 24, including 
a Feldwebel and 11 German soldiers, who came daily from 
the 7th Fernmelde Battalion-about two miles away. 

In March, 1971, Sergeant Tony MacDonald was posted to 
30th Signal Regiment, Staff Sergeant Pat O'Connor joined 
the Troop. With his excellent command of German, he did 
much to cement the relationship between the conscripted 
German element of the Troop and the regular British soldiers. 
The spring saw our first serious exercises with 19 Panzer 
Grenadier Brigade, and we learnt a lot, including the need 
to increase the British element. 

Shortly afterwards, a strength increase of five TG operators 
headed by Corporals Ian Dommett and Mick Freedman boosted 
the British strength to 17 and we gained the majority vote. 
Much to the delight of our intrepid radio relay,Corporal George 
Hennrie it was decided to replace the Canadian GRC 103s with 
CSOs, and it has certainly proved easier to have the same radio 
relay as the rest of the Regiment. 

Getting 011 well together 
In June, 1971, the German strength of the Troop was cut 

to eight headed by Feldwebel Bohle and U /OFF Tackenberg 
- much is to be said for the way in which all these soldiers 
settled quickly into a different job and learned the way~ of the 
British soldier. By the time this is published only one of the 
original German members of the Troop will be with us, th ... 

ANGLO·GERMAN TROOP 
Staff visitors see the reality of Anglo-German co-operation on the 

ground 
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rest having finished their national service and been replaced 
by others. The German Army only ha. 15 month ' national 
ervice. tatI Sergeant Pat O'Connor has ione back to his Rl) 

role, and his replacement, Staff Sergeant Bo Vale, ha moved 
into the hot seat, and has settled in very quickly Change 
always seem to come in rilree's (or is that bad luck?) however. 
we have now replaced the original FFR Land Rovers with 
two brand new 432s in the hope that this will stop the TG 
Operators complaining about not having their own tanks to 
play with. 

For all the leg-pulling that goes on, the Troop manage:. 
to hold its own in comparison with normal Brigade Squadron , 
and even took on another muster in the shape of 100 Panz(!r 
Regiment during the autumn. 

As a consolation for having to move to 4 Squadron the P.R.I. 
kindly agreed to provide name-tags for the carriers, and so they 
stand battered (but loved) with resounding names such as 
' Eagle,' ' Buzzard,' ' Kestrel,' ' Vulture,' ' Hawk,' and 
' Osprey.' 

·' year old 
The Troop has now been together for just over a year and 

although there are the occasional moans from our Mancunian, 
Dave Sadler, there are other members who go to the extent 
of begging to stay on, by applying for an extension-you just 
can't win. 

28th (BR) Signal Regiment 
(NORTHAG), B.F.P.O. 35 

J ANUARY is normally the month when events are rare and 
there is little to write about; however, this is not so in 

Northag as this is the month of one of our annual exercises. 

Exercise • Northl"rn Signal/Tim.her :Hill' 
As you can see by the title we are somewhat different in 

Northag; not only do we have four nations culminating in one 
exercise but we do two exercises in one. Northern Signal being 
the appropriate warm-up in order that we could have all the 
tea and coffee brewing corners (as well as communications) 
established before the arrival of the staff. I heard tell that even 
some of the beds were made. 

On the whole the entire exercise was successful and com
munications were at their best, but like all exercises it brought 
the little frustrations and highlights, one or two make interesting 
reading. 

Captured on the Joo or Ids 'Vaterloo 
No privacy at all these days as Signalman Stephen Harrison 

will vouch, and the time to go to the loo is not when the enemy 
are around. Word has it that he has made a new friend in our 
new arrival Signalman Stephen (Fugitive) Kemble. 

Protection at mobile 
This exercise brought into use a new barbed wire which 

turned out to be very efficient; however, compared with the 
expertise of 1\1.ajor Tony (Desert Group) Cheat, Staff Sergeant 
Colin (Survival) Shaw and Staff Sergeant Brian (String them up) 
Ellis, barbed wire was chicken .feed. This sk~ing group of 
pirates so they tell, ended with the followmg score: two 
Germa~s (who were playing enemy), one sheep (who thought 
bis luck had ch nged when Ellis wrapped his arm around him), 
and the 'flu. 

With thanks 
Exercises do not run themselve however and one or two 

' thank you ' notes are always well worth printing. 
Thanks to Captain Peter (talk to yourself) Dale for keeping 

us all on our toes with his woppings, changes and in the ni ht 
briefs. 

Thanks to the cooks for constant hot meals tea and bun for 
elevense and nights. 

Thanks to the unknown projectionist for some amusing film 
between shifts. 

Thanks to the Lord for some decent weather, although rather 
cold. 
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Thank to the taff for keeping the traffic, especially flashes, 
to a r ali tic level. 

Thanks finally to our C.0., Lieutenant-Colonel Dudley 
Carnie, for the day-off in-lieu. 

Stop l"rNiiS 
Football. Watch for news next month. Our team beat 32 

Heavy A.D. Regiment RA. in the B.A.0.R. semi-final by four 
goals to three after extra time and go forward to the final on 
11th March. ew ha it that we are training with the crack 
German club Banusia Moenchengladbach. 

Proutotio11s 
There have been too many to mention by name but a hearty 

word of congratulations to tho e who have attained another rung 
on the ladder of uccess. 

:\"4•w arrh·als 
Again I am afraid there are too many to mention them all 

by name but one or two perhaps are worth mentioning: 
Captain Ken (Papa) Biekneil who is only passing through but 
will leave behind lots of friend . Captain Charles (give 'em rice) 
Kemp whose orienteering e:-.l'eriences are really worth hearing. 
Sergeant John Harvey who already has helped the football 
teams, both Regimental and Sergeants' Mess, in their cha e 
for glory. Signalman Stephen (Fugitive) Kemble who will keep 
the S.SM. guessing for a long time. Signalman Stephen 
(Caught on the loo) Harrison who we will never forget. Last 
but not least, Ronald Neil David Harris, Jun., born on 8th 
January in R.A.F. Wegberg Hospital to Mrs. Audrey Harris, 
will leave behind lots of friends. Captain Charles (give 'em rice} 
have Corps' recruiting at heart. Al o our best wishes to Corporal 
Jamie and Mrs. Jameson on arrival of their new addition. Of 
course we welcome you all; those mentioned and those not 
and we know that your stay will be a happy and eventful one. 

Depart ures 
Our best wishes go with the wives and families of Captain 

John Dean and Captain Dennis Bees who are off to the Emerald 
Isle, and Staff Sergeant Dave (Claims) Davis, R.A.P.C., who 
has been civilianised. 

FORCES U.K. . 
TRADE-IN SCHEME 
If you are to be posted overseas soon and wish to dispose of 
your present car, we will give you a high trade-in figure now 
against any future purchase. 
FOR FULL DETAILS Fill IN THIS COUPON 

.---------------... I NAML RANK_ _______ I 
I ADDRESS________________ I 
I -------------------~ I 
I ---------------- I I MAKE OF CAR __________ MODEL______ I 
I MILEAGL _____ WHEN FIRST REGISTERED_____ I 
I coLOUR ______ EXTRAS FlnEo__________ I 
I ~--------------- I 
I LHD c:J RHO CJ I 

CONDITIO N I Excellent D Good 0 Average D Poor D Ghastly D I 

~--------------~ * Don't worry •bout HP a.eul&mtntt outst.1nding Purchase Tax ll1bilitiet or lmpe>rt duties, 
We;r lodge wil nut. them atl without any fuM or bother. 

WEIR 
LODGE WEIR LODGE GARAGE LTD. 

Bride• Road, Cherhey. Surrey, Tel. Chertsey 84264/82047 

By.Appointment to Her Majesty the Queen -

Hatters 

~ 
FOR 

INSPECTION 
You are probably now wearing an H. J . Service 
cap, the best quality cap made today-but how are 
you 'hatted' off-parade? Our new fully illustrated 
brochure for ordering by post shows our compre
hensive range of hats and caps to suit every 
occasion. Send for your free copy by filling in the 
coupon below. 

REGIMENTAL CAPMAKERS 
TO 

YOUR CORPS 

.... 
THE BURGHLEY 
One of our dual 
purpose felt hats. 
In rough finish 
Brown or Green. 
Price £6.15 
;ncluding postage. 

Herbert J<?l11J.~9,!1 
38 NEW BOND STREET, LONDON, W.1 
Tel: 01-629 7177. 
Civil and Military Hatters. 
40a London Road, Camberley. (Wednesday, 
afternoons only) . 

---------Please send me 'The Complete Guide to Headwear' 

I NAME-------~~~~---~~~~ 

., 
I 
I 

;.I 

I ADDRESS 

L-------
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News ~rom -"Squadrons 

7 Armd. Bde. H.Q. & Signal 

Squadron. B.F.P.O. 37 

'

"\:TE are now well into the New Year, some resolutions 
r l' remain unbroken like Corporal Brian Cudd's vow not 

to give up Bacardi rum, and indeed there is a little stale beer 
left .in the barrel. 

The new Brigade Commander, Brigadier I. H. Baker, M.B.E., 
as had his first look at the Squadron and so has G.0.C. 

J Division, Major-General E. N. W. Bramall, 0.B.E., M.C. The 
G.O.C.'s visit was a reunion for him and his previous guardian 
angel Lance--Corporal Leighton, who used to be his house 
orporal whilst commanding S Brigade. Corporal Bill Burley 

has just recovered from the shock of receiving his B.E.M. 
l o fact, his expression of amazement when the O.C. told him 
1 ally must not be printed. Another medal has been presented 
to the Q.M. Captain J. Browell, R.T.R., but by the Carlsberg 
firm for services consumed. 

It was said somewhere in the Squadron H.Q. by someone 
who matters that " there is no need for overtime in a peace 
time Army." This has yet to be accepted by the chief clerk, 
Staff Sergeant Pat Cole. The Sergeants' Mess have made 
an offering this month so let them pour forth into THE WIRE. 

' t•rgt•ants' ~less notes 
King Rat and all the little rats send greetings to our past 

members. Christmas has passed so there is no point in saying 
it was good in the Me s, it was. Our draw was run by W.0.2 
(F. of S.) Ray Tricker and it is reported to be one of the best 
seen in Soltau. Our best wishes go to Ray and Claire on posting 
to 21st Signal Regiment in Mardi. 

Staff Sergeant (Y of S.) Fred Kendall and the old R.QM.S. 
Tom Kerr still manage to swing a golf club when the weather 
permits. The old man of the .N! ess, Sergeant Dave Gwinnell, 
is still under the impression that Carlsberg comes in glasses 
which Sergeant Dave Parker refuses to wash for him. Best 
wishes to Sergeant Dave Parker on his posting to 14th Signal 
Regiment. 

The only notable event which has taken place in January 
was our dining out night for our Commander, Brigadier 
L. W. A. Gingell, O.B.E. We packed 98 into the Mess for 
an excellent farewell and it was nice to say greetings to our 
new O.C., Major J. 0. C. Alexander, known to A/B Troops 
as 'Jack in a box '--one never knows where he will be seen 
next. 

B ' Troo1• 
' Jock • Slater is the only airborne driver in the Squadron

courtesy of Sergeant Jim D avidson of Clark Mast Fame. Cor
poral (Mr. Designate) Peter Sibson is shortly to be despatched 
to civilian life--he didn't realise that he could fit so much 
work into his last three months-courtesy troop O.C. 

Sth Inf. Bde. H.Q.&SignaJ 

Squadron, Londonderry 

J ANUARY always bas the air of anti-climax after the hectic 
festivities of December. Those people that can be spared 

are taking a little leave. Those that remain are wishing that 
they too could be on leave. The mornings are cold, wet and 
grey. The evenings close in too quickly for much u e to '?e 
made of the few hours of daylight. As one wag here puts 1t, 
"the hours of sunshine are measured in inches.'' 
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Afte1·mnth of 30th .January 
The oonsequences of the events in Derry on the 30th Jan

uary arc going to be felt throughout the province. The im
mediate results have been a reluctance to serve Army per-
sonncl in the local shops, because the shopowners have been 
threatened in one way or another. Walking-out restriction , 
and limitations on the freedom for wives to shop, and soldier 
to walk out. 

These restrictions have forced us to fall back on our own 
resources. The old gymnasium in the barracks has been con
verted into a garrison amenity centre. A nursery school, 
coffee bar, and thrift stop have been built by 30 Field quad
ron and D.O.E. The transformation of the old building is 
almost unbelievable. The stage has been taken out Oust before 
it fell out), and partitions have been erected to divide the 
Centre into its various departments. The wives of the Brigade 
have worked extremely hard to get the amenities centre run
ning. Counters and bars have been built, rooms have been 
very well decorated in contemporary style. The Coldstream 
Guards have produced and refurnished a set of children's desks. 
The nursery school now operates four days a week, under 
supervision of Mrs. Baxter, Mrs. Tilson and Mrs. Thaine. The 
coffee bar and thrift shop open twice a week, on Mondays 
and Thursdays, run by Mrs. Steele, Mrs. MacLellan, Mrs. Lys, 
and a host of willing helpers. Quite apart from the usual trade 
in second hand clothes and goods the shop has obtained tock · 
of cheap locally manufactured shirts and cashmere sweat,ers. 
It is also able to sell Ulster-ware pottery seconds and a variety 
of goods from stores across the water, where families may not 
venture. The centre has proved extremely successful. It ful
fills a need for a nursery school. It provides a meeting place 
for wives and families during the week, and it sells an increas
ing range of attractive mercbandise. There are plans to include 
a ladies' hairdressing salon, and representatives from the local 
banks have already agreed to provide limited banking facilitie 
and an advisory service. 

The gymnasium itself has been transferred to the Walker 
hall. There are plans to use the hall as a cinema three times 
a week. Projectionists and kiosk facilities will be provided from 
unit resources within the camp and we hope to have our own 
cinema entirely run on a self help basis. 

Sq uadron D isco n b ig bit 
There has been a successful takeover bid for the infamous 

DA-HI-GO sound disco previously managed by W.0.2 'Henri' 
Hieeins and Staff Serj!eant (F. of S.) Goldsworthy. Sergeant 
Chisholm and L ance-Corporal Baker now run the busine 
under the auspices of the P.R.I. The undoubted success of the 
venture is largely due to the amount of expertise and know-how 
that the Y. of S. and F. of S. have passed on, and to the 
reputation that they have deservedly made over the nine 
months that they have been operating this enterprise. T~e 
booking lists are almost full to capacity and the commercial 
success of the disco is a very welcome addition to our sources 
for unit funds . 

A pin-up is a cldeved 
Signalman Hewlett and Hazell are both fans of that scatty 

TV series 'The Liver Birds.' Evidently it was not enough to 
ee them on the silver screen and admire them from afar. They 
crewed up their courage and wrote to that delectable ' bird,' 

Nerys H ughes, and asked whether she would consent to be 
their official ttOOp pin-up. To their deJ.igh~ he ac.cepted ai;d 
duly returned a signed photograph which 1s prommently dis
played in the Comcen together with a very efficient file to take 
all the anticipated correspondence. T1te St111dav Teles:raph 
reported Nerys' acceptance of the honour in their edition of 
some weeks pa t, but made an error in the title of our unit. 
I notice in the official corre p('ndence that Me srs H ewlett and 
Hazell were prompt in correctini:t the erro! by v:ri?ng a letter 
rebuking T1te St1nday Tele~raph for their omission. We all 
now look forward to promoting her connection with the Squdd
ron and even hope that if she is ever brave enough to come 
to Northern Ireland, she will visit us here in Londonderry. 
'Up the Liver Birds.' 

llndio c onvers ations lJlste r s ty l•• 
The rigours of routine duty in the city are seldom reli~ved 

by humorous moments but these extracts from conversations 
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overheard on the Command net are very worthwhile repeat
ing. All real call igns, etc., have been deliberately disgui ed 
to prevent embarra ment. 

" Hello Echo one, two and three, how many vehicles have 
been stopped and searched at your location? Over." 

"Echo one, 30 cars N.T.R . Over." 
"Echo two, nil. Over." 
"Echo three, 27 cars. Over." 
" Hello Echo two this is zero. Why haven't you stopped and 

searched any vehicle ? Over." 
"Echo two. No vehicles have passed u . We are the OP on 

top of the Embas y ballroom. Out." 

This incidem happened during a protracted chase for 
a wanted car. 

"Hello all stations thi. is zero. A stolen car, Morris Mini. 
registration number 1234 UI, colour red, reported stolen. If 
seen stop, and report. Out." 

Some thirty minutes later .... 
"Hello zero this is F23. Car registration number 1234 UI, 

Morris Mini, colour green found abandoned at Gr. 123456." 
"F23 this is zero. Confirm colour. Over." 
"F23, irreen. Over." 
There followed a distinct pau e . . . then, 
"Fella F23 this is zero. Confirm colour as red. Over." 
"F23. Wrong-, green. Over." 
"F7.3 this is zero. We have colour as red. Over." 
"F23. The colour of the car is green. I am standing on 

the b****y thing. Out." 
The seauel to this eoisode was that there were two cars 

with identical number plates. 

The last extract is a classical e.\:ample of tfie use of ' Le mot 
juste.' 

"Hello C4 this is zero. Send sitrep. Over." 
"C4. The crowd is now aoproximately 40 strong and is 

mobbing this way to greet us. Out.'' 

12 Mech. Bde. H.Q. & Signal 

Sqn. B.F.P .0. 36 

o.c. 
2 i/c 
Comms. Officer 
O.C. 'A' Troop 
O.C. 'B' Troop 
Adjutant 
Q.M. 
M.T.O. 
R.S.M. 
R.Q.M.S. 
Chief Clerk 

Major M. Marples 
Captain G. A. Allen 
Captain N. J. Mayne 
Lieutenant N. R. Pullman 
Lieutenant M. J. Jefferies 
Captain B. P. R. Keir, W.F.R. 
Major E. Higgins, RR.F. 
Captain D. Webb, RC.T. 
W.0.1 F. Williams 
W.0.2 A. Williams 
Staff Sergeant W. Anderson 

DECEMBER and January, as well as being the months of 
leave, festivities and ski-ing (albeit without snow), saw a 

considerable change in the personalities and organisation of the 
Squadron. For this reason a skeleton hierarchy of the Squadron 
is hown above. 

We have said goodbye to our Squadron Commander, Major 
Hugh Morrison, Chief Clerk Staff Sergeant Keith Derrick and 
Staff ~ergeant Gordon Lunn, R.C.T. They have departed 
respect.1vely for those well-known centres of military activity 
Quebec, Canada, Middlesborough and Taunton. ' 

We wish them and their families all the best. 
In their place we welcome the new O.C. Major Mike Marples 

together wilh Staff Sergeant Bill Anderson, Staff Sergeant 
(Y. of S.) Ray Fisher, Staff Sergeant' Sandy' Dickson, R.C.T., 
and Sergeant Jim Hodge, the latter from Northern Ireland 
where he was .award.ed the B.E.M .. The mathematicians among 
our readers will notice that we seem to have come out of this 
rather well, but no doubt Records will take the necessary adjust
ing action before long. 

Uoxlu~ 

On Tuesday, 18th January, the semi-final of the Minor Unit's 
boxing was held at Roberts Barracks between ourselves and 
7 and 11 Ordnance Field Park R.A.0.C. Seven very close bouts 
were fought, but by the end of the fifth, despite an excellent 
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victory b7 Signalman Terry Rocque, we were 3-2 down. 
Sergeant Smudge' Smith, B.E.M., then came into the ring, 
but wa. matched by an equally tough looking opponent. A 
' Battle Royal ' ensued with somewhat unorthodox techniaues 
being used, but the majority decision went to Sergeant Smith. 

All was then over bar the shouting (of which there was much) 
for we were confident that our 'champ,' Sienalman Alec 
Haselam, would win the last fight of the ni~ht. He did not let 
us down, the fight being stopped in the third round ' to save his 
opponent further punishment.' 

So through to the final later this month, when Lieutenant 
Jefferies, our captain, will lead the team in their determination 
to avenge our previous defeats at the hands of the Ordnance 
Depot, Antwerp. 

s .. rgf'ants' Mess 
With the festive season over at last we settled down to only 

one or two functions per week, with the exception of two 
R egimental dinner nights in January, the first of which was 
held on the 7th to dine in and out our new and not so new 
Squadron Commanders. 

They were wined and dined in the usual manner and the 
odd(?) whisky was consumed during the after-dinner enter
tainment. Later in the evening Major Morrison was overheard 
speaking to the R.S.M. " Do they run courses on after-dinner 
speeches R.S.M.?" R.S.M.: " Well it's a pity your leaving, Sir, 
I intend to start a Unit one next month." 

19 Airportable Bde. H.Q. 
and Signal Squadron 

Colchester 

Visit of G.O.C.-in-C. STRATCO 

ON 13th January the Signal Squadron was visited by the 
G.O.C.-in-C. STRATCO, Lieutenant-General Sir Frank 

King, K.C.B., M.B.E. On the General's walk round the camp 
he looked at driver training, routine Dll maintenance and the 
technicians' workshop. 

Staff College Demonstration 
On 25th January elements of the Squadron took part in a 

signals demonstration at Blandford for the Staff College and 
R.M .A.S. The Squadron produced four stands, the General 

•ALL CAMMED UP' 
Lieutenant J. R. Snowdon, Corporal Burns and Sergeant Hockram 
awaiting the next syndicate at the Staff College Demonstration 
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Command Vehicle, the Dll airtech, the communications centre 
and the recce element of the Squadron. There were 32 
syndicates going round the demonstration and after the last 
one .everyone was hoarsi: with lecturin~ and answering 
quesuons. The demonstration went off without any major 
catastrophes and we returned to Colchester on the next day. 

3rd Division Signals exercise 
The Staff College Demonstration was soon followed by the 

3rd Division Signals exercise. 19 Airportable Brigade Signal 
Squadron provided the lower controls for division. The Squadron 
left Colchester at midnight on Wednesday, 2nd February, and 
arrived on Satisbury Plain in time to see the rain come down. 
It rained solidly for 24 hours, turning the Brigade Signal 
Squadron area into a mud bath. 

On the exercise trials took place on the use of the CUSSB 
with a RATT converter. This was found to be most useful 
experience for our RA TT operators before they go to Cyprus 
later on tfiis month. 

.\:nnual Inspection 
Although our Administrative Inspection is not due until April 

the pre-admin. checks are now in progress. Staff Sergeant Dave 
Perry and Corporal John Sharp have been working overtime, 
with the rest of the orderly room staff, in order to prepare 
for the annual documents check. Captain Stokes, R.R.F., and 
Sergeant Fielding, R.A.P .C., have been busy preparing for the 
pay visit by the Staff Paymaster. 

Our annual Telecommunications Inspection is about to take 
place and all the technicians have been working extremely hard 
testing all the radios in tfie unit. 

Arrivals and departure 
We say goodbye to Staff Sergeant Foggo, Sergeant Berlouis, 

RA.0.C., Signalman Ball, Signalman Thompson and Signalman 
Kershaw. 

We welcome Sergeant Douce, Sergeant Boulby, Corporal 
Jones, R..A..P.C., Signalman Logan and Signalman Shell and 
wish them a pleasant stay in the unit. 

On exercise 

lat Artillery Brigade H.Q. 
& Signal Squadron 

B.F.P.O. 102 

W E started 1972 on exercise. As it was cold the O.C. didn't 
think he should come so the outgoing and incoming 

Second-in-Commands ran the show their way. They reported 
back ' no problems ' so the O.C. took the Squadron out again on 
Exercise ' Red Shank,' which was notable for the appearance 
of Lance-Bombardier Raphael Mitchell, our normally safe in 
barracks Post N.C.O., and the night-time dialogue between our 
Yeoman and Sergeant Eddie Turner. The O.C. abandoned u 
on the last day of the exercise to meet Colonel Dacre, ~e. new 
A.A.G. at A.G.11, which probably accounted for the sohc1tude 
shown to him by the officers throughout the exercise. 

.1. .D.C. 
On 28th January Lieutenant Andre~ Symmons assist~d by 

Sergeant Turner lectured all the Brigade H.Q. and Signals 
Officers, including the Brigadier, on N.B.C. Train~ng. We no':" 
all know what that little bit of string on the respirator case 1s 
for. 

Signals Convention 
~rd February was the Brigade Signals Convention: All ~he 

Bngade R.S.O.s and Signals S.N.C.O.s attended mcludmg 
Captain Ivan Double, O.C. 639 Troop, Sergeant John Dunn, 
Rear Link Sergeant with 42 Regiment R.A., and Sergeant Ron 
Griffiths, Rear Link 32 Heavy Re~ent R.A. The lectures were 
interesting (presentations by Ma1or Eric Gill and Lieutenant 
Benny Goodman from Corps H.Q. a~d Major To~ Livingsto~e 
O.C. 225 Signal Squadron), the static demonstra~ons well _lrud 
out by ' T' and ' R ' Troops and the lunches m the various 
Messes much enjoyed. 

On 9th February those members of tl1e Squad[on . ~ot ~n 
Exercise ' Winter Sales ' departed fot two weeks ski-mg lD 
Bavaria given the cover name of Exercise 'Snow Queen.' We 
hope to publish our casualty list in the next edition. 
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·port all round 
Staff Sergeant Ken Driscoll continue to inspire the socc r 

team. In one month we have moved from 9th to 5th po ition in 
the league. The rugby team have won two games; the ba ket
ball team continue to do well; Corporal ' Taft • Moore and 
Signalman Pete Knowles entered as individual runner!. in the 
1 Division Cross-country Championships; the orienteering wa 
snowed off and, finally, our shooting team, inspired by Captain 
Mike Payne and Captain ' Mac ' McCarthy, has been con
sistently winning the inter-Battery shoots. 

Sto1• Press 
Second-Lieutenant John Allan celebrated his second pip in 

style and Yeoman Derek Allen, promoted to W.0.2, found he 
had to stand drinks to all the W.0.s and S. '.C.0. of 28th 
Regiment who were in camp to watch their soccer team beat 
32 Heavy Regiment R.A. 5-4 to go through to the final of the 
B.A.0.R. soccer competition. 

259 Signal Squadron, B.F.P.0. 53 
Squadron Commauder8' change 

UNDOUBTEDLY the main event in the Squadron in 
January was the handover between Squadron Commanders 

which officially took place on 20th January. It was preceded, 
however, by seven days of intense activity. The Board of 
Officers, grappling with both Air Force and Army accounting 
systems, succeeded in confusing everyone and com•iocing no 
one. The two Majors helicoptered from/illar to post and by 
the morning of 21st 'the signature' ha been obtained from 
Major P. Valder and the status quo restored. 

HANDING OVER-TAKING OVER 
Major Anderson hands over a thriving squadron to Major Valder 

A fine record 
Major A. S. McK. Anderson has left us after two year~ with 

the Squadron. His . epitaph is the pe~centage ~va.ilability 
achieved on the Radio Relay System which ro e s1gmficantly 
to a figure of 99.98% for one month; this represented a daily 
loss of only 20 seconds per circwt on a system carrying omc 
350 circuits. Statistics en the performance of the system have 
been collected to uch a degree that Major Anderson was heard 
to pronounce one day that he was capable of P'.cdicting the 
actions of the Almighty (not the Commander 3 Signal Group) 
in that he knew when and where lightning would ~trike next. 
For this and other achievements the Squadron presented him 
and hi wife with a ilver bowl at a Squadron dance at the 
A tir Hotel in Limassol. We wish them good fortune in the 
future and hope that their tour at rile School of ignal will be 
an enjoyable one. 

(Continued on page 114) 
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Is this you? 
You may be leaving the British 

Army-or have left in the last twelve 
months. You'll have achieved N.C.0. 
or Warrant Officer rank. You'll have 
tatus and pay which you wish to 

retain-and improve on. You'll be 
under 42 and may be married with a 
family. Certainly you'll be looking 
for a new career that will make the 
most of your experience and offer 
plenty of scope. 

This is us! 
The Australian Army has many 

vacancies in specific trades. We offer 
you a career in the country of 
sunshine and opportunity. You will 
almost certainly keep your rank and 
pay, and by signing on in Britain 
with rank, receive pay from the day 
you enlist and you and your family 
travel to Australia free. The 
minimum engagement is for six years. 
All service qualifies for a pension or 
gratuity, and your British Army 
service will count toward points for 
married quarters allocation, should 
you enlist within twelve months of 
your British Army discharge. 

Don't leave it any.longer! 
Is your trade included in those 

listed? Ifso, this could be the chance 
you and your family are looking for. 

Come and talk things over with the 
Australian Army Staff in London - or 
post the the coupon for all the facts. 

Royal Australian Artillery 
1. Physical Training Instructor

Sergeants 
Royal Australian urvey Corps 
1. Survey Photo Technician

Sergeants 
2. Topographic Surveyor- Warrant 

Officers Class 2/Sergeants 
Royal Australian Signals 
1. Regimental Duty CO-Sergeants 

and Corporals 
2. Clerk R. Sigs. - Sergeants and 

Corporals 
3. Radio Operator/Telegraph 

Operator-Sergeants/Corporals 
4. Clerk Technical R. Sigs. 

Corporals 
5. Foremen of Signals - Warrant 

Officers Class 2 
6. Terminal Equipment Technician -

Sergeants and Corporals 
Royal Australian Army Service Corps 
1. Clerk G.D.-Sergeants 
2. Clerk RAPC- Sergeants 

Co111e as 
youare-

to Australia 
If you're thinking about emigrating 

and you've acquired any of the 
specialist skills and ranks detailed 

above, you may be eligible for 
enlistment in the Australian Army. 
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Royal Australian Army Medical Corps 
1. Hygiene Assistant Class 1 

Sergeants 
2. Hygiene Assistant lass 2-

Corporals 
3. Clerk Medical-Sergeants/ 

Corporals 
4. Radiographer Class I -Sergeants 
5. Laboratory Technician Class 1-

Staff Sergeants 
Royal Australian Ordnance Corps 
1. Work Study Operator- Warrant 

Officers Class 2 
Royal Australian Electrical and 
Mechanical Engineers 
1. Artificer Radar-Warrant 

I Officers Class 1and2 
2. Artificer Telecommunications

Staff Sergeants 
3. Artificer Vehicle-Warrant 

Officers Class 2, Staff Sergeants 
4. Fitter Armament, Filter and 

Turner Gun-Sergeants 
Royal Australian Army Provost 
1. R.M.P. Provost .C.0.-Corporals 
2. M.P.S.C. Instructor-Corporals 
Australian Army Band Corps 
1. Musician or Bandsman-vacancies 
exist in the rank of Private for 
~usicians specialised in th~ following 
mstruments. 

Flute French Horn 
Oboe Cornet 
Clarinet (B Flat) Euphonium 
Saxophone Trombone 
Bass Percussion 

Australian Services Canteen 
Organisation 
1. Attendant canteen. or issuing 

point-Corporals 
2. Manager canteen or issuing point

Sergeants 

To: Capt. J . Gresty, 
Australian Army Staff, 
"2nd Fir., Australia House, 
Strand, London, W.C.2. 
Tel : 01 -83 6 2435 Ext . 356 
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2:i9 IG~AL q ADRO 

(Comimied from page Il l ) 

Snow and a castudty 
'\ ith the arrival of January the no , has come again to 

Mount Olympu and the many new arriva~s of Mounta!n Troop 
are finding out just bow rigorous a Mediterranea~ wmrer: ?In 
be at 6,000 feet. The quadron ski rea~ ha : gone mto trauung 
for the British Forces Near East Champ1onsh1ps and ha suffered 
one early casualty. Staff Sergeant Devey demonstrated. a three
point landing on his face. His forehead bore the mam m!l!ks 
of me encounter and his moustache was only saved from bemg 
haved off by the fact that his nose was conveniently placed 

above it. Hi cracked ribs don't hurt very much becau e he 
can't find much to laugh about these days anyway. The re
mainder of the team continue training undaunted with high 
hope of descending the downhill course alive, if not at speed. 

llallying nnd other sports 

Other landmarks in the sporting callender include yet another 
clas win by the rotund Corporal Coates in ~e Cyprus Win~er 
Rally. Judging by the regular monotony with which he wms 
rallies the most difficult part of the business is trying to fit 
himself behind the wheel of his miniaturised Japane e car. The 
Squadron is again well represented in Army (Cyprus) teams. 
Corporal Law is running with the cro s-country team, Sergeant 
Pritchard bas been to I rael with the Army fencing team and 
Sergeant Luis is playing hockey. 

(~ongra tulations 

Finally our congratulations to the Q.M., Captain Sinclair, not 
only for surviving the Board of Cfficers but in recognition of 
all the other Boards of Officers that be has survived. He is now 
Major Sinclair. 

261 Signal Squadron (Air Support) 
B.F.P.O. 53 

O.C .. . . 
2 i/c .. . 
T.O.T. 
S.S.M. 
R.Q.M.S. 

Snow in Cyprus 

Major B. C. Hodgson 
Captain A. F. Eastburn 
Major A. D . Martin 
W.0 .2 J. V. Prees 
W.0 .2 A. H eyes 

AT the time of writing Cyprus weather is more typical of the 
United Kingdom than the sunny Med. The Troodos 

mountains are well covered with a thick blanket of snow, the 
ski lifts are working at full capacity and the mid-day tempera
tures on Mount Olympus rival those oft reealled in old soldiers' 
tales of Catterick. Despite these privations we manage to 
urvive, perhaps the recently announced increase in our L.0.A. 

helps us to keep smiling througn. 

G.o.c:. visit 

The Squadron, having fully recovered from its Yuletide 
excesses, goes about its business much as usual. Our first major 
event after the festive season was a visit by the G.0.C., Major
General M. W. Holme, C .B.E., M.C., on 11th January. This 
was, at the G.O.C.'s request, an informal visit to enable him 
to meet and talk to as many soldiers as possible. The visit 
lasted a full working day and every Troop in the Squadron was 
covered except our small band of stalwarts at RA.F. Nicosia. 
During his visit the G.O.C. was given an insight into the many 
and vaned tasks the Squadron is called upon to carry out on 
the largest (and still expanding) operational R.A.F. airfield in 
the world. The final port of call was the Linemen's rest room, 
aptly named the ' Hairies Rest,' where the General had a cup 
of coffee and a chat with some of the ' workers.' During this 
interlude the General wisely turned down an invitation by 
Signalman Billy Pitt to a game of dominoes. On leavin& the 

quadron the G.O.C. expressed himself well pleased with the 
visit and was still smiling broadly as he drove off. 
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INFORMAL CHAT 
The G.O.C. talking to Lance-Corporal Jackie Davey and Signalman 

Pete Puddephat 

GENERAL HOLME MEETS THE "HAIRIES" 

Standing: Corporal Ken Cerrone, Signalman Bob O rchard and G.O .C. 
Seated at table (le ft to right}: Signalman Ron Wilkinson, Signalman 
Sammy Samorzewskl, Slgnalman John Goodfellow, Corporal Vic 

Buttery, Lance-Corporal Jim Head 

.\ distant out post is hande •l o ver 
Apart from our work in Cyprus we have also the adminis

trauve responsibility for both 603 and 605 Troops. 603 look after 
the R.A.F.'s last small toe-holds in the Gulf, Masirah and 
Salalah, and 605's parish is that well-known tropical paradise, 
the Pearl of the Addu Atoll, Gan. The problems inherent in 
administering two small units such as these with the distances 
involved can be imagined. It takes eight hours to get to Gan 
by VC-10 or, if you are really unlucky, 14 hours by mankind's 

(Continued on page 116) 
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The time to start worrying about money 
is not after it's gone. 

( 

TH E W I RE , MARCH-APR I L 1972 

Accordingly, Lloyds Bank would like to 
make a suggestion: let us take care of your 

money - while you have it. 
You see, Lloyds have been the 

Serviceman's Bank for generations. We 
know a great deal about the Services, 

particula rly when it comes to money. 
We can give you advice 

posted overseas. 
And we '11 take care 

of all your regular bills 
by banker 's order. 

For full details of all our 
Services to the Services, 

post off the coupon or contact your 

local branch 

Lloyds Bank looks after people like you --------, r~ . L .. To: Mr D. P. Gardiner T. D. , Services 1a1s.on, 

1 I Officer, Lloyds Bank Limited, Cox's and King s 
Branch, 6 Pall Mall, London SWl Y SNH . 

I 
Please send me full details of all your services. I 

NAME~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

I RANK I 
ADDRESS~~~~~~~~~-

L - -----
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(Comimu:d from page 114) 

IT IS BEITER TO GIVE THAN TO RECEIVE ! 
Back row (/efc ta right) : Sergeant Chalky White, Major B. C. Hodgson, 
Captain A. F. Eastburn, R. Q.M.S. Bert Heyes, hand ing over 605 
Troop Gan Is land to front row (left to right) : R.Q.M.S. Ted Johnson, 
W .0 . 1 (F. of S.) Edd ie Holland, W .0 .2 (R.Q.M.S.) Shau n Byrne 

• 

noi icst creation, the Hercules. It was with great delight there
fore that we received tile news that 605 was to be taken over 
by 30th Regiment. (For 605' eyes, seriously, our pleasure was 
tinged with some . adne ; thank you for all your efforts in the 
past and best wishes for the future). Rapid preparations were 
made for the hand-over and the R.Q.M.S. was heard singing 
rumour ha it, for the fir t time during his tour. At last the 
great day arrived and the 30th Regiment party stepped from 
their aircraft, bringing with them torrential rain! 

The parry comprised W.0.1 (F. of S.) Eddie Holland, W.0.2 
(O.R.Q.M.S.) Shaun Byrne and R.Q.M.S. Ted Johnson. Shaun 
and Ted are no s;tranger to the island, Shaun having served in 
620 Troop in the dim and distant past and Ted more recently 
as S.Q.M .S. of 644 Troop. After a rather hectic night celebrat
ing their arrival they set to and did as much as they could 
before setting off on the next leg of their long journey to Gan. 
After a couple of fa l e starts they finally got away on a Britannia, 
18 hours' worth! 

Again after several more false starts and changing planes at 
the last moment they finally returned to Cyprus on 2nd 
February, very tired but expressing themselves well satisfied 
with all they had seen. A brief ceremony was devised, duly 
recorded for posterity by the S.S.M. with his Box Brownie, 
and they were sent on their way rejoicing to return to the 
wilds of Blandford, wiser but much poorer men. 

The excitement having died down the Squadron now busies 
itself with the more mundane everyday tasks, training for, 
amongst other things, the NEARELF shoot and the Cyprus 
walkabout, a barbaric tribal custom held every year in Cyprus 
which involves teams of three walking to the top of Mount 
Olympus one day and walking down the next. There is truth 
in the saying that the British are mad! 

653 SIGNAL TROOP 
Bock row, left to right : Corporal Robinson, Corporal de Pulford, Signalman Langsford , Signalman Locke, Corporal Bondin, Corporal Parsons, 

Corporal Elliott, Corporal Brown, Lance-Corporal Mallinson 
Centre row, left to right : Corporal Millar, Corporal Holmes, Signalman Williams, Signalman Jowett, Signalman Munro, Signalman Baker, Signalman 

Jeffery, Corporal Flynn, Corporal Payne, Lance-Corporal Spencer 
Front row, left to right: Corporal Green, Sergeant Chambler, Sergeant Vaughan, Captain C. Arthur and Shandy, W.0.2 (F. of S.) Truran, 

Sergeant Spick, Sergeant Gorton, Corporal Tuck 
Absent members : Corporal Vijaynand, Lance-Corporal Evans, Lance-Corporal Grabowski (See Notes page 117) 
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653 Signal Troop, 
Royal School of Artillery, Larkhil/, 

Making History 
By Corp oral J. P. P . Flynn 

I am pleased to report that we have successfully completed 
our move fr<;>m Manorbie~, Pe~bro.keshire, to join the Royal 
School of Artillery at Larkhill, Wiltshire, and we are now happily 
settled on The Plain with 3rd Division H.Q. & Signal Regi
ment on the one flank and the School of Signals and 30th 
Signal Regiment on the other, not to mention innumerable 
units of varying types and sizes wherever one looks. 

1971 will not only be remembered as a year when radio 
Relay Technicians became Technicians Radio Relay, E.Ds. 
became Combat Pows and every member of the Troop 
acquired a ' B.Sc.' (Basic Signallers Course). But it is also 
the year when 653 Signal T roop (with a little help from the 
Royal Artillery) made history. 

At Aberponh, Cardiganshire, on a cold September morning 
' Thunderbird II ' was successfully launched, with the neces
sary data and speech circuits between command posts, being 
pa~sed over our B70 radio relay Jinks instead of the usual ' no 
risk' quad, which is so ably provided by our newly-converted 
' Combat Hairy,' Signalman Langsford. 

With a lot of new faces in the T roop, new commanders and 
a lot of new land to explore, the coming year promises to be 
mo t interesting and enlightening. (See photo page 116). 

- The Volunteers --

34th (N) Signal Regiment (V) 
Teesside, Leeds, Darlington, 

Tyneside and Hull 

Officer and Senior N.C:.O. training 

THE Regiment got off to a good start for 1972 by holding 
an Officers' and Senior N.C.0.s' training weekend on 

15th and 16th January. The programme covered a diverse 
range of subjects, such as N .B.C. warfare, mobilisation, drugs 
and military law in addition to the normal gamut of Royal 
Signals communications subjects. Particularly useful was a very 
lively discussion and syndicate problem session on recruiting 
led by the Second-in-Command Major Ron Fawcett. We hope 
that lessons learnt will be put to useful effect during our 
training throughout the remainder of the year. 

This weekend was then followed by several of our Officers 
who went to Blandford to attend the Royal Signals T.A.V.R. 
weekend and spent yet another weekend of intensive study. 

Adventure trninlng-ski-ing at. Aviemo.re 
After a number of attempts we managed to book the ski 

hut at Rothicmurchus, near Aviemore, for a party from the 
Regiment. Thanks to co-operation from 32nd Regiment, to 
whom we are most grateful, to a heavy snow fall on the Friday 
night and to the Anny instructors at the hut the weekend 
was a great success. Most of the party of 18 soldiers and girls 
from the Regiment were beginners and they came back knowing 
the rudiments of the game and a determination to do more 
ski-ing. The following is a brief description of the weekend 
by Signalman Jackman. 

All the omens for the party of 18 men and girls from the 
Regiment who collected at Darlington railway station on the 
Friday afternoon to head out into the Scottish outback of Avie
morc were bad. Even before departure time the ' combatant ' 
numbers had been reduced by casualties in the line of duty 
(Captain Skillen, our doctor, had fallen out o! the Lan_d Rover~ . 
Thoughts of mangled limbs and tangled sk1s and sucks can t 
have been far from our minds, for only five per cent 
of the party had ever been on skis, never mind going downhill 
on them on snow. 
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A further initial setback was courteously (?) supplied by 
British Rail in the form of one of those late train which the 
P .R. boys say don't happen anymore. However, we finally 
got underway and the doubts seemed to be reduced to only 
one question: "Will there be enough snow?" The answer 
to that was only too well supplied after our arrival at the 
Rochiemurchus hut. There was too much. Things heard whilst 
being kitted out with boots and skis brought on these doubts 
_again, only this time the pictures were of frostbitten faces 
and fingers, and search parties struggling through impossible 
blizzards to find us. 

The hut itself was a pleasent surprise and, although it was 
on the whole unheated, no one seemed to notice the cold. The 
' atmosphere ' provided by a large pine log fi re with an inade
quate chimney was helped by pure Scotch whiskey and the 
poker-burned plaques left behind by countless snowbound 
predecessors. 

Too much snow on the Saturday unfortunately prevented 
us getting onto the slopes, but the ' delights' of Aviemore 
still remained to be sampled and quite a few of the party 
finished the day poorer but nonetheless bruised ' expens ' 
in skating and go-cart racing, and firm devotees of the heathen 
Scottish cult of ' curling.' Some of the fitter members of the 
par ty also climbed a mountain in a blizard! 

When, on the Sunday, everyone was ready to give up all 
hopes of seeing the slopes the go-ahead was finally given and 
the Land Rovers duly loaded and driven off to the base 
of the ski-lifts. An ear-freezing ride in a chair lift then took 
us up to the ski-slopes. 

Once up on the slopes the fun really began and so did the 
tangled skis (have you ever tried walking with two-yard-long 
feet ? ). Our regular Army instructors (including Corporal 
Plumb, Royal Signals) were both helpful and patient, and 
in a surprisingly short time we were able to really enjoy our 
all too short 'runs ' and attempted turns. We were spurred 
on to greater efforts by our R.Q.M.S., Paymaster and C.0., 
who claimed to have ski-ed before - they certainly looked 
like ' experts ' to we beginners. 

ROYAL SIGNALS COLOURS 
TIFS Crested Tankards {£3-50 

USO 
. . £4·50 

Silk Silk Blazer Badges 
Terylene/Crimplene £0·90 Gold Wire Blazer 

Crested Terylene £1-35 Badges 
Wall Shields 

Crested Cuff Links £3·50 Car Badges 
Items made to your own design (by quotation) 
U.K. Post Free Overseas Post Ties/Badges lOp 

-

Other items 25p 

17 GABRIELS lilLL 
MAIDSTONE 56666/7 

£0·85 

£3·00 
£2·00 
£2·10 
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280,000 Channel HF SSB Manpack 
The B 20 is an extremely versatile all solid,state 
equipment. It can be used as a man pack or 
installed in vehicles and light aircraft. 

The B 20 HF SSB Station Radio, which has an 
RF output of 30W p.e. p ., represents an entirely 
new design concept. The transmitter,receiver 
weighs only lOlb, and a lightweight station 
including a 24W/h battery weighs only lSlb. The 
B 20 uses a fully synthesized frequency control 
system developed by Plessey specially for this 

equipment, and which provides 280,000 channels 
on the frequency range z,29.99 MHz. SSB 
is the main mode of communication, but a.m. 
and c.w. facilities are also provided. 

The B 20 will achieve reliable ground wave 
communications using 8ft whip antennae at 
ranges in excess of 30 miles. By using vehicle 
whip antennae distances in excess of 45 miles 
are possible. Using sky wave, communication 
over 300 miles is achieved . 

• ~~!!?~c~!UNICATIONS 
Plessey Avionics & Communications, Ilford, Essex, England. Telephone: London (01) 4 7 8 3040 Telex : 23166 
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35th (South Midland) Signal Regiment 
(Volunteers), Birmingham 

W ITH Christmas a thing of the past and the future monr.Yts 
full with forecastcd activities both military and socially, 

we once again continue our 25-hour day 8-day week existence. 

Visit of the Director 'Vomen's Royal Army Cor1ts 
On Sunday, 23rd January, the Director Women's Royal Army 

C.Orps Brigadier S. A. E. Heaney, M.B.E., T.D., Hon. A.D.C., 
accompanied by the L.A.D. W.R.A.C .. \?'estern Co~mand 
Lieutenant-Colonel P. Norman, M.B.E., v1s1ted the Regrment. 
She was taken around the W.R.A.C. trade training wing of the 
Regiment by the Commandin~ Officer ~ieuten~nt-ColoD:el D. 
C. Woodbridge and saw the girls under mstruct1on both m the 
mock communication centre and in the tape relay ".chicles. 
She later visited the Sergeants' Mess and before leaving was 
entertained to lunch in the Officers' Mess. 

Mllltary training 
The Regiment ran its first specialist course on the weekend 

5th/6th February with 45 men attending . the cour~e on !he 
L.M.G. Saturday was devoted to dry fir1?g and instruction 
whilst Sunday the students did a live-firmg course on the 
Wedgnock range. The Commanding Offic~r visited the range 
and when informed by the R.S.M. that finng ~ad commenced 
an hour early replied, "Yes I know I heard it." (Thought: 
"Could he have been in bed? Ah well, we try!"). 

W.11.A.C:. 
The Regiment's W.R.A.C. cookery team gained. t?ird pl~cc 

in the West Midland T. & A.V .R. cookery compe.tition, which 
this year was held at Leek training camp and with the te~m 
being awarded a certificate of merit W /Sergeant Allen ?11th 
Privates Williams and Smith seem destined for greater things, 
Officers' Mess cooks would you believe? 

Our next big event is the first W /N.C.0.s' course t<;> be held 
at Swynnerton training camp and if the weather. duphcates t.hc 
men's N.C.0.s' course which provided snow, ram, f<?g and .ice 
in that order it should prove to be a hard but mterestmg 
weekend. 

Rallying 
The Regimental team entered the Oslo raµy :un by the 

B.M.A. and managed to gain 2nd and 3rd placmg m the four
wheeled drive class. 

Arrivals/ departnrt.•S 
We welcome to the Regiment Sergeants Alan Halloway from 

Far East and Sergeant John Ross (R.E.0-E;·) from.B.~.o.~ .. ~e 
wish Sergeant Garry Baker good luck m h1s new iob m civ1han 

lifCongratulations to the following who successful!Y passed the 
Higher National Certificate on their Foreman of Signals C.Ourse 
at Blandford. B 

29 Foreman of Signals Course, December, 1970: M. A. rett, 
F. C. Brown, T. Crawley, B. G. Houston1 A. V. Lamb, J., A. 
Murphy, B. P. Pettifer, M. Scott R. Scriven, G. Spearpomt 
P.R. Wagstaff, J. Young. Cl k 

30 Foreman of Signals C.Ourse, November, 1971: G. B. ar ' 
p H Davis J W Eayres M. E. Everett, R. Foster, J. E. Guest, 
T. Houston: W. Lawson, R. I. Marsh, C. W. Payne, L. Proctor, 
J. M. Smith, K. Zoing. 

The WIRE-
Without it-

You' re not With it! 
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VISIT OF DIRECTOR OF W.R.A.C. 

Left to right : Captain A. C. Gordon. T.D. (O .C.W.R.A.C.). Lieutenant
Colonel D. C. Woodbridge (Commanding O fficer), Lieutenant
Colonel P. Norman, M.B.E. (A.D.W.R.A.C.), Brigadier S. A. E. 
Heaney, M.B.E., T.D., A.D.C. (D.W.R.A.C.), S.S.M. R. Faulkes 
(S.S.M. 48 Squadron), Major A. D. Logan, T.D. (O .C. 48 Squadron) 

OLYMPIC HO NO URS 
Signalman Douglas Elliott of BAOR who recently represented Great 

Britain in t he biath lon event at the Winter Olympics in Japan 
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Reports from our Boving Camera 

PRESENTATION OF L.S. AND G.C. TO W.0.2 D. LIVERMORE 

The Long Service and Good Conduct medal was presented to 
W.0.2 "Dougie" Livermore on Wednesday, 26th Jan uary 1972 by 
Major-General M. W. Holme, C.B.E., M.C., G.O.C. NEARELF, 
in the Garrison Sergeants Mess at Episkopi. The photograph shows 
W .0.2 Livermore immediately after the presentation ceremony 
receiving support from, on the left W.0.2 (S.S.M.} C. Courtenay, 
259 Signal Squadron and on the right W.0.2 (S.S .M.) J. V. Prees, 
261 Signal Squadron. "Dougie" Livermore is now on the L.S. list 
and is doing a good job running the NEARELF Officers' Mess in 

Episkopi 

DWARFED 
Divisional Commhead with U.H.F. Tower at School of Signals 

as a background 

-Sport-

THE 1971 Cano.e~g season has been very ·encouraging. The 
. Club has agam mcreased its holding of silver trophies and 
Jars of hooey (an unusual prize won by Lance-Corporal Wink 
and Lance-Corporal Story at the Longridge L.D. Race). 

punish trip 
During th7 summer we entered a team in the Spanish series 

of races. With .a . locally constructed nine position canoe rack 
fix<;d o~to a. m1?1bus they travelled non stop to Spain. They 
arnved JUSt m ame for the first race and from then on had an 
extremely full pro!P"amme racing and travelling. The mileage 
covered was unbelievabl~, as were the pre-race fiestas. When 
most people had had their fill of refreshment and entertainment 
our team was seen to be still going strong. Suen was the case 
that before O?e of the races they were still going strong when 
th_e fiesta firushi;d .. They were noticed by Senora Terry (the 
wife of a local digmtary) who was officiating at the prizegiving 
She was so a!113zed to find that not only had they outlasted th~ 
other competitors at the fiesta, but had also beaten them in the 
race, .that she .presented them with a special prize for drinking 
-a silver cop1ta each. 

The Spanish trip was a g.reat success, enjoyed by all. The 
results of the races showed m the vast amount of silver won. 

Dome> successe8 
Back in England for the Nationals and the ranking races 

the team was refreshed and going strong. With almost certain 
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victory in reach, two mishaps of broken paddles caused Wink 
and Pawlow to drop two places to come in third in the National 
L.D. ~hampionsbips, closely followed by Bull and Story who 
came m fifth . 
~t the . Army Championships the team again took all of the 

maior pnzes and were selected to represent the Army at the 
Inter-Services Championships in Scotland. 

At the Inter-Services Meet the Army found the Navy to be 
as strong as ever. Once again the Corps team were the back
bonl! of 0e Army team, and despite the absence of the Para
chute Regiment, they won the day. 
. Towards the end of the season the good results kept rolling 
10. The most notable of which were the Army White Water 
Race and the Exe Desc~nt, w.here Lance-Corporal Wink and 
Lance-Corporal Story Ii.rushed rn a smashed boat. They carried 
0e. cra!t fo! ~e last half-mile or so to the finish, and then 
divmg m ~1th 1t, swam across the line to win the race. In the 
Army Whne Wat7r Race we had a good all-round finish . 
Lance-Corporal Wmk won the race with Lance-Corporal Story 
second equal and Lance-Corporal Pawlow fourth. 

Both Lance-Corporal Pawlow and Lance-Corporal Wink are 
n<?w regular members of the Olympic Training Squad and we 
wish them luck for this corning testing season. 

Fare-well 
It is wi~ great regret that we have to say goodbye to our 

founder, Lieutenant-Colonel R. P. D. F. Painter, who retires 
from the Army this month. Colonel Painter bas given a lot of 
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his ti~e, and done a vast.amount of work, to get the Club firmly 
established. He has built the Club up to its present level 
through the years. We now boast one of the finest selections of 
canoes in a canoe club, a thriving building workshop and excel
lent prospects for the coming year. We wish him the best of 
luck and happiness in his retirement and hope that we shall 
see him if he is in the area. 

The following were awarded their Corps' Canoeing Colour~ 
for 1971: 

fn;(al awards: Corporal W. N. Wb.itc, 8th Regiment; Lance-Corporal 
S. W. Sudron, School of Sig:ials; Lance-Corporal T . W. Rowley, A.A.C. 
Harrog&·.:. 

Re-awards: Lieutenant M. E. Harrison, School of Siarutls; Staff Scrgea-t 
J. W. Cornforth, A.O.B.S., Towyn; Staff Sergeant M. A. Bret:. 8th 
Reg.mcnt; Corpo:oal M. J. Bull, School of Signals; Corporal C. W. Coo':. 
A.A.C. Harrogate; L<mcc-Corporal R. G. Story, School of Signals; Lancc
Corporal D ._ D. Wink, School of Signals; Lance-Corporal R. M. Pawlow. 
School of S .gnals. 

The following were awarded their Army Canoeing Colours 
for 1971: 

urf: Sergea:lt J. W. Cornforth, A.O.B.S., Towyn. 
~lalom: Staff Se~geant M. A. Brett, 8th Regiment; Corporal W. N. White. 

8th Regiment. 
Sprint and L onK Distance: Corporal M. J. Bull, School of Signals; 

Corporal C . W. Cook, A.A.C. Harrogate; Lance-Corporal T. W. Rowley. 
A.A.C. Harrogate; Lance-Corporal D. D . Wink, School of Signals; La"Jce
Corp:r.al R. M . Pawlow, School of Signals; Lance-Coropral R. G . Story. 
School of Signals; Lance-Corporal S. W. Sudron, School of Signals. 

All set for B.A.O.R. anti Anny Finals-we hope! 

I T has been said that a cross-country runner should be 
someone who savours contrasts. No one who attended the 

Rhine Area Cross-country Championships at Ratingen on the 
18th January would have doubted this statement for a minute. 
With the warmth and ' gemutlichkeit ' of the festive season 
barely out of their systems, the cross-country team took the 
field in what was one of the coldest, rawest and most marrow
freezing days in Germany this winter. It was obviously going 
to be one of those occasions when the spectators were going to 
suffer almost as much as the runners, and Lieutenant-Colonel 
Phippard and his staff from R.H.Q. showed typical forethought 
when they turned up in a smart selection of greatcoats, 'British 
Warms' and woolly pullovers. 

The race got off to a prompt start at 15.00 hours, and early 
in the first lap of the complex six-mile course, it was evident 
that the Regiment were going to do well-out of the first 10 
runners, eight wore the familiar gold vest. As the runners 
wended their way over the course it was obvious that Sergeant 
Mick Gue and Signalman Mick Rideout (of 13th Regiment) 
were going to have a battle royal for the lead, and that Sergeants 
Pete Macmillan, Ray Storer and George Holden would have a 
contest on their hands due to the presence of Corporal Graeme 
Crossland of 28th Regiment. Only slightly further back 
Corporals Fred Roissetter and Graham Campbell were running 
steadily and maintaining their position. Sergeant Chris Cottom, 
who has taken a new lease of life in cross-country running, was 
moving easily and confidently in their wake, leading Corporal 
Keith Woodford and Signalman Ray Young by a short distance. 
At the rear, Corporal Percy Drummond, a converted track 
runner who had stepped in for the injured Lance-Corporal Eric 
Paul, was pounding along in determined fashion . By ' rear ' 
it should be made clear that this was somewhere around 
15th place! 

This remained the general state of affairs for the next three 
miles or so, up to the stage, in fact, where the calamity of the 
afternoon took place. A mix up between markers, officials and 
runners resulted in the whole field covering an extra lap, which 
made the total course length about eight and a half miles. 
Those members of the team who had geared themselves up 
for a finishing burst were considerably put out when faced with 
another two miles instead of a dash for glory through the tape. 
Despite this, the team won comfortably, beating 36 Heavy A.D. 
Regiment R.A. by 49 place points to 273. Sergeant Mick Gue 
finished second to Signalman Mick Rideout, with Sergeant Pete 
Macmillan getting third place. The Regiment thus "Yon the 
Rhine Area Championship for the sixth time in succession, and 
in so doing won the trophy for perpetuity. 

The Regiment now goes forward to compete in the B.A.O.R. 
Ch~mpionship at Sennelager on 12th Februaf)'., when. we shall 
again meet our old rivals the lst Bn. Cheshire Regunent. A 
successful acquittance will then earn ourselves the right to 
compete for the Army title at Aldershot on 25th February. We 
are looking forward to both contests. 
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Stop Pre88 

21st Regiment Win Anny Cross Country 
Championships! 

We arc more than happy to report that at last 21st Regiment 
have pulled off the Army Cross-Country Championships. As 
many well know they have been knocking on the door for two 
years but have been beaten into second place by the redoubt
able 1st Bn. The Cheshire Regiment. The cup is now firmly 
in their possession and allied to their wins in two successive 
years as Army Athletic T eam Champions they have carved a 
niche for themselves in the Corps' sporting record as one of the 
Corps' outstanding sporting units. 

T heir win at Pirbright on 25th F ebruary was a fine one. 
The team came storming in in the following places: 1st, 4th, 
7th, 9th, 17th, 18th, 19th and 21st for a total of 96 points
and if that is not solid team running what is? As the com
mentator said, " An excellent result- not beaten in recent years 
as far as his memory went." 

Corporal Venus of 21st Regiment won the senior individual 
event, Signalman Mick Rideout of 13th Regiment was 3rd and 
Sergeant Brazil of the School of Signals was not far behind 
in 5th place. In the Minor Units Team Championship 
216 Para Brigade Signal Squadron were narrowly beaten into 
second place by a strong team from ' A' Squadron, Queen's 
Dragoon Guards. 

Altogether a really good day from the Corps' point of view. 

Report from 4th Division Hockey team 
The 4th Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment team for the 

season 1971/72 has turned out to be a very much integrated 
side, with a greater variety of Unit representatives than ever 
before. The present squad consists of six from the Signal 
Regiment; two from H.Q. R.E.M.E.; two from H.Q. R.E.; one 
from the Royal Regiment of Fusiliers and one from the Gordon 
Highlanders. However, this bas brought disadvantages as well 
as advantages; it has been difficult to find suitable training times 
and to play the same team twice running. It probably accounts 
for our rather unfortunate run in the Army cup, as we had 
two unavoidable absentees for our crucial replay match against 
3rd Royal Anglians and we lost 1-0 after extra ti.me. 

The team itself, when up to full strength, is probably the 
strongest side in Fourth Division with the possible exception 
of 35th Engineer Regiment, R.E., who are our main competi
tors and who, incidentally, also had an unfortunate run in the 
Aimy cup. 

With the po ting of Sergeant Ron Ford to 27th Medium 
Regiment, R.A., our newly acquired Quartermaster Technical, 
Captain John Turner, has stepped into bis place giving added 
strength at the back. His two accomplices, who constitute the 
Infantry element of the side-Major Nigel Oxley, Gordons, 
and Captain Adrian Hughes, R.R.F., are invaluable to the 
stability of the side. As in the past the team still lacks power 
at the front but the recent arrival of Lance-Corporal ' Paddy ' 
Baxter, from 11 Armoured Brigade, should add ei..-rra strength 
to the front five. In the hope that goals start to come more 
frequently we look forward to a more succes ful latter half 
of the season. 

The team, so far this season, has been selected from the 
following: Major T. R. Earney, Royal Signals; Major T. J. R. 
lllingworth, Royal Irish; Major N. F. M. Oxley, Gordons; 
Captains A. J. H. Hughes, R.R.F.; H. C. Mordaunt, R.E.M.E.; 
R. R. Hurley, R.E.M .E.; W. E. Shackell, R .E.; J. G. Turner, 
Royal Signals; Lieutenant W. E. Brewin. Royal Signals; W.0.1 
D. J. Wallis, R.E.M .E. ; Sergeant T. Drabble, R.A.0.C.; Ser
geant R. S. Ford, Corporal K. P. Reardon, Corporal N. J. Hunt, 
Lance-Corporal P. Stickland, Lance-Corporal S. Wbittick all 
Royal Signals; Lance-Corporal A. Oasper, R.E.; Lance-Corporal 
P. J. Baxter, Royal Signal · and Signalman R. P. Doyle, Royal 
Signals, not forgetting Captain P. Kent, Captain W. Bowen 
and Lieutenant T. Bushell, who have turned out to play for 
us when some of the Jess hardy members have thought it too 
cold 1 As yet we have had hardly any snow and it seems we 
may get more games than we expected. We are now preparing 
for the Fourth Division six-a-side competition which comes 
in the Spring. 
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Royal Signals Ollicers in Inter-Services Cresta 
Championships at St. Moritz 

Major J. E. L. Adams oyal Signals, Army P.R., reporrs: 
Major R. I. F. Amas came tenth in che Lord Trenchard 

ervice ' Trophy race and Lieutenant C. K. Thompson came 
chird in che Harland Trophy race in che Inter-Services Cresra 
Champion hips at Sr. Moritz on 2nd February. A great effort 
by Graeme Thompson for he has only been riding the Cresta 
for a year or two. 

If you're tired of life and need a new interest try the Cresta. 
ex't to free-fall parachuting chi is che greatesr! And age is no 

bar. Lord Brabazon of Tara went down che Cresta run to 
celebrate his 80ch birchday! 

The Cresta is a narrow gulley of solid ice three-quarters of 
a mile long which snake its way down from St. Moritz to the 
neighbouring village of Cellerina. Its steepest gradient, near 
che top, is one in 2!, and irs embankmenrs are like walls of 
deach-and you can hoot off over che cop and get airborne at 
a low level. 

You ride on a skeleron-a low-tying sreel frame wich a sliding 
eat, e cept that you put your embonpoint on it rather than your 

derrier-and hurtle down at speeds of up to 80 m.p.h., with 
your chin about eight inches above rhe ice. It keeps you young! 

[Photograph Major John Adam, Army P.R. 

DARING YOUNG MEN 

Major Ivor Amos (left) and Lieutenant Graeme Thompson ready to 
ride at the Cresta Club, St. Moritz 

Badminton 
For rhe second year in succession 8rh Regiment have faired 

quite well in che Badminron Championships. 
In che District Championships rhere were few entries and in 

fact the only e':'ents contested were me inter-Unit teams, Unit 
doubles and smgles. All were won by 8th Regiment wich 
Corpo.ral Bill Hutton (by_ now back in 4ch Regiment) beating 
Captain Ted Heasman m the final. In the Unit doubles 
Captain Heasman and Signalman Steve Croot (shonly to be 
posted to 7th Regiment) won in two straight games. 
~e Command ChampionshiJ?s. held in York on 28ch January 

provided much stronger opposition. The notable successes in 
these championships came mainly from che girls with Sergeant 
Beryl Jackson and W.0.1 Ann e Stead winning the Unit doubles 
af!d _Sergeant Jackson and W.0 .2 Bettison (S.0.P.T. York) 
wmmng the open doubles. 

It is perhaps wonhy of note chat only five players travelled 
up from 8th Regiment and here is a list of che results: 
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Inter-Unit team : 8th Rcitiment runners-up by 2-1 to RP.C . York. 
Corporal Hutton "on the ingle • Captllin Hemman nod Signalman Croot 
and W.0.1 Stead nnd Ser cant Jacboo lost in the two doubles. 

;\'fen's si>igl s: 8th Regiment runners-up, Corporol Hutton. 
Women's Scn;icu srni:les: 8th Regiment runners-up, Sergeant Jackson. 
Unit doubles. men: 8th Regiment runners-up, Captain Hcasmao ll'l'ld 

ignalman root. 
Ui'omcn's S<ITT11ccs Umt doubles: 8th Regiment winners, W.0.1 Stead 

and Sergeant Jackson. 
Maxed dotJblcs: 8th Regiment runners-up, Captain Hcasman and Sergennt 

Jackson. 
W om en's Open doubles: Sergeant Jackson (8th Regiment) and W.0.2 

Bettison (S.O.P.T., York), winners. 
Open doubles "'"": Captain Heaseman and Signalman Croot, runners up. 

Thin/ Inter-Corps Quadrangular Tournament 
FOOTBALL 

llt"sults 

Matches played at Chacham on 7ch, 9th and 11th February 
respectively. 

Corps 1, R.E. 5 
Corps 4, R.A. 3 
Corps 0, R.E.M.E. 3 

Corps' team selected from: Sergeant Young (captain), Sergeant 
Lyth (8th Regiment), Corporal Edwards (3 Div. H.Q. and 
Signal Regiment), Signalman Alves (244 Squadron), Signalman 
Pickersgill (8th Regiment), Signalman Brown (8th Regiment), 
Corporal Behan (244 Squadron), Corporal Bluer (10th Regi
ment), Corporal Campbell (233 Squadron), Signalman Denham 
(216 Squadron), Signalman Morgan (244 Squadron), Lance
Corporal Butler (14th Regiment), Signalman Roberts (!Och 
Regiment), Signalman Cardwell (216 Squadron), Corporal 
Nelson (16th Regiment attached 8ch Regiment), Sergeant 
O'Rourke (216 Squadron) and Signalman Malone (244 
Squadron). 

Final League Tournament Table 
G<>als 

p w D L F A Pts. 
R.E.M.E. 3 3 0 0 10 1 6 
R.E. 3 2 0 1 7 4 4 
Royal Signals 3 1 0 2 5 11 2 
R.A. 3 0 0 3 4 10 0 

' The Wire • football correspondent writes: 

The Corps' side was sadly depleted owing to exercises, 
Nonhem Ireland, and Army Cup fixtures, all straining Corps' 
soccer resources to the absolute limit. Five changes had to be 
made in the side for their opening match in the competition 
against che R.E. and the same number of changes had to be 
made for the final game against R.E.M.E. Despite these handi
caps the Corps played some attractive football and che Corps 
has now the basis for a good squad for next season. 

Personal Affairs 
Lieutenant-Colone/ N. /. Bower, O.B.E. 

Norman Iliffe Bower who died suddenly on 24ch January just 
before his final retirement at the early age of 63, had spent the 
whole of his life in che service of the Corps, 26 years on the 
active list and 18 years as an R.O. at Records. Before the war 
he served in India and Palestine and during the war wich the 
B.E.F. in France and L. of C. and Indian Divisional Regiments 
in Norch Africa. After the war he commanded 2 A.A. Group 
Signal Regiment and 3 G.H.Q. Signal Regiment in Malaya. 
His last appointment was C.S.O. H.Q. Northern Ireland District. 
In his youch hi:_ was a keen and above average tennis player. 
He was an enchusiastic Ham, and an active member of the 
Royal Signals Amateur Radio Society. During his 18 years at 
Records he started in the Posting/Promotion Section of Division 
I and in 1960 took over che Co-ord post in che Headquarters, 
in this latter position he served under four successive Officer i/c 
Records. He took a lively interest in social activities and was 
held in great affection by the staff. His genial presence will be 
greatly rnis~ed. We extend our deepest sympathy to his wife 
and two sons. 
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Lieutenant-Co/one/ H. L.B. Kealy 
' Baron,' as he was affectionately known died on the 22nd 

January .at che . early age of 64 after a short illness. He was 
comm1ss1oned m to che Royal Signals from the • Shop • in 
19?7. After serving in India, taking pan in the N.W.F. cam
paign of 1930-31, he retu~ned to the U.K. in 1936, and was 
posted to the N..ountcd Wmg of the Depot Battalion. He was 
a keen . and coi:ipetent hor~eman and was in charge of the 
~oya~ ?tgnals Display Tt;am in 1938/39. As a result of a medical 
d1sab1hty co~tracted .whilst he was in India he was declared 
unfit for active service and much to his frustration he was 
confined to the U.K. throughout che 1939/45 war where 
he ser~ed both on che staff and in a variety of sign:U units. 
He retired prematurely on a disability pension after command
ing lSAA (M) Signal Regiment in 1951. After a short spell 
market gardening at hi~ home in Sussex, he went out to 
B.A.0.R as an R.O. w1ch che telecommunications group at 
Monchen-~ladb_a7h, where ~~. work involved close personal 
contact with rruhtary and c1v1lian staff, technicians seconded 
from the British Post Office and with Deutsche Bundespost 
Operarors. ' Baron ' ":'as ideally suited for chis post as it in
volved great tac~ _pauenC;e, personal charm and a lively sense 
of humour, qualities which he possessed in ample measure. 
W•:1ilst in Germany he and his wife Betty became keen campers 
and caravaners, travelling all over Europe, when ' Baron ' de
veloped into no mean photographer, he also had another 
artistic talent being a competent performer on che mandolin. 
After so many years in che service of che Corps it is tragic 
that ' Baron ' was not able to enjoy the fruits of final retire
ment. We express our deepest sympathy to his wife Betty 
in her sad loss. 

Brigadier Sir John Muirhead, 
D.S.O. M.C. T.D., D.L. 

Brigadier Sir John Spencer Muirhead, an eminent Scottish 
lawyer, scholar, soldier, company director and administrator, 
died in Stirling on 17th February at che age of 82. He was 
educated at Fettes and Oxford where he joined the O.T.C. 
and was commissioned in the Scottish Cable Company R.E.T.F. 
in 1913. During the 1914-18 war he served in various signal 
companies on the Western Front, winning the M.C. in 1916 
and the D.S.O. in 1918 whilst commanding Slst (Highland) 
Divisional Signals Company. 

Between che wars he continued in the T.A., commanding 
52nd (Lowland) Divisional Signals and Glasgow University 
0.T.C. In 1929 he became D .C.S.0. Scottish Command. In 
1938 he raised and commanded a Heavy A.A. Regiment (T.A.) 
and during the 1939-45 war he commanded A.A. Brigades in 
che Suez Canal, in Tobruk, Palestine and Transjordan. From 
1942-1944 he was Colonel R.A. on the British Army Staff in 
Washington. His last Territorial activity was Chairman of the 
Glasgow T.A. and AF.A. He was a Vice Lieutenant of Stirling
shire, a member of the Royal Company of Archers (Her 
Majesty's Bodyguard for Scotland) and was made a knight in 
1953. Sir John was a most accomplished man with many 
interests and was a true friend to the Corps. 

Brigadier C. £ Sketch 
Brigadier Cyril Edward Sketch died in Guernsey on 4th 

February; he was commissioned into che R.G.A. as a T.A. 
officer in 1914 and given a regular commission in 1917, trans
ferring to Royal Signals in 1923. He served on che Western 
Front from 1916 until being wounded in 1918. From 1919 he 
was in India until returning to the U.K. in 1925 when he was 
posted to 2nd Divisional Signal Regiment and was later 
Adjutant of 42 (East Lancashire) Divisional Signal Regiment 
T.A. He went out to India again in 1932 for six years. During 
che 1939-45 war he was in East Africa, Palestine, Syria and the 
Middle East, where he reached che rank of T /Brigadier. He 
returned to the U.K. in 1945, his last appointment before 
retiring in 1946 being C.S.0. A.A. Command. We extend our 
deepest sympathy to his wife Phyllis and son James. 

Corporal Frank Wan/le 
It is with regret that we have to record the following death: 
Corporal Frank Wardle of 4 Div. Signal Regiment, passed 

away whilst on sick leave from Cambridge Hospital, Aldershot, 
on 28ch January. Sincere condolences are expressed to his 
widow, Mrs. F. Wardle, who e address is: 143 Bradline Street, 
Roker, Sunderland. 
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Mr. A. Muntzer, M.S.M. 
.Mr. A. V. lent, Secretary Aldershot Branch writes: It is 

with regret that we have to report che deach of Mr. A. 
Muntzer, know as 'Alf' to his friends here at the Aldershot 
Bran~h. He first joined che Army in 1897 into the K.R.R.C. 
and m 1907 transferred to the Royal Engineers and became a 
member of the training staff at che Signal chool at Thornhill 
f\ldershot, until going to France. He was awarded the M.S.M'. 
m 1919 appearing in the London Gazette in January, 1919. 
When he finished his service in 1920 his old pay book shows 
he was an R.S.M. 

He died at che War Memorial Home, ' Knellwood,' Canter
bury Road, Farnborough, Rants. 

- Movements -
Oliicers 
Lieutenant B. Abbiss 
Captain R. D. Abbott 
Major M. Allan ... 

... To 1 Div. H.Q. & Sign:rl Regiment 
,, 39 Inf. Bde. H.Q. & ig. Sqn. 

H.Q. N. Ireland 
,, 8th Regiment Lieutenant R. Banham. .. . . .. 

Lieutenant-Colonel E. J. Beale 
A / Major K. J. Bicknell .. . 
Second-Lieutenant J. Blake .. . 
Captain {Tfc.) D. V. Boddington 
Captain (T.O.T.) R. C. Boulter 
Major D. A. Brockhurst 
Captain D. E. Burt ... 

,, M.O.D. 
,, Live Oak, B.A.O.R. 
,, 224 Squadron 
,, 28th Regiment 

H.Q. Training Brigade 
H.Q. E. Midland District 

,, 227 Squadron 
Captain A. Burn ... 
Major C. F. Bushell ... . . . 
Second-Lieutenant D. R. Case 
Major M. E. G. Chandler 
Major B. W. A. Collins 
Lieutenant M. J. Crane 

,, 39 Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn. 
H.Q. AFCE T 

,, 26o Squadron 
,. H.Q. B.A.0.R. 

School of Signals 
,, 19 Airportable Bde. H .Q. & Sig. 

Squadron 
Captain J. 0. Daglish ,, 7th Regiment 
Captain I. C. Double ., 223 Squadron 
Captain J. A. Ea-stgate ,, r4th Regiment 
Captain A. J. Field ... ,. wd Bo. Scots Guard 
Lieutenant E. S. Filder .. . ... ,, 220d Regiment 
Lieutenant-Colonel P. H. Flear, O.B.E. ,. 23 Liaison H.Q. 
Lieutenant L . G. French ... ... ,, 7th Regiment 
Major C. S. Galbraith ... . . . 10th Regiment as C.O. 
Cap1ain (Tfc.) G. W. Giles ... ,, 44 (Para.) Bde. Sij. Tp. (V) 
Lieu1enant R. J. Gittins 7 Armd. Bde. H.Q. & Sig. qn. 
Major G. A. M. Hollirnd ... M.O.D. 
Captain (Q.M.) T. W. Jackson ,, 30th Regiment 
Captain (T.O.T.) P. Johnson 39 Inf. Bde. H.Q. & !g. Sqn. 
Captain (T.O.T.) B. A. Kimber ., H .Q. ANZUK Force 
Major (T.O.T.) L. F. Knight ,, 3rd Regiment 
Lieutenant-Colonel I. Macdonald ... ,, H.Q. J.O.C.P.T. 
Lieutenant-Colonel W. T. Macfarlane ., H.Q. 1 (B.R.) Corp as C.C.R. 

Signals 
Captain M. J. Macklin 24 Aitportable Bdc. H.Q. & Sig. 

Squadron 
A/ Captain D. R. Marks C.O.D., Bicester 
Major R. T. Martin . . . . .. ,, 3oth Regiment 
Captain J. M. Messer-Bennets 4 Div. H.Q. & Sig. Reg1 . 
Major W. J. M. Michie M.O.D. 
Major J. Mills ... ... ,, 34th Regiment M 
Major W. A. F. Morgan ... ,, Army Aviauon Centre 
Cs-ptain (Q.M.) D. G. Newton ., 35th Re11iment ( V) 
Lieutenant D. S. Pawlow 3rd Regament 
Captain P. C. Pearson ... .. School of ig~al s 
Captain W . J. Pearson ... rrth Regiment (H .. ) to retire 
Captain I. D . Reading ... ... ... .. 9th Regiment 
Captain (T.O.T.) N. A. V. Ribchester ,, Project Wavell 

· Lieutenaot-Colonel J. A. P . Russell ,, D.A. Colombo 
Major F . P. Swl ... ., H.Q. 2 S:gnal Group 
Colonel A. T. Scott, O.B.I!. D.A. Zambia 
Lieutenant C. J. Smith ,, l Div. H.Q. & ig. Regt . 
Major I . C. Spear ,, 22nd Regimeot as C.O. 
Major S. G. Walker ... ... ,, 23 S.A.S. Regt. ( as C.O. 
Captain (Q.M.) R. A. Webb ,, 3 Div. Aviation Regiment 
Major T . H . Wheawell ... M.O.D. 
Major D. C. Whitehead ,, 20 Annd. Bde. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn. 
Captain D. B. S. Yates ,, nth Regt. (H.S.) to retire 

\1"11 r n rnt Officers and St>n ior :V.C.O.n 
W.O.z T. E. B. Cran .. . . .. 
W.0.1 (F. or S.) R. J. R . Wood 
W.0.2 (F. of S.) R. L. Tricker 
W.0.2 G . A. Christie . .. . .. 
W.0 .2 (Y. of S.) G . B. Rawlio 
W.0.2 (Y. of S.) J . Morrison 
W.0.2 D. Connell ... . .. 

ta ff ergeant P. L. Gray ... 

To 2 Dh·. Signal Regimen< 
,, 14th Regiment 
" 21st Regiment 
,. 36th Regiment (V) 
,. 30th Regiment 

.. •• 10th Regiment 
,. 39 Airportable Bde. Sig. qn. 
,, 14th Re11iment 

8th Regiment taff Sergeant (F. or S.) D. R. 

Snnd~~ -} ergeant A. J . Hall 
ergeant H. A. Huct 
ergeant D. Trippier 

Sergeant . P tton ... 
ergeant H. B. Connor 

Sergeant G. E. Critchelow 
e~geant R. J. Bdwrrrds 

Ser~ot D. Jolly ... 
Sergeant R. C. Offord 

... 

chool or Signals 
( o. 33 F. of . Course) 
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ANNA VAllEY MOTORS (Amesbury) LTD. 
HIGH STREET, AMESBURY, WILTSHIRE 

Telephone: AMESBURY 2248/2249 

SERVICES BUY-BACK SAVINGS SCHEME 

In the past Servicemen posted over eas at short notice have had difficult problem with the disposal 

of their cars. Storage is expensive and ties up capital. 

Sale through the local press takes time, and a quick sale to a local garage may not realise the best 
price. None of these methods is entirely satisfactory to the Serviceman. 

To overcome this problem and to help serving members of the forces ANNA VALLEY MOTORS 
(AMESBURY) LTD. are introducing their new Services Buy-Back Scheme, the salient points of which 

are as follows:-

(1) ANNA VALLEY MOTORS will buy any make of car up to five years old and 
will, subject to the car being in reasonable condition pay current book price. Cars 
over five years old will be considered on a condition value basis. 

(2) The seller then has the option of taking thirty per cent of the Sales price immedi
ately in cash and leaving the balance on deposit for at least Six months or leaving the 
whole amount on deposit. Anna Valley .Motors will pay interest on such deposits 
at the bank rate applicable during the period. The money deposited with the interest 
earned can be drawn out at the end of Six months or left with us to earn more towards 
the price of a new or secondhand car. 

(3) Once a price has been agreed the Serviceman can use the car until immediately 
before his departure or in the case where his wife stops in the country for a short 
period before joining her husband the car may be used by her until her departure. 
Cars can also be collected subject to prior arrangement. 

(4) When returning to this country ANNA VALLEY MOTORS will have the new 
car of your choice available or send you details of our Used car stock. 

(5) Reverse charge Telephone calls personally to Mr. M. W. DODDS, Sales Director 
accepted from anywhere in the U.K. 

VAUXHALL-BEDFORD DEALERS and NAAFI EXPORT SPECIALISTS 
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OPERATORS 
LEAVING THE ARMY SOON ... ? 

Why not contact 

THE THREE TEES AGENCY 

THE Specialist Employment Bureau for 
Telex, Teleprinter and Telephone Operators 
where you are assured of a welcome and 
free advice and guidance on career prospects 
in the commercial world. 

THE THREE TEES TRAINING SCHOOL 
has the full range of Telex and Teleprinter 
machines and Commercial Telephone Boards 
and offers free tuition to those seeking em
ployment, both Permanent and Temporary. 

110 Fleet St., 
London, E.C.4. 
(01-353 3611) 

Call, write or phone : 
124 Regent St., 
London, W.I. 
(01-734 0365) 

20 Eastcheap, 
London, E.C.3. 

(01-626 0601) 

·In Civilian Life 

Enjoy 
Service and 
Comradeship 
in THE ROYAL 
BRITISH LEGION 
Yoar service to Queen and Country 
needn't stop when you leave the ~orces .. 
The British Legion has as much interest m 
and responsibility for young ex-servicemen 
and women of today as it has for those of 
two world wars and looks to them for its 
leaders of the future. 

The Royal British Legion, 49 Pall Mall, SWl 

Printers 

Publisl1ers 

Xe,vspaper Proprietors 

Lithographers 

Proeess Engravers 

Parsons and Printing. Like the Services we have a tradition to uphold, at the 
same time taking advantage of scientific progress in this age of mechanisation, 
yet maintaining, through a special department, a personal and helpful link with 
customers, whom we are ever willing to advise with their production problems 

F. J. Parsons Ltd 
The Adelphi, John Adam Street London WC2N 6AY 01-839 7151 

Printing works at Hastings, Folkestone, Bexhill and Lewe 

I 
I 
I 
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A word of comfort to all 
WarrantOfffcenand Sergeants 

without a bank account 

You can open a bank account with 
Lloyds Bank. 

After 1st April, the Army can only issue 
your pay through a bank account. And the 
only way you can draw your money out is to 
open your own bank account. 

Lloyds have been bankers to the Army 
for over 200 years now and that means we 

·know a very great deal about providing a full 
banking service for soldiers. 

And we'll be very happy to tell you all 
about the ins and outs of a bank account 
including-savings, investments loans 

~ ' 

insurance or any other money matter you 
care to mention. 

So if you're one of the Warrant Officers 
or Sergeants without a bank account we'd be 
delighted to see you. Call in at your local 
Lloyds branch either in your home town or 
regimental depot, and we'll be glad to open a 
bank account for you. 

Further details can be obtained from 
your Unit Paymaster. If you are stationed 
abroad, you should contact your Unit Pay
master or the Services Liaison Officer, Lloyds 
Bank Limited, 6 Pall Mall, London SWl 5NH. 

Lloyds 
Bank 
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Our Cover Picture 
We feature 3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn this month. Formed in 

Bulford in September, 1971, they moved to Shoeburyness in October, 
and after a few months to shake down now find themselves in Northern 
Ireland. Our photograph show the Signal Officer in Chief, ~jor-General 
J. M. Sawers, M.B.E., visiting the Squadron shortly before their departure 
from Shoeburyness. Also in the photo from left to right are W.0.2 Walton 
(M.T.O.), W.0.1 Thornton (R.S.M.) and M~jor ~yding (O.C.). Th~ probl~m 
under discussion was the unfortunate coniuncuon of the red w1re-cuttmg 
bar on the nearside front wing and an antenna of the 'rebro ' also mo.unted 
on the same wing so that they touched each other. No doubt a soluuon to 
this problem has been found. . 

Our best wishes go to the Squadron and, mdeed, to all ~embers . of 
the Corps in Northern Ireland, wherever they may be. From the information 
that comes to us here we well know what a splendid job they are all doing 
under very difficult circumstances. 

In Gootl Heart 
Your Editor was recently invited to attend part of t~e _R.S.~ . s cc;in

vention at Catterick camp and to talk about the Associauon mcludmg 
such subjects as THE WIRE, Corps welfare ~d the Day's Pay ~cheme. 
Without doubt this was an occasion of considerable value and_ mterest. 
Nearly 50 R.S.M.s gathered together is so1!1ething out of the ord1?8ry and 
it was, indeed, quite a sight !o see ~ese pillars of the Corp~, all m scarlet 
Mess kit assembled at the dinner rught so excellently orgarused by R.S.M. 
J. R. M~kbam of the nth Regiment in his Mess. 

During the evening, in the course of informal conversation it was possible 
to form a reasonably comprehensive picture of the state of th~ Corps as seen 
through the eyes of these experienced observers of the passmg scene. One 
could not help but feel encouraged and impressed. 

Two viewpoints were of particular interest: -

Our soldiers in N. Ireland were doing a first-cl~s job. qener~l!Y the 
junior ranks arrived boys and becam~ men overnight. Their ability to 
accept responsibility and stand on their own feet was remarkable. Th~y 
were full of enthusiasm to do a live job and one_ problem was to restrain 
them so that they took sufficient rest between penods of duty. 

Service with the T .A.V .R. while, at first, not always welcomed. by 
permanent staff .members, generally turned out to b~ thoroughly rewardin~. 
While the volunteer soldier required a somewhat different appro~ch ~~ his 
regular counterpart his detennii;atio~. and keenn~ss to master. his m1~tary 
skills wa most impressive and his ability to do so ~ the sh<?rt urne av~ilable 
wa quite remarkable. Regiments were well recrwted, efficient and without 
doubt a first-class back-up to the regular Corps. 

That the Corps was in good heart was amply confirm~ by the Signal
Officer-in-Chlef in his opening address the next day. Pamcularly. good ~as 
the news that at long last the Corps was virtually UJ? to str~gth m s~ers 
but he stressed that every effort must be made to retam the high class soldic:n 
we now had in our ranks. While a certain degree <>f phased runout was c;tcsir
able in the interests of promotion this must be tempered by the _necessity to 
keep the Corps up to strength and proficient. This wa the mam challenge 
that confronted all from now on. 

Later, conducted tours of the Trade Training School we~e _organised. 
For those who had not had the opportunity to sc:e thi new butlding before 
this was a revelation. Without going into detail there can ~e. _no doubt 
that the Corps has a remarkable School at its disposal. Th~ facihue~, layout 
and decor must surely be quite outstanding for any Service estabh hment, 
not only in the U.K. but anywhere in the world. 
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... _ ·. Appreciation = . 

Major-General D. R. Hors/ielJ, DBE MA FIEE 

DAVID Ralph Horsfield was educated at Oundle and the 
'Shop.' He wa commissioned in 1936 and after com

pleting 34 Q Cour e be joined 5th Divisional Signals where 
he was put in charge of training the Regimental motor cycle 

team which was runner-up 
in the Army Championships, 
whilst he himself was selec
ted as a member of the 
Army team which took part 
in the Scotti h ix Dav 
Trials. · 

At the outbreak of the 
war he was in Mersa 
Matruh, and in 1940, his 
considerable administrative 
abilities were recognised 
when he was made Adju
tant of Egypt Command 
Signals, a unit of 1 200 men 
which wa spread from the 
Canal Zone to Sollum in 

Major-General o. R. Horsfie ld the west and Wadi Haifa on 
the Sudan border. 

By 1942, he had been promoted to Major and was ordered 
to emb~rk for a~ unknO\~n destination a journey which proved 
o~ considerable !Dterest 1t lasted two-and-a-half months being 
diverted successively from Colombo to Batavia to Rangoon to 
~lombo co B?mbay to Calcutta. He eventually reached Lashio 
m the mountams of the Shan States between Burma and India. 

At the time t'-e 1st Burma Corps, under General Slim was 
fighting the _desperate. with<;irawal in the face of the Jap; nese 
acros unbndged maior nvers, over mountain ranges and 
through trackless malarial jungle. David was given command 
of the Corps Signals, an ad hoc unit comprised of British 
Burmans, Chins, Karens, Kachins, Sikhs, P.M.s, Madrass~ 
and one Gurkha. There was no proper supply of equipment 
and he had co make do with what he could scrounge from the 
police, ~il companies and dried-up Army sources. One shared 
everythmg in those d~ys and David still holds a receipt from 
General Sun, for equipment loaned co the Chinese Division. 

· He spent c'ie rest of the war in India and Burma with 
appoibtrnencs at S.T.C. Mhow, Instructor at the Staff C~llege 
at Quetta, 23 Indian Divisional Signals, on the s aff of 2 Indiar: 
Airborne Division and finally as O.C. 2 Indian Airborne 
Divisional Signals. Amonsc his pupils at the S.T.C. and Quetta 
were Obedul Rehman, who became Director in Pakistan and 
Brum Kapur, who became S.0.-in-C. India. When one re~lises 
that as an instruccor at Sandhurst he taught King Hussein. 
one ~onders what is in store for those who were at the School 
of Signals from 1961/64, where he was Chief Instructor. 

Immed_iately after the war he ":Vent up to Cambridge, where 
he got 1:1-ts M.A., and also captamed the University ski team. 
As ~ L1eutenant.-Colonel, he was British Ski Champion and 
Services Champion in 1949, British Downhill Champion in 
1950 and Army Champion in 1951. He is still Vice Chairman 
of the Army Ski Association. 

After leaving Cambridge, he served at the War Office as 
~.A.A.G.(9) . A.G .11, with Infantry Divisional and Brigade 
Signal Units m B.A.O.R., he took part in the Suez Operations 
and from 1956 to 1959, ''.'as C.R. Signals 2 Infantry Division'. 
He went out to Malaysia in 1959 as Principal Army Staff 
Officer, at the M.9.D., where he was responsible for organising 
the Malaya0; contme;ent to the U.N. Force in the Congo, which 
he to~ed "?th the U. . Commander. He was appointed O.B.E. 
for his services. 

In 1961, ~e return~ to the U.K., as Chief Instructor of the 
chool of Signals bemg promot~d Brigadier in 1964, as C.S.0. 

Southern Co!llm.and, then movmg to the M.O.D. as Director 
Telecommurucations, and then as Deputy Assistant Chief of 
Staff at ~HAPE. He_ was appointed A.D.C. to Her Majesty The 
Queen, m 1968. His last appoinunent was C.S.O., B.A.0.R., 
from 1969, when he was promoted Major-General. 
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David is a modest man with great charm of manner; he ha~ 
had a splendid influence on the many young officers who have 
pas ed through his hands and the Corps will miss him. How
ever, as he has been appointed a Colonel Commandant, we 
hall still ee a lot of him. We wish him and his wife Sheelah 

a Jong and happy retirement in their home at Shepton Mallet. 

Major-General A. M. W. Whistler, 
C.B., C.B.E. 

Major-General Michael Whistler retired on 1st April a5 
the Honorary Colonel of 32nd (Scottish) Signal Regiment 
~olunteer ). He was dined-out by the Officers of his Regiment 
1n the Western Club, Glasgow. It was a 'family' occasion 
b~th domestically in that wives were present, and also Corps
w1se as the o~ly guests were those who ~ew General ' M icky ' 
and the Regiment - the Master of Signals M ajor-General 
P. E. M . Bradley, Brigadier W. P. W. Robertson and Colonel 
lain Wocherspoon-the latter, having been 'Jent' to Group a 
Deputy Commander, returns to the Regiment as the new 
Honorary Colonel. 

The Regiment presented General ' Micky ' with a portrait 
which depicts him in his favourite MacWhistler glengarrie 
and blue pullover. This portrait had been intended as a sur
pri e and had been painted from photographs, but in his 
inimitable way, the General had managed to find out in 
advance! 

He was commissioned into the Corps in 1929, from Woolwich 
and had a distinguished career culminating in his appointment 
as Signal Officer-in-Chief 1960/62; he then became the first 
Assistant Chief of Defence Staff (Signals) until 1965 when he 
retired. 

The write-up in T HE WIRE at the time described him ven· 
accurately . . . " never very orthodox and a bit of a cavalie.r 
by nature (he was only put under arrest twice!) he has often 
~ef~rred _to himself_ as ' po~cher turn~d gamekeeper ' and perhaps 
It 1s this refreshmg attitude to life thar has made him so 
successful . There is too . . . his intensely human and friendly 
appro~ch . . . " He still tells of the profile produced by the 
Amencan Staff for one of his visits to the States which listed 
his hobbies as ' fast horses, fast cars, fast women, slow fish.' 
It does not require updating. 

On retirement, he continued his oontact with the R.egu4ir 
A;mY as a_ Coloi:iel Commandant until 1968. He developed 
his connections with the Reserve Army by becornil:\g Honorary 
Colonel first of the Kensingtons until their demise in 1967 
and then of the new 32nd (Scottish) Signal Regiment (V) which 
was formed from the 51st (Highland), 52nd (Lowland), 61 sc 
(City of Edinburgh) and 82nd (A.E.R.) Signal Regiments. In 
the many problems facing his new Regiment his wealth of 
~xperience was a great help to succeeding C.O.s. But, more 
important has been his interest in people, in the men and 
girls of the Regiment who now include not only the Scots, buc 
also the members of 69 (North Irish Horse) Signal Squadron 
(V) from troubled Londonderry. 

His lace Regiment extends their very best wishes to General 
and Mrs. Whistler and hope they will venture forth from the 
wilds of Argyllshire to visit them from time to time. 

Welfare Clothing 
Since the beginning of the year, gifts of clothing, toys, books, 

etc., have been gratefully received from the following: Major 
G . Young, Mrs. N . Church, Major E. H. Frampton, Major 
H. G . MacKinlay, Lieutenant-Colonel G . M . Welsford, Mr . 
M. S. Wheatley, Sergeant & Mr . R. G. Assender, Mr . 
G. D . T . Harris. C. A. E. Pylee, Esq., Corporal Vanscolina. 
Mr. & Mrs. A. E. Stead, J . L. Smith, Esq., W. E. Osborne, 
Esq ., A. Walsh Esq., A. Stokes, Esq. 

Maior D . McGilli"ray. Mr. & Mr . F . Stockdale, Mrs. Torrie. 
The Thrift Shop, Blandford Camp, Staff Sergeant & Mrs. H. 
R~ff, Mrs. S. Noble, Mrs. J. McGowan, Mrs. J. Nicholls, 
Lieutenant-Colonel D. A. Dickson, Mrs. Fryer, Shetland Boats 
Ltd., Major & Mrs. A. E. Carter, Lieutenant-Colonel J. A. 
Baker, Lieutenant-Colonel J. R. T. Paterson, Colonel & Mrs. 
I. G. Swan, C. Fry, Esq., Major F. Iveson, Colonel R. A. Chell. 
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--From our "In" Tray--

Major 'Phi/' Ha«is retires aher 50 Years' 
Service 

Major Philip Sydney Harris, of 64 Branksome Hill Road . 
Camberley, at the age of 65 , retired on 29th February after SO 
years' service to the Crown as soldier, officer and civil servant. 
Details of his long service appeared in the March/ April WIRE. 

Phil Harris was lunched out in the Aldershot Garrison 
11icers' M ess with Brigadier J. C. Clinch, Captain A. Williams, 

O.C. .W.S. Troop, and other Royal Signals Officers in Alder
ho in support. The following signal was r~eived from H.Q., 

Roval Signals Association : 
" Congratulations on a very fine half century." 

Left to right : Lieutenant-Colonel D. M. F. Barker ; Captain (TOT) 
A. Williams; Major P. S. Harris; Brigadier F. J. Allen, C.B.E. 
(President, Aldershot Branch Royal Signals Association); Brigadier 

J. C. Clinch 

Major R. 0. Edwards 
All will be glad to hear chat Major Bob Edwards, who 

~ uffered a heart attack in November is now well on the way 
to recovery. He hope to be back at work in the next few 
weeks. 

Army Bird Watching Society 
The Army Bird Watching Society was officially formed in 

1961. Prior to this date serving soldiers throughout the world 
have been responsible for the formation and subsequent 
functioning of many of the societies which exist today._ Orni
thological data ha been collected by members from virtually 
every part of the world and has been passed to local ocietie 
and interested ornithological bodies in England. 

T he society now maintains a list of representatives wc;>rld 
wide and within the counties of Britain. These representatives 
report on activities in their localities and assist members on 
arrival to make the necessary contacts with local societies. We 
own, in the training area!I,, some of the best sanctuaries for 
birds, ftora and fauna in the country. As a society we are work
ing very closely with the con ervationists to maintain these 
areas as sanctuarie . We hope, over the ne.xt two years, to 
complete a census of all the bird on the major Army training 
areas. 

To join the Army Bird Watching Society costs SOp per 
annum. You receive a bulletin each quarter and a journal 
annually. Please apply for joining fonns to: Lieutenant-Colonel 
E. D. Wardlewortb, M.C., R.H.Q. The Light Infantry, Sir 
John Moore Barracks, Copthorne, Salop; or Lieutenant-Colonel 
C . N. Clayden, Candlewick Cottage, Avenue Road, Fleet Hants. 
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"Old Vic " Valedictory Message 
.\. trib ute from 26t h Regiment to their Pnymnst.-r 

" pROBABL Y no arm of the service has a more ch ankle s 
task than the Royal Corps of Signals. When all i~ 

going well their achievements are taken as a matter of course. 
In the accounts of most battles their vital contribution is 
almost invariably ignored. For most commanders the sky alone 
is the limit to the standard of intercommunication required. 
It is a platitude, however, chat a commander without communi
cations is useless.''-So said Major-General H. Essame, Com
mander 43rd Wessex Division in 1944 of the Royal Signals. 

This statement of course applies to some ocher arms of the 
service, especially the Royal Army Pay Corps as far as their 
task is concerned and those excellent people they send to us to 
manage our soldiers' accounts and very often the soldier ' 
welfare. We are often guilty of taking their excellent achieve
ments for granted. The kitchens and canteens are visited daily 

by officers detailed for the 

Major V. W . Beckhurst, M.C., R.A.P.C. 

task. The only time the 
Paymaster is visited is to 
colle::t a claim, cash a 
cheque, or to seek advice. 

These thoughts chat spring 
to mind now are caused 
when it is suddenly realised 
chat 'our' Paymaster, Major 
' Vic ' Beckhurst, is soon to 
leave us after more than 
nine years. Goodness knows 
how many soldiers have 
' passed through ' 28th in 
the last nine years, but it 
must go into many thousands 
chat Vic has paid., advised, 
and sorted out the odd 

container account for, paraded and exercised "."ich. . 
Vic joined the 8th Battalion the Somerset Light Infantry m 

May, 1940. He was placed into the Orderly Room and soon 
rose to the dizzy heights of Orderly Room Corporal. He became 
bored with mundane clerical duties and applied to be posted to 
an operational unit. To delay his movement from the Orderly 
Room and in an anempt to make him forget his constant 
requests for posting his Commanding Officer recommen~ed 
him for a war-time commission in the hope that by the wne 
the application was ever considered either Vic would have 
stopped these constant requests for . action or the war ".'o?1d 
be over. The result was a very quick answer, a comnuss1on 
and posting to ' the front ' with the 4th Battalion S.L.I. 

In a very short time Vic was a Major and a Company Com
mander and because of just one action was awarded the M .C. 
For the many, many soldiers who have ~own Vi.: and. o~en 
asked but seldom discovered how he goc his M.C. the c1tat1on 
is reproduced here. 

{'Hation 
" On the night of 15th-16th February, 1945, the Battalion 

Commander ordered a night attack in che area North of Goch. 
Company, commanded ~y Major Beckhurst, was _ordered 

as part of the general Battalion plan, to cap~re a certam group 
of buildings. At the first attempt the leadmg element were 
met by heavy spandau fire coming f~om ome half-dozen 
automatics. As a result they became pmned and no amount 
of 2in. mortar and P.I.A.T. fire succeeded in reducing the 
\·olurne of fire directed against them. 

Major Beckhurst, quickly sizing up the situation, withdrew 
hi whole company a sh~rt Jistance, an~ then succeed~d. in 
calling down a heavy artillery concentration on the po 1tion 
Then, exerci ing great leadership and judgement, h~ per onally 
Jed his Company in a bayonet assault on ~e position before 
the Hun had time to recover from the attention he had received 
from the artillery. This assault, led by this officer, was a com
plete success and resulted in the destruction or capture of an 
entire Hun Company together with its Company Commander. 

There i no doubt that the personal leadership and bravery 
shown by this officer was almost entirely responsible for the 
success of this action." 
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pace doe not allow u. co cover all Vic's exploits but it is 
wonh mentioning that on one occasion Vic captured Bremen 
Headquarters complete with General (Major-General Sieker) 
and complete staff e>f 30 staff officer- with one section of hi 
Company. Not satisfied with hi war efforts Vic decided the 
Army wa the life 10r him and soldiered in the years after the 
war in India, the Far East, Persi:>n Gulf, We t Africa and 
erved with the Trucial Oman Seo ts and the Federal Armv 

of Malaya. · 
In 1960 he tran ferred to the R.A.P.C. and on 21st Ma,-, 

1963, was posted to 28th Regin1enr where he has remained 
ever since, fighting off po tings as quickly a they came. 

All tho e who have known Vic in the past and who are 
serving with him now are aware what an example he sets to 
all in every aspect of soldiering and in the quiet, efficient way 
he tackle hi ta k, being more than pleased to offer a helping 
hand or pass on the experience he has gained over hi long 
career. 

At the time of going to Press it is almost certain that we will 
have for hi dining-out night the band of his original Regiment 
together with the Commanding Officer of chat Regiment. 

We know the omersets are proud of Vic, sure the Royal 
Army Pay Corps must be; we ourselves are proud to have 
~ry~d ~ith bin:) ~d hi wife Jill. .Good luck to you both in 

c1vil1an life and don t forget to keep m contact with your friends 
in Royal Signals. 

ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION .\:\'D 
BEl\'EVOLENT FUl\"D 

The fol/01ui11g donati.,ns u•ere gratefully received during February, 1972: 

Officer. Commanding. The White Helmets. The Roy•·! !rals 
Display Team. . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . 

~CCC commanding, 49 (West Riding) Signal Squadron (V) ::: 
gcant . E. Barrow . . . . .. . . .. ... . . . . 

Mrs. N . Chris~opher (in memory of her bu band the late Colo,;~j 

C M
J. GT.a!Chrib Stopher) .. . ... .. . ... . . . . .. . .. .. . 

. . . ot-Weise. Eso.. . . . 
Colonel B. J. Bardell. O .B.E . .. . 
Major The Earl Kitchener. T .D. 
F. W. Vigurs, Esq. . . . . . . 
C. K. MacLconan , Esq. . . 
M. E. H oldsworth, Esq. 
A. Lord, Esq ., M.M. 
Various smlll.J donations 

£ p 

qo.oo 
l.05 
'\ .00 

-.oo 
4 . 10 
3.61 
2.00 
I.2~ 
l.O<\ 
r.oo 
.70 
.45 

£165.21 
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.-tnaual V .K. Diaglt.y R e gatta , 
1 ?th ~l.ay, 19?2. 

This year's Royal Signals (U.K.) D inghy Regatta will 
be held at Whale I sland Portsmouth on Wednesdav. 

17th May. . 

The aim of this R~gatta is . to encourage all rank of 
Royal Signals to gam expenence in D inghy Racing as 

helmsmen or crew. 
pe~s have . ~!ready been sent to uni's and to known 
mdivi~ual sailing enthusiasts in the U.K .. but anv w~o 
are mterested hould contact .L ieuterumt-Co'onel 
J. M. N. Lyons, School of Signals, Blandford Camp 

(tel. Blandford Military extension 243). 
Closing date for entry is 1st May 1972. 

Two-day llegatta, 8-9 JunP, 19?2 
This year's Royal Signals Regatta at Seaview. I sle of 

Wight will be on 8th and 9th June. . 
Details will be circulated shortly. 

Ro11al Signals Assoc iatioa lleunion, 
Cattt>riek Camp, 1 fJ72 

This. "'.ill take place on the 24th-25th June. Owing to 
rebuilding, accommodation and catering facilities can 
only be .Pr!>vided fo.r a ceiling of 550. Early application 
to Association KQ. is advised for those wishing to attend. 

always 
inaGieves 

ready-to-wear 

Appointed Tailors and 
Outfitters to the 
R oyal Corps of Signals 

27 Old Bond Street, London, W.1 

1 High Street, Camberley 

Bath Bexhill Brockenhurst 

Cheltenham Chester Cranwell 

Cambridge 

Eastbourne 

Edin burgh Harrow Leicester Plymouth 

Portsmouth Winchester 
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CRESTA JS JN! 
BPI Ma.Jor Ivor Amos, 28th Signal ICeglment 

. Eighty miles an hour. You are, and you feel like, a high 
speed projectile with your chin a mere four inches above the 
ice 10 accentuate the speed. 

ONE of the most thrilling sports in the world must be 
riding the Cresta Run at St. Moritz. It is of considerable 

interest that a small number of Corps officers are now partici
pating in this sport. It is hoped that the following article by 
Major R. I. F. Amos, will catch the eyes of other potential 
enthusiasts with a view to increased Corps participation in 
thi wonderful and exhilarating pastime. 

(;or.,s f'on11et' tie11 
Over the past few years an intere~ting Royal Signals con

ne tion with the Cresta Run has been maintained. What is 
not generally known is that the Corps some years ago actually 
pr vided it.~ communications. Nowadays a permanently 
en ineered system for telephones, loudspeakers, and timing 
is nstalled, with the clocks capable of a thou andth of a second 
accuracy. 

I (•rt•asing popt1larity 
Riding on ice is increasing in popularity. Bobsleighing is 

particularly well known where two or more sitting on a sledge 
follow a course down a special ice trench. The trench is so 
constructed chat it should be impossible to escape from it. That 
means once started the vehicle will finish. Equipment costs 
from £200 to a reported £5,000 and speeds reach about 
60 m.p.h. On some spectacular comers the bobsleigh runs 
almost upside down on it runners and a Zfg force is experi
enced by the crews. A number of courses exist in different 
countries. 

The undoubted prince of winter sports, however, must be 
the Cresta Run. Only one run exists in St. Moritz in Switzer
land. It consists of a steep ice trench with an average drop 
of one foot each yard for a little less than a mile. Unlike 
bobbing it is possible to escape from the trench on many 
bends some of which are saucer shaped as if to encourage 
spills! Each has its optimum speed and line and a quite 
unforgiving temperament. 

80 feet per set!ond 
The 80lb. steel toboggan has runners which are smooth at 

the front tapering to knives at the back. The seat slides allow
ing the solo rider to transfer his weight to either part of the 
runner. Steering is mostly achieved by pushing the front of the 
toboggan in the desired direction. It will be readily appreciated 
that moving at about 80 feet per second (which is the average 
speed for the course from a standing start) steering is more 
a problem of timing and clear thinking than pu bing. 

Stre-11gth req u ire d 
Any crash make the toboggan a particular liability for one 

has to separate from it as early as po sible, or risk sev?re 
mjuries. This requires a surprising amount of strength which 
is perhaps why the ladie are not allowed to take part. 

The novice in the run for the first time must admit to worri
some doubts. If he really knew what was to happen he might 
well not be there at all. He is onl allowed to ride from 
Junction, part way down the course. A bell informs him 
the run is clear. He is on his own. The timer starts when 
he breaks a light beam but there i not a moment to think 
of a mundane detail like that when elf preservation dominate 
all thinking. 

Hands are protected by special gloves with steel saucers 
inch thick to cover knuckles. Elbows and knees are covered 

by leather and padding. On the feet are football type bo~t 
with steel rakes which can be dug into the ice for brakmg 
or steering. At least you are told they are for braking though 
that must be a relative term for whatever you do your speed 
increases along the run-you can only reduce tlie increa e! 

Bouncing from wall to wall is most uncomfortable but much 
kill is needed to guide a toboggan. Riding well back on it 

reduces the speed and comfort while ridin_g fo~ards giyes 
a care to most novices not u ed to the parucular ice steerrng 
problems involved. 
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A TENSE MOMENT 
Waiting fo r the starting bell at the top 

AWAY ! 
Speed rap idly building up as a rider leaves t he top. Note the severe 

gradient 
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OVER 70 M.P.H. ! 
Major John Harwood of the Corps at speed last year. Service in 

N. Ireland precluded his attendance this year 

Slammed against the s ide walls 
The many bends taken at speed are painful if the line isn't 

good as the rider gets slammed against the side walls. The 
occasional feeling that one is slipping off the seat can be 
unnerving. A panicularly unfortunate mistake can involve 
not securing elbow pads sufficently with the result that they 
slip and a brush with an ice wall can then cause a burn through 
three layers of clothing. 

Another mistake is putting knee pads on elbow when ici. 
drinks all round. This is written with a background of sound 
experience. 

1,ikt• a roeket 
The .final straight i exhilarating and it is here that rhe 

novice will exceed 70 m.p.h surprisingly quickly. Like a rocket, 
nose barely four inches from the ground the finish light beam 
is broken and the course is finished, but not quite. Severe 
braking is required if rhe rider is not to fini h up an inglorious 
heap in a car park. It is then over a loudspeaker from Control 
that hi time i armounced to one hundredth of a second. 

Riding from Top is allowed only on proof of steady good 
riding from the lower point. The first incredibly steep difficult 
bends add a completely new dimension to the sport for both 
riders and spectators. 

An international ntntosphert~ 
The international spirit in the clubroom is impre sive. Multi

lingual joke , intense concentration on everyone's time~ . 
and the awe of mere spectators make for a unique atmosphere 
of comrade hip. The world champion is at pain to instruct 
a complete beginner, the American bobsleigh team captain 
gives information about a new runner, a German team member 
walks down the course to criticise your performance and 
a Swiss rider produces his prototype and calculations for a £400 
prung toboggan (immediately and irreverently dubbed as 

a 'Formula One Shock Ab orber' by the British). It is tempt
ing to wonder why all international diplomacy cannot be done 
by sportsmen. 

It's addictive ! 
The two members of the Corps (Major Ivor Amos and 

Lieutenant Graeme Thompson) who competed this year from 
Top were both complete beginners in 1971. One made the 
1972 Anny team while the other gained an award as the best 
novice. Both plan to ride in 1973 and this is the most dangerous 
feature of the spon for it is surely addictive. What are now 
needed are some newcomers to take up the challenge of a first 
try at one of the world's most exciting sports. 

Contact either member for more details. It may well be 
possible to arrange cheap accommodation on a group basis and 
some financial assistance is available co bring the costs down 
co a reasonable ski-ing holiday amount. 

News lrom Regiments 

REPORT FROIU B.A.0.R. 

Farewell Dining Out of 
Major-General 0. R. Horsfield, O.B.E., 

C.S.O., B.A.O.R. 

GENERAL David Horsfield was dined-out by officers repre
senting most major and minor units of Royal Signals 

in B.A.0.R. at the Officers' Mess, 2nd Division Signal Regiment, 
Bunde, on the 16th February. That bald statement of fact 
conceals l>O much of an occasion that will be remembered by 
the hosts as warmly as the principal character. It fails to catch 
the atmosphere of the evening the sense of occasion that 
dominated the whole colourful setting. 

lque guard of honour 
Lieutenant-Colonel AJan Yeoman, as Commanding Officer 

of 2nd Division Signal Regiment, found himself with the task 
of providing the setting and organisation for the Corps in 
Germany co dine-<>ut the Chief Signal Officer. General David 
had in his time moved 2nd Division Signal Regiment to Bunde 
and _it was an appropriate location from which the Corps could 
ay its farewell . However, it was important that all units con

cerned could participate and be seen to do so. The Guard of 
Honour became unique in that the 21 soldiers were drawn 
from ~its as far apart as Holland and Hildesheim, Berlin and 
~ergelin;_ each man for that one evening had the formation 
sign of his comand stitched on the right sleeve of his uniform. 
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INSPECTING A UNIQUE GUARD OF HONOUR 

The guard was composed of twenty-one soldiers representing every 

Signals unit in B.A.O.R. 

Left to right : R.S.M. S. R. Norris, Sergeant L. A. Brown, Lieutenant

Colonel A. Yeoman, Major-General D. R. Horsfield 
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An apt m~lng 
General Horsfield was met by Lieutenant-Colonel Yeoma~ 

and invited to inspect the Guard of Honour - that was his 
first knowledge that the net h ad been so far cast to make 
his evening memorable. With Brigadier Bill Sherratt he con
tinued to the Mess to be welcomed firstly by t~e P.M.C., 
Major Tony Watson, and ~en, as was ~ appro1,m~te to the 
senior retiring officer, to be mtroduce~ ~o Mr. Vice,. Seeond
Lieutenant Hugh Hancock, wh~ had iomed t~e Regimen~ O? 
comrmssioning less than forty-eight hours earlier. The comc1-
dence that the new arrival was the son of General Hancock 
was nicely apt. The C.S.0. then met his 63 .h?sts. Brigadier 
John Sturge had fortuito?sly made a. duty visit to. B.A.0.R. 
that coincided with the dinner; he, with Colonel Eric Bardell 
headed the list of notable staff hosts. 

II u1 its repr.-sented 
ome 14 Lieutenant-Colonels, including every Signal Regi

ment Commanding Officer within the C.S.O.s area of c?mmand 
were present . Hoses ranged from officers such a Ma1or John 
Halford and Major John Fender both of whom had been raw 
officer cadets in General Horsfield's day as a ~ompany C?m
mander at Sandhurst, to many who had met him both socially 
or rather more formally as erring students at the School of 
Signals whilst the General was Chief Instructor. Many_ othi;rs 
had their own personal memories which were recalled with him 
during the evening. 

A toast 
After a triumph of catering which produced, an outstan~g 

meal, Brigadier Sherratt proposed the toast General Davtd 
Horsfield.' He outlined the career that had spanned 36 y~ars, 
several campaigns and had included a degree at Cambnd~e 
after the Second World War, an~. he touche.d on th~ General 
success as a skier in terms of Bnush and Jomt Services Cham-

pion. 1 D ·d ·th The C.C.R. Signals then presented Genera av1 wi 
a silver salver from the Royal Signals Officer~ of B:A.O:R. It 
was engraved with the Corps badge and was stmply mscnbed. 

In his reply the C.S.0. said that he had calculated the years 
of friendship with those present totalled 410 year . He refei;red 
to the close association he had with ~e Corps and how little 
his duties had taken him from Royal Signals. 

The last Jo-urney 
After dinner the band of the Royal Regiment of Wales sang 

a selection of songs co the officers and ended on a gay_ i:i~te. 
Soon it was time for General Horsfield to leave 2nd Division 

FINAL DEPARTURE 
General Horsfield, his skis behind him, mounted on a 12 Brigade 
AFV432 is escorted by his hosts. Lieutenants Carl Conlon and Roger 
Morgan are on the flank . Sergeant Hodge, B.E.M. is the vehicle 

commander and Signalman Warden is driv ing 
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Signal Regiment as a serving officer for the last time. He looked 
a shade startled as he was handed a parka and tepped out 
of the Mess to find an AFV439 suitably decorated with Co~ 
Colours crossed skis, two stars and provided by one of his 
previou~ commands, 12 Mechanised Brigade Signal Squ~dron. 
He took his precarious seat, the Band of, the Royal Regllil~nt 
of Wales struck up 'Begone Dull Care and the pr~ess1on 
and escort of host officers moved off. Then the A.P.C. triggered 
the first of forty trip flares which lit the way !-n spectacular 
fashion co his waiting car. Unscathed and lookmg fresh ~d 
unmarked by both his journey and his career Genera} David 
Horsfield left his hosts and the Corps-but not qmte-<>ne 
final haverbag was provided, a bottle of champagne a~d ~o 
goblets passed into the car chat took the C. .0. and Brigadier 
Sherratt to Bielefeld. 

Au w1wrftte11 tribute 

This was an emotional evening that was. s~ared and ~de 
by the hosts. Its success was due to the unstJDtlDg co-ope~ation 
of all units and sub units and their Commander.s. It 1s an 
unwritten tribute to General Horsfield's populanty that so 
many people willingly went to considerable lengths to make 
the evening possible at Bunde. 

Signals Branch, HQ B.A.0.R., 

B.F.P.O. 40 

I T is not often that this Branch gets the opportunity to appear 
in THE WIRE. Normally, our day-to-day ta~ks wou.ld not 

be of interest to the Corps as a whole,_ b~t on _thlS oc<;asion we 
do have something to say, and hope it 1s a mteresung to all 
WIRE readers as it is to us. 

February saw the departure on retiremen~ of M~jor-General 
D. R. Horsfield, O.B.E., C.S.O. B.A.O.R. P_nor to his departure 
Major-General Horsfield was w~ed ~d dined at a number of 
different functions, some of which will no doubt be reported 
elsewhere in rhis edition. 

A dinner party was held at the well-known ' Haus H~rrent~ ' 
where the Branch officers and their ladies said therr official 
farewell. Not to be outdone, the W.O.s ll?d Sergeants of the 
Corps in Rheindahlen got together and usmg the annex to the 
Garrison Sergeants' Mess, dine~ out Major-Gen~al Horsfield 
in traditional fashion. Twenry-six sat down to dinner, repre
senting the Branch, 4 Signal Group ~o~_puter Centre H .Q. 
B.A.0.R., NORTHAG C and E _Division and B.A.0.R. 
Comcen Troop (16th Regiment) of which 10 members attended, 

AN ENJOYABLE EVENING 
Major-General Horsfield expresses a point to W .0 . 1 (S.C.) R. C. 
Brodie during his dining out. Also in the picture W .0 . 1 (Y. of S.) 

G. Powell . Major Collins and W .0.2 (Y . of S.) R. Loats 
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inducting Staff Sergeant Jill Trainer, W.R.A.C. The junior 
memben; of the Bran h followed on with a farewell toa c in 
the office on Major-General Horsfield's last working da '- We 
wi .h Major-General and Mrs. Horsfield a long and happy 
reurement and wck me a C. .0. B.A.O.R. Major-General 
H. E. Roper, wishin• him and Mrs. Roper a ucces ful tour in 
Rheindalen. 

Another guest ac the W.0.s' and Sergeants' dinner was 
Major B. W. A. Collins who was also leaving the Branch on 
po ·ting to the School of ignals. Major Collins handed over the 
mantle of S.0.2 S.D. to Major H. D. V. Chappell who travelled 
all o~ 50 yards from H.Q. NORTHAG to join the Branch! 

Bemg a small and busy Branch, there are noc the numbers 
or the time to go in for sport in a big way. Thi pa t winter 
however, we have managed, with the aid of H.Q. NORTHAG 
C and E Divisions and 4 Signal Group, to field a small 
bore hooting team in the Garrison league. We fini hed rwo
third of the way down the league table but have our hopes 
pinned on the Knock-out Cup where we have reached the 
quarter-finals. Major F. W. Oakes of 4 Signal Group was 
elected to repre enc the Garri on team in the B.A.O.R. Small 

Bore Championships. Corporal Alan Cooper keeps the soccer 
flag flying a player-manager of the H.Q. B.A.O.R. Int. and y. 
team. 

Laier news 
Our hopes have been realised and we have won the Rhein

dalen Garrison Small Bore Knock-out Championship. Our 
team was Corporal G. Meredith (team captain), Major G. 
Barnett and Sergeant J. R. Husband (Signals Branch) Major 
J. T. Treglown and Sergeant R. Hillam (H.Q., North~g) and 
~ajo~ F. W. Oa!<es (4 Signal Group). A photograph of the 
VJctonous team will appear in the next issue. 

1 Div HQ and Sig Regt 

B.F.P.O. 32 

Visit of G.O.C., lst Division 

T HE new G.0.C., Major-General E. N. W. Bramall, O.B.E., 
. ~C., visited the Regiment on 8th February. After 
mspectmg the . Quarte~ Guard he attended a briefing on the 
role of the Reg1IDent g1v~ by representatives of each Squadron. 
He then toured the Regunent and saw a static layout of a 
Comcen radio, village in OpS;Cen an.d Comhead. The W.0.s' 
and Serge~nts Mess entertained hllD to drinks before he 
ll!fl:ched with the. ?fficers of the Regiment. After lunch he 
v1s1t~d the amerut1es centre, and Mrs. Bramall, who had 
p:ev1ously been entertained to lunch by Mrs. Booth, joined 
him. There they met a number of wives. 

"GUARD-TURN O UT!" 
Major-General E. N. W. Bramall, O .B.E., M.C., inspects Signalmen 

Stephen Dale, David Baddeley and Robert Snell 
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Divisional t ."ookt"ry Competition 
The 1 t Divi ion Cookery Competition was held in Verden 

on 24th February. The Unit team competition was won by 
l Division H.Q. and ignal Regiment. The team was Sergeant 
Clive _Austin, CC?rJ>C?r!'-1 Bry~ Wright and Lance-Corporal Roy 
Hanmgan. The mdtVIdual wlllller was also from the Regiment. 
Corporal Norman Larke. All four now go off to Rheindahlen 
for the Command finals. 

Special classe were added to the competition to enable wives 
to prove they can cook n_o ~atter what their husbands might 
say, Mrs. Carol Booth wl.Ilill.ng a first and se:ond prize and 
Mrs. Beverley Carpenter a second. 

2 QUADBON NOTES 
Chau es 

A number of face' have changed in 2 Squadron over the 
last. few month , the mo t important being the arrival of 
Ma1or J. H. T. Nealon to take over from Major B. F. Allen 
~ho left us for a tour at M.O.D. Ma•or Nealon is now finn!Y 
in the chair and his ' reactions ' are becoming well known to 
the Squadron. 

T.he Squadron .bar, the ' Stagger Inn,' closed after the 
Chnstma celebrations for a rebuild; when he has finished 
Coivoral ' Rocky ' Stone will have built the longe t bar in th~ 
Regiment. 

5-n-slde football 
The quadron .e~tered two te~ms in the Regimental 5-a-side 

Football Compeuuon held dunng January and organised by 
Lance-Corporal 'Chippy' Wood of 2 Squadron. The initial 
stages were based on two leagues and it was our bad luck 
to find both teams in the same league. Competition between 
2 Squadron 'Arsenal' Jed by Lance-Corporal 'Chippy' Wood 
and 2 Squadron ' Misfits ' led by Sergeant George Paton wa~ 
fierce. It was the ' Misfits,' managed by Sergeant Gr~am 
~cNeil, ~nee ~ergeant Paton had gone on leave, that swept to 
VICtory with Signalman Keith Bell scoring two of the three 
goals against the ' Arsenals' ' nil that clinched the champion
ships; Bertie Mee has been sacked. 
. Exercises are beginning again and we are facing the element 
ID our hard-topped, heated Land Rovers as yet without back 
~oors. Secon~-Lieutenant Philip Grey was heard to remark. 

I wonder if Webasto does a sunshine roof for the Land 
Rover?" 

3 SQUADRO.l\" NOTES 
;Sine~ the F.F.R. inspection in November, the Squadron ha 

primarily beCfl: engaged. in trade reclassification and preparation 
for the fpllowing exercise season. We have also carried out an 
LS. training exercise and a considerable amount of driver 
tr~ining, culminating in a day's cross-country driving at 
N1enburg. 

Skl-ing - and a few casualties 
Several members . of the Squadron have been on ski-ing 

courses at S.T.C. Sil?erhutte and Oberammergau. Of the six 
that went on the winter warfare course at Silberhutte two 
came back with broken limbs. Sergeant Bob Bates broke his 
leg on the first day, and Lance-Corporal 'Jock' Brown fell 
out of the back of a 4-tonner whilst throwing snowballs and 
broke his arm: Lieut~nant Duncan Jones, who has been away 
from th<; Regiment su;ice. the beginning of December ski-ing 
ID A~str13; ~nd bob-sle1g~ung for the ~rrny at St. Moritz, paid 
a flymg v.mt to the Reg1?1eot to do his laundry prior to going 
on a Wh1teshod course m Norway for six weeks. 

Soccer and rugby football 
~ a result of their recent 2-0 win against a local team from 

Homsch, the Squadron football team have now been invited 
to j~in the local German football league. The Squadron now 
has its own football club which runs two teams. We were also 
runners-up in the Regimental indoor five-a-side competition. 
The rugby team has so far had an unbeaten season playing 
teams from the other three Squadrons. 

Shooting 
. The Squadron shooting team recently woo the Regimental 
inter-Squadron .22 shooting competition. Six members of the 
Squadron have shot for the Regimental team which is now 

(Continued on page 133) 
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improving rapidly; see stop press. H .Q. R.A. provide the 
majority of the team led by Major Arthur Harvey, R.A., who 
regularly scores 99s and IOOs, and Major Robert Redford, R.A. , 
vho scores 97s and 98s. 

Movl•ments 

We congratulate W.0.2 (S.S.M.) Frank Rogers on his pro
motion to W.0.1 and wish him all the best when he shortly 
leaves the Squadron to assume the appointment of R.S.M . in 
7th Am1oured Brigade Signal Squadron. 

. · ew fro1n the stort>s 

ignalman Ralph Parker recently visited the S.Q.M.S. store 
at 10.00 hours in search of toilet paper which was urgently 
required by an anony!llous person in the Squadron block. 
Staff Sergeant Peter (Harpic) Hardwick, desperately trying to 
load his vehicle in time for exercise is quoted as saying, " I am 
bu v now, come back at 16.00." 

i p Pr••NS - llhine Ar01y S01all Bore Target lliUe 
t'lmmpionshlp 

rhe Regimental smallbore team, under the e-;pert tuition 
of Major Harvey, R.A., having qualified in 4th place for the 
sen i-final, excelled themselves by coming 2nd in the semi-final 
hoot-off and thus found themselves in the final. This was 

against a very strong 24th Missile Regiment ' A ' team of four 
Army shots, which we lost by 2,334 to 2,354 points. The team 
average was 97.3, a very successful outing for a team firing its 
first houlder-to-shoulder match. Major Harvey, R.A. took 
2nd place in the individual championship, Second-Lieutenant 
Philip Grey, Royal Signals, coming 10th. Currently the team 
are leading the A.RA. Small Bore League Division IV, being 
unbeaten to date. 

2 Div HQ and Sig Regt 

B.F.P.0. 46 

2 SQUADllOl\" 
o.c. ... 
Second-in-Command 
S.S.M. 

Major H. S. de N. Rogers 
Captain M. L. P. Brock 
W.0.2 D. Spiers 

On Friday, 18th February, members of the Squadron gave 
an internal security demonstration for the children of the 
B.F.E.S. school, Bunde. Alpha 2 Troop made up the platoon 
while Alpha 3 Troop provided the police force, which, of 
course, received the brunt of the crowd's (I Squadron) wrath. 

After much preparation and many days' practice, the demon
stration went very well, the children being much amused by the 
antics of the crowd, under S.S.M. Spiers, and the police under 
Second-Lieutenant Macleod. Ably Jed by Second-Lieutenant 
Nind and Yeoman Drugan, the I.S. Platoon looked very military 
and most efficient as they went through the actions of mob 
dispersal. The 'gas ' (coloured smoke) greatly impressed the 
children, as did the shot which killed the reb!!l leader (who, 
it may be said, died a most spectacular death). 

We rounded off the display by showing the children our 
weapons and by letting them pour through the Ferret scout car. 

Arrivals and Departures 

Welcome to Captain Mike Brock, who has just arrived from 
Singapore, where he was Adjutant with 19th Regiment. He 
has come to replace Captain Pete~ Lenthall a Second-in
Command of the Squadron. 

The other arrival is Second-Lieutenant Hugh Hancock, who 
b fresh out of ' that other place down the road,' Mons, so to 
speak. At the moment he is acting as O.C. Alpha I Troop, 
while awaiting the return of Captain Saunders from his course 
in Blandford. Second-Lieutenant Hancock will hortly be going 
to the School of Signals himself for No. 78 'Q' Course. 
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Troop O.C .... 

Troop Sergeant 
Sergeant R.E. 

ALPHA 2 TllOOP 

Second-Lieutenant C. V. 
Nind 

Sergeant E. J. Dougla 
Sergeant T. Carter 

We welcome to tl1e Troop this month Signalman 'Spider ' 
Webb from Blandford, Signalman Jotk Wilson from 3 
Squadron, Signalman 'Titch' Fox fro;n R.H.Q. quadroo, 
and Corporal Ken Davies from Alpha l Troop, our Royal 
Engineer second-in-command under Sergeant Tom Carter, R.E. 

We say farewell to Signalman Jock Bray, who is now Mr. 
Bray (not commissioned) and Signalman 'Wando' Wonderling, 
who has gone to S.H.Q. Troop. 

Lance-Corporal ' Slim ' Simpson is still in plaster after hts 
accident on New Year's Eve. While celebrating he was knocked 
down by a taxi full of young ladies, who still speak of the 
' mad Scotsman' who jumps in front of cars. 

Lance-Corporal ' Paddy ' Whelan went home in the cw 
Year, but now that he has returned he ays that he i not 
going home again for a long rime. 

We hope that Corporal ' Taft' John's wife, Jackie, will pro
duce before the scheme season, as we need him for exercise· 
also our congratulations to Corporal 'Nobby ' Ford's wife, Jill, 
on the news of an addition to the family. We wish Jackie and 
Jill all the very best. 

ALPHA 3 TROOP 

Troop O.C . . . . Second-Lieutenant J. B. M. 
Macleod 

Troop Sergeant Sergeant Brown 
The Troop says farewell to Lieutenant West, who has 

departed for 11th Regiment, and welcomes Second-Lieutenant 
Macleod, who has just arrived from his ' Q ' Course at the 
School of Signals. 

Unfortunately, we must also say farewell to Lance-Corporal 
'Vern' Durrant, who has moved to S.H.Q. Troop to become 
the G.O.C.'s driver. On the other hand, we welcome Signalman 
Wade and Cook, who have arrived fresh from Catterick to 
stan their careers in Bunde. Many congratulation to Tony 
Davies on his well deserved promotion to Lance-Corporal. 

Signalman EJfard, much to his delight. has just received his 
posting to British Honduras, which he keeps celling us, is 
about the best climate going in British overseas postings. 

At the moment the Troop is going through the birth pains 
of yet another scheme season, but we are confident that it 
will rebroadca t successfully when the days of judgement come. 

\Vire Notes 

3 Div HQ and Sig Regt 

Bulford 

F EBRUARY has been one of those months when we have 
had large parts of the Regiment disappearing for a 

couple of weeks and on their return others taking off for 
various reasons. This has the obviou.~ advantage that pressure 
has been taken off the hard-worked car park , but it meant 
that people had to be alert if they were trying to contact 
-omebody. 

E.'ereise ~ Sword Ed. e ' 

It all started when 3 quadron went to Gerrnany to provide 
administration and oommunicatioos for Rear Hcadquart rs. 
The move to Germany was achieved very smooth! and raised 
the morale of the signallers when the Staff who normally keep 
us jumping around were them elves made to ium!> on and off 
a temperamental Hercules, before they moved to Scnnelnger. 

Once the exercise was under way the communications were 
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under the wacchful eyes of Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Jim Hough 
and Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) Bryan Foulgar who in their own 
word , the latter having ubmitted e draft for t'.1 is paragraph, 
kept communication running perfectly. 

Exercise • Silent Trumpet • 

o sooner were they back than the leading element of 
I, 2 and H .Q. Squadrons took off for Cyprus. Wi;h a tremen
dous amount of loose freight, some 13 tons of it, they con
verged on the air mounting centre at South Cerney. Captain 
Ron Acott as the Regimental U.E.0. managed to get all the 
men and equipment together and off in the right order, a 
noteworthy achievement. The exercise is still taking place as 
these note are being written, but the Commanding Officer 
Lieutenant-Colonel D. H. Briggs, has just returned having 
lost his aircraft whilst passing Malta in favour of Mr. Mintoff. 
However he was able to pop in on a very surprised Lieutenant 
George Carmichael w:10 is supporting the operation there witl1 
Regimental detacluneots. 

::\"orthern Trek 

Captain Helier Exon did not join 3 Squadron on their trip 
to Germany. Instead, he took a Regimental -ski-ing party to 
Scotland for two weeks. 

Last August it was decided to take a party from the Regi
ment ski-ing in Febru:ary. So on the 10th February twenty-two 
men boarded their transport for the long drive to the Rothie
murchus Hut near Aviemore. The party stayed the night in 
the Milton Bridge Training Camp, Edinburgh, and then 
travelled on again across the Forth Bridge to Aviemore. There 
was great excitement at the first sight of snow in the Pass of 
Dalwhinnie and also the unnerving experience of ice on the 
inside of the vehicle windscreens. 

The first morning, a Sunday dawned bright and clear, skis 
were fitted and the party set off to the nursery slopes behind 
the hut with the insmictors Lance-Corporal ' Jock ' Stuiton 
and Lance-Corporal ' Ginge ' Cox well in the lead. During tl.1e 
morning the party were joined by the Commanding Officer, 
who turned out to be a very competent skier. 

Tuesday and Wednesday were spent again on the nursery 
slopes practising turns and stops. The weather unfortunately 
was not too good and it was only just possible to see the skis 
on one's feet but everybody managed to come down from the 
shieling safely. This first experience of a genuine 'white-out' 
sobered everyone, especially coming so soon after the tragedy 
of the school children party in the Calragorms. 

Friday was an impossible day with filthy weather and was 
pent learning the basics of ski maintenance and winter sur

vival. Both Saturday and Sundays were days of relaxation as 
the slopes were too crowded for ski-ing and everybody relaxed 
and eased aching muscles in Aviemore. 

The next week saw the emergence of the ski maniacs; Lance
Corporal 'Swanny' Swan, A.C.C., _ the Regimental butcher, 
with a passion for carving up all the other people on the slopes, 
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) Bill Richards with a habit of falling 
on the .right buttock and Lance-Corporal Broce Soutar who 
could not keep hls eyes on where he was going. 

Thursday of week two was a cold but fine day and the best 
beginners were allowed down the advanced White Lady run. 
These included Signalman ' Tich' Thomas, Lance-Corporal 
flDl Parry and Signalman Simon Greatrex. Friday unfortun
ately was again a filthy day so no ski-ing, instead everyone 
packed up. 

Saturday was spent loading up the transport and starting 
the long journey back to Bulford where the party arrived tired, 
happy and fit. 

Hockey 

After their tremendous defeat in the ' Boxing Day Football 
Fiasco' the officers were heard to say rather airily '0£ course 
we aren't used to football but just try us at any omer sport'. 
Always ready to take up a challenge, R.S.M. R. J. Judge 
accepted and the hockey match was on. Competition was keen 
and long before me match deliberations were being made on 
positioning and points of weakness in the enemy's team were 
studied. To say that this was a keenly contested game would 
be an understatement. The game itself was played at a 
tremendous pace with the emphasis on attack. The game swung 
one way and then the other as first the officers lead, with the 
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ergeants' Mess keeping the score close and then the Ser
geants' Mess bursting into the lead shortly before the end. 
However, a fine goo.I from Lieutenant•Colonel M. W. Clark 
of the Divisional staff turned the match and the officers went 
on to win 6 - 5. 

Besides this needle match the Regimental team has at least 
found a forward who can put the ball in the net, Corporal 
Keith Purkiss. It has shown in the last two games when we 
played the School of Signals and won 3 - 1 and when we 
played R.A.F. Boscombe Down and won 2 - 0. 

Sergeants• l'tless Notes 

R.Q.M.S. 'Cbalkie' White reports that at the tin1e of writing 
R.S.M. R. Judge is away at a beer drinking contest; sorry, the 
R.S.M.'s Convention at Catterick. All are hoping he can find 
his way back to Bulford for the start of Exercise ' Flying 
Falcon '. On the sporting side the Mess took on the might of 
the Officers' Mess at hockey (see above). 

Our darts team is lying second in the Chevron League and 
now that Staff Sergeant ' Paddy ' O'Riordan is back from 
sunny Malta, we are hoping we will be heading the league in 
the near future. 

The living in members of the Mess have had two excellent 
dinner nights followed by a social and are looking forward to 
more of these in the future. Even the power cuts did not effect 
the last dinner night. Users of the 6 KV A Generators can be 
assured that they are very reliable. 

7 Sig Regt B.F.P.O. 15 

THROUGHOUT February regin1ental training continued 
with Exercises ' Winter Sales ' and ' Sparrow H awk' 

enabling us to flex ourselves in readiness for the approaching 
exercise season. We were lucky that the weather was so dry 
and mild. A lack of snow, ice and mud, facilitates slick moves 
and makes for good communications. We are, however, well 
prepared for snow on Exercise' Flying Falcon'. 

Stnfl College visit 

Exercise ' Sparrow Hawk ' was of particular value to us, as 
we were visited by about seventy D.S. and students from the 
Staff College. In showing them the conununications we pro
vide under field conditions, we were faced with answering 
searching questions from officers of a variety of service back
grounds. They were kind enough to say that they had all 
been very impressed with their visit and with the interest and 
knowledge of tha soldiers in their equipment and its capa
bilities. 

Officers' l'tless news 

On the 19th of February Brigadier W. E. Sherratt, M.B.E., 
and Mrs. Sherratt joined us at a Valentine's party in the 
Officers' Mes~ on the occasion of their silver wedding. It wa 
a sad occasion as it wa~ the last time that they will sign our 
visitors' book during Brigadier Sherratt's appointment .as 
C.C.R. Signals. Their association with the Regiment has been 
both close and long, and we were happy that they shared their 
anniversary witl1 us. We hope it will not be too long before 
we se" them both again in me Mess. 

Sergeants• l'tless news 

Earlier this year the W.0 . and Sergeants Mess of H.Q. 1 
(BR) Corps requested the help of other Sergeants' messes in 
the corps area in the provision of ornamental silver for the 
H.Q. Mess. Our Sergeant's Mess was the first to respond and, 
aided by our C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel R. A. Kin.g, and his 
contacts in the silver world, a fine pair of three-branch 
candelabra were purchased. These were then set into a polished 
oak base by me L.A.D. to make an even more imposing table
pie::e. 

On the 18th February, W.0.1. (R.S.M.) R. F. Sargent, R.A., 
the R.S.M. of H.Q. 1 (BR) Corps together with five member 
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MIXED FEELINGS 
Brigadier W . E. Sherratt, M.B.E. and Mrs. Sherratt signing the 
visitors book in the Officers' Mess on the occasion of their Silver 
Wedd ing Anniversary and also their last visit to the Regiment 

before posting 

of his mess visited us for the presentation of our mess gift. 
Following this presentation and the associated festivity, our 
mess received a handsome letter of thanks from R.S.M. 
Sargent in which he said that me candelabra made a sparkling 
centrepiece for the Headquarters Mess. 

.fth Division ski championships 

This year the 4th Division Ski Championships were held at 
Lermoos i'n. Austria where the Regiment sent a team to com
pete in both downhill and cross-counrry events. The cross
country squad consisted of Second-Lieutenant Ewen Cameron, 
Corporal Terry Flanagan, Lance-CorJ?Oral Harry . Mowatt and 
Sapper Chris Saunders. The down-hill squad bemg made up 
by Sergeant Bryan Mwnford, Lance-Corporal ' Kev ' Justice, 
Sapper flDl B1ay and Signalman Danny Newton. 

Despite being hampered by la~k ?f snow a.round He~~rd, 
the team trained hard and enthusiastically for the competttlon 
and travelled south at a _peak of fitness. Howev~, their lac.k 
of experience was a handicap. Only two had previous comp~t1-
tion experience and most of the others had only been ski-mg 
for just a year. 

Even so the cross-country squad finished in a creditable 
seventh pl~ce in me Military Combination event which com
pared favourably with other ' novice' teams. Our t~ con
sider that this tough championship has been of considerable 
value to them in planning n'leir training for next year, . ~d 
they have gained the expe~ence that onl~ good competinon 
can give. Next year we predict that they will be a force to be 
reckoned with. 

urvlval Norwegian style 

Signalman Robin Underwood had just r~rurned from a 
Winter Course at Kristiansand in Norway. Whilst these course;s 
are not survival courses in the strict sense, he reckons that it 
is a fa.ill description! 

The course lasted for nineteen days during wh_.ich he w~s 
trained in ski-ing, first :iJd, ~eorology, ffi'.IP reading, expedi
tion planning and survival m the arctic wilderness. To those 
of us who feel that map-reading is an. ~sy and elemen~ 
military skill he advises that we try it m a flat, all-white, 
treeless envh:-onment where one can't tell whether one is 
standing on land or' frozen water, wim visibility of only five 
feet and in a. howling blizzard. 

Under these circun1 tances he claims that the best way to 
hold direction is to keep the wind on the same cheek. 

Nor only were his skills improved but also hls fitness . With 
a thirty-odd mile ski-trek carrying a sixty-five pound rucksack 
and races whilst harnes ed to a heavy sledge he could hardly 
help toughening up. 
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Having; now acquired yet another 'winter expert ' to add to 
our band of frost-bite happy heroes, we must try to put their 
expertise to good use by introducing other members o~ the 
Regiment to the rewarding challenge of this type of activity. 
Who knows? Perhaps we could make Bruin ski-mobile! 

Regimental workshops 

Our O.I.C. Workshops, Captain (T.O.T.) Peter Gill ha a 
problem. How does he convince the ~quadron conunandet1> 
that he is not ' empire-building "'? As all technical repair is 
centralized wtien we are in barracks he not only receives 
equipment for repair from the squadrons, but al o the tech
nicians to effect me repairs. Fair enough. But how does he 
persuade the squadron commanders to part with a fair propor
tion of their technicians? And having got the bodies how to 
manage when told that the rugby, soccer, cricket and orienteer
ing teams will all collapse unless all his technicians are made 
available for training, matches, tours, etc.? Rumour has it that 
he is surreptitiously canvassing for technicians wim club-feet. 

Cer..ainly his empire is extending in so far as he is getting 
probably the biggest and shiniest battery shop in B.A.0.R. Its 
completion is being anxiously watched over by Corporal Dave 
Bayley who has let it be known that no dirty batteries will 
cross the threshold of his shiny charging emporium. 

He has not yet, however extended his writ over the C.C.T.V. 
workshop which is the domain of 3 Squadron and is presided 
over by W.0.2 (F.O.S.) Brian Meachin (alias BBC) and 
Staff Sergeant (F.O.S.) John Field (alias ITV). They are 
reputed to enjoy sitting in front of their own cameras p~ 
ticingi make-up, looking forward to the day when me staff will 
require colour television and their full potential can be 
realised! 

CLOSED SHOP? 
Corporal 'Ginge" Sennett repa iring a CCTV camera in their private 

workshop 

Late news Bash 

The unit signals: 7th Signal Regiment have won the B.A.O.R. 
Inter-Unit Smallbore Championships, 1972, defeating 3 RTR, 
26 Engineer Regiment, 1 LI, 2RGJ, 1st Division Regiment, 
RCT, 3 BAPD and H.Q. Rheindalen Garrison in final shoot. 
Full report next issue. 

Jloytd Signals Associati.on Heuniun. 
Catterlck Camp, 1972 

This will take place on the 24th-25th June. Owing to 
rebuilding, accommodation and catering facilities can 
only be provided for a ceiling of SSO. Early application 
to Association H.Q. is advised for those wi bing to attend. 
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'The only 
All·Solid-State 100W 
broadband HF linear 

amplifien in 
full scale production 
an~here in the · 
world .. 

.-4~ 

We've already said a 
mouthful. But we must 
add that they cover the 
1.5 to 30 MHz range and 
canbeusedwithanyman
packtoforma 1 OOWman-
portable or vehicle station. • 

. All solid state, they operate 
direct from their own batteries 
or. from 24V vehicle supplies, 
without a converter. 

After all this we still haven't 
!llentioned that there are no tun
ing or loading controls to adjust. 
And as they are fully protected 

against ex
cessive drive and 

. cannot be damaged by 
mis-matches such as broken o: short-circuited aerials, they are 

virtually fault-proof. 
. One more word (or maybe two 
if you can bear with us). These 

amplifiers have already 
been delivered in quan

tity to British and many 
Overseas Armed Forces. In fact, 

there's two years of full-scale 
production behind this product. 
And ifs avai lable now . 

[BEDIFON0 
kedifon Telecommunications 

Limite~d 
Broomhill Road 
London S.W.18 . 
Telephone : 01-874 7281 , .... 
A Member Company of the Redlffu1lon OrganlHllon 
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9 Sig Regt B.F.P.O. 53 

PRESENTATION OF L.S. AND G.C. MEDAL TO W.0.2 
THOMPSON 

W.0.2 (R.Q.M.S.) T. Thompson was presented with a L.S. and G.C. 
Medal in December 1971 at a small ceremony by Colonel C. 0 . 

Bound , O .B.E., Commander 3rd Signal Group · 
After a very varied Army career, W.0.2 Thompson is now serving 
at 71st Signal Regiment (V) Bromley, Kent having left 9th Signal 

Regiment in January this year 
They would like to wish him all the best for the future; They still 

miss him and hope that he is enjoying life with 71st 

Rockey 
FTER winning the semi-final replay again t 33 .U. 

through a goal from Ian Bateup, 3 Squadron met and 
beat 1 Squadron in the final of the E.S.B.A. Hockey Cup, again 
by the single goal which was scored in the second period of 
extra time. 

Though only the one goal was scored, there was plenty of 
excitement and thrills for the large, voluble crowd to enjoy. 
The pattern of each half was roughly the same with 1 Squadron 
doing most of the attacking in the first 25 minutes and then 
3 Squadron coming back with a late rally trying to score that 
all-important first goal. T he game could rightly be called one 
of ' missed penalty corners,' 1 Squadron had a total of 14 and 
fa iled to convert any, partly due to a lack of variation in the 
manner in which they were taken. 

Mrs. A W. McL. McKinnon kindly presented the trophies 
to the winning team. 

3 Squadron have three remaining matches in the league 
programme; all will be difficult but with that all-important one 
point lead and a good goal average (32 for, 7 against), hopes 
are high that they will end up as league champions too. 

.\. silver jubilation 
The new W.0.s' and Sergeants' Mess silver having at lase 

arrived, a select fortunate band of Mess members (unfortun
ately space restricted the numbers attending) put it to tlie test 
on Saturday evening at a Regimental dinner. Test is right, one 
unconfirmed report has a member actually biting the handle 
to see if they really were silver. (The custodian reports no 
traces of molar mark as yet). 

Those who attended will confirm that an excellent meal was 
provided, thanks co the skill and hard work of Corporal Free 
and his staff, the food and drink were expertly and efficiently 
·erved to the enjoyment of all present. 

Speeches were few, brief and amusing, the main one being 
a farewell co Sergeant Peter Watts, propo ed by the R.S.M. who 
expressed the hope that under the auspices of the In titute of 
Business Management, Peter might find it in hi heart to ' Oil 
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" VICTORIOUS 3 SQUADRON" 
Bock row, left to right : Corporal Winstanley, Staff Sergeant Irving, 
W .0 . 1 Radnidge, Major Forster, Sergeant Wilson, W .0.2 Seddon. 

W .0.2 W ilson 
Front row, left to right: W .0 .2 Hammond, W .0.2 Smith, Staff 

Sergeant Mountford (Captain). Mr. Bakeup, Sergeant Jackson 

the sticky path into civvy street of hi~ comrades' from his new 
position of power in the cold, hard world outside. 

A pleasant state of euphoria had been reached by the time 
the ladies arrived, the Entertainments Committee having pro
vided the where-with-all for good social evening of dancing 
and general merriment. 

To those who could not attend, better luck next time. Just 
one slight note of bitterness was reported round about the 
midnight hour. An unfortunate member, who unwisely allowed 
his wife to see the menu, was apparently cold, " If you eat all 
that, you can whisde for your dinner tomorrow." 

European bat-trick 
The venue of this year's European Cup Final was at 9th 

Regiment and focused two teams, the 9th Regiment Sergeant ' 
Mess versus 1 P.W.O. Sergeants' Mess. 

After a dismal stare co the day, the weather began to clear 
and on went the match. A particularly exciting game ensued 
but was not without injury, including a broken collar bone, 
thumb, several cuts and bruises. However, the final score was 
a win for 9th Regiment 4-2, the goals being scored by Staff 
Sergeant I. Sleightholm and Sergeant C. Sinclair. 

So, the cup is now ours and we wish our worthy champions 
many congratulations, and extend our thanks to the members 
of Sergeants' Mess 1 P.W.O. team for providing us with such 
worthy opposition. 

SERGEANTS MESS TEAM, 9th SIGNAL REGIMENT 
The proud winners for the third year of the European Cup, a trophy 

played for by Sergeants' Messes Island-wide 
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hP I trepld '\\"ndi ba!'>her"' or h o w fo e•o1111tlt>tt" 
tht" Ratti"' Efficlene y t t 

The pa t few week have een 9th Regiment attempting the 
Battle Efficiency T e t (B.E. T e t). 

Becau e of earlier cce ses in parachute circles Privates M arg 
Birtwell and Gilly Sharp, both W.R.A.C., decided to 'have a 
go.' 

On aturday, 29th January, at 08.18 hours the squad moved 
off at a fanta tic pace follow.ed courageously by the girls (doing 
two step to their one, I might add). I t soon became apparent 
that thi wa going to be a lit'1e difficult to say the least. 
' Speedy ' Sharp was oon up with the leaders and as the first 
circuit was completed both girls were on time. Six-mile point 
was reached with t\vo more miles to go and the time was getting 
shon. Pink-cheeked ' Speedy ' Sharp disappeared into the 
distance to fioi h 20 minutes ahead of time while • Blisters ' 
Birtwell hobbled in five minute ahead of time. 

Next came the fireman' lift or the carry. Unfortunately, our 
heroines couldn't participate in this part of the test as Marg 
Birtwell was willing to carry Gilly Sharp (a mere 8 stone plus) 
but Gilly Sharp wasn't prepared to carry Marg Birtwell ( IO 
stone plus). The 6ft. wall proved to be a problem. After a few 
attempt they were given a • leg up ' but managed with a 
few grunts and groans to scramble over the top. 9ft. is a long 
way to jump when you have only got short legs as Gilly Sharp 
found out as she attempted the ditch, but surprisingly did it 
at the first go. Next came Marg Birtwell, and jumped the ditch 
at lhe second try. 

The dreaded range wa next on the agenda. Lieutenant Orr 
wisely left the girls until last and then evacuated the firing 
range. They were given instructions on how to load and fire 
and went hakily to the firing point. All the shots were fired, 
then came the moment of truth-could these two intrepid 
people make the Olympic games shooting team? The answer 
was .. . not quite! Only one shot hit the actual target (Gilly 
Sharp's, I might add) but the rest of the shots hit just on the 
outside of the target. It was at that point that the people who 
had hidden behind the ammunition hut decided to appear. The 
girls (relieved no doubt) were last seen hobbling back to the 
W.R.A.C. block to a well-deserved hot bath and a warm bed 
for the rest of the weekend. 

11 Sig Regt Catterick Camp 
As students and staff will always agree one of the most 

iroponant aspects of any training programme is variety. On 11th 
February a new variation was introduced into the recruit 
programme when 2 Troop. commanded by Lieutenant Dick 
Sanders, had its Pass Off Parade in a blizzard! We think the 
accompanying photograph of the March Past is a ' cert ' for 
the Regimental Christmas card ! ! ! The Inspecting Officer 
for the parade was Colonel N. A. Butler, Commandant of the 

CATTERICK WEATHER GIVES OF ITS BEST! 
Colonel N. A. Butler, Commandant Army Apprentices College, 
Harrogate, inspects members of No. 2 Troop commanded by Lieu

tenant R. J. Sanders 
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Arm) Apprentices' College, Harrogate. Signalman Hutchinson 
was the be ·t recruit and Signalman Dalymore the best shot. 
Both took pan in the satisfied soldier scheme and visited Armv 
Careers Information Offices at Maidstone and Newport 
respectivelv. 

Po lA"n tinl Omcc•r Troop 
Potential Officer Troop (P.O.) say goodbye to Corporal 

Collins, who has passed his R.C.B. He is at present at Beacon -
field with the Potential Officer D evelopment Wing and will 
be going to Moo Officer Cadet School later on. 

P.O. Troop have at last found a permanent home in accom
modation that was formerly the Officers' Mess, " Le Cateau 
Lines," and latterly the Band Block. The sagas of this move 
will be told in a later edition. 

CongrnCulntions 
We congratulate W.0.1 Bert Irons on his recent promotion. 

and also congratulations to Sergeant Steve Pedley, who wa 
p romoted on po ting to us. 

\Veleome 
Welcome to W.0.1 Bill Ayres who joins us from the School 

of Signals, as a Troop Commander, and Sergeant Brian Pen
gilly, from 4 Guards Armoured Brigade. Corporals take care! 
Second-Lieutenant Jim Stabler, who was last seen in the Regi
ment as a recruit and Potential Officer has returned . 

Sot'cer-by Corporal (BPme) Harper 
Having been asked to write the note for THE WI!U! in 

respect of our so::cer team, I should first of all like to make it 
clear to our comrades in the Corps that our recreation time is 
not spent pounding the tarmac; we do indulge in the normal 
regimental sporting activities! 

1972 has said a sad farewell to our previou manager. 
R.Q.M.S. Barry Styles, and welcomed the new boss, W.0.2 
Mac McKenzie. Being able to muster only 13 players (all 
of whom will readily admit they are not Don Revie products), 
we are at present heading the Minor Units League and are in 
the semi-final of the McEwaos Cup. 

Having had the team strengthened lately by the arrival of 
Sergeant Steve Pedley, Corporal Jimmy Jardine and Corporal 
Doug Johns, we are confidently hoping to do a Hereford with 
one of the local teams around this area, but the Newcastle 
managerial staff, on being asked, said they were not leaving 
anything to chance in case it leaked out to the Press. 

Now, with our new boss having all the team on compulsorv 
training, we look forward to carrying off the Minor Units min i·
double of cup and league. 

13 Sig Regt B.F.P.O. 40 

0 CE more the designated • WIRE Officer of the month ' 
scratches his head and asks the inevitable question : 

"Just what did happen in the Regiment? " 

F.F.R. 
The first seven days of the month followed the normal pre

F.F.R. pattern wi~h ulcers running riot and the Q.M. running 
out of paint. Heavy Workshops members found the accumulated 
years' bits and pieces indeed heavy to remove and subsequently 
volunteered to a man for light duties. The book, opened for 
the marksman who could nail the moped pyrotechnic distributor 
who appeared during practice, was closed without a claim 
being entered. Someone had obviously talked. 

Day eight and nine dawned with carfully prepared presenta
tions and spee::hes finalised for the visiting staff officers. 

Day ten revealed the quarter guard devoid of camouflage 
and presentin~ itself in full splendour for the inspection of 
Brigadier G. E. Bavin, Commander Rhine Area. The remainder 
of the Regiment donned an air of oochalance or an N.B.C. 
ensemble to prove that they were equally at home administering 
the Regiment and at carrying out the varied tasks of the 
Regiment under nuclear conditions. From what we gather, we 
were most convincing and it would appear that our own high 
opinion of ourselves is more than justified. 
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" ... PRESENTING ITSELF IN FULL SPLENDOUR" 
Commander Rhine Area, Brigadier G. E. Bavin, inspects The 

Regimental Quarter Guard 
Left to right : Lance-Corporal R. B. Thompson, Lance-Corporal T. 

Lough, Corporal I. Goodwin, Lance-Corporal J. P. Butler 

~ports - n good nllround showing 

It is with pride that we record two sporting succ~ss~s. Ser
geant (Fireball) Billy Parker was awarded t?e Meiku~a Cup 
for his exploits in the sailing world particularly _with h1s 
lightning cross-Channel sonie in 1971. Per~aps w~ will see an 
even faster dash across the Irish Sea once his tour m N. Ireland 
is completed. . · h' I 

Signalman Mick Rideout justified our ~aith m un as a on.g 
distance runner by taking second place m the B.A.O.R. Indi
vidual Cross-country Championships on 12th February, and 
third place in the Army Championships at Aldershot, on 25th 
February. 

The Regimental rugger team has . been thr~>Ugh a rather 
trying period of late but their eo·hus1asm survives. The P.R. 
officer is unable to confirm or deny some of ~e recen~ scores 
against. He has adopted the motto of that w~se 011 bird, the 
owl The team is not without talent. Corporals Dev Devereux 
and. • Bud' Cook have represented Royal Si&!lals, B.A.0.R ., and 
Corporal Devereux was called for a Corps trial ~nce-C.orporal 
Chris Roe, a regular stalwart, was awarded his Regimental 
Colours before leaving the Regiment.. . . 

Our Bowman of Signals Bob Phippard 1s busy preparmg 
for a new season's activities for tre Mercury Bowmen. The 
pheasants and rabbits are developing a kee.n we9:ther eye 9:nd 
ear. There is a whisper that the sports pr.e~1dent 1s consider.mg 
confiscating the bows during a future VlSlt of some Harriers 
\R.A.F. variety). . BA o R M · 

The ho:key team is in strict trainmg fc;>r, the . " · · ail:!r 
Unit semi-final match with 28th Amph1b1~us Engme~r _Regi
ment, R.E. The game is to be played at Brrgelen and 1t 1 felt 
that we are in with a good chance. . 

Boots D.M.S. are pounding the roads but s1leotly1 as the 
Regimental team warms up for the AFCENT ~hcmda~len 
and Nimegen marches under the capable leadership of Lieu-
tenant David Dobson. . . . 

Finally on sport, our cross-border act1"'.1t1es extended to 
include a friendly officers' squash match with a team l~d by 
Colonel Peter Gerritts of the Dutch Army. !_he friendly 
atmosphere was not impaired by the equal srmtmg of man 
and ball but rather by the early atta~k on the bee~ and sand
wiches by that growing lad Second-Lieutenant David Sharpe. 

Gel with it! Order your Wire NOW! 
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( 'ougrntulntlon8 nnd fare theP well 

W.0.1 (R.S.M.) E . Filder left us on commissioning to 22nd 
Signals Regiment. At a simple congratulatory and farewell 
lunch in the Officers' Mess, Lieutenant-Co!onel G. W. A. 
Stephenson presented him with a pair of silver wine coa ters 
on behalf of the mess, to mark the occasion. 

All ranks wish you a very happy and successful future, Mr. 
and Mrs. Filder, and may your tin roof never get too hot. 

PARTING GIFT 
The Commanding Officer presents W .0 .1 (R.S.M.) Filder with two 

silver wine coasters, on behalf of the Officers' Mess 

Sergeants' Mess 

On Friday, 11th February we said farewe~ ~o W.~.l (R.S.M:) 
Eric Filder in the traditional manner by dining hllll out. This 
was a memorable night/morning during which the acting 
President of the Mess, W.0.1 Ernie Cooper, presented R.S.M. 
Filder with a sword with the best wishes of all the Mess. 

Attending the dinner were four American Warrant Offi~ers 
paying a return counesy visit to the Mess and an old friend 
Hauptfeldwebel Werner Raemuller. During the course of . the 
dinner C.W .2 Murray presented, on behalf of t"e Amencan 
visitors a beautifully inscribed glass tankard to the Mess and 
Weme; Raemuller presented the Mess with a large picture 
and also two small tankards, one to R.S.M. Filder and the 
other to R.S.M. Nelson. 

After the dinner R.S.M. Filder was duly • Courtmartialled ' 

APPRECIATION 
W .0.1 E. Cooper presents W.0.1 (R.S.M.} E. Filder with a sword 

on his dining out by the W .0.'s and Sergeant's Mess 
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and wa C1;Corted to the 'Jail' on a suitable convened trolley. 
together with his defence lawyer, Staff Sergeant Peter Finnigan. 
A little later he wa relea cd and returned to the Mess to sign 
the vi itors book as J_ieutenant E. Filder. It was some time 
later that someone remembered that Staff Sergeant Finnigan 
wa till in the cell anu a quick parole was arranged. 

On 10th February the Inspecting ,)fficcr, Brigadier G. E. 
Bavin, paid a short vi it to the Me at lunch time to meet 
Me s members a part of his F.F.R. Inspection. 

On Saturday, 12th February, Mr. and Mrs. Filder held 
' open house ' in the Mes bar to ay farewell to the members 
(again!) and their wive ·. He presenced the Mess with a copper 
and bra bedwarmer to hang in the bar and thi now hangs 
in all its glory in a prominent position. 

We welcommed R.S.M. ' Simmy' Nelson, M.B.E. who has 
taken over the rein from Mr. Filder, and were delighted that 
he arrived in time to attend the dining--0ut dinner on the 11th. 
We wish him and hi good lady a succes ful and happy stay 
in the Regiment. 

We also bade farewell to our caterer Colour Sergeant Mike 
Biggs, who. despite his short stay with us, will be sadly missed. 
We wi h him and Mrs. Biggs good fortune a they enter 'civvy 
street.' Sergeant 'Mac' Cole has arrived as our new caterer 
and already is making himself indispensable within the Mess. 
During February we also welcomed W.0.1 (Y. of S.) Peter Gray, 
and Sergeant Phill Hall and wish them, too, a happy stay. Our 
one departure in February wa Sergeant Ron Leech. 

Local industry 
On Monday, 21st January Commanding Officer leading, 

nine heroes of the Regiment, visited a rather extensive coal 
mine at Ratheim. The visit was somewhat topical at the time, 
and the general opinion was that a substantial rise in pay for 
miners was more than justified. 

Arrivals 
A hearty welcome to W.0.1 (R.S.M.) S. Nelson, M.B.E., who 

takes over from W.0.1 (R.S.M.) E. Filder. It is understood, 
on good authority, the the rugger team will be very well tra ined 
from now on. 

14 Sig Regt Worcester 

Regimental Newsletter 

MANY writers of Wire Notes will now be a ware of the 
Adjutant General's suggestion that Regimental News

letters ought to be produced. Fine, thought this writer, no 
problem, we can kill two birds with one stone. Having re-read 
our :first edition, which we proudly distributed to all familie 
a few days ago, I am forced to the reluctant conclusion that 
very little is suitable for inclusion in these notes. However, 
the :first edition is out and the author is only left with one 
problem, other than who will write the second edition-who 
pays for the headed pa.per on which it was produced? 

M •. \.T. Gulf Detachment 
As some readers may know a Military Advisory Team has 

t en formed in the Gulf and 14th Regiment provide the 
Royal Signals element of the team. In fact, our detachment 
is commanded by Lieutenant ~aham Thomas ably supported 
by a detachment of eight! shown in the photograph. 

Their main job is providing the communication~ back to 
Cyprus over a DB link, although inevitably they are also 
involved in many other matters o~ a signalling nature as the 
only Corps representatives in the area. All are on a six months 
U!laccotnpanied tour which started last December, so can con
sider themselves lucky from the point of view of the climatic 
conditions having ' wintered ' in the Gulf at a relatively cool 
time of year out there. As you can see from the photograph 
th.ey loo~ a lot healthier than those of us who have spent the 
winter m the U.K! However, all good things come to an end 
and their jobs are being taken over by normal Records 
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posting~ in May/June and we look forward to having them 
back in Worcester for another sununcr. 

l 'isit 

ccne: Adjutant's office last week. Phone rings : 
Adjutant : "Adjutant." 
Voice: " Berrows Press here, what is the G.0.C. in C. 

Western Command goingl to do when he visits you?" 
Adjutant in a strained voice: "When do you think he's com-

ing and where did you get the information?" 
Voice: " Pres Relea e from West Midland, old boy." 
Adjutant: " I'll look up the file and ring you back." 
He put the 'phone down: " O.R.Q.M.S.-Is G.O.C. in C . 

WE TCO coming here?" 
O.R.Q.M.S. firmly : "No sir." 
Adjutant, slightly relieved: "Could I have the file." 
0.R.Q.M .S.: "No point sir, its just come in the mail now." 
Adjutant: " What has?" 
0 .R.Q.M. . " A letter giving the itinerary of the Colonel 

Commandant of the Prince of Wales' Division, who happens 
to be the G.O.C. in C. WESTCO who is visiting R.H.Q. The 
Worcestershire and Sherwood Foresters Regiment in the next 
building." 

Adjutant, very much relieved' "Saved by the bell." 

Sequel 

Scene: Adjutant returning to R.H.Q. after a wander, met 
by Regimental Policeman: 

RP.: "The G.0.C. has arrived, sir." 
Adjutant, knowing the C.0. to be iQ Northern Ireland, trie 

to keep the hysteria out of his voice: "What G .O.C.?" 
R.P.: "Western Command." 
Adjutant: " Where has he gone?" 
R.P.: " Straight up to the C.O.'s office- he said he knew 

where it was." 
Adjutant, starting to sprint: "Gawd-he's exactly a week 

early and he's got the wrong C.0.!" 
However, alls well that ends well. It wasn't G.0.C. in C. 

Western Command but G.O.C. West Midland District who 
had been having some trouble with his official, but hired, car, 
and had called in for some assistance (that's why these note 
are being written by the same adjutant!). 

Arrivals and Departures 
We welcome to the Regiment Ma;ors Simmons and Grundy, 

Sergeant Currums, Corporals Kent, Johnson and Guttridge, 
Lance-Corporals Wilson and Reynolds and Signalman Crossley 
We hope they will enjo'y their tour with us. 

To Major Com.plin (now Lieutenant-Colonel), W.0.1 
Dunlevy (on retirement), Sergeants Armstrong and Saunders, 
Corporals Thompson and Deacon, Lance-Corporal Poole and 
Privat.e Hearfield, we say farewell and thank you for all that 
you have done whilst here. 

14th Regiment go to the Caribbean again! 

D ETACHMENT 2 of 'Bravo' Troop decided that, in order 
to avoid the winter and the power cuts, they should go 

to the Caribbean from 24th January until 5th March. Captain 
John Hayes, 0.C. 'B ' Troop, went ahead of the main party in 
order to prepare the ground. The object of the visit to the 
United States Naval Station, Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico, 
was two-fold. Firstly, the detachment were to take part in a 
Jo::omex working via No. 1 J.R.S. Nassau. Secondly, they were 
to provide the Force Rear Link for 24 Brigade, who were to 
exercise in that area. 

Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Pat Hodgson arrived with the first 
of the three Hercules, and began to offload the equipment. The 
captain of the Hercules, in order to show the Americans the 
versatility of his aircraft, consented to backing it almost on to 
the site. This made the detachment's work considerably less 
than it might otherwise have been. 

The second and third Hercules arrived the following day 
within one hour of each other. The second Hercules had had 
to stop in Bermuda overnight and in the words of Corporal 
' Mouldy ' Casburn " living in the Castle Harbour Hotel in 
Bermuda was absolute purgatory.'' 

(Continued on page 141) 
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AWAY FROM IT ALL! 
14th Regiment's Military Advisory Team Troop have got quite 

bronzed in the Gulf sunshine (see notes below) 
from left to right: Lieutenant Graham Thomas, Corporal 'Rip' Butler, 
Sergeant john Hunt, Lance Corporal Phil Griffiths, Signalmen Steve 
Blain, Bob Goode, Lance Corporals Dave Villiers, 'Taff' Pennington, 

Staff Sergeant Frank Gadman (FOS) 

Through hard work we were ready t~ start the exercise 
at the appointed ' E ' hour. The exercise itself was successful 
although the traffic load was light. 

The camp measured a mere eight mHes by ten miles ~d we 
~oon discovered that a car was essential, but at approxIIDately 
£3 per day hiring charge, it was decided. the camp buses. would 
have to do. The camp offered two bowling alleys, two cinemas 
and one or two clubs, complete with ' occasionally tople s ' 
go-go dancers. 

Friends were soon made and we settled do~ to a steady 
routine. It rained every day for the first fortrught and . the 
ground became very marshy, but with the .~elp ?f Amencan 
duckboards we managed to stave off the nsing tide of mud. 
After that the weather was excellent and the tans began to 
show. 

American food was unusual to us and we ~nded up wi~ a 
stable diet of hamburgers, hot dogs, french fnes and occasion
ally ham and egg sandwiches, a speciality of Staff Sergeant 
John Grinnell. 

We took pan in snorkeling outings to F~jardo and also 
managed a trip to the capital S~. Juan. This proved to be 
very expensive but well worth a v1s1t. 

We returned on 4th and Sth March and it was thought there 
might be immigration problems due to the heavy tans of 
Lance-Corporal Ray Dudding, Corporal ' Taff ' Sobey and 
Signalman Terry Williams, but we managed to persuade every
one that they were British. 

Footnote· During the exercise we received the Saturday soccer 
results on~ hour after the final whistle, which proves the 
ystem works. 
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I SC~UADllON NOTES 
Stall Ust 
o.c. 
Second-in-Command 
C.D.S.0 . 
O.C. B.A.0.R. Signal Troop ... 

S.S.M. 

Major M. J. McCann 
Captain A. Rassim 
Captain (Tfc.) G. Oakley 
Captain (Tfc.) M. J. Caplan 
W.0.2 A. J. Tockey 

LIFE continues much the same in 1 Squadron a~ we stag~cr 
from crisis to crisis. The traffic levels conn.nu~ to n e 

at an alarming rate but at the same time we are coping well. 
We won the inter-Squadron basketball competition und~r 

the captaincy of Corporal ' Dinger ' Bell who was . the mam 
point scorer ably supported by a team of en:.hus1asts. The 
Squadron s~cer team are doing well in their opening games. 
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FOCUS ON W.R.A.C. 

WINTER SUNSHINE 
Left to right : Captain Ruth Pearse, Private Judy Crossman and 
Private Nancy Pollock soak up the sun on the ski slopes at Lermoos 

in Austria 

TECHNICAL DISCUSSION 
Captain K. H. Howard, W.R.A.C. discusses a problem with Private 

Weald and Corporal Probert 

The recognised players in the teru:i Corporal M~urice Nelson, 
Lance-Corporal Chris Allen, Signalman Eddie Gallagher, 
Corporal Dave Bracey, are again ably supported b_Y some 
ver atile, enthu iastic runner . The Squadron als? provide? .the 
individual winner of the Regimental table tennis competition 
namely Signalman ' Guns ' Dash.field. 

The girls (W .R.A.C.) on the other h!l11d have won the 
B.A.0.R. inter-Unit netball and we have JUSt heard that the 
won the U.K. final as well. The stars of the team arc Lanc~
Corporal Winter and. Private Th~kell, W.R.A.C., but there will 
be a detailed report in the ne.xt 1~sue. 

The Squadron have now provided four ' Satisfied Soldie~ ' 
and they spend a fortnight on attachment to an A.C.1.0. m 
their home town and usually return much 'fatter.' Tho e selected 

0 far are: Corporal ' Geordie ' Lowe, Signalman Tony Poole, 
Corporal Gary Mason, Signalman 'Jock' Muir. 

We have two new attractive D .S.O.s - Second-Lieutenant 
Sue Terry and Second-Lieutenant Judy Ball. We hall 
undoubtedly have a use for their talent in the fluttering of 
eyelashes at V.l.P. visitors. 
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4 SQUADJlON ~OTES 

Some W .R.A.C. from 4 Squadron attended Exerci ·e ' White 
Lady ' in Austria and thoroughly enjoyed themselves. 

oec :r - Assoeintl n footbnll 
In spite of the abse:ice on a cour e of Corporal Maurice 

Nelson, the team continues to cope with the best opposition the 
league can offer. League victories include two clear win over 
our neighbours, 28th Regiment, who beat us 2-1 in the cup 
(on their ground). 

We are third in the Rhine Area League behind R.A.F. Laar
bruch and Scribes respectively. Our last match was against 
Scribe away, when we were unlucky to drop a point when they 
equali ed in injury time. Result 2-2. 

Regular team members include Sergeant Dave Ekox, Lance
Corporal Barry Warburton, Corporal Pat Gallagher, Signalman 
Eddie Gallagher, Corporal Dave Bracey, Staff Sergeant Duncan 
Palmer, Signalman Ginge Gordon and Signalman Pete Dennis. 
New arrivals Signalman Mick Lytollis, Lance-Corporal Bill 
Anderson and Lance-Corporal Tom Power are pushing hard 
for a place in the side. 

Winners - Rhine Area Cooke~· Cons1,etit.ion 
The Regiment's unsung heroes of the Junior R anks' dining 

hall have recently won the Rhine Area Cookery Competition. 
A report will appear later with the result of our progress in 
the B.A.0.R. competition. 
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·THIS month's WIRE notes are mainly about 4 Squadron. 

Since it is 4 Squadron s turn to write them and we 
have all been out on exercises since early January, we know 
little of what has happened elsewhere in the Regiment . 

. \ , ,ariety of incidents 
Plenty has happened in the Squadron, however. Corporal 

Spence is to be congratulated on catching no lesser personage 
than the SOXMIS General. W.0.1 (F. of S.) Morris, still ha 
no need to visit the barber after three months and is rumoured 
to have burnt his German phrase book in disgust. A certain 
amount of rivalry over ' on the spot traffic fines ' has emerged 
between S.S.M. Pfeiffer and Yeoman Hall, a book being kept 
in the Command Post. However, we did think it was taking 
matters too far when the S.S.M. pointed to Corporal Garrigan 
who was following him and said to the Polizei: "What about 
doing him as well, he was catching me up!" We would like 
to take the opportunity once and for all to quell the rumour 
that the Squadron Command Post is to be camouflaged as 
a 'bratty stall.' Nevertheless, the 0.C. Major Miller, is pro
ceeding with his book ' A Gourmet's Guide to the Bratwurst 
Stalls of Nordrhein-Westphalia.' Contributions are welcome, 
well wrapped in grease-proof paper. 

Talking of paper brings to mind another exercise. The 
administrative matters of 3 Squadron, are largely in the hands 
of S.S.M. Bernie Tune. It thus fell to his lot to design the 
thunderbox. Now Bernie had obviously not heard of the 'British 
Standard Soldier' and designed the edifice to suit his own 
youthful 6ft. 6in. frame. In consequence we ' lesser morcals of 
a mere 6ft. in stature now pack crampons and ropes as well 
as our N .B.C. kit. 

It is strange how the Bratty looms so large in the life of 
a Squadron. On one never to be forgotten occasion four vehicles 
all travelling on different tasks arrived at the same stall simul
taneously. Whilst busily eating, there came to the ear the 
sound of a Land Rover travelling at (let us say 45 m.p.h.?) fol
Jrwed by a violent squeal of brakes and there was the S.S.M.). 

A parting shot before I hand over to a scribe on a more 
sober subject. I do hear that Sergeant Croot has now returned 
from that educational visit to Messrs Amstel in Amsterdam. 
Thats the lot from me-must watch those pintle pins. 

. ki-ing - Norway, Au stri a a nd Bavaria 
Preparation for the 1972 Nordic and Alpine ski-ing champion

ships began in the autumn of last year with early morning runs 
and circuits in the gymnasium. Then in mid-November a team 
of eleven set out for Norway in two private cars and a Land 
Rover with trailer. The journey took two days, including one 
night on the Norwegian ferry Prinz Harold, which sails between 
Kiel and 0 lo. 
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DETERMINATION 
Sergeant Terry Mumford sets off at speed 

DO N'T YOU W IS H YOU WERE HERE! 
Lance-Corporal James Stead pauses awhile amidst Alpine splendour 
and reflects on the lucky break that brought him to a regiment that 

participates so whole heartedly in winter sports! 

Our ultimate destination was a Norwegian hutted camp, 
3,000ft. up at Nordseter-a small village 200-kilometers north 
of Oslo. There were two additions to the team-our cook, 
Lance-Corporal D euchars, who quickly became a vital and 
much appreciated member of the community and Second
Lieutenant Rick Hewitt, a late arrival from U .K . 

After the initial wild enthusiasm at being back on snow 
after ten months absence, we settled down to two weeks lang
lauf training for everyone and were fortunate in having a Nor
wegian langlaufer to give some spare-time instruction-with 
the greatest attention being paid to technique, hers was impec
cable! 
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We trained there for four weeks in all, before returning to 
barracks. Then after the New Year we set off again, this time 
for Austria and the 4 Division Ski Meeting at Lermoos. We 
spent one week in preparation before the competitions started. 
Snow conditions varied tremendously from sheet ice (frequently 
encountered by our Alpine team), to loose powdery snow on 
some of the high shaded slopes. There was no outstanding 
team places gained but Sergeant T. K. Mumford and Corporal 
J. Stead produced consistantly abov_e-ayerage results in their 
three alpine events and on the Nordic side, we had a balanced 
team consisting of Corporal A. S. Jobson, Corporal J. D. 
Mackie Corporal A. Burnett and Signalman R. A. M. Casey 
whose ~trength lay in their parity of performance. 

Both teams having qualified for the B.A.0.R. and Army 
Championships; the Alpine and Nordic teams split. The Alpi~e 
event· continued at Ischgl and Alpbach, whereas the Nordic 

team had to return to Germany - Bavaria in fact, for their 
competitions in Obetjoch. The two teams kept in touch over 
the telephone and exchanged results avidl)'. Both found the 
competition much stiffer and it is a credit to them that they 
were able to stay the distance. 

We were very pleased with the results of the B.A.0.R. 
downhill and Army downhill races, where we came sixth in 
both events out of 18 teams. Our overall placing in the Prine~ ~ 
Marina Cup (awarded for the best r~sult in the Ar!f1Y downhill, 
special slalom giant slalom, 15-kilometer, IO-kilometer and 
patrol races) V:as 12 out of 20, the only Royal Signals unit team 
to figure. · · th 

Not only did the team enjoy . the sno~ and: sk1-ing, ey 
also gained a great deal of expenence which will be of valu.e 
for our future attempts at striking gold in this highly competi
tive, dare I say professional, sport! 
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28th REGIMENT'S SUCCESSFUL FOOTBALL TEAM 
(see overleaf) 

left to right: (Bock row): Signalman Morris, Corporal Snalth, Sergeant Rea, Sergeant Harvey, Lance-Corporal Reilly, Corporal Cunnlon, 
Corporal Burgess, lance-Corporal Harkin 

Left to right (Front row) : Signalman Quirk, Corporal Watt, Corporal Manders, Lance-Corporal Shaw, Lance-Corporal Hope, Corporal Watson 

Th•' King is dead - long live the Colonel 

I F you read our last notes you will know that. Santa bro:;g?t 
us a new Commanding Officer who, not bemg of the; I ll 

do nothing for the first three months" type, has brought m one 
or two new ideas both at work and at play. The most popular 
was the Regimental (come if you wish) Fa~ily ~und!IY· It got 
' mum • away from the sink for the day and is st;ill bemg ,talke? 
of as one of the best days of the year and .has g1v.en the Regi
mental family spirit ' a good boost. A family s~rv1ce ~en curry 
lunch was followed by a visit to the .St: Torus car01val where 
the Regiment had entered a float dep1Ct1Dg s~. George and the 
dragon. Lieutenants Doug Conran and Phil Sharm.an, who 
were supervised by Signalman ' Shaky ' Walker and S1gnalman 
Ken Campbell, built a huge dragon that was about to take a 
bite from 'Sexy' Tom Brown, our Yeoman who .was the 
maiden in distress being protected by the gall~nt Signalman 
' Chalky ' Brown. Truly a very pleasant day enioyed by all
thank you Santa. 
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'Vbat about me % 
I have now been interrupted no less tha~ six. times by 

L ance-Corporal O'Crowley who keeps asking if I ha_ve 
mentioned how well he did on the last M.P.C. course. With 
the ending of M .P.C. courses in the Corps. it is surely time to 
congratulate Captain Peter Brown and his (large) staff, not 
forgetting S.S.M. Charlie Williams, and thank them f<?r the 
excellent and hard work they have done for th~ Regunent. 
Perhaps the Training Wing empire will now . hrmk to more 
reasonable proportions. The two Browns (~ptam and :Veoman) 
seem to have other idea a?d are producm~ more ideas for 
extending their influence havmg recently acquired both weapon 
training and drill warrant officer . 

Hack tloor to the stationery store 
At last a breakthrough. After years of research by thou and 

on a fool-proof method of getting stationery from the Orderly 
Room (ever tried to get a ruler?) S.S.M. Fred Toole has found 
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the answer. Ba~ed on the theory of " If you cannot beat them 
join them," he took the plunge and at 14.00 hours on 8th 
January Chrissy his daughter wa married to our Chief Clerk 
W.0.2 (0.R.Q.M.S.) Bob Pearce. Such strategy by one of hi 
Sergeant-Majors so impre ·ed the hou chold of R.S.M. Pete 
Harris that on the same day a son Ronald Neil David was born 
much to the delight of Audrey and their t'liee daughters! 

The wedding was very much a Sergeants' Mess affair with 
R.S.M. Pete Harris cool under fire and quite capable of 
arranging both births and weddings at the same time. Two 
hundred guest , including Bob Pearce's brother Douglas and 
sister Elsie, waited at the reception while Bob and Chrissy did 
a tour of Northern Germany brought about by their chauffeur 
in the form of W.0.2 (A.Q.M.S.) Ray Baxter who got lost. 

The bride was given away by her father while H .Q. Squadron 
were repre ented b)• Susan, the daughter of S.S.M. Tony Jones, 
ably a sisted by H elen Cove, daughter of Staff Sergeant Cove. 
The best man was Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Nickson. 

It was a wonderful wedding followed by a honeymoon in 
Au tria. 

While mum still sets an extra place, in the Regiment dad 
has all the stationery he wanes. 

Dad made sure of the stationery by having both Padre Bass 
and Padre Smith perform the ceremony. 

Football 
The Regiment beat 32 Heavy Regiment Royal Artillery by 

four goals to three in the quarter-finals of the Army Cup. This 
game will be remembered for its spectator value. Thrills and 
pills were prominent throughout the match, mainly due to 

match nerves. Some players were seen ' walking the boards ' 
the G.ight before! 

Two mistakes by defenders allowed 32nd Regiment to go 
into the lead by two goals, and this lead was maintained until 
nine minutes befort; the end when two goals from Corporal 
Watt (one from a penalty) put us on level terms resulting in 
extra time being played. 32nd R A. went ahead again bringing 
the score to 3-2 in their favour. 

The Regimental team, having the fitter side, at last began 
to dominate the play and two more goals came, one from an 
own goal by the opposition, and one from Sergeant Harvey 
who bad several other attempts saved by the opposing goal
keeper. 

While all this pressure was being applied on the field our 
coach Sergeant Rea was jumping up an d down on his packet of 
cigarettes; our assistant manager S.S.M. Joe Walton had lost 
his voice trying to educate the referee, and our manager 
Lieutenant Brian Green sat calmly throughout and was heard 
many times saying " I'm confident of a win." 

T he pre-match warm up for this game was a training match 
with Borrusia Moenchengladbach who fielded two internationals. 
Alt'1ough we were outclassed we learnt an awful lot. 

T his Regiment is now qualified for the final of B.A.0 .R. 
Cup, the final of the Rhine Area Cup, and the semi-final of 
the Army Cup together with the Sergeants' Mess team who 
are in the final of the Rhine Area League Cup. 

Wish us well as we try to put the Corps on the map of the 
football world. 

:Sew arrivals 
Captain F. A. Gates, R.A.P.C., on 22nd F ebruary, from 

R.A.P.C. T raining Centre (H.Q.); Staff Sergeant D. W. (F. of 
S.) Treharne, on 8th F ebruary, from 11th Regiment; Sergeant 
G. S. Naylor (R.E.M.E.), on 1st F ebruary, from 3 Tk. T ptr. 
Sqn. Workshops, R.E.M.E.; Lance-Corporal D. Hewson, on 
16th February, from 30th Regiment; Lance-Corporal M . S. 
Reid, on 5th F ebruary, from 11th Regiment; Signalman I . 
McArthur. on 16th February, from 8th R egiment; Signalman 
W. S Selfridge, on 4th February, from 20 Armoured Brigade 
H.Q. and Signal Squadron. 

De1tartures 
Corporal B. Davies, on 4th F ebruary, to 8th Regiment; 

Signalman K. R. Mountain, on 4th February, to 261 Squadron. 

Marrla"es 
W.0.2 (0.R.Q.M.S.) R. C. Pearce, 8th January; Corporal B. 

James, 15th Januarv; Corporal C. R Vines, 1st January; 
Signalman C. E. Murphy, 31st January; Signalman F . I . 
Woods, 8th January. 

Xe ehanl(e 
Major (Q.M .) Harry Newsham. 
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llt-er1dfing i11 th•• Sirancl 

DURING February and March the Regiment were called 
upon to provide and man the display in the Army Careers 

Information Office in The Strand London. The theme of the 
display wa to show some of the activities of Royal Signals, with 
an emphasis on telegraph operating and the technical trades. 
The team consisted of Captain Derek McLean, Royal Signals, 
Sergeant Ron Hambleton, Corporals Geoff Lindsay, Jock Hogg, 
Paddy Morris, Sid Sidney, Andy Michie, and Signalmen Andy 
Boase, Bob Staples and Bill Poulter. 

After a couple of preliminary meetings during December, 
the team were assembled during the last fortnight of January 
and much effort was put into preparing the equipment for the 
display. Thanks to the good advice and expertise of Maior Mike 
Barrett, of the M.O.D., and Mr. Gordon Field, the Command 
design consultant, an exciting and colourful design was put 
together, much of the work being carried out by professional 
contractors. The standard of the display was up to the West 
End standard in the area of The Strand and compared very 
favourably in this respect. It was unfortunate that the electricity 
strike detracted from the colourful effect due to the repeated 
cuts in the lighting at the time. 

The window display showed the basic technician's tool kit, 
a functional tester, a Cll R210 and an item from the Corps 
museum. These simple items were provided with an animated 
advertising machine which showed printed slogan and informa
tion. The display back-drops included side-panels which 
advertised average rates of pay, places where Royal Signals 
erved in 1971, and photographs showing various aspects of 

basic training. 
An item of much interest was a complete technician's work 

bench, at which Corporals Sidney and Michie spent their time 
manufacturing radio sets or repairing portable radios. The 
inducement to the public to take part in the display was 
achieved by a typing competition for which Premium Bonds 
were the prizes and the offer to send a free message to a 
serving Army relative anywhere in the world. These competi
tions attracted appreciable public interest and it was found that 
the majority of the general public opinion supported the Forces 
and in particular the Army. However, not all visitors to the 
display were fond of the Army and during early February small 
gatherings of generally disreputable-looking persons were 
inclined to assemble on the pavements outside the A.C.I.O. 
to protest about the ' Bloody Sunday ' and from time to time 
the police appeared on the scene. 

Over 1,000 of the public visited the display but it is difficult 
to assess the value of all the enquiries. However, we can draw 
satisfaction from the fact that the recruiting fi~res for the 
same period in the previous year were overtaken by a consider
able margin. It is also symptomatic that the pass-mark at the 
recruiters' test was at a very much higher average. The team's 
biggest surprise came when they found out just how difficult 
it is to join the Army today. 

The team enjoyed being able to speak to members of the 
public about the Army, and Roval Signals and the task was 
deemed to be most rewarding. The team's general comment 
arising from these discussions with the public was to the effect 
that they are now convinced about the merit of job satisfaction 
and comradeship, and the measure of security which the Service 
career provides. 

The display was well supported by a substantial number of 
senior visiting officers, not only Royal Signals but from a 
surprisingly large number of Naval and R.A.F. officers. 

See picture page opposite 
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Recruiting in the Strand 

Corps' Display attracts "ver a thousand visitor 
to 6olden Cross House in the Strand 

PLANNING A ROUTE 
Left to right: Signalman Bob Staples, Captain Douglas Mclean and 

Signalman Norman Slee 

EYECATCHING 
The stat ic display created much interest 

SETTING UP A TEST BENCH 
Corporal 'Sid' Syd ney demonstrates 

RUNNING A TAPE 
Corporal Geoff Lindsay shows how it is done 

FOOTNOTE·-Durlng the display certain elements gathered outside with billboards proclai mi ng ' Adrr;i~ out' in 
· h battered notice under which two others cou ld be rea ore pay 

reference to Ulster. One 
for miners ' and 'Support 

hippy type was noticed to have a rat er 
Bangladesh !' Rentacrowd in action! 
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Is this you? 
You may be leaving the British 

Army-or have left in the last twelve 
months. You'll have achieved N.C.0. 
Ol' Warrant Officer rank. You'll have 
i;tatus and pay which you wish to 
retain-and improve on. You'll be 
under 42 and may be married with a 
fnm ly. Certainly you'll be looking 
for~ new career that will make the 
m<'~t of your experience and offer 
'llenty of scope. 

This is us! 
The Australian Army bas many 

vacancies in specific trades. We offer 
you a career in the country of 
sun hine and opportunity. You will 
almost certainly keep your rank and 
pay, and by signing on in Britain 
with rank, receive pay from the day 
you enlist and you and your family 
travel to Australia free. The 
minimum engagement is for six years. 
All service qualifies for a pension or 
gratuity, and yoUl' British Army 
service will count toward points for 
married quarters allocation, should 
you enlist within twelve mont hs of 
your British Army discharge. 

Don't leave it any longer! 
Is yoUl' trade included in those 

listed? If so, this could be the chance 
you and your family are looking for. 

Come and talk things over with the 
Australian Army Staff in London- or 
post the the coupon for all the facts . 

Royal Australian Artillery 
1. Physical Training Instructor

Sergeants 
Royal Australian Survey Corps 
1. Survey Photo Technician

Sergeants 
2. Topographic Surveyor-Warrant 

Officers Class 2/Sergeants 
Royal Australian Signals 
1. Regimental Duty CO-Sergeants 

and Corporals 
2. Clerk R. Sigs.-Sergeants and 

Corporals 
3. Radio Operator/Telegraph 

Operator-Sergeants/Corporals 
4. Clerk Technical R. Sigs.

Corporals 
5. Foremen of Signals-Warrant 

Officers Class 2 
6. Terminal Equipment Technician-

Sergeants and Corporals 
Royal A ustralian Army Service Corps 
1. Clerk G.D. - Sergeants 
2. Clerk RAPC-Sergean ts 

Come as 
youare-

to Australia 
If you're thinking about emigrating 

and you've acquired any of the 
specialist skills and ranks detailed 

above, you may be eligible for 
enlistment in the Australian A~my. 
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Royal Australian Army Medical Corps 
1. Hygiene Assistant Class 1-

Sergeants 
2. Hygiene Assistant lass 2-

Corporals 
3. Clerk Medical-Sergeants/ 

Corporals 
4. Radiographer Class 1-Sergeants 
5. Laboratory Technician Class 1-

Staff Sergean ts 
Royal A ustralian Ordnance Corps 
1. Work Study Operator- Warrant 

Officers Class 2 
Royal Australian Electrical and 
Mechanical Engineers 
1. Artificer Radar - Warrant 

!Officers Class 1 and 2 
2. Artificer Telecommunications

Staff Sergeants 
3. Artificer Vehicle-Warrant 

Officers Class 2, Staff Sergeants 
4. Fitter Armament, Filter and 

Turner Gun-Sergeants 
Royal Australian Army Provost 
1. R.M.P. Provost N.C.0. - Corporals 
2. M.P.S.C. Instructor - Corporals 
Australian A rmy Band Corps 
1. Musician or Bandsman- vacancies 
exist in the rank of Private for 
!Dusicians specialised in th~ following 
1nstrwnents. 

Flute French Horn 
Oboe Cornet 
Clarinet (B Flat) Euphonium 
Saxophone Trombone 
Bass Percussion 

Australian Services Cantee1i 
Organisation 
1. Attendant canteen, or issuing 

point- Corporals 
2. Manager canteen or i suing point

Sergeants 

.--------, 
I 

Please send details of careers in the I 
Australian Army. 

I ame - -- I 
I Address_ ~-- - ___ ~ ~ 1 
II - -- ---· ~I 
I Age Married/Sin111 le I 

~ti: TmdeCorps l I 
Anticipated Discharge Dato 

To: Capt. J . Grasty, 
Australian Army Staff, 
2nd Fir., Australia House, 
Strand, London, W.C.2. 
Tel: 01-836 2435 Ext. 356 

I 
I 
I 
I ______ --1 
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News lrom Squotlr_ons 

S. 0.-in-C. visits 3 Inf Btle HQ anti Sig Sqn 
Shortly ~e~ore their departure to N. Ireland, Major General 
Sawers v1s1ted the recently formed 3 Brigade Signal Squadron. 
yYe recor_d below some incidents during his visit and would 
hke to wish the Squadron every success in their important 

duties in Ulster 

The S.0.-in-C. inspects the quarter guard. 
Left to right: CJSergeant Bell (Q.O.H.), S.0.-in-C. , R.S.M. Thornton 

The Squadron Commander (Major Keith Ryding) briefs the 
S.0.-in-C. on the Squadron's future role. 
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Left to right: Sergeant Little, R.S.M. Thornton, Corporal Brett, 
Staff Sergeant Wade, Major Ryding and S.0.-in-C. 

A visit to the Comcen. left to right: Signalman Locke, S.0.-in-C., 
O.C. Squadron 
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8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 

Londonderry 

St11.ll S"rgeant Di"he11 •~ itPH: 

Our 011.- and only ~f.P~f'. c·oursc• 

DESPITE the serious nature of our duties and the endlc~s 
amount of work we have managed by either careful 

planning cajoling or plain blackmailing to run our first and 
' because of the change of policy) last M.P.C. course. 

The course, which started on the 15th January, reached 
a successful conclusion on the 5th February (in spite of the 
continual flow of helicopters landing on our square and our 
'friendly neighbourhood aero organisations.' Held in Ebrington 
Barracks, Londonderry, the course consisted largely of members 
of our own Squadron although 233 Signal Squadron managed 
to spare two men which, together with two members of the 
Royal Pioneer Corps, brought the total students on the course 
up to 15. 

Spiked with enthusiasm the tudents worked hard with 
Signalman Paul (Perry) Mason and Signalman Tim Wallis 
fight ing hard for the ' Top Student ' position right up to the 
last day. The contest which developed between them ended 
with only three per cent seperating their total marks. Signalman 
Wallis, being the eventual winner was presented with a special 
course report done in Olde English by our ever able 
O.R.S.Q.M.S. Stan ' The Stencil ' Hargreaves. 

M.P.C . COURSE RUN BY 8 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEAD
QUARTERS AND SIGNAL SQUADRON AT LONDONDERRY 
Reading from left to right: Staff-Sergeant Dickey, Major A. P. Fielding 
(O.C.), W.0.1 (R.S.M.) R. C. Meyer, Signalmen Hewlett, Allan, 
McCleave, Wallis, Jones, Pears, Private Purvis. Signalman Mason 

Lighter momenf 

The course produced the u ual gems a one student found 
out when taking the cour e on drill practice. A little nervou 1 ' 
he cried " When you complete the movement, drive the knee 
into the ground. He was mo ·t surprised when l 4 men knelt 
smartly before him. 

Some funnies we thought might amuse you! 
Question: What i the advantage of a personal bank a::counc? 
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Answers: I t saves you the trouble of standing in the pav 
queue. It helps you save except that by the end of the month 
there's nothing left to save. 

Question: What documents must drh·ers carry with them 
at all times? 

Answers: Squadron Part One Orders and the highway code. 
Three copies of AF Gl045 and his spare wheel, jack and all 
his tools. 

Question: What is an AF Gl045? 
Answers: A large yellow M .O.D. Form. It is used for sending 

,·our deficiencies to workshops. 
On Saturday, 5th February, we had our final parade which 

was taken by the Squadron Commander Maior A. P. Fielding 
and even Signalman John ' Ginge ' Allen did nothing wronit 
(well practically nothing) although he has $ince resolved to 
keep his hat on wi•h the use of a six in: h nail. Even t"e 
Squadron Training Officer, Second-in-Command Captain 
C. D. A. Blessington gave us eight out of 10 and that's a good 
result by any standard. 

Our congratulations go to Signalmen Wallis, Mason, Hazel, 
Finch, Hewlett and Pears, who came first to sixth in order 
of print each getting a ' B ' grading. Las~ly a well done to all 
students and instructors who, in the con tam view of inum
merable other cap badges, maintained a very high tandard 
throughout. 

Some work, so1ne piny 
With the course over we thought we could get back to 

normal, i.e., to three shift working as opposed to two. Bur 
not a bit of it; O.C. 'A' Troop Lieuteant A. }. Hutt along 
with Sergeant Steve Mason, Signalmen Terry Walker and 
' Sandy ' Reid took the opportunity to colle-::t a party from the 
Squadron and Brigade Units and defy all the laws of gravity 
on the ski slopes around Kingussie. The various reports of 
twisted knees ankles and senses of humour, the empty pocket 
and glasses would indicate they are having a great time. We 
will let you know. 

Meanwhile, back at the ranch the native are still restle s 
and smoke signals all too frequently spring up across the city. 

Learning the practical way 
Sergeant Worthington, Signalman Steve Fugill and Lance

Corporal Sam Bentley, had an exciting afternoon the other 
day when they accidently joined a riot quad of the Royal 
Green Jacket in the Draperstown area. They finally ended 
up dodging a crowd of stone throwing locals. As a re ult 
of this little episode several new route have been discovered 
out of the Draperstown area and Signalman Fugill, who wa 
on driver training at the time, learnt more in that afternoon 
about three point turn than most driver learn in a lifetime. 

Corporal Ken Counsel and Signalman ' Chalkie ' (What else) 
White d;d a good job when they were detached to the I t Para 
chute Regiment 'that Sunday.' When visited by their Troop 
Staff Sergeant they were heard to remark " What did he pick 
us for.'' I think they mu t have upset Corporal Archie Longmuir 
for it i rumoured that he made out the crew Ii t. 

CoD1D1u11icatio11s keep all busy 
Elsewhere we have been busy with the line and radio com

munication at Magilligan Internment Camp. The line detach
ments from 233 and 39 Brigade Signal Squadron did a good 
job there. 

Corporal Cowan-Martin and his radio-relay detachment. 
are still frequent visitors from 233 ignal quadron. They 
appear ever time the Post Office line are out in the citv. 

3rd Division, 14th and 30th Signal Regiments have all pro
vided detachments and individual replacement so lad from 
this Squadron can get away to obtain their ' combat ' title . 
What would we do without you? 
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19 Airptbl. Bde HQ 
and Sig Sqn 
Colchester 

rrms month has been a very hectic month for the Signal 
quadron. The month started with the final pre

administrative Staff visits. The telerommunications inspection 
was carried out by a team from 15th Field Work hops R.E.M.E. 
The. ream sp..."'Ilt a fortnight! t ting all the technical equipment 
in the unit and the F. of S. 'J~' Jackson and hi rechniciam 
are eagerly awaitingi t'1e final report. This was followed by the 
DADOS and the BOWO inspecting all stores and the account
ing procedur . 

On 251!:1 February a mall party from the Squadron flew to 
Cyprus to take part in Exerci e 'Silent Trumpet'. The 
Squadron produced the lower controls for 3 Div. H.Q. & 
Signal Regiment. The Dll cabins were unable to go so a Cll 
SSB with a RA TT oonverter was used. The exercise was most 
enjoyable and by all accounts those who took pan are now 
exp::ns at aerial erection. 

The freight party consisting of Sergeant ' Smudge ' Smith 
and Corporal Dave Ooake, arrived in Colchester to find that 
in twenty-four hours they were off to Germany on Exercise 
' Flying Falcon '. The freight also had to be unpacked and 
installed into vehicles ready for the road move. 

While Exercise ' Silent Trumpet ' was in progress the rest 
of the quadron were running the 3 Div. Reece Platoon 
concentration at Stanford Practical Training Area. The camp 
was administered by Captain Peter Moore, RC.T., W.0.2 Bert 
Home and W.0.2 'Nobby ' Clarke. The Signal Squadron 
prcxluced a signals test for the Reece Platoons. The test con
sisted of three phases. The first phase was to test the basic 
signalling skills of independent detachments and was adjudi
cated by Corporal ' Stu' Bums and Signalman Ron Hudson 
on morse, Sergeant Johnny Wallace and Signalman Marconi 
Mellish, on battery charging, Corporal ' Scouse ' Kneale on 
mast erection and Corporal ' Trev ' Stevens on Slidex. The 
second phase was to test the basic procedures of the platoons 
~en working on a net and was run by Corporal John 
Campbell and Corporal Mel Ayres. The final phase was a 
written test on basic theory. 

The power erlsis 

The inwer crisis caused the E.D.s to earn their keep in 
maintaining emergency power circuits. Many nigh:s Corporal 
Bert Roberts was seen working late mending oil seals and 
gaskets. The Squadron apart from producing power for the 
camp prcxluced power for a school at Ingatestone. The children 
at the school suffer from muscular distrophy and loss of heat 
can easily result in death by pneumonia. The two 3t KV As pro
vided power for the circulating pumps for the heating, emer
gerr:y medical equipment and the television to enable the 
childrenc to watch 'Match of the Day.' 

We say goodbye this month to: Corporal Talbot, R.A.P.C. 
and Sergeant Woolmore, Int. Corps, and wish them all the very 
best in the future. We welcome to the unit: Signalman Clancy 
and Signahnan Gold and wish them a pleasant tour. 

12 Mech Bde HQ and Sig 

Sqn B.F.P.O. 36 

, A i THOUGH February had that extra day this year, there 
'..t1 still didn't seem to be enough days to fit in all a~civities 
of ' Twelth.' The month started off well with the boxing team 
becoming winners of the B.A.O.R. Minor Units by beating 
Ordnan: e Depot, Antwerp. This afrer two unsuccessful attempts 
in the past. Closely following, the hockey team was defeated 
by 'A' Squadron, Queen's Dragoon Guards in the Division 
final, but all was forgiven when the team won the Osnabrock 
Garrison League Cup final. 
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Boxing 
On 8th February, the Squadron enterrained their opponents, 

Ordnance Depot, Antwerp, to a most enjoyable evenings' 
boxing when the Squadron beat Antwerp in the B.A.0.R. 
Minor Units final by four bouts to three. The first bout of the 
evening was an exhibition bout between Driver ' Geordie ' 
Edmundson and Sergeant Gaughan. When ' Geordie ' floored 
his opponent early in the first round all seemed to be well, but 
his opponent fought back bravely and after two more closely
con·ested rounds, Edmundson was the winner on points. Thi 
et the tempo of the evening for the Squadron and Signalman 

Barry McMillan continued the movement. After an extremely 
good and close fight he emerged the victor and thus opened 
the scoring, much to the chagrin of Antwerp, who last year 
defeated the Squadron 7-0 (not so this year). Tre next two 
bouts both went to Antwerp, Corporal Dave Wells losing on 
po:Ots to Corporal Adamson and Lieutenant Mike Jefferies 
going a similar way to Corporal Jones. The evening then took 
a turn for the better, with two excellent fights by Signalman 
Terry Rocque and Signalman Billy Tindall who both defeated 
their opponents by superior skill and the ability to keep going 
for three rounds. Sergeant ' Smudge ' Smith was then defeated 
on a points decision and with the score standing at 3-3 the 
stage was set for the final bout between Signalman Alec 
Hasleham and Lance-Corporal Archer (who at the time was 
B.A.O.R. individual champion at that weight). The boxing by 
both was quite superb with A'ec emerging tre victor, by 179 
points to 178. Shown is the team after the fight clutching that 
much sought-after Minor Units Trophy. (See photo opposite). ... 
Hockey 

The arrival of Captain Geoff Allen on the hockey field has 
heralded a new era for the ho:key team. With coaching and 
practice sessions to help, the team has played better and better 
as the season has progressed. The culmination was to be 
beaten by that well known team 'A' Squadron. Queen's Dragoon 
Guards, 2-0 in the 2nd Division final. Howe\·er, all was 
redeemed when the Squadron beat 12 Field Workshops in 
the final of the Osnabrock Garrison League Cup by 3-1. Stal
warts of the team here included: Captain Geoff Allen, Captain 
Barry Keir (W.F.R. ), Corporal Dick Russell, Corporal Dave 
Proudfoot (R.E.M.E.), and Sergeant ' Paddy ' Bovenizer who 
has just tried hard throughout the season, and done a great 
job as chief organiser. The team is now capable of giving 
most major un:ts a good game and is looking forward to con
tin:ie its successes in the form of the six-a-side competition 
in.April. 

Retirement of Major-General D. R. Horsfield 
Major-General Horsfield, C.S.0., B.A.0.R., retiring from 

the Army this year, was dined-out by 2 Division H.Q. & 
Signal Regiment. A full account of this memorable o::casion 
is produced elsewhere in th.is edition by 2nd Division. 

The Squadron were invited to produce one man for the 
Guard of Honour, in the form of Signalman 'Tich' Hanis. 
After much sweat, spit and polish he arrived in Bunde looking 
like a brand new Christmas tree and did the Squadron proud. 
We were also asked to provide the 'chariot' for the C.S.O. 
and as a fitting gesture, an FV432 from the Squadron was 
suitably de--..orated with armchair, cross skis, and, of course, 
the General's Star-Plate. 

To round the month off the B.M. and his staff de:ided 
to see first how rusty the Squadron had got since the last 
exercise in October. It was designed to be a Brigade CPX with 
all the major units providing lower controls, but with all four 
major units on Operation 'Banner,' only 'B' Squadron, 1 RTR, 
were represented. The exercise was thus appropriately named 
exercise 'Empty Net,' which the Squadron used as a warm-up 
for C.C.R. Signals exercise ' Flying Falcon ' next month. 

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMEN 

Why not write up any outstanding sports
men in your Unit and send in to The Wire 

with one or two action photographs? 
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A FINE EFFORT-THEY WON THE B.A.0.R. MINOR UNIT'S TEAM BOXING 
12 Mechanised Brigade Signal Squadron boxers pulled off the B.A.0.R. Minor Unit's team boxing by the odd fight .in a keenly contested final 

left to right : (Standing): Signalman Tindall, Sergeant Smith, Lance-Corpo~al Stevenson, ~river Edmondson, Signalman Rocque 
(Sitting): Signalman McMillan, Signalman Hasleham, Lieutenant Jefferis, Corporal Wells 

216 Para. Sig Sqn., Aldershot 

I MMEDIATELY after returning from Christmas Block 
Leave parties from the Squadron took off for Kenya and 

Cyprus. The Kenya party, under Lieutenant ' Di~k ' Gittings, 
returned looking very fit and healthy after ix we~s of 
' exercise'! The Cyprus party i:erw:ied but have s~ not 
sobered up enough to discuss their tnp .. However, \ye <µd get 
a comment saying that it was more like -- Siberia and 
some vague tale about an aged officer and a goldfi. h pond 
swimming sortie! 

Visits 
Lieutenant General Sir Frank King, K.C.B., M.B.E., vi iced 

the Brigade on the 7th and 8th oe February. 'J?e ~neral 
visited the Squadron on the second day. and whilst with us 
observed some of the problems that anse out of th~ mor~ 
complicated exercises which we run. Sergeant ~att 
McBirney, ably assisted by Corporal John Tovey an~ S1g~aJ: 
man ' Nick ' Nichols, did not have a lot of success .w!th a li.nk 
co Bulwark in Cyprus, although they were :ece1vm~do~~~ 
whilst working C.W. W.0.1 (F. of S.) JoltJ?. Kirton co 
explain this, but with a curse and a srrule changed valves 
continually. · · d 

General King was also shown some mors~ tra.u~mf UI? .er 
Staff Sergeant ' Sam ' Rollings and Sergeant Dugg1e Brukie. 

F.F.R. 
The Kenya party arrived back just in time for !11e FFR 

inspection on the 22nd February. The Squadron was mspected 
by Brigadier Tony Ward-Booth, the Commander of 16 Para
chute Brigade. After a formal para_de the Squadron. ~as ask~ 
to demonstrate its ability in certain aspects of trammg. ~s 
resulted in parties disappearing to the ranges and off t? e 
gymnasium for fitness tests, while Support Troop sunply 
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walked around in gas masks. The Brigadier, however, wa . very 
pleased with the standards achieved by the Squadron m all 
field~. 

Frigid Di it 
Captain ' Clem • Palmer took a party to Scotland on the 4th 

March to do some walking in the Apple Cross and Cape 
Wrath area. A rear link was worked. to Aldershot and A16 
communications between patrols. Nothing was .heard for three 
days and then we discovered that they had disappeared on a 
ea cruise up the coast, ably played o_ff the cuff by Uncle Clem 

after a chat with the Mate of the ship. 

Spo.rts 
The soccer team have been going from trength to strength 

this season as they steadily progress tow~ds th7 final of the 
Army minor units cup. They won thell' serru-final of the 
Southern Command Cup beating 5~ Independent Coi;unando 
Squadron R.'E. by the narrow margin of 7 g~ to nil. They 
then went on to win the command final agamst Ho!De PCC 
Depot R.E. by 8 goals to nil. The teain manager, Signalman 
' Pete' Pritchard, was still dissatisfied as they had two go3;ls 
disallowed. Sergeant John O'Rourke, home from a course 10 
Catterick scored six goal , "'•hich S.S.M. Ivor W:ells decl.ared 
10 be sheer greed and playmg to the crowd, which consisted 
mainly of W.RA.C. girl ! 1 f 

The Squadron cross country team under .the contru o 
Sergeant 'Duggie' Baikie, h~ve also .been do~ wel.L Thi:y 
have won the following Mmor _Dnn C~~n:p1onsh.ips th1 
ea.son~outh-East District, Combmed 3 D1V1s1on and oudl

West District, Southern Command, and we_re oi:iJy narr wly 
beaten into second place in the Army Champion hip · 
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280,000 Channel HF SSB Manpack 
The B 20 is an extremely versatile all solid-state 
equipment. It can be used as a manpack or 
installed in vehicles and light aircraft. 

The B 20 HF SSB Station Radio, which has an 
RF output of 30\XTp.e.p., represents an entirely 
new design concept. The transmitter-receiver 
w_ighs only lOlb, and a lightweight station 
including a 24 W/h battery weighs only 15lb. The 
B 20 uses a fully synthesized frequency control 
system developed by Plessey specially for this 

equipment, and which provides 280,000 channels 
on the frequency range 2-29.99 MHz. SSB 
is the main mode of communication, but a.m. 
and c.w. facilities are also provided. 

The B 20 will achieve reliable ground wave 
communications using 8ft whip antennae at 
ranges in excess of 30 miles. By using vehicle 
whip antennae distances in excess of 45 miles 
are possible. Using sky wave, communication 
over 300 miles is achieved. 

PLESSEY 
AVIONICS & COMMUNICATIONS 

Plessey Avionics & Communications, Ilford, Essex, England. Telephone: London(Ol) 478 3040 Telex: 23166 
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227 Sig Sqn. 

B.F.P.O. 18 

r(.,HE Squadron has now been acclaimed throughout 
J AFCENT as the first unit to solv<: the probl.et?. of the 

interminable six week~ between the . Chnstmas. fes~1v1ues and 
carnival. This was achieved ~y ch~ngmg O.C.s m ffi!d January. 

The handover between Maior Bill Morgan, departm~ to H.Q. 
Army Aviation and Peter Riding, newly arrived from Singapore, 
parke·i off a spate of parties which made carnival pall to 

insi~ificance by comparison .. These . prove~ . so ~trenuous t~at 
Major Riwng has now gone mto stnct trammg m preparation 
for his handover. 

OffiN•rs• ~fos dinlng out night 

Thi was somewhat unusual in that, it was organised by 
one < 1 our German officers, Capt~ Reinhard ~erzog, and 
took p ce in a local hotel, The Koruipn Gerber~a. m Meers~n. 
Thi~ b a typical old-fashioned establishment with a reputauon 
for good food and excellent service. I can only assume that 
they lived up to their reputation, Capt:lln. J'!n lng~am, drools 
.0 much when remembering it, that 1t is 1mposs1ble to get 
a coherent statement on the quality. . 

The dinner was also a farewell function fo~ Captam <'I'.·<?·'.J'·) 
Gill Sharp, who is leaving AFCENT, on postmg to 4th D1v1s10n 
H .Q. and Signal Regiment. 

luternotional farewell party 
A farewell party for all ranks an~ nationalities forming mo~ile 

communications centre was held m The Anc~or I~ Dunng 
this the o.C. seized the opportunity of saym~. his person4 
farewells to German, Dutch, American and Bnush personne 
~erving under his command. . . 
· During the party he spent some considerable tune chattmg 
to two of our more interesting German N .C.0.s, ~berstabe
feldwebal Werner Zech, and Hauptfeldwebel Hans R1e~an. 

We:ner's Army service started w:ith ~e Wehrmacht m Sep
tember 1939. He took part in the mvas.1on of F~ance a~d was 
awarded the iron cross for his condu~t m an ~ctlon leading up 
to the breaching of the Maginot Lme. Havmg savoured the 
heady delights of victory in France, he wa~ then posted/to te 
Eastern Front. Here in the long h.arsh ~ter .of, 1941 42 e 
qualified for a further decoration, this, he ms1sts 1s The Froze~ 
Mutton Medal.' This was awarded to ~ose who. manage 
to survive t e harsh climatic conditions, with totally ma~equ~te 
clothing. Werner, now has a very healthy respect for uss1an 

winters. · h was wounded on five In the course of his war service e . till h. 
separate occasions and he insists that Hitler s owe tm 

"GRIP" SESSION 
Major Bill Morgan swaps yarns with Oberstabfeld webel Werner 
Zech and Haupt~eldwebel Hans Rieman during M.C.C. all ranks 

fa rewell party 
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a medal for wounds. Mose of these were sustained in the long 
fighting retreat into Czechoslovakia, where he was captured 
in Prague by the Russians. . . 

Being totally unimpressed by the broc~ure dcscnbmg the 
delights of Siberia, Werner escaped four umes, on o~e occa
sion being recaptured within one hundred yards ~f hlS ~ome 
in Berlin. After his final successful escap~ he remamed hidden 
in his home for six months before venturing out. 

Hans Rieman, had a much shorter wa!lime career, he w~s 
drafted into the SS at the age of 15! 10. 1944. He saw six 
months active service, ~uring which approximately 86 per cent 
of his classmates perlShed, and then was caprured by the 
Russians at Stettin. After two years as a P.O.W., he was released 
due to ill health. . 

In 1951, Hans joined the border police and transferred _to 
the Army in July, 1956. He has a fluent command of colloquial 
English and a vast repertoire of j~kes .. He recently amazed 
our resident raconteur by enhancm~ h1s pe~formance then 
proceeding to translate German jokes mto English. 

.~dmin. Troop party 
The National support element of the Squadron staged their 

own farewell party in grandstyle. The shortag~ .of num~er 
was compensated for by the enthusiasm and spmt, espcc1ally 
the spirit which was put into the party. 

QU ITE A PARTY 
T WI.th Ma1·or s·11I Morgan at the Troop's Administration roop 

Farewell party 

Captain John Pearson showed all the signs of a mis- pent 
youth with his prowess on the sn<>?ker tab.le .. He also enter
tained with a very lively strip, which he ms1sts. was not an 
extension of the permissive society, b~t was motivated by an 
ice cube inadvertently dropped ~own his swea_cer. 

The latest addition to Admm. Troop, S1g~alman Georg~ 
Donnelly, presented the departing O.C. with an ename 
AFCENT plaque on behalf of the Troop. 

Major Morgan was then carri~d out with due ~mp and 
circumstance to his transport. This prov~d. to be a fi \:-\f° 
mobile' produced by the R.Q.M.S., cons1sung of a e touflt 
moum~d on a wheelbarrow. The seat proved to be a .tr e 
unstable and had to be removed. The R.Q. was . obv1ou. ly 
worried about losing this in the general conf~s1oi;i . With 
typical lucid logic, he solved his problem by placmg 1t round 
the O.C.'s neck. 

Wives' Club farewell to Mrs. Morgan 
A farewell supper was organised by the wives, which included 

Canadian, R.A.F. and Squadron wives, for Mrs._ Maureen 
Morgan. This proved to be a very epi.oyable funcuon as the 
wives had left their hu bands and inh1b1t1ons at home. 

After the meal the wives presented a pewter coffee et to 
Mrs Morgan in appreciation of the sympathy and under
standing she had shown them during her tour here. For ~mce 
Auntie Maureen • was almost speechless, but recovered quickly 
and thanked them for the gift. 

Fay Bowes, wife of S.S.M. Bert Bowes, and. Rose Seat~n 
ife of Sergeant Barry 'Arsenal • Seaton, entertamed the lad1~ 

:ith their version of Frankie Howard's ' J e t'aime.' The Bill 
and Maureen they represented obviou ly had a close quadron 
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connecuon a they had the au?ience convulsed with laughter. 
The fa t . th~t Rose ~ •eanng Major Morgan's S.D. was 
pure!)· comc1dental F10all .• Mrs. Morgan, wa mounted on 
a verv . ta tefully d:coratec! wheelbarrow to join her husband 
on a trip to the mam gate. 

rgeants' ~I ss d innf>r 

R.S.M. Tom Burke and. the M~ss members said farewell 
to the 0 .C. and greeted his relief in traditional fashion. The 
!11eal, ~repared by Warrant Officer Ken Wheeler, and his 
mternauonal staff wa excellent. 

After the ';iinner R.S.M: Burke made a hort speech and 
pre ented . Ma1?r Morgan. with an engraved cigarette box. M ajor 
!'lorgan m hi reply mformed the members that he had 
instructed Major Riding in the finer arts of liar dice which 
would undoubtedly ensure succe s on all future exercis~s 

Both O:C. particip_ated in some very strenuous after-dmner 
games which looked hke a cross between an Orangemen march 
and all out .war. After a searching appraisal in the cold light 
o! da ' . Maio~ Mo:gan a sures us that he is confident that 
his ~rui es . will. eventu~y fade, his mess kit will clean, but 
he ~II reta.m his memones and hold them against us on future 
meeungs. 

A KINDLY THOUGHT 
R.S.M. Tom . Burke presenting Major Bill Morgan ·with an inscribed 

cigarette box on behalf of the Senior N.C.0.S' 

International parade 

M:;.o Ri~ the official ha_n~over between Major Morgan and 
0~:1~~ Frels gW ~o t amMbltlollus project was planned by Majors 

• , o gang ue er, both German Anny and Ca 
~Jon Ingram: T~is was a parade of all nationaliti~s forrru:; 
mo ~ commuruc11:~ons centre which includes German Dutch 

~~f:i~~n b;ntie B16~hB~~~':i°~~ T~~s~e~!r1~iJs ~de wa~ 
All problems of pro··ocol and differences in drill were ~~pidly 

overcome by the noble AFCENT art of com romise The 
~l fonna~ ~as an amalgam of the drill of all foiJ nationilities. 

.. ~shsurpr_mngly enough produced a very impressive parade 
wmc registered very favourably ith · · 
as can be ascertained thi . th fir w . our V1S1t0rs. As far 
nature: hll;s been atteO:p~~ lo ~~~~~t ~foa~adec~f ~bfu 
H. F1shw1ck, Commander Regional Signal S P GP 
handed the ~.C.C. to Major Riding and :Ji~~~~d ~01!P• 
Morgan for his efforts. Major Riding then led M CC a1<;>r 
a march padst. The. salute was taken by the Group · Cap.tai~ 
accompan1e by Ma1or Morgan. 
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On completion of this everyone was amazed to see a heli
copter towed . b) the officers and senior N.C.0.s moving down 
the road. This was a .mock-up built by Staff Sergeant Walker 
R.E.M.E. Hauptgetfneter Thane German Army c j 
Besant, R.E.M .E .. an~ Signalman Drew. What mod~ or°~::_ 
port could be more u1table for an aviator returning to aviatio ~ 

. After a thorough pre-flight check the O.C. declared the c~·f 
~r-wor~y and boarded it for the flight to the main gate AJ:s t 
1t s motive force ~acked ufficient thrust for flight and he had 
to be content with a low regal ride through the che . · 
ranks of M .C.C. enng 

Squadron tiei; 

Due to the impending retirement of our p R I Offi 
Captain J hn p d ch · · · cer o earson, an anges in the exchange rate it h ' 
~~c~ foCund necessary to inc~ease the price of these 'ties :~ 

·th · p Rheque and P.O.s with order hould be made out 
to e .. I. 

' 
233 Sig Sqn., Lisburn. 

~f.iss Teleplaoue Voice, Nortb~rn Ire land, 1972 

In the . telephone exchange the switchboard operators are 
~ways bem

1
g chatted up by the subscribers, as of course happens 

in . every te ephone exchange. Having been told how nice our 

dvo1~des dwere on the 'phone this quite went to our heads and we 
ec1 e to find o~t who e was the nicest. 
re were lookmg for a voice that had personality clarity 

ho dteness, helpfulness and alertness and over a few ~eeks w~ 
a 10 na?1es OU;t of ~O for the finals. The voices were tape

~ecorded m. an interview and given numbers, and the four 
1udges, Ma1or Ironmonger, O.C. W.R.A.C., C.S.M. Brook 

GIRL WITH A GOLDEN VOICE 
Major Peter Leonard, Royal Signals, presenting the Cup and a kiss to 
Lance-Corporal Jane Purdie, W .R.A.C.-Miss Telephone Voice 

(N. Ireland) 1972 

' 
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W.R.A.C., Major Leonard, O.C. 233 Squadron, and Yeoman 
French, 233 Squadron, awarded them points. They were quite 
unanimous in their decision. The winner was L ance-Corporal 
Jane Purdie who joined us in September, 1971, after two-and
a-half years in Singapore . 

On Monday, 28th February, a blushing Lance-Corporal 
Purdie was presented by Major Leonard with a kiss and the 
Miss Telephone Voice Cup which will now be competed for 
annually, and a small cup for her to keep as a reminder of 
her victory. 

C mmonleatlo n Troop 
Communication Troop has been busily involved recently. The 

Radio Relay se:tion was deployed at both the Londonderry and 
Newry marches and in the latter case provided a very useful 
voice link back to H.Q. Northern Ireland in Lisburn. Signalman 
Ian J hnstone is our permanent volunteer for the Bligh's Lane 
1\nny post, Londonderry, and Corporal Dennis Parker did hi 
u most to demolis1i the Divis radio site with a gas explosion. 
The R dio Se-::tion of the Troop is forever sorting out U .D.R. 
communications problems and providing escorts for the S.D.S. 
and M.T. We welcome Lieutenant John Tydeman, who has 
recently arrived on a six-month emergency tour, to the T roop. 

'pert nnd general 
1972 has begun di appointingly for our sportsmen. We were 

knocked out of the Minor U nits Soccer Cup by our arch rivals 
39th Infantry Brigade H .Q. and Signal Squadron. It was a 
real cliff-hanger of a match, played under bad pitch conditions, 
and we finally went down 2-1. Our hockey team failed too in the 
Minor Units competition; we are still not certain who wa 
under the greatest pressure--<>ur goalkeeper or the Medical 
Officer next day! On the credit side, however, Corporal Don 
Rohertson came fourth in the Northern Ireland cross-country 
championship. This was a particularly good result as we had 
been forced to withdraw our team due to mobile call-outs, so 
he was a lone runner. Congratulations too to Signalman Keith 
Connett on his selection to play badminton for the Army 
(Northern Ireland). 

Signalman Eddie Millar continued to keep our good signalling 
name riding high. He was sent to R.A.F. Digby on a shortened 
version of tr e aerial riggers' course (normally 14 weeks) and did 
o well that he completed successfully the full trade test after 

only six weeks. 

C:.ncluslon 
Our other Troops, namely Comcen and M.T., both plead that 

pressure of work prevents them from writing notes for this 
edition. The latter is engaged in preparations for the annual 
vehicle inspection at the moment. This is not a very pleasant 
task at the best of times but with no garage accommodation 
and the heavy Irish rain to contend with our M.T. Troop 
deserves special praise for their effurts. 

244 Sig Sqn. R.A.F. Benson 

~Ima of tile naontla 

I N this newly introduced spot, it is intended to make special 
mention of a Squadron personality each month. 

Who better to start the ball rolling than our Squadron 
Se::ond-in-Command Captain Bill Price. Unfortunately he 
leaves us very oon. 'However, this is an opportunity not only 
to pay tribute but also to bid a fond farewell to him an? to 
Linda, his wife, who has been a tower of strength to the Wives' 
Club. 

As well a occupying the ' hot seat ' for two years, planning 
many overseas exercises and visiting at least. 12 .different co·~n
tries, Captain Price has also been very active m the sporting 
field: 

Cricket-Corps' wicket-keeper (since the days of Godfrey 
Evans). Badm.mton-Corps' player. Squash-R.A.F. Station 
representative. Gliding- Bronze ' C.' Soccer-Squadron goal
keeper par excellence. 
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At work Captain Price gained the reputation of bringing 
sanity to the most frantic of occasions to such a degree that he 
won the admiration and respect of all those who worked with 
him. Having already completed a flying tour on fixed wing 
(Beavers) Captain Price is now converting (he tells us with 
some trepidation) onto ' choppers,' after which he is expected 
to take up command of an Army Air Corps Squadron. The 
Squadron wishes Captain and Mrs. (she's a glider pilot too) 
Price good fortune and happy landings. 

Yesterday' s man 
If this spot had been available last month Captain Joe 

McGlynn, our recent Admin. Officer, would have been in the 
spotlight. Our thanks to Captain McGlynn for all the very 
special effort he devoted to every person who came to him 
with a problem. He is eventually going to A.G 11 to sort out 
the prob~ems of his brother officers. There could be no better 
representative, Joe McGlynn is only happy when he is helping 
others. We wish him and Barbara a long and happy tour, and 
thank him for all he did for us. 

Soecer - ~finer 1Jnlts eup 
In our last correspondence we said, "Watch this space for 

news of the Cup Final" True to our word we reached the 
D istrict Minor Cup Final. We enjoyed meeting and beating the 
following teams: 

Depot R.P.C. 4-1; Mons O.C.S. 5-0; C.A.D. Bramley 4-2; 
1 Para Logistic Regiment 4-1. 

The final against 216 Squadron took place at Aldershot, home 
match for 216. It was a hard-fought game with only three 
minutes left for play the score 1-1. the referee awarc'ed 216 a 
penalty from which they scored. With about the last kick of the 
game 216 scored again giving them a well-deserved 3-1 victory. 

We hope to kill the rumour that the referee, wearing a red 
beret, blew the final whistle, 'whooped' with joy, did a para 
roll. and showed a sign of victory to the 244 spectators. As well 
as fielding a Squadron team we also have two other teams, both 
registered in the Oxford Thursday League. 

Inter-Troop gentlemen's soccer league 
The aim of this league is to get our office and store-bound 

cripples into competitive action; hence the name ' gentlemen's 
league.' All kno\.,n so:cer 'stars ' have been barreti from 
playing in this league so there are some horrifying sights and 
amazing results. No one having read this column can deny that 
we are a justifiably proud soccer playing Squadron. 

244 happy newsreel and farewells 
Our congratulations go to Signalman Morris Lucas and 

S.A.C.W. Anne Lowry who were married at R.A.F. Bemon on 
4th March. Best wishes from us also go to Corporal Roy Gordon 
and L.A.C.W. Janke Crass whose wedding took place at 
Coventry on 26th February. They say at R.A.F. Benson that 
'Senior Service Satisfy.' 

We are sorry to say farewell to the following members of 
the Squadron. We thank them for their efforts and wi~h them 
well in their next post'ng and in some cases a trouble-free 
tramition into civilian life: 

Sergeant Geofl Batk;n ·o Hon~ Kong, Corporal 'Taff' Rees 
and Lance-Co:-poral Eddie Slack wro are leaving the Army 
Sergeant Mick Hothersall, Corporal Dick Ellison and Corporal 
'Dusty' Millar leave us to join 8th R~iment. Co-rporal ' Smudge' 
Smith depart for 4 Div. H.Q. and Signal Regiment. 

Seeing much more • • • 
Any casual snooper going through the contents of the P.R.I. 

property cupboard will eventually discover a small cardbo~d 
box containing the last two or three of a batch of very speclal 
ball point pens; they bear the legend 'See Much More With 
244.' Cvnics have made much fun of this motto in t'-e past, 
ascribing to it meaning and interpretations that were never 
dreamed of by its author. However, the rank of the c nics are 
dwindling rapidly, as they journey to far place on exotic 
exercises like the rwo de cribed below. 

Exercise 'Bacon Run,• 25th Oct.· 9th Nov. 1971 
This was an Air Support Communications e.·erci e in Den

mark and Germany. 'E' Troop sent out a B A S.O.C. to 
Germany, 'A' Troop established a cell in Rendsburg, and 
'B' Troop (with help from 'M' Troop!) manned a cell at 
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R .D.A.P. Skryd 1p, 10 Jutland. After a iliort ~ertling-in period, 
excellent communication were achieved. and a vast volume of 
traffic wa handled. 

The kryd trup detachment were very well looked afrer by 
their Dani h host . A brewer • visit, arranged by the Base 
Adjutant , wa condu ted hv the owner of the brewery hims~lf. 
He fini hed the dav several crates of beer down but with 
much gratitude and the promi e of a Famous Red Hand Plaque, 
which he ha ince received. Beer was ai o the focu of the 
ocial scene back on the base. Lance-Cor!'Ol'al ' T aft ' Williams 

e tabli hed the detachment bar and speakeasy, in which many 
u eful idea and interesting opinion were exchanged. Corporal 
Williams put up hi second tripe not long after th is ! 

T he one area of di agreement with the Dani h way of life 
wa the all ranks' canteen menu. Everyone had the greatest 
difficulty in coming to terms with the Danish diet and so 
Sergeant Neillings came to the rescue by frying up at least 
l ,000 b3con and egg banjos during the exerci e period ! 

T he Rendsburg detachment had a similar experience with 
the Bunde wehr haver ack ration, whi!:h was one-third of their 
' daily bread.' T heir aviour was the formidable Sergeant H arry 
Reed, whose kill with a chee e roll i now a legend. 

All detachments had the opportunity to practise the system 
of replacing items of equipment in the field ; this was successful 
in mo t case , but Lieutenant Hugh Elford i still waiting for 
the rest of his Wessex spares, so that he can add them to the 
ones he bas already been sent and become the only Troop 
Commander in the Corps to have his own personal upport 
helicopter! 

After final farewell parties with our ho rs, the detachments 
were airlifted back to R.A.F. Benson to tart preparations for 
the next se sion. 

Exer d e • Glass \\·a11.· 19th ~o,·~- 6th Dee., 1971 

Carrying a bewildering assortment of arctic clothing, and 
mindful of the dire warnings issued by the Station Medical 
Officer 40 men of the Squadron were flown by Hercules to 
the Canadian Forces Base at Bagotville, in the Province of 
Quebec. The object of the exercise: to carry out cold weather 
trial on one of our R.A.F. equipments (the TGRI 26058), and 
to do some mobile detachment training. The weather started 
cold and proceeded to get colder than some mought possible. 
T ne lowest temperature recorded was minus five degrees which 
is equal to one 'Mega-Tater,' the Tater being defined as that 
temperature at which the T.O.T. begins to feel distinctly chilly. 
The locals remained unimpressed by our shivering. "You should 
come here in the winter" was a typical comment! Apart from 
this lack of sympathy, the locals were tremen'.lous. I t is hard 
to imagine a more friendly and hospitable collection of people. 
They went out of their way to ensure that the best possible 
time wa bad by all, and we did our best to see that their 
efforts were appreciated! It is rumoured that Signalman Young's 
efforts in this direction have led to offers of employment from 
several well-known club owners in Soho! 

While· the shift workers kept the trial going, the mobiles 
ampled life at the ' sharp end.' The Squadron Commander 

and Lieutenant Rice both spent nights out with the mobiles. 
Following me example set by M aior Spooner on the previous 
night, L ieutenant Rice spumed the shelter of the detachment 
tent and made his bed in the snow. This was a valiant effort, 
a~ t~e temperature fell by several degrees on · the previous 
mght s low, and we are pleased to report that he was suitably 
rewar<;ted on his return from the cold by a rapid promotion to 
Captam. The less said about the ensuing promotion party the 
better, almough earlier remarks about Canadian hospitality 
still apply! 

As the detachment prepared to return to Benson. the winter 
began in earnest. Three inches of snow turned overnight to a 
foot, and as the snow fell, so did the temperature. The climatic 
condi :ons did not prevent several members of the detachment 
from ~king enquiries about the possibility of transfer to the 
Canadian Armed Forces! Such was the impres ion left by this 
remarkable country. 

.\ek nowlegem e nts 

The success of any exercise on a strange base depends 
largely upon the co-operation and help of the base personnel. 
' Bacon Run' and 'Glass Wall' were both successful and our 
thanks must go to all those people in Denmark, Ger~any and 
Canada who helped to make them so. 
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Exereist•s l(alere 
The Squadron i deploying in a big way in February and 

March to Cypru" Germany and S::orland (the last two loca
tions at the same time) so we'll ha,·e lots of news in April 
when we are all back again at R.A.F. Benson. 

259 Sig Sqn. B.F.P .0 . 53 
r]"UIE word wa out." Your tum to write THE WIRE notes this 
_I_ month Chief for S.H .Q. Troop.'' This was the message 

I received from our regular Editor, the Chief System Engineer 
Captain Peter Pritchard. 

Now I a k you, what can you write about on the administra
tive side of a technical squadron'~ life. I mean, we don't have 
any ' twin paths' (except between m,· desk and the coffee 
table), I don't know the difference between an amp and an 
ohm and I'm ure nobody i intere ted in whose 2672 has been 
checked this week. 

Some 1•erso11alities • 
I think I ll start the e notes by introducing some of the 

per ·onalitie who form tl1e working Troop of the Squadron. 
At the top of the tree we have the newly arrived O.C. , 

Major Peter (I don't know what ruddy car to get) Valder who 
joined us last month after being on vacation with West Midland 
District. Next in line is the old man of the Squadron, our 
A.O. Captain Robbie (One sock, two socks, three socks • • .) 
Bums; this is my third tour with him, thank goodness he's 
got his Q.M. 

The post of S.S.M ./M.T .O. is amiably filled by our rotund 
W.0.2 Cyril Courtenay, but not for much longer as he leaves 
us next month for the pastures of civvy street. Bon voyage 
Cyril and Doreen and I promi e to get into work early one 
morning before you leave. 

In the orderly room we have Corporal Frank Brown; he's 
also leaving us this year and going aero s the car park to 3rd 
Group, on promotion. You'll be missed Frank, by whom I 
don't know, but you'll be missed. Al o helping out in the 
hot spot is our documents clerk Signalman Barry <Honda 250) 
Hanson (" and there I was bombing along the road at Halfway 
House when this brick detached itself from a building and 
jumped out in front of me ") ; don 't worry Barry we believe 
you, I think! 

'To round off our merry band of cribes is Signalman Billy 
(Gannin Hyem) Nicholls who man ages to find all the files 
Engineering Troop lose. 

The only people left to mention are the two chaps working 
in the M .T . We are waiting for Manning and Records to 
post us in some drivers but until that happens we are making 
do with Corporal Les Symons and I ance-Corporal Jan 
(Fangio) Radford. You're doing a grand job lads, keep it up. 

_.u.r s p orting nchievemenfs 
I think it would be right and proper at this. point to mention 

the Troop's sporting achievements, and chis I would do if we 
had any. However, Corporal •Taft ' Law· of Akrotiri Main 
detachment has just received his Army Cross-country Colours, 
so some of the Squadron are involved in sports other than 
darts and dominoes in the twilight hours along the Limassol 
by-pass. 

Last Friday evening, 25th February, the Squadron combined 
with 261 Squadron for a Warrant Officers' and Senior N.C.0 .s' 
dinner night to which the Officers were invited. I think the 
least said about this event the bett'!r in case the wives get 
hold of this copy of THE WIRE. I will, however, mention that 
there were four Mess members sitting down to breakfast on 
the Saturday in their Mess kit; if you want their names G .S.M. 
for casual meal money don't ring me, I'll ring you. 

Well, I must finish these notes here so that I may get away 
with the rest of the Troop for our hair appointments ready 
for a mug shot. Sorry no photograph- the camera broke. 

Our salaams to all other Regimental and Squadrons Staffs 
in the Corps, but once again don 't call us we'll call you . 

-
CLOTHING is still URGENTLY required 

by the WELFARE SECTION 
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The Volunteers 

Amalgamation of 2 Signal Group anJ 13 Signal 
Group (Volunteers) 

Left to right : Brigadier J. C. Clinch , Comi:nander 2 Sign~I Group. 
Colonel K. R. Gill, Deputy Com mander 2 Signal Group. L1eutenant
Colonel G. J. Curl, 37 Signal Regiment (V) . Lieutenant-Colonel P. 
J. Garratt, 38 Signal Regiment (V). Lieutenant-Colonel .P. A. Dally, 
71 Signal Regiment (V). Lieutenant-Colonel R. Goodwin-Jones, 32 
Signal Regiment (V}. Brigad ier A. C. Bate, O.B.E., Commandant 

School of Signals 

T he photograph is of interest in .that it sh~w Commander 
2 Signal Group Brigadier J. C. Clmch, handmg over the 13 
Signal Group cVolunteer ) flag in the presence of ~e Deputy 
Command 2 Signal Group and the four Commanding Officer 
of the T .A.V.R. Regiments at the T.A.V.R. weekend at Bland-
ford, 29th/30th January. · f 13 

The reason for the handover wa th~ amalgamauon ? 
Signal G roup ('II) and 2 ignal Grou~ 10 January, the utle 2 
Signal G roup being retained. T he flag 1tself has ~een presente~ 
t th Corps' museum to ommemorate the achievements an 
t~e ~irit of the Volunteers during their short hi~tory ui:idc.;r 
command of their Scotti h based headquarters. Fmall)'., It. is 
fitting that this flag should al o bear the signatures ~f Brigadier 
Peter Robertson, O.B.E., who was Comm~der 13 Signal Gro~p 
0/) and had just left for the wanner climates of Cyprus m 
earl . J anua and the irrepres ible Deputy Commander 
Col~nel Ian 1'votberspoon, T.D., who fortunately has no~ l:r 
his association with the Volunteer because he .ha a~sume .e 
appointment of Honorary Colonel 32nd (Scomsh) Signal Regi-
ment (V). 

34 Sig Regt (V) 
Teessid e, Leeds, Darlington, 

Tyneside and Hull 

Regimental first aid training pays off 

C
ORPORAL B. A. BASSETT of H.Q. Sq~dron rc:ce~tJy 

learnt the ' ~ss-<;>f-life; ' me~o<i o~ ~cial ~s;:~~ 
as part of his Bas1d Sign.alling Skills tra.UllDg. He . 
by Staff Sergeant Robinso'!-, also of H.Q. Squadron, usmg our 
very lifelike 'Resussy Annie' rr.o?el. 'ckl . 

His chance to use this training 10 earnest came very qw y, 
h dri · home one ev~";""' last month when he saw an e was vmg ~'O' 1 ed thrombosis He 
elderly man collapse with, he later :d artificial respir~tion 
sen~ ~or ~e ambulance and tJ:ieedn agp t the hospital authorities 
until 1t arrived The man SurVlV ' u . f B ' 
stated that h~ would probab~y have died but or assen s 
prompt and knowledgeable acuon. 
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.\m1n:1l F.F.ll . ins pec tion 

Once again me F.F.R Inspection was upon u~, although to 
our hard pressed Permanent Staff it only seems a few moi:im 
'since we were last inspected. The weekends ~~d ev~run~ 
before the inspection were spent in a flurry of activity while we 
did our housekeeping and we are J?lease;d to say that. our 
efforts did not appear to have been m vam. 49 ( WR) S1~l 
Squadron (Leeds) put on a vecy creditable performance '_Yith 
a quarter guard and parade, SO (~ . Signal. quadron (J?a!ling
ton) was engaged in classroom tral.IUilg, firing on the miruature 
range and mey demon.st.rated our awarenes of the n~ed for 
NB c training by staging a mock gas alarm dunng the 
m;p~on. 90 (NR) Signal quadron (¥iddles~rough) put a 

·ce balance to the inspection by havmg all its vo~unteers 
~gaged in a field Gommunica?on Centtt; ~erCJse . All 
seemed to go well and our ~~g o~cer Brigadier~· A. ] . 
Sturge expressed his satisfacaon with h !S two day~ of m.spec
tion. We now hope that we have manage~ to convmce him of 
the fact which all members of 34th Reg11nent are well aware 
of, that' this Signal Regiment in the North .of En~d com· 
pares favourably with any other Volunteer Signal Regunent. 

AT THE INSPECTION 

B · d' H A J Sturge talks to Staff Sergeant Ken W infie ld of 50 riga 1er . . · i 
(N) Signal Sq uadron Darlington during the Annual F.F.R. Inspect on 

of 34th (Northern) Signal Regiment (Volunteers) 

T raining wee k e nd a t UurnJs fon Barrack s -
Sc a rbor ough 

An ther useful R imental Training Weekend took place at 

B 
? Barracks egcarborough over the weekend 12th/13th 

urm ton ' S ' · · ·ed February in which a lot of hard t!ade rrammg was cam 
out The'Regiment wa vi ired at this weekend by Ok G~up 
Go~der Brigadier H. A. J. Sturge, who too a cen 
· · all he sa•" and went on to Hull on the Sunday to mterest JD n • f Lo- -' Thi · · ur detachment mere before leavmg or uuon. 
VlSlt o ' · ld Offic M~ weekend gave us an opporruruty to ho an ers 
Regimental Dinner Night when we were abl~ to ~~y ~c;ll 

T · ·ng Ma'ior Brian Gallagher who JS retmng shULu) 
to our r.uru . · h a...· d hi vife and is en tering the legal P.rof~sion. We w1 .,1m an ' 
every success in civilian life. 
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38 Sig Regt (V) Sheffield 

llPeruitln~ Symposium 
Publicity as a means of aiding recruitment-and how co get 

it-were among the maJt>r themes discus ed at a recent Publi.c 
Relations and Recruiting Symposium organised by 38th Regi-
ment (Volunteer ), in Sheffield. . . . 

ome of the an wers were given by pubhcny experts Michael 
Comer ew Editor of Sheffield's Morning Telegraph) and 
joumali m lecturer Ron Eyley. 

Their advice to any regiment anxiou to attract publicity 
included the following points: 
* Appoint your own P.R.0.-<>r bener still befriend a profes

sional journali t. 
* Keep your local newspapers and radio staion fully informed 

of all your activities-preferably BEFORE they happen. 
* Make sure that a senior officer is always available to answer 

questions. 
" Never overlook picture possibilitie (" a photograph i worth 

1 000 words "). 
* It's men that matter-not machines. 
* Keep out the military jargon (write about elf-loading rifles, 

not SLR's). 
* If vou want to write the story yourself, keep it short sharp 

and accurate. " Sell " the story ia the first entence. 

And 
" Remember that there is tremendous compet1t1on for free 

space in any newspaper. Don't be too upset if your storie 
are o:casionally left out. 
Other guest speakers at the Symposium were the well-known 

Derbyshire industrialist, Alderman Ernest Robinson, who out
lined the attitude of the employer to the part-time soldier; 
Mr. John Hemmings, careers master at a lo:aJ school, whose 
message was " ell yourself to the young people-they don't 
know who you are"; and Kenning Motor Group executive and 
local politician Councillor Derek Billings, who said forcibly 
" you must do all that you can to overcome public apathy 
towards your activities; you're not appreciated except in an 
emergency." 

Lecturettes from a represencative of the Army Careers Office 
who detailed Regular Army recruiting methods, and R.S.M. D. 
Sivell (38th Regiment), who explained the treatment and train
ing of the Volunteer soldier, completed a programme that also 
featured discussions on general re:ruiting te:hniques, advertis
ing me1lods, and the future of the Reserve Army. 

Guests and Mess members were welcomed by Major Peter 
Revill, Second-in-Command of the Regiment, who organised 
and chaired the Symposium, and they were thanked by 
Lieutenant-Colonel P. J. Garratt, Commanding Officer. 

39 Sig Regt {V} London 

An Officers' weekend 

H AVING survived Christmas, the New Year came in with 
a vengeance and the first significant event of the year 

was the Officers' weekend in Majorca. 
i..ast year we had the idea that it would be fun to take 

a ' package holiday ' abroad for members of the Mess. The 
idea evolved at about 3 a.m. after a dinner night in April, and 
the foUowing morning seemed even more attractive until, 
eventually, in January, 38 members of the Officers' Mess, with 
wives, took off from Gatwick for Majorca, and what turned out 
to be the most enjoyable weekend any of us have had for 
years. Little of what happened when we got there bears 
examination in depth, suffice to say the local brandy when added 
to 'dry' provides an interesting basis for a party. Ours went on 
for four days. For the technically minded, depart Gatwick 16.30 
hours Friday, arrive Gatwick 21.30 hours Monday, all in cost, 
less spending money, £17 each. Do not go on your own, it 
would be awful. 

ISS 

The Lerd Mayer's visit 

The Lord Mayor, Sir Edward Howard, Bt., and the Sheriffs 
arrived at 7.30 p.m. on 11th February, to meet the Officers and 
the other guests before touring the drill hall and visiting the 
Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess and the Lynx Club. At 
both places parties were in full swing and it was 8.45 p.m. 
before the Lord Mayor got to the Officers' Mess for dinner, 
to find the Officers and the remainder of the guests patiently 
waiting, having been drinking sherry since about 7 p.m., it can 
be said that the evening started in the right spirit. 

Amongst the guests were Field-Marshal Sir Gerald Templer, 
K.G.; General Sir Basil Eugster, K.C.B., K.C.V.O., C.B.E., 
D.S.O., M.C., G.O.C.-in-C. Southern Command; the Master 
of the Skinners' Company The Hon. L. H. L. Cohen; The 
Lord Provo t of Dundee, the Mayors of Hackney, Tunbridge 
Wells and Banbury; The Representative Colonel Commandant 
Major-General Sir John Anderson, K.B.E., and the S.0.-in-C. 
(Army) Major-General J . M. Sawers, M.B.E. 

THE LORD MAYOR WITH THE 39th REGIMENT 
Left to right: Major Ron Etherington, The Right Honourable The 

Lord Mayor, Sir Edward Howard , Bt., The S.0.-in-C. 

DISTINGUISHED GUESTS 
Le~ to right : The Chairman, the Greater London T.A.V.R. Associa
t ion , Colonel B. R. Wood, O .B.E., T.D., D.L., Field-Marshal Sir 

Gerald Templer, K.G ., the Commanding Officer 

Ski-ing at Glenshee 

As if it wasn't adventurous enough for the Permanent Staff 
to serve with the T .A.V.R. , they fe!t an urge to make up 
a ski-party and conned Major John Bedford into ' leading them,' 
this he did and as further penance he was asked to write about 
it for these notes. We congratulate all on obtaining their 
bronze certificates in spite of everything. Now read on: 

"What do T.A.V.R. Regiments do with Permanent raff 
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Instructors? Work them ~even days a week, perhaps ~ay thank 
vou and then forget them? 39th (City of London) Signal Regi
ment (V) tried to kill them as well. 

Recently seven senior P.S.l.s led by Major John Bedford 
and R.S.M. Terry M~tin went ski-i~g at Glenshee. T.he civilian 
instructor, an engagmg yo~th with . rat~er fet:hmg bl<;>nd 
ringlets found his class consisted of eight ill-balan:ed soldiers 
and an attractive lady named ' Lil ' who became our mascot. 

ki-ing would appear to bring hidden characteristics of man 
from Yeoman Maurice Campbell's stoic persistence and strong 
phvsical resemblance to Nanook, to Sergeant Wallie Marsden's 
inclination to rob corpse for better kit. A number o_f spec
tacular falls in the early stages led to some bad sprams and 
the R.S.M. had hardly touched the .ground before Marsden 
started to rob him of his boots and sucks. 
' A<:> the course progressed more, some movements brought 
their own spectacular results. The R.S.M. a~tempted to 
traverse a gully eight feet up in a movement ak~n to a wall 
of death act before bailing out onto an ~nsuspectmg C::orporal 
Norrie Baird plodding away below. 1: he 0.C. havmg lo~t 
complete control of the two scaffold planks . stra.pp~d to his 
feet decided that a nearby large buxom Aussie girl mstructor 
{known to us as the great Australian outback) would make 
a soft landing, but he escaped! 

Sergeant Alex Lackie be;;ame so enraptured by the ight of 
the O.C. being dragged off the ski tow by an R.C.T. colleague 
that he attempted to ski both sides of a telegraph pole at the 
same time, with understandably disastrous resul . 

Fortunately injuries proved not to be serious and all. returned, 
approximately SO gallons of McEwans Export later, with bronze 
certificates." 

~lilitury ucth·ities 

Having read this far you will be asking do they do any 
soldiering? Well, the answer is "Yes!" We are delighte~. to 
~ay our attendance figures are. up o.n la~t year .and our recrumng 
is still going well, the ' machme ' 1s still turrung out tradesmen 
and women apace, and we can assure all other Regiments that 
we will not (yet) be opening up in their areas. 

The next big overseas exercise, ' Fox Cub ' by name, ~kes 
place in early April and again we will be parachuting mto 
Denmark to do battle with the Jaegercorps; they are wonderful 
hosts. Other detachments wiU be going to Cypru , Malta(?), 
Gibraltar and B.A.O.R. and working back to our two weekend 
training centres where about two-thirds of the Regiment will 
be situated. A busy season is about to start. 

-Sport-
They brought the Cup home for the Corps 

;.--

21st Regiment's great cross country team. They achieved a notable victory in the Army Cross Country Championships at Pirbright on 25th 
February (see account overleaf) 

· cs M I Woods Sergeant Cottam, Corporal Turvey, Corporal Woodford 
Standing : Sergeant Gue, CS1gnalmalnCYou~g,ll Se.rg~~nt Hold~n. Corporal Roissetter, Sergeant Macmillan, Sergeant Storer 

Kneeling : Corporal Venus, orpora amp e • 
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Royal Signals Dominate Anny Cross-Country 
Championships 

r-r-iHE Anny Cross-country Championships, for 1971/72 
eason were held at the Guards Depot, Pirbright on 

Friday, 25th February. This was a memorable day for the 
Corps, for not only did 21st Signal Regiment wm the team 
championship in supreme style, but Corps runners gained 
good placings in the individual ratings. The Army Cross
country team this year will therefore contain no less than five 
Royal Signals athletes out of a total team strength of eight. 
Altogether a wonderful performance. 

At loi1g last ! 

On the 25th February at Pirbright. the frustration , anxietie 
and sorrows of two years of near misses were finally swept 
away when 21st Signal Regiment won the Army Cro s-country 
Championships for the first time ever. 

Apart from being a momentous result for Regimental and 
Corps prestige this was a personal triumph for W.0.2 (C.S.M.1.) 
Woods, who saw a complete vindication of his training methods 
as the team runners finished in 1st, 7th 9th, 17th, 18th, 19th 
and 21st positions. This would be a very good result in a league 
race but to achieve such a score in an Army championship 
is unheard of. It was a fitting reward for a winter season of 
unrelenting hard work at building up background fimess and 
racing ability, but never losing sight of the objective - the 
Army championships. The margin of victory was huge - 100 
points! - but equally impressive was the relaxed and assured 
manner in which. it was achieved. This was the expected 
result of a planned, hard and progressive schedule which 
built up to a total of 100 miles a week over the two months 
preceeding the race. All credit is due to the first team pool 
who followed this exa::ting routine with commendable courage 
and persistence, but who never lo t at any time the good 
humour and the high morale o necessary in usraining such 
a prolonged build up. 

The raee itseli 

The championships were staged with typical Guards pre
cision and took pla::e in ideal weather conditions. The morale 
of the team wa given a big lift by the large turn out of Royal 
Signals Officers and personnel, both servin~ and retired, who 
encouraged and cheered as Corporal Bill Venus and Sergeant 
George Holden led their team to victory over the winding 
three-lap course. A novel feature of the race which increased 
spectator value was the way in which a Household Cavalryman 
on horseback led the runners round the course blowing a hunt
ing horn. This will not be incorporated in our own races, as 
Corporals Fred Roissetter and Graham Campbell are fed 
up with Sergeant Ray Storer using equine allergy as an excuse 
for finishing behind them! 

Our thanks go to the Training Brigade at Catterick for 
releasing our two exiles, Sergeant Mick Gue and Corporal John 
Turvey, from courses. Their arrival restored the team to full 
strength, and enabled them to face the race with· complete 
confidence. Although both runners were slightly below t'1eir 
usual form, they ran with typical courage and tenacitv to finish 
in 7th and 21st positions. Sergeant Pete MacMillan, in his first 
serious attempt for Army Colours, ran exceptionally well to 
finish in 9th place and put himself in line for fir t reserve
a very creditable effort. 

Bur pride of place of course goes to Corporal Bill Venus, 
who wor. for the third time the Individual Championship in 
fine style. He now says 32 is the best age for a cross-country 
runner and certainly belies the theory of the oldens that its 
a youngsters sport. 

Sergeant Chris Cottam ran well above previous performances 
to finish in 28th position, a run which augers well for track 
performance later in the season. Signalman Ray Young ran 
a very steady race to finish well up the field in 82nd position, 
a good performance in an Army Championship. Mention must 
also be made of Corporal Keith Woodford who. as reserve 
runner would have made the first team in anv other unit, 
unselfishly encouraged and supported his team mates at every 
run. His determination is such that rumours o~ him alreadv in 
training for ne'tt season should not be discounted! , 
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[Photo: Captain John Reed 

THE BEST DRINK IN THE WORLD 
C.S.M.1. Woods tries the champagne in the victory cup. Looking on 
Captain (Q.M.) Terry Cantle. He did much to foster cross country 
running when in the 21st Regiment. Now he is with the 37th Signal 

Regiment (V) at Bristol 

Among the athletes of other units, our congratulations go 
to Signalman Mick Rideout of 13th Signal Regiment and 
Sergeant Brazil of the School of Signals, for finishing in third 
and fifth place respectively, and thus joining Corporal Bill 
Venus, Sergeant Mick Gue and Sergeant George Holden in 
the Army team. Indeed a Signal effort by all concerned! 

Friends and supporters 

Of course none of it would have been possible without the 
active encouragement, help and support given by so many 
people, notably the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel 
R. G. Phippard, the Station Commander of R.A.F Wildenrath, 
Group Captain Black, and all the Officer and men of the 
Regiment. Our special thanks must go to Captain ' Bob ' Todd, 
who unselfishly accepted the absence of a good part of his 
Troop for frequent and extended intervals. (Who said tech
nicians were tied to workbenches?). Finally, of course, our 
thanks to Major lngledow and 2?.3 Sil!lnl Squadron who kindly 
accommodated the whole team for rhc final few days in U .K. 
before the championships. 

For fhe record 

There were several honours gained on the road to the 
championships. The Rhine Area League (won fQr the third 
time), the Rhine Area Champion~hips (won for the seventh 
time in succession) and the B.A.0.R. Championships (for the 
third time in succession) nor to mention 1st and 3rd B.A.0.R. 
Individuals. The B.A.0.R. Championship was particularly 
notable as the eight scoring runners finished 1-2-3-4-5-6-9-12 
making a total of 42 penalty point . 1st Cheshire were second 
with 139 penalty points. 

It has been an immensely atisfying season, and we look 
forward to the summer and the athletics season. A win in the 
Army Athletics Championships will not only make it three 
wins in a row, bur also the firsr ever cross-country and athletics 
'double.' 

Foofnote by C.O. 

Whilst driving into Win::hester along the road that passes 
223 Signal Squadron Barrack on the morning of Saturday, 
26th February, and with the day before' success fresh in mind 
two runners were seen on a training run . . . Guess who ? 
Corporal Venus and Signalman Young keeping fit the day after! 

CORPS RUGBY 

Results of recent matches: Corps 39 R.A.F. (90 Signal 
Group) 6 - Corps 27, Royal Military Academy 6 - Corps 
6, Royal Corps of Tran port 10. 
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WINKWORTHS 
MAIN CHRYSLER DEALER 

and 
YOUR EXPORT SPECIALIST 

0 FF ER 
HUNTERS • AVENGERS • RAPIERS 

AND 

e FANTASTIC SAVINGS ON TAX FREE AND TAX 
PAID CARS 

e SELECTIVE LARGE COMPREHENSIVE STOCKS AVAIL
ABLE 

e SPECIALIST H.P. TERMS- 3 YEARS TO PAY 
e ALL PAPER WORK - DOCUMENTATIONS COM· 

PLETED FOR YOU 
e FREE DELIVERY IN U.K. 
e SPECIAL INSURANCE TERMS AND FACILITIES 
e TRADE-IN SCHEME AGAINST FUTURE PURCHASE 
e STEREO- CAR RADIO SPECIALISTS/DISTRIBUTORS 
e PART EXCHANGE WELCOMED 
e FANTASTIC SPARES-DELIVERY-EXPORT-SERVICE 
e SPECIAL DELIVERY RATES TO GERMANY 
e WE CLOSE ONLY ON CHRISTMAS DAY 
e CAR HIRE FACILITIES 

HIRE PURCHASE FACILITIESi.IF NEEDS BE 
WE SPECIALISE, AIM TO PLEASE & BACK UP 

BRIDGWATER 
Telephone: Bridgwater 

SOMERSET 
3486/7 /8/9 

WHAT CAN YOU OFFER ME? 

I am interested in:· 

CAR : 

I have ,..for trade-in:
no 

Car 

Year ..... 

...... . .. ................. ·····~·· .. ·······"'' .. . 

Model 

Condition 
• Dtl~te wh1chttver is not applicable 

REQUIRED FOR USE IN : 

Country ... 

Name ..... . 

Rank & No. 

Address . 
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Buy your better 
clothes at Moss Bros 

Suits from £34·00 
Shirts from £4· 75 
Shoes from £7-00 
Hats from £4·20 

Moss Bros 
OF COVENT GARDEN 

12 BLAKE STREET, YORK 
Tel: 0904-58777/8 

10 QUEEN STREET, SALISBURY 
Tel: 0722-22418 

Moss Bros are buyers of Army, Naval and R.A.F. Swords, 
Sporting Guns, Fishing Rods and Tackle. Saddlery, Ski Equipment, 

Golf Clubs and everything that men wear. 
OFFICIAL TAILORS TO THE ROYAL SIGNALS 
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LIFE ASSURANCE 
ITS FUNCTION. The main function of Life Assurance is the protection of present or prospective dependants against hardship 
resulting from your premature death and provision for yourself and them in later years if you survive normally. 

INVESTMENT. Life Assurance, especially Endowment Assurance, is however also the best possible long-term investment, 
because the money is invested wisely, and partly in "growth equities," by the Life Assurance Companies and because it is the only 
form of investment subsidised by the Government. The subsidy consists of Iµcomc Tax Allowance on two-fifths of Premiums, 
For those liable to Tax at 38.75%, this means 15.5% abatement. Thus, a net outlay of £&+so a year provides a premium 
ol £100 a year, which is 18.34 % increase. 
SELECTION. There is a deal of difference between Companies and between various types of Policy. Therefore, do NOT 
deal direct with any Company or its representatives. You need the unbiased advice of a Broker specialising in Service problems. 
I offer this advice without fee or obligation. I am not tied to any Company, and select the most favourable for each type of risk. 
INFORMATION REQUIRED. May I suggest you should let me know your date of birth, whether married or single, dates of 
birth and sexes of children, rates of pay and next increase, and how much you can afford in addition to any existing outlay. 
H you have any Policies in force, I recommend you to let me inspect them and tell you whether they are good value. In any case 
they may affect the type of new Policy you should consider. With this information, I can give you recommendations which you 
can accept or reject as you please. 

RETIRED or RETIRING OFFICERS arc advised to consult me in regard to House Purchase, Investment of Capital, and 
the advantages of commuting half Retired Pay. 

SURTAX and E STATE DUTY. Suitable action can greatly reduce the burden. If these problems arc at all large let m~ 
advise you how to increase your net income AND net estate. 

GENERAL ASSURANCES. We also arrange Kit, Motor, Winter Sports and all other Insurances in the best markets. 

R. ~~W';ITfains R. T. WILLIAMS LTD. F.C.l.B. 

Major 
T . F . William• 

F.C .T.B 

2 , Duke Street, Brighton, BN 1 1 DE 
Telephone Brighton 28181 (2 lines) 

Incorporated Insurance Brokers 
Incorporated Life Assurance Brokers 

Member of the Services Insurance Brokers Association 

Association News 

Reatling Branch 
Hon. Secretary: Alan E. Foot, Esq., 96 Chiltern Crescent, 

Earley, Reading. 
At the annual general meeting of the Reading Branch, held 

at Br<?Ck Barra_cks on ~hursday, 6th January, it was reported 
that smce the maugurauon of the Branch in January, 1971, 90 
members had enrolled and new members were joining every 
month. During 1972 the meetings would continue to be held 
at Brock Barracks on the first Friday-of each month. 

~ollowing the Chairman's Repon on the varied activities 
during_ 1971, and the adoption of the Financial Report, the 
following o_fficers ~ere elecre9 for 1972: Chairman, Coloqel H. 
Shorter; Vice-Chairman, Ma1or F. K. Bailey; Hon. Secretary, 
Mr. Alan E. Foo•· Hon. Treasurer, Mr. Dave Norris. 

After the A.G.M. the 80 persons present enjoyed a Cheese 
and Wine Pany in the Dragon Club. 

A year ef r Pm a rkahle progress 
The Chairman of the Branch in his annual report said· 
" :i;:ouowing the successful inaugural meeting of the · new 

Reading Branch of the Royal Signals Association a year ago, 
we ~ve now ?oubled our initial membership and are close to 
attalllll1g 100 10 total. This speaks well of the interest shown 
by all. members in the Br~nch and the hard efforts by your 
COIIUIUttce to prepare a vaned programme for the year. Indeed 
only a week following the inaugural meeting a Dance and Social 
m the Dragon Club, a trip to the Royal T ournament, the 
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OLD COMRADES CELEBRATE A REMARKABLE YEAR OF 
PROGRESS 

Phot ograph taken on 6th January, 1972 at the Annual Meeting of 
Reading Branch 

Left to righ t : Messrs. J. C. (Jock) Otton , H. K. Whi t e, Lieutenant· 
Colonel G. P. Murray, Colonel H. G. Shor ter , Captain R. F. Erskine, 

Major T. G. Robinson and W .0 .1 H. Bell 
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Catterick Reunion weekend and Annual D inner had been 
discussed and planned. Our first event, the Dance and Social, tO?k p_lace ?n 27th 
March and proved to be an . enjoy~ble ~ve~ng m spite of a 

oor attendan::e. By some 10cred1ble 1uggling b~tween the 
~e::retary and Treasurer a net profit of lp was ac~ieved ! 

Our next event, the Royal Tournament at Earl s Court O? 
12th June was better supported and 60 members took th_eu 
seats in the hall, although for those w~iting at Slough. Station 
there were some anxious il!'ome~ts until the c?ach arrr".'ed. 

We quickly followed this with the Cattenc~ ~eumon on 
26th/27th June, and all those who attended said it . ha_d been 
the finest they had ever seen. The food and hosp1taµty was 
excellent and the Sunday parade. a memorable o::cas1on. We 
look forward to even better ones m the future. 

The summer recess took place in August and Septemb~r and 
come October we again launched into the programme with the 
Tramps' Supper at Windsor. There was an excell~nt fish and 
·h· buffet good bar facilities and a discotheque which soon had . Ip ' . . 
everyone swrngmg. . . . T 

All agreed we must have a similar one m early 1972. o 
those who were not able to .go, I can certainly re.commend th_e 
Drill Hall at Win-:lsor as an ideal place for entertamment of this 
sort. 

We now come to the highlight of the year, the Annual Dmner 
in the Dragon Club. No effort had been spared by many people 
to make this evening worthy of our new branch, and a memor
able evening for ourselves and all our guests. ':"c can onl 
hope that our next dinner comes up to the same high standards. 

I make no apologies for the length of this report. It must 
necessarily . encompass our main events of the pa_st year and 
incorporate our hopes and thoughts for the commg year. It 
has been the desire of your committee to cater for all taste 
and interests and we hope these have been met. We can look 
forward to more so::ial events like the Tramp_s' Supper,_ excur
sions to places or events of interest and Signal reumon~ at 
Catterick and Blandford. We also wish . to mak~ our Friday 
evening sessions less formal and present items of mterest from 
Royal Signals past and present. 

We obviously need new ideas and suggestions all ~e time 
and must be flexible to adapt those that have_ potenual. and 
curtail those which do not appeal The commmee appom~ed 
by you and accountable to you at the year end must be recepuve 
of these ideas and in turn must have your full support. whe.n 
promoting them. I am sure that we can only go. forward ~ ~~s 
spirit and I look forward in 1972 to sharing m the acuv1ue.~ 
of a branch which is keen to progress and a pleasure to erve. 

Personal Affairs 
- Obituary - -

Lieutenant (. A. Langley 
A V lent writes: th d h f 

· lt ·is with much regret that I have !O report e eat o 
Lieutenant C. Langley, at Fleet H.o~p1tal, on Monday, 2~~ 
Februa Cecil Alexander Langley 1010ed the Corps as. a_ . ) 

the 1'~d October, 1921 and went to Mar~sfield.. On 1ommg 
~ans service he served with 'A' Corp~ Signals at. Ew hott, 
thence to S.T .C., India, Kohat and retumm~ to U .K. m 1936. d 

In 1938 he was po ted to Hong Kong Signal CompI?' ~ 
taken pris~ner of war on the fall of the ~olony if ~941. ur~~ 
his so"oum as a prisoner he was. on the ill-fated Lisbon Mar , 
the J~panese P.O.W. ship which _was sunk off tl:e coast of 
Japan This he survived and was m Osaka P.O.W. c~pd ~!1 
retu~lll!; to the U.K., in 1945, he solc;liered ~n an~ game is 
commission but stayed in the U.K., until he finished 10 1956. 

Lieutenant Langley will always be remembered by the lads 
of the old Hong Kong Signal Company as ' Skeets. As recently 
as 1970 he attended the reunion dinner of the old Company 
at Blandford Camp. He leaves a widow and one daughter now 
livin in Canada. His cremation took place_ at Aldershot on 
Frid;y 3rd March, and among the floral tributes ~e~e those 
from the Chairman and all members of the Assocrauon 

1 
~Z~ 

members of the Hong Kong Sign~! ~mpany, 1939 to · 
He was a life member of the A soc1at10n. 

Signalman B. l Bleastlale 
Signalman B. J. Bleasdale who recently oa sed away .at~!,;~

mouth, saw service with the Corp f~~f!l 1941 to 1946, h 
a man with very wide technical ab1lit1es and . a strong ;ellse 
of adventure. After the war he ioine? the SJ?!!~pore 0 . c: 
as a technical radio maintenance oflker m a peciali edthaplfi:1t 
ment. He planned organised and inst~led one of e. e t 
WT radio communication net-works IJ?- south-east As1~ and 
w~s ~es onsible for maintaining it at a high grade of eff!c1e!1cy. 
He wa~ awarded the Colonial Police Medal for mentonous 
service in 1957. . . . d "fe red 

After leaving Singapore his spmt o~ a venture mam sand 
itself and he had a five ton sloop built at Hong Kong 
. ailed it single-handed to Falmouth. . . 

He was a Life Member of the Assoc1auon. . S. 
s m athy is expressed to his family in their sad lo · . 1g

na~atf Bleasdale's mother - Mrs. Dorothy Bleasdale - hve 
at Alpha Cottage, Dittisham, Dartmouth, Devon. 

Sergeant Michael O'Gorman 
It is with regret that we record the following deat\p~rg~~t 

Michael O'Gorman at his home on 130 Februarv. 15 ~ \ 
address: Mrs. N. P . O'Gorman, 3 Regma Clo e, Manor ar 
Worcester. 
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- Movements 

Officers 
Major w. B. Archer ... . .. To 11th Regiment (H.S.) (to retire) 
Lieutenant-Colonel D . M . F. Barker ,, School of Signals. 
Major B. J. Burke ,, 2 Div. H.Q. & S1g"lal Regt. 
Lieutenant T . Bushell ., 15{~~~(~~'tt.-Col.) 
Major T. A. Byrne 
Captain (T.O.T.) D. D. Clarke .. 14th Regiment 
Lieutenant-Colonel D. W . W. Cooper .• M.O.D. (PEPS) 
Caoptain R. Coclr.roft .. 8th Regiment 
Captain J. D. Cox ,. 7th Regiment 
Captain R. B. H. Cox .. . ., H .Q. I (BR) Corps 
Lieutenant M. R. Cross •• 26 A.Y.T. 
Lieutenant S. J. Davies .. . ., 24 Airportable Bde. H.Q. & 

Signal Squadron 
Lieutenant R. H . G . Elford 4 Guards Arm. Bde. H .Q. & 

Signal Squadron 
Lieutenant C. J. Geldard 83 A.Y.T. 
Major B. O. Haw . . . . .. .. H .Q., U.K.L.F. 
Major G. A. M. Holland M.O.D. (M36) 
Captain (T.O.T.) A. Holmes .. . 3rd Signal Group 
Lieutenant-C<>lonel G. A. Horner U.K.I.C.C. 
Captain A J. R. Jackman ,, 13th Re~mcnt 
Lieutenant D . B. Jones .. · ~6A5~~adron Captain J. H. Lowe . . . . . 
Captain (T.O.T.) R. Lund .. ,. 27th Reg'ment 
Major R. A. MacHeath .. . . . . . . ., M.O.D. (Sigs. 32) 
Lieutenant-Colonel J. A. J. Massey. 

ly\ ,B.E. U.K.C.I.C.C. 
223 Squadron . Captain (Tfc.) A. G. Maxwell 

Captain J. H . M•"Y .... ... 
Lieutena'lt A. W. Merrick 
Major G . H . Morgan .. 

School o( Signals (as Moior) 
6 QE OGR 

., 19 AirpcY.table Bde. H .Q. & 
S•gnal Souadron 

.. H.Q .. U .K.L .F. Colonel W. G. Neil on ... 
· Lieutenant D. C. PatterS0'.1 

Major F . H. Pedley ... 
Lieutenant C. H. R1ch11rdson 
Major R. S. Rowland .. . 
Captain D. W. Stanley .. . 

Captain (T.O.T.) T. McK. 

Lieutenant A. Sugdon .. 
Major R. J. Tm.mer ... 
Maior P. D. Tidey 
Major G. C. Verdon 
Captain M. P . Walker 
Captain N. F. Wood 

Stoddart, 
M.B.E. 

W.O.s arid Scrgean.ts 

Sergeant P. A. Cossins 
Sergeant R. Porter 
Sergeant R. A. McEwen 
Sergeant J. Logan 

Sergeant P. D. Shawyer 

crgeant M. T. Field 
ergeant A. W. Smith 

• ergeant R. 0. Brown 

7 ut Regiment (V) 
., 21st Regiment 

34th Regiment ( 
,, gth Rer.imcnt i-·• 

39 In . Bde. H.Q. & ~·-
Squadron. 

•• 244 quadron (1 t Com.) 

.• ~·~·i>iv. H .Q. & Sig. Regt . 
H .Q., B.A.0.R . 
H.Q. , 1st Division 
H.Q .. B.A.0.R. . 
4th Di••. H.Q. & Sig. Regt. 

., 36th Regirnc.ut (V) 
30th Regiment 
l7th Regiment (V) 

chool of ignals 
(No. 31 F. of . Cour.e) 
chool of ignals 

o. 33 F. of S. Counc) 
.. 8th Regiment 

:1.1 t Regiment 
School Of Signals 

(No. 3 F. of S. Cour ) 
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erg ant R. ~. James 

rgeant J. Logan 

chool of Signals 
(No.. 33 F. of . Co"''" 

School of S:gnal s 

. er~eant H. Hetherington 
·ergcant D. A. Clarke 
ergcant Jarratt 

( o. 33 F. of . Cour>c 
.. ., 29 Eng. Bde. Sig. Tp. \\ ' 

8th Regiment 

erg nt A. J. Millinitton 
• crgcant J. Rhind 
. ergcant C. J. Tapp 

ergcant R. Ru sell 
erg ant B. A. Boon 
ergeant P. . B. Lamb 

., 262 Squadron 
3 Div. Sig. Rcgt. 

. , 1 Div. Sig. Rcgt. 
4 Di\'. Sig. Regt. 

.. 248 Gurkhn qundron 

.. I ltb Regiment 
1 Div. Sig. Regt. 

crgeant R. W. McL.~cn 
eri~canc E. C. Jone 

'ergeant J. Adam 

••• J 

ergcanc D Pentland 
ergcanc G. F. Leake 

Sergeant G. A. Fenn 
'crgcanc G. Ainsworth 
ergeant B. W. Calverlc' 
ergeant R. Hawkin . 
ergeant K. R. Adams 
ergeant R. A. 'orris 
ergeant R. Fortune 

ergeant M. P. ull~· 
ergcant J. P. Tunney 
ergeaot B. W. Cutler 
crgeant T. A. Poingdestre 
ergeant D. S. Frapc 
ergcant J. B. Fuller 

W.0.1 K. Mason ... . ... 
W.0.2 (F. of S.) D. R. Timron 
W.0.2 (F. of S.) J. G . Bradford 
W.0.2 E. H. Lequesne .. . .. 
W.0.2 J. Boyle ... .. . 
\V.0.2 (Y. of S.) W. C. G. W:t:J 
W.0.2 D. J. T. Poole ... 
W.0.2 ·.of S.) L. Yatc .. 
W.0.2 (Y. of S.) R. M . Frost 
A/\V.0.2 (Y. of .) J. T. :-:oon 

talf Sergeant A. Morpeth ... 

chool of ignals 
( 'o. 22 Y. of . Cour~t.· 

8th Regiment 
8th Regiment 
24-1 Squadron 
Stb Regime:11 
30th Re1timent 
1 Div. S:g. Regt. 

.. School of Signals 
( o. 22 Y. of S. Course. 

., 2 Div. Sig. Regt. 
7tb Reg·mcnt 
39 Airpartable Bdc. ig. 
7 Armd. Bdc. ;g. qn. 
71 t Regime1t (V) 
8th Regment 

,, 8th Regiment 
H.Q. Trg. Bde. R. Sigs. 
242 Squadron 

.. 1st Div. Signal Regt. 
Birmingham Univer ity . O.T. 
H.Q. Trg. Bde., R. Sig•. 
9th Regiment 

.. 24g G urkba Sig. Sqn. 
10th Regiment 

.. 19 Airportable Bde. Sig. q n. 

taff Sergeant W. C. Donkin . .. . .. ,. 
JOCP T eam Project H aig 
uth Regiment, 2 Sqn. 

Staff Sergeant T. Dolan ... . . . . . . 
Staff Sergeant (F. of .) J. Finney ... 

taff Sergeant (F. of S.) G. B. C larke 

nth Regime:>t, 2 Sqn. 
226 Squadron 
3rd Div. Signal Regiment 

Your 
EASY 

~ -·-···~" 
.~ _ _:~·i:·;: ·.~ 
·z;:;.;;z:, 

qn. 

LOW COST WAY 
totheU.K. · 
DAILY SAILINGS AT 
REDUCED FARES 
FROM BELGIUM AND 
FRANCE TO DOVER BY 

mWNSIND 
THDRISIN* 
CAR FERRIS ZEEBRUCCE-OBVER1CALAIS·DOVEB 

tatT Seigc~nt (F. of S.) M. A. 
Walker .• 26:: ' quadron 

Staff Sergeant \F. o[ S.) C. .\\ Snuth .. 233 Squadron 
taff ergeant (F. of .) K. G. Jones .. 8th Regiment 

Sergeant G. H. Wtumon SHAPE.H.Q. Comd. & Sp. (BE 
ergeant A. M. Hegan .. . 9th Reguncnt 

Sergeant C. A. Hinton ... 21st Regiment 
Sergeimt M. Hirst . . . 259 Squadron 
Sergeant R. G. ButJin . . . 10th Regiment 
Sergeant R. Habergham . . . School of Signnls 

ergeant S . Drika ... .. School of Signals 
eigeant K . E. Clark . . . School of Signals 

' crgeant E. J. Tait .. . 240 Squadron 
ergeant B. M . Hudson .. . .. Army Apprentices College 

Harrogate 
30th Regiment 
30th Regiment 
7th Regiment 

ergcant K. Blackburn .. . 
Sergeant P . G . Stuart .. . 

ergeant P. H . Buttle .. . 
ergeaot J . Jennings 

Sergeant J. K . Wall ... 
Sergeirnt M. K . Wilmott 
ergeant B. G. D. Nichol 
ergeant R. J. Buxton ... 
"rgeant R. E. Hambleton 
ergeant 0. J. Burrows 

e:geant K. E. Russell 

Sergeant G. W . Downie 
e:geant B. F. Williams 
ergeaot D. Liddell 

Sergeant D. T . Kendall 
ergeant A. P. Lomll'X 

<rgeant G. R. Cole 

A , Sergeant E. Gunn 
A Se:geant S. J . Steer 

crgeant J. Batkin 
Sergeant W. Kitching 

ergeant A. McMillan 

ergeant W. R. H&rmsworth 
ergeant D . R. Parker ... 
e:geant J. G. Chambers 
ergeant R. G. Walkinshaw 

Sergeant H . E. Hearns 
Sergeant E. Bell . .. . .. 
Sergeant P. J. E. Hilton 
A / Serge:tm V. N. Hulme 

Army Aviation Centre 
Army Aviation Centre 
Jrd Div. Sig. Regt. 
30th Regiment 
3 Div. Sig. Regt. 
233 Squadron 

chool of Signals 
(Y. of . Course No. 22) 
chool of Signals 
(Y. o[ S. Course No. 22) 

r Jth Regiment 
13th Rc11iment 
9th Regi.mcnt 
32nd Regiment (V) 
Army Apprentices' College . 

Harrogate 
.. 4 Guards Armoured Bde. Sig. 

Sqn. 
., 19 Airportable Bde. Sig. Sqn 

8th Regiment · 
., 27th Regiment 

8th Regiment 
., 4 Guards Armoured Bde. Sit(. 

Sqn. 
., 5 Airportable Bde. ig. Sc;n. 
., 14th Regiment 
.. 262 Squadron 
.. 7th Regiment 
.. School of Signals 

8th Regiment 
.. 7th Regiment 

HAPE Comd. & Sp. (B .E.) 

REDUCED PASSENGER FA RES VEA R ROUN D. 
CARS, CARAV ANS, TRAI LERS, etc . taken for 

HALF TH E NORMAL CHARGE 
from OCT. t o MAY inclusive. 

e Up to 6 SAILINGS A DAY from Zeebrugge. 

• Reduced fares for British and Commonwealth Forces and 
dependants, also attached civilians and their dependants 
stationed on the Continent of Europe. 

• Economical catering and bar prices on board Townsend 
Thoresen drive on / drive off ships. 

FULL DETAILS FROM 

M I LATRAVEL Offices, Local Travel Agents, G.S.N. Co., m .b.h., 
Graf-Adolf-Strasse 12, Dusseldorf 4, Fur ness Travel , 
Groenplaats 42, Antwerp, or Townsend Thoresen Car Ferries, 
Car Ferry Terminal, Zeebrugge or Gare de Transit, Calais. 
U.K. Bookings through your Motoring Organi sation, T ravel Agent 
or the Townsend Thoresen offices at : 
127 REGENT STREET, LONDON W .1. 

1 Camden Crescent, DOVER. 

Tel : 01 734 4431 
and 01 437 7800 
Tel : Dover 2721 
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OPERATORS 
LEAVING THE ARMY SOON ••• ? 

Why not contact 

THE THREE TEES ·AGENCY 

THE Specialist Employment Bureau for 
Telex, Teleprinter and Telephone Operators 
where you are assured of a welcome and 
free advice and guidance on career prospects 
in the commercial world. 

THE THREE TEES TRAINING SCHOOL 
has the full range of Telex and Teleprinter 
machines and Commercial Telephone Boards 
and offers free tuition to those seeking em
ployment, both Permanent and Temporary. 

110 fleet St., 
London, E.C.4. 
(01·353 3611) 

Call, write or phone: 
124 Regent St., 
London, W.I. 
(01-734 0365) 

20 Eastcheap, 
London, E.C.3. 
(01-626 0601) 

The Lord Weymouth School 
W arrnister, Wiltshire 

(Founded 1707) 

The Master: I. R. P. Green, M.A. (Cantab.) 

Let the ' Exigencies of the Service ' take you 
where they will, but use the generous allowances 
available to give your children the confidence 
that comes from a continuous education. 

Our Staff has considerable experience in teach
ing and administering Service children. 

Small Classes; Individual Attention; Highly 
Qualified Staff; Recognised by the Department 
of Education and Science for 50 years as Efficient; 
non profit-making charitable trust. Ordinary 
Leve 1, C.S.E.. Advanced Level, University 
Entrance. 

Boys 10-18, Girls after 'O' Level. Day and 
Boarding. Moderate Fees. 

For Prospectus, write to Bursar, or telephone 
Warminster 3358 or 3038. 

Printers 

Publishers 

Ne,vspaper P.-oprietors 

Lithographers 

Process Engravers 

Parsons and Printing. Like the Services, we have a tradition to uphold, at the 
same time taking advantage of scientific progress in this age of mechanisation, 
yet maintaining, through a special department, a personal and helpful link with 
customers, whom we are ever willing to advise with their production problems 

F. J. Parsons Ltd 
The Adelphi , John Adam Street, London WC2N 6AY 01-839 715 1 

Printing works at H astings, Folkestone, Bexhill and Lewes 
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ANNA VAllEY MOTORS (Amesbury) lTD. 
HIGH STREET, AMESBURY, WILTSHIRE 

Telephone: AMESBURY 2248/2249 

SERVICES BUY-BACK SAVINGS SCHEME 

In the past Servicemen posted overseas at short notice have had difficult problems with the disposal 
of their cars. Storage is expensive and ties up capital. 

Sale through the local press takes time and a quick sale to a local garage may not realise the best 
price. None of these methods is entirely atisfactory to the Serviceman. 

To overcome this problem and to help serving members of the forces ANNA VALLEY MOTORS 
(AMESBURY) LTD. are introducing their new Services Buy-Back Scheme, the salient points of which 
are as follows:-

(1) ANNA VALLEY MOTORS will buy any make of car up to five years old and 
will subject to the car being in reasonable condition pay current book price. Cars 
over five years old will be considered on a condition value basis. 

(2) The seller then has the option of taking thirty per cent of the Sales price immedi
ately in cash and leaving the balance on deposit for at least Six months or leaving the 
whole amount on deposit. Anna Valley Motors will pay interest on such deposits 
at the bank rate applicable during the period. The money deposited with the interest 
earned can be drawn out at the end of Six months or left with us to earn more towards 
the price of a new or secondhand car. 

(3) Once a price has been agreed the Serviceman can use the car until immediately 
before his departure or in the case where his wife stops in the country for a short 
period before joining her husband the car may be used by her until her departure. 
Cars can also be collected subject to prior arrangement. 

(4) When returning to this country ANNA VALLEY MOTORS will have the new 
car of your choice avai lable or send you detaiis of our Used car stock. 

(5) Reverse charge Telephone calls personally to Mr. T. C. TAYLOR, Sales Manager 
accepted from anywhere in the U.K. 

VAUXHALL-BEDFORD DEALERS and NAAFI EXPORT SPECIALISTS 
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Our Cover Picture 
In def.quit of a suitable subject for a colour front cover picture thi 

month, we feel we cannot do better than publish a group photograph 
taken at the recent R.S.M.s' convention at Catterick (see pages 171/172). 
These conventions were started in 1962 when your Editor, then Commander 
of the Training Brigade, was charged with organising the fir t such gathering 
in the U.K. That these conventions are of the greatest value has been 
well established and the original concept wa that they were to be annual 
affair . However, after three of four years it was decided that they should 
only be held every second year. It is interesting to note that a unanimous 
request has been made by all those attending this year that they should 
once again be held every year. One last suggestion. Perhaps they could 
be numbered. This will then provide a splendid opportunity for suitable 
celebrations at the 21st 'coming of age' convention and even more so on 
the 25th! 

During 1971 some £13,000 was spent by the Royal Signals Association 
on 500 odd cases requiring welfare assistance. This is a large sum of money 
and from ti.me to time we are asked how these cases are investigated and 

assessed. Obviously, there must be a danger that certain applications for 
assistance are not properly based and that our welfare staff might from time 
to time have 'the wool pulled over their eyes ' by the workshy or layabouts. 

Whilst it is not possible to be a hundred per cent certain that every case 
is necessarily all that it appears to be, nevertheless, the safeguards are such 
that very few cases, if any, go through which are not deserving of aid. 

For a start all cases are initially investigated on the ground by experts 
from such organisations as SSAFA, the Forces Help Society, the Royal 
British Legion or by the welfare representatives of our own branches. Provided 
the investigator is satisfied that a case is genuine, he completes a very com
prehensive report form which is standard to all ex-Service welfare organisa
tions. This form gives details of the family, its income and expenditure, the 
health of the applicant, outstanding debts, period of service in the Corps and 
such-like, and concludes with a summing up by the investigator with his 
personal recommendation. Even then there may be various points on which 
our welfare ladies would like further information and the case 1s referred 
back for this purpose. When the welfare staff have a clear picture of all the 
facts the case is put before our welfare committee. This committee meets 
every week and is composed of a chairman, found from a panel of senior 
retired officers, assisted by a serving officer and serving soldier, with our two 
welfare ladies in attendance in order to give expert advice. It is only after 
careful consideration by the welfare committee that a grant is finally approved 
and even then the odd case may be turned down if the facts do not seem 

to justify assistance from our funds. 

This is the machinery in use at present and it will be seen by the ti.me 
a grant has been made the case has been looked at in detail by a considerable 
number of people, most of whom are experienced in welfare work and all of 
whom have common sen e. We believe that thi system works well and 

that our welfare funds are properly safeguarded. 
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Address to the Branch Representatives of the 

Royal Signals Association 

By M JOR GE ERAL J. M. S_ WERS, M.B.E.. SIG AL OFFICER-I ·-CHIEF 

• The Wire' has pleasure in reproducing below, an address made by the Signal Officer-in-Chlef to Branch 
Representatives of the Association at their Annual Meeting on 15th April, 1972. 

In his talk, General Sawers gave an up-to-date survey of Corps affairs and what he said will be of undoubted 
interest to all readers, both serving and retired. 

MAY I start by saying that it gives me great pleasure to 
address you at this meeting. I am very much aware of 

the great contribution you and your members make to our 
Corps and on behalf of all ranks of the serving Corps I would 
like publicly to thank you for your enduring loyalty and support. 

Last year the B.G.S. gave you this talk and, quite rightly 
aid a lot about our recruiting, manning and training problems. 

He told you about our hopes for the future ending with those 
famous M.O.D. words, " There are grounds for cautious 
optimism." 

Recruiting hopes fulfilled 
I'm glad to be able to tell you all that our hopes in the 

recruiting field for 1971 were in fact substantially fulfilled. In 
1971 we did achieve the net increase in the strength of the 
Corps for which we had all worked so hard, the first increase 
that we have achieved since 1965. Admittedly the net increase 
was modest-only 22-but when I remind you that only three 
years earlier in 1968 there was a net loss of 974-I'm sure you 
will be as pleased as I am in the changed situation. I make 
the comparison with 1968 as a base year because this was the 
bottom of the trough. What is especially good is the fact that 
the improvement in 1971 applied to both adults and juniors. 
The adult intake for 1971 was 1,462, just over treble the total 
for 1968 or 433 and the junior intake last year was 681 , just 
over double the intake of 330 in 1968. 

Now I am not suggesting that we can take all the credit for 
this because, of course, recruiting for the Army as a whole 
improved late in 1971. everthelesss, because of all the efforts 
made by the Corps since 1969 and not least by my predecessor, 
we were able to take advantage of the general improvement in 
1971 and the result, of course, was the net increase I have 
already described. 

Numerically, things are even better and currently the actual 
strength of the Corps is some 300 surplus to the authorised 
strength. As a result, with two important exceptions, all our 
trades are rougl1Iy in balance or surplus. The two important 
exceptions are the trades of Terminal Equipment Technician 
and Data Telegraphist. 

Tw• deficiency trades 
With the increase in complexity of signal equipment it is 

inevitable that the requirement for technicians will continue 
to rise. At the same time, even with recruiting going so well 
for the Army as a whole, there are very definite limits to the 
number of men suitable for training as technicians. In short, 
there is a deficiency of T.E. Technicians now and in the 
absence of any other action, this will grow larger. Our answer 
has been the creation of the new trade of Telecommunication 
Mechanic to take on some of the less skilled technician func
tions in order to slow the constant rise in the requirement for 
technicians. It is a pre-requisite to this plan, however, that this 
new trade of Telecommunications Mechanic should be a Group 
A trade and at the moment the trade grouping (and therefore 
the pay banding) is still under negotiation between the M .O.D. 
and the Treasury. 
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The other important deficiency is in the new trade of Data 
Telegraphist which replaces the Communication Centre Oper
ator, although he is a far more skilled tradesman. Now I am 
sure many of you will know that the old trade of Communica
tion Centre Operator has been a deficiency trade for almost the 
whole of the time since its inception in 1961. We have intro
duced the Data Telegraphist to cater for the new skills required 
in handling traffic over modem communications. He is a high 
grade tradesman who has to be capable of setting up, operate 
and user maintain, automatic telegraph devices, facsimile equip
ment, telephone switchboards, A.D.P.S. terminals including 
audio/visual displays, simple security equipments and telegraph 
multiplex equipments. In fact he merits grouping as an ' A ' 
trade and I have confidence that this incentive together with 
the morivation provided by the widened horizons will make this 
a popular trade. The question of grouping and pay banding 
is still under discussion in the Ministry of Defence. 

Future problems 
There are two general points which I must now make regard

ing recruiting. During the 1970s because of national demo
graphic factors, the total number of young men in the age 
groups from which the Army recruits, will start to reduce 
significantly. This, together with the hoped-for improvement in 
the national economic situation, will inevitably lead to a fall off 
in recruiting for the Army as a whole, and therefore for Royal 
Signals. 

My second point is the effect of raising the school leaving 
age from 15 to 16. At present we recruit juniors from the two 
age groups of 15 and 16. In future only the 16-year group will 
be available. Once again, inevitably, this flow of recruits will 
be reduced. 

I cannot therefore over emphasise the continuing overall 
importance of recruiting, both external and internal, and make 
no apologies for using this opportunity to restate my policy 
that recruiting is a Royal Signals priority task second only to 
the provision and maintenance of first class communications. 

New Soldier Structure 
Last year the B.G.S . told you that we were to bring in a new 

Royal Signals soldier structure. This was duly introduced in 
the Regular Army on 1st July, 1971 and seems to be very 
popular. There is no doubt that it will provide far more satis
factory careers for all our soldiers and this in itself, through 
encouraging prolongation, will help our overall recruiting efforts. 

The new trade structure was introduced into the T.A.V.R. 
with effect form 1st November, 1971, and so both volunteer 
the regular elements of the Corps are in step. 

One very important result of the introduction of the new 
soldier structure is that, for the first time in the history of the 
Corps, target structures are available to the Officer i/c 
Manning and Records, to guide him in planning the strength 
of the Corps, by rank and trade. By comparing the rank and 
service of those soldiers held on strength on each roll, with the 
ideal indicated by the target structure for that roll, impending 
crisis areas are immediately apparent. Major distortions in 
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present holdings may take a long time to rectify. These mainly 
arise from uneven recruiting policies of about 10 years ago. 
However, the danger areas can now be identified, the implica
tions considered, and early action taken : 

a. To relate recruiting to expected losses. 
b. T o avoid resorting to redundancy. 
c. To forestall promotion blockages. 
d. To avoid creating further imbalances or aggravating 

existing ones. 
Provided we do not have major unexpected changes in our 

commitments, steady re: ruiting rates and forward planning 
based on target structures, should ensure a smooth progress 
from rank to rank for qualified and recommended soldiers, and 
it ~hould be possible to avoid the ' stop go ' type of progress 
experienced on some rolls in the past. 

0 c Pr s 
You will have read in your newspapers a few weeks ago 

bout changes in the method of training officer cadets. In sum
ma , the old Mons Officer Cadet School is moving to Sand
hur t this summer and in future all officers, whether they are 
regular or short ervice, will attend a common cour e lasting 
for about sh: month . The short service Officer will then go 
o o his Corps or Regiment whilst the regular will stay on for 
another course lasting about five months. The important point 
i. that the total time that the regular officer will spend at 
Sandhurst has been cut from two years to one. 

T he details of all this are still being worked out but I need 
hardly add that as a result of these changes, we are having to 
look again at the whole question of the quality, qualifications 
and training pattern for the Royal Signals officer and this study 
is ID hand. This leads me to the question of officer recruiting. 

At present, there is a small surplus of Royal Signals officers
about 20--but this is misleading because it conceals the fact 
that there is a severe shortage of young junior officers. Thi 
is an Army wide problem and is the primary reason for the 
change in officer cadet training at Sandhurst which I have just 
described. 

Specifically, we need young men aged 22 or below suitable 
for commissioning into the Corps. If any of you can help us 
here then both the Corps and I will be in your debt. Just let me 
or my staff have the names and we will follow them up. We 
particularly want young men about to go up to university or 
those who are already reading for a first degree. In fact, I 
would like to see the great majority of P.R.C. officers holding 
a degree of one son or another. 

Enough on recruiting and training. ow a word about opera
tions. 

InterestlnJt nud cbnlle11gi11g tasks 
Although the past year has seen a reduction of the Royal 

Signals presence in the Far East and Persian Gulf, you will be 
glad to know that there has been no diminution in the 
interesting and challenging tasks which the Corp~ has been 
called upon to undertake. 

Perhaps the most important of these tasks has been that of 
providing communications in Northern Ireland. As you all 
know only too well there has been a dramatic change in the 
Army' role in Ul ter. Initially our task was to provide support 
to the Royal Ulster Constabulary in keeping the militant 
Protestant and Catholic faction apart, but this has now 
changed to an open war situation against the IRA. In the 
initial stages the tasks of the Infantry were clear cut, and a 
relatively unsophisticated communications layout was all that 
was necessary. Two Brigade Signal Squadrons, ?ne normally 
resident in Northern Ireland and one from Strategic Command 
together with 233 Sig Sqn coped, with the help of a VHF net, 
known as ULSTERNET, using Pye commercial radio. How
ever, the increased tempo of operations soon necessitated 01;1r 
raising an additional Signal Squadron, 8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig 
Sqn, for Londonderry and at the end of last year yet another 
Squadron, 3 Inf Bde 'HQ and Sig Sqn was fon:ne~ and has 
recently taken over duties in Ul ter. The commumcatlons these 
units have provided have been first class and I'm sure. that you 
will join me in congratulating .the officers ~d soldiers ~?D
eemed. The escalation of operations has reqwred the prov1S1on 
of more sophisticated signal ~quipment a!l? in recen~ week~ a 
TSC 500 ground satellite station and add1t1onal security eqwp
ment has been sent over to Northern Ireland. These recent 
additions have demanded sending a further seven officers and 
130 men as emergency reinforcements, equating to two 
additional Brigade Signal Squadrons at Northern Ireland scales. 
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I visited our soldiers in Northern Ireland just before Christmas 
and can confirm all the reports you have heard and read that 
they are in tremendous form and are doing a wonderful job. 

Having gone through the exercise of evacuating Malta and 
the sad experience of disbanding the longest serving Squadron 
in Royal Signals, I am haf>py to say that 234 Sig Sqn lives on 
and will shortly be revived in much the same shape and lze as 
before, in: luding its loyal Maltese element. 

4h·•·rSf'llS llC'tivitif'S 
Extensive exercises have been carried out ID many part of 

the world in such places as the Caribbean, Kenya, Turkey and 
Norway to mention but a few. As I said earlier we have retained 
a small presence in the Persian Gulf where we are providing rear 
link communications into the DCN network for the Military 
Assistance Team at Sharjah. In the Far East, we are providing 
contributions to 28 Anzuk Bde HQ and Sig Sqn and 9 Anzuk 
Sig Regt. We have now also established a small Troop at the 
new training area at Suffield in Canada. Help has also been 
given to resident units in Hong Kong, Nassau, Cyprus and 
many other overseas stations with the installation of new equip
ment. 

Advisor teams have been provided to assist Foreign and 
Commonwealth countries such as Iran, Fiji and the Persian 
Gulf States with the installation and operating of their com
munication equipments. 

Sporting and other successes 
During the year also we have had our fair share of repre

sentatives on important expeditions, the British Antarctic 
Expedition, the Everest Expedition and on the current British 
Trans America Expedition. As usual the Corps continues to do 
well in games and sport. Signalman Elliott was a member of 
the ational Biathlon Team at the Tokyo Olympics, a splendid 
achievement for a 21-year-old soldier. Our canoeists continue 
to lead the field. 21 Regt swept the board at the Army cross
country finals and members of the Corps represented the Army 
in the Inter-Services' match which was duly won. I have great 
hopes that our shooting team will continue to demonstrate our 
class in this important military attainment. 

In terms of manpower these tasks and exercises add up to 
about 300 men of the Corps, over and above those normally 
stationed overseas, being abroad on short tours and having the 
opportunity to visit interesting places and carry out really worth
while jobs. 

Of course we welcome these jobs and now that we have a 
few men surplus, I let it be known that the Corps will take on 
any appropriate task, anywhere, at any time. It is all good and 
useful experience and what we joined the Army for. 

Equipment 
Now some news on equipment. 
Many of you will be aware that some four years ago we in 

the British Army fielded the first area system ever - called 
Bruin. Within its limitations Bruin has proved successful and 
we have made a number of improvements to it. My staff is now 
entirely engaged in progressing Bruin's successor - called 
Ptarmigan. Once again we are leading the world, and although 
.the penalties of the pioneer are ever present, I am optimistic 
that our endeavours will maintain British Army uperiority in 
the mean of command and control for a modem fighting force. 

No mention of equipment would be complete without some 
reference to Clansman, the new family of radio sets nine in all 
to replace our existing Larkspur range. Clansman provides the 
main means of communications from Brigade H.Q. forward, 
but it i also a three-Service project, managed by the Anny 
and used at all levels of Command. First production sets 
become available in 1973 /7 4 and planning to introduce the ets 
into all three Services is now in full swing. 

Growads for reasonable optimism 
I said at the beginning that, at the time this speech was made 

last year, there were ground. for cautious optimism. Things 
today are really looking quite .good: We have ~ot th~ough. !he 
dreadful period of under-manrung with all the difficulttes armng 
from overstretch. We have splendid manpower investments in 
young oldiers and apprentices which will stand us in good 
stead should recruiting fall off for reasons outside my control. 
The latest substantial rise in pensions should improve our 
already good wa tage and prolongation figures. I have every 

(Comim1ed O'llel"iea/) 
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confidence in the ucce :Jul outcome of our negotiation over 
pay banding for certain trades although, as with all things 
financial these days, it may take some time. Our equipment i~ 
good and plans for the re. 1ace:nent of ageing items are made 
and going ahead well. 

Fi~ d t.-rmln.-d soldiers .-ssential 
In ummary the Corp is in a healthy state although it now 

needs a period of stability to con olidate the changes of the 
past two year . Thi does not mean that we can sit back and 
bask in a comfortable glow of complacency. I said earlier that 
the first priority for Royal Signals i the provi ion and main
tenance of first class communication in conditions of war. The 
number of Officers. Warrant Officers and Senior N.C.0.s who 
have heard a shot fired in anger, other than in Northern Ireland, 
is rapidly declining! We must not forget that in war the enemy 
will be attempting to destroy Headquarters and Communica
tion Centres as a high priority target. The defence and pre erv
ation as well a the provision of the means of Command and 
Control is our responsibility and to fulfil it we need fit, deter
mined soldiers well trained in field::raft and the care of their 
weapons. I intend to en ure that all ranks of the Corps reali e 
this important fact of life and react accordingly. 

Thank you for listening. 

-From our "Jn" Tray--

A 1928 Cricket Suttess 
Sir, 

Whilst going through some old photographs I came across 
the enclosed picture of the Northern Ireland District Signal 
Section team which, to the surprise of many, including our-
elves, won the District Cup in July, 1928. I say 'surprise' for 

apart from myself, none of the team played the game regularly; 
in fact some had virtually to be detailed to play, after we found 
that by an error we had been entered for the competition. We 
received a bye to the second round beating the West York hire 
Regiment who were stationed in Hollywood Barra::ks, a place 
mentioned a lot recently. By winning this tie we met the Sher
wood Foresters in the final whom we managed to beat by four 
runs. The interest which was generated within the District 
by our success resulted in the G.O.C., Major-General F. F. 
Ready, attending the final. 

I feel sure that there are some who will remember the 
event, and even some who played and would like to know that 
some record exists to show that there were times when Belfast 
was a· happy place to be stationed. I do know of one who is not 
with us, Sergeant Beverly, later Lieutenant-Colonel (Q.M.), 
whose funeral I attended here in Cheltenham a few years ago. 
He was, in fact, the wicketkeeper, although before this competi
tion had not stood behind a set of stumps. During the early 
round he actually stumped an opponent. Other players were: 

N. Ireland District Signal Section, winners District Cricket Cup 
1928 
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Signalman Goody, Lance-Corporal Gandey, Lieutenant Morton, 
Captain Brown, Corporal McLachlan, Sergeant Sheale, Corporal 
Roberts, Signalman Gappe and Signalman Manser. 

On a personal note, I played for the Corp 1926 to 1928 anJ 
again from 1934 to 1938 bemg awarded the Corps' blazer prior 
to going to India. 

Yours faithfully, 
L. Williams (Major retd.). 

48 Bilbury Road 
Bcnhall, Cheltenham, Glos. 

Thanks for the Memory - 4 Sig Regt 
ir 
Although not a member of the Royal Corps, may I be 

privileged to write to you, as a result of a letter from W.0.2 
Don Crisp in the January/February WIRE. 

I too have extremely fond memories of 4 Sig Regt, with 
which I served for a year as A.Q.M.S. in the L.A.D. I remem
ber Don Crisp very well, he then bore a remarkable resem
blance to Stirling Moss and was ' labelled' accordingly. 

Over the years I have met one or two of the members 
of the regiment, 'Taff' Singer, I met in Hong Kong, Bill 
Barnes and 'Sandy' Leggate (now in the M.0.D . Police). 
I met here in Chilwell. In fact ' Sandy ' Leggate is responsible 
for bringing Don's letter to my attention. 

I fully endorse Don Crisp's comment about the '4 Sig's 
esprit,' due to a very large extent to the personality and 
sense of the occasion of Mike Ham the R.S.M. With charac
ters like those mentioned by Don Crisp, plus George Harrison, 
Bill Barnes, ' Sandy ' Leggate it was indeed possible to work 
and play very hard and extract the maximum value from both. 

Despite on one exercise occasion, staggering in as ' tail-end 
Charlie' at 01.00 hours to find the bed prepared for the 
A.Q.M.S. conveniently sited in the pig sty-an example 
of Mike Ham's sense of humour?- my memories of 4 Sigs 
are vivid and affectionate. Indeed, it was my last real taste 
of soldiering in the sort of company that regretably is now 
difficult to find under one roof! I of course had to listen 
to the nauseating nostalgia from Mike Ham, George Harrison, 
etc., of some mythical 'F' Company, whenever we had more 
than a few Herforders but apart from that there is no doubt 
that, Don Crisp, 4 Sigs stands out in my army career in very 
large capital letters indeed. 

Yours 
C. A. Pendregaust, Major, R.E.M.E. 

38 Central Workshop, R.E.M .E., 
Chilwell, 
Beeston, 
Nottingham. 

Gootl Wishes from H.M. Tower of Lontlon 
Sir, 

The Spur guardroom at H.M. Tower of London has been 
recently redecorated, tastefully we consider, in Royal Signals 
colours. 

In the past year we have seen The Royal Artillery and Royal 
Engineers on public duties guards here in the cradle of English 
history. 

We hope one day to see a Royal Signals guard. What an 
opportunity was missed on the SOth Anniversary! 

To all whom we knew serving or now retired wherever you 
may be our best wishes. 

Yours in the Tower, 

No. 6 The Casemaces, 
H.M. Tower of London. 

Yeoman Warders Alan Copestake, 
'Nobby' Russell, 

Len Harvey. 

P.S. Ex-W.0.2 Jack Head, 25 years in the Corps, retired 
1968 and at present W.0.1 Royal New Zealand Signals, 
in New Zealand, has been accepted as a Yeoman Warder and 
will be coming to the Tower in 1974. Last Christmas he made 
a 22,000-mile return trip for the interview. 
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A tribute to our soltliers in N. Ire/anti 
The following signal was recently sent to C.R. Signals, 

N. Ireland: 
"Representatives of 35 Branches of the Royal Signals As~o

ciation gathered in London at their Annual Meeting on 15th 
April wi h to express through you their unanimous appreci
ation of and pride in the splendid job being done by soldiers 
of the Corps in Northern Ireland. They would like them to 
know that ~~cir Association is solidly behind them in all their 
endeavours. 

The lollowint1 r(>11ly u·as received 
Sir, 

May I, on behalf of All Ranks of the Corps in Northern 
Ireland, thank the Representatives of the 35 Branche of the 
Royal Signah Association for their kind signal sent from their 
Annual Meeting. 

They may rest assured that the Corps is doing its best in 
'orthern Ireland to live up to the excellent reputation for 

reliable communications first established by the older members 
of the A. ociation. 

Headquaners. 
, orthern Ireland, 
Lisburn, Co. Antrim. 

Yours, 
T. Rigby, Lieutenant-Colonel. 

Brave attion by Corps Staff Sergeant 
The prompt and heroic action of a Corps Staff Sergeant 

serving in Nortl1ern Ireland has saved the life of a SS-year-old 
woman. It was while Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) B. Longden, of 
40 Sig Regt, was driving in Belfast that he was flagged down 
by three children who had seen a body in the River Lagan. 
Without hesitation Staff Sergeant Longden stripped off and 
dived into the icy water and after swimming some distance 
managed to get the body to the bank. The casualty was a 
woman who had attempted suicide. He applied artificial 
respiration and managed to revive the unconscious woman. 
She is now alive and well. 

Staff Sergeant Longden has been recommended by the Chief 
Superintendent of the Royal Ulster Constabulary to the Humane 
Society for an award and the G.O.C., Land Forces, Northern 
Ireland, has awarded his Commendation. 

The Corps Spirit on Teessitle 
Mr Fred Steel of 29 Sherwood Drive, Maske by the sea, 

Rede~ Teesside, writes to say how much he and his wife 
enjoyed an all ranks' dance organised by C~rporal Dadson of 
34 (N) Sig Regt M at Brambles Farm, Middlesborough. 

An old sweat himself and very proud of his Corps he was 
delighted to make contacts with Royal Signals again and to see 
the very high esprit-de-corps so evident in the local Volunteer 
Signal Regiment. He was particularly happy to have been able 
to meet the C.0., the Squadron Commander and the ~.S.M. 
at what he considered was an excellently run and most enioyable 
evening. 

Royal Signals Association Reunion, 
Catlerick Camp, 1972 

This will take place on the 24th-2sth June. Owing to 

rebuilding, accommodation and catering facilities 

can only be provided for a ceiling of 550. Early 

application to Association H.Q. is advi ed for those 

wishing to attend - certainly not later than 1st June. 
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lntlustrial Relations Court 
Sir John Donaldson, President of the Indui.trial Relations 

Court, is an ex-Royal Signals Officer having served in 1945 
with the Guards Divisional Signals. The C.0. at that time 
was Lieutenant-Colonel (now Brigadier) W. G. Tucker, C.B.E., 
Chairman of the Royal Signals Association. 

Artists daughter sees 'Through' 
On 27th March Mrs. R. G. Scott, the daughter of Franc P. 

Martin, the soldier, telegraphist, and anise who painted the 
well-known Corps picture 'Through.' fulfilled a long-felt 
ambition- to see her father's famous painting. 

She had heard much of it from her father, who lived with 
her for many years before his death. Too, she had read and 
heard of the interpretations of the painting by many learned 
clerics and others, and of the inspiration it had .given to many. 
She had, however, never seen it in original, nor did she have a 
good copy. Mrs. Scott, who was accompanied by her son and 
daughter-in-law, was re::eived and entertained in Headquarters 
Mess by Brigadier and Mrs. A. C. Bate, Lieutenant-Colonel and 
Mrs. E. G. Day, Lieutenant-Colonel M. B. L. Brown and 
Major A. W. Stewart. 

Mrs. Scott's great pleasure at seeing her fatl-ier's two picture~ 
' Through ' and · An Infantry Brigade Headquarters Signal 
Office' (originally called 'Dis') was most evide:lt. To com
plete her day the Royal Signals Inst:tution, with great p!easure, 
gave Mrs. Scott one of the very few remaining signed copies of 
the original print of ' Through.' 

After lunch at Brigadier and Mrs. Bate's home, Mrs. Scott 
and her son and daughter-in-law were shown round the Corps 
Museum by the Director, Lieutenant-Colonel E. G. Day. 

VIEWING HER FATHER'S PICTURE 
Left to right : Brigadier A. C. Bate, Mrs. R. G. Scott, Lieutenant• 

Colonel E. G. Day 

A Corps link with the Scottish Grant! National 
Winner 

Major Pat Malins writes: 
" Two e.x-members of the Corp derived great pleai.ure from 

Quick Reply's win in this year's Scotti.sh Grand ~ati~nal ~t 
Ayr. For back in 1946 Major Pat Maims bred this wmner s 
dam Shady Reply (Brumeux-Sigh Guest) and hi tud groo~ 
Driver/H.T. Fred Harris, groomed handle~ and fe~ her. Tiu 
is the interesting aspect of breedmg any anllllal. - 1t ma) t_:ike 
a quarter of a century to confirm that one 1 on the right 
lines.'' 
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A Corps Poet 
H i wide circle of friend will be intere ted to know that 

Captain P. H. Grant of 38 ig Regt (V), who served 24 years 
in the Corp . ha publi hed a book of poem entitled ' .'\ Poem 
for Every Mood.' This i a hard-cover book running co 60 
page and comprises well over 50 poem . The book, price 
4-0p induding po cage, can be obtained through the usual book
·eller or dire::t from the author: Captain P. H. Grant, 38 Sig 
Regt ) Manor T & A VR Centre Man field Road Sheffield, 

12 2 A . 

Wantetl-Ten to Fifteen Acres Rough Pasture 
or Wootllantl 

A chance conversation with Mr. E. S. Pink, Royal Sign al 
Despatch Rider 1940-46, now a prosperou building contractor, 
revealed that he knew all about the Display and served with 
many who formed the early post-war Team. Mr. Pink, now 
about 50 continues a very keen motor cyclist owning two 
machines specialising in grass track racing scrambles etc. He 
and hi a o::iate have a very real need and it is possible that : 

ROYAL SIGNALS CAN HELP 
The requirement is to rem or purchase 10-15 acres of rough 

pasture or woodland or both within 50 miles or so of London 
5uitable for such purpo e. It is possible that this may catch 
the eye of some ex-member of the Corps. 

One i reminded of the facilities so generou ly lent the City 
of London Signals T.A. Display Team by Lord Chesham on 
his estate in Buckinghamshire ince 1932-38. 

Mr. E. S. Pink, 16 Cox Lane, West Ewell, Surrey (Lower 
Hook 4207) is the man who will be very grateful as will 
Brigadier H. R. Firth, ex-member Royal Signal Displav 
1930-34. , 

Detlication of Blantlfortl 6a"ison Church 
Church doors presented by Royal Australian 

Corps o( Signals 

T HE dedication of All Saints' Church, Blandford, by the 
Chaplain-General, the Venerable Archdeacon J. R. Yo:iens, 

C.B., O.B.E., M.C., took place on Friday, 17th March, in 
premature spring-like weather. 

The Church at Blandford is located in the new Amenitie 
~entre;. in order to distinguish it from the surrounding build
mgs without i:esorting to building the traditional spire, or 
tower, the arch1te: t has conceived a building of most distinctive 
design which, whilst resembling no readily recognisable 
geometri::: form, is of pleasing symmetry. 

The Service of Dedication followed closely on the arrival 
of the new Station Chaplain, the Reverend John Davidson, C.F., 
who returned from Hong Kong to Blandford only a few weeks 
b~o.re. !le succeeds the Reverend Brian Pugh, C.F., who 
wrmng m a recent edition of the Parish Magazine be~ore he 
left Blandford, described t '.:e new church in the following terms : 

'.' Our ~ew church will be surrounded by a great many 
qungs w~1ch represent the activities of everyday life. Places 
like the cmema, tl:e NAAFI shop, the lounge bar, the civilian 
canteen, the medical and dental centres and the married quar
ters exchan e shop. All these amenities and the general hurly
burly of modern living will have the House of God at the 
very centre, and when this was decided upon the planners 
illustrated a real Christian truth. They showed us that the 
Ch~rch is i;iot to be divorced from the many excellent and 
ord!na'.Y things that . people are involved with, every day of 
their lives. The settmg of our new church will silently show 
for years to come that the Christian religion is about life." 

. The Service was preceded by a pro::ession of clergy, which 
~ncluded represen~uves of all the denominations who worship 
m ~la~dford Garrison C.hurch. After the opening hymn, the 
dedication commenced with Mr. Michael Grice the architect 
offering the Church to the Station Commander, Brigadier A. c'. 
Bate, Commandant o~ the School of Signals, who in turn 
requested the Chaplam-General to perform the Dedication 
The ~rps' Trumpeters then sounded a fanfare before th~ 
Chaplam-General, headed by the Churchwardens, moved in 

ALL SAINTS CHURCH AT BLANDFORD 
A departure from the traditional but an effective and pleasi ng 

interior 

A GENEROUS GIFT 
The Master of Signals thanks Lieutenant-Colonel Bergin of the Royal 
Australian Corps of Signals for the gift of doors for the new Corps' 

Church at Blandford 

procession around the Church, blessing each part in turn, until 
finally returning to the Sanctuary to bless the Altar. 

Following the act of Dedication the Blandford Camp Choral 
So::iety sang a shortened version of Antonio's Vivaldi's 'Gloria ' 
and the sermon was preached by the Right Reverend V. J. Pike, 
Bishop of Sherborne, a former Chaplain-General to the Army. 
In the course of his sermon the Bishop told the congregation: 

" This church has been set apart so that all who worship 
in it may follow a standard; and there is no higher standard 
for the human race to follow than that set by the carpenter 
of Nazareth. We are living in an age in which standards are 
such that most people are quite bewildered what to follow. 
We have dedicated this church with the purpose that we 
should dedicate our whole life to Jesus Christ." 
Th~ Service conc~ud_ed with the Bishop pronouncing the 

Blessmg .and the srngmg of the National Anthem by the 
congregation. 

So ended what was, for those in the congregation at Bland
ford on the 17th March, not only a rare opportunity to attend 
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the dedicat!o:i of a new church but also a moving Service 
which they wi ll undoubtedly re: all for many years to come. 

T he congregation were joined on this memorable occasion 
not only by Major-General P . E. M. Bradley, C.B., C.B.E., 
D.S.O., Master of Signals, and Major-General Sir John Ander
son, K.B.E., Representative Colonel Commandant, and Lady 
Anderson, but also by Brigadier L. I. Hopton, M.B.E., the 
Australian Army representat ive in U .K., and every Royal 
Australian Corps of Signals Officer, Warrant Officer and 
N.C.0. currently serving in this country, many of whom were 
accompanied by their families. T hey came to Blandford to 
witness the symbolic ' handing over ' of the Church Doors to 
the Royal Corps of Signals by Lieutenant-Colonel N. R. Bergin, 
Royal Australian Corps of Signals. As many will know, these 
fine doors of native Australian timber were presented by the 
Royal Australian Corps of Signals to mark the occasion of our 
SOth Anniversary. 

D uring a brief ceremony held out~ide the c!: urch before the 
Dedication Service, ~ieutenant-Colonel Bergin read a message 
from the Representative Colonel Comman9ant, Royal Australian 
Corps of Signals, before handing over the door~ to the Ma~ter. 
The Master , in his reply, thanked the Royal Australian Corp 
of Signals for their most gene:ous gift, which he gratefully 
acc7pte:I . as. a symbol of the long as ociation and friendship 
which e~1sted between our two Corps and to which Lieutenant
Colonel Bergin had already made reference. 

FoohaotC" 
Within three hours of the Dedi:.:arion Service ending the first 

Baptism took place when the five-week-old son of Sergeant 
Frank Hartnell, of the Royal Australian Corps of Signals, was 
christened Neil David by the Reverend John Davidson, C.F. 
W.0.1 T. Wood, R.S.M . of the School of ignals, jo:ned t '1e 
family and friends at the service. 

THE REGIMENT AL SERGEANT MAJORS' CONVENTION, 1972 
Dinner Night--(;atteriek Cami•, 6th-9th 1Uareb 

ON the evening of Monday, 6th March, 48 Regimental 
Sergeant Majors from the Corps assembled in the 

ergeants' Mess of 11th Sig Regt for a dinner night to herald 
the start of the 1972 Regimental Sergeant Majors' Convention. 
The Signal Officer-in-Chief Ma:or-General J. M . Sawers, 
M.B.E., Brigadier (retd.) P. M. P. Hobson, D.S.O., Colonel 
C. B. Masser, Officer in charge of Royal Signals Manning and 
Records, and Major M. C. Barrett from The Ministry of 
Defence were guests at dinner. Also invited from the Brigade 
were the Commander, Brigadier P. A. M. Tighe, and the two 
Commanding Officers, Colonel W. A. Sykes of 8 Sig Regt and 
Lieutenant-Colonel F . C. Lockwood of 11 Sig Regc. 

Among the R.S.M.s attending this year we were very pleased 
to see W.0.1 Lalkaji Gurung of Gurkha Signals and W.0.1 A. 
W. Cunningham, Irish Guards, the Regimental Sergeant Major 
from the Apprentices' College, Harrogate. Attending for the 
fifth year was W.0.1 F. J. Crampton who has now retired, but 
is a volunteer soldier with H.Q. Special Comms T.A.V.R. Mr. 
Crampton is at present working for the Post Office. 

lUeeting the S.O.-i11-C. 
The Convention which lasted three days, from 7th March 

until lunch-time on 9th March, opened with an address by the 
Signal Officer-in-Chief. The Regimental Sergeant Majors had a 
chance that morning to meet the Signal Officer-in-Chief and to 
tour the new Trade Training School in 8 Sig Regc. After the 
usual group photograph the Regimental Sergeant Majors split 
into two parties, the first half going to the Officers' Mess for 
luncheon with the Signal Officer-in-Chief and Commander 
T raining Brigade, and the other half to 8 Sig Regt's Sergeant ' 
Mess. During the first morning the Convention was visited by 
members of the Press and Television and achieved 'Nationwide' 
coverage. Press coverage included reporters from the Daily 
Express and Daily Mail as well as the local newspapers. 
Some of the R.S.M.s enjoyed giving interviews to a very attrac
tive reporter from BBC Radio Teesside. 

During the afternoon of the 7th, Colonel Masser 
lectured on career and promotion prospects followed by 
Brigadier Hobson on ' The Corps Association.' The day was 
completed with a talk by Major Barrett on 'Royal Signals 
Recruiting.' 

PresNttation anti lt•etures of cousidea·nble interest 
Day two started with a presentation by tl1e Training Brigade 

on the subject of 'Training tl->e Royal ignals Soldier.' This 
was followed by a tour of 11 ig Regt. As a change of ubject 
the morning finished with a talk on ' Milirar Law ' by the 
Permanent President of Courts Martial Northern Command 
Lieutenant-Colonel F. J. Hornby, O.B.E., RA. Again for 
luncheon the Regimental Sergeant Majors were split into two 
parties, half of them going to the Officers' Mess and half to the 
Sergeants' Mess of 8 Sig Regt. In the afternoon the Regimental 
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VISITING A W.R.A.C. SWITCHBOARD OPERATING COURSE 
Left to right: R.S.M.'s Crampton, Christie, Lalkaji Gurung and Dean 

BACK TO SCHOOL! 
Captain (T.0.T.) Ribchester discusses radio relay techniques 
Left to right : R.S.M.'s Cage, McGilvray, Stephens, Fisher, Overland, 

Meyer, Hough and Jennings 

(Continued 0•1.Jedeaf) 
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ergeant Major were given a very interesting lecture by 
Lieutenant-Colonel M. U. Ryan, Commandant of the Signal 
Wing School of Infantry, ably assisted by W.0.2 (Q.M.S.I.) 
P. Taylor, .A. .C. Colonel Ryan and his a si tant showed the 
Regimental ergeant Majors new urveillance equipmem and 
described its use. The nd day concluded with another very 
interesting lecture given b the North East York hire Police on 
' Drugs, the Threat,' and they were shown samples of drugs in 
common mi use and some very horrifk photographs of the 
effect these drugs can produce. 

F rum on the rol of the n.s.~i:. 
The third and last morning was devoted to lectures on the 

theme of leader hip beginning with a lecture on ' Human 
Relation hips ' by Mr. S. R. Virgo, M.B.E., from Leeds Univer
'ity. Thi very entertaining lecture was followed by 'Training 
for Leadership' by Mr. C. W. Handscombe who introduced an 
indu trial approach to leader hip training which was new to 
many of his audience and timulated much thought and discus-
ion. Finally a forum wa held on the role of the R.S.M. in 

the Modern Army and the part he can play in developing 
leadership in the N.C.O. This discussion gave a chance for the 
Regimental Sergeant Majors ro air their views not only on this 
subject but on many others. Before going their various ways 
the Commander Training Brigade Brigadier P. A. M. Tighe, 
M.B.E., gave a clo ing address at which he thanked the Regi
mental Sergeant Majors for coming and hoped to see them all 
back again for the next Convention. 

The Convention proved to be a very successful occasion not 
least for giving the opportunity for old friends to meet, and it 
was the unanimous recommendation by all the R.S.M.s that it 
should now become an annual event. 

HQAFNORTH 

H .Q. Allied Forces orthern Europe (AFNORTH) in 
Norway is one of the lesser known haunts of that 

intelligent and exotic bird, the ' Royal Signals Communicator, 
with a normal population of some two dozen of this distin
guished species. The Northern European Command stretches 
from the Elbe River in North Germany co the Norway-Russia 
border some 1,200 miles nearer the North Pole. The task of the 
Command is to defend the flank of N.A.T.O. against aggression, 
and to date, we have managed to do this successfully! Quite 
'.!Part from the delightful people and scenery in Norway, this 
is perhaps the only British Army station remaining in the whole 
wide world for which the official way of movement is by sea, and 
very plea ant it is too. 

SOME IMPRESSIONS BY SERGEANT • GINGEil ' 
COU..ISON 

Arr~val by sea 
" I arrived in Oslo at 07 .30, having spent the previous 36 

~ours crossing the North Sea and sailing up the Oslo fjord 
in a ship, which before and shortly after sailing from Newcastle 
I thought would never make it. During the voyage, which may 
be spent hanging over the side or in the bar, dependent upon 
how the gods are favouring you at the time, I passed the Shell 
~d BP oil r~g and the Dogger Bank with its array of every 
kmd of fishing boat, and spent a pleasant half-hour in 
Kristiansand. 

Having passed speedily through the necessary controls, I was 
allowed to leave the ship and was met on the quayside by my 
sponsor. From the docks I was taken to his home for breakfast, 
and then into Kolsas, the home of H.Q. AFNORTH. Having 
completed the procedure for new arrivals I found myself with 
the weekend free, which was spent sightseeing, and included a 
visit to the lo:al race-course. (Pick your sponsor, or your horses, 
more carefully than I did, it can prove expensive), and then to 
work on Monday morning. 

First impressions 
There arc several things which strike you immediately about 

Norway, fustly the scenery which seems to belong to a fairy 
t~le, secoi;idly, tl_:ie very high cost of living and thirdly the 
difficulty m findmg suitable accommodation, as there are no 
quarters here, and rents are high. 

We do have a Bonded Stores here, where some essential 
shopping (beer) can be done at prices below those in the local 
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shop~. However it is very mall and in no way compares 
with NAAFI, and prices are till way above those you would 
have to pay in U.K., but L.O.A. i some compensation. Those 
of you who have the benefit of a local NAAFI with all its 
resources do not know how well off you are. 

Porso11nli ties 
The U.K. administrative element is commanded by an RAF 

Squadron Leader who has as his right-hand man Major W. W. 
Blair, R.A., with W.0.2 Lillis of the Parachute Regr as Sergeant
Major. Among the Royal Signals personnel are the Headquarters 
Signal Officer Lieutenant-Colonel B. C. Skelly, Major (would 
you like to rent a hytte) M . Stears, who has just returned from a 
three-week Mountain Leadership course looking more like 
'Popeye' than ever, Sergeants (Hello 3 Div) Isherwood and 
(The Ram) Buckley, both of whom are shortly going on a 
ski-ing trip into the mountains with some of our 'Blue Jobs.' 
Thi will require them to spend one night in a snowshelter (the 
things people will do for a mention in THE WIRE!). Also we 
have Corporal (let's have a beer) Baggaley, W.0.2 (anyone like 
to buy a Wire) Jepson, to mention but a few. 

Loenl conditions 
There are the usual clubs at Kol as, where the normal and 

ome not so normal, Mess and club activities go on. However, 
as one bottle of beer can be sufficient to put you above the 
limit by Norwegian drinking and driving laws, the call from 
affluent oldiery " Barman, kindly call me a taxi," is the normal 
chorus at the close of any successful evening. 

To make the most of your tour in Scandinavia, a car is 
essential. Insurance costs are a little higher than in U.K., 
but no road tax is paid and petrol is almost the same price 
per gallon as in U.K. (No duty-free coupons!). Huts (hytter) can 
be rented in the mountains or on the coast at reasonable cost, 
making a touring holiday a very reasonable proposition." 

All in all most of those wl:o are stationed here find it a very 
agreeable posting, and consider themselves quite fortunate at a 
time when good overseas stations have become fewer and fewer. 
Among the attractions may perhaps be mentioned the 31 
delightful members of the Danish Women's Services who form 
part of the international Signal Support Group! 
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RADIO OPERATORS 
LEAVING THE SERVICE IN THE NEXT 2 YEARS'? 

If your trade involves radio operating, you 
qualify to be considered for a radio operator 
post with the Composite Signals Organisation. 

On satisfactory completion of a 7 month specialist 
training course, successful applicants are paid on scale 
rising to £2,365 p.a.; commencing salary according to 
age - 25 years and over £1,664 p.a. During training 
salary also by age, 25 and over £1 ,238 p.a. with free 
accommodation. 

The future holds good opportuniues for established 
(i.e. pensionable) status, service overseas and promotion. 

Training courses commence every January, April and 
September. Earliest possible application advised. 

Applications only from British-born U.K. residents 
up to 35 years of age (40 years if exceptionally well 
qualified) will be considered. 

Full details from: 

E==_= Recruitment Officer, ~==_= 
Government Communications Headquarters, 
Room A/1105, 

~ Oakley Priors Road, E 
E Cheltenham. Glos. GL52 5AJ. E 
§ Telephone: Cheltenham 21491, Ext. 2270. § 
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Lloyds Bank will keep your money on parade. 
These days money seems to fly faster than ever. But the painless way to 

keep it under control is to let Lloyds look after it-and do the wonying. After all, 
we have been the Serviceman's bank for generations, so we understand 
Servicemen's problems at home and overseas. 

We can give you sound practical advice on any financial matter, and we'll 
take care of all your regular bills by banker's order. (So that's several headaches 
less!) Savings and investments, taxation and insurance -all are covered by our 
comprehensive Services to the Services. Insurance is specially important, 
of course, if you're being posted abroad. 

The first step is to send off the coupon, or contact your local branch. 
The manager will be glad t.o see youjus~ as Mr D. P. GardinerT.D., our Services 
Liaison Officer, will be glad to hear from you. You'll find we look after people 
like you. Well. 

r---------~-------~ 
1
, '~ TO~DPGa"line<TD . 1

1 - Services Liaison Officer, Lloyds Bank Limited, I 
I Cox's and King's Branch, 

6 Pall Mall, London SWlY SNH I Name Please send me full details of all youuervkes. I 
I Rank I 

Address I 
I ~ ·-----------------· 
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Witli tlie Corps in Nortliern lrela1id 

17'4 

I. Behind the barbed wire. Home of the Corps' ne west 
Squadron 

2. Corporal Tom Parker of 3 Bde Sig Sqn ready to move 

out 

3. A near miss. Sergeant Few and Corporal Hyde of 
39 Bde Sig Sqn return from Andersonstown 

4. Corporal Muir tackles storm damage at 233 Sqn's 
Mount Divis radio site 1,600 feet up, wind 60 m.p.h. 

5. Signalmen Thomas White and Tim Wallis of 8 Bde 
Sig Sqn erect a mast 

6. Signalman 'Mac' McMillan and Lance-Corporal Dave 
Cook of 14th Sig Regt ready to repel hostile elements 
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Corps soldiers vital role in lllster confrontatio1i 

7. Hooking up fuel for the Mount Divis radio site. 8. Signalman Thomas White of 8 Bde Sig Sqn pumps up a mast. London• 
derry in background. 9. 8 Bde Sig Sqn control. Sergeant Harry Worthington supervising Signalmen David Bryan and Colin 
Birnie. 10. 8 Bde Sig Sqn repair bay. F of S John Goldsworthy and Corpor·al Alan Hart at work. II . 233 Sqn. A room with 
a view at Mount Divis. 12. Signalman Graham Payne of 39 Bde Sig Sqn guarding his link detachment in Crumlin gaol. 
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280,000 ,channel HF SSB Manpack 
The B 20 is an extremely versatile all solid,state 
equipment. It can be used as a man pack or 
installed in vehicles and light aircraft. 

The B 20 HF SSB Station Radio, which has an 
RF output of 30W p.e. p., represents an entirely 
new design concept. The transmitter,receiver 
:veighs only lOlb, and a lightweight station 
including a 24 W /h battery weighs only 15lb. The 
B 20 uses a fully synthesized frequency control 
system developed by Plessey specially for this 

equipment, and which provides 280,000 channels 
on the frequency range 2,29.99 MHz. SSB 
is the main mode of communication, but a.m. 
and c.w. facilities are also provided. 

The B 20 will achieve reliable ground wave 
communications using 8ft whip antennae at 
ranges in excess of 30 miles. By using vehicle 
whip antennae distances in excess of 45 miles 
are possible. Using sky wave, communication 
over 300 miles is achieved. 

• ~~!c!?!~!UNICATIONS 
Plessey Avionics &Communications, llford, Essex, England. Telephone: London(Ol) 478 3040 Telex: 23166 
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Parachutist Francaise 
By Staff Sergeant 'Jack' Frost 

The trip ls 011 

" STAFF, the course has been approved by the M.O.D. 
~ and we're off in 48 hours." These were the words that 

greeted me as I entered the Squadron Office during summer 
block leave in August, 1971, and was the start of what was to 
turn out for both Captain 'Clem' Palmer and my elf, to be 
the mo t enjoyable cour e either had attended in his career. 

Pr paration 
The next two days were spent in a flurry of activity, filling 

m countless proforma (in quintuplicate, of course!), affixing 
photographs to same, obtaining flight tickets, railway warrants 
and checking passports, vaccination certificates, etc. We were 
then told to present ourselves to the Cambridge Military 
Ho pital for a cardiac examination and spinal survey. This was 
a really thorough ex:amination, as the French authorities insist 
that attached airborne soldiers arrive complete with X-rays of 
the complete spinal column, from axis to lumbar vertebrae and 
a cardiograph showing heartbeat. However, we were both passed 
Al, and Friday the 13th saw us at London's Heathrow Airport 
ready to catch the 'plane. 

Paris 
The flight to Orly Airport was uneventful, and on landing 

we caught the airport bus and taxi to the British Embassy 
where we reported to the Military Attache. After a short but 
comprehensive briefing we were finished and a weekend in 
' Paris ' lay before us. The Hotel Madelaine was to be our 
temporary abode, situated on the North Bank of the River 

eine and only a short walk from the numerous tourists' 
attractions, such as the Eiffel Tower, Montmarte, Arc de 
Triomphe, Louvre, Champs Elysee, etc. After freshening up 
we decided to ex:plore, and if possible avoid, the usual tourist 
attractions mentioned above. 

What a day it was! We visited numerous bars and spent our 
time out on the boulevard, eyeing, with undisguised admira
tion, the strikingly beautiful women who passed with amazing 
regularity, leaving a faint aroma of Chanel No. 5 to waft 
tantalizingly over our beer! 

Paris really is a beautiful city, with its wide, tree-lined 
boulevards and elegant period architecture and its friendly 
people. It was with regret that after another day's sightseeing 
we caught the overnight express from Paris to Pau, in the 
South of France, where the Pyrenees have for centuries formed 
a natural barrier between France and Spain. 

The Ecole des Troupes Aeroportees 
On arrival in Pau, the train, packed, as in England with 

troops returning from weekend leave, departed leaving two 
resplendent English paratroopers amongst the hoards of Para
chutist Francaise. At this stage it might be of interest to 
inform our readers that our combined command of the French 
language was limited to ' Qui,' 'Non ' and ' Deux beer sil 
vous plait.' However, by using sign language we indicated to a 
hovering taxi driver our wish to travel to the ' Ecole des 
Troupes Aeroportees.' On arrival we were deposited un
ceremoniously at the camp Guardroom and from here on our 
French improved rapidly, due mainly to the fact that all instruc
tions, le:rures and order were in French and if one didn't 
follow or understand, the results could prove disastrous if 
not fatal! 

After a great deal of shuttling from one area to another, we 
were finally shown to our quarters. Captain Palmer to the 
Officers' Mess Annexe, and myself to the Officers' Mess proper, 
and in spite of numerous attempts to e'{plain that this should 
not be so, we remained in our respective Mess rooms for the 
remainder of the course. 

The following day we were again given a thorough examina
tion by the French M.O. and after peering for what seemed an 
hour at our X-rays and cardiographs, declared us fit to u?dergo 
training. At this point it is perhaps relevant to explam th~t 
our idea of attending the Fren::h Para Course was to get m 
as many jumps as we could, and perhaps, if time allowed, 
some free-fall, and be awarded the Brevet Militaire de Para-
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PRELIMINARIES 
Stick Inspection prior to emplaning 

THE REAL THING 
Emplaning into a C l60 Transall at Pau 

chutiste (French Para Wings). Imagine our horror when we 
found out that this was not to be and we were to join a 
course of some 30 bright, eager, young, French Servicemen, 
anx:iously waiting to start the physical fitness training under
gone by all French parachutists. Anyone who has undergone 
the rigours of ' P ' Company in selecting British Airborne 
troops, can imagine how we both felt. 

Selection training 
The next week was devoted to physical training, endurance 

·tests ground training, French parachuting techniques, equip
ment servicing, and the dreaded ' tower,' used to practise every 
con::eivable form of landing by parachute, from the conven
tional, to one leg through the rigging line whilst approaching 
terra firma head first! 

We were soon to discover that although the French parachute 
selection course is much shorter and le s rigorous than our , 
it still required a fairly high degree of physical fitne to pa s 
and we were subjected to a variety of te ts that: 

a. Had to be performed within a time limit, or 
b. Specified numbers had to be completed. 
For example, one of the endurance test wa to cover five 

miles carrying a particularly ill-fitting article re embling a 
cross between a large and small pack, and aptly named ' un 
sac.' This was filled with sand to weig bout 30lb., and the te t 
wa to cover the five miles as fa t as possible, the time limit 
being one hour. We did extrem~ly well on th~ en?urance t~sts 
and came in 1st and 3rd, covenng the five mile m approXllD
ately 45 minutes, much to the astonishment of the French 
Marine Commandos on the course, who were all in their late 
'teens and early twenties. But at last the week came to an end 
and we were all ready for our first descent. 

m 



erti · siti• 
Both Captain Palmer and I, bcing trained parachuti t were 

eagerly anticipating the novelty of using our newly acquired 
technique and trving out the French parachutes and equip
ment, which differ<; con iderably from our own. But we could 
al o appre:iate that for the remainder on the course it was 
their fir ·t jump, and as the fatefu. day drew near nervousness 
began to how on ome of the younger face surrounding us. 
Of cour e, we did our best to laugh and joke, but as anyone 
who has made his first descent knows, the joke is heard but 
other thoughts are occupying the mind. 

23rd August, 10 short but hectic days after our arrival in 
Paris, dawned fine, and the meteorological foreca t was that 
the jump would be on. After the normal preliminary ground 
check , we were numbered off and began to emplane into the 
Cl60 Transall. After the aircrew had carried out their checks 
the tailgate was clo ed and the Transall speeded down th~ 
runway. Captain Palmer and I were given the honour of 
jumping in 1st position port and starboard, to give the remainder 
of the course confidence we were told. Later, we learned it was 
becau e our instructor, Sergeant Chef Eglin, considered our 
Engli h parachuting techniques, displayed the previous week 
o 'hairy,,' that he w~ted to despatch us as quickly as possible! 

Once atrborne, the rnstructors began to check their respective 
' ticks ' and give words of encouragement to the more nervous 
amongst u . Then. came the order, "Debout" (stand up) and 
we were all hooking up as the doors opened and the slip
stream rushed through the semi-darkness of the Transall's 
interior. I was now looking at the French countryside some 
~,200 feet ~low me and awaiting the green light to come on 
JUSt to the. nght of the door. There it was! As I made my exit 
I automatically looked up and could see the 'chute begin to 
develop as it was extracted from its pack by the static line. 
Seconds later I was drifting slowly towards the DZ and watch
ing the remainder of the stick as they came out. The first jump 
was over and within minutes of my landing the course were 
all down successfully. That night the whole course celebrated 
in true French fashion! 

Saut collective 
During the following four days a further five descents were 

made, one requiring the pulling of the reserve and flying both 
'chutes succc:ssfull:i; another, .avec gaines (with equipment), 
and the remamder m normal st1.ck order. The final jump proved 
to be the ' hairiest ' of all. The aircraft was a Nord Atlas and 
the DZ, Buzy in the Pyre~ees. T?e objective was to parachute 
onto the DZ and then, with equipment, march some 15 miles 
and spend the night in the mountains. As we waited to emplane 
at Pau, we. could see storm clouds gathering over the Pyrenees 
and the:: wmd began to strengthen. It was touch and go if we 
would Jump, but we took off, and after some 15 minutes were 
approaching the DZ .. We circled the DZ and dropped two 
drifters to test the wrnd stre~ On our second circuit they 
could not be seen, and were, m fact, some half-a-mile away in 
the trees. It was too late to turn back now and out we went! 
I. could 'feel' the strength of the wind as soon as it caught the 
silk ~f the canopy, and on looking down could see the ground 
rushrng up. I pulled down on my back lift-webs and the 'chute 
responded at once. It was obvious that I was no~ going to make 
the DZ, no matter how hard I pulled down. As the ground 
approached, I could see others in the · stick landing amongst 
the trees and bus~es. I prepared myself for a hard landing 
and then, to my dismay, saw a barbed-wire fence directly in 
my path. It was too late to take avoiding action. As I landed 
I was pulled onto the fence and felt the barbs digging into the 
~oft flesh above my right thigh. All around were 'chutes caught 
m tree_s, bu.s~es and on the wire, but we were all down with 
no ser~ou~ rniury; That night we celebrated in fine style and 
were srngrng far rnto the night. The course was over tomorrow 
we would receive our French Wings. ' 

Presentation-Brevet Paraehutiste 
~he foll<;>wing morning some 30 'hangovers' crawled from 

their. sleeprng bag.s and prepared a ' liquid ' breakfast. After 
washrng and shavmg we were formed up to await the Com
mandan7 <?olo~el Escarra, who was arriving by helicopter to 
present wmgs to ~e course. It was a proud moment for the 
young French Servicemen on the course as 'wings' were 
presented, and after a short congratulatory speech the cham
pagne began ~o flow once again. 
~e follo~ day. we caught the train from Pau to Pari~ 

a!'.1d it .was w1th a feelrng of regret that we watched the country
side disappear behind us. 
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END OF COURSE 
Captain 'Clem' Palmer, Adjutant Joli, Staff-Sergeant 'Jack' Frost, 

Sgtchef Pierre 

An<;>ther enjoyable weekend was spent in Paris and we caught 
the flight back to U.K., arriving on Bank Holiday Monday. It 
was a course I shall not forget and I hope to return one day 
to renew old acquaintances. 

At thi~ point it is appropriate ~o thank Captain 'Mike' Forge, 
Royal Signals, to whom ~e are m~ebted, f~r the many splendid 
photographs he took whilst on his ' workmg ' holiday at Pau 
and also for the many ' strings ' he pulled to get us on the 
course in the first place. 

SERVICE ENGINEERS 
are required for vanous parts of the 

country. A good knowledge of Radio 

Frequency and Medium Frequency ts 

necessary for the installation of Company 

equipments. 

Company car. 

Fringe benefits include a 

Please write in confidence, stating age, 

salary requirements and previous ex

perience to:-

Miss M. Riding, Personnel, 

RADYNE LIMITED 
Wokingham, Berkshire. 
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A Jimmy Ritltlle 

'JIMMY' OVER SINGAPORE 
The question is how did he manage to find himself on top of one of 

Singapore's main stores 

MERCURY, alias Hermes, alias 'Jimmy,' messenger of the 
f Gods, God of Eloquence, skill, trading and thieving, 
presider over roads, conductor of departed souls to the lower 
world, badge of the The Royal Corps of Signals . . . in bronze 
or marble he is found throughout the world. 

We all know the Corps is still on t~e island of Singapore 
with its badge prominent in the ANZUK Signal Squadron. 
The more observant of the many thousands who have served 
there will also have noticed him standing guard in the very 
heart of the city. Above Ro!Jinson's deparunent store in 
Raffies Place, he stands in characteristic pose watching over 
banks, merchants, the ships in the harbour and the many 
who pass by. 

Robinson's is the largest store of its type in the city; a sort 
of Far Eastern Selfridges. It is particularly well known to the 
European community, especially those who came to Singapore 
ahead of the Japanese advan::e in 1941/42. For them, 
Robinson's was a rallying point where wives could, with luck, 
be re-united with husbands. For the not so lucky help was 
organised, money made available, children given clothes. Atop 
it all was Jimmy. 

How did he get there A visit to ~obinson's did ~ot prod!-l~e 
the answer but permission was given to pay him a visit. 
A Chinese workman Jed the way up via ladies lingerie and 
furniture, to toys, and then, by a less impressive staircase 
to the attic. There being no trap door, my escort removed 
a few tiles, pointed upwards and grinned. Getting the rather 
alarming message, I squeezed through the hole on to the 
slopping roof and there, half way along a parapet h~ stood. 
Closer inspection revealed him ratl1er tarnished, deficient one 
anklet winged gods for the u e of, and surplus a fe~ bullet 
holes. The aim was co obtain a photograph, and th1 d?ne, 
the sight of ant-like tourists on the pavement below decided 
me the sooner down the better. Returning to the splendour 
below, with a thin layer of cobwebs and dust, I de::ided further 
research could wait until I had recovered from my roof-top 
visit. 

The archives in the offices of The Straits Times, premier 
English speaking newspaper in Singapore, ~roduced an article 
dated 1958. From this I learned that Robmsons had tarted 
one hundred years before when Philip Robinson fr~m Aus
tralia, with James Spicer, until then th~ keept;r of Srngapo_re 
gaol, opened up as Spicer and Robmson 1? Comm~rc1al 
Square. Business boomed and they moved premises four ti.mes, 
finally into their present location in 1941. Soon after the 
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Japanese with one of their first bombs knocked out their newly 
opened pride and joy-the coffee bar-the fir t of its type 
in Singapore. Jimmy had a narrow escape. 

Robinsons had owned the building between the wars but 
it had been let as office accommodation. Before 1914 the owner 
had been Katz Brothers about whom I could find out very 
little. The telephone directory revealed only one Katz and 
this was misleading because the person who answered my 
call had never heard of the name' We must try another 
approach. 

The land on which the building stands belongs to the Por
tuguese Mission. The Consulate of Portugal put me in touch 
with their representative who could offer no clues except to 
try the engineers for the building. A telephone call put me 
in touch with a very helpful Mr. Jones of Swan and Maclaren 
who said he would see what he could do but ' the record 
prior co the war had been destroyed.' I was therefore delighted 
to be called later with a message to say that an interesting 
plan showing Mercury and dated 1910 had been found at the 
back of an old cupboard. We e'<amined this and beside the 
'Jimmy' was a note in pencil 'Not in Contract.' It looked 
very much, therefore, as if Katz Brothers in or around 1910 
had obtained his privately - clues were running out. Mr. 
Jones did remember that not far away had been Mer'--ury 
House in Robinson Road. This had been mentioned on another 
slip of paper found with the plan. Mercury House-Mercury, 
was there a clue here? 

Mercury House had been the headquarters of Cable and 
Wireless until taken over by the Singapore Government for 
their telecommunications offices. It appeared that some time 
about 1910 they had taken over the premises from the Eastern 
E ·tension Te!egraph Company. Could he have come from 
them? Perhaps. But alas my time ran out. The mystery remains 
unsolved and Jimmy, having survived since long before our 
Corps was born, continues to look out at one of the _most 
beautiful sights in the world-the city and water front of Smga
pore. And how did he get there-Gods only know. 

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS O'VN 

Number of cases assisted financially in 
March 

Number of clothing parce's sent 
Amount spent in grants and loans 

One of the Month's Cases 

37 
35 

£880.24 

CORPORAL, 12 years' service. He suffered a stroke 
four years ago and will never work again. Since 

then he and his wife and young daughter have been 
struggling along on State benefits. The Association made 
a grant of £20 to pay an Ele:::tricity account and to help 
with clothing needs, and his letter is printed below. 

One of the Month's Letters 

ON behalf of my wife and myself, I would like to 
thank you for your kindness and generosity in 

granting us the gift of £20. We are yery de~ght~d, and 
also with your fine offer of clothing which 1s very 
acceptable indeed. Now my wife understands why we 
were called Gentlemen of the Royal Corps of Signals. 
A thousand thanks. 

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN 

The Need is Vrflt?rd lor-

IHEN'S, WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN' 
CLOTHING 

Please send 1Dhnt yo• ca• 8pare to t•e 
" 'ell arc Section 
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News from Regiments 

School of Signals 

Blandford Camp 

Dorset 

"\!ARCH saw the retirement from the Corps of three Officer 
1-t: of great wi dom and Jong e.xperience. All of us in the 

chool of Signals will miss them, for they were our good 
friends and we enjoyed working with them. They are: 

Major (T.0.T.) John Le Hardy, who will be remembered 
for his keen interest in dinghy sailing and help in its adminis
tration during bis last appointment as T.O.T. Publications 
Group at the School He will also be missed by Corps' tennis 
players. We all wish him and his family a pleasant retirement 
and good fortune in finding a congenial second career. 

Major (T.0.T.) Bob Adcock, who spent a brief period with 
us as O.C. S.W.S. His many friends will be pleased to know 
that he has decided to settle in the West Country, and has 
been appointed to a R03 post at Signals Branch H.Q. South 
West District. Our best wishes to Bob, his wife Beryl and family 
for success and happiness in the future. 

Majoc Laurie Bamber, who has handed over the onorous 
duties of Coord Officer of Engineering Wing to Major Basil 
Collins. Laurie has been a Corps and Regimental tenni player 
for many years and recently captain of Corps' tennis. We shall 
miss his happy smile and cheery disposition about the place. 
He is taking up a post as Bursar at a school in Surrey in the 
near future and we wish him and his wife Phyl all success and 
happiness in this new venture. 

• The Mikado ' 
S.T .B. writes: 

B LANDFORD Camp Music and Drama Club which was 
formed in 1969 and has gone from strength to strength 

ever since, gave a splendid production of ' The Mikado ' to 
packed houses in the Princess Mary Hall from Monday, 7th 
February, to Saturday, 12th February. 

Lieutenant-Colonel Donald Inglis was the musical director 
and under his direction the chorus of Camp amateurs, assisted 
by a few lo::al friends, gave outstanding performances. The 
colourful costumes set against a simple but h ighly effective 
backcloth made the show a visual as well as a musical delight. 
The musical accompaniment was provided by two pianos played 
by Donald Cox, Principal Lecturer at the School, and 
Lieutenant-Colonel (retd.) Rex Solly - a really formidable 
accomplishment. Major Michael Frost, R.A.E.C., played Koko 
and according to a Jo:al paper "used his eyes in a way that 
would make Danny La Rue envious." His performance was a 
delight and kept the show bounding along. The sheer physical 
presence of Major (retd.) Ted Poole, the Paymaster of 30 Sig 
Regt, as The Mikado almost dominated the second act. 
Captain Clive King's Pooh Bah-a slim version-was very 
effectiv~. He had. the presence, the dignity and, most important, 
the voice. Nanki Poo was played by Malcolm Reed who is 
headmaster of Pimpeme Primary School. He has a fine tenor 
·. oice, which was heard to good effect in 'A Wandering 
Minstrel I.' Pat Cooper, wife of Captain F. Cooper of 30 
Sig Regt, gave a powerful performance as Katisha, which was 
one of the highlights of the evening. 

The three little maids were Brenda Trimmer, an appealing 
Yum Yum, Valerie Bums de Bono, wife of Major P. J. D. 
Bums de Bono, R.A.P.C., and Heather Wright. They sang 
sweetly and made a charming trio. Major Denis Smith, 
R.A.E.C., gave an excellent performance as Pish-Tush. The 
chorus (31-strong) of schoolgirls and gentlemen of Japan sang 
with expression and a real appreciation of Sullivan's tuneful 
score. 

The whole production was directed by Lieutenant-Colonel 
Michael Brown, GSOI at the School. 

The drama critic of a Bournemouth paper summed it up as 
follows: 
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" Thi was a good, slick production, stage directed bv 
Michael Brown, and set off by the best costumes I have seen 
in nearly 30 years of amateur operatics. That they were the 
work of one person, Rita Hagg, seems incredible." 

This account would not be complete without an acknowlcdgl!
ment of tl1e valuable work done by the many helpers behind 
the scene. 

HQ 3 Sig Group, B.F.P.O. 53 

L ATELY the Group has been rotating fa ter than usual. 
Major Charles Galbraith has take!Il his Wren to land

locked Hounslow and Captain John May has trotted off to 
the School of Signals to cast a few pearls. Sergeant Frank 
Dempster is off to 227 Sig Sqn and Sergeant Mick Kennedy 
is leaving our sunny shores for 16 Sig Regt. 

Such questions-treated with contempt 
Ignorant or malevolent persons have been known to ask 

what a Signal Group Headquarters does. Such questions must 
be treated with contempt as of course we are unable to answer 
the question! When not toying with telecommunications we 
do in fact perform very nearly all the functions of a ' straight ' 
headquarters-though with a considerably smaller staff! 

Major Eric Fox joined us in November, from the Ministry 
of Defence as S.0.2 Telecommunications, Captain Mike Martin 
came in January, from 28 Sig Regt as S.0.3 Training and on 
the same plane in February came Major David Stubbs, from 
the Army Apprentices College, Harrogate and Captain Jim 
Stocki!! from M .0 .D. As they were followed only shortly 
after by Corporal Barry Merrick from 16 Sig Regt and as 
Captain (T.O.T.) George Paul is shortly to be replaced by 
Captain (T.O.T.) Tony Holmes, it may be deduced that the 
Headquarters has been through a period of what can euphemis
tically be called change. Fortunately the Commander has acted 
as anchor man for the Group, the files have been kept together 
by our Chief Clerk Staff Sergeant Joe George and our young 
lovers Corporal Mick Barstow and Lance-Corporal Jane Astle, 
have kept up the back-up. In all fairness one should not omit 
our three beautiful people, Mrs. Joy Williams, Mrs. Doreen 
Lewis and Mrs. Carol Elliott, as well a our less beautiful 
draughtsman, Mr. Alan Bramley. 

If, having been introduced to this body of workers, the 
doubting Thomas still asks what is our effective output, 
tangible proof of our labours may be shown-in our sacks 
and sacks of waste-paper. In final rebuttal we can always plead 
that we are bound to get better! 

2 Div HQ and Sig Regt 

B.F.P.O. 46 

T HESE notes are written somewhere in the field in Germanv 
whilst the Regiment is on the C.C.R. Signals exercise. " 

For many, this is a new experience which has given the 
Regiment a chance to indoctrinate all the new boys into the 
intricacies of Bruin prior to the usual spate of Div and Bde 
exercises. 

Farewell pnrtie 

It was also a fitting time to bid a ,cheerful farewell to 
Brigadier Bill Sherratt-a splendid dinner was held in a lo::al 
Gastatte in Retzen; the dress varied from Combat Kit and 
Boots through Dress Regulations ancient and modem, but this 
did not in any way inhibit the entertainment. We also took this 
opportunity to say farewell to Lieutenant Fred Cadman, our 
Messing Officer, and to our Superintendent Clerk, W.0.1 
Dougie Paterson who leaves us on commissioning-rumour has 
it that this is the first time he has been seen in the field in 
full combat kit; it certainly looked very new. 
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Apart fro~ ~ance-Corporal Ec:tdie Callaghan ~ho lo~t two 
teeth in a midnight encounter with a tractor, whilst trymg to 
recover some of his more 'Advanced Literature' which had 
been ' borrowed ' by Lieutenant Bob Axton, there were few 
accidents. 

The coffee makers, Corporals Graham Fellowes and Bill 
Winder Signalman Tony Green and Driver Chris Hayward, 
workeci' their normal overtime- unpaid- but their efforts were 
appreciated and do much to placate the ' Kremlin ' staff. 

llept•rC iron• Serg.-ants- ~less 

We include in this month's report a few notes for past 
members of the Sergeants' Mess at Birdwood Barracks. 

The Mess has had an internal facelift throughout, the effect 
being to give it a brighter, more pleasant atmosphere. Credit 
doe to our R.S.M., Reg Norris, who somehow pushed through 
the finance (unanimous vote) and kept the telephone lines 
humming trying to keep the work up to schedule whilst making 
the oJd amendment to the colour scheme, and to W.0.1 Brian 
Gibson, RE., without whose help and advice we could not 
have managed. A games evening held recently between the 
Mess and the Officers' Mess resulted in a convincing win for 
the Mess. Amid the cries of "We wuz robbed" emerged O?e 
of victory from Major Watson, O.C. R.H.Q. Sqn, who with 
Captain Stanley, our Regimental Paymaster, won a good game 
at che snooker table. Rumour has it that Major Watson is now 
lobbying the Officers'_ Mess t<;> gain support for a table to be 
installed there. Such 1s the price of success. 

I report with shame that for the first time in many meetings 
we lost the boat race. Although we put up a sterling perfor~
ance the Officers just pipped us at the post. Sergeant Chris 
Maynard made a valiant effort to get us there fir~t but was 
disqualified for upending half a glass of beer on his head. It 
should have been empty! 

A Regimental dinner, held to dine in Major Richard Eccles 
the new Officer Commanding 652 Aviation Sqn, was a great 
success. . 

After an excellent meal, W.0.1 Dougie Paterson, our 
Superintendent Clerk, was presented with a pair of imitation 
spurs, made by Sergeant George .co?k ~d the tec~cians <;>f 
2 Sqn. It was felt that as D?u.gie is bemg comnuss1oned. m 
April a little help towards kittmg out would not be arruss. 
We all wish him every success in his new post. . 

C.C.R. Signals spring exercise was another landmark m that 
we held a dinner night ' in the field.' A first-class meal was 
enjoyed by 35 Mess members and our th.auks go to Mess 
Caterer Sergeant Maurice Jones and to Serg~ants Stanley . and 
Gregory, A.C.C., for their hard work under difficult condmons. 

8 Sig Regt, Catterick Camp 

ONCE again it falls to 2 Sqn to provide the notes for th!s 
month and since we la t wrote the most traumauc 

experience we have all been through is the pantomime the 
Squadron put on for three days in December. The saga. is long 
and involved and a mere precis is all we can hope to mclude, 
but, for better or worse. 

Cinderella-the Ariny way (or how Strange's own 
entered the world of theatricals) 

How could anyone have forecast that a meeting, over a beer 
or 'two' in October, 1971 could produce the specta~lar on 
20th to 22nd December seems in retrospect hard to believe, but 
it actually happened. W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Ron Knight played the 
part of a 'Fairy,' two fellas, Sergeants Jim Bu~zard an? Danny 
Cotterell playing two girls, sor:r)'., the Uugly S1s~er , Signalman 
George Wright played Dandini (rumour has it. tha~ he has 
changed his name by deed poll as everyone calls hIID Sign~an 
Dandini). Mrs. Chrys Fielding played the part of ~e Beau?£~ 
Cinders and W.0.2 (S.S.M.) Joe Frost played the char~g 
role of Prince Charming to the hysterical del!ght of tl1e sol?Jery. 
Captain Gordon Davies, now ~:tubbed a m1d~le-aged sw.lllger, 
played Buttons with a nostalgic da h of Elvis thrown m for 
good measure (it certainly "':'oke th,e f~ont row UJ?). Our ?WD 
slap-stick comics Corporals Beast B!fd and SIDlth prov1d~d 
the audience with the world's wor t 1okes and Sergeant Jim 
Allen and Signalman Don Crou~b play<;d. them elve , R.P. 
Sergeant and C.O.'s driver respect1Vely, brilliantly. There were 
extras too numerous to mention by name but without them we 
would not have had a show. 
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"THE FAIRY'° 
W.0.1 (R.S.M.) R. F. Knight 

Major Bernard Strange wrote the show script ~nd, ab~y 
assi ted by Sergeant Pete Franks, produced and direc;ted 1t. 
They were only succe sful in their ef~orts d_ue to the ' behind the 
scenes' work put in by Sergeants Nick ~1li;iiott and Allan Hall 
who produced and built a set of stage lightmg that would have 
made the Old Vic envious. Staff Sergeant John Carr, ~bly 
assisted by his wife Barbara and some of the 2 Sqn soldiery, 
produced four wonderfully different scenes . ranging fro~ a 
kitchen to the Richmond Market place and shifted them dun_ng 
the performance six times. Staff Sergeants (F. of ~-) Mick 
Groom and Brian Holder went round an_d round m ever
decrea ing circles unril, with the help of Mike Troop and the 
Richmond Operatic ociety, produced a goo~ ?und systen:i. 
Sergeant Jim Lennon produced the tapes of mc1de!1cal mu 1c 
and was a tower of good humour and h_elp. Captain . Gordon 
Davies, with the initial help before pos~g of CaptlllJl Al_lan 
Alfred, produced and directed . the mu 1c, and the musical 
backing for the show was provided by the g_roup ~e New 
Pence who also entertained in their own nght durmg the 
cabar~t scene at the ' ball.' Captain John Bingham ' rebuilt' 
North Hall as we found the stage and internal wall were not 
quite the way we wanted them, and great effort were made 
in constructing a bar to erve 250 people by Se~geant l_'red 
Askham and many helpers. Staff Sergeant Jeff Topliss ~rov1ded 
the props (master scrounger) and Mrs. Stella Frost assisted b 
Mrs. Pat Lennon provided the e.xperti e in make-up for the 30-
P~ ~L . 

Finally the special gue ts ,-.,•ho appeared m the cabaret cene. 
We welcomed back one agam Miss .Maureen Annabelle who 
captivated the audience wit~ ht!r singmg, ~d Ray. Leyton and 
George Wagstaffe from Richmond Operatic Society, accom 
panied by Miriam Richardson, who rendered humour and ong. 

The show ran for three nights to a full house and the . dres~ 
rehearsal of the how entertained the local Old Age Pensioners 
and the children of the Regiment as a hake dow.n. . 

A far more difficult project than anyone env1 aged at fir t 
but one that everyone would like to repeat .. The rumo~r th~t 
2 Sqn has changed its title to B.F.S. Theatncal Production · 1 
unfortunately- TRUE. 
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Bulford 

ONCE again thi bas been an extremely busy month for 
the Regiment with Commanding Officer and the Second

in-Command juggling to get the right men to the right country 
at the right time. 

Sunny Cyprus 
The begining of the month found a large proportion of 

1 and 2 Sqns in Cyprus. After an uneventful move out to 
Cyprus the party quickly settled in, the majority having moved 
there at least once or twice during the last twelve months. 
Major Dick Johnson, Officer Commanding 2 Squadron, took 
charge of the communications area at one end of the island 
while Lieutenant John Cook was detached to a relay site that 
must be the envy of anybody who has communicated over 
Salisbury Plain or the ridges of Northern Germany, Mount 
Olympus. Braving the snow, they set up and listened to reports 
of people swimming on the beaches. Everything went well 
and during the off duty periods everybody took the opportunity 
to visit various haunts of the island. 

Drive to Ger111any 
The few remaining in barracks found themselves busy pre

paring vehicles of Exercise ' Flying Falcon.' Vehicles were 
overhauled and drivers found themselves being initiated into 
various mysteries of Tryptyques, convoy numbers for this side 
of the Channel, convoy numbers for the other side of the 
Channel and tick tests for Belgium, Holland and Germany. 
However, the morning of the move dawned bright and clear, 
and well over 200 vehicles moved off to congest the roads 
of Southern England. The hours preceding the move were not 
without their anxieties. Sergeant Pete Cain of 'Alpha' Troop 
was distinctly heard to say to his troop 0.C. "That if those 
five drivers don't get back from Cyprus on the next two 
ftights we are somewhat pushed " or words to that effect. They 
did all get back in time and it is worth re:::ording that Signal
man Roy Fonseka arrived back from his flight at five o'clock in 
the morning to be shown his four ton Bedford and told, " Better 
grab some breakfast quick, your convoy leaves at six o'clock. 
The convoys were hurtled through Belgium and Holland by 
some very efficient police who braved their own traffic to keep 
everything moving through traffic lights and traffic jams and 
it wasn't until Germany with the twin difficulties of the Ruhr 
and a snowstorm that any problems were encountered by 
Captains Bill Floyd and Ron Acott, who were assisted by Ser
geant Mick Duckworth of MT Troop. Even with the snow
storms and traffic, all the vehicles made it in under 42 hours, 
and the latecomers from Cyprus who flew to Germany were 
met by some very ribald remarks from the driving element, 
who really felt proud of themselves. After that the Regiment 
felt it could take anything in its stride. The sun shone and 
variou.s locations were vis!ted and communicated from. Many 
old fnends were met, albeit on the end of lengthy communica
tio_ns systems. which prove~ they worked, and the Regiment 
gamed a lot from the exercise. During the exercise the Regi
ment was pleased to be visited by Rear-Admiraf Sir Peter 
Anson, the ACDS (Signals), the S.0.-in-C. Major-General 
J .. M. .Sawyers, M.B.E., Brigadier D. E . Warren, A.D.C. , and 
Bngadier W. E. Sherratt, M.B.E., and our own G.O.C. Major
General G. C. A. Gilbert, M.C. 
~e move back was very much easier, with the Regiment 

stagrng n.ear Antwe:p for a day wit_h last of the fo!eign cur
r~~cy bemg spent 10 what was delightful surroundings. This 
VISl.t to Ge~any has really made the Regiment look forward 
to its next trip to see our European counterparts. 

'Alpha ' Troop 
At one time ' Alpha' Troop used to hog the limelight in the 

Regiment's notes and it was suggested that they hadn't been 
mentione? fo~ some time. While the rest of the Troop were 
away mamly m Cvorus and Germany a few were in Malta and 
~orporal ':lrian Warren and Signalman 'Jock' Aberdein were 
1n the Caribbean. They both returned suitably bronzed and with 
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various tales to tell of golden beaches and steamy ju11gles, much 
to the anno ance of other members of the Troop. However 
the~ have been suitably rewarded as the Troop, ever living up 
to .1t.s Rentadet tag, took to the Plain within four days of 
arnv!ng from G~rn:any and is now driving to Otterburn to 
prov.1de co~umcauons for the Royal Artillery. Corporal Stan 
D'.1v1s an~ Signalman Danny Barnett summed it up when they 
said that 1t makes a change from going abroad. 

Hack from lUnltn 
Now that the Malta affair ha been satisfactorily concluded 

the la t detachments have just returned. From the variou~ 
reports they all worked hard and enjoyed themselves. Corporals 
Arthur Joy and Chas Mitchell had trips around the harbour on 
MEXE floats, but disappeared on leave before they could be 
questioned closely. 

lnCroduetion 

4 Div HQ and Sig Regt 
B.F.P.O. 15 

T HIS month w~ ~ffer our readers a bumper contribution, 
. so-a~e you s!ttlng comfortably? Then we'll begin, starting 

with_ some rmpress1ons of the early exercises of this year, by a 
relatively new correspondent in HQ Sqn. 

114~ Sqn 

With . four exercise now part of Regimental history, the 
seasoi;i 1s wep. under way. Like a lot of things, the last one 
expenenced 1s the best; perfectly true in this case Exercise 
' Flying Falcon,' two i:nain reasons. Firstly, it was lo~g enough 
for everyone to get. mto the swing of things without being 
t~o long _to ?e borrng; and secondly, the weather was very 
krnd making it thoroughly enjoyable to be out. In fact Corporal 
John Powles, who rarely manages to participate because of 
' pressure ?f work ' in barracks, came out for a few days and 
was surpnsed to find he enjoyed it. So much so that he i 
looking forward to going out again, after a reasonable interval 
of course. 

For the newcomers to the Regiment, such cries as ' Pull 
plugs ' and 'Shot lev~I ~ero' are now not so mystifying. What 
must. ha\·e been mystify10g for one operator was the following 
op_eDJ?g to a c.onversauon over a not very secure line: " Hallo, 
this .1s Alf Garnett, I want to speak to Nosher." One can 
rmagme tne operator desperately searching through the relevant 
manuals muttering, " Who's -- call signs are these?" 

Our friends the cooks, who serve us remarkably well in the 
field, managed, with one joint of ' roast ' pork, to lay most of 
us low or rather relegate us to the sitting position. Minced 
beef and stewed steak are now the most popular meat dishes. 

Now that Signalman ' Scous~ '. Nelson has acquired a pair 
of glasses the B S.M . assures V1S1tors to the office vehicle that 
~he making of coffee should not be as dangerous as it has been 
m the past. To date, on receiving the word of command 'make 
coffee,' ' Scouse ' has placed t?e gas cooker on the table top, 
fill~d the kettle, and after takmg careful aim, balanced it pre
canously on the cooker. By the utmost alertness and agility the 
B:S.M. usually saves the situation, catching the kettle in mid
fhght. When the water has boiled, ' Scouse ' nearly pours it into 
rhe cups. It's surprising how much water the kettle holds; 
enough for five cups and two large puddles, one on the table 
top and one. on the floor. Then comes the most dangerous part 
o~ all- passmg the coffee to the recipients. I can assure you 
t 'i.at hot coffee does not leave too bad a stain on combat dress 
but it is rather painful on the hands. After receiving our half
full cups of coffee, we vacate the vehicle whilst a general 
clean-up takes place. 

2 Sqn 

. (\t last the truth can be revealed. All have been asking what 
~t is that makes '~h!ning Two' such a success story; the answer 
is HAIR. The shmmg pates of 1 Sqn are shortly to be joined 
by S.Q.M.S. Stogdale who is taking over from S.S.M. Loome 
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who leaves the Regiment on promotion-best of luck ' Q,' you 
need it! 

The quadton exercise, Exercise ' Cold Feet,' lived up to its 
name with temperatures of - IS °C. Our cook, Lance-Corporal 
Billimore, A.C.C., nearly fractured all his fingers cracking rock
hard eggs. The 432 Rover Gp saved our bacon by extracting 
the wheeled vehicles from deep snow and icy hillsides, although 
one vehicle managed to get halfway down one particular hill 
without assistance. (Well done Lance-Corporal 'Masher' 
Mullins!). 

Sergeant Dodds and our Sapper Troop have recently finished 
decorating our Squadron TV room and a great success it is. 
Their hard work can be found in most corners of the Regi
ment, in one form or another-we hear that their fees are 
going up! 

\ Heconnnissance Party to the French A1ps 

Whilst the remainder of the Regiment were still on Exercise 
•Flying Falcon' Corporal Dave Blackall and Signalman John 
Parks set off to the French Alps to carry out a recce for a 
future adventure training exercise. 

Corporal Blackall writes: 
"Staying as guests of Claude Rey, leader of five international 

expeditions to Greenland and Spitsbergen, we arrived at 
Aussois where we were directed to the C.N.E.S. and found 
o:.Jrselves in the midst of SO scientists there on a convention. 

" The next morning we started at five, to get on the lower 
·lopes before the sun could melt the snow too much. This being 
the fir t time John and I had been on skis for six years, we 
cau ed quite a laugh as we tried to stand up, let alone ski. That 
evening I climbed with Claude and a woman companion up to 
a 'refuge,' a mountain hut, whilst John stayed in the valley to 
enjoy the festivities of ' fondue,' a celebration for the first 
cheese of spring. The next morning in the ' refuge ' we rose 
at four and were on our way up Le Dent Parrachee, a mountain 
of 3,684m., but we had to retreat at 3,390m. soon after noon 
as the heat of the sun had left the snow and ice in danger 
of avalanche, on the east facing arrete. We made the descent 
on skis, which until then had been carried on our packs, over 
the Glacier de la Vanouse, which gave good ski-ing for four 
hours, dropping 2,000m. 

" The next day we moved to Bonneval-sur-Arc 40kms. up the 
valley, to join one of Claude's parties who were there to do ski 
mountaineering and up we went again, but this time there was 
a catch-no skis. Going up they left us but coming down we 
found that water-proof trousers and an ice axe are almost a 
fast as skis. 

"I hope to take an Army party or schoolchildren (15-18 
years of age) from the Herford area in the autumn of this 
year." 

('ross-country running 

The Regiment fielded a team in the Divisional stage of the 
Army cross-country at Hameln on 2nd December, over a. very 
hilly six-mile course. It was a proud moment for the Regrment 
when Sergeant Mick Stocks came fir t by a comfortable margin. 
Craftsman Dave Horsfall came in 17th and Signalman Ludlem, 
Driver Yemm and Corporal Dave Blackall also did very well. 
In the B.A.0.R. stage at Sennelager Sergeant Stocks came 14th. 
Unfortunately he was not available to compete in the Army 
final. 

The Westphalia League provided some. good running !or the 
team. 'This is a Saturday league which runs at different 
Garrisons each time. The Regiment finished Sth in this league. 
Captain Peter Brunton is to be congratulated on enthusing the 
team (throughout the season) to achieve this result. He also 
managed to enthuse R.S.M. Hall and no less than seven officer 
to run on different occasions, including the Training Officer 
Major Mike Simms-Reeve. Sergeant Stocks who came 3rd 
overall in the league represented the league in a match against 
Berlin Garrison and finished Stl1. 

On 16th April the team arc competing in a lo:al German 
marathon Hermana's Lauf, a 35 kilometer course from Hermans 
Denkmal 'to Bielefeld. What a good job they have passed their 
B.E. test! 
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Ai;Noclation footbnU 
The Regimental team has one more fixture in the local 

league. Th.is will terminate what has been a somewhat fru~trat
ing season with all too little competitive soccer. 

We have just started a five-a-side competition and at the 
moment the L.A.D. look like retaining their supremacy, achieved 
last year. Watch this space! 

t ;anoeb1J; 
Canoeing got off to a brisk but rather chilly start this year 

as we were all lured into a fal e sense of security during the 
warm spell in February. Lance-Corporal Nick Gray will no 
doubt confirm that February is not the time of year to splash 
around in the Doktor See, unintentionally. 

IT CALLS FOR SKILL • 
Signalman 'Chuck' Walker demonstrates the technique of shooting 

the canoe shute at Hameln 

... AND CAN END UP LIKE THIS! 

Most canoeist have suffered a ducking but so far Second
Lieutenant Martyn Reid has skilfully avoided being thrown in 
- but that is not a challenge! 

The Easter Camp was unlucky in the weather but we did 
manage to fit in some ~anoeing ?etween ride in speed boats 
and trials of strength with greganous German campers. 

Major Mike Simms-Reeve at last mastered the technique of 
paddling a phantom-he simply explained that the rea on for 
travelling 6km. backwards on a 9km. paddle downstream was 
the direction of the wind-backwards? 

The Regiment has lost three instructors recently : Signalman 
Larry Gainsborough posted to Canad~, Signalman ' Taffy ' Hill 
to civilian life and Lance-Corporal Nick Gray posted to Dort
mund. We wish them all well but particular thanks mu t be 
given to Signalman Gainsborough for the work he has done 
for the canoe club during his tour here. 
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i\ ,("ARCH ha been almost entire! · devoted to field activities. 
1.l'..L During the early part of the month all seven of our 
quadrons were involved in a variety of independent commit-

ments, whilst the last two week were pent participating in 
' Flying Falcon ' together with the rest of Ro •al Signals in 1 
(BR) Corps. 

Brigadier W. E. Sherratt, M .B.E., paid his la t visit to the 
Regiment a Commander Corps Royal Signal on 7th March. 
Headquarters qn formed a parade, in the cour e of which the 
Brigadier pre ented the Military Service Medal to 'Q' Shrimplin, 
R.A.P.C. Details of this singular decoration were given in the 
March-April edition of THE WIRE. 

MERITORIOUS SERVICE MEDAL AWARD 
With twenty-seven years service-W.0 .2 G. Shrimplin receives the 
Military Service Medal from the Commander Corps Royal Signa ls, 

Brigadier W . E. Sherratt, M.B.E. 

Exercise • Flyillg Falcon • 

Despite snow over the weekend prior to the exercise which 
threatened to make life interesting, we had amazingly fine 
weather through?ut, C:C.R. . SiSJ:lals annual e:{ercise always 
produc;es some mterestmg s1tuanons, and this year was no 
exception. 6 Sqn ?ur ~vC;ring Force Squadron, baptized their 
AFV 432s by swunmmg ID the Weser several times. Other 
Squadrons aJ?-d Regiments used the easy route across, via M2 
bndges l?rov1ded by the Royal Engineers. Corporal ' Jimmy ' 
!Jray, bemg a spartan character, decided to have a quick bath 
in the Weser; , however, the timely arrival of the C.O.'s heli
copted sent his smalls straight into the middle of the river. 
The Colonel then stepped aboard an AFV 432 driven (or 
helmed?) by Co.rporal John Coultish and navigated by 
C_orporal Harry B1s~op. The voyage went well until one track 
hi~ a sandbank which sent the vehicle gently circling in the 
mid~e of . the ri~er for five minutes or so. Corporal Gray, 
cov~rmg hunself m the bushes, seemed to derive some satis
factJon from the incident, but the C.0. gave the order "Left 
hand down a bit," and all was well. 

On the evening of l~th March Brigadier Sherratt was dined 
out by 0e Co~a'?-ding Officers and representatives of the 
Corps Signal Units m our Officers' Mess at its field location. 
1:he ~and of the 3rd Bn Royal Anglian Regt, under the 
~irccuon of the Bandmaster, Mr. Bowness Smith, excelled 
Itself ~nd the evening was a great success. 

During the secon.d week of the exercise we had many visitors, 
and we were especially pleased to see the Commander-in-Chief 
B.A.O.R., Major-G~eral Sir Peter Hunt, K.C.B., D.S.0., 
O.B.E., our Corps Commander, Lieutenant-General Sir 
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Roland Gibbs, K.C.B., C.B.E,. D.S.O., M.C., the Signal Officer
in-Chief, Major-General J . M. Sawyers, M.B.E., the Chief 

ignal Offi er B.A.0.R., Major-General H. E. Roper, the new 
A.C.D . . ( ignals) Commodore Sir Peter Anson, and the Com
mandant of the School of Signals, Brigadier A. C. Bate, O.B.E. 

Visitors on o ca ion presei:it their own special problems. 
~ol!111ead Papa was ~ue co receive o many high ranking officers 
m 1ts, wooded location that the A ' Mess Thunc!erbox from 
Corps H .Q. wa called forward. When the time came to cre"t 
the edifice for the third time, it could not be found. It had 
last been seen in the previous location, correctly deployed. A 
search. p~rty ';"BS despatched who found it standing in its 
splendid isolation. When asked why it had not been moved 
th7 1:l.C.T. Lai:ic~-Corporal in charge replied, "I think he is 
still m there sir. He was not in fact 'in there but it took a 
brave man to find out. 

q<>mccn ' Alpha ' had .the un~sual experience of being split. 
This pre~c~:ited . several mteresung problems both engineering 
and adm1D1strat1ve all. of which were solved, and gave us a 
deal of valuable experience. It al o proved just how versatile 
1 Sqn can be. 

Hea?quarter Sqn took the field in its familiar Spli t Echelon 
formation. Papa Echelon was in the care of the M .T.O. Captain 
Ray Raynor, b~ck~d by, W.0.2 Eric S~mpson, Sergeants Charlie 
Coventry and Dmger Bell a~ C?ns1stently showing a prcfer
~nce for sudden moves and life m the open. Oscar Echelon, 
ID ~e charge of the Squadron Commander Major Colin Riley 
assJSted by W.0.2 Bob McGregor, S.Q.M.S. Ken Le Montais 
an~ Serg~ant Gordon Maple, seemed to prefer sites with plenty 
of runnmg hot and cold.' 

'_fhc Squa~on managed to settle this internal difference of 
Oi;>1D1on sufficiently enough to win the Inter-Squadron Six-a
S1de Football Compcti~ion. Responsible for accomplishing this 
were Staff Sergeant Dickson and Lance-Corporal Clements of 
the L.A.D. with Corporal Hewitt, Lance-Corporal Neighbour 
of R.H.Q. and Private Leeds of the A.C.C. 

Snmllbore shooth1g-D.A.O.H. Cham1•ious at last! 

Under the captaincy of our M.T.0., Captain Ray Raynor 
th.e Regiment won the Rhine Army Major Units Smailbor~ 
Rifle Championship, held in Sennclager from the 8th-11th 
March. T~e match was closely fought all the way and in the 
fin~! detail our team defeated the runners up by only five 
pomts. Team members were Captain Tony Singleton WO 2 
(S.S.M.) Gordon Smith, Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Barry' Ha~s~l, 
Sergeant Pete Barratt Sergeant ' Dinger ' Bell, Corporal Mike 

7th SIG REGT-RHINE ARMY SMALL BORE RIFLE CHAMPIONS 
Standing, left to right : Corporal Moss, Sergeant Barratt, W .0 .2 
Smith, Captain Raynor, Captain Singleton, Corporal Cadwallader, 

Signalman Barker 
Kneeling: Sergeant Bell, Staff-Sergeant Hassell 
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Mos , Corporal ' Cad ' Cadwallader and Signalman ' Bugs ' 
Barber. Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Hassal particularly d istin
guished himself by taking fifth place in the individual com
petition. Victory was definitely sweet when it was seen that 
the field included such names as the 3rd Battalion Royal Green . 
ja::kets, 1st Battalion Light Infantry and the 1st Royal Tank 
Regiment. 

Exc•rc-li'ilt' e Snow Queen ' 
In common with most winter sports areas in Europe, the 

Regimental Ski Hut in Voderburg was left embarrassingly free 
from snow this season. Despite this, adequately good slopes 
were found some 25 kms. away at Grosgcrn and throughoul the 
~~ason 160 soldiers from the unit have undergone ski tra ining. 

Instructors were generously loaned to us by the German 
Army, although at times language became a problem. Amongst 
others, Sergeant Vic Jinks helped solve this with his own 
in mitab'.e brand of fluent German and little was lost in the 
translation. 

Standards of expertise obviously varied; Signalman Phil 
Fuller is one of our more advanced performers, whilst Signal
m~n I.es Grant was a little less fortunate--on the first com
mand to put on skis he was seen to slide very rapidly backwards 
into the only bush on the whole slope! 

Lance-Corporal Kevin Justice showed excellent improvement 
for a beginner, and was eventually called into the Regimental 
team to replace a casualty. 

A special mention must go to the cooks who managed to 
turn ' compo,' :.ipplcmented by fresh rations, into excellent 
meals. Lance-Corporal Bernie Foster was particularly popular 
for his excellent Sunday lunches. 

T he series of course wa enjoyed by everyone who partici
pated and we are a sured of a full list of volunteers for next 
: eason. 

\\' c•lconu~ • • • 

10 Sig Regt 
Hounslow 

L AST month saw a change in the command of our Regi
ment. We welcome into our midst Lieutenant-Colonel 

Charles Galbraith, who takes over the hot seat from Lieutenant
Colonel D avid Barker, the latter leaving us to go to the School 
of Signals. We also welcome Major Charles Robertson, our 
new Se::ond-in-Command, who has taken over the conference 
room and turned it into a ' sweat box,' from which emits huge 
reams of paper, the purpose of which we have not quite 
fathomed. 

. •• and far well 
A farewell dinner wa held for Lieutenant-Colonel Barker in 

the Bruno Club on 22nd March. Forty-nine senior N.C.0.s, 
including 11 of our Royal Signals Association members from 
both Hounslow and the out stations, attended. The dinner 
and the evening were a great success, culminating in the 
presentation of an antique silver yacht to the outgoing C.O., 
a token of the high esteem in which he was held by the 
Regiment. At the end of the evening he was triumphantly 
towed past the statue of Bruno the Bear, seated at the helm of 
the Regimental yacht. We wish Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. 
Barker all the best in their new posting. 

\V .n.A.C. Assoc·iation reunion 
On Saturday, 18th March, the annual W.R.A.C. Reunion 

took place in the presence of the Duchess of Kent, Controller 
Commandant W.R.A.C. The Director W.R.A.C. gave a presenta
tion of W.R.A.C. Trades and interests. Three members of the 

CHRYSLER DOES IT AGAINI 
AVENGERS up to £107 REAL SAVINGS 
HUNTERS up to £116 REAL SAVINGS 

and of course. 
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up to £203 REAL SAVINGS 
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OR 
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A FAREWELL DRINK WITH THE C.O. 
Left to right: Lieutenant-Colonel D. M. F. Barker, W.0.2 (S. S.M.) 
Reg Heath, W.0.2 (ORQMS) Roy Fairhurst, Captain R. A. H. 

Hoghton, W.0 . 1 (R.S.M.) Ron Postlethwaite B.E.M. 

Regiment took pan. Private Anne Whelan described her train
ing and job as a Communication Centre Operator, Corporal Ann 
Canham explained the trade of driver and how she won the 
individual driver competition at the Royal Tournament in 1971 
and Corporal Jackie Smith talked about the joys of free-fall 
~arac~uting dres~ed ready for jumping and looking very attrac
uve m her action helmet. The presentation aroused great 
intere t particularly some of the older members of the 
Q.M.A.A.C. and A.T.S. who were enthralled to think that the 
W.R.A.C. of today even jump from aeroplanes! 

-t Sqn - Les girls 
The accent here has been on change. First and foremost a 

long-awaited change for our C.D.S.O. from Captain to Major 
Greta Baylis which was celebrated in the usual way. Also in the 
last few days we have welcomed a new Yeoman John Morrison 
into our fold from Germany but we have a few weeks to go 
before we need to say goodbye to our present Yeoman Murvin 
Harrison. That w!ll give us time to collect champagne money. 
Of course the mam change has been the part that the Comcen 
has had. to pl'.1Y in the birth of H.Q. U.K.L.F. at Wilton. It's 
been qwte J?ainless so far but we are prepared for the teething 
troubles which "!'e hope to soothe in our usual inimitable way. 
On ~e sports side we have had great success with our table 
tenms team. The S.S.M. Joan Beresford and P.T.I. Lance
Corporal Kathie Burleigh reaching the finals of the inter-unit 
table tennis tournament where they came third. 

lance-Corporal F. Bluer 
Lance-Corporal Frank Bluer died at Millbank Hospital on 

Sunday, 2nd April. 
He joined the Corps in January, 1962, from school and went 

to A.A.S., Harrogate. ~ving '?mpleted his training at Harrogate 
he was i;>osted to 1~ Sig Regt m January, 1965, to await posting 
to 18 Sig Regt, Smgapore. He completed his two-and-a-half
year tour and was posted to 4 Div Sig Regt B.A.O.R. jn 
October, 1967. 

He; was 'Y' listed in May, 1969, and held on strength of 
10 Sig Regt. 

He. will be rem~~ered by many in the Corps for his out
standin~ fo<?tball ability and his merry outlook on life. 

To his widow and daughter we offer our deep sympathy. 
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ODE TO • WIRE ' CORRESPONDENTS 
Compact notes and photos clear, 
A certain way to bring ut cheer, 
And come the day you visit here, 
For you, good friends, a pint of beer. 

11 Sig Regt, Catterick Camp 
Pass-off 1mradcs 

']
1WO pass-off parades were held in March. On the first, 

on 10th March troops from 1 Sqn and Junior Sig Sqn 
took part. The Troops on parade were 4 Troop, commanded 
by Lieutenant Tim Mountford, and Junior Sig Troop com
manded by Captain Mike Galloway, under the parad~ com
mander, Major Mike Deverill. The Inspecting Officer was 
Lieutenant-Coloi;iel J. ~· l_'raser-Orr, Kin.g's Regt AA & QMG, 
HQ, Northumbnan D1smct. Best Recrmts were Junior Signal
man Ge<?rge ~anion, of 4 Troop, now training as a technician 
and J umor Signalman John Marooth, of Junior Sig Troop. 
The second pass-off, was a single troop, 5 Troop, commanded 
by Lieutenant Ray Lloyd Jones. They passed-off on 24th 
March after much rehearsal of the ' solo ' act by Lieutenant 
Lloyd Jones, who was making his debut on the 'pop' scene. 
However, throat lozenges and God willing, all went well 
and the Inspecting Officer Brigadier K . Perkins, M.B.E.'. 
D.F.C., Comma?d~r 24 Airponable. Bde was duly impressed. 
The Best Recrmt m S Troop, was Signalman Brian Robertson 
who is now training as a telecommunications mechanic. ' 

PASS OFF 
Lieutenant-Colonel J. I. Fraser-Orr Kings Regiment, Inspecting 
Officer at the Pass Off Parade on 10 March talks to the best recruit 

of 4 Troop, Signalman John Marooth 

All 11uiet 111• Scotton lloud 

At one stage last month, it seemed that N.O.P. would 
nominate Relles Barracks the place most likely to be blown 
up after Karl Marx's tomb and 10 Downing Street. The siren 
got plenty of exercise, and those who could remember the 
blitz became quire nostalgic. However, each incident was 
treated with a swiftness and efficiency which minimised 
interruption of normal work. 

f'he cu~rent arrangements have now become part of the 
daily routine. Attendance at Sc. Martin's Garrison Church 
has. soared µ the car park is to be belived, and the rush to 
register vehicles has been such that the R.S.M. is convinced 
that eve!yone own_s at least two cars, except the Adjutant, 
who arnves by bike. The normally sacred square is used 
as a parking area, and the only way onto that is past RHQ 
block! 

Pof.cutial Officer Troo1• 
Picture a typical peaceful day on Relles Square (any day!)

the Regiment going about its work, a group of soldiers in 
combat kit, un-noticed, in the drill shed. Suddenly, the air 
is shattered by the roar of aircraft, marshals appear on the 
square, as two, three Pumas (the R.AF.'s largest helicopter) 
descend on the tarmac, sticks rush forward and scramble 
aboard, and the aircraft disappear as rapidly in a cloud 
of dust. The Adjutant is summoned-questions are being asked 
in th<; hou~e; Back comes the answer- 'Just a P.O. Troop 
Exercise, Sir. Some of you may ask-what is Potential Officer 
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Troop? Formerly OR 1 Troop, it forms part of 1 Sqn, and 
is the Troop through w~i<:h all commissioned. candidates withi? 
the Corps pass for trammg. Some come dJrect from recruit 
training and others from outside units, but all are budding 
s.O-in-C.s (even the odd Napolean), ~nt~nt on gaining a recom
mendation from the Regular Comnuss1ons Board. What does 
PO Troop do? Well this question has been asked frequently 
by many people, and the O.C. has been looking for the DS 
answer for over a year now. Basically, anything which will 
serve to develop the leadership potential of a candidate in 
~vhatever field, or to whatever extent is required. This can 
mean anything from crossing streams with planks and oil 
drums to organising and running exercises the length and 
breadth of the country. Consequently, POs turn up in the 
oddest of places, whether it happens to ~e wal~ing down ?ie 
Al(M) at 03.00 hours on a Saturday carrymg .a tin bath, ~'7.;'lffi
ming the River Forth in F-February, or chamng up a Mm1ster 
of tate for a ride in ' Concorde.' 

The Troop are also the nomads of the Regiment, moving 
from broom cupboard to attic as the accommodation ava.il~
bility fluctuates . Finally, at the end of last year came the crms, 
and the prospect of tented life loomed large. The result was 
the move to Le Cateau Block. A building with a chequered 
history-built AD? Reputedly sacked by the Romans, used 
as an Officers' Mess lately occupied by the Corps Band, and 
finally condemned last year. Demolition was due to start in 
December and while the Troop fought off the bulldozers (the 
electrician~ came to strip the wiring the day after they 
arrived), DOE did a quick renovation. j?b. Despite the ~rchaic 
plumbing and heating the block has its advantage . It is well 
eparated from the Regiment, over 10 minutes on foot (or 

three by staff car), and has ample accomm_odation for class
rooms offices and stores. The Ante-room 1s run as a mess, 
presid~d over in a most democratic way by Captain John Young, 
who acts as Mess president, PMC, and committee. The whole 
complex is ably looked after by ' Geordie ' the caretaker wh_o 
acquires anything from upright pianos to spare doors. It is 
rumoured that when PO Troop move out in 1973, they will 
present the building to the nation, if it is still standing. 

If your curiosity has been aroused, and you f~el ~at your 
own meteoric career has ground to a halt, try filling m an AF 
B6610 and see what happens. 

Corporals' Club 

With the takeover of the original Corporals' Mess in Relles 
NAAFI by Junior Sig Sqn, a new prefabricated building has 
been erected between the N AAFI and the cookhou e. A large 
gathering of officers, W .0.s and S.N.C.0.s were i?vited to the 
official opening ceremony on 25th February which was per
formed by the C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel F. C. ~ockwood._t:he 
interior has been atractively decorated and furmshed, prov1dmg 
a most congenial atmosphere which will undoubtedly add 
to the success of future Mess functions. 

CHEERFUL OCCASION 
Lieutenant-Colonel F. C. Lockwood declares the new Corporals' 

Club open, while a large and thirsty gathering look on 
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l~ootball 

The Regimental football team has notched up some notable 
successes of late, despite fielding a team as a minor unit . In the 
McEwans Cup, the Regiment reached the semi-finals before 
being knocked out by the Duke of Wellington's Re1.timent 1--0. 
Again, the Regiment came through to the semi-finals of the 
Northern Command Cup a major units competition before 
succumbing to a strong 8 Sig Regt side. Again the score was 
a narrow 1-0 win. 

.\rrivals and de1tartureH 
Our M.O., Lieutenant-Colonel Walter Holmes has returned 

to the tranquility of the Regiment after an attachment .to 2 RRF 
in Nonhem Ireland. Our thanks are extended co L1eutenant
Colonel Peter Robinson, RAMC, for standing in during the 
last few months. Farewell also to W.0.2 (S.S.M.) Boyle, who 
has gone, pace stick fimly gripped under the left arm as W.0.1 
(R.S.M.) to grip Birmingham University OTC. Sergeant Ray 
Charlesworth goes to 21 Sig Regt, and Corporal Mick Ra!ft:aY 
is off to SHAPE. We welcome W.0.2 (S.S.M.) Gray, who )Oms 
2 Sqn from 21 Sig Regt. 

We offer our sincere condolences to Sergeant and Mrs. Lynch 
on the loss of their daughter Melanie Jane, who died at Cat
terick Military Hospital on 2nd March, aged 10 months. 

13 Sig Regt, B.F.P.0. 40 

C .S.E. show 

F RIDAY Night is Music ight! The Regimental Cinema w!ls 
sold out for the visit of the Freddy (Parrot Face) DaVIS. 

Although a snowstorm greeted the arrival of the theatregoers 
the excellence of the show and the warmth generated in the 
theatre provided an ideal prelude to the entertainment in the 
Sergeants' Mess after the show. 

11ock .. y 
The gala feeling was still with the Re~ent on the afternoon 

of Saturday 11th March, when the Reg!IDental hockey team 
turned out t~ contest the B.A.O.R. semi-final of th_e Major Units 
hockey cup. Despite the cold day and the necessity. of blankets 
round the knees the support was still somewhat vociferous. Our 
opponents-28th Amphibious Engineer Regiment. 

Having fought hard last season and enj9yed a spectaCU;Iar 
current season the team and the whole Reg1IDent were hopmg 
for success. Alas it was not to be and we Jost by 2 goals to 1. 

The Regiment pressed hard from the bully-off,_ and in the 
10th minute were awarded a sbon corner from which Corporal 
Rob Symonds narrowly missed.. Funher pressure on the 
Engineers' goal saw more near nusses by all the forwards and 
some verv good saves by the Engineers' goalie. In the 22nd 
minute Captain Neil Turfitt picked up another shon comer 
and fr~m his pass Corporal ' Lucey ' Luckett scored from clo e 
in. 

The Regiment continued to press, but in the 15th minute of 
the econd half the Engineers broke away and scored an 
equaliser from a solo run by their centre-forward. 

Five minutes from the end the Engineers broke ~way, 
Corporal Fred Irvine in the Sign_als' goal fell. on the ball con
ceding a penalty flick, from wh1ch the Engineers scored the 
winning goal. 

The Regiment continued to press but the forwards had one 
of those days when the ball just would not go into the net. 

An exciting match to watch and to play. Are we downhearted? 
-Yes. 

)fart'hin~ 

Without the pomp and splendour of the hockey our marching 
team has started training for Nijmegen just for s,tarter~ for the 
25-mile AFCENT march, a very pleasant dav s outing, the 
team being coached by W.0.1 Chris Stevenson (Int Corp) who 
as usual was a tower of (what's that word?). We. are still i:iot 
sure of his true height but he stands somewhere m the region 
of 6ft. Sin., give or take a pair of socks! . . 

Another of our intelligentsia marched merrily with the tea'!! 
after a riotous evening in the Sergeants' Mess· we awarded h1 
medal posthumously to a dead Amstel. 
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DETACHMENT COMMANDERS' COURSE NO. I 
Back row : Lance-Corporals Cagilaba, Guest, Sansom, Conder, Reah, Younger, Corporal Hebdon , Lance-Corporal Morris 

Centre row : Lance-Corporals Hewson, Stickland, Corporal McNamara, Lance-Corporals Rigley, Farnsworth, Bennett 
Front row : Sergeants Smith , Boxall, Lieutenant D. W . Dobson , Captain (Q.M.) A. S. R. Alfred, W .0.2 (S.S.M.) J. F. Jones , Sergeant Pilkington 

Sergeants· lUe ·s 
On Friday, 10th March, we were hosts to Freddy 'Parrot 

Face' Davis and the cast of the C.S.E. Show who visited the 
Regiment. They were wined and dined in true Sergeants' Mess 
fashion but regretted that they had to leave early (morning) 
due to weath~r conditions and pressure of work. Freddy's final 
gesture was to 'perch on the back of a chair, assisted by the 
Commanding Officer Lieutenant-Colonel G. W. A. Stephenson, 
and sign his ' pet ' name on the bar ceiling. 

It is rumoured that the Mess has been rejuvenated by the 
introduction of ' Wally's Disco ' ; our P.E.C. S.S.I. Tony Fleming 
is overjoyed that the ' Disco ' era has come to the Mess because 
the expense does not drain his entertainment fund. 

This month we welcome to the Mess Staff Sergeant Bryan 
Lawrence from School of Infantry and Sergeant 'Darky ' 
Williams from 224 ig Sqn. Sorry he has arrived at the end 
of the rugby season. 

We bade farewell to W.0.2 'Mac' Maskens-Mclntye 
(W.R.A.C.) to 33 Sig Regt (V); rumour has it that she is still 
trying to pack her M.F .O. Also W.0.2 (Y. of S.) John Morrison 
to 10 Sig Regt, Sergeant Dave Liddell to 9 Sig Regt and 
Sergeant Mick Ringley. We wish him and Morrison good 
fortune in ' civvy ' street. 

We congratulate 'Sam' Law and 'Fun' Hammond' on their 
well deserved promotion to W.0.2. 

Depnrturt>s 

Major Chris Ahl our Paymaster leaves us for H .Q. Northern 
Command. A notable ski instructor, a useful hockey man and 
an excellent wines member, he also became the father of a 
third son shortly before his departure. 

Captain Alan Maxwell - a very keen rugby officer and 
defender of the shift-departed for 223 Sig Sqn. 

Captain Penny Ames departed happily to be re-united with 
her fiance in U .K. prior to their marriage. 
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To Pat and Chris Ahl and family, Alan and Margaret Max
well and family and Penny Ames we bid a fond fa rewell and 
wish you well in the future. 

Arrivals 

Our new Paymaster Captain Bob Taylor arrived, completely 
up to date, from Worthy Down. 

Captain John Francis arrived from 9 Sig Regt to take over 
from Captain Alan Maxwell. 

Captain Jenny Flake, lately of Depot W.R.A.C., arrived to 
take over from Captain Penny Ames. 

Welcome one and all, we have no doubt that your stay in 
13 Sig Regt will be a happy one. 

Detnchn•ent Commanders• conr~w 
Training Wing opened officially again 3rd March with the 

arrival of the first detachment commander's course. The Wing 
Staff have been hard at it all winrer carrying the Regiment 
through the winter training programme and the F.F.R. I The 
course now over, we would like to congratulate Lance-Corporal 
A. S. Reah of 21 Sig Regt for passing the course as top student. 
We might have claim to a record- in seven and a half years' 
service Lance-Corporal Sansom of 16 Sig Regt had never once 
spent a night in the field! He was so impressed with his first 
night in a trench he feels he would like to spend more time 
under the stars. (Quartermaster Technical 16 Sig Regt please 
note we'd hate him to be disappointed). 

Ccm grn tuln tions 

The Regimental wedding roll has lengthened yet again. The 
lucky man Signalman Malcolm Keating, the blushing bride 
Jennifer Hall. Westminster Abbey must took to its laurels in 
future. Not many centres can match the 13 Sig Regt Marriage 
Bureau Operation Order. 
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cool mine visit 
The Regiment is situated in a min~g area so it was inevi~ble 

chat a visit should be planned. Ma1or. Tom Swan orgamsed 
the trip but failed to make the start !me because of another 
engagement! However, a party lead by Lieute~ant-Colonel 
G W A Stephenson ventured underground guided by the 
Works. Di~ector Herr ~anefuss _and s~veral of his colleagues. 
It was a most interestmg mornmg with the most .up-to-d::ite 
mining equipment in action: The_ party left the mme _feeling 
very sympathetic for our m mers !n U.K. (U'ter rem~vmg the 
grime we were wined and dined 1i;i splendid style .. Fmally ~e 

arted company with our hosts, having spent a most mformauve 
~nd enjoyable day with them. . . 

A sincere thank you to our hosts at the Sophia Jacoba mme 
at Hucklehoven. 

ODE T O MIN I NG lUAN 
Memo ' direct ' from C.O.: 
'" Off to coal mine we will go . ., 
So a shaft we duly souj!ht, 
Miners! Pay rise l Brilhant thought. 
Hucklehoven just the spot; 
Herr Director likes a lot! 
Dressed in miners' snowy kit, 
r3 Sig Regt down the pit. 
Belly wriggle, lamps agleam, 
Coal face there at end of scam. 
Herr Director cracks the joke; 
Would we "up go on the coke." 
u After me/' kind Sirs, he said, 
Sit conveyor to the head. 
" Beware, as off you jump," h~ cried; 
Captain groaned and Sub be 8lghcd. 
Too late the warning; all say tut I 
C.O. has banged his -- nut! 
Rump and bunock, elbow raw 
A blacker lot you never saw. 

"THE LILL YWHITES" 

Lieutenan t-Colonel G. W . A. Stephenson , Herr Kranefuss, 
Lieutenant D. W . Dobson, Captain A. G. Maxwell 
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Removals and storage_ Hou~ehold remov
als.Single items.Any s1z~ of Job.Anywhere 
in Britain or overseas. P1ckf<?rds have the 
experience. Ask us for an estimate. 

Travel service Benefit from our expe.rience 
when you book holidays, travel tickets. 
reservations etc. No extra charge when you 
use Pickfords. 

Once you use Pickfords, you11 never go without us 
Our address is in the phone book 
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22 Sig Regt, B.F.P.O. 107 
D in in g-out o f LiPuft-nnnt-ColonPI D. l • \'\r. Cooper 

THE Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel D. W. W. 
Cooper, having been dined-out most tyli hly by the 

'ergeanc ' Me som days before, was dined-out by the 
Office~· on the 8th March. 

After the meal and presentations six members of the Mes 
left for a hort while to collect his tran. port home. This wa · 
an open coach borrowed from the local Weissenburg Brewery, 
with a large beer bottle mounted at the rear. The C.O. was 
escorted to the main door of the Me s where he was met 
by the officer ome holding blazing torche the rest manning 
their pulling po itions at the front of the coach. H e was then 
pul led home (no mean feat as his house i almost a mile 
di rant) by this e.'l:huberan t and nois entourage watched over 
by a high) · amu ed German Police escort. 

l · isit or t ' .f'.H. Signals 
Brigadier W. E. Sherratt, M.B.E., visited the Regiment on 

10th March for his farewell visit before giving up his appoint
ment as C.C.R. Signals. He lunched with the officers of the 
Regiment and was presented with a chrome plate p intle pin 
in memory of one of his endearing peccadiloes. 

Ext•rt•ist• Fl:ving Falcon ' 
The Regiment deployed on the morning of 13th M arch, 

in brilliant sunshine for the C.C.R. Signals last exercise which 
he said was to be a ' fun e.'l:ercise for the troops.' 

While we were out in the field we were visited by all 
manner of welcome visitors ranging from S.0 .-in C. to our 
T .A.V.R. affiliates Captain T revor Bocock and Lieutenant Tom 
H adfield from 36 (V) Regr TA, out on a recce prior to joining 
us again for the major summer exercise. 

The C.O.'s last night in the field was celebrated bv a Regi
mental Dinner held in the hayloft of a spacious Westfalian 
barn and attended by all the officers of the Regiment. A fitting 
climax to an enjoyable exercise for the Regiment and an 
impressive tour in command for the Colonel. 

F en c ing 
The Regiment says a special ' well-done ' to Sergeant 

Springer who has just competed in the 4 D iv individual cham
pionships, finishing first in Foil, second in Sabre and fourth 
in Epee. He became Champion-at-Arms of 4 Div. He also 
competed in the B.A.0.R championships finishing fourth in 
Sabre and fourth in Foil. 

He now goes forward to fence in the Army championships 
in Aldershot. The best wishes of the R egiment go with him 
and we hope he continues his success. 

Karat•• 

With the growing popularity of TaekwonDo (Korean Karate) 
in Europe the bug seems to have reached 22 Sig Regr. Under 
the instruction of Corporal L es Martin, lst Dan Black Belt, and 
the administration of Sergeant ' Geordie ' Anderson the club 
membership stands at 27, with many more interested in taking 
it up. 

A forthcoming demonstration by six international Black Belts 
is to try to boost the club's membership further, and promises 
to be a smashing success. 

This far from gentle arr has been practised for many centuries 
in Korea, and has proved to be a great asset to the K eirean 
Armed Forces as a general part of their training. The famous 
Tiger Regr, all comprising of highly trained TaekwonDo men, 
we. e well known throughout Vietnam for their combat ability 
in close fighting. 

Most of the Re~imental club come from Golf Tp, 3 Sqn. 
Lance-Corporal ' Geordie ' Longstaff thought this was a con
spiracy to ' fix' him so he joined as well Sergeant ' Geordie ' 
Anderson is walking around with his hand sheathed and 
Lance-Corporal Pete Cooper is finding it difficult to refrain 
from kicking a hole in his barrack room door. 

No doubt, through the efforts of the new club members, 
and the publicity that it is receiving around the Regiment, 
membership will continue to grow. 

22nd REGT KARATE CLUB 
Judging by t he numbers in the gymnasi um karate is a popular 

pas t ime 

28 Sig Regt, B.F.P.O. 35 

MARCH has been a time of vehicle inspections. Because 
we are a N.A.T .O . Regiment, the only British N .A.T.O. 

Regiment in the Army, we have had two inspections. One 
was done by the R.E.M .E . which went off well enough. The 
other is being done by the German civil service, who have 
put all our four-ton vehicles off the road as they have been 
unable to test the brakes. 

We have had two exercises dur ing the past month. 

Exercise • Fransk.I ' 
Exercise ' F ranski ' was supposed to be a six-week exercise 

down in Bavaria teaching soldiers to ski, but unfortunately, 
because of the lack of snow, it had to be shortened to three 
weeks. 

However, I'm sure that everyone thoroughly enjoyed t hem
selves including Signalman Tony Needham, who had the 
misfortune(!) to crack h is ankle when leaping out of a fou r
tonner a full day after the ski-ing bad finished. 

Heard on the slopes: "And there were these three idiots 
at the top of the slope. The first idiot (Staff Sergeant John 
Richards) said ' Straight down? ' The second idiot (Lieutenant 
Doug Conran) said 'Yes great! ' The third idiot (Corporal Trev 
Borek) said ' Oh no! ' Sad to say only two made it to the 
bottom." 

Exercise • Flying Fnlco11 ' 
The Regiment was represented by 2 Sqn on Exercise 'Flying 

Falcon.' This exercise is noted mainly for the fact that the 
POL Wagon took 24 hours and three vehicles, three days 
after PRE ended, to reach the area. 

S1•ort 
If you have been reading your WTRE regularly you will 

have followed the fortunes of 28 (BR) Sig Regt football team, 
and know that they were in the final of the B.A.0.R. Foot
ball Competition, against 36 Hvy AD Regr RA. 

The great day came and the weather had obviously decided 
to take part as well . It was raining on and off and blowing 
a gale, not a good omen. 

In the first half the Regiment was playing with the wind , 
and although there were some close shots, notably by ' Scouse ' 
Quirk, the half time score was still 0-0. The second half 
started badly for us and it was only due to Corporal Mo Har
kin and L ance-Corporal Tom Reilley, the goalkeeper, that the 
score was still 0-0. Then tragedy. 36 Hvy AD Regt got a goal. 

The team realised that time was slipping away and put 
everything into the game, mostly in the opposition half. Twice 
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more Sergeant John Harvey and Corp~ral Mo ~rkin call?e 
very close to scoring but when the whistle blew it was sail 
1-0 to the gunners. 

We undoubtedly played the better football, but unfortunate~y 
uld not turn this advantage into goals. However, we sull 

~~ve the Rhine Area Championship final to look . forward to, 
and, as we are playing 36 Hvy AD Regr RA, agam, we hope 
to have our revenge. 

\.' INlf s 
Major Tony (Desert Group) Chea! has been v1s1tmg other 

(colder) parts of the world, . to wit, Sweden, as part of an 
exchange visit with the Swedish Army. He says that it is true 

about the three S's but refuses to substantiate this with any 
details. 

.\ r rh·nls and d o part11res 
We say goodbye to M ajor Ken Bicknell, who has been with 

us for all of three months but things are not as bad as ~ey 
seem as he has only been posted down the road to Rhcm
dahl~n. We also say goodbye to Captain Peter D al4; for a short 
time who is on a six months emergency to~r m N orthern 
Ireland. W.0 .2 (F. of S.) Walker, Sergeant D1 ney, Corporal 
Gibson, Corporal Vines, Lance-Corporal Kelly, Lance-Corporal 
Hodgkinson, Signalman Hollands have all left and been 
replaced by far too many. new'?mers ~ name them all , but 
we wish them all the best m their new iobs. 

News from Squodro~s 

1 Arty Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 

B.F.P.0. 102 

L-, ARLY in February, 30 members of the Squadron, l:cl by 
_l_'j Lieutenant Andrew Symmons, p roceeded to Bavana for 
two weeks ski-ing on Exercise ' Snow Queen.' Although the 
snow was sparse, generally, some good slopes. were found, 
notably at Oberjoch, U nterjoch anc~ G rasgehen m the Allgau 
re ion Lieutenant John Allan, our mstructor, managed to ~ro
dJce ;ome fairly confident skiers from th~ bui;ich of non-skiers 
of varying ages t hat ventured forth on this mp. The fact _th~t 
this exercise coincided with Rosen Montag was purely. comc1-
dental but some fine performances were seen on both ski-slopes 
and dance floors. , 

Immediately after returning from Exercise ' Snow Queen 
the Squadron basketball team took part in the 1 D iv M inor 

left to 
WINTER HAS ITS ATTRACTIONS 

right : Lance-Corporal Perkins, Lance-Cor~oral 
Signalman Weaver, Signalman McKechn1e 

Rodgers, 

Units finals on 25th February and were beaten in the final, 
after a hard fought contest against 1 Gloucesters (whose rear 
party were entered as a minor unit). . k d t be 

Exerci e ' Sparrow Hawk,' the followmg wee prove 0 .d 
another fast moving sojourn into ~e German countrysi e, 
where all our field drills were pra.cas~d a~ a rFru-u~ ,to T~~ 
annual CCR Signals FTX, Exercise Flymg cfn . f 
exercise will probably best be reme~bered ?Y the o cers u~r 
the particularly spartan way in wh1ch their mess was r · 
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However, on the lighter side, our Foreman of Sii;nals, S~ 
Sergeant Wally Sugden, demonstrate~" one!! agaip, Cothat m 
inclement weather he can pack technicians mt~ his. ~er 
in a way that would make any self-respectmg lllllillgrant 
smuggler look sick with envy. B d 

On 6th March, Lieutenant Jo~ Allan went off on or er 
Patrol taking a mixed party of signallers and gunners armed 
to the teeth to defend our allotted sector of the East/West 
G erman border. The result of this patrol is that East/West 
relations still remain at their present status quo. 

Exercise ' Flying Falcon ' (13th-24th Mar~h) _saw 1fie Squad
ron efficiently deployed with all commun1cauons m for th~ 
whole time of the exercise. As all in the Corps w~o t~ 
part in this exercise will agree, the weather from beglIUln~g 
to end was gorgeous and the end of the first week saw e 
Squadron at a delightfully picturesque ~~ot on the Mo~e Seui 
as those lucky enough to be able to VlSlt us at ~~t J~e ~ 
most certainly agree. We were pleased to be v1s1te )'. e 
CCR Signals Brigadier W. E . Sherratt, M.B.E., and our 1Bng~de Commander,' Brigadier T. L. M orony, O.~.E., on _the ast ay 
of the exercise. For the latter part of this exercise we . were 
joined by Captain Tim McCoy, who now commm;ds 639 Sig Tp 

hich is attached to one of the Gunner regmients of this 
irigade. All who know him will probably be happy to know 
that be has been appointed rugby officer for that R egunent. 

Arrh,als and d e1•artures 
We say sad farewells to Signalman ' Jock ' ~indsay and 

Signalman Brian Scott, who are posted t<? _21 Sig Reg-d 'ie 
welcome Corporal John Richardson, ~ addition to our r er Y 
Room Staff from 30 Sig Regt. He 1s a chess expert and ~as 
already • infected ' not a few members of the Squadron with 
hi • bug • Who knows sometime in the near future, by some 

s ·urn of fate ilie Squadron may even be the owner 
~~a~g~h~ss-playing Gunner! Other new arrivals are Lance
C I Jenkins and Signalmen N icholls, Metcalf? Thompson, 
R:~~~a and Perkins. Our ERE staff have been mcre3:sed by 

· l f s r eant Cole Gunners M cVean and Kirk and 
~~ aQ~aan~y . ~; wi h the:n all a happy and SUCLessful tour 
with the Squadron. 

8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 

Londonderry 

Ski- 1 11~ at K i u g u ssi 

F OR the second year running the Squadr~n wa ~~le t~ allow 
a party of oldiers to spend a fortnight ski-mg m 1 th~ Cairngorms. Lieutenant Alan Hutt was}uck¥ e~Sugh tEag~~ • 

the party on both occasions. L.a~t year r..~erc 1 sfe n~w R th . 
was run as an adventure trallllilg exercise rom e o 1e 
Murchus Hut. This year we were unable to book the hut, but 
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were offered place, on a ki course at the new centre at 
Kingu ie. For tho e who have a local knowledge of the area 
the new Centre ha been onstructed from the old T .A. Hall. 
For ski-mg Officers who arl" keen to organise ski-ing in cot
land in the future, the facil itic at K ingussie are firs t class. Skis, 
boot , poles, clothing, etc. are all available The instruction i 
first lass and the whole package is free. Wel worth remember
ing, we think. 

Lieutenant Alan Hutt and 12 soldiers from the Squadron 
left Derry on 12th February for the ferry at Lame. There the 
party was joined by three soldiers from 39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig 

qn. The party taged overnight at the Junior Tradesmen's Regt, 
Troon. A St. Valentinue' dance was responsble for a slight 
delay in the departure from Troon the following morning. 
Sergeant Mason recovered the full use of his faculties during 
the course of the morning and the parry arrived complete at 
the Adventure Training Centre, Kingu sie in the early after
noon. Bad weather prevented ski-ing on the first two day ; from 
then on the condition were very good. The instruction was 
excellent and the classe small. Everyone quickly learned the 
rudimentary exerci es and ome were soon able to explore the 
more interesting slopes. 

Numerous power cui: paraly ed a number of ski lifts so 
there was a lot of climbing to be done before using the downhill 
run . The title of 'Pistie Beastie ' was jointly awarded to 
Signalmen ' Sandy ' Reid and Terry Walker for their gallant 
and largely successful attempts to knock over and ki over 
anyone who so much as dared ski within SO yard of them. 

On the first Sunday ' volunteers ' were asked to cut log to 
sell at cut rares to old folk who were suffering from the effects 
of the power cuts and needed fuel for their fires . Amateur 
lumberjacks slaved away for the full day and managed to fill 
1 000 bags of logs. These were subsequently sold for lOp a bag 
as compared with the local commercial rate of 7Sp. During this 
Herculean task Corporal Terry Gould became our only casualty 
of the exercise. He broke hs ankle whilst leaping about on a 
pile of logs. As he left the local doctor's surgery he was heard 
to mutter, "I'm only here for the beer." 

The party that boarded the ferry at Stranraer at the end 
of the fortnight was absolutely stony broke. At Lame they 
were met by happy, smiling, armed escorts, and rode 
triumphantly back to Derry and the bombs. 

A bamlng telephone eneoonter 
Staff Sergeants Joe McGonagle and Les Dickey are both 

nati\'e Iri h. One morning they were hatching their usual 
Fenian plots in the ' A ' Troop office over a cup of the vile 
brew that is optimistically called coffee, when the telephone 
rang Second-Lieutenant John Rayner asked for Staff Sergeant 
McGonagle. 

The reply in the local vernacular came back. 
" Hello, thus iss Derry 2316." 
" Oh ·sorry. Is that extension 228?" 
"Naw it's not. An doent yaw be ringin agin now." 
Some few minutes later the telephone in ' A ' Troop office 

rings again. 
" Hallo there," replies Staff McGonagle. " This iss Derry 

2316 whoothers now." 
Second-Lieutenant Rayner a little puzzled, "Hello is that 

Staff McGonagle?" 
In the background Staff Dickey mutters in a loud whisper 

" Who' that Paddy?" 
"Some idget wants a staff or sumpoddy." Into the telephone, 

" Hoo iss itt yuw waant?" 
" Look, is that Staff there?" 
" aw hees not an doont yaw be ringin agin now." 
It took some considerable courage to pick up the phone again, 

but Tohn Rayner, with implicit faith in the military telephone 
ystem. decided to have just one more go. He dialled 228, and 

waited for answer. "Hello,'' replied Staff Dickey, "this is exten
sion 228 sir." "Oh thank god for that Staff. I've got definite 
proof that the IRA are tapping our phones. I've tried to ring 
Staff McGonagle twice and a man with a broad Irish accent 
told me to -- off. I am sure it was the ffiA." 

"Well surr it cud've been now, as theere only across the 
watter." 

Staff Dickey replied, reverting to the vernacular, "What was 
itt yuw wanted now." 

" Sorry I've forgotten now." 

Radio Sitt> blown Uft 

It happened about 09.30 on Tuesday, 21st March. The O.C. 
was on leave and Captain Blessington, the Second-in-Command, 
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was avounng a new-found freedom and the firs t cup of coffee 
of the day. T he Comd net wa chattering away in the back
ground, reporting all the usual and routine incidents of a 
· normal ' weekday. A helicopter flying over Slieve Gallion 
laconically reportc,j that the radio site looked strange and 
circled down for a closer look. Within econds the worst was 
known. Slieve Gallion had been demolished by the local ffiA 
heroes. T he unmanned station had had a good innings. It had 
lasted a year almost to the day, from the time that the decision 
had been made to remove the crews and leave the station as 
an automatic relay station. 

T he reaction to the news in Derry was initially a momentary 
unbelief and then the full reality of the implications of the 
news sunk in. N ow forgotten the coffee was left cold in the 
cup, the Y. of S. (always a help in th.esc situations) laughed 
till he was sick, and Shaun, the Second-in-Command's red 
setter took the opportunity to make a bolt for the door and an 
R.V. with the Cook Sergeant Major. Staff Sergeant McGonagle 
didn't see the funny side of the affair and Lieutenant Alan Hutt 
went white. The consequence was-within an hour the mobile 
master was trundling on its way to replace the relay link, and 
once more we were ' Up the Mountain.' By the end of the 
week the sheep squatting in the derelict Elephant shelters on 
the original site had been evicted, a perimeter fence had been 
strung out, and sangers rebuilt to cover the all-too-familiar views 
of a year before. 

All the old Brigade hands will well remember their stint 
'Up the Mountain,' and will rejoice to hear that we are at it 
again. This time, however, we have been promised all sorts 
of goodies by our Sapper friends. If half of what they have 
promised is realised we will be opening in competition with 
Butlins next summer. If we have one. 

12 Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 

B.F.P.O. 36 

MARCH was a very quiet month for the Squadron with 
very little happening. 

We did have our major exercise to break up the monotony 
of Quebec Barrack and that was 'Flying Falcon.' 

We got off to a great start on this exercise deploying without 
being given our V.H.F . frequencies, however, this minor 
problem was sorted out and things settled down. 

On the night of the second day of the exercise, we had 
an M2 bridge crossing to negotiate. This was the first for many 
people and I am glad to report we did manage to get all our 
vehicles across without it falling to bits. A word of thanks must 
go to the engineers for an excellent job, well done. 

At our location after the bridge the R.S.M., Frank Williams, 
decided he liked the look of a puppy and bought it for 
a modest price. Most of us thought it was a Hereford Bull 
Calf, but one was not too sure. 

However, on return to camp he immediately promoted it to 
Lance-Corporal so that in the event of gross disobedience he 
could have it reduced to the ranks. The R.S.M. is not sure 
whether to call it ' Scotch ' or ' Whiskey.' I wonder if there 
is something in that! 

The exercise was primarily a signaling exercise but it turned 
out to be a large scale map reading exercise especially with 
all the moving about we did. For all the cynics in the Squadron 
Sergeant Banham can read a map when it is the right way up. 

All in all the exercise was a great success and a good time 
was had by all. (Special note for the R.S .M. Lieutenant Pullman 
does possess a beret and knows it is a form of headdress). 

ArrQvals nud departures 

On the 19th, ' Bravo ' Troop said goodbye to Corporal Eddie 
Sykes from the line section. We would like to wish him lots 
of happiness in his married life and hope that he has an 
enjoyable time in his next posting to Gibraltar. 

A welcome addition to our Squadron rugby team was Ser
geant Matakitoga (Sergeant Matt for short) our new FATSO. 
We bid him welcome and hope he has a happy tour with us. 
We also welcome Lance-Corporal Gabriel, Lance-Corporal 
Seery to ' T' Troop and Signalman Burgess to Squadron 
H eadquarters. 
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Specialist 
Teleprinter 
Operators 

are required for the Ministry of Defence Communications Centre 
in Central London. 

Initially the operators will be employed upon teleprinting. and 
associated procedures, but they will be given the .opi;>ortun1ty of 
training for higher gra~e duties when the Communications Centre 
becomes fully automatic. 

Preference will be given to applicants with a minimum sp.eed. of 
40wpm, and having a good knowledge of current commun1cat1on 
procedures. 
Basic starting pay at age 25 or over, will be £24·92 pw risi.ng to 
£29·52 pw inclusi~e of London Weig~ting. Success}ul can~1dates 
will currently be required to work shifts and overt1m.e. which on 
average, attracts a further £5 ·qo. There are opportunities of pro
motion to almost £1800 pa basic pay. 

If ou would like further details, and. are of British Nati~n~lity 
tel~phone 01-242 0222 ext. 563 or wnte to: CM(S)3H, Ministry 
of Defence, Room 802, Lacon House, Theobalds Road, London 
WC1X 8RY. 
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19 Airptbl Bde HQ 
and Sig Sqn 
Colchester 

.Exercise · Flying Falcon ' 

ON the 9th and 10th March, the Squadron moved to Sen
nelager to take part in Exercise 'Flying Falcon.' Before 

the first convoy had even reached the Dartford Tunnel an 
oil tanke had era hed into the back of Signalman ' Taff ' Byrne s 
Land Rover. 

The weather for the journey wa far from ideal, with snow 
blizzards and rain. The Squadron stayed at Emblem for three 
hours before proceeding through Holland and Germany. 

At Sennelager 19 Bde Sig Sqn joined forces with 3 Div Sig 
Regr and elements of 24 Bde Sig Sqn. The weekend prior to 
the exercise was spent in preparing to move to the first location. 
Time was also found for the Squadron to taste a ' little ' 
German beer! 

Everyone was expecting a very cold and wintery exercise 
but on the first day of the exercisP. the sun came through and 
the weather stayed fine for the remainder of the exercise. The 
e.xercise was of great value to the Squadron, giving the soldiers 
a break from Salisbury Plain. 

\ · isit b~· ju11ior agenf 
On the 3rd April, the Squadron transported 23 junior agents, 

from a local newspaper, to Harwich. The young boys were 
going to spend two weeks with 4 Div HQ and Sig Regt, in 
Germany. The junior agents were given tea and cakes in the 
canteen before they caught the boat for the Hook of Holland. 

NO COMPLAINTS HERE-THEY'RE EVEN BEITER THAN MUM 
CAN MAKE 

Cooks of 19 Airptbl Bde Sig Sqn serve out tea and cakes to twenty· 
three junior agents of a local newspaper who are en-route to spend 
two weeks with 4 Div HQ Sig Regt. There was defin itely 'No 

complaints' 

l!a~·Ic-y logiHtlcs dc-monstrntion 

Whilst the majority of the Squadron was in Germany a small 
party from the radio troop went to Hawley training area. 
Their job was to produce line communications between each 
~tand of the Staff College logistics demonstration, and to show 
the Staff College students the Q Command vehicle. 

The Squadron required most of the line kit and all the 
linemen in Germany. This left six radio operators the task 
of laying the line at Hawley and manning the exchange, two 
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IO-line magnetos. The crews were accommodated in the field 
by 19 Ordnance Field Park, who also produced a fine canteen! 

The demomtration went off without any major catastrophes 
and was enjoyed by all. 

Admi11 h•l'IJU•c-iou 

Five working days after the unit's return from Germany, 
it was time for the annual F.F.R. inspection by Brigadier 
A. L. Watson. These five days were extremely busy ones and 
everyone was very relieved when it was all over. 

Arrh•nls and d~1•nrtnrt•s 

This month we said farewell to our Officer Commanding, 
Major P. S. Reader, who is posted to the M .O.D., and we wish 
him all the best for the future. We also said farewell to 
Lieutenant C. J. Smith, Sergeant Hudson and Signalman 
Cochrane. 

We welcome this month Major G. H. Morgan and wish 
him a pleasant stay in the unit. We also welcome Lieutenant 
M . Crane, Sergeant Amos, Signalman Paris and Signalman 
Clancy. 

39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
N. Ireland 

Comings mad goings 

M AJOR Ray Bell managed to keep away from the Operations 
Room for long enough to pack his bags and depart for 

Washington last month. We thought that at one time he was 
taking the Sergeants' Mess with him, but no such luck. Our 
best wishes go with him and Norma for a happy tour in the 
U .S.A. Statistically, he has simply exchanged one violent city 
for another so we trust he has remembered to pack his tin 
hat. 

Major John Bromley, the new O.C., has installed himself in 
the Brigade Commander's caravan parked on the square. This 
gives some indication of the accommodation problem in 
Thiepval Barracks. There is no truth in the rumour that he 
is simply staking a claim to the caravan for future use on 
fishing holidays on Lough Erne. 

A more recent arrival is Lieutenant Howard Ham, as Second
in-Command Communications Troop. He has already estab
lished a reputation as a connoisseur of late-night cocoa-spots 
in the area. Lieutenant Ham brought with him a draft of re
inforcements from STRA TCO units. Most of them were 
deployed with.in days on detachments in ' downtown Belfast,' 
where they remain, doing a very worthwhile job with great 
spirit. 

Even more newly arrived is our T .O.T., Captain Phil John
son. He is so new we haven' t discovered his vices yet. Perhaps, 
by the time this is published, Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Brian 
Livesey, B.E.M., will have stopped dancing (with joy, as the 
load is lifted from his sagging shoulders) for long enough to 
find out. 

In the near future we hope to welcome Captains Ron Abbott 
and Tony Burtt, as the new 0 .C. Communications Troop and 
Squadron Second-in-Command respectively. No one will be 
happier to see them than Captains Jonathan Cox and Cliff 
Noonan, present incumbents. Rumours of brass bands and 
bunting at Donegal Quay are probably exaggerated however. 

The M.T. section, and, mirabile dictu, Communication 
Troop, have been persuaded to contribute some notes. Here 
they are. 

M.T. Sec!tiou 
As usual, our S.D.S. team of Lance-Corporal 'Nobby ' 

Walker, Signalmen Pete Vayro, Gerry Blick and Bob Watkins 
have continued a magnificent service to Battalions in our area 
even in the face of frequent stonings and several snipings 
from the inhabitants of certain areas of Belfast. The S.D.S. 
always gets through on time and this is to the credit of the 
section. (Note: This is the sort of thing we hear from the 
M.T. all the time-no kidding. They are all going to get two 
G.S.M.s each, not one). 

Communications Troo1• 
For the uninformed, Communications Troop consists of all 

the ' communications ' in the Squadron, i.e., R. Ops., Comcen 
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Ops., Lmn., E.D.s, C Ops. and. Clerks Tech. 2 Dvrs. R .C.T. 
and one solitary Dvr. Royal Signals. . . 

There are some that would say that 1972 was the beginning 
o( a new era-the post-Kinsey period. Freedom from the r~le 
of Big ' K ' and his gang. Big ' K ' was the cover un.der which 
Staff Sergeant P. Kinsey, B.E.M., had operated smce 1967. 
He was well known for his ability to do a?ything better tha_n 
anyone else could with the possible exception of a few of his 
troop commanders' harder ro:::k-clim~s . S~aff Kinsey must be 
well known to a large number of soldiers m the Corps and th.e 
trong troop spirit and high morale were lar~ely ~ue to h~s 

efforts under very trying circumstances. We wish hun and his 
wife good fortune in Liverpool with the T.A. & V.R. 

lladio 
Thirty emergency reinforcement op~rators have joined. us 

from 3 Div HQ and Sig Regr and 30 Sig Regt to man stauons 
on the new Brigade net. This n~t ~as . from l? . to 20 
outstations and two Rebros, one of which 1s sited on J?1v1s Pea,k 
(by counesy of 233 Sig Sqn), a desperate place which BLR s 
27ft. masts at the rate of one per week. , . , 

Corporal 'Ernie' Earnshaw, Lance-Corporal Geordie 
Harrison and Signalman ' Audie ' McCluckie have left us for 
the newly formed ~ Bde in Lur~an. Sign~man ' S.tu ' Stewart 
is considering movmg back to his parents house .m Stranraer 
from where he can more effectively carry our mamten~nce_ on 
one of our static Pye relays in that area. 0.C. Commurucauons 
Troop driver Signalman Terry Spencer, who has not yet 
recovered tro:O the shock of a posting to fo~ow h!s lo~d a~d 
master, continues to entertain the young sol~ers with his skill 
at the wheel and assessments of the local ladies. 

NEWSFLASH: Sergeant Davison is geccing a NEW Para 
smock! 

llover Group 
This consists of the Commander's Safari Land Rover, the 

Deputy Commander's armoured Land Rover and the one-ton 
armoured ' Pig ' in the shape of a T.A.C. H.Q. These three 
vehicles are permanently at short notice to move a~d have 
every facility short of an auto exchange. These vehicles ~re 
constantly moving into the more .dangerous areas of the city 
and stoning bottling and the occasional shot are not uncommon 
occurrences'. Sergeant Few is in co~and .and Corporal 
' Chippy ' Hyde complete with c~ente~ s t?<Jl kit foll?ws. The 
Commander's Safari has ' professional drivers, C.hr1s Bangs, 
R CT and Corporal ' Ginge ' Dale, Royal Signals, and 
C~rPo~al Mick Clapham and ' Tich ' McMahon the ,op.er~tors. 
Signalman ' Scouse ' Davies is allowed ~o clean the Pig (fo~ 
Sergeant Few to drive) and is deternuned to be the Corps 
youngest ever Lance-Corporal. 

CoJncen 
We are the busiest Brigade Comcen-ni?e Major units to 

clear to, 2 S.D.S. runs per day and retypmg all traffic fr?m 
Battalions to conform with T.A.R.E. standards make a high 
traffic level. The morning sitrep has produced our lon~est 
message to date-29 format pages about 2~ feet long. and tune 
taken through one teleprinter is lhr. 38mm. Our shift system 
is a carefully devi ed one to enable all our operators to take 
their fair share of guards and escort dutie~. O~e of our men:b~rs 
Lance-Corporal 'Machine Gun' Noakes ~s said to prefer ndmg 
shotgun to a punch-up on his TIS teleprmter. 

W.0.2 (Y. of S.) Bill Greenhill is in overall command of the 
Cypher section and <;:omce~ an~ controls the frequency alloc~
tion to the city umts which 1s a con t.ant problem. It is 
rumoured that a posting is imminent but m truth he could not 
be spared and would prefer to remain for another year. 

11.a111• 
Corporal Tom Charteries is now well known to ~ll the 

G .P.O. engineers and has the largest stock of G.P.0. e9wpment 
in Northern Ireland. Lance-Corporal Bartle~, much unp~oved 
following a 25-foot drop from a .tree o~ to his head contmues 
to utter Cymric comment on this Celuc chaos. 

Siorc-s 
Sergeant Harthen is the keeper of the ~eys, S~gnalman Tom 

Swanney used to lend a hand if be wa n t playmg occer and 
Signalman Bill Crewdson (plus skis) watches-quite what we 
don't know. 
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J•uwer eetlo 
Sergeant Joe Chambers (our man in Dublin) is pac~mg for 

Cyprus, and Corporal Cook b believed to be running the 
battery shop--Signalman Dave Lees ~as, however" ~rave doubt 
about this and has been making discreet enqumes about a 
posting. 

Odds and "uds 
Sergeant Buck having joined us has been banished to 

Andersonstown to assist with the installation of the new UHF 
scheme. Corporal Baker, R.C.T., the Troop M .T. N.('..O., has 
just become the Army Lightweight Boxing Ch8?1p1on a.nd 
Signalman Simpson has developed a head ~or heights whil t 
acting as a continuity man for mast erection for the UHF 
scheme. 

O.C. Communications Troop leaves on 29th March-a fact 
well known since March, 1971. 

Endpie•·e-tales of myswry nncl imn~ination 

Location-Ede Comcen. 
Time-Early hours of the morning. 
Teleprinter bursts into life. . 
Unit-My last message is rather urgent K (previous message 

reporting bomb explosion). . 
Brigade-But you put R for routine K . 
Unit-Crumbs I thought 2NY UUUUU meant very urgent K. 
Brigade- There's no answer to that AR. 

223 Sig Sqn, Winchester 
Plact•s and faces visit 

W ITH the annual F.F.R. finally under Ollf belts we have. to 
repon that recent weeks have contmu.ed busy. ~1d

March saw us welcome Lieutenant-General Sir Frank King, 
K.C.B., M.B.E., G.O.C.-in-C. Strategic Comm&?d, on a 'pl~ces 
and faces' visit to the unit-his first since assu~g the appo.mt
ment. Just to make the writing of these.notes a little mor~ tncky 
than usual, Strategic Command has smce ceased to eXJst and 
General King has become Deputy Commander U.K.L.F. , 

The S.S.M. and several other members of _the Sergeants 
Mess took a crash course in how to he.Ip a helicopter to land 
in honour of the o:::casion. To our surprise they appear to hav~ 
mastered the art completely and land it did, exactly where It 
was supposed to. Accompanying the General was Commander 
1 Sig Gp our old friend Colonel D. L. Sylvester-Bradley. We 
understand that General King took the ' chopper ' controls on 
the way down and, to para~hrase ~s own comment, there was 
very little talk going on durmg the ioumey. 

DROPPING IN 
It's not every day that the General drops in on the square. Actually 
he was just going anci Lance-Corporal Colin Marsh, our new 

photographer, tried out his long range lens 
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Cypro"' wulkn ut? 
Ye , we agree, it eem an odd subject for Winchester' note , 

but let' get on with it. Don't enquire too close! on how he 
managed to arrange it, bur our ' orientecr' in chief, Staff 
S~geant Dave Eth rton, m anaged to tum up in Cyprus together 
~vlth Corpora_! Deieck Scott and Lance-Corporal Tony L ynn 
mtent on having a go at the Cypru• Walkabout Competition. As 
the · put it, the left the balmy climes of U.K. on 22nd M arch 
and were surpri ed to find Cypru chilly and later rather wet. 

A few day ' hard training on mezze ' and brandy seems to 
have done them little harm. 39th team away they tell us they 
were quickly reduced from a majestic run to a hard walk caused 
by injury. On ~e . ~econd .day ~ey even.hobbled, but fas t enough 
to g<;t h?me within the t ime limit and in 19th position. Not bad 
considering that only a quarter of the 80 or so srarte rs actually 
managed co finish. 

•·ar•''H'll ht our (".S.U. 
Our C.S.0., Brigadier G. Proudma11, M.B.E., popped in on us 

on 29th Mar<;h to ay his farewells. Fortunately, the hine so 
car~ully culuvated. fo,r the General's visit earlier had hardly 
t~rm bed and he didn t catch us napping. Once again he made 
h1 rounds of every part of the unit and still found something · 
t~ chat about. urpri ing really, con idering the number of 
ttme he' done that ' old routine.' We JI mi s him- I d1ink! 

GOODBYE 
Brigadier Proudman says a cheerful farewell to Captain George 

Hayes, our Admin Officer 

People 

Congra~ulation go to F. of S. Collier on his Warrant at last. 
Though, in a way, we hear he's a litde sorrowful. ow he will 
know for :>ure what his staff are calling him. In the past he's 
never been certain whether it was Foreman or Norman and 
did they ay Staff, or was it just Taff? 

With the ~eparture of Captain Doug Burt to 227 we have a 
new Second-m-Command in the shape of Captain Ivan Double. 
Golf ~lubs are out, .now w_e are all learning to sail. Come back 
C.aptam Burt, all is forgiven. I get sea-sick just looking at 
pictures. 

Another new arrival is Captain Alan Maxwell belated relief 
f~r Captain ~tan Brice, as Traffic Officer. On the debit side
d1g that cun°!ng reference to the half-yearly audits now starting 
:-we h31ve said goodbye to W.0.2 Dave Poole, one of our sport
ing mamstays, off to Cyprus. By the time you read this Captain 
Keran Niquet will be on his way back to the Royal Australian 
C,Orps. The story goes that the Sergeants' Mess had him for 
dmne_r recendy-but found him a bit tough. We'll be sorry to 
se_e hun g?, exJ?ense account and all, but hope we'll soon make 
friends with his successor. Trouble is these 'Aussies• jump 
around all over the place when they first arrive. 
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W IN KWORTHS 
MAIN CHRYSLER DEALER 

and 
YOUR EXPORT SPECIALIST 

0 FF ER 

HUNTERS • AVENGERS • RAPIERS 
AND 

e FANTASTIC 
PAID CARS 

SAVINGS ON TAX FREE AND TAX 

e SELECTIVE LARGE COMPREHENSIVE STOCKS AVAIL
ABLE 

e SPECIALIST H.P. TERMS-3 YEARS TO PAY 
e ALL PAPER WORK - DOCUMENTATIONS COM-

PLETED FOR YOU 
e FREE DELIVERY IN U.K. 
e SPECIAL INSURANCE TERMS AND FACILITIES 
e TRADE-IN SCHEME AGAINST FUTURE PURCHASE 
e STEREO- CAR RADIO SPECIALISTS/DISTRIBUTORS 
e PART EXCHANGE WELCOMED 
e FANTASTIC SPARES-DELIVERY-EXPERT SERVICE 
e SPECIAL DELIVERY RATES TO GERMANY 
e WE CLOSE ONLY ON CHRISTMAS DAY 
e CAR HIRE FACILITIES 

HIRE PURCHASE FACILITIES IF NEEDS BE 

WE SPECIALISE, AIM TO PLEASE & BACK UP 

BRIDGW ATER SOMERSET 
Telephone: Bridgwater 3486/7 /8/9 

WHAT CAN YOU OFFER ME? 
I am interested in:-

CAR: .............................................................................................................................. ............. . 

I have ·~~ trade-in :-

Car ... _ ... ,............................................................. Model ... .. .................................................... . 

Year . .................................................. ...... Condition ............. .. ............................. ... ........... . 
•Delete whichever is not applicable 

REQUIRED FOR USE IN : 

Country 

Name .................................................................................................... ... .. , .................... ................. . 

Rank & No. ........ .. ................................................ .................................................................... 

Address ............ ...... .... ....................... ................. .. .............. .............. ...... ..... ................................ .. 

............. ......... ............... ........... .............. ................ .............................................................. ........... ....... .... 
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227 Sig Sqn. 

B.F.P.O. 18 

Anglo- Geruuua soccer 
r]1HE German and British Senior N.C.O.s recently held one 
I of their biannual friendly(?) matches. This proved to be 

another fie rcely, partisan event with the Germans' coach, their 
payma~ter, giving a passable imitati.on of their mo t ~rominent 
politician during the 1935-1945 penod, on the touchlme. From 
his histrionics and constant stream of vituperation I can only 
assume that the team will be impecunious until our next 
meeting. 

The game ended in a 1-1 draw after extra time, and in true 
continental fashion a decision was sought on penalties. Sergeant 
Barry (Arsenal) Seaton our goalkeeper used up all the gunners' 
luck as two penalties hit the post and one ballooned over the 
era sbar. W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Tom Burke, very diplomatically he 
tells me, missed his penalty, leaving the Squadron Sergeants 
the winners with four scored. 

In the evening the German Senior N .C.O.s were hosts to 
theu British counterparts at a formal dinner held in the Senior 
N.C.O.s' club. This proved to be a very convivial funct ion. 
W.0 .1 Tom Burke made his second m istake of the day when 
he filled the football cup with a very innocuous brew and 
passed it round. Hauptfeldwebel Hans Reimann decided that 
thi was a challenge to his ingenuity and produced a viuiolic 
malodorous concoction, whose effect on the company can only 
be described as malefic. The fact that we now have a plinth 
but no cup vouches adequately for its corrosive effects. The 
effects fortunately have proved only transient, and o~ gladiator 
are now looking forward eagerly to the next meeting. 

AFCENT Morch 
The Squadron marchers were all recen~y involved in 

organising the annual AFCENT March. This proved to be 
very popular and attracted over 1,800 entrants who . ranged 
from cherubic brownies to venerable Dutch burghers. Distances 
marched ranged from 5 to 40 kilometres. The 20 kilometres 
event was dominated by Dutch civilian teams and was won by 
the apdy named teams of ' Splendid Tilburg.' The 40 kilo
metres teams were predominantly military with Canadian, 
Belgian and British forces represented. This event was won by 
16 Light Air Defence Regt R.A., B.A.O.R. 

CANADIAN AND BRITISH BROWNIES SUCCESS 
Guiders Mrs. Clark, Busch, Heaps and Ghent, with Brunssum 

Brownies, winners of the 5 km team trophy 

Due to the Squadron marcher being involved in the. organ is· 
ation the Squadron participation was confined to w1_ves and 
children. These acquitted themselves very well, especially the 
brownies team organised by Mrs. Daphne Heaps, Betty Clark 
and Mrs. Busch from the Canadian brownies. The team formed 
of both Canadian and British brownies won the te~m .trophy 
for the five kilometre event. Their only problem was m. su;igmg· 
Mes. Fay Bowes who al o accompanied them would ms1st on 
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singing the sort of songs brownie just do not know. Fay tell 
me that having accompanied Bert to so manv rugby matche 
she did not realise that there was any other type of songs. 

The Girl Guides entered the 10 kilometre event, and othet 
children entered the 15 and 20 kilometre events as individuals 
All of these completed the course and qualified for medals. 

JJo.,ing-tsoeiug: A riot in three au-t . 
Our most prominent thespian, Captain Colin Williams, ha 

recently been involved as stage manager with the Alliance 
T heatre Group in a production of Boeing-Boeing. The play wa 
directed by Lieutenant-Colonel L. A. Welton, Royal Signals, 
a member of H eadquarters AFCENT and chairman of the 
group. 

At the final dress rehearsal pupils of the lo::al Dutch chools 
were invited to attend. This gesture was designed to foster 
public relations and give the students an opportunity of prac· 
t ising their English. 

Unfortunately this did not work out as planned; during act 
one a group of militant students invaded the stage and pro
ceeded to chant anti-American slogans. The audience was also 
showered with leaflets advocating cessation of military activities 
in various parts of the world. 

The students were invited to leave the stage but declined 
and pro::eeded to make a speech in justification of their cause. 
Captain Williams succeeded in drowning this with what should 
have been background music so the students staged a sit in. 

The Marechausse (Dutch para military police force) had to 
be summonded, and when reason failed the students were 
ejected after a brief but very entertaining struggle. 

It seemed a trifle ironic that a director with the initials 
LAW should be beset with such disorder on his first public 
showing of the play; however, once order was restored the 
play proved to be a complete ~uccess. The AFCENT P.I.0. 
was not too happy with the affarr. He had a German TV team 
in the Headquarters making a documentary on AFCENT. He 
suggested that they attend the dress rehearsal as an example 
of public relations. The TV team chief was delighted with his 
scoop; we can only hope his charity will be extended to our 
P.I.O. who may need it. 

If we have many more productions of this nature it should 
not be long before Captain Williams is fully qualified to stage 
the Clay-Frasier fight. 

~·~- so11 nty son? 
Rose Seaton, the diminutive wife of Sergeant Barry Seaton, 

recently carried out her shopping in the NAAFI accompanied 
by a rather recalcitrant litde boy. Whilst waiting for her pur
chases to be totalled up, Rose tapped him on the head and 
aid "Come on son." To her amazement he seemed to acquire 
inst~ot growth, her hand moved upwards at an alarming rate. 
Rose, starded, looked round thinking ~he had overdone the 
porridge at breakfast, to find he.rself lookm_g uP. at a tall, rug&ed 
officer with an amused expression who said, Madam, I thmk 
that I am too old and too big to be your son." 

The officer had joined the queue at the cash desk behind 
Rose and had stooped down to examine goods on a low shelf 
while Rose's attention had been on the cashier. Rose's blush 
has now almost ubsided; however, we believe she i contem· 
plating adopting purdah for future shopping expeditions. 

Rose also ha another shopping problem cau ed by Arsenal's 
debacle in European football. Since the game Barry has refu ed 
to have the cleanser Ajax in the house. If anyone can suggest 
an alternative which will not offend an ardent Ar enal fan 
Rose will be very grateful. 

lUnsticnted? 
Lance-Corporal Jackson is obviously a man who likes ~o ~et 

hi teeth into his work. On a recent ' D ' Tg qualifymg 
examination his an wer to the question. " What is a long 
message?" was, " One which must be spit into pages for trans
mission. We are confident he will not find he ha bit off more 
than he can chew with the course." 

Cnrnh,nl 
This year it wa decided as well a participating with our 

usual enthusiasm in the more bacchanalian a pects of the 
festivities we would also enter a float in the parade. 

The helicopter produced for Major ~~rgan's farewell :va 
ideally suited for thi~ purpose. By th~ add1uon of a few ca.m1val 
designs, flags and ribald phrases this wa transformed mto a 
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INTERNATIONAL ENTERPRISE 
Staff-Sergeant Jim Walker R.E.M.E. and his team of German and 
British mechanics responsible for building Tapijn International 

Whirl 

very presentable float In a search for a suitable name some 
very _original ideas were produced including MCC (Morgan's 
C~val Chopper), the final choice was Tapijn International 
~r! .. A team of V?lunteers wer~ recruited willing to throw all 
~1b1t1ons to the wwd and dress m appropriate costumes. These 
~dud;d Corporals Jim ~ootton, Bo_b Bal~orth and Signalman 

Taff Parry masquerading as convicts. Signalman Clive Artus 
emerged as the only British cowboy in South Limburg whilst 
Mick Rennison looked extremely voluptuou as the queen of 
the_ drag. We can only assume that Mick is going to pose a 
serious threat to .Dll?ny La Rue in the future. The spe:tators 
were very enthusiastic about the float and the children appreci
ate~ the S\veers st:'ewn by our team of e :i:troverts as they drove 
ma1esncally through the streets of Maastricht. 

Li_eutenant ' Paddy ' Henry attended the parade of floats 
specifi:ally to see a band dressed in S:ortish regalia whom h~ 
expected to ~ playing bagpipes. He had seen members of this 
band proceeding to and from practice in the weeks leading up 
to the carnival. 

. Aft.er stoically braving the elements for three hours and 
1gnormg all entreaties from his family to call it a day the band 
a~peared as the last item in the parade; alas to his chagrin he 
dis~overed ~at 0ey ~yere a drum an~ bugle band playing 
typical carnival arrs. I.ieutenant Henry msists that his faith in 
the Dutch has now been completely destroyed. 

' 
233 Sig Sqn, Lisburn 

OWING to our increased numbers, the administrative staff 
have .recently found difficulty in cop:Og with basic routine 

!11atters. with so m31?-y people claiming urgent attention on 
ol?c:rauonal grounds. It was reluctantly de:ided, that whilst 

wamng for our move to our new ojice ac:ommodation. that 
ae Ord~rly room mu.st close for certain periods each day so 
~at mail and sue? like could be attended to. This resulted 
~n our T.<?.T., Ma;or John .Harwood, originating a letter. Such 
IS the satire that we felt 1t deserved a wider circulation-it 
reads: 

TM/I 

233 Signal Squadron 

233 Signal Squadron, 
Thiepval Barracks, 

Lisburn. 

22nd March, 1972 

Repair and maintenance of technical equipment 
l. In keeping with the closed door, book well-ahead policy 
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of the ~quadron, the following procedure for technical equip
ment will be adopted forthwith by the Maintenance Troop. 

a.. No fa';llts will . be allowed to occur on equipment 
~1thout pnor permission of the T.O.T. or F. of S. Only 
!n an emer~ency ,will the Duty Tech be approached 
in order. to have a fault. Troops are advised to start 
and publish a Fault Forecast. 
b. .Should a fault be inevitable, the onus will be on the 
equipment holder to give at least 48 hours warning in 
order to allow the administrative side of the Troop time 
to prepare paper work, carbons, pencils, etc. in order 
to deal with the in:oming AF G1045. ' 

c. _Equipment w_ill only be accepted for possible repair 
during the followmg hours: 

. l l.0_0-11.05 hours any Tuesday 
(T~1s does not mclude ' Fuses anti surge 500 ma ' 
wh17h may be hai;i ed in for checking (continuity onlv) 
durmg the followmg hours: 

. .11.00-1 1.01 ?01:1rs any Wednesday 
It 1s emphasised that this 1s a concession only and 
any abuse will lead to its withdrawal). 

d. ~s mu~h warning as possible is required for major 
rep!i!rs. Thi enables technicians to adjust the A VO to 
a su.1table scale e g. ohms, volts, and to have issue scissors 
at tne read/ .. The ~e!ephone may be used to warn the 
Troop of an impendlDg fault but to avoid the disappoint
ment of the phone not being answered, people should 
telephone first to ensure a technician is present to answer 
the call. 

e. . It c!ln be seen . that by rapi_d fault forecasting and 
not1ficat1on for reparr coupled with a 48 hours warning 
for transport indent, there is no reason why some of the 
more ugent faults should not be cleared within five or six 
days. 

2. It is e.mphasi~ed th~t this system will run for a trial period 
only and if found unswtable the Troop will revert to its usual 
pro:edure wherebr 'any fault on: any equipment is repaired 
e pertly and efficiently a~ any time of the day irrespective 
of any and all Squadron hinderances and impediments.' 
3.. To reduce the work load of the Orderly Room this letter 
will be typed by the Command typing pool. 
4. How does that grab you! 

J. Harwood, Major. 
We feel pr~ud that the Orderly Room timings have at least 

proved one polDt: The T .0.T. does have a sense of humour! 

Force Sig Sqn 

Sultan's Armed Forces 

Muscat 

Introducing ourselves 
Sergeant Bob Orton writes: 

T HIS is believed to be the first occasion that S.A.F. Signals 
has been mentioned in THE WIRE. 

The S.quadron is c?mmanded by Major Tony de Vere Hunt, 
Royal S_1gnals, who 1s also the Force Signals Officer. He has 
t'1e a~s1stance of Captain Colin Wilson, ex-Royal Signals, 
Captain John Speakes (O.C. Dhofar Sig Tp), Sergeant Bob 
~owm~n (R. Tech.)_ and Se-geant Bob Orton (Cypher). Also 
t ·.e e 1s the e··penen-::ed Staff Sergeant Shah, ex-Pakistan 
Signal Corps as Squadron Chief Clerk. 

The Force Signal Squadron provides communications for 
~o headquarters, six major units, the Navy and the Sultan's 
Air Force. We have our own training school which is run 
by .s!!::ond-Lieutenant I.al Buksh and W.0.2 Kam Dim. The 
tra1run~ school is responsible for the basic training and 
upgradmg of all telegraph operators in the force. 

The Royal Corps of Signals have had a commitment with 
Sultan's Armed Forces since 1962 when personnel were attached 
from 3 Sqn 15 Sig Regt (Aden). 
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Captain John Speakes-0.C. Dhafar Signal Troop 

Sport 
Sergeant Bob Bowman writes: 

We have of course the Dhofar war. In addition Sergeant 
Orton since arriving in August, 1970, has played football and 
hockey for the Headquarters and is also a founder member 
of the Muscat rugby football club. He has played in Dubai 
and is now awaiting anxiously for a match against Abu Dhabi 
which culminates in the clubs end of season ball. 

The weather 
Captain Colin Wilson writes: 

The average annual rainfall in Northern Oman is approxi
mately half an inch. Five and a half inches fell in the first 
week of February and it has either rained or has been cloudy 
since the arrival of the Squadron Commander, Major Tony 
de Vere Hunt. He complains that he was told before leaving 
the U.K. " that the Oman was a hot and arid desert" and 
is convinced it was a 'con' trick to gee him here. Never mind 
Tony, April is just around the corn~r and we shall e.xchange 
your clothing 'foul weather' for a pith helmet and sp1De pad! 

Dhofnr Sigunl Troop 
Here Captain John Speakes has a problem about aerials. 

They have been knocked down by learner drivi:r twice in f!1e 
last fortnight and he was last seen surroundlDg th~m with 
barbed wire, digging a moat and advertising for crocodiles. 

Farewells 
We would like to say farewell to Captain Jo~n. Dagli.sh, the 

previous Officer Commanding, who has gone to JOID ? Sig Regc 
in Herford. He did a great deal for the Force Signals and 
we are now reaping the benefits. 

Ro.,al Signal# Association Reunion, 
Catterick Ca.mp, 1972 

This will take place o~ the 24th-2St~ June .. <?~ing to 
rebuilding, accommodatio~ . and catering fac1htii:s ~an 
only be provided for a ceiling of SSO. E.arly application 
to Association H.Q. is advised for those wishing to attend. 
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621 Signal Troop (LPD) 

H.M.S. Fear less 

B.F.P.O. Ships 

QUOTE from a ship's order for the guard which 
mounted whilst at Liverpool: 

"The guard will also be armed with .762 Muskets." 
If only the IRA knew! 

wa 

FR01'1 THE ARCTIC TO THE ARIBDEA •. 

Norway 
In early January we sailed from Plymouth bound for the 

Arctic. En route we stopped at Rosyth to embark elements of 
45 Royal Marine Commando, taking them north for Exercise 
' Clockwork,' a three-month winter warfare training exercise. 
A great deal of activity was to be seen around the ship before 
we left, in preparation for expected storms, and everything 
down to the last cup had to be secured. Whilst in passage to 
Norway the sea turned out to be a lot rougher than anticipated, 
in fact at one stage a 37 degree list was recorded! For all you 
landlubbers it should go down on record that the greater 
majority of the ship's company went down with seasickness for 
a couple of days-in fact at one stage in the communications 
department more khaki was to be seen than blue! 

On 12th January we crossed the Arctic Circle-this entitled 
all on board to ' Blue ose Certificates'; fortunately no dip
ping or shaving ceremony was required. 

Narvik Fjord was entered on the following day, scene of two 
famous naval battles in the last war. Here part of 45 Com
mando disembarked from the ship. Remainder of 45 dis
embarked a few days later further north at Sorriesa. Once 
H.M.S. (north sea ferries) Fearless had disembarked all of the 
Commandos we departed for a two-day run ashore at Har tad. 

:Xewcnstle 
Next port of call was Newcastle, and a FOCAS inspection 

(this is similar to an admin. inspection, only more paint is 
used) and a lot of hard work preparing for it. Corporal Colin 
(Boo~s) Brown somehow or other managed to get Captain Craig 
Treeby painting; Y. of S. Dave L~ is still scratching his he~d! 

Inspection over and 24 Bde Sig Sqn commenced embarking 
in preparation for Exercise '.sun .P~te' and the Caribb~an. 

Sailing from Newcastle with s1x mches of snow cover1Dg the 
upper decks we arrived 10 days later, sun-tanned and dressed 
in tropic rig. 

Hritish Vi.rgiu lslnnds 
Exercise ' Sun Pirate ' took place in the Briti h Virgin 

I lands area near to Tortola. This exercise consisted of three 
phases each requiring a beach landing/assault, securing a 
beach 'head, moving the H.Q. from the hip to shore and 
continuing the assault inland. 

Coo idering the number of circuits that had to be supplied 
(between 20-30) the problems encountered were routine and 
small. On che whole the communications for the exercise went 
uccessfully. 

After the exercise we sailed for Barbado and a four-dav run 
ashore. 

Harbndos 
After working two-way watches for 10 dav , there .was a 

general sigh of relief when Bridgetown, Barbados, wa 1ghted. 
The same day around noon the troop, armed with. ~vatch 
keepers' chits vani hed, leaving a trail of turbulence remm1 cent 
of rats deserting the sinking ship. Except for a few notable 
exceptions we discovered the Holiday Inn situated in .one of 
the exclusive areas of Paradi e Bay. In many respect th1 hotel 
filled our need and was in most cases acceptable to the troop. 
However, we are not altogether sure that the residents were 
quite so enthusiastic as u . 

Barbados is well noted for its picture que scenery, vegeta
tion and white coral beaches, with the sea at the ideal tempera
ture for swimming. However, the troop only just managed to 
take in the rich man's paradise whilst getting a quainted wich 
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the cheap local rum. adnes and empty pockets was all that 
wa left when we . ailed from Barbados, hoping we would 
eventually return. 

The Yeo a kes part in making N n-..-al h istory 
The Battle of the Arakan, M ay 1944- 0ctober 1945, wa~ a 

major la t war as ault in which the Navyi Royal M arines and 
Army took part- in fact it was the first arge-scale assault in 
which the three Services rook part. Note al o that H.M.S. 
Pearle s now has the same Services on board. As a consequence 
the amphibiou detachment Sergeants' Mess decided that it 
was a good excuse to have a Regimental dinner on board whilst 
in passage from Barbados to U.K. It came to light before the 
dinner that a Regimental dinner for a Sergeant ' Mess (includ
ing P.O. and C.P.O. Messes) had never been attempted before 
whilst at ea, and so it was recorded as a historical event. 
Amongst those present was W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Jim Gray from 
24 Bde Sig qn, who had been 'adopted' by the AD. Sergeants' 
Mess. 

621 also make Na~'al history 
Captain B. J. Straker, R.N., will be leaving the ship whilst 

we are at Port mouth (March-April). This gave the Troop an 
idea. Under the guidance of Corporal Tom Campagne and 
Corpo£al Colin Brown they decided to ask the skipper down 
to the Mess desk for farewell drinks and buffet. C.R.S. Iva 
Woodfind (any old 621 members remember him?) who was a 
guest, informed the Troop that this, to his knowledge, had 
never been done before-and he should know, he has been 
in the Navy a long time. Amongst other guests was Captain 
Dick Hood of 24 Bde Sig Sqn. This was a token of thanks 
from the Troop to him for his never-ending upport during 
difficult times during Exercise 'Sun Pirate.' 

The Volunteers · -

32 Sig Regt (V), Glasgow 

AND the Adjutant said, "You have been granted the honour 
of penning THE WIRE notes for March." So I took up 

my machine-writing-hand Mk. 6f and here is the result
with apologies to all slighted, insulted or just downright shamed. 

Well now, albeit he said, "That all items including porno, 
pot etc., are infra dig" having given due refle:tion to the past 
month, I cannot admit to any fantastic vision of terrific Corps 
news value leaping into view and bringing tears to my eyes
either from the joy or shame of the memory! 

"However, we did have a few small differen::es from the usual 
hectic routine of life in 'Jockland' so I'll attempt to record 
them for posterity-or something! 

P.S..l.s' rave-up at Brighton 
Of greatest note-because it's so fresh in the memory- was 

the e'l':odus of all S.N.C.O.s, P.S.I.s and P.S.0.s to Brighton on 
27th March, for the purpose of attending a Group Convention. 
We all vacated our respecti e lo::ations, and apart from 'ra 
Edinburgh toon loons,' got night trains doon tae London. 
Passpo~s and visas correctly documented. At Glasgow we left 
a dub10us Corporal 'Jock ' Newlands in command of the 
T.A.C.; in view of our recent bomb hoax he seems to have 
rattled his new set of wallies loose-what with all his respon
sibilities, he was propped up by Lance-Corporal ' Crasher' 
Cunningham, the Boss Man's redundant driver. No wonder he 
paid him off, some said! 

And so it came to pass that we set off for London on our 
respective night sleepers. (Our new R S.M. W.0.1 Pete Dean 
comments favourably on the niceties of first class travel-snob!). 
We had a RV. in the 'Night Cap Bar,' or should they call it 
the.' E~rly Morning Meet '-anyhow, need I say more. Upon 
arnval 10 _London the attendant struggled manfully to raise us 
all, first with pleas, then threats of transportation to the cleaning 
yard and finally demands of money-that did it, we were up 
and. off, Scots. to the purse strings. Various people went to 
vanous places 10 London and Brighton (that's an all-embracing 
sta.tement-it's meant to be) and we all had another R.V. at 
Brighton station at 14.00 on the 28th. Thereafter I had a 
black-out, or someone did! 
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We had a good convention, strained our arms and sporrans 
and did a re-take on the way home. B.R. ran out of puff- in 
England I ha ten to say-on the return trip (as usual) so we 
had breakfast at the Banhof (some of us hae nae patter with 
Jock waitres ·es) and rolled up to the dreaded ' Sing-Sing ' 
(T .A.C. label applied by our huntin', hootin' and fushin' 
Training Major) at 09.00, in mufti all in a rather fragile 
condition. 

V is i t b y undesirable pers onnel 
Must tell you about oor bombie. One day, so the tale goes 

(I was out of barracks, naturally!) a nasty twisted gentleman 
left a parcel stuck in the duly closed gates, rang the bell and 
ran like-- ! The duty Bell-hop W.0 .1 (M.T.W.0.) 'Nobby ' 
Clarke sauntered up in his casual way, saw the IRA labelled 
giftie and smartly pressed the red tittie. The usual operation 
wung into action and apart from causing the R.S.M . to freeze 

his -- off doing sentry duty, did not cause any damage
except nerves, naturally. (I had a terrible job consoling ID} 
female staff later!) (no comment). 

Army /Navy relations 
While the foregoing was transpiring Sergeant Phil (Cyril) 

Lord and I were flogging it out on two electric Bandas at the 
R.N. Comcen H.M.S. Neptune, Garelochhead. (Submarine base 
and F.0. Clyde). 

We were faced with producing 20 copies each of 500 Banda 
spirit message forms for use as exercise traffic on our U .K .L.F. 
Exercise ' Red Shoes III.' Still don't know how I was lumbered 
with this lot! This gets to be a bit of a problem when you 
don' t have entitlement to use a banda machine nearer than 
Aldershot. Anyhow, we fell back on our brains and the Seaior 
Service-why is it that the boys in dark blue are so well in 
with the 'pussers ' department? Even me BLR' ing one of their 
previous machines did not cause a sweat, just a curt, " Wheel 
out the new machine " - so apart from the fact that the 
H.M.S.O. specially procured 'paper, machine, writing, spirit or 
litho ' was useless and cogged up the machines tl1e Navy 
helped us out again and again; it got done. While we were 
working in the Comcen there was a reactor-alert exercise; we 
experienced a very slick display of N.B.C. Warfare training. 
We. were suitab.ly impressed! The Navy Comcen types were 
their usual hospitable selves---! expect many readers will know 
what I mean! Have you ever had this one pulled on you: " Sorry 
Pongo but guests are not allowed to buy drinks in the Mess." 
When challenged they could not produce the chit from the 
notice board but they stuck to their torpedoes and floated us off. 

We were forced to go out' testing radios ' with them and sort 
them out. Well, anyhow, we tried!-said he from the prone 
position studying his shoes Highland). 

As a result of our two-day visit, we hope that a new liaison 
will commence between the Royal Signals and Royal Navy 
Communicators in Scotland. We have plans for an exchange of 
volunteer personnel for mutual training, interest and inter
service co-operation. Should be interesting to see our W .R.A.C. 
lassies' faces when Jack Tar sways up to sling his hook at one 
of our exercises locations on a future training weekend. Jenny 
Wren should be in attendance too, so it will no doubt equate 
all round. 

; 

lUovements 
Well now, I started off with nothing to say and have so far 

still not told you of any ins or oots. We have a new loon to 
gae a hearty welcome tae, Sergeant Dave Kendall wha has 
come to jine us frae 233 Sig Sqn. Dave has settled into oor 
Aberdeen Squadron and tae all intents and purposes is daeing 
jist fine, which is not altogether too easy for him since he is a 
Dundonian! 

We are sorry to say farewell to W.0.1 (M.T.W.O.) Ray Smith 
who has left us for the last round up-the B'roo. Ray com
menced his terminal leave on 3rd April; he rang me yesterday 
to grip me about his pension luck, some lads have a' the jam 
on their buttie. Ray was given a marvellous send-off by the 
HQ and 52 Sqn Sergeants' Mess; he had damp een, poor lad. 
W.0.2 (S.S.M.) 'Jamie' Jamieson orated a little and we all got 
dry throats listening to him-so we took the 1st I.A. Man it's 
a brave life in Scotland if ye dinna weakin. 

Pop parade-presenthig R.A. people 
To conclude, I'll start off with the first part of a personality 

round-up of our P.S.O.s and P.S.I.s and the next contributor 
can add another squadron and so on. 
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R.H.Q. location 

c.o . .. . 
Training Major 
Adjutant 
Q.M .... 
Ops. Officer 
R.S.M. 
M.T.W.O. 
R.Q.M.S. . .. 
F. of S. ... 
W.R.A.C. P.S.I. 
Comcen P .S.I. 
c.c. 

21 Jardine Street, Glasgow G20 6JU 
Tel.: 041-339 8401/2 
Lieutenant-Colonel R. Goodwin-Jones 
Major D. L. Copeland 
Captain R. L. Meek 
Captain (Q.M.) P . McNaughton 
Captain (Tfc.) A. J. D. Davies 
W.0.1 P. A. Dean 
W.0.1 J. W. Clarke 
W.0.2 A. J. Gaze 
Staff Sergeant R. S. Kidd 
Sergeant M. S!oan 
Sergeant P. Lord 
Yours truly 

So, from all of u~ up here in the land of GlengarriC?s a~d 
hairy pipers (not forgetting our active service representatives m 
Ul. ter, Captain Tom, Se rgeant John, Sl'.rgeant Les and. Mr. 
p t (original code names!), I send greet10gs and best wishes 
to all our brethren wherever you may be. Lang mae yor lums 
rec ! 

35 Sig Regt i(V), Birmingham 
ercls e ~Wolf Bound' 

• W OLF HOUND ' was the title give!l to the Regiment's 
Annual Fitness for Role Inspection. It was also the 

word which started the numerous ~ours of what task ~e 
inspecting officer, General J. l;I· S. Ma1ury, M.B.E., would give 
to each Squadron, this leav10g ea~h Squadron CoillID:ander 

'th at least 20 priority ones caus10g the whole e'<erc1se to 
b~ome more of a ' Pandora's Box' than a 'Wolfhound,' but 
on Saturday, 11th March, as if some magical forrm~la had b~en 
applied the Squadrons moyed tacti~y out of their respective 
T.A.C.s into exercise locations and without fuss commenced to 
prepare communications. . 

By 17 .00 hours the first communication circuits were . bemg 
passed through to the comm1:1nications ~entre located m the 

wynnerton training area, this area bemg .defended b_Y the 
Regimental defence troop commanded by Lieutenant Richard 
Harris. This gave the troop a chan::e to put to the test ~ll ~he 
training and ideas involving the defence of a communicauon 
centre. Seemingly the lessons had been '".ell learnt as. ~he 
insistent enemy mounted by the Royal Regiment o~ Fusilied 
never managed to infiltrate the area but the exercise serve 
to give the troop the experience i.t i;ieeded and to demo.nstrate 
the importance of having a specialist defence troop with the 
Comcen. 

During the period of the exercise Brigadier T. G. ~ Jackson, 
OB E Commander 11 Sig Gp aided by the Gl L1eutenant
C~l~n;l A. J. Collyns and G2' Maio~ L. Nash, ~.0.B. from 
West Midland District, were evalu:iung the Regrm.ent's perd 
formance, but it was Sunday mo~ng bef?re they mtervene 
and called a short halt to the exercise. This was to enable _all 
Squadrons to participate in a march and. shoot to. d~terrmnd 
the weapon handling qualities of the Regunent .. This mvolve 
a three-mile forced march with Squadrons shooung part of the 
T. & A.V.R. annual classification at the end· prl'.ssuren was 
even stronger during the sh?Ot of. 95 (St:rop Yeo) Sig ~q 0f) 
as they fired their classification with respl.l'ators on, but iudg~g 
by the excellent results this practice could become '.Stan~ng 
Operational Procedure ' for future annual range classifica~ons. 

During all this activity Major-General J. H. S: MaJury, 
M.B.E., accompanied by the Commanding Officer L1eu~enant
Colonel D. C. Woodbridge, visited the Squadrons by heliCOJ?ter 
finally arriving in Swynnerton where he s.aw the commum~a
tions centre and terminal stations located 10 the are~. Mov~ng 
to the Regimental echelon area, the General. and ii;ispecung 
Officers were entertained to lunch before. makm.g. the_ir depar
ture, leaving the Regiment to wait in qu1et anuc1pat1on as to 
the result of it all! 

RE DIG - HU'\. '\'OUR OW!" 

COPY OF TUE WIRE! 
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DISCUSSION 
Major-General J. H. S. Majury makes a point . 

Listening, left to right: Colonel M. B. Haycock, T.D., Ma1or R. ~
Titterington, Lieutenant-Colonel D. C. Woodbridge and Captain 

I. J. Holmes 

DEFENCE TROOP PRACTICE ROAD BLOCK DRILL 
Left to right: Corporal B. Peach, Sergeant N. Murphy, Signalman 

A. Newbiggin, Signalman T. Barney 

FOR TELEVISION - RENT OR BUY 
LATEST MODELS 

D. & G. MANSELL 
6, FINKLE STREET, 

RICHMOND, YORKS. Tel. 2024. 

Also a/I Domestic Electrical Appliances 

Our Record Dept. contains oi:ie .of the large t 
selection of records in the district, also sheet 

music and mu ical instruments. 
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Is this you? 
You may be leaving the British 

rmy-or have left in the last twelve 
months. You'll have achieved N.C.O. 
or Warrant Officer rank. You'll have 
status and pay which you wish to 
retain-and improve on. You'll be 
under 42 and may be married with a 
family. Certainly you'll be looking 
for a new career that will make the 
mo~t of your experience and offer 
plc>nty of scope. 

This is us! 
The Australian Army has many 

vacancies in specific trades. We offer 
you a career in the country of 
sunshine and opportunity. You will 
almost certainly keep your rank and 
pay, and by signing on in Britain 
with rank, receive pay from the day 
you enlist and you and your family 
travel to Australia free. The 
minimum engagement is for six years. 
All service qualifies for a pension or 
gratuity, and your British Army 
service will count toward points for 
married qual'ters allocation, should 
you enlist within twelve months of 
your British Army discharge. 

Don't leave it any longer! 
Is your trade included in those 

listed? If so, this could be the chance 
you and your family are looking for. 

Come and talk things over with the 
Australian Army Staff in London - or 
post the the coupon for all the facts. 

Royal Australian Artillery 
1. Physical Training Instructor

Sergeants 
Royal Australian Survey Corps 
l. Survey Photo Technician

Sergeants 
2. Topographic Surveyor- Warrant 

Officers Class 2/Sergeants 
Royal Australian Signals 
1. Regimental Duty NCO - Sergeants 

and Corporals 
2. Clerk R. Sigs. - Sergeants and 

Corporals 
3. Radio Operator/Telegraph 

Operator-Sergeants/Corporals 
4. Clerk Technical R. Sigs.

Corporals 
5. Foremen of Signals-Warrant 

Officers Class 2 
6. Terminal Equipment Technician -

Sergeants and Corporals 
Royal Australian Army Service Corps 
l. Clerk G.D.-Sergeants 
2. Clerk RAPC-Sergeants 

Come as 
youare-

to Australia 
If you're thinking about emigrating 

and you've acquired any of the 
specialist skills and ranks detailed 

above, you may be eligible for 
enlistment in the Australian Army. 
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Royal Australian Army Medical Corps 
1. Hygiene Assistant Class 1 

Sergeants 
2. Hygiene Assistant Class 2-

Corporals 
3. Clerk Medical - Sergeants, 

Corporals 
4. Radiographer Class 1-Sergeants 
5. Laboratory Technician Class 1-

Staff Sergeants 
Royal Australian Ordnance Corps 
1. Work Study Orerator- Warrant 

Orficers Class 2 
Royal Australian Electrical and 
Mechanical Engineers 
1. Artificer Radar-Warrant 

Officers Class 1 and 2 
2. Artificer Telecommunications

Staff Sergeants 
3. Artificer Vehicle- Warrant 

Officers Class 2, Staff Sergeants 
4. Fitter Armament, Filler and 

Turner Gun-Sergean~s 
Royal Australian Army Provost 
1. R.M.P. Provost N.C.0.-Corporals 
2. M.P.S.C. Instructor-Corporals 
Australian Army Band Corps 
1. Musician or Bandsman-vacancies 
exist in the rank of Private, for 
~usicians specialised in the following 
instruments. 

Flute French Horn 
Oboe Cornet 
Clarinet (B Flat) Euphonium 
Saxophone Trombone 
Bass Percussion 

Australian Services Canteen 
Organisation 
1. Attendant canteen, or issuing 

point- Corporals 
2. Manager canteen or issuing point

Sergeants 

.-------, 
I Please send details of careers in. the I 

Australian. Army. 

I :::. --~1 
I ---- - u I 
I ~ge MarriedlSingle I 
I Corps I 

J..11! Td ~ ~ me... 1 Anticipated Discharge Date 

To: Capt. J . Gresty, 
Austra lian Army Staff, 
2nd Fir., Australi a House , 
Strand, London, W.C.2. 
Tel : 01-836 24 35 Ext. 3 56 

I 
I 
I 
I 

:.Am ____ __J 
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- Sport __:_____ 

Corps Hockey Season 1971-72 
Bo With one mo_re fixrure ai;id. the Easter Hockey Festival at 

umemouth still to come, it 1s a good time to give details of 
the season so far before the white ball and stick h · 
way to the red ball and willow. ave given 

The Corps started the season minus the erv · f 
of the previous team which had been so ices o many 
Major. Peter Gregory's leadership. Indeed s~:ssf~arunder 
~~f~( f 16fif~retaryship were divided, Major Mik: Ha~tn~t~ 

y u g the former and Major Jim Per th 
non-play1~g but enthusiastic secretary. ry as e 

The Tnals at Catterick which opened the season in Se t 
ber producedh a &ood tum-out of players, there being 27 ~ne~l 
am'?ngst w om lC was good to see some new d 
aspirants appearing for the first time Am anth younger 
A/T. Jarvis and Signalman Birrell who sub~gs~entlese were 
for the Corps. Second-Lieutenants T E M eqR" h dy played 
W P C I f · · · 1c ar son and 
and l~ter rf~ ey rom ?6 Q_ Course also played in the Trials 
that the fucurts~~~;s~f rgsrp~? :~?e°u~ger pdlayNers Uke these 
a word of · d Y epen s. evertheless 
who provid;a::ie an thanks must. also be said to the Jess young 

. e pre ent team with so much sup rt d . . 
~~d°~~!~~)c\:~k sem· e tMh ajotr Noaftel Moss (the P:ast aCap1t~/~ 
I be e earn er a recent back in' 
l:dgeSVse~~ thM:;:}·groMsiin~erms of age!) are the ac~~~~ 
who have played for ~e ~c t aJ1d Corporal Peter Havlin 
Captain Steve Carr-Smith who yha:nb~ea latter! for Durham), 
Captain Pat Dickinson Lieutenant B . regu ar reserve and 

~iec':i~~:~i:is~rowl~y and Sergeant G~la~:eurb~hoS~~~d 
b 

petailed results of the games played to date are shown 
e ow. It has not been easy to keep to the same team even 

:!1Jn hi two or three matches are played on consecutive days 
b t s must be part of the reason why the results have not 
h een as good as they ought to be. Indeed no less than 33 players 
C::s~ r!f:ell~~!~d b~e C)or!I'h in Co~e IS gam<:s played so far (and 

h f th ow · e rps has, m most games had 
~mc 

1 
o e ball and territorial advantage but all too 'often 

as. acked the thrust or finish to put the ball in the net 
;hil~t _the d~fence has often conceded an expensive goal in 
be~ )m_g ~uteNs of the game. Nevertheless no games have 

n ost smce ov<:mber and it is to be hoped that th 
nu::;ber of repre.sentatlves at Corps' hockey will have helped t~ 
en W use and tram more and better players for years to come 

e have ~ntered again for the Bournemouth Easter Festivai 
~~~~~ we did so well last year and a late report follows these 

th This article would not be complete without a word of 
anks to the Honor~ry, non-playing Secretary, Ma·or Jim 

Perry, who has orgamsed and administered the C ' ' 'd 
for ~ year, the las.t in his service for he is to retir~~:rl si j~ 
April. '%e _were delighted to present him with his Corps' Col~urs 
~~ a~ 0 cf al and . all !hose connec.ted with hockey will wish him 

e est o uck m J:Us new appomtment. Major Jim McLuckie 
has now assumed his place and will captain the team. 

HOCKEY 1'ESUl,TS 
v Norton Lost o-5 R E 
v Thistles Lost 3_5 ~ R .E .M E L0 ost t-2 
v Dorset A Lost · · · · raw 2 - 2 

v R.A.P .C. Won ~=~ v :tc Draw o1 -~ v Infantry Lost v · · · Won ~ 
v R.A.M.C. Lost ~=: v ~-~ T . DWroanw 4-0 
v R.M.A.S. Draw 2-2 ~ Wetbeck Col- r- t 
v R.A.O.C. Lost 0 - 2 legc) Officers Draw 2 - 2 

·u ¥atc~es against R.M.C.S ., Newcastle University and Durham 
n1vers1ty were cancelled. 
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The following have repre;ented the Corps ~o far thb sea;on : 
Lieutenant-Colonel P .. C. Tri.pp, Major R. Dorrell , Major M . 
A. T . Hartnett ~captam), Maior J. G. ;M-cK. McLuckie, Major 
N. Moss,. Capt~m R. W . . Barry, Capta1~ A_. H. Boyle, Captain 
s. ~ - Carr-S~1th, Captam P. J. ~- Dickinson, Captain I. J. 
Odd1e, Captain D. F. Read, Captam A. Trulock, Lieutenant B. 
Chubb, Lieutenant N. C . Fairley, L ieutenant R. J. R. West, 
Second-Lieutenant J. R. B. Cook, Second-Lieutenant W. P. 
Crowley, Second-Lieutenant T. E. M. Richardson, Sergeant 
D. Bowden, Sergeant R. Gallagher, Corporal K. Bromidge, 
Corporal P. Havlin, Corporal K. Hunter, Corporal D. Rowland
Jones, Corporal I . Tivure, Corporal J. Weaver, Lance-Corporal 
R. Hatton, Signalman G. Best, Signalman D . Birell, Signalman 
A. Woof, A/T . B. Bishop, A/ T. J. Jarvis and A/T. A. T iliman. 

Bournemouth Hockey Festival 
Once again a Corps side took part in the Bournemouth 

Hockey Festival over the Easter weekend. Six matches were 
played over the four-day period, five of them official festival 
fixture and the sixth, an extra match played at Blandford, 
against Robins (Sheffield H .C.). Of the five festival matches, 
two were won, two lost and one drawn. The Blandford match 
was one of the best in which the Corps has played this season. 
In a fast hard game much good hockey was seen-the Corps 
finally going down 3-2 after fighting hard to level at 2-2 after 
being 2-0 down. None of the festival matches reached this 
standard however. The Corps was never able to field the same 
team for any two matches and altogether IS player turned 
out over the weekend. In addition many necessary positional 
changes and the occasional injury made it difficult for the team 
to settle. Two matches were lost by the odd goal - versus 
South Staffs (2-1) and Nottingham H.C. (3-2). In both matches 
a penalty flick was missed and penalty comer chances were 
wasted- perhaps emphasising the need for further coaching 
and crisper drills. The drawn match (0-0) was versus Swans 
(Walton H.C.) and was a good result for the Corps, the defence 
holding out against strong pressure. The two matches won, 
both by a score of 2-0, were against Rebels H.C. and Chilton 
Lions (Amersham H.C.). In both matches the Corps played 
well and the forwards were able to combine together to score 
goals from free play rather than from set piece situations. 

The festival was again an opportunity to enjoy good ho:key 
and to introduce new players to the Corps side. Although the 
results were not as good a in recent years, the standard of 
opposition was high and the Corps side gave a good account 
of itself. 

Brigadier John Badcock interrupted his Easter break yet 
again to come down to the festival. May we take this opportunity 
to thank him for his efforts behind the scenes and his support 
throughout his term as President of Corps hockey. Perhaps 
that hockey stick in the boot of his car will finally be abandoned! 

Batlminton Unlimited 

THERE is no truth in the rumour that Blandford Camp is 
to be renamed Badminton Camp but there are some very 

strong reasons why tl1e Camp hould be closely linked with 
this sport. 

The interest, even dedication by some of about 90 player 
over the past year stems from a variety of reasons; success in 
open tournaments and league , the Corps' tournament, achieve
ments in the Army Badminton League, a thriving and friendly 
club atmosphere and not forgetting the presence of six official 
All-England coaches. Badminton here needs no stimulation but 
it welcomes more and more talent. 

The sea on opened with over 100 entries for the Corps' 
Tournament. 

Results 
Compe1i1i011 

Men's Singles . .. 
Men's Unit Doubles 

Men's Open Doubles 

Ladies' Singles 
Ladies' Doubles 
Mixed Doubles 
Veterans .. . 

Winners 

\ 11.3 ior G. R. Oehlers 
Lieutenant-Colonel P. R. Moores and Major G. 
R . Oehkrs 
Lieutenant-Colonel P . R. Moores and Major G. 
R. Oehlers 
MIS. O. Oehlers 
Mrs. 0. Oehlers and Mrs. H. Smith 
Major G. R. and Mrs. D. Oehler 
Maior R. S. Rowland and Major R. S. Clcyton 
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BADMINTON WELL ESTABLISHED AT SCHOOL 
Corps colours being presented to Sergeant Brian Mundy by Brigadier 

A. C. Bate, Commandant, School of Signals 

Througho:.:t the season the Corps ran two teams in the Army 
Badminton League. The first team, who had gained promotion 
last season, played in the first division and were represented 
by: . 

Lieutenant-Colonel P. R. Moores, Major G. R. Oehlers, 
Major R. S. Clayton, Captain W. A. Price, Sergeant R. Brown, 
Sergeant B. Mundy and Corporal R. Ellis. 

This team ended the season in fourth place in the league. 
For the first rime the Corps entered a team in the second 

division of the league and this t~m was represented by: 
Lieutenant-Colonel P. A. Talbot, Major R. S. Rowland, 

Captain E. Heasman, W.0.1 G. James, W.0.1 E. Holland, 
Corporal C. Harvey, Corporal B. Branson. 

The team were only beaten by the Royal Corps of Transport 
first team and ended up second, winning promotion for next 
season. 

Corps colours have now been awarded to: 
Lieutenant-Colonel P. A. Talbot, Major R. S. Rowland, 

Captain E. Heasman, W.0.1 G. James, Sergeant B. Mundy, 
Sergeant R. Brown, Corporal R. Ellis. 

Team results were: 
Firsc team 

versus versus 
R.A.O.C. Won 7·2 R.E.M.E. Lost 1-8 

R.E. Lost 4-5 A.P.T.C. Won 9-0 
R.A.M.C. / R.A.D.C. Lost 2-7 R.E. II Won 9-0 

Second team 
versus ver u 
R.C.T. (1) Lot t-8 R.A.E.C. (II) Won 8-I 

R.A.P.C. ~g> Won 9-0 R.E.M.E. (II) Won 9-0 
R.A.P.C. ) Won 8-1 A.C.C. (I) Won 6-3 

Success was again with us in the District Tournament when 
the School of Signals pair Staff Sergeant Malcolm Thomas and 
Sergeant Roy Brown brought home the unit doubles cup. Our 
ladie and men did well in thi tournament. 

As you may have gathered it is not all masculine and muscle. 
The game here is graced ,nd favoured by many talented ladies. 
But talent is really not necessary; every Friday coaching for 
beginners and the le s experienced is given under the patient 
direction of Mr. Owen White, from the School of Signals 
Drawing Office. 

The main club here is called Royal Signals Dorset and 
known in the county as R.S.D. Stati tics tell their own story. 
Over the last 12 months 56 major matches have been played 
throughout the county. R.S.D . won 51 of these at some total of 
4-00 rubbers for and 140 against. We put two rather inexperi
enced teams into the lowest division of the Poole and Di trict 
League and needless to say these teams remain unbeaten, head 
the division by a wide margin and wilt be promoted in the 
new season. Our most prominent ucce s ha been in the major 
knock-out cup in the county run by the Poole and District 
League. Forty-one teams entered this cup and R.S.D. ha now 
reached the final to be played again t Winfrith indi putably, in 
our view, the sttonge t team in the county. This ha been, 
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m no mall measure, due co such stirling player as Lieutenant
Col~nel and Mr . Gordon Oehle:s and a rather u eful handicap 
agam t ~e be t teams. We believe this cup that has been 
monopoli ed for I I years by three leading teams will be brought 
back to Blandford. 

Not all .our players. ar~ very experienct>d- indeed very much 
the oppo He. The maJonty have been pla) ing for less than two 
ye~rs and th.ey form the mainstay of our teams. Our mixed 
pairs arc ma~y h1;1 band and wife teams. Some of the really 
ucce ful parr this year have been W.0.1 Eddie and Mrs 

Mary Holland, Staff Sergeant Malcolm and Mrs. Pat Thomas. 
Se~eant Roy and Mrs. Ruth Brown, W.0.2 John and Mrs. 
Ce.1a Knox. 

o.w the Corp ensures that teams do not become tale and 
occa 1onally post players out. Staff Sergeant Sinnett, a match 
ecretary of one of our teams, goes on promotion shortly and 

we exJ>CCI: a few other players to have their marching orders 
oon. So if you wish to join us you are more than welcome. 

And we never close. Fixtures are arranged for every week 
of the year and believe it or not we also queeze in a full day' 
work. 

ROYAL SIGNALS STAFF VICTORIOUS 
A Royal Signals Team comprising members of Signals Branch HQ 
BAO.R, C and E Div HQ Northag and HQ 4 Signal Group, not only 
pro~1ded the first Royal Signals staff team for any sporting event in 
Rheind~hlen for a long while, but also won! The event was the 

Rheindahlen Garrison Smal l Bore Handicap Knockout Shield 

Team, from left to right, Bock row: Major F. W. Oakes, Sergeant J. R. 
Husband , Major G. Barnett 

Front row: Sergeant R. Hillam, Corporal G. R. Meredith (Team 
Captain), Major J. T. Treglown 

~ther members of the team who shot in previous matches but not 
n the final, were Major B. W. A. Collins, W .0 .1 R. c. Brodie, 

Sergeant G. Bullen and Sergeant R. J. Sheldon 

Football 
.\rmy Minor Units U.K.. Final 

216 Para Sig Sqn 8, King's Div Depot Royal Irish Rangers 1. 
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SKI TEAM CAPTAIN 
li:?utenant Roger Neeve, 2 Div Sig Regt's team captain at Oberjoch 

Association · News 

lleklleld and Distriet Braaeh 

Branch Stant/art/ laitl up in impressive Ceremony 
In brilliant weather, a. sad but impressive ceremony took 

tlace on Sunday, 9th April, at the Parish Church of the Holy 
Bross, Uckfield, when the Standard of the Uckfield and District 

ranch of t?e Old Comrades' Association was laid up. 
The Serv1~e was conducted by the Rev. C. J. Peters, M.A., 

lfon. Chap.la!? to ?1e Forces, who in his address spoke of his 
c ose ~ssocia~1on with members of the Corps when serving as a 
chaplau;i dunng the war in North Africa. He continued with a 
~ompanso~ betweei:i the Unknown Signalman in the painting 

Throu.gh co~ecung the line between H .Q. and the forward 
area w1~h the life. and death of Christ and his work of re
connectmg God with man. 

The lessons were read by Major-General C. M. F. White, 
C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O., and Brigadier J. N. Barker O.B.E and 
the Last Post and Reveille were sounded by Mr.' Roy M~rtin 
late of the Corps Band. ' 

Owing to the indisposition of Mr. E. Westropp, the duties 
of. Branch Standard ~earer were performed by Mr. E. Everett 
with the escort provided by Major W. J. A. Nicks Mr. B. 
Cooper and Mr. E. Darlow. ' 

An;iongst others present at the Service were Brigadier J A 
S. Tdlard, 0.1:1.E., M.C., Captain ). R. Barker, W.R.A.C., ~h~ 
~i~ sered With the Corps at Gloucester, Hong Kong and 
k ers 'iJ.'sMr. W. Solly, Mr. Sam H ughes, son of a well-
~own · .M. of the Corps, Mrs. Johnson and Mrs Dancy 
~1dow and daughter of a member of the Corps soc~er te~ 
m the I920s, Mr. A. S. Brown, M.B.E., Mr. Fred Tarrant 
Mr
1 

8
1
• RHobden . (~ormerly M rs. Bray) and a contingent of th~ 

oca oyal Bnt1sh Legion. 

(Cominued i:>n page 208) 
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HOME OWNERSHIP 1-
1 Conditions in the mortgage market can fluctuate fro'm month to month so that an easier loan situation 

can quickly change to a severe shortage. Would-be Ho ne Owners who do not plan ahead could therefore find 

it almost impossible to obtain loans or even the prom:se of loans. 

If you take our advice and set in motion now a positive but flexible House Purchase Plan this should 

place you in the very favourable position of being able to obtain a loan for house purchase at any time in the 
future. The longer the Plan is in force, the easier it b~comes for you to buy the house of your choice, the 

higher the loan po ible and the more economic the purcha e. 

Increases in quartering charges have made it finan ~ially beneficial for the majority of serving personnel to 

buy their own hou e, in tead of paying rent for many years. Therefore, no matter where you are stationed, 
no matter when you intend to purchase a house, ask our advice now in order that your purchase may be 
arranged on the mo t economic basis possible and in keeping with your personal circumstances and needs. 

SCHOOL FEES 
Selected schemes linked with life assurance can ub tantially reduce the co t of educating children. A 

unique scheme provides IMMEDIATE funds for schoJl fees where children are attending school. We also 
devise tailored plans which can reduce by one half FJTURE costs of educating your children. Very early 
planning can reduce such costs to NIL. If you have a chool fees problem write to us now for advice before 

it becomes insoluble. 

LIFE ASSURANCE + INVESTMENT 
Conventional or Eq uity Linked Schemes 

We peciali e in arranging realistic Life A surance Plans to provide all-embracing Family Security 

combined with Sound Investment. For example, a net outlay of £10.14 monthly for tho e liable to tax at 38.75p 
in the £ will give the family man aged 30 next birthday immediate family protection of £38,300 and an 

anticipated cash sum of around £25,000 free of tax and capital gains tax at age 65. This particular Plan is 
extremely flexible and unique in that it can be made to mature in part or total at an earlier age or be adapted 
to provide an income on retirement from the Service, e.g. at age 55. We shall be pleased to prepare for you a 

balanced Family Life A urance Plan without obligation. 

For full details, please telephone or write in confide ice to : 

Lieutenant-Colonel C. B. Johns, M.A.I.B., R .A.0.C. (Retd.), 
Services Advisory Bureau Manager . 

H. R. MARTIN & CO., LTD. 
17/'19 Greyfrlars Road, Reading, Berks. 

Associated Insurance Brokers 
Brokers of I nsurance to Members of H.M. Forces 

T elephone: R eading 56226 and 56227 
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Shrewsbury Branch 
The Annual rand National Draw organised b ~ hrcw~bury 

Branch of the Royal ignals Association wa held during a 
~ocial evening in the T .A. Centre ergeants' M e , undome 
Road, hrewsbury on Thursday 30th March. The gue t of 
honour Mr. Jimmy M orrissey, the National Hunt jockey, made 
the draw ably a si tcd by M ajor A. E. Carter (President) and 
Jim Goggin (Hon. ecretary) 

A a result of the draw a cheque for the ·um of £50 was 
pre ented to the General Secretary at the Branch Representa
tive ' Meeting. 

The organiser of the draw wish to thank through T HE 
WIRE, all tho e who participated for their mo t generous support. 

The prizewinner were: 
1st prize - J. Corbett, c/ o The Barley Mow, Hadley, alop. 
2nd prize - A. G. Bailey, 61 Station Road, Wern alop. 
3rd pnze - H. Tuffnell, 16 Brynheulog, Towyn Merioneth ; 

E. M. Barton, Caernarvon Castle, H olyhead Anglesey. The 
3rd place being deadheat tl1e 3rd and 4th prizes were shl!Ied. 

Pers.anal A If airs 
-Obituary-

Major J. P. D. Mullaly, MA, MIEE 
Pat Mullaly died suddenly on 15th M arch at the early age 

of 51. He retired in 1960. He was commis ioned into Royal 
ignals in 1940 and served throughout the war with the Divi

sional Signal Regiment in the Middle Ea t, being Adjutant of 
4 Indian Divisional Signals from 1943 to 1944. He was an 
instructor at the School of Signals prior to going to Cambridge 
Univer ity where he got his degee in 1953. Pat had great charm 
of manner usually associated with Irishmen and he was an 
excellent instructor with a wonderful fund of stories suitable 
for all occasions from the class room to the Board of Directors' 
meetings. On retirement he was employed in the computer 
industry first with Ferranti Ltd. and then ICI where he was 
responsible for selling systems in Russia and other Curtain 
countries. We extend sin: ere sympathy to his wife and children. 

C.S.M. Etlwin Hay 
Edwin Hay who has died at the age of 74 in Adelaide, 

Au~tralia, had a long and varied service career covering a 
penod of 33 years. In 1913 when he was only 16 he joined the 
R.E. on a regular engagement. His trade was that of telegraph 
messenger. When war broke out a year later he served in 
~ranee, Mespot ~nd Egypt. He was absorbed into Royal Signals 
m 1920 and qualified as a line operator serving in India on tlle 
North West Frontier. He completed 22 years with tlle colours 
and was discharged to reserve in 1936. But his love for an 
active service life soon manifes•ed itself and he re-enlisted in 
1938 and saw war service in France and Nortll West Europe. 
He was finally discharged · at tlle end of the war in 1945. 

As a civilian he worked in tlle G.P.O. and in 1955 at tlle age 
of 57, he emigrated to Australia and found employment as a 
r~dio technici~n in tlle Long Range Weapons Research Estab
hshment at Ehzabetll until he finally retired in 1962. Edwin Hay 
up to. tlle end o~ his lift; enjoy~d his round of golf and enjoyed 
recalling memories of his service life and old friends whom he 
h3;d m~t particularly in the Telegraph Co. Royal Signals, 2nd 
Div Signals and probably the Waziristan District Signals. 

Great sympathy is expressed to his widow Mrs. Estller Hay, 
whose address is 637 Goodwood R oad Panorama 5041 a 
uburb cf Adelaide, and to his son Bill a~d daughter~ Joy ~nd 

Mary, who all live in Australia. 

R.Q.M.S. A. E. Davy 
~.Q.M:S . Davy who has recently passed away at Eltllam, 

enlisted ID 1924 and after 27 years' service retired in 1961 
He ~as ~ SJ'.?ecial ~ireless operator and served during his long 
erv1ce. life m lnd13. France, Middle East and Germanv. He 

was "".'~h tlle 101 Special Wireless Section with the British 
Exped1ttonary Force and was evacuated at Dunkirk. Later he 
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went to the Middle East and aw active ervice in Greece and 
Crete and took part in tlle North African campaign and 
returned to the U.K. in 1943. L ast unit was witll 24 Sig Regt 
Catterick Camp. He leaves a widow, a son and a daughte; 
to whom incere sympatlly is expre sed in tlleir sad loss. 

lieutenant Colonel J. E. C. Banham 
A.E.S. writes: 

Witll great regret I have read of tlle death of Lleutenant
Colonel J. E. C. Banham in today's ' Telegraph.' 

He was our C.0 . first in No. I Radio Security Co., tllen No. 
3 S.C.U . and 14 S.C.U. I have never met a man I more 
admired as a man and as a soldier technician, and a gentleman. 
He was delayed when we went in on tlle retake of Singapore 
but after surviving an air crash on Calcutta aerodrome (only 
one rescued I believe) he rejoined us and was involved in the 
War Crimes trials and questioning of M ajor-General Omishi 
Saturo (Kempetai Commander). I could go on about Colonel 
Banham but you will know far more about him than I do. 

W. 0.2 Charles Richard Timperley 
W.0.2 Timperley served in the Corp~ for 22 years, enlisting 

!n 1939 and being discharged in the rank of W .0 .2 (R.Q.M.S.) 
ID 1959. He had a successful and varied service career and his 
friendly personality and high sense of duty earned him a wide 
circle of friends. After leaving the Corps he emigrated, with 
his fanilly to Canada, and returned to U .K ., with retirement in 
mind in June of last year. His sudden death at the compara
tively early age of 54, was all tlle more poignant, as he had 
only moved into a new house just ix weeks before. To hi 
~arnily-a wi~ow, ~o sons and a daughter- great sympatlly 
1s expressed m tllerr sudden bereavement. M rs. Timperley's 
address is 8 L ower Hill Road, Ep om. Surrey. 

Birth 
JEANNE~.-On 5th April at tlle Louise Margaret Maternity 

Ho p1tal, Aldershot, Hams, to Alan and Babs (nee Hornby), 
the precious gift of a daughter (Sarah-Jayne), a most welcome 
granddaughter to Gordon and Janet Jeannette. 

Movements -
Ollieers 
Captain P . J . Brunton 
A/ Major J. R . Dawson 
Captain G . 0 . Fulton ... 

. .. T o chool of Sig~al s {Course) 

Captain C . R. M . Noonm 
Major B. F . AUen 
Major M . Allen . . . . . . . .. 
Lieuten ant J . R. S. Amberton . .. 
Captain {T .0 .T .) C. N . Armitage. 

Cap:ain R. F. Brooks 
Capta in C. E. Byrom 
Major E . F . Carrel ... 
Capiain (Tfc.) J . H. Cotton 
Major J . Cox .. . . . . 
Lieutenant T . G . B. F ish 
M ajor M . J . Flynn 

Captain M . L . Forge 
Major D . W . Gent . .• 

M.B.E. 

A / Captain G. H. Goodman . .. 
Captain {T.O.T .) D . P. H erring 
M a jor A. M . H ewson . . . .. . . .. 
Lieutenmt-Colonel H. A . Johnstone . 

M.B.E. 
Captain T. H . Laycock ... 
Lieutenant P . H. MacCulloch 
Major A. P. H . Marley 
Major J . A . M ontague . . . 
Captain (T .O .T .) B. R. Moxon 
Captain {Q.M.) P . McNaughton 
Lieutenant I. A. Noble . . . . . . 
Cai>tain M . D . Potterson ... 
Brfgadier W . E . Sherratt , M.B.E. 
Lieutenant I . C . Shuker 
Cap:ain R. W . Stark 

.• -"lOD (A) (ASD4c) 
,, 28 Sig R egt 
., 6 .,,. rmd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn 

. . 8 Sig R egt 
School of Signals 

., 216 Para ig Sqn 
SH APE Comd & Sup 

., 16 S 'g Regt 

., HQ NORTHAG (Sig Br) 
Sultan of Muscat A F . 

.. 37 (W & W ) Sig R egt {V) as 
c.o. 

., AAC. H arrogate 
School of S 'gnals 

,, 11 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn 
PEPS 

., MOD(A) Sigs 36a 

., 9 Sig R egt as C .O . 
39 (C of L) Sig R egt (V) 
11 ig R egt HS 
8 S ig Regt 

• , MOD(A) s ;gs 36b(1) 
chool of Signals 

t D iv. HQ & Siit R egt 
,, 8 Inf Bde HQ & Stg Sqn 
,, Attached 8 Inf Bde HQ 

SHAPE (DACOS C ANOE DW) 
,, 30 Sig Regt as Captain 
.. 22~ Sig qn 

Ma ior D . J . Strong . . . 
M ajor J . W. Swindells ... . . . 
Lieutenant-Colonel P. A. Talbot 
Major P. D . Templeman-Evans 
Major A. T regoning 

..... AWS Gp. NEARELF 
., School of Infantry 
.. OAOPTC 
,, 11 Sig Regt 

HQ Army Dept Radio Service 
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Mujor P. A. T resedcr 
Major D . T urner . .. 
Cap1a .n (Tfc.) D . K. Wall is 

,. 7 Arey Bde HQ & Sig Sqn 
AAC, Harro~te 
HQ BAOR (Sigs Br) 
MO D(A) Sigs 36b(2) Major P. J . F. White .. . 

Major W . L. Wood .. . 
C.aptain T . A. Woodhouse 

\\' .0.11 nnd Serge ,.nt11 

,, School of Signals 
HQ 6 Armd Bdc 

W.0.1 (F. of S .) A. G . Norton ... To School of S:gnals 
W.0.2 D. J . L oome . . . . .. . .. ,, g Inf Bde Sig Sqn 
W.0.2 CY. of S.) P. G . Blakelock ... ,, CV & HQ Trg T eam Wing 
w.0.2 C. J. Courtenay . . . ... ,, u Sig Regt (2 Sqn) 
W.0 .2 (F. of S.) J . A . Callow ... ,, 1 Div Sag Regt 
W.0 .2 J. P. Byrne ... ... 1 Div Sig Regt 
Staff Sergeant D. L . McCluskey ,, 22 Sig Regt 
Staff Sergeant C. S. Webb . . . . .. ,, 4 G<ls Armd Bdc ig Sqn 
Staff Ser geant B. R. Lawrence ... ,, 13 Sig Regt 
Staff Sergeant (F . of S.) K . G . Jones 8 Sig Regt 
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) L . Proctor ,, 21 Sig Regt 

taff Sergeant (F. of S.) J . D. Pyke ., MAT 
ta1I Sergeant {F. of S.) J . B. T. Hill ,, 39 Sig Regt (V) 

Sergeant M. V. l~ekar ... ... ,, 21 Sig Regt 
orgeant R. A . ws . . . .. . •.• ,, 21 Sig Regt 

Sergeant I . Cairn• . . . . . . . . . ,, IO Sig Regt 
Sergeant D . G . Kingdom ,, 242 S.g Sqn 
Sergeant J . Hughes ,, 259 Sig Sqn 
Sergeant W . Lee . .• ., 30 Sill Regt 

ergcant P. R . Cannon 227 S:g Regt 
Sergeant J. Carter . . . g Sill Regt 
Sergeant J. C. Matthews ,, 3MA0 ST1g Regt 

ergea-nt P . J . Waring . . . 
Sergeant R. Milntborpe ,, 259 Sig Sqn 
Sergeant J . Robson . . . ,, 7 Sig Regt 

ergcant A . L . Carratt 30 Sig Regt 
ergeant G. W . Canning ., 6o2 Sig Tp 

Sergeant J . P . Rees ,, 227 Sig Sqn 
Seraeant W. F. Quinlan 6o3 Sig Tp 

ergeant W . G. Page ,, 233 Sig Sqn 
ergeant B. G. Carter ,, School of Signals 

Sergeant B. Atkinson 16 Sig Regt 
Sergeant G. J. Hilton ,, 22 S"g R egt 
Sergeant D . 'Hirst 27 Sig Regt 
Sergeant R. D . Sandall ,, 653 Sig Tp 
Sergeant R . G . Thomas ,, 39 Inf Bde Sig Sqn 
Sergeant R . B. W. Cripps ,, 16 Sig Regt 
Sergeant R. C. L. Grant ,, 8 Sig R egt 
Sergeant J . E. Turton ,, 8 Sig Rcgt 
Sergeant H. L . Powell 21 S'g Regt 
Sergeant J . E. Setchfield ,, 2I S'g Regt 
Sergeant J . E. L. Celino ,, 27 Sig Regt 
Sergeant A . J. Schneider ,, 31 S"g Regt {V) 

ergeant D . F . Hicks ... ., 240 S 'g Sqn 
Sergeant O. J. M cGuinness 21 Sig Regt 
Sergeant J . J. P. Kenny H Q AFNORTH 
Secgeant D. Fryer ,, 30 Sig Regt 
Sergeant J . Hall •.. ,, 13 S:g Regt 
Sergeant D . J. Bassford CV HQ & Trg Wbg 
Sergeant P . W . Weatherall .. 14 S 'g Regt 
Sergeant P . J . Slavin JI Sig Regt (2 Sqn) 

(Special Recruiter, Worcester) 
,, 4 Div Sig Regt Sergeant J . E. S. Scott 

ergeant G . Harwood 
Sergeant T. M cCarthy 
Sergeant S. Leggett 
Sergeant R. D . Dixon 
Sergeant J. H. Brown ... 
Sergeant J . F. Chapman 
Sergeant K. S. Beale . .. 

ergeant J . A. Woolley 
Sergeant A. S. Cotillard 
Sergeant T. Leak 
Sergeant T. L. D aws 

26I Sig Sqn 
,, l t Si~ Regt 2 Sqn 

261 Sig Sqn 
., 261 Sig Sqn 
., 7 Armd Bde Sig Sqn 
., 30 Sig Regt 

4 Div Sig Regt 
7 Armd Bde Sig Sqn 
7 Arrod Bde Sig Sqn 

,, JI Sil! Regt 
233 Sig Sqn 

--- Promotions 

REGIMENTAL D UTY ROLL 
New Old 

Name Initia ls Rank Sm. Dare S en.Date 
To W .0 .1 

14 Jul . 64 Bramhall, A. A/W .O .l II Oct. 7 1 
Jones, C. D . A/W .0 .1 16 Nov. 71 22 Jun. 67 
Jones, D. A/W.0.1 11 Dec. 71 26 Dec. 66 
Shakespear, D. A/W.0 .1 18 Jan. 71 10 Jun. 67 

To W .0 .2 
22 Aug. 67 Maidmcnt, K . A/W .0.2 l Oct. 71 

Rocke, J . A/W.0 .2 15 Nov. 71 6 Mar. 69 
Logan , J . J . F . A(W.0 .2 16 N ov. 71 9 Mar. 69 
McKenzie, D. S Sgt. 27 Nov. 71 12 Jun. 69 
Davies, A. A/W .0.2 1 D ec. 71 17 Jun. 69 
Barber, R . W . J . A/W.0 .2 l Dec. 71 17 Jun . 69 

S SERGBANTS SECIORITY ROLL 
N ttu Old 

Na me Initials Trade en. Date Ssn . Dato 

Patterson, A. c. s~ 4 Sep. 7°1 24 ov. 64 
Parish, P . Data g. 10 Sep. 71 20 Apr. 65 
Cheetham, D . K . Data Tg. 30 Sep. 71 5 Jan . 65 
Cole, H. Clk . Tech. 30 Oct. 71 15 Oct. 65 
Lockwood, c.w. R. Tg. 15 Nov. 71 8 Jun. 66 
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Bai l~, 
Pecb ts, 
H arris, 
Morpeth, 
D ean, 
Owen, 
Richards, 
Carr, 
Moore, 
Wilcox, 
Purnell, 
Hawkes, 
sruncer, 
E liou, 
Morgan, 
Fisher, 
Widdowson, 
Wade, 
Baldwin, 

N ame 
To w .0 .1 
Geldard, 
Cook, 

To W.0 .1 
Motion, 

T o W.0 .2 
Hall, 
Green, 
Allen, 

To S Sgt. 
Locke, 
Butcher, 
Gilchrist, 
Wacson, 
Lunn, 
Richards, 
Paddison, 
Letorib 
Camp ell. 
Foulger, 

To W.0 .1 
Studd, 
Worrall, 

ToW.0 .2 
Lavrick, 

T o Sgt . 
Brcbncr, 
Jory, 
Smith, 
Tope, 
Robson, 
Pickup, 
Coverley, 
Browne, 
Brown, 
Beddow, 
White, 
Lamb, 
Foulkes, 
Lightfoot, 
Goatley, 
Eames, 
P1ovan, 
Taylor, 
Benn en, 
Gardner, 
Price, 
Hunter, 
Fowler, 

To Sgt. 
Fenwick, 
Mackay, 
Waud by, 
Millar, 
Halliday, 
Witts, 
Poole, 
Payne, 
Wright, P . A. 
Bailey, 
Strang, 
Graeme, 
Parr 
Bol£sh, 

T o Sgt. 
Vanross, 
Rumble, 
finds, 
Dickinson, 
Johnstone, 

R . J . D ata T g. 16 N ov. 71 3 Aug. 66 
W . P. C. Rmn. 17 Nov. 71 28 ep. 66 
R. R. Tg. 28 Nov. 71 I ~r 67 
A. Data Tg. I D ec. 71 9 ay 68 
O. G . C . Sig. 2 Dec. 71 31 Oct. 61 (C. Dvr.) 
D . H . C. Rmn. 2 Dec. 71 1 Aug. 59 
J.C. T. Data Tg. 3 De<:. 71 7 Apr. 62 
J . Data Tg. 22,0ec. 71 1 Sep. 62 
c. Data Tg. 22 Dec. 71 21 Jan . 65 
D . I. C. Rmn. 25 Dec. 71 21 Jan. 65 
K . C . R . T g. 30 D ec. 71 20 Apr . 65 
F . E . G . C. Rmn. I Jan . 72 5 Jan . 66 
A. Data T g. 2 Jan. 72 2 Feb. 66 
s. I. C.Pmn. 4 Jan. 72 28 Jul. 66 
A. G . C. Rmn. 7 Jan. 72 25 Nov. 69 
B. C. Dvr. 10 Jan. 72 6 Feb. 64 
C. E . M . Clk. Tech. 12Jan. 72 11 Dec. 65 
K . D . R. Tg. 13 Jan. 72 5 Jan. 66 
w. C . Rmn. 1g Jan. 72 5 Jan 66 

FOREMAN OF SIGNALS ROLL 

New Old 
Initials Rank Stn. Dau Sm. Dart 

G . W.0 .2 31 May 71 1Dec. 69 
P . A. W.0.2 7 Jul . 71 2 1 Jul. 69 

SUPERVISOR RADIO ROLL 

w. A/W.0.1 l Oct. 71 21 Dec. 66 

YEOMAN OF SIGNALS ROLL 

W. R. F. S Sgt. 16 Nov. 71 24 .'v\ar. 69 
T.G. L. S Sgt. 16 Nov. 71 21 Mar. 68 
D . S Sgt. 15 Dec. 71 7 Aug. 69 

Sgt. 6 Nov . 71 30 ::-;ov. 68 (D ata Tg.) A. 
R. J. Sgt. 6 Nov. 71 5 Aug. 70 (R . T g.) 
D . I. Sgt. 6 Nov. 71 21 Oct. 69 ~· Tg.) 
D .D. Sgt. 6 ov. 71 2 Apr . 70 . T g.) 
D . G. Sgt. 6 Nov. 71 10 Oct . 68 (Data T g.) 
W. J . Sgt. 6 Nov. 71 17 Se~. 70 (Data Tg.) 
M . Sgt. 6 Nov. 71 17 Fe . 70 (R . T g.) 
G.A. Sgt. 6 ov. 71 2 Apr. 70 (R. T g.) 
M. Sgt. 6 Nov. 71 26 ov. 70 (R. Tg.) 
B. A. Sgt . 6 N ov. 71 4 Nov. 70 fR. Tg.) 

DullF Cl.ERK ROLL 

P. D. A/W.0.1 4 Ocr. 71 I Oct. 69 
J . T . A/W .0 .1 5 Oct. 71 I Jul. 69 

F. A/W.0.2 4 Oct. 71 27 Feb. iO 

TERMlNAL EQUIPMENT TECIU'1ClA."'S ROLL 

I.R.G. Cpl. 1 Apr. 71 14 Mar. 66 
F. J. Cpl. 2 1 Sep. 71 15 Jul. 67 
D . H . B. Cpl. 21 Sep. 71 4 Apr. 68 
J . A. Cpl. 21 Sep. 71 24 Jul 69 
N . W. Cpl. 27 Oct. 71 3 Jun. 68 
D.B. Cpl . 3 ov. 71 21 Dec. 66 
R. Cpl. 4 Nov. 71 29 Mar. 63 
D. Cpl. 11 Nov. 71 II Nov. 6i 
D. Cpl. 30 Nov. 71 10 Oct. 67 
J. w. Cpl. I D ec. 71 12 Sep. 68 
R . S. Cpl. 2 Dec. 71 14 Sep. 67 
J . B. Cpl. 14 Dec. 71 14 Dec. 67 
D . J. Cpl. 14 Dec. 71 14 Dec. 67 
L.C. Cpl. 14 Dec. 71 4 Apr. 68 
M . S. Cpl. 14 Dec. 71 12 Dec. 68 
A. Cpl. 14 Dec. 71 20 Mar. 69 
M . A. Cpl. 13 Jan. 72 13 Jan . 68 
T . E. Cpl. 13 Jan. 72 13 Jan. 68 
B. S . Cpl. 13 Jan. 72 13 Jan. 68 
A. S . Cpl. 13 Jan. 72 13 Jan . 68 
K. Cpl. 13 Jan. 72 28 May 68 
E. S. Cpl. 13 Jan. 72 20 Sep. 68 
F.C. Cpl. 13 Jan. 72 24 Jul. 69 

RADIO T ECHNICIANS ROLL 

'l . Cpl. 27 May 71 15 Nov. 66 
P . A. Cpl . II Aug. 71 11 Aug. 67 
E . J . Cpl. 27 Oc1. 71 27 Oct. 67 
J . Cpl. 27 Oct. 71 27 Oct. 67 
L. Cpl. 27 Oct. 71 1 Oct. 68 
N.H. Cpl. 28 Oct. 71 23 ~an . 61 
D . J. Cpl. 28 Oct. 71 25 eb. 67 
L . Cpl. 28 Oct. 71 25 Jun. 70 
P . A. Cpl. 23 ov. 71 19 Feb. 70 
J . F. Cpl. 14 Dec. 71 14 D ec. 67 
H . Cpl. 14 Dec. 71 14 D ec. 67 
J . R. V . Cpl 14 D ec. 71 14 D ec. 67 
D . Cpl. 16 D ec. 71 30 May 68 
R . A. Cpl. 3 Jan. 72 3 .\-\ay 64 

RA010 Rm.Av TECHNICIAN RoLL 

D . M. Cpl. 12 Jul. 71 16 Oct 69 
F . J . Cpl. 10 Sep. 71 30 Apr. 66 
M.E. C pl . 22 Sep. 71 16 D ec. 66 
A. Cpl. 22 Sep. 71 13 Apr. 67 
P . F . Cpl. 22 Sep . 71 14 ·'°'pr. 67 

(Continued on page 211 \ 
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•rheonly 
All·Solid-State 100W 
broadband HF linear 

amplifien in 
full scale production 
an~here in the 
world .. 

We've already said a 
mouthful. But we must 
add that they cover the 
1.5 to 30 MHz range and 
can beusedwithanyman
packtoforma 1 OOWman
portable or vehicle station. 

All solid state, they operate 
direct from their own batteries 
or from 24V vehicle supplies, 
without a converter. 

After all this we still haven't 
mentioned that there are no tun
ing or loading controls to adjust. 
And as they are fully protected 

against ex
cessive drive and 

cannot be damaged by 
mis-matches such as broken 

or short-circuited aerials, they are 
virtually fault-proof. 

One more word (or maybe two 
if you can bear with us). These 

amplifiers have already 
been delivered in quan

tity to British and many 
Overseas Armed Forces. In fact, 

there's two years of full-scale 
production behind this product. 
And it's available now. 

[BEDIFONii 
Redifon Telecommunications 

Limite~d Broomhill Road 
London S.W.18. 
Telephone: 01 -874 7281 , • 
A Member Company of the Redlffu1lon Or~nl .. llon 
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Whelan, 
Drinf!, 
Aqui ina, 
Taylor, 

To S Sgt. 
Parish, 
Cheetham, 
Bailey, 
Morpeth, 
Richards, 
Carr, 
Moore, 
Spencer, 

To Sgt. 
Harland, 
Graham, 
Skillicorn, 
AJdrid~c, 
Powles and, 
Tranter, 
Kemp, 
Recd, 
Friend, 
Dixon, 
Corbe~ 
Almon , 
Whitham, 
Hails, 

To S Sgt . 
LockwoOd, 
Harris, 
P urnell, 
Wade, 

To Sgt. 
T ivcnan, 
Cole, 
Weston, 
McBimey, 
Parry, 
O'Mahony, 
Ainsworth, 
Gibbons, 
Terrett, 
Bryant, 
Service, 
D oherty, 
Walkdcn, 

G.M. 
P. D . 
J . 
R . M . 

P . 
D . K . 
R. J . 

A. 
J . C. T . 
J . c . 
A. 

W.B. 
c . w. 
R . L. 
B. J . 
M . T . 
B.R. 
M . 
M.R. 
D . B. 
C . E . 
J . D . 
F . J. 
P . E . 
R. 

c.w. 
R . 
K.C. 
K . D . 

M. J . 
P . W . 
D . G . 
M . 
R. M . 
P . M . 
G . 
K . J . 
R . L . 
A. J . 
H. 
J . 
H . E. 

22 Sep. 71 11 Aug. 67 SPECIAL T BLEGJl.APHIST ROLL Cpl. 
T o Sgt. Cpl. 22 Sep. 71 6 Oct. 67 

G. J . A/Sgt. I 1'ov. 71 l Jan . 70 22 Sep . 71 10 Nov. 67 C rofts, Cpl. 
D . Cpl. 2 Nov. 71 24 Jul . 65 6 D ec. 71 23 Mar. 63 French, 

3 4 ov. i l 20 Jul. 66 Cpl. 
A, Sgt . 

D ATA T tiLEGRAPlllST ROLL 

AS Sgt. 10 Sep . 71 
A/S Sgt. 30 Sep. 71 
A/S Sgt. 16 Nov. 71 
A/S Sgt. I D ec . 71 
A/S Sgt. 3 D ec. 71 
A/S Sgt. 22 Dec. 71 
A 'S Sgt. 22 D ec. 71 
A/S Sgt. 2 Jan . 72 

A/Sgt. 20 Oct . 71 
A/Sgt. 6 N ov. 71 
A/Sgt. 6 Nov . 71 
A/Sgt. 6 Nov. 71 

6 Nov. 71 A/Sgt. 
Cpl. 16 Nov . 71 
Cpl. 16 Nov. 71 
A/Sgt. 16 Nov. 71 
A/Sgt. 16 Nov. 71 
A/Sgt. 1 Dec. 71 
A/Sgt. I Dec. 71 
Cf:l. 3 Dec. 71 
A Sgt. 22 Dec. 71 
A/Sgt. 22 Jan. 72 

RADIO TELEGRAPHIST ROLL 

A/S Sgt. 15 Nov. 71 
Sgt. 28 Nov. 71 
A/S Sgt. 30 Dec. 71 
A/S Sgt. 13 Jan. 72 

Cf:l. I Oct. 71 
A Sgt. 3 Nov. 71 
A 'Sgt. 6 Nov. 71 

6 Nov . 71 Cr: l. A Sgt. 6 Nov. 71 
6 Nov. 71 A/Sgt. 

A 'Sgt. 6 Nov. 71 
6 Nov. 71 A/Sgt . 
6 Nov. 71 Cpl. 

Cpl. 15 Nov. 71 
A/Sgt . 29 Nov. 71 

17 Dec. 71 Cpl. 
30 Dec. 71 A/Sgt. 

Edwards, L . 
Farmer, M . D . Cpl. I Dec. 71 30 Apr. 68 
Parsons, B. J . Cpl. 1 Dec. 71 I Jan. 69 
Grisdale, A. E . Cpl. 1 Dec. 71 I Jan 69 20 Apr. 65 

24 Jan . 68 
3 Aug. 66 CuR KS Ro1 L 
9 May 68 T o Sgt. 

A, Sgt . 4 Nov. 71 30 Nov. 66 7 Apr. 62 De~ter, F . M . 
1 Jan . 72 30 Nov. 66 l Sep. 62 Mc ale, M . J. A/Sgt. 
I Jan. 72 31 Oct. 67 21 Jan . 65 Johnson, H . C. A/Sgt. 

31 Dec. 68 A Sgt. 15 Jan. 72 2 F eb. 66 Close, M . H . 
l Feb. 72 31 Jan . 70 Cclino, J . E. L . A Sgt. 

I Oct. 68 Cl.ERK T ECHNICAL (R. SIGNALS) ROLL 
2 Oct. 61 T o S Sgt. 

15 Oct . 65 8 Oct. 61 Cole, H. Sgt. 30 Oct . 71 
11 Dec. 65 21 Jul. 65 Widdowson , C . E . M . AS Sgt. 12 Jan. 72 

1 Oct. 66 
30 Apr. 68 

CoMBAT DRIVER ROLL 28 May 56 
To S Sgt . 5 Sep. 63 
Fisher, B. AS Sgt . 10 J an. 72 6 Feb. 64 16 Nov. 63 

18 Jan. 64 
To Sgt . 18 Jan. 64 
Whelan, G . Cpl. l Nov. 71 31 Jan. 64 19 Dec. 64 
Dalton, P.A. Cpl. 2 Nov. 71 20 Apr. 65 30 Mar. 65 
McAllister, W. L . A/Sgt. 3 Nov. 71 30 Sep . 65 21 Mar. 66 
Turncr, G. Cf:l. 4 N ov. 71 31 Jan. 66 
H utchings, R.H. A Sgt. 8 ov. 71 30 Jun. 68 
Ratcliffe, J. A/Sgt. l D ec. 71 8 D ec. 5 
Conway, J. Cr:l. 2 D ec. 71 2 Apr. 62 

8 Jun. 66 
Connor, R . J . A S Sgt . 1 Jan . 72 30 Apr. 63 

18 Apr. 67 
20 Apr. 65 

CoMBAT LINEMAN/T ELECOMMUNICATIONS ROLL 5 Jan. 66 
To Sgt. 

H. A 1Sgt . 1 K ov. 71 31 Dec. 61 Escott, 
M. A Sgt. 2 Nov. 71 2 Feb. 63 1 Jan . 69 Lincoln, 

11 Oct. 61 (C. Rmn.) 
1 Nov. 69 CoMBAT POWERMAN ROLL 
1 Nov. 69 To S Sgt. 27 Nov. 61 A 'S Sgt. 4 Jan. 72 2 Jul . 66 Elliott, s. I. 

18 Jan. 64 
22 Jul. 65 To Sgt . 

Cpl. 29 Sep . 71 31 Jan. 66 l Oct. 65 M apletoft, R. A. 
19 May 67 B. J . S Sgt . 2 Oct. 71 31May 69 M inter, 

I Nov. 71 31 Jul . 64 29 Feb. 68 Lackie, A. S Sgt. 
1 Apr. 65 (C . Rmn .) 
l Nov. 69 (Continued on page 21 2) 

18 Jan . 64 

are obtainable CROWN 
o i: 

through N.A.A.F.I. CROWNS 

Deliciously Different 

I 

l.IEBFRAU 11LCl-I 

Offer your 
friends 
South African 
Sherry 

Amontillado Sherry 
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0 :. 
Peebl , 
Owen, 
W'ilco ·, 
Hawkes, 
.i\ii.organ, 
Baldwin, 

To Sgt. 
Robcmon, 
Woolley, 
Banham, 
Cole, 
Marsh, 
Buck, 
Tate, 
Dought)', 
Hogbin, 

J'Vam~ 
W.0.1 
Pebcrdy, 
Overran, 
Filder, 
.Morrill, 
Mann, 
Common, 
Webster, 

W.0.2 
Freeman, 
Jones, 
Gill, 
Champion, 
Hutson, 
Ross, 
Sparrow, 
Blod<, 
Isaac, 

Skimming, 
Baxter, 
Boxall, 
Gecrc, 
Stubbings, 

W.0.1 

H~cvy, OW1e, 

W.0.2 
Pemberton, 
Foulds, 

S Sgt. 
Mannion, 
Jones, 

w.0.2 
Dixon, 

W.0.2 
Johnson, 
Chambers, 

W.0.1 
Brown, 
Griffiths 
Ber~, 

W.0.2 
Mawson, 

Sgu. 
Smith, 
Dodd, 
Briggs, 
Payne, 

Sgb. 
Morrison, 
Jackson, 
ltum!ey, 
Joy, 
McCormick, 
Af].j,oo, 
Ald ... ~on, 
VllS!allo, 

Sgts. 
Willis, 
Woodley, 
Robson, 
Howard, 
Lowes, 
Cottcrill, 
Jennings, 
McGrath, 
Oakley, 

212 

Co~BAT RADIOMAN ROLL 

p AS Sg1. 17 Nov. 71 
D . H . AS 'gt . 2 Dec. 71 
D.r. AS gt . 25 Dec. 71 
F.E. G . AS Sgt . 1 Jan. 72 
A. G . AS Sgt. 7 Jan. 72 
\':". AJS Sgt. 18 Jan. 72 

G. Cpl. 3 Sep. 71 
J . A. Cpl. I ov. 71 
D. J . A Sg1. 2 Nov. 71 
A. J . Cpl. 1 Dec 71 

. R . Cpl. 2 Dec. 71 
E. A Sgt. 3 Dec. 71 
T . H . A Sgt. l Jan. 72 
B. J. A Sgt. l Feb. 72 
J . A. A Sgt. 3 Feb. 72 

DELBTIONS 

l111u.i ls 

S. B. C. 
J. R . 
E . S. 
G.E. 
E. J. 
P. 
E.T. A. 

D. J. 
R.M. 
P. .... 
~. 
D. 
D.S. T . 
R.H. 
R . J. 

w. 
E. J . S . 
S . H . 
D. J. 
.\1. D . 

REGIME."-'TAL DUTY ROLL 
Sen. Date 

2 Oct. 66 
4 Apr. 67 

19 Aug. 69 
.2Dcc. 69 
3 Mar. 70 

23 Oct. 70 
18 May 71 

26 Sep. 62 
6 Nov. 64 

14 Jul . 65 
24 Dec. 66 
27 Dec 66 
15 Feb. 68 
24 Feb. 68 
24 Jun. 69 

1 Jan. 70 

STAFF SERGEANTS ROLL 
31 Dec. 65 (C . Sig.) 

I Sep. 66 (C. Sig.) 
1 Sep. 68 (C. Sig.) 
3 Apr. 70 (C. Sig.) 

13 Aug. 70 (C. Sig.) 

FOREMAN OP SIGNALS ROLL 

J .. \.\ . .'vl.. 2 Dec. 68 
J. ~. 19 May 71 

K. S. l Dec. 69 
:\.\. C. l Dec. 69 

P. 17 Jul. 65 
T . C. 12 Mar. 66 

YEOMAN OF SIGNALS ROLL 

A. 24 Apr. 66 

SIGN.'1. CENTRE SUPERVISOR ROLL 

E. \X' . 
D. 

A. 
J. D. 
M.J. S. 

D . H. 

29 Jan. 60 
l Oct. 61 

CmEF CI.ERK ROLL 

23 Oct. 67 
I Oct. 69 

28 Sep. 70 

31 Mar. 65 

T ERMINAL TECHNICIANS ROLL 

L.A. l May 55 
A l Nov. 68 
D . ~. 29 ov. 68 
T . J. I Apr. 71 

RADIO TECHNICIANS ROLL 

J.J. 6May68 
D.R. l Aug. 68 
R. 27 Mar. 69 
R. G. 29 May 69 
J . W . 29 May 69 
B. D . 5 Aug. 69 
R. 8 Oct. 70 
A. P. l Apr. 71 

RADIO RELAY TECHN!CIA.."1S ROLL 

L . T. B. 5 Dec. 64 
E. M . J. 11 Apr. 68 
E. D. 29 Nov. 68 
G . C. 14 Feb. 69 
T. 14 Feb. 69 
!:?· P . 28 Jul. 69 

• 13 Aug. 69 
R. P . 14 Nov. 69 
J .E. 17Dec.69 

28 Sep. 60 
l Aug. 59 

21 Jan . 65 
5 an. 66 

25 ov. 69 
5 Jan. 66 

31 Jan. 69 
31May69 

2 Oct . 61 
3 ov. 66 
l Dec. 6 
I Jan. 69 
l Sep. 64 

11May66 
12 Ma)' 67 

S11 L<. 
Saunden, 
William. , 
Shean;, 
Barrow, 
Carter, 
H olland, 
Wilson, 
Ballard, 

~IS. 
~ · ilJiams, 
O ' Gorman, 

Sgts . 
Bradley, 
Annear, 
Meikle, 

Sgts . 
Hornb lower, 
Ball, 
Brooki'1', 
Goodri ge, 
Millar 
Doutclt, 
Needs, 
Morris, 
Thorburn, 

icbolls, 
Gilmore, 
Payne, 
Hughes, 
Clay, 

Sgt. 
Hamilton, 

Sgts. 
Hilder, 
Jones, 
Kyles, 
Dicker, 
Morgan, 

Sgt. 
Ireland, 

Sgts. 
Webber, 
Robinson, 
Chisholm, 
Wills, 
Large, 
Coles, 
Davison, 
Paton, 
Cole, 

DA1A Tl!LliGRAPHIST ROLL 

R-_ r. 
I Dec. 56 
1 Oct. 57 

B.T. 12 Jun . 61 
D. E . 24 Nov. 64 
P. 21 Jan. 65 

~.o. 7 Jul. 65 
1Aug. 68 

D. JO Feb. 69 

RADIO T BLBGRAPHIST ROLL 

R. I Aug. 68 
M. Jun. 71 

Cl.ERRS ROLL 

D . 19 Mar. 67 
A. J . 5 Aug. 70 
H . 5 Aug. 70 

CoMBAT DRIVERS ROLL 

K. 3 1 Oct. 61 
J. s. 22 Oct. 64 
D. E. l May 57 
c. J. 1 Mar. 62 
R . K. 14 Feb. 63 
R. 2 Jul . 59 
H.O. 15 Feb. 64 
F.W. 1 Jun. 65 
c. 28 Aug. 62 
B.D . 19 Feb. 61 
R . R . l Jul. 59 
J . w. 1 Jul. 59 
W . A. 25 Jul. 68 
c. c. 27 Feb. 68 

COMBAT LJNEMAN/TEI.ECOMMUNICATION ROLL 

C. J. 4 Dec. 66 

COMBAT RADIOMAN ROLL 

M.A. 
]. W. L. 
A.W. 
L . J. 
J. H . 

I Dec. 56 
3 Aug. 57 
I Sep. 59 

10 Jul . 64 
16 Jan. 67 

BAND ROLL 

T. I Apr. 71 

INSERTIONS 

RADIO TELEGRAPFUSTS ROLL 

F. A. 20 May 64 } P. D . 5 Nov. 69 
R. C . W. 5 Nov. 69 
D. 17 Feb. 70 
T. 28 Sep. 70 
G. R. I Jan. 71 
M . D. 15 Feb. 71 
G. L. 6 Aug. 71 
P. W. 3 Nov. 71 

from C. Rmn. Roll 

MISCHLLANEOUS AMENDMENTS 

RADIO TECHNICIANS ROLL 
SgtS. 
Hayatt, 
Brcbner, 

P. L. 25 May 71 Please amend name to read " Hyatt" 
I. R. G. l Apr. 71 Please delete from roll 

ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION AND 
B ENEVOf,ENT Fl1ND 

The following donations ruere gratefully received d11ri>1g March : 

North Loi;idon Branch. Royal Signals Association 
T . -:· BNtckalls, Esq. , in memory of the late Majm.·:G~e;.al R.: 

. . Naylor ••• . .. 
C. (\. Smith, Esq. , . .. . . . 
Ma)Or (Q.M~ C. F. Jackman 
RH. Laban, sq. . .. . .. 

. S. Ramsey, Esq. 
H. Hur t , Esq. 
R . N. Howton, Esq . 
J. Cochran, Esq . 
F. Winter, Esq. ... 
J . Lothian, Esq. 
C .. Maycroft, Esq. 
Maior M. Gordon Wilson 
H. 9. Sm yth , Esq. . .. 
Vanous small donations 

£ p 
15.00 

3.I5 
I.00 
6.86 
2.00 
I.00 
I.00 
J .00 

53 
53 
so 
50 
50 
50 

I.86 

Total .. . £35.93 
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OPERATORS 
LEAVING THE ARMY SOO N . ? 

Why not contact 

THE THREE TEES AGENCY 

THE Speci alist Employment Bureau for 
Telex, Telep rin ter and Tele phone O perators 
where you are assured of a welcome and 
free advice and guidance on career prospects 
in the comme rci al wo rld. 

THE THREE TEES TRAIN ING SCHOO L 
has the full range of Telex and Te leprinter 
machines and Com me rc ial Tele phone Boards 
and offers free tui t ion to those seeking em
ployment, bot h Permanent an d Temporary. 

110 Fleet St., 
London, E.C.4. 
(01-353 3611) 

Call, write or phone: 
124 Regent St., 
London, W. I. 
(01 -734 0365) 

20 Eastcheap, 
London, E.C.3. 
(01-626 0601) 

BAOR ..... ? 
-if you are arriving soon, or are here already, 
and interested in a new:-

FIAT 
POLSKI FIAT 
PEUGEOT 

at 
special 

NATO 
prices 

-then for details of U.K./Germany delivery speci
fications, prices, finance , part-exchange, fill in the 
cou pon or wri t e to us soonest: 

WALTER HAGEN & Co. - WEST GERMANY 
415 KREFELD PESTALOZZISTR. 25 

Please •end detail• of your FIAT/PEUGEOT/PO LSKI FI AT to : 

Name -····· ... 

Address 

Part-exchange details ·····-···-· 

Rank ··-····· 

Phone No . .. 

Our r e prese n tatives visit all ca mps here weekly a nd we also have 
agents in U .K.! 

Printers 

P11hlisl1ers 

Xe,vspaper Proprietors 

Lithographers 

Process Engravers 

P arsons and Printing. Like the Services, we have a tradition to uphold, at the 
same time taking advantage of scientific progress in this age of mechanisation, 
yet maintaining, through a special department, a personal and helpful link with 
customers, whom we are ever willing to advise with their production problems 

F. J. Parsons Lid 
The Adelphi , John Adam Street, London WC2N 6AY 01-839 7151 

Printing works at Hastings, Folkestone, Bexhill and Lewe 
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Amontillado Sherry 

LIFE ASSURANCE 
l TS FUNCTION. The main function of Life Assurance is the protection of present or prospective dependants against hardshir 
resulting from your premature death and provision for yourself and them in later years if you survive normally. 
INVESTMENT. Life As&urance, especially Endowment Assurance, is however also the best possible long-term investment. 
because the money is invested wisely, and partly in "growth equities," by the Life Assurance Companies and because it is the on!~ 
form of investment subsidised by the Government. The subsidy consists of Income Tax Allowance on two-fifths of Premiums. 
For those liable to Tax at 38.75%, this means 15.5% abatement. Thus, a net outlay of £84.50 a year provides a premium 
of £too a year, which is 18.34 % increase. 
SELECTION. There is a deal of difference between Companies and between various types of Policy. Therefore, do NOT 
deal direct with any Company or its representatives. You need the unbiased advice of a Broker specialising in Service proble~ns . 
I offer this advice without fee or obligation. I am not tied to any Company, and select the most favourable for each type of nsk 
INFORMATION REQUIRED. May I suggest you should let me know your date of birth, whether married or single, dates of 
birth and sexes of children, rates of pay and next increase, and how much you can afford in addition to any existing outlay. 
If you have any Policies in force, I recommend you to let me inspect them and tell you whether they are good value. In any cas~ 
they may affect the type of new Policy you should consider. With this information, I can give you recommendations which you 
can accept or reject as you please. 
RETIRED or RETIRING OFFICERS are advised to consult me in regard to House Purchase, Investment of Capital, and 
the advantages of commuting half Retired Pay. 
SURTAX and ESTATE DUTY. Suitable action can greatly reduce the burden. If these problems are at all large let me 
advise you how to increase your net income AND net estate. 
GENERAL ASSURANCES. We also arrange Kit, Motor, Winter Sports and all other Insurances in the best markets. 

R. ~~igW!iTiairu R. T. WILLIAMS LTD. 
F.C.I.B. 

2, Duke Street, Brighton, BNl lDE 
Telephone Brighton 28181 (2 lines) 

Incorporated Insurance Brokers 
Incorporated Life Assurance Brokers 

Member of the Services Insurance Brokers Association 

Major 
T. P. Williams 

F.C.l.B. 
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Our Cover Picture 
We feature this month a more detailed account of the arduous cro 

country journey from the Persian Gulf to the U.K. recently undertaken by 
Captain Tim McCoy and a party of eleven soldiers in three rather decrepit 
Land Rovers (see page 220). Our cover picture shows one of the Land 
Rovers being loaded on to an Arab dhow for the first stage of the journey 
across 250 miles of the Gulf to Bushehr in Iran. 

Resettlement Loans to Serving Soldiers 
D.C.I. (Gen) 125/69 lays down the conditions under which serving 

soldiers can obtain interest-free loans on an official basis to aid resettlement 
into civilian life. In general terms the conditions for these loans are that they 
are to aid house purchase and cannot exceed £775, the recipient can only 
apply for a loan within his last 12 months of service and he must ~ on a 
pensionable engagement of 22 years or more or he must be leavmg the 
service prematurely on becoming redundant. However, there are cases outside 
the M.0.D. scheme where the Army Benevolent Fund is prepared to help 
where there is distress or compassionate need. These can be summarised as 
follows: 

-Cases where the loan requirement exceeds the ceiling of £775 laid 
down by the M.O.D. The A.B.F. will then find the balance. 

-Cases where the loan requirement is in excess of 12 months. 
-Cases in which the length of service of the applicant does not meet 

the M.O.D. requirement. 
~All loan applications for furniture and furnishings. 

Requests for loans from the Army Benevolent Fund must be channelled 
through the Royal Signals Association to whom first application should be 
made, supported by the soldier's Commanding Officer. 

There is obviously, a limit to the amount of Army Benevolent Fund 
money that c~n be out on loan at any one time and it follow.s f~o!ll this the 
longer the period a sum of money is out on loan the fewer mdivi~uals that 
can be helped, e.g. £750 on loan to one person for three years rmght ha~e 
helped several short-term applicants with the same sum. In other words, rapid 
turn round of money ensures that the maximum number of soldiers are 
helped. Because of the above certain basic conditions must a~ply before the 
Army Benevolent Fund will make a loan. These can be summaned as follows: 

-There must be some element of compassionate need such as missing 
a good chance to buy a house in the propo.sed area of .settlement .or 
missing a job through lack of funds to acqwre ~ house m th~ l~ality 
of employment or to provide a home for family and contmmty of 
education for children. 

-In the case of purchase of houses or furniture a definite house must 
be available and the address given before a loan will be considered. 

-In general terms all loans should fall within the last 12. month~ of 
the soldier's service though the Army Benevolent Fund will consider 
loans for longer periods where the compassionate circumstances 
merit this. 

-Where loans are made the Army Benevolent Fund like some repay
ment to commence during service on a monthly basis leaving the 
residue to be found from the soldier's terminal grant rather than 
that the whole loan should be held over for repayment from the 
terminal grant. Once again compassionate circumstances will deter
mine whether this is insisted on. 

Finally it should be emphasised that the Army Benevolent Fund is 
not rigid a~d each case is judged on its compassionate background which 
must be backed up by the soldier's Commanding Officer . 

It is hoped that this will make it clear why a few applications for Joan 
have, with much regret, been turned down by Association Headquarters. 
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Major-General Sir John Antlerson, KBE 
' AJOR-GENERAL Sir John Anderson was born in 1916 
Ll on 2.gth June. He therefore cefobrates his birthday on 
the ame day as the Corp . He is the son of Lieutenant-Colonel 
J. G. Anderson, of Christchurch, N~w Zealand, and was 
educated at King's School, 
Roche tcr, and the Royal 
Military Academy, Wool
wich. On completing his Q 
Course in 1937, he was 
posted to 4th Divisional 
Signals as officer command
ing an infantry brigade signal 
section. 

At the outbreak of the 
war he was in Egypt and 
from 1939 to 1942 served 
with 7th Armoured Divi
sional Signals (the Desert 
Rats) in the Middle East 
Operations as adjutant and 
a squadron commander. He 
had a short spell in Palestine 
with S L. of C. Signals 
before attending the Staff 
College at Haifa, after 
which he joined General 
Montgomery's staff at H.Q. 
Eighth Army, where he saw service in Africa and Sicily. In 
1943, he returned to the Staff College at Haifa as an Instructor, 
and in 1944 was repatriated to the U.K. where he joined the 
Signal Directorate of SHAEF. During the war he was men
tioned in despatches on three occasions. 

Between 1945 and 1949 he held a variety of appointments on 
the staff of the Signals Directorate at the War Office, and was 
Senior Instructor of the All Arms Wing at the School of 
Signals from 1946 to 1948. He left the War Office in 1950 and 
went out to New Zealand as Director Royal New Zealands 
Signals. On completion of this appointment he joined 11th 
Armoured Divisional Signals in Germany, returning to the 
U.K. in 1954 as C.S.O. London District. His last appointment 
in a field unit was with his old wartime unit as C.R. Signals 
7th Armoured Division, which was then in Germany. From 
there he went out to Malaysia as Principal Staff Officer Malay
sian Forces. On selection for promotion he returned to the 
Signals Directorate as Colonel G.S. Signals 1, being later 
promoted Brigadier as B.G.S. (Signals). In 1963 he was 
appointed C.B.E., and went out to Germany again as C.S.O. 
B.A.O.R. In 1966 he attended the course at the Imperial 
Defence College. A year later he was appointed Signal Officer
in-Chief (Army) with the rank of Major-General. His last 
appointment was Assistant Chief of Defence Staff (Signals) in 
which capacity he was promoted to K.B.E. 

Sir John is probably unique in that nearly the whole of his 
36 years' service has been with Divisional Signals Units and on 
the staff of higher formations. He is certainly unique in that 
he is the last Signal Officer-in-Chief who as a young officer 
was trained in cable laying with the horsed cable wagon. Sir. 
John is a man who drives himself harder than most and has a 
single-minded devotion to the Corps and 'Joint Signalling.' He 
was particularly successful in exploiting the latter during his 
last appointment when he was able to exercise his ability of 
getting on well with the other Services, including Common
wealth and Foreign Signal Services, so as to weld and lead an 
efficient, happy and co-operative team. He was dined-out at 
the Headquarters' Mess Royal Signals on 16th March when 
hi brother, a Lieutenant-Colonel in the Corps, was present. 
His son Michael is serving in the Queen's Dragoon Guards. 
We wish him and his wife Jean a very happy retirement at 
Newbury, and hope that he will have the time and facilities to 
indulge in his hobby of fishing. We shall not, however, lose 
touch with him as he was appointed a Colonel Commandant 
in 1969. 
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--From. our "In" Troy-

Queens Birthtlay Honours List - June 1972 
Our readers we are sure, will wish to join T HE WIRE 1n 

congratulating the following who were honoured in the 
Queen's Birthday Li t . 

C.D. 
Major-General M. S. Handcock, M.B.E. 

O.D.E. 
Lieutenant-Colonel F. C. Lockwood 

Lieutenant-Colonel A. W. MacL. McKinnon 

M.D.E. 
W.0.1 R. G. French 

W.0.1 A. A. Hopewell 
Major J. A. Montague 
W.0.2 W. C. G. Wall 

D.E.lU. 
Staff Sergeant R. W. Adey 

Sergeant J. W. Fisher 
Sergeant B. F. lbbertson 

Sergeant F. S. Small 
Sergeant M. A. Spring 
Sergeant M. J. Stretton 

A WELL EARNED AWARD 
Major General R. M. Somerville, O.B.E., G.O.C. Yorkshire District, 
presenting the B.E.M. to Sergeant George Garside at the Annual 

Royal Signals Display Team Press Show on 7th April 1972 

Signalman Raymontl Thomas wins Duke of 
Etlinhurghs Awartl (Go/ti) 

Since 1967 Signalman Raymond Thomas has involved himself 
in training for and gaining all of the standards of the Duke of 
Edinburgh's award. He comes from Ammanford, South Wales, 
and attended Ammanford Comprehensive School. In June, 1967, 
he gained the Bronze award and pushed on to gain the Silver 
in January, 1969. He joined Royal Signals in 1971 and after 
completing his training in 11 Sig Regt, September 1971, he 
gained his Gold award. For his Gold award he did six months 
of hobbies consisting of .22 marksman shooting and public 
service in helping to organise the Duke of Edinburgh's award. 
He completed physical fitness tests, map reading and compass 
work and field cooking. 

He culminated his efforts in four days' hiking and camping 
on the Brecon Beacons. Signalman Thomas .tis at present on a 
Telecommunication Mechanic course which he is due to finish 
in May, and at the conclusion of his course he is hoping to 
have time to run his own area Duke of Edinburgh's award 
scheme. 
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:A ' Gratlings in Singapore 
'iir, 

I refer to Mrs. Wardle's letter to you in the M arch-April 
WIRE. 

Mrs. Wardle indeed obtained an 'A' grading as a Com
munication Centre Operator in Si;tigapore in 1968. 

Priv~te Rammel, W.R.A.C., was the first girl to obtain such 
a gradmg on a course held in the Royal Signals T raining 
Brigade in Catterick. 

This year both Private McClellan, W.R.A.C., and Private 
Francis, W.R.A.C., have obtained ' A ' passes in the trade of 
Communication Centre Operator. 

Yours faithfully, 

Trade T raining School, 
Catterick. 

' The Management ' 

An extract from a pre-war Te"itorial Officer's 
Scrapbook 

Brigadier Sir George Walton recalls: 
It was in the days of retrenchment before the war that the 

Territorial Army, always cut to the financial bone and already 
struggling against inadequate training grants, was pared down 
more than ever. It was in the days also when Territorial 
Divisional Signals were partly horsed and partly mechanised
if either ' horsed ' or ' mechanised ' it could be called. 

' Horsed' was apt to mean that the average Territorial 
Officer found himself the first Monday morning of annual train
ing on a charger which the previous Saturday had delivered the 
milk to his house. Some, of course, brought their own horses 
and hired them to themselves for camp but the great majority 
were ' milk mounted. ' 

' Mechanised ' was a grandiose term embracing the most 
mixed collection of vehicles which could be imagined. They 
were mo tly tradesmen' vans in various stages of disrepair and 
blazoning to the military world the wares they were wont to 
carry in their normal and less bellicose occupations. They 
ranged from large furniture vans to brightly painted ice-cream 
vans. They were truly a motley collection-hired by the local 
T .A. Association- and as often as not a large number of them 
gave up the unequal struggle of carrying a Signal office relief 
or pulling a cable wagon. 

The G.0.C.-in-C. of Command had announced his intention 
of coming to inspect the unit on parade. The parade was to 
include the officers mounted and the companies drawn up in 
line with the transport behind. 
. The General was of the fire-eating type with a quite excep

uonal power of verbal expression and an all consuming anger, 
if displeased, which used to result in mild mouth frothing. He 
was much feared even by Territorial Units and consequently 
there was a great deal of polishing and spitting before the big 
day. 

One of the subalterns had brought everal hor es to camp 
of which one was a wall-eyed brute-bad tempered and ill 
mannered-jct black called ' Bess,' but withal she was a better 
looking job than the 'milk ' variety. 

One of the Company Commanders-at be t a poor performer 
on a horse- had borrowed ' Bess ' for the great occasion. As 
she was not carrying what she considered to be a ma ter of 
equitation she was rather more fractious than usual, but after 
a good deal of fu s and just before the great man appeared she 
was got into the correct position and persuaded to stand still. 

he glowered at the approaching apparition until he got to 
within about 30 yards then deciding that di cretion was the 
better part of valour started to back. In spite of the mo t 
strenuous efforts of her rider she continued to back straight 
through both ranks of the Company behind then through the 
file of N.C.O.s until her hind quarters came into violent collision 
with the radiator of Messrs. Bloggs & Co.'s furniture van. 
Now the furniture van's radiator was extremely hot and 'Be s's' 
reactions were immediate . . . ! 

After the froth had somewhat subsided the inspection pro
ceeded but the Company Commander wa for ever afterwards 
confined to ' milk mounts.' 
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WELCOME TO THE LATEST OFFICER ENTRY INTO THE CORPS-NO. 78 ROYAL SIGNALS OFFICERS' QUALIFYING COURSE I MAY· 
8 JULY 1972 

Bock row (left to right): Second Lieutenants' Elford , Elson, Fisher, Greig, Hancock, Hughes, McDouall, Macfarlane. 
Front row (left to right): Second Lieutenants' McKinlay, Parsons, Ross, Scott-Morton, Shipley, Thwaites, Wh ite. 

~ .. -· 

LOW COST WAY 
totheU.K. 
DAILY SAILINGS AT 
REDUCED FARES 
FROM BELGIUM AND 
FRANCE 0 DOVER BY 

mWNSEND 
THORESEN• 
CAR FERRIES ZEEBRUGG E-DOVER1CAlAIS·OOVEff 
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REDUCED PASSENGER FARES YEAR ROUND. 
CARS, CARAVANS, TRAILERS, etc. taken for 

HALF THE NORMAL CHARGE 
from OCT. to MAY inclusive. 

e Up to 6 SAILINGS A DAY from Zeebrugge. 

• Reduced fares for British and Commonwealth Forces and 
dependants, also attached civilians and their dependants 
stationed on the Continent of Europe. 

• Economical catering and bar prices on board Townsend 
Thoresen drive on/drive off ships. 

FULL DETAILS FROM 
MILATRAVEL Offices, Local Travel Agents, G.S.N. Co., m.b.h., 
Graf·Adolf·Strasse 12, Dusseldorf 4, Furness Travel, 
Groenplaata 42, Antwerp, or Townsend Thoresen Car Ferries, 
Car Ferry Terminal, Zeebrugge or Gare de Transit, Calais. 
U.K. Bookings through your Motoring OrganlHtion, Travel Agent 
or the Townsend Thoresen offices at: 
127 REGENT STREET, LONDON W.1 . 

1 Camden Creacent, DOVER. 

Tel: 017344431 
end 01 437 7800 
Tel : Dover i721 
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The Londo11derry Scene 
f 'om·tesy n Inf Dde llfl and Sig Sqn 

As every picture is reputed to tell a thousand words, this 
contribution should statistically be the longest on record. How
ever, for the benefit of the other WIRE subscribers, our hard 
worked Editor and those that only look at the pictures anyway, 
·ou will be pleased to know that well over nine thousand words 
ill be omitted. 

A few days ago we achieved a unique combination of a lull 
In the war, a camera equipped with a man and a day when 
the sun shone. Had there been an atmosphere of Methane 
and a flash of lightning no doubt a new form of life would 
have emerged. As it transpired a new form had emerged without 
our even realising; the offspring of those strange bedfellows 
Regulations and Operations - namely the notice board. This 
laconic being announces a myriad situation from 'RentaCoy ' 
in an Infantry location to ' It is forbidden to throw stones 
at this notice board ... .' 

So that's where It went! It was in the cornflakes this morning 

You've got to have eyes for every direction 
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Graffiti-Londonderry style 

I told you not to slam the door Paddy! 

Watch you don't get a lead filling 
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249 Squadron Reborn! 

THEY CAME FROM 

FAR AND WIDE 

120 old friends meet again-and what 

an evening it was! 

Major Keith Olds reports:-

J 0 G. l.ong ~go in d.istant. places there lived a Squadron
_j . a v1r~e? _lively urut which reported it entertaining and 

warlike acnvmes to pellbound readers of THE WmE for many 
many years of pea~e and war in the Far East. Its last exploit in 
uppon of th~ Pakistan cyclone disaster relief was its swansong 

-and a glorious one too. Last year at about this time 249 
Squadron ceased to exist, which seemed as good a reason as 
any for the ex-249'ers of 22 Sig Regt to per uade like-minded 
old comrades, now stationed in Germany to gather at Lipp-
tadt and to chew the fat over old times. 

Bring your beer mug 

On ~e. gra~e vine ~he. rumour grew and with no more than 
a curt m1~ncuon to brmg sleeping bag, toothbrush and 249 
beer mug some 120 all ranks descended upon Lippstadt on 
11th ~arch. And what a reui:iion it was! There aren' t enough 
page m, THE WmE to descnbe all that happened that night 
but here s a random sample. 

Fnm~liar names 
_W.0.2 Bert Bowes naviga~ed from Maastrict to Lippstadt 

without a m~p and only kn?\ymg the general direction, attracted 
to. a party like a y.-ater d1vmer to a hidden spring. Corporal 
Tnnmons an~ ~1gnalman Carter thumbed their way in 
from an exercise m the Harz Mountains. Bass baritone Major 
Ian Pe~y ~cc~mpanied by Captain Geoff Tacey conducted 
C?mmuruty s~gmg, and Singapore TV star Goldie Peters pro
vided the resident combo (with singing loop!). W.0.2 Eric 
Webster strug~led manfully as impromptu M .C. to instil some 
form of order "? the il!-disciplined revellers and got the response 
one v.:ould get m:13ugis Street at 2.00 a.m. W.0.2 Tony Pfeiffer 
later m the evenmg, removed a crate of Carlsberg and headed 
out closely followed by W.0.1 Cliff Webb and approximately 
a. squadron of others. Sergeant Tom Hayden tried to outgrow! a 
side o~ beef; Lance-Corporal Davidson once again lost his jacket 
and Signalman 'X,'_ the only genuine flaker, was ceremoniously 
propped up every tune he fell down. 

Air Troo1• were there too 
Air Troop was well represented (you may remember 249 

~ad t~e one: and onl.Y Air Troop the Corps has ever possessed). 
a.ptam M1~e. Orwin headed th.e team, ably assisted by his 

Chief T~c?nic1an W.0.2 Gerry Dixon and an enthusiastic crowd 
of tec~n1~1ans ai:d ex-Air Troop signallers from that fine unique 
organ~sat1on. Finally, we must mention in gratitude the 
org,amsers, . Yeoman .°,f Signal~ 'Pancho ' Cox, known to many 
as C.R. 1gs Brun~1, ~·~-.2 . Mac' McEwen who scribed and 
recorded the event m his rmm1table clerical style and controlled 
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FRIENDS MEET AGAIN 
Left to right : Sergeant Henry Hemstock, W .0.1 Cliff Webb, Corporal 

Bettridge 

AS THE EVEN ING WARMED UP 
Major Ian Penny conducts community singing. Note 249 Banner in 

background 

the finances (being a Scot). Sergeant Dave Hardman who made 
the reunion flag, Sergeant ' Geordie ' Anderson and the bevy of 
enthusias.tic 22 Sig Regt helpers who worked hard to make 
the evening a memorable and enjoyable one for all. 

A continuing tradition? 
As ever we had the staunch support of the Squadron wives 

who nursed . L!S all back ~o life the following morning and put 
~ur many v1~1~ors on their safe way home all resolved to con· 
tm~e ~ tra~tton, which came almost as an afterthought, in 
quiet little L1ppstadt. 

Per~aps someone nex! year will take up the challenge to 
orgaruse a further reumon and once again successfully raise 
the 249 b~ner (shown in our picture, and in safe hands until 
needed again!). 

(I~ this the first post World War II unit to inaugurate a 
reuruon? Let us .h~pe 249 Squadr<_>n's gathering becomes an 
annual event .. This is the whole basis of our Corps Association 
-the memones of good comradeship in good units.-Ediior. 
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328 feet across with 

a 3 ,200 metric ton 

parabola-it was quite 

a telescope! 
An Officer Study Party from 21st Signal 
Regiment visits the world's largest 
Steerable Telescope 

Here are their impressions. 

Y:: A VING covered most of the ' bread and butter ' Officer 
.I.. Training subjects (and to add an intellectual image 
following recent sporting publicity), a visit to the Radio Tele
scope at Effelsberg was arranged as the highlight of our March 
training. 

Fir t we called at the Regiment's tropospheric scatter terminal 
in the Eiffel to be briefed on construction progress by the 
Marconi Site engineer, and to receive a lecture on the develop
ment of tropo and low level receiving techniques from Major 
Adams and Foreman Coley. 

The journey to Effelsberg took us through some most beauti
ful countryside which was looking at its best in the early spring 
sunshine. 

An awe-lns1•lring sight 
The radio telescope is situated in a deep valley to avoid 

interference from surrounding sources. One does not see it 
until the last bend in the road. It is then a truly awe-inspiring 
sight, towering high above the surrounding countryside-the 
biggest steerable radio telescope in the world, with a diameter 
of 328 feet. A large proportion of the astronomers at the site 
were British. They had worked at other famous radio telescopes 
such as Greenbank U .S.A.. Parkes Australia and Jodrell Bank. 
and the construction at Effelsberg with its improved research 
possibilities had understandably attracted them. 

Si~_als from beyond 5,000 million light years 
We were met by astronomers Dr. Pauliny-Toth and Mr. Nigel 

Keen. Dr. Pauliny-Toth gave us a fascinating talk on phenomena 
the telescope would be studying. He explained that radio tele
scopes are considerably more sensitive than ootical telescooes 
and were capable of receiving sii?nals from well bevond 5,000 
million light years. at which distances optical telescopes saw 
verv little. A problem had been the poor resolving µower of 
radio tele cooes, but this could now be overcome bv inter
connecting two radio telescooes (e.g. Jodrell and Effelsberg) 
and using interferometrv to give resolutions greater than those 
oo~sible with optical telescopes. We were advised that the 
Effelsbere; telescope would be used in several freouency bands 
from 150 Mc/s to 25 Gc/s and would have significant advan
tages at the higher frequencies. 

Tlw bPa!hn1tng of the universe 
Dr. Paulinv-Toth continuer! bv eYVlaining some of the theories 

of the Universe, of how Hubble's theorv of the exoanding 
Universe and the observed doooler shift in ihe spectra of distant 
sources was used to determine their distance. This was on 
the basis that the faster they retreated from us the further 
away they were. On this theory the recentlv discovered Quasars 
were tbe farthest known obiects and appeared to be compact 
galaxies radiating unbelievable amounts of energy. So great 
was the figure that other theories were being sought which 
would p:ive a more believable explanation (readers' theories 
welcome). Dr. Pauliny-Toth was not prepared to speculate 
himself, since it was one of the tasks of the Max-Planck 
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[Photo : CourtU)I Mqjor Brian Adams 

THE EFFELSBERG TELESCOPE 
A parabola all of 3,000 metric tons. Note size of cabin half way up 

Institute to find evidence which might throw some light on the 
problem. There was, however, speculation from the amateur 
astronomers in the audience (of which there were quite a few) 
on the possibility that at these great distances in space and time 
we were looking at the beginning of the Universe-the 'big 
bang ' which started it all! 

Pulsars or little green men? 
Another fascinating subject discussed was ' pulsars.' These 

were believed to have been normal stars originally, but had 
collapsed to a few kilometers in diameter, the volume occupied 
by their neutrons giving densities of the order of 1015 tons 
per cubic metre. The physical processes which took place in 
their atmospheres under these extreme conditions caused a 
searchlight beam of intense radio emission, and this coupled 
with the rapid rotational speed (every second or faster) had 
been interpreted originally as intelligent transmissions from 
another civilisation. Hence the designation LMG 31 etc., stand
ing for Little Green Men. Pulsars have recently been observed 
to change their rotational speed slightly, as if settlement had 
occurred in the dense neutron core, thus changing the diameter. 

Other subjects for study at Effelsberg were the molecular lines 
of certain organic compounds in space. With improved resolving 
powers more complex compounds were being discovered, and 
the possibility of eventually discovering proteins was mentioned. 
This would have a big impact on theories about the origin and 
distribution of life in the Universe. 

After such discussions, a return to some facts about our own 
solar system seemed like coming home to the fireside! 

Giant parabola 
We then split up into groups to tour the establishment. The 

control console was strategically sited behind a large window 
overlooking the telescope. Its many control indications included 

-the exact azimuth and elevation of the telescope and sidereal 
time from a rubidium clock of great accuracy. The accuracy 
was such that when two telescopes were coupled together for 
interferometry experiments, one of the errors which had to be 
eliminated was the continental drift! We saw and discussed the 
cooled parametric amplifiers and the horn feeds designed to 
illuminate the large angular area of the parabola. Several out
put stages were in operation, and the use of auto-correlation to 
enable wanted signals to be isolated from unwanted noise was 
demonstrated. We were shown traces of distant radio sources 
which for the first time were showing structural details under 
the gaze of this huge telescope. 

Finally we donned safety helmets and toured the 3,200 metric 
ton parabola which is capable of being controlled to hairs 
breadth precision by its computers. Our guide told us of the 
inevitable tale of the visiting radio astronomer who was up at 
the primary focus adjusting his paramp when the telescope was 
given the instruction to start tilting. His objections were fortun
ately heard before he was obliged to bang from the rail like 
a bat. 

It was 6 p.m. when we departed. We had had an educational 
afternoon of a type which would be rarely repeated. 
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Trrt'nty-si .T days • • ;.O(JO milt>s . nin•• tliHl'rt,nt t'Ountrit>s ••• it 1ras quitr a tri.p! 

Exercise Marco Polo 
By Captain Tim '1Jl cCor1 

Readers will recollect that in the March/ April ' Wire , we published an abridged version of Captain Tim McCoy's 
trip from the Gull to the U.K. with three decrepit Land Rovers and a party of eleven. The full account is now to 
hand and as it is full of interest and adventure, we felt we must publish itl despite, to a certain extent, going over the 
same ground twice. 

Pr''JHlrntion nod 1•Im1ulng 

B ACK in August, 1971, the sun-baked afternoon stillness of 
San Sebastian Lines, Jufair, was frequently disturbed by 

the ound of banging and hammering. People who couldn't 
Jeep, or who were on their way to the swimming pool or the 
AAFI were often amazed to discover that the noise came 

from half-a-dozen apparently crazed individuals standing in 
pools of sweat stripping mine-plating off a pair of clapped-out 
Land Rovers in 255 Sig Sqn M.T. Park. Well, that was before 
we managed to get hold of in- ervice vehicles to use on Exercise 
'Marco Polo.' 

The idea was for a party from the Squadron to drive back 
to U.K., a distance of some 5,000 miles. This journey has been 
done from the Persian Gulf several times, but in our case there 
were some differences (there had to be). Other parties had well 
prepared and serviceable vehicles; by the time we were given 
authority all decent Land Rovers had been disposed of as part 
of the run-down of British Forces in the theatre. Spare parts 
were, for the most part, unobtainable, and we were not able 
to indent on U.K. or the Middle East for warm clothing or 
adventure training items. Also, whereas everyone else had made 
the journey in the summer, we were not able to leave until 
mid-December. One common problem, however, was raising the 
necessary funds. 

Membership of the party was limited not only to the pas· 
senger capacity of the vehicles, but also to those who weren't 
leaving Bahrain until the last few days. Sergeant Bob Walking
sha~, the M.T. Sergeant1 was in charge of the money-raising 
p~OJ~cts, an~ als_o scrou~gmg spares; Corporal Chris Rogers was 
d.1anst and, 10 his cap~c1ty as Squadron Chief Clerk, was respon
sible for documentat10n. They and all the others, including 
Lance-Corporal Bill Slater, our rep in Sharjah, sold raffle tickets 
worked. on the vehicles, and kept their eyes out for anything 
that might prove useful. The Squadron Second-in-Command 
Captain Tim McCoy, was overall planner and co-ordinator . . ' 

The vehicles were three, and comprised a Safari, to carry six 
men and be the F.A.M.T.0. vehicle, an ·F.F.R., in charge of 
Se~geant ' Pa.ddy ' Hearns and Signalman Ron Towers, to carry 
rations, cooking and camp gear, and a G.S., with the skipoer 
the ~arist and, initially, Signalman ' Ginger' Huntington. Thi~ 
earned baggage, bedding and petrol. All three vehicles had been 
in f\den, Sharjah and Bahrain in turn since 1965, and anyone 
lookrng at them knew the meaning of the phrase ' Gulf Stand
ard.' Many were the shaken heads, pursed lips, doubting 
Thomases, and" You'll not even get off the island." At times, as 
departure date came nearer and first one then another wagon 
seemed about to expire, we came to half believe it but as the 
skipper kept saying (no doubt to bolster his own 'confidence) 
"It's all part of the challenge." 

The vehicles were painted a curious light blue/green, with 
yellow bonnets, doors and tailboards. Civilian numbers were 
obta~ed; export permits, carnets de passage for travel through 
Persia, certificates that we weren't going to sell the wagons to 
Israel, and one month's insurance were collected. This last 
meant that if we started from barracks on Saturday, 11th 
December, we had to ha_ve the vehicles handed in in U.K. by 
10th .January; plenty of time, we thought. In any case, we were 
~an.dmg the barracks over on 11th December, which was nice 
t1mmg. Saturday was chosen as it was the beginning of the 
I lamic working week. 
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Frnst.ratlon nrul a false s tart 
On 8th December the Shamal rose to force 5-6, and all dhow 

movement, not only between Bahrain and Bushehr in Iran but 
throughout the Gulf, stopped. On the 10th the winds were 
till strong. On 11th we had to leave barracks after breakfast 

and so camped in a date garden a few miles out of town. Thi; 
was a good chance to sort out ourselves and our camping 
procedures. The wind was still up. After moderating on the 
12th, the 13th dawned bright and calm. When we got back to 
the dhow quay our spies and agents put us in touch with a 
Persian dhow captain who had ju t come in with a crop of 
potatoes, and would be able to load us the fo!Iowing morning. 
We camped the night in Muharraq rugby pitch, and the 
following morning, 14th, were loaded by just after 11.00 hours. 
However, as the captain had to await payment for his potatoes 
we had to content ourselves with being aboard. The following 
day there was a breeze and after argument the captain agreed 
to sail, but fate struck again. Just as we were about to cast 
off, having cleared customs and immigration, the wind suddenly 
came up strongly, and the engine was promptly switched off 
and all ropes made fast again. We finally left 24 hours later on 
16th December, having watched Bahrain' s Independence parade. 
The weather was fairly breezy, at about 75-80°F . 

Leaving harbour with Corps flag flying 

The ll.A.F. M<•i. Office nt Mulmrr1111 snid it would 
be fine-, or • sCttrni nt Sf'n ' 

Later that afternoon the wind freshened. Soon the Land 
Rovers were moving about so much and nudging each other, 
despite being lashed down, that tyres were deflated and every-
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thing relashed. The evening meal was jam pancakes and cocoa, 
cooked by a team of three, Sergeant ' Paddy ' R eams, Corporal 
Chris Rogers and the skipper, but not many felt like eating. At 
02.00 hours we were turned out, and fiv~ of us ~ad to transf~r 
the vehicle loads into the cargo hold, which steadied the dhow s 
motion a little. Dawn broke dimly through rain and spray. 
The wind was about gale force, and the mountains of Persia 
loomed black and forbidding about IO miles t? th~ north-east. 
The captain had a couple of attempts at rurnmg m the heavy 
seas before succeeding and running in to shelter. All day we ran 
up the coast. The wind and seas went down markedly during 
the late afternoon by which time we were running past the 
town of Bushehr, which looked remarkably like Ostend, in the 
rain and made fas t in the harbour at 17 .00 hours. As all port 
offic~s were closed we remained aboard sorting out kit. Bob 
Walkinshaw reappeared. He had not been seen at all on the 
voyage, and had not b~en put in the _hold with the other 
baggage either .. I t was n_oticed on the morning of 18th Decem~er, 
pri,•r to our disembarkmg, that one of the crew ~as smuggl~g 
ba. ketball boots. Twice he went ashore wearing two pairs 
and returned barefoot. 

t•tr. t in11aressio11s o{ Iran 
Although we had no immigration difficulties, getting ashore 

before 10 a.m., the customs gave us great trouble. They checked 
the contents of everything, including packets of cereal, and 
took away our transistor radios for a time. Eventually, we left 
the port area to begin the journey proper at 14.30 hours. 

After tanking up with POL we visited every military instal
lation round the town before finding the one and only road 
leading out across . the marshy ~oastal plains towards the 
mterior. Some 50 miles of good wide tar road l~ter we found 
ourselves, without warning, bumping along a wadi. A track w~s 
found which turned out to be the route. Camp was made 10 
the absolutely bare foothills , with mountains ~earing up ~to 
the clouds on three sides of us, and shepherds fires twmkling 
in the distance. The rain held off until the m_oming, then 
came down like a curtain just as we were breakmg camp on 
19th December. 

FOUR ARABS 
Lance-Corporal Bill Slater, Signalmen 'Ginger' Huntington, 'Tich' 

Dairy and friend 

As the crane fees, port c~arge~ and fuel in Bushehr had 
exhausted our supply of Persian rials the next town, Kaserun, 
had to be reached before the banks closed at 2 p.m. The road 
led some 45 miles over a range of mountains. Easy, we tho.u~llt. 
However it turned out to be not a road but a trac~, tw~stmg 
and tur~ing in serpentine fashion, rising and fallmg like a 
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switchback, through barren though breathtaking scenery. It wa 
raining heavily. In places the road had been washed off the 
mountainside. In others there were pot holes 3ft. deep. It wa 
crossed by countless streams and rivers, and o~en filled by 
bumper-deep pools. H alts were many and for vanous reasons: 
drenched ignitions, leads shaking off, other traffic. After one 
halt where a blockage was caused by a truck with bald cyr~s 
attempting to climb a 1 in 6 gr~dient hac~ed out o~ a mountalll 
with a sheer drop on the outside, the skipper decided to push 
on ahead to make the bank in time. Arrivrng at the town with 
half-an-hour to spare, Signalman ' Ginger' Huntington was 
left, immediately surrounded by children, to halt the others, 
while skipper and Corporal Chris Rogers sought out the bank. 
There it was found that despite display cards proclaiming 'We 
cash travellers' cheques ' the manager didn't know the current 
exchange rate, but fortunately would cash sterling currency 
which we also had, so the day was saved. 

The other two vehicles arrived just in time to prevent 
' Ginger ' from being married off to a Persian girl. 

The next stretch was going to be a long one in an attempt to 
make up time, so we all had a meal in .a curry and kebab sh?P· 
It was on leaving here that the Ira01an custom of harassmg 
tourists was learnt, for in spite of having to pass through 
numerous army blocks on the roads, h~re ".Ve "".ere stopped by 
a policeman and made to fill out more unnugration forms. Only 
two hours' daylight remained when we once more took to the 
road in torrential rain. By now the pools were lakes and. we 
only had made four miles when a halt was called for the 01ght 
at a partially disused building. This coul~ have been a mo~que 
or a caravanserai, or pretty well anythmg and was parually 
occupied by some friendly old shepherds. At last we ".'e~e un~er 
cover though the friendly old shepherds filled the building with 
acrid \vood smoke from their fire. 

"Stables" parade at Kazerun 

Trouble with the vehicles 
In spite of a pre-dawn reveille and breakfast on 20th 

December we were unable to leave there until 19.15 hours. This 
was because 'Paddy's' wagon had no brakes and the skipper's 
had no lights. Bob Walkingshaw and Signalman Ron Towers 
worked on the F.F.R., while skipper and ' Ginger' eventually 
had to completely rewire the lightin~ systet? oi;i the other. The 
wiring which had pas ed R.E.M.E. 10spection m the Gulf, wa 
so rot~en that when wet the circuit broke down altog.ether. 
The F.F.R.'s brake master cylinder rod had heare?, an~ It was 
impossible to obtain spare where we were, so m spite of a 
suggestion to turn back, we pushed on. 
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( 'onditlons impro,·e 
Ten more mile of appalling mud road later we truck the 

new, wide-tar route. At Shiraz, where we topped up tanks at 
01 30 hour the altitude was 3,000ft. above sea level, and the 
w~ther cold and clear. Ice was forming on the wind creens. 

hat a change from four days before! 
On the higher ground th re had been some i:ow, but the 

roads were good and we pushed on. The scenery m the m?On
light wa fantastic and the air was as clear as crystal. The lights 
of the town of Abadch could be een some SO miles away a 
we topped the Gardan-i-Quli ~ush. Our fir t wheel-change 
occurred ju t when we were leavmg Abadeh and was performed 
by Signalman Don Capron, Lance-Corporal Bill Slater and 
skipper. 

We reached I faban at 09.30, and parked on some open 
ground on the south bank of the r~ver .zayandch, just across 
from the city. We had done 500 rrul~s m Ju.st over 1.4 hours. 
Spare part and anti-freeze (unobtainable m Babram) were 
purcha ed, and whilst the two ~lick v~icles were worked on 
the rest of the party did some s1ghtseemg. Although there was 
an almost cloudless sky it was quite cold. An a tonishing sight 
wa a group of women washing clothes in the river, which had 
thick ice along the bank . 

Start time for our second all-night drive coincided with rush 
hour in Isfahan which gave us a good opportunity to practise 
not getting separated in heavy traffic. That night we pus~ed on 
past Persepolis, lit up like Blackpool after the celebranons of 
the 2 SOOth anni ersary of the founding of the dynasty, over 
barre~ rolling countryside, at altitudes up to about 5,000 feet. 
It was on this stretch that it was found that six of the eight 
rim nuts on the right-band rear wheel of the safari had sheared. 
Changing t.1e wheel was cold work though there was no snow. 

"ft·h en in Teh eran watch ont for mobile Christmas 
trees 

At 05.00 hours we reached Teheran with the safari in the 
lead, and we took so long to find our way through it that rush 
hour was in full flood before we could e:.tricate ourselves. 
Bill Slater \\ ent round every round-about and traffic island 
at lease twice-to che::k route signs, he said. An interesting 
and sometimes terrifying point to note is chat drivers in Iran, 
particularly Teheran, pay no heed to basic lighting regulations. 
A car could have anything up to six or eight differently coloured 
lights on it. In fact the most popular colour for headlghts 
appeared to be pink! We clocked up 350 miles before stopping 
for a meal and a stretch in a most pleasant town called Kasvin. 
A stew shop provided all of us with tea, a delicious mutton 
tew and plenty of bread for just over five bob the lot! Bob 

Walkingshaw gave a show to the crowd around the vehicles 
by stripping to the waist, washing and shaving in hot water 
kindly offered by a shopkeeper. We all had a wander around 
the town and wrote postcards before leaving at 11.00 hours. 

Campin g b elow z e ro 
The route traversed the now familiar barren landscape, 

almost dead straight. We had been living in the wagons by 
now for 11 days, and it was bitterly cold, with a keen wind 
blowing off the snow-capped mountains to the Norch and East. 
We camped that night beside the road about 25 miles North
west of the town of Zenjan. We had to stand our water cans 
in a wood fire to melt water for a brew, but the water froze 
again while Bob Boyd, our cordon bleu chef, lit the gas cooker. 
I t was too cold for the gas to give sufficient pressure to boil 
the water, but he managed to prepare a meal for us in these 
very trying conditions. It was too cold to do anything but 
tum in, which we had all done by 19.30 hours. 

The morning of 23rd December, dawned bright and sunny, 
but with, if anything, a lower temperature. Chris Rogers 
couldn't write up the diary as his ink had frozen. Some of us 
did a few exercises to warm-up, and ' Ginger ' Huntington 
went for a run, complete with Bergen. In spite of our somewhat 
involuntary early rising (it was too cold to stay in bed) we were 
not on the road until 10.30. We used blowlamps on the engines, 
turned them over by hand before trying to start, connected 
three batteries to one veliicle, heated the plugs, cleaned all the 
leads. In fact we tried everything, including pushing, to start 
up. In the end we stopped a truck, and even then it had to tow 
the FFR. normally the easiest starter, over a mile before 
it really fired. Once goin~ the rest was easy. The tow cost us 
200 Rials or just over £1. 
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The original plan had been to have Christmas in Greece 
or Italy, by now an impossible target, so it was decided to get 
as far as we could into Turkey rather than stay in Iran, 
a country we were not at all keen on. We did the 180-odd 
miles to the second city of Iran, Tabriz, by 16.00 hours. 
Incidentally the first parking room we found there was outside 
a girls chool, so the usual crowd round the party was more 
than usually charming. Whilst there we bou~ht kebabs, bread 
and butter to eat on the road, and Bob Wilkinshaw advertised 
our pre ence by walking up and down the main shopping 
area dressed in overalls and carrying our large gas cylinder 
on his shoulder. He was trying to change it for one with high 
altitude, cold weather gas. We stopped for tea and warmth 
in an all-night cafe in Maku, 5,000 feet up, at 01.30 hours 
on 01ristmas Eve, and arrived at the Iran/Turkey border 
at 05.00 hours. The border opened at 09.00 hours. Although 
we were first n the queue the Iranians were true to form, and 
it took over I t hours to clear customs and immigration. 

Christmas ht Turkey 
Twenty minutes later we were through to the Turkish side 

and were taking photographs of Mount Ararat 16,956 feet, 
looming white and beautiful against the blue sky 12,000 feet 
above us. Feeding and refuelling at Dogubayazit, very much 
a garrison town with parties of soldiers both on horseback 
and carrying out more conventional training, we soon ran 
into freezing fog, then white-out. It began to snow heavily, 
and we finally reached Agri one vehicle short at 18.00 hours. 
' Skipper ' booked the party into the most reasonable hotel 
and went back to look for 'Paddy' Hearns and Bob Walkin
shaw. The FFR had slid off into a drift whilst allowing a lorry 
to come on, but was pulled out quite easily, and the party 
was together again by 20.30 hours. 

On Christmas Day, skipper brought round a bottle 
of whisky by way of gunfire, and also organised a dinner 
in a nearby kebab shop, as the hotel did not provide food. 
The high price of beer was noted, but did not affect the 
pro: eedings. Another little luxury not provided by the hotel 
was hot water. A shower, necessary after a couple of weeks 
on the road, became rather a Spartan experience. 

Agri was a very pleasant, though rudimentary, town, which 
looked like a film set from a village scene in ' War and Peace' 
or 'Doctor Zhivago.' Horsedrawn sleighs, and the population 
dressed in furs or felt clothing added to the atmosphere. 

Arct5c weather in central Turkey 
Thoroughly refreshed after a couple of good nights sleep 

we le~t on the next stage at 10.00 hours on 26th December. 
This was to Ankara, some 750 miles away, and we had been 
advised by cpe Turkish Army to take the central route. This, 
they said, was a good road and clear of snow after Erzincan, 
only some 200 miles away. The way lay over the mountains 
of Centi:al Turkey and climbed to nearly 11,000 feet in places. 
The scenery was really wonderful, but there was a strong 
wind which drifted snow over the roads even when no snow 
was falling. Apart from refuelling and leg-stretching halts 
we drove continuously. We came across diesel-engined trucks 
stranded bet:ause their fuel had gone solid in the cold, wit'1 
the drivers lighting fires under the tanks in an attempt to melt 
it. And these were often modern TIR trucks. We also saw 
trucks which had gone off the road; some just into a drift, 
but others in more spectacular fashion down sheer drops. 
Some were stuck in drifts in the road which we ourselves were 
able to negotiate in spite of not having snow chains. In Sivas 
while filling-up it was noticed that one of the wheels of 
skipper's wagon had a split in the metal, and had to be 
changed. We all also had our little slides. The Safari spun on 
a causeway and almost went down a 20 foot embankment, 
but of its own accord spun the other way again before stopping. 
Signalman 'Bumble ' Wells at the wheel could only apologise. 
The skipper's wagon (he was not driving) went nose first into 
a drift, but was extricated by the crew before it could be 
photographed. 

(To be continued in our next issue) 

CORPS S OLDIER S MAK E T lJElR M A RK 
See photos on pages 241, 242, 243, in which no less 

than three Corps soldiers in three different units are 
shown being awarded the B.E.M. 
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280,000 Channel HF SSB Manpack 
equipment, and which provides 280,000 channels 
on the frequency range 2,29?91;1-Hz. SSB 

The B 20 is an extremely versatile all solid,state 
equipment. It can be use~ as a ~an pack or 
installed in vehicles and hght aircraft. 

The B 20 HF SSB Station Radio, which h~s an 
RF output of 30Wp.e.p., repres~nt an en.tirely 
new design concept. The transr:i1tter,re~e1ver 
weighs only lOlb, and a lightweight tat1on 
includinaa24W/h battery weighs only 15lb.The 
B 20 use; a fully synthesized freql1:ency cont7ol 
system developed by Plessey specially for th1 

is the main mode of commumcat1on, but a.m. 
and c.w. facilities are also provided. 

The B 20 will achieve reliable ground wave 
communications using 8ft whip antennae. at 
ranges in excess of 30 miles. By using veh1~le 
whip antennae di tances in exces of 45. m~es 
are possible. U ing sky wave, commumcat1on 
over 300 mile i achieved. 

• ~~~!~c~!UNICATIONS 
Pl A · · & Communications Ilford, Essex, England. Telephone: London (01) 478 3040 Telex: 23166 essey . viomcs , 
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"Theonl 
All·Solid-StaJ 100W 
broadband HF linear 

amplifien in 
full scale production 
an~here in the 
world .. 

We've already said a 
mouthful. But we must 
add that they cover the 
1.5 to 30 MHz range and 
canbeusedwithanyrnan
packtoforma 1 OOWman
portable or vehicle station 

. A ll solid state, they oper~te \ 
direct from their own batteries 
or. from 24V vehicle supplies, 
without a converter. 
Aft~r all th is we still haven't 

!1lent1oned that there are no tun 
ing or loading controls to adjust 
And as they are fu lly protected 

against ex
cessive drive and 

. cannot be damaged by 
mis-matches such as broken o: short-ci rcu ited aerials, they are 

vi rtua lly fault- proof. 
, One more word (or maybe two 
if you can bear with us) . These 

amplifiers have already 
. been delivered in quan

ti ty to British and many 
Overseas Armed Forces. In fact, 

t here's two years of full -scale 
production behind this product 
And it's available now. • 

[BEDIFON0 
Redifo n Telecommu n1cat1u 11:. 

Limite~d Broomhill Road 
London S .W .1 8. 

.Telephone : 01-874 7281 '. ,. 
A Member Company of the Rodlffualon Oraanlutlon 
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The Corps gets aroundf! 

OUT OF THE WAY PLACES 
-UNUSUAL JO BS 

(1) WITH T HE ARMY'S NA VY by W.0.2 (Y. of S.) D. A. Newell 

Royal Signals 
2 0 Maritime 

Introduction 

Detachment 
Regt, Gosport 

I ATE in 1971 (whilst serving in 2 Sqn of 27 Sig Regt) 
~ I received a posting order despatching me to 20 M aritime 

Regt, RCT. Who?- my reaction precisely. Getting out all my 
back copies of THE WIRE I set out to find out what, where 
and who were 20 M aritime Regt, RCT. Twenty-five back 
copies later I was still none the wiser and I said to myself 
" one of the first things that must be done when I get there 
is to let the rest of the Corps know about this Unit." 

What follows is Corporal Rea's explanation to me. 
The Regiment is situated in Gospon, H ants. and administer~ 

the operation of five LCTs (Landing Craft Tank), plus a fleet 
of suppon vessels, consisting of fast launches and small boats. 

These LCTs were initially built in 1945 for a single trip, 
the invasion of Japan and were manned by the Royal Navy. 
Japan changed this by surrendering before the fleet could 
be put into action, which left a large number of LCTs in the 
Royal Navy reserve fleet. The craft remained mainly in reserve 
until 1956 and the Suez crisis, when it was thought that an 
amphibious landing would be required. 

When this situation arose the War Department, in all its 
wi dom, decided that as they were landing Army personnel, 
the Army could crew them as well. So a fleet of LCTs was 
handed over to the R.A.S .C. and 76 Coy, R.A.S.C. wa formed. 
Alas, while the vessels were being refined for service, and 
a crew trained to man them, the political situation changed 
and the fleet was out of work yet again, with no foreseeable 
future. This placed 76 Coy, R.A.S.C. in danger of disbandment, 
and the vessels of being returned to the reserve fleet. 

However, the General Staff wished to retain an Army unit 
with a seaborne logistic capability. Before this could come 
about, a definite future for the fleet had to be found to cover 
the cost of maintaining it. This was provided by Operation 
'Hard Rock.' 

A t~ilor-mnde role for LCTs 
Operation ' Hard Rock ' was the title given to the plan for 

building a guided missile range in the Outer Hebrides. A num
ber of shallow draught vessels were required to reconnoitre 
supply and maintain, this operation. This in fact proved 
to be a role tailor-made for LCTs. With a gross tonnage 
of 1,017 tons and a maximum draught of only seven feet, 
it meant that they were capable of beaching and discharging 
their cargo jn places that others were unable to approach. This 
capability, coupled with an overall legth of only 213 feet, made 
them a highly manoeuverable craft, ideally suited to the shallow 
channels and small beaches of the Outer Hebrides, while 
still being able to carry a payload of approximately 300 tons. 
So the craft filled the bill and guaranteed 76 Cov R.A.S.C . 
a future. 

The first vessel detailed for the job was R.A.S .C. Vessel 
Agheila (now known as H .M .A.V. Agheila) which berthed 
in Village Bay, St. Kilda in April, 1957. Thi detail is still 
carried out, beaching in Village Bay, St. Kilda with stores, 
rations, fuel, and of course such ne::essitics of life as beer, 
for the detachment erving on Hirta. (One of the i land forming 
the group known collectively as St. Kilda). 

With this detail came a very real need for communications 
from the vessels to the Regimental Headquarters in Port mouth 
and it brought about the attachment of a Royal Signals 
element to the Unit. 

Initially the communications were by radio to Royal Navy 
CCN later to the Headquarters where tliere was a direct tele
phone line to Aldershot. This was sufficient at the time, but 
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over the years details in::reased, and in addition to the Hebrides 
trips many more jobs were being taken on. It became obvious 
that something more than a telephone was required for com
municati~ns, so a TASS te~nal replaced the telephone, and 
Royal Signals became responsible for a small communications 
centre. 

In 196~ the Regimental Headquaners moved to St. George 
Barrac~s m Gospo_rt? where we are to this day, the Operations 
and Signals remammg at H .M . Gunwharf until 1965. Soon 
~er the mov~ . the Communications Cent,re became respon
sible for all military (and some naval) addresses in the Ports
mouth / Gospon area. All this increased the workload to 
a pleasing, workable level. 

The Signal Troop is probably unique, in that it is an all 
N.C.O. troop and apan from the TASS terminal, it operates 
Marco_ni Marine Radio eqiupment, and this explains the 
exclusive employment of Radio Telegraphists. The operators 
here alternate between employment in the Communications 
Centre and employment on the vessels. 

There are normally two operators to each vessel, one Cor
poral and one Lan::e-Corporal. They are required to familiarise 
themselves with a little visual signalling, mainly the Aldis lamp 
and the International code of signals (flag hoists). The most 
amusing bit of signalling aboard, especially if you don't have 
an ear for music, is undoubtedly the piping of ' Still ' and 
' Carry on ' on the Bosun's Call. (Actually that is a polite name 
for a tin whistle!). This is particularly difficult when the audi
ence is the crew of a protocol conscious Royal N avy vessel. 
The operators are also responsible for a great deal of adminis
tration work, and they run the ships office entirely unaided. 
(With, naturally, a high degree of efficiency). 

The Troop today is under the guidance of W.0.2 (Y. of S.) 
Benny N ewell and Sergeant Dave Smith, and consists of 15 
overworked, underpaid junior N.C.O.s. (Their opinion not 
mine). 

At the beginning of the financial year 72/73 they are deployed 
as shown: 

H.M.A.V. Agheila: Corporal Keith (Yorky) Beharrell, 
Corporal Pat Gethin. 

H .M.A.V. Abbeville: Corporal Dave Brooker, Lance-Corporal 
' Willi ' Will imott. 

H .M.A.V. Audemer: Corporal Paul (Josh, Sam and various 
others) Leech. Corporal John West. 

H.M.A.V. Aachen: Corporal Phil Weightman, Corporal Eddie 
Neary. 

H.M.A.V. Andalsnes: Corporal Al Armstrong, Lance-Corporal 
' Spud ' Murphy. 

Communications Centre: Corporal Mick Rea, Corporal Tim 
Dawe, Lance-Corpor Bob Hope. 

Courses: Corporal Brian (Basil) 1e Breton (Al course). 
Terminal leave: Corporal Martin (Zot) Boizot. 
We said farewell recently to Sergeant (on posting) John 

Beavis who, as it happens, originally got the job of writing 
these notes, but he faded quietly away to Northern Ireland and 
the absence of WmE notes was not noticed until considerably 
later. But WE remembered . . .. 

F ive , ·e>ssel s now a t sen 
At present we have all five vessels at ea. Two of them, 

H.M.A.V. Aachen and H.M.A.V. A.t1dalmes, are detached to 
Scottish Command, based on the River Clyde making regular 
voyages to the Hebrides for a period of three months or so 
and H.M.A.V. Attdemer is due to join them shortly when 
repairs to her deep freeze sto ~age compartment are completed. 

The remaining two vessels are at present detailed for local 
trips. H.M.A.V. Abbeville, who recently completed a three
month refit in Manchester is scheduled to take part in a 
KAPE detail in the Channel Islands in early April, after having 
had her generators repaired after an unsucces ful attempt to 
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Jl to Hu um in Northern Germany. Late April will sec her 
off to Cherbourg, whi h, we understand, provid s a memorable 
run a.bore. Finally, the H.M.A.V. Aglie11a is also engaged on 
hort local trips to the Channel I lands with monoronou 

regularity although, on the credit side, the e trips do guarantee 
a regular repleni hment of one's supply of duty free cigarettes 
and booze. 

It seem that the ·ea air down here help to produce babie., 
or mavbe it i that t rec-month detachment in Scotland. Any
way whatever it is, we would like to ass on our congratulation 
to: 

Sergeant and Mrs. Dave Smith on the birth of their daughter 
in September. 

Corporal and Mrs. Martin Boizot on the birth of their son 
in December. 

Corporal and Mrs. Keith Beharrell on the birth of their on 
in March. 

Corporal and Mrs. Mick Rea on the birth of their son in 
March. 

Corporal and Mrs. Dave Brooker on the birth of their son 
in April, and, in anticipation of the event, to Corporal and 
Mrs. John West in June. 

Due to a shortage of manpower over recent months our 
R.E:M.E. t<:chnician, Corporal Paul Warne, ha proved to be 
a bit of a life aver. Apart from doing relief operator twice a 
day on 0c telephone exchange, he also carries out competently 
the dunes of Out Recorder in the Communications Centre 
and at a pu~h he i~ also a fair ~adio <?Perator although at th~ 
!110ment he IS restricted to workmg voice nets. However, if he 
I not careful he will soon be competent as a morse operator 
as well. 

Very shortly we will be _looking for some volunteers, so if you 
feel th~t you can cope W:Ith a very demanding, but rewarding 
JOb, With lot of auth<?nry, all it needs is a quick letter to 
R~:ords. In the meantime anyone wishing to give us a visit 
will be made very welcome. The occasional trip to the Channel 
Islands is even a possibility. 

Footnote: To all .members of Staff Sergeants' Course No. 65 
from Sergeant Smith: "Don't forget your diving cour e for 
Battery Charging." 

(2) YOUTH TEAM AT DONNJNGTON by Lieutenant A. Helm; 
Apologies 

OUR pecial apologies to all our previous members who 
have probably thought we were disbanded, demobbed 

or discharged. 
As you can see there i still a team keeping the Royal Signals 

flag flying in the Midlands. 
First to get a general picture, you should know that there 

are 78 Youth Teams spread throughout Great Britain and 
op~rating in every county ours being in Shropshire (West 
!>lidlands) based at cop Donnnigton. Usually each team 
is made up from one particular Regiment or Corps. 

Aetivitie 

Getting down to the main aspects of our job. Our aim, 
in the Wolverhampton area, is to introduce the members 
of local organisations to the great outdoor life. This entails 
taking youth clubs, etc., into rough country and teaching them 
the basics of hill walking, rock climbing, canoeing, etc. 

Norma! everyday ~?rk is lecf:UCes to schools, weapon displays 
:22 sh<?Oting, competiuons and mdoor sports. A very demanding 
Job with long hours and a vast amount of weekend work. 
Even so, ~e work is carried out enthusiastically by all team 
members:Lieutenant Helm, Sergeant Turner, Corporal Buckley, 
Corporal Stanton and Lance-Corporal Col'ens. 

You can see we are a small unit, only five strong, so all our 

members must have a good knowledge of a varied number 
of sports and youth activities, each one tries to specialise in one 
field ~d back that up by at least two others. 

Durmg the last sea on we took part in many events including 
'It's A Knockout' ?n B.B.C., and just to prove we were not 
~era shy_ we aga~ appeared on TV later in the year this 
ume paddlmg pushmg and verbally assisting two coffins for 
fifteen miles down the River Severn. 

This .started off as a joke and unfortunately for our sponsors, 
we ar~Ived home fourth out of 57 entries, of which only 
18 fimshed. The craft named ' Till death us do part,' was 
crewed by Sergeant K. Rogers, Corporal R. Stanton, Corporal 
L. Buckley and Lance-Corporal D. Collens. The event raised 
£56 for charity. 

Just to start the '72 season off well and keep in the public 
e}'.e Corporal Stanton, whilst descending Mount Snowdown 
with. Sergeant Turner and Corporal Buckley, decided he knew 
a quicker way down called free-falling. 

Nearly 400 feet later and three months hospitalisation he 
returned to tell us that people don't bounce very well' on 
Snowdown. 

Arrh·als /departures 

January saw the arrival of Sergeant Turner from 71 Sig 
R~gt (V) and also the departure of Sergeant Rogers for 261 
Sig Sqn. 

(3) ONE MAN BAND AT DONNINGTON by W.0.2 G. Fennex 

SOME time in 1971 I was informed that I was to be posted 
to C.0.D. Donningt?n· "Funny,'' I thought, "what on 

earth does C.O.D. Donnmgton want with a Royal Signals 
Warrant Officer?" Tentaifve enquiries revealed very little other 
than that there was a Signal Troop (610) at Donnington and 
~at I was not to be posted to them. Until I had got this posting, 
It. had never even crossed mv mind that there were any Royal 
Signals personnel at C.O.D. Donnington. In fact, this would 
~ave. been almost the last place in the Army that I would have 
~agmed any Royal Signals people to be. I was, however, 
mistaken. 

I have no doubt that there are many long serving Signallers 
who don't know about this posting and I am therefore writing 
this article to let them know what I do (or attempt to do): 
It may, after all, be handy for a Q.M. or R.Q.M.S. to know 
that we have a man on the spot. 

Tl e only f'or1•s mnu 011 the strf'ngfh 
The Royal Signals Warrant Officer in C.O.D. Donnington is 

the ?nly Royal Si~als soldier on the strength of the C.0.D. 
He 1s one ?f four User representatives,' the others being two 
Royal Engmeers Warrant Officer and one Royal Artillery 
Waqant Offic.er. Our. charter of duties lays down that we will 
pr?v1de.t~hmcal advice and service for R.A.O.C. and R.E.M.E. 
uru1;5 w1~hJ.? the Depot! a?d also for outside units and depots, 
by 1den~ymg s~ores w1thm the range held by the C.O.D. We 
also provide estunates of prices which are otherwise unobtain
able. 
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ExnmJ•les of evPryday 1•roble1ns 
T~is charter of duties sounds simple but I think a little more 

detail and a few ex:amples may help to illustrate just what I do. 
Exam.pl~ A. . 4 demand arriyes at the Deoot without a part 

No. If 1t is w1thm my scope, i.e. sections Y and Z then that 
dem.and ~ill <:ventually finish up in my 'In' tray with a request 
~or Identifi~tion. This ca~ be tricky esoecially if the demand 
is for a resistor or a capacitor and there is no other information 
on the demand. 

Example B. It may be that the part number is quoted on 
th.e demand but the Depot has no stocks of that item. Then J 
will ge~ a request to provide a suitable •in lieu.' This can also 
be a tricky problem because although I may find an item that 
has ~11 the cor~ect electrical properties, it could be that its 
physical properties make it unacceptable. 

Example C. In the stores shed two items are found on tl1e 
~ame shelf each lab.ell~d with the same part number. These 
items may be very stmilar or they may be as different as chalk 
and cheese. The R.A.O.C. personnel do not want to issue a 
wrong item and are not qualified to say that one item is correct 
and the other is wrong so both items are sent in to me for 
identification. 

Examole D. Stores arrive from somewhere outside the 
Depot. Possibly returned stores from Singapore or new stores 
from a manufacturer. However, the paper work has got lost or 
mislaid and there is nothing to show exactly what the stores 
are I have to identify. · 
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Example E. The provisioning branch of the Depot is about 
to purchase some item from a manufac~urer. When la~t bought 
in 1958 the item cost 3/- each. The pnce now a ked 1s £1 per 
item. I am asked to say if this is reasonable. 

Example F. The telephone rings. XY Sig Regt on the phone. 
Remote voice says, "We've got a new super radio set here 
and the antenna coupling unit is up the creek. Can you let us 
know the part number?" 

The above are just six examples of the diversity of the 
problems I am asked to solve. It is by no means an exhaustive 
list and I could not cover the whole range of problems without 
writing a book, but it should give Some idea of what I have to 
do. Now I must admit that. I am not alone. I ~o ha':'e . an 
• apprentice' a Mr. Tom White, who has been domg this 1ob 
for about 30 years. What he doesn't know about this job isn't 
worth knowing, which is just as well because if I were on my 
own I'd be lost. We have a fairly extensive library of parts .lists, 
handbooks and civilian catalogues and, of course, the remam?er 
of the civilian staff at C.0.D. to whom we can address queries, 

but the biggest asset is Mr. White's experience becau~e he 
knows just where to look, who to ask and can t~ll me _an awful 
lot just from the type numbers or manufacturers drawmg num
bers printed on an item or package. 

Our ahn-to 1•rovid•• a HPrvice 
In conclusion, I would like to say that we are here to provide 

a service and believe it or not we do try. I mean here by 'we' 
not just Tom White and myself but tl1e whole of the orga.nisa
tion at C.0.D. Donnington. But it would help us a lot 1f we 
were to get more information from units. Besides part number 
and their designations it would help if units would indude on 
their demands any other in~ormanon likely to help such as the 
name and part numbers of the main equipment that the item is 
required for; the source of any information they have (e.g. parts 
lists, E.M.E.R.s, handbooks); any limiting factors should an 
item in lieu have to be supplied (e.g. size, colours, temperature 
limits, etc.). If this information were supplied our job would 
be easier and units would get their stores that much sooner. 
My telephone extension is 468. 

(4) PUBLISHING AND PRINTING IN A BIG WAY 
The Army Telephone Directory (UK) 

DID you know we have a publishing and printing establish· 
ment run by the Royal Signals? If not, read on! 

The Army Telephone Directory for the U.K. and t?e Royal 
Navy Telephone Directory are published and prmted by 
2 Sig Gp at its headquarters in Malta Barracks, Aldershot. 

Set up for the Army in 1969 by Major Peter Ashlin, the Royal 
Navy decided that a similar ~~tory for the :U·K. would al~o 
meet their requirements and iomed forces with the Army m 
1971. 

('o,•eri11g the whole U.K. 
The Army Directory covers all military field and static forces 

in the U.K. and all M.O.D. (Army Department) Establishments 
except the M.0.D. as a Department of State. _It comp~ise so~e 
32,000 entries-curiously the Royal Navy Drrectory IS, or w1~I 
be when completed, even larger tha? that of the Army and is 
expected to cover nearly 40,000 entne~. . 

The Directory is divided into Sections, a Section for H.Q. 
U.K.L.F. and a Section for each District in the U.K. (separate 
Se::tions for Command H.Q.s are included until tJ:iese clo~e 
down during the next 12 months). The compl~te directory 1s 
contained in some 700 loose-leaf pages enclosed m two -yolumes 
(ring binders). Recipients of the directory normally_ r~ce1ve only 
the Se::tion or Sections they need for their work this 1s n?rmally 
enclosed in a stud binder. Over 42,000 sections of the drrectory 
are in issue at present and this includes over 800 complete 
Directories of two volumes each. 

Not only does the Directory list Arm_y tel~p~one users ?ut 
it includes the Post Office equivalent of its Dialling Instruction 
booklet in the form of a Dialling Code. sheet in the ~ront of 0e 
Directory, together with other m1scellan~ous. 1~orma~on 
required by the military telephone user ~o assist htm m makmg 
his calls and obtaining the best from his telephone. 

.\ major problean-k"eJting 11p to date 
The main problem is quite natur~lly keep~g the Dir.ectory 

up to date and this ha been parncularly di!flcult owmg to 
sdvere limitations in the number of staff availabl~. However, 
from 1st April an increase in st.aff h8:s. been authonsed and :ve 
hope that provided we can recruit additlonal s~aff of good quality 
we will be able to clear up the back-log which has .develope~. 
maintain the directory up to date, and accomplish certam 
imorovements in layout. . . 

We must point out that until recently only the unit appomt· 
ment and telephone number of a telephone use~ hav_e been 
included in the directory. We have however rece1':'ed mstruc
tions to include name initials, rank and decorauons for all 
Officers and Warrant officers (acting as staff assistants) appoint
ments at H.Q. U.K.L.F. and at eac~ Di t_rict ~·Q· We h~ve 
only printed the H.Q. U.K.L.F. Section with this mformatJon 
so far. 

.\. Ntaf( of 16 
Our organisation includes an Editorial Section Type etting 

Section and a Printing Section. The photographs shown here 
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[CoUTlel)' ' Soldier' Magazine 

EDITORIAL SECTION 
Centre : Staff Officer i /c~Telephone"Directorles, Lieutenant-Colonel 

Banbury (retired) 
Left: Editor Army Telephone Directory, Mr. Barry Handisyde 
Right : Editor Royal Navy Telephone Directory, Mr. Bob Tanner 

[Courtesy • Soldier' Maga.:me 

PRINTING SECTION 
Left to right: Mr. Handisyde, Mr. Cook, Mr. Puddiphat, Mr. Jones 
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arc of om of the c taffs respectively. Authori ed staffs are 
entirely civilian, ome 16 in all with a retired officer, Lieutenant
Colonel Banbury, as the ta.ff Officer Directories and Mr. 
Barry Handisyde and Mr. Bob Tanner as the Am1y and Royal 
Navy editors re pectivcly. A a temporary mea ure until all 
civilian appointment are filled we have two private of the 
W.R.A.C. on loan- Private Elizabeth Hill and Private Valerie 
Nash. 

rp-to-date processing 
After preparation of a ection of the direccory by the 

Editorial ta.ff it 30es to the typesetting section. We use Multi
graph-Addre sograph Varitypers which, to the uninitiated are 
differential pacing machines for the production of cold type. 
For the Royal Navy Directory IBM Selectrict Typewriters are 
u ed for typesetting. On these machine the master sheets of 
the directory are prepared-these are some 20 per cent larger 
than the final printed copy for ea e of checking and correcting. 

After checking these masters are then passed to the printing 
ection where they are placed under a Kodak Itek Can1era and 

a lichographic plate of the master, reduced by 20 per cent, i 
prepared. The plate is then placed on one of our Multilith 
1250 Duplicators and the printed copies emerge. 

Finally the printed sheets are punched with holes to fit the 
directory binders and collated in sequence in an ABM Collator 
prior to assembling and packing. Distribution of the Directory 

to users i through R.A.0.C. Stationary Section channels -
chere are some 22 000 recipients of directories at the present 
time. 

In fairness to others involved in this process we must say 
that the actual printing of the larger Directory Sections is 
carried out by H .M. .0. Bristol because we do not have 
sufficient staff or collation equipment to print and collate the 
larger sections of the Directory, but we have been doing an 
increasing quantity of good quality work ourselves thanks to the 
enthusia m and high tandards of our excellent printer Mr. 
Martin Jones. 

Visited b y the S.0.-in-C. 
It was very good to see the S.0.-in-C. Major-General J. M. 

Sawers, M .B.E., recently, when during a very busy day at 
2 Sig Gp he made time to visit us. 

Tlte Royal Navy 1•resents 1•roblems 
We have not mentioned very much about the Royal Navy 

Directory because it is not really underway. When the Navy 
are able to settle on the relative seniority of its Admirals' 
appointments we will begin to be able to put the Sections of 
the Directory together! We have been very much at sea with 
ome of the Royal Navy's shore establishments, in particular 

the Dockyards, but we now seem to be more indoctrinated and 
are learning our way around. 

(5) MILITARY ADVISORY TEAM AT SHARJAH 

Lieutenant G. Thomas of 14 Signal Regiment reports:-

A FTER one or two fairly abrupt signals we received the 
following contribution from our boys in Sharjah. 

I t was pointed our the other day that if we don't get some 
WIRE notes in shortly they are likely not to get into print 
before we get back to Blighty. (Pressure of work is, of course, 
the reason). 

·Some thing missing 
We've been here now since 1st December and so we feel we 

have had time to confirm our opinions of Sharjah. Bluntly I 
don't think anyone is exactly enthralled by the place. It has its 
good points like plenty of sunshine, a good swimming pool on 
the camp, cheap smoking and reduced drink prices. There are 
also facilities for sailing, sub-aqua, water ski-ing, and there is a 
gym, squash and tennis courts for the really energetic. All this 
and films four nights a week ought to keep us busy and amused, 
and to be fair spirits are hlgh most of the time. It would give a 
false impression however if we did not record that it does at 
times become apparent that our mostly married detachment is 
beginning to miss certain home comforts! 

Our r e a s on for b e ing here 
But perhaps our readers are not acquainted with the reason 

for our being here. Foreign exercises are the rule rather the 
the exception at Worcester and most detachments expect to get 
abroad at least two or three times a year. Detachments of six 
months are however rather more unusual. When the Military 
Advisory Team (Gulf) was formed in D ecember last, there was 
not time to install a static rear link and put together a team to 
operate it. The Regiment was therefore tasked to provide a 
detachment to take on this responsibility for a period of six 
months until a more permanent arrangement could be made. 
'Alpha' Troop's was the first name out of the hat and so here 
we arc. 

F ighting and gunfire 
Our sojourn has not been without its moments of excite

ment: the first was when, in January, a previously deposed ruler 
of Sharjah returned to make a take-over bid. There was a lot 
of fighting and gunfire at the palace only half-a-mile away from 
the comcen and the then ruler was in fact killed in the coup. 
Though we were not involved the bullets did on occasions 
whistle over our heads and we were very glad when the coup 
wa defeated and law and order were restored. At least it 
meant we could go back to working our usual schedules instead 
of the rather longer ones the emergency provoked. The second 
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unusual happening was a natural one-rain. In the space of one 
week we had more rain than Sharjah has had for the past 
six years. I suppose it is not everyone who can claim to have 
seen a desert under a flood. There really were large pools of 
water everywhere and it was surprising how long tl1ey lasted 
too. Up until the middle of March we were working seven days 
a week and it was towards the end of this period that there was 
a plane crash in the Jebels near Fujeira, about 60 miles towards 
the east coast. Everyone on board was killed and the wreckage 
strewn over a large area. We did our bit to help out by working 
longer schedules than normal in case of need whilst other 
members of Mat gave more immediate help in the gruesome task 
of collecting the bodies of those unfortunate Scandinavian 
tourists who had been homeward bound from the Far East 
when the accident occurred. 

Swhn m ing, g u itar ·, acting 
Off duty, things have been happening too. Lance-Corporal 

' T aff ' Pennington has much improved his swimming, due no 
doubt to regular attendance at the swimming pool in the after
noons. He is presently reported to be thinking of going to see 
the M.0. about the strange webs of skin that are appearing 
between his toes. Steve Blain bought a 12-string guitar which 
has kept him busy (if not quiet) for hours. Corporal ' Rip ' 
Butler inherited Steve's old guitar though he has not proved as 
diligent in his practice. Corporal Eddie Swan also bought a 
guitar and has surprised us all, as he started unable to 
play a note and can now play several. Corporal Swann is 
attached to us from 30 Sig Regt. The O.C. got involved in 
amateur dramatics and thought he was doing a grand job acting 
in a pantomime until he overheard the following conversation 
in the comcen one day: "He isn't acting, you know, he's like 
that all the time." A second and more dramatic production 
which might have allowed him to prove his thespian worth was 
sadly cancelled at the last moment due to a fire which destroyed 
the stage and set. 

R elJefs w ill be welco me 
At the time of writing 'P' Troop (Editorial note: Now PIIT 

of PEPS) have arrived and are busily engaged in installing the 
static station which will release ours to be taken back to Wor
cester with us. Our reliefs have all been nominated and we 
know the dates when they ought to arrive. To them we say: 
"Come and get your knees brown and let us get back to U.K. 
before we get so sun-scorched and we need new passport 
photos to get back into the country." 
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News From. Regiments 

Army Appren t ices' College , 
Harrogate 

llt•tirt•m.-nt of :.uesSJ:"S Oak lc•::'' and Hill 

IN APPRECIATION OF LONG SERVICE 
Colonel Norman Butler, Commandant of the College, presents 
Mr. George Hill (left) and Mr. Charles Oakley (right) with mementoes 
of their long and loyal service, on the occasion of thei r retirement 

I AST term brought with it the retirement of two of our 
..J. longe t- erving instructors, Mr. George Hill and Mr. 

Charles Oakley. 
George Hill. ~me to the College--or School, as it then was 

--from _the MIIllstry of 1:-abour Government Training Centre, 
Leeds, m 1948. He left m 1949 to set up a private business 
venture manufacturing wrought iron and glass lamps. This done, 
he went on to the Inspectorate of Fighting Vehicles where 
!Je was for nine years an Inspection Officer. He return~d to us 
~n December, 1959, since when he has taught Technical Draw
mg. 

. With his considez:able Masonic and business interests and his 
wide range of c~antable works he has before him not only a 
well-deserved renrement but a very active one, in which all his 
former students, as well as all his colleagues will wish him 
every happiness. ' 

Charles Oakley came to the College in April 1950 as a 
'_tra~sferee ' from the RAF, in which he enlisted as an appren
tice ID 1922. His first posting was to 57 Sqn at Worthy Down 
comm.anded by one Squadron Leader Harris, later to achiev~ 
fa~e 1~ World War IT as 'Bomber' Harris. Here his job was to 
~amta1D one of the only two DF stations in the RAF at that 
t ime. 

After ~n interest!ng_ career which included such highlights 
as travelling to India ID the company of a certain A.C.2 T. E. 
Sh_aw, better known as Lawrence of Arabia; escorting the then 
Pr1D~e of Wales ~t the funeral of King Albert of the Belgians; 
help1Dg . to org~se the MacRobertson Air Race to Australia; 
and taking part m the 1935 Review of the RAF by H.M. King 
~o:ge V, the 01;1tbreak of World War II found him serving 
wllh the Fleet Air Arm in H.M.S. ' ~urageous.' He was, he 
recalls, one of the first five casualties of the war in this 
command. 

Lat~r he went to F~ghter Command, and thence to H.Q. 
Comb1Ded qps at ~e t~e of the Dieppe raid. He assisted in 
the preparanons for D Day, but before this occurred be went 
to Cranwell as a lecturer on conversion courses for Signal 
Officers. 
. After service with_ the Marine Aircraft Experimental Estab

li hment. and_ ~e Air Torpedo Development Unit, he arrived 
~t the Arr M1rustry, Harrogate, where he retired from the RAF 
m March, 1950. 

During his 22 years at the College he taught in both Tech-
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nic1an and Operator Wings, and in 1954 he became Secretan 
of the Association of Harrogate. During the succeeding years 
he enrolled ome 3,400 members all of whom have cause to 
remember him with gratitude for his a sistance in so many ways. 

All members of the College, past and present, will wish 
Charles Oakley a long and happy retirement. 

:.u.P.'s d s i t 

1 Div HQ a nd Sig R egt 

B.F.P .O . 32 

'"IXTE were ~isited in April by a group of M.P.s. They were 
. Y l entert_a~ned to coffee by some soldiers of the Regiment 
m the AmemtJes Centre· Corporal David Ledger is pictured 
below in conversation with Mr. John Stokes, M.P., the Con
servative member for Oldbury and Halesowen. 

TETE-A-TETE 
Corporal David Ledger with Mr. John Stokes, M.P. 

AJ:"l'ivals anti depaJ:"tuJ:"es 
We are pleased to welcome Major Ron Tanner who assumes 

command of 1 Sqn and W.0.1 (R.S.M .) Eric LeQuesne. We 
also announce the departure of W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Ken Bunston 
W.0.1 (F . of. s .. ) J~hn Wilkins and W.0 .1 (S.C.) John Worrali 
all on comrruss1orung, and W .0 .2 (F. of S.) Ray Saunders to 
the School of Signals. 

D.A.O.ll. Cookel'y Com1•etition 
The Regimental. Team comprising Sergeant Clive Austin, 

Corporal Bryan Wright and Lance-Corporal Roy Harinigan won 
the B.A.O.R. Cookery Competition held at Rheindahlen on 6th 
and 7th April. Corporal Norman Larke was runner-up in the 
Individual Competition. 

Hockey 
The Regimental Team enjoyed a fairly successful season 

under the captaincy of Major John Swindells. The Divisional 
Cup was retained, making us the holders for three consecutive 
years. Captain George Freeman scored the only goal in a hard
fought final against 3LI. The B.A.O.R. semi-final was played on 
the first morning of Exercise 'Flying Falcon ' and we went 
down 1-0 to 1 DERR. 

.The Soltau Garriso? League shield stayed with us, with 10 
wms and two draws m 12 games. Goals for 40, against 8. 

In .th<: Sixes competitions we completed the three hat-tricks 
by wmnm~ the 7 Brigade and Divisional trophies for the third 
year runnmg. 
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The B.A.0.R. Sixes cup was surrendered by the ' A ' team 
who lost to 3 BAPD 1-0 in the quarter-finals. The 'B' team 
had beaten 3 BAPD in the preliminaries, but failed to qualify 
on goal average. 

Contact has been maintained with our civilian German 
opposition, particularly Schwarz-Weiss Bremen and Hannover 
96. 

Only Corporal Pete Slatter and Lance-Corporal ' Paddy ' 
Coburn remain from the 1969/70 season's team but we are 
fortunate in having Colonel Jimmy Blake back with us. He 
captained the winning team in the December, 1969, Divisional 
Final. 

To those that have left during the past three years we can 
only say that the team spirit you did so much to foster remains 
the same. 
For the record (since 1st September, 1969): 

t •ric•k.-t 

P W D L F A 
81 62 12 7 242 60 

The season has got off to a normal start-the first two 
games having been called off by our opponents. 

We hope to trade-in the B.A.0 .R. runners-up shield for the 
winners cup. 

Smnllbol'e s hoot ing 
The team completed their matches in Division IV of the 

A.R.A. Winter League and, having won them all, finished top 
of the Division. 

Having entered for the N.S.R.A. Army Unit Team Champion
ship (the LC.I. Cup) we duly shot our cards and surprised even 
ourselves by the scores, nearly everyone shooting above their 
average. 

The result was: 
1 Div H Q and Sig Regt 
24 Mi sile Regt RA ... 
School of Infantry ... 
1st Bn Devonshire and Dorset Regc 

1555 
1544 
1541 
1538 

Sergeant ' Chalky ' White, R.A., was top scorer with 198 
(including a 'possible'), W.0.2 Peter Youngs, R.A., Major 
Arthur H arvey, R.A., and Second-Lieutenant Phillip Grey, 
Royal Signals, all scored 197, W.0 .1 (Y. of S.) Peter Hayler, 
Royal Signals, and Major Robert Redford, R.A., 193, Sergeant 
Ed Docker, R.A., 192 and Second-Lieutenant David Lawson, 
Royal Signals, 188. 

We are sorry to lose Second-Lieutenant Grey to 11 Bde HQ 
and Sig Sqn but expect their shooting to improve as a result. 

I Sqn 
The exercise season is back and the Squadron is now in top 

gear, producing the usual quota of drama, laughs and wobbles 
and contributing to units' communication successes. . 

For Exercise 'Flying Falcon ' the weather surpassed itself. 
The arrival of innumerable ' Brass H ats ' produced an unusual 
visitor at Comcen Delta, a N aval Commodore. The proximi ty 
of the Mohne See may have had something to do with it. 

Comcen Charlie was raided a dubious honour· however the 
counter attack produced a prisoner who, as he. was . collared, 
cried out, " Don't hit me, I'm an officer " to which Lieutenant 
Ed Hounsell replied as he raised his fist, " Don' t worry so am 
I." 

April was also the time for two members of the Squadron to 
depart, Major John Swindells and . Lieutenant Chris ' The 
Squire ' Geldaz:d. The farewell party mclude? s?me ra~er u~
mentionable gifts, returned by ' The Squire d?natJ~g his 
" Hey you " stick on a wooden plaque. We all wish him all 
the be t in his new job with the AYT in the wilds of Scotland. 

Major John and Mrs. Anne Swindells were entertained by 
the Squadron at a farewell dance. We all appreciate the work 
they have done for the Squadron and wish them success at 
Warminster. 

The other departures were Corporal Harry Kernohan, who 
became engaged before going to Catterick on a TI cour e, and 
Corporal ' Cabby' Coulton has gone to 20. Armd Bde; we hope 
he can find room in hi FV 439 to pack h1 boots. 

2 Sqn 
Since our last contribution we have said farewell to Lieutenant 

John Kirby who is now on his way to becoming ~.S.O. of th.e 
2 RTR. His replacement as the Squadron Admm <;lfficer is 
Lieutenant Brian Abbiss recently arrived from Cattenck. 
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After Exercise 'Flying Falcon ' the Regiment took on the 
task of entertaining the 14-18-year-olds over the Easter holiday. 
Our donation was in the form of an ' International Evening' 
to which both German and American youths were invited. 
Signalman Jim 'Lurch' Beddows provided the mu ic in his own 
i.t;limitable manner, dampened somewhat when asked if he had 
some modern ' hard ' music. Overall the evening was voted a 
success, Captain ' Sandy ' Lipin, Lieutenant Brian Abbiss and 
S.S.M . ' Alex' Alexander crept away not really knowing what 
exactly had happened. 

3 Sqn 
A quiet month, what with the staff element of the Squadron 

on Exercise ' Lion,' and then everyone on Exercise ' Morning 
Glory.' 

As the name suggests, the weather was perfect for ' Morning 
Glory.' This was W.0.2 (S.S.M.) French's first exercise with 
the staff since joining the Squadron, and he thought he had 
been dropped into the middle of a Bde H Q, not REAR HQ. 
(Was it 10 or 11 moves in four days?). 

A l esson 011 how to get into the s wing from the 
wol'd ' Go ' 

Craftsman Paul Mackie (HQ REME) has shown the way to 
any new arrival on how to ' get involved ' with things. He 
arrived at the beginning of April, and a week later had entered, 
and come second in, the B.F.G. Combined Services' Chess 
Championships; at the same meeting he won the B.A.O.R. 
Army Championships. He now goes to U .K. in August to play 
in the U.K. Combined Chess Championships. H e is also playing 
football for the Regiment, Squadron and a local club, so if 
there's anyone old/ new who thinks there's nothing to do, he 
should ask " Have I tried." 

DepartuJ:"es / nrl'ivals 
We have lost Lieutenant Duncan Jones, off to an A YT - hope 

it will not interefere too much with your ski-ing. 
Staff Sergeant Tony Morpeth to 5 JOCPT and Sergeant 

Reg Dixon (Line Tp) to Cyprus. 
We welcome W.0.2 (S.S.M.) Colin French, Sergeant Bob 

Townsend (Line Tp), Sergeant Paul Lamb and Corporal 'Taff' 
Powell back from his detachment at 11 Sig Regt. 

Looking foJ:"waJ:"d to l\t:ay? 
Queen's Birthday Parade, Anglo German Weekend, C.O.'s 

Inspection, C.S.0 .'s Inspection, Troop Athletics, Squadr~n 
Athletics, and if there's a day or two left before the exerose 
at the end of the month we'll have a Whitsun break. 

3 Div HQ and Sig Regt 

Bulford 

r]1HIS last month has been very quiet within the Regiment. 
..L As the P.R.E. occurred this montl1, the main occupation 

has been in and around the vehicles, which gave those members 
of the Regiment who have been to faraway places a good 
chance to tell their tales as they scrubbed the vehicle free of 
the accumulated dust. 

Dack from l\lnlta 
Lieutenant George Carmichael, Royal Signal , reports that it 

wasn't quite all work when they were in Malta. Having left the 
Regiment in freezing conditions in January, the detachment 
provided communications continuou ly until they left at the 
end of March. However, those of the detachment who were not 
on duty found that they had plenty of opportunity and the good 
weather to play sport. Amongst their mo t notable achievement 
wa their defeat of Headquarters Troops Malta, at football . 
However after that the team became depleted when Staff 
Sergeant ' Paddy ' O'Riordan left for Bulford and C~rporal 
'Bunny ' Rolfe twisted his ankle. 1:he detachment decided t_o 
visit places; the first wa.s a coac~ trip around the _ !~land .. Tins 
wa con idered worthwhile, especially by the Elecmc1an Dnvers, 
Signalman Mick Bate and Eddie Callaghan, who commented 
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vociferou ly about tl~e tandard of driving as th coach left 
me Royal Nav · pamt on the rocks a it tried to go down a 

road that wasn't as wide as the oach. Then the detachment 
decided to go to the nearby Island of Gozo. However the 
weather . deteriorated and the party found it elf tranded there 
but a fnendly local helped them fi d an hotel and it did add a 
twi t to the journey. hortly after this Corporal Bob Harrison 
Lance-Corporal Al Perkins and Mick Quennel and Signalme~ 
Mic~ Bate and E~die . Callaghan left to join the rest of the 
Reguneot on exerc1 e m Germany. With half the detachment 
?n board H.M. . . ' BuJw~rk ' the ne.xt occupation was the 
unprovemeot of mter- ervice relation . Things went well until 
~ce-Corporal Jim McDermott aimo t wre:::ked two Wessex 
helicopter . Fortunately the Navy accepted hi story that his 
is ued but corn, flying uit had caught on a level and he hadn't 
really tried to become a pilot, so no harm was done. The end 
of March found the detachment eagerly awaiting their return. 
Sergeai;it ' Dusty ' Cu:rie and Corporal ' Bunny ' Rolfe managed 
a Mediterranean cruise on H.M.S. Bulwark ' while Sergeant 
Ron Desanti and Corporal Dave Mace came home on an L.S.L. 
The rest managed to come home in style on a VC-10 which 
wa pleasant, a the memory of their Hercules trip out was still 
fresh in their memorie . 

BOGEY HUMPING 
Sergeants' Dusty Currie and Ron Desanti and Corporals ' Dave 
Mace and Ron Lefevre preparing their equipment for loading onto 

H.M.S. Bulwark 

Exercli!ie ' Shooters Hill ' 
'.Alpha' Troop couldn't possibly let a month go by without 

gomg out at l~ast. one~. The Royal Artillery said they wanted 
some commurnc3:tions m the Otterbum area, so Captain Leslie 
Steane, Royal Signals, and 14 of the 'Alpha' Troop's Land 
Rovers took of! to the orth at the beginmng of March. They 
"".e~e warned it would be cold, but Sergeant Peter Chin had 
v!s1ons of a. snow-bound detachment when he called the RR B 
~te for a Sitrep, and received the answer from Lance-Cori>o~ai 

tephe_n Wa.lls and Signalman Mervyn Abbot that the snow 
was still fallmg and the wind was drifting it up to their axles 
However, they did manage to dig themselves off the hill. · 
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St•rj(Nutts• .!\less 11 tes 
The RS.M. R. J. Judge reports that Me s darts team led b 

Staff Serge~t 'Pa~dy' O'l_Uordan and Sergeant •Paddy~ 
Heavey continue to wm all their matches and have now collected 
another trophy: The ladies of the Mess were dined in and 
da?ced off their feet on 29th April and as usual everybody 
enioyed themselves. Last but not least the Mess managed 10 
beat the Officers at a games evening held in the Officers' Mess 
Annex, Carter. B~rracks. The games. went contrary to form with 
the Officers wmnmg _at darts but losmg at cribbage. As the result 
of the games came m, more and more interest centred on the 
boat race and . though t?e Officers' were in the lead a certain 
F_oreman of S1gn81:s acung as _the team's anchor man sank his 
Pi,nt, as u_sual, without pau mg. The Commanding Officer 
L1eutenl;mt-Colonel Derek Briggs decided that this was an 
appropnate moment to accept the wooden poon on behalf of 
the Officers. 

8 Sig Regt, Catterick Camp 
Training sfntlstics 

MOST people avoid statistics whenever they possibly can· 
. . nevertheless, some basic statistical facts about the Trad~ 

Tram~g. School are interesting if for no other reason than that 
they 1;0dicate ~omething of the size and complexity of this 
essential establishme_nt. After all, every soldier in Royal Signal 
has to pass thro_u~h its doors at some time in his career. During 
the 1971/72 traJruI?g year th~ throughput of students on normal 
tr~de courses (baSJc, upgrading and conversion) totalled 2 917 · 
this_ figure does not include T.A.V.R. courses and hort special 
equip_ment courses. At the present moment the School offers 
65 . different types of standard courses. Other short courses 
mainly pla~ed on an as required basis are also made availabl~ 
~vhen required. Currently an average of 90 courses are running 
m the School at any given time. 

Sf.aft achievP111e11t 

. Mr. K. Stephenson, who i a member of the civilian in truc· 
uonal s~aff of the Trade. Training School, was awarded a £10 
local pnze and a £?0 n_auonal prize by the Civil Service Council 
for Further Educ_auon m recognition of his obtaining the Degree 
of Master o~ Science from Aston University. Mr. Stephenson 
~as been an. mstructor in 8 Sig Regt since 1963, working mainly 
~ _Electrorucs Group, and is well known to the many tech
rucians who have attended Basic and Upgrading Courses in 
recent years. 

Mr. K. Stephenson, M.Sc. 
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Fnt>t 
The City and Guilds of London Institute has now tran ferred 

its assessed examination status for the Lineman Class I Trade 
Test to Telecommunications M echanic. 

Flc<ti o11 
Howlers! 
Comcen Op - Q. In which direction does current flow? 
A. Anti-clockwise. 
R Op - Q. Why will certain materials not conduct electricity? 
A. The atoms fight in different directions and stop the 

current passing through easily. 
R Tech - Q. Under what circumstances is VHF not used? 
A. VHF is not used in the dark as it is line of sight. 

EHJ!hwf"ring \Vin~-news from one o( tlm J,!ro111•s 

At the end of March Captain (T.O.T.) Nigel Ribchester 
departed from Radio Relay Group. During his two years here 
changes and new ideas have been numerous and many of them 
stemmed from him. Before his departure the group dined out 
Captain Ribchester and his wife Betty at the Pipes Tavern in 
Newsham. This turned out to be a most successful and enjoy
able evening for all concerned. We wish him all the best f.or 
the future and every success in his new appointment at M.O.D. 
Other departures in the Group include Sergeants Danny 
Cotterill and Murray Campbell both to civilian life, and 
Sergeant Dicky Butlin to ' Ace High.' We welcome Sergeants 
' Ginger' Taylor, Wally Kitching, Sid Steer and Bob Foskett. 

Operntiug \Ving 
Many will remember Mr. Boyne as a Supervisor in Radio 

Principles and Equipment Group of 24 Sig Regt. It is with 
regret that we announce his death after a long illness. 

A recent arrival on the civilian instructional staff is ex
Yeoman of Signals W.0.2 Bell. 

We can report with pleasure an increase in the number of 
students obtaining an 'A' grading in the past year. This is 
due partly to the improved environment and facilities of the 
new training school, and partly to a higher standard of intake 
into the Corps. 

10 Sig Regt 
Hounslow 

REGIMENTAL DAY 

A•ad tile benveus opened! 

T !HE swoosh of rain not only almost drowned the spectators, 
it actually did drown the noise of the aircraft passing 

overhead. Some achievement in Hounslow, believe me! 
Actually Monday, 8th May, really started off quite well; 

a stiffish breeze, a few high-flying clouds, but certainly no sign 
of what was to come. 

All day long the preparations continued. Our one-man fatigue 
party, Corporal Trevor Cutler, painted everything that stood 
till and one or two things that moved! The Second-in

Command, Major Charles Robertson, directed operations with 
the sure hand of an orchestra conductor leading through a 
familiar arrangement. R.S.M. Ron Postlethwaite, having seen 
the C.O. look rather disparagingly at the saluting dais ('Not 
fit for the Mayor, you know'), made his niche in Regimental 
tradition by camouflaging it completely with plastic grass! The 
all ranks' Bruno Club was transformed into three separate 
party areas almost single-handed, it seemed, by Major (retd.) 
' Mac ' McQuad!"; or did Lance-Corporal Steve ~underdal.e 
lend a hand? From his plinth Bruno the Bear, leanmg ~n his 
cable drum, looked down on the busy scene and mirked· 
perhaps he knew what was to come. 

Rf•treat 
The Royal Signals Band was due to start pl~ying Re.tr~at 

at 6.30 p.m. At 5.45 the drizzle started. At 6.10 it was rammg 
steadily. Our Director of Music Captain Keith Boulding, as 
immaculate as ever in his carlet and blue anxiou ly consulted 
with the C.0. A shortened version of the Retreat ceremony 
still seemed possible. 
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At 6.25 our impressive Corps Trumpeter marched out into 
what was now a downpour. The C.O., ieutenant-Colonel 
Charles Galbraith (after all he is paid to make deci ions!) 
looked at the spectators sheltering in the garages, the wet eat 
and the black clouds up wind, and gave the sad order ''Retreat 
cancelled." 

[Photo: courtesy Middlesex Chronicle 

R.ETREAT-LITERALL Y ! 
Sadly Corporal Colin Hadden and Lance Corporal John Buckley put 
away the chairs after foul weather had rained off the Corps Band 

from 10th Signal Regiment's parade ground 

Wine Rowing like water 
What happens when over 200 bedraggled, thirsty people 

arrive at a Regimental Club almost an hour earlier than 
expected? Well, you are wrong! Smiling attendants collected 
dripping coats and umbrellas, Mrs. Jan Galbraith welcomed the 
guests of the Regiment, six of the most attractive girls in the 
W.R.A.C. offered six trays of different drinks and the hosts, 
led by a new slim Captain Fred Hardy, circulated amongst the 
guests making introductions and extending our welcome. Show
ing the versatility for which it is renowned the Corps Band, 
very ably led by Sergeant Major Ralph Donnell, provided both 
background colour and music. By the time the C.O. ushered in 
His Worship the Mayor of Hounslow, Councillor Frederick 
Powe, the noise level was just about breaking the law. 

APPRECIATION 
The Mayor of Hounslow and Mrs. Frederick Powe discuss the finer 
points of the Corps Band's playing with the Commanding Officer 

and Mrs. Charles Galbraith 
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Elsewhere in the Bruno Club the other partie roared along. 
The ·team from wet clothe ro e in clouds· but the wine flowed 
like water and no-one cared. A very good evening we all agreed. 
At least we hope that our guests enjoyed it as much as t heir 
ho t think that they did. 

~lusic, must 
To add insult to injury Tuesday, 9th May, started off as a 

beautiful, sunny day. However we were neither fooled nor 
taking any chances. By 7.30 p.m. the bar was open and at 
8 p.m. the Band Concert started indoors - at the Garrison 
Theatre. Who should we single out Sergeant Major Jimmy 
Greer for his cornet solo, Lance-Corporal Richard Sands for 
hi magic on the trombone or the gentlemen of the chorus for 
the sheer enjoyment they displayed as they ang? All, the entire 
Corps Band, were uperb and we left the theatre relaxed and 
contented as one can only be after a couple of hours of good 
musical entertainment. 

••• music 
But it was only 10 o'clock and the night was still young. On 

to the Junior Ranks' dance and music of a different kind. 
Especially welcome were the grils of 3 Sqn who had come all 
the way from Aldershot. But all of us danced off pounds, then 
promptly put them on again with help from the superb buffet 
and the bar. 

The morning after 
As the dance didn't finish until 2 a.m. a few of us were 

slightly bleary eyed on Wednesday morning. However, we were 
all agreed, despite the weather, and thanks to the valiant efforts 
of the organisers, a jolly good time had been had by all. 

Fooinote I-Who stole the Mayor's slgttatnre? 
On 8th July, 1969, the Regiment was formally adopted by 

the London Borough of Hounslow and we proudly treasure 
an Illuminated Scroll to this effect. After the abortive Retreat 
on 8th May the present Mayor pointed out that his predecessor's 
signature had disappeared from the Scroll, although the Town 
Clerk's was still there bold and black. He was assured that it 
had been seen only that day, but we had to agree that no trace 
of it remained; a good talking point for the party. It was only 
next day that the mystery was solved. Owing to the nature of 
the ink the signature has faded and, although clearly legible in 
daylight, is now quite invisible under artificial light. 

The Mayor's Secretary, Miss Gladys Walker, J.P., has 
promised to obtain a fresh signature for us-in ink of our 
choosing! 

Footnote 2-A case of mJstaken Identity 
It is understood that none of the Commanding Officer's 

supper guests, after the concert on 9th May, has suffered any 
ill effects from eating the 'Spring onions'; also that his 
Batwoman Mrs. Davy, has apologised profusely for misplacing 
the bluebell stalks! 

11 Sig Regt Catterick Camp 

A PRIL saw two pass-off parades; the first on Friday 7th 
. April, was a pass-off of ~o Troops and was take~ by 

Ma1or-General R. M. Somerville, O.B.E., G.O.C. Yorkshire 
District. The troops on parade were 6 Tp, commanded by 
Lieutenant Chris Donaghy, and 8 Tp commanded by W.0.1 
Arth~r Thomas. The be t recruit of 8 Tp was Signalman Astle 
who IS now undergoing combat radioman training. Signalman 
Treves was the best recruit of 6 Tp and he is now in Potential 
Officer Tp. 

The seccod pass-off parade was on 21st April and was 
take~ by Lieutenant-Colonel D. C. Gethin-Jones, R.W.F., 
Garrison Commander, Catterick Camp. 3 Tp were on parade 
c<?mmanded by W.0.1 BiJl Ayres with their best recruit 
S1gnalmll!1 Masters and best shot Signalman Evans. Signalman 
Masters is ~ow ~~out to undergo technician training; Signal
man Evans 1s trammg to be a combat radioman. 

. port 

Football produced some of the greater excitement and the 
sadest disappointm~t in April. The Regimental team reached 
the final of the Richmond R.D.C. Cup by victories of 5-1 
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against the QDG and 4-1 against Catterick village, only to be 
beaten by Colburn United 3-0 in the final. However, all was 
not lost; we are at present top of the N orthumbrian District 
Minor Units L eague with only one game left to play. 

Boxing 

The Regimental Boxing Team was narrowly defeated by six 
bouts to five by the DWR Regimental Team in the Somme 
G ymnasium. T he match was quite a ' cliff hanger ' and was 
finally decided by the last bout. 

Departures 

The past month has regrettably een many farewells. 
Lieutenant Peter Morgan has left on retirement and we wish 
him all uccess; let us hope that the grass is greener on the 
other side! Second-Lieutenant Dick Thwaites after ix months' 
'indoctrination ' has been permitted to go on a ' Q ' Course· we 
wish him luck too! ' 

In October last year the Regiment put out a cry for help to 
deal with a sudden bulge in recruit strength. As a result of this 
appeal people appeared from all comers of the globe to give 
us a hand for six months; now the six months are up and our 
new-made friends return from where they came. We would like 
to take this opportunity of thanking them for their efforts and 
their units for sparing them for such a long period. Those 
returning home are Lieutenant Derek Rutherford to 7 Sig Regt, 
Serg~ant Al Roberts to 2 Sig Regt, Sergeant Les Hedges to 
8 Sig Regt, Corporal <Mac ' McLean to 4 Sig Regr and 
Corporal Pete Stanford to 21 Sig Regt. Corporal Ian Chapman 
who came to us from 30 Sig Regt has now been posted to us 
but we would like to include him and his previous unit among 
those we thank. 

Arrivals 

New faces that are seen around include W.0.2 Bruce Howie, 
who came from 36 Sig Regt (V), Sergeant Dave McKay, posted 
to. us from 28 Sig ~egt on promotion,_ and Corporal Barry 
Gibbons, who has arrived from 24 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn. 
We give them all a very warm welcome and hope they are 
already feeling at home with us. 

PO Tp 

Once more we will let the Troop speak for itself; their stories 
never lose in the telling! 

"We regret the non appearance of the PO Tp colour pull
out supplement in last month's WIRE owing to printing dispute, 
and hope this contribution will serve to whet the reader's 
appetite." 

Exercise ' Fast Ball ' 
Old Army proverb," When the cat is away the mice do play!" 

Well, .not in PO Tp they don't. One day in April, the O.C. 
Captam John Young was due to attend a one-day study period. 
Joyous thoughts faded and jaws dropped with 100 decibel 
clangs, when the troop were paraded for a briefing at 15.30 
on the Monday and told they were going on exercise at 16.00 
hours. Th~ troop were split into pairs, and given an objective 
to be achieved by 08.00 hours Wednesday. Galvanised into 
action the troop set off (car keys on the O.C.'s desk please), 
some to the cookhouse for tea (an Army marches on its stomach 
remember). 

First off the mark were Corporal Davies and Signalman 
Skipworth who, with Land's End in mind, had a long way to 
go. Fast talking persuaded 40 Sqn RCT of the importance of 
this N.A.T.0. exercise, and an 1800 staff car took them to the 
Al at RAF Catterick! Two lifts, including chauffering a woman 
who didn't like driving, got them to Maidstone by 22.30. 

Next off were the Loch Ness Monster patrol, Signalman 
Roberts and Signalman Jordan, who headed north. Seven lifts 
in lorries, vans and cars saw them at the Forth Bridge by 22.50, 
where they stopped to take stock. 

The)'. were followed by Signalman Hannah and Signalman 
Brend m search of Worcester pottery. This pair also made good 
time down the Al and across to Matlock where they checked 
the size of a pint in a local pub, before befriending a Gulf 
petrol tanker which took them through the outskirts of Birming
ham and deposited them on the motorway slip road. It was 
02.00, cold and wet. 

Last to go at a leisurely 18.00 were Corporal Collyer and 
Corporal Symonds, bound for the bright lights. A series of lifts 
brought them to their first target-the Playboy Club in Park 
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Lane. By 23.50 they left sporting a bunny tail (the better half 
to be retrieved next exercise)- missions are accomplished. The 
Police would like to interview two men in connection with a 
suspicious character in camouflage smock with a battered suit
case seen loitering with intent outside the Playboy Club last 
Monday. · 

T he L and's End team set off early next morning and rolled 
up at RAF Odiham, " Had they got anything flying to Corn
way?" Numerous phone calls, a hastily organised N.A VEX, and 
within an hour a Wessex Mk II of 72 Sqn RAF lifted off for 
RAF Culdrose. Bad weather prevented a landing at Culdrose 
and the aircraft diverted to RNAS Yeovilton, where they were 
met by a friendly RAF policeman who promptly ejected them 
through the main gate! 

Having been picked up by the motorway police, Hannah and 
Brend were given a lift to Frankley Service Station where they 
changed patrol cars and were given a lift to Worcester, only 
10 find the night watchman at the factory dead to the world. 
Undeterred, they booked themselves into the central police 
station for the night and were given a cosy cell for two. 

Scorning a similar offer of police protection in London, the 
Corporals two decided to check out London's night life, and by 
early hours were on a cultural tour of Covent Garden Market. 
(Did you know the pubs opened at 04.00?). 

Morning found the Monster team on the road, and with 
some good lifts they made Loch Ness by 11.30. Here they 
mterviewed the leader of the Loch Ness Monster Search Team, 
and continued on their way in the same car which had waited 
for them. 

Morning tea at Worcester police station was served at 07.50, 
and having revived themselves with this, Hannah and Brend 
set off. Arriving at the porcelain factory, they obtained the 
required pieces of defective pottery, and started the return 
journey. In the absence of signs to Catterick, the)'. follov.:ed 
local directions, and having arrived back at the police station 
two hours later gave up and took a bus. A series of lifts took 
them to the Al(M), where their hastily improvised sign 'Troops 
Catterick ' attracted the attention of Major Corden, one of the 
HQ Trg Bde RAEC Officers, who dropped them off at the 
Guard Room. Arriving at 21.25 they were first back. They 
were followed in at 22.40 by Signalmen Jordan and Roberts who 
had covered the 700 miles via Inverness in 30 hours including 
stops. 

Still tramping the streets of London, Corporals Collyer and 
Symonds headed for the Ambassador theatre, and after an 
interview with the publicity manageress, they secured the 
promise of a prop from the ' Mousetrap.' Arriving at the the~tre 
to collect it, Corporal Collyer was shown along to the dr~ssmg
room of the leading lady. Having spent half-an-hour chattmg-~p 
the gorgeous Pamela Charles, he reappeared starry eyed with 
prop duly signed by her and the managing director. A quick 
stop was also made to chat to Kenneth More and Robertson 
Hare, whose autographs were also obtai.?ed. ~e journey back 
was again up the Al, where they were given a lift by a stu?ent 
who was subjected to such sales talk that he was determm.ed 
to visit his ACIO the following day to find out why he, w1.th 
three ' A ' levels and seven ' 0 ' levels was on the dole, while 
someone with only two ' 0 ' levels was earning almost £2,000 
p.a. They eventually staggered in at 07.50 in time to go 
straight on parade. 

The final pair, Corporals Davies and Skipworth, were still 
making their way through the West Country when darkness 
fell on Tuesday, reaching Bristol at 23.30. Attempts to get a 
flight to Teesside proving unsuccessful, they headed for London, 
and managed to catch a lift on a truck heading for York. It 
was from here that they phoned O.C. Troop at r.bout .08:30 
to say they would miss muster parade. The thought of rrussmg 
pay parade spurred them on, and more fast talking persuaded 
the guard of an Edinburgh bound express to allow them to 
travel free to Darlington! A quick exit through th~ 'Lugg~ge 
Only ' gate at Bank Top Station and they were back m Cattenck 
at 11.30. 

The variou trophies are now hou ed in the Ante ~oom, and 
the O.C. is preparing his legal defence for any possible come
backs. 

Wei/are neetls Clothing! 
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13 Sig Regt, B.F.P.O. 40 
SwiJnml11,,; 1•001 problems 

APRIL-in the wet! The swimming officer gazes discon
solately out of his window wondering how to make hi 

own pool look more attractive when the elements have all the 
advantages. He was last heard behind a locked door mumbling, 
" They'll all be back when the sun shines!" Should any readers 
be planning a large-scale project such as building and maintain
ing their own swimming pool, he has a fully documented do-it
yourself course available at minimal charge; it is easy to follow 
and runs into six volumes only. He would be delighted to feel 
that he was needed. His short treatise on diatomaceous earth, 
calorifiers and chlorine contents is acknowledged by experts 
as a masterpiece. 

Plmuainlo( 
A new Regimental in phrase of " Look ahead young man " 

has brought out the ice packs and the Q.M.'s hoarded store of 
ball-point refills. Parachuting, canoeing, British Kiel yacht club 
cruises, adventure training camp and the Regimental weekend 
are now at a firm or advanced state of planning. For the week
end the transport is booked-luxury to boot-to bring mums, 
dads, fiancees and friends from U.K. to 13 Sig Regt. Major 
Tom Swan, O.C. HQ Sqn, is in his element. He actually asked 
to be appointed co-ordinator because he enjoys it. 

The two boats are rocking gently at their mooring at the 
Effeld Lido, sparkling after their winter maintenance. 

Winter sports - vale 
The last of the Regiment's six ski courses ended this month 

and the impossible task of balancing accounts is behind us. 
Although we have produced no budding stars .for the ~ext 
Winter Olympics, we have a large number of satisfied soldiers 
who have felt the thrill of gliding gracefully down a snow
covered slope-hopelessly out of control of course. 

The majority of the football team have hung up their boots 
after a most enjoyable and satisfying season. Lance-Corporal 
Tony Higgs was selected for the B.A.0 .R. team to t?ur U.K. 
in late April and early May. The lucky fellow Wiil be at 
Wembley but purely as a spectator to watch the England versus 
Germany match and the cup final. A just reward for his sterling 
work on the field. He scored nine of the B.A.0.R.'s total of 13 
goals against a Berlin Combined Service team and one g?a~ !or 
B.A.O.R. against a select team from the German o/st .div1s1on 
club Borussia Moencheogladbach - not bad cons1denng that 
Borussia included seven of their first team players. 

The hockey team is prepared for its attempt to win the ~.Q. 
Rhine Area league title outright. Its play-off as league wmner 
West with the league winner East is due in the near future. Our 
M.O. Captain Neil Turfitt and Corporal Fred Irvine have con
tinued to represent B.A.0 .R. 

Success 
The gentlemen of R.H.Q.-a most select team-carried off 

the indoor games knock-out trophy, a crate of beer; generously 
shared, of course, with Oscar Troop, the runners-up. 

Sumine sports - ascendant 
Lance-Corporal Paddy-Hayland, Int Corl?s, has been selected 

to run for the British Forces Germany team m an Anglo-German 
athletics competition on 14th May. He and Signalman Mike 
Rideout are entered for the B.A.0.R. Individual Championships 
at 1500m. and 5000m respectively, both having beaten the 
qualifying time for these events. 

The Regimental Athletics standards competition is well under 
way at the time of writing. Squadron and Troop Commanders 
are digging out all those who hibernated for the winter as every 
point counts. 

The boots are still pounding and W.0.1 Stevenson of the 
Int Corps has decreased a fraction in height until he draws 
his new boots. 

Highlight 
On Thursday, 27th April, M~jor-G~meral ~· E. Roper paid 

his first visit to the Regiment smce his appomtment as C.S.O. 
B.A.O.R. Another quarter guard paraded under command of 
Sergeant Bob Vincent of the Int CNps. 
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Major-General Roper then carried out a very comprehensive 
tour of th Regiment including a vi it to the training area to 
ee the pr paratory training for BE te t to be completed in 

May. 
At the Birgelen Primary chool he met the Headmaster, Mr. 

Allan Bavage, and his staff and then repaired to the Sergeants' 
Me s for refre hment prior to pre enting Sergeant John Smee 
with hi Army Boxing Colour earned during his tour in Cyprus. 

On Friday 28th April, Major-General Roper wa guest of 
honour at the Officer ' Me Dinner Night where sadly the 
Regiment was also dining out the Adjutant, Captain Chris 
Byrom. 

Ser~Nn11s' l\fess 
April has been a good month, our P.E.C. S.S.I. Tony Fleming 

ha been very active with the entertainment. With hi commit
tee he organised a ' Come as we find you' night; either we 
have very well dressed members, or they knew when the com
mittee were calling at their homes. The Mess was handed over 
to the ladies for one night to organise and run a function; this 
they did with flying colours with a cheese and wine party; the 
only observations are that the wine flowed too freely and the 
ladies were giving short measures on the pints. 

A football match against ' B ' Troop was a bjg event with a 
good supporting crowd which was controlled by the referee, 
W.0.2 Tony Orrell; the Mess members did very well by holding 
the young ters of ' B ' Troop to a 4-2 defeat. Rumour has it 
that our goalie, Sergeant George •Banks' Langley, and Stafi 
Sergeant 'Paddie Twinkle Toes' Porter are up for sale; these 
rumours are unfounded. 

We have also done well in the Rhine Area Whyte and Mackay 
double lion Sergeants' Mess Darts League by coming close 
runner -up. The team captain W.0.2 John Jones has now got 
the team under strict training to bring up a first, good arrows 
darts team. 

The Mess had the honour of entertaining Major-General 
H. E. Roper, C.S.O. B.A.O.R., during his visit to the Regiment 
on 27th April. 

Our other visitor, Colonel D. A. Polley, O.B.E., paid us a 
brief informal visit to meet the members and sample the Mess 
hospitality. 

During April we welcomed Sergeant Phil Bland on promotion, 
Sergeant Eastmond (sorry no christian name but you departed 
so quickly on a course that there was no time for introductions) 
and Sergeant Graham Chard. Congratulations to W.0.2 Frank 
Kendall, our pay expert on his promotion. 

Departures 
After 16 months in the chair, our Adjutant Captain Chris 

Byrom leaves us to return to his first love-parachuting. The 
Regiment's loss is the Para Brigade's gain. To Chris, Val and 
family a sad farewell and a sincere wish for the future-enjoy 
your jumping and we do trust that you will not ' drop out.' 

Arrivals 
Welcome to Captain Alan Jackman, Felicity and family

the only advice we can offer on taking over as Adjutant is that 
overtime starts at 7 p.m., but there is no time-and-a-half. 

14 Sig Regt Worcester 

Successful circuits to Gibraltar a11d Cy1•rus 
~fENTION Droitwich and many senior readers will conjure 
.ll up visions of acres of aerial towers surrounding Com
can's transmitter station. Nowadays one solitary tower remains 
and even that is the property of the civil police. However, we 
still retain the lease of the real estate around Witton Camp 
and made good use of it for 10 days in March. 

'B' Troop (Captain John Hayes) and 'E' Troop (Captain 
Chris Dakin) parked a Dl3/R234 and E21/241 respectively 
and operated successful circuits to Gibraltar and Cyprus. 

As if our soldiers didn't travel enough, on this occasion, even 
t~<?ugh this was a domestic exercise, we managed to position 
liaison teams at both distant terminals. It would be interesting 
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to know why the RAF Comcen Cyprus, in their subsequent 
favourable report on Sergeant Nat Martin, described him as a 
socially acceptable liaison N.C.0. was always welcome! 

The C.-in-C. Army Strategic Command (now U.K.L.F.), 
Lieutenant-General Sir Frank King, K.C.B., M.B.E., visited 
our site at Droitwich during the exercise as part of a day-long 
visit to the regiment during which he saw what was left of us. 
(At the time of writing we are further depleted by the absence 
of 'E' Troop who have gone to the Ascension Isles for a few 
weeks). General King appeared to enjoy hi visit and appreci
ated the way in which relatively young soldiers (steady grandad) 
answered his queries. 

~filitnry trnhting 
Against the most enormous odds 1 Sqn's Sergeant Major

W .0.2 C. E. Homewood-organised a successful military train
ing week. Right from the very first parade every Sergeant and 
below who was to be trained, aided and abetted by all their 
troop executives, found every conceivable excuse to avoid taking 
part. Fortunately, democracy being what it is, all and sundry 
were persuaded that nothing but good could come from full 
and regular attendance. As a special reward we allowed the 
S.S.M. to fly to the South of France in a Beaver on an exercise 
reconnaissance the following week. He isn't looking quite the 
same these days. 

Arrivals aud departures 
This has been a fairly heavy month for personnel changes. 

We say "Hello and welcome" to: 
Captain and Mrs. D . D. Clarke, A/Staff. Sergeant and Mrs. 

Parker, Corporal Gardner, Signalman Phillips, Lance-Corporal 
and Mrs. Weightman (R.P.C.), Private and Mrs. Arnold 
(R.P.C.), ·Private and Mrs. Carty (R.P.C.), P.rivate Edward 
(R .P.C.), Private Salthouse (R.P.C.). 

We say "Goodbye, thank you and good luck" to: 
Staff Sergeant and Mrs. Holden (R.A.P.C.), Corporal and 

Mrs. Lyons, Corporal Cook, Signalman King, Private and Mrs. 
Faulkner (R.P.C.), Private and Mrs. Smith (R.P.C.). 

28 Sig Regt, B.F.P.0. 35 
Uucle ~ Slim ~ 

APRIL found the Regiment hosting 30 army cadets from 
191 (Uxbridge) Cadet Squadron (Middlesex Yeomanry). 

The lads were assimilated into the unit for 10 days during 
which they impressed the Regiment with their turnout and 
behaviour. Despite misgivings before they arrived, there was a 
genuine feeling of loss when they left. 

Some surprising sides to character came to light. For instance, 
it is rumoured that the C.O. offered the cadets' O.C., Lieutenant 
John Willington, the use of Sergeant 'Slim' Mullaney, our ex
Provost Sergeant, for a spot of ' corrective ' drill if they became 
too obstreperous. However, after helping with their training for 
the 10 days they were all referring to him as 'Uncle Slim.' 
It is still possible to reduce him to blushes with a quick 
'Uncle Slim.' 

Ladies win cricket 
Our 'fatnily Sunday ' took a new turn this month. After 

church and curry lunch, we moved to the sports field and spent 
a beautifully sunny afternoon involved in a light-hearted cricket 
afternoon including an invited ladies' team led by Mrs. Pat 
Coates and assisted by a little re-arrangement of the rules, the 
ladies actually won. Thanks to the weather the afternoon was 
very successful although Major Tony Chea! was rather worried 
about the consequences of having run the C.0. out for a golden 
duck. 

With the Gernian Army 
Furthering the policy of getting to know our N.A.T.O. 

colleagues, a detachment of four men recently volunteered to 
represent the Regiment in an infantry training exercise with 
840 Fernmelde Battalion of the Bundeswehr. 

Lance-Corporal 'Geordie' Grant, Signalmen D ick Taylor, 
John Clare and 'Titch' O'Kell left barracks under the impres
sion that they were headed for the Black Forrest. After they 
arrived at 840, they were introduced to 4 Coy with whom they 
were to train. After an all-night drive starting at 23.00 hours 
they arrived at Schwarcenborn which is only 30 km. from the 
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East German border. Dick Taylor's immediate reaction was to 
make a big white flag and keep it handy. 

Daily routine started at 05.00 hours except for Sundays when 
for a concession they were allowed to lie in until 08.00 hours. 

Experience was gained in handling many German weapons 
and in fact when practising with the anti-tank phosphorus hand 
grenade Lance-Corporal ' Geordie ' Grant was the only person 
in the company to score a hit from the prone position. 

Finally they were presented with certificates for the course 
and returned to the comparatively easy routine of the Regiment. 

VISIT BY C.S.O. BAOR 
Major-General H. E. Roper accompanied by the Commanding 
Officer has a chat with (left to right) : Sergeant Peake, Lance-Corporal 

Dale and Corporal Nallon 

Exercjse t l<'ransca1u~ I ' 

2 Sqn, under the expert eye of combat survival king Staff 
Sergeant (Y. of S.) Tony Whydell, have just tried Exercise 
'Franscape' on 24th/25th April. 

There was a pre-exercise build-up consisting of political 
briefs on the situation of a fictitious country and photographs 
of the leaders of the two opposing factions, The Hunters and 
The Runners. This greatly helped to stimulate interest in the 
exercise. 

After loading of the various vehicles, the Runner convoy 
left camp first and were deployed in the training area, and 
one hour later the Hunter convoy left to et up their operations 
centre. On reaching the site for the ops centre a tent area of 
two-man bivouacs was set up and a compound for holding 
prisoners was built under the supervi ion of Lance-Corporal 
Ron ' The Whip ' Kirkwood. 

On the 24th night patrols were sent out by the Hunters' 
leader Sergeant General Ray 'Juanito' Anderson with orders 
to merely observe, but one of these patrols brought in three 
pri oners who unfortunately escaped a short time later. 

The Runners' leader Sergeant General Tex 'Fernandez' 
Gallagher had obviously briefed hi ' Army ' well as they were 
very well hidden and no further prisoners were taken until the 
early morning of the 25th. 

The Runners' objective was to be at certain RV points at 
required times, with a final RV at a safe house. There was only 
one of the Runner ections, commanded by Lance-Corporal 
Andy ' Fly Boy ' Smith, which completed the full route without 
capture. 

All participants were required to live off the land, wh!ch 
according to Y. of S. Whydell meant nettle soup and dandelion 
tea, but to others emphasised the importance of bratworst and 
chips at t11e local guest house. Those who did try the nettle 
soup thought it was quite nice although they wouldn' t recom-
mend it as part of a regular diet. . . . 

On the whole, the exercise was quite succe sful m tlle desired 
objective that the men be practised in prisoner handling tech
niques and patrol searching methods. 

We shall be having another 'Franscape' in the near ~uture, 
although this one will last a little longer, and as we f11:iled to 
lose anyone on this one we'll endeavour to make up for it then. 
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General Juanito leading the hunt for Fernandez 

Fernandez whilst in Power, December 1967 
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Rene.. - ug 
Tho e subscribers to this publication (and I hope •ou all are) 

who read the October/November 1970 edition may have ·een 
an advertisement for Rent-a-Ted (page 480). 

Reader ma)· be interested to know that thi advertisement 
brought in so many queries that the officer in question soon 
became exhausted and after a quiet recuperation in Hong 
Kong, was retired to the pleasant pasture of RM.C.S. , 

hrivenham. The Company, bereft of it source of income was 
forced co go into liquidation (and a very fine party it was). 

On disbandment of 18 Sig Regt the director were redis
tributed about the globe by the AG II revolving dartboard. 

All is not lost however. Having ufficiently recovered from 
the ordeal of the previou liquidation one of the directors has 
found a new source of revenue, I mean a new opportunity for 
serving mankind. 

A completely new company has been formed: Rent-a-Doug 
ha p~t Lieutenant Doug Conran on the open market. Employ
ment 1 no problem. He spent the pa t few month ' itting in 
the Adjutant' office writing papers for the C.O. on why he 
hould be itting in the Adjutant's office. As an added bonus he 

ha recently qualified in building carnival dragons. 
One drawback however; we have ju t hired him to the 2nd 

Banalion Royal Anglian for a six-month period and therefore 
cannot accept further bookings until November. 

Enquirie plea e to the Adjutant's office 28 (BR) S ig Regt, 
B.F.P.O. 35. 

P.S. Will accept lightly worn Se:ond-Lieutenant in exchange. 

30 Sig Regt 
BLANDFORD CAMP 

ki-iug iH •otland-Exercise • Snowball III • 

DUE to the success of last year's two-week exercise when 
30 oldiers from the Regiment managed to cause gentle 

havoc on the slopes of Aviemore .it was decided this year to 
run a prolonged course in three parts, each part being capable 
of havmg up to 30 participants. 
. O~ce again we were fortunate enough to obtain accommoda

tion m Grantown-on-Spey through the good offices of the Craig 
Lynne ~otel and on 12th February Captain Eddie Hampson 
sec off with the first party. 

On 14th . February ~e started our ski-ing under the direction 
of the White Mountain and Mogul Ski School and were lucky 
when C~rporal Gec_>~ge Higgins broke his leg in three places 
when bhzzard cond1t1ons prevented us going out. 

W.0.1 Bill Coxon, have truggled to get on this trip for the 
pa~t two .years, finally made it. He made some comments about 
be1ng quite happy to break his leg now he was about to be 
co_mmissioned, which . he now is. Congratulations and best 
w1 he from all ranks JO the Regiment. 

Among those taking part in this first stage of our exercise 
were Corporal Gerry Jaques and Lance-Corporal Ian Cameron 
f~om Headquarter . S9uadr?n both of whom managed to con
VJOCe us all that it 1s easier to ski on one ski than on two· 
they did it o convincingly, so often! ' 

We also had one or two attached personnel with tis-notably 
Lieutenants Jack Fiskel (ex-30 Sig Regt), Peter Hallet Sergeant 
Ray Morgan and Signalman 'Taft' Thomas from the Schoci 
of ~i~i_:ials . 'Taft's ' voca~ renderings added to the evening's 
festJv1t1es on many occasions and even got a mention in the 
local paper on the ' Scot's Night' held in Grantown. We all 
left Scotland knowing 'There'll be a welcome in the hillside ' 
and ' Danny Boy ' off by heart! 

Qualifying for the big white boot 
Lieutenant Hilary Owen was the only person to qual.ify tor 

the ' big white boot' having suffered a cracked ankle bone. At 
one stage s~e was rather worr!ed a~out the possibility of having 
to b~ earned to the altar JO this tate for her impending 
mam.age. Our 09ly .other casualty was Staff Sergeant Tait who 
sustaJDed a self-mflicted wound when the tow bar he had just 
rel.eased did a quick boomerang and hit him in the eye. He 
skied for the rest of the time looking rather like a pirate 
complete with patch! ' 

Our first period ended on 26th February and we returned 
to Blandford to prepare for the annual F.F.R. inspection which 
was to take place on 16th March. 

On 17th March our second party departed, and once again 
we. were lucky with the snow conditions and most of us made 
qwte good progress, again under the au pices of the Ski School. 

On this_ occasion we w~re again augmented by small parties 
from 8 Sig Re_gt and Tnals Sqn, School of Signals. Lance
Corporal Laurie Vula was our star from the entertainment 
P?int of view; on the ski slopes his infectious Fijian laugh as he 
disappeared JO a medley of flaying skis and sticks kept the 
morale of the rest of h.is class high and in the evening his 
folk songs and guitar-playing provided a high degree of enjoy
ment for everybody. In general the ski-ing progressed well and 
due to the c:ustom of the ' mad ' (ski-school definition) soldiers 
to try anyth1ng at least once, everyone managed to attain a high 
st~ndard '.1fld ~ventual.ly even the notorious White Lady Ski Run 
faLled to JOsp1re us with the awe that its cowering presence had 
done initially. 

Unfortunately during this period we had our one real accident 
wh~n ~oq~oral . George Higgins broke hs leg in three places 
whilst JO his ski class on one of the major runs. 

News from Squadro~s 

1 Arty Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 

B.F.P.O. 102 

I•ro1notio11 exam organised 

SINCE our last contril_rntion to THE WIRE the Squadron 
has been far from idle. On a cold and wintry day in 

March, on the 29th to be precise, we concentrated all our 
resow:ces. on administering ~ Lieutenant to Captain Promotion 
Exam_mauon. T~e O.C., Ma1or P. R. Davies, was, as on many 
occa~1?ns, we31nng. two hats. As well as being host and 
admimstrator-m-ch1ef he also undertook the job of DS for one 
of the syndicates. The highlight of the day was the excellent 
curry lunch prov!ded _by Captain (Q.M.) 'Mac' McCarthy, 
R.A., Sergeant Mike Pike, AC.C., and supervised in the Mess 
by Sergeant John Cole, R.A 

In Berlin 

April began and ended on a high note for the Squadron. 
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The beginning, which was Easter, found the soccer and ba~ket
ball te~ms in Berlin as guests of 229 Sig Sqn. Immediately 
after this, on 6th April, we were visited by the C.-in-C. B.A.0.R., 
General Sir Peter _Hunt, K.C.B.~ D.S.O., O.B.E. Although the 
weat:J:ier was not 1deal,. the C.-m-C. spent considerable time 
chatting ~o all the soldiers of the Quarter Guard which was. 
once aga!-11, ably comman<;led by Sergeant Eddie Turner, and 
!fle so~d1ers on the vehicle crew parade laid out for his 
inspection. 

A soccer success 
~he following day was the Brigade Inter-Battery Games Day 

which, after the Squadron had painstakingly organised it ran 
with?~t any visible hitch despite the fact that nearly all the 
~dmm1strators were also gladiators representing the Squadron 
in all events as a Brigade sub-unit. AU credit should be given 
to our soccer team, captained by Corporal Dave Thompson 
~ho won the soccc:r ~nal after having played two lots of extr~ 
time and finally wmrung the game on a penalties decision. 

SoDJe swanning 
The second week of the month found us back in. our natural 
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environment, on exerci~e. This one, Exerci e ' Short pear • 
which was the first Brigade CPX of the year, proved to be as 
enjoyable as it was hard and fast moving. 

The third week saw various members of the Squadron going 
off on well-conniveq ' swans,' The econd-in-Command 
Captain Mike Payne, the Q.M., and Signalman Tom Cutte; 
disappeared southwards to try to find, they said, a' ~uitable 
Squadron summer camp site. Sergeant Dennis Usher, with 
entente cordiale in mind, went off to Larzac in France for a 
short stay to carry out a communications recce for the Brigade 
summer camp. 

Finally, the fourth week was devoted to such mundane but 
important matters as kit checks and exchanges, range classifica
tiom, conversion courses, catching up on outstanding sporting 
fixtures, etc. Some soldiers even found time to think about, and 
indeed to enquire about, leave and pay matters-a sure sign 
that it was time we went out on exercise again where such 
worldly and articulate thoughts just normally never occur to 
them. 

Sqmulron beat gronJ• 
The Squadron beat group, which reio1ces in the delightful 

and, albeit, trendy name of Wilt the Stilt, is flourishing well 
under the management of Corporal Ron Nelson. Many were 
the comments on their prowesses from all and sundry and now 
the Brigade Commander, having heard them play, has person
ally ensured that the group has its very own place co practise 
in-some di tance away! 

3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
iB.F.P.O. 801 

HOME, SWEET HOME 
The ladies underwear factory now the home of 3 Brigade Signals 

"1•Hliug in 

D URING February we all aid our fond farewells to Sboe
buryness where we had been so well looked after and 

enjoyed our seaside holiday. Then by cars and trains and ships 
and planes we made our various ways to thi green and pleasant 
land to relieve 5 Bde, besieged in Lurgan. Now spring is here 
and we are well and truly settled and watch over our concrete 
garden with a jaundiced eye. The instant peace we knew would 
settle on this unhappy land on our arrival has so far eluded 
u o we are digging in, rebuilding our knicker factory from the 
inside out. The O.C. lives in Ladies' Underwear according 
to the old office plan. We hope he's comfortable. 

Our factory hon1e 
The D.0.E. and their band of Irish contractor who have 

strikes and breaks and holidays for saints you've never heard 
of, are somehow managing to con truct new office and con
ference rooms, rest rooms and a comcen. Short cuts are barred 
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~Y new walls , t~lephone~ ring in office without doors (no hole 
m. the walls either), w1ndows bang, hammers hammer, drill 
dnll, ~a.ws saw, labourer~ swear and then the lights go out. The 
e!e::tnc1ans are here agam or an officer has his electric blanket 
kettle, television, gramophone, radio and heater on in his roo~ 
while he does a bit of ironing. When the lights go out the 
pumps don't pump the water to the roof, the showers top. 
the lavatories block, the place begins to smell and we know ih 
going to be another good week. The plumber just called the 
Se;:ond-in-Command Corporal. 

\Ve do have somt> pol't 
Meanwhile back on the factory floor among the ' pigs,' petrol 

and holes in the ground, a gymnasium is being built. A verv 
welcome addition when sports fields are 0 difficult to come 
by, though we have had some sporting success. We have beaten 
233 Sig Sqn at basketball 36-24, with Staff Sergeant Dunbar 
le~ding the team. At hockey we beat 233 ig Sqn 2-1, Ban
bndge Road Girls 1--0 and drew with 39 Bde Sig Sqn 1-1. Alas 
a tale of woe, we have lost our football matches-with 8 Bde 
2-3, 13/18 Hussars 1-11 and the U.D.R. 0-7. Signalman Crick 
and Signalman Egan have both played consistently well and 
we hope, with a bit of training, to improve the situation. 

Fi!j)1ing too 
The Fishing Club has got off to a great start-a competition 

was held on 7th May with enthusiasts lining the bank of the 
River Bann as far as the eye could see. F. of S. Jackson settled 
down to a bit of 'cultured ' spinning while Sergeant Hamilton 
tried his special worms. Corporal Smith of the Pioneers won 
the competition easily, though the R.S .M. was convinced he 
would have done .if someone hadn't enlarged the holes in his 
keep net. 

Major Ryding and R.Q.M.S. Waugh slip away to the golf 
course at the finish of work(?) for an a~emoon of relaxation. 
The M .T.O., W.0.2 Walton, got wise to this and insists on 
driving them there, and then waiting for them at the 19th. 

Girls pour in 
We have di cos and dances in the canteen about once a 

week and girls pour in from miles around to savour the 
delights. They have heard the rumours of long-haired soldiers, 
put about to encourage volunteers for Northern Ireland. 
Corporal Brooks and Signalman Warner wear their wigs (to 
encourage the myth) while R.S.M. Thornton has a barber in 
his pay who comes into the factory three times a week (to 
destroy the myth). These discos are a great success, ably 
organi ed by Lance-Corporal Hill of the A.C.C. 'James Bonds ' 
abound, shoulder holsters bulge and people have to leave the 
dance floor to adjust their weapons. 

Sergeants' l\less in11•rovements 
All the more senior contractors seem to be honorary mem

bers of the .Sergeants' Mess so work on the rebuild of their 
bar has gone like greased lightning and a beautiful refurbished 
Mess is emerging. Let's hope that when it's finished they 
won't all sit back with their pints in their hand and forget the 
rest of the factory. 

.\ vet for the pigs "? 
Finally we hear Corporal Quaile of the R.A.V.C. 

in- resumably to look after the 'pigs'! 
po ted 

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS 

New Regulation Pattern with Straps 

Made up as required 

EXPORT 
U.K. inc. P. Tax -

(Postar- btnl 

each 
,, 

80p 
87p 

T. FROST (Saddlers) BAWTRY 
Nr. DONCASTER 
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THE (E tablished over 40 years) CO. 

BEACON GARAGE 
CATTERICK VILLAGE 

AND 

WALKERVILLE 
HILLMAN • HUMBER • CHRYSLER • SUNBEAM 

ROVER • LAND ROVER 
• HOME SALES AND EXPORT • 

ALWA A GOOD SELECTIO 
TANDARD U ED CARS IN A 

RANGE AVAILABLE FOR YOUR 
I SPECTION. 

e INSURANCE FACILITIES 

OF HIGH 
WIDE PRICE 
TRIAL AND 

•FINANCE FROM ONLY 20% DEPOSIT 
e TOP QUALITY REPAIRS AND SERVICING 
e 24-HOUR BREAKDOWN RECOVERY SERVICE 

ight phone Old Catterick 334 or 343) 

Call and see us about your next new or better used car 
at our National Benzole or Shell Petrol Stations next 
Walkerville Hotel or near Catterick Aerodrome Round
about, or phone Old Catterick 334 (village) or Old 

Catterick 524 (Walkerville). 

ROYAL SIGNALS COLOURS 
TIES 

Cr {
£3·75 ested Tankards . . £4·75 Silk £1-50 

Terylene/Crimplene . . £0·85 
Crested Terylene £1·50 

Silk Blazer Badges . . £0·90 
Gold Wire Bla:zer 

Wall Shields 
Crested Cu1f Links . . £4·00 Car Badges 

Badges £3·00 
£2·15 
£2-15 

Items made lo your own design (by quotation) 
U.K. Post Free Overseas Post Ties/Badges lOp 

-

Other items 25p 

17 GABRIELS HILL 
MAIDSTONE 56666/7 
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WINKWORTHS 
MAIN CHRYSLER DEALER 

and 
YOUR EXPORT SPECIALIST 

0 FF ER 

HUNTERS • AVENGERS • RAPIERS 
AND 

e FANTASTIC SAVINGS ON TAX FREE AND TAX 
PAID CARS 

e SELECTIVE LARGE COMPREHENSIVE STOCKS AVAIL· 
ABLE 

e SPECIALIST H.P. TERMS-3 YEARS TO PAY 
e ALL PAPER WORK - DOCUMENTATIONS COM· 

PLETED FOR YOU 
e FREE DELIVERY IN U.K. 
e SPECIAL INSURANCE TERMS AND FACILITIES 
e TRADE-IN SCHEME AGAINST FUTURE PURCHASE 
e STEREO- CAR RADIO SPECIALISTS/DISTRIBUTORS 
e PART EXCHANGE WELCOMED 
e FANTASTIC SPARES-DELIVERY-EXPERT SERVICE 
e SPECIAL DELIVERY RATES TO GERMANY 
e WE CLOSE ONLY ON CHRISTMAS DAY 
e CAR HIRE FACILITIES 

HIRE PURCHASE FACILITIES IF NEEDS BE 

WE SPECIALISE, AIM TO PLcASE & BACK UP 

BRIDGWATER SOMERSET 
Telephone: Bridgwater 3486/7 /8/9 

WHAT CAN YOU OFFER ME? 
I am interested in:-

CAR: .................................................................................................................................... ......... . 

I have ·~0~ trade-In :-

Car ....................................................................... Model ........................................................ .. 

Year ........................................................ ... Condition .......................................................... . 
•Delete whichever is not appllcable 

REQUIRED FOR USE IN: 

Country .................................................................................................................................. .. 

Name ............................................................................................................................................ . 

Rank & No . ........................................................................................................................... .. 

Address ......................................................................................................................................... . 
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7 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 

B.F.P.O. 37 

WE always pride ourselves in 7 Armd Bde on being ready 
for war but the only warlike sound that can be heard 

these days is the slopping of engine oil as we prepare for our 
periodic R.E.M.E. inspection. Contrary to popular belief, the 
sun does shine in Soltau and at least working in the garage 
does not now require arctic warfare clothing. 

The two major events this month deal with personalities. 
The R.S.M.s have handed over/taken over and Corporal Bill 
Burley has been associating with 'High Society.' 

t·arewell to the • King Hnt ' 
The 30th March was a sad day for all members of the 

Sergeants' Mess; it was the dining-out of our 'King Rat' 
R.S.M. Steve Bresloff. Steve and his good lady Maureen were 
dined-out with all the traditional glory, customary of all good 
Sergeants' Messes. The dinner reached its climax with such a 
number of speeches interspersed with the presentation of 
bunches of :flowers and farewell presents, the liberal :flowing 
of wine and general high spirits all round, that it soon became 
apparent that the old ' Rat ' was loathe to pass the gavel to his 
successor; however, he did eventually get it even though it wa 
when checking the property on the following Monday. Finall 
the time came to remove the old ' King Rat '; this was done by 
passing him bodily through the Mess window to join Mrs. 
Bresloff on a beautifully decorated line barrow pulled and 
escorted by a fine body of men, prominent among whom were 
R.S.M. Frank Rogers, S.Q.M.S. Vic Wilkinson, Staff Sergeant 
(Y. of S.) Rayment, Staff Sergeant Sam Wilson, Sergeant Cass 
Pursell, Sergeant Dave Gwinnell, Sergeant Alan Welch, Sergeant 
' Brummy ' Kearns, Sergeant Eric Brown and their ladies. The 
remainder of the party cheered them on their way. 

As one ' King ' is de-throned so another is ready to take the 
chair; in this all Mess members wish to welcome R.S.M. F. D. 
Rogers and his good lady Sue to the Brigade. Long live the new 
'King.' 

THE OLD AND THE NEW 
W.0.1 (R.S.M .} R. S. Bresloff welcoming his successor W .0 . 1.(R.S.M.) 

F. D. Rogers 

b"·esti hare 
Our other notable event was the investiture of Corporal Bill 

Burley, one of our celebrated 'hairies,' with the Britis~ Empire 
Medal. The investiture took place at Bonn by Sir Rog~r 
Jacklin, British Amba ador to the German Federal Republtc. 
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The award was for his services to the Government of Hong 
Kong. During a two-year period 1969 to 1971, he installed 
electric wiring throughout five villages in remote islands sur
rounding Hong Kong. Corporal Burley was accompanied bv 
Corporal Duncan Game at the investiture and by all accounts 
they had an extremely enjoyable time. 

FOR STERLING WORK IN HONG KONG 
Corporal Bill Burley being invested with the B.E.M. by Sir Roger 
Jacklin, The British Ambassador to the German Federal Republic. 
Due to his energy five villages in Hong Kong were wired up for 

electricity 

OVERSEAS 
OPPORTUNITIES 

We are a rapidly expanding firm of Life 
Assurance and Investment Brokers currently 
operating in BAOR, Hong Kong, Cyprus, 
Australia and the U.K. We require indust
rious men of initiative who seek challenging 
and interesting employment. We offer com
prehensive training, high financial rewards 
and good career prospects. Write to:-

The Executive Manager, 

David Harris and Associates, 

Carbon Chambers, 

78 Hallgate, 

DONCASTER, ........ 

Yorkshire. 
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12 Mech Bde H Q and Sig 

Sqn B.F.P .O. 36 

TWO photographs below from the Squadwn. The first 
depict · Sergeant Jim Hodge, B.E.M., being invested with 

the B.E.M., by Sir Roger Jacklin, Briti h Ambas ador to the 
German Federal Republic the investicure took place in Bonn. 
Sergeant Hodge, B.E.M., wa decorated for hi services in com
manding an isolated radio detachment for three month in 

orthe:n Ireland, in 1970 whilst still a corporal. 

HIS COMMAND OF AN ISOLATED RADIO DETACHMENT IN 
ULSTER AS A CORPORAL EARNED HIM THE B.E.M. 

Sergeant Jim Hodge receives his well earned B.E.M. from 
H.E. The British Ambassador to Germany 

Spastic-a well known Squadron personality 

2'42 

The econd photograph a all past and present members 
of the Squadron will recognise is ' Spastic' the 'A' Troop 
ma cot who with regret had to be put away by the vet recendv 
after eating some poi on. ' Spastic' although basically belonging 
to 'A' Troop was looked after by all the Squadron and will 
be missed by everybody. Two of his noticeable entries coming 
to light are his attempt on the Minden to Osnabruck Marche 
and Lhe way he would travel to exercise locations in the Briga
dier's caravan. His replacement 'Mush' has been posted in and 
is under going training but I doubt that he will ever truly 
replace 'Spastic.' 

j 24 Airptbl Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 

Barnard Castle 

oc 
2 i/c 
OC 'A' Troop 
OC 'B' Troop 
QM 
RSM ... 
RQMS 
Y. of S. 
F. of S. 

Change of O.C. 

Major D. G. Mitchell 
Captain R. C. Hood 
Captain M. E. Billett 
Lieutenant M. K. Stretch 
Captain D. F . Rees 
W.0.1 J. Gray 
W.0.2 W . O'Connell 
W.0 .2 J . M. Ferguson 
W.0.2 W. L.Benson 

M AJOR John Taylor handed over comm and of the Squad
ron on Salisbury P lain during Exercise ' Staff Ride 6 ' 

in December and we wish him and his wife Noni well during 
their tour in Colchester. The new 0 .C. was straight away 
plunged (literally) into matters amphibious which culminated 
in Exercise ' Sun Pirate ' during February and March. More 
of th is exercise later. 

!h,ents iu January 
Events in January included a visit by Lieutenant-General 

Sir Frank King, G .O.C.-in-C., Stratco, who amongst 
other things was introduced to the art of waterproofing 
Land Rovers by 'Alpha' Troop and L.A.D. January also saw 
the deparcure of R.S.M. (now Lieutenant) Fred Common, for 
the delights of 7 Sig Regt. During the latter's dining out from 
the Sergeants' Mess a young lady who appeared to be advertis
ing Michelin Tyres joined the O.C. in an old-fashioned waltz! 
(at last the official story). 

The rugby team's run of success sadly came to an abrupt 
end against the Junior Leaders Regt, RA, at Nuneaton (the 
score is unprintable). However, some excuse is to be found 
(according to Staff Sergeant 'Barney ' Hill and Sergeant A. 
Palmer amongst others) in the fact that the game followed 
the dining out referred to in the previous paragraph. 

Exercise • Flying Falcon ' 
In March, we had the opportunity to practice our B.A.O.R. 

role when we joined Exercise ' Flying Falcon ' in Germany. 
Due to other commitments we were able only to take with 
us one third of the Squadron. However, thanks are due 
to 3 Div HQ and Sig Regt and 19 Bde HQ and Sig Sqn for 
the loan of vehicles and equipment which enabled us to provide 
almost full SOP communications. 

Exercise • Sun J•Jrate • 
This was a joint service amphibious exercise in the Caribbean 

involving 24 Airptbl Bde, H.M.S. Fearless and three LSL's 
(H.M.S. Sir Bedivere, Sir T 1istram and Sir Geraint) plus sup
porting elements including naval gunfire support and fighter 
ground attack. Phase one of the exercise consisted of a Brigade 
landing on the I sland of Vieques (co the east o f Puerto Rico). 
Phase two consisted of two separate battalion landings (1 DWR 
and 1 Kings) on the British Virgin Islands. 

The main Squadron commitments were the provision of com
munications on Vieques, and a major part of the enemy force 
for all phases of the exercise. 

This then was the essence of our involvement in Exercise 
' Sun Pirate.' 
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t Bravo ' Troop r ••JtOrt on their rolP as ••n•~my 
Training before the exercise emphasised the ba&ic skill~ 

of infanteers with a strong bent on physical fitness, culminating 
with an exercise in our own sub-zero secondary jungle -
Hamsterly Forest. 

On the Sth February, the enemy force departed from Barnard 
Castle by train to South Cerney stageing the evening prior 
to flying to Roosevelt Roads, Peurto Rico. Having arrived 
we donned OG's, moved across to the Island of Vieques 
to recce. the exercise area prior to the main force due to arrive 
a week later. It was a worthwhile week acclimatising and 
training, giving an American Marine Battalion some realistic 
enemy as they were exercising over the same area. 

We were joined by India Company, an American U.S. Marine 
Corps Company down from Camp Lejeune on a 30 day con
centrated exercise, who provided the other half of the joint 
Anglo-American enemy. After the two-day first phase of the 
exercise on Vieques the British enemy force sailed up co the 
British Virgin Islands on Sir Bedivere to prepare for the second 
phase of jungle operations. 

For this part of the exercise we were split into small 
marauding groups of approximately 15 men and flown into 
small individual islands, to harass the conventional forces 
intending to clear the island chain. Much more freedom was 
given o the enemy section commanders and this coupled with 
the dense undergrowth and steep terrain made it hard work 
for the Dukes and K ings. 

Once this phase was over we returned to Roosevelt Roads 
and awaited flights back to U.K., some returning early to retain 
their sanity others living it up to try and keep theirs. 

39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
Lisburn, N. Ireland 

WELL EARNED AWARD 
The Governor of Northern Ireland, the Lord Grey of Naunton, 
G.C.M.G., K.C.V.O., O.B.E. presenting the B.E.M. to Staff-Sergeant 

(F. of S.) Rainer Friedrich Walter Livesey 

Jt•is all change in Co1nms T1• 

SINCE the large changeover in personalities last month, 
Comm Tp has had even more reason ~o e.xpect the 

cry of ' all change.' The pocketfone era draws rugh and there 
are rumours that Combat Radiomen should now become 
Combat Antenna rigger . Sergeant Friend, newly arrived from 
30 Sig Regt has been detailed by the Tp O.C. to spy on the 
project team to find out if these rumours are true. 

In the area of the more established Brigade communications 
the party line is • consolidation,' though the cynics in the Troop 
still call it • change for the ake of change.' Staff Sergeant Bob 
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Swaine was told to prepare the foundations for a transmitter 
mast on one of the local hills around Belfast (Divis to those 
that know the area!). The Army i sue mast wa not designed 
for long periods on a site like Divis, therefore four large con
crete anchors were required to hold the steel guys of the 
future 30 feet mast. This might seem simple but there is no 
road to the top of the mountain so all materials had to be 
flown into the site. 

Lance-Corporal ' Sandy ' Sanderson found that flying in 
water, sand, cement and gravel was no simple task. However, 
he now knows it all and can even tell you the weight of a con
crete mixer! The remainder of the party Lance-Corporal 
Jetlery, Lance-Corporal Butcher, Signalman ' Mac ' McMahon 
and Signalman ' Buzz ' Busby all reckon they arc experienced 
Irish navvies. However, some say that the work was left 
to an anonymous sapper, while the so-called work party lay 
in the sun and watched for trouble in Belfast a few miles 
away. 

Squadron office 
M eanwhile, in the Squadron office, Corporal Ray Hughes 

is busy moving the desks around (it happens three times 
a week) to suit his documentated mind, whilst Signalman 
Barry Marsh looks on thinking where he is going to sit next. 
Signalman •Taff ' Thomas has a typewriter which persists 
in making mistakes (that's his excuse anyway). Corporal Tony 
Kelly, who has just arrived, spends much of his time hiding 
behind a pile of leave cards, every now and again we hear 
a grunt of satisfaction and out pops a leave pa s already for 
action. ' 

The despatch side of the office is run by Signalman Mick 
Gillan, who has to be goaded into going for the mail, he has 
been known to despatch as much ~s three leters in one day 
while dishing out files without folio numbers. Whilst all thi 
is going on Staff Sergeant ' Slim' Cheetham (affectionately 
known as Chief) holds his head between busy hands and 
disappears into his ' in ' tray which Signalman Gillan efficiently 
files into date order. 

Despite the heavy work load Staff Sergeant Cheetham and 
his team maintain their high morale, and their ability at squa h 
and deserve our thanks for the good service they provide.~ 

... ~ ,,.,,,. _ ......... •· .. ~:"' -:~""~ ... t"~~ .... · }':'t • "' .. .. .,,.#7"> .. 

Sergeants' ~less - farewell to ,,-.0.1 (01.S .~I . ) 
George Aven 

T he Sergeants' Mess has gone from strength to strength 
over the past six months with a total, at present, of 90 mem
bers some 60 of whom are living in. The barracks have an 
app~opriate name of ' Lisburn Holiday Camp ' with the Ser
geants' Mess being hidden by a total of 20 civilian caravans 
which are being used to house our short tour members. 

It would be impossible to list all of our new arrivals and 
departures but the 'highlight ' of the year has been the f~re
well dinner for W.0.1 (R.S.M.) George Aven who has reared 
from the service (not officially until June) after 23} years 
in the Corps. 

PROPERLY SEEN OFF 
W.0.1 (R.S.M.) George Aven has a good send off after being chaired 

out 
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George pre ented the Me with two ilver candlesti ks and 
two ilver chalice · and he was presenred with a decanter set. 
It wa requc ted that the warrant officers went quietly outside 
to pull him out of the barracks on & line vehicle alas, the 
whole mess including wive lined the , oute a George sat on 
a chair strapped to the bonnet of the L :uid Rover. 

The new R.S.M ., W.0.1 (R.SM.) Denis Connell is now 
in the chair and ha a tour of just over two years having arrived 
from B.A. .R. He ha already made hi impact as question 
ma ter of our ' Brains of Lisburn quiz. Notable re u.lts up 
to now have been the defeat of the Officers by the Technicians 
and the Intelligence ection by Comms Tp C. Comms Tp A 
alas uccumbed to the fatal charm (and brains!) of the 
W.R.A.C. We hope to bring you news of the final in next 
monrh' edition. 

227 Sig Sqn. 

B.F.P.O. 18 

EXEllCISE ' LION 72 ' 

.\rduoas und prhniHve conditions! 

A BODY of haggard men who had obviou~ly plumbed the 
depths of human endurance and fortitude recently 

returned from this large-scale staff exercise. 
They report that the terrain with which they had to conrend 

was so rugged and inho pitable that it made the Descartes 
Highlands resemble Hampstead Heath whilst the Darien gap 
was reduced to the proportion of Kew Gardens. The fauna 
encountered was far more deadly than scorpions, snakes or 
giant hornets, their bite was more painful than the Tarantula 
and sapped the very will to live. The predators as ailed them 
from all sides but failed to decimate their numbers. 

Tales of heroi m are legend and acts of self-sacrifice 
commonplace. Sit Titus Oates was emulated nightly as mem
bers strode off bravely, not deigning to involve their comrades 
as they faced the perils of the night. 

Front line troops were brought in from 7 Sig Regt to assist 
in this epic ordeal. Their assistance proved invaluable and 
ensured that our strength was not decimated by an enemy 
po sessing overwhelming superiority in numbers. 

Only a high degree of individual training in personal survival 
enabled all participanrs to overcome the arduous, primitive 
conditions under which they were required to live. Their 
emaciated conditions on return bears eloquent tribute to the 
hardship and privation they had undergone. 

The site of these acts of valour and human endurance, the 
Messe Exhibition Centre in Cologne, and 49 hotels which 
housed 1,700 participants. Exercises are arduous at these 
forward ATO HQs. 

The exercise was in itself an unqualfiied success from the 
staff point of view and they solved many problems during their 
long and complicated paper battle. The lessons learned will 
obviously occupy them for some considerable time. 

l,ighter moments 

In common with all exercises there were lighter moments, 
such as the one Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) Tony Jackson was 
involved in, Tony was sat at the switchboard when a call came 
in; Tony 'Lion One switchboard' young lady caller "I want 
to speak to general." "Which one madam? We have 47 
generals." "Jesus Christ! " "Sorry lady, he's not one of them." 
purin~ the sening up Lanc~-Corporal John Jarwood enter

tamed with a very talented free fall display. 
He positioned himself beautifully, manoeuvred in space with 

dexterity that drew gasps of amazement from the onlookers 
alas! he discovered that there was insufficient height from hi~ 
launch point; a step ladder, to achieve a controlled landing and 
he pranged one wing. 

We were urprised to discover that the Messe hall floor was 
harder than our lineman, John promises to write to his friends 
when he gets his arm out of plaster. 

Another of our linemen, Corporal 'Paddy' McConville has 
made a tentative start on the sport. His wonderful relaxed 
technique bodes well for success, and this proved effective 

in avoiding injury. ' Paddy's ' free falls have so far been con
fined to low altitudes; bar stools, but he hopes to progres 
with practice. 

Soec•f"r-n war ~:1111e? 

In an effort to further harmonious Anglo-German relatton
ships R.S.M. Tom Burke arranged a friendly soccer match 
between the Squadron team and their German counrecpart 
T his exceeded his wildest dreams as each inch of territory 
was hotly contested and a fiercely fought match develope t. 
This almost rivalled the 1939-45 competition when both th 
ball and the referee were forgotten. 

Ten minute from time the honours even, both teams havm 
an equal number of goal and casualties, Lieutenant Stahl; th 
German team captain decided to disengage from the battle 
in order to minimise hi casualties. The game was abandone 
as a draw. 

From comments made I can only assume that any seriou 
match between these two teams would be the prelude to th 
third World War. Lieutenant Stahl is agreeable to friendh 
war games in future, limited to HE small arms and tanks buc 
baulks at participating in all-out mayhem designated as soccer 

The referee Sergeant Dave Clark, one of our tame T.h. 
Technicians admits that he was trained for trouble shooting at 
8 Sig Regt but unfortunately was not loaded for riots. Dave 
suggests that techs trouble shooting should not only be confined 
to T.D.M.S. multi meters and associated equipment, he con 
siders they need a much wider field if they are likely to get 
themselves in these situations. He also found that the EMERS 
did not help, as he missed most of the symptoms whilst he 
was looking for the page. 

In view of N.A.T.0.'s manpower problems, we are expecting 
CI CENT to ban these blood sports in the near future. 

Lust luugh 
Sergeant Ken Moxon has recently proved the proverb " He 

who laughs last, suffers from a surfeit of aqua." Almost before 
the squadron had stopped laughing about his posting to Malta 
being cancelled, a new R.O.P.O. arrived posting him to 27 Sig 
Regt. Ken is now well advanced with his plans to sell the 
water in which Q.E.l sank to American tourists. Friends should 
send Ken suitable small bottles to enable him to get his new 
business off the ground without delay. 

Unsettle111e11t coarse 
Corporal ' Paddy ' McConville recently caused consternation 

when he announ:ed that he wanted a resettlement course on 
demolitions. Lieutenant ' Paddy ' Henry was perturbed that a 
native of the Ardoyne was thinking along these lines. He was 
reassured when 'Paddy ' admitted he was joking. However, on 
finding that 'Paddy ' wants a security job in London on retire
ment, he is even more confused. 

Arrh•:tls u1ul de1u1rt11res 
The Squadron welcomes Sergeants Cannon, Reese and Evans 

and Lance-Corporal Hooper. We also say farewell to Staff 
Sergeant (Y. of S.) Jackson, Sergeant Clark, Corporals Turner, 
Hughes, Morley and Murray and Signalmen Lyons and Parry ; 
we wish them all every success in their new units. 

' Skill at Arms 

233 Sig Sqn, Lisburn 
N. Ireland 

T HE past month has been a particularly busy period for us 
all. We have spenr considerable time on the Ranges 

carrying out the annual classification training. Prior to this we 
had entered a Squadron team in the Northern Ireland Skill at 
Arms meeeting. 

In fact all units were ordered to enter, the reasons being 
obvious to all who are familiar with the situation here. Despite 
practice limitations the team did extremely well. In the SMG 
match we finished 11th our of 48 entries and achieved the 
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~econd best placing for a minor unit. We were the best Royal 
Signals unit entered! Who said we were a ' static outfit '? In 
the Team T itles match we were knocked out by the crack 
1 RGJ ' A' team but only by one tile, in a time of 35 seconds. 

. p c•r t 
The Squadron six-a-side soccer and hockey competitions 

have drawn to a close with Comms Tp ' A ' winning both 
tankards. A mention must be made of the ' old men ' of S.H.Q. 
who were runners-up in both leagues. The standard of play 
was not particularly high but the aim of getting everyone ' off 
their beds' for a half-hour or so was achieved. To fit some 
matches into a tight working schedule, they were even played 
at 9.30 on Sunday mornings! 

l,au~bter at work 
Staff Sergeant Jack Hall was moving out of his quarter on 

posting to 13 Sig Regt and .arrange~ w.ith the M .T . S~rgeanr 
to pick up some old boxes with rubbish m for eventual disposal 
by the camp refuse collectors. The M.T. staff in their. usual 
efficient manner collected the boxes and left them m tl:e 
Squadron refuse site. Unknown to all (at this stage) one box 
contained real M.F.0. articles such as a radio, vacuum cleaner, 
etc. Within minutes of drop off the ' Steptoe juniors ' of Tech 
T p had descended, thieved and dispersed gloating over their 
success at the expense of ' father Harold.' 

However, the T.O.T. had the last laugh as the red-faced 
M.T. Sergeant came to explain and retrieve the articles. 

Departures 
Staff Sergeant Hall, Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Jones, Sergeant 

Weatherall, Corporal Bullen, Corporal Burgess, Corporal Hay
cock, Lance-Corporal Fraser, Lance-Corporal Grant, Lance
Corporal Rounds. 

Our thanks to you all for good service given and our best 
wishes to you and your families in the future. 

Arrivals 
Statl Sergeant Mays, Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Smith, 

Sergeant Hambleton, Sergeant Page, Corporal Morgan, Lance
Corporal Broadfield, Lance-Corporal Palmer, Lance-Corporal 
Shearsby, Signalman Clark, Signalman Dillon, Signalman 
Mitchell, Signalman Wal:er, Signalman Whale. 

Ill . 
. 

244 Sig Sqn. R.A.F. Benson 

Cy1•rus \Vulkabout 

P ERSONNEL of units involved in Cyprus Walkabout 1972 
will probably be surprised to read that .2~ Sig Sqn 

participated in this event. Undaunted by the reiecuon of the 
Squadron application to enter the Squadron C~mmande~ pr~
vailed upon old friends. A signal to Royal S1gn~s uruts m 
Cyprus brought an immediate respo!l e fro.m 262 Sig Sqn a~d 
244 walkers, in the persons of Ma;or P~I Spoo!ler, Captain 
Graeme Halliburton and Lance-Corporal Billy Brames were on 
their way to the hills. 

For readers who are unfamiliar with Cypru Walkabout the 
scene must be set. This two-day major orienteering competition 
involves visiting 12 check points wh.ile travelling . ab?ut 70 
miles. The actual distance travelled 1s of course m inverse 
proportion to one's map-reading ability. '.!'he first ~d. last check 
poinrs are on the coast. The check pomt to be ".l Jt~d at the 
end of the first day is at Troodos Leave Centre which is 6,000ft. 
above sea level. 

This year only 17 of the original eighty teams competing 
completed the course. 244 and 262 combined to form two 
teams and finished sevenrh and eleventh overall and first and 
second of the Royal Signals reams ent~red. . 

While wishing to take this opporturuty to. thank 262 Sig Sq? 
for enabling us to compete we also warn the~ to look to their 
laurels next year when we intend to enter an mdependent team. 
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The 'Garrard Trophy' presented by 
The Crown Jewellers 

The Pacemakers 
Settin<> the pace in the ?O's are Major John Hemsley, L.l., 
and WO/ l Frnnk Webber, R.E.M.E., repres~nti.ng the 
British Armv winners of the Forces Team Prize m the 1971 
RAC Rally. Their reward? A splendid trophy desi~ned ?Y 
Alex Styles of Garrard . It is in rough-textured sterling silver; 
the design suggests the tracks of vehicles across rough 
country, the tracks of the leading vehicle being picked out in 
gold. )'eople who win are above a,·erage. They deserve 
trophies to match. For over 200 years G~rrard. have been 
supplying ci,·ilian snd military presentation pieces outstand

ing in design and crafts-
• manship. Join the pace

makers by asking Garrard 
to produce your next 
trophy. Designs and 
estimates are submitted 
without charge. Please ask 
for Mr. Hounsell. 

GARRARD 
The Crown ewellers 

112 Regent Street London \VIA 2JJ Tel: 01-734 7020 
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259 Sig Sqn, B.F.P.O. 53 

SCrike · 

THIS month our main theme would aprear to be trikes. 
Those reader serving in U.K at present will be 

sympathetic no doubt when they hear that we are in the middl_e 
of a general bank strike in Cypru . This i not as bad as 1l 
might appear, however for the NAAFis have also gone on 
strike in th last few weeks; so there is no longer anywhere 
to pend the money tha~ we are unable to draw out! .The _big 
trike however, was neither bank nor NAAFI, but hghtmng. 

Our ~dio relay terminal at Troodos was struck during a storm. 
The station i 6,000ft. up with an additional 120ft. of antenna 
tower on top. Corporal Wilkins who was on duty escaped 
un cathed. Unfortunately the ame cannot be said for the 
terminal. 

~ t·~·etnners 

Since our la t notes we have welcomed several newcomers 
to the Squadron. Among t these was W.0.1 (S.SM.) Davis. 
He has been asked to leave Malta by Dr. Mintoff. However, 
we are plea ed to welcome him, as we are al_ o. plea~ed to wel
come Lieutenant W. Coxon the new Admm1strat1ve Officer. 

Captain A. Burns, the previous incumbent now retires to the 
Q.M.'~ office to count socks. 

Tht• Sq1uulro11 ' itnom., ' 
Those of you who scour the pages of your WIRE every month 

for 259 Sig qn notes (I know there are many) will be aware 
that our Squadron Commander is new. He considered that it 
would be ' a good thing' if everyone knew who he was and 
accordingly sent all radio relay terminals a signal on the 
squadron teleprinter net. Regrettably in tead of the name of 
the quadron Commander all were duly informed that the 
"Gnome of the Squadron was Major P. Valder, Royal Signal ." 
In order to correct this misgnomer the Chief Clerk has found 
it necessary to amend the gnominal role. W e trust that goo 
more imilar mistakes occur. 

Hns kt•Cbnll 
The Squadron basketball team has recently been very suc

cessful on the island. Both the Western S.B.A. knock-out com
petition and the Cypru Minor Units Championships were lost 
in the final. The former game was lost only after extra time 
and the latter by one point. As some measure of compensation 
for this double disappointment two members of the team, 
W.0.2 Davis and Sergeant Back, have been selected for the 
Army (Cyprus) team. 

THE VOLUNTEERS 

31 Sig Regt (V) Hammersmith 

SINCE the last WIRE notes submitted by this Regiment we 
have successfully survived the traditional round of 

Christmas festivities and embarked on a fresh year's training. 
On the last weekend in March we held a Regimental exercise 
in preparation for the 11 Sig Gp Exercise 'Shot One' at the 
end of April. A separate ' Group ' article will record our part 
in this event. A number of other events are recorded below. 

De,·izes to W'estminster Canoe Race 1972 
For the third year running, the Regiment provided HF radio 

communications for the Devizes to Westminster Canoe Race, 
from Good Friday to Easter Monday. Race data, in the form 
of times for each crew at various che::k points along the course, 
was passed to Sector Information Centres at Newbury, Marlow 
and Teddington over Army and Sea Cadet radio nets. 'J ' 
(Radio) TP of 41 (Princess Louise's Kensington) Sig Sqn then 
provided communications between these centres, the start point 
at Devizes and the finish point at Westminster. Thus, start 
times and progress reports for each crew were available to 
officials and support crews at all the Sector Information Centres 
and the Main Information Centre at Westminster. 

During Maundy Thursday Dll detachments moved out from 
the Training Centre at Coulsdon and deployed to Devizes, 
Newbury, Marlow and Westminster, ready for the start of the 
race at 08.00 hours on Good Friday. 

The Devizes detachment was run by the 'Regulars,' in the 
shape of Sergeant Miles, who arrived in the New Year to 
replace Sergeant Jenner-now with 30 Sig Regr-as Radio 
P .S.I., and Sergeant Selkirk from TM Tp, who has been with 
the Regiment for five years and must surely be due for a 
post; g, although his expert knowledge of the Dll will be 
greatly missed when he does go. This detachment closed down 
on Saturday morning, after the last canoe had set out on the 
125 miles of canal and river to Westminster, and moved to 
Teddington Lock. Sergeant Wall and Corporal Kell ran the 
Newbury detachmem, where they set up their many home 
comforts, including a TV and a gas oven for the ' Sunday 
roast,' in a hut belonging to the Newbury Canoe Club. At 
Marlow Corporal Lee's detachment was established in a field 
near Marlow Bridge. Here Radio Troop demonstrated its 
versatility by laying a half-mile of line for a telephone link 
between the Information Caravan and Marlow Lock. It was 
at Marlow that the only technical problem occurred when it 
was di covered that transmissions were breaking into the sound 
amplification system in a nearby church, causing the Rector 
some unfortunate embarrassment during his sermon, but this 
was solved by reducing output during services. Finally the 

control station at Westminster was located on the South Bank 
next to County Hall, and this end was run by Sergeant Clements, 
who wa recently promoted to fill a vacancy caused by the 
return of Sergeant Stewart to 'civvy street,' with technical 
cover from Corporal Bleasdale, another Regular from TM Tp. 
Also on this site was an office truck provided by 'K' (Comcen) 
Tp from the Hammersmith end of 41 (PLK) Sqn, and member 
of 83 (London) Sig Sqn took the opportunity to try out their 
new recruiting stand on unsuspecting passers-by. A good feature 
of this exercise was the large volume of ' live ' traffic, which 
kept the operators busy, and the ample opportunity during the 
four days for trainee operators to perform. In all this was a 
highly successful exercise and provided excellent training for 
annual camp in N.W. Europe. 

Fifth amLiversnry ball 
The Regimental Sergeants' Mess held a Fifth Anniversary 

Dinner and Dance on 15th April in the Drill Hall at Hammer
smith to celebrate the formation of the Regiment on 1st April 
1967. 

The distinguished guests were the Group Commander, 
Brigadier T. G. H. Jackson, O.B.E., the Deputy Group Com
.mander, Colonel W. N. Lang, E.R.D., and our Honorary 
Colonel, Colonel B. R. Wood, O.B.E., T.D., D.L., and the 
Commanding Officer Lieutenant-Colonel D . A. B. Crawford, 
E.R.D., Royal Signals (V). 

The evening commenced at 20.00 hours when all the 
assembled guests and their ladies, Mess members and ladies, 
sat down to a five-course dinner, a grand total of 153 in all. 

Came the pon and the R.S.M. opened the batting with a 
fine and direct speech. This was replied to by the Brigadier 
on behalf of the guests. The Commanding Officer then com
pleted the innings with an intelligent, witty and full of repartee 
speech. All the ladies then proceeded upstairs to enable the 
fatigue party, ably led by the P .M.C. W.0.2 Bill Rumsey and 
the P.E.C. Staff Sergeant 'Mac' McNulty and the committee, 
to cle11r away the tables and dining chairs, Jock up the silver 
and transform the appropriate space into a ballroom. This was 
carried out with great gusto and in no time at all the seven
piece band were in operation and numerous couples appeared, 
as if by magic, to start the evening's dancing. 

The evening was a tremendous success and everyone enjoyed 
themselves to the full, especially our three guests from SHAPE 
Headqu11rrers whose remarks were " Got in himmel, swell and 
gee baby!' plus other descriptive phrases too numerous to 
mention. In the early morning a game of murder ball was held 
between the Stalwarts of the Mess, led by our old faithful, the 
R.S.M., and the bar staff who had worked hard all evening and 
late morning; needless to say the Stalwarts were defeated by a 
narrow margin of one try, even if they did suffer from splinters 
and torn clothing. 
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Came the dawn and the Committee and their willing band 
of helpers came to refurbish the drill hall back to some sort of 
order plus medical attention for a few, Alka Seltzers and black 
coffee for the remainder. It was reported on Sunday that a well
known traveller on the 00.50 hours train from Euston descended 
on British Rail complete with Mess kit, medals and spurs! 

" NOW DOWN THERE ... " 
Captain M. G. Vokes briefs Lance-Corporal Christine Burton and 

Private Janet Warburton on a regimental exercise 

-PROSIT! 
Hauptfeldwebel Konrad Muller 'christens' the Boot he had just 
presented to the Regimental Sergeants' Mess watched by (left to 
right) : Staff-Sergeant Vic Wrate, Staff-Sergeant Mac McNulty, 
S.S.M. Bill Rumsey, Sergeant Ron Dart and W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Brian 

Fisher 

Arrivab nnd de1u1rCuros 
t•er1na11e11t Stoff dt•partnres 

Farewell to departed members Sergeant Brian Jenner, 
Sergeant John Chapman, Sergeant Colin Mason, Corporal 
Eddie Alibocus and Corporal Bob Blackbum. 

Arrivals welcome Staff Sergeant Jim Mellett, Sergeant Bill 
Miles, Sergeant Bob White and Lance-Corporal Dave Stait. 
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32 Sig Regt {V), Glasgow 

rr HE writing of THI! WIRE! notes for the Regiment now give 
representatives of various ranks an opportunity to ~how 

their talents, literary or otherwise. Thi month's article is the 
work(?) of W.0.1 (R.S.M.) P. A. Dean, a sassenach no less. 

March/ April saw the pace begin to hot up in preparation for 
our annual F.F.R. Inspection with the usual problems, which. 
although no one really knows how, are eventually o. ercome. 

('arrie r pigeons ? 
Came the day, 28th April, and our Group Commander 

Brigadier Clinch, with the B.M., Major H. R. Williams, were 
met at Aberdeen by the Commanding Officer Lieutenant-Colonel 
R. Goodwin-Jones, and off on what for them must have been 
a pretty exhausting three-day tour of Scotland and orthem 
Ireland. At the time of writing the F.F.R. report is not in, but 
we are keeping our fingers crossed that the Brigade Commander 
was suitably impressed; although it is reported that the Brigadier 
was overheard to say to one Squadron Commander, "Have 
you tried carrier pigeons?" 

Anmsi11g incidents 
Some of the more amusing incidents that I can recall and 

some of the personalities involved. The sight of our M.T.O. 
W.0.1 'Nobby' Clarke in the middle of the square attempting 
to despatch volunteer soldiers in their various packets to the 
exercise area was a sight to behold, and he being a sassenach 
as well? Ha\e you ever tried to understand a Glaswegian in full 
cry. 

An Aberdonian, at one of our sites on being approached by 
four officers on inspection dressed in the most unusual ' hu h 
hush' garb, i.e. civilian jacket, woolly pully, combat slacks, boots 
and puttees, was overheard to say," I always knew officers were 
eccentric." Only he used a less sophisticated word than eccentric! 

On visiting the transmitter site one was greeted by a jovial 
Sergeant Bill Dick and if anyone had less right to be jovial than 
he, on his location, considering what the weather was doing to 
his comms-signalling and comms-Long John, I have yet to 
meet him, whose offer of a visit to the Troop Mess tent for tea 
was gladly accepted. Have you ever drunk tea knee-deep in 
mud? 

Farewell 
We say farewell to our Q.M., Captain Peter McNaughton, 

who leaves us on posting to 1 Div Sig Regt. He will be missed 
by the many friend made during his tour with us. We wish 
him and his family good luck in Germany. 

'ft'.,Jeo01e 
We welcome Captain (Q.M.) Bill Barnes (another d ... d 

sassenach, Adjutant's note) and hope his stay will be a happy 
one although having come from a rest camp in Cyprus, I 
doubt it. Also welcome to Staff Sergeant Tom Dolan who has 
joined us for hi la t six months from 21 Sig Regr. 

Pt>rso1utlity 

Admin. Officer 

S.Q.M.S . ... 
Tech. P.S.I. 
Op. P.S.I. 

Parade 
Sl (H) Sig Sqn (V), Aberdeen 

Captain Bill Tyers-Yes you re 
is that Bill Tyers. 

Staff Sergeant Roger French 
Sergeant Bob McArthur 
Sergeant Dave Kendall 

33 Sig Regt :(V), Huyton 
Annual eanap 

right, it 

1972 is our Regimental Continental Camp Year. June will 
find u in Belgium exercising with the mobile Communications 
Centre of H.Q. AFCENT. Our base camp will be at Olen 
near Antwerp and not far from H.Q_ British Force Antwerp. 
Exercise will take place in the area of the Dutch/Belgian and 
German borders. Though our communication will spread over 
three countrie our main commitments will be in Belgium. 

ExerciSPS 
Regimental exercise have started earlier thi year due main!~ 

to annual camp and our participation in an ambitiou weekend 
communications exerci e planned by our Group H .Q. - 11 
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1g Gp . Communication· will pread from Bulford to 
Pre ·ton. The L anca hire and Che hire police have shown 
intere t in the exercise and plar, to take part during the Sunday 
mommg just to prove our ah''ity to 'interface' our different 
commumcation · '· tern . 

Offit><'r mtn·en1e11•s 
Major Pat Jolliffe has joined, or rather rejoined, the Regi

ment from 37 Sig Regt (V) and is to take command of 42 
quadron in Manchester. Major _Peter Brown curre~tly co~

manding 42 will become Sccond-m-Comm~nd. Captams Mike 
Smith and John Alletson have left the Regiment on transfer to 
RARO. New and younger arrivals include Lieutenant ~e 
Bishop and Second-Lieutenant Kate Edwards (W.R.A.C.) with 
59 Sqn and newly commi sioned Second-Lieutenant ' Andy ' 
Williams with 0 Sqn. Lieutenant Martin Lewis, R.E.M.E., 
having only been with us for a few month leaves us most 
regrecrably, later this year to join the Regular Army. Second
Lleutenant Chris P ickering now with 42 joined u from Oxford 
University O.T.C. 

l\-.O.is nud Sergeants 
Newly promoted W.0 .2 (R.Q.M .S.) Burton B.E.M., has left 

the technical world for the more involved environment of ' Q 
T p ; Staff Sergeant White is now Troop Staff Sergeant of E2 
T p (Engineering and Line). Staff Sergeant Hinds has recently 
passed his Tech TE T l Courses and has his sight set on the 
F. of S. Roll. M .P.C. Training has been particular! ' well 
attended with many very commendable re ults. R .S.M. Mercer, 
still driving the permanent staff on fimess training on Wednes
day afternoons leaves us soon on retirement. As the Senior 
R.S.M. in the Corps we will have more to say about him in 
our ne:>."t notes. Sergeant Gouldson, currently Royal Signals, is 
u ansferring back to his old Corps A.P.T.C. in which he 
served as a regular sergeant instructor. On transfer he will be, 
so we claim, the only A.P.T.C. S.N.C.O. capable of operating 
a TIOO at speeds that are seldom maintained by a Class I Data 
T g. 

T ra ining 
Due to the encouragement and guidance of Sergeant 

Gouldson we now have four qualified assistant P.T. instructors, 
Corpora'.s Crompton, WiJiams, Row and and Wall, who recently 
qualified on a spe::ial T .A. V.R. Course at Northern Command. 
Lieutenant Liz Berry, motivated as a result of her successful 
completion of a M . o: I. Course at Beaconsfield, is currently 
running a succe sful series of recruit M. of I. Courses which 
haYe been well attended by volunteer instructors and potential 
instructors. Recruit and M.P.C.-soon to be detachment com
mander cour es-are run by R.S.M. Mercer and his enthusiastic 
band of instructors from our newly formed defence troop. 

M. of I. COURSE-T.A.V.R. INSTRUCTO RS 
Left to right : Staff-Sergeant (Y. of S.) Moat, Sergeant Mu llen (P.S.1.), 
Corporal Edwards, Sergeant Goble, Lance-Corporal O'Brien, 
Sergeant Southern, Corporal Fahey, Lieutenant Ber ry, Sergeant 

Walker (P.S.I.) 
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34 Sig Regt .(V) 
Teesside, West Riding, 

~~ Darlington, Gateshead and Hull 

l~r••P-fnll 1•arachuH11.g 

F OUR members of the Regiment, Signalmen Bill Edward 
and David Reece and W.R.A.C. Privates Carol Fenwick 

and Christine Boast, encouraged and assisted by their Troop 
Commander Captain Bill Davies have started free-fall parachute 
u aining as light relief from erious trade uaining. They are all 
in 745 Tp based at Hull and are training at Bridlington at 
weekend . Initially they were taught parachuting techniques, 
emergency drills aircraft drills and parachute landing pro
cedure . Weather conditions were ideal towards the end of their 
first day and so it was decided to give them their first jump 
immediately. All ' exited ' well and Carol Fenwick's first landing 
was spectacular as, having avoided either fortuitously or by 
design a wet ploughed field she landed feet first on a thorn 
hedge and dived, gracefully enough in the circumstances, nose 
fir t into the mud. 

The in trucrors were pleased with their efforts, and Bitt 
Davies, who is an experienced parachutist, says he was most 
impressed-climbing out onto the wheel of a light aircraft at 
2,400 feet and clutching the wing strut in the face of the slip
stream before pushing off into space is no light undertaking 
for those who have little or no experience of flying. Their 
second jumps were undertaken on the following day with 
improved exits and handling techniques. 

David Reece had one of those richly emotional experiences 
which edify our dreary lives. Being the last to jump entails a 
delicate maneouvre in a confined space to reach the door and 
in doing this Reece's pilot 'chute became detached and so he 
was unceremoniously hauled back into the cabin by the jump 
master. The necessary repacking meant that his jump was 
delayed somewhat. Meanwhile, on the ground, his three com
panions already, after two jumps, heavy with expertise, were 
commenting on his apparent refusal to jump and experien-:ing 
all kinds of vicarious thrills. Reece successfully completed his 
jump, after repacking was completed and checked, and has now 

ENTHUSIASM 
Left to right : Captain Bill Davies, Signalman Bill Edwards, Private 
Carol Fenwick, Private Christine Boast, Signalman David Reece, 
all of 742 Troop of 34th (N) Signal Regiment (V) being briefed prior 

to free-fa ll parachute training 

worked the incident up into one of the great conversational 
gambits of the century. 

It is expected that they will start free-fall jumps of a few 
seconds after about three weekends and then build up to much 
longer ' sky-dives.' Captain Davies free-fall on this occasion 
was timed at 2rnin. 30sec. 
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P rPS4'ntatlon of J ,ertl L leut"nnnt' s f'.-rtlJlt•n w s 
This Regiment was the host Unit to Volunteers who were 

to be presented with Lord Lieutenant's Certificates for Joyal 
and efficient service by H er Majesty's Lieutenant for the North 
Riding of Yorkshire, Colonel the Marquis of Normanby. Among 
the Volunteers being awarded certificates were four members 
of the Regiment, Sergeant 0. Addison, W.R.A.C., Sergeant J. 
G. Braven, Royal Signals, Corporal K. Johnson, Royal Signals, 
and Private S. C. Allen, W.R.A.C. We congratulate them all on 
obtaining this award. After the ceremony the Regiment enter
tained the recipients and their guests to refreshments in the 
funior Ranks' Club. 

CHEERFUL INTERLUDE 
The Marquis of Norman by sharing a joke with Major R. W. Fawcett 
and Sergeant 0 . Add ison after the ceremony at which he presented 

his certificates 

Training w<'ekend at Scarborough 
The Regiment spent the weekend 15th/ 16th/17th April at 

Humiston Barracks, Scarborough. This weekend was the climax 
of a series of T rade Training weekends when the moment of 
truth came to our potential tradesman when they were con
fronted with their trade tests. Results were promising and we 
intend to follow up with further intensive trade training at 
Camp followed by more trade boards. 

nmng" of Training lUajor 
The month of April has brought changes in our Permanent 

taff and we have said goodbye to Major Brian Gallagher who 
is the second T raining Major in succession to leave us for 
' civvy treet. We wish him and Mrs. Gallagher every success 
in civilian life and welcome his successor Major John Mills and 
his wife to the fold and hope that they will not find the change 
from the unshine of Malta to the smog of Tee side too difficult. 

I 00 1u•r eent recruite•I 
We are now able to assess the results of our ovm recent 

recruiting campaign and are happy to announce that this was 
an unqualified success and that the Regiment is now 100 per 
cent recruited. We do not however intend to stop there but to 
over-recruit and improve in quality by being even more selective 
than we are at pre ent. 

Cnmp 
Camp this year is at Proteus Camp, Ollerton, near Sherwood 

Forest, from 17th June to 1st July, and to our dismay we find 
that it is nearly upon us and we are involved in the hurly-~urly 
of pre-<:amp preparation , the most important of whic1:1 wiµ be 
a warming-up exercise, Exercise ' Shakedown I ,' which is to 
take place this month. 
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38 Sig Regt .(V) Sheffield 

Skl- ing E i•edition 1072 

rnHE coach moved off from heffield and at last, after month' 
I of eager anticipation, we were on our way to the ki 

lopes at Aviemore in Scotland for the weekend. 
This particular Friday morning in April was overcast but our 

spirits were high. We intended to learn how to ski and enjov 
ourselves whilst learning. 

The expedition leader- Major Peter Revill- gave u~ a fi nal 
briefing in the coach and reminded us again of the points we 
needed to remember. It was obviously going to be hard but 
enjoyable work and the dark hints given about 'aprcs ski' made 
the pulse quicken. 

We were given accommodation in the Army Ski School at 
Kingussie-some ten miles from Aviemore-and the School 
proved to be very comfortable indeed. I t even had its own 
television room which, needless to say, was never used. 

We drew our equipment from the Rothiemurchus Centre 
and on Saturday morning found ourselves in a ski lift moving 
rapidly towards the top of the Caimgorms. Dangling some SO 
feet above the snow my companion pointed to the notice on 
the front of the chair, ' Do not attempt to leave the chairlift.' 
A sickly grin was the only response he received. 

.Ju t begin11i11~ to u n d"rst.iand 
T he inst ructors L/Sergeant Eddie Humphreys and Sergeant 

Ray Johnston, both Guardsmen, were very patient with us and 
thanks to them, after a comparatively short time, we found our
selves beginning to understand the mysteries of ' traversing ' 
and the intractable problems of the ' snowplough.' Although it 
was indeed very hard work we were all soon glowing with the 
effort needed and we found the experience very exhilarating 
and highly amusing. 

In a weekend of acrobatic feats the outstanding one was, 
without doubt, that of 15 stone Sergeant T ony Wilson whose 
sideways somersault was carried out at a speed which brought 
murmurs of appreciation from all who saw it, civilian and 
Volunteer alike. A suitable presentation is to be made later in 
the year. 

Lance-Corporal ' Cass ' Lett (W .R.A.C.) will henceforth be 
known as ' The Bomber' due to her occasional uncontrolled 
and terrifying downward swoops which scattered the skiers on 
the previously orderly slopes. 

We soon learned that any tumble experienced by Irish born 
Staff Sergeant Bill Evans brought forth a flow of Gaelic about 
which we could only wonder. 

The apres ski turned out to be almost as strenuous as the 
ski-ing itself. The ' quiet little place round the comer ' pre
viously recommended by Major Revill, proved to be a ski hotel 
occupied, with others, by the Glasgow Ski Club. We were 
immediately involved in the boisterou Scottish Reels and fully 
appreciated the natural warmth and friendliness of the Scots. 

The following day more progress was made in our ki-ing 
activities and we found ourselves moving around with more 
confidence, but time passed all too quickly. Almo t before we 
realised it we were back in the coach heading for Shefrleld. 
The conver ation now was of ski-ing technique-or lack of it
and a firm resolve was made to return next year determined 
to conquer. 

o,·e rhenrtl i n f h t• lol howt•r s 
"We have arranged to meet on the slopes tomorrow morning." 
"But you can't stop. How are you going to speak to her?" 
" In passing. ' 
"When I took my ski boots off I floated up to the ceiling." 
" I today discovered that kis slide backward a rapidly a 

they do forward ." 

-· The WIRE 
Without it-
y ou' re not With it! 
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Is this you? 
You may be leaving the British 

Army - or have left in the last twelve 
months. You'll have achieved N.C.O. 
or Warrant Officer rank. You'll have 
status and pay which you wish to 
retain - and improve on. You'll be 
under 42 and may be married with a 
family. Certainly you'll be looking 
for a new career that will make the 
most of your experience and offer 
plenty of scope. 

This is us! 
The Australian Army has many 

vacancies in specific trades. We offer 
you a career in the country of 
sunshine and opportunity. You will 
almost certainly keep your rank and 
pay, and by signing on in Britain 
with rank, receive pay from the day 
you enlist and you and your family 
travel to Australia free. The 
minimum engagement is for six years. 
All service qualifies for a pension or 
gratuity, and your British Army 
service will count toward points for 
married quarters allocation, should 
you enlist within twelve months of 
your British Army discharge. 

Don't leave it any longer! 
Is your trade included in those 

listed? If so, this could be the chance 
you and your family are looking for. 

Come and talk things over with the 
Australian Army Staff in London - or 
post the the coupon for all the facts. 

Royal Australian Artillery 
l. Physical Training Instructor

Sergeants 
Royal Australian Survey Corps 
1. Survey Photo Technician -

Sergeants 
2. Topographic Surveyor- Warrant 

Officers Class 2/Sergeants 
Royal Australian Signals 
1. Regimental Duty NCO-Sergeants 

and Corporals 
2. Clerk R. Sigs.-Sergeants and 

Corporals 
3. Radio Operator/Telegraph 

Operator-Sergeants/Corporals 
4. Clerk Technical R. Sigs.

Corporals 
5. Foremen of Signals-Warrant 

Officers Class 2 
6. Terminal Equipment Technician -

Sergeants and Corporals 
Royal Australian Army Service Corps 
l. Clerk G.D. - Sergeants 
2. Clerk RAPC-Sergeants 

Come as 
youare-

to Australia 
If you're thinking about emigrating 

and you've acquired any of the 
specialist skills and ranks detailed 

above, you may be eligible for 
enlistment in the Australian Ar.my. 
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Royal Australian Army Medical Corps 
1. Hygiene Assistant Class 1-

Sergeants 
2. Hygiene Assistant Class 2-

Corporals 
3. Clerk Medical - Sergeants/ 

Corporals 
4. Radiographer Class 1-Sergeants 
5. Laboratory Technician Class 1-

Staff Sergeants 
Royal Australian Ordnance Corps 
l. Work Study Operator- Warrant 

Officers Class 2 
Royal Australian Electrical and 
Mechanical Engineers 
l. Artificer Radar-Warrant 

I Officers Class 1and2 
2. Artificer Telecommunications

Staff Sergeants 
3. Artificer Vehicle- Wan-ant 

Officers Class 2, Staff Sergeants 
4. Fitter Armament, Fitter and 

Turner Gun-Sergeants 
Royal Australian Army Provost 
1. R.M.P. Provost .C.0. -Corporals 
2. M.P.S.C. Instructor-Corporals 
Australian Army Band Corps 
1. Musician or Bandsman-vacancies 
exist in the rank of Private for 
musicians specialised in th~ following 
instruments. 

Flute French Horn 
Oboe Cornet 
Clarinet (B Flat) Euphonium 
Saxophone Trombone 
Bass Percussion 

Australian Services Canteen 
Organisation 
l. Attendant canteen, or issuing 

point- Corporals 
2. Manager canteen or issuing point

Sergeants 

,.---------.., 
I Please send details of careers iii the I 

A1'8traliaii Army. 

I Name •. _ __ ------- _ __ __ I 
I ~~~~ -·-·~-===~I I ·- --·- ----~I 
I Q 
I :g~-- ~~-Ma;ried/Single I 

~ ~ ~~a~orps '1 
Anticipated Discharge Dntc 

To:C:apt. J . Gresty, 
Australian Army Staff, 
2nd Fir., Australia House, 
Strand, London, W.C.2. 
Tel : 01 ·836 2435 Ext. 356 

I 
I 
I 
I 

.... :...m ____ __J 
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Sport ---
lleporf on Hoyal , ' ignals f'anoe Clrlb 

Corps Canoeists in the forefront of the 
Canoeing Worltl 

By Lieutenant R. G. Drake 

'J1HE canoeing ~asol? is now well under .way .and the Corps' 
team is makmg its presence felt agam this year. Lance

Corporals Mick Pawlow and Duncan Wink are training hard 
for the Olympic Selection and have had incorporated in their 
training programmes some of the long distance ranking races. 
However a they are not training for L.D. we can not expect 
too much from them. Corporal 'Yorky' Bull and Lance
Corporal Bob Story have made their mark this sea on by win
ning all the race in their class and have decided voluntarily 
to go up to the ' Senior A ' class and show the top paddler 
in the country what they are made of, and, we hope get into 
the Briti h Long Distance Team. We wish them luck and hope 
to see them paddling for the country in the international events. 

Sergeant Ken 'Nobby ' Clark and Stan Suclron are now 
regular members of the team and look in fair shape for classes 
3 or 4 and in this we wish them luck. 

Back co thi season's performance o far. Our first outing 
ompetitively was the Waterside Winter Serie . 
Both 63 Para R.C.T. and Royal Signals Blandford entered 

in this year's Waterside Series Races. Neither club entered a 
full team, and did not pair up for the team competition. The 
Royal Signals crews split and joined up with the Royal Canoe 
Club paddlers to gain practice with their Olympic Training 

quad team colleagues. 
The series of races went very well, Bruce Kidson and Andy 

Wheeler from 63 Para R.C.T. coming second in the first two 
races and third in the last two. Their final position overall was 
third in the individual competition. 

The Royal Signals/Royal Canoe Club team were consistent 
and going well for the team prize, but were pipped at the post 
by the Royal Marines. Bob Story and 'Yorky' Bull were the 
first of the team home, coming fourth in the race, close behind 
were Duncan Wink and John West to finish fifth. Mick Pawlow 
and Derek Jordan had trouble almost from the start; Derek's 
wrist started to give trouble and got progressively worse and 
he was only able to paddle each alternate lock while Mick 
Pawlow paddled the K2 on his own. Mick, being a powerful 
paddler, did not notice Derek falling behind and lost him by 
some two to three minutes. Reaching the last lock he ran into 
the finish asking if he could finish on his own but was told 

· he could not. Doubling back to the lock he waited for Derek and 
they finished together. 

It was a great pity having, to return the team prize to the 
Royal Marines, which Royal Signals had won from them last 
year. In the overall count up, the Marines beat Signals by five 
minutes in 18 hours' racing. A good effort was made by the 
Army crews, but the advantage was with the Royal Marines 
who had been paddling on that water for over a month, practis
ing for the Devizes to Westminster race at Easter, and knew 
it well. 

In the L.D. field of B.C.U. ranking races, the first event was 
the Royal Leamington Spa River Race. For this we entered two 
classes, Senior K2 (Bob Story-' Yorky' Bull) who came first, 
and Class 4 (Ken Clark-Stan Suclron) who came second - a 
good start to the season. We had a sunny day with a strong cool 
breeze. The race certainly shook the cobwebs out of us and put 
us in good heart for the season. 

The second L.D. race of the season was the Lincoln race. 
Bob and ' Yorky ' again took first place in Senior K2. Stan took 
third place in Class 3 and Duncan Wink, tired from an Olympic 
training session, took fourth place in the Senior KlA. 

The Thames L.D. was next. ' Yorky ' and Bob led the fielci 
in their class, with Duncan and M ick corning third in Seni()I 
K2A. 

At the Bedford-St. Neots race we saw Bob and ' Y orky ' win 
again. After so many wins, they decided to go up to the 3enior 
A Class for the next race at Worcester, for more competition, 
and a chance of getting in the British team. Duncan and Mick 
put up a very good show in coming second in the Senior A 
class, finishing only one second behind the wirmers. This per
formance was very encouraging and shows that their training 
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i paying off. 'No.bby ' and ~tan al~o ha~ a very good race 
corning in second m Class 4, 1ust bemg pipped at the pc.. t. 

All in aU a very useful and encouraging start to the season, 
once again not only putting the Corps on the map but in the 
forefront in the canoeing world. 

Shooting 

The Royal Signals Squatlron Level Skill at 
Arms Meeting, 3rtl-5th May 

Report from Major G. A. S. Exell, Captain of Cori;>s Shooting 
This meeting was the first of a new type of meetmg open to 

independent Squadrons and Troops, and also to Squadrons of 
Regiments, throughout the Corps. The matches were fired on 
Bulford Ranges and the interest aroused can be gauged by the 
numbers competing- 97 firers from 19 teams. This was par
ticularly gratifying because all units involved came from within 
t'1e U.K. only. In future years it is hoped to run this meeting 
consecutively with the main Corps meeting so that teams from 
B.A.O.R. will find it easier to attend. 

The standard of shooting by many individuals was excellent 
and the emergence of new names among our established Corps 
shots augurs well for the A.RA. Central Meeting at Bisley in 
July. Corporal R. G. Kingham won the Individual Ch~pion
ship having finished the last match with the fine flounsh of a 
47 48 rapid and snap. HQ Sqn 30 Sig Regt, guided and goaded 
as' usual by Major George Cowsill, won the Team Champion
ship! The three teams brought from the Army Apprentice 
College, Harrogate, were full of enthusiasm under the leader-
hip of Captain John Howitt, R.A.E.C. We hope these young 

shots will retain their interest in shooting when they become 
fully fledged members of the Corps. 

Brigadier D. E. Warren, C.S.O., U.K.L.F., nobly withstood 
the rigours of a wet and dismal Bulford afternoon before 
presenting the prizes. He thanked all those associated with the 
organisation of the meeting. These included a willing and 
uncomplaining band of workers from the Training Brigade, 
the verv efficient firing point staff from 14 Sig Regr and W.0.2 
(F. of S.) Goodwin from the School of Signals w~o suc~eeded 
in making the job of STATS look easy. Once agam 3 Div HQ 
and Sig Regr gave invaluable backing in spite of involvement 
in other important commitments. 

Prizewinners of the matches fired at the meeting were as 
follows: 
Match 1 (a) 
Match 1 (b) 
Match 2 
Match 3 
Match 27 
Match 4 

Best Class B 

Roupell 
Whitehead 

Roberts 
Army 100 
Para Regr 
SMG 

Best Apprentice Tradesman 
Falling plates 

HQ Sqn 30 Sig Regr. 
11 Sig Regr. 
Admin Wing School of Signals. 
Admin Wing School of Signals. 
HQ Sqn 30 Sig Regt. 
Corporal R. G. Kingham, 

30 Sig Regr. 
Lance-Corporal F. MacKender, 

14 Sig Regr. 
A/T Lance-Corporal B. Humble. 
HQ Sqn 30 Sig Regt. 

INTEil-SEllVICES SHOOTING 
Following the report that Captain Douglas Genders will tour 

Canada with the Great Britain team, we now have had news 
of his success in the Inter-Service Standard Rifle Match. 
D ouglas had the honour of captaining the victorious Army team 
which won the Bangalore Cup in the Inter-Service prone. 
standing and kneeling match. He himself took the Bronze Medal 
for 3rd place in the individual competition. W.0 .2 E. R. R. 
Smith shot very well in the same competition as a member 
of the Army ' B ' team. 

Cr ic lwt 

A promising start to the season 
Roval Signals (Officers' XI) v. Welbeck College 

The match was played at Welbeck on 3rd May. Weather con
ditions were good and the pitch was in fine condition. 

Royal Signals XI-149 for 7 wkts. (Radford 36, Browne 35, 
Thewlis 28, Blashill 23 not out). 

Welbeck College-89 all out (Wilson 5-10, Radford 2-3, 
Thewlis 2-35). 
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The Corps won the toss and elected to bat on a slow but dry 

wicket. th thi th · From the outset it was apparent at s was e openmg 
match of the season for most players and many of the st.rakes 

roduced appeared to be played from memory. Three w1cke.ts 
fen quickly but a partnership of 46 runs between Captain 
Radford and Lieutenant Thewlis, followed by one of 62 runs 
by Major Blasb!Jl and Captain Browne, enabled a respectable 
~core to be attamed. . . 

The College batted steadily at first, the fifth wicket fallmg 
ith the score at 76 runs, but the remaining wickets fell quickly 
~ Lieutenant Wilson, the innings closing at 89 runs. 

Result - Royal Signals won by 50 runs 
The following represented the Corps:. , . 
Colonel N. A. Butler, Army Appenuces College; 1\:{aior T. 

H. Blashill, 30 Sig Regt; Majo~ B. F. Str~ge, 8 Sig Regt; 
Major R. P. Shiner, School of Signals; <'.aptain A. F. 1:Jrowne, 
11 Sig Regt; Captain M. K. Carson, 11 Sig Regt; Capt:im J. J;I. 
Radford, School of Si~als; Lieu~enant J. M. Thewhs, 8 Sig 
Regt· Lieutenant I. Wilson, 8 Sig Regt; Mr. T. Braybrook, 
Welbeck College; Corporal R. Symons, 11 Sig Regt. 

Corps Basketball 
The Corps trials were held in Blandfor~ on 14th-16th April, 

and attracted 20 men from U.K. based umts. . 
Saturday was devoted to conditioned games, from wh~ch 

a representative Corps side was selected to play a Dorset side 
on the Sunday, 16th April. . . 

Sergeant Poultney, an established Corps player, wa~ appom
ted captain and his subsequent play proved the choice to be 
a wise one. · I 

A wealth of basketball talent was shown to be availab e 
to the Corps, particularly in the form of A/T Sergeant Tedby, 
A/T Corporal Rudd and A/T Lance-Corporal Evans all apren
tices at the AAC Harrogate. Other outstan~g players were: 
Sergeant Hornsby, Signalman Munro and S1gnalm~ Crone 
(3 Div HQ & Sig Regt); Sergeant Lawrence (68 Sig. Sqn); 
Sergeant Stubbins and Corporal Rees (School of .Signals); 
W.0.2 Stark, Corporal Bond! Corporal Jaques and Signalman 
Chapman (30 Sig Regt); Lieu~enant Inno~ent and Corporal 
Walton (45 Army Youth) and Signalman Spiers <3? Bde). 

The game on Sunday proved to be very excmng and hard 
fought and resulted in a creditable win to the Corps by 105 

to 90 points. 

~ote to B.A.O.n. basketball 
Players who consider themselves up .to Corp sta~dards 

should contact W.0.1 (R.S.M.) H. Jenrungs, Royal Signals, 
30th Regiment, Blandford Camp, Dorset. 

FOOTBALLER OF THE TERM 
W.0.2 Bill Grierson (0 .1.C. Soccer) congratu lating A/T Brian 
Campbell of the Army Apprentice College on winning t he "Foot
baller of th,.e Term" award . (This trophy was salvaged from 18th 

Signal Regiment on their disbandment) 
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Telegraph 
Maintenance 
Technician 
Cable and Wireless, leader in worldwide telecomm~n.icauons 
operations, requires Telegraph ~aint~n.a~ce Technicians to 
work in its expanding U.K. Services D1v1s1on. 

Applicants should hold a clean current UK drtving. ltcence for 
a car, and have good practical experien~e of 5: unit 
telegraph and/or 8-unit dat~ machi~es including 
maintenance. trouble shooting and installation w.ork. They 
should also be experienced in the use of Test equ1pme~t such 
as TOMS and Oscilloscopes, and be capable of foll~wing and 
understanding electrical/electronic circuits employing 
relay logic 

If you have suitable experi~nce and are.looking f?r s~cure 
pensionable employment in an expanding organ1sat1on. 
write for Application Form (not more ~han 6 months before 
the date of your avai lability) giving brief details of 
experience. age and present salary, to :-

The Personnel Officer (Recruitment), 
Dept. A422/ 686, 
Cable and Wireless Limited. 
Mercury House, Theobalds Road , 
LONDON , WC1X BRX 

~CABLE AND WIRELESS \IP W ORLDWIDE COMM UNICATIONS 

FORCES U.K. . 
TRADE-IN SCHEME 
ff you are to be posted overseas soon .and wish .to dispose of 
your present car, we will give you a high trade-in figure now 
against any future purchase. 
FOR FULL DETAILS Fill IN THIS COUPON 

r--------------~ I NAME__ RANK___ ____ I 
I ADDRESS I 
I I 
I I I MAKE OF CAR _________ MODEL I 
I MILEAG(_ ____ WHEN FIRST REGISTERED_____ I 
I COLOUR _____ EXTRAS FITIED I 

I UtD c::J RHO c::J I 
I CON DITION I I Excellent D Good D Average D Poor D Ghostly D 

~--------------~ * Oon"I wony 1bout HP settlements outstanding PUtchls. Tex li•bilitiM or ln1>«t dutlelt 
Weir Lod;e will nttle lhem all ,..._lthout 1ny NJS or bo~. 

WEIR 
LODGE 

,.._. 

WEIR LODGE GARAGE LTD. 
Bride• Road, Ohertuy. surrey, Ttl. Ohemey MIM/11047 
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ThoH4' 1r#'r#' tht> days! 

Recognition - at last! 
A corre pondent writ · 

Congratulation to Brigadier C. E. Tonry, O.B.E., currently 
BG (Signal ) who at the age of S and in the la t of 33 
year ' event- oaked ervice with sportsmen of the Corp has 
omething to show for it. He has been awarded Corps' colours 

for qua h racket . He tells me that he ha represented various 
units of the Corps at rugby football, a ociation football, 
athletics cros -country, swimming diving, water polo, tenni , 
ki-ing, ice hockey, boxing and (once) cricket, but apart from 

two tankard for the 18 Sig Regc's old soldiers' wimming 
race, Singapore 1968 and 1969, has hitherto had nothing to 
decorate either his shelves or track suit top. Moral : tenacity 
pay l 

.~TTENTION ALL CORPS' CANOEIST: 

The Royal Signals' Canoe Club maintains a 
election of competition class canoes for use by Corps' 

paddlers in, or visiting, the U.K. These are available 
to registered members of the Club, on application to 
the Secretary. 

If you are a keen canoeist drop a line to the Secre
tary and tell him what you are doing - he wanrs 
up-to-date details of all active paddlers in the Corps. 
His addre s is: 

Secretary Royal Signals' Canoe Club, 
(Attention Major C. R. A. Sumner), 
Military Studies Wing, 
School of Signals, 
Blandford Camp, Dorset. 

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN 

Number of cases assisted financially in April 4-0 
Number of clothing parcels ... . .. ... 48 
Amount spent in grants and loans £1,215.98 

One of the Month's Cases 

EX-~ .Q.M.S., 21. years' service in Royal Irish Fusi
liers, R.E. Signals and Royal Signals. Now aged 

87 and confined to bed. His 86-year-old wife looks after 
~im, and they do their best to manage on their small 
mcome. Their winter electricity bill was causing them 
great aruuety, an? the _Association made a grant of £30 
to help them with thIS and other needs. His letter is 
printed below. 

One of the Month's . Letter s 

J WOULI?, on behalf of my wife and myself, like to 
send smcere thanks for your kind consideration. 

We are ?eeply touched. I cannot thank you all enough. 
lt has lifted the worry off our minds, and it is good 
to know that we have such friends to tum to. 

Association · News 

Dorset Branch 
Sam Henwood, Hon. Secretary Dorset Branch Royal Signals 

Association, writes: ' 
The 21st April was the occasion of our Fifth Annual Dinner 

held at the W.0 .s' and Sergeants' Mess, Blandford Station, 
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by kind permission of Brigadier A. C. Bate, O.B.E., Com. 
mandant, School of Signals, when some 85 members and their 
guests sat down to an excellent dinner. 

On thi occasion.it was held a wee~ after the A;n~ual Meeting 
of Branch Secretaries of the Royal Signals Assoc1at1on owing to 
the fact that a certain General Secretary following our Annual 
Dinner last year was in no fit state to attend a certain function 
in London-I wonder why? 

The theme this year was the Royal British Legion and to thb 
effect our main guest was General Sir Charles Keightley 
President, South West Area Royal Briti h Legion, who wa~ 
accompanied by Lady Keightley. Among our other guests were 
Major-General and Mrs. M. D. Price, Brigadier and Mrs. A. 
C. Bate, Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. D. J. Macintyre 
Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. J. R. Ellis, Brigadier P. M. p: 
Hobson, R.S.M. and Mrs. Wood, R.S.M. H. Jennings and Mr. 
and Mrs. J. W. Jesty. 

After the Loyal Toast which was propo ed by Sam Henwood 
the A~sociat!on ~as proposed by o~ Chairman, ~ob Simpson: 
to which Brigadier Pat Hobson replied. Our President, Major
General R. J. Moberly, then proposed our guests to which 
General Sir Charles Keightley most suitably and wittily replied. 

We eventually retired to the bar which was placed at our 
disposal fo~ th~ evening. During this part of the evening to the 
sound of tinkling glasses, cheerful laughter and the swinging 
of electric lights owing to some very tall stories, Staff Sergeant 
and Mrs. Gordon Pickard ran a most successful raflle for 
prizes which in the majority of cases were presented by 
members of our branch to whom we are indebted. 

The verdict-a wonderful evening enjoyed by all! 

Chester Branch 

AT THE CHESTER BRANCH ASSOCIATION DINNER 
left to right: Mr. W. G. Faircloth, Mr. E. C. Lavis· Jones (President), 
Brigadier P. M. P. Hobson (General Secretary R.S.A.-not really 
asleep), Mr. M. W. E. Charlton and Mr. R. Hinge (Honorary Secre
tary). During the dinner it was the General Secretary's pleasure to 
be able to present Honour Membership badges to Mr. Faircloth and 
Mr. Charlton in appreciation of outstanding services rendered to 

the Association over many years 

Ollicer's Reunion, A/tiers/Jot 
A Reunion for serving and retired officers and their 

famili~s similar to the one held last year is being 
orgarused at the Aldershot Club for all those living in 
that area on 15th September, 1972. Assemble 7 p.m. 
Col? buffet supper 8 p.m. This is by way of advance 
nouce. The General Secretary will be writing to all 
concerned in due course but if you did not hear from 
him last year please let him have your name and address 
for his list this year. 
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Personal Affairs 

Obituary - ------

Secontl Lieutenant E. M. Vickery 
We recently received news of the death of Second-Lieutenant 

E. M. Vickery, ex-R.E. Signals, as well as ex-New Zealand 
Army and ex-Royal Signals. 

Joining as a boy soldier he served just over 18 years with 
the colours. He received a certificate for rough riding when 
rationed at Aldershot in 1911. Later he served with the New 

Zealand Expeditionary Force in Cairo and was very proud 
f his horse ' Koto ' which had been raced over the sticks 

at Auckland. They separated at Anzac and Vickery still remem
bered, until his death, their brief partnership. He was wounded 
at Anzac and later twice mentioned in despatches. He was 
appointed Warrant Officer in the field by the ~.0.C., New 
Zealand Division, for his good service, and finally m 1919, left 
the New Zealand Expeditionary Force with the rank of Second
Lieutenant. His war medals included a D.C.M. For a short 
period in 1940 he was with the Pioneer Corps but ill-health 
intervened. He finished up as a poultry farm manager at Hay
wards Heath. 

Our sympathy goes to his next of kin. 

Lieutenant-Colonel L. W. Diggle, M.C. 
Members of the Cavalry Corps Signals Association will be 

-.orry to hear of the death of Lieutenant-Colonel Leonard 
'Qyndham Diggle, M.C., on 8th May. 

Although ' Corky ' Diggle never transferred to the Corps 
he served for many years with Signals and always kept. in 
close touch with the Corps. He was for many years the pnme 
mover and organiser of the Cavalry Corps Signals reunions both 
between the wars and after the second World War. 

He was commissioned in the 9th Lancers in 1910 and served 
throughout the 1914-18 war with the Cavalry C?rp~ Signals, 
amongst other appointments he commanded an au line troop. 
He later served in Egypt, Palestine and India, retiring in 1933. 

During the 1939-45 War he was recalled a~d joined the 
Pioneer Corps. He was A.D. Labour II Corps with the B.E.F. 
where he raised and commanded an ad hoc Brigade called 
Digforce, as part of the Beauman D ivision during the retreat to 
Dunkirk. Later he commanded Pioneer groups in London, 
Liverpool, Cheshire and Persia, before retiring in 1947. 

Signalman P. J. Hart 
224 Sig Sqn write: 

It is with deep regret that we announce the death of Peter 
Hart as a result of a motor cycle accident at Leicester on 
28th April. Our sincere sympathy goes to his parents. 

W. 0.2 P. Mitchell 
The death is announced with regret of ex-W.0.2 Peter 

Mitchell who passed away on 30th April in Glen o' Dee 
Hospital, Banchory. He served in the Corps from 1941 to 1964. 
Home address: 28, Sinclair Place, Aberdeen. Our sympathy 
goes to his next of kin. 

HllCTH 

GREE?raROOK.-On 25th May at We tminster Hospital, .W.l , 
to ex-W.0.2 David Greenbrook and Joy, a second son Scott 
Anthony. The delighted parents would like to thank all 
their many friends for the good wishe received-too many 
for them to reply to individually. 
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---- Movements ---

Officers 
A/Captain C. Arthur .. . ... To 28 Sig Regt 

• •• ., 11 Sig Regt (H ) Captain M . J. Bowen .. . 
Captain D. J . Buckley .. . 
Lieutenant P . A. Cooper 
Captain I. N. Carruthers 
Captain S. W. P. Cox ... ... . .. 
Captain (QM) H. J. Crocker, B.E.M. 
Captain (Tfc) J. A. Esson 
Captain M. J. Ford . . . . . . . .. 
Lieutenant-Colonel T. P. Furlonge ... 
A/Captain G. H. Goodman .. . . .. 
Captam (QM) S . H.. D. Golding ... 

,. 4 Div HQ and Sig Regt 
DADPTC 

,, Welbcclt College 
,, 11 Sig Regt (H ) 
,, MOD Sis_s 31a 

1 Div HQ and ig Regt 
,. DADPTC 
,, HQ 1 Sig Gp 
,. 653 Sig Tp 

21 Sig Regt 
Captain E. Hampson . . . . .. 
Second-Lieutenant A. J . Hutt 
Major (QM) W. E. Judd 

,. 4 Div HQ & ig Regt 
Military Assi tance Team (Gulf) 

., l t Sig Regt (HS) 
School of Signals 

., RM.A, Sandhurst 
Major W. C. A. Kennedy 
Major K. B. S. Kent 
Major D. F . Malone 
Lieutenant R. C. Meyer 
Captain (QM) J. McGlyna 
Major J. M. Newman 
Major P . D. Parker 
Major J. D. Plummer ... 
Major B. B. Postlethwaite 
Captain (TOT) K . V. Risby 
Major (QM) J. W. Sinclair 
Captain (TOT) R. Stather 
Major P. J. W. Stephens 
Captain R. G. Stokes 
Major R. Trelawny .. . 

,, Project Wavell, RARDE 
,, 4 Div HQ & Sig Regt 

MOD (AGII) 
,. School of Si~s 

HQ West Midland District 
,. ST ANOC Centre 
,. DADPTC 
,, And 10 Sij! Regt 

31 (GL) Sig Regt (V) 
., 30 Sig Rcgt 

SHAl'E (Comns Staff) 
644 Sig 'tp 

Lieutenant J. T. Worrall 
Captain E. Webb ... 

RHQ (Attd MOO Sigs 32b) 
., 40 (U) Sig Regt (V) 

And lSt Co Antrim onh Bn 

Captain M. 0. Wilson 
Captain P. B. Wymbs 

UDR 
,. DADPTC 
,, 8 Sig Regt 

ll' «irrant Officers «ind Sergeants 
W.0.1 (F. of S.) A . G. Norton ... To 234 Sig Sqa (Ace High) 
W.0.2 R. W. Aldous ... ... 37 Sig Regt (V) 
W.0.2 (Y. of S.) J. A. Higgins ,, 3 Div Sig Regt 
W.0.2 J. V. Prees ... ... 21 Sig Regt 
W.0.2 (F. of S.) R. C. Saunders School of Signal 
W.0.2 (F. of S.) W . S. Rowland ... ,. 39 Inf Bde Sig Sqn 
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) J. Hough .. . .. 1 Div Sig Regt 
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) G. H ll'11 . . . .. 6os Sig Tp 

Staff Sergeant . of S.) J. A. Wraith 8 Inf Bde Sig Sqn 
Staff Sergeant ~· of S.) G. Yule . . . 30 Sig Regt 

Staff Sergeant . of S.) P . Sharp ... ,, 7 Armd Bde Sig Sqa 
Staff Sergeant G. E. W. French ,, Army Apprentices' College, 

Harrogate 
Staff Sergeant D. R. Brown 
Staff Sergewt J. Q . Hazard 
Staff Sergeant D. G. Dean 
Staff Sergeant J. B. Rosson 
Staff Sergeant P. C. Barnett 
Sergeant J. Spier ... . .. 
A/Sergeant A. D. Bowen 
A/ Sergeant J. A. Farndon 

ergeaat G. Brackston ... 
A/Sergeant R. G . 1'fills 
Sergeant S. V. Erasito .. . 
Sergeant F. Cowley .. . 
Sergeant F. C. Kavanagh 
Sergeant B. O'Hare 
Sergeant D . R. Poole 
Sergeant J. F. Shep he.rd 

ergeant M. Bruce 
Sergeant F. E. Bentley 

Sergeant A. L . , theston 
ergeant D. L. Clark .. . 

Sergeant A. F . Wil on . . . 
Sergeant C. Auty . . . . .. 
Sergeant K. D . Chambler 
Sergeant 0. J. McGuinness 
Sergeant J. K. Smith 
Sergeant R. A. M. Duff 
Sergeant R. R. Ander on 
Sergeant R I . Buckley .. . 

ergeant J. R. Lingard .. . 
Sergeant J. D. Chapman 

ergeant J. Doherty 
Sergeant C. M. Eastland 

ergeant J. Elco.'< 
ergeant B. mith ... 
ergeant J. E. G . Kendle 

Sergeant T. Leslie 
ergeant R. M. Parry 

Sergeant J. W. Reid .. 
Sergeant R . J. Delamare 
Sergeant W. B. Harl4'!ld 
Sergeant . J. Waring 

,, II Sig Regt (2 Sqn) 
School of Sit1nals 

., 8 Inf Bde Sig Sqn 
,. 225 Sig Sqn 
,, 16 Sig Regt 
., School of Signal 
,, 11 Sig Regt 2 Sqn 

School of Signals 
(Y. of S. Cour e o. 23) 

,, II Sig Regt 
School of I nfantry 

,. 21 Sig Regt 
,, 1 Div Sig Regt 

CV HQ & Trg Wing 
,, 10 Sig Regt 

35 Sig Regt (V) 
,, School of Signal . 

39 Inf Bde Si~ qn 
Army Apprenuces' College. 

Harrogate 
.. ,, 14 Sig Regt 

., 8 Sig .Regt 
233 Sig Sqa 

,. 9 Sig Regt 
16 Sig Regt 

., 21 Sig Regt 
40 Sig Regt (V) 
16 ig Regt 

:::r 
chool of 
(Y . of 

ignll'ls 
. Cour 

::: J 
., 6 Armd Bde ig qn 
,. 32 ;!! Regt ( 
•• 6o-1 1g Tp 
,. 71 ig Regt (V) 
•• 225 ig qn 

11 Sig Rcgt (Cadre) 
3 Div Sig Re11t 

o. 23) 
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.o. ·amt 
To W.O.l 
~orri • 

Lawrence, 
Moody, 
Pan! arucolaou, 
Hil. 
Little, 

ToW.0.2 
Boulton, 
Collier, 
i\ngus, 
'"'ickson, 
Harriss, 
Holder, 
Nod en, 
Sanders, 
\l·'alker, 
Cochrane, 
Allison, 
Fison, 

ToW.0.1 
Brown, 

To W.0.1 
Walker, 
Sloane, 
Brodie, 

ToW.0 .2 
D uke, 
Pea.rec, 
Ewer, 

To S Sgt. 
Cheetham, 
O ark, 
Symonds, 

To Sgt. 
Perrin, 
Crossland, 
Braddon, 
Dal®cn, 
Simpson, 
Coleman, 
McGarry, 

To Sgt. 
Gee, 
Connett, 
Butler, 

~ Sgt. 

Hivd, 
Hall, 
Evans, 

To Sgt. 
Benwell, 
Kennedy, 

To Sgt. 
EVllllS, 
Preston, 
Hicks, 
H art:hen, 

To S Sgt. 
Murfin, 
Morris, 
Gourlay, 
Teasdale, 
Bell, 

Name 

W.0.1 
Laing, 
Smith, 

W.0.2 
Ox berry, 
Hawcy, 
Dale, 
Clarke, 

Bcddinaficld, 
Cosscr, 
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- Promotions 
RliGIMl!NTAL Dl.'TY ROLL 

Nn» Old 
Initials Rank Snr. Date en. DatB 

S . R. A/W.0.1 15 ' ov. 71 26 Feb. 66 

STAFF SERGEANTS SllNIORITY ROLL 

B. R. Cbt. Dvr. 8 Jan. 72 16 Oct. 62 
J. H. Cbt. Dvr. 9 Jan. 72 31 Jan. 63 
N. Data Tg. 1 Feb. 72 2 Feb. 66 
A. B. Data Tg. 2 Feb. 72 8 Jun. 66 
G. H. Cbt. Dvr. 3 Feb. 72 21 Nov. 69 

FORl!MAN OF SIGNALS ROLL 

F. S Sgt. 
. C. S Sgt. 

J. K. S Sgt. 
G. H. S Sgt. 
E. C. S Sgt. 
B. S Sgt. 
D. H. S Sgt. 
D.R. S Sgt. 
M.A. S Sgt. 
W. G. S. S Sgt. 
H. M. S Sgt. 
J.E. S Sgt. 

12 Mar. 72 12 Mar. 66 
12 Mar. 72 12 Mar. 66 
12 Mar. 72 12 Mar. 66 
12 Mar. 72 12 Mar. 66 
12 Mar. 72 12 Mar. 66 
12 Mar. 72 12 Mar. 66 
12 Mar. 72 12 Mar. 66 
12 Mar. 72 12 Mar. 66 
12 Mar. 72 12 Mar. 66 
12 Mar. 72 12 Mar. 66 
12 Mar. 72 12 Mar. 66 
12 Mar. 72 12 Mar. 66 

YEOMAN OF SIGNALS ROLL 

T.L. A/W.0.1 16 Nov. 71 20 Apr. _69 

CHtl!F CLl!R.K ROLL 

D. W.0.2 1 Dec. 71 22 May 69 
K. A W.0.1 8 Dec. 71 15 Dec. 67 
RC. A/W.0.1 15 Dec. 71 2 Sep. 69 

J. J. A/W.0.2 2 Dec. 71 1 Apr. 70 
R.C. A/W.0 .2 9 Dec. 71 21 Jun. 68 
D.A. A/W.0 .2 16 Dec. 71 1 Apr. 67 

c. A/S Sgt. l Mar. 72 19 Nov. 69 
G. A/S Sgt. 3 Mar. 72 19 ov. 69 
E.P. A/S Sgt. 6 Mar. 72 19 Nov. 69 

TERMINAL EQUlPMENT '!EcHNICIANS 

M.G. Cpl. 
G.L. Cpl. 

20 May 71 21 Jul. 67 
14 D ec. 71 12 Sep . 68 
13 Jan. 72 27 Jan. 68 
24 Feb. 72 24 Feb. 68 
24 Feb. 72 17 Jun. 68 
24 Feb. 72 9 Aug. 68 
24 F eb. 72 21 Apr. 69 

M. C. Cpl. 
J.E. Cpl. 
D .J. Cpl. 
F . P.R. Cpl. 
V. G . Cp l. 

D. 
B. P . 
R. 

P. J. 
B. 
E.A. 
A.M. 

R. 
M . 

s. 
J. 
D.F. 
P. 

B.W. 
A. 
W.P. 
A.R. 
C.A. 

Initials 

J. D. 
R. 

J. 
J. 
K . H.R. 
J. W.A. 

W.J. 
R. 

RADIO TECHNICIANS ROLL 

Cpl . 
Cpl. 
Cpl. 

27 May 71 20 Mar. 65 
28 Oct. 71 23 Apr. 70 
16 D ec. 71 23 Mar. 68 

D ATA Tl!LEGRAPHIST ROLL 

A/Sgt. 22 Dec. 71 20 Jun. 65 (ComccnOp) 
A/Sgt. 2 Jan. 72 3 Nov. 65 (D ata T g.) 
A/Sgt. l Feb. 72 30 Sep. 67 (Data Tg.~ 
A/Sgt. 2 Feb. 72 3 Nov. 69 (Data Tg. 

Ci.ERK ROLL 

A/Sgt. 
A/Sgt. 

3 Mar. 72 30 Apr. 65 
7 Mar. 72 31 Aug. 65 

CLERX T ECHNICAL ROLL 

A/Sgt. 1 Nov. 71 30 J un. 66 
A/Sgt. l D ec. 71 30 Jul. 68 
A/Sgt. 12 Jan. 72 30 Apr. 69 
A/Sgt. 21 Feb. 72 31 Aug. 64 

CoMBAT DRIVERS ROLL 

Cpl. 2 Jan· 72 30 ~r. 64 cy.1. 3 an. 72 31 ar. 68 
A Sgt. 1 Feb. 72 1 D ec. 60 
A/Sgr. 2 Feb. 72 30 N ov. 61 
Cpl. 3 Feb. 72 28 Feb. 63 

DELETIONS 

Sim. Date 

REGIMENTAL DUTY ROLL 

12 Jul. 70 
15 Dec. 70 

l Jan. 60 
30 Nov. 65 
17 Jun. 68 
26 Jun. 70 

S SGT. SENIORITY ROLL 

31 bu!. 64 
5 cc. 70 

(Cbt. Sig.) 
(Cbt. Sig.) 

W.0.1 
FOREMAN OF SrGNALS ROLL 

Saxton, H.J. 
Stoddart (M.B.6.), T. M. 

2 May 69 
23 Jan. 70 

W.0.2 
Wise, 

W.O.l 
Paterson, 

Sgt. 
Toller, 

Sgt. 
Merchant, 

Sgt. 
Fountain, 

Sgu. 
Davies, 
Ellison, 
Tanner, 

Sgt. 
Ashworth, 

Sgt. 
Davies, 

Sgts. 
Bridges, 
Church, 
Gorton, 

SgtS. 
Crowhurst, 
Ramm, 
Smart, 
McElligott, 
Herbert, 
McKay, 
Dewar, 

E.W. 

D.C. 

18 Apr. 70 

CHlliP CuRKs ROLL 

1 Oct. 70 

TBR/lllNAL EQUJPMllNT Tl!CllNlCIANS ROLL 

D.C. 28 Aug. 69 

RADIO Tl!CHNICIANS ROLL 

D. W. 27 Mar. 69 

RADIO RELAY Tl!CHNICIAN ROLL 

T. J. 21 Oct. 66 

DATA Tl!LEGRAPffiST ROLL 

A.D. 
T . J. 
T. 

19 Oct. 68 
26 Nov. 70 
22 Nov. 56 

J.W. 

RADIO TBLl!GRAPHIST ROLL 

1 Jan. 69 

SPECIAL TELl!GRAPHIST ROLL 

M.C. 

G.A. 
s. R. 
D .C. 

A.G. 
D.E.A. 
J.R. 
A.F. 
D.K. 
W.G.B. 
w. 

3 Sep. 71 

CLERK TECHNICAL ROLL 

1 Sep. 59 
19 Feb. 61 
9 Mar. 63 

CoMBAT DRIVER ROLL 

11 Feb. 64 
8 Oct. 64 
9 Nov. 64 
3 Oct. 65 
1 Dec. 65 

15 Dec. 69 
14 May.70 
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~ ~ 
i RADIO OPERATORS i 
= = ~ LEAVING THE SERVICE IN THE NEXT E = = :: 18 MONTHS ? :: 

= = ~ If your trade involves radio operating, you ~ 
§ qualify to be considered for a radio officer E 
§ post with the Composite Signals Organisation. § = = = = ~ ?~ satisfactory completion of a 7 month specialist ~ 
= trarmng course, successful applicants are paid on scale = s rising to £2,365 p.a.; commencing salary according to s 
§ age - 25 years and over £1,664 p.a. During training E 
~ salary also by age, 25 and over £1,238 p.a. with free E = accommodation. = 
~ The future holds good opportunities for established ~ 
§ (i.e. pensionable) status, service overseas and promotion. § 
~ T raining courses commence at intervals throughout ~ 

the year. E arliest possible application advised. 
~ § 

=
§ U AKpplic~dtions only fr

3
o
5
m British-born male and female -=s 

. . res1 en ts up to years of age ( 40 years if excep-
§ tionally well qualified) will be considered. § 
§ Full details from: § 
§ Recruitment Officer, s = Government Communications Headquarters, = 
:: Room A/llOS, : 
S Oakley Priors Road, § s Cb.elt.enham, Glos. GLS2 SAJ. § 
§ Telephone: Cheltenham 21491, Ext. 2270. s 
~1111 111 11111 111111111 11111111111111111111111111111111 111 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111~ 
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OPERATORS 
LEAVING TH E ARM Y SOON • ? 

W hy not co nt act 

THE THREE TEES AGENCY 

THE Specialist Employment Bu reau fo r 
Telex, Telep ri nter and Tele phone Operat o rs 
where you are assu red of a welcome and 
free advice and guidance on career prospects 
in the commercial world . 

THE THREE TEES TRAINING SCHOOL 
has t he full range of Telex and Teleprinter 
machines and Comme rcial Telephone Boards 
and offers free tuition to those seeking em
ployment, both Permanent and Temporary. 

110 Fleet St., 
London, E.C.4. 
(01-353 3611) 

Call , write or phone : 
124 Regent St., 
London, W.I. 
(01 -734 0365) 

20 Eastcheap, 
Londo n, E.C.3. 
(01-626 060 1) 

Life Assurance 
Policies Covering War Risks 
for : 

Children. 

Convertible Whole Life. 

Death Duties. 

Education Endowment. 

House Purchase. Retirement. 

Unit Trust and Share Pu rchase 
by Endowment 

EVERY INSURANCE INCLUDING 
Officers' Kit. 75p per £100 world wide. 
Household Effects. 40p per £100 Europe. 
Hospi tal Schemes (33! % Group discount - Officers 
and retired Officers). 
Persona l Accidents. Personal Liability. 
Motor Competitive rates for New and Old Cars. 
Home and Foreign Policies. 
Bloodstock, Camera, Caravan, Golf, Gun , Holidays. 
Hunter. Transit, Television, etc. 

B. E. THOMPSON & CO. l TD. 
INCORPORATED INSURANCE BROKERS 

11, KING STREET, RICHMOND, YORKSHIRE 
Telephone No. 2308. 

P rinters 

P nl•lisher s 

Ne,vs1•aper Pro1•rie tors 

Lithographer s 

Process Engraver s 

Parsons and Printing. Like the Services, we have a tradition to uphold, at the 
same time taking advantage of scientific progress in this age of mechanisation, 
yet maintaining, through a special department, a personal and helpful link with 
customers, whom we are ever willing to advise with their production problems 

F. J. Parsons Ltd 
The Adelphi , John Adam Street, London WC2 6AY 01-839 7151 

Printing works at Hastings, Folkestone, Bexhill and Lewe 



HOME OWNERSHIP 
Conditions in the mortgage market can fluctuate from month to month so that an easier loan situation 

can quickly change to a severe shortage. Would-be Home Owners who do not plan ahead could therefore find 
it almost impo sible to obtain loans or even the promi e of loans. 

If you take our advice and set in motion now a po itive but flexible House Purchase Plan this should 
place you in the very favourable position of being able to obtain a loan for house purchase at any time in the 
future. The longer the Plan is in force, the easier it b:!comes for you to buy the house of your choice, the 
higher the loan po ible and the more economic the purcha e. 

Increases in quartering charges have made it financially beneficial for the majority of serving personnel to 
buy their own house, instead of paying rent for many years. Therefore, no matter where you are stationed, 
no matter when you intend to purchase a house, ask our advice now in order that your purchase may be 
arranged on the most economic basis possible and in keeping with your personal circumstances and needs. 

SCHOOL FEES 
elected schemes linked with life assurance can substantially reduce the cost of educating children. A 

unique scheme provides IMMEDIA1E funds for school fees where children are attending school. We also 
devise tai lored plans which can reduce by one half FUTURE costs of educating your children. Very early 
planning can reduce such costs to NIL. If you have a chool fees problem write to us now for advice before 
it becomes insoluble. 

LIFE ASSURANCE + INVESTMENT 
Conventional or Equity Linked Schemes 

We peciali e in arranging reali tic Life Assurance Plans to provide .all-embracing Family Security 
combined with Sound Investment. For example, a ret outlay of £10.14 monthly for those liable to tax at 38.75p 
in the £ will give the family man aged 30 next birthday immediate family protection of £38,300 and an 
anticipated cash sum of around £25,000 free of tax and capital gains tax at age 65. This particular Plan is 
extremely flexible and unique in that it can be made to mature in part or total at an earlier age or be adapted 
to provide an income on retirement from the Service, e.g. at age 55. We shall be pleased to prepare for you a 
balanced Family Life Assurance Plan without obligation. 

For full details, please telephone or write in confidence to: 

Lieutenant-Colonel C. B. Johns, M.A.J.B., R.A.O.C. (Retd.), 
Services Advisory Bureau Manager. 

H. R. MARTIN & CO., LTD. 
27 /29 Greyfriars Road, Reading, Berks. 

Associated Insurance Brokers 
Brokers of Insurance to Members of H.M. Forces 

Telephone: Reading 56226 and 56227 

Produced for the Publishers, THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London, S.W.3 4RH (Telephone: 01-730-3477) by 
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Rutherford and Mile~-

0 LD · ·-·· TRINITY .... 
HOUSE M~d:lra 

The style is 
Vintage hut not 
the price 

Amontillado Sherry 

LEMON HART JAMAICA RUM. 

LAMB'S NA VY RUM. 

~ ~f/, · COFFEE 
t:::/Ul {!Jl}t(l,/,IQ LIQUEUR 

These and all other 

famous drinks 

are obtainable 

through N.A.A.FI. 

Deliciously Different 

' 

CROWN 
Or 

CROWNS 
l.IEBFRAUMILCH 

Offer your 
friends 
South African 
Sherry 

~ 

~ 
Q 

' ~ 
~ 
~ 
\ 

CHRYSLER DOES IT AGAIN! 
AVENGERS up to £105 REAL SAVINGS 
HUNTERS up to £116 REAL SAVINGS 

SCEPTRES 
RAPIERS 

up to 

up to 

Tax 

£201 REAL SAVINGS 
£146 REAL SAVINGS 

and of course ... No Purchase 

No Documentat ion Worries 
SEND FOR YOUR FREE 

INFORMATION PACKAGE 
No Purchase Tax Exe mpt Worries 
No Limit Special Fo rces Stocks 
No Finance Worries 

TO: CHRYSLER MILITARY SALES 
HALKIN HOUSE, HALKIN STREET, LONDON , SW I Telephone 01 -235 6484 

OR 
4775 LIPPETAL-HERZFELD, LIPPSTADTER STR. 44, WEST GERMANY Telephone 02923 1098 

PLEASE SEND ME YOUR FREE IN FORMATION PACKAGE 

I am Interested in: For delivery UK 0 W. Germany 0 Tax Paid 0 

Name 

Address 

Rank ............................... ........................................................................ .. 

Telephone No. Ext . ..................................................................................................................... .. 
w 

Do it now I I I Do it now ! I ! Do it now ! ! ! 
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Our Cover Pict ure 
We are both pleased and privileged to feature on our cover a 

charming picture of Her Royal Highness The Duchess of Kent, taken 
during her recent visit to the Army Apprentice College, Harrogate (see 
article on page 261). 

On what was a very happy occasion she won the hearts of all present 
and our cover picture clearly reflects the Duchess's smiling approach as 
she inspects the parade. 

Army Benevolence in Action 1911112 
What follows summarises the great work being done by the Anny 

Benevolent Fund and why we as a Corps give it so much support. 

• Overall the Army Benevolent Fund and Corps and Regimental 
Associations spent some £881,800 in relief work during the financial 
year 1971/72. 

• Ex Soldiers and their dependants in adversity were helped by Corps 
and Regimental Associations with grants totalling £ 440,700 to which 
the Army Benevolent Fund made a substantial contribution. 

• Grants totalling £ 85,100 were made to National Service Charities 
such as S.S.A.F.A., Forces Help Society and others to help cover 
the cost of investigation and assistance in Anny casework. 

• The Regular Forces Employment Association, who found civilian 
employment for over 5,000 soldiers, was helped with a grant of 
£,26,600. 

e National Service Charities dealing with the care and retraining of 
disabled ex-soldiers received £25,500. 

e Children of ex-Soldiers in need such as orphans, or only having 
one parent or from broken homes were helped to the extent of 
£38,100. 

e Aged ex-Soldiers and their wives were helped by grants totalling 
£89,500. 

e Serving Soldiers who found themselves in serious financial difficul
ties received assistance totalling £25,600. 

e Serving Soldiers approaching the end of their Service were helped 
with interest free resettlement loans which added up to £163,900. 

Over and above these activities the Soldiers' Widows Fund helped 107 
widows with basic grants totalling £96,300 while the Single Soldiers' 
Dependants Fund helped 88 dependants with grants up to £ 51,6oo. 

NOT A BAD RECORD - BUT ARMY BENEVOLENCE STILL 
REQUIRES £n8,ooo TO REACH THE ANNUAL TARGET OF £1 
MILLION TO MEET THE REAL NEEDS OF T ODAY. THE 
GENEROUS CONTRIBUTIONS OF SERVING OFFICERS AND 
SOLDIERS OF THE CORPS TO THE DAY'S PAY CHEME ARE 
SUBSTANTIAL LY HELPING TO BRIDGE THI GAP. 
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Royal Signals Association 
At the Annual General Meeting of the Royal Signals 

As ociation at Cattc.rick on 25th June, the following new office 
h Ider were elected: . 

Chairman anJ Trea urer: Major-General M. D •. P.nce, c . .B., 
O.B.E., vice Brigadier W. G. Tucker, C.B., re~mg. V!ce
Q1airmen: Brigadier K. D. Gribbin, .M.B.E., vice Maior
General E. S. Cole, C.B. C.B.E., retired; Colonel L. W. 
Wright T.D., vice Colonel F. E. B. Jones, O.B.E., T .D., J.P., 
D.L., retiring. . 

All will wi h to give a warm welcome to Maior-General 
David Price our new Chairman, as well as to the two new 
Vice-Chairm'en, Brigadier David Gribbin and Colonel Leslie 
Wright. . 

We have already aid goodbye to Major-General Enc <;ol.e 
who retired from his appointment over a year ago. ow it is 
our ad duty to say goodbye to Colonel Eric Jones and to 
thank him for all that he has done for the Association over a 
period of nearly ?O years on. the Central. Co~ttee - six of 
which have been m the appo10tment of V1ce-Cha.uman. We are 
sure however that he will continue to keep in close touch 
with u. 

Brigadier Guy Tuck_er's very n;iany friends ~ the Association 
will wish to thank him most s10cerely for his warm human 
approach and complete dedication to its affairs during his 
five-year period as Chairman. It is the sincere wish of all that 
he keeps the close t contacts possible with the Association 
for many years to come. 

THE WIRE has much pleasure in publishing the following 
farewell me sage from Brigadier W. G. Tucker on his retire
ment as Chairman of the Association. 

" I have been lucky in the last five years to continue serving 
the Corps in one capacity or another for approaching SO 
years. As chairman, I have been able to attend Reunions at 
Catterick, Blandford, and the Branches, which has enabled me 
to meet many old friends and to make new ones. I have 
watched the ever-increasing strength of the bonds between 
the Association and Regular and TA VR units of the Corps. 

It has been a very great pleasure knowing the members of 
the staff of Association lLQ. and the honorary officials of 
the Branches. All of these people do so much to keep the 
Association strong and healthy, and we owe them much. 

Lastly, I feel very pleased to have been Chairman of the 
Association which produces, without doubt, the highest quality 
of all Regimental journals. Perhaps those who read this will 
persuade their friends who don't, to buy 'The Wire ' in 
future. We could do with a bigger circulation. 

Good luck to you all. May the Association prosper." 

Stop Press 
21st llEGDIENT ON TOP FOUJI ONCE AGAIN 
.b-my Individual Athletics Cham1•io11shi1•s 

The outstanding achievements of 21 Sig Regt (AS) athletes 
continues with five Army Individual Event Champions at 
Aldershot on 29th and 30th June: 
2oom Corporal Drummond 22.9 sec. 
400m Corporal Drummond 49.5 sec. 
nom hurdles Sergeant Fenge 15.5 sec. 
Pole Vault Sergeant Fcnge •4ft. 6tin. (new Army record) 
8oom Sergeant Gue l min. 58 sec. 

Unfortunately Corporal Venus, the B.A.0.R. 10,0000m, 
S,OOOm and 3,000m Steeplechase Champion, had to withdraw 
because of a strained tendon, otherwise the list would almost 
cenainly have been longer. 

Other notable achievements were: 
Long Jump Lance-Corporal Ramos 2nd 21ft. 9in. 
uom hurdles Lance·Cororal Ramos 3rd 16.o sec. 
5,ooom Sergeant MacMillan 3rd 15 min. 24 sec. 

As a result of these achievements five of the above athletes 
have been selected to compete for the Army in the annual 
tri-service meeting at Portsmouth on 19th July. 

n_.,.O_H_ lJnit Team Championships 
As we go to Press the following signal was received: 
Athletics. 21 Sig Regt won the B.A.O.R. Team Championships 

at Sennelager on 8th July. Second team: 1 Cheshires. Sergeant 
Fenge established new Army record in the pole vault of 
15ft. lin. Regiment gained first place in 10 of the 14 events. 
Team in great heart for the defence of Army title at Aldershot 
on 26th July. 

It is hoped all Royal Signals serving or retired in the Alder
shot area will make their way to the Aldershot Athletic Stadium 
to cheer on 21 Regt team on the 26th July.-Editor. 
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Retirement of the Corps' Senior RSM 
A corre pondent in 33 Sig Regt (V) writes: 

W.0.1 (R.S.M.) G. W. Mercer, the senior R.S.M. in the Corps, 
leaves the Army on retirement on 21st October. He joined 
the Corps as a boy in February, 1947, and has served in several 

theatres of operations since 
the last war. His last and 
current appointment is as 
R.S.M. of the 33 (Lancashire 
and Cheshire) Sig Regr 
(Volunteers) in Huyton near 
Liverpool. He has been an 
ideal R.S.M. in a T.A.V.R. 
unit maintaining a balance 
between standards of the 
modern Regular Army and 
those capable of being 
achieved by the modern 
T.A.V.R. 

His youthful enthusiasm 
and cheerful guidance have 
gained him high respect and 

regard within the Regiment. Previous experience in a Training 
Regiment in Catterick and as R.S.M. of a Brigade HQ and 
Signal Squadron in B.A.O.R. have been used to full effect 
in the Recruit and General Military Training planned and 
run by him in the Regiment. On retirement he plans to take 
up representative sales employment in the south-west of 
England. 

Should his new employment permit we may see him back 
in the T.A.V.R., commissioned we hope. And if by chance 
he returns to the north-west, there will almost certainly be 
a ' slot' for him in the 33rd. 

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN 

Number of cases assisted financially in May 
Number of clothing parcels sent ... 
Amount spent in grants and loans 

46 
34 

£1,295.94 

One of the Month's Cases 

SIGNALMAN, 1940-46. Since 1968 he has been blind 
and PIU'alysed, and his wife has cared for him 

devotedly. A much needed holiday for them both has 
been arranged at a special Home at the seaside, and a 
grant of £30 towards the cost of this has been made 
from the War Memorial Fund. The wife's letter is 
printed below. 

One of the Month's Letters 

B OTH my husband and I are overwhelmed by the 
kindness and generosity of your Committee, and 

I find it very difficult to find the words to express my 
gratitude. You give me the feeling that someone really 
cares. We are looking forward so much to the change 
of air and scenery. In these days of rush and bustle, it 
is very heart-warming to know that someone has time 
to think about the unfortunate. 

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN 

l!>th SIGNAL REGlltlENT llEVNlON 

Ex-members of 19th Signal Regiment who are 
interested in attending a Reunion Dinner are requested 
to send their name and address to Captain A. G. 
Barfield, 244 Signal Squadron (Air Support), R.A.F. 
Benson, Oxon. 
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30th Regiment provide Royal Guartl al Honour 
for Princess Anne 

Isle of Alderney ask 'Their' Regiment to share in celebrations 

Readers will remember that the October/November 'Wire,' 1971, gave a detailed description of the adoption of the 30th Signal 
Regiment by the Isle of Alderney. It is with pleasure that we are able to record that the island called on its adopted Regiment to do 
the military honours during a recent v~sit by H.R.H. Princess Anne. The photo shows Her Royal Highness inspecting the Guard of 
Honour found from the Regiment (see a Royal Occasion overleaf). 

§mu.mer Camp (?) in Alderney 

THE month of May, 1972, is the coldest May that the island 
of Alderney has known in many years, at least that is ~hat 

the islanders say. To this extent it was perhaps appropnate 
that the party at Regimental camp in Fort Tourgis under 
command of Major Fergus Elliott had plenty of physical 
exercise in their training schedule. 

The advance party from the Regiment which sailed across 
a choppy English Channel in RPL 01 of the R.C.T. "".as 
very high powered. Major Fergus Elliott (0.C. HQ Sqn), Maior 
Gordon Andrews (P.R.I.), Second-Lieutenant Mike Telfer, 
W.0.2 Ernie Whithall (R.Q.M.S.), W.0.2 Roy Sherwood 
(A.Q.M.S.), W.0.2 John Mizzi (S.Q.M.S. Pay), W.0.2 Wally 
Hartley (S.Q.M.S. A.C.C.) and W.0.2 Graham Thomson 
(S.S.M. HQ Sqn). In addition there was ~e~geant Andy .str:uige 
from M.T., Corporal Harry Adcock providing commurucauon~ 
and among the Signalmen, Dick Sutherland, who swears to ~s 
day that he did not send 20 anonymous requests to Radio 
One for the record ' Too many chiefs and not enough indians,' 
to be played for all the fort. 

The advance party had certainly done their job by the 
time that tl1e main party arrived on 8th May, on board the 
R.C.T. vessel 'Mull.' Despite the cold, the warmth of the 
welcome, we all received and the warmth of the liquid ho -
pitality we all sampled in the evenings made up for the gales, 
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rain and leaking roofs in the fort. W.0.2 Hartley and his cooks 
managed manfully to keep the wolf from the door and the 
Warrant Officers and Sergeants supplemented their diet very 
well from the fish caught in their fishing competition. The 
winner ot the fishing competition was A.Q.M.S. Sherwood. 

Captain Jack Jenkins, our training officer, with the able 
a sistance of Staff Sergeant Colin Nurse, soon had two con
tinuation courses running and the 48 men who took part 
in these courses every morning benefited greatly. However, 
this was but one of our three main objectives in coming to 
Alderney. The second major objective was to provide a Guard 
of Honour for the visit to Alderney of Her Royal Highness 
The Princess Anne, on 25th May. The President of the States 
had pecifically asked that we, the Regiment officially adopted 
by the island, should share with the i landers in their celebration 
of the visit. R.S.M. Henry Jennings and all the men of the 
Guard worked hard to produce what would be on the day 
a really well drilled, well turned out Guard of Honour. Our 
third major objective which was enthusiastically supported 
by all the soldiers taking part wa to carry out ta ks in support 
of the Civil Community. The e tasks, more of which are com
pleted every year, thi year included the refurbishing of a et 
of steps cut into the rock of the 300 feet cliff urounding 
Telegraph Bay, the weather-proofing of the roof of Fort 
Tourgis (which in view of the weather was vital to our own 
comfort) and regravelling of the courtyard of the Fort. 
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On 12th May the main party was joined by most of the 
Regiment' officers and some of the wives who could get away 
from Blandford, led by Lieutenant-Colonel Duncan M acintyre 
and Doreen his wife. The men sailed across on the ' Mull ' 
with the Corp ' Band and the wives flew over via Aurigny 
Airway . The Regimental weekend had started-and the whole 
of Saturday and Sunday were devoted to celebrating with the 
I lander our return to the Island. The festivities consisted 
of an All R anks' dance in the Island Hall, a Regimental cocktail 
party at which we entertained 80 of the Island, a guest night, 
nvo Band concerts at which the Corps' Band under the 
Direction cf Captain Keith Boulding, e."<celled itself (it always 
doe ), and on Sunday morning the Regiment and the Band 
joined the Island Community in the Parish Church for M atins 
where the singing of ' Onward Christian Soldiers ' was matched 
by the stirring sermon preached by our Padre John Davidson. 
I t was a tired Band and a tired group of officers who returned 
to U.K. on the ' Mull ' on 15th May. 

A Hoyal occasion 
With the departure of the 'Weekenders' to the mainland the 

final preparations were put in hand for the visit of Her Royal 
Highness on 25th May. The Alderney weather-which by this 
time not even the Islanders trusted-<:aused many anxious 
moments and the preparation of no less than four contingency 
plans to ensure that all would go well. From 23rd May until 
The Day, the competing cries of "Right or wrong stand still " 
and " Swing your arms the third comet, you idle man " seemed 
more reminiscent of Chelsea Barracks than the airport apron at 
Alderney. The Princess finally arrived by helicopter at 14.45 
on a blustery but dry 25th May and was greeted on the 
airport apron with a Royal Salute from the Guard of Honour 
of three officers and 51 soldiers from the Regiment, commanded 
by our Adjutant Captain Mike Bac.khurst. The Corps' Band, 
which had rejoined us on 23rd May, played during the arrival 
ceremonial and played 'Fanfare for a Royal Occasion ' to mark 
the arrival of Her Royal Highness at a reception at the I sland 
Hall in her honour. During her tour of the I sland, the 
Princess's car was proceded by two very smart motor cycle 
despatch riders who were attached to the Regiment by courtesy 
of the Commanding Officer of 10 Sig Regt for the royal 
occasion. 

Shoeting 

. The Regiment entered two Squadron teams in the Royal 
Signals U.K.L.F./B.A.0.R. Squadron Level Skill-at-Arms 
meeting at Bulford on 3rd-5th May. HQ Sqn team, which 

HER ROYAL HIGHNESS INSPECTS 
Captain Mike Backhurst escorts H.R.H. round the Guard of Honour 
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ALL HIS OWN WORK 
Craftsman Kevin Stephenson having completed building the 
Princess 's st eps, waits hopefully fo r her arrival by sea. In the end 

she came by air 

consisted of Major George Cowsill, Corporal Gerry Jaques, 
Corporal ' Dodge ' Kingham and Corporal Ken Rankin, won 
the following trophies: 

24~ (Gurkha) Sig Sqn Cup (match 1 (a) - the Roupell); 
30 Sig Regt Cup (match 3 - the Army 100); Falling Plates 
Trophy (match 26 - the R.U.R. Cup); S.M.G. Challenge 
Trophy (match 27-Para Regt Cup); T he Gray Shield (best 
U.K. Mobile Force. team); Champion Team Trophy. 

Corporal 'Dodge' Kingham won the individual S.M .G. 
Championship and the Individual Champion Shot Cup. 

On 21st May Major George Cowsill shepherded the Regi
mental team to Plymouth where they spent a week shooting in 
the South Western United Services' Skill-at-Arms Meeting at 
Tor Point. They met very stiff opposition here particularly 
from the 14/20 Kings Hussars, 1st Bn Kings Own and 10th 
Gurkha Rifles. After a hard battle the team won two handsome 
rifle trophies, the Falling Plates Trophy, and beat the 10th 
Gurkha Rifles to win the Unit Championship by half a match 
point! W.0.2 (S.S.M.) 'Smudge' Smith emerged as the Cham
pion Rifle Shot. This was no mean feat as he beat the A.RA. 
Queen's Medalists of 1970 and 1971. 

The Regiment is now looking ahead with confidence to the 
Corps' Skill-at-Arms meeting on 26th to 30th June at Bulford 
and the A.RA. Central Meeting at Eisley. 

Exercise • Stark ' 
Whilst the Regiment was enjoying its Summer Camp on 

the gale-swept Island of Alderney, 1 Sqn was hard at work 
in Cyprus. 

A team of Signallers led by Captain Derek McLean was in 
the Island for 16 days; its task, to provide communications for 
an exercise (Stark) for HQ 2 Inf Bde. 

This . small party, deprived of the delights of Alderney, 
determm.ed to make its stay ~ Cyprus as interesting and active 
as possi~le and the exercise proved a great success in 
co-operauon between HQ 2 Inf Bde and the Regiment. 

On the lighter side of life Corporal Dennis Duncan and 
Signalman ' Ossie' Osborne, who lived and worked with 7th 
Gurkha Rifles, found that although they integrated well with 
the . Battalion, their digestive capabilities stopped short at 
curried beans and sausages. 

Footnote 

D';lring the Alderney camp our Operations Room Yeoman 
of Signals W.0.1 Ted Rawlins suddenly found himelf running 
the Orderly Officers' Roster. He decided to soften the blow 
when writing to his customers by sending them each a Green 
Shield stamp for :" weekday duty and ' Quad stamps ' for a 
weekend duty. Will there be free cornflakes for all orderly 
officers next month? Read our Regimental notes and see! 
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Friday 13th-but it was a great day! 

.., Her Royal Highness The Duchess of Kent 
reviews Harrogate Graduation Ceremony 

THE MARCH-PAST IN QUICK TIME 

Graduation Day - Spring 1972 

R EADERS of T HE WIRE may consider that Friday the 13th 
of April was not an auspicious choice of date for the 

Spring T erm 1972 Graduation Parade at the Army Apprentice 
College, Harrogate. 

Good 0111ens 
It is true that there were a number of good omens: Her 

Royal Highness the Duchess of Kent had given us the honour 
of consenting to be the Reviewing Officer; it was the twenty
fifth anniversary of the establishment of the College; it 
coincided with the Passing Out Parade at the R.M.A., Sand
hurst, where ex-apprentice S.U.O. K. G. Hughes was due to 
graduate with considerable distinction; it was even the 
Commandant's birthday. Just the same ... Friday the 13th!! 

That weather-but the clouds rolled baek 
As the day approached, one week of atrocious weather 

followed another. Only those who have actually lived at 
Pennypot can imagine the permutations of howling winds, 
driving rain, sleet, hail and even fog, to which we were 
subjected. The superstitious howled: "We told you so." And 
our Padres crept in fear of the Commandant. The more 
practical Q.M. had some plastic wind breaks made for the sides 
of the dais. 

On The Morning, it was raining. Then, like a miracle, as 
the Royal aircraft landed, the clouds rolled back and it was 
as warm and sunny as the Duchess's smile. 
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.\ s uperlative 1•nrade 
After such a start, it seemed inevitable that there should be 

a touch of magic about all that followed and the day must 
surely go down as the most memorable in the distinguished 
hi tory of the College. There can never have been a better 
parad at the College and it was evident that there was a 
special rapport between the 7SO young apprentices on parade 
and Her Royal Highness, who was visibly moved by the 
immaculate march past and the final salute of the advance in 
review order. 

Fine effort by A1•1•rentice R.S.:lU. 
The Parade was commanded by Apprentice Tradesman 

R.S.M. Thomas Turnbull, of Phillips Squadron, whose six feet 
three inches and ramrod bearing made him a most impressive 
figure. By a strange accident of fate he was only appointed 
A/T R.S.M. ten days before Graduation Day. The determina
tion and courage with which he shouldered this awesome respon
sibility was as commendable as the success with which he 
carried it out. After this, nothing should ever seem difficult 
to him. 

:S.000 spectators 
The Parade was watched by some three thousand spectators, 

including the very proud father of the A/T R.S.M. ex-C.S.M. 
Turnbull of the P.L.I. Among the many V.I.P.s were 
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[Photo: Coimesy Tlzc Yorkshire Post, The Yorkshire EtJenh1g Post, L eeds 

EAGLE-EYED INSPECTION 
Ex-C.S.M. Turnbull senior checks the turnout of A/T R.S.M. Turn
bull-his son-who took on the parade at I 0 days' notice and made a 

great success of it 

[Photo: Courtesy T/ze Yorkshire Post , The Yorkshire Evening Post, Leeds 

PRESENTATION OF MEDALS 
H.R.H. has a word with S.S.M. Abercromliie after presenting him 

with the l.S. and G.C. medal on his last day in the service 

Brigadier Kenneth Hargreaves, Her Majesty's Lord Lieutenant 
for the West Riding and York; Lieutenant General Sir William 
Jackson, G.O.C.-in- orthem Command; Councillor Richard 
Welch, the Mayor of Harrogate; Major General R. M. Somer
ville.' .G.O.C. Yorkshire District; and, of course, Commander 
Trammg Brigade Royal Signals, Brigadier Tony Tighe. 

• .~muzin~ Grnce ' 

The College Bands were in their best form throughout the 
proceedings, winning several accolades from Her Royal High
ness. As she began her inspection, the Pipes struck up 'Amazing 
Grace,' a tune which had that very morning reached the 'Top 
of the Pops ' in a recording made by the Royal Scots Dragoon 
Guards, the Regiment of H .R.H. the Duke of Kent. The tune 
was d<;>ubly ~ppropriate as grace was the quality above all 
else with which the Duchess carried out her duties, making 
them seem a genuine pleasure and winning the hearts of 
everyone present. 
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[Photo: Courtesy North of England Newspapers 

DURING THE INSPECTION 
H.R.H. compliments A/T S.S.M. Fairburn after inspecting his 

Squadron 

A LIGHTER MOMENT 
A/T S.S.M. Collins having received one award had to double round 
to the front of the stage to be in time to receive a second one 

llumo11r too 

. There were moments of humour. As Her Royal Highness 
mspected the front row of Phillips Squadron, she inquired of 
one A/T (who to his relief shall remain anonymous) what trade 
he was going to be. "A technician, Ma'am." "Is that what you 
wanted to be when you enlisted?" "Well, no Ma'am; you see 
I didn't realise how clever I was then." Spontaneous bursts 
of laughter from Duchess, entourage and adjoining mates of 
the A/T alike which may sound improper in retrospect but 
seemed very natural at the time. 

A clos0 and lasting rclatio11sl1i11 with the local 
co nun unity 

Speaking after the Parade, Her Royal Highness said that 
this - the 25th anniversary of the College's foundation - was 
an important occasion; she was both pleased and grateful to 
have been asked to share it. Two important developments 
had occurred during the last 25 years : not only had the College 
grown into what it was today; it had also established a close 
and lasting relationship with the local community, on whose 
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AT THE END OF THE PARADE 
The two R.S.M.s, AfT R.S.M . Turnbull and College R.S.M. 
Cunningham of the Irish Guards join H.R.H. on the dais as the parade 

marches off 

behalf the Duchess expressed the gratitude, especially of the 
elderly and the handicapped. 

Clearly, Her Royal Highness continued, the Corps relies 
greatly upon the College. What she had seen assured her that 
the requirement was being met and augured well for the future. 
She congratulated all members of the College on their high 
standards, which could only be achieved by application and 
hard work. In conclusion she offered her warmest congratula
tions to the prizewinners. 

'B'hnt smile? 
We mentioned earlier that the sun shone like the Duchess's 

smile. No one present will forget the brilliance of that same 
smile and her obvious and spontaneous delight as A/T S.S.M. 
David Collins doubled round the front of the stage to collect 
the second half of his unique achievement in winning both of 
the major College individual trophies. 

On her departure after lunch in the Officers' Mess, Her 
Royal Highness was presented with a bouquet by the three
and-a-half-year-old daughter of the Mess Manager, Miss Louise 
Le Carre. 

And so an unforgettable day came to an end. 

-From our "Jn" Tray-

The Corps in Muscat anti Oman 
Sir, 

After reading Sergeant Bob Orton's account of S.A.F. Signals 
(WIRE, May/June) and being an e..'l:-member of the Corps who 
served in that part of the world, I would like to put forward 
what I think would be a more accurate record of Royal Signals 
in Muscat and Oman. 

HQ Land Forces Persian Gulf (HQLFPG) provided a 
Detachment of approximately 10-12 men who were stationed 
in the Fort at Bait-al-Falaj and worked the rear link back 
to Bahrain. This was in 1958 and the Force was known as 
Muscat Armed Forces (MAP) in tho e days. A Detachment 
from HQ LFPG also provided a rear link from Nizwa for the 
Northern Frontier Regiment (NFR) which was also part of the 
Sultan's Forces; this was about 127 miles by 'road' from 
Bait-el-Falaj. 
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The Detachment at Muscat closed approximately February/ 
March 1959 and our Detachment at Nizwa closed on 31st May, 
1959, this being the last Corps unit in that part, probably 
until 3 Sqn 15 Sig Regt provided men in 1962. The last 
Det Comd was Sergeant (now Staff Sergeant) John Hazard. 

Yours faithfully, 
J. Soutar (ex 22964723 Corporal Soutar). 

18 Gisborne Close, 
Mickleover, 
Derby, DE3 SLU. 

What work can this he?- ii intleetl it is work 
Sir, 

One of the many means by which the work study team 
records information is by still photographs. This particular 
photograph below was one of many taken during Exercise 
'Flying Falcon.' 

For once the team arc mystified as to why this activity was 
recorded. Brainstorming produced a number of facetious sug
gestions and we wonder whether readers of THE WIRE could 
help by suggesting a suitable caption for the photograph. 

Yours 
V. C. Valle, 

(Lieutenant-Colonel, 0 .C. Team) 
Royal Signals Team, 

Sir, 

Army Work Study Group, 
School of Signals, 

Blandford Camp, Dorset. 

Thank you - 14th Signal Regiment 

I know that you have a problem over the amount of material 
that you a-e getting for THE WIRE these days, but I wonder if 
you could find a bit of space for the following? 

The Worcester City Division of S.S.A.F.A. is extremely 
grateful to the C.0. and Officers of 14th Signal Regiment for 
the loan of their Me s and the services of the Mess Staff for 
a fund raising Fork Supper on 3rd June this year. This is the 
third year running that this event has been held in the Mess 
and the profit from the sale of tickets, raffle, tombola and bar, 
together with donations from those unable to attend totalled 
£376.15, the highest so far and almost £84 more than la t 
year. Since coming to Worcester four years ago 14th Signal 
Regiment has been of great assistance to S.S.A.F.A. and on 
behalf of my President Mrs. P. A. Leicester, I would like to 
thank Lieutenant-Colonel Jimmy Ward and his predece or 
Lieutenant-Colonel Tony Baker, their wives Apple and Joan 
and the members of the Mess Staff for all their help. 

Yours sincerely, 
G. D. Woolrych (Major late R. Signals), 

Hon. Secretary and Treasurer, 
S.S.A.F.A. Worcester City Division. 

16 Silver Street, 
Worcester, WRl 2MR. 
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Public Duties GuarJ in LonJon 
ir, 
I ha ten to a ure Yeoman Warders Copesta.ke, Russell and 

Harvey that the opportunity to offer a Royal Signals public 
dutie guard in London during the y ar of our SOth anniversary 
was not mi ed. (See letter in Ma /June WrRE). 

It wa con idered at a meeting of the 1970 committee in 
January 1970, to which I wa ummoned as Colonel in charge 
of manpower and manning in the ignal Directorate at the 
t.ime. 

I did not need to remind the committee that Royal Signals 
worldwide was undermanned and over tretched and would 
remain o throughout the year. The provision of up to nine 
officers and 150 soldiers for symbolic duty, however desirable, 
would have been both untimely and inappropriate. Any attempt 
to remove these soldiers from a unit or units would have 
provoked in cant reaction from the Commanders of the for
mations supported by those units. 

It is a tribute to our competence and indispensability that 
Commanders are very reluctant to allow too many signallers 
too far away for too long. Other Arms can, and do, employ 
complete units on activities quite foreign to their proper role. 
If we do this, ome commander loses his communications and 
this they will not accept. 

ow we have a few men surplus we are looking again at how 
we might produce a public duties guard - but not at the 
expen e of provi ion and maintenance of efficient communica
tions. 

Ministry of Defence, 
Main Building, 

Whitehall, S.W.l. 

C. E. Tonry, 
(Brigadier B.G.S. Signals, Army) 

The Display Team of 35 years ago salutes the 
White Helmetg 

The Hon. Richard E. Denison-Pender, T.D., Major with 
the pre-war T.A. writes from 26 Rumbold Road, London 
SW6 21XX. 

"In 1937 l was the Officer in charge of the motor cycle 
display team at the Royal Tournament. It was the first and 
only time that a Territorial Army Unit (The London Divisional 
Signals (City of London Signals) T.A) has performed at all 
performances of the Royal Tournament. 

After 35 years we shall be reassembling on the evening 
of the 15th July to cheer on the White Helmets, and 19 of the 
original 30 are coming with wives and other old comrades 
of the Regiment." 

All will agree this is a splendid effort and will wish all of the 
party attending the Royal Tournament on the 15th July, 
a very happy evening. 

Clothing - Thank you 
Since the beginning of M arch, gifts of clothing, toys, books, 

etc., have been gratefully received from the following: 
R.S.M . R. Judge, Colonel G. D. T . Harris, Lieutenant

Colonel R. B. S. Eraut, W. E. Osborne, Esq., A Walsh, Esq., 
Mrs. A. Martin, Lieutenant-Colonel K. Kirkby, Mrs. P. E. 
Vanscolina, Lieutenant-Colonel and M rs. J. J. H . Swallow, 
Lieutenant-Colonel D . A. Dickson, W.0.1 and Mrs. J. H . 
Lawrence, Major C. R. C. Bunce, Mrs. C. Rodgers, Lieutenant
Colonel W. MacCulloch, A. V. l ent, Esq., G. R. l ent, Esq., 
The Thrift Shop, Blandford Camp, Lieutenant-Colonel and 
Mrs. G. M. Welsford, Mrs. J. D . T. Brett, Mrs. J. St. C. W. 
Robinson, Mrs. H allam, Corporal K . Patterson, Major-General 
Sir John and Lady Anderson, Captain W. Farmery, Mrs. 0 . 
Brewer French, Major G . J. Malcolm, Major-General J. M . 
Sawers, Brigadier and Mrs. D . St.J. Hoysted, D . W. F . Barn
field, Esq., W.0.2 (Y. of S .) M. Harrison, United Kingdom 
Delegation, Live Oak, Corporal D . F. Payne, Captain R. 
Illiffe, Brigadier J. M. W. Badcock, Major C. H . Caulfield, 
Shetland Boats Ltd., M ajor P. E. Mott, M r. and Mrs. N. 
Church. 
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= = = = RADIO OPERATOR·S 
LEAVING THE SERVICE IN THE NEXT 

18 MONTHS? 

If your trade involves radio operating, you 
qualify to be considered for a radio officer 
post with the Composite Signals Organisation. 

On satisfactory completion of a 7 month specialist 
training course, successful applicants are paid on scale 
rising to £2,365 p.a.; commencing salary according to 
age - 25 years and over £1,664 p.a. During training 
salary also by age, 25 and over £1,238 p.a. with free 
accommodation. 

The future holds good opportunities for established 
(i .e. pensionable) status, service overseas and promotion. 

Training courses commence at intervals throughout 
the year. Earliest possible application advised. 

Applications only from British-born male and female 
U.K. residents up to 35 years of age ( 40 years if excep
tionally well qualified) will be considered. 

Full details from: 
Recruitment Officer, 
Government Communications Headquarters, 
Room A/1105, 
Oakley Priors Road, 
Cheltenham, Glos. GLS2 SAJ. 
Telephone: Cheltenham 21491, Ext. 2270. 
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OVERSEAS 
OPPORTUNITIES 

We are a rapidly expanding f irm of Life 
Assurance and Investment Brokers current ly 
operating in BADR, Hong Kong, Cyprus, 
Australia and the U.K. We require indust
rious men of initiative who seek challeng ing 
and interesting employment. We offer com 
prehensive training, high f inancial rewards 
and good career prospects. Write to: -

The Executive Manager, 

David Harris and Associates, 

Carbon Chambers, 

78 Hallgate, 

DONCASTER, 

Yorkshire. 
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t 'ontin11(•tl f1•oni tire •lrin" j.Julfl • lllirP ' 

Exercise ·Marco Polo 
"" Cnpttiin Tim McCor1 

Readers will recollect that in the March/ April ' Wire' we published an abridged version of Captain Tim McCoy's 
trip from the Gulf to the U.K. with three decrepit Land Rovers and a party of eleven. The full accowit is now to 
hand and as it is full of interest and adventure, we felt we must publish it despite, to a certain extent, going over the 
same growtd twice. Here is the second instalment. 

lo~· to 1wgotiutc• curfews 
The snow lasted to about 100 miles before Ankara, and 

it wa about here that the GS, later affe:::tionatcly named 
• Lulu ' by the skipper, started having fuel-feed trouble as well 
~s sheering another five rim nuts. We hit Ankara at 01.30 hours, 
half an hour after the curfew, about which we knew nothing. 
"Well maybe the Turks go to bed early " said someone at the 
complete absence of civilians and their cars. There was plenty 
of ' fuzz,' both militay and civil, and armed to the teeth or so 
it eemed. However, on being challenged when we stopped 
outside a tourist hotel near the city centre, we waved our 
British passports, said the word ' tourist ' quite often and looked 
stupid, so they shrugged their shoulders, and asked for cigar
ettes. 

That night and the next were spent at this hotel. In addition 
to sightseeing and the skipper checking in with the Defence 
Attache at the British Embassy we took advantage of the hotels 
heated basement garages to work on the vehicles. In particular 
we checked rim nuts and cannibalised U /S wheels to make 
up enough good wheels to last us the remainder of the 
journey. 

Also at ths point, just under halfway through the journey, 
the route was replanned, target mileages per day set, and 
our ETA in U.K. calculated. Although the target mileages 
weren't always adhered to we reached Dover only a few hours 
late, and that was because fog cau ed us to miss the 11.00 
hours ferry from Calais by twenty minutes. 

The last da."· in Asia. suitabl."· 1mm•t11atNI 
Ten a.m. on 29th December, saw us en route for Istanbul 

down t11e ' Death Highway.' Thi is a good, wide tar road 
winding through snow covered mountains for 180 miles to 
below 1,000 feet, an unaccustomed altitude for us. It was on 
this stretch that some of us saw grass growing naturally for 
the first time in a couple of years. From there it was another 
170 miles or so to the town of Uskudar, which we reached 
during the evening rush hour. Aero s the ferry over the Bos
phorus, still in heavy traffic, we had a slight brush with a taxi, 
and the orting out of that meant that it was not until nearly 
11 p.m. that we found a motel. By that time it wa too late 
to go into town, though the skipper and Chris Rogers had seen 
most of it in company with a non-Engli h speaking policeman. 
We therefore had a meal and a few drinks in the motel res
taurant. There we met ome Engli h TIR drivers en route 
for Teheran and a couple taking a Land Rover of medical 
stores to a doctor in Pakistan and were able to give them 
details of route conditions. The drivers were going to put 
up to 30 per cent petrol in their diesel to prevent it going 
waxy in the cold. 

Grc~ek hospi t:alHy 
It wa in mist and with somewhat thick heads the next 

morning that we started off for the Greek border, which wa 
crossed towards late afternoon. Camp that night was made at 
the anta Rosa camp site at Alexandroupolis, where we were 
allowed to use their facilities for washing, cooking and eating. 
We u ed their bar, and Signalman D on Capron wa able to 
ample the ouzo for which he acqured a ta te whilst in Cyprus. 

The rest of us stuck to beer or wine. The manageress was 
a motherly type, and was astonished at the high quality and 
variety of the food produced by Bob Boyd. 
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New YPru:·s Ev.-
Now we were in Europe we had the bit between our teeth, 

and made Thessaloniki, Greece's second city at 15.45 hours, 
doing a bit of sightseeing in the towns along the way. After 
a couple of hours there, all the time we could spare, we made 
for Yugoslavia. As it was New Year's Eve we stopped at Evzoni, 
where the white-skirted Greek soldiers come from, for dinner
steak, salad, etc., with wine--on skipper before crossing the 
border at 19.00 hours. The night was spent just over the 
border at a motel near Gevgelija. Although some stayed in the 
motel and others with the wagons, we all had a good New 
Year's Eve. 

lm1•r1•sioio11s of , ·ugosl:nri:a 
We had been warned by many people, even from the time 

the planning started months before, that the Yugo !av was 
the worst in the world, death on wheels, to be avoided like 
the plague. However, we found them to be no worse, and 
sometimes better, than other drivers we had seen. We were 
also advised that two-three days was insufficient to allow for 
cro sing to Trieste. Admittedly we pushed on virtually non
stop, but we left the border area at 09.00 hours on 1st January, 
and reached Venice at 19.00 hours on 2nd January. We had 
our troubles, though. We encountered our dear old friends 
snow and freezing fog again. 

'Lulu's' voltage regulator, which had been playing up since 
before Istanbul, cut out altogether, and the skipper tripped 
it down and cleaned and reassembled it on a grey, cold 
morning in the middle of Zagreb while Bob Walkingshaw was 
looking for somewhere to have a bath. We must have been 
quite a sight, parked on dirty snow be ide the road. Three 
filthy Land Rovers in green and yellow wth Arabic number 
plate , and a number of oddly dressed men, some wearing Arab 
heacfdress, some bearded, some stubbly most wearing grubby 
white sweaters or blue overalls, and all a good deal thinner 
than when they started out. We did get somt: odd looks. 

Ju t after Zagreb another couple of rim nuts heared on 
'Lulu.' The FFR's alternator had not worked ince Bushehr 
nece sitating changing its flat batteries with the charged one 
of the other two wagons sometimes as many a four time 
a day. either could we get into it to ort it out. Now 
in Yugoslavia, it decided it was time to work, and it did. 
Lunc11 was taken in Ljubljana. 

Uack to t>ivilis ntio11 
In Venice it rained; it also smelt. Al o none of the ' all year 

round' camp site were open, so thi meant another night 
in an hotel, recced. by Bill Slater, Don Capron and Ron Towers. 

As we were leaving Venice there wa an incident involving 
Ron T owers, the FFR , a small, excitable treet vendor, and 
hi barrow. The net re ult wa the vendor received an impres
sive roa ting from a memoer of the traffic police for parking 
his barrow where it could be backed into. 

Our ETA U.K. was only two days away when we left 
Venice on 3rd January, in heavy rain, and our route lay aero ·~ 
Italy to the St. Bernard Tunnel, through witzerland and into 
France at Pontarlier. The plan wa to put up for our la t night 
on the road within a couple of hours drive of Calais. Thi 
meant another day-night-da drive but we were used to this 
b now. 
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("rlsls in \..ie4'1Lztt 
Coming up to red traffic light at the foot of a railway 

bridge on the out kirts of Vicenza the skipper applied ' Lulu's ' 
foot brake and nothing happened. With halted traffic looming 
larger and accompanied by much cursing, changing down, 
switching ignition off and heaving on the handbrake by skipper, 
and bracing of bodie in utter silence by Chris Rogers and 
' Tich ' Daley, 'Lulu' agreed to come gently to a stop before 
making her couple of tons felt by a nice little Fiat. In -pection, 
on the forecourt of a closed garage a few yards on, revealed 
a brake pipe had broken. This took about three hour and 
much ingenuity to patch up. The pipe had been corroded away 
by the salty atmo phcre in the Gulf, and accelerated by all 
the recent moi ture, had finally ruptured. This, and another 
which went in the same place during repairs, was sleeved with 
high pre ure rubber tube and jubilee clips. No spares were 
obtainable locally and although the sensation when braking 
wa imilar to tanding on a soft balloon, it did work-just! 

Surviving the harrowing experience of negotiating Vicenza 
during the evening rush hour we got onto the Venice-Turin 
autostrada with the Safari in the lead. Two hundred miles 
later ju t before turning off towards the Alps, in heavy mist, 
we became eparated so 'Lulu ' and the FFR went on in 
company and waited for ' those b .. . .... s in the Safari ' at the 
tart of the Grand St. Bernard Tunnel. After some three hours 

the Safari appeared. Although the snow was crisp and deep 
the air warmed a little before we re tarted. 

The Inst lap 
The skipper was quite hurt when a Swiss border policeman 

pursed hi lips and looked doubtful when told we bad no snow 
chains. He seemed to think we would be unable to negotiate 
hi roads without them. 

We had a good run through Switzerland over apart from 

~·ercs and views frorn 39 Inf Bde H.(/. and Sig Sqn 

ULSTER NOTEBOOK 
First illlpressions by n TecJutician 

I THOUGHT to myself as I drove through Belfa t; all I've 
been told and read about Ulster cannot be true; it is too 

quiet. That illusion was soon shartered when I wa stopped by 
a police officer and was told that he wanted to search my 
car. Thankfully, after exchanging words for my I.D. card, he 
~ventually decided again c it, and lee me continue on my 
Journey to what I !:bought would be impending doom. Upon 
arriv~l howev~r I f?~nd things quire the reverse. Everybody 
wa~ m ve~· lugh spmts and. people were laughing and joking 
as 1f not:hmg out of the ordmary was happening. 

Upon being introduced to my colleagues in the 'Tels. 
Workshop ' and being welcomed with cries of· ' Sucker' and 
' Get back on the boat before it's too late,' all being in fun 
of course, I found that half !:he workshop . were here on a 
two year tour and the other half ' 30 Sig Regt ' lads were only 
part timers - or so they've been led to believe. 

After a week's expert tuition by Corporal Brian Hill I soon 
be~an t~ master the ~quipment much to the delight of F. of S. 
Brian Livesey, chantmg: "We'll soon have you down in 'X' 
Street,'' which true to his word I was. 

' X ' Street being situated in the middle of Belfast is a 
place we use for quick access to Rebroadcast sites. The're are 
tv o technicians on duty for a week at a time. My first week 
(~e . first of many no doubt) was under the cricical eye and 
gu1dmg hand of Sergeant Hugh Strang, who although a little 
strained by his constant night life, showed me the ropes. The 
:irea around 'X' Street, just by the fact it was where it is is 
constantly di turbed by !:he sound of gun shots and boo{bs, 
but none of t:hese came our way so we weren't really bothered. 
We h~d been cons!an~ly reminded that we should sandbag 
our wmdows, but d1dn t bother due to the fact that it would 
take approximately 100 sandbags and 10 flights of stairs to 
complete the task, until, one night a number of rounds hit the 
wall, in the next r<>?m. ~y 10:00 hours next morning the task 
was complete, and m quick tune. That was my week in 'X ' 
Street. 

As regards to the base workshop we are saying goodbye 
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a mile or two, clear roads and duly crossed to France at 
Vallorbe near Pontarlier. 

By evening Rheims was reached and an enjoyable evening 
and night were spent at the Hotel Splendide, which though 
comfortable and run by a most charming lady, was not a 
splendid a all that. We were on the road for Calais by 06.SO 
hours on 5th January. As has been mentioned already we were 
delayed by fog, and ju t missed the 11.00 hours ferry. This 
gave us the chance to sort through the kit and get organised 
for arrival in England. 

The pa senger lounge on the 'Free Enterprise III' was 
taken over by us, virtually. Part of it became the Orderly Room 
with leave passes being made out and signed. ' 

Arrival at Dover was marked by a slight misunderstanding 
with the immigration. They took us for foreigners! 

Con cl usi on 
The exercise had lasted 26 days and taken us just under 

5,000 miles. We are not sure of the exact mileage as in Turke 
the cold was so intense the peedometers ceased to function . 
Indeed, only 'Lulu's ' recovered, partially. We had travelled 
in nine different countries, had been from sea level to over 
11 000 feet, and had been from 30° C to -25° C. We had 
run the whole gamut of weather and driven on all types of 
roads. These three very tired old Land Rovers had, much 
to our surprise, carried us through all this without serious 
mishap, and at an average of about 14 m.p.g. 

The ams of the exercise were achieved. It was hardly 
a ' wan,' but everyone enjoyed it. Apart from all the long 
hours of driving, the hazardous conditions, all the improvisation 
and testing of initiative, and frustration at some of the borders, 
for sheer experience it was well worth while. Anyone interested 
for sheer experience it was well worth while. 

soon to Sergeants Bob Irving and Andy ' Jason King ' Russell 
when they return to glorious Blandford. F. of S. Brian Livesey, 
B.E.M., leaves fo a much wanted posting to 4 Div and Captain 
T.O.T. Johnson leaves for that most lively of places the 
Hebrides. As for the members staying - Sergeants Hugh 
Strang, Frank Martin, Corporals Brian Hill, Colin Tadd, 
Gerry (when do I get my third) Cooper and Chris Hemmings, 
Lance-Corporals Les Warren and myself, also not forgetting 
our new member Sergeant Mick Bruce, I'm sure that we'll 
keep the communications in Belfast running as smoothly as 
ever. 

On 1.atrol wUh the Paras 
On the 1st of June, 1972, Sergeant Westerby, R.C.T., and 

myself, Signalman Huntington, started a week of war enter
tainment, attached to the 2 Bn Parachute Regt in Belfast. We 
arrived at approximately 6.40 p.m. and started the first patrol 
at 7.00 p.m. This patrol was called a V.C.P. (Vehicle Check 
Point). The idea behind this is to set up a snap road blo::k 
with two Land Rovers and eight to 10 men and search various 
vehicles for weapons and ammo. Our first night out turned 
out to be quite entertaining. The fir t incident occurred as 
we turned into 'X' Street with the Land Rover. We came 
upon a youth who had just been beaten up vf!ry badly. The 
culprits were spotted going into a house and we gave chase, 
b.ut it was impossible to find where they had got to by the 
rune we had broken the door down. The next thing we dealt 
with was the youth. We phoned for an ambulance and we 
bandaged his hand which had been badly cut and two of his 
fingers broken. 

After this we carried on with the patrol, until about half-an
hour later. We were called in to investigate a shop in which 
a bomb had been planted and which had blown the shop up. 
When we arrived the local police were already there and we 
made a report of the bomb blast. There was nothing much 
we could do and we continued with the patrol. 

The rest of the night passed uneventfully and we arrived 
back in camp already feeling pleased with what was going to 
happen. Thursday was spent in making a routine patrol of an 
area called the 'Buffer.' This area is so called because it 
separates !:he Catholics and the Protestants and a patrol is sent 
out with two Land Rovers and ten men to watch and report 
any incidents that might occur. At night we went out by foot 
patrol in the area around the ' Buffer ' and much to our dis-
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appointment nothing exceptional happened except for the 
occasional person whom we frisked for weapons and ammo. 

Friday went by pretty quietly, we were again doing V.C.P. 
work all day. Nothing exceptional happened until that night 
when about 10 o'clock one shot was fired over our heads by a 
sniper as we were coming up 'X' Street. Needless to say we . 
all jumped out of the Rovers and deployed ourselves into 
two sections on either side of the road, by this time all weapons 
were cocked and everyone was fully alert. We made our way 
up the street to where we heard the shot come from, but we 
could not find any clue as to where our would-be sniper might 
be and after our little bit of fun we carried on with our patrol 
and the rest of the time passed away without any more events. 

Saturday again passed uneventfully, although there was a 
definice feeling that something was going to happen in the 
next couple of days. 

Monday passed off far from uneventfully. It all started when 
we were coming out of ' X ' Street and started going down ' Y ' 
St•eet. A gang of 'Yobos' started burling various missiles at 
us ·.e. Bottles, stones (boulders more like). We retaliated wit:h 
rubber bullets and made use of the cover as the missiles were 
coming down rather thickly. After about four rubber bullets 
had been fired at them the locals started losing their courage 
and were forced back. We then re-grouped around the comer 
and started to walk up 'Y' Street supported by a Land Rover. 
A the section came to the end of the street the Land Rover 
was stopped, we positioned ourselves at various points along 
the treet and came under fire from an automatic weapon. 
About 30 rounds were fired at us, hitting the walls round us 
and slicing into the Land Rover. No shots were fired by us 
as civilian life would have been in danger. 

After this we withdrew and reformed again around the 
corner. The section went to the bottom of the road and we 
deployed around the area and observed while youths bombarded 
!:he building with missiles. By this time the armoured vehicles 
(pig ) were mobile and they were sent in to clear the area. 

AN UNUSUAL WAR-TIME 
STORY 

Corporal ' Bob ' Hope in writing up notes on the 
Corps detachment 20 Maritime Regiment, R.C.T. in
cluded a story both amusing and interesting of how 
the Isle of Alderney came to be surrendered to British 
Forces at the end of the war. Rather than it should 
be lost in the midst of unit notes, we have given it 
prominence here following as it does a more up-to-date 
account of recent happenings in Alderney. Corporal 
Hope's story may provide a talking point for 30 Regt 
when they next visit Alderney. 

Cor1•ornl • Bob ' Hope writes: 

As .we have already outlined the origins and history of 20 
Maritime Regt, R.C.T., it becomes increasingly difficult 

to find material to transmute from dull routine to interesting 
reading. Don't misunderstand me, our job is far from dull , 
as anyone who has sailed out to St. Kilda in an Atlantic 
storm will hasten to as ure you, but if we do:::umented every 
exciting voyage we make, we would put Hammond Innes out 
of business, and fill three WIRES a week; unfortunately if we 
condensed the descriptions of these trips, our WIRE notes 
would read like a shipping agent's timetable. Consequently, 
we have decided to select a few of the better (and less censor
able) yams about some of the colourful characters who have 
served in Maritime, and tell them here. 

At the end of the last war, the advancing allies by-passed 
the Channel Islands after !:he Normandy landings, and as 
a result left them heavily fortified and garri oned isolated 
outposts of the Wehrmacht. Of course, this threat had to be 
neutralised. The surrender of Alderney was scheduled to take 
place shortly after the liberation of Jersey, and since the main 
line of communications from Berlin to Alderney was via 
Jersey, the Jersey Garrison was to forward the orders for 
Alderney's surrender. Unfortunately, the link from Jersey 
to Alderney was a favourite target for parti an action, and 
it appears that it was off the air with monotonous regularity. 
The day before the Jersey Garrison surrendered was one 
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Tuesday morning at 2.15 started with a big weep which 
triggered off a fresh battle wit:h riots, fires and heavy hooting. 
The only casualties on our side were two paras lightly 
wounded but four definite fatal injuries to the other side. 
After the excitement died down we headed for camp for a well 
earned rest and the following morning we returned to our unit. 

This was quite a busy week and both Sergeant We terby and 
myself really enjoyed ourselves. 

Ev.-.ling r••creation 
Some pleasant evenings have been spent in recent weeks in 

39 Bde with various teams competing in a general knowledge 
quiz. The quiz master was R.S.M. (Bamber Gasgoine) Connell, 
ably assisted by big chief Cheetham, who between them devised 
and organised the quiz. After some close and interesting 
contests !:he semi-finals and finals evening arrived. It wa 
noticeable that in the earlier rounds of the quiz that the 
officers, captained by the O.C., Major Bromley, with all their 
training fell by the wayside. The semi-finalists were W.R.A.C. 
v. Sergeants' Mess (odds on favourites) and Bde H.Q. and Int 
v. Comms Tp, with the W.R.A.C. and Comms Tp winning 
through to the final. The W.R.A.C. team, ably captained by 
Lieutenant Sue McQuade, team members Sergeant Kathy 
Ledgard, Lance-Corporal Jean Kudd and Private Linda Lavell, 
were defeated by Comms Tp, captained by Corporal John 
Hyde, team members Corporal Bob Martin, Corporal 'Doc ' 
Hyde and Signalman Brian Simpson in an exciting and, at 
times close, all Royal Signals final. 

A shield and prizes were presented by Mrs. Rigby, wife of 
the C.R. Signals. An enjoyable evening ended with a buffet and 
dancing to the Shaft disco compered by Corporal Bob Martin 
of Comms Tp. Whilst Comms Tp are having their berets 
stretched, the Sergeants are huddled together devising a plan 
to win the shield in future contests. 

of these occasions. So, no orders were sent to Alderney, which 
meant that the liberating forces had to be delayed until this 
situation could be remedied. The detachment of Royal Marines 
and their two MTBs, and their supporting destroyer were 
ordered to postpone their programme by four hours, and 
instead of taking Alderney at 11 a.m. they were to wait until 
3 p.m. However, the powers that were overlooked entirely 
the fact that the R.A.S.C. Water Transport vessel, MFV 16, 
a small motor fishing vessel, had already sailed for Alderney. 
And so she chugged on. 

At the originally appointed hour of 11 a.m. MFV 16 steamed 
into Braye harbour Alderney, tied up, and the skipper, a Sta.ff 
Sergeant Jones (the names have been changed to protect the 
innocent and the modest) trotted up the steps on to the pier, 
to be greeted by an enormous force of heavily armed Germans 
parading on the pier. They were, it was obvious to the obser
vant Sta.ff Jones, totally ignorant of the fact that they were 
supposed to have surrendered. In a carefully concealed haze 
of bewilderment-matched only by the bewilderment of the 
German Military Governor, Sta.ff Jones marched forward 
smartly and saluted. 

" If you would be so good as to present me with your 
sword in token of your surrender." 

Such monumental cheek deserved its reward. The German 
Brigadier complied. Dumbfounded, Staff Jones accepted it, and 
as be had begun, he continued . ... 

" Kindly order your men to lay down their arms, and .. . er 
... put them in that store over there." 

It was done, and as such an arsenal could not be left un
attended, Sta.ff Jones rooted his cook out of the galley on the 
boat, gave him one of the three service rifle he had on board, 
and posted him on entry duty. 

Sta.ff Jones was well aware of the fact that he and his four 
crew men could not possibly administer uch a number of 
pri oner o he asked the German Officer if he would please 
continue to administer his garrison until the appropriate 
authorities arrived. After the busine s wa carried out the 
Milicary Governor and Sta.ff Jones retired to the .Govern?r 
residence to document the surrender and celebrate with a drmk 
or two. 

At about 3 p.m. Sta.ff Jones wa returning unsteadily to hi 
vessel when two MTBs roared into the harbour and di gorged 
a sizeable band of heavily armed Royal Marines who conduc-
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ted them elve in a mo t belligerent manner, and the des
troyer standing off the harbour mouth wa pretty hosti le 
looking as well. Undaunted, Staff Jones informed the Royal 
Marine O.C. that the Island of Aldeme • had already been 
liberated by fi e meMbers of R.A. .C. Water Tran~port, they 
had o::cupied the islai d di armed the enemy, and igned the 
urrender, and here was the German Milirar Governors sword 

to prove it. And leaving the open outhed Royal Marine, 
Staff Jones, liberator, retired to hi bunk to leep off the 
effect of a trying day. 

Thi sound like a rail tory.- ir is, of course, but Staff Jones 
i still in Water Tran port, as a civilian employee in Fleet 
Sqn, R.C. T ., and he till holds a copy of the surrender of the 
German force of occupation in Alderney, signed by himself 
and the German Military Governer, and witne sed by a Lance
Corporal clerk, R.A. .C. 

And o to thing of a more mundane variety. A ever we 
still have two ve sel in cotrish waters, H.M.A.V. Aachen and 
H.M.A.V. Audemer, plying between Helensburgh and the 
Outer Hebrides-although H.M.A.V. Audemer's tyle has been 
a bit cramped by the acquisition of some large holes in her 
bottom after a bad night on the beach ar t. Kilda. As for 
the rest, H.M.A.V. Agheila has just returned from the Isle 
of Man and left for the Channel Islands before she had time 
to pas the time of day H.M.A.V. Andalsnes has been ro Norway 
on a courtesy visit to the town of Andalsnes, after which she 
is named (a mouthful like that wasn t picked by mere coinci
dence), and after marking rime for 24 hours, set sail for Antwerp. 
H.M.A.V. Abbeville ha b-en busy al o, she has visited France, 
and a oon as she got back, did a smart about turn and headed 
for Wilhelmshaven. 

All in all, things are going a usual. We arc doing the impos
sible at one, and miracle at 24 hours notice. Finally, if you 
are a radio telegraphist you fancy an interesting job, you are 
prepared to work 36 hours a day, nine days a week, and you 
feel that you can handle a very demanding bur equally reward
ing job, come and join us. You don't have ro be mad, but 
it does help. 

Extracts from a pre-war Territorial Officers 
Scrapbook (2) 

Brigadier Sir George Walton writes: 

' G ' Section of my Divisional Signals was due to do a day's 
exercise with a Gunner Brigade--they were brigades then! The 
exercise was taking place on rough moorland and the C.O. of 
the Divisional ignals had ridden out to one of the batteries 
to ee if d1eir communications were all right. 

This particular battery wa always scrupulously neat and 
meticulous in all it did. Its gun position was a model one. 
Behind the guns all the various instruments that gunners use, 
or did use, were arranged; little tables on tripods - range 
finder - an officer sitting on a form writing at a table -
everything ju t so - but no cable from Brigade H.Q. 

After a hart wait dle sound of an approaching engine could 
be heard. Soon over a nearby hill appeared a hired civilian 
lorry bucketing and rattling over the moor with a telephone 
wagon behind- and making straight for the guns. 

O.C. 'G' Section realised at once that he would have to 
skirt round the rear of the battery position and consequently 
wheeled round in a semi-circle paying out D-3 twisted as he 
went. When he got to the far side of the position still going 
at a rousing pace the cable drum jammed but owing to the 
noise of the lorry engine the driver did not hear the whistle. 
The result was catastrophic! 

The loop in the cable approached the unsuspecting gunners 
from the rear at an alarming pace. The gun position officer 
who at that moment was looking through his field glasses was 
caught just knee high and he collapsed like a pack of cards; 
next the cable swept away the tripod tables and the range 
finder and their attendants; it then took the gentleman sitting 
at the table about seat high and swept up him, his form, and 
his table. It was just approaching the gun sites when the O.C. 
Divisional Signals remembered a most important engagement 
in camp . 

News from Regiments 

School of Signals 

Blandford Camp 

Dorset 

THE NIGERIA ROOlU 

I T is the practice in the School of Signals to name certain 
lecture rooms after countries in the Commonwealth and 

to display in those rooms, photographs and other items peculiar 
to the adopted country. In view of the considerable number 
of students from Nigeria in recent years, it was decided that 
we should have a Nigeria room. 

Unlquj' 

The room chosen to be so named was previously simply 
known as Jl6 and is probably unique in Great Britain. It has 
•"en classes under instruction from International Signal 
Officers-in-Chief to Dorset Girl Guides. Signallers from all 
arms and services and many nations have seen demonstrations 
in it. If you have not tuned in yet Jl6 is the Antennas and 
Propagation Room. 

A "·islt and a }tN•sentntion 

Our intention to name this room was made known to the 
Nigerian High Commission in London. As a result on 
Wednesday, 24th May, we were honoured by a visit from 
Colonel B. Usman, the Defence Adviser and Mr. M. Dambatta, 
a Counsellor from the High Commission. 

They presented co the Commandant, Brigadier A. C. Bate, 
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0.B.E., a signed photograph of H . E. General Gowon, the 
Nigerian President, a colourful painting of a Nigerian village 
scene and some mats of Fulani origin. 

COMMEMORATIVE OCCASION 
Colonel Usman the Defence Adviser of the Nigerian High Com· 
miss ion accompanied by Mr. Dambatta also from the High Com· 
mission presenting a signed photograph of H.E. General Gowon, 
the Nigerian President, to Brigadier A. C. Bate, Commandant of the 

School of Signals 

( ominued on page 269) 
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EXEUCISE t BAU UACE ' 

Systems Exercise Troop, having spent several months prior 
to Easter taking out the ' Q,' Captains, Squadron Commanders 
and Foreman of Signals courses on exercises around Blandford 
Piddlehinton Camps, themselves went out, this time all the 
way co Catterick. 

Exercise ' Ball R ace' was a competition between two teams 
of CSO radio relay detachments and two teams of C70 radio 
relay detachments, leap frogging all the way to Catterick. It 
took four days to get there, working up to 40 miles on some 
of the radio relay shots. Needless to say, the CSO were able 
to outpace the C70s but good map reading and calculation 
of long shots balanced out the different equipments quite a lot. 

The exercise was master minded by Sergeant Shotts and 
Sergeant Roberts, and most of the 25 strong troop took part. 

ome beautiful scenery was seen by all, marred at Holme Moss 
m Yorkshire by the mist. 

The administration went very smoothly, overnight stays 
were arranged at old airstrips in the south and the midlands, 
and a picnic site in Yorkshire. Many thanks go to the Appren
tices College at Harrogate, which provided us with much 
needed baths and petrol! T hanks also to the R.E.M.E. work
shops in York, who eventually repaired an ageing one ton K 9. 

Postscript: - Congratulations to Corporal Manion on his 
recent marriage and congratulations to Lance-Corporal and 
Mrs. Mathers on the birth of their baby son. 

HIGH UP IN DERBYSHIRE 
Lance·Corporal Barratt with Signalman Ford somewhere in Derby
shire. Surprising what can be chiselled out of a boulder with a small 

pickaxe-or, has he got a spare wheel problem 1 

1 Div HQ and Sig Regt 

B.F.P.O. 32 

W E are pleased to welcome Captain ~im Essen, !raffic, on 
his arrival to take over from Captam Roy S'!"thard. We 

also welcome W.0.1 (S.C.) 'Paddy ' Byrne who rehevcs W.0.1 
(S.C.) John Worrall. . 

Congratulations are due to Captam and Mrs. Ian Turner, 
Captain and Mrs. ' Sandy ' Lipin, Corporal and Mrs. P~ter 
Tyers and Signalman and Mrs. Paul Abell, each on the birth 
of their daughters. 

Visit of the Uisbop to the Forces nud C.S.0. 
B.A.O.R. 

The Bishop of Croydon we~ring his other mitre as Bishop 
to the Forces visited the Regune~t on Thurs?ay, 25th May. 
He celebrated Holy Communion ID the Garrison Church at 
an early morning service. 
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He later had coffee in the Sergeant ' Mess with several 
members having interesting discussions. After visiting TOC H 
he was given luncheon in the Officers' Mess at which the 
G.O.C., Major-General E. N. W. Bramall, O.B.E., M .C., and 
Major-General H. E. Roper the C.S.O. B.A.0.R. were guests. 
Also Captain Roy Smithard was dined out on this occasion 
and we wish him well in his new appointment in HQ. 1 British 
Corps. No doubt we will be hearing from him. . 

Major-General Roper was welcomed by a quarter-gua~~ m 
Sheil Barracks prior to the luncheon and afterwards v1s1ted 
the Squadrons. 

In I Sqn he saw a working radio relay detachment and 
in 2 Sqn, Al Troop deployed as a radio village. He visi~ed 
3 Sqn accommodation and the Squadron bar, before g.omg 
to the sports ground just in time to miss the end of a cncket 
match which it was hoped would provide him with at least 
a happy hour's relaxation. 

Unfortunately, the state of the wicket had not been taken 
into account. The Officers' and Soldiers' team won with 73 
runs against the Sergeants' Mess and Corporals' team's 55. 
However, the C.S.O. was in time to partake of an excellent tea 
with the players and their wives. 

DISCUSSION GROUP 
A pause for a chat during Major·General Roper's visit. Left to Right: 
WO I (R.S.M.) Eqc LeQuesne, the C.S.O., Sergeant Andy Evans and 

Mrs. Ann Evans 

Exercise • Hurst Pnrk ' 
The Regiment went off again into the field for this C.'!ercise, 

the fourth of the current season. We wer;it out ~ co~ple of da.ys 
early and used the time conducting vanous trials, m the ram, 
prior to the Staff joining us on Monday. . 

The G.O.C. c.xpressed himself very happy with the results. 
We were pleased to have a visit by Colonel ~harles Lucas 

and Major Nigel Van Loan from th~ School o~ S1gn.als . ... 
S.I. (P.T.) (waking up a sleepmg body m Diamond SA 

during a chemical alert): "Wake up. N.B.C. Stage 2. You 
have to put your Noddy suit on." 

Half awake body: " (Mutter, grunt with technical undertones), 
close t l:e door on your way out." . 

S.I. (P.T.) : "You'll have to put it on or I will have to take 
your name." ,, 

Awake body: cc Very well, Colonel Lucas. 
S.I. (P.T.) : cc Thank you Sir." 
Later that morning the Colonel was apparendy woken by 

someone else and told he could take his N .B.C. suit off. 

Training Omce 
One question asked of the Training Office by a Troop Com

mander: "Does the non-swimmers uaining grant come from 
the Central Pool?" 

I Squndro11 
May has been a busy but successful month for ' shiny ' one. 

The Squadron supplied the Regimental quarrer-gu~d for two 
visiting personages, namely the C.S.0. B.A.0 .R. Ma1or-General 
Roper and the C.C.R. Signals Brigadier ~acFarl:m~· On both 
occasions the guard impressed everyone with their unmaculate 
tum out and precision drill. 
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The Inter-Squadron athletic compeouon was held the day 
after the Whit un break and, although the Squadron athletes 
did not tint their cnjo •ment over the long weekend, the team 
still managed to win the .ximpetition comfortably 

The quadron did n() have many individual winners but 
the entire team worked t1ard to obtain good positions. Probably 
the be t performances were Signalman ' odger ' Green in the 
hurdle and high jump, Lance-Corpo:al Co!in Ross in the 800 
metre and 'bigge-t' surprise of all Second-Lieutenant John 
Thornton winning the pole vault. 

Straight after we went out on Exercise ' Hurst Park ' and, 
of rour e, it promptly started to rain for the next eight days. 
During the e ercise Comceo Charlie learnt what it wa 
to be a mobile comcen again whilst Comcen Delta relaxed 
a little on top of a delightful muddy mountain. Apart from 
producing the normal good communications, both comccns 
became fairly profi:ient at standing-to and other defensive 
measure. COPPA (Comcen Outer Perimeter Penetration 
Alarm) again showing its worth even though most alarms were 
caused by big rabbits. To prove to Sig Ops that the comceus 
do actually ' noddify up ' when the alarm is given the picture 
opposite hows Signalman David Milne of Comcen Charlie 
relaxing a'.:ter a chemical alert during the exercise. 

2 Squadron 
This month we said farewell to Second-Lieutenant Philip 

Grey and welcome to his relief Second-Lieutenant David 
Turner. 

After an even"ful Exercise ' Morning Glory ' we concentrated 
some of our efforts to the re-opening of our Squadron Club 
' The Stagger Inn;' closed since Christmas for renovation. 
Corporal ' Rod")' ' Stone and his assistants worked very hard, 
we are proud of their efforts. 

The remainder of our efforts were channelled into weapon 
training, physical fitness and such like in preparation for 
a week's guard in the south. Judging by the lack of war 
stories we can assume that all was quiet. 

Congratulations go to Sergeant Williamson on his recent 
promotion. 

3- Squadron 
Inter-Squadron athletics 

This was held in May amidst furious preparation for Exer
cise ' Hurst Park.' The Squadron hurtled onto the sports field 
in a fit of boundless enthusiasm! All types of events were run 
and thrown. It was quickly evident that it was the usual battle 
between 3. and 1 Sqn, with vivid memories of 1 Sqn's defeat 
by one pomt last year. After a hard fought competition 1 Sqn 
won the event much to the annoyan:e of the Squadron Com
mander Major Peter Brown, who now loses his office clock 
to 1 Sqn. 

Anglo-German l\'eekend 
The Regiment turned out en masse to construct a small 

fair for the weekend. The hard work being mainly done by 
Line Troop, who put up all the canvas, etc., to the grunts 
and groans of the indefatiguable ' Hairies.' 3 Sqn provided 
~erent stalls to entice money from the local populace. They 
mcluded, model car racing, football and village stocks. Certain 
young officers risked their good looks by doing their stint in 
the stocks, suffering a barrage of cabbages, etc., in the cause 
of charity. Driver 'Benny' Benson gained high esteem when 
he took o':'er this. onerous task! Signalm~n Nicky Po~lard next 
d~r was mstructJ.Og people on the te:hruques of Scalextric car 
racing. A lot of money '':'as coll~ted by the Squadron, including 
the staff branches, and 1t was given to well deserving charities. 
Thank you all who took part. 

ld;OfN! 

Congratulations and heartfelt sympat'1y are in order to Lan~e
Corporal Colin Brock and Se·ond-Lieutenant David Lawson 
who have become engaged, needless to say, not to each other! 
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CLOTHING is still URGENTLY required 

by the WELFARE SECTION 

2 Div HQ and Sig Regt 

B.F.P.O. 46 

I T ha been a busy month, including visits from our new 
. G.0.C. Major-General ~cher and C.C.R. Signals Briga. 

dier MacFarlane, three exercises and many sporting events. 
The Inter Squa~ro~ athletics match was very closely fought, 

1 Sqn even~ually W.lllDlll~ from R.H.Q. Sqn by a narrow margin. 
The potenoal wa~ suffi.cien~ .t~ give the Regiment high hope 
of .o~r chances m the D1v1s1onal and Morrison Cup com
peuuons. 

The Regiment entered two teams in the Divisional six-a-side 
ho: key, which was won by our 'A' team of Maior David Gent 
Major John Heyes, Captain Gus Vigurs, Staff Sergeant 'Paddy : 
M_oloney, Y. of S. Des Heyes and Lance-Corporal Henry 
~ukham. The team also reached the semi-final of the B.A.O.R. 
six~s. Two team~ were also entered for the Divisional sevcn
a-s1de rugby which was held at Bunde, but neither managed 
to survive the trong opposition. 

TUG OF WAR WINNERS 
Back row: Staff-Sergeant Ken Purnell , Sergeant Mick Sully, Lance· 
Corporal " Wally" Walton , Sapper Hamish Rice, Corporal " Spud" 

Maylor 

Front row: Corporal Ian Vine, Corporal David Ford, Corporal 
Mick Longstaff, Corporal Colin Elstob 

WINNERS 2 DIVISION 6-A-SIDE HOCKEY 
Major David Gent, Captain Gus Vigurs, Lance-Corporal Harry 

Kirkham 
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PRIZE GIVING 
Mrs. Barbara Yeoman presenting prizes to Corporal David Ford. 
Onlookers Sergeant Des McGonigle and Corporal Mick Longstaff 

at the Inter Squadron Athletic Meeting 

Captain Peter Chaddock, our Adjutant, won the S.M.G. 
Individual Trophy in the B.A.O.R. Royal Signals Skill-at-Arms 
meeting, and the team of Captain John Richards, R.E.M.E. , 
Captain Peter Chaddock, Staff Sergeant Ken Thurley, Lance
Corporal Stuart Gregg and Sergeant Frederick McFadden, 
R.C.T., reached the semi-final of the Falling Plate. 

In between the many exercises and other events we have 
managed to play the Unit golf competition at which we had 
some 16 entries. Our enterprising golfers have built a small 
nine hole course around the sports field area and it is hoped 
this will encourage the many potential players to practice. 

3 Div HQ and Sig Regt 

Bulford 

M AY has been a month when Summer Camp has loomed 
large in the activities of each Squadron. As well as the 

Camp we still kept up our monthly rare of exercises and the 
end of the month finds us preparing to set off to Germany 
again. 

Sa11111u•r ("amt• 
This year it has been split into three parts, the fir t being 

Tregantle Fort in Cornwall, the second in Okehampton, and 
the L.A.D. keeping themselves to themselves on a camp site 
near Watchett. The first party to visit camp were blessed with 
good weather while the second hall had torrential rain and 
gales, it certainly made life more exciting. Summer C!lllp giyes 
members of the Regiment a chance to sharpen up thei: phys_1cal 
fitne s in a relaxed military manner and this camp achieved JUSt 
that. Ma;or Richard Johnson and Major Norman Chesher, 
R.T.R., C:rganised bicycle races, escape and evasion exercises, 
rallies and plenty of sport, throughout the day from early 
morning until late evening. The sections rompeted at every
thing and Corporal Andy Goodman and his section won a _few 
crates of beer for some excellent performances. In the onen
teering Corporal Tr~vor Taylor won with a ~e perform~ce 
Both Lieutenant Keith Rowbory and Second Lieutenant Mike 
Podmore claim that checkpoint 2 must have been out at sea 
as they never found it. As well as all this Captain Heller Exon 
was ever ready to take the Corps yacht Quicksilver out to sea 
if the weather would allow. He really had to keep his wits 
about him, however, and many times he had to beat a hasty 
retreat ba:k to Plymouth in the face of a gale. 

Corporal Tom McVey will remember this camp well as he 
has kept up his tradition of breaking his right arm in each 
Regiment that he has been in. This time he achi~ved it by 
falling off a beam in the gymnasium at H.M.S. F1sgard. 
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Shooliug 
Shooting has loomed large in this month's act1vme with a 

number of scratch teams taking part in the Royal Signals 
Squadron level shoot and the Regimental team going to summer 
camp to take part in the SWUSSAM Competition at Trevol 
Ranges. Shootmg took part in difficult conditions, but W.0.2 
Jim McElvogue did well to come first in the rifle event class B 
shoot and Captain Leslie Steane came third in the rifle event 
1 class B shoot, while our under 23 falling plate team of 
Signalmen George Poole, Mick Godfrey, 'Ginger' Jenkins 
and ' Geordie ' McMahon, did well in running and shooting 
their way into the final of the competition in which they were 
narrowly beaten by a team from the 10 Gurkha Rifles from 
Hong Kong. 

ExPreises 
As usual we took to the field again, with the Headquarters on 

Exercise ' Staff Ride.' This time it was in Norfolk, in order 
to make sure our movement drills are perfect for Exercise 
'Summer sales' in Germany in June. This exercise was 
memorable in that the Ghurkas were on exercise at the same 
time and nobody told them about us. R.S.M. R. J. Judge, tried 
to take a convoy through one of their checkpoints. A sentry 
politely told him that he was a prisoner. The R.S.M. told him 
that he was an RS.M., to be met with, " O.K., you prisoner 
R.S.M.'' Thankfully it was all sorted out before the staff 
convoys started to roll through a few minutes later. ' Alpha 
Troop as usual were not content with one exercise and took 
off on their own for another, a few days later, when the H.F. 
detachments found themselves erecting all sorts of antennae -
good practice. 

Visits 
This month the G.0.C., Major General G. C. A. Gilbert, 

M.C., paid us a farewell visit. He hands over towards the end 
of June to Major General R. E. Worsley, O.B.E. The 
Commanding Officer, Lieutenant Colonel De:ek Briggs, 
escorted the G.O.C. to the square, where the Regiment was 
assembled, and the G.O.C. thanked all ranks of the Regiment 
for the hard work and effort they make which enables the 
Division to run as smoothly as it does. Also on the same day 
the C.S.O. U.K.L.F., Brigadier D. E. Warren, A.D.C., paid 
the Regiment a visit. He was shown samples of all aspects of 
Regimental life from sport to work. 

.\.th le tics 
The Regimental athletics team won the 3 Division and 

South West District major units competitions and the field 
events cup beating the School of Signals and Royal Hussars. 
The team was managed by Major Dick Johnson and Captain 
Ray Etheridge, and coached by Q.M.S.I. Tony O'Neill. 
Excellent performances were given by Lance-Corporal Paul 
Green, high jump; Captain Chris Wollaston, 400 and 800 
meters; and Q.M.S.I. Tony O'Neill, discus and hammer. 

Swinuning/\Vater Polo 
The swimming team under the guidance of Major Gordon 

Mills entered for the 3 Division and South West District 
competitions and were placed second and third respectively. 

11!1.ot>key 
A team was entered in the South West District ummer 

hockey league under the management of O.R.Q.M.S. Joe Izzo. 
Some very satisfying results have been obtained in our first 
four matches in this very lively competition, with outstanding 
performances by Lieutenant John Cook, Y. of S. Bob Massey 
and Captain Darrell Ingle, R.P.C., who unfortunatelj 
also collected eight stitches on his forehead. Re ult to date are 
won two games and drawn tw6' 

Quote of the month 
S.S.M. 2 Squadron W.0.2 McElvogue, whilst on the range 

produced a very battered pocket watch and proudly stated that 
it was 191 year old. On being informed that it was nearly as 
old as our junior officer he replied: "What's more, ir, it 
work and doesn't tick so loudly." 
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•The only 
All·Solid-state 100W 
broadband HF linear 

amplifien in 
full scale production 
a~here in the 
world .. 

We've already said a 
mouthful. But we must 
add that they cover the 
1.5 to 30 MHz range and 
canbeusedwithanyman
packtoforma 1 OOWman
portable or vehicle station. 

. All solid state, they operate 
direct from their own batteries 
or. from 24V vehicle supplies, 
without a converter. 

Aft!3r all this we still haven't 
!11ent1oned that there are no tun
ing or loading controls to adjust. 
And as they are fully protected 

against ex
cessive drive and 

cannot be damaged by 
mis-matches such as broken 

o! short-circuited aerials, they are 
virtually fault-proof. 

One more word (or maybe two 
if you can bear with us). These 

amplifiers have already 
been delivered in quan

tity to British and many 
Overseas Armed Forces. In fact, 

there's two years of full-scale 
production behind this product. 
And it's available now . 

[BEDIFONCI 
Red1ton I e1ecommun1cat1u11:. 

Limite~d Broomhill Road 
London S .W.18. 
Telephone: 01-874 7281 
A Membtt Company of the Redlffuelon Org1nl11tlon 
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4 Div HQ and Sig Regt 
B.F.P.O. 15 

The story so far 

I OOKING back in my diary at the two months which have 
..J passed since I wrote our last contribution to TUE WIRE, 

I find that: 
We had 20 ; jµnior agents ' from the Evening Echo in Essex, 

for IO days and great fun they were (honestly!). 
We had a Divisional C.P.X. 
We contributed to a German Divisional C.P.X. 
We were visited by C.S.O. B.A.O.R., Major-General H. E. 

Roper; C.C.R. Signals, Brigadier W. T. MacFarlane; and 
Deputy 0.I.C. Manning and Records, Lieutenant-Colonel 
M. L. Willway. We hope they enjoyed themselves as much 
as we enjoyed having them. 

The Wives' Club had a monster bazaar and made a lot 
of money which they seem to be keeping very quiet about. 
(Audit Boards please note). 

We held our Regimental athletics meeting at Minden, by 
kind permission of 11 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn, in which 
3 Sqn wrested the championship from ' Shiney One ' at last. 

Then we won the Divisional Athletics - which qualifies us 
for the B.A.0.R. meeting for the second year running. 

We mounted a lot of guards, to make sure that if any 
anarchist had a bomb to explode in Herford he put it under 
some other regiment. 

We converted lots of tradesmen. There are chaps going 
round now with so many qualifications that even they have 
lost count. 

We sent a party on AALAD training, who blazed away 
with GPMGs at model aeroplanes, and seemed to have enjoyed 
it a lot. 

Half the Officers seem to have changed over. 
Countless babies have been born (who says we're always 

too busy?). 
Our six-a-side football team qualified for the final stages 

of the Rothmans competition, against the whole of B.A.O.R. 
and R.A.F. (Germany). 

In hockey, we held Dulwich Hockey Club (including an 
Olympic player) to 3-0, which was good as the Sapper 
B.A.0.R. team lost their match with Dulwich 4-0. The six-a
side hockey team won the Divisional plate competition. 

We won the Divisional Basketball league. 
Our canoeists seem to have been at it (canoeing, I mean) 

non-stop. Second-Lieutenant Martin Reid writes about their 
doings below. 

We start a Corps C.P.X. tomorrow. 
From this you will see that the past eight weeks have been 

quite quiet, really! 

llughy Football 1971/7~ 
It may seem a little late to talk about rugby, but in fact 

we've only just finally bid the season farewell, with a terrific 
party. We also lose Captain Bill Bowen, who has done so much 
to organise the team--0ur best wishes go to him, his wife 
and new baby. 

Our consolidated results were: 

Played 
25 

Won 
15 

Lost 
10 

Points 
For Against 
393 254 

These may not be the results of one of B.A.O.R.'s most 
successful teams, but certainly it was an enjoyable season. 

With few exceptions, the team this year has been drawn 
from the junior ranks of the Regiment. Being an integrated 
unit we have drawn fully on all available talent, the Royal 
Signals element being ably represented by Corporals Jim 
Slade, Ray Randall, ' Smudge ' Smith, ' Taft' Barton and 
Signalman Bill Heelan; the R.C.T. by Lance-Corporals Bill St. 
Leger and Barny Grave!J; the R.A. by Bombardier ' Scouse ' 
Ruddy; the medical world by Corporals Rob Mortimer and 
Terry Pratt; and to assure a fine liaison with the law, the 
R.M.P. by Corporals Fred Meek an<l Ray White. 
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Canoeing notes 
Summer is with us again and canoemg has re-emerged a 

a popular Regimental activity. After the wash-out of the Easter 
camp the weather just had to be good for a weekend camp 
in early May-and it was. 

We chose Hoxter as a suitable camp site and by pure chance 
the local schiitzenfest was taking pla e that weekend. 

A team of 10 sharpshooters cleaned out the rifle range 
of its star prize and ' Eli ' the stuffed elephant became the 
weekend mascot. 

Anglo-German relations were cemented on the dance floor 
in a congo-a dance the Germans were not acquainted with
until then. 

Hoxter was chosen again as the location for our Whitsun 
camp and,.excellent weather provided us with a good oppor
tunity to get in some worthwhile canoeing, in the shallow 
rapids of the River Net~e. 

As a recce of the stretch of water we were to use had not 
taken place, O.I.C. canoeing was feeling a little apprehensive 
when the canoes grounded in an in-:h of water after only 200 
metres (with 26 Kms still to travel). Fortunately this proved 
to be an isolated incident and only those who capsized got 
more than their feet wet. Lance-Corporal ' Po!Jy ' Pollington 
had an excuse as it was his first trip in a phantom, but Lance
Corporal Ray Jarvis and Signalman Howard Green had no 
excuse to offer other than not keeping their eyes on the 'road' 
ahead. 

Everybody enjoyed themselves and I think Lance-Corporal 
'Jock' O'Reilly will confirm that this camp had all the right 
ingredients for a good weekend. 

Athletics 
R.S.M. M. G. E. Hall, O.I.C. Athletics, is in a class of his 

own when it comes to organising and training athletic teams. 
His performance at p:-oducing WIRE notes on athletics is not 
in the same class, so some poor clerical type again ends up 
with the task of putting into print the achievements of the 
Regiment on the athletics side. 

T1'e Regimental athletics meeting was held on the 18th May 
at Minden, on a sunny, windy day. 3 Sqn won the Squadron 
title, and overall a fair amount of talent was on view. Sergeant 
J. T . M. Andrews, 1 Sqn, won the 100 metres, 200 metres 
and the Jong jump in fine style, with Sergeant M. C. Stocks 
of 1 Sqn our intrepid cross-coun try runner winning the 800 
metres and 1,500 metres. 

Corporal Randall produced good performances in winning 
the 120 metre hurdles, pole vault and finishing a creditable 
second to Sergeant Andrews in the long jump. Corporal 
J. R. A. Kama. R.E.M.E., 3 Sqn, won the shot and javelin. 

Not to be outdone, R.S.M. M. G. E. Hall, HQ Sqn, walked 
away with the 5,000 metres, after finishing a reasonable second 
in the 1,500 metres. Rumour bas it that he ran in the 5,000 

UP, BUT NOT QUITE OVER 
Corporal R. Randall of 3 Squadron pole vaulting 
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metre with note book in hand taking names of anyone who 
had the effrontery to pa s him but as he won it at a canter 
there was no neces ity for him to write and run at the same 
time! 

On the 7th Jun the Regimental athletics team went to Sen
nelager and won the 4 Div Major Units championship. W e 
beat 35 Engr Regt by one point \.\ ith the lead changing hand 
constantly throughout the day. This wa an excellent perfor
mance with every member giving a 100 per cent effort. It would 
be unfair to single out an individual for special praise. With 
the exception of three members, every man set a personal 
be:,t in hi event, no mean achievement. Perhaps the event 
which wung it our way was the shot and javelin normally 
weak events in Royal ignal units. We are however, fortunate 
to have Corporal J. R. A. Kama, R.E.M.E. who with hi very 
first effort in both events made the rest of the competitors 
reali e that they were fighting for second place! 

Undoubtedly the ecret of our succes was being able to 
put into each event athletes who stood an excellent chance of 
finishing in the fir t three and the superb team spirit 
engendered by R.S.M. Hall, with every man prepared to run 
until he dropped, which in fact was the case on everal 
occasion. 

T his is the first occasion that 4 Div H Q & Sig Regt have 
woo the D ivisional Major Units Cup since it was presented 
in 1962, despite preparation for the Divisional CPX and 
additional security precautions in force whilst the team were 
in training. 

We now look forward to giving 21 Sig R egt a fight for the 
Morrison Cup on 11th/12th July. 

7 Sig Regt B.F.P.O. 15 

l ·isit by c.s.o. D •. t.o.n. 

ON the 16th M ay, 7 Sig Regt was visited by our new C.S.O. 
B.A.O~., Majo~-Ge.neral H. E. Roper, accompanied 

by C.C.R. Signals, Bngadier W. T. Macfarlane. D uring his 
visit. he met and talked to soldiers from m ost parts of our 
Reguneot and showed a keen interest in their welfare. H e also 
saw the eq~pment and working facilit ies of most depar tments 
of th<: Regunem where he gained an insight into our work 
and discussed many of the factors bearing on it. 

VISIT OF C.S.O., B.A.O.R. 
M~jor-~eneral H. E. Roper, accompanied by C.C. Royal Signals, 
Brigad ier W . T. Macfarlane, and lieutenant-Colonel R. A. King our 
C.O., chats to two of our D.R.'s, Lance-Corporal "Vince" Borda 

and Corporal "Paddy" Donovan 
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For his visit Captain George Mileham, M.B.E., and his 
loyal mess staff worked long. hours to organise and p rovide 
a luncheon party where Ma1or-General Roper, accompanied 
by Mrs. Roper, had the opportunity to meet officers and the 
wives and also a Regimental guest night where the officers 
were able to entertain Major-General Roper in a more formal 
manner. Perh~ps the mo t ent<:rtaining highlight of thi very 
pleasant evenmg was the ' musical wombat' which the Com
manding Officer unveiled for the C.S.0. 

Bef~re he left at the end of this long day General Roper 
was _kmd .enough to say how much he had enjoyed his visit. 
We hope 1t is not to long before we see him again. 

.\rm~· works study group--llo~·:al Signals team 
Mention ' work study ' to many people and a cynical smile 

crosses the~ face, while their mind conjures with pictures 
of odd-looJci?g gentlemen w_ith, over-size mill-boards and stop
watches. If mdeed anyone m 7 ' ever felt this way certainly 
no one does any longer. 

. Last SepteD?-ber Lieutenant-Colonel V. C. Valle, Royal 
Signals and his team of R.A. and Royal Signals' Warrant 
Officers 1 arrived in 7 Sig Regt to stay for a year or so and 
carry out work stu~y. on communications in B.A.O.R. Though 
based on and admmistered by us, they travel far and wide 
in ~.A.O.~. visit~g ma.r;iy units. By an interchange of infor
mau?n wu_h Trials Wmg at the School of Signal they 
are . rmprovmg our ~resent sy~tems and are providing infor
mauon of va~ue for m~orpora~on in f~ture. systems. Certainly 
the . many mmor and mexpens1ve mod1ficauons to radio relay 
eqwpmen_ts that they have shown us appear to benefit ease 
of operauon out of all proportion to their size and cost. Also 
their faults restoration analysis is a revealing and thought 
provoking document. 

We have gained respect for their methods and also a deal 
?f liking of the team as a result of their unfailing interest 
m our problems coupled with their personal friendliness. We're 
glad to have them with us. 

Foo tba ll- Herford Ga rrison .KJ1ock-out 
Com (tetition 

On the 18th May, having battled the odds, 1 Sqn beat 3 Sqn 
on the garrison pitch in an all 7 Sig Regr final of this com
petition between sub-units of the garrison. 

In fine, if windy, weather 1 Sqn kicked-off playing into the 
wind. Although 3 Sqn produced some fine efforts of teamwork 
and individual flair and pressed 1 Sqn hard throughout the 
first half they were unable ta put the ball in the net leaving 
the score 0-0 at half-time. 

"WE ARE THE CHAMPS" 
The winn ing Squadron team of the Herford Garr ison Knock-ou t 
competition . Back row (left to righ t): Corporal " Kev" Ball , Lance
Corporal "Streaky" Smith , Sergeant "Chick" Cheetam, Signalman 
Bob Clare, Signalman "Geordie" Rutherford, Signalman Ian Johnston . 
Front row (left to right) : Signalman Ian Mather, Lance-Corporal Derek 
Chandler, S.S.M. John Loveday, lance-Corporal Barry Gray, 

Signalman " Mac" Mcloughlin 
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During the second-half lSqn rallied and showed that theirs 
was a greater staying power. In the first few minutes Lance
Corporal Barry Gray took a long shot at goal which was 
caug.1t by 3 Sqn's goalkeeper. He then fumbled and the ball 
rolled into the net. S_uch is he luck o_f the game. 1 Sqn 
scored again after 30 mmutes play when S1g~alman ~an Mather 
slammed home a shot that not even an mtemat1onal could 
have stopped. However, 3 Sqn, game to the end, re::overed 
a well deserved goal just before the final whistle to make the 
final score 2-1. 

n.E.lU.E. D.A.0.R. Motor Cycle Trial 

This year's R.E.M.E. B.A.0.R. Motor Cycle Trial was held 
amid the treacherous sand of Fallingbostal ranges in typically 
mucky scrambling weather. H<;>wever, a g~d field of com
petitors turned out, some 71 m all competmg and, as well 
as the usual spectators, a Regiment of ~erican t~nk ,troops, 
on exercise in the area, took great pleasure m watching Those 
crazy Limeys.' 

The trial was organised and run by A.Q.M.S. Johns of 7 Fd 
Wks himself a crack rider, so there can be no doubt that the 
cour;e, a back-breaking 25-miles of cross coun~ry tracks. B?d 
roads, followed by some 85-miles of deep, shtJ:ery shifun.g 
sand, was one that proved both riders and machmes to therr 
utmost. 

Four teams from the Bundeswehr competed anc_I admirably 
demonstrated both their skill and the high quality of their 
i sue Hercules two-stroke machines. 

7 Sig Regt, L.A.D. entered a team of Corporal Mick Cor
rigan, Cfn' Effy' D arnbrook and from the Signals (late of The 
White Helmets) Lance-Corporal Vince Borda_. Also C?mpeung, 
as an individual, was Lance-Corporal ' Spn g ' L~kin ?f the 
Regiment an old motor cycl~ scrambling hand trymg his luck 
in his first trial. 

Usually the prize lists for th.ese. trial~ are dominated by the 
R.C.T. affiliated teams but this ume it was not to. b~. _The 
best R.E.M.E. team was in fact ours and the best mdiv1dual 
R.E.M.E. rider was Corporal M ick Corrigan. The runner-up 
R.E.M.E. team came from the 15/19 Hussars and the runner-up 
R.E.M.E. rider was also from that Regiment. 

This trial will be the last that Corporal Corrigan compe~es 
in with us as he has sin::e been posted to the U.K . We wish 
him all the very best luck in his new unit, and all of us th~nk 
him for his sterling work that he has done for the team durmg 
his time in 7 Sig R egt. 

We in 7 Sig Regt now look forward to thre: more major 
trials this year, the Berlin, the B.A.0.R. and m September 
the Army Championship . Look out, here we come. 

WINNERS OF R.E.M.E., B.A.0 .R. MOTOR CYCLE TRIALS 
Our winning motor-cycle team of (Left to right) : lance-Corporal 
"Vince" Burda, Corporal Mick Corrigan and Lance-Corporal " Effy" 
Darn brook flanked by 0 .1.C. Motor Cycling lieutenant Bob Hussey 

and our O.C., L.A.D., Major Peter Cronan 
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• "ailing out ' - Fnrt•well to Lit•11 tf'nttnt-C"ol o 11.-l 
A. W. ~tcL. McKinn on 

FRIDAY 26th May, was a special evening for the W.0.s 
and Sergeants' Mess as they dined out the. Commanding 

Officer Lieutenant-Co'.onel A. W. McL. McKmnon, O.B.E. 
Over IO;) members were present at the dinner i:iight includ!ng 
one W.O. who turned up resplendent in Mess Kit plus a wa~st
coat. Murmurings from the ' Seni?r Me~bers ' about Christ
mas duties must have shattered his delusions as he was seen 
to disappear very rapidly muttering something like: " I'll be 
ba::k in five minutes, properly dressed ! " 

"THE LULL BEFORE THE STORM" 
Left to right: W .0 .1 Searle, W.0.1 Goldsmi th. W .0 .1 (R.S.M.) 
Bramhall, Lieutenant-Colonel McKin non O.B.E. , W .0 . 1 Riddell 

; AYHUGH 
tlfFJACKET 

L~ 

" AFTER THE STORM" 
Lieutenant-Colonel McKinnon well and truly launched 
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After a plendid meal and much wine had been consumed, 
the R. .M. in his farewell peech to the C.O. pointed out that 
there would now be a ' friend ' in the ' corridors of power ' at 
M .O.D . In hi reply, the C.O. likened a Regiment and its 
C.O. to a phy ical times fanatic on the beach carrying out 
a certain exercise only to be told by a policeman that Madame 
had gone (copies of the tory can be obtained on request for 
£ 10!). The moral of the tory being that whilst C.O.s come 
and go the Regiment carrie on without realising that changes 
have been made. 

The C.O. was pre ented with a silver tea service by the 
R. .M. on behalf of the Mess and we are assured that the 
worried look that appeared on the C.O.'s face had nothing to 
do with thoughts on how he was going to pack it or whether 
he would have to pay customs duty! 

At midnight (when all cinderellas return) the staff car was 
turned by a pell into a replica of T he Brigand of Changi, 
resplendent in message Bags denoting: " Keep clear of me -
I am manoeuvering with difficulty." " I am disabled, communi
cate with me." "I require assistance. ' " Stop carrying out your 
intentions and watch for my signal." 

The C.O. was then invited to alight the yacht and was 
' sailed out ' of the Mess to his quarter by the Mess Members. 
They, despite the message flags, navigated the four-mile 
roundabout with comparative ease. There is no truth in the 
rumour that the Boy Scouts are to give the N aval contingent of 
the Mess lessons in how to tie knots and fini sh off lashings. 

May Lieutenant-Colonel McKinnon keep all who sail with 
him in the corridors of power, on the same steady course t hat 
he has kept 9 Sig Regr. 

May we at the same time take this opportunity to welcome 
the new Commanding Officer, L ieutenant-Colonel H. A. 
Johnstone, M.B.E., to the Regiment, and hope that he enjoys 
his tour with us. 

A < dicey do ' 

10 Sig Regt 
Hounslow 

OUR well-famed Red Devil W.R.A.C. girl, Corporal Jackie 
Smith, has hit the headlines of the national Press, 

in a particularly daring and brave jump during a weekend 
air show at an Army Tattoo at Swansea, in mid May. 

RECENTLY IN THE NEWS 
Corporal Jackie Smith, 10th Regiment's intrepid free fall parachute 
enthusiast, whose parach ute failed to open at a recent display, is 

pictured about to emplane 
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She wa the only girl in a team of 20 or so giving a free-fall 
exhibition drop. When he jumped and was hurtling down 
at 120 mph, her parachute failed to open. And when she 
operated her reserve parachute at 2,400 feet - that opened 
inside out. Though it was torn, it checked her fall and fortu
nately she drifted out' to sea and finally hit the water with 
an almighty spla h. Whereupon she inflated her life jacket 
and waited to be helped out . .. . 

Jackie, with 126 drops to her credit, said afterwards that 
she had no time to be frightened and would just have to forger 
about ' that nasty one.' 

What a brave lass! She has all our admiration and we think 
he is just wonderful. Best wishes for your future jumps, 

Jackie, but please, no more splashdowns like that - we can't 
take it! Incidentally, Jackie is a switchboard operator. 

F e n cer s b e ware ! 

Another young lady in the news is Lance-Corporal Rosemary 
Wilson who has come third in the womens' section of Army 
fencing. Rosemary, who is 19 and has been in the Army for 
nearly two years, was fi rst interested in fencing at the early 
age of 14. She joined the Huddersfield Fencing Club in 1967 
and was coached by Mary Howden, a member of the Royal 
Acadamy of Fencing. Rosemary captained their team at 16 and 
won the Yorkshire girls' championship and represented York
shire in the N ational girls' championship. She is now a member 
of the London Fencing Club and continues to enter for national 
competitions. She has reached the finals in one and semi-finals 
in another. 

And no broken legs-just! 

A little late in getting to press, but still worthy of reporting 
. . . A party of 15 ' boys and girls ' went off to A viemore for 
a couple of weeks in February to partake of some adventurous 
training, based at the Rothiemurchus ski hut. Before embarking 
on this project, they first did some practice ' slogging (on skis) 
around muddy fields, up and down air-raid shelters and dicing 
with death on Folkestone's dry ski-slope,' to quote Lieutenant 
Mary Pote's vivid report on their doings. 

More adventurous training was encountered apparently on 
the long haul by train to Aviemore, what with no buffet car 
and almost losing all their gear in the wrong guard's van! 

All the party, led by Captain Denys Alblas, learnt much, had 
a great time, and survived! 

11 Sig Regt, Catte rick Ca mp 
P a ss-off parades 

COL ONEL W. A. Sykes, Commanding Officer of 8 Sig 
Regt took the salute at the pass-off parade of 7 Troop 

on 5th May. The best recruit of his intake was Signalman 
L. Wood, who will shortly be starting training as a technician, 
a trade in which he is determined to succeed. The parade was 
the last for Sergeant D erek Smith, who has been in the 
Regiment for over two years and is now retiring from the 
service. 

Brigadier D. E. Warren, A.D.C., Chief Signal Officer, 
U.K.L.F. took the salute at the pass-off parade of 1 Troop 
on 19th May. The occasion was a proud one for W.0 .2 
(S.Q.M.S.) C. Cox, R.A.P .C., who was presented with the 
L.S. & G .C. medal, but who is bearing his years very well! 

S t.aft Sergeant Fren c h 

After four years in the Regiment we say farewell this month 
to Staff Sergeant Gerry F rench who is to be congratulated 
on his promotion to Warrant Officer 2. He spent half of his 
time with 7 Troop where that well-known tiger of the drill 
square cut his teeth in readiness for the many Staff Sergeants 
courses he was to see through Instructional Wing in the last 
two years as S.S.!. Drill. He departs for the Army Apprentices 
College at Harrogate on 5th June, leaving his appointment here 
in the capable hands of Staff Sergeant Leslie. As a parting 
gift Sta.ff Sergeant F rench went to the rescue of many pounds 
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PASS OFF PARADE 
Colonel W . A. Sykes inspecting No. 7 Troop 

worth of Army equipment when two children set fire to a hut 
in Loos Lines. The fire spread to a G Spider used by the 
Regiment as a bedding store and, after a record breaking 
exit from the Sergeants' Mess, Staff Sergeant French had 
arrived at the scene of the fire and was found on the arrival 
of the fire service still throwing stores free of the building. 

The • Green H e lmets ' 
The last day of M ay, may have been less quiet than no~al 

around Catterick Camp, for a challenge to the motor cycling 
fraternity of 8 Sig Regt has been made by our gallant Quarter
master, Major Tommy Jones. Still in the sen;ii~s.ecret stages 
of training, information about the terms actJvmes has not 
been readily forthcoming but on 29th and 30th July, W.0.2 
(S.S.M.) D. McKenzie and W.0.2 (R.Q.M.S.) L. ~· Di~lick 
will be completing the team of cross-country trials nders 
to show that it is experience that matters in this skilled sport. 

Crick e t 
The Regimental cricket team has had a fine start this year 

under the new management of Major Mike Haworth-Wood, 
R.A.E.C. In the Minor Unit (Northern Command) Cup, the 
successful despatching of 24 Field Ambulance by eight wickets 
sees the team through to the semi-final against 24 OFP or 7 Coy 
R.A.M.C. 

In the local knockout competition, the Roxby Surtees, oppo
sition Kirklington, were held to a 20 over total . of 7 4 for 
7 wickets. A close finish gave victory to the team ~ the 19th 
over with a score of 77 for 8. The quarter-final will be held 
against Catterick of the Central Depot teams. Star of the team 
is Signalman Campbell who took four wickets in both matches 
and scored a mightly half-century in the preliminary round 
of the Roxby Surtees Cup against Craig Hall. 

Socce r reJJort - by , V.0.2 (S.S •. 1'1.) D . 1'fcKen zic 
The Regimental soccer team has enjoyed. a ~easoJ?ably su.c

cesful season. The record is Northurnbrian D1stuct Mmor Umts 
League winners Northurnbrian District A.F.A. Challenl!e Cup, 
semi-fi~alists (b~aten by Duke of Wellington's 2-1); Northei:n 
Command F.A. Challen~e Cup, semi-finalists (beaten by 8 Sig 
Regt 1-0). Richmond R.D.C. April Cup, finalists (beaten by 
Colburn United 3-0). 

Having arrived from Singapore in . ~ece~ber, I f?und £!ie 
change in climate and playing COndmons ID C.attenck qwte 
a traumatic experience. My first thought on seemg our home 
pitch at Helles Barracks was that it closely resembled a ploughed 
field, but on travelling round the various units in the Garrison, 
I found that apart from the Central Ground, we have one of 
the best pitches in the area. . . . 

Members of the brilliant 18 Sig Regt team m Smgapore 
will be interested to know that our defence is built around 
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Corporal Jimmy Jardine, sweeper par excellence, who mu t 
be well in the running for a Corps place next sea on. Our 
goalkeeper is Sergeant John Bonnett, who, along with Corporal 
Jardine and Corporal Gordon Harper also come into the 
reckoning for a Corps place. 

Having been brought up in a hard school, and serving 
a three year apprenticeship under Major Terry Canham in 
Singapore, I am not the easiest of peopre to please as regards 
fo:>tball, but I am very happy indeed with the effort that our 
pool of 14 players has made. I would like to mention each 
individual by name, but hope to do this in a later edition, 
along with a team photograph. 

.\ t hletic s 
On the 13th of May the Regiment held the annual Regi

mental athletics meeting at Catterick Garrison Stadium. The 
day proved to be a bit nippy to say the least for the spectators 
who watched a triangular competition of 1 Sqn VS I Wing, 
2 Sqn VS Jun ior Signalmen and HQ Sqn. 

Sergeant Illrnan of P.O. Troop put up a very good perfor
mance and took home four first place trophies. In the long 
jump he was a clear six inches ahead of his nearest rival (Co~
poral Johns) with a jump of 18ft 3t ins and went on to wm 
the 100 yards and the 110 metres hurdles. He was also the 
mainstay of the 1Sqn 4 x 100 metres relay which gave him 
his fourth trophy. 

Another character worthy of note was Junior Signalman 
Moulds who ran his heart out to win the 3,000 metres. This 
gaint killer lapped several tail enders as he ran to victory. In the 
tug-of-war, 1 Sqn were very successful and won both pull-offs 
by three straight pulls. . . 

T he athletics trophy went to the combmed I Wmg and 
2 Sqn team and a close second with one point only in it, were 
1 Sqn. 

Uugby 
The Northurnbrian District sevens took place on Gaza 

playing fields this month. 11 Sig Regt upheld the tradition 
set up over recent years and again won the plate. 

We started off by losing the first game to 25 Light Regr, 
R.A. , which proved quite a difficult achievement. 

We started the losers plate against the Queens Dragoon 
Guards ' B ' team. At first we thought we might have mis
calculated things but very soon we managed to have the upper
hand and beat them. 

After a 20 minute rest we went on to tackle 3 Sqn of 8 Sig 
Regt who proved to be our most .formi~able competitors. 
After some dazzling rugby on both Regrments part Yle managed 
to defeat them. This put us into the final agamst 7 Coy, 
R.A.M.C., who we safely tucked under our belts to win the 
trophy. • 

We say goodbye this season to our captain and coa~h Captain 
Brian Swift who has been posted. Many thanks Brian for an 
enjoyable sea on of rugby. 

Sto1• Press 
Our congratulations and best .wishes to the C~anding 

Officer L ieutenant-Colonel Freddie Lockwood on bemg awar
ded th~ O.B.E., in the recent Birthday Honours List. 

13 Sig Regt B.F.P.O. 40 

T HE one problem facing THE WIRE notes writer is the 
uncertainty of copy. The sigh of relief at having success

fully framed the current month's effort is . . quickly followed 
by a sigh of chagrin when a number of addmonal ~ate memos 
arrive just as the double-spaced draft has been finalised . 

Having now issued the necessary dire threats, here we go 
again.-

P arac hut ing 
Enthusiasts Sergeant John Smee, Lance-Corporal Paul Vyse 

and Lance-Corporal ' Chalky ' White succes fully completed 
a short course at the German parachuting school- Luftlande 
and Lufttransportschule at Altenstadt, Schongau. They were 
awarded German Army Parachute Wings and the Reg~ent 
and the School have exchanged plaques to mark the occasion. 
I t is certainly a beginning to what we hope will be a long
standing and successful liaison. 
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Ro by 
Players again girded up their loins to compete in the Rhine 

Area even-a-side with the :iim of qualif ing for the B.A.0 .R.
seven . Although, not even con idered to be in the running, 
the 'A' team created quite a sen ation by knocking-out two 
of the team fancied to go through. They lo t only one of four 
games, thi at the emi-final stage, but having achieved the 
semi-final, qualified a one of the si.x teams from a total 
of eighteen to represent Rhine Area. The ' B ' team fought 
hard but eventually had to bow out at the quarter-final tage 
of the plate competition. 

The B.A.0.R. competition held at Bunde on 13th M ay, 
however was a little too much for the 'A' team and they were 
knocked-out in the early rounds. Sterling work in the Plate 
Competition saw them through to the semi-finals where they 
were eventually overcome by the eventual plate wi11ners, The 
Queens Lanca hire Regiment. 

Sports snippets 
At the Anglo, German, Dutch athletics meeting held at 

Verden on 14th May, a new Regimental star appeared in the 
form of Lance-Corporal Pete Heyland, Intelligence Corps. He 
ran a very creditable second to a German national runner 
in the 1,500 metres. Comparatively new to the Regiment, he 
i a welcome addition to the athletics team. He represented 
Kent in the 1968 Schools County Championships, was runner
up in the Army Individual Junior Championships in 1970 
R.E.M.E. Junior Champion in 1970/71 and R.E.M.E. Senior 
runner-up in 1971. 

The final of the Regimental inter-troop football competition 
was contested by two teams from I Squadron. 'A' Troop proved 
eventual champions by narrowly beating ' D ' Troop by the 
odd goal in seven. The nets breathed a thankful sigh of relief 
as they were carried off to rest in store until next season. 

The hockey six-a-side finals, played as part of the festivities 
for the Regimental weekend produced quite a long, drawn-out 
war of attrition between HQ Sqn and 2 Sqn. Level at full-time, 
extra-time and after penalty flicks, the sudden death penalty 
was struck by 2 Sqn. The gloom in HQ Sqn was short lived 
when O.C. HQ Sqn, Major Tom Swan, produced ' champers ' 
for the lads. 

Golf Profile.- Lance-Corporal Mark Edge, born in Notting
ham, in October, 1952. was introduced to golf at the age of 
15 by his father at the Bulwell Hall Golf Club, simply to 'give 
him a game.' At the age of 17 Mark became an assistant to the 
professional at the club and his father finally admitted defeat. 
Joining Royal Signals in 1970, Signalman Edge represented 
224 Sig Sqn in the Northern Command Amateur meeting and 
was rather surprised at the number of 24 handicaps competing. 
On Monday, 8th May, he played for the Corps team versus 
the R.A.P.C. at R.A.F. Bruggen. Another star is in the ascen
dent. 

Toxo{thily 

The longbow-claimed as an English invention-was in fact 
originally used by the Welsh to the discomfort of Englishmen. 
It was later used by Welsh bowmen to the advantage of English
men in that it was instrumental in early English battlefield 
victories. Reluctantly, however, it must be accepted that the 
English did eventually do well with the longbow-particularly 
Robin Hood. 
Th~ Mercury Bow~en of 13 Sig Regt still carry on the 

tradmon of bowmaosh1p but in the Dutch style. 
. Regrettably the modern British conception of an arrow 
1s more closely aligned to a projectile of approximately six 
inches in length with a needle-like point at one end and a plastic 
flight at the other. 

The photograph shows our true, sturdy yeoman with 
a selection of awards won in Dutch local league and friendly 
matches. 

Regrenably mead is not available on the Continent but 
there is a suitable local substitute. 

.n: ~ 10111 HANKS' CLUH 

Tram1•1;· Hall 

Jill Bergson, our W.R.V.S. lady, and the committee were 
quire unrecognisable when, on 29th April, they started off 
the Tramps'. Ball by busking outside the Regimental cinema. 
After collecting enough for the first round they retired to the 
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KEEN EYES AND STRONG ARMS 
Bowmen of 13th Regiment pose with their trophies 

Left to right: Signalman Jim Lawless, Corporal Jim Crow, A.C. C., 
F. of S. Bob Ph ippard, Sergeant Ray Austin, A.C.C., Corporal 

Mick Price 

club to enjoy the ball, one member having rolled in the mud 
to achieve authenticity. 

The club was suitably ' decorated ' for the occasion- much 
ro the disgust of the cleaners the following morning. 

Major Tom (PRI) and Lyn Swan faced a most difficult task 
in selecting the worst tramp but finally settled for Lance
Corporal ' Chester ' Thomasson who had chosen the ' old 
soldier ' theme, complete with a magnificent chest of medals. 

Amsterdant vis"ited 
Organiser Jill Bergson led a coach party to Amsterdam on 

6th May. Everyone thoroughly enjoyed the tourist round 
of historical building and the boat trip through the canels 
and around the harbour. The town has quite an atmosphere 
and is probably the only town with floating ' hippy hotels.' 

The necessity of a rapid passage through Canal Strasse 
puzzled Jill Bergson for a short while, but she now agrees 
that it is not a place for window shopping. 

Anglo-Ge!t"man Dall 
The annual Anglo-German Spring ' DO ' was held on 

Saturday 6th May. It was extremely well attended by members 
of the Regiment, much to the delight of our German friends. 
During the ball the Mayor of Wassenberg made much of his 
welcome to Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. G. W. A. Stephenson 
and the Regiment, a special mention was made of our W.R.A.C. 
Officer Captain Jennie Flake, whether for her looks or her 
appointment we do not know. 

Dancing was to an orchestra which showed an excellent 
versatility in playing music to suit all tastes, from German 
drinking songs to modern dance music. 

The Anglo part of the ball departed at 1 a.m. after a most 
pleasant evening. 

Sergeants' ~fess 
May started in a hectic way in the Mess as the Anglo-German 

Ball clashed with the cup-final dance. Being military inclined, 
however, tl1e problem was overcome by a well-organised 
military exercise, where those members attending the Anglo
German Ball bowed out at 23.00 hours for a rapid move to the 
Mess. 

Imagine the chagrin when on arrival the manoeuvering party 
found that the major prize had been carried off by Staff 
Sergeant Dave Palmer - guess who attends the .next Anglo
German function. The summary punishment, paid on the spot, 
was a loud peal on the ' Mess Bell.' A punishment guaranteed 
to make the strongest heart falter. 
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A get away from it. all t~ip to Pressburg over the Whit 
weekend has resulted m an improvement in Anglo/German/ 
Belgian relations. 

Our prowess on the football field is improving, particularly 
after a visit from the Boroussia Moenchengladbach Youth 
Manage~ team: After an exchange of pennnants, a lively game 
ensued m which the Mess was not shamed with the result 
of a 2-0 win to our visitors. After the game our guests were 
wined, dined and waved farewell in a rather fluid state. Their 
vo: abulary increased by such standard phrases as ' gin and 
tonic.' 

Out of station visitors to the Mess included W.0.1 Pete 
Merritt and C.W.3 Bennett of the American Forces. 

A hearty welcome to new members, Staff Sergeant I . Under
wood our new chef, Staff Sergeant Jack Hall and Sergeant 
Eric Friend, all posted in. Sergeant Ray Austin and Sergeant 
Jim Nicholson are congratulated and welcomed on the promo
tion to the hierarchy. 

We bade a sad farewell, in the traditional manner to W.0.2 
Pete and Sandie Goonan on their move to Berlin. 
Rat~er than place the Editor in the invidious position 

of havmg to reduce our notes, the report of the Regimental 
weekend will be included in the next issue of THE WIRE. 

14 Sig Regt Worcester 

FUEEDOM "\l.EEKE!'\'D J 972 

LAST year's celebration of the honour of the Freedom of 
Gloucester hardly seemed to be over when this year's 

loomed nigh on the horizon. 

,,.. idely dis p ersed 
It was an event of this size which brought home to us 

how widely dispersed we were with 1 Sqn having only one 
Dl3 detachment left and 2 Sqn trying to recover a TSCSOO 
from Northern Ireland. Where were we going to find all the 
men to lay out the chairs and ropes for the crowds we were 
expecting to our Playing of the Retreat Ceremony? 

Major Stephen Lockett found himself tasked with the formid
able job of making all the arrangements for 6th and 7th May. 
He wrote a splendid instruction delegating duties and leaving 
himself with the ' Canute-like ' task of ensuring fine weather. 

llai11 didn't sto1• 11Jay 
As last year, it rained on and off during the afternoon 

causing the dulcet tones of W.0.2 (S.S.M.) Charlie Homewood's 
voice to go up an octave, "Get those chairs covered up." 

The stars of the evening, being the Corps' Band ably led by 
Captain Keith Boulting and the White Helmets with their 
new OC Captain John McLean, enthralled a large crowd and 
even impressed some of the old soldiers. Also on show was 
Sergeant 'Fergie' Ferguson who, resplendent in his 'blues,' 
had the unenviable task of lowering the flag at unset. 

"\"\' c•U done those ltc•bind the ~men4'S 

It would be unfair not to give a mention in de patches to 
the backroom boys for all their efforts in helping to make the 
event a tremendous success. Sergeant Mick Smith, RPC, and 
his Pioneers kept us secure and coped admirably with the 
mammoth task of parking all the car . To Sergeants Pete 
Baston and ' Smudge ' Smith, ACC, and their staff of cooks 
must go our thanks for splendid meals both in the Officers' and 
Sergeants' Messes. 

Major Lockett did a ' Canute ' and the weather stayed dry 
until we got indoors. We were honoured co have as our guests 
Brigadier and Mrs. D. E. Warren, the Mayor and Mayore s 
of Gloucester and the Sheriff a well as some 60 other local 
dignitaries and friends of the Regiment. 

Cafltedral thm1 Guildhall 
The festivities of Saturday evening were followed on unday 

with a service in Gloucester Cathedral and an mspection 
of a Guard of Honour commanded by Captain Chris Dakin 
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MAYORAL INSPECTION 
The Mayor of Gloucester inspects the Guard of Honour under 

command of Captain Chris Dakin 

(who is currently in the Ascension Islands). After the inspection 
there was a procession to the Guildhall where we entertained 
the civic dignitaries of Gloucester, and the Mayor expressed 
his pleasure at our pre ence. 

Olym11ie Fund ap1uml 
Departing from the Regiment's customary reports on sun

shine holidays in far away places, this month ' The Base 
Wallahs ' organised their own brand of 'home' grown excit
ment - a raffle. This was in aid of the 1972 Olympic Fund 
and to add to the excitment our R.S.M., using his well-known 
powers of persuasion, invited Miss Pat Lowe (800 metres 
national record holder) to draw the winning tickets. After 
the ' mystery ' prizes had been handed to the lucky winners 
the Regiment entertained her to drinks in ' The Cabin ' 
followed by a simple lunch in the Sergeants' Mess. (With 
five of our six communicating troops away, the raffle raised 
£36). 

LUCK FOR SOMEONE 
Miss Pac Lowe (800 m national record holder) hands the winning 

ticket to R.S.M. J. K. Roberts, B.E.M. 
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Specialist 
Teleprinter 
Operators 

are requir-ed for the Ministry of Defence Communications Centre 
in Central London. 

Initially, the operators will be employed upon teleprinting and 
associated procedures, but they will be given the opportunity of 
training for higher grade duties-when the Communications Centre 
becomes fully automatic. 

Preference will be given to applicants with a minimum speed of 
40wpm, and having a good knowledge of current communication 
procedures. 

Basic starting pay, at age 25 or over, will be £24·92 pw rising to 
£~9·52 pw inclusive of London Weighting. Successful candidates 
will currently be required to work shifts and overtime which on 
average, attracts a further £5·00. There are opportunities of pro 
motion to almost £1800 pa basic pay. 

If you would . like further details, and are of British Nationality 
telephone 01-242 0222 ext. 563 or write to : CM(S)3H, Ministry 
of Defence, Room 802, Lacon House, Theobalds Road, London 
WC1X 8RY. 
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16 Sig Regt B.F.P.O. 35 

COURAGE OF A HIGH ORDER 

COMMANDER- IN-CHIEF'S COMMENDATION 

z.301z1t-11 hutc'c Co~oro.l Jllo.lt )irc!Jibo.lb 
Ro~o.!. ~orve- of .5igt\Ols 

At about 0230 hbur• on 0 Janu:u·y 1972 a 11oldfor'a wife noticed a fh-e in lh c 
ceUara of Block 233 Oc-Crel!f Strus , Krefeld. Thts building contsl• t• o r 
alx fiall used o.a mo.ri-icd quartera. The wife roused three aoldler a lncluchn« 
l.Ance Corpor.ll Archiba ld. On ruchlnJ the scene the three soldiers could 
see name• coming out or the oil fired boiler aystem . The steel door giving 
the only acceH to the boiler wu locked ::and very hot. A conlildcr a ble ... 
qu:ant ity or burning oil waa flowing from the furnace , and lhrea.Lenlng t.o 
extend th'c confl13.gration. D<·•pite the obvious Janger. Lance Corporal 

· Archibald fo r ced open the •tcel door by hlmaeH. entered the boUer room 
. whlch wu run of smoke and names , ond manl3.ged to turn arr the oil supply . 

Lance Corporal Ar chibald knowingly took a lo'Cf')' considerable rl•k in 
entering the boiler room , and 1ho .. ·ed exc~ptlonal coolnea• and prc•ence 
or mind tn dcallng with the rtre . li e displayed courage of a high orde r in 
putt.lng hlmaelf at con1ldcr:able rhk to safegua r d the entiro block o r Oa t• . 
and thus r emoved o. very re:. l threat to the lives o f thl' occupa.nta . 

3o .MARC.I\ 1912 

C.S.0. visits 

~~ 
~ 

Commonder-ln-Chlef 
Oriti.ah ,\ rmy of th e lthlno 

rrHE Regiment was visited on 11th April by Major-General 
H. E. Roper, the new C.S.O. After inspecting a Quarter 

Guard he visited the various Squadrons and then presented the 
L.S. & G.C. Medal to W.0.1 (Y. of S.) John Birkwood and 
W.0.2 ' The Chief' Burgess. The presentation took place in the 
Leicester Room, so named because of the twinning of Leicester 
and Krefeld where we are stationed. 

BRITISH AMBASSADOR INSPECTS ARMY GUARD OF HONOUR 
Captain A. Hervey accompanying Sir Roger Jackling on his rou

1

nd 
of inspection of the 16th Signal Regiment Guard 
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U.A.0.R. Guard of Honour 
16 Sig Regt provided the Army Guard of Honour when the 

Joint Headquarters at Rheindahlen said farewell to the retiring 
Ambassador in Bonn, Sir Roger Jackling. This was a signal 
honour to the Regiment. The Guard Commander was Captain 
A. Hervey, B.Sc., M.Pbil., Royal Signals, who is seen accom
panying Sir Roger on his inspection of the Guards. 

Gurkha Il.S.M. visits 
. W.0.1 Laikaji Gurung of the Gurkha Signals visited B.A.0.R. 
m May. He came to stay with the Regiment and later visited 
11 Bde Sig Sqn and 1 Div Sig Regt. He spent two and a half 
days with 1 Div, part of this period was spent on evercise. 
R.S.M. Laikaji was shown a great deal of the Krefeld environ. 
Later this year we hope to welcome another member of Gurkha 
Signals, Lieutenant (Q.G.O.) Tikaram Gurung. 

Sporting miscellm1y 
The girls of 16 have not been idle and now have a couple 

of netball cups to their credit, having now won both the 
B.A.0.R. and W.R.A.C. inter-unit netball for 1971/72. Five 
members of the team also represented the W.R.A.C. in 
B.A.0.R. in their annual match against the W.R.A.F. 

REGIMENTAL NETBALL TEAM 

W INNERS OF B.A.0 .R. AND W .R.A.C. INTER-UNIT NETBALL 
1971{72 

16th SIGNAL REGIMENT NETBALL TEAM 
Private Jane Thirkell, Private Vron Kewell, Second-Lieutenant 
Wendy Le Gassick, Lance-Corporal Claude Kelly, Lance-Corporal 

Chris Morris, Lance-Corporal Di Winter 

Also in the sporting world the Regiment entered the six-a
side Rothmans Soccer Competition and on 23rd April lost 
co 49 Fld Regt, R.A., but had the satisfaction of being presented 
with a large runners-up shield, and an even larger cup for 
winning the Rhine Area section of the tournament. 

Congratulations are due to Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) Tony 
Cole. He won the Army Individual Smallbore Championship 
with a creditable score of 397 out of 400. 

Our final sport success was in winning the Rhine Area 
basketball when we beat 21 Sig Regt, the favourites by 54 
to 39. 

(See also photo of 16 Regt Basketball Team in Sports section 
of WIRE). 
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2 1 Sig Regt, B.F.P.O. 4 2 
'"11HE problem in wnting W IRH note , in thi Regiment i that 

there are o manv events and achievements that 1t is 
impractical to give them the coverage which they deserve, Thi 
article i an attempt to over the more in teresting, but not 
ne·:e sarily the more important events and achievement of 
re_ent weeks, 

\ · is•f from f'.S.O. 
In mid-April we had the pleasure of being one of the first 

units to be visited bv our new C. ,0, Major-General H. E. 
Roper. Perhaps he w1 bed to see a standard (of efficiency) to 
et for the other ·? uffice to a ' that we hope he wa as im

pre sed with u as we were in hi deep interest in the Regi
ment, his attention to detail and his shrewd question . As you 
ee from our picture he believe in ' getting down to earth ' 

and talking to the Corps' greate t a et- it junior oldier . 

BASIC FACTS 
Major General H E Roper talks to Lance-Corporals Regan and Dick

son at Gutersloh during his visit 

.\thlt•tes to tbe fore• 

As the Army athletics champions we are conscious of the 
fact that a lot is e'tpected from us this year, including the 
elusive B.A.O.R, title, The splendid spirit of last year continues 
and IT we do lose our title it will not be because of any self 
satisfaction or lack of training effort, In the recent B.A,0.R. 
Individual Championships our athletes had a 'field day,' result
ing in our being able to acclaim no fewer than eight B.A,0.R. 
champions and 10 runners-up-and standards are not declining 
for we established two new B.AO.R. records, Our champions 
are: llOm hurdles, Sergeant Fenge (15.3 sec,); 400m, Corporal 
Drummond (S0.2 sec.); 800m, Sergeant Gue (2 min. ); 1500m, 
Sergeant Gue (4 min, 4 sec.); 3000m steeplechase, Corporal 
Venus; SOOOm, Corporal Venus (15 min. 10.9 sec.); 10,000m, 
Corporal Venus (32 min. 2 sec., new B.A.O.R. record); pole 
vault, Sergeant Fenge (14ft. 6in., new B.A.0.R. record). 

The following day Sergeant Gue improved his 1500m time 
in the R.A.F.(G) Championships (4 min. 1.2 sec.) and the next 
day achieved a splendid 3 min. 59.3 sec. in an Anglo-German 
m eting. Needless to say he was the winner on both occasions. 

Rt•prPs1•11ting thc.- llritisb Ar1ny 

Earlier in the season we were selected to represent the British 
Army in a 13km relay race through the streets of Brussels 
(~ .Marche de L' Armee). The invitation was accepted by the 
Mm1ster of Defence from the Belgian Ambassador. This relay 
consisted of 11 stages each of 1km, two shorter stages and 
a final 400m sprint stage inside the Heysel Stadium. The 
competition was so intense that we finished an unfamilfar 
eighth out the 64 competing teams, but had the satisfaction 
of being placed third in the guest military team group. More 
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SELECTED TO REPRESENT THE BRITISH ARMY 
Lieutenant Tom Moncur leads the 21st Signal Regiment relay team 

from the prize giving in the Heysel Stadium in Brussels 

important however, our team bad the satisfaction of represent
ing the British Army in an international type event before the 
crowds of a European capital city. 

Our Regimental athletes had the opportunity of returning 
some of the support they have received from the Regiment 
in the past by acting as officials for our domestic inter-Squadron 
competition. This was narrowly won by 3 Sqn over 2 Sqn, 
and included the usual novelty races such as ' carry the can ' 
and ' old soldiers.' Even though our gladiators were forbidden 
to enter the standard was quite high and one or two R.A.F 
Wildenrath records were toppled. 

A PLEASING MOMENT 
A bouquet from Monica Wilson to Mrs Gillian Phippard on the 

conclusion of the inter Squadron swimming prize giving 

SwJmrniug gala 

We chose a bitterly cold day for our inter-Squadron swim
ming gala. It was most efficiently run and won by 3 Sqn at 
Laarbruch who have a splendid water polo team. Some very 
good individual performances were achieved, particularly by 
Signalman Pua, who is well known in both Corps and Army 
circles. Our orienteering team has achieved some creditable 
performances in the Rhine Area League whilst our cricket 
team has gained in confidence following a very exciting five 
wicket victory over R.A.F. Bruggen in our first conclusive 
match. Set to score 123 at more than a run a minute the 
' goal ' was acieved with five minutes to spare, largely due to 
an unbeaten -75 by Sergeant Luis. 
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From s port to sabotage 
In addition to carrying away sports trophies, 3 Sqn have 

also been enjoying themselves in an unusual S.A. . type role. 
Second-Lieutenant Tony Manders was called upon to organise 
a raiding party, to carry out an attack upon an all ied air base 
' somewhere in Europe.' This operation was to be part of 
a Taceval Exercise and was intended to test the reaction 
of our allies to a determined mobile sabotage force. 

Two L and Rovers stripped down to the essentials, and carry
ing L MGs and eight men comprised ~e force. The formation 
signs and badges of rank on both vehicles and personnel were 
masked with black tape. Caps comforters emblazoned with 
day-glow red stars completed the preparations. Now over 
to Signalman Harry McCarthy for a blow by blow account 
of the operation. 

"At 05.45 hours on 25th April, there started an operation 
unequalled in the annals of military achievement since 1066. 
Eight heros, Second-Lieutenant Tony Manders, Corporal Mick 
Higgins, Signalman ' Tiger ' Bennett, Signalmen Trev and Tim 
Howard, Signalm an ' Budgie ' Bunyan, Lance-Corporal Mark 
Jones and myself set off for a destination ' over the border.' 
Our mission? Chaos! 

On arriving at our airfield destination at 07.30 hours we 
prepared for our first attack. Having found a convenient gate 
we opened fire on the two guards, one of whom fled and the 
other surrendered (after bribes of cigarettes, sweets and 
incidentally, me jumping on him). The way now clear into the 
camp, Signalman Bunyan and myself stood guard while the 
vehicles roared into the camp, returning five minutes and one 
major gun battle later, slowing down only to pick us up. 

Phase 2 involved cutting a hole in the fence and sending 
Signalman ' Tiger ' Bennett in to ' blow up ' aircraft 
(incidentally, he failed as they had all taken off!) and Lance-

22 Sig Regt, B.F.P.0. 107 
l ' isit of A.C.G. 1st British Corps 

ON 23rd April the Regiment was visited by the Rev. G. F . 
Grobecker, M.B.E., M.A.C.F., who preached at a v<:ry 

well attended morning service. His mes age was on belief 
of God's promises and included the reiteration of the legend 
of St. George and the Dragon. Coffee wa erved ~fter the 
service and the A.C.G. met members of the congregauon. The 
visit concluded with a curry lunch in the Officers' Me s. 

I do not really believe the Padre that this was his Spiritual 
Admin.' 

C.C.R. SIGNALS VISIT 
A really smart Quarter Guard was commanded by Staff-Sergeant 

Brian Green 
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Corporal Mark Jones to be captured for interrogation. It wa 
discovered later t hat Lance-Corporal Jone baffied his captor. 
by answering all their questions in the Welsh language. 

Phase 3 began in style, yours truly was instructed to cut a 
big hole in the fence, which I did with relish with a pair of 
bolt-croppers and into battle we went. Corporal 'Thunderflash ' 
Higgins exchanged thunderflashes with the o::cupants of the 
guard room. Their missile missed us, but ours sailed through 
the open window and exploded in a welter of bodies and 
guard reports (lovely mess). Our two vehicles hurtled through 
the camp, the leading Rover, piloted by the intrepid Signalman 
Trev Howard, played bumper cars with a light weight knife 
edge barrier on the way out. Back at our hiding place we found 
Lance-Corporal Jones and Signalman Bennett waiting for us. 
each with their particular tale of heroism. 

Our final attack was unusual in that we hid on the <.:amp, 
in a small wood, for forty minutes, while hordes of anti 
sabotage personnel looked for us. After this vigil we pulled out 
of cover to fight our last fight. Our intrepid attack on a hangar 
and the even more intrepid way that the defenders defended, 
with iron bars and fire buckets (our vehicle had a dent in the 
wing to prove it!) was witnessed by the T ACEV AL team. 

And so the adventure was over. The TACEVAL team were 
pleased with us, and even the enemy seemed fairly happy, 
although they did watch us very carefully, mena::ing us with 
fixed bayonets, while we were escorted from camp. 

So ends my tale of heroics and breathtaking adventure, 
Manders Mauraders bad triumphed" 

Farewell note 
Finally, the ladies always have the last word congratulations 

to Mrs. Linda Chester on the birth of twins! 

WHAT IS SPRINGER SAYING NOW1 
Brigadier Mcfarlane chats with Sergeant Maxie Springer while the 

R.S.M. looks on 

\'· isit of c..c.n. Signals 
On 10th Apnl the Regiment was visited. by the new C.C.R. 

Signals Brigadier W. T. McFarlane, who mspected a Quarter 
Guard under the command of Staff Sergeant Green and aw 
the Regiment at work. Visiting the Warrant Officer ' and 
Sergeant ' Mess, the C.C.R. Signals met many of the members 
and renewed old friendships. Lunch later in the Officers' 
Me was attended by all officer . 

.Q;oth111a11~ Cup Six-a-side Co1npetltlo11 
The Regimental football tcnm took part in the Ro~1~n 

ix-a- ide Cup on 16th April, at Bielefeld. The team con IStJ!lg 
of Corporal Tierney, Copora! Murray, Lance-Corporal .Gra10-
ger Signalman Swain, Signalman Bonner, Signalman Simp on 
and Signalman Peach as reserve were drawn in pool 'A' (the 
most difficult pool) and won five games, dr~w one an~ lo t ~n~, 
to give them third place in the pool with 11 pomt . 1 h1 
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wa no mean feat a the winners and runners-up drew with 
12 point each and the team were unlucky not to get through 
to the final , lo ing the ecood place by only a comer. 

:\lotor t!ycling 
The motor cycle trials team of the Regiment have entered 

the eason with gusto taking part in all trials that the P.R.!. 
can be persuaded to pay for. 

In a ATO class civilian event near Hamburg the team 
acquired a lot of experience although not gaining a place and 
it is regretted that Signalman Glass dislocated his shoulder. 
He was, however, fit enough to ride in the Munster Garrison 
trial later on in company with Signalman Ede and Signalman 
Tucker, new members of the team formed 'B ' team for the 
trials. 

The 'A' team con i ted of W.0.2 Park, Staff Sergeant Daven
port and Corporal Le Lacbeur in this event which consisted 
of 78 entries including a German and American Army team. 
W.0.2 Park came 12th overall. 

There are six trials between now and September in such 

exotic places as Berlin, Hamburg so I begin to see why the 
sport is very popular. 

Why do the trials team walk like cowboys? It could be the 
motor cycles. 

Sergt~nnts' lUess 
The Mess football team won the bi-annual match against 

the local alte mannen SV Victoria with a narrow win of 2-1. 
(Alf Ramsey to note). Stars of the match were Sergeant Terry 
Mum!'ord and our youngster (a mere 21 years) S.I. File, 
A.P.T .C. 

The match was followed by a reception given by SV VictorUJ 
which was a great success. By midnight language problems 
were NIL. 

Chi •( Clerks galore 
With the arrival of W.0.2 (O.R.Q.M.S.) Dave McCluskey, 

the Regiment is now ' blessed ' with two Chief Clerks. However, 
as it is a known fact that Chief Clerks do not speak to each 
other, Records have posted our good-looking one, W.0.2 
(O.R.Q.M.S.) 'Mac' McEwan to HQ London, in June. 

News lrom Squadron,s 

7 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 

B.F.P.O. 37 

queen's Birthday Parade. 

ON Friday 12th May, The Queen's Birthday Parade was 
held at the Hindenburg Stadium, Soltau. The massed 

bands of the 13/18 Royal Hussars, 17/21 Lancers R.T.R. , Rhine 
Staff Band, 1 Battalion The Royal Green Jackets and 3 Battalion 
The Light Infantry gave a very impressive display to all 
of rh.e local dignitaries, both civilian and military. After the 
parade all the guests were invited back to the Officers' Mess 
for the annual co::ktail party. This is the one occasion in the 
year when the Mess is really full to capacity and when we are 
able to repay some of the hospitality to the local civil dignitaries. 

Periodic H.E.M.E. exam.ination 
The first two weeks of May saw a complete strip down 

of every 432, Land Rover, four-tanner, C42 and weapon for 
our annual P.R.E. . 

Corporal ' Boggy ' Marsh was everywhere with his grease 
gun or a tin of red lead paint supervising the preparation 
of 'A' vehicles. Sergeant Terry Poingdestre was seen with 
black gloss paint in one hand, new tyres in the other, and 
Signalman 'Wurz' Worsell under one foot supervising the 
preparation of 'B' vehicles. F. of S. Keith Bamforth and 
Sergeant Alan Welsh were tied up in knots with cable and 
looking around for lost C42 fans and integrated circuits. A.S.M. 
W.0.1 Bob Murray, R.E.M.E., spent his time playing snakes 
and ladders with 432 packs and gearboxes. Lieutenant Martin 
Bevan was seen running around trying to find his troop who 
were at all corners of the barracks sorting out their own P.R.E. 
problems. 

Corporal 'Scouse' Coathup, our tame lineman/armourer spent 
his time slipping around in oil and working parts and trying 
to explain to his gang of weapon cleaners that a Carl Gustav 
was not a drainpipe and funnel that D.0.E. had left lying 
around. The examination, however, went off very well and 
our inspectors were well pleased. 

Athletics 
The Squadron leapt, threw and ran itself into the summer 

season by holding two days of ' potted sports ' for everyone 
in early May. This produced many amusing sights, as well 
as giving us a base to build an athletics team on. Squadron 

sports day was held on 24th May, a day which well be remem
bered by our mini-skirted spectators for some time, however, 
at least the rain held off. 

The 7 Armd Bde athletics competition held at Hahne on 6th 
June, was really more of a day for sun-bathing, than bashing 
round a track, and with Sergeant Harry Escott injuring his 
leg at the last minute we really felt that almost all was lost, 
however, the arrival of Sergeant John Woolley on the scene 
helped us, as he leapt over the high-jump bar at five feet five 
inches to win us a valuable three points. With only the relay 
to run we were equal points with our rivals-7 Fd Wksp, 
R.E.M.E., so congratulations must go to our team of Sergeant 
John Woolley, Corporal Alan Kite, Signalman Brian Launder 
and Corporal Ian McKenzie who earned us the two point win 
by less than two feet. We are now the proud owners of the 
Brigade Minor Units Shield for the fourth time in succession. 

Exercise •Hurst Park' 
Without becoming too parochial Exercise ' Hurst Park ' 

(1 Division C.P.X.) was a good exercise. 
Brigadier I. H. Baker, M.B.E., 7 Armd Bde Commander, 

has had a Tac 432 added to the Squadron in which he 
o:casiooally ' does his thing ' away from the toils and troubles 
of ' main and step up.' Captain Bill Buxton commands the 
new 'Tac set-up ' and is learning fast how to keep maps 
marked up 24 hours in the day, erect a penthouse, brew 
instant and constantly available coffee and will a Mk 1 AFV 432 
to keep running, however sick it feels. Corporal ' Pip ' Price 
and Private Derrick Rawson (1 Green Howards) assist him 
in the task and are becoming expert in their knowledge of map 
marking symbols and running a Brigade battle. 

IJ011rneruouth Barracks, Soltau 
The camp is now very much smarter than it has been for 

a long time and red and white signs and Jerboa rats are seen 
to be going up all over the place. The Regimental Sergeaot
Major, W.0.1 F. D. Rogers, is still doing his best to keep 
the barracks spotless using soldiers who are just not available 
and the 0.C., Major J. 0. C. Alexander, decided to give it all 
a rest and go for a week's leave sailing with his family as 
a trial for a Regimental expedition. 

30 .llegt - June/July • Wire ' 
We regret that in 30 Regt's notes in the June/July issue 

of THE WIRE some of the lines had become transposed. The 
error occurred after the proofs and pages had been released 
for· printing. 
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12 Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 

B.F.P.O. 36 

llm~h·st 11un1th for )·riars 

MAY has been the Squadron's busiest month for years. Two 
weeks' worth of exercises for the whole Squadron were 

preceded by smaller-scale but nevertheless. taxing T r?<'p 
exercises. We are known to some of our neighbours as 12 
Clockwork Brigade,' an apt description as we are fully wound 
and ready to spring into action at a second's noti~e. . . 

During the first part of the month we ran a basic signalling 
course for some young soldiers of 1st Battalion the Royal 
Regiment of Wales, who had ?een left behind when tJ:e 
battalion went to Ulster. Ably mstructed by Corporals Bill 
Nixon, George Dickson, ' ~dy ' Shepherd and Keo Jory, the 
Welshmen soon began to pick up the threads. Indeed, by the 
end of the course we were impressed enough to take three of 
them Privates Mapp, Stukey and Rogers, on exercise with us 
to operate our echelon station. They did so with a competence 
that recommends them for their battalion signal platoon- and 
their instructors for training brigade! 

We are often told that air defence is an essential part of 
the skills necessary in a Brigade Headquarters in the field. At 
last we have had a chance to practise it. A party of ten under 
Sergeant ' Paddy ' Bovenizer went up to Todendorf ranges, 
on the Baltic Coast, and after a particularly uncomfortable 
bumpy journey they spent a happy couple of days doing their 
best to blast a drogue, if not the towing aircraft, out of the sky. 
For most, it was the first useful practice with the GPMG and 
all found it a worthwhile trip. 

' Bravo ' Troop's contribution to the lighter side of life 
came during Exercise ' Hurst Park.' A radio relay 439 had been 
sited for technical reasons in the middle of a meadow. So to 
hide it, they covered it with freshly .mown grass, . an_d very 
effectively too. However, the grass dried out and igruted. A 
vigilant member of our tame MP detact;unent sp~tted the 
smoke and raised the alarm. In the event, 1t was decided that 
camouflage as a bonfire was probably not a good idea, so we 
put it out. Fortunately there was no damage except to the 
cam net. Perhaps there is something to be said for armour 
after all. 

20 Arrnd. Bde. H.Q. & Signal 
Sqn. B.F.P.O. 41 

Vc•rdon goc•s to Verden 

SINCE the publication of our la t 'notes ' the Squadron 
has changed hands. Major 'Paddy' Verdon is now DAA 

& QMG at Headquarters 1st Division. (So 'Verdon has gone 
to Verden ' if you'll excuse the pun-you wouldn't? Oh well). 
Anyway, we hope he survives the inevitable confusion and has 
a happy time there. The chair is now occupied by Major David 
Whitehead, late of the Directing Staff at the Junior Division of 
the Staff College). Copies of JSP 101 are currently carried by 
all officers! 

The handover of the Squadron was completed in the field 
during Exercise ' Flying Falcon ' and. proceeded smoothly 
despite a ' transitional ' period during which we seemed to have 
two Squadron Commanders. It was sometimes rather difficult 
to discover exactly who was in charge of what! However, all 
was resolved and the handover culminated in a ' dinner night 
in the field' at which Major Verdon was suitably diner-out by 
the Officers, Warrant Officers and Sergeants of the Squadron. 

Oth~r tlepnrtnres 
Three well-known Squadron ' characters ' have recently left 

us. Sergeant John Woolley, who has gone to 7 Armd Bde HQ 
and Sig Sqn-a great loss, particularly in the field of athletics. 
His most moving recent experience wa to wake up after a 
few hours' hard-earned roadside ' kip ' to find a thick morning 
mist and the only visible object a road ide crucifix. It took hi 
crew some time to persuade him that he was still alivr! 
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Corporal Archie Croft, the rugby ' king,' has moved to Hong 
Kong, after a farewell party which many will remember (and 
some not!). He will be remembered for, among other thing~, 
the excellent steak and chip suppers which he used t serve at 
his auto exchange whilst on exercise! 

Lance-Corporal Bill (' Water Rat') Sykes has left the Army 
to be a lorry driver. He was the last survivor of the detachment 
fo rmerly known as ' Bigwood Radio.' 

EXl~ll('lSE • LONG HOP • 

c,;ettinlo( ro1111d Euro1u· 
For the second year running we organised a 14 days' long 

range skywave exercise with the dual aim of practising the HF 
skills that otherwise seem to be so neglected and of giving some 
of our operators a welcome change from the usual sort of 
exercise. The exercise took place in May and detachments 
were sent to Norway, Denmark, Holland, Belgium and Bavaria, 
each raking a Cll and a Dll station (the Dlls and crews were 
loaned to us by 16 Sig Regt). The Clls worked as a skywave 
net with a control station back in barracks and the DI ls 
worked one-to-one FSK links. All communicating was done to 
a strict timetable carefully designed to leave plenty of free time! 

IJavaria 
The Bavaria detachment was commanded by our MTO, 

Captain Rodney Craig, RCT, and was accommodated on a 
training area belonging to the German Army Signal School at 
Sternberg. They did not see very much of the MTO, firstly 
because he had smuggled his wife down with him and secondly 
because he was combining the exercise with a reconnaissance 
for Summer Camp. Despite some of the radio me sages the rest 
of us received from them (' Hang on a minute - two girls 
banging on vehicle door ') we think that reports of their social 
activities are exaggerated. Certainly, every time we asked for 
an individual by name, he always seemed to be ' sleeping.' 
However, some good hard drinking was obviously done, and 
they brought back a framed photograph presented by their local 
German drinking companions! 

Uelgium 
The Belgium detachment, under OC ' B ' Troop, Lieutenant 

Richard Holmes, was looked after by British Forces Antwerp 
and comfortably accommodated in a semi-derelict ' chateau.' 
It poured with rain for nearly the whole period with the result 
that the daily routine tended to become more and more 
' nocturnal ' as time went on, so that by the end it was very 
nearly a case of: Reveille 17.00, Breakfast 18.00 ... Stand down 
05.00! Some good friendships were made there and it is 
rumoured that certain members of the detachment have plans 
to visit the area again! 

Holland 
Second-Lieutenant Nigel Hope, of 4 Div HQ and Sig Regt, 

commanded the Holland detachment at the Dutch Signal 
Training Centre near Ede. Apart from the fact that lots of 
football was played against local teams, nobody eems prepared 
to admit to whatever else went on. Highly suspiciou I 

De1unark 
From Denmark we have a posmve wealth of incriminating 

information eagerly supplied, with a vicious gleam in the eye, 
by Signalmen Billy Henderson and ' Geordie ' Dobson, who 
will not, however, say very much about what they themselves 
got up to except for vague references to ' those Danish nurses.' 
Nor can one find out exactly why Corporal 'Male' Barlow 
is now being referred to a 'Eskimo Nell.' The party, com
manded for us by Lieutenant Nick Bell, RAOC, from our 
Brigade OFP, was accommodated by the 2nd Bo Jutland Sig 
Regt at Soenderborg. The Squadron Commander and the 
DAA & QMG paid a weekend vi it to the Denmark detachment 
(cries of 'urgent operational reasons!'), but once again th_eir 
activitie are largely a mystery, except that Anglo-Darush 
relations were firmly cemented by an evening's entertainment in 
town! Our men made some good friends among the Dani h 
oldiers who were very pro-British and eager to make our 

stay in Denmark as plea ant as possible. 
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Get with it! Order your Wire NOW! 
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• •orway 
The detachment in Norway wa. commanded by OC ' A ' 

Troop Second-Lieutenant Vaughan Smedley, and wa accom
modated by the Norwegian chool of ignal near Lillchamar. 
(It wa gratifying to ee copie of Tim WmE much ·n evidence 
there). Second-Lieutenant Smedley is reputed to have made the 
acquaintance of a orwegian female ski-ing champion, though 
detailed information is, once again, rather scarce. 

Communications during the exercise worked well, providing 
some good experience for our operators. The exercise as a whole 
was a welcome change from barrack routine, a worthwhile con
tribution towards mutual understanding among Allied armies 
and a great succes . 

TiCbHs 
First prize for quick thinking goes to Staff Sergeant (SQMS) 

Robinson, 9/12 Lancers, one of our two SQMS. As part of a 
patrol ta ked by the OC to attack Brigade Headquarters during 
Exerci e 'Flying Falcon,' he penetrated the Headquarters 
without once being challenged by our MSO guard . It turned 
out afterward that he had adopted the imple ruse of walking 
to the neare t tree and pretending to relieve himself every 
time a guard looked like challenging him! · 

We have now at last got our DPM ('flower power ) combat 
kit. The first time the R.S.M. wore it in the field he wa nearly 
run over bv a FV 432. This incident the rest of us find rather 
worrying (''So sorry, Sir, thought you were a bush"). When 
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) Norman Gelling left home the other 
morning wearing his new kit, his wife was heard to remark, 
"He look a if he hould be sitting on top of a mushroom!" 

216 Para Sig Sqn, Aldershot 

l\K ARCH, April and May have been a very busy three 
'.I.. month period for the Squadron with a work up for 

an exercise in Cyprus. 

Farewell Dinner 

The Squadron Officers and Senior N.C.O.s held a farewell 
dinner for Major Tom McKirgan, Captain Tony Woodhouse 
and W.0.2 Ron Tasker. The food was excellent, the drink was 
plentiful and Captain Clem Palmer's speech verbose if a little 
slurred. 

Visits 

On the 13th March, Brigadier Geoffrey Proudman visited 
the Squadron. This was his farewell visit as C.S.0. Strategic 
Command prior to his posting to Germany. The Brigadier had 
been the first O.C. of 216 Para Sig Sqn and as a result has 
always had a close connection with us. The Squadron wishes 
him every success for the future. 

Cyprus 

On the 1st April, the advance party for Exercise ' Gabro ' 
flew out to Cyprus. The remainder of the Squadron returned 
from leave on Sunday 9th April, and flew out on the 10th April. 

This exercise was run by 216 Para Sig Sqn but incorporated 
elements of 16 Para Hy Drop Coy, Junior Para Coy, R.A.O.C. 
Apprentice College, 2 Para and 244 Sig Sqn. Within 24 hours 
of landing in Cyprus the exercise had moved up to a base 
camp at Akamas. The Squadron moved off up into the hills 
for Exercise 'Andreou' under Captain Tony Woodhouse and 
his band of merry men, Staff Sergeant Sam Rollings, Sergeant 
Duggie Baikie, Sergeant John Newman and Corporal Jeb Pratt. 
This command group was to keep the Squadron on the run 
for the duration of 'Andreou.' 

After a few short lectures on survival and a comms brief 
they moved off in six three or four man patrols. These patrols 
were tasked to carry out a further recce role against the 
legendary 'Colonel Percy Papolopolis.' Early one morning 
Corporal Dick 'Grumpy' Hamilton ambushed Captain Tony 
Woodhouse and Staff Sergeant Sam Rollings. 'Grumpy' 
passed around Sam Rollings' cigarettes which Captain Tony 
Woodhouse promptly ate, claiming that a mild attack of heart
burn was better than cancer anyday! 

Throughout the exercise the patrols were required to work 
direct to Dhekelia for resupply and also to Captain Wood
house's hide for exercise instructions. 

On the last morning of the exercise the patrols came 
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"AND THE * . . .. 1! ENDED UP OVER HERE! 
The command group-Sergeant Duggie Baikie and Captain Tony 

Woodhouse 

A RECCE POST UP MOUNT AKAMAS IN CYPRUS 
Corporal Steve Marshall, Signalman Chris Brown, Signalman "Beau" 

Brummell and Signalman ''Luigi" Stanley 

together as a troop for a cordon and search operation, under 
Corporal Phil Kirk. Signalman 'Beau ' Brummell discovered 
Sergeant Duggie Baikie and Sergeant John Newman in a hide. 
He danced on the top of this until they crawled out, whereupon 
Signalman 'Jock' Granitza tied them up and dragged them 
off to base camp. That night there was a party at the base 
camp before they came down out of the hills. 

Meanwhile down at Envicta Camp, Second-Lieutenant David 
Bannister and Staff Sergeant Gordon Haughie were running 
an M.P.C. Course. They ran into a few problems when Gordon 
Haughie's ' Coral Reef Drill Squad' ran out of snorkels. 
Consequently a left wheel nearly drowned the smaller members 
of the Squadron. 

After this phase at Akamas certain members of the Squadron 
went to Akrotiri to do some parachuting with 70 Sqn R.A.F., 
and later on with the R.A.F. Operational Conversion Unit. The 
only problem arising out of these jumps was that of getting 
such a drunken mob together at 03.30 hours in the morning! 

The Squadron visited both H.M.S. Albion and H.M.S. 
Fearless whilst they were anchored off Dhekelia. This furthered 
the good relationships which the Squadron had already 
established on joint exercises. 
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"WHO SAID YOU CAN 'T GET THE O.C. WET!" 
Left to right: Major Ron Roberts, Staff-Sergeant Gordon Haughie and 

Sergeant Jim Shearer on exercise in Cyprus 

The last week of the exercise was set aside for R & R and 
during this period adventure training was planned to cover 
a series of different courses. One party went up to Troodos 
trekking, in fact it was so wet up there that _Lance-Corporal 
Andy Starling, Signalman Ian ~reene and S1gnal~an Steve 
Martin decided to walk the 90 miles back to Dhekelia. 

There were also courses on canoeing, dinghy sailing, water 
ski-ing sub-aqua, gliding, free fall and offshore sailing _on 
' Briga~d of Changi.' Brigand's cruise was fated by puttmg 
Lance-Corporal Mick Lumgair aboard. Th_e boa~ went ashore 
on the first night in a terrific storm off Pil~ pomt._ ~he cre:-v 
spent the rest of the week in a rescue operation as 1stmg 9 Sig 
Regt and 262 Sig Sqn. The boat was brought off the rocks 
after four days with surprisingly little damage. 

After this final, exciting week, the Squadron flew back 
to U .K. for what they hoped was a rest. 

S1tort 
Whilst out in Cyprus we flew the Squa~on footbalJ te~ 

back to Aldershot for the Army Minor Umts cup-final. Th1s 
was played at Aldershot Stadium on Saturday, 22nd April, 
again t the Royal Irish Rangers Depot at BallyID:ena. The 
team were supported by all the elements of the Brigade that 
could be mustered. The Squadron team scored all. the goals 
in the match to win eight goals to one .. Corporal Jim Coffey, 
in goal for the Squadron scored the Insh Rangers only go~!. 
W.0.2 Ivor Wells is till considering whether to hang him 
or shoot him! 

~larriages 

We lost some of our best men recently with Corporal Dick 
' Grumpy ' Hamilton, Signalman l\.~ickey Finn and Signalman 
' Spud ' Murphy all getting married. The Squadron see~s 
determined to do away with the W .R.A.C. as they all married 
girls from the ' Ladies Army.' 

Arrivals 
We must welcome Signalman Noel Duff and Signalman 

Paul Hatchman who have survived the rigours of ' P ' Company 
and the horror of the para course at Abingdon to earn their 
place in the Squadron. 

' 
. 

. 

233 Sig Sqn, Lisburn 
N. Ireland 

Administrative lnspectiou 

DESPITE the current troubles we still have to go through 
the additional rigours of an Annual Administrative 

Inspection. This was carried out by Brigadier M. E. Tickell, 
M.B.E., M.C., Chief of Staff, Headquarters, Northern Ireland, 
and went through very smoothly as far as we were concerned! 

Our inspection coincided with the setting up of the Protes
tant ' no-go ' areas and there was feverish activity in the Head
quarters. The Brigadier was obviously deeply involved and 
was two hours late on arrival Even during his tour he was 
called away to the telephone for urgent consultation with MOD 
so all departments were kept on the hop to say the least. 
During his visit the Brigadier presented the LS and GC Medal 
to our Second-in-Command Captain Bob Peake, B.E.M. 

1•ort 

Our 'B' team, ably led by Corporal John Hughes, reached 
the semi-final of the Northern Ireland six-a-side hockey com
petition, but then ran foul of 7 RHA. During the competition 
Corporal Dennis Parker played his last game for the Squadron. 
We would like to make special mention of him as for two years 
he has ably looked after the hockey team His ' busy bee ' 
style at inside-forward will be sadly missed next season. Now 
that the war dog kennels have been removed from the edge 
of the sports field the cricket nets have been erected and the 
thump of the willow can be heard. Comms Troop havi?g been 
on the receiving end of Corporal John Howells subrmtted an 
application for the return of the patrol dogs so that the ball 
could be retrieved by them! 

Celebrity 

We have just said farewelJ to Corporal Geoff Hughes, .ol!r 
orderly room clerk. In our aim to keep oi:r notes cheerful 1t 1s 
worth recalling his great achievements ID Northern Ireland. 
At one stage it was considered that he originated more bomb 
scare in Lisburn than the IRA. It was always Geoff who found 
the brief case or parcel or box which nobody in the vicinity 
claimed, thus causing examination by the bomb ~isposa1 team. 
His ' piece de resistance' was the mght on special guard duty 
when he challenged an intruder to come out of ~ hedge a~d 
identify himself. Despite repeated challenges the llltruder did 
not come om so Geoff fired a warning shot at him. It is fair 
comment to say that the DAPM's horse moved so fast that it 
would have left Nijinsky trailing that night. We will scan the 
notes of 4 Div HQ and Sig Regt carefully in the future. 

Other departures 
Sergeant Carter, Lance-Corporal Kay, Signalman Barker 

and Signalman Watts. 
Our thanks to you all for your terling work and our be~t 

wishe to you and your families in the future. 

Arrh•als 
Staff Sergeant Emraz, Sergeant Beavan, Ser~eant Borek, 

Sergeant Harris, Sergeant Woodford, Corporal Bird, _Corporal 
Laing, Corporal Reid, Lance-Corporal Shearsby, Signalman 
Jennings and Signalman Whale. 
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48 Gurkha Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
B.F.P.O. 1 

·'••tlon not words! 

SO much ha happened since we la c appeared in THE WIRE 

chat we feel we would require the whole magazine 
to ourselves co tell you all about it. However, we are a modest 
squadron and will therefore restrict our reporting to four of the 
major activitie - chat we have taken part in, in the last few 
month. 

Athl.-iics 
We always feel that chere hould be a handicap system 

in achletic as the average lengch of leg in a British unit is much 
longer than chat in a Gurkha unit! o matter how hard 
we try we never cem to catch British sprinter up. Still 
we do try and on 30ch March, we rook part in the Royal Signal 
achletic meeting in Kowloon. We were placed second to 1 Sqn 
27 Sig Regt. Then on che 25th April, we took part in the 
48 Bde Minor Units Championship at Sek Kong and came 
first in chat. It was back to Kowloen on the 28th April, for 
che HQLF Championships and we were again beaten but 
this time only just by 1 Sqn 27 Sig Regt, who came second 
to 54 Fd Sqn, R.E. We have not yet decided our tactics for 
next year but we arc investigating- a new strain of rice which 
allegedly makes you grow taller. Well done l Sqn but beware! 

11.~I. The ftueen·s Dirthda;"t· Paracl.- 1972 
This was che biggest parade held in Hong Kong since 1964, 

and was a most impressive spectacle of pomp and ceremony. 
The parade began wich review and inspection by H .E. The 
Governor at che Boundary Street Polo ground in Kowloon. 
The parade consisted of 14 foot guards and various mounted 
elements. One foot guard of 60 men and two officers wa 
provided by che Squadron as part of the Gurk11a contingent. 
The guard was commanded by che 0 .C. Major Peter Buchanan, 
with Captain (Q.G.O.) Pritamsing Gurung as the second 
officer. It was commented by some that the Second-in
Command Captain Mervyn Lee appeared in the programme 
as being on parade whilst he was positively identified sitting 
in the comfort of che spectators stand. It should be pointed 
out, however, that, although this was an error in parade 
of the 17 rehearsals for the parade 10 were taken by the 
~ond-in-Command whil t the O.C. was cunningly on leave 

in Malaya! After the Boundary Street review the parade then 
marched through the streets of Kowloon to Gun Club Barracks. 

There was to be no rest, however, and after a quick refresh
ment the guard were transported to Tai Po in the New Ter
ritorie where they rook part in the 48 Bde Flag March which 
co-ordinated by our R.S .M. W.0.1 Barry Styles. 

BIG OCCASION 
H.E. The Governor of Hong Kong reviews the Guard of 48 Brigade 
Headquarters and Signal Squadron during the Queen 's Birthday 

Parade 
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A u s Crnlin - by L i.,.ntt>nnnC ((!.G.O.) Dnlbnlmtlur 
Gurung 

Whilst the majority of the Squadron were sweating under 
the tropical sun on the drill square I was fortunate enough 
to be in Au tralia with si.x men from the Squadron. We 
accompanied ' B ' Coy 2/2 K.E.0. Gurkha Rifles on six weeks 
u·aining and were accommodated by 9 R.A.R. , who arc based 
near to Brisbane. Shortly after our arrival in Australia I had 
to interpret for the Gurkha soldiers at a demonstration of 40 
different types of snakes of which the most dangerous were 
the death adder typan. We were shown how chese were milked 
and the collected venom made into vaccine. This demonstration 
wa to familiarise us before we went on exercises! 

The fir t e.xercise we took part in was a tough navigation 
and tactical moven1ent competition with ' B ' Coy 9 R.A.R 
Thi was an inter-section competition in the area of Mount 
Byron, a very rugged hilly area. We split up into three teams, 
two of which rook part in the competition and the third which 
remained at control. We communicated using our own SR Al3, 
which we had brought from Hong Kong. After two days 
of hard going the section which I was with came first to the 
finishing point much to the surprise of O.C. 'B' Coy, 9 R.A.R., 
Major P. J. Desmond, who did not think we would be able 
to keep up a we had only just arrived in Australia. 

After this we took part in several more exercises and also 
established a very good liaison and friendship with 139 Sig 
Sqn and the Sig Pin of 9 R.A.R. At the end of our stay 
we presented kukri to Radio Troop 139 Sig Sqn commanded 
by Lieutenant John Murray and to the Sig Pin of 9 R.A.R 
In return we were happy to receive plaques of these units. 

GURKHA SIGNALS WITH THE AUSSIES 
Corporal Nandelal Gurung with Corporal Kelly of the Signal 

Platoon, 9th Royal Australian Regiment 

Exercise • Full (;ircle ' 
We consider ourselves versatile but thought we might be 

in a spot when we were a ked to provide a three man umpire 
team for an ANZUK Bde exercise in Malaya at 24 hours 
notice. However, the next day our Gurkha Q.M. Lieutenant 
(Q.G.0.) Tikaram Gurung and his team of two took off for 
Singapore and Exercise 'Full Circle! ' There they acted a 
an umpire team for I R.H.F. on a jungle exercise which lasted 
10 days. 

Conveniently their aircraft broke down and they were 
'forced' to stay in Singapore for five days before they flew 
back to Hong Kong in an empty R.A.F. Brittania. However, 
they did bring back large quantities of Ikan Bili as .a peace 
offering. 

Arrivals and de1n1rtures 

Finally a very brief note of arrivals and departure . We were 
sorry to say farewell to the. folJowing, Captain and Mrs. Mike 
Walker, Captain and Mrs. ' Ginger' Cockcroft, W.0.1 (R.S.M.) 
and Mrs. Gordon Howie, Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) and Mrs. 
Cristopher John Meredith, Sergeant and Mrs. Robert Lambert, 
R.A.0.C., and wish them all good fortune. In their place we 
welcome, Captain Mervyn Lee, Captain and Mrs. Lalbir 
Limbu, 7 G.R., W.0.1 and Mrs. Barry Styles, Staff Sergeant 
Ernest James Adams, Sergeant and Mrs. Richard Arthur 
Cousins, R.A.0.C. 
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THE VOLUNTEER-$ 

32 Sig Regt {V), Glasgow 
JtNttll 

ON Friday, the 2nd Jun.e, Signalman Michael Warwick, who 
had just enlisted into the Volunteers, was killed in a 

traffic accident. Although new to the Regiment, he had served 
with the R.E.M.E. as a Sergeant Tels. Tech. from 1958 to 1967. 
The Commanding Officer and all ranks of the Regiment wish 
to express their deepest sympathy to his widow. 

:t2 (I,) Sil! Sqn (V) 
This month sees the big event of the year Exercise ' Red 

hoes III ' the Regimental annual camp. This year it is in the 
form of a communication exercise together with the other 
Regiment in 2 Signal Group. 

The Op. Order and Communication Diagrams looking like 
something that Bruce's spider produced are out, together with 
the amended amendment to the amended Annex. 

Our Glasgow volunteers are taking it in their normal 
Gia wegian style, and marking the locations of the pubs on 
their maps and route cards. 

S.S.M. Jimmy Jamieson and his ' Shadow,' Staff Sergeant 
Fred Newman (S.S.M . Designate) are running a book for 
haircuts. It has been suggested that it would be quicker to 
just take the names of those who do not need one. 

The Squadron Commander, Major Walter Boyle, and his 
officers have had so many 0 Groups, or so we thought, but 
they turned out to be a meeting of the ' Bearsden Debating 
Society.' 

Captain John Hutchison, in between counting out the bounty 
money, sending out camp notices to employers, and compiling 

35 Sig Regt :(V), Birmingham 

W ITH due warning about the perils which would descend 
on anyone misinformed enough to report on the 11 

Group Exercise ' Shot One ' the writer crosses out 20 per cent 
of his already prepared WIRE notes and continues to inform 
the many ! ? with the remainder of Regimental acuv1ues 
with which the Regiment has been associated since we last 
went to print. 

1..ord 1'fayor's Procession 1972 
Along with many other participants both. milit3;ry :ind 

civilian the Regiment was invited to exercise thelf n_ght 
to march through the City of Birmingham with bands playmg, 
drums beating and bayonets fixed. It was estimated that over 
200,000 watched the parade, which was Jed by detachments 

A WELL RECRUITED REGIMENT 
35th Signal Regiment's detachment lined up for the march past 
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lists for road and rail party, has at last found time to stop at 
home and cut his grass (must be short grass it only took him 
a morning). 

·Captain 'Fingers ' Cunningham, our Radio Troop Com
mander, is up to his usual tricks putting his ' Fingers' on 
anything that he can tum into something, which could/may/ 
should be useful for a radio station. He is assisted in this 
never ending task by his right hand, Staff Sergeant Bill Dick. 

Do you ren1f"mb1'r nny of thef!e? 
This may be a list of Old Comrades but, perhaps you will 

know or remember some of our volunteers who will be at 
camp with us this year. 

Signalman Jim Carter, ex-223 Sig Sqn, still repamng our 
radio sets; W.0.2 Bill Taylor, ex-22 S.A.S. Sig Sqn and War 
Office Sig Regt, trying his hand at being a Yoeman; Sergeant 
Tommy Craigon, ex-19 Air Formation Signals, trying out 
his new teeth on our Lineman; Sergeant Tam Webster, ex-22 
Sig Regc (The Thrusters) and 20 Armd ~de, operating ~~e 
D13s and telling anyone he meets that slopmg Vs are the m 
thing;' Corporal Chris Bonnor, ex-4 Div Sig Regt, after 23 
years in the Corps is now in his 10th year as a volunteer; 
Staff Sergeant Jack Don, ex-instructor at 3 Trg Regt, now 
shift supervisor in the Comcen. 

Congratulations 
To Lance-Corporal Ann White and Lance-Corporal David 

McTaggart on their engagement. Also congratulations and a 
well done from all ranks to our Orderly Room S.Q.M.S., 
Staff Sergeant Russ Adey, on his award o~ the B.~.M. j.n the 
Birthday List. Perhaps now that he has 1t the lights m the 
Orderly Room can be switched off at night! 

BEFORE THE MARCH PAST 
The Lord Mayor of Birmingham, Alderman F. T. D. Hall talking to 
Lieutenant-Colonel D. C. Woodbridge before the march past. Also 
on the dais The Lady Mayoress, Mr. M. C. Turner, Chairman Cham
ber of Commerce, Brigadier and Mrs. T. G. H. Jackson and Mrs. D. C. 

Woodbridge 

of the Regiment who were preceded by the Royal Signals 
Corps Band. The salute was taken by the Lord Ma or, 
Alderman F. T. D. Hall, who wa accompanied on the day 
by the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel D. C. Wood
bridge. The newer member of the Regiment who tho~ght 
that chev were taking part in just another parade soon reali ed 
how unique the occasion wa~, and its thought that ~e awarenes 
of this, coupled with the size of the parade, which was over 
two miles long caused everyone ~o make that extra eff~rt 
and judging by che compliments received, we managed to main
tain the high standard which has become eiq>ected of u . 
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Following the Lord Mayor ' procession a La~ies' Guest 
Night was held at the T.A.V.R. Centre, Goldon Hillock Road 
at which some 120 Mess members and their ladies were present. 
The principal guests were Brigadier and Mrs. T. G. H. Jackson 
and the Honorary Colonel, Brigadier the Reverend and Mrs. 
C. Nettleship. This is the first time since this Regiment was 
formed that such a function has been attempted. It proved 
to be o uccessful that it may well have to become an annual 
event in the calendar. 

IUrmi11glum1 Spring Fe.stivul 
Once again the Regiment recruiting team, lead by Staff 

Sergeant Ted Tibby participated in this festival which was 
the event which started our high standard of recruiting which 
now stands at 117 per cent. The weather this year was 
omething Jess than perfect as it poured with rain and blew 

a gale throughout the week, so keeping our line detachment 
commander Corporal Bob McGowan busy trying to put up 
lines quicker than the gale blew down trees. 

Exercise ' Fransystcm 2 ' 
To prepare the way for our camp in B.A.0.R. this year 

a party of volunteers with their vehicles recently attended 
the technical Exercise 'Fransystem 2,' to iron out any fore
seen or unforeseen equipment, incompatibility problems. 

\l·estern Conunand Driving C:lmmpionshi1•s 
The Regiment entered two W.R.A.C. teams for the above 

exercise. Spirits were high and just to make a change the 
weather was quite good. The teams entered were: Corporal 
L. Allen, Sergeant Y. Claridge, Private D. Cox and W.0.2 
J. Ellis (just to make the number up). 

Although neither team failed to finish, the teams did not 
lack any courage, but with the lack of C1..-perience in such 
a rally, it proved to be rather difficult. A lesson was not learnt, 
we hope for success next time! 

Badminton 
The Regiment: took part in the West Midland and D istrict 

T. & A.V.R. Badminton Championships on the 9th April. 
After a hard days play we came away with no fewer than 
nine out of the 12 trophies. 

It was unfortunate that there was not a very large entry, 
but neverrheless it augurs well for the future of the team. 
RESULTS: 

Mens singles, runner-up, Y. of S. Graham. 
Laclies' singles, winner, Sergeant Y. Oaridp;e; runner-up, Corporal L. 

Carter. 
Mixed doubles, winners, Y. of S. Graham / Sergeant Claridge; runners-

. up, Captain A. Peebles/ Corporal Caner. 
Meas' doubles, winners, Captain A. Peeblcs/Y. of S. Graham. 

F o otball 
The Regiment have formed a team from the permanent 

staff and have a 100 per cent record. It should, however, 
be noted that we ave only played one game which we won 
by 4-2. We now intend to go on to better things and are 
thinking of trying 4-2-4 or 4-3-3 (these being pints of Double 
Diamond). 

38 Sig Regt (V) Sheffield 
the Regiment prepares for annual camp we look back 
over the past three hectic months. 

f,ooklng back 
March saw the chistening at a local Sheffield church with 

six N .C.O.s and Warrant Officers acting as Godparents, of 
Richard son of W.0.2 H. 0 . E. Hodgson, and Neil, Shaun and 
Saul, sons of P.S.I. Sergeant Brian Eason. Padre Mike Hiles 
fearlessly and firmly battled with the feet, teeth and fis ts 
of fighting four year old Shaun. (A future recruit?). 

To the annual Cutler's Feast went an unusual Guard of 
Honour. Twenty soldiers from four local T. & A.V.R. units 
(including five from 38 Regt) and commanded by M ajor J. S. 
Hunt and Lieutenant M. P. Newton of 1 Bn Yorks Volunteers 
lined the route of the Master Cutler and his guests. This year 
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the principle guest being Lord Carrington, tl1e Defence Secre
tary. For the first time the M istress Cutler and her guests 
also dined in the hall, her honour party being 10 members 
of local W.R.A.C. and Q.A.R.A.N.C. units, commanded by our 
own Second-Lieutenant J. B. Fleming W .R.A.C. 

Farewell 
87 Sqn were sorry to say farewell to W.0.2 Cruxon, who 

has retired after many years of loyal service. He was duly 
dined out at Beckingham and presented with a wrist watch. 
Also leaving 87, and the Army, is P.S.I. Sergeant Aldridge, 
shortly to become P.C. (dare we say 49?). He was dined out 
with due ceremony and presented with a coffe table, Black & 
Decker drills and dinner set for use in his new home. Our 
be t wishes for a happy retirement go with both men. 

A visit to Tu.nisia 
Carefully practicing their ' excusez-moi et bonjour ' Captain 

Iain McCulloch of 46 Sqn (Derby) and Captain Alan Ripley 
87 Sqn attended Exercise ' Desert Bear ' in Tunisia in April. 
The eKercise took the form of a battlefield tour and study 
of three particular battles - Mareth, Medinine and Telega 
Gap. Retired officers in the group who were actively engaged 
in the battles during the desert campaign of 1943 added con
siderable interest to the discussions with their personal experi
ences. Officers of the Tunisian Army were present throughout 
the week and without the help of the Tunisian Army the 
swan, sorry study, could not have taken place. In addition 
to the tours and studies of the daytime, some Arabian type 
entertainment was provided in the evenings by our Tunisian 
hosts and this took the form of - message ends. 

ExcrcJscs ••• 
During Exercise 'Crown Derby,' time (and TV sets) was 

allocated for following the fortunes of 22 men and a ball - viz. 
the cup-final. But work naturally took precedence and Group 
Commander 2 Group, Brigadier J. C. Clinch, with his deputy 
Colonel K. R. Gill were able to see signals sent speedily. The 
same weekend the first parties of volunteers left for annual 
camp operating VHF sets for the infantry. 93 Sqn sent a detach
ment, under Sergeant Lewer, to Jerby, I.0.M., with the DLOY, 
and 64 Sqn a detachment with Northumberland Volunteers 
to L ydd (with day trips to France) and later Proteus. 

• • • and a cocktail party 
46 Sqn held a most successful cocktail party in May, at 

which they entert~ined civic dignities from Leicester and 
(still exultant following the success of their 11 men) Derby, 
the Hon. Colonel, Colonel J. R. S. Grimwood-Taylor, the C.O., 
Lieutenant-Colonel P. Garratt, and the ex-C.0. (now Deputy 
Commander 2 Signals Group) Colonel K. R. Gill. 

Help to deaf children 
Following the Magpie (Thames TV) Christmas appeal for 

deaf children, the members of the Regiment decided to make 
a collection and purchase a piece of equipment for a local 
deaf school. Encouraged by R.S.M. Shakespeare the Warrant 
Officers' and Sergeants' Mess began the fund, which rapidly 
snowballed, so that in May, Lieutenant-Colonel Garratt pre
sented an audiometer/speech training aid, to Mr. T. P. Highet, 
headmaster of the Maud Maxfi.eld School for the Deaf, Shef
field. Using the school's inductance loop system, Lieutenant
Colonel Garratt gave a simple address to the children, after 
which the party of 12 all ranks was given a conducted tour 
of the school, and presented to each child a biro inscribed 
with the name of the Regiment. We hope to continue our 
association with the school, which does such splendid work 
for the hearing handicapped. 

(S ee photo on opposite page) 
Congratulations are in order for the following people: 

Lieutenant G. H. W. Milburn, 64 Sqn, and Lieutenant N. 
Turner, 46 Sqn, upon passing their promotion exams. Lieu
tenant to Captain. Private J. Morley, W.R.A.C., and 
Signalman D. W. C. Jones, upon passing their District Officer 
Cadet Boards. Lieutenant (T.O.T.) R. F . Toft, upon being 
commissioned, and Second-Lieutenant Ian Thompson upon 
being commissioned and joining 87 Sqn from East Midlands, 
O.T.C. 
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[Picture: Courtesy of ihe M orning T elegraph, Sheffi eld 

UNIT PRESENTATION 
Lieutenant-Colonel P. Garratt shows the speech trainer/audiomete 
to the pupils of Maud Maxfield School, Sheffield, after the formal 

presentation 

- Sport-
Atlilctic11 

BA OR lnJiviJual Championships 
21 Sig Regt's successes in the B.A.0.R. Individual 

Championships held on 1st and 2nd June are given below: 

110 M Hurdles 

100 M 
200M 

400 M 

BOOM 

1500 M 

3000 M Steeplechase 
5000 M 

10,000 M 

400 M Hurdles 
Pole Vault 

Long Jump 

Discus 

NIT No Time 
• Personal Best. 

!st Sgt Fenge 
2nd L /Cpl Ramos• 
2nd Cpl Dowie 
2nd Cpl Drummond• 
3r d Cpl Dowie• 
!st Cpl Drummond 
2nd Lt Moncur 
1st Sgt Gue 
2nd Sgt Cottam 
1st Sgt Gue 
2nd Sgt Cottam 
!st Cpl Venus 
!st Cpl Venus 
2nd Sgt MacMillan 
1st Cpl Venus 
2nd Sgt MacMillan 
2nd Lt Moncur 
!st Sgt Fenge 
5th Capt Dransfield 
3rd L /Cpl Ramos 
6th L /Cpl Neale 
2nd Capt Reed 

15·3 sec 
15·6 sec 
11·3 sec 
22·7 sec 
23·1 sec 
50·2 sec 
52·1 sec 
2m O·O sec 
2m 2·0 sec 
4m 4·0 sec 
4m 9·4 sec 
N /T 
15m 10·9 sec 
15m 36·8 sec 
3lm 02·0 New BOAR Record 
32m 37·0 sec 
59·2 sec 
14' 6" New BOAR Record 
10' 2· 
21' 4t" 
20' o· 
124' 6. 

ll.A.F. (Germany) Athletics C:bampionsltips 
Following are the results of the Regimental members of the 

team. 

400 M 
1500 M 
Hammer 
Shot 
Long Jump 

3rd Cpl Pegg 
!st Sgt Gue 
2nd Cpl Melville 
4th C1,>l Saberton 
!st L /Cpl Ramos 

52·3 sec 
4m 1·2 sec 
131' 6. 
37' 3• 
21' 3• 

lloyal Signals v. JSoyal Corps of Transport 

The match was played at Buller Barracks, Aldershot, on 
31st May /1st June. 

R.C.T.: 170 (Kilvington 4-SO, Franks 3-69, Manton 2-28) 
and 231 for 9 dee. (Kilvington 3-60, Franks 2-S3, Thewlis 2-6S). 

Royal Signals: 196 (Baldwin 79, McLoughlin 49, Shiner 25) 
and 126-7 (Franks SS not out). 
Result: Match Drawn. 
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The R.C.T. won the toss and elected to bat on one of the 
finest batting wickets produced in many years. 

A hostile spell of fast bowling by Lieutenant Nick Franks 
and Corporal Mike Kilvington, aided by some brilliant clo~e 
catching, had the R.C.T. in considerable trouble. Major Benham 
and Captain Dover made a good recovery with a stand of 88 
runs for the seventh wicket, but the last four wickets fell 
without any addition to the score. 

The Corps lost two quick wickets, but a stand of 88 runs 
for the third wicket between Sergeant Pat Baldwin and W.0.2 
Colin McLoughlin enabled the remainder of the team to go 
quickly for the runs in an effort to gain a first innings lead. 

The R.C.T. second innings began confidently but another 
excellent spell of bowling by Franks and Kilvington reduced 
the scoring rate to SS runs per hour, before lunch. After the 
interval the R.C.T. score was taken to 231 for 9 wickets-this 
left the Corps the almost impossible task of scoring 206 runs 
to win in two hours and fifteen minutes. 

After the loss of three early wickets Lieutenant Franks and 
W.0.2 McLoughlin stabilised the position with a stand of 40 
runs for the fourth wicket. Some very tempting bowling 
persuaded the middle order batsmen to take chances but the 
experience of Franks and Kilvington made certain the result 
would be a draw. 

The Corps team was as follows: Major R. P. Shiner, School 
of Signals; Captain J. H. Radford, School of Signals; Lieutenant 
N. E. Franks, 223 Sig Sqn; Lieutenant J. M. Thewlis, 8 Sig 

Regt; W.0.2 C. McLoughlin, 244 Sig Sqn; Sergeant P. Baldwin, 
223 Sig Sqn; Sergeant G. Manton, ACIO, Stafford; Sergeant 
D. Hope, School of Signals; Corporal M . Kilvington, School 
of Signals; Corporal M. Lewis, 10 Sig Regt ; Signalma.n 
S. Parrish, 223 Sig Sqn. Umpire: Corporal K. Orton, 10 Sig 
Re gt. 

Golf 

Corps v. Royal Engineers 
Result: Win for the Corps 7-5. 

After the singles the Sappers led 4!-3·h having received two 
points as walk-overs as two of the Corps team failed to arrive. 
Fortunately they were available for the foursomes, where 
we won three and halved the fourth match. 

Corps Officers shoot for Great Britain 

I N August this year, the National Rifle Association are sen~
ing the annual Great Britain rifle team to Canada. This 

team which shoots under ' target rifle ' rules (i.e. prone at all 
rang~s up to 1,000 yards) contains two Royal Signals Officers. 
The team is predominantly civilian, but the Army's interest 
in target rifle shooting has undergone a great upsurge in recent 
years, and t11e Army are providing an iJ:icrea_sing number 
of international-class shots. The team, which 1s 16 strong, 
is visiting Winnipeg for the centennial meeting of the Manit~ba 
Provincial Rifle Association, and Ottawa for t11e Canadian 
' Eisley,' . . . 

Captain D. C. N. Genders, Royal Signals, 1s a leading Army 
·shot with both the target rifle and also the service rifle. He has 
shot for the Army three times in the Inter-Services Short 
Range Match and three times in the Inter-Services Long 
Range Match. These two matches are under ' target rifle ' 
rules. He has also shot for the Army VIII twice in the United
Services Match under service rifle rules. This tour will be 
Doug Genders' first e>.-perience of full international level 
shooting. 

Doug Genders is at present in his second year at Staff 
College, and before that served in the 4 Div Sig Regt in 
Germany. 

Colonel H. J. Thompson, O.:B.E., Royal Signals (retired) is 
one of the most outstanding target rifle shots the Army has ever 
produced, and has had a long and successful shooting career 
reaching back before the last war. He has shot. for the .Arm ' 
in the Inter-Services Short Range Match 12 tunes, twice as 
captain, and in the Inter-Service Long Range Match three 
times, once as captain. In addition to this he ha represented 
his country five times in home international matches, and 
has toured Canada with the Great Britain team on three 
previous occasions in 1964, 67 and 70. His six appearances 
in the King's/Queen's Hundred range from 193S (hi first) 
to 1970 (his latest). 
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tl'itli a Ca1nera at the T1·aini1ig Brigade 
Atliletic Meeting 

OVERALL RESULT 1st I Squadron 8th Signal Regiment 
2nd 3 Squadron 8th Signal Regiment 

3rd 4 Squadron 8th Signal Regiment 

(1) I SQUADRON TUG OF WAR TEAM 

Left to right (rear): Driver Gareth Coxon, Signalman "Dinga" Bell, Sergeant Bill Wrightson, Signalman John Arkless 

Left to right (centre): Lieutenant Jack Fiske!, Signalman Nick Nicholson, Signalman Bob Johnson, Signalman "Chalky" White, Signalman 
Allan Rowlands, Staff-Sergeant Maurice Robinson 

Left to right (front): Signalman John Harris, Signalman Pete Seymour, Signalman Paul Sharman 

(2) Corporal John Turvey was an easy winner in the 800 metres event 

(3) Corporal Fayemi of Nigeria clearing S feet 6 inches in the high jump 

(4) A cheerful Signalman Bob Johnson receives his tug of war prize from Brigadier P. A. M. Tighe, M.B.E. 

llllllllllll!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
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16th REGIMENT BASKET BALL TEAM 
WI NNERS RHINE AREA BASKET BALL CHAMPIONSHIP 

Back row (left ta right) : Signalman Gordon, Lance-Corporal Anderson, 
Sergeant Elcox, Signalman Marshall, Corporal Dunn , Corporal Allan 
Front row (left to right) : Corporal Ridley, Lance-Corporal Baines, 
Lieutenant Doody, Lieutenant-Colonel Gibson, Corporal Bell 

(Captain), Signalman Haywood 

Army Canoe Slalom Championships 1972 
,uore Corps canoe successes 

The Army Slalom Championships were held on the River 
Teifi at Llandysul during the weekend 20th/21st May 1972. 
The course was longer than last year consisting of 25 gates. 

Royal Signals canoeists achieved the following results: 

Open Kl 
1st Staff Sergeant John Cornforth, A.0 .B.S. Towyn; 3rd 

Corporal Bill White, 8 Sig Regt; 8th Staff Sergeant Mike 
Brett, 8 Sig Regt; 18th Lieutenant Tony Gibb, 8 Sig Regt. 

Canadian Singles 
3rd Corporal Bill White; 4th Lieutenant Tony Gibb; 5th 

Staff Sergeant Mike Brett. 

Canadian Doubles 
1st Lieutenant Tony Gibb and Corporal Bill White. 

Ladies Kl 
3rd Private Shiela Walls, W.R.A.C., 8 Sig Regt. 

Unit Team 
1st A.0.B.S. Towyn (incl. Staff Sergeant John Cornforth); 

3rd 8 Sig Regt - Gibb/Brett/White. 

Corps Tennis 
Cor1•s 4 : R.A.E.C. 5 

Played at the Officers' Club, Tidworth, on grass courts in 
remarkably good conditions after torrential downpours. The 
match could easily have gone in the Corps' favour in either 
the 1st VS or 2nd VS 2nd rubber. 

Playing for the Corps: Lieutenant-Colonel G. B. Oehlers, 
Corporal R. A. S. Dunster, Major L. V. Pertwee, Second
Lieutenant M. F. Podmore, Captain P. B. Webster, Captain 
I. 0. Oddie. 

Cor1•s 2 : Staff College 7 
Played at Camberley. The Corps were unable to field their 

trongest team and once again the opposition contained two 
good Corps' players in Major R. A. C. Siderfin and Major 
S. G. M. Gordon. Corps' team: Lieutenant-Colonel G. B. 
Oehlers, Second-Lieutenant M. F. Podmore, Lieutenant
Colonel (retired) G. E. Lowe, Captain R. B. Smith, Lieutenant
Colonel (retired) E. N. L. Brown and Major P.A. Spooner. 

Corps Swimming 
The Corps' Swimming Team in a match against Carnegie 

College, Leeds, at Harrogate on 17th June, drew 54 point all 
but the Corps' water polo team lost to the tune of seven 
goals to one. 
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Full-Bore Shooting 
30 Sig Regt write: 

T he Regiment entered two Sqn teams in the Royal Signals 
UKLF / BAOR S9n Level Skill-at-Arms Meeting, 3rd-5th May 
1972. The following results were obtained: ' 

HQ Sqn team: Major G. H. Cowsill, Royal Signals; Corporal 
G. L. Jaques; Corporal R. G. Kingham; Corporal K. Rankin. 

Winners of: 247 (Gur) Sig Sqn Cup, 30 Sig Regc Cup, Falling 
Plates Challenge T rophy, SMG Challenge T rophy, Champion 
Team T rophy. 

Corporal R. G. Kingham won the individual SMG Champion
ship and the Champion Rifle Shot Cup. 

The Regimental team fired in the South Western United 
Services' Skill-at-Arms Meeting at Tor Point near Plymouth 
22nd-25th May, 1972. Teams entered included the 10th Gurkh~ 
Rifl~s, 14/20 Hussars, 41 and 42 Commando and 1st Bo. King's 
Regunen~ and teams from the Royal Navy and Royal Air Force. 
The Regimental team won two rifle matches, were third in the 
SMG Championship and winners of the Falling Plates. After 
a very close battle, the team won the Unit Championship 
Trophy beating 10th Gurkha Rifles by a half-match point. 
W.0.2 (S.S.M.) E. R. R. Smith won the individual Rifle 
Championship against stiff opposition from Bisley Queen's 
Medalists of 1970 and 1971. 

TAKING TIME OFF IN THE CORPS YACHT 'SKYWAVE' 
Le~ to right: W.0.2 Graham Thcmson, R.S.M. Henry Jennings, 

Sergeant Andy Strange, R.Q.M.S. Roy Sherwood 

Ohituary 

Lieutenant-Colonel J. F. H. Pearcey, MBE, TD, JP 
It is with regret that we announce the death of Lieutenant

Colonel James F. H. Qock) Pearcey on 15th May after a long 
illness. 'Jock' Pearcey had served with the Corps for over 30 
years. He was Vice-Chairman of the Northern Ireland Branch 
of the Association and had been an annual member of the 
branch since its formation in 1956. In 1939 he joined the 3 AA 
Bde Signals (SR) and saw service in France on the outbreak 
of war until the evacuation, being one of the last to leave St. 
Nazaire in May 1940. He was awarded the M .B.E. in 1959. 

'Jock' Pearcey made many friends in Northern Ireland and 
his drive and work with the Signal Squadron which formed 
the nucleus of the 66 (Ulster) Regt stretched back many years. 
In 1961 when the Regiment was formed he became it first 
Commanding Officer. Three years later on reaching the age 
limit he retired. At his Dining-out in January 1964 many were 
the tributes paid him for hi devotion to the Squadron and the 
Regiment. 

To his widow, Mrs. L. T. Pearcey, much sympathy is 
expressed. Mrs. Pearcey's address is: 77 Woodlands Park, Mo 
Road, Lambeg, Lisburn, Co. Antrim. 
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Captain R, lvison 

The sad news of the death of Captain R. Ivison on 27th 
May will r call to many older members of the Corps the vintage 
athletic ·ears of the 1920s. He was well known as a cross-
ountry runner and was a member of the team when the 

Corp w n the Army cross...country championship in 1924. 
And in the same year he ran for the Corps' team which came 
third in the London to Brighton relay--a yearly athletic event 
in those year which attracted the best athletes in the country. 

He served in Egypt in 1936 and as a W.0.1 was in the 
desert campaigns under General Wavell. He was commissioned 
in 1942 and retired as Captain in 1945. 

Sympathy is e>-.'J)re sed to his widow Mrs. G. Ivison whose 
addre s is: 72 School Lane, Herne, Herne Bay, Kent. 

Corporal T. E. Seabright 

Corporal T. F. Seabright, of 21 Badgerbeck Road, Catterick 
Camp Yorks., who passed away on 18th May. He was a life 
member of the Association and our sympathy is expressed to 
his widow. 

Colonel Roy Pearce 

It is with regret that we announce the death of Roy Pearce 
on 11th June. He was born in 1906 and enlisted in the R.A. 
in 1920. In 1929 he obtained an entry to the Royal Military 
Academy, Woolwich, as a 'Y' Cadet from where he was com
missioned into the Corps as a Second-Lieutenant in 193 1. 
From an early stage in his career he had a leaning towards the 
technical side of communications and it was not long before he 
gained a place at the Royal Military College of Science from 
where he qualified as a technical staff officer. Apart from four 
years with 3rd Divisional Signals he spent nearly the whole of 
his 27 years with the Corps in Technical appointments, the 
majority being with the Armament Inspection Directorate. 
He later became an expert in Guided Weapons. His last 
appointment until he retired in 1958 was as Military Repre
sentative to the Director General of Guided Weapons. On 
first acquaintance Roy appeared to be rather a serious officer, 
dedicated to his work; he had however a lively sense of 
humour, be was a tower of strength in any difficulty and was 
always willing and happy to help others. 

Mr. F. E. Whitlieltl 

Association Headquarters have heard from Mr. M. H. Jones, 
Hon .. Sc:cretary of our Card_iJr Branch of the Royal Signals 
Assoc1auon, of the death on 4th June of their very respected 
Vice-Ch~irman, Mr. F. E. Whitfield. He was aged 70 years. 
Mr. Whitfield was one of the founder members of the Cardiff 
~ranch and had been an active participant in all their organis
mg arrangements. He had held office as Vice-Chairman for 
many years and was also the Branch Standard Bearer for all 
occasions including local functions and ceremonies. Much of 
his leisure time was spent in carrying out tasks valuable to the 
functioning of the Branch including visits to sick members. He 
was retired from work and lately became more active in work 
for the Ass~i~tion. In recognition of his exceptional service 
to the Assoc1at1on over a number of years, Mr. Whitfield was 
awarded an Honour Member's Badge by the Central Commit
tee of the Royal Signals Association in November, 1969. Mr. 
Whi~field enliste~ in 53rd. ~W) J?iv Sigs (TA) in 1925, serving 
con~muously unnl demobilised m 1945, re-enlisting when the 
Regtment was re-formed and finally retiring in 1955 in the 
rank of Warrant Officer Class Two. 

He leaves a widow, Mrs. F. E. Whitfield, of 62 Talygarn 
Street, Cathays, Cardiff, to Whom we send our deepest 
sympathy. 
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·: · -----·-~- Mo v em en ts · ·- · · -

n ·arnant Oliic,•rs anti S'Jrgcants 
W.0.2 M . M . McEwan ... To HQ London District 

28 Sig Regt W .0.2 (F . or S.) W. L. Benson 
W.0.2 J. P. Jewell ... 
W .0.2 F . G . Holmonroyd 

8 Sig Regt 
Army Apprentices' College, 

H arrogl1'te 
,, 234 Sig Sqn W.0.2 R. L . Stork 

W .0.2 C. Binks . .. 
A / W.0.2 A. Scott 
w.0.2 J. F. Gartber 
W.0.2 A. B. Millington ... 
W .0.2 (Y. of S.) A. Golledge 
Staff Sergeant J. Sinnett .. . 
Staff Sergeant J . M. Higgins 
Stafi Sergeant G. H. Youngjohns 
Staff Sergeant 0. A. Hughes 
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) J. D. 

33 Si~ Regt (V) 
261 Sig Sqn 
224 Sig Sqn 

,, n Sig Regt 2 Sqn 
,, 14 Sil! Regt 

223 Sig Sqn 
9 Sil! Rcgt 

, II Sig Regt 2 qn 
3 I Sig Regt (V) 

Rayment 
Staff Sergeant \\7. J. Crumbie ... ,, 
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) P. J . Daniel 
Staff Sergean t A. G. Parker . .. 

35 Sig Regt (V ) 
SHAPE HQ Comd & Sp BE 
39 Inf Bde Sig Sqn 

Staff Sergeant J. M. Humphries 
School or Signals 
28 Sig Regt 

Staff Sergeant J. H. Goodman 
Staff Sergeant L. K . Dickey .. . 

14 Sig Regt 
,, Army Apprentices' College, 

Harrogate 
taff Sergeant R. F. Dixon ., 3 I Sig Regt (V) 

Staff Sergeant F. R . Quinn 226 Sig Sqn 
Staff Sergeant 0. H. Ainge ,. 229 Sig Sqn 
Staff Sergeant T. Guest ,, 24 Airptbl Bde Sig Sqn 
Staff Sergeant D. G . Perry .. . ,, 234 Sig Sqn 
Staff Sergeant A. J. Schnieder . .. ,, I9 Airptbl Bde Sig Sqn 
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) J. E. Francis ,, Int & Sy Gp BAOR 
Staff Sergeant R. J. Wherry . . . .. . ,, 8 Inf Bde Sig Sqn 
Staff Sergeant R . F. Livesey, B.B.M. ,, 4 Div Sig Regt 
Staff Sergeant P. S. Jones .. . ... ,, 27 Sig Regt 
Staff Sergeant C. J . Meredith ,, I Div Sig Regt 
Staff Sergeant B. H B'Ssall 653 Sig Tp 
Staff Sergeant J. E. Fison ,, 259 Sig Sqn 
Sergeant E. Stout 240 Sig Sqn 
Sergeant R. G. Butlin ,, IO Sig R egt 
Sergeant A. B. Trundle ,, 242 Sig Sqn 
Sergeant P . E. Lambert 8 Sig Regt 
Sergeant E. F. Shuker 225 Sig Sqn 
Sergeant A. Atmstrong ,, 21 Sig Regt 
Sergeant A. Coates ,, 8 Sig . Re gt 
Sergeant T. B. D odson 227 Sig Sqn 
Sergeant G . Wiggins ,, I Div Sig Regt 
Sergeant 0. L. Lambert ,, 16 Sig Regt 
Sergeant M. G . Crittenden ,, 3 Div Sig Regt 
Sergeant F. L. Armstrong ,, 7 Sig .Regt 
Sergeant M. L. Bevis .. . 234 Sig Sqn 
Sergeant M. E. Woodbridge 234 Sig Sqn 
Sergeant E. Richard son ,, 234 Sig Sqn 
Sergeant W. E. Oarke ,, 10 Sig Regt 
Sergeant B. Dulston ,, 7 Sig Regt 
Sergeant K . R. Finch ... ,, 1 Div Sig Regt 
Sergellllt L. G. F. Marchant ,, 2 Div Sig Regt 
Sergeant A. G. Rayner ... ,, 4 Div Sig Regt 
Sergeant T . W. Sherwin 22 Sig Regt 
Sergeant D. C. Snowdon ,, 1 Atty Bde Sig Sqn 
Sergeant D . G. Weston ,, 4 Div Sig Regt 
Sergeant D. A. F. Adam ,, 16 Sig Regt 
A / Sergeant A. E. Nash ,, I Div Sig Regt 
Sergeant R. E. Lockley ,, 27 Si~ Regt 
Sergeant M. F. Reynolds 262 Sig Sqn 
Sergeant T. M. C. Stacey ,, 244 Sig Sqn 
Sergeant S. Braithwaite ,, 259 Sig Sqn 
Sergeant G . Johnson ,, 233 Sig Sqn 
Sergellllt P. G. Williams ,, t Div Sig Regt 
A/ Sergeant R. Hughes ,, 8 Inf Bde Sig Sqn 
Sergeant J. Lindsay .. . ,, 234 Sig Sqn 
Sergeant I. A. T. Ellinor ,. 244 Sig Sqn 
Sergeant T. Theis ... ,, 8 Sig Regt 
Sergeant G. T. Nelson ••• ,, 39 Inf Bde Sig Sqn 
Sergeant M. E. Castle ,, 2 Div. Sig Regt 
Sergeant C. E. Dixon ,, 10 Sig Rcgt 
Sergeant D. Lomas ... ,, 16 Sig Regt 
Sergeant B. 0. Dimmock ,, io Si!! Regt 
Sergeant K. B. Stevens 229 Sig Sqn 

SergCll'llt C. M . Eastland ... 
Sergeant J. W. Edmund School of Signals 

Sergeant P. M. Castle :::}·· 

Sergeant A. E. Richardson (Y of S Course No 23) 
Sergeant B. Smith 
Sergeant D. M . Thomas 
Sergeant T. R. Budden ,, Army Apprentices' College, 

Harrogate 
,, 244 Sig Sqn 
,, 244 Sig Sqn 
,, 244 Sig Sqn 

Sergeant B. J . Gilhooly 
Sergeant J. A. G. Lawrance 
Sergeant T. W. MacDonald 

Office rs 
Captain W. H. Backbouse 
Major M . C. Barrett 
Lieutenant 0 . Beare ... 
Major B. A. Blackwell ... 
Lieutenant J . C . Chambers 
Captain W. R. Clare ... 
Major R. S. Clayton .. : 
Lieutenant R. A. Couchman 
Lieutenant-Colonel A. N. de 

Brctton-Gordon 

To RMA, Sandhurst 
,, 55 Sig Sqn (V) 
,. 20 Armd Bde HQ 
,. 233 Sig Sqn 

22 Sig Regc 
,. 14 Sig Rcgt 

30 Sig Regt 
., 9 Sig Regt 

,. Aud OSS (Army) 

& Sig Sqn 
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Captain (TOT) P. Dcvanney .. . 
Captmn H . J . P . Exon . . . 
Lieutenant R . A. Farrimond . . . 
Lieutenant R. N. B. Freeman 
Major C . H. Glydon ... 

,, HQ 4 Sig Gp 
HQ lJAOR 

,. 21 Sig Regt 
30 Sig Regt 

,. 30 Sig Regt 
,, I Canadian Sig Rcgt 
,, 16 Sig Rcgt 

Captain C. J. Grant 
Captain K. Hadfield 
Captain R. A. Hoghton 
Liemenant B. J. Hughes 
Lieutcnimt D. P. Hughes 
Major J. G . James, M.C. 

39 Sig Rcgt (V) 
5 Airptbl Bcle HQ & Sig Sqn 
2 Div HQ & Sig Regt 
Allied Long Lines . Agency 

,, 244 Sig Sqn Lieutenant P. J . J . Kington .. . . .. 
Lieutenant-Colonel J. A. J. Mussey, 

M.B.E. ,, Attd DSS (Army) 
224 Sig Sqn 

,, II Sig Regt (HS) 
Lieutenant W. T . Matthews ... 
Major C. McDevitt .. . . .. 
Lieutenant G . S. MacDonald 
Lieutenant-Colonel A. W. M cL. 

39 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn 

McKinnon, O.B.E. MOO (Sigs 3ia) 
Major J. C. Milford 
Lieutenant D. Munro .. . .. . 
Second-Lieutenant R. F. Ncevc 
Lieutenant A. J . Pennington . . . 
Lieutenant M. Pryrnaka 
Lieutenant M. N. H. Rober ts 
Maj~r T. I. McL. Robinson 
A/ Major R. S. Rowland 
Captain A. J . Saunders 

MOD (Sigs 35) 
19 Airptbl Bdc HQ & Sig Sqn 

,, II Sig Regt (HS) 
7 Si~ Regt 
I4 Sig Regt 

,, t Div HQ & Sig Rcgt 
234 Sig Sqn 
School of Signals 
10 Sig Regt 

A/ Major R. P. Shiner 
L ieutenant S. M. Siddall 

MOO (Sigs 35a) 
11 Atmd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn 

- Promotions 

Name 

To W.0.1 
McKie, 
Keany, 
Gray, 

Parker, 

ToW.0.1 
Morris, 
Langford, 
Thompson, 
Jeffery, 

ToW.0.1 
French, 
Storie, 

To S Sgt. 

Rae, 

To Sgt. 
Denne, 
Bacon, 
Young, 
Sharp, 
Butterworth, 
Johnson, 
Weaver, 
Wood.ford, 

To Sgt. 
Running, 
Green, 

To Sgt. 
Watson, 
Reed, 
Gilbert, 
James, 

T o Sgt. 
Anderson, 
Hornby, 
Green, 
Findlay, 

To S Sgt. 
Parker, 

To Sgt. 
Nicol, 
Gilhooly, 
Chapman, 

New 
Initials Rank Sen. Date 

G.J. 
T. 
J.W. 

REGIMENTAL DUTY ROLL 

A/W.0.1 
A/W .0 .1 
A/W .0 .1 

7 Mar. 72 
31 Mar. 72 
31 Mar. 72 

STAPF SERGEANTS SENIORITY ROLL 
Trade 

Old 
Sen. Date 

26 Jan. 69 
2g Jan. 69 
16 Dec. 66 

A. G. Sgt. R Tg 4 Apr. 72 21 Oct. 69 

FOREMAN OF SIGNALS ROLL 

J. 
M. 
C.A. 
R. A. 

W.0.2 
W.0.2 
W .0.2 
W .0 .2 

YEOMAN OF SIGNALS ROLL 

R . G. (MEE) 
E. s. 

A. 

A/W.O. l 
A/W.0.1 

CHIEF CLERKS ROLL 

Trade 
A/S Sgt. Clerk 

17 Dec. 71 
17 Feb. 72 

l Mar. 72 
27 Mar. 72 

l Dec. 69 
21 Jul. 69 

l Dec. 69 
9 Jan. 69 

29 Sep. 71 14 Jun. 6g 
15 Nov. 71 22 Jan. 70 

l Apr. 72 1 Mar. 62 

TERMINAL EQUIPMENT TECHNICIANS ROLL 

A.L. 
B. L. 
A. 
E. 
G. 
P. F. 
M.D. 
D.R. 

F. C. 
P.O . 

c. 
A.P. 
K. c. 
D. 

R.R. 
A. R. 
D.W. 
R. M. 

A.G. 

G.R. 
B. J, 
J. D. 

Cpl. 
Cpl. 
Cpl. 
Cpl. 
Cpl. 
Cpl. 
Cpl. 
Cpl. 

RADIO TECHNICIANS ROLL 

Cpl. 
Cpl. 

2g May 71 
29 Jul. 71 

l Dec. 71 
15 Mar. 72 
23 Mar. 72 
13 Apr. 72 
13 Apr. 72 
21 Apr. 72 

11 Aug. 66 
13 Oct. 67 
6 May 70 

23 Oct. 69 
4 Jul. 68 

13 Apr. 68 
13 Apr. 68 
21 Apr. 68 

13 Feb. 72 13 Feb. 6g 
13 Apr. 72 20 Feb. 69 

RADIO RELAY TECHNICIANS ROLL 

Cpl. 
Cpl. 
Cpl. 
Cpl. 

DATA TBLEGRAl'IUSTS ROLL 

A/Sgt. 
CJ.>!. 
A/Sgt. 
A/Sgt. 

RADIO TELEGRAl'IUSTS ROLL 

Sgt 

A/Sgt. 
A/Sgt. 
A/Sgc. 

22 Sep. 71 
13 Apr. 72 
13 Apr. 72 
13 Apr. 72 

4 Feb. 72 
27 Feb. 72 
2g Feb. 72 
25 Mar. 72 

4 Apr. 72 

1 Apr. 72 
2 Apr. 72 
5 Apr. 72 

4 Dec. 65 
13 Apr. 6g 
13 Apr. 68 

l Apr. 69 

6 Feb. 70 
2 Dec. 54 

28 Dec. 61 
8 ov. 65 

21 Oct. 69 

15 Dec. 65 
3 Sep. 66 
l Feb. 66 
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CLERK ROLL 
To Sgt. 
Hillam, 
McLaren, 
Moloney, 

R. A/Sgt. 2 Apr. 72 28 Feb. 66 
c. A/Sgt. 
G.C. P. A/Sgt. 

4 Apr. 72 30 Apr. 66 
6 Apr. 72 g Oct. 66 

CLERK TECHNICAL (R SIGNALS) ROLL 
To Sgt. 
Gibb, 
CardncU, 

W.B. A/Sgt. 3 Apr. 72 28 Feb. 66 
G.W. A/Sgt. 5 Apr. 72 31 Mar. 67 

COMBAT DRIVER ROLL 
To Sgt. 
Hay, 
Lawrence, 

A. A/Sgt. l Mar. 72 30 Sep. 65 
A.F. A/Sgt. 2 Mar. 72 30 Sep. 66 

DELETIONS 
Name Initials Stn. Date 

REGIMllNTAL OUTY ROLL 
W.0.1 
Howie, B. S. 6 May 69 

W .0.2 
Bailey, E. 3 Mar. 66 
Abercrombie, 0 . 0 . 25 Jun. 70 

Jones, 
Thomas, 

W.0.1 
Hughes, 
Lawrence, 

W.0.2 
Duffey, 

W.O. l 
Boddington, 
Dewis, 
Abbiss, 
Coxon, 

Sgt . 
Wortley, 

Sgt. 
Ashton, 
Slater, 
Musgrove, 

Sgt. 
Esdale, 

Sgt . 
McLeod, 
Smithurst, 

Sgt. 
Edwards, 

Sgt. 
Parsley, 

Sgt. 
Reed, 

Cpl. Serial 321 

ST AP1' SERGEANT SENIORITY ROLL 
W. 27 Jan. 63 (Cbt Sig) 
W. G. 30 Apr. 70 (Cbt. Sig) 

G.F. 
J. 

K . F . 

D. V. 
K . H. 
B. 
w. 

FOREMAN OP SIGNALS ROLL 

YEOMAN OF SIGNALS ROLL 

l Apr. 6g 
11 Dec. 68 

lg Apr. 70 

17 Feb. 70 
12 May 70 
11 Aug. 70 
lg ' ov. 70 

Tl!Rl\AINAL EQUIPMENT TECHNICIANS ROLL 

R. J. 

B. 
M.W. 
A. J. 

RADIO TECHNICIANS ROLL 

Z7 May 57 

1 Apr. 59 
3 Apr. 59 

14 Nov. 69 

RAD10 RD.Av Tl!CHNictANs RoLL 

s. J. 23 Mar. 62 

DATA TELEGRAPHISTS ROLL 

W.H.B. 
F. 

5 Jun. 69 
21 Jan. 65 

SPECIAL TELEGRAPBISTS ROLL 

L . 3 Nov. 71 

CLERK TECHNICIANS (R SIGNALS) ROLL 

G. 2g ov. 65 

A.H. 

COMBAT DR1VBRS ROLL 

MlSCl!LLANBOUS AMENDMENT 
COMBAT RADIOMAN ROLL 

14 Sep. 61 

Granny, M. J. Please amend to read: "Cranny, M. J." 

Amendment 10 promotion published in June/July edition of •The Wire.' 
Under DATA Telegraphist delete "To S Sgt.'' insert "To Sgt.'' 
Under Combat Driver Roll delete " To S Sgt."' insert " To SgL" 

Officer's Reunion, Altlershot 
A Reunion for serving and retired officer and their 

families similar to the one held last year is being 
organised at the Aldershot Club for all those living in 
that area on 15th September, 1972. Assemble 7 p.m. 
Cold buffet supper 8 p.m. This is by way of advance 
notice. The General Secretary will be writing to all 
concerned in due course but if you did not hear from 
him last year please let him have your name and addre 
for his list this year. 
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ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION & BENEVOI"'ENT FUND 

1970 
£ £ 

IJl,410 

7,661 
295 

7,950----

139,366 

:!.918 

£142,284 

Balance Sheet as at 31st December, 1971 

A u lULATF.O F'u D 
Balnncc nt I Jnnuary 1971 . . . . 
.fJd · E'ce of income O\er expenditure 

for the year . . . . 
Profit on ~a.le of inveslment.s .. 

U rDRY CREDITORS A rD ACCRUED 
CHARGES . . • . . . . . . . 

DTE: There is a contingent liabilitr to 
refund life membership subscripuons 
to certain serving soldiers of the Corps 
on retirement. 

£ £ 

139,366 

5,375 
9,546 

14,921 

154,287 

2,642 

£ 156,929 

1970 
£ 

2,271 
3,384 
2,111 

l,492 
191 

£ 

132,460 
4 

132,464---

371 

£142,284 

CASH AT BANK AND IN HA D .. 
l DRY D EBTORS AND PRtiPAYMtiN1'S . . 

I COM& TAX RECOVERABLE . . . . 
STOCKS IN HA D, at cost (includ ing band 

records £355 1970 £564) . . . . 
LOA S TO As.50CIATJO BRANCHES 
I VESTMENTS AT COST 
Quoted (market value £214,573, 1970 

£154,678) . . . . . . 
Unquoted .. 

0FFICB FUR ITURE-AT 
D EPRECIATION 

COST 

Chairman: W. 0. TUCKER. 
ecretary: P. M. P. HOBSON. 

LESS 

A D ITORS' R EPORT TO THE Jl.1E !BERS O F THE ROYAL SIGNAL A SOCIATIO A D BENEVOLE T F ND 

£ £ 
2.451 
3,679 
2,239 

J,326 
176 

146,720 
4 

146,714 

33 

£156,929 

In our opinion the above balance sheet and annexed income and expenditure accounts give a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the Fund at 31 December 
197 I and of the excess of income over expenditure for the year ended on that date. 
3, Frederick's P lace, 

Old Jewry, 
London, EC2R 8DB. PRlCE WATERHOUSE & CO. 

22 farch, 1971. Chartered Accounta111s. 

Income and Expenditure Account for the Year ended 31st December, 1971 

1970 
£ £ 

ADMINISTRATION ExPENSES 
Salaries, N ational Insurance, Supcr-

678 annuation contribu tion .. 
468 Pensions to former employees .. 

2,471 Other a dministra tive expenses .. 
3,617--

D EPRECIATION OF FURNITURE AND 
41 FrrnNGs . . . . . . 

620 l lJBILEE CEl.EBRATIONS . . . . 
1,951 COST OF Assoc!ATION REuNlo 1S • , 
1,821 Co1'"l1UBlTTION TO CoSTS OF PuBUCATIONS 

291 EXCESS OF l.NCOME OVER EXPENDITURE 

£8,34 1 

1970 
£ £ 

3,253 
225 

3,47&--
12,398 

9,000 
350 

50 
173 

9,573---
7,370 

£32,819 

1970 
£ £ 

7,661 

£7,661 
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ADMI !STRATION ExPENSES 
Salaries, N ational I nsurance, Super-

annuation contributions 
Postage of" elf are parcels 

BNEVOLI. I G RANTS 
D ONATIOt'\S 
Army Benevolent Fund .• 
Sta r and Garter H o m es .. 
Sha ftesbury H omes 
O thers 

Exc;ess OF 11'COMEOVER ExPENDITURE .. 

0HRALL Excess OF l NCOME OVER 
EXl'ENDITURE TAKE" TO ACCUMULATED 
F1n<D .. 

£ 

1,003 
477 

2052 

£ 

3,586 
236 

18,000 
4-00 
250 
22 1 

£ 

GENERAL 

1970 
£ £ 

248 
46 

950 

3,532 
447 

37 6,556 
94 

1,133 
1,865 
1,367 

£7,934 £8,341 

£ 
SuBSCRIPTJONS . . . . 
RECEIPTS FROM BRANCHES .. 
PROFIT ON ONE DAY COVER STAMP 
SUNDRY INCOME 
Income from sales of Corps clothing, 

badges, records of Corps music and 
diaries .. . . . . .. 

INCOME FROM I 'VESTMENTS--GROSS 
BANK D EPOSIT INTEREST 

BENEVOLENT 

£ 

3,822 
13, 111 

18,87 1 
4,008 

1970 
£ £ 

DONATIONS 
887 Individuals and local branches . . . . 

1,838 Regiments and Squadrons, Royal Signals 
2,725---

R ECEIPTS PROM CoRPS FUNDS 
4,010 Officers .. 

24,823 O ther ranks 
28,833---

1,261 BENEVOLENT GRANTS R EFUNDED 

£39,8 12 £32,819 

SUMMARY 

1970 
£ £ £ 

EXCESS OF I NCOMe OVtR EXPENDITURE: 
29 1 O N G ENERAL ACCOUNT .. 

5,375 7,370 O N B ENEVOLENT ACCOUNT 

£ 5,375 £7,661 

£ 

£ 

1,709 
1,060 

6,050 
29,868 

£ 

£ 
272 

50 

347 
7,114 

151 

£7,934 

£ 

2,769 

35,918 
1,125 

£39,8 12 

£ 

l,367 
4,008 

£5.375 
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OPERATORS 
LEAVING THE ARMY SOON .. • ? 

Why not contact 

THE THREE TEES AGENCY 

TH E Specialist Employment Bureau for 
Telex, Teleprinter and Telephone Operators 
where you are assured of a welcome and 
free advice and guidance on career prospects 
in the commercial world. 

THE THREE TEES TRAINING SCHOOL 
has the full range of Telex and Teleprinter 
machines and offers free tuition to those 
seeking employment, both Permanent and 
Temporary. 

110 Fleet St., 
London, E.C.4. 
(01-353 3611) 

Call, write or phone: 
124 Regent St., 
London, W. I. 
(01-734 0365) 

20 Eastcheap, 
London, E.C.J. 
(01-626 0601) 

ACTO N REYNALD 
Educational Trust 

SCHOOL 
Ltd. 

Nr. SHREWSBURY, SHROPSHIRE 

(Established 1873) 

Recognised by the Department of 
Education and Science. Day and Boarding 
School for Girls aged 8 to 18 years plus. 
Situated in lovely countryside. Prepar
ation for Universities G.C.E. in Arts and 
Sciences . Associated Board of Royal 
School of Music. 

Swedish Gymnasium, Heated Swim
ming Pool. Excellent sports facilities, 
Riding, Poetry, Handwork, Domestic 
Science. 

Service children especially welcome. 

Illustrated prospectus on application 
to the Bursar. 

Printers 

Publislters 

Ne,vspaper Proprietors 

Litltograplters 

. Process Engravers 

Parsons and Printing. Like the Services, we have a tradition to uphold, at the 
same time taking advantage of scientific progress in this age of mechanisation, 
yet maintaining, through a special department, a personal and helpful link with 
customers, whom we are ever willing to advise with their production problems 

F. J. Parsons Ltd 
The Adelphi, John Adam Street, London WC2N 6A Y 01-839 7151 

Printing works at Hastings, Folkestone, Bexhill and Lewe 



Hawkes of 
Savile Row 

The British have regularly gone into battle with 
glory and Hawkes' uniforms. Enough have survived 
to keep the firm going ••• and on victory parades 
and ceremonial occasions their splendid Hawkes' 
uniforms have always lent colour to the occasion. 

Hawkes of Savile Row go back to the 
1770's. Every year hundreds of people 
go back to Hawkes. to be dressed for 

the I 970's You'll know our reputation 
for made-to-measure tailoring but you 
may be surprised at the extent of our 

hand-made ready-to-wear range. 
Drop in and see both at: 

SAVI LE ROW · LONDON · WI 
01-734 0186 

149 LONDON ROAD 
CAMBERLEY · SURREY 

Camberley 63829 

Illustrated catalogue sent free on request 

BAOR ..... ? 
-if you are arriving soon, or are here already, 
and interested in a new:-

FIAT 
POLSKI FIAT 
PEUGEOT 

at 
special 
NATO 
prices 

-then for details of U.K./Germany delivery speci
fications, prices, finance, part-exchange, fill in the 
coupon or write to us soonest: 

WALTER HAGEN & Co. - WEST GERMANY 
415 KREFELD PESTALOZZISTR. 25 

Please send details of your FIAT/ PEUGEOT/POLSKI FIAT to : 

Name ...........•.•.................................................................... Rank . ...... .......................•..... .. 

Address ·····-·· - ·······-··········-·············--······ ·····-······-························································ 

................. -·····················-············-··················-·-············ Phone No . .. ············ ·· ··· ········-

Part-e xc hange d e tails ········-····· .. ·········- ·· ··-····· ............................................ ....... . 

Our representatives visit all camps here weekly and we also have 
asents in U.K. I 

SCHOOL FEES and THE BUDGET 
Due to the Chancellor's concessions in the 1972 Budget, tax relief may now be claimed on School 

Fees loans. 
We can assist you: 
1. By arranging immediate loans for periods up to 15 years. 
2. By advance planning, reduce the overall cost of fees by up to 50 % . 
For further details of the above, or information on any matters of investment, please fill in your 

personal data and forward the whole advertisement, .initially, to: 

MAJOR G. J. MALCOLM, Royal Signals (V), 
Harris & Dixon Ltd., 
13/14 Park Place, 
L'.!e:is, LSl 2HU. 
Tel. (0532) 27203/7. 

It will then be passed to the Life & Pension Company for action. 

RANK 

UNIT 

TEL. No ....... ............... ... . . ........... . ... . 

DATE OF BIRTH ....................... . ...... . ... . 

NAME ........... . . . . ... .......... .... . ................... . . 

ADDRESS 

Harris & Dixon Ltd. are Lloyds Brokers and Members of the Corporation of Insurance Brokers, 
Established 1797, with Life & Pensions Company Offices throughout the U.K. 

Produced for the Publishers, THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION, Cheltenham Terrace. Chelseir, London, S .W.3 4RH (Telephone : 01-730-3477) b)' 
COMBINED SERVICE PUBLICATiONS LTD., 67 / 68 Jermyn Street. St. James's, London, ~.W.1. 

Printed in Great Britain by F. J. PARSONS L TO., The Adelphi, John Adam Street, London. WC2N 6AY, and "Observer " Buildinas, Hastings. 
Ad,crtiJCment Man1111era : SERVICE NEWSPAPERS LTD., 67 / 68 Jermyn Street, St. James's, London, S.W. t (Telephone : 01 -930 1108/9) 
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LIFE ASSURANCE 
ITS FUNCTION. The main function of Life A urance i the protection of present or prospective dependants again : 
hard hip re ulting from your premature death and provision for your elf and them in later years if you survive normalh. 
INVESTMENT. Life A urance, e pccially Endowment As urance, i however also the best possible long-term inve t• 
mem becau e the money is invested wisely and partly in "growth equities," by the Life Assurance Companies and 
becau e it is the only form of inve tment ubsidised by the Government. The subsidy consists of Income Tax Allowance 
on two-fifth of Premiums. For those liable to Tax at 38.75 % thi mean r5.5 % abatement. Thus a net outlay of £84.50 
year provide a premium of £roo a year which i r8.34 % increa e. 

SELECTION. There is a deal of difference between Companie and between various types of Policy. Therefore do NOT 
deal direct with any Company or its representative . You need the unbiased advice of a Broker specialising in Serv1c 
problem . I offer this advice without fee or obligation. I am not tied to any Company, and select the most favourable for 
each type of ri k. 

INFORM~TION REQUIRED: May I suggest you hould ~et me know your date of birth, whether married or sing! 
dates of birth and exe of children rates of pay and next increase, and how much you can afford in addition to an 
existing outlay. If you have any Policies in force, I recommend you to let me inspect them and tell you whether they are 
good value. In any case they may affect the type of new Policy you should consider. With this information I can give you 
recommendations which you can accept or reject as you please. ' 

RETIRED or RETIRING OFFICERS are advised to consult me in regard to House Purchase, Investment of Capital and 
the advantages of commuting half Retired Pay. ' 

SURTAX and ESTATE DUTY. Suitable action can greatly reduce the burden. If these problems are at all large let 
me advise you how to increase your net income AND net estate. 

GENERAL ASSURANCES. \Vie also arrange Kit, Motor Winter Sports and all other Insurances in the best market . 

Brig.--dic" 
R. T . William 

F.C.I.B. R. T . WILLIAMS LTD. 
2 , Duke Street, Brighton, BNl lDE 

Telephone Brighton 28181 (2 lines) 

Incorporated Insurance Brokers 
Incorporated Life Assurance Brokers 

Member of the Services Insurance Brokers Association 

Major 
T . F. Williams 

F.C.I.B. 

Removals and storage Household remov
~ls. S!nQle items.Any size of job.Anywhere 
in Britain or overseas. Pickfords have the 
experience. Ask us for an estimate. 

Travel service Benefit from our experience 
when you book holidays, travel tickets. 
reservations etc. No extra charge when you 
use Pickfords. 

Once you use Pickfords, you'll never go without us 
Our address is in the phone book 
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Our Cover Picture 
From 12th to 29th May Major-General J. M. Sawers, M.B.E., made a 

goodwill visit to the U.S. Army Signal Corps visiting its major establishment 
in the United States. 

The photograph on the cover shows him reviewing the Honor Guard 
on his arrival at Fort Monmouth, the home of the U.S. Army Signal Corps. 

During his tour he visited military posts from the Atlantic to the 
Pacific, and even found time to visit Tombstone, Arizona, the wild-west 
town of the 1880s which is 'too proud to die.' Everywhere he found a 
strong friendship and understanding between the two <;:orps, and a great 
willingness to share and learn from each other's experiences. 

The future holds many challenges for the U.S. Army Signal Corps. 
The withdrawal from Viemam is already bringing a change of emphasis 
from S.E. Asia to Europe. Next year the draft is due to end, and for the 
first time for many years the U.S.A. should have an all-regula~ A~y. We 
in the Royal Corps of Signals look forward to even closer . ties with the 
U.S. Army Signal Corps in the years ahead as we continue to work 
together as Allies both within N.A.T.O. and across the world. 

Scandinavian Friends 
The Corps, because of its role and wide deployment, is fortunate enough 

to make contacts in the course of duty, with a number of countries outside the ' . U.K. Leaving aside those countries in which the Corps is actually statJoned 
as well as certain Commonwealth countries and the U.S.A., with whom we 
have the closest of ties, parties of officers and soldiers of the Corps have very 
pleasant memories of visits to a number of other countries in recent years. 
Amongst these can be included Barbados, the Bahamas, British Guiana, Fiji, 
Kenya, the Phillipines, Thailand and, of course, Denmark and Norway. We 
say 'of course' because visits to the two Scandinavian countries have become 
an established routine and our bonds of friendship with the Danes and the 
Norwegians are particularly strong. 

The inter-change of units in B.A.O.R. with similar units in the Danish 
Signal Corps has always been much enjoyed on our side-the Danes being 
such excellent hosts. Those sailing memt:ers of the Corps who have been 
fortunate enough to cruise along the Danish coast and meet the ordinary 
Dane in his own country will, we are sure, heartily echo these sentiments. 

Turning to the orwegians; during and ever since the war we have 
had very close ties with them. Visits by parties from the Corps on 'White
shod' courses -at the Norwegian School of Signals are most popular (see 
article on page 309) and many lasting friendships have been made as a result. 
The Corps is also well represented at H.Q., A.F.N.E., near Oslo, and ~JI w~o 
have had the pleasure of serving there will recall the happy relat1onsh1p 
enjoyed with Norwegians, both military and civilian. . 

THE WIRE is sure that all members of the Corps will support this 
tribute to our Scandinavian friends to whom we metaphorically raise our 
glasses with a sincere ' Skol!' Thank you for all your kindness. We greatly 
value your friendship. 

Bursting at the Seams! 
On measuring up this WIRE before final paste-up we foun~ it wo~ld 

total no less than 58 pages as against the normal 40 pages at which we aim 
to keep THE WIRE economically viable. While thanking all our correspondents 
for their wonderful support we have had to prune out six page from their 
valued contributions which gives u no pleasure at all. We write this so that 
they will understand and, we trust, forgi ve us in this uneviable ta k. 
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--from our "In" .Tray--

Calling oft/ Friends 
ir, 
I wonder if it is po sible for you co publish in THE WIRE 

a small noti: e to let members a:id ex-members of the Corps 
know where my wife Sadie and I are and what we are doing. 

I retired from the Signals in Occober 1970 (after 25 years) 
and have now ettled a Mine Host of the Ca tie Hotel, Ashford, 
and would be pleased to see any member of Royal ignal Pase 
and Present particularly old friends; I'm sure there could be 
some living in che Ashford area. 

A hford is also a good dropping off point for people going 
and returning from B.A.O.R. by car. 

One of che bar walls i donned with ignals plaques showing 
the Units I erved in during my service; we al o have a 4ft. 
tatue of ' J im.my ' caking pride of place in the bar. 

Captain (retd.) W. F. Budden, 
The Castle Hocel, 
Castle Streec. Ashford, Kent. 
Tel.: Ashford 21016. 

Yours, 

Is this for you? 

Sir 
(See also page 308) 

Bill Budden. 

le is easy to avoid casting an eye to the future especially in 
mid-season with about 80 performances behind us, the Royal 
Tournament on top of us and many hundreds of miles of 
travelling co undergo before giving our final arena display in 
Occober. However, having completed a three-year tour with the 
ream, one-third of our riders leave us in November and there 
will be 12 vacancies to fill. 

The continued success of next year's team obviously depends 
on the calibre of those now applying to join us. The new 
team Sergeant will be chosen on 4th November, and those 
selected for further training will know their fate on 11th 
November, having just undergone a two week selection course 
in Catcerick. 

True motorcyclists (or potential mocorcyclists) are not 
necessarily good at putcing pen to paper but unless they do 
so shortly they will have to puc away thoughcs of gaining 
a White Helmet for yet another year! 

Yours sincerely, 
J. K. C. Maclean, Captain, 

Royal Signals, Officer Commanding White Helmets). 

Royal Signals Display Team, 
Catcerick Camp, Yorkshire. 

Sir, 
Days rememheretl 

As an ex-member of 14 Sig Regt albeit in the good old 
~mcen days, I follo:-v the p~ogress of the Regiment with great 
mterest. I was especially thrilled when they received the Free
dom of the City of Gloucester - Gloucestershire being my 
ad_opt~ county. I also thought ic wonderful and, possibly, 
mil1taril)'. a uruque gesture co provide the village 9f Hampton, 
Oxon, _with a bus shelter. On a recent visit co Bampton I soughc 
out this shelter. It is in good condition but alas no buses call 
there any more. as the local bus company re-routed its services. 
. Th~ Corps IS far from forgotcen in the village, the local 
inhab1_tants calk nostalgically of the days when Royal Signals 
occup_red che l?Cal receiver station. Also many of the local pubs 
prommently d1splay Royal Signals plaques. 

Yours sincerely, 
H.Q. D .C.N. D. B. Collins (W.0.2 F. of S.). 
R.A.F. Medmenham, Marlow, Bucks. 

Corps Mounts Royal Guan/ 
For ~he first time in Corps history we are being honoured 

by finding che Royal Guard. 
The quard will be mounted from the 14th-30ch September, 

at Buckingham Palace, St. James' Palace, H.M. Tower of 
lfmdon and the Bank of England. The Guard will involve 
six officers and 75 soldiers of che Corps all told 

If you ~re in London come and see your Corps on Royal 
Guard duties. 
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PRESENTATION 
On Tuesday, 13th June, Mulajjin Thanee (Second-Lieutenant) Ali 
Abdullah of the· Union Defence Force, formerly Trucial O man 
Scouts, went to Blandford to present a Trucial Oman Scouts officer's 
uniform and a Signal Squadron flag to the Royal Signals Museu m. 
He was met and accompanied on his vis it by Captain John Potier, 
who previously served with the Trucial Oman Scouts. Brigad ier 
A. C. Bate, O .B.E., in his capacity as Vice-Chairman of the Royal 
Signals Institution, accepted the uniform . Lieutenant-Colonel E. G. 
Day, O .B.E., T.D., Secretary of the Royal Signals Institution and 

Director of the Museum was also present 

Stop Press 

21st Regiment win Army Team A thletits 
for setontl yel!r running 

We are glad to report, as we go co Press, that, keeping up 
their very high achletic scandard, 21 Sig Regt dominated the 
Army Team Athletics at Aldershot on 26th July. Despite a 
disqualification at the end of che day in the 4 x 400 metres 
event and wich only one string jumping in the pole ·vault, 
they had amassed sufficient points to come in well ahead of 
their nearest rivals, 1st Bn The Cheshire Regiment. 

Apart from the 4 x 40(} metres, chey won every track event 
and put up good performances in five of the field events. 
~ergeant Fenge made che attempt to betcer his recently estab
lished Army pole vault record of lSft. lin. but narrowly failed 
to the manifest disappointment of his many supporters. 

Altogether, a good day for che Corps well rounded off by 
the representative Colonel Commandant, Sir John Anderson, 
being inviced to present the medals and trophies to the winners 
and runners-up. The Corps was well supported by a number 
of serving and retired officers who came to cheer on 21 Regt 
while the Regiment appeared to be holding a minor reunion of 
its own judging by che number ex-members who turned up fo r 
che o: casion. 

All will wish to congratulate 21 Regt on chis success and 
will look forward to their concinued prowess in 1973. 

A very nice gesture 
In present-day conditions o: industrial strife and near 

anarchy in N. Ireland one begins co wonder what has happened 
to human kindness and understanding. The following letter 
received first thing one Monday morning made the world seem 
a kindlier place! 
"Dear Sir, 

Enclosed please find P.O. co the value of £7.00 as a donation 
to che Royal Signals Association Fund. This amount is che 
balance from a collection by chis Squadron for Signalman and 
Mrs. 'X ' on the deach of their baby. It is their wish that che 
money be donated this way. 

Yours sincerely, 
'Y' (Corporal)." 
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The 'Garrard Trophy ' presented by 
The Crown J ewellers 

The Pacemakers 
Setting the pace in the ?O's are Major John Hemsley, L.l., 
and W O/ 1 Frank W ebber , R.E.M.E., represenring rhe 
British Army, winners of the Forces Team Prize in the 1971 
RAC Rally. Their reward ? A splendid trophy designed by 
Alex Styles of Garrard. It is in rough-ce:-..'tured seer ling silver; 
the design suggests the tracks of vehicles across rough 
country, the cracks of the leading vehicle being picked out in 
gold. Peop le who win are above average. They deserve 
trophies to match. For over 200 years Garrard have been 
supplying civilia n and milita ry presentation pieces outstand

ing in design and crafts· 
manship. Join the pace· 
makers by asking Garrard 
to produce your next 
trophy. Designs and 
estimates are submitted 
without charge. Please ask 
for Mr. Hounsell. 

GARRARD 
The Crown Jewellers 

112 Regent Street London WlA 2JJ Tel: 01-734 7020 
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THE KEY 
Lieutenant-Colonel R. G. Phippard, C.O. 21st Signal Regiment (A.S.), 
presents Major (Q.M.)]Bill Judd with 'The Key' with which to finally 

lock his stores after 41 years service 

Major (QM) W. E. Jut/ti retires alter 41 
years service 

At 17.00 hours on Friday, !Sch June, Major Bill Judd locked 
the Quartermascer Stores of 21 Sig Regt (AS) for the last time 
and began a well-earned retirement afcer almosc 41 years' 
service in the Corps. 

Bill Judd joined ' F' Boys' Coy in 1931 at the age of 14 years 
two months, when his O.C. was Captain 'Tisby ' Rance, now 
Ma;or-General Sir Hubert Rance, G.C.M.G., G.B.E., C.B., ex
Governor of Burma and Trinidad and a former Colonel Com
mandant of che Corps. By the age of 16}: he had compleced 
his trade craining. 

In August 1935 he was of sufficient age for Adult Service 
and joined Air Defence Brigade Signals at Blackdown. 

His fuse promotion was in 1937, by which time th!'. Air 
Defence Brigade had returned co Blackdown. Here he designed 
a concentracor which was used throughout che 1939-45 war. 

Between October 1938 and July 1944 he served wich 
Waziristan Signals on the North Wesc Frontier and with the 
Bannu Brigade at Dera Ismail Khan. During chis period he 
was promoted from Lance-Corporal through to R.S.M. , but 
being two weeks short of substantive rank had to revert to 
W.0 .2 on his return to England, where he undertook R.Q.M.S. 
appointments in 1 Training Regiment and 48 Division. 

In February 1946 he was posced co S Division in Germany. 
In March 1951 he was appointed R.S.M. of the newly formed 

I Corps Signals Regiment whose C.O. was Lieutenanc-Colonel 
now Major-General P. E. M. Bradley, C.B., C.B.~., D.S.O. 
Bill Judd was commissioned in March 1954 and appomc~d Q.M. 
of 11 Armd Div Sig Regt. This was the first of sue Q.M. 
appointments, the ochers being 15 Sig Regt (Cyprus), 16 Sig 
Regt (B.A.0.R.), 59 (TA) Sig Regc (Liverpool), H.Q. B.R. 
Troops Malca and Libya, and finally 21 Sig Regt (B.A.0.R.). 

Major Bill Judd is well known throughouc che Corps and 
also by many who have beaten him inco ~eciremenc but who are 
still regular readers of THE WIRE. He reure to 10 Maple Close, 
Starbeck Harrogate Yorkshire, and will always be pica ed to 
see old ~cquaincances and friends ' passing chrough.' 

The Corps wi hes him and his family a very happy retirement 
after 41 years of distingui hed service. 

lUA.JOR TOE REVEREND JOUX J,. lUcKELLAR 

Many will remember John M_cKellar _who _ retired in 1970. 
We have recently heard from him and m his letter h~ say : 
" Please tell all my friends in che Corp char I was ordamed at 
Petersride at Salisbury Cathedral and am assistant Curare ac che 
Minster, Warminscer. . . 

" If any of my friends are down chis way and have their 
golf clubs with chem I will oblige.'' . . 

His address is: 26 Vicarage Street, Warmm ter, Wilts. 
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HONOUR GUARD 
The S.0 .-in-C. stops for a word with SP4 Colum Smith of the 

Honour Guard mounted at Fort Huachuca 

TRUE WESTERN STYLE 
The S.0 .-in-C. , Major-General J. M. Sawers, relaxing at Buffalo 
Corral, Fort Huachuca, during his recent visit to the United States 

Congratulatory 
The foll?wing correspondence has passed between Brigadier

General Richard C. Horne III, Commanding U.S. Army Signal 
C~ntre and Sc.hoot, _and Major-General J. M. Sawers, M.B.E., 
~gnal-Officer-m-Ch1ef, on the occasion of the Corps' 52nd 

birthday ( ee next column). 
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Ma;or-General J. M. Sawers, M .B.E .. 
Siip!11-0fficer-in-Chief (Army), 
M1mstry of Defence, 
Whitehall, 
London England. 

Dear General Sawers, 

On 28th June, as you ob erve che 52nd anniversary of rhe 
Royal Corps of Signals I excend the congratulations of this 
command. 

In combat and peacetime Bricish and American signalmen 
have worked . toilether i-? a spirit of continuing harmony 
to~ards estabhshmg and unprovmg our world-wide communi
cauons network. Your recent visit to our Signal School here 
at Fort M~nmouth further strengthens our ties with the Royal 
Corps of 1gnal . 

For a distinguished record I offer along with my per anal 
regards, the best wishes of the students, raff and faculty of 
the U. . Army Signal Center and School. 

Respectfully yours, 
Richard C. Horne, III, 

Brigadier-General, U .S.A., Commanding. 

Brigadier-General Richard C. Horne III 
Headquarters United States Arm Signal 

Center and School, -
Fort Monmouth, 
New Jersey 07703. 

Dear General, 

How very kind of }'OU to write on the 52nd anniversary of 
the _Royal Corps of Signals. Your felicitations and the thought 
behind th~ is very much appreciated by all ranks. 

As you rightly say American and British signalmen have 
always worked in the closest collaboration and harmony and 
long m~y it continue. This partnership was brought home to 
me during my recent visit to the United States where I was 
treated with the greatest kindness and hospitality by units of 
the United States Signal Corps. 

_In thanking you for your congratulations may I in tum 
wish you, your staff, and all at Forth Monmouth the very best 
of good fortune for the future. 

Yours sincerely, 
]. M . Sawers. 

RECOGNIZE HIM 1 
Lieutenant-Colonel Bill O'Meara receives his certificate of retire
ment from Brigadier-General Richard C. Horne Ill, Commandant 
U.S. Army Signal Center and School, May 1972. Bill, of course, was 
at Catterick and Blandford and has a host of Corps friends. We hear 
he is returning to U.K. in September for a prolonged stay in the 

Blandford area 
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A GREAT DAY IN THE HISTORY OF THE ARMY APPRENTICE COLLEGE 
Freedom of the Borough of Harrogate granted 

[Photo: Mr. John Stockley 

The Commandant of the College, Colonel N. A. Butler leads the march past the Mayor of Harrogate and the Representative Colonel 
Commandant, Major-General Sir John Anderson . In the photograph Lieutenant-Colonel Peter Tripp, Major Geoffrey Hargreaves (Adjutant) 

R.S.M. A. W . Cunningham, A/T R.S.M. T. Turnbull and Major J. Ives 

Monday, 6th June, must rank as one of the great days in 
the history of the College. For it was on this day that we were 
granted the Freedom of the Borough of Harrogate, which 
confers upon us ' the title, privilege, honour and distinction of 
marching through the streets on all ceremonial occasions with 
bayonets fixed, colours flying and band playing.' 

The Freedom was conferred at a special Council Meeting 
in the Royal Hall, attended by the entire College, the cere
monially robed Council and many members of the public. 
Proposing the Resolution granting the honour, Alderman 
Harold S. Hitchen, leader of the Council, said that the town 
was showing its pride, trust and faith in the College. Both 
the Corporation and the College were concerned with high 
standards, which could only be achieved by believing in the 
value of what one was serving. 

The Resolution having been carried unanimously, the Mayor 
of Harrogate, Councillor Frederick A. Rotherham, presented 
a copy of it on vellum to the Commandant, Colonel Norman 
Butler. Expressing the thanks of the College, Colonel Butler 
said that the history of friendship between the College and 
the whole community in Harrogate had been outstanding. The 
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honour of receiving the Freedom of the Borough would be 
regarded highly not only within the College but throughout the 
Royal Corps of Signal . 

As evidence of this Major-General Sir John Anderson, Repre
sentative Colonel Commandant, presented the Borough with 
a silver statuette of 'Jimmy.' 

As a further memento, the Borough is to pre ent to the 
College a wooden stand surmounted by a gla s case containing 
two Roll of Honour, one in cribed with the name of all 
soldiers of Royal Signals killed in the Second World War and 
the other bearing the name of all ex-apprentice who have 
died on active service since the war. 

After the ceremony, the College exercised its newly
conferred privilege for the first time and under the Com
mandant's command, marched past the Mayor and the Colonel 
Commandant. Simultaneously, a flight of 12 Provost jet air
craft of R.A.F. Leeming flew past in the formation of a 
letter 'H' (for Harrogate). 

It had been planned to celebrate the Great D ay with an 
all ranks' ball, but this was cancelled on account of the death 
of H.R.H. The Duke of Windsor. 
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3:> Yt>ars On 

When T.A. soldiers took on the role 
of the present tlay 'White Helmets' 

anti made history 
F~OR sheer spedacle and a~osphere-wh~ch seems to gr?W 

with every year-there 1s no show m the world like 
the Roval Tournament, staged every year at Earls Court in 
London. Here the Services and Arms strive to better the 
previous performance with the result that there is always a 
very professional and entertaining show to thrill the spectators. 
Of the many and varied events perhaps the best established 
and most popular is the Corps motor cycle display team-the 
White Helmets. Certainly a great attraction to all and of very 
special interest to a party of 19 me.n who, on 15th July, 
together with their families and friends, visited the Tourna
ment, en bloc, for the first time since 1937 .... 

RIDE PAST-NEW STYLE 
The Corps 'White Helmets' display team seen riding past the 
saluting base on the Mall near Admiralty Arch prior to the opening 

of the Royal Tournament 

Enormous enthusiasm 

In 1935 the Adjutant of the City of London Signals T.A. 
Captain (later Brigadier) Henry Firth and C.S.M. (P.S.I.) E. J. 
Angell got together and decided to form a ' Motor Cycle Trick 
Riding Display Team ' within the Unit. Though both Captain 
Firth and C.S.M. Angell had experience with the regular Anny 
display team the additional problems of getting such a venture 
under way in a T.A. unit were formidable-but through their 
energy coupled with enormous enthusiasm on the part of the 
volunteers a very presentable team \vas quickly formed. With 
each member of the team providing and maintaining his own 
private motor cycle every spare weekend was taken up in 
training and rehearsals. After an opening debut on 10th August, 
1935, at the unit sports day, the team gave three public 
performances that year during their annual camps. 

By 1936 their fame had spread and in June and July gave 
IO displays at functions as varied as the Wandsworth Military 
Tattoo and the Fourth Speedway Test Match at Wimbledon 
Speedway arena. Bearing in mind the fact that the team all 
had their civilian jobs, to cater for such a programme was 
indeed impressive. The following extract from the 1936 souvenir 
bro::hure perhaps better illustrates the point: 

" The machines used are the personal property of the riders 
. . . and include Rudges, Nortons, Stevens, BSAs, Royal 
Enfields, AJSs, Velocettes, Panthers, Ariels, Triumphs, Scotts, 
New Imperials, Sunbeams, New Hudsons, Levis, Vincent HRD, 
Dunetts, Excelsiors and Matchless. 

Occupations of the performers include: Stock Exchange 
clerks, postmen, draughtsmen, bank clerks, salesmen, insurance 
agent , traveUers, mechanics, chemists, electricians, cinema 
actors, printers, hospital stewards and surveyors, etc." 

Yeomen of England indeed. 
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ll••1•reseJ1tlng tlae Corps at tlae Royul Tournunaent 
In 1937 the team, now being run by Lieutenant the Honor

able Richard E. Dennison-Pender, was invited to rake part in 
the Royal Tournament at Earls Court. Such an invitation was 
indeed an honour and after momentary doubts as to whether 
the volunteers could meet every performance (afternoon and 
evening) the Regiment, now called the London Divisional 
Signals (City of London Signals) T.A., accepted. The team 
were a tremendous success and somehow in spite of those 
civilian jobs, never missed one of the 32 performance-a feat 
of which they were justly proud, being the only Territorial 
Army unit ever to achieve this degree of attendance. 

In addition to the Royal Tournament the team took part in 
two television performances, including one special show at 
Alexandra Palace, and a further 17 public displays in 1937. 

The following year with the threat of mobilisation hanging 
over their heads the team still managed to keep up the pace 
and gave 35 shows throughout the country from Hornchurch 
aerodrome (Empire Air Display) to Scunthorpe where they gave 
six displays in two days, at the Lincolnshire Agricultural Show. 

Even during tlae war they hung together 
The war came and inevitably the team was considerably 

dispersed. Three members were killed in various actions and 
the remainder fairly spread about the world by the postings 
that arose so rapidly and frequently in the war. Yet somehow 
a nucleus of the team always stayed together. Frequently, and 
often at the drop of a bat, they were asked to put on a show. 
One of these was at the end of the desert war in the Tripoli 
stadium, Mussolini's show place for the 1939 Grand Prix, 
where the display was carried out on captured BMW machines. 
The final major show was held in Trieste Stadium when 
members of the original Ciry of London Signals team took 
part in the 14 performance searchlight victory tattoo in 1945. 

Duck at tht• Hoynl Tournament ngain ? 

Tren the team started to come home--only to find that the 
politicians of the day had decided that a Territorial Anny was 
no longer necessary. By 1947, when the decision was revised, 
motor cycles had gone and had been replaced by the Jeep
thus it was not possible to re-form the team. . . . 

So after 35 years 19 of the original 30 still led by Major 
Dennison-Pender made it back to the Royal Tournament -
the circumstances were different but the enthusiasm the same 
and perhaps as they watched the 1972 Royal Signals White 
Helmets they thought back to 1937 when they had rightly 
received such public acclaim-a fraction of which is quoted 
below: 

Birmingham Post. "There is inspiration for all in the triumph 
of mind over matter represented in the motor cycle ride by the 
Territorial Signallers." 

Daily Mail. "I watched yesterday the motor cyclists of the 
City of London Signals rehearsing their breathtaking trials 
which, I am certain, will thrill everybody to the marrow." 

Gloucestershire Echo. "But their spare-time practice has 
made these City of London workers past perfect. They thrilled 
the whole audience .... " 

The Star. "The skill of professional speedway riders seemed 
to me to be quite eclipsed by these bank clerks, po tmen, 
stockbrokers." 

Yorks hire Post. " For sheer thrills and daring the signal 
motor cycles easily scored over the equestrian •performers." 

Morning Post. "A great credit to the Territorial Anny." 
Daily T eleg1·aph. " Perhaps the most spectacular moment 

. . . is when the motor cycles of the City of London Signals 
roar through (the gates)." 

Daily Express. "Princess Elizabeth got more thrills from 
steel horses than from real ones at the Royal Tournament. Her 
applause for the (City of London Signals) motor cycle display 
came in enthusiastic bursts." 

INTERESTED IN TJIE 

WJUTE HF.J.METS? 

S tw pages 2911 tan.d :1011 
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The 1972 
Trans Americas 

Expedition 
Contributed bu 

~lajor Kelvin Kent 
and 

Sergeant Joe Murtagh 

We are happy to publish 
below a first-hand account of 
the British Trans Americas 
Expedition, 1972, in which the 
Corps played an important 
part. Major Kelvin Kent was 
Deputy Leader and dealt with 
a wide variety of essential 
administrative arrangements. 
Sergeant Joe Murtagh, a radio 
technician, was in charge of 
communications whilst Lance
Corporal Steve Holmes and 
Signalman Nigel Davis played 
their parts as radio operators. 

PRIMITIVE CONDITIONS 

The account is only in very 
general terms and it would 
take a book to chronicle all 
that happened to the expedi
tion during its hazardous jour
ney. The article concentrates 
on the exceedingly difficult 
crossing of the Darien Gap. 

Kelvin Kent (foreground) with Colombian Army L.O. (Major Patron) and expedition leader 
Major John Blashford-Snell (in topee) about to set out for a recce in the Altrato region of 

Colombia 

The Darien Gap 

I SN'T it amazing that in 1972 the two continents of the 
Western Hemisphere are not joined together by land co~

munications? Between the countries of Panama and Colombia 
lies one last stretch of defiant wilderness which separates 
North and South America. This strip of dense jungle, moun
tainous terrain, ravines, fast flowing rivers and slimy SWaJ?lP 
extends for some 250 miles in an atmosphere of oppressive 
humidity and ' hotter-than-Singapore ' . temperatures. ~e 
whole area is a giant rain forest not unlike ~e Amaro~ Basm 
but with its own distinct brands of vegetaaon, plant life and 
animal habitation. The wet season lasts for nine months of the 
year and boasts some of the world's heavies~ r:untall ~es. 
T he dry season is January to March but this 1s not enarely 
predictable. . . . 

The Panamanians have christened this natural barrier The 
Darien Gap. To them it has for c~nturies. barred man from 
entering. Stories of head-hunting Indians, p01sonous snakes and 
infested, insect-ridden, steaming jungles .hav~ preve~ted . all 
but a few dare-devil explorers from venturmg mto the mten?r. 
Even local pilots fear overflying the area. The maps are 10-
accurate and incomplete and the jungle canopy reaches near~y 
300 feet from the ground and is .so thick that .from. the au 
nothing at all can be seen under it or through it. Without a 
doubt it is far worse than Borneo. 

Background and alms 
The great Pan American Highway runs from Alaska in the 

North to Terra de! Fuego near Cape_ Horn in th~ South. If 
it were joined in the middle and not mte~rupted, it would be 
the longest highway in the world stretch1~g for over 18,000 
miles; or to put it another way, from Cattenck to Calcutta and 
back. But it is not joined and no one has ever completed by 
road the entire uninterrupted journey from one end to an~ther. 
People have, of course, tried and many . have achieved 
significant results, but no one has ever got nght th.rough. _by 
land with a vehicle. Even the celebrated Pan America ~gh
way's National Geographic Expedition in 1960 (Naaonal 
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Geographic Magazine of March 1961) only got as far as the 
Panama/Colombia border. From there is is possible to put 
a vehicle on a raft and get it down that way to the huge 
Atrato River in Colombia from where it can be shipped along 
the coast to a roadhead or back to Panama City. 

Our expedition planned to make the entire journey getting 
as far as the 1950 expedition did and then continuing over the 
Colombian border to the biggest obstacle of ail-the Great 
Atrato Swamp. Even at its narrowest point between relatively 
firm ground it is 22 kilometers wide and its entire area is 
larger than Wales. In parts this ~wamp is said to be 1,000 feet 
deep and its primeval dank appearance leaves nothing to the 
imagination. If dinosaurs and other prehistoric monsters are 
still about it is surely here that they live. 

The vehicles that made this historic crossing were British 
Range Rovers. With the two Range Rovers for the second half 
of the Darien crossing was a conventional second-hand SWB 
Land Rover. This pathfinder vehicle did extraordinarily well. 
It was manned by a composite crew found from within the 
expedition and had Ernie Durey's engineer section to get it 
through the toughest part of the route. Its insertion undoubtedly 
changed the course of the expedition and provided not only 
incentive for the Range Rovers bur morale at a time when 
everything seemed lost. Both Range Rovers reached Terra Del 
Fuego on 9th June. 

To put a head and a tail to the main purpose of crossing 
the Darien and to add an extra ingredient for commercial 
appeal, it was decided to go the whole hog and drive from 
one end of the Pan American Highway to the other from 
North to South. The actual drive from Alaska to Panama City 
and from Bogota in Colombia to Cape Horn involved only the 
vehicles and two small vehicle crews, whereas the crossing of 
the Darien Gap was to require the majority of the total man
power, time, expense and logistic backing. For this reason the 
British Trans Americas Expedition was organised into three 
phase 

Phase I: Anchorage, Alaska, to Panama City. December 1971 
to January 1972. Participation: Two Range Rovers, vehicle 
crews and author. 

Phase 11: Panama City to Bogota, Colombia. January to April 
1972. (The crossing of the Darien Gap). Participation: Phase 
I personnel plus 55 soldiers and civilians-all experts in their 
respe::tive military, medical and scientific fields. Party included 
press, television and P .R. 

Phase III: Bogota, Colombia, to Terra del Fuego (Southern 
Chile), May - June 1972. Participation: Two Range Rovers, 
vehicles crews and author. 

Composition and organisation of the Expedition 
Early last year preparations were made. The leader was to 

be Major J. N. Blashford-Snell, M.B.E., F.R.G.S., R.E., whose 
experience in expedition organisation is second to none. The 
17th/21st Lancers provided the vehicle crews led by Captain 
Gavin Thompson, an international rally expert who drove in the 
World Cup Rally with Prince Michael of Kent to Mexico. Royal 
Engineers were predominant in numbers because of the 
obvious combat engineer-type tasks, and their Chief Engineer 
was Captain Jim Masters who, like many others on the Expedi
tion, had done similar work on the Blue Nile and Dahlak Quest 
Expeditions. 

Major Kelvin Kent was asked to be Deputy Leader and 
i/c logistic support after experience gained on the Annapurna 
Expedition and other smaller ventures. Originally Captain 
John Neeve was to have been Signal Officer but he could not 
get the time off and so the responsibilities of Signal Officer 
fell on the shoulders of Sergeant Joe Murtagh, a Radio Tech
nician from 3 Div HQ and Sig Regt. The two operators also 
came from this Regiment-Lance-Corporal Steve Holmes and 
Signalman Nigel Davis. 

At the same time (and this happens to all big expeditions 
as well as smaller ones who want and need support) a scientific 
element was introduced. To gain the support of certain learned 
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bodies and in~titutions alway~. adds status to an expedi~ion and 
gives it an air of respectab1hty. Ours was no exception and 
before long we had the British . Muse1;1m,_ Florida S~te 
University, Bedford College_ ~d ".anous wildlife, conserva~on 
and primitive people's soc1et1~s mterest_ed and co-op~rat1':1~ · 
Tying all this together and aet1ng as a lmk between the mili
tary and civilian organisation was the ~cientil'.k Exploration 
Society of which John Blashford-Snell is Chairman. Several 
civilians on the expedition as well as some of the military 
members belonged to this Society which actively promotes 
cientific exploration in most fields. 

The organisation of the expedition comprised basically an 
expedition headquarters (mobile) under which functioned a 
recce element, an engineer group, an animal transport section, 
an H.Q. Group, a scienci!ic secti~n and a support gr~mp. !he 
latter commanded by Ma1or Kelvm ~ent had un~er 1t vanous 
·upporting elements such as. the British. Embassies at. Bog<?ta 
and Panama, the Tocumen airport, the air support section w~th 
Beaver aircraft, a forward supply base and Base House which 
dealt with such varied matters as banks, finance, local purchase, 
sick bay, me~ical evacuation, dispensary, liaison with embassies, 
P.R. and radio/telex. 

FIPxlbillty 
Of course any organisation put on paper like this is bound 

to change and ours certainly did. But on the whole it remained 
the basis for all planning and work. It was flexible and allowed 
for interchange of individuals as well as re-development of 
whole sections to another task when they were needed. F~r 
instance the animal transport section g3:ve up some of the_ir 
horses to the engineer and recce sections for resupply m 
addition to their main task of carrying_ the headqua~te_rs and 
its vast array of stores. These stores mcluded sp~c1ahst TV 
and photographic equipment as ~ell as office m~chmery, com
munications equipment and thelf own resupplies which not 
unnaturally included fodder for the horses themselves. 

Sergeant Joe Murtagh as Signal Officer was originally part 
of the headquarters travelling with the leader'.s grou~ where 
he could supervise all aspects of the HF radio :vorkmg a_nd 
run battery charging, H.Q. lighting and cen~ahsed :epa1rs. 
This did not work and after two weeks he wisely d~1ded to 
base himself at the main forward supply base which was 
reasonably static and offered better facilities for repair, back
loading and accessibility by air and river. He left ~ce
Corporal Steve Holmes in charge at the headquarters a~d iomtly 
agreed with Major Kent that the second operator (Signalman 
Nigel Davis) should run the firm base radio station in P~nama 
with sets at Tocumen Airport and (later) Ba e House m the 
U .S. Canal Zone. 

Chunges 
As the expedition progressed and fatigue,. illness and injur.ies 

caused more and more people to spend time out recovermg 
at Base House or on easy duties at the forward supp~y base, 
so the need for re-vitalisation and new blood to be m erted 
became apparent. Several of these moves were made and all 
of them not only helped the maintenance of moment~ 
but gave those not at the sharp end a cha~ce to do th~ir 
share of the pulling and shoving in the mud. First of all Maior 
Jim Beattie came out of H..Q. and .ran the: support base at La 
Palma. Later he went in with a third vehicle to press forward 
in a pathfinding role at a time when the ~ange Rovers 'Yere 
held up with axle trouble. Then the two pilots, one at a time, 
did a good solid spell in the jungle. Richard Sum~erton left 
the supply section and went forward to _the Atrato River to do 
an engineer recce of approaches and exits. Rose~ary Al~usen, 
after being nearly killed as a result of an allergic reaction. to 
hornet stings, was despatched to a gunboat of the Col~mb1ao 
Navy to act as L.0. Caroline Oxton later went to a s1st the 
scientific section when most of the horses were sold (or had 
died). Paul Arengo-Jones left to help with the rafting opera
tion up the River Tuira. Tony Stansfeld formed a ~econd rec;ce 
section to help discover a route over a very bad bit o_f terram. 
Sergeant Pratapsing Limbu an~ Peter Marrett . each lmed !?cal 
Indians and led machete cutting groups to lmk the work of 
recce and engineers. 

1'1ore titan signnlling 
Kelvin Kent took time off from arduous administrative work 

at the Panama Base House and tl1e supply base at La Palma 
(he used to almost commute between the two) to take command 
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Sergeant Joe Murtagh using his skill as a radio technician. He wzs 
also responsible for all communications 

Lance-Corporal Steve Holmes, radio operator, with pack horse, 
radio and generator had a tough job with expedition headquarters 
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of the pathfinder vehicle during the crucial pha e over the 
mountains before the border and down to the Atrato swamp. 
Just before this Steve Holmes and Nigel Davis switched jobs 
o all in all everyone was able to perform their own respective 

militar or scientific ~ills and more. It was really the 'more' 
bit that counted. No one doubted the trade performance of 
anyone else on the expedition. But that was not enough. Every 
pen;on had to give of themseJve and help in every direction 
po ible. That indeed is the main message to anyone going to 
an expedition. You must be prepared to give with very little 
take. It i harder than Regimental or Squadron life and the 
pace, after three month , is bound to tell. Not a single person 
on this expedition has come away unscathed; everyone suffered 
omething and many suffered a lot including broken limbs, 

dy entery, pleuri y, ulcers, tropical diseases burns, heat stroke, 
foot rot and terrible sores caused through scratched insect 
bite . One young Sapper having previously had his toe nails 
pulled out in the jungle because of infection, later had to be 
moved out to have an urgent operation for peritoniti . Even the 
doctor and dentist were casualties and all but three of the 
entire expedition came out at one time or another for wanted 
rest or treatment. 

Trouble 
The Range Rovers had, in the early part of the expedition 

suffered an incredible amount of bad luck and breakages. This 
year the wet eason did not end in December. Instead it carried 
on well into January and flooded the Bayano Valley with thick, 
blue glutinous mud which clung like plastercine and stank so 
badly that the smell of it remained on a person for days. There 
was no e cape from it and the SO-mile stretch of the valley 
became known as 'The Sea of Mud.' Two horses died in it 
and often it was thigh deep. No vehicle even with winches 
could get tlirough this without some mishap. Io the case of 
the Range Rover it was differential trouble. First one, then 
another and then regularly until eight had broken. Each time, 
this necessitated parts being flown from U.K. and sometimes 
the whole axle had to be replaced. On a Range Rover the 
front axle assembly weighs 411 pounds so one can imagine the 
problems of airfreighting one out and getting it into the jungle 
let alone fitting it. In the end Leylands flew out four front 
and four rear axles with six modified differentials. They also 
sent out a senior design engineer to go in and look for 
himself, but all this caused long delays which we could ill 
afford. On one occasion an urgently awaited back axle got 
misdirected to Venezuela and took a further seven days to 
reach Panama. 

There seemed to be no end to the apparent weaknesses 
in the vehicles. Despite the indescribable conditions no one 
ever imagined that we would be held up and defeated because 
of mechanical failure. Everyone knew that we could not afford 
another two-week delay or risk the possibility of not being 
able to get equipment of that weight and size in. This is why 
the third vehicle was introduced into Santa Fe on 6th March. 
No harm could be done and it was hoped that at least some 
progress forward could be made. 

Range novers show their worth 
As if by magic everything then started to go better. As the 

Land Rover was making the trail eastwards towards the biggest 
interior village of El Real, the Range Rovers started to move 
again in earnest. The Rover man had taken a good look at 
weights, performance figures and broken metal specimens and 
decided there and then to put on a different type of tyre and 
reduce the weight over the back axle by some 400 pounds on 
each vehicle. Of course it should be pointed out that each 
vehicle was probably carrying over twice its designed payload 
and the outsize Firestone/Rover swamp tyres were exerting 
ahnormal pressures on the differential To understand this you 
have to realise that the immense power of a Range Rover 
is twice that of a S.W.B. Land Rover. Sometimes it is too much. 

As soon as they emerged from the Bayano Valley the Range 
Rovers went almost without a fault. They could drive in some 
of the places where the Land Rover had been winched and 
with the track partly cut in front of them, were able to make 
up time by putting in a 14-hour day. The Chief Engineer, 
Jun Masters, personally led the group whilst Ernie Durey's 
section remained with the Land Rover. Ahead was the recce 
section now split into two groups. Somewhere in between the 
leader and his headquarters moved in leaps and bounds 
occasionally by-passing the land tracks by using river transport. 
Out on a limb, perhaps, 100 miles away, the scientists worked 
in splendid isolation. The main supply base moved from 
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Signalman Nigel Davis organising stores at Tocumen Airport. In 
background is Mrs. Kay Thompson, F.R.G.S. 

Canitas to La Pal.ma where the Beaver was based until, at the 
end, sub depots . were opened along converging river points 
on the Panama side of the border and on the Atrato River. 

Time problems 

Even with the good progress being made it was obvious that 
the expedition could not possibly complete Phase II in the 
expected time. An extension was thereby obtained to enable the 
men and materials to carry on. In our expedition there were 
two more limiting factors. The fir t was cash, a commodity 
which was running out fast, and the second was the commence
ment of. the wet season in April. Other factors, subsidiary 
thoug~ . rmportan.t, were endurance and resupply. As in all 
~xpedmons of this type the very time that reserves are needed . 
1s the tU:ie ~hen people are falling out. Equally, as the line of 
commun1cal!on gets longer, communications, manpower and 
the wherewuhal to support people on the ground become in
creasingly difficult. Io March the expedition was split into 
seven different groups spread over 300 miles and traversing 
two countrie~. Th~ Beaver was indispensible and worked very 
hard . . S?mettmes 1t would do seven hours' flying a day. But 
what if It was grounded for any reason? What indeed-because 
for two weeks it was unable to fly having broken a tail wheel 
shock absorber. This fact added a considerable load to the 
already stretched support organisation and could easily have 
brought the expedition to a standstill if the breakage had 
occurred two weeks later or repairs taken any longer. As it 
was we were lucky. 

Daily .routine and jwigle hazards 
In the jungle, life assumed a pattern. First light was just 

before 06.00 hours and everyone was immediately out of their 
hammocks, packing up, keeping the 06.45 hours radio schedule, 
helping with breakfast, carrying out maintenance on the vehicles 
an~ generall¥ assisting. ~here necessary, like sterilizing water, 
domg first aid and wnting reports. No one slept in. By 08.00 
hours the power saws were sharpened and the vehicles were on 
the move, fully loaded with perhaps 1,000 pounds or more of 
engineering equipment, ladders, winches, ropes, hawsers, picks, 
shovels, axes, saws, rations, cooking kit, radios, petrol, tool box 
spares, para flares, smoke grenades, marker balloons, personal 
kit, medical stores and perhaps a few goodies. Personal kit was 
down to a minimum and in Ernie D urey's section it was two 
men to one rucksack. 

The jungle was alive with ' creepy crawlies ' and other 
animals. Several times herds (or to be precise, sounders) of 
ferocious white-lipped Peccary pig were seen. A sounder can 
consist of 150 of these much-feared tusked animals and once 
they came straight through a camp at night causing havoc as 
they went and making the horses stampede. At other times the 
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low growls and glowing yellow eyes of panther and others of 
the big cat family could be heard and seen around the camp 
perimeter. Monkeys of several types were encountered as were 
deer iguana, alligators, wild game, giant toads and literally 
hundreds of snakes, some of whom, like the ' Bush Master ' 
and 'Fer de Lance,' were really deadly. 

But the worst and most feared of all were the smaller things 
like scorpions, hornets, prickly black thorned palms and ants. 
Ants especially were really dangerous. A scorpion sting was not 
.,0 painful as one single bite from the big one-and-a-half inch 
long black ants. All who experienced the black ant bite will 
never fo rget it. One bite could give agony lasting for three 
or four hours and two or three bites could completely paralyse 
a leg for a whole day leaving the unfortunate victim a total 
wreck. Hornets too were a menace. No one could foresee that 
his machete would cut through a nest hidden behind some bit 
of dark undergrowth. Hundreds of angry hornets would fly 
out and come like Japanese suicide pilots straight at your face 
and body. It was not uncommon to get between 10 and 20 
,cmgs at a time and this would leave you with a very swollen 
face and a sad expression. 

The working day would continue until about 12.00 hours 
when a stop would be ordered for a brew and biscuits. It was 
well needed. After this, it would be straight on till about 17.00 
hours working in small teams who became experts in knowing 
what they were looking for and overcoming the obstacles. 

lmpo sible terrain 
T he jungle varied in terrain and thickness. Sometimes it 

was so thick that there was no room to throw away the trees 
and foliage that had been cut down. Often complete blockages 
from fallen giant Redwoods necessitated laborious saw cuttings 
through three feet thick trees and roots. In other places it was 
more open but the hill angle was 60 degre~s an?- the only 
possible track extended along a razor-sharp ndge line. Every
where winches were used almost continuously. The heavy 
T irfor winch with its reel of cable weighed about 150 pounds 
and the ladders each weighed 120 pounds. Eighteen t imes, or 
more a day all these things would have to be lifted off and 
put back on when crossing ravines, ascending or descending 
hills or driving along impossible cambers on ridge lines. These 
piec~s of equipment were just as indispensible as the Beaver
probably more so. 

The Atrnto Swamp 
On 4th April the pathfinder vehicle reached the border at 

Palo de las Letras. Six days later it stormed into Lomas on 
the banks of a tributary of the Atrato River. Almost immedi
ately the heavens opened and the rains started. But l~ckily 
the two Range Rovers were already past the mountarnous 
border region and they were able to quickly reach the Atrato 
without incident. 

The Land Rover again went out in front to test the :o~te 
as it was half the weight of the larger Range Rovers and, m !ts 
present condition, more expendable. This time a Pll;th was cut 
in the matted floating vegetation of the swamp wide enough 
for the expedition's inflatable boats (linked up as. a raft) to 
get a far as possible by water and then for the vehicle to clear 
a way through the last 10 km. of the jelly-like swamp crust 
to the firmer ground. Right behind it came o?e of the Ra~ge 
Rovers. One, because at this stage the extra time of returnmg 
the raft and bringing up the second vehic.l~ could not be spare~. 
Also it was feared that the financial pos1t1on would not penrut 
both vehicles to continue with Phase III. So the second Range 
Rover was taken out by boat on the Atrato and subsequently 
shipped to a roadhead in Colombia from whe;e it was. 3:ele 
to drive on to the capital Bogota to meet up with the ongtoal 
Range Rover which had crossed the swamp. The Pathfinder 
Land Rover was disposed of locally and everyone except the 
vehicle crews and a small party under the leader returned to 
Panama City to help wind up the expedition and ort out the 
stores. 

With success a certainty, permission was given for both 
Range Rovers to continue southwards. The only change was 
that Captain Jeremy Groves, 17th/21st Lancers, who had been 
liaison officer in Bogota, was to lead the group and take over 
from Gavin Thompson. 

Sucicess at Inst 
An advance party returned from Panama because of service 

commitments and other reasons on 23rd April. The rest came 
back on 12th May. 
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Captain Ernie Durey, R.E. driving the Pathfinder vehicle in 
Colombian jungle 

Giant Redwoods would block the way and had to be sawn through 

Tributary leading to Atrato Swamp 

The achievement wa probably more of intere t to the Latin 
American countries than it wa elsewhere. It had been the 
intention to provide, by action a spark of enthu iasm at a time 
when proposal , votes for expenditure and ~o itiv~ thinking is 
underway in a huge effort to go ahead with th1 mall but 
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?b tin_ate link in _the Pai: American Highway Chain. This 
mtennon was certainly realised. Both the Panama and Colombia 
Pres gave great coverage and both governments supplied 
a i tan:.::e and military aid. 

_The 'Daily Tdegraph,' who had a reporter/photographer 
with us ended up with the folio ·ing quotations which neither 
of u would venture to alter: 

-" Major John Blashford-Snell, Royal Engineers, and the 
men and women he Jed have completed one of the most 
hazardous journeys undertaken by an expedition. Behind 
them lies a 300-mile route from Chepo in Panama to Rio 
~eon in Colombia, through some of the world's most 
difficulc terrain-a route which was literally hacked and 
blasted out of insect and reptile-ridden mountainous bush 
and jungle quagmire." 

- "The climax of the drive came in crossing the Great 
Atrato wamp by floating their Range Rovers on special 
rubber rafts (after dynamiting log jams along the route). 
Altogether 30 expedition members had to be evacuated by 
helicopter or boat because of illness. 

'.' The expedition enabled scientists to investigate deeper 
into . the area than eyer before, as well as proving that 
the J?urney wa~ poss.1ble by _vehicle. It is estimated that 
to build a road mcludmg floatmg bridges across the swamp 
waters wo_u~d c?st about I SO million pounds. The cost of 
~~e expedition itself was about 115,000 pounds. 

It had consumed over IO tons of rations 15 000 gallon 
of petrol 66,000 cigarettes, 2,4-00 cans of bee~ as well as 
fodder for mules and horses, dynamite for route blasting 
and_ 26,000 dollars worth of local purchase provisions and 
equipment." 

It all bo;Js down to the i11divid11al 111t•mhers 
Even with all that to its credit the expedition could not 

have succeeded without the efforts of its members. Every man 
an~ wo~an knows what he or she did and it is this knowledge 
which brmgs °!e greatest reward in such a huge undertaking
the personal tnumph of having been associated with a success 
not previously achieved by other nations. 
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IS THIS FOR YOU? (See letter 011page 298) 

. YOUNG MAN WITH A SOARING AMBITION 
Signalman Bob Barkess clears the GT6 with ease at the Royal Highland Show, Edinburgh. Amongst the I 00 000 crowd 

Helmets during the three days was Brigadier H. N. Crawford, Team Commander 1934-37 
who saw the White 
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111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 WHITE SHOD 72 llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
B" Second-Lieutenant Tom Richard•on 

Written in apprec1abon of the excellent instruction and generous hospitality re<;clved by a party of Corps 
C.fficers from our Norwegian friends at the Norwegian School of Signals. 

THE COURSE 
Back row (le ft to right) : Second-Lieutenant Heath , Lieutenants Palmer, Wannell, Second-Lieutenant Richardson, Lieutenant Jones, Second· 

Lieutenants Lynam, Telfer 
Front row (left to right): Lieutenant Barnes, Captain Rowe, Captain Knistofferson, Major Spilde, Sergeant Hockstein, Captain Case 

Off t o the Norwe gian School of Signals 

D URING the early part of this year, ten officers from the 
Corps were fortunate enough to attend the Allied Officers' 

Winter Warfare Course No. 21 at the Norwegian School of 
Signals in Jorstadmoen. T he course is basically aimed at giving 
the participants a knowledge of winter warfare and to make 
them understand the possibilities and limitations of units 
operating under winter conditions. The initial week were spent 
ski training, how to get a wet backside for some of us, although 
one or two of us didn't succeed with that !es on. Later we 
moved in to transportation. T his we learned, rather painfully, 
was not riding in vehicles but pulling them- pulks and an 
assortment of emergency sledges to be exact. Se :ond-~ieuten~nt 
David Lynam had possibly the mo t spectacular accident with 
the pull<;, Whilst going down a rather steep slope he managed 
to wrap both himself and the pull<; round a large tree. Fortun
ately neither the pulk nor David got ~amage~. _However, ~ne 
part of the transportation was less exacting. This mvolved bemg 
towed behind a Wolwo wehicle (the Norwegians, although they 
spoke excellent English, were quite unable to pron?unce their 
'Vs'). This proved to be grand fun and the less exacting method 
of crossing the snow. 
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Slee1•ing out 

During the course we spent several nights out in the now. 
This meant that we had to live in three different type of 
shelter-the snow coupe the emergency tent and the log 
cabin. The log cabin proved to be the mo t comfortable of the 
three. This was in fact purely a night spent out to introduce 
us to the delights of Norwegian compo. The evening resulted 
in our two Norwegian in tructors Captain Sigmund Kristoffer
son and Sergeant Odd Hockstein getting involved in a rather 
hilarious game of ' Liar Dice .' Meanwhile the bridge school 
under Captain Barry Rowe, our conducting officer, carried on 
unmoved but equally enlivened by alcoholic refre hment. 

We spent three nights in the emergency tent. Thi tent is 
put together from five d iamond shaped ground sheet and 
though surprisingly warm could only comfortably sleep three. 
We slept four and the Norwegians slept five. Naturally the 
taller members of the cour e, Lieutenants Duncan Jones and 
Bob Wannell and Second-Lieutenants Tom Richardson and 
Bob Heath had a hard time wriggling them elve into the e 
shelters. 
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loild-ln,: aw rds 
During the cour e we all easily pa ed the Norwegian Civilian 

Ju Badge (over IO km.). Later on we attempted their M ilitary 
ki Badge, over 30 km., with packs and rifle. We were given 

a deadline to complete thi cour e and we all finished inside 
the bogey time but only four people, Lieutenants Duncan 
Jones, Dave Palmer, Chris Barnes and Mike Telfer, were fast 
enough to get he badge. Io thi particular race David Lynam 
broke a ki b} trying, just by way of a change, to ski through 
a bu h. However, he did very well to complete the course. 
Tom Richardson was completely oaked having fallen on 
enough occasions for Major Splide, our Chief Instructor to 
think he had fallen into the river, although he was almost 
convinced that it was really perspiration. 

The day after this 30 km. we went on our four-day mountain 
march. We pent two night in our emergency tents and one 
in a now gruope. The correct snow gruppe should be almost 
air tight so a candle is lit to show sufficient oxygen is present. 

aturally the people sleeping in the snow gruppe get more 
than a little worried when this candle goe out. Second
Lieutenant Bob Heath cau ed a major panic one night by 
blowing his candle out. 

Injuries 
During the course we had only two injuries. Captain Carlo 

Di Giacamentonio, our Italian Captain, who provided the Allied 
part of the course, skied into a barbed-wire fence. This wa 
in fact the last time Carlo had skis on his feet because he had 
to return to Italy for a knee operation. We were all rather sad 

Your 
EASY·?.~- ~-.,,_ 

LOW COST WAY 
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DAILY SAILINGS AT 
REDUCED FARES 
FROM BELGIUM AND 
FRANCE TO DOVER BY 

mWNSIND 
THDRISIN• 
CAR FERRIES ZEEBRUGGE-DOVERICAlAIS·DOVER 
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to . _ee C:arl? go because ~lthoug~ his knee injury affected his 
ski: mg, it did _not aff~ct his dancmg. The other injury was less 
s~nous . Ca~t~ David Case, not the best of skiers but a par
ticularly bnlliant stuntman was out for four days with a 
wrenched ~houlder. This incident occurred when Dave was 
demonstrating a double somersault off a ski jump. Dave was 
pulled to safety by Bob Wannell and David Palmer both of 
whom earned the nickname ' A man called horse ' b~ause of 
their expertise with the pull::. 

Social side was ,:ootl too 
On the social side Barry Rowe proved quite good at vetting 

th_e local girls. Duncan Jones got 'Superstar' treatment in 
L1llehammer because Dave Palmer managed to convince almost 
everyone that Duncan had been in the Briti h Bobsleigh Team 
a~ Sapporo. Various other subalterns couldn't make the local 
girls understand what smooth meant. 

Eight excellent weeks 
We were fortunate enough on the course to meet the Crown 

Prince of ~orwal'. at a dinner night. We were also given an 
extremely mteresting lecture on the role of Norway in N.A.T.O. 
by a Norwegian Staff Officer, Colonel Sandwik, who had served 
with the Corps in England. 

Unfortunately after eight excellent weeks we had to leave 
Jorstadmoen. We had been extremely well looked after by the 
Norwegian Officers and Sergeants of Jorstadmoen and were all 
extremely sorry to leave Norway. 

REDUCED PASSENGER FARES YEAR ROUND. 
CARS, CARAVANS, TRAILERS, etc. taken for 

HALF THE NORMAL CHARGE 
from OCT. to MAY inclusive. 

e Up to 6 SAILINGS A DAY from Zeebrugge. 

• Reduced fares for British and Commonwealth Forces and 
dependants, also attached civilians and their dependants 
stationed on the Continent of Europe. 

• Economical catering and bar prices on board Townsend 
Thoresen drive on/drive off ships. 

FULL DETAILS FROM 
MILATRAVEL Offices, Local Travel Agents, G.S.N. Co., m.b.h., 
Graf-Adolf-Strasse 12, Dusseldorf 4, Furness Travel, 
Groenplaats 42, Antwerp, or Townsend Thoresen Car .ferries 
Car Ferry Terminal, Zaebrugge or Gare de Transit, Calais. ' 
U.K. Bookings through your Motoring Organisation, Travel Agent 
or the Townsend Thoresen offices at: 
127 REGENT STREET, LONDON W.1. 

1 Camden Crescent, DOVER. 

Tel: 01 734 4431 
and 01 437 7800 
Tel: Dover 2721 
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NOW THAT WAS A GOOD ONE ! 
This amusing photograph was taken during a visit of Lord Carrington, Secretary of State for Defen~e, when he visited 23.3 Sqn. In the pictur~, 
left to right : Lieutenant-Colonel T. Rigby, Lord Carrington, Mr. R. Curtis (Private Secretary), Ma1or P. Leonard and Lieutenant-General Sir 

Harry Tuzo 

' 
233 Sig Sqn {NI) 

B.F.P.O. 801 

lUajor P••ter ILeo11ord 

W E have said a sad farewell to our Officer Command~g 
Major Peter Leonard. He took over the Squadron m 

April, 1970, and has had to. pilot .the S.quadron through the 
escalation of the troubles. Smee his arrival our strengr~ has 
increased by over 150 % and Peter has also acted as S1~als 
adviser to the Ulster Defence Regiment-a mere IO Battalions 
scattered throughout the Province! . 

Despite the heavy pressurC? of work on his sh_o~lders h~ was 
never missing from the various sports .compeuttons. Will we 
ever forget that relatively small figure m tho.se enormous old 
fashioned rugby boots? Indeed the_ psychological advantage_ of 
their presen~e will be sorely missed . by the S.H .Q. side. 
Northern Ireland is not a place for famt hearts even on the 

ports field! 
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A Souadron dance was held to say cheerio in a grand style 
and du.ring the evening a presentation was made to _Peter and 
his wife. Official recognition may never be forthcommg for all 
his hard work but in the soldiers' terminology-" He was a 
little fella, but 'he had a big heart and it was in the right place." 

Peter now take up an appointment with 11 Sig Gp ). 
Our very best wishe go with him and to )1is wi~e Penny and 
boys Simon and James. We welcome Ma or Brian Blackwell 
into the hot seat and hope he and hi family will have a 
pleasant tour. 

Visit of Lord Carrington K.C.:H.G., ~l.C. 
The Secretary of State for Defence vi ited u on 19th June. 

He was accomoanied by the G .O.C. Lieutenant-General Sir 
Harry Tuzo, K.C.B., O.B.E:, . M.C., M.A., and Lieutenant
Colonel Toby Rigby, C.R. Signals Northern Ireland. Lord 
Carrington made a ~ull tow; of the Comee? and Telephone 
Exchange and pent ume talkmg to many soldiers and W.~.A.C. 
It was a pedal honour for the Comcen, as Lord Carrmgton 
had a very full programme of discussions. 

The members of Comcen troop see little of the limelight 
but the visit of such n high powered team prove that their 
24 hour a day service is not taken for granted. 
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·w.0.1 ( ~-. of S.) Bob Fl'l'U{'b, .U.D.E. 
We offer our con.gratuJarions to Yeoman French on his 

award of the M.BE. for service rendered whilst in 229 Sig 
qn (Berlin). 

Crit.•k.-t 

The quadron is unbeaten o far for thi sea on and despite 
the Irish urnrner we have managed ro complere mosr marches. 
We have reached rhe final of the Northern Ireland Minor 
Unirs competition and muse stand a fair chance of victory if 
Corporals John Howells and Alan Grohs can maintain rheir 
pre cm form. 

Departurrs 

Staff Sergeants Ainge and Johnson, Serge.ant Armstrong, 
Corporals Beardsmore, Cerqua, Lambert, Muir, Troughton 
and Wilson, Lance-Corporal Black, Signalmen Allen, Duff and 
Jones. Our thanks to you for all your good service given and 
our be r wishes to you and your families in the future. 

Arrh-als 

Sergeant Wilson, Corporals Juggins and McSkimmings, 
Lance-Corporals Calderbank, Scully and Sullivan and Signal
man Underwood. 

3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
B.F.P.O. 801 

T HE hammering, banging sawing and singing still continues 
. through rhe factory. Floors are being polished and re

varn1shed, offices seem to move daily and some vanish 
altogether, there are new showers in the accommodation the 
gym appro~che~ completion and: there is new painr everywhere. 
i o doubt H will be very beautiful when it's finished if we are 
not all posted ro Netley firsr (as insrructors, of course). 

!'Jefore the latest ourbreak of PC;ace the local IRA were again 
using the facrory for target pracuce. On two occasions during 
the lase two months they have fired from a safe distance (for 
them) severa! rounds at. this huge edifice. Fortunately the 
bullets .w~re rued by the trme they reached us and many missed 
the building altogether. A few windows were broken and the 
odd dead suircase discovered. Major Eastwood, the D.A.A. and 
Q.M.G., had eight shirts neatly shot through the chest while 
~ey were hll?ging in a row drying. He now has the besr after
dmner story m the Brigade. 

We suffered from things that went bang in the night when 
Lurgan High Street was ravaged by two lSOlb. bombs on 
consecutiye nighrs. Luckily no one was hurt bur the damage 
was considerable. As a resulr of these explosions the centre of 
Lw:gan was declared a pedestrian precinct, barricaded againsr 
vehicles an~ we _were trapp~d inside, highly immobile. The 
local Council realised afrer some persuasion that ir was rather 
important that the security forces could come and go and the 
problem was resolved. 

Carastrophe struck yet again in the early hours of 27th 
June, Staff Sergeant Foster found himself paddling on bis 
04.30 round as Orderly Officer. Water was bubbling out of 
man-boles and kept bubbling rill it was three inches deep all 
over the f~ctory floor. ~e duty plumber duly arrived, looked 
and despaired. Afrer va;1ous tests, trails and experiments he 
pulled one block cbop12mg, one heads mop, one trays frying 
b~con and a. large muslin sh7et obviously a sheets meat wrap
pm~, half arumal, from !1 dram and the level started to subside. 
Vanous carpets wer~ rwned and the parquet floor in the O.C.'s 
office warped and lifted so badly that soldiers on orders bad 
to wear crampons and go in roped together. 

The Deputy Commander Colonel Starling often departs for 
the border ~i~h. his driver and escorts and they frequently find 
themselves 101mng patrols checking for bombs and claymores 
along ~e border roads-a case of "black your face you're next'' 
(3:s Signalman Co~ would say). Lance-Corporal Blakely, 
S1i;nalmen MeCluck1e, P~es and Daly along with Pioneer 
Pnvates ~organ and Griffiths have all had a go. Corporal 
Brooks, Signalman Monte Colombi and Signalman Daly have 
been out on Bomb Disposal escort and Corporal Brooks has 
been on f<>?t patrol with ' B ' Coy 1 Gordons to ' see how the 
other half ltve.' 
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An enormous dart team which includes Lieutenant Galpin 
Staff Sergeant Wade, Sergeant Little, Corporal Brett Corporai 
Brack, Signalman Pakes, Signalman Jarwood, Corpor~ Verner, 
Corporal Hunt, Lance-Corporal Tock, R.A.O.C., Private Coul
thard, R.P.C., is playing a continuing eries of matches with a 
lo~al pub side. So far they have played four, lost four and 
enioyed four matches. Apparently they always win the side 
games for a gallon of beer. 

1:he .football team i~ s?ll suffering from lack of training 
havmg iusr lost 4--0 to B Coy 1 Gordons. We did better at 
sai.li~g when Major Ryding, Staff Sergeant Wade, Corporal 
Willi~s, Lance-Corporal Barron and Signalman Daly took 
part m a Round the Lough Race and the South Rock Race 
on Stran~ord. Lough. They came 7th out of 19 in the first 
then havmg discovered how to put the spinnaker up and that 
'at. 6s and 7s' was.the wind speed nor how to behave, managed 
to Hnprove to 4th m the second. 
, 1:inally1 congra~ations to Signalman Howells on gaining an 

A grading on h1s Combat Radioman conversion course and to 
Mrs. Howe~s on the !Jirth of a son (the course obviously works). 
Congratulauons to Signalman and Mrs. Hayes on the birth of 
a daughter. 

8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 

B.F.P.O. 801 

THE WIRE n<?tes . were all written and ready to go, they 
were the msp1red result of an emotional confrontation 

between . the rain washed cleanliness of the magnificent Irish 
country.side early one Sunday morning and the sight of 
a seem~gly peaceful Londonderry, a sight that totally belied 
the reality of the bombs, bullets and terrorists that had 
destroyed so much of its way of life. 

Then, o_ur the blue, came the ceasefire (albeit heralded with 
the appalli!1g waste of property and life). No longer were the 
notes applicable. Heri:,. now, was the faint glimmer of hope 
every<:me had been ~amng for. 1:he chances of a lasting peace 
are shm beyond behef but there 1s a chance and nothing must 
upset .that - not ev~n my humble WIRE notes! So, they were 
committed ro the pile of suspended policies and we missed 
the printers deadline. 
. Its too early to say how the ceasefire will effect us but there 
1s an air. of cautious optimis~ .. The next few weeks will really 
tell, pamcularly over the traditional marching dates of 12th July 
and 12th August. 

Some Irish philosophy 

Last months quotations from that well known Irish philoso
pher, Paddy (Ciroa 1972). 

" Sure, you can always tell when it's about to rain when 
you can see yon mountains; if you can't see the mountains 
it's already raining." 

1 
' 

There hav~ been a numb~r of moves recently which have 
successfully infused the thrrd generation of the Squadron 
members. W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Ron Meyer, the last of the original 
;earn !1~s ~ec~ntly left on commissioning. W.0.2 (Y. of S.) 

Henn Higgms has left too. Both of them in their own 
particular way have been architects of the Squadron and their 
services will be long remembered. W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Loome has 
now firmly taken over the R.S.M.'s chair and W.0.2 (Y. of S.) 
Jack Wraith has assumed the appointment of Squadron Yeoman. 
He is only just beginning to realise jusr what that means in 
Londonderry. Corporal Inness, Corporal Gould Lance
Corporal Baker, Signalman Griffiths and Lance-Corp~ral Pears 
hav~ all been posted and we wish them all a happy and restful 
posung. Staff Sergeant Dickey has handed the M.T. Troop 
ro Staff Serg~ant . Dean. Eve~ tlle F. of S., Staff Sergeant 
Goldsworthy 1s gomg on posrrng. He has his eyes set on the 
hot Mediterranean shores of Cyprus. 

The Sqmadron Clult-now it'"' all takinj! sbn1u• 
Th<:: Squadron _Club, is at last almost ready. The F. of S. 

and his team of impressed labourers have been steadily ham
mering and sawing, sandpapering and painting away in the 
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rwo nissen huts behind the Q.M. block. Suddenly ir is all 
caking shape, and we even have a target date for the opening 
of the club. The 14th July is to be the day. It will be the 
F. of S.s' farewell parry too and that of course makes it a 
doubly auspicious occasion. 

A new hut has appeared outside S.H.Q. to house the new 
R.S.M.'s office, O.C. 'A' Troop, 0.C. 'B' Troop, and the 
new training room. It is really very smart. 'A' Troop has 
moved out of Cunningham Block entirely and now boasts 
some very fine stores and a new radio room in Portal Block. 

o, by the end of July most of the Squadron will be enjoying 
new scenery. 

For rwo years the C. of E. chapel in the barracks has 
boasred a Brigade F lag, the flag of the resident infantry unit 
md even Naval and R.A.F. ensigns. Last Sunday a glaring 
om1ss1on was at last put right. Second-Lieutenant J. C. 0 . K. 
Rayner and Sergeant Chisholm, escorted a Squadron lance 
anJ pennant into the chapel to have it laid up by the Brigade's 

senior chaplain the Rev. Wright. The Corps collect wa read 
and a very fitting sermon was given ba ed on the collect. 

This month's question: 
" Och noo, it only rains for nine months of the year m 

Ireland-the other thTee months it ju~t drips off the tree ." 

Pniut - nml buJlct hole 
Finally an amusing anecdote about the firm of decorating 

contractors that arc at present painting the out ide of all rhe 
barrack blocks in Ebringron Barracks. The decorators were 
painting the main block that faces directly onto the river 
and across to the city. They were proceeding at their usually 
leisured pace when someone pointed out that the little blue 
rings with dates marked beside them all over the face of the 
building indicated recent bullet strikes. From that moment 
brushes moved so fast that the emulsion was veritably burned 
on. 

FARAWAY PLACES AGAI 

A tlouhle first for E Troop 14 Sig Regt
Exertise Rabelais, Ascension ls/anti 

- First British Army Unit since the war to visit Ascen ion 
Island. 

- First British Army Unit to be the subject of a proposed 
postage stamp commemorating their visit to Ascension. 

' Echo ' Troop complete with their E21 station and intrepid 
leader Captain Chris Dakin left R.A.F. Lynebam on 16th May 
bound for Ascension Island. For those whose geography -
like mine - ends north of the Thames and south of Southamp
ton Water, Ascension Island lies approximately half-way 
between South America and Africa some 8° south of the 
equator, which, from the weather aspect, makes it quite 
pleasantly siruated. After a memorable night's stop at Sal in 
the Cape Verde Islands we arrived at Ascension on the 17th. 
If future visitors to Sal happen across a pair of sunglasses 
hanging from a light fitting would they please return them to 
Sergeant Dave Scott. 

Ascension Island 
The Island of volcanic ongrn, is some nine miles at its 

widest point and is almost completely barren being mainly hills 
of volcanic ash and rock. There is one point of notable excep
tion that is Green Mountain, so named because it is the only 
area where trees and shrubs grow readily. More about thi 
particular bill later. 

Ascension has no indigenous population so the 1500 or so 
British, American and St. Helenians are all imported. They are 
mainly communicators of one form or another with a support
ing D.O.E. element. 

The Americans have two mentionable establishments a 
NASA site controlled by Mr. Geoff Speck, and the Island air
strip and base facilities under the guidance of Major Phil 
Barrott. The whole of the Island is administered by Brigadier 
(retd.) H. W. D. McDonald, D.S.O., and suppression of any 
crime wave is in the hands of Police Superintendent Geoff 
Appleby. Some of the place names are worth a mention
Butt Crater English Bay, Comfortless Cove, Donkey Plain, 
Two Boats and Dampiers Drip. 

The first 36 hours on the Island were fairly hectic with 
planes to unload, domestic site to set up, meals to be provided 
(Staff Sergeant Mike Jennings seen attacking packing cases with 
a penknife) and of course working site to be organised. The 
latter, on Donkey Plain, did little to improve the looks of 
misery and horror on the faces of Sergeants Dave Scott and 
Frank Rogers. However, many curses and a burnt Signalman 
(Fub) Williams later, our chief trafficator Sergeant Reg Rice wa 
able to do his thing. 

Expedition Green ~fountain 
This was led by Captain Chris Dakin and supported by 

Sergeants Frank Rogers, Dave Scott, Earl Ferguson and F. of S. 
(Daddy) Clive Thompson. The mountain is some 2,800ft. high, 
the first 2,000ft. being almost drivable. The road is very steep, 
very narrow and corners that the Alps would be proud of. At 
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first it seemed the intention was to create vacancies on the 
technical and F. of S. rolls but our leader/driver said this was 
not so. I'm still not convinced. As you progress up the road 
the change in scenery is quite dramatic with all the greenery 
that is normally taken for granted beginning to appear (a my 
eyes were closed this is all hearsay). Some 200 yards or so 
short of the end of the road our carriage, and courage, gave 
out and we walked in safety the last stretch. 

At the end of the road you are about 2,000ft. above sea level 
and it is at this point that a farm is situated. The farm makes 
the Island self supporting in lamb, milk and pork. It is also 
here thar Geoff Appleby has his home, with the Administrator 
living a little lower down the road. 

One of the Islands 'things to see' starts at the farm. Very 
many years ago the Royal Marines tunnelled through the 
mountain, from the north face to the southern side, a distance 
of some 200 yards. Amongst other uses the tunnel was put to 
was the carriage of water from wells that exist on the southern 
ide. When you pass through the tunnel and emerge on the 

other side the change in surroundings is almost unbelievable. 
You could almost imagine yourself on the South Downs. Above 
you is the peak with the bamboo forest clearly visible, so we 
set off like mountain goats. Some three-quarters of an hour 
later and much more tired we reached the bamboo. Here it was 
very damp and dark, and a few yards further and at the highest 
point was a gold fish pond-complete with fish! We took the 
easy way down to the farm, by the footpath. As for the road 
journey downhill I think I'm prepared to pretend it didn'r 
happen. 

Further activiti 
Our sporting calendar was very full. Corporal Dave Marland 

led our football team which provided Staff Sergeant Mike 
Jennings, the goalkeeper, with plenty of work. The cricket 
team under the guidance of Corporal Vince Castle entertained 
the Two Boats Club and a good afternoon was had by all. 
There is a distinct advantage in having the bar and pavilion 
together Private Tony Toulson organised a skittle team and 
CoTporal Fred Hodsoll turned out to be the star. A softball 
team was led like Iambs to the slaughter but at this time no 
one will admit to being responsible. Little has been said of the 
results of the above games but the result is secondary to the 
spirit in which the games are played. 

Fishing was an almost nightly occurrence usually led by 
Corporal Dave Tankard and Lance-Corporal Orth Mable, with 
verbal upport given by Lance-Corporal Chris Edler. I think 
the record for lost tackle went to Corporal ' Taff' White. I Ii t 
the following as types of fish caught: shark, jack, grouper 
moray eels, red gunnard, silverfish and blackfish. 

The Troop were al o given the chance to appear a guests 
on the local radio during one of the disc hour with Dav Gallop 
(BBC) the DJ. This task was given to Lance-Corporal Chris 
Edler who selected some records and nattered his way through 
some 25 minutes. I will add that the show was broadca t after 
we had left the Island; Lance-Corporal Chris Edler bas now 
seen his vocation change through soldier, maggot farmer, 
fisherman, pop star (with Screaming Lord utch) and finally 
to disc jockey. 
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In •on••lu, iou 

o to the end and a couple of days off to ay cheerio to 
friend. we had made both British and American. Some will 
remember the Volcano Club for a long time or mavbe I should 
ay the V.C. .vill remember members of ' E ' Troop for a 

long time. 
I have purpo ely not mentioned any of the Island residents 

for fear of mi ing someone out. So we thank D. of E. for the 
help it gave u , Two Boats Club for the ho pitality its members 
hewed to u and the Senior Mess for-well, those who have 

been will know-again thank you all. 

14th Regiment in Kenya - again 
Bu Corporal • Tich • lJlanning 

' TE, Det l .of the .globe~rotter~ (' B' Troop), were doing 
. . our pubhc relanons bit ~gam between April and June. 

Thi time our pre-summer holidays were taken in that sun
drenched province of Kenya. 

We encountered few problems in departure-we seldom do 
-it eem people are glad to get rid of us, but all was not 
perfect. In our mad race for a spot of sunshine, chalk three 
managed to pass chalk two en route. It seem F. of S. Brian 
Gould thought so highly of Masirah ' Beach,' he decided to 
cay for an ~'tra day in that desert paradise. 
The Kenyan accommodation was average and tended to 

become waterlogged but few of us noticed once the work had 
, tarted., ColJl!Dunication~ were D<;> real problem, but Sergeant 

Boots Davis was a little worried over the possible loss of 
the 17 rolls of barbed wire we installed around the Tx and Rx 
complex, which the theft of one jerry-can necessitated. 

A little trouble developed over the- five pairs D-10 we had 
tretched aero s the half-mile between the comcen and the 

Tx-Rx site. What wasn't turned into genuine elephant-hair 
bracelets soon became a new fodder for the herds of cows 
which patrolled the Tx :.. ite . .O~ part-time lineman, Corporal 
Ray Walker, ha a new descnpaon of African cows which will 
not be found in either the English or African dictionary. 

Food-wis~, steaks were plentiful, though any connection 
between this and the fact that Ray Walker and friends took 
7lb. persuaders (sledge hammers) with them when checking 
lines, cannot be established (or proved). 
Th~ . first half of the communications exercise was to 

Maunaus, and we would like to inform our Navy friends that 
Corporal ' Rog' Treverton's crocodiles weren't really 12 foot 
long, but his bacardi shorts might well have been. 

During the 10-day maint phase Corporals ' Rog ' Treverton 
' ~ug ' Wilson, John H~bley, ' Mac ' M cSkim.mings and I~ 
Richardson went explormg up country. It was these intrepid 
explorers who wanted to take a Tusker Bowser instead of 
water, and who also discovered a man-eating sloth(?) verified 
by premature greying to Ian Richardson's hair. 

Sergeant Jeff Lumley and his merry men of 30 Sig Regt 
(Corporals Jeff Linsey, Lenny Wilcox and M ac MacKewen) 

We're only back for a refill 
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were ably supported by Dixie Dean, Ken Shaw and Bob Yate 
in their invasion of Mombasa. Lenny even managed to captur~ 
one of the most vicious of Kenyan animals i.e. a chameleon 
From his pet we discovered that charneleoX:s can't tum every 
colour (you try making one go tartan). 

The econd part of our communications exercise was to old 
~l~ acquaintances of our in Gan. It is rumoured that we had ~ 
liaison team out there, but the truth is Signalman Jim Howard 
and Corporal Barry Watson could never find the Rx complex 
on the large metropolis of Gan. 

As u ual, it rained during our packing-up period but no real 
prob~em arose on our withdrawal. No one cou~ts the fact 
that it took the petrol bowser that filled our planes seven hours 
to travel 10 miles, because it gave Corporal Sam Rhodes time 
for a spo~ more panic tanning on the runway (the only quiet 
place available). 

All arrived safe at Bli~hty and are. n:ow enjoying a much 
de erved .rest before allymg forth to 101n up with our troop 
brothers m France for a spot of common marketing. 

It rvt1s • Tliunibs llp ' all the mart 

On Exercise Fran thumb! 
Two Signalmen, D . T . Smith and C. P. Cross of 
28 Sig Regt, contribute this account of how dtey 
travelled from B.A.O.R. to Lignano Sabbiadoro Italy 
and back in a matter of days by using on!; thei: 

thumbs. 

EX?3RCI~E 'Franthumb' was an initiative training exercise 
m which we had to get from 28 (BR) Sig Regt to the 

Hotel Bella Vista Sabbiadoro, Italy. Once there, we had to 
contact our Squadro~ O.C., Major . Ingram, and give him a 
message from the actmg O.C., Captam Pearce. The whole idea 
was to get there and back in the shortest time and without 
any help from the unit-hence the name of the exercise
' Fran~umb.' Before we could do anything, we had to have a 
rough idea of our route. 

Sa tn.rday 08.45 hon.rs 

Exercise ' Franthumb ' began. After leaving camp we made 
our w~y t.o Route 57 and started thumbing, having Coln as 
our obiecave. At 09.30 hours we got a lift with a German in 
a blue lo~ry. He took us to the entrance to the Kohn autobahn. 
{\fte~ say"?g thank you and goodbye to him, we started thumb
mg 1t agam. A wait of five minutes and we got a lift to the 
edgt: of Duss~ldorf where we only had to wait ten minutes. 
D urmg that ~e Captain. P~ar~e and family passed us and 
gav~ us the victory sign, mdicatmg peace we think. Anyway, 
gettm~ back to the subject, a Dutch family stopped and gave 
us a lift to the other side of Dusseldorf. 

These people wei:e very interested in what we were doing 
an~ went out ?f their ~ay to drop us off at a good point from 
which to continue our Journey. Here we had our longest wait 
of the morning but, after 20 minutes, a young German came 
along and gave us a lift to the other side of Koln and dropped 
us off on. the main Kain/Frankfurt road, the ES. Here we met 
an American couple who had been hiking all across Europe 
an9' . who, that morning, had started out at Brussels. After 
waiting from 11.30-14.50 hours we got what was our last lift 
of the day, to Siegburg .. We waited in the entrance or slip 
road to the autobahn untiJ. 18.!JO hours and, not getting any
where:, Y"e camped that mght m a wood, after first receiving 
pernuss1on to do so. A very disappointing day really but still, 
there was always Sunday. 

• :Hagie Thumb ' Smith 

.We got our first lift of the day from Siegburg to Heidelburg 
with. a young couple who were on their way back from Africa. 
~heir Volkswagen van was painted hippy style. After travel
lmg for two hours we stopped at a Resthouse and had a cup 
of coffee and it was there that we found out that the man 
~ould speak English. This couple took us a distance of 256 km. 
m four-and-a-half hours. At 10.35 hours a middle-aged man 
stopped and gave us a lift to Karlsruhe bringing us to 11.00 
hours. ' ~agic Thumb ' Smith does it yet again at 11.30 hours; 
an Amencan came along and gave us a lift from K arlsruhe to 
Munchen and dropped us off on the Salzburg autobahn. He 
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was very pleased to be able to speak to us as he said he had 
a long way to go and he was tired of his own company. His 
name was Sergeant Ray Teens and we got his address; he 
was on his way to Bad Tolz to the 7th Army N.C.0. Academy 
and asked us to see if there was any chance of us going there 
for a month's course as it would be very beneficial to us. We 
stopped at a U.S. service station where he bought us a meal 
and a drink. As we didn't have any U.S. money, we tried to 
give him the money back but he wouldn't accept it and said 
he was only too pleased to help us. He said that, if he had had 
the time, he would have taken us all the way to Salzburg, but 
he had to be on parade at 18.30 hours. Well, after saying our 
goodbyes and promising to keep in touch, we started thumbing 
it again. We finally got another lift only through the brass neck 
of Signalman Cross. A German had stopped to check his tyres 
and Graham went and asked him if he could help in any way. 
Hey presto and we were on our way again. 

lli~l_.r·s first autobahn 
He took us to Koosen and on the way he showed us some 

place of interest; for instance, did you know that the Munchen
Salzburg autobahn was Hitler's first autobahn. It is now 19.11 
hour and we are 65 km. from Salzburg and even if we don't 
get another lift today we are very pleased with our progress. 
At 19.15 hours we spoke too soon. A young lady stopped (the 
only lady to do so) and gave us a lift to the Teisendorf. After 
thanking her, we went our separate ways. We finally called it a 
day at 20.00 hours, after being on the road for 14 hours. 

lUonday 04.30 h ours 
We had been thumbing for 10 minutes when we got a lift 

into Austria; the driver himself was on his way to Wien. At 
05.30 hours he dropped us off at the Linz-Villach junction, 
wished us good luck and we were alone again. We tried, 
unsuccessfully, to thumb our way into Salzburg and so, at 
08.45 hours, we decided to walk the remaining 8 km. to Salz
burg. Just as we were about to start, an Austrian police car 
pulled up and asked us what we were doing. We explained and 
the policeman wished us good luck and went speeding off to 
Salzburg. After walking for half-an-hour, we finally got to 
Salzburg airport where we had a wash and shave and, also, 
exchanged some money so as we could eat. After leaving the 
airport we decided to catch the train down to Villach on the 
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Italian border. Travelling through the Alps, which i the mo t 
beautiful scenery we have ever seen, we finally got to Villach; 
we then had a fine time trying to find the road to Udine. We 
managed after 30 minutes to get a lift with a young Italian 
and it was crash helmets, safety belts and a quick writing of 
our wills! I thought the drivers in Singapore were bad enough 
but the Italians take some beating for speed. After arriving 
in Udine at 22.00 hours we were stuck as we didn't have any 
lire so we slept on the Udine railway station. 

Tuesday 09.00 hour 
The money exchange office finally opened and we got a few 

lire. We then made our way by means of the auto-bus to 
Lignano Sabbiadoro and arrived at 10.00 hours. We went to 
the police station and asked where the hotel was and after 
finding it we arrived at 10.30 hours and asked for Major Ingram 
and found he was out. So we left our kit at the hotel and went 
for a walk around the town. We got back to the hotel at 12.15 
hours and after handing over the note we had for Major 
Ingram, plus a few otner things, we had a drink and then 
started our trip back to Krefeld. The trip back to Villach was 
the reverse of the trip down; once at Villach we decided to 
travel all night and so took the overnight train to Munchen. 

l Ved uesda y 06.30 hours 
We arrived in Munchen at 06.00 hours and made our way 

to the Ell. At 06.30 hours we got a lift to Darmstadt and 
immediately we both fell asleep, so we didn't see anything of 
the countryside. After saying thanks, we started thumbing 
again, this time waiting for three~quarters-of-an-hour before 
we got a lift all the way to Krefeld with a D utch family who 
were returning to Holland after spending two weeks touring 
Germany. We arrived in Krefeld at 16.00 hours Wednesday 
night and in camp at 17.00 hours, hungry, but very pleased 
with ourselves for completing the round trip in just over four 
days. 

Now, all that is left to do is to write out this report, clean 
our kit and start work again-what a horrible thought. With
out the kindness of the German, Austrian, American and Italian 
people, we would have got nowhere. We would have liked to 
say thank you to all the people who helped us but we didn't 
have the time. 
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PLENTY OF "KNOWHOW" HERE! 
Left to right : Yeomen Dennis Gallagher, John Birkwood, John Lovell, Andy Locke, Kev Donaldson, John Nichols, Mike Enright, Dave Wooten 

How many Yeomen m11ke Five 
Submitted bg Sta# Sergeant (Y. ol S.) 

K. D. J. Donaldson 
The answer is eight. It took eight Yeoman of Signals to set 

up and control five different groups at the Control Head
quarters during the 1 B.R Corps E :iercise ' Summer Sales.' 
There was the Command Group, Yeomen John Birkwood, 
Dave Wooten, Mike Enright and Kevin Don:Ldson. The Bruin 
Con'.l'ol Group - John Lovell and Andy Locke. HF Radio 
Group-Dennis Gallagher and Comcen Group-John Nichols. 
VHF Radio Group worked so well on its own that a Yeoman 
was not required. It is a well-known fact that the Brigade 
Signal Squadron is so well trained, by its Yeomen, in the art 
of VHF Communications that it is not necessary to closely 
supervise. In fact, we were so confident that it would work 
we let Captain Hugh G:eville-Jones control it, assisted by 
Staff Sergeant Harry Creedy, Sergeants Les Harris and Jack 
Kendle. 

The whole set-up consisted of 26 HF radios, 43 VHF radios, 
7 Message Centres, 12 RR dets and 16 Signal Regiments CP 
and Exchange. 

It falls on a different Brigade Signal Squadron each year 
to organise and run a tented camp covering at least four square 
kilometers. The Yeomen of Signals becomes involved in as 
much as he has to help plan the communications set up. This 
year it was 6 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn's tum, Yeomen 
Mike Enright and Kevin Donaldson trying to remember all the 
theory and still put radio stations and antennas in Regimental 
lines and hoping that it would work. 

So as not to sound too smug we had a little help from our 
friends. In close liaison with Yeoman John Birkwood of 16 Sig 
Regr the whole t\iing took shape and came the day of reckoning 
it all went smoothly. 

Footnote: For the School of Signals Officer i/c Yeomen of 
Signals Courses. 

Problem child one 
You have been asked by Corps to get a German Division 

onto the Corps Command Net You have used all your spare 
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remotes and the Germans are not really coming, so get a 
Belgian, whn. speaks very little English, to leave his Northag 
Cell, go into the British 3 Division Cell to answer the calls, 
on their remote. The Belgian is not quite sure what it's all 
about but being game, when asked for a Sitrep tried to send it. 
The result may be published when someone can unravel the 
Corps Command net. 

Summary: You have a non English-speaking Belgian playing 
a non existing German Division who are not expected to speak 
either English or Belgian on a radio that isn't available anyway. 
It is required to be activated an hour ago. 

Roy1.I Signals Associ.:1tion & Benevolent FunJ 
The following donations were gratefully received during May 1972: 

Treasurer, St. George and St. Barbara Garrison Church Lippstatdt 
Bath Branch, Royal Signals Association ..• . .. .. . . .. .. . 
Bequest from the late Major-General R. F. B. Naylor, C .B., 

C.B.E. D.S.O., M.C. 
J. P. Franklyn. Esq. 
J. Milburn, Esq. ... ... ... ... ... . .. 
Colonel T. W. Vigers, O.B.E., M.C., T.D. D .L. ... ... ... 
Colonel A. J. G . McNair (In memory of Lieutenant-Colonel 

H. L. B. Kealy) 
J. T. Dwyer, Esq, ... 
J. 0. Buchanan, Esq. 
Various small donations 

Totll'I 

100.00 
5.00 
5.00 
2.10 

2.00 
1 .00 
.so 

I.47 

£148.22 

The following donations were Kratefully received during 7une, 1972: 

£ p 

Officer Commanding, 3 S:g Regt (in memory of the late Major-
General Naylor, C.B., C.B.E., D.s.o., M.C. 

T~e8'Sllrer. The Barnard Castle Meet 
Mrs. M. E. Payne ... 
W. G. J. K:dso'1, Esq. .. . ... 
Colonel R. G. L . Giblin, O.B.B. 
Various small donations . .. . .• 

11.00 
5 .00 
5.00 
1.50 
I.00 
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A week of at/venture in Scot/anti 
Bg Lieutenant J. It. Snowdon 

of 19 Airptble llde Hq & Sig Sqn 

Off to Ohan 

THIS Unit's adventure training for 1972 took place · in 
May; it took the form of a sub aqua and canoeing 

expedition to Oban in Scotland. 
At midday on 12th May three vehicles were seen leaving 

Cherry Tree Camp, filled to capacity with bodies and equip
ment, bound for an overnight stay at Harrogate. As always 
A.A.C. Harrogate was very accommodating and thanks to Steve 
Mellish's knowledge of the area a very profitable sightseeing 
trip was organised in the evening. The next day's Jong haul to 
Ohan had only one amusing episode. In bypassing Glasgow the 
convoy map reader Corporal 'Dinger' Bell (R.E.M.E.) took 
them over a toll bridge. Arriving at the toll station ' Dinger ' 
casually stated, "The last vehicle will pay"; Sergeant Bob 
Macallum (R.A.0.C.) was forced to pay 80p; he still hasn't 
forgiven us. 

We were greeted in Oban with glorious sunshine, which 
was a very welcome end encouraging sight for all. The erection 
of the tents and cookhouse was soon in operation, helped by 
the thought of seeing Ohan at night. We soon had everything 
shipshape, the divers had moved into a bunkhouse and the 
canoeists had made their 9 x 9s look like a suite at the Hilton. 

sun AQUA 
Pre1t11r11tions 

The preparation for the sub aqua part of the expedition 
started in January of this year. Lectures were given by our 
e.,pedition leader W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Sanderson and this meant 
spending Monday lunchtime listening to lectures on all aspects 
of diving safety, the principles of diving and diving procedures. 
As well as these lectures a lot of pool work took place in the 
Garrison pool on Tuesday nights. This was far more interest
ing than lectures and very beneficial. 

One special occasion comes to mind when we were snorkel 
training with our masks blacked out; trying to swim in a 
straight line without vision proved to be almost impossible. 
Captain Mark Northey proved most adept at this and he was 
doing very well until he reached the end of the pool head first. 
We all had to laugh but Captain Northey was not amused. 

The diving party consisted of Captain Mark Northey, 
15th/19th Hussars from the H.Q., Lieutenant John Snowdon, 
0.C. 'A' Tp, R.S.M. 'Geordie' Sanderson, Corporal John 
Sharp, Signalman Steve Mellish, Corporal ' Jock ' Cunningham, 
Black Watch, Signalman ' Geordie ' Turnbull, Signalman 
Brian Haywood (Geordie and Brian are from 24 Airptbl Bde 
HQ and Sig Sqn), and Sapper Phil Costello from 63 Sqn RE. 
The latter three already had diving experience and were of 
great assistance to us novices. We are very grateful for their 
guidance and help. 

SOME OF THE PARTY 
Loading is a laborious job, left to right: Lieutenant John Snowdon, 
Signalman Brian Haywood, Signalman Steve Mellish, Corporal John 
Sharp, Sapper Phil Costello and Signalman Geordie Turnbull 
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A Signalman's impression!I 
The success of our training and of the expedition is summed 

up by Signalman Steve Mellish. 
" I don't know whose idea it was to start the Ohan expedi

tion, but it was an excellent one. It appeared on Squadron 
Orders as a trip to Scotland for adventure training. I wouldn't 
say I was an adventurous chap but the thought of a week in 
Scotland appealed to me. I arrived at the initial meeting full 
of thoughts of rock climbing, hiking or even pony trekking. 
Scuba diving was farthest from my mind. 

After several months' training the great day finally arrived. 
We packed a four-tonner with cooking kit, diving equipment, 
tents and of course our 'civvies,' and set off to Ohan about 
100 miles north of Glasgow. We arrived on Saturday evening 
and after setting up camp we hit the town. 

On Sunday morning we set off in our mini-bus to our first 
dive site on the mainland at Kerrera Sound. The first thing we 
did was to do a snorkel dive at about 20 to 25 feet, and I'm 
afraid I couldn't reach the bottom the first time. 

The next obstacle to overcome was to do a buoyancy test. 
That is to say you wear all your kit and step into the water 
until you are up to your chest in freezing blue water, and take 
your feet off the sea bed and sink a little. If you sink to the 
bottom you are much too heavy; if you do not sink you are 
much too light. You then adjust the lead weights on your 
belt until as you breathe out you sink and as you breathe in 
you rise. This operation took about 15 minutes. This was the 
first time we had been exposed to the very cold water and was 
quite enough for one day, so we packed and returned to camp. 

Monday saw us speeding across Kerrara Sound to the middle 
of Kerrera island where our first serious dive was to take place. 
I was taken under the wing of our R.S.M., W.0.1 Sanderson, 
who showed me the delights of the underwater world for the 
first time in my life. We saw sea urchins of varied colours, one 
as big as a saucer, starfish as big as dinner plates and crabs 
that scuttled from cranny to crevice as we moved about their 
world. 

Friday was the great climax to a fantastic week. We set off 
early in a large motor vessel called the Northern Diver to 
Ardmucknish Bay north of Oban to the site of the wreck of 
the s.s. Breda. She had been a Dutch Merchantman on her 
way to the Far East with supplies for troops out there. There 
was not much wrong with any of the 402 feet of the wreck. 
Apparently she split a seam after being bombed and the 
captain beached her, but she later sank back into the depths 
(about 70-80 feet). 

We went down to the wreck on a short line from the stern 
rail to the buoy on the surface. It was an absolutely great 
sight. There were fish swimming in and out of the open sea 
doors on deck and coiled ropes left as they were that Christmas 
Eve in 1943. There was even an unexploded bomb stuck in the 
deck which I did not recognise as one until after the dive 
when I was told. Unfortunately my air had run out all too 
soon and I had to surface. 

Altogether it was a very enjoyable experience and well worth 
the training and preparations, and I am looking forward to 
continuing my diving as a worthwhile hobby." 

CANOEING 
The revival of our canoeing club under the management of 

Corporal Pat Dooher sparked off enough enthusiasm to include 
canoeing into our adventure training programme. Training 
started arly this year on local waterways and Jake . Safety 
procedures were practised and by the beginning of Ma every
one was itching to put their training into practice. 

The party consisted of Corporal Pat Dooer (Canoe Leader), 
Sergeant Bob McCallum, R.A.0.C., Corporal 'Dinger' Bell, 
R.E.M.E., Croctsman Tom Turner, R.E.M.E., Corporal Ray 
Gonnann, R.M.P., and Private Clive Mountney, R.A.0.C. 

Th4• canoe, leader sun1s up 
The week's exploits are recounted by Corporal Pat Dooher: 
Sunday morning dawned bright and sunny, so after a rushed 

breakfast we canoeists set off for a sheltered bay which we had 
recced the previous evening. 

The morning was spent practising our variou strokes and 
capsize drills. One thing was certainly learnt that day-the 
water in the Sound of Kerrera is very cold! By teatime we 
decided to curtail activities for the day and at the invitation 
of • Dinger ' Bell we adjourned to a quiet pub to discu 
tomorrow's programme. 
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Monday and Tue day were spent exploring the coa t to the 
n rth and so <.1 th of Oban. At times the go ng wa rough, caused 
by strong swells and currents, and everyone oon di co\'e-ed 
mu cle in their arms and shoulder unknown back in Bde H Q. 

\Xiedn sday wa spent in Oban Bay and the lad got their 
fir t ta te oI urfing-not quite up to l"'ude standard but very 
enjoyable. 

Thur day was set aside for our recce of the Falls of Lora. 
Thi is a tide race which occurs when the tide ebbs and runs 
out of Loch Etive through a very narrow channel. I decided 
practi::e wa ne essacy before we attemp ed this passage so 
the afternoon was pent practising at a neighbouring smaller 
race. 

Friday wa t'- e ' Big D ay ' so after studying the tide tables 
we et off for the falls. I t was decided that I should go first 
and signal back to the main party if it seemed too dangerous. 
After battling with the fall I found an area of comparatively 
calmer water and ignalled fpr the remainder of the party to 
follow. Bob McCallum turned over like a small pie::e of cork 
and was closely fo llowed by Craftsman Tom Turne: who cap
sized in almo t the same spot. T he first canoeist to brave the 
rapids was Cli e Mountney who came through without mishap 
-t.1e gods must have been on his side. 

M y next task was to retrieve a capsized canoe and in doing 
so I drifted for two miles. I ended up by two small islands 
unable to batt!e again t the strong current because I had the 
burden of the other canoe. Help soon came in the form of 
Tom Turner and Ray Gormann, in a double canoe. The next 
day we returned home glad to rest our aching muscles. 

SAFETY FIRST 
Cor poral Pat Dooher in his rescue boat 

V e rdict 

Unforunately all good things have to come to an end and on 
Saturday, 19th May, three vehicles left Oban for Colchester. 
E , eryone was sad to see the end of a most enjoyable and 
worthwhile week. 

News lrom Regiments 

1 Div HQ and Sig Regt 

B.F.P.O. 32 

I SQUADllON 

I T had to happen sometime; it's sad really, W.0.1 (F. of S.) 
John Wilkins has at least relinquished the technical 

leadership of Comcen Delta on Commissioning. It was a good 
news/bad news story in the classic mode: "Foreman, you are 
to be Commissioned as T .O.T. in June. You are posted to 
Nortbern Ireland." Anyway the whole Squadron wishes the 
Wilkins family we~ in their new abode. We hope that mush
room is not fed too much manure now that you are an 
'orficer.' 

With June comes the two weeks of rain, cold winds and 
mud associated with E ·ercise 'Summer Sales.' If Delta found 
the conditions worse than Charlie it was only in the relative 
depths of mud on opposing hilltops. 

To keep the lads oc::upied during this relatively static exercise 
both Comcens thought up some entertainment. Staff Sergeant 
Mel Smart of Charlie built an assault course for off-duty per
sonnel to na\igate in the dark; one obstacle was an unscrimmed 
cam net hung between trees, the object being to tangle up the 
unwary. He was successful in that he did trap one person -
himself! Charlie also formed a football team (in rather mixed 
dress) to play the local youth. Result, a 12-1 win for Charlie 
who with the help of Signalman ' Dodger ' Green scored all 
the goals. 

2 SQUADRON 

Since the last efforts by your hardworking scribe many 
e\'ents have come to pass, among them two exercises, several 
promotions and a couple of postings. 

Exercise ' Hurst Park ' was a Divisional e- ercise that took 
place from 29th May to 2nd June and was notable for t"e 
normal smooth radio communications from 2 Sqn and W.0.2 
(S.S.M.) Doug Alexander's map reading. One Squadron wag 
was heard to talk about the convoy now standing on platform 
four .. .. after the S S.M., w"o was lead;ng the packet. guided 
u unerrmgly up t'-e wrong left tum onto a railway siding. 

After a spell of just over a week in camp t'1e Regiment 
deploved on E ercise 'Summer Sales ' - a name no doubt 
fami1iar to m~ny peop'e in B.A.O.R. This e"ercise, apart from 
the aforementioned normal smooth radio communications, was 

notable for several things, among them the rain that came 
on half-an-hour before each move and stopped half-an-hour 
after everyone had moved into location, ' cammed-up,' got 
soaking wet and fed up. 

Lieutenant Bryan Abbis distinguished himself by drinking 
most of the S.S.M.'s private beer stock (the S.S.M. happened 
to be away) with the assistance of the S.Q.M.S. we might add. 

Staff Sergeant Keith Childs spent most of the time visiting 
the rebros (he says) taking bread, water and other goodies to 
the lonely souls on top of the highest hills in the area. 

Th~ • Stagger Inn ' o;- should it be the • Stagger 
Out' 

Major Nealon, our Squadron O.C., despite instructions to 
the contrary, received all his mail, including that of his mother
in-law who is in Verden on a visit, in the field. " I do not take 
my mother-in-law on exercise with me,'' he was heard to say 
between clenched teeth when next he spoke to the mail N.C.O. 
on the phone. 

Despite exercises and standbys for ' Quicktrain ' the Squadron 
fin :ls time for other things. We were well represented in the 
Regimental Sports by Lance-Corporal ' Paddy ' Coburn, Lance
Corporal 'Chippy' Wood, Signalman Dougie Atter, Signalman 
'Brummy' Little, Signalman 'Jonah' Jones and Lance
Corporal ' Scouse' Mausley. In fact they did so well they were 
selected to represent the Regiment in the Morrison Cup. 

The Squadron Club is now in full swing and a popular 
meeting place for all ranks in the Squadron. It is called the 
' Stagger Inn ' but one wonders if the ' Inn' should not be 
deleted and ' Out ' be inserted. 

3 SQUADilON 
Exercise • S1UDJner Sales ' 

The event of the month, so to speak, was of course Exercise 
' Summer Sales,' which after all the preparatory work turned 
out to be very much routine stuff. The highlights were un
doubtedly as follows : 

l. Corpo:al Dave Bovey struck by ' falling barn door.' 
2. Conscientious guard at Comcen ' C ' still using the same 

password on the fifth day as on the first. 
3. The number of missing quad couplers. It seems the 

civilian population now prefer the couplers to the cable. 

S:iundrou falllng plate 
The annual Squadron range day was held on Friday, 30th 

June, and in spite of the weather some good shooting was to be 
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seen. Results were as follows: 
SLR Pool Bull - won by Corporal Mick Matthews of T ech 

T p with a score of 37. 
SMG - won by Corporal Brian Macro of EME Tp with a 

score of 50. 
Pistol - shared by Captain Ray Lennox of Ord Tp and 

Corporal Clive Higgins Line Tp, scoring 46 each. 
Falling Plate - after both teams running many hundreds of 

yards, RA Tp finally succeeded, again this year, by narrowly 
beating Tech Tp. RA Tp also notched up the fastest time. 

.\rrivnls / departureH 
A welcome to the Squadron to Lieutenant Chris Smith as 

O.C. L ine Tp and to Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Chr is Meredith 
as the new man in Tech Tp. 

Goodbye after three-and-a-half years to Staff Sergeant (F. 
of S.) Alan Calver who refuses to leave the Regiment, depart
ing only to H Q Sqn and the Regimental Tech Workshops. 

Tht' Sergeants' M eHs s umme r ball 
fhe Sergeants' M ess summer ball took place on 10th June. 

It was held in the U nit Gymnasium after the Commanding 
Officer had been convinced that 4-00 dancers would test the 
resilience of the new flooring without causing damage. 

After negotiating a covered entrance way, guarded by two 
Lance Orderlies kindly provided by 17th/21 st Lancers, guests 
were welcomed with a glass of punch; ladies were also given 
a carnation. 

The very popular dance orchestra of 1 Glosters kept the 
dance floor packed throughout the evening and into the wee 
small hours of the following morning. During their brief 
pauses guests were able to enjoy a drink and a bird's eye view 
of the other dancers from the balcony. This has been trans
formed into a rock garden complete with pool, fountain and 
goldfish by tl:e hard labours of W.0.2 (S.S.M.) Ken Soar and 
his wife Sylvia, ably assisted by Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Hugh 
Woolf. Our thanks to them. 

HAPPY GROUP 
At the Sergeants ' Mess Summer Ball Staff Sergeant R. Bates, Major 
P. J. R. Brown, W.0.2 (S.S.M.) C. K. R. French, W.0.1 (R.S.M.) 

F. D. Rogers (7 Armoured Brigade) 
Mesdames Josephine Brown, Elizabeth Bates, Jackie French and 

Sue Rogers 

The buffet deserves a special mention. Sergeant Clive Austin 
and his team of B.A.O.R. champion cooks proved themselves 
worthy holders of their titles with a. superb s_election of food 
beautifully decorated. It earned unammous praise from all who 
attended. 

The evening was voted an overwhelming succe by all who 
attended and our thanks go to all who gave of their time in 
preparing it, not least to W.0.2 (S.S.M.) Brian Lerw~ll. and 
W.0.2 (R.Q.M.S.) Pete Rumney who 'Quartermastered it all. 

\\' ives' Club ;uu1ual tli1111er of f,be ' Terden 
e blow-out' 

The evening of Tuesday, 6th June, found man¥ of our men 
on a different kind of 'guard duty,' as once agam, they were 
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entrusted with the children and pets, while the wives of Verden 
Station gathered together in Caithness Bar··acks for the bigge~t 
event in the Wives' Club calendar, the annual dinner. Earlier 
in the year the Regiment won the Divisional Cookery Com
petition and so the Wives' Club committee decided that this 
year we would depart fom our usual pra~ce of ~ining-out 
in town and entrust the arrangements for this very unponant 
event to our own Messing Officer, Lieutenant John Edwards, 
A.C.C.; a decision that made for one of the most successful 
evenings in the history of the Wives' Club. 

As soon as the final plates had been cleared away, our 
President Mrs. M argaret Blake, led the wives in a rousing 
three cheers for our Messing Officer, his sidekick 'Q ' Wrigbt
son, and all their staff. A ' happy birthday ' was sung for Mrs. 
Marce'.le Robinson and then Mrs. Blake announced that we 
would move across to the Amenities Centre for coffee and 
t .. e usual raffle. 

The weather had not been kind to us and late arrivals at 
the Amenities Centre walked through an arcade of dripping 
umbrellas. Howe\ er, inside, the atmosphere was more than 
sunny, and coffee and the usua! 'slim min·~' were _Passed 
around rapidly, while M rs. Pauline Fallon did a rapid sale 
in raffle tickets. Much to everyone's delight, our new O.C. 
1 s~ n's wife, Mrs. Ann Tanner, gave a marvellous display 
of beginner's luck by winning the first prize. A round of applause 
was given for Mrs. Pat Dimmock, who has served on the 
Wives' Club committee for years, and is now leaving us for 
the wilds of Hounslow. 

Mrs. Mary Raynor called for three cheers for the committee 
who had worked so hard to give us all such a marvellous 
evening, and these we•e given with great appre'.:iation. The 
evening ended immediately after t"iis wit'1 M!s. Blake's 
announcement that the buses bad arrived - at least the bus 
drivers hadn't been anywhere near that 50 litres of wine ! 

We welcome Captain (Q.M.) Peter McNaughton. as _Q.M . 
(Tech), replacing Captain (Q.M.) Joe Crocker, who 1~ off 
to see if he can wear out his bowler hat before he finishes 
his tour in M.O.D. 

2 Div HQ and Sig Regt 

B.F.P.O. 46 

c.o . ... 
Serond-in-Command 
Adiutant 
o.c. 1 
o.c. 2 
o.c. 3 
O.C.HQ. 
o.c. R.H.Q. 
R.S.M. 

Lieuten::ont-Co•onel Alan Yeoman 
Ma'o· Jo'-n Heves 
Captain Roger Morgan 
Ma'or Barry Burke 
Ma!or Hugh Roaers 
Ma'or Ronnie Sampson 
Ma' or Bernard Comer, R.C.T. 
Ma;or Tony Watson 
W.0.1 Reg Norris 

Amongst the highlights of re::ent activities was the visit by 
Ma;or-General H. E. Roper, C.S.O. B.A.O R. whc spent a day 
with the Regiment. During his visit he was very pleased to be 
able to present the L.S. and G.S. Medal to W.0.1 CF. of S.) 
Jeff Fordom at a full gathering of all tt>e W.O.s and Se~ge~nts 
in the Mess. During the afternoon the C.S.0. wa also mvJted 
to present tht: prizes to the winning team i!l the B: A.O.R. 
tug of-war in which HQ Sqn came a very creditable third. 

The W.0.s' and Sergeant ' summer ball on 1st July was a 
resounding success thoroughly enjoy~d by all. The pr~vious 
night an equally uccessful all ranks dance wa held m the 
Stadthalle in Bunde. 

The Officers' Mess ball followed a week later which wa 
also a very gay occasion with some 120 guests and ho ·ts includ
ing Ma'o:-General and Mrs. Jo~n Archer . and many o~ the 
staff from HQ 2 Div. The Ko'irma Fortnu~ht ended ~1th a 
Kohima Memorial Service followed by buffet lunches m the 
Officers', Sergeants' and Soldiers' Mes es to which all familie 
were invited. 

The opening competition of our own nine-hole golf course 
around the sports fields was held on 23rd June. Y. of S. Ernie 
Storie and W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Reg Norris have been the leading 
lights in getting all 6e sp.ade .wo~k completec_I and the en'.:ourag
ing response of 22 entries iusufies all their hard work. The 
handicap prize was won by Sergeant Higgins of the R.C.T. 
and t~e scratch prize was won by the C.0. Lieutenant-Colonel 
Alan Yeoman. Handicaps are being uitably adju red. 
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3 D iv HQ and Sig Regt 

ulfor d 

S the LSL Sir Bediwre was approaching Antwerp Locks 
THE WIRE notes representative was leaning over the 

tern with a pair of binoculars scanning t)ic banks to see if 
the local population was unbathing. Interrupting this pleasant 
occupation the Commanding Officer Lieutenant-Colonel Derek 
Briggs said " I wish to change the format of our notes; there 
must be more of a human touch." Quickly the word spread and 
contributions came from many different place and this time 
we hope that we have covered the human angle. 

Exercise • ummer ales · 
Once again the Regiment took to the roads as the convoys 

tarted the long drive to Germany. By LSL and LCT all our 
vehicles made the crossing and we drove to our first locations 
without incident. It couldn't last, at this stage the heavens 
opened. Continuous rain turned the area into a mud bath and 
the sight of the R.S.M. R. J. Judge up to his knees in mud 
with his houlder against water bowser that didn't want to 
go up hill, at last persuaded us to slither off the hill and seek 
refuge in barns. Some of the stories of the exercise are hilarious 
some not so funny. Sergeant Joe Gleisinger of 'Alpha' Troop 
will never forget how he managed to get a four-ton Bedford 
stuck across the railway lines whilst trying to do a three-point 
turn on a level crossing. Signalman Allan Dixon of ' Echo ' 
Troop will remember how the L.A.D. put a pick through his 
petrol tank as they tried to get his Land Rover off a tree 
stump. We think Captain Bill Floyd, R.C.T., will try to forget 
the sight of his upside down Land Rover which had been 
overturned by a passing European driver. 

When we asked for articles we received the following 
entitled 'A Packet Member's Memoirs.' It reads: 

" As ' Summer Sales ' is very fresh in the mind I will give 
you my immediate recollections of the exercise, not as the 
1 Sqn F. of S. (Staff Sergeant Baldie Laws) but as a packer 
member returning to Bulford. The packet departed without 
incident and it wasn't until we were halfway to the German/ 
Netherlands border that things became interesting. Instead of 
staying on the autoba'1n until Spaghetti Junction our packet 
leader W.0.1 (F. of S.) Pete Hudey thought he had already 
arrived there and the ensuing tour of Duisburg, Dusseldorf and 
Krefeld gave good sightseeing. Not to be outdone W.0.2 (Y. of 
S.) Bob Massey gave us a pleasant tour of Antwerp and sur
rounding autobahns the next day, clocking up to 36 miles on 
the 18-rnile trip to the docks. The boat trip by courtesy of the 
R.C.T. Ferries is another story, but we had a brief tour of 
Marchwood docks finding a handy cul-de-sac to practise trailet 
reversing before leaving for Bulford. I would tell you who took 
us on that tour, but confidential time approaches.'' 

Charlie's home 
Before Exercise 'Summer Sales,' Lieutenant John Cook, 

Royal Signals, dC'.:ided not to risk the rain on Dartmoor with 
the rest of the Regiment, who were at Summer Camp, but 
instead took 15 men to Scotland to rebuild a bothy for one 
bf the mountain clubs. After trying to camp in Glen Morriston, 
but being washed out of there, the team moved to a barn next 
door to a pub. Here Signalman Dennis Jevons and Lance· 
C~rpo·al Ivor Williams quickly established a working relation
ship. Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) Bill Richards tried his hand at 
fishing for his supper but after two days was heard to say that 
7ompo wasn't bad after all. Work progressed on the bothy and 
it became a matter of pride as to which shift did most work. 
S~e;ant 'T~' Buxton ~ad his group on the bothy roof at 
trudnight making sure the 1ob was completed. In the end it was 
?ec::lared repaired and we hope somebody makes good use of 
It m the future. 

Ureadband 72 

Not to be outdone by anyone else Second-Lieutenant Dave 
Lynam with a team of 13 soldiers departed for Germany to 
work with some of our N.A.T.O. allies by providing extra 
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communications for them. Some of their habits were found to 
be very strange; one Army's sole resupply seemed to be beer, 
while the members of another Army switched off everything 
as soon as it rained. Needless to say our soldiers revelled in 
showing off our own skills and Lance-Corporal ' Ginge ' CoY. 
and Corporal George Bardsley were always to the forefront. 

Sergeant Jim Conway has asked that a new event be added 
to the Athletics meeting-the two-man Onan generator lift. 

Recrui ting team 
While all the other members of the Regiment have been 

dashing around the countryside our recruiting team led by Staff 
Sergeant K en Booth has been very busy since February visiting 
anything that has the slightest recruiting potential. 

During that time they have journeyed 8,000 miles and made 
over 50 appearances. Members of the team include Signalman 
Dave (Romeo) Gent who has found his ' one and only ' love 
in Penhale, Tavistock, Bournemouth, Weymouth, Isle of Wight, 
etc.; Lance-Corporal Mick (Ringer) McDermott who is instal
ling a radio telephone in his Land Rover as the phone always 
rings for him no matter where the team is. Also in the team 
are Lance-Corporals John Ballantyne, Steve (Nosher) Bailes 
and ' Dusty ' Miller and Signalman ' Tug ' Wilson. T heir 
exploits are too numerous to mention but they are certainly 
doing a good job for the Corps. 

Summer hoekey 
Our hockey team continues to play well in the summer 

league and Sergeant Keith Purkiss has managed to put at least 
one goal in the net for each of the matches played. We still 
haven't lost a match yet, but the season has a long way to go 

Visits 
The new G .0 .C. 3rd Division, Major-General R. E. Worsley, 

0.B.E., made his initial visit to the Regiment on 29th June. H e 
was shown all aspects of our life and our methods of providing 
communications. He provided one or two anxious moment~ 
when he unexpectedly said to Corporal Stan Davis of ' Alpha ' 
Troop, " Does your vehicle start first time?" The confident 
reply of "Yes " was justified as the G .O.C. got into the 
driving seat and tried it for himself, successfully we might add. 

Not all work and 110 play 
Socially the Regiment has also been busy, even with all the 

exercises. The Wives' Club held a dinner dance evening which 
was very well attended. The W .0 .s' and Sergeants' Mess dined 
out the previous G .O.C. Major-General G. C. A. Gilbert, M.C., 
and on that occasion took the opportunity of making a presenta
tion to him of some very fine goblets and a silver tray from all 
members of the Mess. The Officers managed to find t ime to 
have a ladies' guest night. As well as all this there was a 
junior ranks' dance and a few Troop parties. June was a very 
busy month. 

Quote of the mouth 
The following sentence has been extracted from an article 

submitted by Sergeant Dave Robertson of Charlie 2 Troop, 
" Boredom isn' t in our dictionary." 

GIFTS, CLOTIDNG, ETC. 

Since the beginning of June, gifts of clothing, toys, books, 
magazines, etc., have been gratefully received from the 
following: 

Staff Sergeant and Mrs. D. G. Perry, Sergeant D. Harris, 
Captain R. N. Phillips, Mrs. E. J. Powell, Mrs. G . W. Kerridge, 
Lieutenant-Colonel J. E. D . Farr, W.0.2 (Y. of S.) M . Harrison, 
Colonel E. J. Bardell, Lieutenant-Colonel D. A. Dickson, Staff 
Sergeant and Mrs. H. Ruff, Private M. Brady, Mrs. 0. Sayer, 
A. W. Smith, Esq., Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. J. L. Akass, 
Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. G. M . Welsford, Mrs. Newson, 
Sergeant R. Jones, Brigadier and Mrs. F. J. Allen, F. Veness, 
Esq., H. Swallow, Esq., Brigadier C. E. Tonry, Lieutenant and 
Mrs. M. E. Wilson, Garrison Thrift Shop, Blandford Camp, 
Royal Signals Association, London Branch, Sergeant K. 
Patterson, Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Palmer, W.0.1 and Mrs. J. 
Maher, R. Smith, Esq. 
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"The on 

broadband HF linear 
amplilien in 

full scale pro~uction 
anphere 1n the 
world .. 

We've already said a 
mouthful. But we must 
add that they cover the 
1.5 to 30 MHz range and 
can beusedwithanyman
packtoforma 1 OOWman
portable or vehicle station. 

All solid state, they operate 
direct from their own batteries 
or from 24V vehicle supplies, 
without a converter. 

After all this we still haven't 
mentioned that there are no tun
ing or loading controls to adjust. 
And as they are fully protected 

against ex
cessive drive and 

cannot be damaged by 
mis-matches such as broken 

or short-circuited aerials, they are 
virtually fault-proof. 

One more word (or maybe two 
if you can bear with us). These 
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Red1ton 1 e1ecummumcattuns 

Limite~d 
Broomhill Road 
London S.W.18. 
Telephone: 01-874 7281 ,.,. 
A Membtr Company of the Redllfuslon Org1nl1allon 
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Another great weekend - over 700 Ass c' n Members attend 1972 Catteritk Reunion 

Photos: Courtesy J. K. Hendren , Market Place, Richmond, Yorks 

Despite many difficulties due to rebuilding and security restrictions the Training Brigade organisd another excellent reunion weekend on 24/25 June to which the above photographs amply testify 

1-4 Cheerful scenes in the W.O.'s and Sergeants Messes. 5 Lady members well represented. 6 The Chairman, Brigadier W. C. Tucker in expansive mood with stalwarts Vic lent and Vic Goodman. 7 Chelsea Pensioners Sinclair and Dixon enjoy themselves. 8-10 Scenes 

from the march past after Church. 11-12 A crolld, estimated at 3,000, watched the Sunday displays. 
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.:.r: ' < ..... . ~' .. ~ •!::- • ' .. 1 

3 SQUADRON REGIMENTAL ATHLETICS TEAM WINNERS 1972 
Bock row, left to right:W.0.2 Meachin, Signalman Niland, Lance-Corporal Allen, Lance-Corporal Bennett, Lance-Corporal Longland, Signalman 

Curtis, Signalman Shaw, Signalman Corr 
Front row, left to right : Lance-Corporal Williams, Corporal Balding, Signalman Bettson, Signalman Lawson, Major Le Dan, Sergeant Degel, 

W.0.1 McKay, Signalman Crosthwaite, Signalman Grandison, Corporal Lee, Corporal O'Neill 

7 Sig Regt B.F.P.O. 15 

Exercise • Summer Sales ' 

E XERCISE 'Summer Sales,' 1972, began on a cold, damp, 
wintry morning. Veterans of last year's ' Summer Sales ' 

had for some time previously been consoling themselves with 
the thought that whatever other adversities were to befall 
them on this year's exercise, the weather at least would be 
better than that in 1971. This was a forlorn hope. Heavy rain 
and mist made for ' challenging' conditions rather unpleasant, 
especially for those in the Comm hd Sqns, who directly 
support Corps H.Q.s in the field. 

The two Comcen Sqns were severely tested technically and 
the Comm hd Sqns with their frequent moves had in 
addition to combat some extremely muddy terrain. Help was 
provided by 65 Corps sp Sqn, RE., in preparing Corps 
H.Q.s' locations. This same Sapper Sqn also assisted Comcen 
Bravo in improving their exit tracks which had become a sea 
of mud. Amidst all this mud and rain, the linemen at the 
Comm hd had ' one of the toughest exercises ever,' how
ever, under the leadership of Sergeant Salter (3 Sqn) and 
Sergeant Oxford (5 Sqn) they overcame all difficulties, with . 
their customary efficiency, good humour and polite language. 

During the exercise our Commanding Officer, Lieutenant
Coionel R. A. King, was nucleared for the second successive 
year and with him the whole of Main Corps H.Q.s was 
notionally destroyed. Happily, thanks to the miracles of modern 
medicine (and the Exercise Pink), they were all resuscitated 
after a few hours. On the same day the Corps H.Q.s' crash
out procedures were practised. When communications were 
being re-established by 5 Sqn from the crash-out location 
all interest was centred on the C 70 radio relay detachment 
commanded by Corporal Copp. At one stage he had the fol
lowing members of the Corps H.Q.s in his vehicle and assist
ing him in the line up drill: 

The Corps Commander, Lieutenant-General Sir Rowland 
Gibbs, K.C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O., M.C.; The Chief of Staff, 
Brigadier W. D. Mangham; C.C.R. Signals, Brigadier W. T. 
Macfarlane; The Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel 
R. A. King, Royal Signals; 0.C. 5 Sqn, Major J. G. Billingham, 
R. Signals. 

The Corps Commander commented ' This is getting quite 
exciting.' For Corporal Copp, this was the understatement 
of the year and, for the record, this must surely be the 
highest powered C 70 crew of all time. 
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One equipment more than proved its worth on the exercise. 
Over the 10 day period TARIF (Telegraph Automatic Routing 
In The Field) handled some 30,000 messages. The real benefit 
of this equipment was underlined in one 40 minute period 
when 180 flash messages were handled. Trafficators will 
appreciate what this would have entailed had a T.R.V. been 
in use at the time. 

REGDIENTAL REVUE 
omeers' :J-less 

The summer ball was held during the month, the theme 
being Tutankhamun, complete with camels and donkeys, 
provided by the Tier Park (zoo) which is next door to Marcs
field Barracks. Among the guests at this function were Brigadier 
and Mrs. W. T. Macfarlane (our C.C.R. Signals and his wife) 
and Colonel and Mrs. R. H. Maxfield. Colonel Maxfield cur
rently holds the appointment of Chief (Col) C. and E. I.M.S., 
N.A.T.O. The evening proved to be a great success. 

The Page Trophy 

Two more parts of the Page Trophy inter-squadron com
petition were held during the month. At the Regimental ath
letics meeting, 3 Sqn were the victors, winning eight of the 
events at the meeting thus proving that the efforts of Sergeant 
Sam Degei, their team coach, were well directed. The winning 
team is shown in the photograph above. 

The runners-up at the meeting were 2 Sqn. Concurrent 
with the athletics meeting the inter-squadron tug-of-war 
championship was held, the winners being 1 Sqn. 

The inter-squadron orienteering meeting took place at 
Lemgo, and the winners over this strange course were the 
1 Squadron team led by Second-Lieutenant Watchus, who got 
four out of the first ten men home. 2 Sqn were also runners-up 
in this competition. 

Free-fall paruchuti11g 

Interest in free-fall parachuting has been increasing in the 
Regiment. Several more soldiers have attended courses at 
Bad Lippspringe so that there is now a strong nucleus of 
' jumpers ' from which the Regimental parashot team will be 
selected. Lieutenant Mansfield who is in charge of the team 
is currently attending a refresher course on free-falling. The 
whole team is ambitious and aims to emulate our success of 
1970 when we gained first place. Although we will be fielding 
a lot of new faces in the team, some continuity is provided 
by Signalman ' Scouse • Harris of 5 Sqn who took part last 
year when the Regiment came second. 
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TREMENDOUS ACHIEVEMENT FOR CANCER RESEARCH 
W .0 .2 Howker presenting the Manager of the Commer~ Bank 
Herford with a cheque for £344. He has now collected approximately 

£1,200 for this cause 

Sergeants' Mess . 
At a convivial gathering in the Sergeants' Mess on Fnday, 

9th June the Commanding Officer presented W.0.2 (F. of S.) 
Meachin ' with his Long Service an~ Good Conduc.t Medal. 
During his service Foreman Meachin, has served m places 
as fa r afield as Boddington and Bangkok. Fo~ th.e past .fc;mr 
ears he has been in charge of the closed orcwt telev1s~on 

;ystem for the Corps H.Q.s. In Au.gust,_he leaves us on P?St1{:l 
to 603 Sig Tp, in Cyprus. We wish him every success m s 

new unit. · h ) h d tcd W.0.2 Jack Bowker (6 Sqn's rrug ty a~om a~ . evo 
much of his spare time over the past year 1-? organ1smg. fund 
raising activities for Cancer Research. The ~am money spmn~rs 
have been Sunday evening Tombola sess~on~ and a .v.ers1on 
of the popular quiz game 'Take Your . Pick. In addition to 
collecting approximately £1,200 for this caus~ ~e has also 
paid out about 85,00 mark~ in prize money. This 1s a tremen
dous achievement on which we offer S.S.M. Bowker our 
heartiest congratulations. 

iW' Troop of 8th Signal Regiment as seen 
through the eyes of a new an-ival 

T HE most striking thing that comes to mind on arrival in 
' M ' Troop is the manpower ~istrib~tion board 0!1 the 

wall of the Troop Office. This board 1s so d~splayed th~t bf the 
few minutes that you are customarily reqwred to wait e ore 
someone realises that they have never seen you b.efore, .you 
can do very little else except look at it. Ap31rt fro!Il its obvious 
use it is put there as a morale boo~ter; lookmg a.t ~t Yf ili0f d~~ 
If you are in the right place or if by some tnc . o The ig t 
you have ended up at the Squadron Office agam. e i:ex 
thought that you get is that by some fluke the ar~J s~s r:a!~f~ 
that for all your previous hard work you are enn e o -
earned rest, hence the size of the Troop. 

••• the great em1tfre of the Troo1• . 
After being welcomed to the Troop by the O.C. Ma1or 

(T.O.T.) Vic lmpey, and the Foremai;i W.0.1 (F. of S.) .Ton~ 
Bateman ou are permitted to pass mto the great empJie 0 

the Trooi consisting of the Radio .workshops. runRbyd~eiei:t 
D L" htfoot and his steam radio mechamcs; a 10 c Y 
w~:ksh~~s with Sergeant John Fiel~ and his Relay d m~!1; Tele
gra h workshops under Sergeant J11n Lennon an is merry 
baiid who are certain that simula~o;s were ddv~peg sdl.elbf~ 
send Terminal Equipment tech01c1ans roun e Hein ' d 

Wh. Hill under Sergeant Ian o mes an workshops op on . mny Th. b ing the only workshop 
his hammer and chisel men. is . e th h 
having the light of day coming in honzontally, all ?f T~ otfi~~ 
being buried in the confines of the glass mountain. e 
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RETIREMENT 
Mr. Frank Lea being presented with a clock, a gift from his colleagues 
to mark his retirement, by Major C. V. lmpey, O.C. 'M' Troop, 

T.T.S. 8th Signal Regiment 
Mr. Lea was employed in 'M' Troop from April 1.967, ~a signw~iter. 
Previously he was employed at the School of Signals in Catterick 

Camp as a signwriter from 1956 to 1967 

military staffed workshop is the test equipment section ~t 
present installed at one end of the Radio Relay w<?rkshops; 1t 
is presided over by Sergeant 'Nobby' ~Larke an.d his wreckers. 
This is but half of the Troop, the remainder bemg made up o 
Visual Aids under Captain (T.O.T.) M. A. Johnson and bsta: 
Ser eant (F. of S.) C. Payne who do .so much of ~e .. ac -
roo~ work for the school as well as havll?g tl_le resP?~s1bil~ of 
the drawing office, cinema and C;losed, CJICWt telev1S1on-, en 
we have the back-up services, pamters shop, carpenters sh~, 
metal engineering shop and the battei:;- shop all under e 
watchful eye of Sergeant Nick Staden. Fmally, but by n~ mea~s 
least we have the F.A. T.S .O., most ably looked. ter Y 
Serg~ant 'Andy' Andrew, our R.A.O.C. reprcsentaave. 

I.earning the idiosyncrases of ihe Forward ~)-stc-n1 
The second day you are allowed to settle into the 1ob that 

you have been designated and realise it was no flukeh and bthat 
you are not having a well-earned rest. Fo.r those ~ho .ave een 

fr a workshops for some penod of time It me~ 

fC::~ing 
0
:.e idiosyncrasies <?f the. Forwar~stehl f~:C e':h~~~ 

the Troop has been supplied with a S , ~ s .;, th 
11 stand for System Analysis Machine but for M.r. am o we 

who will throw job sheets back at yo~ at a high rate of knots 
until you understand what you are domg. . 'k a 

When ou have a look round somethmg stn es you 
wrong· atl those names on the manpower board seem to work 
some~here else or keep. d~dging around o ~a~hwhT~~~~ Ya~~ 
are they are not, but 1okmg apart, man)'. o ~ . 

hi the end of their service and 1ust wamng to start 
~!f !~llltat~;n courses, ~nd a few cannot wait any longer and 
are doing it the expensive way. 

Extrauiural activiHes are ' 'aried and nnmerou, 
The extramural activities of the Troop members a';f man~ 

and varied as a whole they play port on a Wedne ay an 
mans es t~ produce a team for the in-season P?fiS; also there 
are a greasonable number of Squadror° ~~ RR~~~~~~al PQ~i; 
men They have entered a team or e . 

1 
b f 

which did very well, getting through to the em1-fina ~ ?re 
bein knocked out by the W.R.A.C. entry .. For any?ne amvmg 
with g an interest in model railways there 1 ahn ~c~e. 1:-em~c:! in this field in Sergeant ' Spanner ' Keep w . o 1 u1 mg 1 
latest layout in a room allocated by the Rhegunent. t~!so ~~~~ 

e Troo dinner dance every two or t rec mon o 
~~ce in ap while everyone can meet in an informal atmosphere. 
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11 Sig Regt Catterick Camp 
Pass- ff p aradt"s 

( OLONEL P. H. F. Webb, M.B.E. of the ignal D irectorate 
in the Mini Lry of Defence took the salute at the pas -

off parade of 2 Tp on 2nd June. The Be t Recruit of his intake 
was Signalman J. Topping, 
who h ' started his training 
as a combat ignalman 
specialising in Regimental 
police dutie . The Signal 
Officer-in-Chief took the 
salute at the pa s-off parade 
of 4 Tp on 16th June. The 
Best Re ruit of his intake 
was Signalman J. M aycock, 
who i going on to train 
as a telecommunications 
me:.hanic in 8 Sig R egt. The 
last pass-off parade of the 
month was inspected by 
Colonel K. R. Gill , T .D ., 
who is Deputy Commander, 
2 ig Gp. 5 Tp were on 
parade and the Best R ecruit 
wa Si~alman H. S. 

Sign•lman Toppin&, Bett Recruit 2 Tp. George. He will be starting 
. . hi trade training a a com-

bat radioman after a penod of adventurou activity in the 
Lake D istrict and in the Scottish Highland . 

CattPrick open day 

Th!s year <?n account of security the di play · were staged 
on (\1sne playmg field s and not within the barracks as normal. 
U?1ts were a k~d to provide side shows with a military fl avour 
this was provided by Potential Officer Troop who staged 
a 'grenade through the pill box' stall. Their account follows : 

" Armed with .a 4!-,ton con::ret~ pill-box, kindly loaned by 
the R.A.F. Regm:iem s Re~t-a~pill-box s.ervice, 24 dummy 
grenades, and a lll:1splaced faith ill . our ' children handling ' we 
prepared for war ill full combat kit and webbing. By the end 
of the day every one of us was wishing for a ' pig' to hide in! 
The obje::~ was for th~ ' children '. to throw ' grenades ' through 
the gun bts of the pill box to Will a prize. The stall was duly 
opened by the G.O.C. ortbumbrian D istrict whose first two 
grenades fell short; the third, rather enthusiastically t hrown 
narr.o~ly missed the . AAFI Wagon and scattered a party of 
Fusiliers who thought 1t was ' live.' 

"From ~e word go the. stall. was overrun by kids, with 
grenades flying fast and furious m all directions pursued hot 
foot by rapidly. aging troop members. At the er:d of the day 
we were left _ with a few hundred satisfied children, three old 
and . rather tired. troop members and a fair bit of cash. An 
o!Iiaal ~Offi!Dumque from the R A.F. Regiment later stated 
tha~ therr pill-box bad been returned undamaged but that they 
believed !hat s~ven of our grenades were missing. So if any
one ~ead1ng this find s one please return it c/o P .O. Troop 
11 Sig Regt." ' 

W.0.2 (R.Q.M.S.~ L. ~- Didlick and his gallant team of 
Ju~okas put on a Judo .display amongst appalling conditions 
which almost developed illto mud wrestling due to rain-soaked 
arena. The drizzle persisted throughout the show which 
caused the cancellation of the Red Devil's Free Fall display 
because of low cloud. However, the conditions did not deter 
the Bll!e Eagles Helicopte.r display team who set the crowd in 
an excited mood for a display by the White Helmets Motor 
Cycle Team. Other displays were scaged by the Infantry with 
sur pon from the Armoured Corps. Not to be forgotten, the 
C:orps' Band gallantly strode through the mud to put on a 
d1splay of formation marching. 

FrPedorn of IUchmond 1•arade 

The Royal Corps of Signals exercised its right to march 
through th<: Borough of Richmond with bayonets fixed and 
drums beating on ~5th June. It was a foreboding grey and 
murky day but a miracle o:curred as Lieutenant-Colonel F. C. 
Lockwood,. 0.B.E., who was commanding the parade stepped 
off-:-the ra1;0 stopped and the sun shone. This incident crowned 
an rrnpress1ve parade as the Salute was taken by the Mayor of 
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Rich~ond, Councillor Mrs. K. ~·. Carr, flanked by the 
S.0.-m-C. and the Commander T ra=g Brigade. The recruits 
that took part were from 5 and 6 Troops commanded by 
Lieutenant R. J. Lloyd-Jones and Lieutenant C. P. Donaghy. 

After ~e parade the ~orps' Ba!ld played the Ceremony of 
Retreat w1thm the magnificent settmg of Richmond Castle. 

\ "as i t of S.0.-in-C. 

On Friday, 16th June the S.0 .-in-C. was shown round the 
T rade Training chool at 8 Sig Regt before arriving at Helles 
Barracks to take the pass-off parade. With customary efficiency 
the Adjutant's Office had remembered to ' book ' the weather' 
and the sun wa shining as the S.0.-in-C. inspected No. 4 
Troop, under command of Lieutenant Tim M ountford with 
~erge3!1ts Hails never very far away in the background. Follow
mg . th1 , he ,addressed th~ .recruits and their parents in the 
Juruor Rank Club, and JOmed them for a drink afterwards 
when he talked to most of those present. After a tour of th~ 
cookhouse where he saw the superb meal which is always laid 
on for a pass-off lunch, he travelled up to the newest part of 
the Regiment, Junior Signalman Squadron. He met some of the 
younger oldiers in the Squadron and had a Jong chat with 
the O.C. M ajor John Roberts, and other members of the Cadre. 

The S.0.-m-C. then moved on to the main entrance to the 
Barrack where be p lanted a tree to commemorate the visit · 
in years to come a Weeping Pear Tree (reputed growth rate ~ 
10 per cent annually) will grace the entrance to Helles 
Barr~cks. M r. King, th~ head gardener, was there to give a 
helpmg hand, and Ma;or John Alexander and Lieutenant
Colonel (retd.) Reg Atkinson were there to keep an eye on him. 

TREE PLANTING AT HELLES BARRACKS 
The S.0.-in-C. plants a weeping pear tree at the entrance to Helles 
Barracks . In the picture Lieutenant-Colonel (retired) R. W. 
Atkinson , O .B.E., Mr. King, head gardener, Major H. A. J. Alexander 

M.B.E. 

Uic·hmond old 1•eo1•fo•s outing 
As an expression of appreciation for the generous hospitality 

that has been extended to the Regiment over many years by 
the B?rough of Richmo~d it was decided to finance and help 
orgaruse the annual outillg of the Richmond 65 Association. 
The Mayor of Richmond, Councillor Mrs. K. M. Carr, grate
fully accepted and on 4th July the Regiment were hosts to 
near!y 400 over 65s. On a slightly overcast and doubtful
lookillg day, W.0.2 (S.S.M.) Pete Gray and his team of eight 
escorts met the old people at Richmond Market Place and 
h~lped them aboard n ine coaches setting off for Scarborough 
via a. stop for coffee at York. On arrival at a bright and sunny 
Burmston Barracks, Scarborough, they were met by Major and 
Mrs. Cedric Mercer, on behalf of the Regiment, and the Mayor 
of Scarborough, and escorted to the Gymnasium which had 
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been transformed into a vast din ing room by Lieutenant Alan 
Kennedy's C.T. Troop , normally resident at Scarborough. 
Staff Sergeant Ted Holman, A.C.C., and his cooks produced 
an excellent lunch after which speeches of welcom were made 
by Major Mercer and the M ayor of Scarborough. The coaches 
then took the senior citizens to tl).e North Shore P romenade 
whilst W.0.2 Brian Howie and Corporal Sam Dool organised 
a rapid clear up and resetting for a hot evening meal 
to be served at five o'clo:k. This came all too soon but exactly 
at five the soup was being served and the old people tucked 
into a three-course meal. 

After it was all over the Mayor of R ichmond, who had 
travelled with the old people, warmly thanked the Regiment 
on behalf of the Borough and many of the pensioners added 
their t ributes both publicly and privately to the young soldiers 
who had served and looked after them. 

The journey back was via Guisborough and by 21.30 hours 
W.0 .2 Gray was able to report to Major Pat -:t;homas, the 
outing organiser, " That 397 old people from Richmond all 
present, accounted for and safely delivered back to their 
homes, sir." 

SPORT 
Soct•er 

The Regiment has won the Minor Units Football League. 
The one vital point required to win was gained when we 
played 24 O.F.P. at Barnard Castle in the final game of the 
season. The team excelled themselves and produced their be~t 
form this season by winning eight goals against two from thei r 
opponents. 

Swimmi11g 
T he R egiment held its Annual Swimming Gala in the fir t 

week in June. Although the weather was not very good the 
water was quite warm and the competitors felt they were 
better off than the spectators. . 

A combined team from HQ Sqn and 1 Wmg won the 
overall competition by a close m argin from 1 Sqn. The Junior 
Signalman Squadron was represented by individual entries who 
swam very well. 

The water polo was won by 1 Sqn after a fairly interesting 
game, although the referee tried to save dying the pool with 
blood! 

From this competition we entered the Northern Command 
Swimming and the Regiment is now going into the Army 
Minor Units Swimming Championship. 

13 Sig Regt, B.F.P.O. 40 

lle gimental weekend 

A FTER weeks of planning, heartburn and salesman~hip the 
arrival of the luxury coach was eagerly awSJted on 

Friday, 26th May. The inevitable telegram ,arrived first to s.ay 
'party delayed, will be on the next ferry. Fortunately, with 
no additional delay a tired but expectant group of mums, 
dads fiancees and friends were greeted, fed and early to bed. 

In' the meantime, O.C. H.Q., was fighting a losing battle, 
with fierce winds and very heavy rain, to get the tentage up. 
Darkness fell with total victory going to the elements. 

Saturday morning dawned with no abatement of the weather. 
A phone call to the Met boys pro?uced an u~printable answer 
which was basically a sympathetic but concise Anglo Sa~on 
equivalent to ' very wet and very windy.' Wet weather rout10e 
it was! 

Whilst a rapid transformation was in hand, our guests left 
for a shopping trip in the old border fortress town of Roermond. 

After lunch an excellent display of ' M eet the Modern 
Soldier ' opened the afternoon's entertaiDJ;nent. Families w.ere 
invited to inspect and handle modern equ1pments and to view 
the modern N.B.C. environment. 

A compact but very pirited indoo~ fairgroun<;I allowed . for 
the dissipation of frustration in hurling soft ob)ects at pil~d 
tins cans. The trade in coconuts goldfish, cakes and white 
elephants was brisk. . . . , , , 

Regrettably, the rain killed a spmted . It s a Knockout , 
competition arranged for the early evenm~. Our ~ympat~) 
went out to 1 Sqn who had spent so much time and mgenu1ty 
in planning the competition. 

For the late evenmg, the continuing rain could not dampen 
the spirits during the Regimental dance where 300 happy 
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stompers packed a brightly decorated gymna ium (thank ·ou 
2 Sqn) and danced the 01ght away. 

Sunday morning and a late rising for most prior to the 
church service. The hardier souls, however, set off on another 
luxury coach tour, to Amsterdam, dreaming no doubt of tulip 
and gentle relaxation on the canal tour. After lunch the cricket 
green atmosphere for the Officers, Warrant Officers and eniors 
versus the rest. Inevitably the match ended in a draw although 
the tactics of the rests' bowlers must be noted as somewhat 
super;ior. Their batsmen did not do badly eithi:r! . 

Monday - no rain - and the finals of the SIX-a-side ho:key, 
reported last month, and the preliminary events of the Regi
mental Athletics meeting followed by the finals in the a '.ternoon. 
A very spirited competition this with prizes for all from five 
to 55. Many Regimental records were broken. The Commanding 
Officer won the old soldiers race. All claims of nobbling, 
nudging and bumping were overruled. The youngest old 
soldier on the starting grid? The R.S.M. 

1 Sqn ' A' team carried off the trophy closely followed by 
H.Q. Sqn, 1 Sqn 'B ' and 2 Sqn. 

Early supper and our guests were off home. Although the 
weather had not been friendly, the weekend was a great 
success. 

To Major Tom (volunteer) Swan, thank you. 

S w im m ing and wate r polo 
For the Rhine Area swimming competmon, we met our 

rivals of last year, 16 Sig R egt. This year the shield went 
to them, by only one point. Throughout the af.ternoon bo~ 
teams were virtually level and the result was still open until 
the very last event. Unfortunately, we were n<;it able to pull 
it off we so wish 16 Sig Regt all the best at Berlin. 

Fortunately for the swimmers we won ~he . Rhine Area wa~i::r 
polo competition so they will not be d1ppmg out of a v1s1t 
to Berlin this year. In the water polo, the team played extremely 
well and in the final game we beat 40 Army Sp Regt, R.E., 
13-5, after a very hard match. The team hopes to be able 
to account itself creditably in Berlin on 11th July. 

Our W.R.A.C. refused to be outdone in the pool. 
Private Anne Wallace gained second place in the SOm breast 

stroke. 
P. ivate Yvonne Samuel won the SOm back stroke. 
Then joined by Corporal Pauline Abbot and Priv:ite Theresa 

McGuigan they fought well but were unplaced m the SOm 
relay. 

llhine Area Athletics 
With very few stars to call upon this year our athletics team 

is in no way disheartened. On a gh~stly day t.hey 9cparted 
to do battle in the Rhine Area Athletics Championships. The 
weather was better suited for a trans-Antarctic expedition. All 
played their part nobly but fifth out of seven teams. was tfie 
final placing. Had we not been very narrowly beate~ ~to thrrd 
position in the S,OOOm and 120m hurdles the posmon could 
have changed. 

During the field events, cold and wet finger~ pr<?duced some 
amazing angled shots and bodies. Baton handlillg m the relays 
was a task demanding firm concentration. 

Now we train on for the Morrison Cup athletic on 11th-12th 
July. 

SPrg •ants' ~less 
June brought a little midsummer madne to the Mes . The 

entertainments committee sparked and laid on a party for 
the occasion. Members leapt at the opportunity to dre s up 
in weird and out-of-the-way costumes and an excellent even
ing was had by all with full honours going to W .0.2 Sam 
(Fairy) Law, and he will never forgive the person who borowed 
his wand. . · h · 

The ' Birgelen Palais ' ha been in full swmg .wit music 
provided by Sgt. Doug (Disco) Boxall. The commmee led by 
Staff Sergeant Allan Tomlinson transformed the Ante Room 
to the extent that it would never be the ame, but luck was 
on their side and all i normal. 

Brigadier Gow presented the Long Service and Good Con
duct Medal to Staff Sergeant John Wesley at a ceremony held 
on the Me s forecourt and which was attended by member:. 
of his Troop, the Me s. an~ his family: After the ceremony 
his medal was duly bapused ill the tradmonal manner. 

We were hosts for two days to W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Harry Me~k
ings, but unfortunately we did not ee a great deal of him 
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due to hi living up to the name of the ' Phantom Golfer.' 
Nevertheles , it wa a greac pleasure having him. 

At la t we have had a wedding; it was not held in the Mess 
but we offer all the best co Sta1f Sergeant Dave Gilchrist and 
his wife Valerie. Welcome to the Regiment! 

Congratulation also go co Sergeant . '.lick Collins, who e 
wife gave birth co a bouncing baby boy. 

We bade a sad farewell to W.0.1 Tom Remfrey and his 
wife Wendy, who will be truly missed by all at 13. 

We al o aid cheerio to W.0 .2 Joe Kavanagh, our chef, who 
ha gone to near neighbours 28 Sig Regt, Sta1f Sergeant John 
Hazard, to the School on promotion and Sergeant Len Hans
ford, our R.E.M.E. rep., and Somm. The B.F.G. Te ts will 
never be the same. 

14 Sig Regt Worcester 

o,·t•rseas detaeh1ue 11ts 

A S usual ther.~ have been consid~rabl~ co_mings and goings 
in the Regunent as the followmg list illustrates: 

' A ' Troop are now definitely all back from Sharjah, includ
ing the Troop Commander Lieutenant Graham Thomas, who 
finally made it two weeks overdue. One D13 detachment of 
'A' Troop under F . of S. Hoe is now roughing it in Cyprus on 
exercise. 

' B ' Troop, under Captain John Hayes, managed to extricate 
themselves successfully from Kenya. One D13 detachment of 
this troop, Sta1I Sergeant (F. of S.) Hodgson, is now in 
Southern France providing rear link communications back to 
U.K. for HQ 7 Arty Bde. 

'D' Troop, under Lieutenant Dick Gardner, is getting wee 
in an obscure part of the world and again providing long haul 
HF radio communications back to U.K. 

'E' Troop have just returned from an exercise in the 
Ascension Islands. 

'S' and ' T ' Troops (Captains Roger Barry and James 
Sweetman) spend a good deal of their time commuting across 
the Irish Sea. 

\\·.o.s' and Sergeants' l'tless swnmer ball 

Despite all this the W.0.s' and Sergeants' Mess just managed 
to squeeze in a splendid summer ball. Ac one stage the only 
people available were the C.O., Adjutant, R.S.M. and 
O.R.Q.M.S. and some of HQ Sqn! Though we would have 
enjoyed it, thanks to Sergeant Pete Baston, the buffet would 
have sunk us. However, we finally managed it and our thanks 
to W.0.2 Charlie Homewood and his men for an excellent 
evening. 

Arrivals and dPpartnres 

We say "Goodbye, thank you for your efforts while here 
and good luck in the future " to: 

Captain C. R. M. Noonan, Captain S. H. D. Golding, W.0.1 
(now Lieutenant) J. H. Lawrence, Sta1I Sergeant R. H. Cobb, 
Sergeant J. Hughes, Sergeant P. J. Slavin, Corporal N. V. 
Sobey, Corporal R. Legge, Corporal Carty, R.P.C., Corporal 
D. M. Tankard, Corporal C. Myers, Corporal R. A. Parker, 
Corporal E. R. Millard, Lance-Corporal Hill, R.P.C., Lance
Corporal Guess, R.P.C., Private Davies, R.P.C. 

We say "Hello and welcome" to: 

W.0.2 A Golledge, Sergeant P. V. Weatherall, Sergeant C. 
J. Moomey, Sergeant T. H. H. Hunter, R.P.C., Corporal L. 
Lant, Corporal D. A. Roberts, Lance-Corporal Burden, R.P.C., 
Signalman D. Toyle, Private Hynes. 

Greetings to very new arrivals: To Sergeant and Mrs. 
Osborne-daughter Karen Elizabeth; to Signalman and Mrs. 
Croy-son Robert Scott; to Private and Mes. Roberts--son 
Adam Peter; to Lance-Corporal and Mrs. Gibson-son Calum Wain. 
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OVERSEAS 
OPPORTUNITIES 

We are a rapidly expanding firm of Life 
Assurance and Investment Brokers currently 
operating in BAOR, Hong Kong, Cyprus, 
Australia and the U.K. We require indust
rious men of initiative who seek challenging 
and interesting employment. We offer com
prehensive training, high financial rewards 
and good career prospects. Write to:-

The Executive Manager, 

David Harris and Associates, 

Carbon Chambers, 

78 Hallgate, 

DONCASTER, 

Yorkshire. 

16 Sig Regt B.F.P.O. 35 

H Q Sqn feature - for once in their lives - in this issue; 
they won the inter-squadron swimming and water polo 

at the recent gala, winning eight out of the nine swimming 
events. They resoundingly won the water polo though we are 
unable to quote the result, a. to avoid further embarrassment 
to 1, 2 and 3 Sqns, and b. our enthusiastic announcer and 
scorer, Captain Kathy Howard W.R.A.C., lost count! 

The Regimental swimming team then took part in the 
Rhine Area Championships and wonder of wonders actually 
won narrowly beating 13 Sig Regt. We now go forward to the 
B.A.O.R. finals to be held in Berlin in mid-July. 

Corporal Gary Mason of I Sqn has become an extremely 
'satisfied soldier' judging from the wealth of paper work 
he's pushed out on the subject of his two week attachment 
to the A.C.I.O., Acton. But he seemed to enjoy his recruiting 
stint and his good looks may get us some extra W.R.A.C. 
recruits if no one else. Private Olive Freeman, W.R.A.C., has 
also been doing her bit for recruiting in a local girl story for 
a Gatehead newspaper. 

2 Sqn 
o.c . .. . 
2 i/c .. . 
O.C. Alpha Troop 
O.C. Romeo Troop 
0.C. Kilo Troop .. . 
S.S.M. 

Major Conrad Garton 
Captain Tony Hervey 
Lieutenant Peter Myatt 
Lieutenant John Doody 
Second-Lieutenant Tudor Pope 
W.0.2 (S.S.M.) Bob Arnold 

The year so far has proved to be one of many exercises 
with the Squadron involved in no less than 10. Our main 
events were Exercise ' Sword Edge,' ' Southern Star ' and 
Exercise 'Flying Falcon.' 
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l~th SIGNAL REGIMENT SWIMMING/WATER. P~L~:!~~IONSHIPS 
WINNERS OF THE RHINE AR.EA MAJOR. UNIT SIWWIMM~NSignalman Baines, Lance.Corporal White, Corporal 

I W bb s· nalman Churchward , Corpora 00 • 
Standing (left to right) : Lance-Corpora e ' tg E L C rporal Sweet Lance-Corporal Cradden 

Green, Signalman ~ans, ~~-I ~ebb Second-Lieutenant Pope, Corporal Dodds 
Sitting (left to right) : Corporal lsherwoodN, Sergeantt L~enugt,enan. t Colonel Holifield, Sergeant Harfield 

ot presen : 1 -

Exercise ' Sword Edge ' which took plac~ in ~elgium P[ove~ 
to be a winner as far as some ?f our radio re ~y c~~en~~ 
out. They were a~commodat~d m a g~ ¥>~~~emw~o remaine~ 
for eight days dunng the SpJmgh~ar1:ti~ jubilant lads returned 

~i~a:;:~ir "::f :s ~f1lre!~:!~ and u:ilimited talent in the friendly 

coastal town. b k th Regiment held ics athletic meeting 
After the Easter rea e . · l urs and actually 

and true to form we came off .with ~ymgMcoCo till thinks 
Th . 0 C Maior Mike c ann, s 

beat 1 Sqdn. tillerr . c''an't expect much from a squadron we cheate - s one 
that lives like moles. 

.\rrivals 
We welcome to the Squadron Second-Lieutenant Tudor 

p R al Signals who has been transferred fr?m 3 Sqn. The 

fe~~~s :~t ~~en ddi~~os,~ip~~t, Tr~~0th~~~1~~s~e~~~~=~ 
Nixobn asR1umomo~ has it that he is a good hockey player, but num ers. · k t 
nobody has seen him pick up a sac · ye · 

We needed a new Officer about the place. as Lieuten'.'Dt 
Peter Myatt, has now su~c.eeded, we tb~k, ~hi'soluvr::r::nn: 
for every adventure tralDlDg course gomg -
' detached ' subaltern? 

22 Sig Regt B.F.P.0. 107 

• Command has passed ' . . 

THIS expression- a daily feature in dou~ ~~t:~~e i'.J:!~::~ 
a little closer to home at tbe en d moved to the School 

Colonel D. W . . w. ~ooper ~as left us Jte thoroughly Bruinised 
of Signals. During his ~ourh1? co~Mary all the be t for the 
the Regiment. We wish rm an 

future. d L. t nant-Colonel I. C. Spear 
Command has n<?W passe to to 1~ee Regiment. We hope that 

and we welcome hi~ ~~ ~ t shaped• (Nautical note : Sail
for them happiness is ,e.grmthe.n - , with· the new hand on the 
ing continues to be the m- mg 
tiller-literally). 

Inter-Squadron Athletics . 
k. d and fine weather prevailed for our 

The gods were m Runnin true to form 4 
Inter-Squadron Sports afternoon. gM · w o 2 Tony 

l d b th · Sergeant- aior · · Sqn carried the .day, ead Y eTll' ophy was awarded jointly to Pfeiffer. The Victor Lu orum r 
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' Geo die ' Longsta1f and Signalman Mick 
Lance-Corft"al Re im:nt now look forwa~d to ~e Division~! 
DodugMhty.. eCupgmeetings confident on unprovmg la t year an ornson 

1 performances-watch out 21 Regt. 

Exercise ' Jog Trot ' 
. fir . 'Bruin' was extended to the R.C.Z .. It 
For the st ~e 'th considerable challenge which 

presented the Regdfuentw"hltst ~e Radio Relaymen and Tech
proved most re"".ar g., . this task the I and 3 Sqn 
nicians were do~g their thing on · thclr skills at J.H.Q. 
Data Telegraphists ~ere d:~~~lfu not be pursued here 
RheindahlCI?. What thete s rytlung they did they did well! To but suffice 1t to say a eve . 
them Lippstadt is an R. and R. stat.Ion. 

llits and pieces 
ti · d d ran the C.S.0. B.A.0.R. 2 Sqn recen. ¥ organise an 

shooting compettt.1on. 
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Our chool Familie ' A -ociation continues to thrive under 
the Chairman hip of our Second-in-Command M ajor Keith 
Olds (a ort of glorified chool governor!). 

1 qn have completed a week on .A.S. itc guard duties; 
what a way to spend the Whitsun brea ·! 

Comcen Sierra (2 Sqn) wa struck by lightning <luring a 
recent exerci e. Fortunately nobody was hurt and everything, 
even including W.0.2 Trevor Mullord's injured pride was 
quickly restored. 

Second-Lieutenant Rick Hewitt and his drill platoon under 
Staff Sergeant Brian Fisher have recently taken part in a multi
nation parade at Luden heid. 

If you feel like sailing round Denmark, canoeing across Italy 
or walking over Cor ica come to 22 Sig Regt. Detail later. 
Send S.A.E. to Records for po ting preference. 

'COME LAUGHING HOME' 
Lance-Corporal Laurie Snee, Captain John Culbert and Sue Pallister 
in a scene from 'Come Laughing Home' 22nd Regiment's very 

successful drama production 

The Lipp tndt Players 

The Group did not win the B.F.G. Drama Festival, but 
~.0.1 Harry Bell's production of ' Come Laughing Home ' did 
wm many new club supporters. The play was a considerable 
succ~s bringing to the boards much new talent. Lance-Corporal 
Laurie Snee (of R.E.M.E.) took the lead, ably assisted by 
Captain John Culbert, Lieutenant Cedric Burton and W.0.2 
Gordon Parks. The ladies in the cast were Sue Pallister, Barbara 
Sunderland and Lyn Young, the wife of Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) 
John Young. 

28 Sig Regt, B.F.P.O. 35 

PROBABLY the highlight of the last month's training has 
been Exercise 'Fransud' which took place from the middle 

of May to the middle of June. This is an annual adventure 
training exercise which usually takes on a holiday camp atmo
sphere after a few days. This year was no exception. The 
various activities included climbing, survival and trekking and 
canoeing. The climbing instructors were Staff Sergeant •s:indy' 
Shaw and Staff Sergeant Pete Ridley who went native for their 
full five weeks. Staff Sergeant ' Slim ' Mullaney was not to 
be outdone and appeared some days in shorts and Bavarian 
hat. Unfortunately some climbers found the instructors too 
demanding and near the end of the exercise Staff Sergeant 
' Sandy ' Shaw was pushed down a mountain. A local German 
doctor helped to make sure he would be scarred for life. 

Sun•ival and trekking consisted of about 55 km. in two days. 
This was run by three Yeomen o( Signals, Devine, Mansfield 
~nd. Wh~~ell. All quot~d as saying, "Honestly, I can't stand 
It either. One p~trol. m Phase I was seen taking a taxi, and 
two German soldiers in Phase II attempted to thumb a lift off 
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a train. Map reading was not spectacular and they were for
{Vnately saved from taking a trip in the opposite direction to 
that required. All patrols in Phase III ran all the way. 

The canoeing led by Staff Sergeant ' KI ' Richards was a~ 
usual, oversubscribed. Everyone was keen to give some visi;ing 
American girls a few good tips. Even O.C. Phase III Major 
Tony Chea! joined in at this stage! 

Captain ' Lou Wells managed to take the boys of the 
L.A.D. out on a short sunbathing exerci e called 'Franrec.' To 
their initial horror, and then interest it turned out there was 
little sun and many wrecks. 

.\ppllcations for 1•osti11gs .are now flooding in •• • 
In April six soldiers made a flying three-week visit to 

SHAPE. Applications for postings are now flooding in. The 
detachment was welcomed and briefed by Major Mike Allen 
0.C. U.K. Signal Support Unit SHAPE, who is now in statio~ 
and taking over as our future Second-in-Command. The six 
were then handed over to Corporal G.ill Sullivan of the Royal 
Canadian Signals who gave another briefing. There followed 21 
hectic ?ays . of shift work, combined with 21 hectic nights on 
the OCJal side. It seems the food was worthy of mention by all 
the ~etachment. They s~ggest that Captain Tony Hellard, our 
catermg officer, muned1ately converts our cookhouse into a 
cafeteria system. 

Tlae s •tti11g was medieval 

The most recent event in keeping with the policy ' Swinging 
Sessions for Senior N.C.O.s' was the W.0.s' and Sergeants' 
Mess summer ball held on 17th June. The setting was medieval 
and after much secret preparation by Sergent 'Smiler' Edington 
and his crew, Castle Fran appeared. The decor was superb-
cannons at the entrance, suits of armour and the whole "Oops! 
Watch where you stick yer pike" bit. 

Although the carousing and cavorting went on and on and 
. . . there were surprisingly few casualties - in spite of the 
efforts of W.0.1 (Y. of S.) 'Topper' Brown (Master of Cere
monies) whose spot dances have to be suffered to be believed. 

Gu~sts from other N.A::r.o. ui;iits entered fully into the spirit 
of thmgs and seemed swtably unpressed, particularly by the 
jousting competition. The reigning villain, who has now left 
the unit, Staff Sergeant ' Slim ' Mullaney, discarded his lance 
and. seizing his opponent Tony 'Steelman' Stanton, executed 
an unpromp~u " pas de deux culminating in a Flying Mare " 
(quote). This brought the house down (D.O.E. are still 
investigating). 

W.0.2 (S.S.M.) Joe Walton practised his usual sleight of 
hand in the mini-draw but not one committee member won a 
prize! To make up for his next posting Yeoman Phil Daniels 
won three! W.0.2 (S.S.M.) Tony Jones and W.0.2 (R.Q.M.S.) 
Hammond-Haley requested a typical Middle Ages buffet, i.e., 
capons, lampreys and larks tongues in wine, but Sergeant Tom 
Hodgkinson, A.C.C., and his sidekick, Corporal Bob Skinner, 
A.C.C., thought better of it and produced their usual first-class 
fayre-the food being washed down with copious draughts of 
mead (or was it Double Diamond?). 

Signalman ' Tiger ' Murphy gave the performance of his life 
as the prisoner with S.S.M. 'Man Friday' Jones pulling the 
strings. Staff Sergeant Pete Ridley was very disappointed 
at not being allowed to use real torture implements. All who 
were there agree it was a fantastic evening. 

Sto1• press ••• 

Would the member of the Mess who has written requesting 
that the Christmas draw be held in Windsor Castle please 
report to the Second-in-Command as soon as possible. 

Football 

Having been beaten by one goal to nil in the B.A.O.R. Final 
by 36 Hy Regt RA we met again in the Rhine Area final. 
Sergeant ' Bunny ' Rea, with the support of Corporal Dave 
Manders and Lance-Corporal Alex Shaw, completely domin
ated the game and by half-time we were winning four goals 
to nil. We finally won five goals to two. It is the first time a 
Royal Signals Regiment has been in the B.A.O.R. Final and all 
are to be congratulated on a marvellous effort. Squadron Com
manders can now breathe a sigh of relief as football troop is 
disbanded until next season. 
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l1til'r11atio11al s laooting 

On the lighter side, the Regiment was invited to enter a 
team in an international shooting conte~t to be held under the 
lU~piccs of a brother NORTHAG Regiment, 840 (GE) Fern
~elde Battalion. The competition is split into three stages and 
takes place every three months. The fi rst stage w~s a com
petition between teams from the French Army, Umted States 
;\rmy German civilians and 840 Fernmelde Battalion. This was 
won by the F rench team with a large margin. The second stage 
mvolved teams from the Dutch Army, German Army Reserve 
and ourselves using German Army weapons. We were a close 
second behind the Germans. The most important part of the 
whole competition was the third stage, in which all teams took 
part. This was the drinking competition. Unfortunately the 

result wa~ undecided because by just after midnight the beer 
had run out. Chief umpire and most of the competitor were 
quite unconcerned a to the result. 

The priz<; for the best effort. was awarded t~ Corpo_ral 
' Dicker ' Meakes for his impressive performance 10 drmkmg 
a litre of beer from his own boot and another from the boot 
of a F rench paratrooper. It is said that beer adds flavour to 
the leather! 

The following morning, farewells were said in true N .A.T .O 
fashion our team being dressed in a mixture of German hats. 
French' lanyards, U.S. Army hirts and French trou~ers . Ne~d
le s to say that our clothing stores and P.R.!. shop did a roarmg 
trade in berets stable belts and lanyards. We thank our host 
for their excell~nt hospitality and hope that we can return the 
compliment next year. 

News lrom Squac/ro~s 

1 Arty Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 

B.F.P.O. 102 

rrHE Squadron has recently spent three weeks on Brigade 
Practice Camp (8th-26th May). Living static under canvas 

and being non-tactical (for ~ c~ange). was a welcome ~reak ~cl, 
mdeed it proved to be an 10v1goratmg and worthwhile penod. 
As wdn as excelling communications-wise and !ulfill!ng our 
normal administrative obligations the Squadron kept itself fit 
and active generally. The O.C., Major Peter Davies, kept the 
athletes hard at it training at nearby Munsterlager Barracks; 
volleyball was another popular off-duty addiction for most 
oldiers and for the more ' with it ' sportsmen, a quick 18 

holes of golf was the ' in ' thing to do befor~ breakfa~t. The 
mini golf course, set in picturesque surroundings (I?arttcularly 
the latrine area near the 16th green) was the creation of our 
Foreman, Staff Sergeant WaUy Sugden. 

Shades of Geronimo 
Meanwhile back at the ranch, Sergeant Jim Harl~w was sent 

hot foot to Donnington to collect our long awruted T.E.V.s 
before someone had a change of heart about issuing them. At 
the same time Staff Sergeant John Richardson, assisted by 
Corporal ' Taft ' (Fungus Face) Powell and Lance-Corporal 
John Rodgers, set about renovating the ~quadron Club .. 1:_be 
results of their efforts are much to the delight and apprec1at1on 
of all who have set foot in the Club since. There were, under
standably, a few misgi':'ings .. As one stal"'.art supporter of d?e 
Club nostalgically put 1t (this worthy havmg seen the. Clu~ ~n 
its earthier bacchanalian heyday), "'s a pity really, am't it 10 
some way. I mean the ol' place W?n't never be quite the same 
again ome 'ow." Shades of Gerorumo? 

On Friday, 26th May, we were visited in the field by the 
C.S.O. B.A.O.R., Major-General H. E. ~oper. The ~~.O. 
toured the whole camp meeting many soldiers and then v1s1t_ed 
the Sergeants' Mess for a beer and friendly informal chat pnor 
to lunching in the Officers' Mess. 

lloutb scare iu the can1p ? 
ince the recent spate of bombings _by left-win¥ extremists 

in other parts of West Gei;many secur•t}'. has, obviously, been 
tightened up to counter this threat. So it was understandable 
that those in close proximity thought that the wor~t had finally 
happened when a violent eruption occurred one rught rec~ntly. 
Fortunately, or unfortunate}y ~depen~g, on how one is so 
disposed), it transpired that Wilt the Su.It (~e Squadron _beat 
group) was just warming up for a session with all amplifiers 
full on. This group, consisting of Se~geant Pete Emmerson, 
Corporal Ron Nelson, Corporal' Sandy Catterall and Corporal 
Brian Maddison, is going from stri:ngrl?- to strength and n?t 
only in decibels. Local gigs are com10g 10 and the talk now is 
of buying a touring van. . . d b th CC 

The Squadron was most pleased to be visite Y e · · 
Royal Signals Brigadier W. T. MacFarlane, on Tuesday, 6th 
June. We understand his return flight was somewhat hazardous 
and that in worsening conditions he was finally fo_rced down 
at a lonely farm and it took some hours before his staff car 
found him. 
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The following day we had our annual Squadron Athletics 
Meeting. This proved to be a successful day for everyone, 
athletes and pectators alike, with ' Q ' Troop winning the 
Squadron trophy for the second year in succession. Well done, 
Captain (Q.M.) 'Mac' McCarthy and 'The Workers' (as 
they like to be known). 

PRIZEGIVING 
Mrs. Davies, wife of the O.C., presenting the high jump prize to 
Signalman Pete Scott. Also in the picture, W.0 .2 (S.S.M:) Sam 
Bedwell, the O.C. checking his notes and the Q.M., Captain Mac 

McCarthy, R.A., the winning team captain 

Falconr,- - will it catch on ? 
Falconr~ i the latest pastime the _Squadro~ has !ldopted. 

Staff Sergeant John Richar~son,_ havmg acqmred .h101Self a 
young rejected hawk fledgeling, 1s now busy swottmg up .all 
available books on the subject in between necessary feeding 
sessions during which this young ~onster dc:vol;U's . h~ge 
quantities of raw meat. We are hop10g that this mtr1gu10g 
hobby will catch on. Future visitors to .the Squ~dron, or 
oldiers posted in, should not be alarmed if, on. ar!1val, they 

are swooped on by hairy great eagles or, worse till, .if they are 
glowered at hungrily by vultures perched on the Brigade H.Q. 
entrance. 

Achie,·euient 
We are proud to announce that Sergeant Martin Hardy, our 

gliding eiq>ert represent~g B.~.0.R., was placed fifth. m the 
N.A.T.0. Gliding Championships held at ~aderborn tlus year. 
This is a considerable achievement an~ 1s ~ ~eat er.edit t.o 
this modest sportsman who does all hi tra1010g dunng h1 
annual leave. 
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HQ and Sig Sqn, 3rd Commando Bde 

Royal Marines, Plymouth 

ROYAL SIGNALS DETACHMENT, HEADQUARTERS AND 
SIGNALS SQUADRON 3rd COMMANDO BRIGADE, ROYAL 

MARINES ON BOARD H.M.S. FEARLESS 
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Paul McGinn, Sergeant Martin Bienvenu, 

Corporal Bob Nelson, Corporal Terry Clarke 

SINCE our last appearance in THE WIRE on the eve of our 
departure fro.m Singapore, a year of changes has gone by. 

We are now org~sed as a Headquarters and Signals Squadron 
and our Royal Signals strength is four. 

. We reported to our new home in mid-July, 1971. Built partly 
10 the 18th, but mainly in the 19th century Royal Marines 
Barracks, Stonehouse, is seven minutes' walk' from the centre 
of Ply~outp and oyerlooks Millbay docks where the yachts 
competmg m the Smgle-handed Transatlantic Race gathered 
last June: ~ough alterations to the exterior are not permitted, 
the mtenor 1s kept comfortably up to date. 

. Sergeant Martin ~ienvenu and Corporal Terry Clarke work 
m the. barracks, while Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Paul McGinn 
superv~es the Royal Marines technicians in ' The Longroom,' 
a one-rune gun emplacement overlooking Drake's !sland and 
Plymouth Hoe. 

However, Plymouth is only a base. In September 1971 we 
embarked on H.M.S. -Fear~s and sailed out of Devenport 
~occ?'ard for the autumn deJ?l?yment. This included exercises 
~n yprus, Turkey and Sardinia, and a training period ashore 
~n Mal~a. As we. ~ad preyiously been geared for airportability 
m tropical condiuons, this change to an amphibious role on 
the fiankr of N.A.T.O. meant a challenging and instructive 
Gb~d-a-ha!f '.11?nths for all. Also included were visits to 1 tar, Bnndisi, Istanbul and Cagliari "The ideal unit for 

B
Ph

1 
otography," says Corporal Clarke, recalling the apes and the 
ue Mosque. 

In Febru8:ry, Corporal Frank Cashen left us to attend a Tl 
cou:r and m Marc.h ~.E. yec~. Corporal Bob Nelson joined 
~ . I.feet fr?~ hospital JUSt 10 time for the spring deployment. 
T sides sailing over the spot where his namesake fought 

rafalgar, he ~as !>een. kept busy with two exercises and a Tl 
entrance exammation 1n Cyprus and a two phase exercise in 
filred=, whTere he was the only member of the team to be heli

te mto hrace. From the pine woods of the Peloponnese 
th.e F. of S. reports the f~llowing visits to the tels. worksho : 
b day, one venomous-lookmg snake (died of wounds); by nig~, 
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one Ro:ral Ma:ine with a crewdriver gash in his hand ( aved 
by medical a s1~tant). 

After the exercise? H.M.S .. F_earless an~hored for five days oft 
A~ens. S~rgeant Bienvenu io10ed an eight-man expedition of 
Air and Signal Squa&:on ranks to the battlefields of Marathon 
~nd Therm?pylae. 'fh1s was a great success, and the purchase 
m. Frend!, m the hills of the island of Evia, of a jerry can ot 
wine for iust under SOp,_ set the seal on it. Meanwhile, Corporal 
Clarke put the Acropolis on film. The F. of S. was busy but 
managed to see the Acropolis and collect material for a cuitural 
report on the tavern of the Plaka. 

. Corporal Nelson vi i~ed Corinth and Mycenae with tht 
ailor . WrRE reader will recall the glossary of their strang 

language prepared by 661 Sig Tp some months back. We wbt 
~o add Hans, the colourful German (" Hans to flying stations, 

Han clear off the upper decks," "Hans pipe down "). 

12 Mech Bde HQ and Sig 

Sqn B.F.P.O. 36 

A R ATHER quiet month due to a lull in the exercise 
. , sea~on. The Squadron, as a whole, did not take pan 
m Exercise Summer Sales ' except to send a few small de
tachments. 

Cricket 

The Officers' Mess played the Sergeants' Mess at cricket 
after the rules had been slightly altered. Each pair of batsme~ 
were: only allowed three overs, regardless of the number 
of tunes the:,; were out. Each time ' out ' was given, it cost 
the. team mmus t~ runs. The Sergeants' Mess launched 
their secret we~pon. m the form of Sergeant Don Banbam. His 
spet:d at bowling 1s only surpassed by his reflexes during 
batting. Sergeant Les Budworth bowled the O.C., Major Mike 
~arples ou.t three times and is now often to be heard mutter
mg something about confidential reports. The final score was 
the Officer ' Mess minus 68; and the Sergeants' Mess minu~ 
26. 

Athletics 

!he Squadron athletics day, held on 7th June, was a ver} 
enioyable ~ay. ¥ter ~o~e fierce competition ' T ' Troop won 
the championship This 1s the first time they had won it for 
three years, the M.T.O., Captain 'Sandy' Forbes R CT 
was delighted, the trouble is - he brags. ' · · ., 

The 2 Div athletics championships were held in Osnabruck 
on the 24~ lune The Squadron came sixth which was very 
good cons1dermg a lot of our star performers were on leave. 

Sailing 

!his month. has .seen a steady increase in the number of 
sa~g ~nthus1asts Ill the Squadron. They divide their time 
(w.hich 1s considerable) between the Dummer See and British 
Kiel yacht clubs. 

Lance-Corporal Dave Stanley is a particularly keen member 
of the Dummer, and as well as taking part in the points series 
at weekend~, he has been teaching his fellow drivers in 'T' 
Troop the mtricacies of driving at sea (even though it is only 
five feet deep). Meanwhile Lieutenant Nigel Pullman has taken 
three: crews up to the Baltic to complete in the Whitsun and 
2 Div regattas, and also a week's cruise around the Danish 
Islands. 

. Future plans include entries into both the Corps Kiel and 
d10ghy r~ga~as as .well as taking dinghies down to Bavaria 
for Exercise Edelw1ess,' our summer camp. 

Srunmer camp 

The recce .for this popular exercise took place during June. 
The Second-m-Command, Captain Geoffrey Allen was deleted 
as. <?.I.C. party at the last minute which left Wllliams I and 
Williams II. 

The R.S.M. and. R.Q.M.S. ~eft Osnabruck at first light on 
the Th?rsday lookmg more like tourists then recce officers 
and arnved near the Austrian border mid afternoon. 
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Liason with local German Army Units, boathouse owners 
and other contracts required for a successful summer camp 
followed. The party should have left for Osnabruck a.m. Sunday, 
but due to one or two loose ends this was not possible and 
the departure was delayed until Monday a.m. (Nothing to do 
with the Sunday night festivities in Austria, the R.S.M. was 
heard to say). 

The Squadron now look forward to a somewhat shorter 
camp this year (why don't they hold the Olympics in Tokyo 
again). We have to be clear of the area by 1st August, but 
if the weather is kind to us it should be very enjoyable. 

Post exercise report next month . 

227 Sig Sqn. 

B.F.P.O. 18 

Ex.-r••lse < Ex1•erlence ' 

ON our last TRIX exercise we were joined by 33 Sig Regt 
T & A VR. One of our ex-Squadron members, Staff 

Sergeant Derek Moat, assisted by volunteers who have visited 
us previously such as W.0.2 Len Addison, made sure that 
there were no real problems. 

The volunteers proved themselves to be very professional 
by setting up a very sophisticated communication network, 
devised by their C.0., Lieutenant-Colonel Rothwell. This was 
a really creditable performance when you realise that the 
majority of their equipment had only been issued to them five 
days prior to their dep~re f~r Holland. Install:ition an.d 
instruction was completed m this shon space of tune, their 
efficiency speaks highly for the personnel involved. 

The Dutch, German and American members of M .C.C. 
quickly adapted to Scouse and ~ very ~uid exchange of i_deas 
took place in the canteen. Our mtematI~nal ~embers qwc~y 
acquired respect for the av~rage Sc~use s ability to . demolish 
mountains of Amstel and Hemeken with no apparent 111 effects. 

On completion of the exercise, R.S.M. George Mercer and 
the members of his Mess entertained our Mess members at a 
formal dinner at Olen Camp, their base in Belgium. The only 
thing formal at this function was dress and friendship~ were 
cemented during an excellent meal. After a most enioyable 
~vening, our members. were poured onto the bus for the 
ioumey back to Maastncht . 

Members of 33 Sig Regt will no doubt be relieved to learn 
that everyone has fully recovered and a.re hale and hearty onc:e 
more. We look forward to their next trip and a renewal of this 
excellent relationship. 

.\thletics 
In the recent international athletics meet held in Maastricht, 

the German Support Unit obtained r.evc:nge for !~st year'~ defeat 
by beating the Squadron by a convmcmg margm of pomts. 

Honours were very evenly divided as far as individual 
winners in track and field events were concerned. Our most 
notable performances were by Signalman Rod Shaw who won 
both the 100 and 200 metre events by a very commendable 
margin. Signalman Al Bullock won the 1600 metrc:s. in faultless 
style proving himself far too strong for the opposltlon; he also 
ran very strongly in the 4000 metres to take second place. 
Corporal Dave Arundel took fir t J?lace in the javelin and 
Corporal Brian Turner won the long Jump. 

The Germans, who were introduced to tug-o' -war a little 
over a year ago by Captain Alan Pearce, d.emoostrated how 
thoroughly they learn their lessons by defeating the Squadron 
in two straight pulls. 

Overall the Squadron was out manoeuyred bJ'. the Germans 
who fielded the maximum number perm1 sable m evc:ry event 
and gleaned every pos ible point. They also C?~m1tted the 
unforgivable sin of practising be~o.rehand. an~ ~u10mg the fun; 
Their approach obviously paid d1v1dends m g1vmg them a ver) 
well-deserved win. 

In spite of the result, a first class day'~ sport was enj?yed 
by everyone; both nationalities celebrat~d with equal enthus1a m 
in The Anchor Inn after the presentauo~ of pnzes. ~ of our 
gladiators are now looking forward to their ne..xt meeting. 
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lUnscot 
The Squadron now possesses a very amiable goat which 

functions most efficiently as a lawn mower. 
National M.T. section arc now undergoing an inten ive 

course in animal husbandry with responsibility for its well 
being and good behaviour. The animal is normally led round 
camp on a dog lead by Corporal Bob Balmforth (R.E.M .E.) 
who seems to derive great amusement from its antics. 

Last week everyone was astounded when they arrived one 
morning to find a pea green goat in the middle of the lawn. 
Lieutenant ' Paddy ' Henry conducted an investigation to 
discover the cause of this somewhat disconcerting phenomena. 
He discovered that, on the previous evening, the goat had been 
admitted as a member to The Anchor Inn and imroduced to the 
delights of AmsteL The goat developed quite a taste for the 
product and drank deeply but not wi ely. 

After a reasonable convivial evening most of the company 
had turned a tasteful shade of green, person or persons un
known decided that the goat should also adopt the same hue. 
The goat was dyed and no longer felt out of place. The goat 
appeared to re:::over quickly from his hangover; by ten the 
following morning he was only a very pale shade of green 
and he has now regained his normal drab grey colour. 

The M .T. Sergeant Bill Chubb and his Second-in-Command 
Corporal John Plumb are now busy devising a training pro
gramme to train the goat to HGV3 standard and qualify him 
as combat driver. With his high IQ they feel that they have 
every chance of success. 

~ICC barbecue 
The MCC barbecue gave our Squadron members the oppor

tunity to let their hair down with their international workmates. 
Music was provided by The Tumbleweeds, a first-rate country 
and western group. 

After a few words from Major Peter Riding, acting in his 
capacity of Chief Mobile Communication Centre, the party 
got off to a lively start. 

Each nation tried to outdo the other in the energy expended 
on the dance floor. Lieutenant ' Paddy ' Henry amazed everyone 
with his wild gyrations as he shook, rattled and rolled. His 
efforts made the average go-go dancer appear staid. When he 
complained to the S.S.M. Bert Bowes the following day, of 
aching joints and deep-rooted pains, he was informed that the 
S.S.M. had no sympathy for self-inflicted wounds. Friends will 
be delighted to learn that he has now fully recovered his usual 
ruddy good health. 

Sergeant Alf Waters devised some lively spot dances and 
made sure that there was maximum participation. A very 
energetic rock and roll competition revived memories of the 
1950s and resulted in a tie between Corporal Stan Bell, dancing 
with his wife Barbara, and Corporal Jeff Goulding, dancing 
with Mary Grant, wife of Sergeant Al Grant. The manager of 
The Tumbleweeds judged the competition and won unanimous 
approval for his choice. 

The band played until 2 a.m., then a disc-jockey t.ook a 
number of our hardier members through to 4 a.m. Whites of 
eyes were notably absent the following morning and black 
coffee was in great demand. 

Arrivals and departures 
The Squadron welcomes Lance-Corporal Jim Bradshaw, 

Signalman Gordon Beckley, Corporal Eddy Edwards, Signalman 
Ernie Roberts Lance-Corporal ' Randy ' Love, Corporal Brian 
Turner Sign:tlman 'Jock ' Dempster, whilst we ay farewell 
to corJ,oral Dave Vickers, Sergeant Keith Stevens, Staff 
Sergeant George Yule, Sergeant Ken Moxon, Lance-Corporal 
' Y orky ' Douthwaite. 

We wish them all luck in their new postings and tru t they 
will have an enjoyable and successful tour. 

ODE TO •WIRE' CORRESPONDENT 
Compact notes and photos clear, 
A certain way to bring us cheer, 
And come the day you visit here, 
For you, good friends, a pint of beer. 
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241 Sig Sqn (Western Command) 
By the time you read thi , we will no longer have Western 

Command in our title. The Command do es on 31st July and 
on this hi ·toric da.' the quadron moves from Chester to 
Par on Barrack in Donnington, S:ilop. Chester will remain 
a Garri on town as it has been sine the Roman 20th Legion 
marched inco the temporary Ca tra on the River Dee in AD90. 
Altho:Jgh the Garrison will be much depleted by the move 
out of mo t of the regular unit , we will still retain our link 
with t'1c city and the pa t through what i le:t of our Chester 
com en staff. 

It is sad to ay farewell and thank you to the civilian taff 
of quadron H.Q. and the Chester comcen who have to leave 
after .erving u o well. We also say farewell to Colonel 
Tommy Grigg, the C. .0., and hi staff. Colonel Grigg, on hi 
la t parade before retirement pre ented W.0.2 (F. of S.) S. W. 
Allen with the Long ervice and Good Conduct Medal. 

The quadron·s parish has increa ed in size with the inclu-
ion of Cumbria into orth West District on the reorganisa

tion of U.K.L.F. We now look forward to the time when we 
are reorganised and functioning properly from our new location 
in Donnington. 

Presentation line up. W .0 . 1 A. A. Hopewell, M.B.E. (Garrison 
Sergeant Major), Colonel T. H. C. Grigg (C.S.O.), Sergeant Y. Allen, 
W.0 .2 (F. of S.) S. W. Allen, Major W. J. Clapp (O.C. 24 1 Signal 

Squadron) 

244 Sig Sqn. R.A.F. Benson 

Visit of C.S.O., U.K.L.F. 

B RIGADIER D. E. Warren visited the Squadron on 25th 
May and after meeting the Station Commander R.A.F. 

Benson, Group Captain U. L. Burberry, he took an informal 
look at 'us.' The C.S.O. met many personalities and kindly 
presented the soccer cup to the winners of the inter troop 
gentlemen's soccer league. 'Mike' Troop were the proud 
winners and the presentations took place in ' A ' hangar. Staff 
Sergeant. (F: of S.) 'Taff' ~eohane accepted the cup on behalf 
of. the wmnmg team. By midday it was time for a ' quiet beer ' 
with the W.0.s and S.N.C.O.s in the Squadron Club 'Room 
at the Top,' and the C.S.O. then lunched with the officers in 
the Mess. The Brigadier left in the afternoon having enjoyed 
his shon informal visit. 

Visit of C.S.O. 3 Div (incidental F.F.ll.?) 

Some .10 days later we had another visit but this one was of 
a very different nature. Colonel I. G. Swan was the inspecting 
officer for our annual F .F.R. The warning letter from O.C. 
Squadron suggested that the C.S.O. was likely to throw a 
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number. ~f ' no n~ti~e ' requirements at the Squadron, primarily 
of a military trammg nature. All troops hastened to ensure 
that they were equiped to deal with any eventuality. A 
Souadron parade was the first erial and after only two 
rehear als, amid the roar of R.A.F. aircraft, we felt ready to 
put on a good display. 

The C.S.O. arrived by Sioux helicopter on pan 2 was met 
by Major P. A. Spooner, O.C. 244, and the parade w~s handed 
over for inspection at 10.00 hours. We had been warned by the 
R.A.F. that a Hunter aircraft was due in at 10.15 hours and by 
this time the C.S.O. was inspecting the parade, so no words of 
command were lost, as had been on the dress rehearsal. The 
march past went well and the ' advance in review order ' was 
'steady '-as seen by our new R.S.M., W.0.1 R. S. Bresloff. 
After the parade each troop di carded the white slings and 
belts and dre sed for action. ' Alpha ' Trooo carried out section 
tactic trainings; 'Bravo' Troop changed -for a road run and 
' Delta ' Troop donned their ear defenders to fire SMGs on the 
lo::al range. 'Alpha ' Troop tactics were so effective that they 
managed to throw a blue smoke screen around the C.S.0. who 
then suddenly thought it would be a change to see ' Alpha ' 
Troop dressed in N.B.C. kit ... double away .... 

Just before lunch the ' Room at the Top ' was open again 
- we had stocked up since 25th May-and Colonel Swan had 
an ale or two with the seniors before lunching with the officers. 
A visit to the training cell in S.H.Q. and the Foreman of 
Signals entrance exam training in the Harrier room was the 
programme for the afternoon. The T.O.T., Captain T. McK. 
' Tom ' Stoddart, was instructing on trigonometry and the can
didates eemed to be picking up thi language quite weU; 
meanwhile, Second-Lieutenant W. P. 'Paddy ' Crowley was 
bringing ' Bravo ' Troop back from their road run. They had 
to be back on time or the C.S.O. would not have seen them 
' sprinting' past the Harrier room as he left S.H.Q. After a 
discussion with the O.C. 38 Gp T.C.W., Wing Commander 
W. F. Mullen, the C.S.O. departed R.A.F. Benson by air. 

A11omei· v~sit 

We were privileged in May to meet the Bishop to the Forces, 
the Right Reverend J. Hughes, M .A. After the Bishop had met 
the Station Commander he toured the station and called in 
on the Squadron to have a chat with us. Our photograph 
shows the Bishop enjoying a pleasant half-hour with some 
members of the Squadron. 

THE BISHOP DROPS IN 
The Bishop to the Forces, the Right Reverend J. Hughes, M.A. 
enjoys an informal chat with members of the Squadron in the 

Harrier room 

Snili11g 

After much scrabbling around, our sailing expert W.0.2 
(Y. of S.) Tasker found two men who were not on exercise 
and could sail-in that order. Our three sailors scuttled off to 
Portsmouth for three days to sail for the first time in the 
Corps' regatta. The crew, Corporal ' Chippy ' Cripps and 
Signalman ' Tam ' Hargetion, didn't achieve a place in any 
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race but did catch the sun and see the harbour. As a result 
of thi outing many more people have come forward and the 
P.R.I. has been levered inte> parting with sufficient money to 
buy a second-hand Enterprise. We'll be sailing again soon 
and no doubt at next year's Corps' regatta. 

O('C"r 

With the 1971-72 season now behind us we hope you will 
excuse us looking over our shoulder at our achievements. 

Squadron soccer club - Oxford!iihire Thursday 
League 

This is our first season of forming the club under the expert 
guidance of general manager Staff Sergeant 'Wally' Lock
wood. We have fielded two teams in the Oxfordshire County 
League, finishing 2nd and 3rd against strong and talented local 
opposition. The manager has asked me . to say that due to 
exercises he was unable to put forward his strongest team. 

t·u1• con111etitions 
The first team reached the final of the S.E. District Minor 

Units Cup, losing to 216 Para Sig Sqn i~ the final. The first 
team is also in the finals of the Oxfordshire Korebo Cup and 
County Oblie Cup and both these matches are to be played in 

eptember. 

Representative matches 
A win against the Corps~ side. gave us a ~ood star.t to the 

eason. Our most impressive wm was agamst 7 Sig Regt, 
B.A.O.R., touring side when we beat them 3-1. They had m~t 
and beaten such sides as 3 Div HQ and Sig Regt and 30 Sig 
Regt. We can proudly boast six members of the Corps' side 
plus the Corps' soccer captain, Sergeant 'Buttons' Young. 
Signalman Billy Malone has played in all but two of the Army 
games this year. 

THE FINALISTS 
244 Signal Squadron soccer team who reached the S.E. District 

Minor Units Cup Final 
Back row (left to right): Corporal Lally, Corporal Behan, Corporal 
Sawyer, Lance-Corporal Napier, Signalman Morgan, Sergeant 

Whiteley 
Centre row: Corporal Mawer, Sergeant Gent, Sergeant Young, 
Lance-Corporal Brown, Corporal Bryne, Signalman Malone 
Front row: W .0 .2 (Y. of S.) Mcloughlin, Major P. A. Spooner, 

Signalman Alves, Captain J. Mc Glynn, Corporal Barret 

Arrh,als and departures 
It is always a sad occasion to say 'farewell ' to men1bers. of 

the Squadron but this is off et to some extent by welcommg 
new blood to the unit. . . 

We have great pleasure this month m welcorrung W.0.1 
(R.S.M.) R. S. Bresloff who bas joined us from 7 Armd Bde 
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and Sig Sqn. We hope that both he and his family will have 
a happy tour with u . We abo welcome the following: Corporal 
Beers and Corporal Hallsworth, Lance-Corporals Jackson, Geary 
and Quirk, Signalman Chew, Fulton, Hawley, Pearce, Solomon , 
Dean and Donald. 

Sergeant John Shepherd has left us for the School of ignals, 
Sergeant Jim Reid to 71 Sig Regt (V) and Sergeant ' Mel ' 
Mann on release. We wish the former happy tours with their 
new units and the latter the very best of luck in civvy street. 

A special mention goes to W.0.2 (R.Q.M.S.) Brian Brewer 
who left us and the Army after 22 years' service. We are sorry 
to lose him and wish him particularly "Good luck in the 
future.'' 

Wl\'"ES' CLUB 

With the men drifting off to all points of the compass there 
has been little mention of the wives who are left behind. 

The Squadron has a thriving wives' club ably skippered by 
Mrs. Susan Spooner (wife of Major P. A. Spooner) and meet
ings are held each month in the 'Room at the Top.' This is 
no mean feat when you consider that some of the wives live 
up to 30 miles from R.A.F. Benson. Activities are varied and 
range from Chinese cooking to judo. 

One of their recent ventures was to hold a fashion parade 
which was sponsored by a local boutique. Two of our wives, 
Jo:elyne Whalley and Rosemary Claffey, played their part as 
models. 

259 Sig Sqn. B.F.P.O. 53 
Notes writte• by Sergeant Jim Preston 

E XERCISE ' Warm Up' it was caUed. Was it ever, we 
sweated our -- off. And what were we supposed to be 

doing? 
It all started off with the S.S.M. W.0.2 Graham Davis saying 

to me, " Sergeant Preston, this is the situation. The squadron 
military skills team are having a two-day exercise and we 
want a few volunteers to a::t as enemy and you've just volun
teered thank you. It won't entail much, just make life for us 
goodies a little uncomfortable, that's all!" 

What he didn't tell us was that he expected us to do beach 
landings, hit and run attacks, night attacks, et~., etc. But he 
did emphasize that we (the enemy) would have 1t pretty cushy. 
Well all I can say to that remark is I'd hate to see things when 
the going is rough. Still, I'd be te110g . a Ii~ if I were to ~ay 
that I didn't enjoy myself, even if it did mean suffenng 
Sergeant Terry Barwick's ' Tremendous ' (his own description) 
cooking. . 

The exercise as far as the enemy was concerned was m 
three phase . First of all we had to attack the 'skills team' as 
they did a beach landing. Everything went pretty smooth and 
we positioned ourselves very nicely on the beach. Then the 
first blunder arose when someone said, " What will we use for 
ammo." Some twit forgot to issue us with blank rounds; no 
prizes for guess work an? I won't tell you that. the S.S.M. 
knows something about this! Anyhow, to comprorr.1se we found 
ourselves a handful of bricks and to our delight found them 
to be even more effective than blanks. After a couple of these 
type landings, the skill~ te~ were a ?it cheesed o!f .with bein_g 
battered with great big bncks so Lieutenant \Y~liams, th.e1r 
illustrious leader, made us sample our own medicine by d?mg 
a landing our elves; we won't be quite so rash the next ume, 
sir! 

The poor enemy suJfer(•d deft>nt again 
In the second pha e, we had to attack the s~ills team as they 

made their way to their R.V. Wo?-'d you believt" th~t we got 
lost trying to find the R.V. I think lt had omethmg to do 
with my map reading, but anyhow, we managed to find ~e 
place and arrived there about three second~ before the ~k!J.ls 
team. Naturally we accu~ed them of cheatmg by not, g1vmg 
us enough time to orgam e ourselves b~t they wouldn t wear 
it so the poor enemy suffered defeat agam. 

' After a short break, the ' skill team ' parte~ company 
with us and beaded into the woods to set up location for the 
night the idea being that when it got dark we were suppo ed 
to gd out to find them and in general give them hell! orry 
about that, sir, but we cheated a little. Serge~t . Trev Loyd 
and myself followed you and watched you all dig m .. But what 
we didn't allow for wa that it would be ab olutel pitch black 
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that n ight o we ended up getting lost trying to find your 
location. In the end we did stagger aero s the lo::ation so the 
fireworks did t under way eventua!Jy. After a while we gave 
it a rest and re-formed back at our own camp, where we 
decided that a little kip woulc! be in order. Would you believe 
that the skills team got fed up waiting for another attack that 
they decided to attack us instead. I can tell you it was totally 
une:<pected and once again the enemy was in for another 
tanking. Well if they were going to break rules then so were 
we. We let them get settled back into their location then 
we crept up on them and this time we reverted back to stone 
throwing fo r ammo (if the t ruth were to be known we were 
completely out of blanks anyhow). 

Very few incidents occurred after that and all that remained 
was for us to get together again and put an apron on Sergeant 
Terry Barwick and let him concoct what he ca!Jed a five-star 
breakfast· we had ot.'ler names for it but as T erry i a big lad 
we kept them to ourselves. 

262 Sig Sqn, B.F.P.O. 53 
0.C.-Major S. W. Read 

e::ond-in-Command- Captain J. F. Budd 
Admin Officer-Captain D. J. Erskine, W.R.A.C. 
Traffic Officer-Captain T. C. O 'Toole 
O.C. Radio Troop-Second-Lieutenant P. J. Hryhoruk 
S.S.M.- W.0.2 (S.S.M.) R. J. Mathieson, B.E.M. 
F. of S.-W.0.2 (F. of S. Q.M.S.) M. A. Walker 
Y. of S.-Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) P. Sharpe 
S.Q.M.S.-Staff Sergeant (S.Q.M.S.) W. M. Kerr 
Station Commander F .S.S. Cape Greco-Staff Sergeant (F. of 

S.) T. Kaye 

"l:XTE keep on saying to ourselves that it was about time 
l' l' we were in THE WIRE. For an overseas Signal Squadron 

with so much potential at its fingertips we should be able 
to feature regularly. Well here we go at bypassing the vetoing 
element. Yes, we have tried before and somehow when the 
written work is produced, and applauded by all it is like 
the Security Council at the United Nations-NIET. We have 
a new O.C. coming in September, and a lot of new people 
coming between now and next April. They at least deserve 
to know something. 

Sonte comings nnd goings 
Well obviously after a year of only one entry, the movement 

in and out of the Squadron would prove a mammoth task 
to put to paper. A lot of the old folk are still here. We do 
now have a W.0.2 F. of S. established by the name of 
Michael Walker. On his arrival we thought the look on his 
face meant he had his application to leave in his pocket, 
it was really that he now knew why he had a free hand-we 
had had three F. of S. or acting F. of S. in one year. Keep 
at it, you are doing a great job. 

Our be-' loved' Administrative Officer, Captain Liz Poole, 
W.R.A.C. left in March and got married to Lieutenant Phil 
' what a mover ' Pe3Ece, of the Inte!Jigen::e Corps. She is now 
back on the island as housewife. Crafty move and lucky girl
Phil, and two more years in sunny Cyprus. Captain Diana 
Erskine, W.R.A.C., took over and she's off to get married in 
August. She's followed by Captain Jenny Baker, W .R.A.C., 
as Admin Officer that isl Corporal Holyoake, from the orderly 
room has been heard to mumble that as long as they stay 
pretty he doesn't mind how many come and go. 

We have an O.C. Radio Troop, having been under estab
lished for some years. "The name is Hyarook, Sir." "Yes 
I know, sit down boy. What did you say? Spell it wi!J you." 
Actually its Second-Lieuteant Peter Hryhoruk. A Canadian 
and fu!J of go. It's all go actua!Jy. He got married on his way 
back from his ' Q ' course. Carol Hryhoruk is settling in well, 
but Peter keeps leaving the taps on during the water stoppages 
an:! the house gets flooded. 

Obviously the comings and goings are too many and we 
will do a little each time on some of the characters. Our 
apologies to the 262ers who have left, but we are thinking 
of you. 

Move em oqt ! 

For y_ears now we have been faithfully served by the good 
old radio operator. Regrettably, into the new establishment, 
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we had to put radio telepraphists, in order that we could in 
the future still man our HF and use Tg. On conversion almost 
every radio op became a combat radioman, although many 
could have made telegraphist. We wondered what would 
happen to them all and just as we were about to ask we 
received T he Posting order. I say T he in capitals, for it took 
us by surprise. I think the O.C.'s first words were, through 
his tears ' but they can't take my Squadron away from me.' 
Once the tears had dried away, condoling words were uttered 
like 'Records must have realised sir.' Well of course as usual, 
they knew what they were doing, and radio telegraphists are 
pouring in. The last one was surprised, and pleased, when 
after three weeks notice to move he wa standing at Swindon 
station waiting for his move to Brize Norton, when he was 
joined by his wife, and baggage, with her orders to move also. 
The Squadron moved fa t too. The signal notifying their 
intended arrival was received at 07.00B and the lads found 
him a 'damned fine' (ex-officers) flat by 10.00B and had 
shopped by 12.00B. Well done lads and lucky Lance-Corporal 
Douglas Melton. There are many more of you telegraphists 
on the way o watch those post:ng orders. 

What do w e do ? 

As far as the job itself is concerned we can space that out 
over several issues, but we seem to do everything. Who 
doesn"t? The big difference here is that its a lot hotter, you 
know it won't rain. Our Olympus Troop battle with the snows 
(in winter) while our G reco S tation look fo r lost signals yachts. 
In Dh ekelia the lads water ski before work, sleep after work, 
and then take part in the m ultitude of activities available. This 
place has the potential. D o you? 

605 Sig Troop, R.A.F. Gan 

B.F.P.O. 180 

Corporal J. Macl,ic rvritcs: 

I T is difficult to write notes from here regularly. However, 
a lot has happened in our small community re: ently, so I 

will try to give a long overdue, if brief, resume on paradise 
island. 

In the past few months amidst the chaos of changeover from 
261 Sqn to 30 Regt our life was brightened somewhat by a 
visit from H.M. The Queen and H .R.H. Prince Philip to our 
atoll. Although their stay was somewhat brief we did manage 
to smuggle Lance-Corporal Dave Poland through the throngs 
of ' Blue Jobs ' to meet her and have a chat about his work 
as a Lineman here on Gan. 

A SMILE FROM H.M. THE QUEEN 
A happy picture taken of H.M. The Queen on her recent visit with 
H.R.H. Prince Philip to Gan Island . She is talking to Lance-Corporal 

Dave Poland of 605 Signal Troop 
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THE MEN OF GAN ISLAND 
Bock row, left to right : Signalman Stu Burns, Corporal Gerry Walter, 
Signalman Leo Moore, Signalman Dave Strohmeyer, Corporal 
George (the Post) Taylor, R.E., Lance-Corporal Da~e Poland , 
Signalman Bob Atkinson, Corporal Mal Boor, Corporal Tim Abbott, 

Corporal Steve Barcley 
Front row, left to right : Corporal 'Spud ' Taylor, 'N_.0 .2 (F . . of S.) 

Jim Fison, Sergeant Brian Bennet, Corporal Jim M~c~1e 
Crouching, left to right : Mohammed Futa, Abdul D1d1 

Absent from picture : Corporal Jim Howell , Corporal 'Taff ' Kiddle, 
Sergeant Brian Penberthy, R.E. 

This was followed about a month later by a visit from two 
separate groups of professional group on different occasion . 
The first was a C.S.E. show starring Joe 'Brown and h1s G roup 
'Home Brew '; a rea!Jy first-class show by a first-clas enter
tainer. 

The second visit was by the BBC F orces Chance team who 
were here to record some shows for their rad io series, to be 
broadcast in the autumn. H ere again we broke through the 
ranks to get a Pongo representative on the station team, this 
time in the shape of Corporal 'Taff '. Kiddle wh? done us 
proud. The result will have to remam here until autumn, 
however. 

Exercise 'Fabulous' took place last month, which involved 
us acting as host to two members of 14 Sig Regt. We hope 
Corporal Barry Watson and Signallll'.ll1 Jim ~oward enjoyed 
their stay with us as much as we enioyed havrng them. 

As far as our work goes, we are always kept on our toes 
as every day· te!Js a different story. I think that is why 
everyone who comes here has no regrets about being a Gannite 
for nine months. 

A note here to pass· our best wishes to all our friends who 
have been here in the Maldive Islands. All too numerous to 
mention, but they know who they are. A mention must also 
be made about our lo::al labour, Mo and Abdul, who back us 
up to the hilt in our light-hearted verbal battles with the 
R.A.F. 

Finally we close with a farewell to W.0.2 (F. of S.) Jim 
Fison who is leaving us for 259 Sig Sqn, and a welcome to 
our new boss, Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) George Hall. We know 
his tour here wi!J be a pleasant one. 

THE VOLUNTEERS 

11 Signal Group {V) 

D URIN G the weekend 29th-30th April 11 Sig Gp (V) took 
part in a most successful communications exercise ca!Jed 

Exercise ' Shot One.' 

J .000 (mgaged in one exercise 
Over 1,000 officers and soldiers and W.R.A.C. of qroup head

quarters, 31, 33 and 35 Sig Regts (V) ~nd 55 S1~ Sqn (V) 
deployed from 21 locations in Lancashrre, Che.shrre, S<?u~ 
Midlands and the Greater London area. VHF radio relay links 
were quickly established to provide telephone anc;I telegr_aph 
circuits connecting static military headquarter and mstallauons 
through four Communications Cen~e~. Th~ . system was con
nected into the Post Office and ex1stmg military sys~ems and 
linked up establishments over a wide area stretchmg fr?m 
Preston to Harrow and from Birmingham to Brec?n. One link 
to Bulford, representing H.Q. U.K.L.F. for exercise purpose , 
was established by 3 HQ and Sig Regt. 

The whole system was operating accordini;; to plan by late 
evening on the Saturday (Cup. Fi.nal day). Drill me~sag_e traffic 
was being passed and the maionty of telephone c1rc~1ts were 
connected sati factorily through exchange to provide good 
spee::h facilitie . 

Police interest 
The Police showed great intere. t in ~e. exerci e ai:ic;I in 

several locations linked their mobile radio mto the m1htary 
network. l h 

Unfortunately Group headquarters could not C?ntro t e 
weather and it was not good. However morale was high and _all 
rank responded magnificently to the challen_ge. Co-operauon 
with Post Office authorities in areas of operation was excellent 
and produced very good results. 

Visitors in pl••nty 
The highlight of 'Shot One' was the. visit ?n everal locations 

by helicopter of the Signal Officer-m-Ch1ef (Army) Major-
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General J. M. Sawers, M.B.E., accompanied by the Group 
Commander, Brigadier T. G .. H. Jacksc;in, O.B.E. Othe~ officers 
attended the exercise at vanous locauons and the e mcluded 
C.S.O. U.K.L.F., Brigadier D. E. Warren, A.D.C.; C.S.O. 3rd 
Division Colonel I. G. Swan; C.S.O. Western Command, 
Colonel T. H. C. Grigg, who was visiting his last exercise b~fore 
retirement; 2 Sig Gp represented by Co:onel F. M. S. Wrnter, 

SHOT DURING EXERCISE 'SHOT ONE' 
42 SQUADRON (COMCEN 'X') 

Left to right : Captain (Mike) Gravett, Corporal Griffiths, Second
Lieutenant (Jennifer) Windsaw, Lieutenant (John) Ealey 
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M.B.E., Deputy Commander, and Colonel K. R. Gill, Deputy 
Commander T.A.V.R.· a Canadian Signals Officer from SHAPE 
and raff Officer from the headquarters of We tern Com
mand, Wale and Wet Midland District. 

The- t•ou~t•pt to b e d e , ·elope d 
ome problems remain to be solved but the facilitie which 

an be provided by a Group communications system were 
succes fully demonstrated on the exercise. We have since heard 
that the concept: i to be developed in 1973 on a larger scale 
and involving other formations on Exercise ' Shot Two.' 

31 Sig Regt :(V), Hammersmith 

H AD it been possible to look down on the Greater London 
area on aturday 3rd June, a large number of khaki-clad 

figures would have been seen converging on the six T. & A.V.R. 
Centre of 31 (G reater London) Sig Regt: (V). The Regiment 
was on the move once more to its annual camp, this time in 
North West Europe. Vehicles and personnel descended on three 
Channel ports to travel to Europe, for the journeys followed 
devious routes. Some went by train some by L.S .L. and others 
on a long trip down the Channel from M archwood to Antwerp, 
this last taking something in the region of 36 hours. This was 
an L.S.T. and for once everyone's prayers were answered, the 
ea was calm. In spite of the long journey all arrived safely 

in Europe and the Base Camp. 

The :u.T.O. finds himseli a target 
On arrival, we were greeted by the corpulent and smiling 

Quartermaster and his helpers of the very hard-working advance 
party. Hard working indeed, for they had to load and unload 
quantities of stores which included 50 tons of petrol. As we 
were not going to an active theatre we did not really C21.l'ect: 
to be attacked even though we were prepared for it. The most 
urprised member of the Regiment was our Regular M .T.0. 

W.0.1 Jones who, when refuelling the Regiment's vehicles on 
their arrival at the Base Camp, found himself being shot at. 

ot wishing to be a sitting duck, or at the very least a clay 
pigeon he found himself and his crew lying on the floor. When 
the hail of shot had ceased it was found that they had sited 
themselves in the line of fire of the 'Rod and Gun Club.' It is 
rumoured that Mr. Jones has become very interested in air 
pollution and now has the atmosphere in which he operates 
checked for lead content. 

The Scarlet PiDlpernel turned up everywhere 
After a short rest, men and vehicles were on the move 

again, this time to their exercise locations spread out across 
N .W. Europe, at which they were to remain for the rest of 
the week. Antenna erected, cookhouses making tea and radio 
sets humming, slowly but surely the bugs were ironed out, 
thanks to the hard work put in by Lieutenant-Colonel (T.O.T.) 
Jimmy Duell. Almost like the Scarlet Pimpernell he turned up 
everywhere. We have heard that he has found a new way of 
transporting himself through space via a radio wave. Perhaps 
that would account for his ubiquity. 

Most of our worries about vehicle breakdowns were dispelled 
by the presence of 280 Special Workshops, R.E.M.E., who 
incidentally nearly managed to recruit one of our W.R.A.C. pay 
clerks, Corporal Blackman, who was persuaded to drive their 
Scammell recovery vehicle around the airfield. 

At the end of the first week everyone returned to the Base 
Camp to enjoy a hot shower and a weekend off. For some this 
involved a football match against the local British team. The 
score I think is best forgotten, but a good game was had by 
all and the spectators had their ardour and enthusiasm slightly 
dampened by the weather. 

The S.0.-in-C. reads the lesson 
On the Sunday we had the pleasure of a visit from the 

ignal Officer-in-Chief who read the lesson at our inter
denominational and international Church Service. After the 
service the S.0.-in-C. and the Group Commander, Brigadier 
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Jackson, were entertained to lunch in the Officers' Mess and 
were present to witness the dining, or should it be lunching, 
out of Second-Lieutenant Pauline Ensor prior to her joining 
the Women's Royal Air Force. 

During the weekend a cocktail party was held to say thank 
you to all the Regular Officers of all nationalities who had done 
so much to make our stay a happy and successful one. We were 
fortunate enough to have the opportunity to entertain the 
Deputy Mayor of Harrow, Councillor Bob Lovell, and five 
members of the Harrow Council, Alderman Lieutenant-Colonel 
Harold Mote, Councillor Captain Bobby Feakins, Councillor 
Captain Don Jones and Councillor Bill Garvey. The civic party 
had the opportunity to meet with many members of the 
Harrow Squadron and many other members of the Regiment. 
They visited the local village and saw the War Memorial where 
a few days earlier the Second-in-Command Major John Evers
field had laid a wreath on behalf of the Regiment in memory 
of the dead of two World Wars. Major Eversfield took the 
opporrunity to thank the local Mayor for the welcome which 
the local residents extended to the Regiment. The speech was, 
of course, in superb French. 

WREATH LAYING 
Major J.C. Eversfield, E.R.D., addresses the Mayor of Chievres after 
layi ng a wreath at the village war memorial. W .0 . 1 (R.S.M.) B. 
Fisher, W.0 .2 (R.Q.M.S.) R. L. Miller and Staff Sergeant J. H. Nelson, 
B.E.M. comprised the wreath bearer party. Corporal Boshier on the 
extreme right of the picture formed part of the small parade 

Monday morning arrived rather earlier than expected for 
some people at 05.30 hours and we were off to our exercise 
locations. Communications were established within a few hours 
of departure, just in time for the official visit of the S.0 .-in-C. 
and the C.S .0 . B.A.O.R., both of whom had a very busy day 
visiting all the exercise locations by helicopter. The S.0.-in-C. 
had a very narrow squeak when he 0nly just managed to catch 
his plane back to U.K. frnm Cologne Airport, but with the help 
of the Adjutant and Mess Secretary he made it! 

It was said, certainly by those who were out in the field 
on exercise, that life was hard but surely no one suffered as 
much as the chap who borrowed Captain Mike Vokes' washing 
powder. When he returned it he remarked that it had not 
lathered very well , or maybe it was the local water which was 
very hard. Captain Vokes thought no more about this until he 
arrived home and his wife commented that he had used rather 
a lot of milk powder! 

De1uity Su1•reme Cou1ma11der Europe visits us 
During the period of camp, we were honoured to have the 

Deputy Supreme Commander Europe visit us at our Base 
Camp and at one of our field locations. General Sir Desmond 
Fitzpatrick seemed to enjoy his visit to the Regiment where 
he had the opportunity to meet and talk to many of the 
volunteers. 

All too soon the end of camp came upon us and the exercise 
closed; everyone moved to a central point at which to form up 
for the journey home where all the vehicles arrived safely. 
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HIGH LEVE L DISCUSSIO N 
General Sir Desmond Fitzpatrick (DSACE UR). General Buntrock 
(ACOS CAND E), Brigadier Jackson (Commandant 11 Signal Group 
(V) and the Commanding Offi cer, Lieutenant-Colonel Crawford, 
discussing a point followin g DSACEU R's visit to the Regiment 

IMPROMPTU DISCUSSION 
The Second-in-Command, Major J. C. Eversfield, talking to Corporal 
Jones, Signalman Ball , Signalman Rowe and Signalman Ayers outside 

their R.R. Detachment 

One, however, was slightly delayed when it ar1:d its crew fou~d 
themselves in the middle of a very narrow village street with 
a parked Mini blocking their way. After on:ie discussi.oz:i they 
decided that the only thing to do was to lift t: ':!e Mm1 onto 
the pavement. Capjtain Vokes was heard to remark to the 
0 .R.S.Q.M.S. Staff Sergeant McNulty, " I won~er what the 
owner will say when he comes down m the mornmg and finds 
his car parked on the pavement:?" 

After a number of minor set-backs and delays, the Regi
ment: eventually arrived back at its various T. & A.V.R. Centres 
on Saturday afternoon and were no doubt thankful of 0e 
opportunity to have a restful weekend, or what was left of 1c. 

II Wellare neetls Clothing! 
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39 Sig Regt {V) London 

Lon don I•l"itle 

OUR photograph shows the Prime Minister talking to M ajor 
John Bedford, outside our stand at the big T.A.V.R. 

Display at the Duke of York's H.Q., in April. The Display 
consisted of a number of arena events together with static 
displays depicting the many aspects of the T.A.V.R. The object 
was publicity and was well and truly achieved, with supple
ments in the evening newspapers and good coverage in the 
' Dailys.' A well worthwhile event. 

THE PRIME MINISTER WITH THE VOLUNTEERS 
The Prime Minister, the Right Honourable Edward Heath, M.B.E., 
M.P. talking to Major John Bedford at the big T.A.V.R. Display at 

the Duke of Yorks Headquarters 

The visit of the Skinnt•rs· Company 
The annual visit of the Court of the Worshipful Company 

of Skinners took place in May, and our picture shows the 
Master the Hon. L. H. L. Cohen, inspecting the W.R.A.C. 
Guard ' of Honour, with the Royal Signals Guard of Honour 
in the background. 

The visit is one of the annual events which continues the 
ties between the Regiment and the Company. On this occasion 
the Commanding Officer delivered his annual report to the 
Court. The Master then pre ented the Skinner ' Awards. 
a pewter tankard for Royal Signals and a powder compact 
for the W.R.A.C., both suitably engraved with the Ski~e.rs' 
Crest and the red pient:'s name. These award , for the 1uruor 

.C.O. in each Corps, who has done most for the betterment 
of the Regiment during the preceding year, were presented 
to Lan~e-Corporal John Mills, Royal Signal (T.A.V.R.) of 
5 (Banbury) Sqn and Corporal Jennifer Clarke, W .R.!\-:C. 
(T.A.V.R.), in addition the Master presented the Recrumng 
Cup to W.0.2 Cherry Grace, W.R.A.C. (T .A.V.R.) and the 
Attendance Cup to Corporal Jennifer Clarke, W.R.A.C. 
(T.A.V.R.). 
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The vi it culminated in a tour of the Messe by the Court, 
fini hing with upper in the Officen.' Me s. 

Dnnd ('Ollet>rt 

~ e were fortunate that the Corp band had both t e time 
and the inclination to perform for us in the D rill H all, in 
M a •. We cannot thank them enough a wonderful evening 
wa had by everyone and the ' evening ' went on well into 
the night. Unfortunately the mu ician had to leave us early 
for Blandford. 

St.nr nnd Gnrter llonaPS 

The annual visit of members of the Star and Garter Homes 
took place hortly afterwards and some 30 disabled ex
ervicemen visited the Regiment to be entertained. Colonel 

J. 0 . Hunter, M .B.E., who started the idea in 1963 was also 
present with hi wife and daughter. 

Some member of the Regiment led by Corporals Iris and 
Val Charnock, W .R.A.C., wrote and played in a pantomime 
for our vi itors which wa really well recei· ed , though we 
did find that ome of our guests, by now fairly full of ' ale,' 
were not so disabled as we initially thought! 

In addition to the pantomime, we had the services of Andy 
Cole, from the Black and White M instrel Show, the City of 

London Girl Piper and the Childrens' Accordian Band; we 
thank them all for giving their ·erviccs on an ' expenses only • 
basis. 

Camp, 197 2 

T hroughout all these social events preparation for camp 
went ahead, and during the week ending 3rd June, our 
oversea detachments flew out to Cyprus, Gibraltar, B.A.0.R. 
and Bavaria. There are so many people to be thanked for their 
assistance that they cannot be listed here, but we do give 
a collective public ' thank you ' to them all. 

Our ba c stations set up in U .K . and by lunchtime on 3rd 
June, mo t link were through. Base then moved to Bellerby 
Camp where we spent a week, during which time the kindne s 
shown to us by all in the Training Brigade wa outstanding 
and again we thank them all. 

In the meanwhile our training camp for 12S newish recruits 
took place in Scarborough, where we all forega thered for the 
last few days, to shake out and hold our Regimental Parade, 
and another Camp was over. 

Vis i t b y the S .0.-in-C. 
The ~.0.-in-C., Major-General J . M . Sawers, M.B.E., visited 

the Regiment on 13th July and was entertained in the L ynx 
Club, the W.0 .s' and Sergeants' Mess and the Officers' Mess. 
having visited training. 

Sport 
21st Signal Regiment win BA OR A thletits Team 

Trophy 
21 Sig Regr (AS), the Army Athletics Champions, won the 

elusive B.A.O.R. Team Championship at Sennelager on 8th 
July after two successive years of being close runners-up to 
19 Fd Regt, RA. 

Seven teams had qualified for this Major Units final includ
ing two other Royal Signals Regiments: 4 Div HQ 'and Sig 
Regr and 28 Sig R~gt. The other teams were 1 Cheshire, pre
vious Army Champions on a number of occasions, 39 M s! Regt 
RA, 40 Pd Regr RA and 28 Amph Engr Regr. 

It was apparent after only a few events that this was to be 
a 'two-horse race' between 21 Sig Regt and l Cheshire. We 
had a flying start in the first two track events, winning both 
the S,OOOm team race (in which we equalled the B.A.0.R. record 
with 13 place points) and the 4 x 200m relay, with 1 Cheshire 
achieving second and third places. Meanwhile, loudspeaker 
announcements indicated that we were making good progress 
in the hammer, discus and high jump, particularly the hammer 
where Corporal Andy Melville had achieved a good early throw 
of over 128ft. The final morning track event, the 4 x 800m · 
relay, had all the ingredients of a classic clash between our
selves and 1 Cheshire but the combined strength of Corporal 
Eric Paul, Corporal Graham Campbell, Sergeant Chris Cottam 
and Sergeant Mick Gue (all in top form) was too much for 
our opponents and we had a comfonable winning margin of 
almost 100m. The progress of our field event competitors was 
then confirmed with announcements of first place in the 
hammer and second in both the discus and high jump. 

The lunchtime scoreboard showed that 21 Sig Rcgt and I 
Cheshire had opened a lead of 16 points from the third placed 
team (211 Amph ~ngr Regr) but that we only had a marginal 
lead of even pomts over 1 Cheshire-a margin wh ich could 
be removed by jus t one substandard performance or accident. 

The feared accident occurred immediately after lunch in the 
4 . x 120 yards shuttle relay. Lance-Corporal Harry Girvan 
trip~ed ai:td fell .during the second stage, resulting in all runners 
pas mg him whilst he was recovering. But what a recovery! By 
sheer strength and guts, and ignoring a nasty gash, he com
pleted the leg in fine style leaving Corporal Brian Black and 
Sergeant Jeff Fenge a task of recovering 1S yards in the two 
legs. Corporal Black had almost caught the last runner when 
h~ handed over, but the leader (1 Cheshire of course) was still 
eight yards up! Sergeant Fenge then showed the form which 

HO 

had won him the Army title the week before-he glided through 
the field with what must have been one of h is best-ever per
formances and actually won with about five yards to spare, 
to a tremendous ovation. 

An even greater moment of glory however awaited Sergeant 
Fenge. A fortnight earlier our number two pole vaulter (Captain 
Rod Dransfield) had fractured his arm whilst competing in the 
Rhine Area Championships, and this was one of the few events 
in which we did not have a recognised reserve. Corporal Brian 

IS ' lh-AND IT'S AN ARMY RECORD! 
Sergeant Fenge breaking the Army record for the pole vault at the 

BAOR Team Athletics Championship 
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Black volunteered to fill the slot afte r only a few days' training 
and achieved a useful 9ft. 6in., but clearly with the heights 
of both strings to be added together, an extraordinary perform
ance was needed from Sergeant Fenge. T his was forthcoming 
- a superb vault of 1Sft. 1in . to smash the all-time Army record 
of 14ft. 7in. I The vault was even more remarkable because of 
a steady drizzle. We think this vault gives Sergeant Fenge fifth 
place in the National ranking for this event. 

By mid-afternoon, with these excitements over, we had 
established an impregnable looking lead, but a fault such as a 
dropped baton could even then have turned the tables. However, 
our success continued. The 1SOOm team (Sergeant Mick Gue, 
Sergeant Pete MacMillan, Sergeant Chris Cottam and Corporal 
Graham Campbell) established a new B.A.0 .R. record with 13 
place points, our 4 x 100m relay team narrowly missed the 
B.A.0 .R. record of 43.7sec. (which had stood since 1947) by a 
tenth of a second, whilst first places were also achieved in the 
4 x IOOm and the long jump. 

T he final scoreboard showed a winning margin over 1 
Cheshire of 141 points to 1211 points. The Regiment had won 
every track event and three of the seven field events. A most 
unexpected surprise was that ill additio':l _to winning the Inter 
Unit Team Trophy we also won the Vikmg Trophy, awarded 
to the team with the highest number of point in the field 
events. 

The C.-in-C. B.A.0 .R. , General Sir Peter Hunt, K.C.B., 
D.S.O., O.B.E., congratulated the team on an outstanding per
formance and presented the trophies and medals. 

And now to Aldershot to defend our Army title. • 
For the statisticians: 
4 x 120 yards hurdles - 1st, 1min. 8.3sec. 
4 x 100m - 1st, 43.8sec. 
4 x 200m - 1st, 1min. 31.4sec. 
4 x 400m - 1st, 3min. 22.3sec. 
4 x 800m - 1st, 8min. 8.6sec. 
ISOOm team - 1st, 13 p lace I?Oints (B.A.0.R. r.ecord). 
SOOOm team - 1st, 13 place pomts (equals B.A.0 .R. record). 
High jump - 2nd, 11ft. 7in.* 
Long jump - 1st, 41ft. 9in.* 
Hammer - 1st, 229ft. 10}in.* 
Discus - 2nd, 224ft. ll t in.* 
Javelin - 3rd, 298ft. Sin.* 
Shot - 3rd, 7Sft. lO!fo.* 
Pole vault - 1st, 24ft. 7in.* 
* Total of 1st and 2nd string. 

WELL DONE 
General Sir Peter Hunt, K.C.B., D.S.O., 0.B.E., C.-in-C. BAOR 
presents the team trophy to C.S.M.1. S. W . Woods, team captain 

and coach 

" See Siop Press on page 298. 
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Royal Signals Skill-at-Arms Meeting 1972 
Report from 'Major G. A. S. Exell, Captain of Corps Shooting: 

T he Royal Signals Skill-at-Arms Meeting was held on 
Bulford Ranges during the week 26th-30th June. One hundred 
and six competitors from seven major units and six minor 
units took part. This was a small decrease on the record entry 
of 1971 but nevertheless the high standard of shooting of recent 
years was maintained. 

Apart from one day of pouring rain the English summer, 
1972 style relented for the remainder of the week and we were 
actually bfessed with a few hours' sunshine for prize-giving on 
the final day. 

The conditions of matches are modelled on those fired at 
the A.R.A. Meeting. This year, for the first time, we inclucl;ed 
the Worcester and Lindley (GPMG/ LMG) Match to give 
added experience for those units who have aspirations to win 
the K R.RC. Cup at Bisley. 

30 R e gt's fine tenna 
The meeting was dominated by the very fine team from 30 

Sig Regt led by Major George Cowsill and coached by W.0.2 
E. R. R. Smith. T he Regiment was only prevented fro':11 
making a clean sweep of all the major unit trophies by 16 Sig 
Regt who won the Para Regr (SM~) Match. Indivi~ual firers 
from 30 Sig Regt also took the prizes for Class A rn all the 
SLR SMG and pistol events. Congratulations to ' 30 ' who, 
this year, have possibly the best team in depth ever fielded by 
a Royal Signals unit. 

T he individual championship was won by W.0.2 ~· R. R. 
Smith who fired consistently well throughout. He achieved the 
rare distinction of firing a possible (SO) in his final rapid to 
ensure his ultimate success. 

The Minor Unit Championship was won by 223 S_ig Sqn 
after a close tussle with 11 Sig Regr. Congratulaaons to 
Captain Geoff Hudson and his team for finally toppling ' 11 ' 
from what they regarded as theirs by right! 

The Signal Officer-in-Chief honoured us .by presenting the 
prizes. In bis address he stressed the necessity for marksman
ship training in Royal Signals Units so that we are prepared 
for the type of war we are likely to. face in ~~ future. He added 
that weapon training should be grven . a SIIIlll3:f precedence ~o 
that for technical skills. In congratulat!Dg 30 Sig Regt on their 
achievements he said that other units should not be deterred 
from competing because of the high standard set by ' 30 ' 
Indeed most of ' 30's ' team will have been po ted by 1973 
leaving the field open to . any unit with the enthusiasm and 
skill to take advantage of 1t. 

The absence on exercise in B.A.0 .R. of 3 Regt po ed many 
administrative problems, some of which were solved b¥ accom
modating competitors at Westdown Camp abou~ 12 miles from 
the ranges. Sterling work was done by L1e1:1t~nant .Alan 
Kennedy and his band of helpers from the Trammg ~r~gade 
who set up the tented camp on. the ranges, ran the admlDls~a
tion at Westdown Camp and still found the effort to help with 
range staff. Other range duties were shared between office~ 
and men from the School of Signals, 3 10, 14 and 30 Sig 
Regts and we are grateful to them 11 for ~eir invaluable help. 

The other main prizewinners at the meetmg were as follows: 

March Major M inor ludfr-idual 
Unir Uni t Class A Class B 

Roupell 30 Sig R egt rr ig Regt Cpl. Kingham Sig. Btn'ker 
30 Sig Regt 7 Sig Regt 

Whitehead 30 Sig R egt II ig Regt Cpl. Rcnnoldson Cpl. Callowa~· 
30 ig Reiit r6 if Rcgt 

Association 30 ig Regt 223 ig qn W .0 .2 Sm11h L / Cp. Johnson 
30 Sig Regt ' ig Regt 

Section 30 Sig Rcgt 223 Sig qn 
Worcester & 

L indley 30 Sig Rcgt 26o Sig Sqn 
Para Regt t6 Sig R cgt 223 ig Sqn 

Individual Matches 
Roberts Clo s A Cpl. Jaques 30 ig Rcgt 

Closs :S ig. Barker 7 Sig Rcgt 
Army too On s A W.0 .2 Smith 30 Sig Rcgt 

lo-ss B Cpl . Calloway 16 Sig Rcgt 
SMG XXX Oass A Cpl. Kingham 30 S\g Rcgt 

Clo s B Sig. Kendrick 30 1g Rc111 
Bisley Cup Lt.-Col. (rctd.) Walsh 
Pistol 30 Cpl. Jaques 30 . ig Regt 
Best Class B shot Sig. Barker 7 1g Rcgt 

Falling Plates 
Won by 30 Sii: Re11t with a be t run of 21.7 cond . 
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{'ORP CIUCK ET 
Royal Signals v. ll.E.M .E. 

The match was played at Tidwonh on 21st/22nd June in 
wet, cloudv conditions. 

Royal · ignals 206 for 6 wkts. (Sergeant Manton 47 
Lieutenant Franks 41 Lieutenant T hewlis 29, Sergeant Bald
win 28 Sergeant Stanbridge 24). 

R. E.M .E. 91 (Lieutenant Franks 3-23, Sergeant Stanbridge 
2-19) and 60 (Lieutenant F ranks 8-33). 

Re ult: The Corps won by an innings and SS runs. 
The Corp won the to s and elected to bat on a damp 

wicket. 
T he early bat men adapted their play to suit the wet con

dition , but runs came slowly at first due to accurate seam 
bowling. After the luncheon interval the scoring rate increased 
and the fielding side found it difficult to control the wet ball. 
Good inning were p layed by everal players, the most 
prominent being Sergeant Gerry M anton, L ieutenant Nick 
Franks and Lieutenant John Thewlis. 

The R.E.M .E. innings began confidently, b ut ho tile bowling 
in the fading light took its toll of wickets. T he Corps' fielding 
howed a marked improvement from last sea on and was a 

notable factor in dismissing the opposition for 91 runs. On 
the morning of the second day the R.E.M.E. were a ked to 
follow on and were soon in trouble again t the pace of Franks 
and Kilvington. 

These two bowlers form what is, without doubt, the 
strongest opening partnership in the Army at present; their 
combination of pace and swing bowling was to prove too 
strong for the R.E.M .E. batsmen in the conditions which 
prevailed during the match. 

The following repre ented the Corps : Captain J. Radford, 
School of Signals; Lieutenant N. E. Franks, 223 Sig Sqn; 
Lieutenant J. M. Thewlis, 8 Sig Regt; W.0.2 C. McLoughlin, 
244 Sig Sqn· Sergeant P. Baldwin, 223 Sig Sqn; Sergeant G. 
Manton, A.C.I.O., Stafford; Sergeant D. Stanbridge, 3 Div 
HQ and Sig Regt; Sergeant M. Richards, 8 Sig Regt; Sergeant 
M. Emmott, 223 Sig Sqn · Corporal M . Kilvington, School of 
Signals; Corporal M. Lewis, 10 Sig Regt. 

Royal Signals v. Hoyal lUnrines 

The match was played at Eastney Barracks on 23rd June. 
Royal Signals 193 (Manton 51, Emmott 50, Parrish 24). 
Royal Marines 81 (Kilvington 5-33, Franks 5-38). 
Result: Royal Signals won by 112 runs. 
The Royal Marines won the toss and asked the Corps to 

bat on a wicket that offered some assistance to seam bowlers. 
After a slow beginning a vital partnership developed between 

Sergeants Gerry Manton and Maurice Emmott of 83 runs; 
both batsmen scored their •maiden ' half centuries for the 
Corps and enabled the lower order batsmen to chase for runs. 

The Royal Marines innings began badly against the bowling 
of Lieutenant Nick Franks and Corporal Mike Kilvington, who 
proved to be too hostile on a helpful wicket. Some resistance 
was offered by Captain Stevens and the tail-end batsmen but 
it was a bowlers' day and the Corps ran out as easy winners. 

The Corps' team was as follows; Captain J. H. Radford, 
School of Signals; Lieutenant N. E. Franks, 223 Sig Sqn; 
Sergeant P. Baldwin, 223 Sig Sqn; Sergeant M. Emmott, 223 
Sig Sqn; Sergeant G. Manton, AC.LO., Stafford; Sergeant D. 
Stanbridge, 3 Div HQ and Sig Regt; Sergeant M. Richards, 
8 Sig Regt; Corporal M. Kilvington, School of Signals; Corporal 
M. Lewis, 10 Sig Regt; Corporal W. Button, 223 Sig Sqn; 
Signalman S. Parrish, 223 Sig Sqn. 

Acknowledgement 

A special thank you to O.C. 223 Sig Sqn for supplying five 
members of this successful Corps' team! 

Stop Press 

11 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn beat 54 R.C.T. in the first 
divisi~n minor units cricket final on 2nd August and now meet 
the wmners of the 4th Division Competition in B.A.O.R. semi
final. Scores: 11 Annd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 108 for six wickets 
after 30 overs, 54 R.C.T. 61 all out. 
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ARMY APPRENTICE COLLEGE 

The Knaresborough Seti Race 
Once again, the stalwarts of Phillips Squadron entered fo r 

the gruelling, fund-raising-for-charity Knaresborough Bed Race, 
as they have done since it first was held. Twice in the pa~t 
they have won- indeed they were the first team to have the1r 
name in the Guinness Book of Records for would you believe, 
' propelling a essile object ? 

Hope ran high for a repeat performance this year, and 
week before the race chief whip-cracker Sergeant ' Jock ' 
Crawford, Royal Scots assembled a team con isting of A/T 
S.S.M. Wayne Ardem, Corporals Jim Hydes, ' Spike' Boyle, 
Ronnie Bragg and John M urray, and Chris Charlton, George 
Cartlidge and Richard Doyle-D avidson. Only he will know 
how but it is a fact that Sergeant Crawford actually got them 
up to practi e before breakfast - perhaps the fact that their 
' jockey ' for practice purposes was none other than C.S.M. 
Bill Grimley, Grenadier Guards, had something to do with it. 

Meanwhile, back at the Squadron, Sergeant K en Johnson, 
Royal Signals, was machinating the actual bed; we'd wondered 
why so many of our huge mobile dustbins had suddenly 
become static-there was to be no wheel-trouble this year! 

Came the day, and came the rain-it simply poured, turning 
the start and end of the course into a quagmire, and cancelling 
the famous, or infamous, river-crossing. Phillips were stunned 
to find themselves, for the second year running ("It's a fiddle! ") 
drawn last of the 30 teams. However, they ran their beans 
out-only to find that the time-keeper's stop watch had Jived 
up to its name and failed to start. An unofficial time of just 
over 14 minutes made them winners; official mathematical 
wizardry placed them second-in itself no mean feat. 

They had, though, some consolation in winning, for the 
first time, the prize for the Best Decorated Bed-a just reward 
for a real team effort; even the Squadron Commander, Major 
Bob Wood, Q.R.I.H., had a hand in it. 

For their passenger, Phillips sought this year the aid of the 
College Drama Club, who selflessly Jent one of their ' stars ' in 
the shape (le mot juste!) of Miss Angela Colthart. A mere 
glance · at the photograph makes it unsurprising that she won 
the title of Bed Race Queen. For her charm and encouragement 
before, during and after the race, Phillips Squadron are most 
grateful. 

[Photograph: Mr, John Stockley 

THE BED RACE QUEEN AND HER ENTOURAGE 

Left to right : A/T Corporal Hydes, A/T Charlton, A/T Cartlidge, 
A/T S.S.M. Ardern, A/T Corporal Boyle, Non-AfT Angela Colthart, 

A/T Corporal Bragg 
Missing from photograph : A/T Richard Doyle-Davidson, A/T Corporal 

John Murray 
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Royal Signals Lawn Tennis Championships, 
5th-9th July, 1972 

G.-.1eral 
The Championships were played on the three courts by the 

Headquarters Officers' Mess. The entry of 38 was seven more 
than last year. The weather was good for the first three days, 
allowing all rounds up to but excluding the finals to be played 
off with very little pressure for time. It rained continuously, 
however, on Saturday, 8th July, the day scheduled for the finals, 
and they had to be postponed to Sunday 9th. On Sunday the 
weather was once again good, and the championships were 
successfully concluded. 

Final s 
The finals were played in the following order: 

Singles Plate Competition 
Lieutenant-Colonel (retd.) Brown beat Signalman Brown, 
9-7, 2-6, 6-2. 

Open Doubles Championship 
Lieutenant-Colonel (retd.) Lowe and Lieutenant-Colonel 
Oehlers beat Sergeant Mundy and Corporal Dunster, 6-1, 6-4. 

Singles Championship 
Corporal Dunster beat Sergeant Clark, 6-2, 6-2. 

Inter-U nit D oubles Championship 
Sergeant Clark and Corporal Dunster (School of Signals) beat 
Lieutenant-Colonel Oehlers and Captain Smith (School of 
SCignals), 6-3, 5-7, 6-3. 

Mixed Doubles Championship 
Lieutenant-Colonel and M rs. Oehlers beat Lieutenant
Colonel and M rs. Lowe, 6-3, 5-7, 6-4. 

Presentatio1 of 1•rizes 
Colonel and Mrs. J. C. Lucas attended the finals and Mrs. 

Lucas presented the prizes. 

Corps 01/icer to Represent Great Britain in 
European Glitling Competition 

All will wish to congratulate Captain Leigh Hood, of 244 
Sig Sqn, who has become the U .K. ational Club gliding 
champion in a sustained outstanding effort in the competition 
organised by the British Gliding Association and London 
Gliding Club. He also holds the British National two-seater 
gain of height record. Captain Hood is only the second soldier 
to have become a national gliding champion. The first was 
M ajor-General Tony Deane-Drummond in 1957. 

N ow Captain Hood has been selected to represent Great 
Britain in the Daily Telegraph European Gliding Competition 
at Dunstable in August. He will be one of a party of 19 pilots 
competing against experts from Sweden, Denmark, Belgium, 
Holland, Switzerland, Poland, West Germany and possibly 
Austria. 

OFF-SHORE SAILING 
The Corps yacht Quicksilver, has been kept free 

of charters for the period 12th-20th September, in order 
that those members of the sailing fraternity not attached 
to a major unit may have an opportunity to sail. 

The cost will be £9 per person exclusive of food. 
We also hope to run a course for aspiring second or 

first mates from 27th September to 5th October. 
F urther details may be obtained from the Yachtmaster: 

. 

Major L. D. Edinger, 
c/o H.Q. RCT Training Centre, 
Buller Barracks, 
Aldershot. 
Tel: Aldershot Military ext. 2139. 
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Association · Ne ws 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN 

Number of cases assisted financially in June 
Number of clothing parcels sent 
Amount spent in grants and loans 

One of the Month's Cases 

S2 
60 

£961.03 

SIGNALMAN, seven years' war-time service, now 
aged 61. H e has been very ill for 18 months, and 

bis wife has also been ill and in hospital. As a result, 
their rent had fallen into arrears, and they were being 
taken to Court. T he Association made a grant of £30.50 
to put them straight. The Burma Star Associ,ation als.o 
helped them with a grant of £18.35. The man s letter 1s 
printed below. 

One of the Month's Letters 

H OW can I express my thanks for your wonderful 
and timely help? When your letter arrived, ~y v..:ife 

was getting ready to attend the Court. Can you unagme 
what a relief it was to be able to take your letter along 
and have that load of worry 'written off ' ! I cannot 
express my thanks, but I think you can feel it. This was 
a wonderful act of generosity, and it has come out of the 
blue as we were not looking for it. I feel like Chad 
looking over his brick wall, and the caption is, " Wot! 
No arrears?" Good old Signals! You've saved me a lot 
of worry, and that's a real tonic for a sick m~. ~y wife 
and I sincerely wish to thank you once agam, m_ fact 
we still can' t get over it. It's wonderful to find fnends 
when in need. 

Can/ill Branch 

Hon. Secretary: M. H . Jones, Esq., 42 Cartwright Lane, Fair
water, Cardiff CFS 3DB, writes : 

I must start these notes by expressing our deep sense of 
personal loss in the death of our Vice-Chairman and Honour 
Member Ted Whitfield (announ::ed in the July/August WIRE). 
One of the Founder Members of this Branch and an ex-W.0. 
of 53 (W) Sig Regt, he has held office for m~ny years. and has 
carried the Branch Standard at many Cattenck Reumons? and 
also at local ceremonies. His interest and loyal suppon m all 
our activities will be sadly missed. Wreaths were sent from 
the Branch and from Captain and Mrs. F. Doherty. A number 
of our members attended the funeral and the Branch Standard 
was supplied, a requested. 

We also extend our incere sympathy to M~rvyn '. Chc_>pper' 
Marlow who lost his wife after a long and di tre smg illne s. 

Turning to a happier note, we are pleased and honoured to 
announce that Lieutenant-Colonel W .. F . G. Bale, O:B.E., T.D., 
has accepted Honorary Vice-Presidency_ of this Branch. 
Lieutenant-Colonel Bale has for a long ume sho~ a great 
interest in our activities and we have now ' broug t him home ' 
to where he served so long with the Regiment. 

We have said our farewells to our Pre ident, Lieutenant
Colonel G. J. Curl, M.I.E.R.E., A.M .B.I.M.! as we must do 
when tours of duty with the Regiment termmates. YTe wou!d 
thank Lieutenant-Colonel Curl for hi tremen?ou mterest m 
our welfare activities, in which he played an active !Ind valu~ble 
role. We al o offer our thanks for the many other kmdly actions 
made to assist the functioning of this Branch. The engraved 
Minutes Book he presented to us will be highly valued and we 
trust the engraved salver presented to him will be so treasured. 

HJ 



THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION 
Minutes of the 27th Annual General Meeting held at Catterick Camp on Sunday, 25th June, 1972 

Brigadier W. G. Tucker, C.B.E., Chairman; Major-General 
M. D. Price, C.B., O.B.E., and Colonel F. E. B. Jones, O.B.E., 
T.D., J.P., D .L., Vice-Chairmen; Brigadier P. M. P. Hobson, 
D.S.O., General Secrecary; and ome 120 member of the 
A ociation. 

The Chairman opened the meeting by welcoming all who 
had come to Catterick for the weekend. All told over 700 
members were anending and 30 branches were represented. 
The Chairman complimented Mr. Marriott - aged 78 - who 
had once again cycled all the way from Che terfield. He also 
aid how pleased the Association wa to have with them as 

guests for the weekend the Rev. W. P. Rennison, M.B.E., who 
had very kindly consented to be guest preacher at St. M artins, 
and Colonel R. M. Adams, who had recently retired a Corps 
Hi torical Officer and who was author of the excellent Corps 
hi tory "Through to 1970." He welcomed Major - General 
M. D. Price (Chairman designate) and Colonel L. W. Wright 
(Vice-Chairman designate). F inally he warmly thanked Briga
dier P. A. M. Tighe, his staff and all members of the Training 
Brigade for the first class arrangements they had made for 
a very succes ful reunion despite considerable difficulties due 
to re-building and ecurity restrictions. These remarks were 
supported by the acclamation of all pre ent. 

Minutes of the 26th Annual Gt>neral .Heeling 
These were put to the meeting for formal approval and 

having been duly proposed and seconded were approved by 
a show of hands and signed by the Chairman. 

Chnirm.an's Report 
The Chairman reported on Association affairs the main 

points being: 
Branches and Membership. Branches and membership were 

still in a healthy state. A number of Branches had succeeded 
in increasing membership. It was interesting to note that 249 
Sig Sqn, Singapore, which was disbanded two years ago, 
recently held a reunion in B.A.O.R. to which 120 ex-members 
came from all parts of Germany. In spite of some for~asts 
to the contrary the spirit of comradeship lived on with the 
young men of today. 

Welfare. The welfare staff were busier than ever and during 
1971 over £13,000 was spent on 522 cases and 443 clothing 
parcels sent out. The high rate of unemployment and increased 
cost of living were making themselves felt and 1972 looked 
like being an even busier year than 1971. The Association 
was very grateful to Branches who investigated local cases 
and brought them to notice. 

The Association had been particularly glad, in conjunction 
with the Army Benevolent Fund, to be able to help serving 
soldiers with resenlement loans but it must be remembered 
that there was a limit to the amount of money that could be 
out on loan at any one time and that each case must have 
some compassionate background to qualify for a loan (see 
Editorial June/July WIRE). 

Army Benevolent Fund. Continuing the policy of maximum 
support to the Army Benevolent Fund and taking into account 
a surplus of income in 1971 and increased income in 1972 
the Central Committee has decided on a target donation 
of £20.000 to the Army Benevolent Fund of which £12,000 
would be paid in July while the remainder would be paid 
at the end of the year-subject to final approval of the Central 
Comminee at their autumn meeting. 

'The Wire.' Circulation continued at between 5,000 and 
6,000 copies monthly. Costs however were greatly increasing 
due to added postal and printing charges. The price to in
dividual subscribers was now 15p a copy but with ever rising 
costs it might be necessary to increase the cost of bulk ordered 
WIRES from lOp to 15p a copy. This would only be done 
if absolutely necessary. 

Sta1f. Remained the same except that after many vicissitudes 
the Association had at last secured the services of an assistant 
accountant, Mr. Nazario, who was settling in well 

3+4 

Northern Ireland. Our soldiers in Northern Ireland \~ere 
doing a splendid job and it was a pleasure to record that 
a message of appre:::iation ' from all present at the Branch 
Repre entatives Meeting, in April was sent to them through 
C.R. Signals, Northern Ireland. A number of Branches had 
also sent similar mes ages on the occasion of their annual 
dinner. 

Blandford Reunion 1973. The School of Signals had very 
kindly agreed in principle to stage a one day reunion for the 
Association at Bland :ord, in 1973. The date and other details 
were sti ll to be worked out. 

Catterick Reunion, 1973. Thi would be held on the 23rd/ 
24th June, 1973. 

Accounts for 1971. See page 348. These had been audited, 
scrutinised by the Finance sub-Committee and passed by the 
Central Committee. 

The Chairman a ked if there were any questions or points 
anyone would like to rai e in connection with the accounts. 

Major Franks (Leeds Branch) stated that if every member 
present at Catterick made a resolution to rake THE WIRE and 
also to persuade a friend to take out a subscription it would 
greatly alleviate THE WIRE'S financial problems and would 
also be a very pleasant tribute to Brigadier Tucker's service 
as Chairman. This proposal was greeted with applause by all 
present. 

The accounts were then put to the meeting for approval 
and having been duly proposed and seconded were passed 
by a show of hands. 

Amendments to the lhdes of the Royal Signals 
.4.ssociation 

The amendments set out in agenda paper 27 A.G.M.3 after 
two small corrections were put to the meeting and having 
been duly propo ed and seconded were carried by a show 
of hands. 

Central Committee 
The Meeting was asked to elect the following as new 

office holders in the Association and members of the Central 
Committee: 

Chairman and Treasurer: Major-General M. D. Price, C.B., 
O.B.E.; vice, Brigadier W. G. Tucker, C.B.E. retiring. 

Vice-Chairmen: Brigadier K. D. Gribbin, M.B.E.; vice, 
Ma;or-General E. S. Cole, C.B., C.B.E., retired. Colonel L. W. 
Wright, T.D.; vice, Colonel F. E. B. Jones, O.B.E. T.D., J.P. 
D.L. retiring. 

In connection with the proposed new office holders the 
Chairman stated that Brigadier Gribbin was a well known 
retired officer of the Corps employed as General Secretary 
of the Cancer Research Campaign, London, whose proximity 
would be of much value to the Association in its dailv affairs. 
Colonel Wright was a long standing and much valued 'member 
of the Association who would make an admirable 'Vice Chair
man. He would be su: ceeding Colonel Jones, who, like the 
Chairman, was standing down to make way for someone 
younger. Colonel Jones had rendered yeoman service to the 
Association for very many years - his total service on the 
Central Committee alone was nearly 20 years. The Association 
was most grateful to him for all that he had done and he 
hoped that Colonel Jones would retain his very close connec
tion for many years to come. Colonel Jones thanked the 
Chairman for his kind remarks. 

The Chairman then went on to say that he felt that the 
time had come for him to stand down. He had thoroughly 
enjoyed his five years' tenure of office during which time he 
had visited a number of Branches and had got to know many 
members of what was a wonderful Association. He warmly 
thanked the staff of Association H .Q. for their loyal service 
and support during his term of office. 

His place was being taken by Major-General Price and he, 
the Chairman, could think of nobody more suited to take 
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over this appointment than General Price and he wished him 
well in it. 

The proposed new office holders and members of the Central 
Committee were then put to the meeting fo.r appr~val and 
after being duly proposed and seconded therr appointments 
were confirmed by a show of hands. . 

The meeting was also asked to elect or re-elect the follow1Dg 
to the Central Committee: 

Branch representatives: Major D. P. Gardiner, TD. (Alder~ 
shot Branch) for zone' D' and Mr. D. W. F. Barnfield (Torbay) 
and District Branch) for zone 'C '; vice, Mr. W. G. Faircloth 
(Chester Branch), retiring in rotation. 

T.A.V.R. representative: Colonel R. A. Chell, TD, ADC, re
election. 

These were also put to the meeting and having been duly 
proposed and seconded were approved by a show of hands. 

The newly elected Chairman, Major-General Price, then 
read out a message from the Master of Signals as follows:. . 

"As Master of Signals and President of the Asso:1at1on 
J hould be grateful if you, as my representative as Master 
at the Reunion at Catterick on the 24th and 25th June, would 
convey my apologies to the Chairman and members of . the 
Association for my absence from the Annual General Meet1Dg. 

This is the last time that the meeting will take place under 
the Chairmanship of Brigadier Guy Tucker and ~ith Colonel 
Eric Jones as Vice-Chairman. I should be grateful if you would 
express to them both publicly my sincere thanks for all that 
they have both done for the Association these many years. 

Brigadier Guy has been Chairm.an and Treasurer of ~e 
Association for Jive years, and I think that the members will 

agree with me that the Association has gone from strength 
to strength under his care. We all owe him a great debt of 
gratitude, and I am sure we are all delighted that he is able 
to continue as Chairman of the Royal Signals Association 
Trustee Limited, an appointment which he has held for the 
last · nine years. Colonel Eric has been closely connected with 
the Association since 1954, and has been a Vice-Chairman 
sin:::e 1966. He too has been a tower of strength and one that 
we shall greatly miss. 

I hope that you all have a very happy and successful week
end. Please give my kindest regards and best wishe to the 
members present." 

Any other businPB8 
Mr. Littlefield (Manchester Branch) asked if he might have 

the floor. He said he would like to put on record a vote of 
thanks to the Chairman and H.Q. Staff for all they had done 
over the past year. He would also like to thank the i::raining 
Brigade for the excellent arrangements for accommodat1Dg and 
messing Old Comrades at this year's reunion. The ticket system 
and splitting of Old Comrades to two W.0.s' and Sergeants' 
Messes for buffet supper was a great improvement and he 
hoped it would continue. In concl1;1sion he said he woul? like 
to pay a tribute to the young soldiers he had talked to ID the 
camp. They were most polite and helpful and were a great 
credit to the Corps which he was glad to say had always 
attracted gentlemen into its ranks. Mr. Littlefield's remarks 
were greeted with applause by the meeting. 

The Chairman thanked him very much and as there was no 
further business declared the meeting closed. 

----Obituary----

Major A. J. Harrison, Mr. R. P. Fie/J 
Shortly after take off from Heathrow Airport on the after

noon of Sunday, 18th June, the BEA Trident on its way to 
Brussels crashed at Staines with the loss of all those on board, 
amongst whom were Major A. J. Harrison and Mr._ R: P. Fi.eld. 

John Harrison was born in 1935 and was comm1ss1oned IDtO 
the Royal Signals in 1954. He spent his first seven years as ~n 
officer in the Middle and Near East. He returned to U.K. ID 
1962 and qualified on the Telecommunications Engineering 
Course. Following this he served in Malta, a~ the Sc.hool of 
Signals and in 1 Div HQ and Sig Regt. At the nme of h1s death 
he held a Grade 2 Weapons Staff appointment at the Defen~e 
Operational Analysis Establishment where he was engag.ed m 
studies on the Bruin and Ptarmigan systems. John will be 
remembered as an officer of great integrity and enthusiasm 
who was dedicated to his profession. As a Squadron Com
mander he demanded the highest standards from those under 
his command lmt was always concerned for their happiness and 
welfare. He did sterling work for the sailin.g community in 
B.A.O.R. in the administration of Petasus dunng the. 1970 ~d 
1971 seasons. For this work he was awarded the Bolitho Pnze. 

Peter Field was born in 1920 and was working for the Post 
Office when he joined the Territorial Army in 1938. He w~s 
called up for active service with the Middlesex Yeomanry m 
1939 and was taken prisoner in North .Africa. in 1941:. He 
survived a 700 miles march across Europe ID ternble cond1tJo_ns 
and he himself saved the lives of some who would otherw1~e 
have died. After the war he returned to the Pos~ Office and m 
1964 joined the School of Signals then at Cattenck. He moved 
with the School to Blandford in 1967 .a~~ set up home .at 
Wimbome where, amongst his many ~cuvmes, he was Ch!11f
man of the local branch of the Cheshire Homes. At the t~e 
of his death, Peter was Head of the Army El~~?magneuc 
Compatibility Agency and head of thi: E.M.C. D1v1S1on of the 
School of Signals. In his eight years with the School he revolu
tionised the Army's frequency managem~nt proce~s . ~nd deve
loped a new philosopJ:y of ele~~om~gni:uc compauJ;>1hty. Ho~v
ever great his professional ability, Jt will be for his. huJ?amty 
that he will be longest remembered. He always mamta1Ded . a 
sense of proportion, seeing the bes! as ~ell as . t~e worst m 
everytqing and everyone. He was IDvanably w1ll1Dg to help 
others in their difficulties regardless of the pressure~ already on 
him. He has left a large gap in the Corps and will be sorely 

mi sed. · f ·1· Our deepest sympathies are extended to both their am1 1es. 
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Mr. N. M. Hall 
It is with great sadness that we learned of the death of 

' Nim ' Hall at the early age of 46. He was, as a number of 
readers will know, an outstanding rugger player who was 
capped 21 times for England between 1.947 and 1_955 and w~s 
captain on 17 occasions. He was a Na~onal Service . Officer m 
the Corps in 1948-49 and whilst servmg at Cattenck played 
for the S.T.C. when it won the Anny Challenge Cup .and 
captained I Training Regiment team which won the champion
ship in 1949. 'Nim' was a v.ery modest man and ~as always 
willing to help others; there is no doubt that by his example, 
enthusiasm and expertise he helped to lay. the ground-work 
which resulted in 1 Training Regiment reaching the Army Cup 
finals in 1950-54 and winning on four occasions. 

Lieutenant-Colonel R. A. WalJron, 1.0. 
The death occurred suddenly at his home in Thorpe, Ash

bourne, Derbyshire, of Lieutenant-Colonel R. A. Waldron at 
the age of 57, on 1st July. 

Before the war 'Wally' was commissioned in .t!ie North 
Midland Corps Signals T .A. A member of ~e ~nush Expe
ditionary Force he was evacuated from Dunkrrk ID 1940. 

After the war he rejoined the T.A. and commanded 2l~t 
(North Midland) Corps Signal Regiment, T.A., from 1948 until 
1951. For a rime he was Chairman of. the :perby Branch of the 
Royal Signals Assci.ation. H~ p~acused ID. Ashbourne as a 
solicitor. His first wife Maggie died some eight years ago. In 
recent years he remarried and wa blessed with a second 
daughter. 

His funeral took place in the villa.ge chu~ at Thorpe o~ 
5th July and was attended by members of ~is former Regi
ment: Colonel R. E. Pickford, T.D. D.L.; Maior T. S. Wragg, 
M.B.E., T.D.; Lieutenant-Colonel A. D. Stoker, T,P., R.A.M.C. 
(retd.); and Colonel L. W. Wright1 T.D., represenung the .R~yal 
Signals Association, the East Midlands T.A.V.R. A soc1at1on, 
38th Signal Regiment (V); and Colonel G. J. Underwood, 
C.B.E., T.D., D.L. 

To his widow Diana and his daughter Elizabeth and Rosa
mund is extended our deepest sympathy. 

HS 



Colonel J. W. Gonion 
•Bungy' Gordon, who died on 16th July aged 67, was one 

of the first batch of officers to be commissioned directly into 
the Corp from R.M.C. Sandhur t, where he had the distinction 
of being a enior Under Officer. 

He joined the Corp at the S.T.C., Maresfield, in 1925. 
Between 1926 and 1939 he served with 4 Divisional Signals, in 
North China Command ignals, A.F.V. Signals Tidworth 3 
Divi ional ignals at Bulford a Adjutant and at the RM.A. 
Woolwich. At the outbreak of the 1939-45 war he wa A/C.S.O. 
1 Corp and went out wirh the B.E.F. · he joined 2 Divi ional 

ignaJs in France in 1940 as Second-in-Command and wa 
evacuated through Dunkirk. He remained in the U.K. until 
1943 a A/C. .0. 10 Corps, Senior Instructor at the School of 
Signal O.C. 43rd Divisional Signals and D.C.S.O. Southern 
Command. In 1943 he went to North Africa and India as 
War Office Liaison Officer, returning to the U.K. and N.W. 
Europe in 1944 as C.S.O. II Area in 21 Army Group; he then 
went out to the Far East in 1945 as C.S.O. Arakan. After the 
war he filled the appointments of C.S.O. Hong Kong, C.S.O. 
Singapore Di trict, C.S.O. Malaya District, C.A.G. Royal 
Signals H.Q. Eastern Command and C.A.F.S.O. M.E.A.F. His 
last appointment before retirement in 1958 was C.A.F.S.O. 
B.A.O.R. He was mentioned in Despatches twice in 1945 and 
again in 1949. 

W.G.T. writes: As a young officer he thoroughly enjoyed 
every aspect of army life. He hunted shot and fished. He 
played unit games with soldiers and soft games like tennis and 
squash. 

His outstanding characteristics were his charm and 
amiability. Wherever he went he made friends and nowhere 
was this more evident than in 1939 when he was an Instructor 
of the ' hop.' He was much beloved by all the military and 
civilian staff. 

Perhaps it was this genuine popularity which slightly dulled 
his perception of his own abilities. 

He never married and retired to a solitary existence firstly in 
Cornwall and later on Dartmoor near Tavistock. For the last 
six or seven years his sight was badly affected by cataract for 
which he had an operation, but it restricted his driving and 
his fishing, his last remaining pleasure. Gradually too most of 
hi friends lost touch with him. 

In the last year of his life he contracted an incurable cancer 
and spent most of it in hospital or nursing home. On the last 
occa ion two of his old friends, Brigadiers Coryton and Tucker, 
visited him and he was so very glad to see them, but he was 
quiet and they felt he must have known the end was approach
ing, though he bore the thought bravely and with dignity. 

His friends will remember him as a good companion and a 
loyal ervant of the Corps. 

Captain D. F. Moir 
It is with great regret that we report the tragic death of 

David Fowler Moir, as a result of an accident whilst serving 
with the Union Defence Force Signal Squadron at Abu Dhabi. 
David was the eldest son of Colonel C. B. Moir, 0.B.E. (late 
Black Watch), Military Attache in Belgrade. He was just 26 
years old and was commissioned into the Corps in 1966. He 
served in B.A.O.R. and FARELF before joining the Trucial 
Oman Scouts (later the Union Defence Force) in 1970. He was 
a keen and competent canoeist and an enthusiastic under-water 
swimmer and held the deep sea diving record in the Far East. 
He was devoted to the Service, particularly on the active side 
and he approached his work with an enthusiasm for com
munications which was infectious. With his death the Corps 
has lost an excellent officer. 

We extend our very sincere sympathy to his family in their 
ad loss. 
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Movements 

Officers 

Major M. R. Adams ... ... . .. To 40 Sig Rcgt (V) 
Lieutenant-Colonel P. D. Alexander, 

M.B.E, •.. . • . 
Major E. T. Bolt ... 
Captain M . J. Bowen 
Major G. J Chitt)' 
Lieutenant R. J. Ebdon .. . 
Lieutenant-Colonel N. G. GaUver 
Major (Trc.) J . E. Gill ... · 
Captain R. M. Goymour 
Ml!jor (T.O.T. ) J. Harwood 
Major J. F. Higton ... 
Lieutenant P. T. Innocent 
Major D. J. Jolly ... 
Captain (T.O.T .) J. B. Jupe 
Major P. F. Larrington 
Major P. B. Leonard 
Lieutenant W. A. Little 
Catain M. S. Louden ... 
Lieutenant F. S. Mackenzie 
Major S . N. Maw~on, M.B.B. 
Captal.n P. F. Meaning .. . 
Major N. Moss ... .. . 

.. M.O.D ., ACDS (Ops) 
,, 9 Sig Reg1 
.. 14 Sig Regt 
.. 7 Sig Reg1 
,, 22 Sig Regt 
.. 11 Sig Regt 
.. School or Signal s 
., 11 Sig Regt 

IO S ig Reg"! 
Teles Br SRDE 

., 22 Sig Reg1 
,. 2 Div HQ and Sig Rcgt 
,. I Sig Grp 
, . 27 Sig Regt 
.. 1 I Sig Grp (V) 
,, 7 Sig Regt 
,. II Sig Regt 

4 Div HQ and Sig Regt 
,, 22 Sig Regt 
,, 26r S'g Sqn 
., 4 Gds Armd Bdc HQ and Sig 

Sqn 
Major M. R. E. Pack-Davison ,, 16 Sig Reg! 
Capuiin (T.O.T.) G. H . Paul M.O.D. (EME4d) 
Captain E. R. T. Pearse ,. CSO's Br 3 Div 
Major P. H . Ridlington ... ., Records Office Bdc of Gurkhas 
Captain (T.0.T.) K. V. Risby ,, IO S 'g Rcgt 
Captain (T.O.T.) R. Staniford AAC. Harrogate 
Captain D. Strong .. . ... ,. 24 Airptbl Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
Lieutenant G. K. Thompson ... ... ,, Queen's Own Hussars 
Second-Lieutenant H. H. Van Praag ,, 4 Div HQ and Sig Regt 
Lieutenant-Colonel F. A. Wainwright ., CV HQ and Trg Wing 
Lieutenant M. J. Walker . .. . . . ,, 3 Div HQ and Sig Regt 
Second-Lieutenant A. D. E. Walm ,, I D iv HQ and Sig Rcg1 
CaPtain C. l. Walters .. . ,, 27 Sig Rcgt 
Lieutenant . R. Smlth .. . ,, 21 Sig Rcgt 
Captain (Tfc) R. E. Smithard HQ r (BR) Corps 
Captain J. A. S_pcake9 ... ... 63 (SAS) Sig Sqn (V) 
Major J. E. C. Stevens ... ,, School of Signals 
Lieutenant M. R. Stone .. . ,, 3 Div HQ & Sig Rcgt 
Captal.n (Tfc) A. Stringer ,, 22 Sig Regt 
Major (TOT) R. Taylor 233 Sig Sqn 
Captal.n lr. M. Vines • .. ,, I6 Sig Rcgt 
Lieutenant A. M. Wallace 4 Div HQ & Sig Regt 
Cepiajn (Tfc) W. Weir HQ 3 Div 

lV.O.s and Sergeants 
W.0.2 J . Frost ... 
W.0.2 R. C. Bishop . .. .. . 
W.0.2 (Y. of S.) W . E. Greenhill 
W.0.2 C. Meredith . 
W.0.2 (SUPVR R) A. Cooper 
W .0.2 T. Martin ... . .. 
W.0.2 D. G. McCartney 
W.0.2 E. Brant .. . . .. 
W .0.2 C. H. Williams ... 
W.0.2 A. F. J . Gundersen 
W.0.2 R.L. Danells ... . .. 
W.0.2 (F. of S .) M . A. Truran 
W.0.2 (F. of S.) B. A. M eachin 
Staff Sergeant M. Dunnett ... 
Staff Sergeant D. B. Smith . .. 
A/Staff Sergeant A. W. Till ... 
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) C. M . 

Stafl'Ds:::eaat .. (F. of' S.) ·K. E ... 
Eustace ... . . . . .. 

Staff Sergeant (F. of S .) J . 
Goldsworthy .. . .. . 

Staff Sergeant W. G Feltham 
Staff Sergeant W. B. Dick 
A/Staff Sergeant W . Escott 
Sergeant B. Brophy 
Sergeant R. J . Wrute 
Sergeant C. Moore 
Sergeant D. Mason ... 
Sergeant E. J. King ... 
Sergeant R. G. P. Harris 

Sergeant R. B. White 
Sergeant D. R. Lincoln 
Sergeant M. J. Bentley 
Serge:?nt G. T. Edwards 
Sergeant D. G. Conway 
Sergeant J. E. Pea~son .. . 
Sergeant S. E . Graham .. . 
Sergeant K. Cooper . . . 
Sergeant B. F. Tuffin .. . 
Sergeant M. G . Cruuenden 
Sergeant K . Moxon ... 
Sergeant K. A. Allen 
Sergeant R . W. Badger 
Sergeant T. Wilkinson 
Sergem1 A. Russell 

.. I4 Sig Regt 
10 Sig Rcgt 

,. School of Signals 
.. t6 Sig Regt 
,, 9 Sig Regt 
,, 28 Sig Reg1 
., 1 r Sig Reg1, 2 Sqn 
,, I4 Sig Regt 
., 22 Si~ Regt 
,, 227 Stg Sqn 

36 Cadet Trg Team 
,, 227 Sig Sqn 
,, 6o3 Sig Tp 

. . . ,, 39 Sig Rcgt (V) 
,, 38 Sig Rcgt ( V ) 

M.O.D., Camp Comdt 

., School of Signals 

., 40 S'g Rcgt 

., 261 S:g Sqn 
27 Sig Regt 
Aberdeen University O.T .C. 

., School or Signals 

., 10 Sig Regt 
to Si~ Rcgt 

,, 242 Sig Sqn 
242 Sig Sqn 

., 262 Sig Sqn 
Army Apprentices' College, 

Harrogntc 
,, 7 Sig Regt 
,, 224 s ;g Sqn 
,, 11 Sig Regt, 2 Sqn 
,, 27 Sig Regt 

223 Sig Sqn 
8 Sig Rcgt 
262 Sig Sqn 

,, 10 Si_g Rcg1 
24 A1rptbl Bde Sig Sqn 

,, 3 Div Sig Regt 
,, 27 Sig Rcgt 
,, 66I Sig Tp 

.. . ,, 9 Si!f Rcgt 
27 Sig Regt 
Royal Signals Records 
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Sergeant A. Benson 
ergcant M. Kennedy 

Sergeant W. J . Flint .. . 
A/Sergeant R. Hughes .. . 
A/Sergeant T . B. Gilhllm 
ergeant J. Hcpwor:h 

Sergeant M . J. Davies 
Sergeant G . E. Gay 

.. HQ, B.A.O.R. 

.• 16 S'g Reg: 

.. 261 S:g Sqn 

., 3 D :v S'g Regt 

.. HQ 2 s ·g Gp 
,, 21 S g Regt 

264 SAS Sig Sqn 
., 1 Div S.g Reg: 

ergcant H. Meddison 
Sergeant F. A. Webber 
Scrges11t J. Will iamson 
Sergeant A. J . Davies 
Sergeant G. McLaughlin 
A/Sergeant A. W . Scales 
Sergeant J. R. Crabtree ... 
Sergeant R. Jones ... 
Sergeant G. M. Lumley 
Sergeant J . Isherwood 

,, 264 SAS Sig Sqn 
,, _30 s ·g Regt 

244 S g Sqn . . 
,. School of Army Aviauon 
,, 3 Cdo Bde RM 

I9 Airptbl Bdc Sig Sqn 
,, 27 S:g Regt 

crgeant M . R. Mandy .. . 
Sergeant G. W . James .. . 
Scr11e"'1t N. J . Wilmott .. . 

ergcant N. J . Holcombe 
Sergeant T. Skinner .. . 
ergeant T. Holmes .. . 
/ Sergeant C. A. Harvey 

,, 27 Sig Regt 
8 S 'J! Regt 

,, 3 Div Sig Regt 
252 Sig Sqn 
33 S:g Regt (V) 
ro Sig Regt 

,, Sch:>al of Signals 
,, 7 Sig Re_gt 

6o3 Sig Tp 
,, 2I Sig Regt 

Promotions ---
PROMOTIONS 

New Old 
Name Initials Rank Sen. Date Sen. Date 

REGIMENTAL DUTY ROI.I. 
ToW.0. 1 
Styles, B. J . A/W.0.1 12 Aug. 71 23 Dec. 66 

ToW.0.2 
A/W.0.2 1 Apr. 72 7 Mar. 69 (R. Tt> Moulton, F.P. 

Gray, P. L. S Sgt . 2 Apr. 72 11 Apr. 71 (Cbt. mn.) 
French, C.K. R. A/W.0.2 3 Apr. 72 22 Apr. 71 (Cbt. Sig.) 
Leiper, G .A. A/W.0.2 4 Apr. 72 14 Jun. 69 (Cbt. Sig.) 
Ellis, B. S Sgt. 5 Apr. 72 7 Feb. 70 (Cbt. Sig.) 

ST AFP SERGEANTS SBNIORITY ROLL 
Trade 

1 Aug. 68 Recs, M . J . Sgt. Cbt. Rrnn. l Apr. 72 
McMillan, A. Sgt. Cbt. Rmn. 6 Apr. 72 23 Jan. 67 

YEOMAN OF SIGNALS ROI.I. 
To W.0.1 
Haylcr, P.D. A/W .O .l 31 Mar. 72 6 Sep. 66 

ToW.0.2 
Noon, J . T. A/W.0 .2 l Apr. 72 16 Mar. 67 

To S Sgt. 
Winstanley, A.A. Sgt . 6 Nov. 71 2 Feb. 66 (Data Tg.) 

TERMINAL EQUIPMENT Tt!c:HNICIAN ROI.I. 
To Sgt. 

R. J . Cpl. 21 Sep. 71 14 Apr. 67 Gipson, 
Lythgoe, W.J . Cpl. 3 Nov. 71 22 Sep. 67 
Nicholson, J.M. Cpl. 3 Nov. 71 12 Sep. 68 
Purkiss, K.W.J. Cpl. 4 Nov. 71 7 Oct. 66 
Williams, F . A. Cpl. 15 Mar. 72 14 Apr. 67 
Poole M.B. Cpl. 15 Mar. 72 31May68 
Haniftn, J . F. Cpl. 15 Mar. 72 4 Jul . 68 
Baker, R. J. Cpl. 15 Mar. 72 24 Jul . 69 
Barton, D. Cpl. 15 Mar. 72 24 Nov. 69 
Alderton, T. Cpl. 15 Mar. 72 1 May 70 
Simpson, C . F . Cpl. 16 Mar. 72 21 Jul. 67 
Ollcy, B. L. Cpl. 24 Mar. 72 6 Aug. 66 
George, R.V. Cpl. 13 Apr. 72 13 Apr. 68 
Bromidge, S. W . G. Cpl. 13 Apr. 72 13 Apr. 68 
Rowland-Jones, L . O. Cpl. 13 Apr. 72 29 Jan. 70 
McAuliffc, T. Cpl. 21 Apr. 72 2 May 69 
Bunce, P . C. Cpl. 29 Apr. 72 11 Aug. 66 

RADIO TECHNICIAN ROI.I. 
To Sgt. 

H.J. Cpl. 28 Oct. 71 7 Jun. 68 West, 
Hughes, H.J. Cpl. 13 Feb. 72 20 Sep. 68 
Worth, J. Cpl. 29 Mar. 72 3 Jun. 68 
Nash, M.R. Cpl. 29 Mar. 72 19 Feb. 70 
Collard, T . Cpl. 13 Apr. 72 21 Sep. 68 
Jacklin, A. L. Cpl. 15 May 72 15 May 68 
Taylor, J . Cpl. 15 May 72 10 Jun. 69 

RADIO RELAY TECHNICIANS ROI.I. 
To Sgt. 

M . G. Newall, Cpl. 2 Jan. 72 14 Feb. 68 

DATA TEl.BGRAPHIST ROLL 
To Sgt. 

s. A/Sgt. l Mar. 72 25 Oct. 63 Goy 
Findlay, R . M . A/Sgt. 25 Mar. 72 8 Nov. 65 
Mc Loughlin, G. Cf:!. 4 Apr. 72 22 Nov. 65 
Wells, J . A Sgt. 14 Apr. 72 17 Sep. 66 
Wright, R . D . Cpl. 4 May 72 19 Oct. 66 
Grcatbanks, J . A. Cpl. 5 May 72 l Dec. 66 

RADIO Tllt.EGRAPHIST ROLL 
ToS~. 

3 Apr. 72 3 Mar. 67 Long urst, D.G. cf:1. 
Chc;r.ne, A. A Sgt. 7 Apr. 72 23 Feb. 66 
Ma dison, H. A/Sgt. 1May72 l Aug. 68 
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Nicholson, K. R . Cpl. 2 May 72 1 Oct. 68 
Williamson, J. Cpl. 3 May 72 l Sep. 68 
Garrod, R. J. A Sgt. 4 May 72 28 Mar. 64 
Davies, B.A. A Sgt . 5 May 72 l Feb. 66 
Blaylock, J.E. A Sgt. 6 May 72 l Dec. 66 

CoMBAT DRtVER ROLL 
To Sgt. 

R . G. J . A/Sgt. 1 Apr. 72 30 Jun . 68 King, 
Grant A. G . Cpl. 2 Apr. 72 31 Jul. 68 
Parnell, R. T. Cpl. 3 Apr. 72 I Dec. 59 

CoMBAT LmeMAN Tl!LeCOMMUNICATtON MECHANIC ROLL 
To Sfct. 

A Sgt. 3 Nov. 71 30 Apr. 63 Brad ord, J.E. 
Allen, J . A. A Sgt . 1 Feb. 72 31 Mar. 65 
Darlinf.on, D. Al Sgt. 2 Feb. 72 28 Feb. 66 
Oxfor , R . V. Cpl. 3 Feb. 72 31 Jul. 68 
Harvey, C. A. A/Sgt. 1 Mar. 72 31 Dec. 61 
Davies, J . H. A Sgt. 2 Mar. 72 30 Apr. 64 
Rodger, J . K. A/Sgt. 3 Mar. 72 30 Jun. 65 

CoMBAT RAotOMEN ROLL 
To S Sgt. 

M.J. Sgt. 1 Apr. 72 l Aug. 68 Rees, 
McMillan, A. Sgt. 6 Apr. 72 23 Jan. 67 

To Sgt. 
G. A/Sgt. 2 Jan. 72 30 Jun. 65 Brook, 

Bellamy, C.G. Cpl. 3 Jan. 72 31 Jul. 65 
Smith, J . H . A/Sgt. 2 Feb. 72 10 Dec. 66 
Menzies, J.M. A/Sgt. 6 Mar. 72 1 Dec. 59 
Gue, M. T. A/Sgt. 2 Mar. 72 l Oct. 68 
Stretton, M.J . A/Sgt. 3 Mar. 72 31 Mar. 69 
Bassdr, M. E . A/Sgt. 4 Mar. 72 30 Apr. 69 
Whi cld, R. G. A/Sgt. 5 Mar. 72 30 Apr. 69 
Scarse, A. J . A/Sgt. l Apr. 72 26 Feb. 60 
Mumford, T.K. A/Sgt. 2 Apr. 72 31May63 
Bentley, P.O. A/Sgt. 5 Apr. 72 5 Mar. 66 
Miller, 0. s. A/Sgt. 6 Apr. 72 l Feb. 67 
Cartlidge, B. J . A/Sgt. 8 May 72 1 Feb. 67 

DELETIONS 

Name Initials Se11. Date 

REGIMBNTAL DUTY ROLL 
W.0.1 
Dcclancy, v. 5 Mar. 68 
Bunstan, K. 1 Dec. 70 

W.0.2 
Easter, W.W. 3 Dec. 65 
Punnett, G. 16 Jun. 68 
Tasker, R . 24 Jun. 70 

S SGT. SENIORITY ROI.I. 

Cobb, R.N. l Sep. 66 (Cbt. Sig.) 
Thomas, B. A. 16 Mar. 67 (O>t. Sig.) 

FOREMAN OF SIGNALS ROLL 
W.0.1 
Martin, c. 2 May 69 

W.0.2 
Wagstaff, R.W. 16 Jan. 65 

S Sgt. 
Keasey, R.M. 12 Mar. 66 

YEOMAN OF SIGNALS ROLL 
W.0.1 
Ankcrs, J. w. 26 Jan. 69 

TERMINAL EQUIPMENT 'TEcHNICIANS ROI.I. 
Sgts. 

R .H. 1 Sep. 58 Forster, 
Roberts, R.P.H. 8 May 68 
Mann, M. 14 Nov. 69 

RADIO TECHNICIANS ROI.I. 
Sift. 
Hingley, D.M. 1May55 

RADIO RELAY TEOINICI.AN ROI.I. 
Sgts. 
Campbell, M.J. 17 Dec. 69 

DATA TELEGRAPmST Rou. 
Sgts. 

P. 26 Nov. 70 ~cer, 
ag ey, H. 23 Jan. 67 

Aldridge, B. J. 6 Nov. 71 

SPECIAL TEI.EGRAPHIST Rou. 
Sgt. 

M.R. 30 Oct. 69 Height, 

CoMBAT DRIVER ROI.I. 
Sgt. 

G.M. 10 Jul. 64 Taylor, 

CoMBAT RADIOMAN ROI.I. 
Sgts. 

E. F. V. 1 Sep. 59 Knight, 
Preece, J.M. 31 Jan. 6:2 
Waldron, J. 27 Mar. 62 
Cox, R. V. 18 Aug. 62 
Sid:u F.R. 22 Aug. 62 
Do c, G.W.T. 26 Feb. 64 
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ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION & BENEVOLENT FUND 

1970 
£ £ 

131,410 

7,661 
295 

7,956--

139.366 

2,91 

£142,284 

Balance Sheet as at 31st December, 1971 

ACCUMULATUl Fu:-;D 
Balance at I January 1971 . . . . 
Add: E,·ccss of income: O\·er expenditure 

for 1hc )'C3r . . . . 
Profit on sale of in,·es1men1· 

Su DRY CREDITORS 'ID ACCRUED 
CHARGES .. . . . . .. 

OTE: There is a contingent liabilitr to 
refund life membership sub cripuon 
to certain serving oldiers of 1he Corps 
on retirement. 

£ £ 

139,366 

5,375 
9,546 

14,921 

154,287 

2,642 

£156,929 

1970 
£ £ 

2,27 1 
3,384 
2, 111 

1,492 
191 

132,4 

371 

132.460 
4 

£142,284 

CASH AT BA KAND I H NO .. 
SUNDRY DEBTORS ND PREPAYMENTS .. 
INCOME TAX RECOVERABLE . . . . 
STOCKS IN HANO, ut co 1 (including band 

records £355 1970 £564) . . . . 
LOA S TO ASSOCIATION BRANCHES 
I VESTMENTS AT COST 
Quoted (market value £214,573, 1970 

£154,678) .. .. .. 
Unquoted .. 

OFFICE FlJRNITURE- AT C'OST LESS 
DEPRECIA TtO'I 

Chairma11 : W. G. TUCKER. 
. ecretary: P. M . P. HOBSO 

A DlTOR 'REPORT TO THE '!EMBERS OF THE ROYAL SIG AL A OCIATION A O BENEVOLE T FU O 

£ £ 
2,451 
3,679 
2,239 

1,326 
176 

146,720 
4 

146,724 

334 

£156,929 

In our opinion the above balance sheet and annexed income and expenditure accounts give a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the Fund at 31 December 
1971 and of the excess of income over expenditure for the year ended on that date. 
3, Frederick's Place, 

Old Jewry, 
London, EC2R 8DB. PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO. 

22 farch, 1972. Chartered Accou11ta11ts. 

1970 
£ £ 

678 
468 

2,471 
3,617--

41 
620 

1,951 
1,821 

291 

£8,341 

1970 
£ £ 

3,253 
225 

3,478--
12,398 

9,000 
350 

50 
173 

9,573--
7,370 

£32,819 

1970 
£ £ 

7,661 

£7,661 

3'48 

Income and Expenditure Account for the Year ended 31st December, 1971 

ADM1"1'1STRATION EXPEZ.:SES 
Salaries, ational Insurance, Super-

annuation contributions .. 
Pensions to former employees .. 
Other administrative e"<pcnses .. 

DEPRECIATIOS OF FURMTURE AND 
FITTlNGS . . . . . . 
JUBILEE CELEBRATIO:<S . . . . 
CoST OF Assoc:IATION R EIJNIONS . . 
Co"'IllleUT1os TO CoSTS OF PvBLICATIONs 
EXCESS OF I COME 0\'ER EXJ'E'IDITIJRE .. 

ADMl"ISTRATtO!'> EXPE"5ES 
Salaries, ational Insurance, Super-

annuation contributions .. 
Postage of welfare parcels 

BEN"EVOLENT GRA''T'S 
Do ATIONS 
Army Bene\'olent Fund 
Star and Garter Homes .. 
Shaftesbury Homes 
Others 

EXCESS Of lr<CO'IE OVER EXl'E'DITURE .. 

OVERALL EXCESS OF 11'COME OVER 
EXPENDITIJRE TAKE' TO ACCIJMULATED 
Fu~D .. 

£ 

1,003 
477 

2,052 

£ 

3,586 
236 

18,000 
400 
250 
221 

£ 

GENERAL 

1970 
£ £ 

248 
46 

950 

3,532 
447 

37 6,556 
94 

1,133 
1,865 
1,367 

£7,934 £8,341 

£ 
SuascR1PTtONs . . . . 
RECEIPTS FROM BRANCHES .. 
PROFIT ON ONE DAY COVER STAMP 
Sl!NDR y I COME 
Income from sales of Corps clotbing, 

badges, records of Corps music and 
diaries . . . . . . . . 

I COME FROM INVESTMENTS-GROSS 
BANK D EPOSIT I NTEREST 

BENEVOLENT 

£ 

3,822 
13,111 

18,871 
4,008 

1970 
£ £ 

DoNATtONS 
887 Individuals and local branches . . . . 

1,838 Regiments and Squadrons, Royal Signals 
2,725-

RECErPTS FROM CORPS FUNDS 
4,0 I 0 Officers .. 

24,823 Other ranks 
28,833- -

1,261 BENEVOLENT GRANTS RRFUNDED 

£39,812 £32,819 

SUMMARY 

£ 

5,375 

£5,375 

1970 
£ £ 

291 
7,370 

£7,661 

EXCESS OF INCOME OVER EXPENDITURE: 
O N GENFRAL ACCOIJNT .. 
ON BENEVOLENT ACCOUNT 

£ 

£ 

1,709 
1,060 

6,050 
29,868 

£ 

£ 
272 

50 

347 
7.114 

151 

£7,934 

£ 

2,769 

35,918 
1, 125 

£39,812 

£ 

1,367 
4,008 

£5,375 
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OPERATORS 
LEAVING T H E ARMY SOON •.• ? 

Why not contact 

THE THREE TEES AGENCY 

THE Specialist Employment Bureau for 
Telex, Teleprinter and Telephone Operators 
where you are assured of a welcome and 
free advice and guidance o n career prospects 
in the com mercial wo r ld. 

THE THREE TEES TRA IN IN G SCHOOL 
has the full range of Telex and Teleprinter 
machines and offers free tuitio n to those 
seeking employment, both Permanent and 
Tempo rary. 

110 Flee t St., 
London, E.C.4. 
(01-353 36 11 ) 

Call, write or phone: 
124 Regent St., 
London, W . I. 
(01 -734 0365) 

20 East cheap, 
London, E.C.3. 

(01-626 0601) 

TH E (Establi hed over 40 year ) C 0. 

BEACON GARAGE 
CATTERICK VILLAGE 

AND 

WALKERVILLE 
HILLMAN • HUMBER • CHRYSLER SUNBEAM 

ROVER LAND ROVER 
• HOME SALES AND EXPORT • 

ALWAYS A GOOD SELECTIO OF HIGH 
STANDARD USED CARS IN A WIDE PRICE 
RANGE AVAILABLE FOR YOUR TRIAL A D 

INSPECTION. 

e IN SURANCE FACILITIES 
~ FINANCE FROM ONLY 20% DEPOSIT 
e TOP QUALITY REPAIRS AND SERVICING 
e 24-HOUR BREAKDOWN RECOVERY SERVICE 

1 ight phone Old Catterick 334 or 343) 

Call and see us about your next new or better used car 
at our National Benzole or Shell Petrol Stations next 
Walkerville Hotel or near Catterick Aerodrome Round
about, or phone Old Catterick 334 (village) or Old 

Catterick 524 (Walkerville). 

Printers 

Publishers 

Ne,vspaper Proprietors 

Lithographers 

Process Engravers 

Parsons and Printing. Like the Services, we have a tradition to uphold, at the 
same time taking advantage of scientific progress in this age of mechanisation, 
yet maintaining through a special department, a personal and helpful link with 
customers, whom we are ever willing to advise with their production problems 

F. J. Parsons Ltd 
The Adelph i, Joh n Adam Street, London WC2 6A Y 01-839 715 l 

Printing works at H astings, Folkestone, Bexhill and Lewes 



HOM E OWNERSHIP 
Conditions in the mortgage market can nuctuate from month to month so that an easier loan situation 

can quickly change to a severe hortage. Would-be Home Owner who do not plan ahead could therefore find 
it almo t impossible to obtain Joans or even the promi e of loan . 

If you fake our advice and et in motion now a po itive but flexible House Purchase Plan this should 
place you in the very favourable po ition of being able to obtain a loan for hou e purchase at any time in the 
future. The longer the Plan is in force, the easier it b~corne for you to buy the house of your choice, the 
higher the loan po ible and the more economic the purchase. 

Increases in quartering charges have made it financially beneficial for the majority of serving personnel to 
buy their own house. instead of paying rent for many years. Therefore, no matter where you are stationed, 
no matter when you intend to purchase a house, ask our advice now in order that your purchase may be 
arranged on the most economic basis po sible and in keeping with your personal circumstances and needs. 

SCHOOL FEES 
Selected schemes linked with life assurance can ub tantially reduce the cost of educating children. A 

un ique scheme provides IM MEDIA TE fu nds for school fees where childr<!n are attending school. We also 
devise tailored plans which can reduce by one half F UTURE costs of educatmg your children. Very early 
planning can reduce such costs to IL If you have a chool fees problem write to us now for advice before 
it becomes insoluble. 

LIFE ASSURANCE + INVESTMENT 
Conventional or Equity Linked Schemes 

We specialise in arranging realistic Life Assurance Plans to provide all-embracing Famil y Security 
combined with Sound Investment. For example, a net outlay of £10.14 monthly for those liable to tax at 38.75p 
in the £ will give the family man aged 30 next birthday immediate family protection of £38,300 and an 
anticipated cash sum of around £25,000 free of tax and capital gains tax at age 65. This particular Plan is 
extremely flexible and unique in that it can be made to mature in part or total at an earlier age or be adapted 
to provide an income on retirement from the Service, e.g. at age 55. We shall be pleased to prepare for you a 
balanced Family Life Assurance Plan without obligation. 

For full details, please telephone or write in confidence to: 

Lieutenant-Colonel C. B. Johns, M.A.I.B., R.A.O.C. (Retd.), 
Services Advisory Bureau Manager. 

H. R. MARTIN & CO., LTD. 
17 /19 Greyfrlars Road, Reading, Berks. 

Associated Insurance Brokers 
Brokers of Insurance to Members of H.M. Forces 

Telephone: Reading 56226 and 56227 

Produced for the Publishers, THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, Lorulon, S.W.3 4RH (Telephone: ox-730-3477) by 
. . .. COMBINED SERVICE PUBLICATlONS LTD., 67 / 68 Jermyn Street, St. Jamc1'1, London, S.W.x. 

Printed m Great Bnwn by F. J. PARSONS LTD. The Adelphi, John Ad.am Street, London, WC2N 6AY, and " Observer" Buildinas Hastings. 
AdTtttilcment Manaaeu: Sl!R.VICB NEWSPAPERS LTD., 67/68 Jermyn Street, St . Jamcs's, London, S.W.x (Telephone : ox-930 xio8/9). 
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"The only 
All-SOiid-State 100W 
broadband HF linear 

· amplifien in 
full scale production 
an~here in the 
world .. 

We've already said a 
mouthful. But we must 
add that they cover the 
1.5 to 30 MHz range and 
can beusedwithanyman
pack to form a 1 OOW man-
portable or vehicle station. \ 

All solid state, they operate 
direct from their own batteries 
or. from 24V vehicle sui.-iJlies, 
without a converter. 

After all this we still haven't 
mentioned that there are no tun
ing or loading controls to adjust. 
And as they are fully protected 

against ex
cessive drive and 

cannot be damaged by 
mis-matches such as broken 

or short-circuited aerials, they are 
virtually fault-proof. 

One more word (or maybe two 
If you can bear with us). These 

amplifiers have already 
been delivered in quan

tity to British and many 
Overseas Armed Forces. In fact, 

there's two years of full-scale 
production behind this product. 
And it's available now. 

(BEDIFOND 
Redifon Telecommunications 

Li mite~ 
Broomhill Road w 
London S.W.18. a... 
Telephone: 01-874 7281 'W 
A Member Compan1 of the Redlffuslon Organisation 

* . -
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Association, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, 
London, S.W.3. 4 RH. Tel. Nos. 01-730 

4129 and 01-730 3477. Ext. I43. 

MATTER FOR PUBLICATION 
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE 12th 
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Vol. 26 (New Serres) No. 9 

Our Cover Picture 
We feature this month the Athletic Team of 21 Sig Regt who recently 

won the Army Team Championship at Aldershot for the third year running. 
Though the team contains a number of Combined Services and Army 
athletes, its main strength lies in the depth of talent which its coach 
(C.S.M.I. Stan Woods) has been able to develop through perseverence, 
personal skill and sheer hard work. The Regiment i also the B.A.0.R., 
Rhine Area and Royal Signals B.A.O.R. Champions and holds no fewer 
than four Army, five B.A.0.R., eight Morrison Cup and 12 Rhine Area 
team event records. 

Once again we are in a situation that arises from time to time-more 
WIRE contributions that we can economically afford to publish. 

Today, the 14th of the month (two days after we close for copy), the 

Editorial office still overflows with articles requiring processing, and they 

continue to arrive! Signals are received (this is a new an:i growing 

feature) with texts such as 'Contributions for next issue will be with you 
by 16th including full page spread of photographs and notes. Grateful you 

allow for this when planning layout.' Telephone calls alert the Editor that 
'X' Regiment's notes will be in the post tonight with plenty of photographs 
and would he please give the unit a good spread. 

To our kind friends we would say how much we appreciate your 

wonderful support and interest. It is great to serve a Corps that is articulate 
and so clearly proud of its manifold activities but please, please, put the 

brakes on a little. Cut down on those detailed and rather dull accounts of 
senior officers' inspections, inter-troop hockey, the state of the weather and 
funny stories that have no meaning outside unit circles. Try and avoid 

verbose padding. Give us clearcut succinct reports of the main events of 
the month supported by a few really good photographs and, if there is 

nothing worth reporting, hold over notes to the next issue. This will save 
us the invidious task of pruning contributions which gives us no pleasure 

at all and must be frustrating to those who have written for THE WIRE. 

In conclusion let it be said that it is a far, far, better thing to have 

an over abundance of contributions rather than to have to scratch round 
for fill-ups because of a dearth of material. For this situation we are more 

than grateful to our many contributors. 

RO'\.AI. SIGNALS A S()(;l.\TION 

The Annual Reunion at Catterick Camp will take place next year 
on 23rd/24th June. In addition, by kind permission of the Commandant 
School of Signals, a one-day Reunion will be held at the School of 
Signals, Blandford Camp, on Sunday, 5th August, 1973. 
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" ••• a truly marvellous band" 
Ir, 
I just had to write to say what a truly marvellous band you 

have and how much I have enjoyed listening to them in the 
Victoria Embankment Garden . Their range of mu ic is quite 
fanta tic and no matter what they play it is always a fir t 
clas performance. 

Please convey my thanks to tho e concerned for giving me 
uch pleasure in my all too short lunch break. 

280 Westmount Road. 
Eltham, S.E.9. 
16th August 1972. 

Your trulv, 
(Sgd.) Rosemary J. Akers 

In appreciation ol twenty happy years in the 
Corps 

Sir, 
Please find enclosed cheque for £55 in aid of the Royal 

Signal Association and Benevolent Fuqd. This sum wa raised 
by the sale of shell craft which happens to be a hobby of mine. 
The sale was held in the foyer of the Headquarters Building of 
H.Q. Scotland (Army) by the kind permission of the Colonel 
G.S., Colonel B. A. Stewart. 

The shells used, originated from many sources, particularly 
of my own collecting, but mainly from generous donations 
from assorted peoples all round the world (15 countries). 

I submit this donation as a gesture of gratitude for the 
twenty happy years in the Corps and hope that I will be able 
to arrange another sale before my discharge in '74. 

C.S.O.'s Branch 
H.Q. Scotland (Army), 
Edinburgh, EHl 2YX 

Yours faithfully, 
E.W. Unwin (Staff Sergeant). 

Part of Sergeant Unwin 's Shell Exhibition 

EditfJrial notP 

As a keen conchologist Staff Sergeant Ernie Unwin has 
collected a wide sample of sea shells from all parts of the 
world. 

He set himself the task o: convening his collection into 
brooches, pendants, cuff links and useful ornaments. Having 
been encouraged by admirers of his art he then decided to sell 
his wares to the benefit of the Royal Signals Benevolent Fund. 

This production effort has of course depleted Staff Sergeant 
Unw:n·s sto:k of shells, and following this initial success he is 
willing to repeat the performance given the necessary raw 
material. Any member of the Corps who is in a position to 
collect suitable sea shells is requested to send them to Staff 
Sergeant Unwin at his new location at the School of Signals, 
Blandford Camp. 
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Gatl Sir! 
Sir, 

The picture of the S.0.-in-C. in the August-September issue 
which show him relaxing in true We tern stvle also shows the 
end of his mount's head-stall out of its keeper-or so It 
would appear. If so, and although it may be right for the West, 
it wouldn't have gone unobserved by Captain Totterdell at 
Mare field in '22. Gad Sir! It would have earned for the 
S.0.-in-C. a couple of rounds of the menage with crossed 
tirrup facing backwards. Indeed, it might even have got him 

a ride on Rocksavage bareback. 
May I say hello to those who still enjoy reading THE WIRE 

an:! who remember Crowborough and Maresfield, way back, 
and who may possibly al o reme:nber 2315281 Peerless L. J. at 
chat time. 

Heathcote, Frogham, 
Fordingbridge, Hants. 

Yours, 

L. J. Peerless 
( ometime 7676 S.R. of 0 .). 

ROYAL SIGNALS GLIDING CLVB 

ROYAL SIGNALS Glider Pilots should forward 
their individual claims for grants from the Royal Signals 
Games Fund for the period January-November, 1972. 

Applications are required by 20th November, 1972, 
and should be addressed to: Major D. H. Scarfe, 
R. Signals, c/o C.S.O. H .Q. U.K.L.F., Wilton, Salisbury, 
Wilts. 

Details are required. Grants will not be made unless 
the claim states: (a) Flying fees paid in 1972 (no other 
expenses); (b) Number of launches, and total launches; 
(c) Cross-country kms. 1972, and total; (d) Results of 
competitions or badge attempt ; (e) Qualifications held ; 
(f ) Full address of claimant, incl. regimental number ; 
(g) Confirmation that you subscribe to Corps Funds 
under the Day's Pay Scheme, or similar. 

The limited funds available will be allo::ated in the 
order in which applications are received. 

ROYAL SIGNAl,S CORPS 
CHRISTMAS CARDS 

The Forces Press (NAAFI), Crimea Road, Aldershot, 
Hanes., have a limited sto::k of Corps Christmas Cards, 
size 4in. x 6in., available. 

U .K. price including purcha e tax and postage. 
7p per card. 

Overseas price, including postage by surface mail, 
Sp per card. 

Extra printing of a brief address on the greeting page 
can be arranged; the minimum charge, up to 100 cards 
is £2.00; additional cards ordered at the same time, a 
further Ip per card. 

Individual orders, accompanied by the correct money 
should be sent dire:t to the Forces Press. 

con1•s DIARIES lf)7:J 

Corps diaries for 1973 are now in sco:k and can be ordered 
from Association Headquarters at 30p each post free. The 
diary is of the slimfold type identical with the 1972 diary which 
proved very popular. Good stocks are held but the earlier orders 
are received the better. 
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IN APPRECIATION 
Presentation by Lieutenant-Colonel Bob Barrett on behalf of Q.M. 
Category Officers of the Corps to Lieutenant-Colonel Clive Hallett 

on his retirement 

Lieutenant-Colonel (QM) C. W. Hallett 
Royal Signals 

Lieutenant Colonel Clive Hallett retired from AGll , and 
the Corps, on Friday, 30th June, 1972, after 34 years of service. 

Clive enlisted into the Corps as a draughtsman in 1937. He 
had previously tried for the Royal Navy but decided against 
them when he realised he would be required to sit with his 
back to the engine in a Swordfish torpedo bomber! 

After service in France and various formations, during the 
Second World War, Clive was posted to AGll in 1948 and 
rayed there as a Warrant Officer and Superintendent Clerk 

until 1952. This was followed by staff appointments, en 
commissioning, until he returned to AGll as Staff Quarter
master in 1964. During the past eight years Clive has been 
responsible for the commissioning, postings and promotions 
of all the Quartermasters in the Corps. Despite the fact that 
he has not had the stimulus of Regimental Service, for well 
over 20 years, Clive has shown the very deepest personal 
concern for each and every Quartermaster ' on the books.' He 
has shared the domestic worries, problems of failing health or 
injury, concern over children's education and other personal 
matters with every one of his 'customers;' many of whom he 
ha never met. His dedication to his flock re ulted in a break
down to hi health last year and hi decision to retire one year 
before completing the full span. 

In the homes of most long service soldier can be seen the 
momentoe of pleasant ervice (often indicating the regard of 
one's fellows) in Squadrons, Regiments and other parts of the 
Corps. Clive's fellow officers appreciated that he had never 
had the good fortune to share these soldierly pleasures and 
had nothing to remind him of hi services to them. A group 
of senior Quartermasters therefore, opened a sub cription list 
and invited contributions from all Quartermaster Officers of 
the Corps. 

The result of this initiative was a small luncheon party, in 
London, on 29th June, when a representative party of senior 
Quartermasters presented Clive with a desk, chair and silver 
salver as a token of their esteem and regard for all he had 
done on their behalf. 

Lieutenant Colonel Bob Barrett acted as host and made the 
presentation, supported by Lieutenant Colonels Arthur Page, 
John Larner, Alan Earle and Majors Robbie Laing and Pat 
Massey. The combined service of the seven Q.M.s totalled 
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just under 24-0 years! Clive leaves the service well aware that 
the part he has played in sustaining the efficiency of the Corp~ 
and the morale and welfare of his brother officers has been 
recognised and fully appreciated. Our best wishe go with him 
and Margaret in their retirement. 

Clive's son, Captain Peter Hallett, Royal Signals, soldiers 
on in the Corps and maintains the family link. 

AGI I fnrew.-11 

On 30th June the entire staff of AGll gachered at the 
Hallett homestead for lunch. On behalf of the civilian and 
military staff, and past A.A.G.s, an engraved pewter tankard 
was presented to Clive in the hopes that its frequent use 
would erase from his memory some of the hardships he had 
experienced in office. 

3rtl Divisional Signals Reunion Club-
21st Anniversary 

I T was a special gathering of the Reunion Club during the 
weekend 15/16ch July at the Re~iment's headquarters 

in Bulford. Not only was it the club's 21st anniversary but it 
was also the first time that the -ladies had attended such a 
function. 

It was a fine warm Saturday which heralded the arrival of 
members who were greeted by senior staff of the Regiment 
prior to coffee and, later, drinks in the W.O.'s and Sergeants' 
Mess, which was followed by an excellent lunch in the 
Regimental restaurant. 

In its most inimitable manner the Regiment had clearly 
organised the weekend very efficiently and later in the afcer
noon this became self-evident in the highly organised equipment 
demonstration and inter-Squadron and Troop competitions, 
into which so much effort had obviously been put. Some of 
the old comrades also expended considerable energy that 
afternoon in taking on the cream of the Regiment in a line
laying competition. The linesmen among the old comrades 
were conspicuous by their absence but the press-ganged 
volunteers of diverse occupations, assisted most nobly by a 
fully trained linesman from the Regiment, managed to come 
third out of the four teams, narrowly beating che Young 
Officers. 

The early evening saw a very large gathering, including 
members of the Regiment and their families to hear the playing 
of Retreat; a most excellently presented ceremony for which 
we are indebted to the Royal Signals Band so ably led by 
Major K. R. R. Boulding, Director of Music. Tre salute was 
taken by Brigadier Cuthbert Moore. . . . 

The dinner was attended by over 14-0, mcludmg nine from 
the Regiment plus their ladies. Brigadier Bertie Brett, ac~ng 
as dinner president, referred in his speech to the late Ma1or 
General Naylor and the support he had given over the la t 
21 years as the club's president. He had always been 
tremendously enthusiastic and interested in its activitie . 
References were made to the committee, who had kept the 
club going all these years with special ,a;iention of ~yril Stagg 
for his support and who was now retmng as cha1Tman. The 
latter then presented to the Regiment on behalf of the club 
a magnificent bronze 'Jimmy' stand!ng 3ft. 6in. hi_gh on a 
marble ba e which the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant 
Colonel Derek Briggs, in his reply of thanks said would be 
mounted outside the Regimental Headquarter in Beacon 
Barracks when they move there. 

The evening wound up with a dance in the Tartan Badger 
Club to a most enthusiastic Corps dan::e band mtent on 
rejuvenating the old comrades with their lively mu ic 
Tentatively, at first, some of the 'old ones' took to the floor, 
but it was good to see so many taking uch an active part later 
on. 

Sunday was windy though sunny. but all went w~ll ~ich the 
organisation for the Drumhead service, taken by Br1gad1er The 
Reverend Bill Rowett with the Corps band in attendance. The 
les on was read by Major Ken Smartt, the club's new chairman, 
and Major General David Price took the salute, with chc 
old comrades, marching as one, leading the Regiment. 

The proceedings finally came to a close after lunch. A. very 
good weekend had been enjoyed by all . due t~ t~e unsunte~ 
efforts of the Regiment. Perhaps the b1gge t en de coeur 
came from the ladies, hoping that they would be ' allowed' 
to attend another club reunion. 
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45 YEARS' CONTINU O US SERVICE 
The Commandant, School of Signals, Brigadier A. C. Bate, present
ing a " Jimmy" to Mr. E. R. Gay, at a farewe ll lunch party in the 
Mess on Sunday 23rd July 1972, at which Mr. and Mrs. Gay were 

guests of the Commandant and Officers of the School of Sig nals 

Mr. E. R. Gay, M.B.E. 
< It is no; very often that we have the opportunity to say 

good-bye nv1~e to S?meo.ne who has erved the Army for 
the :whole of his working life. When that someone is R.S.M . 
(~e~ed) E . R. ' Busty ' Gay then the occasion has particular 
1gnificance for the Corps. Regular readers of these pages will 

recall that in November, 1961, we published a farewell to 
R.S.M. Gay on his leaving active service. Since that time Mr. 
Gay - unlike the Old Soldier of the song - has refused to 
fade away. a~d "".e can n~w continue the story. 
A~ter his . retirement Mr. Gay took an appointment as a 

Clerical As 1st~nt at H.Q. A.E.R. In April, 1967, he was 
prOffi:Oted Clerical Officer and moved to Trials Squadron of 
30 Sig R egt at Blandford Camp; he has remained with Trials 
Squadron (now part of the School) ever since. On 2nd August 

. he ~ill again _retire just a few months short of 45 years 
conunuous service to his country; this time it will be for real. 

At_ long !~st ' B~sty ' intends to make time to pursue some 
of his hobbies which through all of his working career have 
had to take second place to his first love work. He is a keen 
photographer and is justly proud of his 'garden in Pimperne 
D orset. However, if you want to . find him, the best place t~ 
look would pr<?bably be at Ches1l Beach. ' Busty ' is a keen 
fish~rman and mtends to spend a good· part of his time beach 
castmg. A~ ever he is not so much interested in the number 
of fish which he catches, as :with the perfection of his casting. 
So, s~ould you be at Chesil you may see a familiar figure 
handling a 12 foot beach caster with the same ease as he 
for so long handled a pace stick. 

Once again, thank you Mr. Gay for all you have done for 
~e Corps and thank you too, Mrs. Gay, for letting us have 
hu:i for so long. Our best wishes to you both for a happy 
retirement. 
~ur. photograph shows the Commandant, School of Signals, 

Bngad1er A. C. Bate, presenting a 'Jimmy' to Mr. Gay at a 
farew~ll lunch party in H.Q. Mess on Sunday, 23rd July, 1972, 
at which M r. and Mrs. Gay were the guests of the Commandant 
and Officers of the School of Signals. 
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THE WIHE - DECE~IBEll I SSUE 

Will all Units and contributors please note that copy 
for the December issue must be in the Editor's hands by 
9th November latest. 

[Courtesy Western Mail and Echo 

OBVIOUSLY A HAPPY OCCASION 
Visit of the Lakeside Jun ior School , Cardiff Badge Cl ub to H.Q. 
Wales. General Joh n Wood row (serving cake's in t he picture) 
writes :-"This is a remarkable little organisation that has a very 
fine set of badges of the regiments of the British Army, all beauti
fully mounted with accompanying notes and illustrat ions. The mem
bers correspond with soldiers all over the world . I found they had 
no badges of Royal Signals. Th is serious omission is now being 

rect ified" 

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN 

Number of cases assisted financially in July 
Number of clothing parcels sent ... 
Amount spent in grants and Joans 

One of the Month's Cases 

41 
45 

£963.89 

LAN~E-C~RPORAL,_ three years' regular service, 
. killed m an accident 18 months ago, leaving 

a w1dow and four school-age children . The widow has 
struggled to keep going, but has become very low and 
depressed. T he Association made a grant of £20 fo r 
materials to enable a relative to decorate some of the 
house for her, and a further grant of £60 was made 
from the War Memorial Fund to provide a holiday for 
her and the children. 

One of the Mon th 's Le tters 

I WRITE to say how profoundly grateful my wife and 
I are for your efforts and thoughts on our behalf 

and for the grant to pay our rates. We find it so difficult 
to express our appreciation in words, and can only say 
a~ain ' thank . you.'. My Army days are amongst my hap
piest memories; 1t seems we meant so much to each 
other in those days. Your letter, good wishes and blesss
ings are like a handshake from the past. I am getting 
back to health slowly and hope to be as well as ever 
eventually. Once again thank you. 

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN 

Royal Signals Association & Benevolent Funt/ 
The following donation s were gratefully received during 7uly, 1972: 

Officer Commandi'.lg, II th Sig Regt (stall s at reunion) 
~.cer Commanding, 83 (London) Sig Sqn (V) . . . . .. 

)Or L . A. Harry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
Mrs .. P. M . Slater and Mrs. J. Clark (in m emory of 

L1eute c irn1 -Colo~eJ A. D. S. Hurbrugh 
D. W. Lloyd-Davies Esq . 
R. A. Oswick Esq . . . . . . . . .. 
Lieutenant-Colonel W. F . Herdon 
T. A. Roberts Esq .... 
J. A. Springect Esq. 
Ano,ymous ... . .. 
Va•: ious small donations 

£ p 
78.44 

2.00 
8.oo 

20 .00 
J.25 
I.00 
1.00 

83 
50 

5.00 
J.01 
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The Shrivenham Letter 
r1iHE Corps bas had another very successful year at the 

Royal Military College of Science. 

Dt•~r.-o results 
After three years hard work and the usual agonising last 

few weeks of preparation for the final examinations, 17 officers 
of the Corps showed us that 1972 was indeed another vintage 
year. At the graduation ceremony on the 7th July, in the 
prebence of Lord Penney, OM, KBE, FRS, the first name 
called was that of L ieutenant Donald M unro, First Class 
Honours Graduate in Applied Scicn::e and winner of the Royal 
Signals prize. He was followed shortly by Lieutenant Richard 
Farrimond Second Class D ivision I Graduate in Engineering 
and also the winner of a special College prize. 

The remaining results were: 

SN•ond Class Divis ion II llonou.-s 
Lieutenant John Chambers, L ieutenant Michael Prymaka, 

Lieutenant Martin Stone, Captain Homfray Vines, Lieutenant 
Alan Wallace. 

T h i rd Class Honours 
Lieutenant Robert Freeman, Lieutenant Richard Couchman, 

Lieutenant Patrick Kington, Lieutenant Fergus Mackenzie, 
L ieutenant Leslie Smith. 

0 .-1U11ary and U nclassified Deg.-ees 
L ieutenant Brendon Hughes, Lieutenant Rollo Ebdon, Lieu

tenant David Hughes, Lieutenant Martin Roberts, Lieutenant 
Stephen Siddall. 

Every Signal officer on the course had graduated, and after 
the ceremony everyone moved off in high good humour for 
tea with strawberries and cream beneath the cedar trees on 
Beckett Lawn. The weather was kind, and the mixture of 
uniforms, colourful academic robes, and pretty girls in summer 
dresses made it a most elegant and memorable occasion. 

We were pleased to welcome Brigadier and Mrs. A. J. Jack
son, representing the Signal Officer-in-Chief. Our photograph 
shows Brigadier and Mrs. Jackson with our two top graduates 
and their ladies. Working for a Shrivenham degree puts almost 
as much strain on wives as it does on their husbands and 
they have a very real right to be there on this occasion. We wish 
all the departing graduates and their families the best of good 
fortune for the future. 

GRADUATION DAY AT SHRIVENHAM 
left to right : Li eutenant Richard Farrimond, Mrs. Annetta Farrimond , 
Brigadier Jackson, Li eutenant Donald Munro, Mrs. Jackson , Captain 
Homfray Vines, Mrs. Leslie Munro, Lieutenant-Colonel Jarrett 
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Summer vat'ation a •· t ivit ie i. 

Meanwhile the officers on the two junior degree cour~e 
have dispersed to their summer vacation activities. Most have 
attachments to units in UK, BAOR, Cyprus and Hong Kong, 
the BBC, or industry in UK and USA. Some are engaged in 
adventure training activities, probably the most adventurous 
of which is the RMCS expedition to the High Cordillera& in 
Columbia, South America. This expedition is lead by the 
intrepid Lieutenant John Kay. Our latest news of them comes 
by (fairly clean) postcard from Lieutenant Richard Skaife. The 
expedition have apparently reached Jamaica, and undeterred, 
are pressing on towards their objective. No doubt we will 
hear more of their doings later in che year. 

The s taff cours P 

There are twelve officers on Divisions I and II and your 
social correspondent has the fo llowing to report on their 
multifarious doings. Captains Jim Cullen and Brian Belton 
have be::ome authorities in real-estate and dash around 
muttering about mortgages and similar arcane matter3. Captain 
Ian Crouch, bachelor of this parish, d isappears at weekends 
- we can't imagine where. Captain Jim Brinsford beagles, as 
also does Captain Gerry Birch, who al o spends his weekends 
climbing in Wales, sails when he gets a chance, and occasionally 
sees his family. Somehow Captain Stephen Carr-Smith 
manages to play hockey and cricket for the Army, the Corps, 
and the College and still find time for the Staff Course. Rather 
decent of him we think. Major Peter Burke is often to be 
seen pedalling a very unreliable moped. In bis spare time he 
also helps raise pheasants. Captain Bill Robins runs an 
unbelievable distance each day carrying SO!bs. of bricks in a 
rucksack, as also do Lieutenants Hugh Smith and John 
Griffin on 25 Degree Course. All three have apparently been 
entered for some sort of sponsored walk with the S.A.S. later 
in the year. Captain Ian Kerr continues his researches into 
how the human brain works. We await the results with 
trepidation. Captain Tony Boyle continues to play hockey, and 
has taken up golf under the tutelage of Major Roger Thompson. 
Rather like riding in the old days when the first lesson was 
' leading the horse,' lesson one in golf appears to be ' how 
to carry a bag of clubs ' - teacher's clubs. Captain D avid 
Hodges who, it is said, can grow anything anywhere, continues 
to improve his small corner of the environment. Captain Peter 
Webster plays rugby for the college and is captain of tennis. 
Unfortunately, although selected to umpire at Wimbledon, he 
could not be released, which was bad luck. And lastly, to add 
tone to the proceedings, we have M ajor L aurie G anter and 
Captain Roger Greene both of Royal Australian Signals and 
Captain Jim Bender of C.E.L.E. (late R oyal Canadian Corps 
of Signals). 

T h e r est of u s 

Just in case anyone should think that this place is populated 
solely by the gilded youth of our profession your correspondent 
should mention that there are some of the more mature 
signallers on the College staff. Colonel Ian Rose is Military 
Director of Studies for the Electronics and Guided Weapons 
Division and Commodore of the Yacht Club. Colonel Dick 
Hone (shortly to move on to pastures new) has been keeping 
a fatherly eye on the conduct of College Headquarter and 
Lieutenant Colonel Mike Jarrett is Corp Representative and 
Directing Staff Telecommunicacions, with special re pon ibility 
for pheasant rearing in Beckett Park. W.0.2 (F. of S.) Steve 
Waudby runs the Electronics and Guided Weapons Demon
stration H all. He ha been a isted for a short period by 
Sergeant Barry Tuffin, re::encly re-enlisced who after a hort 
but energetic stay here has now moved on. We wi h him and 
his family the best of luck in their new po ting. 

Commonwealth Signals are also well represented on the taff 
with Lieutenant Colonel D avid Commerford, R oyal Australian 
Signals, well known in FARELF Commonwealth ignalling 
circles some years ago, and Lieutenant Colonel K en Perry, of 
C .E .L.E., also no stranger to us in the U.K. 

We conclude with a stop pres item. John K ay's expedition 
have now reached Baranquilla, but no news yet of Lieutenant 
Fergus Mackenzie who ha gone with an expedition to Axel 
Heiberg I sland in the frozen north. R umour has it that he 
is growing a beard and may in due course surpri e us all. 
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21st Signal Regiment Retain Army 
Atllletits Team (llampionsllip 

Leading by a toenail! Lance-Corporal Ron Ramos, nearest to camera, springing away from the opposition in the 4 x 120 yards relay 

Commentary by the Regimental Athletics Officer 
A mood of guarded optimism 

T HE Military Stadium at Aldershot has become a familiar 
sening to athletes of 21 Sig Regt over the past three 

year : it has seen us win the Army Team Championship in 
two successive years and several notable performances from 
our athletes in individual contests. Contrary to what might 
reasonably be expected however, there was no evidence of 
complacency or overconfidence in the team as they prepared 
themselves this year for their anempt at the hat-trick. One 
of the facts of life we have learned in three years of top 
class competition is that such attitudes have no place in the 
make up of a winning team which seeks further success. 
Fortunes can just as easily turn against us, as they can on 
other occasions be favourable. Events which have at various 
times in the past conspired to put us out of our stride have 
ranged from broken vaulting poles and incorrect track markings 
to specious complaints from (morally) wounded opponents, so 
that the mood of the team on Wednesday, 26th July, was one 
of fairly guarded optimism. 

u •cess after dour, 1leferntined individual 
efforts 

The first track event was the 5000 metres team race and 
in this o:ir selection of Sergeants Peter Macmillan and Ray 
Storer together with Corporals Bill Venus and Fred Roissetter 
were clear favourites, but we knew that there would be no 
quarter given or asked from any of S.E.M.E. (R.E.M.E.), 
7 Para RH.A. or I Cheshire who were to be our closest 
rivals throughout the competition. The race went as expected, 
with all four of our runners put ing in dour, determined 
individual efforts to secure victory by 11 place points, com
fortablv clear of o:ir opponents who finished in the above 
order. Corporal Bill Venus thrilled spec'tators by an electrifying 
final sprint over the last half lap to secure victory from 
Corporal Harrison, of R.E.M.E., a performance which heartened 
and encouraged the others of the team who were still to 
compete. 
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Tense moments in the early field events 
Meanwhile, e n the field, the events scheduled for the morning 

were the second string pole vault, the hammer, the shot and 
the high jump. The two throwing events have long been 
our ' Achilles Heel ' and on this o:casion Corpo~al Brian 
Saberton and Sergeant John Hornby did as well as they 
could but were unfortunate in finishing fifth in the shot 
against some excellent opposition. In the hammer event, 
however, Corporals Andy Melville and ' Sonny ' Henderson 
gave exemplary demonstrations of how to beat competition 
nerves and threw confidently to finish third, a position we had 
never dared hope for. The high jump saw Sergeant Jeff Fenge 
and Corporal Percy Drummond give their usual consistent 
best, which on this occasion was only enough to gain us 
second place against some superb jumping by 1 Cheshire. 
The margin of defeat? One-and-a-half inches! 

The pole vault has long been one of our dependable events 
but here fate took a twist and our second string Corporal 
Brian Black failed three times at the opening height with the 
result that no matter how well Sergeant Fenge performed in 
the afternoon' s first string event, the maximum position we 
could hope for would be fifth. Indeed an upset, and very 
bad luck personally for Corporal Brian Black, normally a 
consistent performer who on this occasion struck a bad patch. 

A comfortable win but an unfortunat.e mishap 

Back on the track, Corporals Percy Drummond, George 
Neale, Charlie Dowie and John Turvey scored a comfortable 
win in the 4 x 200 metres relay, but at what expense! We have 
already mentioned twists of fate, and here, sure enough, it 
struck again and out went Corporal John Turvey for the rest 
of the afternoon with a strained tendon. Fortunately our 
normal ' all risks ' insurance policy enabled us to stand the 
loss, at the expense of reshuffling the 4 x 100 metres and 
4 x 400 metres relays, but more of that later! 
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ATHLETE OF DISTINCTION 
Sergeant Mick Gue showing the power and determination which has 

won him so many honours in top class athletics 

.\ gre at race for 1'1ick Gue 

In the 4 x 800 metres relay, a faintly disbelieving crowd 
saw for the first time a 21 Sig Regc runner being overhauled 
in the third leg. Sergeant Chris Cottam could not hold off 
a strong challenge from that immensely talented runner from 
7 RHA, W.0 .2 Groendaal, with the result that he handed over 
a seven yard deficit to Sergeant Mick Gue on the final leg. 
For the first lap Mick was content to pound along in se-::ond 
place, but it was on the penultimate bend that we saw . the 
stuff of which champions are made. Reaching deep down mto 
that well of courage we know he possesses, Mick overcame 
pain, fatigue and discouragement to power past his opponent. 
The impression of a tireless, fluid run was however,. only t.oo 
illusory, as was seen when he entered the home stra1ght with 
his face contorted in an agony of effort and fatigue as he 
strived to hold his form through the tape. In this, one of his 
greatest races Mick clo::ked a 1 minme 56 seconds leg to record 
a seven yard victory. A tremendous race indeed. Especially 
noteworthy was the mature running of Corporal Eric Paul 
and the tireless strength of Corporal Graham Campbell, both 
of whom ran well in the earlier legs. o disgrace too for 
Sergeant Cottam, who ran well despite being up against 
a much more experienced performer. 

T he morning's events ended with the heats of the 4 x 120 
yards hurdles, where once again Lady Luck took a hand, 
striking this time at our opponents, I Cheshire who were 
disqualified for a marginally premature takeover. 

Successes continue 

The afternoon's events started off well with a convincing 
win in the 4 x 120 yards hurdles relay, where our quartet 
of Lance-Corporal Ron Ramos, Lance-Corporal Harry Girvan, 
Co:poral Brian Black and Sergeant Jeff Fenge made short work 
of the opposition, winning comfortably frcm 7 Para RHA. 
The success story continued in the 4 x 100 metres relay where 
the team of Lance-Corporal Ron Ramos, Lieutenant Tom 
Moncur, Lance-Corporal George Neale and Corp~ral Brian 
Wilson demonstrated three perfe::t changeovers to wm by four 
clear yards from I Cheshire. A very p:omising d.ebut f?r 
Corporal Brian Wilson substituting for Corporal Charhe Dow1e 
who had been moved to the 4 x 400 metre relay in place 
of the injured Corporal John Turvey. 

1'1ore field events then disciplined team runnin~ 

On the field, the long jump, pole vault and javelin were 
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un:ler way, with Corporal Dave Kuester and Captain John 
Reed performing well in the throwing event and our two 
jumpers Lance-Corporal Ron Ramos and Lance-Corporal 
George Neale recorded useful efforts. At the pole vault, Sergeant 
Jeff Fenge, the Army and inter-Service champion, was waiting 
for the lesser lights to sort themselve5 out before vaulting 
in earnest. The next event on the track was the 1,500 metre5 
team race, where once again ill luck dogged our footsteps 
and we had to substitute for Sergeant Mick Gue, sti ll suffering 
from the morning's event and al5o from being slightly off 
colour. However, we had the best substitute in the Army in 
Corporal Bill Venus, who stepped into the gap to join Sergeants 
Pete Macmillan, Cluis Cottam and Corporal Graham Campbell. 
In this face we saw a classic example of disciplined team run
ning, so successful in fact that our main rivals, 1 Cheshire, 
finished in fourth place behind 7 Para RHA. Our margin 
of victory over SEM E was three place points, a success for 
which Sergeant Pete Macmillan in particular must take a lot 
of credit for some very intelligent running. 

Our field performances in the meantime had again exceeded 
expectations, finishing second in the long jump and a good 
third in the javelin. At the discus Captain John Reed and 
Corporal Tom Moran were limbering up for the start, jus t 
as Sergeant Jeff Finge was entering the pole vault. This he 
did in h is usual professional style, ignoring gusty cross winds 
to record a very creditable 14 feet 5 inches. It is w:irth noting 
that had Corporal Brian Black managed his usual 9 feet 
6 inches, we should have won by a margin of two feet ! 

The big e'•eut but alas, a disqualification 

Perhaps the outstanding event in our programme is the 
4 x 400 metres relay for which we hold the Army Record at 
3 minutes 20.2 seconds, and so we were looking forward to a 
really good race in this the last track event. At this stage 
with the latest results ( a good third in the discus) we had a 
comfortable 22 point lead under our belts, and the result 
was relievably, beyond doubt. But here finally fate struck a 
double blow. First of all Corporal Harry Pegg, understandably 
nervous starting his biggest race of the season, had the 
abyssmally bad luck to be disqualified for two false starts -
the se:ond time he only moved a fraction bm at this level 
of competition it was enough to warrant dismissal Disaster 
next struck for 7 Para RH.A., who were disqualified later 
in the race for a faulty baton change - thoroughly bad day for 
them, as they had already suffered an earlier disqualification 
in the 4 x 200 metres event. 

Victory! All credit to the athletes and thank you 
to supporters 

And so it all ended, in an anticlimax perhaps, but nothing 
could conceal the relaxed jubilation of the athletP.s or the 
looks of mingled pleasure and relief on the faces of Lieutenant 
Colonel Phippard, C.S.M.I. Woods and Athletics Officer 
Lieutenant Tom Moncur. All credit must go to the athletes 
themselves for giving so freely of their efforts and putting 
up with the inconveniences of altered shifts, missed meal times, 
interrupted family life and a fair measure of control ~ver 
their private pursuits to come throug.h so :well at the nght 
time. None of it would have been possible without the upport 
and encouragement of Lieutenant Colonel R. G. Phippard and 
the Station Commander of R.A.F. Wildenrath, Group Captain 
G. P. Black, O.B.E., and to them the team is deeply grateful. 
Our thanks must also go to Major John lngledow and all 
officers and other ranks of 223 Sig Sqn at Winchester, who 
made our stay there so beneficial and therefore played no mall 
part in our success. A special word of thanks too for all t '1e 
erving and retired Royal Signal Officers and per onnel who 

turned up at Aldershot o.n the ay to give encoura~ement. It 
was particularly encouragmg to see the Master of 1gnal the 
S.0.-in-C. and C.S.O. B.A.O.R. among t the audience. We 
appreciate that they must have rearranged very busy schedule 
in order to attend. Within the Regiment we must again record 
our thanks to Captain Bob Todd for putting up with empty 
work benches and to Majors Frank Pedley and Tony Bushell 
for lending steadying hands to the tiller several time w~en 
all looked black and in danger of being lost. In conclu ion, 
pride of place must go to W.0.2 (C.S.M.I.) Woods who notr:hed 
up another outstanding coaching triumph to add to his prev1ou 
successes. 
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Summer Camp 
out of the ordinary 

It was to be an arduous camp in pleasant surroundings 

but away from other British units - and from the tel~ 

phone, was the Squadron Commander's directive. Captain 

Mike Payne of 1 Arty Bde HQ and Sig Sqn found just 

that. It could only be ;1pproached by helicopter, cabl~ 

car or a steep climb on foot! 

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll1 

TOUGH GOING - FINE SCENERY 

They went by e:t·ele, RlOtorcyele, train and road 

OUR 1972 summer camp was held in the Bavarian Moun
tains in the Reiteralpe area near Berchtesgaden. At 

a height of some 5,000 feet above sea level the Squadron was 
accommodated in a mountain hut very kindly loaned to us by 
232 Gebirgsjiigerbataillon of the Bundeswehr in whose training 
area it was. As the Squadron was the first body of British 
troops to use this training area it is perhaps worth mentioning 
a few more details about the camp. 
· The training area which is on a plateau some 3,000 feet 

immediately above the de-bussing point' can be reached in 
three ways; by helicopter, by cable car or by foot. Helicopters 
were unobtainable and the cable car was only to be used 
to transport the stores and baggage on the day we arrived. 
The climb up was an experience to be remembered by all. 
Depending on fitness the time taken to make the climb varied 
from one hour and five minutes, this time being taken by 
Gunner ' Paddy ' (Antelope Legs) Kirk to two-and-a-half hours, 
this time taken by the not so agile. 

Once aloft, kit and baggage were collected and unpacked 
at the hut and an arduous programme of BE tests, orienteering, 
hill walking, range classifications and battle shoots began. 

To go back to the beginning, the whole idea started from 
the O.C. 's directive to the Second-in-Command to lay on an 
arduous summer camp, but in pleasant surroundings, away 
from any other British unit and, if possible, away from all 
telephones. The recce was done by the Second-in-Command 
Captain Mike Payne, who was also responsible later for th~ 
whole detailed planning of the exercise. The Squadron was 
tasked with travelling to the Reiteralpe training area by various 
means of transport to arrive not later than a.m. Monday, 17th 
July. The various means included cycle, motor cycle, train 
and road transport. So as to obtain the maximum training 
benefit almost every man in the Squadron took part in the 
camp. All our ' specialists ' were tasked for their various skills 
and the QM, Captain 'Mac' McCarthy, R.A., took care of the 
stores and supply side of things. 

CyelP trip - 468 miles of hard pedalling 
On 11th July, W.0.2 (Y. of S.) Derek Allen set off with the 

party administering the cyclists in the company of Staff Ser-
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geant Pete Emmerson, Sergeant Jim Harlow, Corporal Les 
Brains, Signalman Tom Cutter and Private Bob Graham, ACC, 
(complete with fishing gear). They set up shop at Gemunder
am-Main and awaited the arrival of the cycling gladiators who 
were to join them on Wednesday, 13th July (due to the 
majority of them taking part in the Morrison Cup athletics 
at Minden on the 12th). On the 14th the cycling party set 
out for Crailsheim, a distance of approximately 80 miles. Later 
that day they joined the admin party all intact, the only inci
dents having been that Corporal Ian Pickthall, who chose to 
argue with a large dog whilst cycling, came off worse and got 
hauled off into a ditch and Signalman ' Scouse ' Parkinson lost 
a brake shoe at the top of a steep hill and did the screaming
daredevil-cyclist act much to the entertainment and amusement 
of all the Mercedes drivers he overtook on the way down. The 
next day, tl-ie 15th, the cycling party set off for Dachau, a more 
ambitious haul of some 100 miles. Corporal John Rodgers, who 
had difficulty reaching the pedals of his particular mount, was 
fitted out with pedal blocks making his journey - and his 
behind-more comfortable. The 16th saw the happy pedallers 
on their way to the Chiemsee where canny squaddie initiative 
got them a welcome at the American Forces leave centre there. 
Having refreshed themselves, the last lap to Bad Reichenhall 
was made with time enough to spare for a visit to a local 
bierfest. A perfect end to an eventful expedition which had 
in all covered 468 miles of hard cycling. 

lHo-torcycle trip - but the 011e-i11-one slo1•es 
baffled them 

The origins of the scheme for the two troop commanders 
to drive two motor cycles to summer camp are uncertain, but 
eventually Captain Andrew Symmons and Lieuteant John Allan 
found themselves the proud possessors of two 350cc BSA D.R. 
bikes by courtesy of 15 Sqn RCT, our Brigade RCT Squadron. 

They set off at 14.00 on Friday, 14th July, it having been 
explained to Lieutenant Allan that, with these highly tuned 
and sensitive machines, it was necessary to turn on both the 
petrol and ignition before starting. The night stop was made 
at Sontra, near Kassel, having covered 120 miles. It was 
decided by this time that the process of brewing coffee on the 
road side was so amusing for the drivers of large German 
lorries that it should be continued in the interest of good PR. 
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The last pub on the German-Austrian border and a rest for a pint 

As all good soldiers do, they performed ' first parade ser
vicing' on the bikes in the forecourt of a Gasthaus (again 
to the amusement of the local populace) and roared off in the 
general dire:tion of south by about 09.00 hours. Two hundred 
and forty miles, much coffee and several pints of gear oil later 
found them just south of Igoldstadt, where a suitable overnight 
halt was found. The main parameter for selection of stopping 
sites was, by this time, the proximity of a hill down which 
Lieutenant Allan's bike could be pushed for starting. 

Sunday found the two potential White Helmets in Bad 
Reichenhall, the only drama having been Captain Symmons' 
interesting performance when a wasp disappeared tail first 
down his shirt at 45 mph. On Monday the climb up Reiteralpe 
was investigated. An interesting four hours was spent in 
recceing (both mechanically and on foot) the numerous tracks 
up the mountain. It was eventually decided, reluctantly, that 
the task of riding to the top was extremely ill-advised, if not 
downright impossible. Every track seemed to end in one-in-one 
slopes, usually consisting of two feet high steps with un
comfortable looking rocks several hundred feet straight down 
on one side. The machines were accordingly ridden down 
to the cable car base, loaded on, and ignominiously hoisted 
to the top. 

The cost; much coffee, much gear oil, two very sore 
posteriors, four almost inoperable hands and two officer who 
will discourse learnedly on the subject of the role of DRs in 
the Corps. 

1Uueh to do - nud n rnm's head nt the end of it 
The remainder of the Squadron travelled to the camp 

by road and rail transport journeys which took some 12 hours 
by 4-ton vehicle and some 18 hour by 10-ton vehicle. 

On the 18th all the Squadron was in itu and immediately 
the Second-in-Command's training programme came into full 
swing. Lieutenant Les Fox, who had previously erved with 
the Squadron, joined us on summer attachment from RMC 
Shrivenham, and was given the job of o:-ganising orienteering. 
Lieutenant John Allan, our rock climbing expert of note, 
naturally got the job of taking on his particular hobby. The 
range classification and battle shoots were run jointly by 
Captain Andrew Symmons and the S.S.M. W.0.2 Sam 
Bedwell. Sight eeing tours and vi it of interest were under
taken by the Yco!llan of Signals and the Foreman of Signals 
under the title of Allen and Sugden Tours (Bavaria) Ltd. On 
the last but one day of the camp a two day exercise was held 
with all Squadron personal taking part. Split into two parties 
and commanded by Captain Andrew Symmons and Lieutenant 
Les Fo'< respectively, this exerci e, which took the form of 
establishing a base recceing the other side's site and latter 
setting ambush and attack parties, was a complete succe s 
despite taking place in almo t continual rain. 

The Squadron returned to Hildesheim fitter, browner, full 
of war stories and a new ram's head to adorn the bar of our 
club 'The Woodstock!' 
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Jimmy goes Jumping 
bu Captairi ,.,,_ L. J.'orgt>, lloual Signalli 

CORPS FREEFALL ENTHUSIASTS 
le~ to right: Major Pat Templeman-Evans, Staff-Sergeant Alan New· 
man, Sergeants Mick Andreou, Bill Ritchie and Bill Elliott, Captain 

Mike Forge 

I T was in October, 1964, that I was first asked to muster 
a Royal Signals freefall team, and I well remember brush

ing aside the suggestion from the caller, one Corporal Devine 
of 22 Sig Regt. 

Almost eight years, and one full circle later, the Corps pro
duced a team for the Anny championships at Netheravon in 
May, 1972. This time the instigator was Major Pat Templeman
Evans, then working at the Army Apprentices' College, Harro
gate. 

A team was duly formed, and whilst poor weather precluded 
the very necessary group training, a most creditable perfor
mance was achieved in the competition. The five man team 
took part in individual accuracy (from 2,200 feet), team 
accuracy (from 3,200 feet) and team relative (from 8,000 feet) 
events. 

The team was placed second in the inter-Corps competition, 
being beaten into first place by the Royal Corps of Transport, 
and third equal in the relative event. 

oteworthy individual placings amonst the 63 competitors 
were: 

Sergeant Bill Ritchie (Army Apprentices' College, Harro-
gate) 9th. 

Sergeant Mick Andreou (Joint Services Parachute Centre 
etheravon) 13th. 

Staff Sergeant Bill Newman (225 Sig Sqn (R)) 22nd. 

One by-product of initiation into the world of competitive 
parachuting was an invitation for the Royal Signals team to 
compete at two displays. The fir t ever performance by an 
all Royal Signals parachute team was carried out from 7,00 feet 
over Dronfield near Sheffield, Yorkshire, on 15 July by Cor
poral George Shone (as jumpmaster), Sergeant Bill Ritchie 
and Captain Mike Forge. This was followed on 30th July, b 
the same team except that Sergeant Bill Elliott, a Royal Signals 
instructor at the Army Parachute Association Centre, Nether
avon was jumpmaster. The display was for a large audience 
at the Royal Armoured Corps' open day at Bovington. 

The jump wa made from a Beaver aircraft at 4,800 feet, 
over Bovington and the four men all landed just in front of the 
saluting dai . After the jump the team together with the Royal 
Signals ground party, lined up before the Commandant of the 
RAC Centre. A thunderflash was thrown and the commentator 
wa able to announce the end of a very ucces ful di pla • which 
went off with a bang! 
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8th REGL'1ENT'S 

EXERCISE 

FELCAT' 

WAS 

QUITE 

SOMETHING 

.... but soon found themselves like this 

ONCE again the dreaded Felcat has struck. To the un
initiated this happy little exercise consists of a Friday 

through Sunday walk on the Yorkshire moors, over a con
sidered distance of 30 plus miles by 20 teams of ten men each; 
ably led by a selected N.C.O. from the permanent staff to test 
his qualities of leadersrip, drive, map-reading and other such 
qualities or lack of them. Big laugh, in fact the exercise splits 
naturally into two halves the Feldon and Catterick training 
areas with ten obstacles in each area. Yes you have spotted 
the obvious clue. (Don't blush, quite a lot of our officers still 
have not resolved this crossword type clue even now!). Teams 
were dropped on the areas from 4-tonners, drew one 24-hour 
survival ration and then picked a lucky number from a box 
to determine in which order they were to attack their obstacles. 
If you were lucky you got the easy ones first-if you were 
unlucky you landed the water obstacle as a starter, this was 
a simple wade up to your chest in ice cold water full of weeds 
carrying your clothes on your head-by the time you came 
out it was difficult to tell what sex you were! (Cold enough 
to freeze a pawn brokers sign-if you should be so well 
endowed!). 

I hear that the officers team were drinking brandy after 
thi one. Lucky for some, we only had a bar of chocolate. Oh 
well, RHIP I suppose. On to our next obstacle only four miles 
away across springy heather and bog, carrying our kit. Great 
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They started like this .. .. 

THREE DAYS' 

SOLID BASH 

AND TWENTY 

OBSTACLES 

MADE THE 

GOING REALLY 

TOUGH 

fun! All uphill with boots filled with water and mud-our 
section leader looking grim or was it grey with the stress 
of map-reading. (Never his strong point). Some of the obstacles 
v.ere easy-a quick run up a 60 feet wire ladder (fall off and 
its a quick burial)-across a Burma rope bridge 70 feet up over 
a stream with soft rocks below. We did have a check rope 
this year after someone fell off last year-idle chap! 

Haul a t -ton trailer up a slope down into a mine hole and 
out-what do we have Land Rovers for?-Haul a man on 
a stretcher 120 feet up a slope and keep him upright all the 
time. Fine providing you don't drop him. 

Day ONE over, open 24-hour ration and brew up meal, 
sleep on soft ground. Some had sleeping bags. I made the 
foolish mistake of not having one on the principle that all 
the pounds had to be carried. Very cold all night. Dawn started 
breaking at 03.45 hours (or did you know). Up, light breakfast, 
shave in cold water, onto first obstacle. By 11.00 hours we 
returned to the control point to move to another area. Only 
completed five obstacles and my legs ache and feet very hot. 
Conveyed by 4-tonner to Feldom area to continue ex, 
received second issue of 24-hours pack, tried to get curried 
chicken instead of steak pie and peas- failed. Ob well, the 
steak is OK. Off to the first obstacle. Easier going here, nearly 
all roads and grass. Heard that the W.R.A.C. team is doing 
well - lots of good looking girls amongst them not on our 

T H E W I R E ,· S E PT E M B E R - 0 CT 0 B E R I 9 7 2 

That - I ! trailer and now it's hard going 

All smiles-but a long way to go yet 

area though, tough! End of thoughts of long grass and deep 
heather-obstacles easier on this side. Did not like the ga 
chamber or the scramble up the bank having CS gas thrown 
at you with no respirator on. Not funny, clears the lung 
though] End of day TWO very tired, rations did not last 
long, hungry, slept better, fatigue setting in. Cannot complain 
about the weather, ideal for walking, no rain (makes a chan°c 
for Catterick) no sun just cloud and cool. Bash on towards the 
finish-pity we got blown up on the bridge. Di tan::e walked 
SO-miles plus (and the rest). 

Exercise ends on Messines square. Colonel Sykes says how 
well we have done. Don't feel it myself - just tired. The 
winners get a crate of beer also the Sergeants and Officers. We 
get into bed. Two weeks later still talking about. Felcat. 
General opinion seems that it was a slog, but challenging, sure 
we can do better next year. 

P.S. I for~ot to say the exerci e was designed by Mil Train
ing Group. I suggest that they complete the course next year. 

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS 

New Regulation Pattern with Strars 

Made up as required 

EXPORT each 
U.K. inc. P. Tax -

" <Po!la~• Estral 

80p 
87p 

T. FROST (Saddlers) BAWTRY 
Nr. DONCASTER 
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Behind the scenes at the Nijmegen 
Marches 

Captain Peter Brown of 28 Sig Regt tells of the thousand 
and one problems in dealing with 1,500 marchers in his capacity 
as Camp Adjutant, British contingent. Verdict - hard work 

but well worth while. 

J UST like me you will have heard of them, listened to tales 
about them, read about them, seen them on TV and 

listened to men who have participated. Well now I have lived 
with them, looked after them, attempted to feed them, get 
them to bed, get them up and see to it that all who register, 
march and finish. I thought you the reader and quiet listener 
would like the inside story of these famous marches. 

Anyone who is over the age of 13 years may participate 
either as an individual or as a member of a team. Civilians 
and private participants live either on local camp-sites or 
accommodation within the area of Nijmegen. All military 
participants (less females who are housed in schools within 
the town of Nijmegen) are billetted under canvas in a wooded 
training area 5 kms outside Nijmegen. This camp is called 
Heumensoord and is set up and run by the Dutch military 
authorities. They erect approximately 550 marquee type tents 
to sleep 16 men per tent, eight mess marquees, 15 showers, 
18 toilet areas, 12 shaving and washing areas, put electricity 
in every tent and light the entire camp. They set up car parks, 
coach parks, canteens, banks and medical facilities. 

Into this tented camp come soldiers from as many as 25 
different nations, who will sleep, eat and march, and on 
arrival, the camp staff know exactly where everyone will be 
fitted into the gigantic puzzle. 

Each nation is allowed to provide an admin staff for its own 
contingent to help keep continuity in various departments 
of army life such as transport, movements across the border, 
sickness and hospitalisation and any other complications which 
may arise. 

The British contingent consisted of 93 male teams giving 
a total of 1,314 marchers and eight female teams giving a total 
of 130 marchers from the Army and RAF. Additionally four 
military and one RAF band made this the large t contingent 
attending, except for the Dutch themselves. 

Before going into the tasks facing the Adrnin staff, a brief 
rundown on the rules of marching is needed. 

There are four marching days, each starting from Heumen
soord Camp, and each following a different route. All military 
marchers have to cover basically the following distances each 
day: 

Male 
Male 
Male 
Male 
Female 
Female 

14 to 15 years 
16 to 18 years 
19 to 55 years 
over 55 year 
16 to 55 years 
over 55 year 

30 kms 
30 kms 
50 kms 
30 kms 
40 kms 
30 kms 

They also carry basic webbing of pouches and strap to 
a weight of approximately 10 kilo . 

Marchers ri e at 03.30 hours, wash, breakfast (packed meal 
of bread, chee e, meat and jam) also collect packed lunch 
(same menu). Commence march at 04.00 to 05.00 hour . Most 
marcher return by 14.00 hours but the official time is 17.00 
hours so some teams take advantage of the full time allotted. 
Dinner at 17 .30 hours (hot meal) and then come the evening 
festivities if you can make the pace and be up at 03.30 hours 
next morning for another 30 LO 50 km . 

The tories told are always of how tough the marcher are, 
well here are the chores of the British admin party, remember 
we have 1 444 marcher . 

Staff: Major, Captain, R.S.M. C.Q.M. ., Chief Clerk 10 
OR and 15 MSO Lighting unit of four ORs Fd Amb of one 
MO and 6, Mob bath unit and three OR and RMP Det of 
one officer and ix police. 

Ta ks: Erect canvas camp to accommodate and adrnini ter 
ourselves and the teams. Provide normal camp routine, eg: 
daily orders, postal facilitie etc.; regi ter, record brief and 
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collect me sing fee for every marcher. Meet all teams, is ·uc 
bed and b dding and allocate accommodation. Ensure normal 
military di ::ipline is maintained. Erect the enrire tentage of 
ix marquee~ for the British reception and admini ter assembly 

area for the final days march past. 

THREE DA 'l'S FROlU TUE CAIUP DIARY 

Tqesdny, 18th July 
Our first marching day, up at 03.30 hour , make sure all 

are awake, check that everyone gets breakfa t, see them away 
by 05.00 hours. Clean the area and lay on tent orderlies 
to watch the kit. Get a quick nap about 07 .00 hours. Up at 
12.00 hours as marchers stan to return. Check the howers, 
toilets, medical centre and other facilities are ready. The first 
day we had over 700 through the medical centre with blisters 
trains, sores, rashes and heat troke. We had two toilets 

blocked and flooded the water was cut off by a truck going over 
the pipe and the light failed in four tents. We discovered 
a wasp nest in one tent and a pole collapsed and folded a tent 
into four pieces in another area. 

Eventually by approximately 16.00 hours you have everyone 
back in and then your problems start to become more realistic: 

"Toilets are overflowing again sir! " 
" Two men reported taken to a Dutch hospital sir! " 
" One of my men has collapsed sir! " 
"Our flag has been stolen sir! " 
"One man absent sir! " 
" Lost all my money sir' " 
"We have run out of salt sir'" 
" The canteen has run out of beer and milk sir! " 
Constant anention has to be paid to all marchers, one must 

walk around all the time ensuring that as they return they 
don't just collapse and laydown, but have a shower change 
and if needed get medical attention quickly. 

"Lost my ID card sir! " 
"Can you change £5 into guilders sir?" 
" The bins are full sir! " 
" Lost my packed lunch sir! " 
" Lost my bike sir and the orderly is having to walk! " 

Friday, 21st July 
Our final marching day which has the added chore of pro

viding an assembly area for all our marchers to change into 
best kit, and be formed into four main bodies of men and 
women complete with two bands to march into Nijmegen. 

We are up again at 03.30 hours-get the marchers away
move out to the assembly area at 07.00, erect changing rooms, 
male and female, medical centre, refreshments and reception 
centre for teams to book in. 

The problems are entirely different here: 
''Please sir we arrived first, can we lead the march past? " 
" I have two chaps without hats sir! " 
" Four chaps can't march anymqre sir! " 
"We left a chap back there somewhere sir! " 
"The band can't get through to you sir! " 
"Can we wear smocks on the march past sir! " 
" Can we march with our own band sir! " 
" Have you seen our kit sir? " 
" Who is going to look after the bikes sir! " 
At last the final batch of teams are sent on their way and 

we heave a sigh of relief and look around at the debris: 
One or two marchers who haven't made it, lying in the 

medical centre. 
Paper cups by the thousand. 
A jacket here, a boot there, a watch found here, a wallet 

found there. 
So we set to and dismantle and clean up, getting back to 

camp at about 17.00 hours. 
Now the preparations begin to get everyone away on time 

on Saturday morning to catch trains, boats, planes, pick-up 
bu es, atter of course they have cleaned tents and handed in 
beds and bedding. 

Friday night in ijmegen is ' Blister Night' when everyone 
has a ball-again this leaves the problem of ensuring that 
everyone returns in time to leave with the rest of the team 
next morning. 
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Snfurdn='' • 22nd July 
Up at 02.00 hours, hand in bedding 03.00 hours, breakfast 

04.00 hours. Civilian cars away by 05.00 hours, civilian buses 
away by 06.00 hours. 

07.00 to 08.00 hours ferry passengers to Nijmcgcn railway 
station to catch trains. · 

08.00 to 10.00 hours arrival and departure of unit transport 
from BAOR and flight transport from RAF Wildenrarh for 
flights to the United Kingdom. 

Statistics show that we handled from 05.00 to 10.00 hours 
150 pieces of transport. In the midst of the mass exodus out 
tented admin area is dismantled and packed into 10-tonners. 

10.30 hours the adrnin staff convoy departs, leaving behind 
empty Dutch tents lots of memories and the thought that 
although we were 1,500 strong we were only a part of 12,000 
on camp who were all doing the same things as we were 
and how comparitively smoothly things seemed to go for every
one, giving a great deal of credit to the Dutch military police. 

To conclude, we all worked hard through long hours, but 
due to the splendid fortitude of the marchers, the excellent 
hospitality of the Dutch, the outstanding organisation of fes
tivities nightly within Nijmegen, and our own good fortune 
in having admirable admin staff we all thoroughly enjoyed 
ourselves. 

Will you put me down to go again next year sir? Hie! 

NIJMEGEN MA·RCHES 1972 
We have received accounts and photographs from several 

units in conne.:tion with Corps participation in this year's 
internationally famed four day Nijmegen marches. 

As usual our Corps teams have entered with spirit and deter
mination and we include below two accounts from units as 
well as photographs showing their marchers in action. 

(1) Report from 16th Signal Regiment 

J ULY is marching month and after weeks of practi: e, the 
Regiment entered three teams in the Nijmegen marches. 

2 Sqn were led by Second-Lieutenant Pope, while Captain 
Carol Armstrong led a strong WRAC contingent and finished 
with a full team-they didn't have the youngest WRAC com
petitor, but we're betting that 52-year-old Sergeant I. Watson, 
WRAC, rates as one of the ' oldest ' military competitors. The 
third team was made up of members of HQ BAOR Sig Tp 
and this month's WIRE notes writer will (thankfully) leave them 
to tell the gruesome tale. 

The team consisting of Sergeant ' Sooty ' Corbett, Corporal 
Dave Toleman, Lance-Corporals Dave Senior, Don Fraser, 
Tony Palmer, Signalmen 'Taff' Yates, Eric (Porky) Richmond, 
Paul Flintham, Joe (Bikey) Whiteley, Gary Burton, Ron Mutch, 
Tcny Barrett, led by W.0.1 (Y. of S.) Powell, left Rheindahlen 
by coach on 16th July, full of high spirits (four crates of it), 
destination-Nijmegen marches in Holland. 

After savouring the liquid delights of Nijmegen on Sunday 
and Monday we reconciled ourselves to an early start on Tues
day. Reveille being at 02.30 hours. Actually we were rudely 
awakened at 02.15 hours by two members of the team just 
arriving back to camp after imbibing the delights of Nijmegen, 
and demanding ' Lets get this show on the road.' 

Tu.esday morning 
Here we go! On the road at 04.30 complete with webbing 

and 22lb. of weight ea:h. Not a blister in sight (yet). The sun 
broke through the early mo:ning mist at 07.00 and by 08.00 
we knew it was going to be a hot ' un, which i?deed it was. 
Throughout the route refreshment was readily available, due 
to the efficiency of our bicycle orderly-Joe Whiteley. Spirits 
were still very high, and unsympathetic remarks were passed 
to other teams less fortunate than ourselves whom we en
countered limping along en route. At 14.00 hours we were 
relieved to see camp, knowing day one was over. One rlown 
three to go. 
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WELL DONE THE GIRLS 
16th Signal Regiment W .R.A.C. Nijmegen Marching Team 

Captain C. Armstrong (Team Leader), W.0.2 L.B. Angliss, Sergeant 
R. Clarke, Sergeant V. P. Etterley, Sergeant I. Watson, Corporal 
J. Archer, Private Freeman, Private L. C. Haylett, Private Harrison, 

Private P. Holland , Private Wells . (Not in order of oppearonce) 

H.Q . B.A.0.R. SIGNAL TROOP STEP IT OUT 
W .0 . 1 (Y. of S.) Powell and his merry men of H.Q. B.A.0 .R. Signal 

Troop 

\\·•·dnesday morning 
Reveille was aoain at 2.30, although today we weren't quite 

so spritely, due ~o the heat and two fatalities from other tern 
and inumerable cases of heat exhaustion in the camp. Webbing 
and weights were not to be carried. By order! Slow to begin 
wi·h at 04.30, l::ut by 05.00 we had found our feet (the frayed 
endings to our legs). 

Today we incurred our first casualty - the bicycle. The 
saddle broke, the pedals came off and it generally fell to 
pieces. This was rectified by an amublan: e driver at the local 
hospital, who declared it the biggest casualty of the day. The 
team not knowing of this mishap, called the bicycle. orderly 
many unprintable names, due to the fact he had our ranons and 
refreshments with him. Eventually he joined u , and day two 
became a walk over. 

Thursday 
Yet another early start, for this our biggest day in the 

shape of the ' Seven Hill of Groesbeek ! ' (Who said Holland 
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was flat?). Tempers and the hear reached their peaks! The 
heat reaching 104°F. and almost no shade. This day con~idered 
to be the toughest of the four, was covered m seven hour , 
including numeous stops for refreshment. Back at camp a 
careful inspection of feet, Don Fraser made medical hi tory 
by having a blister with toenails on it, and concave feet. Never 
mind, only one day to go, and all heads held high, and keeping 
the proverbial ' Stiff upper lip.' 

Friday 

The last day! Eleven marchers hobbled down the road, 
but after an hour the soreness wore off and we were away at 
a cracking pace. By midday we arrived at the form up point 
for the final march in. Marching behind a good military band, 
we never noticed the last four kilometres slip away. It was 
eyes rigl:r to the saluting base and it was all over. We had 
beaten tl:e roads and the weather. 100 miles in four days all 
behind us now. We celebrated our success that evening by 
thoroughly wetting the medals and team medallion, we had 
colle.ted. F inally, a word to the other two teams of our 
parent unit. To the girls " Jolly well done," and the chaps, 
" better luck next year." 

(2) Report from 4 Guards Brigade 

It was 4 o'clock in the morning on Tuesday, 18th July, 1972, 
when thousands of marchers set out to complete the Nijmegen 
March. On this first morning there were 11 in our team and the 
target was to cover 50km. a day for four days. The first day 
proved to be a scorcher and at times the temperature was over 
100 degrees F. Fortunately we all co111pleted the first day, but 
the morning of the second day's march, there were only eight 
in our team. The next three days turned out to be just as hot 
as the first but nevertheless the eight people remaining in the 
team completed the Nijmegen March. 

Our team captain was Sergeant Fred Bancroft who never 
stopped singing 'How Do You Do.' We also had Sergeant 
' Genrdie' Gainford, whose marching was impeccable: he was 
not a 'stickler for discipline,' just 'regimental.' Foreman of 
Signals 'Ironside' Finighan and Sergeant 'Jumbo' Leach, 
being the two oldest members of a young team were a great 
credit to the team and also a tremendous example to the rest. 

We could never tell if the expression on Sergeant Tom 
Taylor's face was a smile or a grimance of pain, but now 
the march i over he tells us it was a smile. At the younger 
end of the team we have Lance-Corporals Billy Booth, Billy 
Adam and Jack Clark, all ex-Harrogate boys who would 
have marched double the distance if they had had to. Overall 
well done. 

4 GUARDS BRIGADE H.Q . and SIGNAL SQUADRON MARCHERS 

Left to right : Corporal 'George' Waite, Staff-Sergeant 'Dave' Finig
han, Lance-Corporals ' Bill' Booth, 'Jock ' Clark, Lieutenant-Sergeant 
'Ted' Whitehouse, Sergeants 'Jumbo' Leach , 'John' Atkinson , 'Tom' 

Taylor, ' Fred' Bancroft 
Hidden: Lance-Corporal 'Billy' Adam, Sergeant ' Geordie' Gainford 
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1937 TA MOTOR CYCLE DISPLAY TEAM VISIT EARLS COURT ON 15 JULY 1972 
Readers of the September Wire will recall the story of the City of London Signals (TA) Motor Cycle Trick Display which formed in 1935 and set 
a record by being the only Territorial Army unit ever to take part in all the performances at the Royal Tournament in one year when they 

" topped the bill" in 1937 
The photograph shows 19 of the original team thirty five years later, obviously still in great form as they take over the present day White 

Helmets stand at the 1972 Tournament 

RECOGNISE ANYONE? - 6th ARMOURED DIVISION SIGNAL REGIMENT, OCTOBER 1942 
Submitted by Major Harry Rae who wonders how many can be recognised in th is photograph . Names in caption from memory may not be 

accurate 
Front row, left to right: Tony Brind ley, Harry Rae, Tubby Marshall, Teddy Swetenham (G.S.O. 1), Norman Pearson (C.O.), Pat Sewell (A./Q.). 

John Ballard, Quinne Hoare (D.A.Q.M.G.), "Allexeew"(?) 
Second row, left to right : Fitz Thompson, Colin Davenport, Ian Rodger, Eric Davies, Bill Lewis, Madron Seligman, John Underwood, Leslie Mander, 

Jack Lloyd, Derek Smith 
Back row, left to right: Ron Howie, Dennis Keefe, Bruce Bovey, George Blackburn, Dick Cooper, John Martin, Jack Profumo (A.L.O.), Edgar 

Howitt, Gordon Adams, MaCregor, Geoffrey Dicker, Bately and Comfort 

-·:. -- Ne ijs Ir om R_ e g i men ts 

School of Signals 

Blandford Camp 

Dorset 

r11HE Master of Signals, Major General P. E. M. Bradley, 
C.B., C.B.E., D .S.O., and Mrs. Bradley, visited Bland

ford on Friday, 16th June, 1972. Both had very full pro
grammes, the weather was kind, and a great deal was achieved 
in a comparatively short time. 

The visit began at 10.30 with coffee in H.Q. Mess. This was 
attended by all available Lieutenant Colonels and above, with 
their wives. From 11 o'clock to 12.30 The Master visited 30th 
Sig Regt and the Trials Sqn. At the same time Mrs. Bradley 
accompanied by Mrs. Macintyre, wife of Lieutenant Colon~] 
D. J. Macintyre, C.O. of 30th Sig Regt, and Mrs. Barker, wife 
of Lieutenant Colonel D. M. F. Barker, Administrative 
Commandant of the School of Signals, visited the Families 

General Bradley talking to Sergeant D. K. Hopwood whilst visiting 
Systems Division of the School of Signals 

Mrs. Bradley, accompanied by Mrs. Macintyre and Mrs. Barker 
chatting with Mrs. Kil li ck (wife of Sergeant Killick of 32 F. of S. 

Course) In her married quarter 
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Medical Centre, Welfare Centre, Thrift hop and ~everal 
Married Quarters. 

At 12.30 there was a buffet lunch in H.Q. Mess attended by 
all available Majors, Captains, Subalterns and their wive . 

In the afternoon The Master walked round the classrooms 
of the School and saw a good cross section of the courses 
under instruction, whilst Mrs. Bradley, with Mrs. Barker, Mrs. 
Macintyre and R.S.M. Jennings toured the Corps Museum, 
N.A.A.F.I. Families Shop, Junior Ranks Club and the Garrbon 
Church. The Master then went on to see the Cocos Band 
in their new accommodation, situated well away from the 
School instructional buildings. 

At about 3.30 p.m. our visitors with Brigadier and Mrs. Bate, 
Lieutenant Colonel and Mrs. Barker, Lieutenant Co'.onel and 
Mrs. Macintyre went to the W.O.'s and Sergeants' Mess for 
tea with R.S.M. Jennings of 30th Sig Regt, and a large 
number of W.O.s and S.N.C.O.s and their wives. 

At about 4 p.m. the visit ended and The Master and Mrs. 
Bradley drove away from Blandford. They must have been 
exhausted after their hectic day, but we were very pleased 
to see them and hope that they will come again. 

I Sqn 

1 Div HQ and Sig Regt 

B.F.P.O. 32 

E XERCISE 'Summer Sales' again saw I Sqn taking to the 
hills to remain out of contact with the remainder of the 

Regiment. We hasten to add that we did communicate. 
Being a static exercise various personal foibles showed them

selves. It transpired that we had a sadistic cook, a panache for 
acquiring additional vehicles, and a Padre who will literally 
convert anybody for just one more bottle of beer. 

The Nijmegen marches had 1 Sqn out on the road again 
representing the Regiment. The team, ably led by Lieutenant 
Ed Hounsell and F. of S. Ray Marsh, completed the series 
of marches to take the team medal. A special mention should 
go to Driver Harry ' Sgt' Beach the cycle orderly. On the first 
day's march the bicycle developed a puncture and what with 
collecting water bottles for the team and pushing the bike he 
acquired bigger blisters than the remainder of the marchers. 

2 Sqn 

Not much has been seen of 2 Sqn recently. AII and AIII 
Troops went off to their summer camp in Bad-Reichenhall and 
Chiemsee, Bavaria, respectively. It would appear that it rained 
throughout the first week, but improved considerably thereafter. 
AI Troop put Fahrschule Plates on all its vehicles, and decided 
to learn to drive en mass; or so it appeared a~ seventeen 
learners took to the roads. Three weeks later, with two 
Land Rovers and one V.W. slightly bent, sixteen had passed. 
All the rest of the Squadron disappeared on leave, including 
our summer contingent of ' grooms to be.' On that core, our 
congratulations are due to Second-Lieutenant David Turner, 
Corporal 'Kiwi' Nation and Signalman Bill Stirling. 

3 Sqn s111nmer c•a111p 
The main activity of this month was the Squadron ummer 

camp in Bavaria. This was situated by the River Isar between 
Mittenwald and Krun. About fifty all ranks, under the leader
ship of Major Peter Brown, the Squadron Commander, took 
part in the camp, which lasted from the 5th-25th July. 

In addition to Squadron personnel, we were pleased to 
wel-::ome Lfautenant Duncan Jones and 45 A.Y.T. together 
with ten cadets from Essex A.€.F. Lieutenant Jones used to be 
O.C. Line Troop with the Squadron and the help given by 
him and his instructors wa much appreciated. He appeared 
direct from his debut on Anglia Television - on which he 
appeared when the V.C.G.S. saw his party off. 

The camp was mainly for adventure training activities, such 
as mountain climbing trekking, canoeing and orienteering. 
In addition Lance-Corporal Ralph Parker was in trumental 
in arranging several football matches at the local Bunde wchr 
Barracks. Local climbing took place near charnitz but climbing 
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TAILORS AND OUTFITTERS 
27 Old Bond Street, London W.1 

Hath Bexhill Brockenhurst Cambridge Cheltenham 
Chester Cranwcll Eastbourne Edinburgh Harrow 

Leicester Plymouth Portsmouth Winchester 

Appointed Tailors and Outfiuers to the 
Royal Corps of Signals 

PAUSE FOR BREATH 
Left to right : Corporal "King Rat" Paton , Corporal Higgy Higgins, 
Signalman Gordon Patterson and Lieutenant Peter Thompson 

halfway up the Bayerstein Turm 

from the advanced base at the Meiler Hutte was limited in the 
first week by near arctic conditions. Deep soft snow and icicles 
~ere the order of the d3;Y~ and resupply parties that had set out 
m wa~ summer conditions ended up looking more like an 
expedition to Annapurna by the time they reached the halfway 
stage at Schachen. 

The canoeing was .n.m by Corporal Wally Walton, of 45 
A Y.T., who has now JOmed us at 1 Div - he must have liked 
us! He was later joined by Lieutenant John Edwards the 
Regimental Messing Officer. ' 

Sergeant Caie Grah~, of 4? A.Y.T. and Soldier Magazine 
fai:rie, organise~ an onenteermg competition, among other 
things, for a llllXed field of soldiers and cadets. This was won 
by Cadet Sergeant Stephen Card, of Braintree. 

The Squadron team played three football matches - the 
first against the A Y.T. and cadets was won 11-2 the second 
against the Bundeswehr was won 8-0, but unfo~nately we 
lost 4-0 against the Alpine Corps Military Police. 

Arrivals and departures 

We say farewell to Lieutenant (now Captain) Hamish Adams, 
who has left us to return to the Gurkhas. Lieutenant Peter 
Thompson moves to ' B ' Troop and we welcome Lieutenant 
Chris Smith as the new 0.C. 'L' Troop. 

4 Div HQ and Sig Regt 
B.F.P.O. 15 

Canoeing - swee1•i11g the B.A.O.U. board 

THE BAOR Canoe Association championships, were held 
on the River Weser between Hoxter and Hameln on the 

13th and 14th July. This was a two day event and included 
a 10 km upstream sprint race and a gruelling 64 km down
stream long distance race. Results speak louder than words 
and in this respect our canoeists had a field day gaining 15 
of the 27 prizes awarded. 

This was achieved by taking first and runner-up places in 
every race we entered-no mean achievement. 

Here are the results: 
BAOR Sprint Race: Touring singles; 1st, Lance-Corporal 

Ron O'Reilly; 2nd, Lance-Corporal Roy Jarvis. Touring doubles; 
1st, Lance-Corporal John Fitszimmons, Second-Lieutenant 
Nigel Hope; 2nd, Lance-Corporal Frank Kelly Second-
Lieutenant Martyn Reid. ' 

(Continu.ed on page 365) 
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4th DIVISIONAL H.Q. AND SIGNAL REGIMENT CANOE TEAM 1972 
Standing, left to right : Corporal Tom Olney, Lance-Corporal John Fitzsimmons, Second-Lieutenant Nigel Hope, Second-Lieutenant Martyn Reid 

(Team Captain), Driver Pete Finn 
Kneeling, left to right : Major Mike Simms-Reeve, Lance-Corporal Roy Jarvis, Lance-Corporal' Jock' O'Reilly, Lance-Corporal Frank Kelly, Signal

man 'Chuck' Walker, Lance-Corporal Alex Armstrong 

(Continued from page 364) 

BAOR Long Distance Race: Touring singles; 1st, Lance
Corporal Ron O'Reilly; 2nd, Signalman ~hu~k Walker. Tour
ing doubles; 1st, Lance-Corporal John F1tsz1.IDIDons, Second
Lieutenant Nigel Hope; 2nd, Lance-Corporal Frank Kelly, 
Second-Lieutenant Martyn Reid. 

There were three trophies and 4 Div HQ and Sig Regt won 
them all. 

They were: Individual Challenge Trophy, Lance-Corporal 
'Jock' O'Reilly. Doubles Trophy, Lance-Corporal John Fitz
simmons and Second-Lieutenant Nigel Hope. The Team 
Challenge Trophy. 

1101' AL SIGNAl.1S DINGHY AILING IN 11.A.O.ll. 
Introduction 

July brought, as usual, the two major events of Royal. Signals 
dinghy sailing in BAOR; the Corps Regatta and the Triangular 
Regatta. They were both held at the Mohnesee Sailing Club, 
and immediately following each other so that the ~rps Regatta 
served as a selection trial for our team in the Tnangular. 

The Royal Sig11al Uegntin 
This is the wettest summer that anyone can remember in 

these parts- indeed we hear it is the same in England-and 
the first day of the' Royal Signals Regatta, on Monday, 3rd 
July was as bad as any from the weather point of view. It 
poU:ed down. Fortunateiy, however, the rain didn't kill the 
wind, so there was a good sailing breeze throughout. . 

We started with seven teams racing for the team champion
ships: 1 and 4 Div HQ and Sig Regrs; 7, 21 and 22 Sig Regts, 
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and a gallant entry from 12 Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn-the 
only Minor Unit. 22 Sig Regt en~ered two teams--a fine. effo~t. 

With seven teams it was possible to run the champ1onsh1p 
as a league instead of a knock-out, which meant more sailing 
for everyone. Of course, this was a good thing, but it meanc 
that every team had to sail in six races and that 21 race had 
to be sailed in all-a very tight schedule in just over 24 hours. 
There was scarcely any pause between races for teams that 
--on the first day at least-were cold, and wet; but they all 
remained resolutely cheerful and sporting, and the programme 
went like clockwork. 

The Tuesday was warmer and drier, and the wind as good. 
The final result was in doubt right up to the last race of the 
championship with 7 Sig Regt and 22 Sig Regt's 'A' team 
each having won five races. However, 22 Sig Regt's te~m of 
Lieutenant-Colonel Spear, W.0.2 (F. of S.) Bill J(jtchen 
(newly-posted from 7 Regt, to the latter's disgust) and Corporal 
Alan Jobson, won convincingly by gaining the first three place 
from 7 Sig Regt's Lieutenant (TOT) Peter Gill, taJJ g ant 
Allison and Sergeant Bill William . 

Tb TrJon~ular n .. gottn 
The Triangular Regatta against the Gunner and Sappers 

took place this year on the Thur~day and Friday immediately 
following our own regatca at the Mohnesee. The appcr were 
hosts, and of course organised it all faultles ly. 

We started with high hopes. The Gunoer had lo t one 
of their strongest sailors since last year on tran fer to the 
RAPC· and the Sappers eemed to have no one remarkable 
apart f~om Major Stuart Jardine, who is, of cour e, an Olympic 
ailor. Still, it takes more than one to make a team. We had 
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a well-tried combination in Lieutenant-Colonel Ian Spear, 
W.0 .2 (F. of S.) Bill Kitchen, Sergeant Bill Parker and Corporal 
David Ellis. 

But we ju t weren't on form. e pite two good wins by 
Ellis on the fir t day, one of us mis ed a mark in our first race 
and had to sail back a long way to round it belatedly-and 
finish last; and in the next race one of us had to retire after 
touching Jardine's boat at the tart. At the end of the first day 
the Gunner had won two, the Sapper had won one and lost 
one--and we had lo t two. 

In the econd day we lost our first race to the Sappers
without any more horrors like tho e of the day before, but 
nonetheles by a solid margin. In our last race-the second 
of the regatta-we beat the Gunners (a win at last!), but after 
a prote t disqualified one of our team, the situation was 
reversed-down again. 

At the start of the last race, the Gunners had three wins 
the Sappers had two-but were t of a point ahead on aggre
gate. The Sappers won in a real cliff-hanger of a fin ish, with 
another } point to spare, making the Royal Engineers the 
overall winners by a tie in races won, but with r point lead 
on aggregate points. 

We must congratulate our opponents on a hard-fought battle; 
but we must also confess that we never really showed our 
true mettle. 

For next year the prospects are bleak. Bill Kitchen will be 
a civilian Bill Parker in Cyprus, and David Ellis on a TI 
course. Any ideas? 

7 Sig Regt B.F.P.O. 15 

AS the machinery of 7th Sig Regt changes gear from the 
white and green exercises of Spring to Autumn 

ones of brown and gold, so the month of July finds us exerting 
ourselves in a variety of warlike activities. Exercises 'Whirly Gig' 
- with the Royal Air Force, regimental swimming, summer 
camps from Holland to Bavaria. Shooting at Bisley and 'ham ' 
radio world-wide· we've spread our wings quite wide. 

Exercise ' High Slip ' 72 
Once again 4 Sqn O.C.'s casting vote decided the location 

of this summer cam9 (by one to 75). On Saturday the 1st 
July, 4 (Gebirgsjager) Sqn were once again resolutely encamped 
close the Walchsusec in Bavaria. This area has all the 
nece sary amenities for a relaxation 4 Sqn style after some of 
the strenuous exercises of a Corps Signal Regiment. Snow 
capped mountains for climbing; ice cold water for swimming; 
sheer ro:k faces for abseiling and rain by the hectolitre make 
this region second only to the Riviera for idyllic relaxation. 

Monday saw the camp activities in full swing, starting with 
a . brisk trot to the lakeside at 07 .00 hours for an invigorating 
dip. Then each of six sections was soon involved in one of the 
spec~ed a~tiv~ties - canoeing, rock .climbing, abseiling, 
trekking, chmbrng the Herzgoland or actmg as duty section. 

However, during the following weekend the Squadron had 
a change of pace with a ' regatta ' on the lake. The events 
for the regatta had been dreamed up by Lieutenant Derek 
Rutherford and included a swimming race for non-swimmers, 
tugs-of-war with inflatable rexe boats, jousting and, the high
light of the day, the capturing of the 'Jolly Roger.' The 'Jolly 
Roger ' in thi case being two assault boats joined together to 
form a Squadron barge with the 0 .C., Major Roger Cemm 
aboard stoutly defended by his officers and S.N.C.O.s. Th~ 
rest of the Squadron set sail in a fleet of inflatables with 
the object of capturing the 'Jolly Roger' and ejecting the 
occupants into the lake. For a while it appeared that the 
stalwarts in the barge would repel the boarders until Corporal 
'Vic' Davey joined the fray when, sensing defeat, the 0.C. 
gave the order to his few remaining defenders to abandon ship. 

The climax to the camp proved to be the Squadron's assault 
on the Karnendel, a mountain of some 2,385m which towers 
formidably above Mittenwald. 

On the Sunday, Captain Keith Butler and Corporal Gordon 
Jackson accomplished a reconnaisance climb in two and 
a half .hours. (~t is ~ot certain what Captain Butler was trying 
to achieve during this camp as he drove us and himself to the 

limit, triving for the ultimate in physical fitness. Perhaps it 
had something to do with his impending marriage?). On 
Sunday morning the Squadron, less Second-Lieutenant Phillip 
(" frankly Sir Im knackered ") Walker, who had persuaded 
a horsefly to bite him on the ankle, embussed for an assault 
on the Karnendel. At 08.00 hours they passed the start line 
and were trying to see the summit through the driving rain and 
low cloud. At 1,700m tl1e rain changed to snow and, regrettably 
when they were approximately 100m from the top the weathe; 
won the day. The snow, which by then had become almost a 
blizzard, buried the track deeply and it was decided that it 
would be foolhardy to continue. 

SUMMER-BELIEVE IT OR NOT 
Summer Camp-4 Squadron style. W.0.1 (Y. of S.) Gordon Raku 

crossing a snow-filled crevasse 

Ho~ever, t.hough discr~~on .proved the better part of valour, 
on this occasion, all part1c1paung felt a sense of moral victory. 
4 Sqn returned to H erford more competent and self-assured 
than when they left (if such a thing was possible!). 

Ilana radio 
This month 2 Sqn provide personnel and service for a joint 

Anglo-German venture - ' Far Speak.' T his was the name 
given by our contingent to the Bad Salzuflen and Herford 
Garrison Amateur Radio Club's meet for the European C.W. 
'Fieldday ' contest using the call sign DL/WO/P. This was a 
24 hour morse contest in which competitors, from many Euro
pean countr~es, w~re required to make contact with as many 
amateur radio stations all over the world as possible. 

The Friday afternoon of a regimental stand-down saw a 
packet of vehicles leave camp for the Bad Suzuflen Bismarck
turm, following a route recced (?) by Signalmen Pat McGovern 
and ' Spider ' Gilbert. Arrival at the site soon produced feverish 
ac.tivity, with Corp~r~s 'Smudge.' Smith (the younger) and 
Dick Brown superv1smg the erection of the pneumatic masts 
and Signalman 'Jonah' Jones bravely struggling with power 
cabling twice as heavy as himself. In all five aerials were 
erected, being two dipoles, one H.F. cubical quad and two 
V.H.F. multi-element Yagi's. 

Whilst the aerials were being erected another British team, 
the ~embers of DLSXS the 4 Div H.Q. and Sig Regt Amateur 
Rad1.o Club, appeared on the scene, determinedly attempting 
to kill the current rumour that they belong to a ' static ' unit! 

Saturday morning started the competition proper and those 
present, some eighty in number, were treated to the sound ot 
morse being sent at about 35 w.p.m. It might be mentioned 
that the morse keys used bore little resemblance to the old 
faithful 'brass-pounders' of Dll type keys, but were highly 
sophisticated electronically controlled keys of the new ' double
paddle iambic-mode squeeze-keyer type.' 

Saturday night saw a barbecue which will be remembered 
by all those present for its evidence of German hospitality and 
for .the more harmonious than melodious sing-song that lasted 
until sun-up. 

All in ~ll, the contest was a great success and although the 
results will not be known for some months, with over 570 
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amateur radio stations in 67 different countries being contacted 
during the twenty-four hour period, the meet was generally 
held to have been a resounding success. 

Shoot ing - Army Jl11mlred 
We were very pleased to hear that W.0.2 Gordon Smith and 

Staff Sergeant ' Dinger ' Bell were selected for the Army 
Hundred at the Bisley Meet this year. They entered the list 
in the very respectable positions of 57th and 48th respectively 
and we hope that when their new positions are published they 
will reflect the sterling worth of these two ' gravel-bellies.' 

10 Sig Regt 
Hounslow 

R.U.q. - arrivals and d e 1mrt 11re 

W E welcome the new Adjutant, Captain Sam Saunders, 
from Germany and say congratulations and farewell 

to Major Dick Hoghton on promotion and departure to be 
Training M ajor of 39 (C ity of London) Sig Regt (V) and 
Captain Bill Williams from Aldershot upon his retirement. 

A1u1ual fitness for role inspec tion 
The annual FFR inspection took place on T uesday, 18th 

July, the Inspecting Officer being Brigadier M. J. P. O'Cock, 
MC, Chief of Staff, London District. The finale of the Briga
dier's visit was the presentation of L ong Service and Good 
Conduct Medals to W.0.2 (SSM) A. R. Heath, SSM 2 Sqn 
and MTO, and to W.0.2 (RQMS) A. Davies. The medals were 
wetted in t raditional style in the Bruno Club, where the 
Brigadier was afterwards enterta~ed to lunch: . 

Brigadier O'Cock was most impressed with everythrng he 
saw and left after lunch well pleased with his visit to the 
Reiunent. Rumour has it that this was just as well for Major 
Dick Hoghton, whose ' swan song ' was the FFR inspection, 
and who duly left that afternoon having initialled his ' Con-
fidential! ' 

2 Sqn - lladl& Troo1• 
R adio Troop of 2 Sqn is probably better known to the 

pupils and staff of secondary schools in the sout;h of England 
than it is to other members of the Corps. Basically a small 
troop of 16 Radio Telegraphists plus a .WRA~ Lance-Corp?~aL 
The T roop provides one of the Corps six ReglD?en~al Recrui~mg 
and Information teams (RRIT), the commumcat1ons reqwred 
for the many State ceremonial .parades, ~struction to ACF/ 
CCF units affiliated to the Regunent, assistance to the Regi
mental Signallers of the Guards 'Battalions and a r:idio role 
in 2 Sig Gp. Time is still found for football and cricket and 
the shins of many bear witness to this! 

To end may we ask any Unit who bas a colour slide or two 
to spare of the Corps at work or play suitable for recruiting 
to drop us a line. 

3 Sqn - Aldershot 
At last the Squadron is beginning to s~ow sign.s o,f life 

after being buried for the last three months m Exercise ~ew 
Envoy' (the Aldershot Army Display). o~ new mono IS
" We can do anything " well almost anything- man canteens 
for the troops - look glam on the Signals stand (Pri~ates 
Maggie Geden and Pauline Thirlwell) - ~pera!e a .hi.ghly 
sophisticated piece of PA equipment ~Captarn Bill Williams 
and his crew from SWS Tp) - provide flag sellers f?r ~e 
Army Benevolent Fund (too many to name) and a a sideline 
operate a busy telephone exchange and comcen. 

Mav we take this opportunity to tress that the Squadron 
is responsible for the runnin~ o.f all ~he Comcens and ex
changes in the south-east district, this area covers seven 
counties. On 4th July, 17 of the 23 telephone exchange super
visors met at Squadron HQ for the quarterly conference. Also 
Bicester opened a new, bigger and better Comcen. 1:he 
change-over went smoothly and everyone seems to be. working 
very hard. Four WRAC girls, L~ce-~orporal Bobbie, Buck~ 
ingham and Privates Lynne Martin, Gill Owens and ~l.u_ff 
Flaherty were sent from Aldersbot to help out as the C!Vlhan 
strength is 13 operators down. 
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In June, two unsuspecting members of the Squadron found 
themselves entered in the south-east di trict open double 
tennis tournament. We were delighted to find that Corporal 
' Sandy ' Hanna and Lance-Corporal ' Rusty ' Blake were 
runners-up in this competition. On the strength of this succ 
they have been entered in the Anny championships. We wish 
them every success. 

4 Sqn 
On 1st April, we changed employing officers when HQ 

STRATCO became HQ UKLF. The move of Southern Com
mand from Hounslow to Wilton meant quite an influx of new 
girls and changing round of accommodation. All has gone 
smoothly, however, and everyone has settled down well 
together. Sport has now been combined with the WRAC 
detachment which ha made it easier to field teams for different 
activities. Weekly combined sports evenings at Bulford gym
nasium and swimming pool have been especially popular. 

During the first half of this year the girls of the Squadron 
have been exercising their skills at various outdoor activities. 
In February and M arch four girls braved the cold of the 
Cairngorms to try out some ski-ing for the first time. Nearer 
home W.0.2 Jean Beresford and Lance-Corporal Kathy Bur
leigh helped make up a team from Wilton as a whole which 
won the South-West District table tennis. They then went on 
to play in the Army inter-Unit. chamI?ionshiJ?S where t.hey 
finished third. Many congratulations. Finally rn May, Lieu
tenant Rhona Burns was the only woman among 43 men to 
sample parachuting at the Free Fall Parachute School, Nether-
avon. 

Cricket 
The Regimental team have so far had a very mixed season 

having played eight matches, won three, lost five and have 
had five matches po tponed.. Whilst there is a dearth of 
players those that turn out regularly are e)l.°tremely keen and 
deserve a better record than is shown above. The team has 
been captained by Corporal M.ick Lewis and a deserving reward 
of his labours has been his selection to represent the Corps 
on a number of occasions. 

11 Sig Regt, Catterick Camp 
Report from Junior Signalman Squadron 

Summer C:an1p was an nnqnalUietl su •cess 

THE first Summer Camp of Junior Signalman Squadron 
was spent at Garelochhead Training Centre in cotland. 

The camp is about 40 miles north we t of Glasgow and sta~ds 
on a hill overlooking the loch and the nuclear submarine 
base at Faslane. 

Any doubts in the minds of the boys as the convoy rolled 
northwards about the weather in the far north, and the 
hospitality of the native , were most certainly gone seven days 
later when they headed reluctantly back to Ca.tterick. Glasgow 
Fair was running at the same time and accordmg to the new -
papers had the hottest seven days for twenty-five years. The 
camp was shared with forty-eight ' eligible ' girls of the Fife 
Girls Training Corps and the roars of approval from the 
Squadron were only equalled by the groans. of horror fr.om 
the O.C. Major John Roberts, when he reali ed the pos 1ble 
(he would probably say certain) implications of thi cro 
booking. . . . 

For the next six days the quadron was split mto 1x 
ection each spending a day on one of six activitie . Whil t 

some p~suits were more active than other , the weather wa 
kind enough to make all of them ucccs ful thoui;h lack . of 
wind gave Captain . Mik~ .Galloway and ~orporal M.ick Coll~s 
problems with thear srulmg. The pracuce they got paddlmg 
Bosuns around the loch paid dividend , however, wbe!1 they 
broke down on a fishing trip and had to paddle ten miles up 
Loch Long. They also discovered very qt1ickly that the rule 
of steam giving way to ail d<?e not apply wh~m ;ou are a 
Bosun in the doldrums and he 1s one of Her Ma1e ·ty s nuclear 
submarine coming up the loch at full tilt C?.i;nplete with 
a poli-.:e e cort (in a launch - not water- k111ng on 11e 
eleve:-is!) . ·d 

Our own ' power-boatmen,' Staff Serg~ants hn Dav~ <!n 
and 'Butch ' Butcher were bus • teachm waterman hip .U"! 
two assault boats with eagull outboard motor and a gemm1 
kindly loaned by the diving section of H.M.S. Neptune. 
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Adding to thi Royal Signals armada were Sergeants Les 
Grubb and Steve Pedley trying to convince their novice 
canoei t that balance is all in the back idc; a word wh ich 
probably um up the views of Junior Signalman Steve Morris 
who apparentl • found canoeing in the inverted position far 
easier. Maybe he was looking for Phil Staddon's gym shoes 
kno ,,.n to be omewhcre on the bottom of the loch. 

SAILORS AT EASE 
Chris Hines, John Livesey and Tony Lewis resting on a Bosun 

LANDFALL 
Sergeant Les Grubb docking 

. Back o~ te_rra . fi_rma Second-Lie_utenant Stabler was having 
dµ'ficulty ill msulling confidence mto his abseilers until the 
girls appeared at the foot of the rock when his proteges took 
off like ' Batman.' Further problems with Junior Signalman 
' Shaft ' Hope who, when told to relax, did, and went down 
head first. 
Somewher~ up _in the hills were our intrepid education 

br~nch, ~1or Mike Haworth-Wood, Captain (soon to be 
~ster) Eric Munnerley and Lieutenant Colonel (already 
Mister) Ray Fos~er, who. is still working out his claims. They 
were demonstratmg the ioys of hillwalking and the intricacies 
of map reading. 

The final activity was with Captain Chris Enright who 
chased teams round an assault course after a ten mile run, to 
warm them up and took them down to the R.N. swimming 
pool to cool off! The course though shon was extremely 
tren';JOUs and the best time put in by Junior Signalmen Steve 

Morna, John Moulds, Jim Miller and Paul White was a 
tremendou effort. 
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_We had a flying visit Cl!tcrally) by the Commanding Officer, 
Lieutenant Colonel Freddie Lockwood, O.B.E., the Second-in
Command Major Cedric Mercer, and the R.S.M., W.0.1 John 
Markham. They managed to visit every pursuit and took 
part in the sailing and the abseiling, the R.S .M . apparenth 
going down at attention. 

All too oon the week came to an end and it was with 
regrets that we packed up and headed back to Catterick and 
the rain. 

However, in case this magazine should ever find its way onto 
the shore base at H.M.S. Neptune we would like to give our 
deepest thanks for all the assistant e and kit we were given 
during our stay at Garelochhead. 

Pass Off Pnrntle 

BEST ALL ROUND JUNIOR SIGNALMAN 
Junior Signalman Lea Cook 

BEST AT MILITARY TRAINING 
Junior Signalman Steve Curry 
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Our first Pass Off Parade took place on a warm, sunny 
day on 11th August, 1972. The parade was a joint one with 
l Sqn and the salute was taken by Colonel A. A. G. Anderson, 
of the Signals Directorate of M .O.D . There was a magnificent 
turn out of parents who obviously enjoyed their visit to the 
Regiment and all they saw. 

After the parade the inspecting officer awarded prizes to: 
Junior Signalman Cook - best all round Junior Signalman 
and Communications Skills; Junior Signalman Curry - best 
at Military Training; Junior Signalman Pattison - Mathe
matics; Junior Signalman Wilman - General Studies. 

( 'omings and goings 
As we only became a Squadron in May and this is the end 

of our fi rst term we are hardly in a position to welcome anybody 
as in theory we have all only just arrived. 

We would, however, like to say farewell on behalf of the 
Squadron to Lieutenant Colon2l Freddie Lockwood, O.B.E., 
the Commanding Officer of 11th Sig Regt, who will be gone 
before we re-assemble next term. 

To Lieutenant Colonel (Retd.) Ray Foster who has been 
our civilian lecturer this term and is off to lecture civilians, 
and to Captain Eric Munnerley, who retires at the end of term 
as Mister Eric Munnetley, the civilian lecturer. Finally to 
Second-Lieutenant Jim Stabler off to learn to be a communi
cator. 

ONE SftUADRON 

Lieutenant General W. G. F. Jackson, K.C.B., O.B.E., M.C., 
the G.O.C. Nonhem Command, took the salute at the Pass 
Off Parade of 6 and 8 Troop on 14th July, 1972. The be~t 
recruit in 6 Troop was Signalman McGrandles, who star~s his 
Telecommunication Mechanic training in September. Signal
man Allen who comes from far distant Fiji, was the best 
recruit in S Troop, he now goes on to trad~ ti;aining, also ~o 
learn the intricacies of being a Telecommuntcattons Mecharuc. 

As already mention by Junior Signalman . Squadron, the 
Passing Off Parade on 11th August, 1972. mvolved troops 
from the two squadrons for the first time. The 1 Sqn troop 
passing off on that day was 3 Troop, commanded by W .0.1 
Bill Ayres, whose best recruit. was Signa~man Baxter? who 
goe on to 8th Sig Regt to tram as a Radio Telegraphist. 

FATHER AND SON KEEP IN STEP! 
An unusual aspect of the pass off parade on 11th August, 1972, was 
to see a father and son on this parade together; Junior Signalman 
Stephen Ayres passing off with a troop of Junior Signalman Squadron 
and W.0.1 Bill Ayres commanding 3 Troop of I Squadron which 

was passing off at the same time 
Our photograph shows W.0.1 Bill Ayres with his mother and his 

son Stephen 
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13 Sig Regt, B.F .P .0. 40 
A Rrst-<•lass place to be in 

F OR those of you desiring a really first-class posting you 
could' do no better than ask to come here. ituatcd 

at Birgelen on the Dutch-German border, we are in a really 
delightful location. Some might say that 'we are a little bit 
out in the sticks '-but we do have our own custom built 
barracks, super gymnasium, swimming pool, and a Regimental 
organisation that just about caters for everyone. From canoeing 
to philately, from sailing to small bore shooting, from pop 
groups to drama groups, scouts to guides, cubs to brownies and 
many others. However, I must warn you-we only have room 
for workers, no shirkers. So if your aim is to succeed in your 
career, then this may well be the place for you. 

Anglo-German relations 
The Regiment has always fostered good relationships with 

the local German populace-in fact it would be difficult to 
better them. However, it is quite obvious that they were even 
more firmly established when recently, at the invitation of 
Lieutenant-Colonel G. W. A. Stephenson, the Commanding 
Officer, 40 German children from local schools were invited 
to an outing to Fantasialand, at Schloss Bruh!, near Cologne. 

To say that the children were enthralled by what they saw 
would be an understatement. This unique park lines a world 
of fantasy with replicas of the past. In an area of over 60 
acres one can find not only traditional attra-tions but also 
fantastic spectacles, some of which would have been worth 
going to see as a single entity. One can ride on the ' Pacific 
Western Express' through the Wild West town of Silverstone, 
or within the space of a few minutes, take a ride in a Viking 
boat. In a miniature Berlin set at the tum of the century, one 
can travel by horse-drawn tram through the Brandenburg 
Gate. The star anraction was undoubtedly a visit to the 
Dolphinarium to see the much loved ' Flipper ' which, for the 
children, was definitely the climax of their visit - far more 
exciting than on television. 

The Regimental hosts for the day were Captain Jack Hedison 
and Sergeant Phil Bland who donned their lederhosen especially 
for the occasion. To quore the children-' This idea of the 
British was superb ' and it was voted to be a huge success. 
At the end of the trip the local magistrate. Herr Christian 
Poschen, thanked the Regiment for their invit.ation o.n behalf 
of the children and remarked on the way 1t contmued to 
maintain such good relations with the local population. 

For those of you wishing to pay a visit to Fantasialand
it is situated on Route BSl just a few miles south of Cologne 
between Bruhl and Euskirchen. 

1a v. The Dutch Army 
On Thursday 20th July, the Regiment once again took on 

the Dutch Army Training Regiment from Roermond in a 
sports competition. 

Both units produced teams for five-a- ide football, volley
ball and basketball. 

After a brief but witty address by the Commanding Officer 
the action began. The afternoon produced ome verv good 
sport and the Regi~ent w~s ju t beaten bv a coral ?f c• en 
points to five. A shield which on the last three occasions has 
been won by the Regiment, was pre ented to the winn~ng 
unit's sports officer, Captain Savelkoul, by the Commanding 
Officer. 

Colonel de Vries, Commanding the Dutch Training Regi
ment, thanked Lieutenant-Colonel Stephenson and pre enred 
him with a memento of the occasion. 

The activities of the afternoon were by no mean ended, 
and all officials and competitors repaired to the Junior Rank ' 
restaurant for the usual post mortem and refre hment . 

This month's success stories 
Our congratulations to W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Simeon Nelon, 

M.B.E., who receive! the insignia of the M .B.E. from Her 
Majesty, The Queen, on 18th July 1972. 

W.0.1 Nelson joined the Corps in 1951 and in November 
of the same year wa on active service with 28 Bdc in Korea. 
After two long years (apart from that spot of leave in Japan) 
he was posted to Hong Kong as an Acting ergeant. In 1955 
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he was posted to Comcan at Gloucester. This was a particu
larly happy posting for it wa here that he met his charming 
wife Betty. In 1959 our R.S.M. was bound for Malta on SS 
Fof.IJey. Afrer this tour he went to 21 ig Regt at RAF, Laar
bruck a a Staff Sergeant. Did you ever wonder what happened 
to that chap who left Laarbruck in 1967 dnving an Austin 
Champ towing a 27t feet caravan stashed with loot? You 
do, then read on. He spent 1967 with the Junior Tradesmen 
Regiment at Troon, with promotion to W.0.2 (S.S.M.) and 
a posting to HAPE HQ British Army Element. In May the 
following year, when the unit amalgamated, he became R.S.M. 
of the new U.K. Support Unit. It was our very good fortune 
when W.0.1 (R.S.M.) ' Simmy ' Nelson was posted to the 
Regiment early this year. The R.S.M. was awarded the M .B.E. 
in the ew Years Honours List and we are very pleased 
to ay, is to be commissioned in early 1973. Once again -
congratulations R.S.M.l 

Congratulations also to Sergeant ' Ben ' Gunn on the award 
of the Meritorious Service Medal. The only Sergeant in BAOR 
to receive such an award this year. 

Congratulations to Sergeant Tony Cheese and Lance
Corporal Pauline Duncan, W.R.A.C., for their excellent indi
vidual performance at the Royal Signals small-arms meeting 
at Bulford Camp. Both have now gone on to Bisley. 

Congratulations to Corporal Normanna Hendry, W.R.A.C. 
on being awarded her BAOR badminton colours. Normanna, 
who has been in the W .R.A.C. for about four years and hails 
from Aberdeen already has her BAOR colours for hockey. 

Anyone for tennis 

The weekend of 22nd/23rd July, saw the annual international 
tennis tournament at the local tennis club at Liecke. 

Players came from Holland, Germany and local service 
units, including the Regiment and RAF Wildenrath. This year 
the Regiment was represented by W.0.2 (S.S.M.) 'Sam• Law 
and Sergeant Jim Watson. 

A rather pleasant feature of the tournament is the annual 
athletes' ball which is held at the nearby village hotel, The 
Lieckehof. 

Wire notes 

F<?r th<; first time 3 Sqn are submitting WIRE notes! Despite 
our isolation on top of the mount we are managing to encroach 
on Berlin. This month we are producing our first squash team, 
lead by Major Charles Blandy and W.0.2 Pete Goonan who 
are playing against 229 Sig Sqn. ' 

We have managed to come third at the half way stage in 
the Royal Air Force (Gatow) volley ball league, although 
Corporal Dunbar has departed on yet another course. The 
team is now being run very ably by Corporal Drew Duncan. 

C?rporal Bill Cooper has departed to Norway with the 
Berlin Sub-Aqua Club, claiming that be is going as a ' dive 
marshal,' we are not sure what he means. 

Corporal Ian Alderton is feeling very sorry for himself ever 
since a wild boar ran into his new car. He is at present trying 
to sue the Senate for the repairs! 

Arrivals 

To all of you posted in, we say welcome and sincerely hope 
that your stay will be an enjoyable one. 

Depnrtnr.-s 

'J!lis month saw the departure of a number of people. In 
parucu ar W.0.1 Tom Remfrey, Sergeant Earl Brydon and 
Ser~eant Harry Coyle. All three were a tower of strength at 
their work, and in the various Regimental activities with which 
they associated themselves. We shall certainly miss them and 
to all wh? left us, we wish you the very best of luck in ' your 
new postmgs, and with that your scribe for this month reluc
tantly lays down his quill. 
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THE WIRE - DECEMBER ISSUE 

Will all Units and contributors please note that copy 
for the December issue must be in the Editor's hands 
by 9th November latest. 

14 Sig Regt Worcester 

T HE Regiment has had a busy month with nearly everyone 
away-except of course the workers-either in Larzac 

France or else signalling from odd corners of the globe. ' 
Internally we had had quite an upheaval especially the 

wrench , of losing . ' P • Tp . to _Project Engineering Planning 
Staff. We shall miss adrrumstenng them but they are going 
to be in good hands so we won't worry overmuch, and they're 
still on our attached strength anyway. 

. We. say goodbye to our adjutant, Captain Ken Doyle and 
his wife Jean, who are off to Portsmouth to join the Marines 
(temporarily-we think). We also say goodbye to: Staff Ser
geants Dixon, Grimmell, Wagstaff; Sergeants Bevis, Staples· 
Corporals Castle, Rhodes, Robinson; Lance-Corporals Richard~ 
son, Ryles, RPC, Gibson, RPC; Signalman Cullen.; Privates 
Buckle, RPC Cain, RPC, Kitts, RPC. 

We extend welcomes to: Captain Clare; W.0.2 Brant; Staff 
Sergeant Goodman; Sergeant McLean, RAOC; Corporal Par
sons; Lance-Corporal Minshaw, RPC; Lance-Corporal White· 
Signalman Plews; Private Jennings, RPC; Private Hynes, RPc: 

As the regular editor has left and I have taken over I shall 
hand you over to my correspondents who have more to say 
than I. 

T Troop's diary 

T Troop's tour in Northern Ireland ended on 4th June 
much to everyone's relief. Our last fortnight was extremely 
busy. S Troop sent out Staff Sergeant Leary and Corporal 
Topp as an advance party for their arrival to see the admini
strative set up, and take over certain items of stores. However 
all this proved unnecessary as the Troop came back with all 
~ts equipment. S Troop subsequently deployed to Ireland early 
10 July, and we hear they packed their stationery box with 
playing cards, not paper. 

After lunch on 30th May, we were honoured with a visit 
by General Sir Harry Tuzo. He spent about 20 minutes visiting 
the station and talking to all those on duty. 

GENERAL TUZO WITH SOME OF T TROOP 
Left to right : W.0.1 (F. of S.) Morris, Staff-Sergeant Parker, Corporal 
Lawton, Sergeant Bevis, General Tuzo, Sergeant Gilbert, Corporal 

Edwards and Captain Sweetman 

In Londonderry, Corporal Falconer and Corporal Dyson 
helped ~ team from P Troop with an installation, enabling 
us to withdraw our mobile equipment and bring it back to 
England for refurbishing. Lance-Corporal Chorlton continued 
to man our equipment in Lurgan and handed this task over 
to Corporal Urquhart on 2nd June. 

To celebrate our impending return to England Staff Ser
geant Parker organised an excellent party for the Troop on 1st 
June, and we took this opportunity to return hospitality shown 
to us by Lieutenant McWade and the Comcen staff of Head
quarters, Northern Ireland. 
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Our return from Ireland was fairly alcoholic and luckily 
it was a calm crossing. Corporal Owen was seen clutching 
a pint and Sergeant Berry was busy drinking everyone else's 
beer (including the OC's). 

After a fortnight's leave the satellite station was put on show 
at Armex (a display similar to the annual Aldershot Show, 
but held at West Bromwich). The great public (about 250,000) 
visited us over the weekend 1st-2nd July, and we provided 
them with a speech circuit to talk to the RAF Station in 
Cyprus and a teleprinter link in the RAF terminal in Hong 
Kong. Corporal Lawton never stopped talking, he now knows 
what the station is meant to do! 

Demonstrations come in threes, the Troop spent the summer 
(all three weeks of it) in Blandford. First of all we participated 
on Exercise ' Signal View,' which was organised by 30 Sig 
Regt (who will no doubt be writing this up in detail!). Anyway, 
we had about 500 CLF /ACF cadets swarming all over the 
station, but we don't seem to have lost anything, despite the 
invasion. 

On 26th July, the Troop, in conjunction with E Troop, laid 
on a demonstration to the NATO Signals Officers' Course 
at the school. Before this, Captain Simm, RN, had talked 
to the course on DCN and we showed what the Army has 
as rear link detachments. Marconi Space and Defence Systems 
also came down with an antenna unit for a SCOT terminal 
(second generation ship satellite terminals). This three-and-a
half feet diameter antenna aroused much interest among the 
NATO officers and School of Signals staff. 

Prior to the NATO demonstration, the School of Signals 
took the opportunity to show all courses over the Station and 
Sergeants Belcher, Dickinson and Peters did a marvellous job 
explaining the various technicalities to about ISO officers and 
SNCOs divided into small groups. 

During the fortnight's break between Signal Vi:w and t~e 
NATO demonstration, some of the Troop were mvolved m 
trying to sort out the Skynet/Bruin interface. Corporal Parish 
and Corporal Dyson, ably assisted ~y Lance-Corporal Chorlton 
and Corporal Falconer, eventually (10 the last hours of our stay) 
achieved good results, however, much of value was learnt. 

The Troop bas now returned to Worceste.r at the e_nd. of 
July and is going into a deep slumber until the begmmng 
of October while we have a much needed sort out after almost 
a year on' the move and, far more important, it's rumoured 
that we can have some leave. 

Regimental basketball 
The Regimental basketballers annexed the Worces.ter 

Basketball League, second division ?tie and acco~pany10g 
trophy and are justifiably proud_ ?f their record of achievement 
against some pretty stem oppos1t1on. . 

Congratulations are extended to SSI Graham Moss, tramer/ 
manager Sergeants Mick Staples, Dick Jennings, Bob 
McLare~, George Stubbings. (th~ latt~r two, alas, I?O lon~er 
with us); Corporals Stan Gmrumt, Mick Webb, Colin Sllllth, 
RAPC (another departed colleague). 

Lance-Corporals Len Woodger, Sid James, John Lewis, 
Barry Winship REME· Signalmen 'Jacko• Jackson (our 
redoubtable skipper), ' Geordie' Hodson, 'Geordie' Moore, 
• Mac ' Machon, Chris Whitehead, Jan Hobley, Tom C?bl':Y 
and all. Whoops! Cfn McCormac, REME! our enthusmstJc 
vice-captain and only ever present (gets himself excused all 
the exercises this grease monkey of ours!). . . 

With the LAD minus Messrs Barry Wmship and Pete 
McConnac on the frequent excursions into Worcester the LAD 
functioned on just two cylinders, namely Staff Sergeant Forbes 
and Sergeant Bob Wells, both of whom w!elded a valiant 
spanner to aid our cause. To them go ~he smcere thanks of 
the team for making Barry and Pete avrula~le. '!he lads tr!lst 
that the same unselfish gesture is forthcoming 10 the commg 
season to support our quest for first division honours. 

Played 17, Won 17, Lost 0, Points for _765? Aagai?st 342. 
In conclusion, the team had a fortrught s reprieve on tl?e 

above mentioned league to represent Western ~mm:ind 10 
the UK zone finals at Kirknewton, Scotland, m wh1ch we 
played three matches and re.mained unbeat~n. The morale 
needed no boosting. Off we ioumeyed to T1dworth . to take 
part in the final of the UK basketball. No luck agamst fine 
opposition, which included SE~ Arborfield, 2. RGJ, I Royal 
Hussars. To SEE we offer heartiest congra~ations .. 

Please note SEE Arborfield fielded o~e mtemat1onal, four 
Army players, the remaining seven subs~tutes all. Corp.sf Army 
players. We heartily pray in all good faith and intention that 
never again shall we meet. 
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• Summf'r Sales ' and a tricky radio rc•lay ltf' 

F:;ioR us, this was a successful and eventful exercise. The 
success was credited to the Regiment as a whole (being 

complemented as we were by the Rear Corps Staff), but most 
of the events occurred in Comcen Sierra's location. 

Ir rook 10 hours to get the first radio relay vehicle into 
location on the top of the 'Ith.' However, with with much 
hard work, winch vehicles and caterpillar tractors we managed 
to get another three to the top eventually. For the benefit 
of the less knowledgeable, the 'Ith' is to Westphalia what 
Ben Nevis is to Scotland( The RAF gave us a demonstration 
of some extremely skilful flying in that they resupplied the 
dets by lowering bales of benzine and water onto the top 
of a 40 feet tower (the only clear space available) which could 
not have been more than 10 feet across. 

The social event of the exercise was the dining-out of Major 
Martin Wilson-Brown (OC 2 Sqn/Comcen Sierra) in the 
field. This went very well despite the quagmire of mud which 
surrounded the table. Major Wilson-Brown was presented with 
a hand-made plaque (the work of Captain Peter Swaby) from 
the Officers and Senior N.C.O.s of Comcens Victor and Sierra 
with which he can always remind himself of his time with 
the Squadron. 

The end of the exercise was marred by the fact that one 
Lance-Corporal from Echo Troop managed to write-off a C41 
radio relay vehicle. After mastering the difficulties of the top 
of the hill, be somehow managed to put the vehicle off on 
a long straight track (near the bottom), bounce it twice, and 
land it on its roof! Fortunately and much to everyone's amaze
ment, both driver and passenger managed to escape unhurt. 

T.A.V.R. 
Whilst on this exercise we had attachments from 858 and 

859 Sig Tps of 36 (Eastern Sig Regt (V) ). This counted as their 
summer camp training and they were split up within the 
Regiment mainly between HF radio, Control HQ, RCP and 
the Comcens. They worked hard while they were with us and 
their help is much appreciated. 

Car rally - • Jnue bng "72 ' 50 entries 
This was a 400 mile rally, starting in Lippstadt at 15.00 

hours on Saturday. It involved driving deep into the Saarland, 
doubling back and finishing in Herford at approx~at~ly 10:00 
hours the following day. There were over SO entries, mclu~g 
many AD vehicles whose only resemblance . to the. orgmal 
function at the end of the race was the modified pamtwork. 
By all accounts it was a very difficult rally, requir~g near 
professional standards at many. st~ges fr~m both dnver and 
navigator. After five hours navigation Ma1or Tom ~cadf was 
violently sea sick; this he claims was due to the mouoi;i of the 
vehicle, driven by the CO! However, we have a s_neaking sus
picion that this was du~ to the naust;a of contmuous map
reading. The Commanding Officer, Lieutenant - Colonel Ian 
Spear, and Major Scarff were placed 13th overall. 

\\71•ddinif 
On Saturday 24th June, Corporal Joe. Robert on'.s daughter, 

Margaret married Corporal Roy Pollard 10 the Garnson Chapel 
at 14.30 p.m. There was a large reception held in the Corporals' 
Mess afterwards the RSM's sword being used to cut the two 
tier cake. 

It is worthy of note that Corporal Pollard is a re-enlisted 
soldier who had purchased his voluntary release. I . wonder 
who persuaded him to re-enlist and to come back to Lipp tadt? 

THE WIRE - DECJOmEn IS l E 

Will all Units and contributors kindly note that the 
deadline for the December 'Wire• is 9th November 
latest. All copy must be in the Editor's hands by this 
date. 

' 
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, ' ot«'S s11 1'1itted by f>rgcant Ii. ft' . Addhlon 

Personalitf s 
Commanding Officer 
Second-in-Command 
Adiutant .. . . .. 
O.C. I Squadron .. . 
O.C. 2 Squadron .. . 

econd-in-Cammond 
I Squadron 

econd-in-Cammond 

0.R.Q.M.S. 
2 Squadron 

Fir ·t anruversa.-y 

Lieutenant Colonel A. D. L ewis 
Major P. S. Larrington 
Capt:lln C. J. Walter; 
Major D. P. Watson 
Major N. C. Muir 

Captain B. Cleaver 

Captain P. J. Whitehead 
W.0.2 Arrow-Smith 

FIRST anniversar is alway an important occasion and 
waxrants omething special to mark it. On 1st July, 1972, 

27 Sig Regt became one year old. To commemorate the event 
our verv first WIRE NOTES are submitted for publication. The 
past year was filled with activity made memorable by two 
torms which hit Hong Kong - Typhoon Rose last Augu t 

and a severe rainstorm last month. Both had a major effect 
on the unit for besides providing communications upport for 
and to the civilian community we were faced with the problem 
of recovering and repairing the cables which are the major 
means of communication within the colony. 

'\-' isit to Bangkok - eou.-iesy of tho Royal 1\':n·y 

In January two S.N.C.O.s of 1 Sqn, Sergeants Kelly and 
Nagle joined the crew of H.M.S. Yarnron (an ex-minesweeper) 
for a visit to Bangkok. Both took an active part in the running 
of the ship and were even permirted to plot its course. They 
also acted as hosts to local dignatories and personalities on the 
first evening of their arrival in Bangkok. 

The Year of the Bat 

Having recovered from the trials of Typhoon Rose, followed 
by Christmas and New Year celebrations we began prepara
tions for our first F.F.R. Ins_pection as a Regiment. But as 
everybody knows all work ana no play makes Jack a dull boy, 
so in February we said goodbye to the Year of the Sow and 
welcomed, in true' Tai Lo' style, the Year of the Rat. R.H.Q. 
and 1 Sqn on Hong Kong Island got together with the Chinese 
soldiers for a typical Cantonese meal of 12 courses while 
2 Sqn did the same in Kowloon. Those who have been fortunate 
enough to serve in the Far East will know that no party gets 
by without that infamous cry of 'Yam Sing' rending the air 
asunder. Sergeant John Bayne fell victim to the members of 
the M.T. Section who took it in turn to challenge him to 
' Yam Sing,' needless to say be lost but he did not seem too 
worried. It was unfortunate that the Regiment could not have 
had the two squ<1drons together but this is the aim for next 
year - I'm almost glad I won't be around for that one; I don't 
think I could stand the pace. 

F.F.R. 

Brigadier P. G. A. Prescott, M .C., Commander 51 Inf Bde. 
had quite a formidable task in front of him - how to see all 
the Regiment in one day! (For those who know Hong Kong -
R.H.Q., 1 Sqn and M Troop are on the island, 2 Sqn in 
Kowloon and N Troop of 2 Sqn is at Sek Kong in the New 
Territories). The Army Air Corps came to the rescue and 
Brigadier Prescott kept pretty much to schedule. He finished 
off the inspection of the Regiment by officially opening 1 Sqn's 
all ranks club 'The Signaller' and savoured the beer! We 
received a very good report to the credit of everybody. 

D.C'.:\'. In peetion - awarded a • f'omstnr · 

In April we welcomed the D .C.N. Inspection team under the 
leadership of Group Captain Clements, A./C.D.C.N., on a 
ten day inspection of all D.C.N. facilities in Hong Kong. This 
was the first such inspection since we assumed responsibilities 
for the Joint Service Communication Centre and as such was 
a very imponant event. We believe the visit was a success and 
are busy implementng the recommendations of the team. But 
to show how clever we are H.Q. D.C.N. have awarded us a 
' Comestar' - no mean feat for such a large Comcen. For 
tho e who don't know, this is awarded quarterly to those 
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comccns which make the least number of mistakes - in our 
case one incorrect alignment! Well done - ' 0 ' Troop. 

Sunimt•r t•a111p 

Tai Long, a small village in the New Territories, was the 
location of our first Regimental summer camp. The native~ 
were very friendly (the old 253 Sqn had provided them with 
electricity in one of the community relations projects which 
won the Squadron the Wilkinson Sword), the location was 
right on the beach and the weather was wet. Despite the 
weather, morale was high and the camp was a huge succes~ 
Our thanks must go to 2 Sqn for organising and setting up the 
camp ite, to I Sqn for the excellent instruction given, and to 
those er twhile men of R.H.Q. for enjoying it. 

Sport (i;quash) 

After two un ucce sful attempts at trying to win the Regiment 
honour at quash thi year proved to be third time lucky. T wo 
team under the appropriate headings of Quicksilver I and II 
at last achieved what was beginning to look like the impossible. 

The fir t team in order of playing positions : Staff Sergeant 
(F. of S.) Colin Smith, Sergeant Clive Haslegrave, Sergeant 
Barry Jones, Sergeant Pete Pither, Captain Brian Cleaver and 
Sergeant Tony White, overcame strong civilian opposition to 
win all their matches and carry off the Hong Kong Squash 
Racquets A so: iation Division IV title. Each member of the 
team received a fine tankard from H .K.S.R.A. - suitably 
engraved. 

It is unfonunate that the majority of the above named people 
will not be pre ent for an attack on a higher division next 
season (they don't give extensions for sport) due to R.H.E. and 
discharge dates. 

Queeu•s Birthday parade 

The occasion was marked this year by a parade in Kowloon. 
It was commanded by Brigadier Prescott and the Inspecting 
Officer was the Governor of Hong Kong - Sir Murray 
Maclehose. 

The Regimental contingent commanded by Captain Peter 
Whitehead consisted of Hong Kong soldiers of both squadron 
who proved themselves to be very efficient and almost took 
the glory from the Guards battalion. 

ll tirement 

W.0.2 (S.S.M.) Chu Fook Hong has left the Regiment on 
retirement and has found a job with the Cross-Harbour tunnel 
company. Sergeant Major Chu spent a total of twelve years 
with Royal Signals and the enclosed photograph shows him 
receiving his farewell present from Major Norman Muir, O.C. 
2 Sqn. 

12 YEARS' SERVICE WITH SIGNALS 
Major Muir presents W.0.2 Chu Fook Hung with a farewell gift 

from the Squadron 
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J UL Y to September is usually regarded as the ' quiet ' 
period in the Regiment and when a high percentage 

of personnel can get away on leave-this. ~as been 0e case 
but even so a considerable amount of acnva y has sull taken 
place. 

Exe.-cise • Fraufist • - \-'ogelsang re,,isifed 

Past members of this Regiment (who may well still be av!d 
readers of this column) will be pleased to hear that once agam 
we savoured the delights of the Vogelsang training area. 2 Sqn 
and elements of HQ Sqn provided the cannon fodder for the 
. econd half of the exercise a~d spent most of the . five day 
working out cunning and dev1o~s me~l10ds of keepm~ them
selve dry. Perhaps the torrential ram wa appropriate ~or 
ihe • umbrella' Squadron! They tell ~s that the fir t ha!~ with 
rhc • others ' in occupation h~d glonous weath~r and if the 
. un-tanned faces of the gladiators were anythmg to go by 
then it must be true. 

Some extremely valuable experience was gained by all 
attending this military skills training camp, though the even
ing's hospitality of the 15/19 Hussars m_ade the 06.15 hours 
PT a bit of a red-eyed monster. The mstructors were full 
of snippets of information and demonstrations. 

R.Q.M.S. Ken Hammond-Haley :vho took great delight in 
demonstrating the correct way of fir~g ~e 3.5 rocket l:auncher 
and insisting that it was not an mtenor courtesy bg~t for 
a private car (neither is it a boomerang, as a red-faced Signal
man Michael Strefford found out). 

Lieutenant (Dan Dare) Chris Creig's pitching of 36 grenade 
and ignition for great slabs of PE. 

Perhaps the highlight of the week was a regatta on Vogelsang 
lake where the Hussars showed that practice makes P.e~ect. 
It really is amazing how many races and events vanatlons 
can be thought up using assault boats. In the S.S.M.'s ra~e 
which consisted of racing the length of the lake, seal~ a cJi!I 
and then ' rescue' a full jerry can of water, S.~.~· Brian Ellis 
was a gallant finisher and was classed as slightly . out . of 
breath!' The climax of this day ~as .when we ,won .the ioustmg 
event with Second-Lieuteant Shiny Top Phil Sharman 
taking on all comers and claiming the beer. 

Sailing 

The season got off to a fin~ sta~t with t:vo crews despatched 
to Kiel, resulting in the qualification of eight ?ff shore h~nds. 
The weather was fairly rough and one parucular candidate 
spent the greater pa~ of .an <:ight hour voyage. to Faaborg 
sitting in the galley sink with his head between his knees. He 
worked on the principle that the more unc<?mfortable he was 
then the easier it would be to hold on to. his ~reakfast, eaten 
with verve whilst tied up to the quay 1~ . Suckenhorn, but 
fighting for freedom in the rougher condiuons of the open 
sea. 

In June a pleasant charter crui e of five day in Petasus 
was enjoyed by the Conunanding Officer, Ma;or Brandreth, 
Lance-Corporal Townson and Signalmen Macisaac and ~<:ws. 
The weather was superb and five Danish ports were v1s1ted 
before the final 60 mile sail to Kiel. Crew me_mbers. :vere 
entertained by the C.0. and his story of a prev1ou~ visit to 
the Faaborg area during which he strayed by accident (he 
says) into a nature camp. 

Dinghy racing has been well looked after by Corporal Dave 
Ellis who was first overall in the ~faster regatta at Roermond 
and first overall in the points series for the first half of the 
year at Roermond. He was crewed w!th a well-k_nown world 
class Dutch 470 sailor Joep Straus, m an Ynghng keelboat 
against high class Dutch sailors, gaining thre.e firsts. and 
a second. He came third overall in the ~ova l Signals dmghy 
regatta at the Mohne See, crewed .by Staff Sergeant (~. of ~-) 
Smith, and then carried .on to sail for the Royal Signals ~n 
the triangular regatta agamst RE and RA .. In ~ugust, he ~ill 
again be sailing with his Dutch companion m th~ Ynglmg 
Keelboat World Cup against some of the best crews m Europe. 
The member of the crew is Flight-Lieutenant Alec Godfrey, 
of the RAF also a member of the BRSC. Good luck to such 
a representa'tive team from BRSC. 
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Tht> . ijme-,;cf'n marehe 

After a lapse of several years the Regiment entered a team 
of marchers from 2 Sqn led by Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) Tony 
Whydell and Corporal Mo Va~ghan. I?.ey did well to finish 
as a team in such hot and trymg conditions (the fo~r hotte t 
days .so far in the 1972 summer) and are now raring to go 
on other international marches. . 

The camp Adjutant of the British contingent (approx1ma~ely 
1,500 strong) was prov!ded by the Regiment and an 'authorita
tive ' report by Captain Peter Brown may be read el cwhere 
in THE WIRE (see page 360) . . 

The s1•orting circ·uit 

The lonelines of the long distance runners an? the dedica
tion of the few who have worked so h~rd durm_g the e:irly 
months of the year paid off in the three m~ior a.thleucs meetmg 
of the year. In the Rhine area champ1onsh1ps an excellei:it 
team effon gained us second place to the g1~nts ?f 21 Sig 
Regt and qual.ified us. for the BA~R championships where 
we achieved sixth posmon. !he chmax of t~e season came 
with the Royal Signals meeung for .the M?~nson Cup. where 
once again a commendable overall third position was gamed. 

Many of the athletes improved on their individual best time 
and distances throughout the season and the notable perfor
mance of Sergeant Graham Crosslan~ in. the _5,000 and 1,500 
metres cannot go by without a mention 10 this column. Well 
done the athletes. 

Our tug-of-war grunt and groan boys suffered . through lack 
of training (or was it steak?) but. put .up a c;redttable perfor
mance in the Rhine area championships taking second place 
to 15 BOD in the final. They 'hung on' well in the BAOR 
championships to take the wooden spoon. One member of the 
team was overheard to say that he found the afternoon all 
a bit of a drag! 

Final jottings 

One officer of the Regiment has found out that gettin~ 
himself into the 'seven day stand-b¥ . for Northern !~eland 
list is a method of getting out of organ1smg the next Regrmental 
Sunday. It's a bit dramatic though! 

And on the same subject· we're glad not to have received 
a ' wish you were here ' card from Lieutenant Doug Coru;an 
who is sweating away as Ops Officer .to t~e 2 Royal Anglian 
Sp Coy in orthern Ireland. We all wish h1m well. 

Lieutenant Chris Greig has .to?1 ~im ~lf a:na~ from the 
hectic social life of Krefeld and 1s dolilg his thing on a S\',S 
selection course. Whatever the result, we are sure that he II 
have a few tales to tell one day. 

Q. What's green and lies sideways in German ditches? 
A. Tropospheric Scatter Troop! 
Goodbye and good luck to Major ~an ~nd Pat Coate , on 

a new po ting to HQ 1 (BR) Corps. We Jl m.tss you both. 
Welcome to Major Mike and Erica Allen, who replace them. 

llllll lllllllllllllll ll lll ll lllllllll!lllllill llllllllllll lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllll!!!llllll 

FOR TELEVISION - RENT OR BUY 
LAT EST MODELS 

D. & G. MANSELL 
6, FINKLE STREET, 

RICHMOND, YORKS. Tel.-2024. 

Als:> Domestic Electrical Appliance 

Our Re:ord Dept. contains one of the large t 
election of record in the di trict, also sheet 

music and musical in trument . 
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News from Squadro~s 

4 Guards Bde HQ and Sig 

Sqn, B.F.P.O. 1 7 

SINCE our la t appearance in print we have had a very 
evemful few months. In particular several personality 

changes have occurred- o many in fact, that it would be im
possible to note them all. However, the most notable is our 
change of Squadron Commanders, and this must be mentioned. 
Major John Halford leaves u this month to go to the National 
Defence College and our congratulations go with him on his 
promotion. Taking e ver the 'hot seat is Major Noel Moss 
who join u from RMA andhur t. Second-Lieutenant Mike 
Fisher, who was i? Major Noel Moss' company at the Academy, 
has been developmg a strange tremble to his lower lip recently 
for ome inexplicable rea on, but we think it must be s0me
thing to do with the German beer! Seriously though, our 
be t wishes for the future go with Major John Halford and 
a warm wel:;orne goe to Major Noel Moss. 

Athleti •s 

The Squadron has had a very good season this year. Happily 
a large percentage of last year's team were still with us and 
some new talent joined the team. 

Our success story began with Sergeant Taylor, who dis
covered he could throw a javelin a very long way and broke 
the record at the Morrison Cup by several metres. Signalman 
Campbell, posted in to us this year proved to be a brilliant 
5,000 and 1,500 metre runner, and finished well clear of the 
field at every appearance, once again breaking the Morrison 
Cup record for l 500 metres. Our other stalwart Lieutenant 
Riley, was .our high jurnpe~ an~ a!though he di~'t come up 
to expe~ta~1ons, succ~eded m wmnmg almost every time, and 
came w1thm half an mch of the Morrison Cup record. 

Our success story was made possible by RQMS Dyke 
Grenadier Guards, our resident coach and Lance-Corporai 
~egarty, who helped ~ wield .the whip. The team fought 
its way to the BAOR Mmor Unit finals once again and also 
had a very acceptable placing in the Morrison Cup. But the 
mor::Ie b<;>oster " '.as our eventual beating of all comers in the 
Z Div Mmor Uruts final, the result being decided by the final 
r~lay. Our thanks to RSM Meekings for his skill with the 
discus and his inspiring enthusiasm and threats. 

Exercis0 ' Double Trouble ' 

Major John Halford's parting· shot turned out to be an 
escape and evasi.on exercise, called 'Double Trouble.' As 'OC 
Parusans, Captain Gordon Mills had 29 men (including four 
guests from 1 Bn Gren_adier Guards and five from 13/18 
Roy~ Hussars) who, having been dropped off at night in the 
exercISe ~rea, . had to collect samples of the mysterious new
f~gled b1olop~a1 warfare agent being produced at ' Graf von 
~mkelseuen s strange factory in Bad Rothenfelde, some 
distance away. 

Capttaio Mike Cartw~ght, ' OC Gendarmerie,' with only 
SO~dd men, had the difficult task of trying to prevent the 
par?sans f~m _so doing. Tl_le exercise lasted for four nights, 
durmg which time the parusans could not leave the exercise 
area, due to. the mine field right round it, until the last hour 
of the exercise when gaps at three places were ' miraculously ' 
made. 

1?1e exercise was eventually declared a draw, since some 
parusans were captured or killed while some succeeded but 
some highly amusing incidents came out of the affair ;hich 
are worthy of note. 

For ins~nce, Signalman 'Jock ' Gaffney hiding in a German 
house while Colour Sergeant Martin. (Coldstream Guards) tried 
to p_ummel the front door down with the hausfrau screaming 
'~e1n Englander hier!' at him from the hallway! Or perhaps 
S1~lman ~mitb_ enlisting .the aid of a band of wandering 
gypsies to hide him when his safe house was blown! Corporal 
Brome CRqJ found him quite quickly-after all, he's a bit 
of a gypsy himself. 

Theo there was Signal.man 'Aggie' Ager sitting in a tree 
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watching the gendarmerie searching the wood beneath him. 
Fancied himself as King Charles II, we think! 

Or the two partisans (no names, but their ' last three ' are 
Lance-Corporals Higham and Aldcroft (RCT)) who headed 
stra.ight for a ' Sc;lrntzenfest ' and stayed there for three days 
until captured still at the bar! They were describe! as 'in
capable of organised resistance.' 

. Or ~nally the four-man ambush at the exit point, who cho e 
d1s::rct1on as the better part of valour, when 18 partisans in 
one bunch walked through their ambush! Wise men! 

All in all, it was an eventful four nights. 
Congratulations to Lance-Sergeant Rod Diaper and ' Lofty • 

Toothill for kissing the girls in Oslo and Sergeant Jack Lovatt 
and Corporal ' Roxy ' Roxburgh for getting a nice tan in 
Sardinia. 

The world wide initiative exercises were just as the name 
ia;iplies, e·:cept that 14 days were allowed for the return 
tnps, and 24-hours was given for planning before the start. 
Lance-Corporal Roger Spurgeon, whose destination was 
Alaska did well enough to reach Edmonton, Alberta, but 
because he didn't have protective clothing wasn't allowed to 
go fl!rther north. Signalman Bob Kirk and ' Chopper ' Cham
~erlam headed for Hudson Bay, went all round it, flew over 
it, but for some reason never quite mad it. Perhaps the most 
notable success was that of Corporal George Waite and Lance
~orporal Michael Linfoot (RGI) who, not content with spend
mg a couple of days as the guests of the RAF Police at RAF 
Lyneham reached their destination of Gan, via Gibraltar 
Malta and Cyprus, then carried on east to the Cocos Islands' 
Singapore, Australia and New Zealand. They were give~ 
staff cars in Australia and New Zealand and wherever they 
foun~ t~eIJlselves were tr~ated with the utmost generosity and 
hospitality. The whole tnp covered a total distance of ZS 480 
~es, the average height was 15,200 feet, average speed' 560 
mil.es per hours and the total cost approx £20 each. They 
arnved back three days late, the whole trip having taken 17 
days. Fortunately, the RSM was in a good mood! 

~inally, congratulations to those unsung heroes who didn't 
quite make the goal, but bad a lot of fun in failing. 

o.c.•s farewell dinner 

On Thursday, 27th July, the Sergeants' Mess dined out 
Major John Halford, our old OC, who sadly leaves us for new 
pastures and golf courses at the NDC College. 

The RSM, W.0.1 Harry Meekings presented the OC with 
a statue of the 'old man of Munster' and also a box of ends! 
(Communicators amongst us will understand). Afterwards the 
OC was towed out of barracks on an appropriate mode of con
veyance (the Brigade Commander's thunderbox). To say his 
ride behind the 432 was uneventful was an understatement 
and at one stage the RSM went decidedly pale. But eventually 
he arrived at the gate and departed. 

ON THE HOT SEAT 
0.C. Major John Halford preparing to meet his doom prior to 

being towed out of barracks 
Left to right : W .0 . 1 (R.S.M.) Harry Meeklngs, Sergeant Fred Ban

croft, Staff-Sergeant (F. of S.) Dave Flnlghan, O.C. 
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J UL Y has been a good month. 

.\thl••tic•!t - 1Uorrison C111• 

It would appear that poor performance in the Army Athletics 
Championships early in the year had spurred on the Squadron 
athletes. They trained with a venga~ce and were clearly 
determined to show that the favountes could be beaten. 
Sergeant Harry Escott, fresh from his .s~ccesses in the ~ef?lan 
National Championships, w~s the dnvmg force ~nd mstilled 
the will to win the Morrison Cup for the thJrd time in 
succession. 

The bogey of the Minden track was broken on the day 
and the Squadron came out the winners in the _end. However, 
it was a close thing. We do congratulate our sister Squadron 
and arch-enemy 11 Bde HQ and Sig Sqn however, on an 
extremely well run meeting. 

Ex.-rcise ' Ohr Park ' 

On the 10th July all the new (and some ~f the. old) A.F.V. ;432 
drivers and commanders left for the fl.otauon site on ~e Riv~r 
Weser at Hameln to learn all they could about floaung thelf 
43Z's. Signalman Mick Linley who has driven the A.Q. Ops 432 
for as long as anyone can remember and yet never floated 
it was at last nominated for the great honour. However, he 
somehow managed to get a gearbox failure on the way down 
near Hannover Airport and when spoken to by Sergeant Terry 
Poingdestre was heard to mutter: " I told you you would never 
get me to fl.oat - why don't we try the runway over there and 
see if it will fly." . 

However, he was eventually recovered an~ repa1Ied only 
to arrive at the flotation site to find tl_lat flotation had 'l?ec~me 
a non event as the Weser was a rangmg torrent. B)'. this time 
Signalman Mick Linley was more than ever convmced that 
fate had decreed that he was not be a water baby. 

Flotation was therefore rearranged for the Znd August and 
under the leadership of Second-Lieutenant Pb;ilip McDouall 
who had just joined us from Blandford, the swimme~s set off 
again for Ohr Park. Apart from the fact that Second-Lieutenant 
McDouall had been ' trown in at the deep end ' (" th_ey never 
told us about this at Blandford") all went well; Signalman 
Linley is now sold on flotation and everyone returned to 
barracks afterwards very pleased and relieved that their 15 ton 
43Z's did actually fl.oat. 

Exerc>ise ' Count Down VII ' 

July saw the annual emigration to see the birds at Ecke.rn
forde on the Baltic. This is clas ed by s~me as th~ physical 
effort of the year or by others as. the ~octal happening of the 
year. It just depends upon your v1ewpomt. , . 

In spite of the comments, Exercise ' Count Down is a 
military training camp, and it is just .that we try to compl~te 
our battle efficiency tests, classificauon and . oth~r sporting 
events in conducive surroundings. The camp is ~1t~~ on the 
waters edge and is ideally situated for water acuv1ties .. l_'wo 
training weeks were arranged which ~~ the Squa~on v1s1ted 
in each week. The training was similar to previous y~ars 
with a good mixture of volley, football, assault c~urse, on~n
teering, initiative exercise and an escap~ and evas1?~ exerc1.se. 
This was all based upon an inter-section competition which 
provoked a hard competitive spirit. The camp <;:>bergri;p
penunterfuhrer was the Second-in-Command, Captain Adrian 
Bailey. The mess caterer for the camp Serge8!1t John Tayl~r, 
14th/20th Hussars, was abetting _the Seco;id-m-Command m 
the production of a n~w Olympic cocktail, th~ l?ckemford~ 
special or more affecnonately known as the Fire Water 
smce it was mixed in an issue fire bucket. . 

This year saw a very good liaison with the Bundesmarme 
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Training Battalion and the Squadron had everal friendly 
soccer and shooting matches with them. Sergeant Dave 
Gwinnell and the R.Q., W.0.2 Tom Kerr, had much to do 
with the arrangements of this, as did the B.O.W.0., W.0.1 
Horbury, in the hooting. The weather was marvellous and 
this in particular got the camp off to a good start. 

THIRST 
Opening time at the Camp local 

DEAD EYE DICK 
Sergeant Graham receives his shooting prize 

LIAISON WITH THE BUNDESMARINE 
Oberbootsman Horst Rees with R.Q.M.S. Kerr 
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BARBECUED PIG 
Corporal Atkins, Lance-Corporal Spier and Driver Baines in action 

The various exerci es brought about lots of fun (the Second
in-Cornm2nd aid but Signalman Mansell disagreed). Signal
man Barry Parish was given a personal tour of the new 
Olympic Centre at Kiel whilst gathering information on the 
initiative exercise. It took Signalman Tom Fallon an extra 
twelve hours to get back from Denmark and he is now an 
e>."Pert on sleeping in Danish bu shelters. One of the tasks 
given on the initiative exercise was to bring back the lip 
marks of a kiss. A bonus was given for the name and address 
of the owner of the aid lips. It would appear that it was not 
only Anglo-German relations that improved. 

8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 

B.F.P.O. 801 

T HIS month has seen the emergence once again of the 
well known Irish Marcher. This species comes into 

bloom in July and August every year, only showing itself 
sporadically during the rest of the year. On 12th July, the 
anruversary of the 'Battle of the Boyne,' numbers were high 
throughout the ix counties of Northern Ireland and to keep 
up the marcher's spirits, many gallons of that well known 
Irish pick-me-up ' Bushmills,' were consumed. 

The ' 12th,' as it is more commonly known, passed by fairly 
quietly, but it was only a few days later that things started 
getting hot in Londonderry once again. In the four days 
following the marches, the city has again been the victim of 
the bombers. The city centre is in a particularly bad state, 
having borne the brunt of the attacks. 

The Lemon f'lub 

The re-surgence of the bombers was unable, however, to 
stop or hold up the opening of the new Squadron Club. The 
peace period was used to good advantage by the site engineer, 
arch'tech't and Foreman along with his minions and all the 
helpers from the rest of the Squadron. The club is named the 
'Lemon Club' (work that one out) and Foreman John Golds
worthy still claims it is co-incidence that the main colours 
u ed inside are orange and green! The Commander, Brigadier 
A P. W. MacLellan, kindly performed the opening ceremony 
on Friday the 14th of July at 7 p.m. The evening was certainly 
a great success and the club has been ' wetted ' in the best 
traditions. 

A great deal of work has gone into building and, as to name 
!lames would take up about a page, a whole hearted thank you 
is extended to all those who worked on the job and it is hoped 
that the long hours worked will be mad up for in the club.' 

Sllev Gallion 

Those readers who keep back numbers will find an article 
on a place called Slieve Gallion in the March/ April edition of 
1971. They may be interested to know that since 21st March, 
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1972, nwnber in excess of those shown in the back edition 
have been consumed by both personnel and generators. Since 
that day, when the Automatic Station was blown up and 
the Manned Stationed was once again deployed the upkeep 
of the site has cost over £10,000. A new and unusual problem 
has occurred recently. 

The roads leading up to tl1e site have been put out of 
bounds and all resupply has to be done by helicopter including 
water! The commodity that Ireland usually has a surplus of 
has not been available from the sky for the last week. Canvasses 
were spread to catch the rainwater, and the problem of water 
supply so it was thought, was solved. However, it was not to 
be, and water cans have had to be included in the re-supplv 
runs. 

DadmJnfon 

Staff Sergeant (0.R.S.Q.M.S.) Hargreaves organised a 
tournament which was held in the Walker Hall on 20th July 
All troops and departments produced teams and the winners 
trophies were strongly contested. The last games were being 
played at half past six in the evening after a gruelling day's 
badminton. S.H.Q. Troop won as we all knew that they would 
but everyone had had a first class day's sport. 

31st .July - lnf.o the •No go ' ureas 

The rain drifted down as a wet mist at first. By midnight 
it had turned into a steady drizzle. Light winds drove curtaim 
of rain across the Foyle and enveloped the Bogside and the 
Creggan. Wet cobbles glinted on the quayside under the glow 
of streets lamps. The hurrying dark shapes of Saracens and 
Humber pigs scurried through the pools of light to be swallowed 
up in the darkness beyond. For over an hour the whine of 
Saracen engines filled the night and now the last few vehicles 
filed across the Craigaven Bridge to their appointed F.U.P.'s. 

The Foreman and his team of technicians patched up two 
sick radios minutes before H hour and the Battalion R.S.O.'s 
grinned their relief through masks of camouflage cream. In 
the radio room the operators listened to the final preparation 
before H Hour. 

Just after 04.00 hours over a hundred Saracen engines roared 
into life. A. V.R.E.'s clatered over the metal roads and columns 
of vehicles sped through the city and over the barricades into 
the 'No Go ' areas. Within an hour all units had achieved their 
first objectives and were fanning out into their areas of 
responsibility. Eighty nets were reporting their units move
ments and the astonishing ease witll which thev took over the 
so called I.RA. strongholds. The fighting was sporadic and 
the resistance almost negligible; only two terrorists were killed 
and a handful of others wounded. 

The following morning Squadron vehicles were winding 
their way through the debris of breached barricades to reach 
units making tlleir headquarters in schools and a public bath. 
Saracens dominated every major crossroad and drenched weary 
infantrymen patrolled deserted streets. For the first time in 
two years we were able to drive through certain parts of the 
city and were able to see the extent of the devastation, burned 
out vehicles. deserted houses, boarded windows and piles of 
rubble littering tile streets. From doorways and behind curtains 
' Bogsiders ' eyed the troops witll cold indifference. Openly a 
few women hurled stones at the armoured vehicles from the 
shelter of tlleir porches. 

Sergeant Jones, ' The Phones,' our Line Sergeant is known 
throughout the Brigade. He has spared no-one to get telephones 
through to the tac locations in the city. In his battered mini 
van holding an assortment of GPO telephones and equipment 
he has become the most wanted man in the Brigade. Hi 
vehicle was the first into the city after the operation and he 
has been kept on the trot fixing this, and providing that. ever 
since. With the usual generosity we unconditionally award him 
and his overworked linemen 2/10 for effort. Those of you 
who have served in the Squadron before will know how great 
an accolade this is. 

From the communications point of view the operation went 
surprisingly smoothly. We were expecting a large interference 
problem, but experienced very little. The aftermath has, 
however, involved everyone in an enormous amount of work. 
The infusion of reinforcements from our Fairv Godmother, 
30 Sig Regt has made the work load in the Cameco bearable 
and the line and SDS problems almost solvable. Lieutenant 
John Cook who should have been sunning himself in Austria 
received a baptism of fire on his first tour of the city and came 
back with the best part of the windscreen in his lap and 
a jaundiced view of the friendly natives! 
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11 ARMD BRIGADE H.Q. AND SIGNAL SQUADRON'S ATHLETES HAD A GO.OD SE~SON 
Back row left to right: Lance-Corporal Clive, Lance-Corporal Ashton, Lance-Corporal Marsh, Signalman Fisher, Signalman McHale, Corporal 

' Sandham and Sergeant Peacock 
Front row, left to right: Signalman Owen, Signalman James, Signalman Quinn and Corporal Hudson 

11th Armd Bde HQ 

& SigSqn 

B.F.P.O. 29 

'l1HIS year has been a busy one for the Sq~~dron, and this 
is the only excuse we can offer for fa~g ~o take up 

any space in THE WIRE. Additionally we are mclmed to be 
superstitious and feel that if we write too often to ay how 
well we are doing at this and that we ~ha1ll lose the next 
match or have a calamity on the next exercise. 

c·orps Sunday well celebrated 
On the social side we have continued to enjoy ourselveC On 

Corps Sunday the Officers and senior NCOs of ~he orps 
entertained the non-Royal Signals Officers and seruor ll NfO~ 
of Brigade Headquarters and the Squadron plus ad ~r 
Commanding Officers and Officer.s CommaJ?-dmg an 
RSMs SSMs and ladie to lunchtime cocktails after Church. 
The s~n shone for us Colour Sergeant Jack Shaw, Sergeant 
Brian Beesley and tlleir' respective staffs produced a n;ost 

1
a%ac

tive marquee and eats, and we had a very .merry time. ter 
a picnic lunch for the home team a Royal Signals team pla~ed 
The Rest at cricket during the afternoon. Fortunately the drmk 
helped the older members of the Corps team . to play above 
their normal standard and aided by the athletic approach o~ 
Corporals Keith Hudson, Jack Sandham and others, Roya 

ignals won the day. 
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Wives do their bit 
The Squadron Wives' Club held a barbecue on Wednesday, 

Sth July based on the cricket pavilion. Once more the weather 
was kind and they looked after the husbands very well. N~~d
less to say the menfolk were required to ~uy vast q~ant1ties 
of raffle tickets, and with Mrs. Howes elling .them 1~ would 
have been cheaper for ~ost of u~ to take our wives out. Never 
mind we had a most enioyable tlIDe. 

On the sporting front we have had a successful summer. 

Athletes show promise 
Our tug-of-war team coached by Sergeant ' Smudger ' .Smith 

won tlle Brigade Minor Units Cup, di? ver)'. well m the 
Divisional Championship as runners-up m tlle1r P?Ol (there 
was no Minor Unit competition) and won the Mornson Cup, 
Minor Units competition. All eight members of the team 
trained hard and seem to have enjoyed them elve . . 

Our athletics team has also done well and prom1£es eyen 
better next year. Jn all competitions we have compe~ed agau'!st 
our near neighbours 54 Sqn RCT the Bt>-OR MIJ?-Or Units 
champions. We were runner -up to them m the Bngad_e and 
Divisional championships, third to them and 17 B~ ii: ~e 
BAOR championship and runners-up to our a nva , 
7 Armd Bde in the Morrison Cup. Sergeant John Pea.cock ha 
been tlleir mentor and all have traii:ed h~r~, S~gnalman 
' Scouse ' Quinn lo t over a stone and his sprmtmg unproved 
accordingly, Signalman 'Jesse' JSf!1eS displayed natural talent 
and is a 800 metre man to watch m the future. 

Corporal Keith Hudson and Signalman ' Scouse.' Owen 
·oined these two in tile relay team and won the ~omson Cup 
~elay ju t outside tile record. Corporal Jack. Smith ha~ pr~c
tised every night with the discus, ably a s1sted by h1 wife 
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who acted a retriever and beat the Morrison Cup record. 
Signalman Stevie Fisher and Signalman ' Geordie ' McHale 
are both young runners who have gained in expe!ience and 
ability throughout the sea on and should do well m the 400 
metres and 1,500 metre in the next few seasons. Lance
Corporal Eddie Marsh, Lance-Corporal J~e A~htoi;i and L~ce
Corporal Les Clive completed the team lD high iump weight 
and javelin. Both Marsh and Ashton achieved personal be. ts 
in the BAOR champion -hip and all three could be rehed 
upon for a third place or better in every competition. 

~linden Cricket \Veek 
In cricket we play 54 Sqn RCT in the Divisional Minor 

Units final and reached the Major Units semi-final. 
The annual Minden Cricket week is being held during the 

first week of August and we hope by the end of the week not 
only to have enjoyed playing or watching some high standard 
cricket but co be the D ivisional Minor Unit champions. All 
the team are playing well under the captaincy of our GIII 
(Int), Majoc Tony Holt, RA but special mention must be 
given to our Second-in-Command, Captain Sam Cowan and 
Corporal Karl Smellie for their many excellent all-round per
formances. 

SllD1m r camp 
Summer camp this year is being held on the edge of the 

Edersee. Mornings are spent on military training, and the 
afternoons in recreation, yachting, canoeing, swimming and 
other energetic occupations. With many civilians encamped 
nearby, evening activities present no problems! 

Some sad farewells 
We have just bade farewell to Lieutenant Graeme Thomp

son, our man at the Cresta, who afcer two-and-a-half years 
a OC ' B ' is joining the QOH as a troop leader. Lieutenant 
Philip Grey is shortly leaving us for Cambridge. We are also 
sadly saying farewell co Sergeant ' Smudger • Smith (RRW), 
of the Officers Mess. We are sure many members of the 
Corps who have visited Minden and our numerous field 
headquarters will remember Sergeant Smith for the excellent 
standards he has maintained throughout the six years he has 
been with us. We hope not to lose all contact with him, 
however, as he is becoming a BIA in Minden. 

Aud a welcome to newco1ners 
We welcome Lieutenant Stephen Siddall from RMGS, he 

is the new OC ' B ' and is rapidly learning what life is all 
about in a Brigade Squadron. We also welcome Second
Lieutenant Gordon Hughes on his first posting. He is Second
in-Command 'A' and · our new Battle HQ (the Commander's 
TAC HQ usually known as ' Bottle ') commander. 

12 Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn_ 

B.F.P.O. 36 

J ULY saw the Squadron deploying in three places at once. 
A demonstration for the French Staff College, coincided 

with the beginning of the annual outing to Bavaria, this year 
known as Exercise ' Edelweiss ' and at the same time a detach
ment from the Squadron was up at Keil, sailing in the Royal 
Signals offshore regatta. 

' ailing 
The Squadron team lead by Lieutenant Nigel Pullman 

together with Lance-Corporal Dave Stanley, RCT, Signalmen 
Steve Hurst and Pete Clunie, slipped away to Kiel for the 
Corps' regatta. While space does not allow a full account 
of their activities in Denmark (which is just as well!), it should 
be recorded that they just won the Dan Boat class. All were 
extremely pleased to receive their 'pots' from Mrs. Roper, 
wife of the C.S.0., B.A.O.R., particularly Pete Clunie who 
had never sailed before in his life. 
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Snmm4"r Nlmp 
It is well known that time spent in recce is seldom wasted, 

and the information brought back from Austria by the R.S.M 
and R.Q.M.S. proved to be highly reliable in practice, a~ 
Lieutenant Nigel Pullman was able to find very much to his 
advantage. The ground recce, however, did not go quite o 
well, but after a little persua ion the two local farmers allowed 
u · to u e their field which had ' all mod cons ' including much 
cold running water (everywhere)! Assuming everything wa 
now in order, camp was pitched, only to discover the next 
morning that the C.0 .'s tent had become part of the butt. 
for a figure 11 target. Realising we were in a Bundeswehr 
training area, the Brigadier was consulted and it was agreed 
we could tay provided that on two days we had reveille 
ac 05.00 hours and 'stuck to ze rules.' 

Everyone enjoyed themselves in their own particular way 
The barman/disc jockey, 'Paddy' Doyle, proved very popular, 
until his records dropped out of the top five. Boat racing down 
the river was another attraction with ' Lazy Shave' owned 
by Signalman 'Jock' Black giving great competition to JBI. 
Outings were arranged to Munich to see the Olympic Stadium 
and other places of interest, and Sergeant ' Smudge ' Smith, 
having discovered the loss of the flags, arranged a very intere t· 
ing walk to a Gasthof just down the road. The R.S.M. having 
arrived in his white whale was able to give everyone rides, 
and at the same time was heard to be muttering something 
about being given a gin. 

Sailing again played a part in the camp with Second-in
Command, Captain Geoff Allen demonstrating how not to 
capsize one of the GP 14s we had on the Walchensee. These 
boats in fact proved a major attraction not only for Lance
Corporal Joe Tolan, Signalman Keith Robinson and Signalman 
Sammy Houston but also the occasional bird who particularly 
eemed to master the art (of sailing)! 

An unexpected visit from a Bundeswehr patrol proved very 
successful when they stumbled across the Jimmy Club whilst 
lost on a night map reading exercise. The club was marked 
on the map for them and was used as a guiding light for the 
many nights that followed. On the last night the barbeque 
set the pace for an excellent evening with Lance-Corporal 
'Nobby' Hall being one of the more active members. 

All good things come to an end, however, and early in 
August the Squadron returned to Osnabrock ready to start 
preparations for PRE and the autumn exercise period. 

20 Armd .Bde HQ & Sig Sqn 
B.F.P.O. 41 

DURING the last few months the Squadron has been 
a little thin on the ground with many small detachments 

out on various exercises, sporting events and so on. 

The Rhine Army Hors& Show 
The Rhine Army Horse Show dominated the first half of 

May and again proved itself to be one of the more difficult 
communications exercises. 

Scene: The control tent housing 10 line magneto. 
F. of S. Hall: " Signalman (otherwise known as 'The 

Colonel'), go over to the bar tent and give me a ring." 
Lineman: " R ight F. of S." 
Signalman walks some 15 yards obviously deep in thought 

and then: "What number shall I ring you on?" 
F. of S.: "Think about itl I am operating the exchange." 
Lineman: "Yes I know F. of S., but what number shall 

I ask for you on? " 
F. of S.: "As I said, think about it on your way over there. 

I'm operating the exchange! " 
Lineman: " I don't think you understand what I'm trying 

to get at ... " 
F. of S.: (Interrupting in mid-sentence) "No comment." 

Swimming 
There has been a great deal of ' lobbying ' by the respective 

managers of the swimming and athletics teams for those 
members of the unit who shine in both spheres. However, the 
aquatic side certainly had the edge since they were able to 
cite their success in last year's competition in which the Squad
ron were runners-up in the BAOR finals. 
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Those finally selected for the swimming team, managed by 
Sergeant Eric Rose and trained by Sergeant Mal Forster, were 
as follows: . 

freestyle, Staff Sergeant (Y .. of S.) Bill Donnelly,. Corporals 
Brian Guest and Jim Kerr, with Lance-Corporal Vic Truluck 
of REME completing the foursome. 

Breaststroke, Corporals Brian Mountain and Tony Davies, 
Signalman Greg Byrne. . 

Backstroke, Lance-Corporal Steve Dunmngs. . 
Mal Forster made sure that the tea~ w~re as fit as possible 

in the time available, and they fully JUStified our confiden~e 
in them by winning all bar one of the events at the 4 . Div 
Minor Units Championship. Full of confiden~e and e~thus1asm 
from their success, the team ~eally ~ut their ~acks mto pre
paration for the BAOR finals m Berlin, determined to avenge 
their defeat at the hands of 'A' Sqn, QDG last year! . . 

The finals opened with the 100 me~es fre~style, m which 
Lance-Corporal Vic Truluck gave an rmpress1ve performance 
(in spite of having been obliged to fly back fro~ leave only 
the day before!) which brought the Squadron to third place. 

Lance-Corporal Steve 'The N?se '. Dunnings restored the 
balance in the very next event, wmnmg the 100 metres back
stroke. This was followed by the ? x 50 metres bre~ststroke 
in which Corporals Brian Mountain and Tony Davies, a~l~ 
assisted by Signalman Greg Byrne, were placed second to A 
Sqn, QDG. Next in the wate~ was the 4 x 50. metres freestyle 
team, in which Corporals BrJ.811 Guest and Jim Ke~, Lanc~
Corporal Vic Truluck and Y. of S. Bill Donnelly achieved th~ir 
expected success. At this stage we were neck and neck with 
our rivals. . th fin I 

As so often happens, everything depe~ded upon e a 
event, the medley relay. Sad to say, despit~ a gallant ~ttempt 
by the entire team we went down once agam to QDG !n both 
this event and the championships overall. Sergeant Enc Ro.se 
a sures us that the team could have won the match as ea~ily 
as they won the 50 litres in the Stuttgarter Pl~tz that evenmg, 
but he simply didn't fancy the customary duckmg! 

Atbletlc>s . 
The athletics team, hurriedly formed and trained by Olympic 

fencer, Captain Rodney Craig, RCT, and managed by S~cond
Lieutenant Vaughan Smedley, snatched sec~nd pl~ce m the 
4 Div Championships at Sennelager and this qualified. them 
for the BAOR Championships.. Du~ to unforeseen circum
stances the dates of the championships w_ere changed. (unfor
tunately not to our advantage), and this resulted m S~aff 
Sergeant (F. of S.) Dennis Hall being ~orced out o~ Ion~ retire
ment at seven days notice to compete m the long JUIDP· . . 

The Squadron came fourth, a creditable result considermg 
many last minute changes. Corporal Terry B~ckett r~ape? the 
benefit of intensive training by .winnin& the Mmor Umcs disc~s, 
and the Foreman lived up to his promise (made under duress.), 
by leaping 19 feet 3! inches! 

The Morrison Cup followed closely upon the BAOR match 
sad to say, in spite of dete~ed . ~orts the team finally 
finished in fourth position. A disappomtmg end. to a fi;ne effor~ 
by all who in addition to those already mentioned, included. 
Lance'-Co~ral ' Mick ' Stevens, Signalmen John Bannon, 
'Taff• Smitham 'Colonel' O'Conner, Lance-Corporal Pete 
Brown, RTR, and Driver 'Taffy' Baker, RCT. 

Suuuner Cn1n1• . 
The third event during the month of July was, Iaughmgly 

referred to by the uninitiated as ' summer camp by th?se 
in the know a Exercise 'In Step' and by tho e returnmg 
from the first ten day course as ' Dachau.' The camp was 
ba ed at the Worthsee, some 30. miles so?th east ~f M~ch. 

The camp was organised with the. i~ea of rmprovmg the 
general standard of physical fimess within the Squadr~n over 
a short i:ieriod. The progr~m.e included early mom~; ~ 
map reading and weapon traming run by the MTO, P 
Rodney Craig, RCT, and culminated in t:Jie annu~ ra?ge 
classification and an overnight map ,reading. exercis~ im
mediately followed by the much-love? ten mile bash.! h Thd 
first party to return co Detmold earned tales o~ angws an 

ff · · all of which the MTO and A/Chief Instructor, 
S~r;~~1:i~' Gordon Blood, played a major part. The humoro'!s 
events and supposed near tragedies are too n?merous and h m 
most cases too far fetched to recount. In spite o~ the ac es 
and pains felt at the time and the odd case of heroics (suchfi as 
Signalman Trev Ashley who reputedly tramped the last ve 
kms across country wearing only one boot because of enor-
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mous blisters) the experience was well worthwhile. In .particulac 
the visit paid to Kloster Andechs where the beer i brewed 
within a monastery was judged second to none and, so the 
real ropers say, improved with each glass! 

f;bauges 
During July, we welcomed our new R M, W.0.1 C. Marki~, 

who replaces W.0.1 (RSM) M. J. Dunmall, _B.E.M., who 1 

shortly to be commissioned and to whom we wish every success 
in the future. . · k. 

RSM Markie has lost absolutely no time m ta mg step 
to ensure our soccer team is up to scra.tch, both a~ Squadron 
and Sergeants' Mess level ;ne take this opportumty of wel
coming him and Mrs. Markie to the Squadron and hope they 
will enjoy their stay with us. 

223 Sig Sqn, Winchester 
Sbootiu • 1•rowess at tile Royal ignals skill-at-

arms meeting, 1972 

AFIBR a disappointing start on the electric ~arget range 
our team of six went on to take first place m the Asso

ciation (Rifle), the Para Cup (SMG), the Small-Arm~ Cup 
(Rifle and LMG Section Match)_ and sec<;>nd place m the 
Worcester and Lindley (LMG pairs), sufficient for ~e team 
to become Minor unit champion te~m, 1972,_ despite some 
fine rifle scores from last year's champions, l~ S1~ Regt: 

The total take amounted to four trophies mcludmg the 
'Worrin Cup ' plus 18 prizes. A fifth cup for the yt and L gun 
pairs was arrested from our grasp by 260 Sig Sqn, who 
scored one hit more than us. . . 

Likewise excitement reached fever pitch dunng the Small
Arms Cup when 11 Regt turned in a fine score of 58 .out of 
66 only to be beaten by us in the very next run with ~9. 
' Hambone ' was immediately seen to demonstr~te a new nfle 
exercise in which the weapon is projected vc::ruca!Jy for some 
15 feet closely pursued by the thrower whoopmg like a .scalded 
dervish Eventually ' Flashpot' came clean and admmed to 
' Rainb~w • (his No. 1) that he did drop one shot and that was 
why they only got 39 out of 40 on the target. 

During the Association run-down earth tr~ors were pro"'.ed 
to be attributable to thunder and not over weight team captams 
therefore protests of this nat.ure were not upheld. 

For the benefit of the curious: . 
Captain ' Hambone ' Hudson. So named for. outstanding 

ability to detach or burs~ numerous parts on vehicles, all pre-
viously known to be soldier proof. . . 

Lieutenant ' Flashpot' Franks. Dashmg, suave, prince of love, 
eyes only open when caking aim. 

Sergeant ' Rainbow • Robinson. Obt~ined ~ pers<;>nal b_est 
when engulfed in a rainbow at the firmg pomt whilst firmg 
on the wrong target. . . · · 1 

Corporal 'Ebenezer ' Simpson. Claims for everyth_mg m~ u-
ding walking to get a 1771, i?k, sweep .stakes out gomg, 1ght 
black, etc., no matter who paid for the item . , , 

Sergeant ' Maverick • McGrath, Corporal Sunda~ce 
Bardoe, Signalman 'Butch' Wallbridge. All have shot straight 
at least once this year. . 

Corporal ' Squinty ' Scott. Well known for h1 dislike of firing 
on his own ETR lane. or 

Finally the team extends it thanks to Tom and Mrs. . 1yer 
for helping co keep us unfit with a const~nt upply of K1plmg 
cakes, throughout the summer and parucularly for the large 
iced cake. th d. 

For the most part of our succe s, however, e ere it must 
go to ' beer ' except for ' Flashpot • ~ho neve.r gets a bad score, 
unle s forced by circum tances to mdulge m more than two 
hour ' sleep in any week. (See photo overleaf). 

.\rrivals a1ul tlepartures 
Since our Ia t contribution we have said fa~ewell to (now) 

W.0.1 C. Meredith, who has le~t us for 16 Sig Regt. We all 
hope that he will enjoy his tour m BAOR. -

Corporal Tom Witherington has left for Malta ... an~ many 
ha un tans to you. To replace the Sergeant-Ma1or we 
ha~~YW.0.2 Sinnett, and to him we extend our warme t wel-
come. h · 

On the operator ide we ~ave ~·0:1 Banks~ w o 1 

ally welcome beeau e of hi active mtere t m the 
ide of Army life. 

e peci
porting 
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Front row, left to right : Signalman 
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224 Sig Sqn, Loughborough 
Officer Commanding 
Chief Instructor .. . 
Adjurant .. . 
O.C. · E and I Troop 
Troop Officer 
S.S.M. . .. 
R.Q.M.S. 
SM.I. . .. 
OR.S.Q.M.S. 

Major K. A. C. Wilson 
Major. J. M. Ellingworth, M.B.E. 
Capta!ll W. T. Matthews, AST A 
Captain (T.O.T.) A. Whittington 
Second Lieutenant J. Blake 
W.0.2 K. Maidment 
W.0.2 H. Holdsworth 
W.0.2 C. D. Edgar 
Staff Sergeant W. Semple 

AFTER an absence of more than three years, it is obvious 
. that one cannot hope to relate all that has happened 
in the Squadron, nor, unfortunately, the many arrivals and 
departure . 

Recently the Squadron was involved in the annual 'At 
Home ' weekend. The G.O.C. E~s.t Midland District, Major 
~eneral D. A. H. Tol~r, O.B.E.! v1s1ted us to see some exciting 
displays, not ~nly of Signals equipment, but also by a helicopter, 
a mortar section, fr~e~fall parachutists, a vehicle recovery team 
and Army dog trammg by the R.A.V.C. Training Corps at 
Mekon Mowbray. He also met another honoured guest, Chelsea 
pension.er Corporal ~ick Stamford, an ex-Corps man who 
served m the Corps till 1943. 

The_ ' At Home ' also saw the Squadron entertaining families 
and friend~ as wel\ as our local population, and over 100 friends 
and relat1v~s enioyed the comforts of our barrack-block 
accommodation and the excellent meals from our cookhouse 
The weekend combined displays, an all ranks dance a church 
P:U:a~e and a curry lunch, which made a welcome break from 
trammg. 

Sp rtlng 

The unit again won the District Soccer Competition and 
al o reached the final of the Minor Units Army Cup to be 

beaten 3-1 by A.A.C. Harrogate. Hockey and Orienteering 
were also pop1;1Iar, b?t _Rugby lacked support and consequently 
results were d1sappomtmg. 

Now that summer is with us, Orienteering continues to be 
popular and cricket is well supported. Results tend to fluctuate 
but there have been some good games. 

Arr~vals aud departures 

~n importan~ departure fairly recently was that of the 
Ad1utant, C~ptam Bob Jones, to 34 Sig Regt (V) at Middles
brough. This move nearer to his home will save a 150 mile 
c~mmuter run t_wice :-"eekly, but our loss is their gain and he 
will be much missed m the Squadron. Bob is however pleased 
to go, he having said that he has left only ' to go to 'the best 
Volunt~er Regiment (34 please note!). 

In hi~ stead we welcome Captain Bill Matthews, ex-R.S.M. 
of 21 Sig Regt (I have taken so Jong writing these notes that 
he .has alr.eady b~en pr~moted) . Already he is looking for ways 
of 1mpro".'mg U~1~ physical fitness and enjoys ( ! !) cross-country 
and evenmg trammg runs. 

From tho Sergeants' Mess 
The highlight of more recent mess functions was a Regi

mental Dinner to 'Dine Out' our Supervising Officer, Captain 
R. Jones. We were fortunate to have as our other guest Captain 
W. T. Matthews, our new Supervising Officer. Special thanks 
~ust go to Sergeant Dave Taylor, A.C.C., and his staff. The 
dmner . surpassed . even th~ir h!gh standards, being well fed 
and with _the wme flowmg like the proverbial water, an 
e::ccellent dmner was had by all. On conclusion of the after 
dmner speeches, tJ;te R.q.M.S. presented Captain Jones with a 
baroi;nete~, to remmd his occas1onally of our, at times, stormy 
relationship. On the stroke of midnight and at the instigation of 
our Provost Sergeant, Sergeant Dave McLeod, an antiquated 
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coffin carriage was prod uced to see the old Adjutant out in 
style, with the whole mess on the tow lines and, after a hair
rai ing and somewhat sobering journey to the camp entrance 
Captain Jones was allowed to dismount, only to return to th~ 
mess when the festivities went on and on and .. 

S1•orts 
T he Cadre Club were foolish enough to challenge the mess 

to a darts match and were well and truly ' thrashed,' even 
though our S.M.I., W.0.2 Charlie Edgar was placed under a 
personal handicap of throwing left handed. In an anempt to 
salvage a little of their lost pride, they have now challenged 
the mess to a beer drinking obstacle course race. From informa
tion received, the race is a combination of boat race and 3000 
metre steeplechase. For this one, the older members of the 
mess have left it to the 'young 'uns ' to carry the flag. No 
matter what the outcome, it promises to be an entertaining 
event. 

' 
233 Sig Sqn, Lisburn 

General situation 

A T the present time of writing it is fair to say that we have 
never been so busy. The build up of troops and opera

tions have had its backlash on us and all departments are 
down to three shift working with guards still to be done. 

Despite all however, the cheerfulness of the soldier shows 
through. Colonel A. A. G. Anderson, here on a visit from 
MOD, paid a flying visit to the Comcen. He asked a harrassed 
Lance-Corporal Jim Ross, engulfed by tape and in civvies 
' and what do you do in your time off? ' ' This is my time off 
sir' was the quick reply. Like others he had been brought 
back in to boost the duty shift when the going really got tough. 

port 
We were beaten in the final of the Northern Ireland Minor 

Units cricket competition. Unfortunately we could not field 
our strongest side and despite some fine fast bowling by our 
new 0.C., Major Brian Blackwell, we eventually went down 
by three wickets to 1 Sqn, RCT. 

With so many restrictions on the living-in soldiers during 
off duty hours, sport has become more popular than ever. At 
present we have inter-troop competitions running in cricket, 
tennis, squash, basketball and cross-country running. In 
addition the technicians have tried to set up a chess champion
ship but seem to be having as many problems as the Icelander. 
to get it under way. 

~lajor (TOT) .J Harwood 
Major John Harwood has left us for the quieter areas of 

Colchester. There is little to tell the Corps of this personality 
which is not already known. With his great big dog and little 
tiny dog following him everywhere in Ireland he became 
a familiar sight both on and off duty. We wish him and Anna, 
hi wife, well in their new posting. We welcome Major Roger 
Taylor into the TOT's chair and hope hi stay will be a happy 
one. 

General 1•oi11ts on life hero 
To personnel posted to us may we mention the following 

points as it may help to allay some fears, etc. De pite the 
events in Northern Ireland, the situation in Lisburn is good
not greatly different from any other small towns in England. 
There are re trictions and shopping is not so good as it might 
be. However, owing to a rebuild of quarters the prospect 
of married accommodation i excellent now and mo t families 
are housed within three weeks even with few points. The 
quarters are in a secure area with the usual amenities and 
families here already are quite happy. Due to the very limited 
bus services a car is more useful here than anywhere else 
in Britain, so don't hesitate to bring it. A full tour is 24-months. 
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Departures 
Sergeant Walmsley, Corporal Hughes and Signalman 

Andrews. Our thanks to you all for your ~terling work and 
our best wishes to you and your families in the future. 

ArrivalH 
Sergeant Johnson, Corporals Warburton and Turner, Signal

men Gallacher, Parry, Ross, Chandler, Sparkes and Ward. 

260 Sig Sqn, B.F.P.0. 20 

Exercise e Long n_,ach ' 

A LITTLE something conjured up by the powers that 
be of the Squadron-that was Exercise ' Long Beach.' 

My name, by the way, is Tom Benson and my mate, Andy 
Longhurst, and myself were handpicked by Troop Staff Ser
geant Wilcox to do this write up. Needless to say Andy and 
myself are signalmen and don't get me wrong when I say 
we were hand picked-that is we were handy and were picked. 

First a line of sight radio raef' 
The exercise started with a B70 race from Napier Barracks 

in Dortmund down to a little "village called Steffeln in the 
Eiffel area. The B70, I should mention, is a line of sight radio 
which, as you can imagine, becomes very difficult to operate 
over long distances. 

Other problems during the race were Signalmen Argent and 
McKenzie stranded when their Land Rover seized up and 
Signalman Fallowfield and Pidgeon surprised by their trailer 
trying to overtake them. 

When the race was over and everybody had arrived at the 
camp site which was a field outside the village of Steffeln, 
you could see the look of enthusiasm on the soldier's faces 
imagining what exciting events had been thought up for the 
next ten days. 

Then a chariot rac'• 
Whilst wheels were set in motion, you will understand our 

truly incomparable enthusiasm and joy when Captain (Lethal) 
Lenthall ' suggested ' a chariot race between ' X ' and ' Y ' 
Troops. Pulling a t-ton trailer 30 yards along a track, up 
a small but steep embankment, around the circumference 
of a field and back is something the men of 'X' and 'Y' Troop 
have always dreamt of doing. This thrilling suggestion was 
so well received that we were allowed to do it twice. 

Anti SOJne map reading 
One of the main activities during our stay wa map-reading 

either in the form of road rallies, orienteering or ju t plain 
and simple map-reading on foot . 

There was a good night rally thought up by S.S.M. Ladds 
in which we stuck to the speed limits all the time and the 
Polizei didn't catch us once. As the rally was approaching its 
end however, a short wheelbase Land R over pa sed u and 
I mustn't tell a lie, the antenna on his front wing wa at an 
angle of much le s than 45 •. 

To say nothJ11g of an ' It"s a knoekout ' t~· pp 
com petition 

We also had numerous diver ions for instance, an 'Its 
a knockout" type competition which was organised by the 
senior N.C.O.s. Thi was enjoyed by everyone as can be seen 
from the photographs, which give some indication of the 
energy used in overcoming ome ridiculous problem . 

Followed by a Land no,•er obstat•l.- t•ourst• 
A Land Rover obstacle coil e was arranged by the Cor

porals. Thi involved picking up bits and pieces of vehicle 
carrying them over ob tacles and putting tl1em back on the 
Rover. They also arranged a little driving cour e, the only 
drawback being that the driver had to be blindfolded and 
instruction given by the co-driver which proved harder then 
it first appeared· witness the number of ob tacles demoli hed. 
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IT'S A KNOCKOUT -260 SQUADRON STYLE 
How many men can you get on eight jerricans1 

CONTINUING THE KNOCKOUT 
How many jerricans can you get on a base of 4-believe it or not 

560 were built up in 15 minutes 

Tht>u football for a change 

Our Squadron football team went bravely into a challenge 
match from the local village of Steffelo. We were beaten 3-1, 
Signalman Parry-Jones scoring our solitary goal. Defeat, 
however, had no impact whatsoever as the team ctid not 
hesitate to accept a second challenge from Hillesheim F.C. The 
reader may make his own judgement of the Squadron team 
when we were beaten 10-1. Hillesheim, aided gallantly by 
Signalman Mick ( et again) Parry-Jones, generously scored our 
goal. Signalman 'Paddy ' Murphy must, however, be com
mended, despite the score, for his endeavours in the net. 

.\nd of t•ouri>e - n celebration 

After the match there was a celebration in a local pub 
where Lance-Corporal (Goldie) Peters entertained both teams 
by playing the piano and singing. This was enjoyed by every
body and made up for our lack of success on the field. 
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Jlut Hat•rt• ·wt•rt• still some who wanted mor1• 
When the normal daily activities in camp had ground to 

a halt, out came the fitness fanatics who started playing volley 
ball. Eventually most people including • X' Troop's new 
Subaltern Second-Lieutenant David Case, S.S.M. • Sticky • 
Ladds Sergeants Colin Story, Bob Taylor and Sid Soqo had 
joined in. In fact, they got so involved that even a thunderstorm 
didn't stop them from playing. 

And souae who '\vantt•d rf'st 

Whilst all this was going on two signalmen spent their spare 
time te ting the reliability of Army camp beds, that is, Signal
men Tom Benson and Andy Longhurst. 

U11t aliogetber we enjoyed it 

To sum up the whole exercise it can be said everyone 
enjoyed it in one way or another but nevertheless congratuJa. 
t ions from the who!e Squadron must go to Staff Sergeant Dave 
Wilcox and Signalman Pete Veldon for missing the whole 
scene. 

261 Sig Sqn, B.F .P .0. 53 

O.C. . .. 
Second-in-Command 
T .O.T. 
0.C. Airfield Troop 
O.C. Project Troop 
O.C. Station Troop 

S.S.M. 
R.Q.M.S. . .. 
N.C.O. I /C Nicosia Troop 

Major B. C. Hodgson 
Captain A. F. Eastburn 
Major A. D. Martin 
Captain B. Turner 
Captain (T.O.T.) J. A. Milton 
Second - Lieutenant R. G. 

Dibley 
W.0.2 R. J. Haskell, B.E.M. 
W.0.2 A Heyes 
Sergeant J. Allen 

"l:XTITH pen poised, fans blowing, bags of scribbling bumph 
1' l and ink at the ready I prepare to record the major 

happenings in 261 in the past few weeks. Now, consider 
your priorities, what has been the most significant • happening ' 
during the past few weeks? Visits by two Generals, one Ma;or 
General and one Brigactier perhaps, or, the visit for two weeks 
by 81 Sqn (V) who seem to have more officers than we have 
S.N.C.0.'s, or should it be Exercise ' Stark ' our annual, 
aptly named, l.S. exercise; or that, every Regimental Duty 
Senior N.C.O. has left the Squadron during the past six 
weeks (that is excluding Mr. R.Q.M.S. Heyes; and he goes 
next month!). No, I think the most significant happening has 
been the O.C. in final dispair of •Professional' photographers 
producing blurred or blank negatives, ordering the R.Q.M.S. 
to buy a Squadron camera. A fool proof, soldier proof, even 
' Hairy ' proof Kodak Instamatic. And consequently it is with 
some pride that we can feature the results with this month's 
epistle - always asuming the ' Ed ' agrees with us regarding 
the content and superb clarity of our proofs. (Two indifferent, 
two O.K. ; cnly room for one.-Ed). 

Visits 

Cyprus remains ever popular, and during the months of 
May an::I June we were visite::I by the Adjutant General, 
General Sir H. John Mogg, K.C.B ., C.B.E., D.S.O., 
A.D.C.(Gen.); the Quartermaster General, General Sir 
Anthony Read, K.C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O., M.C.; the Director 
of Personal Services, Major General P. L . de C. Martin, C.B.E.,; 
and the Dire: tor of Telecommunications (Army), Brigadier A. 
J. Jackson, B.Sc., C.Eng., F.l.E.E. 

Farewells and welcon1es 
To some a great relief, to the majority o: us a sad loss, when 

finally we say 'Kalotaxithe' (to the uninitiated 'Good Voyage ') 
to o;ir Sergeant Major, Vic Prees, and his wife, Stephanie. 
Both are now enjoying the ' Sunshine' of 21 Sig Regt where 
Mr. Press is residing as R.S .M. Farewell also to Sergeant 
Dave Brackston, Sergeant Terry Skinner, Sergeant Terry 
Stacey, Sergeant Tony Holmes, Sergeant Tom Hornby, Cor
poral Colin Campbell, Signalman Mark Gardner and Signal
man Bob Kenyon . A special farewell to Sergeant Colin Harvey 
with a message for you from Signalman 'Brum' Bellamy and 
co.: "Come back all is forgiven." 
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Welcome to Staff Sergeant 'Chippy' Woods (our new 
S.Q.M.S.), Sergeant (Come on chaps) Reg Dixon, Sergeant 
(I left you in this position) Sammy Leggett, Sergeant John 
Atchinson, Signalmen Jenkins, Fuller, Forshaw, Mackay, 
Medley, Dennison, McKinney, Sandy and Smith D. A. 

Athletics 
It is with some pride that we can inform the unknowing 

world of sporting succ.esses. St:aft Sergeant Keith Zoing 
excelled all in the shotput by wirming the HQ 3 Sig Gp, Near 
East Air Force and the Inter Services Athletics meetings. 

A special word of praise here for Signalman ' Spider ' Grant, 
who until re: ently was an unknown, but has opened a lot of 
eyes with wins in the 3,000 metres walk at HQ 3 Sig Gp, 
Army Jnctividual <;Jiampionships, ~ear East (\ir Fo~ce and a 
shattering success rn the Inter Services Athlet.tc meetmg where 
he demolished the standing Inter Services record by more 
than 20 seconds. After all this, ' Spider ' reluctantly ctivulged 
to us that he was also English Schoo~boy Champion in 1968 
and 3rd in 1969 and 1970. I lOOk forward to seeing who 
represents Britain in the 1976 Olymp:cs? 

' wimming 
Corporal Dave Courtney has once again excelled in swim

ming. In the Island Wide (open) championships he ~ained 
a victory in the 250 metres free style and a second m the 
100 metres free style. In the Army inctividuals championships 
(open) he gained a victory in the 250 metres free style, a second 
in the 100 metres backstroke and a third in the SO metre 
backstroke. 

VoJl.-yball 
Volleyball has been introduced at A.krotiri, and the Airfield 

troop has produced two teams ' Certa ' and ' Cito.' They were 
both drawn against each other in their first match, and ' Ciro ' 
amidst shouts of ' foul ' from ' Certa ' came out victors by 
2-0. Reports and personalities will feature in future WIRE 

notes. 

Weddings 
The Squadron has had a spate of marriages in the last couple 

of months and con<>ratulations are in order to these brave 
ladies: Mrs. Jenny F~etham, Mrs. Sandy Kimber, Mrs. Wel!dy 
Jackman, and Mrs. Sue Howie; all have the pleasure of bemg 
married to 'Hairies.' 

HAPPY COUPLE 
Signalman 'Kev' Kimber and his bride Sandy standing outside St. 

Barnabas Church, limassol 
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Water polo 
Waterpolo has come to the Squadron in the form of an 

Army element RAF Episkopi team. Their first game ended 
in a narrow defeat by Dhekelia Garrison by 16 goals to nil. 
Signalman Dave Stowers (goalkeeper!) was heard to mutter 
something about a return match! 

Pro111otlons 
The Squadron •lucky clip' produced more winners in: Cor

poral D. Flanagan, to Acting Sergeant; Corporal C. J. Man
ning, to Acting Sergeant; Lance-Corporal Leadbeater, to ub
stantive Corporal; Lance-Corporal M. Hague, to Substantive 
Corporal; Signalman M. J. Shaw, to Acting Lance-Corporal; 
Signalman P. J. Pudephat, to Acting Lance-Corporal. Con
gratulations to all the winners. 

Visit of 81 Sig Sqn (V) 
The Squadron was once again very happy to be ho~ts to 

tlle 'Terriers ' on their two week annual camp. One hundred 
and forty officers and men arrived on 22nd April, and w~re 
billetted at RAF Akrotiri. The Squadron had been preparmg 
for the visit for some weeks, and had a starter programme and 
quite a few projects for them to complete. There-in-after they 
were on their own. And much to their own. And much to 
their own satisfaction, due to a lot of hard work, they had 
a most successful fortnight. They completed all the projects 
given them and numerous smaller tasks to a very high degree 
of proficiency. The culmination of their fortnight was a 24-hour 
exercise out in the Bundu. They camped in the open after 
an exhausting day, but most arose at about 2 a.m. to light 
fires. Yes! It is quite cold at nights in Cyprus. 81 Sqn finally 
left us on the 6th May, and a sad occasion it was. Let's hope 
we see you all again in two year's time. 

262 Sig Sqn, B.F.P.0. 53 

A hare raising story 

ONE of the Squadrons' Olympus detachment,. who sh~ll 
remain nameless, decided to take an evening out m 

Limassol some 50 mile away. Little did he know that same 
night wocld be spent in a Limassol jail with the night's haul 
of drunkards and petty rustlers. 

Let it be a lesson to many that it was his misfortune to run 
over a hare, put it in his car, and ?e seen by the police tra?s
ferring it from the back seat of his car to the boot. In domg 
so he was accosted by a taxi driver who tried to exchange it for 
18 shillings. 

The initial charge by the police was for trying to sell the 
hare. The charge for which he eventually went _to court ~a 
' that he in the town of Limassol was found 10 possession 
of freshly killed game out of season, to wit a_ ha!e.' He ~ad 
no choice but to plead guilty to the charge m ~ts techmcal 
form. A good plea of mitigation eventually got hun off what 
could have been a £20 fine. Who would have suspected that 
picking up a hare would result in all this fuss. I know someone 
who will not do it again! 

::\'nval , ·isit full of Eastern promis0 
During September/October H.M.S. ~ulwark will be v1s1tmg 

Cyprus and ha offered to take service personnel on a ea 
voyage to an undi closed Ea tern port. When the quadron 
asked for volunteers naturally the re ponsi: was &'ood and 
especially from our \VRAC element. A . u1table signal wa 
de patched to H.M.S. Balwark and a suitable but regretful 
signal received. Both are reproduced below : 

To H.M.S. Bulwark 
Connect your visit to Cyprus and Eastern port. A number 
of servicewomen have asked to go. Can you accommodate 
a set party to your specification. All highly disciplined. 

To 262 Sig Sqn 
Your NFD 271030Z Jul. In spite of overwhelming support 
for your attractive proposition very much regr~t that your 
highly di ciplined ladies po e a severe psychological problem 
for my young and virile ships' company. Regret I must 
therefore reluctantly refuse your reque t. 
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~·haf do we do. and who doe. if? 

A we promi ed in our last entry, we are going to cover 
a chfferent ection of the quadron ead1 time as the quadron 
have not featured for a long time now. 

A wa described before, but for C:1ose who did not read 
about u last time, we are essentially an internal ~ecurity 
quadron. Most of the Squadron is based at Dhekelia, where 

in this i ue we will cover the static Communications Centre. 
It i manned by Data Telegraphists and Comcen Operators, 
all WR C, and ably led by Staff Sergeant Jeannie Kerr, 
\VRAC, who is camera shy but we will catch her yet. The 
Royal ignals personnel are Data Telegraphists in one depart
ment not to be covered, and o:ir mixed bag of TE Techs (no 
offence meant lads!). The Techs are led by Sergeants Moore, 
Dalquen and Lamb. They are ably supported by Corporals 
Guy, Robinson, Wood, Fcote and Hall. All of them are fairly 
new apart from Corporal Guy who leaves us this month. 

ext time we will cover Radio Troop, who are the largest 
and ba ed in Dhekelia. Their out detachments, to be covered 
e;iarately, are in Episkopi at the ear East Operations Centre 

and at Mount Olympus. For those Radio Telegraphists who 
would like to come to Cyprus, now is the time to volunteer, 
as we will soon be short and are on the volunteers list. 

603 Sig Tp, R.AF. Masirah 
B.F.P.O. 65 

Introdut•in~ a new Troop 

T O avoid any more blank and dazed exp:e sions on the 
faces of new arrivals at Masirah Internatiobal Airport, 

we proudly introduce 603 Sig Tp .... 
The Troop was formed, under the command of Captain 

(now Major) K. V. Risby, after the withdrawal fr.om the Gulf 
in 1971. Our role is to provide Air Support assistance for RAF 
Masirah and RAF Salalah. We have an establishment of some 
20 men, 16 at Ma irah and four at Salalah. For those un
familiar with t'.~e Gulf, both stations are in the Sutanate of 
Oman. Masirah is an island in the Arabian sea and Salalah 
a small village on the mainland some 400 miles away. Masirah 
has no cultivation and consists mainly of hard ro:k and sand. 
The only permanent buildings are those belonging to the 
station as are the metalled roads. The Jo:als live in homes 
built of such materials as tar, paper, hardboard and SO gallon 
oil drums, and their roads are simple tracks that wind their 
way around the island. 

Major Risby left us in May, and is now unwinding in 10 
Sig Regr. It has been decided that the Troop should be com-

!llanded by_ a W.O. (F. of S.) and we are now arniously await
mg the arnval of o~ new leader, W.0.2 Meachin, from 7 s12 
Re!ft. In the meantime the Troop is run by Sergeants Bill 
Qumlan and Bryn Gatehouse. On the line side we have Cor
porals Bob Hawkins, Mick Healy, Lance-Corporal Dave 
Young (Salalah), Signalman 'Rocky• Mountain, Jim Ton 
Jim Bennett, Eddie Cartledge, John McConnel and Nick 
Butler (Salalah). On the technical side we have Corporal 
Bernie Melia, John Davey and Ron Paterson (Salalah), Lance. 
Corporals Colin Wills and Jim Millican. We then have Cor 
poral Ted Dudding, as our Troop Clerk; Corporal Don Marr 
Clerk Te: h and two drivers Signalman Jake Warrilow and 
Alan Kelly (Salalah). 

There is plenty of sport on the station. The station foo tball 
team is going to Gan this month with two representatives from 
the Troop, Corporals Ted Dudding and Don Marr. There 1 
also a ~ve-a-side football competition running in which th 
Troop is well placed. Apart from so::cer there is cricket 
squa h, badminron, fishing, sailing and volley ball ( we won 
the station competition). We also have a chess club camera 
club and our own radio network (Radio 65) who ar~ alway~ 
on the lookout for DJs. On top of all this we work as well' 
From 07.00 to 13.00 hours Monday to Saturday. 

Swimming in the sea is forbidden, but we do have an 
excellent salt water pool in the camp. The reasons for the 
ban on swinuning in the sea? It is heavily populated with 
large barracuda, sand sharks and moray eels. Apart from 
these, there are very strong currents running off the island! 
As some compensation fishing is excellent. The most common 
catch being the silver bream which also makes good eating, 
barracula, rays, moray eels, mullet and a bewildering assort
ment of other species are regularly picked out of the sea. 

The island is most famous for its turtles. At. this time of 
year these huge loggerheads, weighing 900 lbs and some 70-80 
years old, struggle ashore to lay their eggs in the sand above 
the water line. They first excavate a hole with their hind 
flippers into whiich they lay their large quantities of eggs 
(the~e could be mistaken for large ping pong balls). They then 
fill ID the hole with their hind flippers before returning to the 
sea. Those eggs that are not discovered by the locals or the 
gulls, hatch in eight to 10 weeks. The young and defenceless 
turtles then have to run a terrifying gauntlet to the sea. Most 
n~1·er make it, those that escape the preying gulls and crabs 
till find many forms of hungry predators in the sea. Hen-:e 

the high cost of turee soup. 
This then is €03 Sig Tp, a nine month tour in the sun, 

no women but many other varied and interesting things 
to o::c1:1PY oneself: We pride ourselves in being a happy troop 
providing a very unportant service to the RAF. 

"Get your applicaiions in early. 

THE VOLUNTEERS 

32 Sig Regt .(V), Glasgow 

REGIMENTAL HEADQUARTERS 
Permanent Staff 

Commanding Officer-Lieutenant-Colonel R. Goodwin Jones 
Training Major-Major D. L. Copeland 
Adjutant-Captain K Bunston 
Operation Officer-Captain A. J. D. Davies 
Quartermaster-Captain W. A. Barnes 
R.S.M.-W.0.1 P. A. Dean 
O.R.Q.M.S.-Staff Sergeant R. Adey, B.E.M. 

The only Scotsman amongst the above is the O.R.Q.M.S. 
(R~ords please note), but despite this, all are honorary Glas
~egia~s and enjoy life here in Glasgow. The language problem 
is easily overcome, a short course over a bottle of whiskey 
is all that is required. 

The. C.O.'s car is now confined to the area of Glasgow only, 
but still he pops up at all the Squadron locations. 

.Our Tr~ining ~ajor is buried behind mounds of paper (we 
th_IDk h~ 1s learning Gurkhali). Is there a posting to our wee 
friends m the offing? 
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The .Adjutant balancing his golf clubs in one hand, deep 
sea fishmg tackle (no fish) in the other, standing with one foot 
on. a rugby ball, swearing that he is true to all sports is shortly 
going on leave. 

Th.e Opera~ion . Officer between visiting Aberdeen and his 
washJDg machine 1s pleasantly surprised to find his in tray full. 

The Quartermaster is tutting over his vehicle distribution 
board and has promised to open his doors and surprise everyone 
with an available " speak to me brother I am all years." 

The R.S.M. deeply immersed in training and his special 
to rank manuals is lording over the Sergents' Mess in true 
style, even planning their entertainment and laying it on for 
the mess members. 

'01:1r chief,' well, what can one say, he is there all the time, 
che::kmg all our errors, being a ' daddy ' to everyone around 
and a day's work without him and his jovial laugh seems tiring. 

Exercise 

"JULY and August are very quiet in the TA VR so except 
for a small skeleton staff everyone can get their leave 

in.'' Words of wisdom maybe, but the skeleton staff are really 
looking haggard with the amount of work that these quiet 
months have brought, but with their usual Scottish outlook 
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on life have made a great contribution to the Regiment. (CO 
to note when we apply for leave). 

The Regiment has completed its ann~al camp in the guise 
of Exercise ' Red Shoes III ' and despite previous doubts of 
operating capabilit:es of the Regiment expressed by many of 
' those above and about ' the exercise was a tremendous suc
ce s, even surpasing the ho.I?es of squadrons that they ~oul? 
do it. For any regiment workmg HF to have 95 pe~ cent circuit 
availability time on all its nets this was an unqualified success. 
Everyone worked hard, with a cheerfulness that was a joy 
to behold and which the Regular Army even could not match. 

IHt Sqn 
A notice ha appeared that we are reborn, not enough to 

warrant a mention in The Times but enough to show that at 
last the Administrative load can now be carried succe sfully. 
Commanded by Captain Eric Sutherland (The Pipes) and ably 
assisted by Captain Ken Anderson (Drummer Boy) we hope 
to be fully operatio'lal by 14th August. W.0.1 'Nobby' .Clar~e 
can be seen moving furniture and stores together with his 
'press gang' and muttering words of wisdom to all and sundry. 

GI (II) Sig Squ 
The Squadron moved by roa~ from . Aberdeen to L~ek and 

despite the weather and the high alutude (geographical n?t 
flying) in Derbyshire enjoyed a very suc:<:essf~I camp. Captam 
Hugh Myers could not be bogged down JD his attempts to set 
a new record in ' Time on Set' with the result that operators, 
were almost surprised when a different voice was heard on 
the net. 

We were able to assist in the recovery of 25 Junior Leaders 
who encountered bad weather on the moors, resulting for
tunately in only three of them being hos~italised with exposure. 
This was a practical lesson to all at survival. 

52 (L) Sig Sqn 
Travelled to Altcar from Glasgow by road the only br~ak

down being the blushing bride of LAD-the recovery v~hicle . 
Morale and circuits were excellent a~d both Royal S1gna}s 
and W.R.A.C. operators were treat~d ~e r?yalty by Captam 
John Blair, who made their coffee, lit the~ cigarettes, fed the'? 
bi cuits and compliments, all part of his plan to keep thelf 
fingers busy on the ' keys.' • . 

Altcar is not the best of training camps and the weather did 
not help to offset the dismal conditions but .desp!te these draw
backs we had a very successful and rewardmg ume. The com
pliments directed at our W.~.A.C. girl~ in the _town of Sou_th
port being dressed in walkmg out uniform wit~ tartan skirts 
were delightful and came from old and young ahke. 

69 (Niii) Sig Sqn 
Travelled from Londonderry to Kir~uldbright in ~cotland 

and despite the hard work found relaxauo~ from the trials a~d 
tribulations of Northern Ireland. Despite a few. knots m 
drawers cellular at the setting up stages e~erythm.g turned 
out well and, our O.C., Major Scott Buchanan s worried frown 
turned to one of supreme confiden-:e by the econd day. He 
even sent Captain Noel Dykes to Al~car to h.elp out R.H.9., 
whether this was the result of some mild boastmg or a prorm e 
made at the dinner night in Altcar is not certain. 

34 Sig Regt .(V) 
Teesside, West Riding, 

Darlington, Gateshead and Hull 

Annual Camp at Ollerton 
' CAMP ' (i.e. the volunteer's_ annua~ a:tempt to cram a 

year's training port, parties and mci~ents-to-b~-talked
about-till-next-camp into two weeks) was th~s year a.t ~roteus 
Camp,' Ollerton, near Nottingham .. Very pedestnan com
pared with last year (and next year) m Germany. ~owever, we 
needed a ' domestic • camp to catc~ ~p on recruit, trade ai:id 
trade conversion training and to as 1m1late all our new. recruits 
who have recently brought us up to over full estabh hment. 

Compared to the major operation of a move to B.A.O.R. the 
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move of the Regiment to this camp seemed almost trivial and 
we were in danger of arriving bef~r~ the previ~u unit had 
moved out. Setting up a trade trammg school ID converted 
sleeping huts was done surpr.is~ngly quickly .by the tr~de 
training team under our new trammg Ma1or, Ma;or John Mills, 
and we were able to get down to serious trade and recruit 
training immediately. 

Training - uninterrupted and wifh unabated 
enthu~imun 

We had 90 re::ent recruits to train, in two 'streams,' and 
another large batch of recent ex-recruits to_ ~tart on trade 
training all in addition to normal trade traJDmg and trade 
conver ion· so well planned 'schools' were essential. These 
continued ' uninterrupted and with unabated enthusiasm, for 
the first ~eek and the results - numbers passing trade tests -
justified the efforts put into t'1is training. "_i1/e h~d a n~ber of 
V.l.P. visitors during the first week, mcludmg Lieutenant 
General Sir William Jackson, G.O.C.-in-C. ~orthern Comm.and, 
and all said how impressed they were with the enth~siasm 
and determination to succeed of the members of the Regunent, 
despite the ' monsoon ' weather. . 

Stream ' A• recruit'6 (those who had done much of thelf 
recruit course prior to camp) passed out at t~e end of t~e fi~st 
week and were in peered by the Group Commander, Brigadier 
H. A. J. Sturge. On the Saturday morning the Regimental 
Parade and March past was taken by the Honorary Colonel, 
Brigadier C. C. Fairweather, C.B., C.B.E., T.D., D.L., J.P.! w~o 
also presented Territorial Efficienc}'. medal 3!1d Temtonal 
Decorations to members of the Regiment. HavJDg played for 
this parade the r~ruits pass off and a Beating of Retreat, 
our band s~dly had to leave us as they still only have an eight 
day camp. 

Five days solld communicating 
After 'the free day' (a whole day! or ra~her, two half days~ 

the Regiment moved out of camp for Exerc~se . Humb~r Gap 
which was a five-day communications exercise JD Nottmgham
shire Lincolnshire and south Yorkshire. An additional attrac
tion ~f this e";ercise was the links with our ' sister' Regiment, 
36 (Eastern) Sig Regt (V), who were camping at Scarborough 
at the same time. Surprisingly, communication ~ks between 
the Northerners in the South and the Southemers m the North 
did work! Some detachments were really '. tactic:il,' and suffe~ed 
accordingly when the monsoon broke agam dur1!1g the ex~rose, 
others 'roughed it' in ex-R.A.F. a~ommodauon ~n d1sus~ 
airfields (there, apparently, being. little land m Lm::olnshire 
which is not an airfield, used or disused). 

During the exercise we were visited by the S.0.-in-C., Major 
General J. M. Sawers, M.B.E., and by the C.S.0-, B.~.9.R. 
Major General H. E. Raper. The e:ctent of their visit to 
detachments was limited by the appalling weather but never
theless they saw much of the Regiment and said how impressed 
they were with it. 

All ends well 
All the other events which go to make up the fully fruity 

'cocktail' of an annual camp - All Ranks' Ball, ~t~r-Troop 
football competition (won by H.Q.), netball competition (won 
by 49 Son), Officers' v. Ser~eants' cricket ~won by the Officers!) 
Squadron and Troop parues, Mess parties, etc., etc. - we~t 
off with their usual success. All volunteer were. back at their 
jobs on the Monday morning, shattered, but with more than 
adequate conversational material to last them through to next 
camp! 

36 Sig Regt {V) Wanstead 
FaDiiliar fi."\':ture list 

I N many ways, a Volunteer Regiment resembles an A soci
ation football club. We have both weekend fi"~ure and 

midweek games· we indulge in training se ion pracuce work
outs qualifying competitions, cup events, and eve? short 
European tours. We e ·perience team change.s! .tactical !e
configuration , pre write-ups and regular crmc1 m (capital 
R?). The season too, for most of us, lasts at least 11 month . 

Without courting relegation! we trust ~ve ha.ve battled 
through the familiar fixture_ hst of ~~ 1~ pecuon , tr~c!e 
training courses, visits exercises, recru1tmg drive etc. durJDg 
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which acti"1~1~ we lo t ·ome good player but ha've fortunately 
found prom1 mg replacement for little more than the signing
on fee. 

CominJl mad goinJf 
On the coaching side, Major F. R. Fletcher was posted to 

248 (Gur~ha) Sig Sqn and is replaced by Major R. A. Trotman 
-:not enurely a newcomer as he had had experience working 
with our lads. from ~a tbourne d ring thcir annual guest 
appearances with 22 Sig Regt. RSM G. A. Christie took over 
from RSM B. S. Howie, and more recently W.0.1 Go.dsmith 
arrived to take over from W.0.1 Hammond, and RQMS 
W~en ~a fill.ed the gap left by RQMS Jones. Sergeants 
Braithwaite, Cairns and Slater also moved on. and in their 
stead came Sergeants Cossins and Holmes, and Corporal White. 
To all those who have gone, we send our be t wishes and 
offer our appre::iative thanks once more, while to those who 
have recently joined us we extend a warm welcome. 

A sad loss 

There is one item of extreme sadness to record. The sudden 
death of RQMS Le~ Gunner, on 15th May, and whose obituary 
appears els~where m THE WIRE came as a tragic loss both 
to the Regunent and everyone who knew him. Members of 
44 Sqn acted as pall-bearers at hi funeral in Finchley. 

earborough re,·isit.ed 

.For the third time in four years, we renewed acquaintance 
with Scarborough as the venue for annual camp. Less romantic, 
to som~1 tl?an Germ.any, to others there was the cosy comfort 
of farmliar1ty, even if exposed to the risk of recognition. The 
lush pastures. o~ Strensall fe~ed our return by inviting a passing 
monsoon to JOlD th_e r~velries, but the fortnight's programme 
was fortunately mamtamed throughout. This included a con
centrated _ass'.lult on trade conversions, detachment training in 
the field, J!-lmo.r officer TEWTS, and a separately run recruits 
course. Bngadier Heaney, DWRAC honoured our girls with 
a visit. Brig~dier Sturge, Commander 12 Group, took the salute 
on our Re~ental _parad~. The traditional camp exercise was 
made more ~nterestmg this year by the addition of two trunks 
to 34 ~) Sig Regt-also on their camp exercise-and the re
sulcant mterflow of traffic added pertinence to the proceedings 
as well as occa.s~onal. impertinence to the procedures. We were 
pleased to be v1s1ted m the field by both Major-General Sawers 
S.0.-inC., and Major-General Roper, CSO, BAOR. ' 

CONG RA TULA TJONS 
Brigadier H. A. J. Sturge, Commander 12 Group, congratulates 
Lance-Corporal Grey of 45 Squadron on gaining his T.E.M. Looking 
on is Lieutenant-Colonel B. E. M. Prophet, T.D .. C.O. 36 Signal 

Regiment 

Shop sfewards! 

Do you haye workshop stewards in your midst? Found on 
a 54 9n nouce board alongside details of a ' Haircut ' parade 
w~~ cli_1s message co Line Technicians: 

With reference to the clear cut case of victimisation of our 
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m~mbers by the Bourgeois officers and sergeants a meet· 
will be .called w~ere a show of solidarity will be called for. T~g 
Indusmal _Relations Ace, section three. sub-section ii, paragrap~ 
five defimtely state that ' where past and usual practice c 
be p~ov_ed, ~he!l that will be used as a standard for fucu~~ 
ne~ot1auons. Smee we have had hair for the past 12 months 
wh1c? has been as long as at present, and there has been no 
previous order, the~ this can be construed as condonemcm 
A_s from 5 p.m. tom~ht we ~hall be working to rule, and ban~ 
nm~ rest day working unul this order has been rescinded 
Umted we stand; Divided we crawl." · 

The humour of the milicants won, but it was quite a close 
have for all that! 

38 Sig Regt {V) Sheffield 
JT is ":'ith reg:et that we report the death of our Training 

Maior, Ma1or John Walmesley-Cotharn who was taken 
suddenly seriously . ill after _camp. A popu'Jar and devoted 
member of the ~eg1ment, ~e 1s much missed by all ranks. Our 
deepest sympathies go to his wife and family. 

Cam1t 1972 

Altho~gh our ocial and sporting life continues unabated, 
th_e, mam event recently has beea Annual Camp. Together 
~Jtn the other ! .A.V.R. Regiments of 2 Sig Gp we took pare 
in a U.K. wide signal exercise, ' Red Shoes III.' The 
comments (<;?'purgated) of the Squadrons come later in the e 
notes. I~ .spite of the weather, which was well up to standard 
for a ~nush June, there were no recorded cases of frostbite or 
drowning although ~e doctor did his be t to lose himself his 
Land Rover and his medical crew in a swamp in Gandale. 
However, everyone stayed cheerful and the exercise was a 
great success. We managed to satisfy the Group Commander 
that we. c~uld reach and exceed the standards he set up at 
the beg1DDmg of the exercise. Although everyone worked Jong 
an:i ~~r~ there _were moments of relaxation and a chance for 
co!lv1via~1ty durmg the stand down. The attraction of the 
bright lights of Newcastle was so strong that one NCO 
who shall be nameless, missed the bus back to Otterbu~. ·H~ 
sw?re that he would have walked if he had known that he was 
gomg to have to buy the taxi he returned in. 
W~ were well visited by many senior officers at all our 

locauons. Among them were: General Sir Basil Eugster, K.C.B., 
K.C.V.O., C.B.E., D.S.O., C-in-C U.K.L.F., Majer General D. 
A. -!f· Toler, O.B.E., M .C., M.A., G.O.C. East Midland District, 
~aio~ Gen~ral. R. M. Somerville, O.B.E., G .O.C. Yorks. 
D1~tnc.t, Bngad1e~ D. E. Waaen, A.D.C., C.S.O. U.K.L.F., 
Brigadier J.C. Clmch, Commander 2 Sig Gp, Colonel P. F. M. 
Featherby, .T.D., T.A. Colonel East Midland District, Colonel 
J. R. S. Gnmwood-Tayfor, T.D. Honorary Colonel 38 Sig Regt 
(V). 

We were very glad to see them and appreciated the interest 
they took in all they saw. 

46 (Derbyshire) Sqn 

Following the successful 'Mob ' exercise the Squadron 
m<?ved off _for the wilds. of Cumberland, each of the Troops 
gomg to widely contrastmg locations. For example 875 Troop 
set. up . camp in the attractive grounds of a boys' reform school, 
"'.'hile m 903 Troop there was some understandable consterna
uon, when the pigs of the local farmer poked their snouts 
throug~ the tent flaps of the W .R.A.C. lines. The week finished 
on a high note for communications but a low note for weather. 
The second week was spent in the Lancaster area and by 
the end of camp we were seasoned campaigners. Verdict on 
Camp '72 -: J?emorable for the way in which everyone worked 
hard and w1llmgly, as well as for the weather which was the 
wettest and windiest in living memory. 

6'1 ( lteffield) Sqn 

. Our first week at camp was spent in delightful surroundings 
in the L~ncaster - Mor~cambe Bay area, with off-duty hours 
spent fishing and studymg wild life and rock plants. A violent 
storm ended t~e first wt;ek and summer. June 18th saw the 
~tart of our wmter exercise on the Yorkshire Moors with an 
1ssu.e of Parkas! Among our visitors we were pleased to welcome 
M_aio~ General R. M. Somerville, 0.B.E., G.0.C. Yorkshire 
D1stnct who, as _always, had a cheerful word for everyone. At 
873 Troop location, after seeing draught beer with 'cooler,' 
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television, electric toaster and mobile shower, he asked how 
water was obtained, and when told in jerry cans, replied: 
"With all this ingenuity I'm surprised you don't sink your 
own wells " - next time perhaps. 

f):J (East LnncH.) Squ 

It is now recognised that our Squadron is not commanded 
by a Major but by a 'Rain God.' It is a fact that ever since 
Major Ted Gabbott took command we've never had dry 
weather for an exercise. We left Blackburn in the rain, arrived 
at Guisborough (our first location) in the rain and at our 
second location near Carlisle - rain, rain, rain. Actually that's 
not quite true; it stopped whenever the O.C. visited R.H.Q. 
or went off on a recce. In spite of the weather it was a good 
camp with good communications and high morale. During 
the second week we had a mascot - a bullock named Henerey, 
who shared our field together with his friends. Henerey 
responded well to discipline. Signalman David Goddard was 
seen marching the whole herd across the field, and they obeyed 
his every command. Our Admin. Officer, Captain Ted Hall 
tried to steal the limelight and it was rumoured that he was 
taking the Royal corgi for a walk, but it turned out to be a 
dachshund belonging to the visiting A.D.W.R.A.C., Western 
Command Lieutenant Colonel P. Norman, M.B.E., W.R.A.C. 
On our l~st night at camp we relaxed with a barbeque and 
con::ert. There were many original songs about the camp -
rain featured prominently, but the highlight of the ~how \\'.as 
undoubtedly Signalman Bob Horsfield whose amusmg anucs 
and superb impressions almost brought the marquee down. 

n.te. Sqn 

Hard work at camp and at last unanimous praise for the 
cooks. We were well visited by V.I.P.s. We believe that they 
were genuinely . impressed, and ~.the C.-i~-C .. ,U.K.L.F. , 
General Sir Basil Eugster never v1S1ts us agam, 1t s because 
he's confident that he can rely on us (and the other members 
of the Regiment who share our locatioi;i, an~ . sometimes give 
the impression that its them who are bemg v1S1ted). 

Footnote: If the writers of these notes seem to be obsessed 
by the weather, it is only that they, like true Briti~h soldi~rs, 
must have omething to grouse about. There wasn t anythmg 
else! 

87 (Nottingham) Sqn 

When a man grows old 
And his valves grow cold 

He'll tell you a tale or two 
Of an annual camp 

Exceedingly damp 
In the summer of Seventy-Two 

CAMP 72 

A Doctor they had 
A bit of ir lad 

Who offered them all kinds of pill 
You paraded at ten 

With the rest of the men 
And it helped if you weren' t really ill 

How a hundred boch So from glorious Otterburn 
Plus quite n few birds On to Canerick Garrison 

Set out from Nottingham 'swards With forays to dine and 10 shower 
Their spirits we'e h igh Th's 11allant array 

And their feet kept drv Passed ume and money irway 
(At lea"St for the first hundred yarc! ) Getting plastered in many a bar 

There were Linemen aod Techs 
And a bevy of W.R.A.C.S. 

Some EDs (they get everywhere) 
There wa Radio Troop 

In their ' Camp gear ' and cook 
With his tin op<ner, and spare 

They finished their bout 
As the sun came out 

To Nottingham off with their truck 
When the CO said " Men! 

Would you do it again? " 
Came the answer "Would we --! " 

In packets of six 
They drove out .to the sticks 

• Cammed up' in double quick time 
And with mnny a curse 

As the weather grew worse 
They swore they'd been dumped in the Tyne 

Tail piece• 

Not all the Regiment participated in Exercise ' Red S~oe 
III.' VHF detachments from three of the. Squadr?ns provided 
some es ential communications for thetr associated TA VR 
Infantry Battalions. Members of these detachments camped 
in Jurby Isle of Man· Lydd· Warcop; Garelo::hhead; Otterbw;n 
and t;mford PT A' and ~ne individual, ~ignalman ~avid 
Tredrea went co BAOR as a Cll operator with 150 Regiment 
RCT. 
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71 st Sig Regt .(V) Bromley 

EVER heard of you is the normal reaction at the mention 
of our title," so read the quote in THE WIRE, shortly 

after our formation on 1st January, 1969. Due to our unfor
giveablc lack of contributions to THE WIRE in the past many 
members of the Corps are still unaware of our existence and 
so we begin with our far flung orbat. 

RHQ, Bromley. 265 (London and Kent) Sig Sqn, Bromley, 
Be:<leyheath and Brighton. 68 (Inns of Court and City 
Yeomanry) Sig Sqn, Lincolns Inn and Whipps Cross. 70 (Essex 
Yeomanry) Sig Sqn, Chelmsford, Harlow and Southend. 94 
(Berkshire Yeomanry) Sig Sqn, Windsor and Southampton. 
LAD, REME, Camberwell. 

.,1111ual Camp 

Camp this year found the four Squadrons dispersed, in the 
main, throughout the south of England whilst participating 
in the 2 Group Exercise 'Red Shoes III.' RHQ and 265 Sqn, 
basking in their new found role acted as Control Headquarters 
for the exercise at Crookham. Amongst the distinguished 
visitors we were delighted to see the Representative Colonel 
Commandant acting in his capacity as our Honorary Colonel, 
the S.0.-in-C., the Director WRAC, and the Commander 12 
Sig Gp. 

The radio site with its ten Dlls kept the Comcen busy by 
maintaining a circuit availability of 80 per cent throughout the 
exercise and proved that HF communications can handle 
a heavy volume of traffic when required. 

The Regional Signal Squadrons all acquitted themselves 
well and everyone returned from camp much the wiser. 

ResUD1e 

68 (Inns of Court and City Yeomanry) Sig Sqn who repre
sented the Regiment on E -·ercise ' London Pride ' have now 
resurrected their old TA Centre at Whipps Cross and after 
much voluntary effort have completely transformed the exterior. 

70 (Esse:' Yeomanry) Sig Sqn are recruiting well and hope 
to be joined by ex-TOT Cyril Brodley in the near future. 

94 (Berkshire Yeomanry) Sig Sqn after a very good year 
all round have regained the inter-Squadron Shield from 70 
Sqn in a \'ery close run battle. 

EXERCISE 'LONDON PRIDE' 
Captain Richard Scholes making a point with the Prime Minister 
and Colonel Wood the Deputy Lieutenant for Bromley. Sergeant 

Brown and Sergeant Turner look on 
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Promotio 11< and :'tlarrlage 
Our congrarulation are due to our TOT, Lieutenant-Colonel 

Eric Grant, on hi promotion, al o to Second-Lieutenants Bright 
and Lygo, Sergeant Hogben and Corporal Broderick and 
Lanc.e-Corporal Waring and Private Bignall on their recent 
marriage . Sergeant H;>gben has now rejoined the Regular 
Corp an_d we arc now look_ing for a re lacement for Corporal 
Hogben m her other capacny a the Clerical Officer with 94 
(Berkshire Yeomanry) Signal Squadron! 

Lea,·ing tbt~ Corps? 

If you are leaving the Corp , we have vacancie for most 
trade men. You can be sure of a welcome at an• of our TA 
Centres-why not join us and keep your hand in. 

Sport 
Roy11I Signals Baltic Regatta 1972 

The annual Royal Signals Keel boar regatta was held at 
the Briti h Kiel Yacht Club between 16th-19th July. 

'fh~re was an excellent representation of all Royal Signals 
uruts m B.A.0.R. and we were able to charter the full B.K.Y.C. 
fleet .of Dan and Cutlass boats. 52 officers and sold iers took 
pan m what proved ~o ~e an enjoyable and testing regatta. 

Crews assembled m ideal weather conditions at Kiel on 
Sunday 16th July and prepared for the race due to start at 
17.00 ~ours that eve~g. The first rac~, covering approximately 
35 IDJll'.s, was des1gned to test kippers and crews alike, 
demandmg at least 18 hours at sea and a night sail. 

Thl'. tan. of the. first race went without mishap and the fleet 
set sail on !rs devious route to Faaborg. The committee boat 
Pe1as~1s, flymg the Rear Commodore's flag set sail, confident 
that 1t would be the first boat home - we all make mistakes. 

THEY'R E O FF! 
The fleet leaves Kiel 

. The committee boat in fact, because of the direction of the 
wmd, . followed the fleet round the first two marks so the 
comn.11ttee .felt .confide_nt that the fleet was at least sailing in 
the right d1rec.ttorr until that point in time. 

The next ttme we saw the fleet was on the approach to 
Faa~rg when four boats came into sight. "They must be the 
leadmg beats? " - " Or are they the tail end of the fleet? " 
There was only one way .to find ~e answer - stan the engines 
and get to Faabor~. This we did to find Lieutenant Colonel 
Ian Spear ~d Ma1or John Alexander waiting for us with the 
usual que~uon - whe~e have you been? During the rest of 
th~ mornmg the r~mamder of the fleet arrived, Lieutenant 
Nigel Pullman leadmg the Da? boat class in fine style. 
~at day was spent sleepmg and going ashore. Faaborg 

cenamly proved a popular choice of port and everyone enjoyed 
the rest and the evening's entertainment. 

The_ s~on~ race started at 10.00 hours on Tuesday 18th 
July, m 1dylli~ weather conditions save for a lack of wind. 
Undeterred Lieutenant Colonel Blake (Rear Commcdore), set 
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~ course to beat all cour es: at least 40 mile long round th 
island. of ~yo, to the southern ~ip of Langeland 'and thenc: 
~o Kiel L1~h.t. The flee~ set a.11 o~ time in what officially 
is termed li~r to _variable wmds. In reality this usually 
means. very little wind from an unknown direction! The 
commit.tee boat, a_s usual, took the shortest di ranee between 
two pomrs deter~med this time to be first home. 

To say the wmds were light was in fact an understatement 
- 0e fleet was be:almed on its trip round Lyo. However 
u~d1sm~yed the fleet raced on with the first boat reachin~ 
K1el L1gh~ s~me 21 hours later - Lieutenant Colonel Ian 
Spear ~gam m good form was first home followed do ely 
by Major John . Alexander only five minutes later. Sergeant 
Pl!1"ker of 13 Sig Regt lead the Dan fleet with Lieutenant 
N~gel. Pullman se::ond. The committee boat did get in first 
this time. 

The.prizes were kindly presented by Mrs. H. E. Roper, wife 
of M .a1or-General Roper, C.S.O. B.A.O.R., whose family that 
lll;Ormng had enjoyed a trip on a 100 square metre in Kiel 
FJord. 

Signalman Steve Ashferth.' I Divisional H.Q . and Signal Regiment 
receives his prize from Mrs. H. E. Roper, wife of C.S .O . BAOR. 

Lieutenant-Colonel Blake looks on 

So ended a very enjoyable regatta. It was good to see so 
many of the Corps competing and so many young soldiers 
among the crews. 

Next year ~e hope to make Copenhagen our goal with 
the regatta lastmg a week. 

. The final positions were: Winning skipper Cutlass class -
Lieutenant-Colonel Ian Spear (22 Sig Regt) · winning skipper 
Dan class - Li~ut~nant Nigel Pullman (12 Bde HQ and Sig 
Sqn); overall wmnmg skipper- Lieutenant-Colonel Ian Spear . 

A JOH WANTED 

. Mr. A. Anthony who ~orked ~s a cl~rk for the British Army 
~n Malaya from 1950 until 1971 is looking for a job in England 
ID January 1973, or earlier if necessary. 

. Mr. Anthony who ~as had a Ion~ association with Royal 
Signals :and Gur~ha Signals would hke to continue to work 
for a Signals urut or branch if this is possible. He has a 
very pleasant pe~sonality and is an extremely honest and hard
workmg man, with a sound knowledge of basic clerical duties 
and double entry book-keeping. 

He. has a British citizen's passport; there will be no entry 
permit problem. 

If you ~re able to help Mr. Anthony find employment, please 
co_nta~t L ieutenant-Colonel A. C. Dexter, Headquarters London 
District, Horse Guards, Whitehall SWIA 2AX 01-930 4466 
E .a. 440. ' 
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ROYAL SIGNALS METHUEN TEAM, 1972 
Back row : Lance-Corporal J. Hindle, Lance-Corporal C. G. Harris 

Middle row, left to right : Corporal G. Jaques, Corporal R. G. Kingham, Major G. A. S. Exell (Team Captain), W .0.2 E. R. R. Smith, Staff
Sergeant W. Bell 

Front row : W .0 .2 G. Smith (Reserve), Corporal B. A. Rennoldson (Reserve) 

Corps Shooting 
Report from Major G. A. S. Exell, Captain of Corps 

Shooting. 
ARA Central Meeting 1972 

T !HE ARA Central Meeting was held at Bisley 5th-15th July 
and 65 Royal Signals competitors from six major units and 

two minor units took part. The standard this year was very 
high with nearly 700 firers overall. Thirty-five Royal Signals 
shots qualified for the second stage of the Championship and 
seven for the Army 100. The increase in standard can be judged 
from the fact that, compared with 1971, 16 and 18 more points 
were required to qualify for the second stage and Army 100 
respectively. The final placings of our competitors in the top 
100 of the Championship were as follows: 

20th, Corporal R. G. Kingham, 30 Sig Regt; 39th, W .0.2 G. 
Smith, 7 Sig Regt; 51st, W.0.1 J. C. Stanhope, 260 Sig Sqn; 
6Sth, W.0.2 E. R. R. Smith, 30 Sig Regt; 67th Staff Sergeant 
W. Bell, 7 Sig Regt; 79th, Corporal B. A. Rennoldson, 30 Sig 
Regt; 99th, Corporal G. Jaques, 30 Sig Regt. 

Corporal Kingham, who wa the champion shot at our 
Squadron level meeting, again did outstandingly well as illus
trated by the li t of his successes: 

1st in first stage of SMGXXX match and winner of pre
liminary stage cup, 2nd in SMGXXX, 2nd in Whitehead (with 
an HPS of 80), 2nd in Old Contemptibles (by one point), 8th 
in Roupell, 13th in Roberts, 16th (with Corporal Jaques) in 
Worcester and Lindley. 

The other main individual successes were: As ociation. 8th, 
W.0.2 G. Smith, 7 Sig Regt; Roberts, 9th, W.0.1 J. C. Stan
hope, 260 Sig Sqn; Bisley Cup, 7th, W.0.2 E. R. R. Smith, 30 
Sig Regt; Pistol XXX (fir t rage), 5th, Captain D. J. McLean, 
30 Sig Regt. 
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The following members of Royal Signals qualified for the 
SMG XXX, in which they achieved final placings: 2nd, Cor
poral R. G. Kingham, 30 Sig Regt; 8th, Staff Sergeant A. C. 
Cole, 16 Sig Regt; 21st, Lance-Corporal J. Hindle, 30 Sig Regt. 

As at the Corps meeting, 30 Sig Regt were outstanding and 
came near to pulling off what would have been a tremendous 
victory in the Major Unit Championship (KRRC Cup). This 
involved matches with all weapons against very stiff opposition 
from teams such as the Greenjackets, Gurkhas and several 
other well-fancied teams. Their final placing was third out 
of 41 major units participating. This is the highest place 
achieved by a Royal Signals unit in the K.RRC Cup and is 
particularly meritorious in a year during which standards have 
so improved. 

30 Sig Regt won the Brooke Bond Cup for their score in the 
first stage of the championship and had the following additional 
uccesses: 2nd in Para Regt Cup, 5th in Britannia 6th in 

Section match, 9th in Pistol Team match. 
Although never quite matching 30 Sig Regt, 16 and 7 Sig 

Regts did well to fini h 15th and 16th respectively in the 
KRRC Cup, thus keeping well above half-way in the order 
of merit. Both of these teams how much promi e and we look 
forward to them improving the e placing in 1973. 16 Sig Regr 
had the satisfaction of obtaining a better LMG score than 30 
Sig Regt in the Eastern Command Cup - the only occasion 
on which 30 Sig Regt were ever headed by another Royal 
Signals unit! 

223 Sig Sqn and 260 Sig Sqn were placed 7th and 8th re
spectively in the Minor Units Championship. Here again, 
success had to be hard-earned against some very good teams, 
but both squadron how promise for the future. Their be t 
performances were: 260 Sig Sqn, 2nd in Para Regt Cup; 223 
Sig Sqn, 4th in first stage of champion hip and 4th in ection 
match. 
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The Corps team for the Methaen mat::h was : "':'.0 .2 E . R. R. 
Smith, 30 Sig Regt· StaJf Sergeant W. Bell, 7 Sig Regt; Cor
poral G. Jaques, 30 Sig Regt; Corpo:al R. G. Kingham, 30 ig 
Regt; Lance-Corporal C. G. Harris, 30 ig Regt ; Lan.ce
Corporal J. Hindle, 30 Sig Regt. Re erve · W.0.2 G . Sm1th, 
7 ig Regt· Corporal B. A. Rennoldson, 30 Sig Regt. 

The team had a good first practice (deliberate) but then , 
most unluckily, had two practice two (run-down) scores dis
allowed for a technical infringement. Thi was a bitter dis
appointment both for our firers and also for our loyal band 
of uppo· te~s. We were quite unable .to ~ak~ up the loss of 
points and thus our hope of on ::e agam wmnw~ the Meth~en 
were dashed. After the hard work undergone m preparation, 
it wa particularly galling to be deprived of succe s on a tech
nicality. 

In looking back on the ARA meeting, there is little doubt 
that Royal Signals are still a force to be reckoned with in the 
realm of Anny shooting. However, standards are improving 
year by year and even to maintain our position we must re
member that it takes much hard work, enthusiasm, knowledge 
and above all backing from within the unit, to produce a shoot
ing team capable of meeting and beating the best teams in the 
Anny. 30 Sig Regt showed the way in 1972. Who will take 
over the task in 1973? 

::\'ational Rifle Assot'iat.ion ~Meeting Ser·,·ice 
Competitions 

T he service rifle and SMG competitions were held 17th-21st 
July and eight Royal Signals competitors were reta ined at 
Bisley to represent the Corps. The competitions included 
teams from all three ervices and also from Canada. As at the 
ARA meeting we had many individual successes and the final 
placings in the service rifle championships were: 

9th, W.0.2 E. R. R. Smith, 30 Sig Regr, class X, score 480; 
2'.)th Corporal R. G. Kingham, 30 Sig Regr, T , 468; 26th, 

Major G. A. S. Exel!, School of Signals, 0 464; Corporal 
J. Hindle, 30 Sig Regt, X, 461; Lance-Corporal G. Jaques, 
30 Sig Regr X 451 ; 50th, Lance-Corporal C. G. Harris, 30 
Sig Regt, T , 4: 5; 55th W .0 .1 J . C. Stanhope, 260 Sig Sqn, 
T , 415. 

Our best performances in the individual matches were: 
Queen Mary, first stage, 2nd, W.0.2 Smith; second tage, 

9th, W.0.2 Smith. Rapids aggregate, 5th, Corpocal Kingham; 
6th, Major Exell; 7th, W.0.2 Smith. Wantage (snap), 6th, Cor
poral Kingham. Stephens (rapid), 8th, Lance-Corporal Hindle. 
Kinnaird (deliberate), 9t.'i, Corporal Jaques. SMG Cup, 1st, 
StaJf Sergeant Cole. 

In the team events we were within one point of winnin~ the 
African Cup for the service team championship. We had the 
unfortunate experience of being provisionally announced as 
winners but, on a recount, _were finally placed second. We won 
the Roberts Cup outright, the team event for snapshooting and 
were placed second in the Mappin Cup, the team competition 
for the Rapids aggregate. The team also reached the semi
finals of the Cheylesmore and were placed fifth in both the 
Canada Cup and Hamilton Leigh. 

The successes did much to make up for the disappointments 
of the Methuen. To 1Jroduce these results in competition with 
over 270 firers from nearly 40 teams was a notable achievement 
and confirmed on-::e again our ability to hold our own in the 
highest levels of shooting. 

To crown a successful week, W.0.2 E. R . R. Smith was 
se .. :cted again for the Army VIII United Services team. Staff 
Sergeant Cole and Corporal K ingham shot for the Army SMG 
VIII, the only Army team to win in the inter-services compe
titions. Congratulations to all three on achieving these rare 
distinctions. 

lntemational Shooting Festival 
Submitted by 1 D iv H Q and Sig Regt 

The tenth International Festival organised by Fernmelde
bataillon 610, Rendsburg, Schleswig-Holstein, was held from 
the 6th and 8th July. The 1st Sig Regt was invited to send a 
team and W.0.1 (Y. of S.) Peter Hayler, Sergeants David Bright 
and ' Chalky ' W hite and Craftsman Colin Crook went to 
participate. 
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A.11 t>V«'-ning o f naus ic 
In the evening of the 6th July the team5 auended a charity 

band concert in the N ordmarkhalle. The concert was given 
by four band ·, of the 3rd Armoured Division (U . . ), the G erman 
Marine Musikkorps Ostsee, the 15th/19th King's Royal Hussars 
and the Nord-Ostsee Blasorchester Rendsburg c.V. The concert 
was excellent and John Stanley\ 'The Huntsman ' played by 
the 15th/19th Hussars was one of the highlights rapturously 
received by the audience of over 1 000. Afterwards the hosts 
took the visiting team on a tour of the city' s attractions. 

Offic•ial ret!eption 

The next morning the Deputy Burgermeister of Rendsburg 
received the military team at a reception in the council 
chamber of the 15th century Rathau and e,<plained the historv 
of the city. In the afternoon practi e for the competition 
took place, the first time many of the participants had seen 
the G3 rifle let alone fire it. The Commanding Officer of 
Fernmeldebataillon 610 Obserstleutnant Mindner, gave a 
reception in the Officers' Mess for the teams at which several 
presentations were made including one to Mr. P. Bonifazi, the 
Services Liaison Officer Verden/Keil, for his assistance to the 
festival over the past years. 

On Saturday the teams got down to business, firing the team 
and individual events. There were some 450 firers and 90 
team s competing of which 30 were Services, in::luding various 
German, Dutch, Belgium, Danish and United States Army 
teams as well as four British Army units. 

Corps marksmen to the fore in individual events 
In the team match the Dutch Verkennings Btl. teams shot 

consistently well and after two tie-shoots won the first three 
prizes. In this event the Regiment was ninth, an extremely good 
performance. In the individual match, Yeoman Hayler was 
shooting well and scored 45. Then after a tie shoot he was 
placed third overall. The winner was also British, Corporal 
Sneddon of 7th Fd Wkps with 46. 

Meanwhile, the; pistol match was producing good scores, 
Sergeant Bright and Yeoman Hayler both scoring 29 out of 
30, and they were placed joint fifth, with only four firers 
scoring 30. 

Demonstrations and a swinging evening 
While the shooting was taking place, the Bataillon 610 

barracks were open to the public and it was interesting to see 
the German artillery, engineer, anti-aircraft and radio equip
ment on display. There was al o a parachute and free-fall 
demonstration. 

In the evening a grand ball was given for the teams at which 
the prizes were presented. It was a very swinging evening 
and it was difficult to realise it was 5 a.m. so soon. 

The welcome given to the teams by the host unit and the 
citizens of Rendsburg was excellent and the behind the scenes 
organisation and preparation was most efficient. The teams 
all expressed their appreciation for it and a thoroughly enjoyable 
and successful meeting was the result. 

The Dead Eyed Dicks of 260 Sig Sqn 

T HE text of a signal from the Commander, 7 Any Bde, to 
the OC Squadron, received on 18th May, read "Con

gratulations to your DEAD EYED DICKS on their fine sharp
shooting." 

This signal was sent to us after our Squadron shooting team 
had won the Royal Signals BAOR Minor Units shooting cham
pionship at the Royal Signals Corps skill-at-arms meeting 
at Sennelager, 15th-17th May. This was indeed a fitting climax 
to three weeks of preparation. 

On the return of the Squadron from Exercise ' Long Reach,' 
Captain Peter Lenthall and W.0.1 (F. of S .) Les Stanhope 
went to live on Bushei Ranges, a German Army range adjoining 
the barracks in which the Squadron is stationed. Their first 
requirement was to elect a Regimental team for the 1 British 
Corps Royal Artillery rifle meeting 9th-ll th May. Eventually, 
to the considerable surprise of the other Gunner Regiments 
taking part, the Regimental team, consisting of seven Royal 
Signals, two RAOC and one RA personnel, hot its way to 
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third place overall and came ~econd in the pistol match . Need
less to say, the Squadron team for the Royal Signals meeting 
the next week was drawn from the same Royal Signals element, 
was well prepared and had some experience of ETR shooting. 
We were all particularly pleased that Lance-Corporal Rose 
won the championship for the ' B ' Class in the SMG and 
Roupell matches. At the prizegiving at the end of the meeting, 
the CSO, Major-General H. E. Roper, complimented the team 
on its results and welcomed the presence of Lieutenant
Colonel J. C. Groom, RA, the Commanding Officer of 36 H y 
AD Regr RA, the Regiment that we support. 

WELL DONE 
C.S.O. B.A.0.R., Major-General H. E. Roper presenting the Roupell 
Cup 'B' Class Champion's prize to Lance-Corporal Michael Rose 

All members of the team would like it known that they 
appreciate the help of all the unlucky souls who were drawn 
into the whirlpool of organising the shooting. Those worthy 
of special mention were Corporal Dave Humphries our statis
tics secretary, Signalman Dave Hutcheson who typed all the 
letters and Signalman Michael Sheldon who locked and un
locked the armoury so many times. 

Yearn memb4'r!S and r4'Sults 
1 British Corp RA meeting 9th-11th May, (Royal Signals 

personnel). 
Captain Peter Lenthal1 ; W.0.1 (F .. of S.) Les St~ope; 

Sergeant John Waudby; Corporal Michael Lloyd-Wilhams; 
Corporal 'Taff ' Owen; Corporal Dave Humphries; Lance
Corporal Allan Robinson; Lance-Corpotal ;Michael Rose. . 

In competition against nine Major Uruts and two Mmor 
Units the :allowing results were obtained: 

Team t•v4'nts 
SLR Roupell match 

Roberts A match 

SMG 
PISTOL 

Henry Whitehead match 
Roberts B match 
Overall SLR 

Championship Unit competition 

Se: ond 
Fourth 
Second 
Sixth 
Fourth 
Fifth 
Second 
Third 

Royal Signal BA.OR skill-at-arms meeting, 15th-17th May. 
Captain Peter Lenthall; W.0.1 (F .. of S.) Les St~ope; 

Sergeant John Waudby; Corporal Michael Lloy.d-Williams; 
Corporal ' Taft ' Owen; Corporal Dave Humphries; Lance
Corporal Michael Rose. 

In competition against 
Units the following result 

eight Major Units and two Minor 
were obtained: 

SLR 

SMG 

Roupell match 
Roberts match 
Overall SLR events 

MG XXX Cup 

Overall 
Second 
Third 
Third 
Seventh 

Minor Units 
First 
First 
First 
Second 
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Championship 
Minor Units 
Overall 

Individual 

First 
Third 

Championship clas~ ' B ' shot SMG Lance-Corporal Ro e 
Champion class ' B ' shot Rouoell match Lance-Corporal Ro e 

The Morrison (up 1972 
Preparation 

T HIS year the Royal ignals BAOR inter-Unit athletics 
anj tug-of-war meeting was held in Minden on 11th 

12th July. 11 Armd Ede HQ and Sig Sqn blessed with excellent 
spons facilities in Kingsley Barracks were the host unit . 

For ten days prior to the meeting marquees were erected 
(and moved again when they spread onto the cricket pitch), 
pickets were sunk, ropes were spliced and draped, flag poles 
were counted and cleaned, well over a thousand chairs were 
placed in various enclosures and, most important for the 
athletes, the track was raked, rolled, marked and the field 
events area was prepared. By Monday, 10th July, despite some 
very heavy showers, all was ready and the R.S.M ., W.0.1 Fred 
Gardner, was ordered to produce fine weather. Members of 
the Squadron were obviously pleased with their efforts and 
were just waiting for some large circus to snap up this well 
drilled team of marquee erectors under foreman Corporal Colin 
Smith, assisted by dead eye mallet men, Lance-Corporal Eddy 
Marsh, Lance-Corporal Tommy Slater, Signalman Larry Hunt 
and company. 

Captain Sam Cowan, the Second-in-Command, was the man 
responsible for all the detailed organisation. 

\Vednesday, 12tl1 Jul:--· 
On Wednesday, the sun shone, the R.S.M. took all credit 

for the weather and sharp at 10.0 hours the competition proper 
began. All the results are tabulated below. We had a mag
nificent day's athletics. Eleven records were broken and 21 
Sig Regr, although very easy winners of the Major Units com
petition, demonstrated to the large crowd what a superb team 
they are and what a delight it is .to watch good athlete~ at 
work. 4 Div HQ and Sig Regr retamed the runners-up shield. 
The standard of competition was good throughout and to many 
of us who had been supporting our teams at Sennelager in the 
BAOR finals the previous Saturday equally as exciting. 

The Minor Units competition was very close. 4 Gds Armd, 
11 Armd and 20 Armd Bde Sqns had been in the BAOR finals 
and 7 Armd Bde, although eliminated from the BAOR finals 
by coming third to 54. Sqn R~ (B.AOR champions) and 11 
Armd Bde in the 1 Div champ1onsh1ps, were expected to put 
in a supreme effort to retain the trophy which they had won 
in 1970 and 1971. The la t event of the Minor Unit champion
ship saw 7 Armd Bde just beat 1 Arty Ede qn to si:cond 
place in the relay behind 11 Armd B?e and thus they achieved 
a hat trick of victories by three pomts, from 11 Armd Ede. 
Congratulations to Sergeant Escott and hi team especially a 
Sergeant Escott is shortly to be posted. 

The Morrison Cup is not all athletics however. It i the 
one day when many members of the Corp make a big effort 
to get together. The fact that over 900 people had lunch .in one 
of the three mes cs and many more had brought their own 
sandwiches or hampers i some indication of the number of 
people who managed to make the meeting ~i year: The 
band of The First Battalion The Gloucestershue Reg!fficnt 
judged the occasion exactly and treated u to some delightful 
music during lunch time and throughout the afternoon and 
added to the garden party atmo phere. 

The tug-of-war too attracted the crowds, and as . alway 
seem to be the case, produced great excitement. 16 ~1g Regt 
won the Major Unit cup and 11 Armd Bde Sqi;i retamed the 
Minor Units cup although they co-st the OC, Ma1or Roy Ward 
a crate of beer for the second year running by losing the 
challenge match. However they did not lose everything for 
the CO of 16 Regt Lieutenant-Colonel Joho Gibson produced 
a crate of beer fo~ the losers and an invitation for a ocial 
weekend in Krefeld. 

At the end of a very happy and enjoyable day the CSO 
BAOR Major-General Roper, poke to all present and Mrs. 
Roper pre ented the trophic . 
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GO NOW! 
Signalman James (letter N) makes his break in the 800 metre minor 

units event 

HEAVE! 
Sergeant Smith urges on the 11 Armoured Brigade Squadron Tug of 

War team 

RESVLTS 
Major units 

4 x 100 metres, 21 Sig Regr, new record rime, 44.7 se.conds. 
4 x 200 metres, 21 Sig Regt, new record time, I minute 32.3 

seconds. 
4 x 400 metres, 21 Sig Regt, new record time, 3 minutes 29.6 

econds. 
4 x 800 metres, 21 Sig Regt, new record time, 8 minutes 5.8 

seconds. 
1,500 metres, 21 Sig Regt, (Sergeant Gu::). 
5,000 m · res, 21 Sig Regr, (Corporal Venus). 
4 x llO metres hurdles, 21 Sig Regr. 
Long j~mp, 21 Si~ .Regt, ~ew record, combined leap 41 feet 

. 4 . m::hes. I~d1v1dual wmner, Corporal Ramos. 
Hi~ iump, ? Sig Regt. Individual winner, Sergeant Fenge. 
W_e1ght, 7 S1~ Regt. Individual winner, Corporal Saberton. 
D1~s, 21 ~1g Regt. Individual winner, Captain Reed. 
Javclm, 4 Div HQ and Sig Regt. Individual winner, Corporal 

Kama. 
Hammer, 21 Sig Regt. Individual winner, Melville. 
Pole v~ult, 21 Si.g . Regt, new re:ord combined height, 22 feet 

I mch. I~d1v1dual winner, Sergeant Fenge, new record 
13 feet 1 mch. 

Winners: Morri~on Cup, 21 Sig Regt, 186 points. 
Runners-up : h1eld, 4 Div HQ and Sig Regt, 145 points. 
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~linor units 

4 x 100 metres, II Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn. 
200 metres, 7 Arm Bde HQ and ig Sqn (Lance-Corporal 

Kite). 
400 metres, 12 Mech Bdc HQ and Sig Sqn (Lance-Corporal 

Gabriel). 
800 metres 11 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (Signalman 

James). 
1 ,500 metres, 4 Gds Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (Signalman 

Campbell), new re:ord 4 minutes 21.5 seconds. 
Long jump, 7 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (Signalman May) 

new record, 20 feet 6} inche . ' 
High jump 4 Gd Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (Lieutenant 

Riley). 
Weight 11 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn, (Lan~e-Corporal 

Ashton). 
Discus 11 Armd Bde HQ and ig Sqn (Corporal Sandham), 

new record, 120 feet + inch. 
Javelin , 4 Gds Armd Bdc HQ and Sig Sqn (Sergeant Taylor) 

new record, 174 feet l inch 
W inners : M orrison Cup, 7 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqo 65 

point . 
R unners-up: Shield, 11 Armd Bde HQ and Sig qn, 62 

points. 

Tug-oC-wnr 

M ajor U nit winner : 16 Sig R egt 
M inor Unit winners: II Armd Bde HQ and ig Sqn. 

QUITE AN ARMFUL! 
Staff-Sergeant (Y. of S.) Tony Cole of 16th Signal Regiment noting 
that the Regimental silver cupboard was looking somewhat bare, 

decided to do someth ing about it 
In the Army meeting Sisley 1972 Y. of S. Cole fired well in bad 
conditions and managed to scrape an eighth position in the S.M.G. 30 

match 
At the National Meeting he won the National S.M.G. cup, repre
sented Royal Signals in the Africa Cup Match and was a member of 
the Army S.M.G. 8 in the inter services match obtaining 4th highest 

score 
This photograph shows him clutching the sterling challenge cup
won at the National meeting-the Royal Signals small bore champions 
cup and the Army Individual Smallbore Cup-the latter two being 

fired during the winter 
This is the first time a Royal Signals competitor has won the Army 

Individual Smallbore Championship 
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Corps Cricket 
Hoya l Signal s v. Hoyal Armour4'd Cort•" 

The mat~!~ was played at Bevington on 10th July, in warm, 
sunny conditions. 

Royal Signals: 159 for 9 dee. (Kilvington 39, Manton 33, 
Emmott 20). 

Royal Armoured Corps: 130 (Kilvington 5 for 17, Franks 
3 for 52, Radford 2 for 24). 

Result: Royal Signals won by 29 runs. 

The following represented the Corps : Captain J. H. Radford, 
School of Signals; Lieutenant N . E. Franks, 223 Sig Sqn; 
Lieutenant J. M. Thewlis, 8 Sig Regt; W.0.2 C. McLoughlin, 
244 Sig Sqn; Sergeant G . M anton, ACIO Stafford; Sergeant 
M. Richards, 8 Sig R egt; Sergeant D. Stanbridge, 3 Div HQ 
and Sig Regt; Corporal M . Emmott, 223 Sig Sqn; Corporal M. 
Kilvington, School of Signals; Signalman A. D ixon, 3 Div HQ 
and Sig R egt; Signalman S. Parrish, 223 Sig Sqn. 

Uoy al S i gnals v. lloy nl Enghael' r s 

The match was played at Chatham on 12th /13th July, in 
hot, sunny conditions. 

Royal Engineers : 178 for 9 de::. (Franks 5 for 35, Manton 
3 for 57). 

And 124 (Kilvington 6 for 33, M anton 2 for 22). 
Royal Signals: 199 fo r 9 dee. (Parrish 71, K ilvington 32 not 

out, E mmott 22). 
And 107 fo r 5 (P arrish 47). 
Result: Royal Signals won by 5 wickets. 

The following represented the Corps: Captain J. H. Radford, 
School of Signals; Captain S. R. Carr-Smith, RMCS Shriven
ham; Lieutenant N. E. Franks, 223 Sig Sqn; Lieutenant J. M. 
Thewlis, 8 Sig Regt; W.0.2 C. McLougblin, 244 Sig Sqn; 
Sergeant M. Richards, School of Signals; Sergeant G. Manton, 
ACIO Stafford; Sergeant D. Stanbridge, 3 Div HQ and Sig 
Regr; Corporal M. Emmott, 223 Sig Sqn; Corporal M . Kil
vington, School of Signals; Signalman S. Parrish, 223 Sig qn . 

OPERATORS 
LEAVING THE ARMY SOON ..• ? 

Why not contact 

THE THREE TEES AGENCY 

THE Specialist Employment Bureau for 
Telex, Teleprinter and Telephone Operators 
where you are assured of a welcome and 
free advice and guidance on career prospects 
in the commercial world. 

THE THREE TEES TRAINING SCHOOL 
has the full range of Telex and Teleprinter 
machines and offers free tuition to those 
seeking employment, both Permanent and 
Temporary. 

110 Fleet St., 
London, E.C.4. 
(01-353 3611) 

Call, write or phone : 
124 Regent St., 
London, W.l. 
(01-734 0365) 

20 Eastcheap, 
London, E.C.3. 

(01-626 0601) 

Success in life is rarely swift or ·sure ... 

hut a good education is a good start 

MARTON H LL CHOOL 

Bridlington~ York hire 

§et in 35 acres of private grounds at 

the foot of Flamborough Head, the 

school has a well qualified staff and is 

both registered with and recognised by 

the M;nistry of Education. It offers 

;ndividual care and attention to about 

70 boys of 7-14 J ears. 

Further details may be obtained from the Headmaster: 

J. H. R. Gardner, M.A. {Cantab) Telephone 2136 
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Personal Affairs 
~Obituary----

Major l H. Walmes/ey-Cotham 
Major John Walmesley-Cotham died uddenly on 11th 

August at the early age of 50 whilst still in harne s. H e 
enlisted in the Corps in 1942 and was commis ioned in 1943. 
The early part of his ervice was with Air Formation Signals 
in Germany and the Middle East. He served later in a wide 
variety of units in the U.K. Germany and Far East, and also 
on the staff at AG11 and GHQ FARELF. He had several 
tours of duty at the School of Signals, was Adjutant of 43 
Wessex Inf Div Sig Regt, Second-in-Command of 14 Sig Regt 
and was serving a Training Major with 38 Sig Regt (V) at 
the time of his death. John's first wife, Rosemary, daughter 
of Brigadier Straight, died tragically of polio whilst they were 
in the Far Ea t. He later met and married Charlene and it 
is very sad that such a happy union should have been so 
uddenly terminated. John was a quiet and happy individual 

with natural charm, courtesy and good humour a sad loss to 
the Corps. We extend our very sincere sympathies to his widow 
and children. 

Lieutenant-Colonel R. V. Lester 
ews has been received of the recent death of Lieutenant

Colonel R. V. Lester who was born in 1896 and enlisted in 
the Queen's Own Royal Glasgow Yeomanry in 1913. He served 
during the first world war with the 52nd (L) Divisional Sienal 
Company RE. After the war he was in the Roval Corps of 
Signals Supplementary Reserve from 1922 to 1927. In 1940 he 
was called up from AOER and given an emergency commission. 
He serve~ with the 7, 9 and 2 Corps Signals in the U .K. 
before gomg out to Iraq with 4 Corps Signals in 1941. From 
1943 until his retirement with the honorarv rank of Lieutenant
Col?nel he served ""'.ith various higher -formation signals in 
India. He was an active member of the Royal Signals Associ
ation. 

We extend our sincere sympathy to his next of kin. 

W.0.2 (RQMSJ L. Gunner 
.'J6 i g H eg t w r ites: 

Warrant Officer Leonard Gunner died suddenlv from a heart 
attack on 15th May, at t'.1e age of 53 years. He enlisted into 
Royal Signals in March, 1938, and served throughout World 
~ar II until h~ de~obilisation in April, 1946. In 1953, he 
1omed 44 Inf Div Sig Regt, TA, serving wit that unit until 
196?, and for the years 1964/67 he was Squadron Sergeant
MaJOr of one of the Squadrons. In 1967, on formation of the 
T~VR _he continued as SSM of 44 (Cinque Ports) Sig Sqn (V), 
which 1s part of 36 Regt, until 1968, when he moved to HQ 
Sqn . as ~QM~. He earned the unusual distinction of wearing 
the 1_dent1cal nbbons of the Efficiency Medal (Militia) and the 
Efficiency Medal (TA) side by side. 

~s . somewhat austere and uncompromising approach to 
sold1enng were an external facade to a wealth of experience 
and advice he was only too keen to share. All ranks who came 
into contact with_ him _became better soldiers for doing so
surely a more fimng epitaph than the written word. 

Brigatlier C. Wheeler 
Brigadier Charles Wheeler who died peacefully at his home 

on 30_th July had ser:ved ~or 36 years in the Army. He was 
born m 1890 a~d enlisted m the Norfolk Regiment at the age 
of. ~8. Aft~r SIX years he was commissioned into the West 
~1ding Reg1~ent: Durii:ig the 1914-18 war he served in various 
s1_gnal capacities m India and Mesopotamia and was mentioned 

m despatches. Between the two wars he was in the U .K ., 
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Egypt and Malay~ and transfer~ed t~ Royal Signals in 1923 
when he was Adiutant of 4 D1v Sig at Colchester. At the 
o:.itbreak of the 1939-45 war he was C.S.O. Scottish Command 
wh.ere he _stayed until 1942. His last appointment before 
retirement m 1944 was Commandant No. 3 S.T.C. Brigadier 
\~eeler had .&reat charm and was a highly efficient officer 
with t~e ab1hty of getting things done through kindly 
per ua 10n. _He was ~ways willing to help others and had a 
great a_ffecuon for . his fellow man. After retirement he was 
f~r a nme th_e !Damstay of the Ipswich Branch of the Royal 
Signals. Assoc1at1_on. We offer our deep sympathy to his widow 
Cathenne and h is two daughter . 

Major l McAnsh 
It i ~ with regret that we have to report the recent death 

?f Maior Ian McAnsh in New Zealand. Major McAnsh enlisted 
mto the Royal New Zealand Signals at the outbreak of the 
193~-45. war and: was co~issioned into Royal Signals whilst 
servmg m the Middle East m 1944. He retired in 1964 when he 
returned to New Zealand. Of his 20 years' service with the 
C~rps . he spen~ only nine years in the U.K., the remainder 
bemg m the Middle East, Far East, Austria and Germany. 

Ian was an enthusiastic officer full of energy and was a keen 
and compete1?t dinghy sailor, and was only 57 when he died. We 
extend our smcere sympathy to his next of kin. 

Corporal Alan Greville Perkin 
From 3 Div HQ and Sig Regt: 

It is with sincere regret that we have to record the death of 
Corporal Alan Greville Perkin, a T.E. Tech, who was killed on 
Monday, 11th September, as a result of a road accident while 
~n exercise. He was 19 years of age. To his relatives we would 
like to express our deepest sympathy. 

FORCES U.K. . 
TRADE-IN SCHEME 
If you are to be posted overseas soon and wish to dispose of 
your present car, we will give you a high trade-in figure now 
against any future purchase. 
FDR FULL DETAILS FILL IN THIS COUPON 

r--------------~ •• NAME ___ _____ RANK________ I 

I 
ADDRESS___________________ I 

I
----- I 

•• ~~K~;-C:R--=--=-===--=-~;;~~~-=-== I 
I MILEAG E_ ____ WHEN FIRST REGISTERED_____ I 
I C~LOU~-=--=---E=~~~=:~-=-=--=-=-=-= I 
I ~~:~N RHO CJ I 
I Excellent D Good D Average D Poor D Ghastly D I 

~--------------~ * Don't w0try about HP settlements oulltaodlng Purchase Tax liabllitiH or lmPort dut!et. 
Wei1 Lodge will settle them tll without any fu11 or bother. 

WEIR 
LODGE WEIR LODGE GARAGE LTD. 

Brid&e Road, Chertaey. Surrey, Tel. Cherhey 84284/ 12047 
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The Empire Fie/ti of Remembrance 
With the kind permission of the Rector of St. M argaret's 

and t'.1e support of the Dean and Chapter of Westminster, the 
Field of Remembrance for this year will be held at Westminster 
from 9th-13th November inclusive. 

T he Field will be opened at 12 noon on Thursday, 9th 
November, by a short service conducted by Canon Edwards, 
ass isted by the Dean, at which members of the Corps and the 
Association are invited to be present, and it will remain open 
daily from 9 a.m. to 6 p .m. although access thereto is, of 
course, possible at any time. 

The Royal Signals Plot is No. 203. As in previous years, 
Mr. Greenbrook, of H.Q. Staff, together with members of 
Branches and local regular Units who can get along at the 
time, will be the official representatives of the Corps and 
Association at the opening. Any serving or retired member of 
the Corps will be very welcome. 

T he following are available from the Royal British Legion 
Poppy Factory and can be planted on behalf of Branches, 
Units or individuals by the official representatives at the 
opening ceremony. 

24in. x 12in. Badge Cross, price £1.05. 
24in. x 12in. Field Cross, price 75p. 
12in. x 6in. Poppy Cross, price SOp. 
12in. x 6in. Wreath Cross, price 25p. 
Personal Remembrance Crosses, price 2t p each. 

It is felt that all Branches will wish to be associated with 
this central act of Remembrance on behalf of fallen members 
of the Corps. Crosses will each bear a card with the name of 
he donor or Bran::h pinned to it. 

Correspondence and orders relating to the Field of Remem
brance should be addressed direct to: The Royal British Legion 
Poppy Factory, Richmond, Surrey, TWlO 6UR, with a copy 
of order to this RQ. for information. Cheques/Postal Orders 
hould be made payable to " The Royal British Legion Poppy 

Factory Ltd." and crossed. Please ask for a card with the 
donor's or Branch name to be attached to your order. 

Send in your orders as soon as possible, but in any case not 
later than 1st November, 1972, stating that you would like the 
order delivered direct to the Field of Remembrance and not 
to Royal Signals Association H.Q. 

2 1st Regiment Sportsman 

PLENTY OF POWER HERE 
A tremendous heave from Corporal Andy Melvi ll e throwing the 

ham mer earlier in the season 
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~ Movements ---

OlllcerH 
Lieutenant R. F. A. Axton 
Lieutenant M . Bevan . .. 
Lieutenant N . P. Mansfield 
Lieutenaon t J. A. Shepherd 
Lieutenant ) . R . Snowdon 
Lieutenant C. L. G. Wright .. 
Major T . W . Hacli.worth 
Major J. B. J . Halford 
Major C. N. L ast 
Captain G . J. Barren 
Lieutenant H . Bell 
Cap.ain A. J. Briggs 
Lieutenant R . J . Brown 
Captain D. T . Burton 
Captain P . L . Bye .. . 
Major G . G. Campbell .. . 
Major J. F. Cheesewdght 
Lieutenant B. Chubb ... 
Captain (Tfc) J . N . OBik 
Major C. H . D. Cross ... 
Lieutenant M . J. Dunman, e.E .M . 
Capta:n (Tfc) R. Finister 
Major G. J. H. G: :n ... 
Capta:n T . T. Hallchurch, M .B.E. 
Major E . R. Hardy 
Captain L . S. Hood 
Captain R. C. Hood 

::: 1 
::: ( ToRMC of S 

::: ~ 
: : : J National Defence C.Ollege 

,, School of Signals 
,, 22 Sig Regt 
,. School of Signals 
,, 11 Sig Regt 

8 Inf Bdc HQ & Sig Sqn 
, . 11 Armd Bde HQ & Sig qn 
,. 4 C.Omms Unit 

HQ RCT Trg Centre 
, . RMC of S 
., 262 Sig Sqn 
,. 22 Sig Regt 
,, 7 Si~ Regt 

37 Sig Regt M 
10 Sig Regt 
7 Armd Bdc HQ & s ·g Sqn 

,. SHAPE 
., SMIU 
,, Army Apprentice C.Ollege. 

Harrogate 
,. HQ AFCENT (BAE) 
.. R S:gnals M.annir.g & Record 

Captain (TOT) C. G . Hooper ... 
Lieute.:ant-C.Olonel R. L. Murray, 

O.B.E. 
Major (TOT) G . E . Pinder . .. 
Lieutenant-Colonel D. G. Prll'lt 
Lieute~ant W. A. Ramsay 
Captain D . C. Richardson 

Office 
,, PEPS 
., 11 Sig Regt 
,. 16 Sig Regt 

School of Signals 
., 1 D iv HQ & Sig Rcgt 

Aud RAPC Trg Centre 
Cap:ain R. Saville ... 
Second-Lieutenant R. L. Stewart 
Captain R. J. R. Stokes . .. 
Lieutenant V . F. M. Thom, M .B.E. 
Captain (TOT) N. F. Webb 

11 Sig Regt (HS) (retiring) 
., 19 Airptbl Bde HQ & Sig Sqn 
., PF.PS 
,. 262 Sig Sqn 
,. 661 Sig Tp 

Major L. A. Woods 
Captain J. C. Young 

l Var ra.n t O ffice r s a n d Serg ean ts 
W.O.t (Y. of S.) G. E. C . Hitchcock To 8 S:g Regt 
W.O 2 T. A. Abbcrley . .. ... . .. ,. School of Signais 
w.0:2 D . C. Prescott . . . ... ... ., 71 Sig Rcgt (V) 
W.0 .2 (Y. of S .) J . B. Graham ... .. 5 Airptbl Bde Sig Sqn 
W.0.2 (F. of S .) J. McNaughton .. 20 Armd Bde Sig Sqn 
W.0.2 (Y. of S.) R. A. Dodman ,, 6o2 Sig Tp 
W.0.2 P. J . B. Tuppenncy •. 3 Inf Bde Sig Sqn 
W.0.2 G . J. Holland .. 31 Sig Regt M 
W.0.2 R. C. Johnsnn ... 3 Div Sig Regt 
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) B. Longdca ,. 27 Sig Rcgt 
Staff Sergeant D . H . Leggon . . . .. 233 Sig Sqn . 
Staff Sergeant H. Parkinson .. . Army Apprenucc C.Ollege, 

Harrogate 
., 21 Sig Regt Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) J. D . 

W wterston 
Staff Sergoa:n (Y. of S.) R. Botham ., l Div Sig Re.gt 
Staff Se.rg:ant D. J. Tryner . . .. . ., Sheffield University OTC 
Staff Sergeant A. G. Baker .. . ,. 4 C.Omms Unit 
Staff Sergeant R. P . Burge s ,. HQ AFNORTH 
Staff Sergeant J. W. L. Frost .. 9 Sig Regt 
Staff Sergeant A. G . Pap3'1ldreou 244 Sig Sqn 
Staff Sergeant A. Rae . . . HQ Scotland 
Staff Sergeant A. B. Mullins School of Signals 
Sergeant S. J. Long ,, 224 Sig Sqn 

ergeant D . Hornsby 33 Sig Re.gt (V) 
Sergeant R. J. Sheldon ,, 37 S'g Regt (V ) 
Sergeant F. M . Dempster ,, 227 Sig Sqn 
Sergeant P. L. Bhrkeway .. 8 Sig Re.gt 
Sergeant R. L. Sanderson 223 Sig Sqn 
Sergeant D . L. Edward 262 Sig Sqn 
Sergean t M . R. Smith .. 16 Sig Regt 
Sergeant M. Warne . . . .. 27 Sig Regt 
Sergeant B. W . Richardson 27 Sig Regt 
Sergeant P. A. Downie 39 Sig Regt ( 
Sergeant B. Harper . .. ,, 32 Sig Regt (V) 
Sergeant D . J. Hambidge ., :lt Sig Regt 

erge:mt M.. G . Mcinnes ,. 21 Sig Rcgt 
Sergeant J. Worth .. . ., School of ignals 
Sergeant N. Pegg .. ., SHAPE HQ Comd & Sp (BE) 
erg~ant M . A. Provart •. 277 ig Sqn 

Sergeant J. Lavery 8 Si!! Regt (Cadre) 
Sergeant S. McCall . . . . ,, 4 Div Sig Regt 
Sergeant D. A. Smith . .. . . .. 1 r Sig Regt, 2 qn 
Sergeant I. R . Smith . . . . . . ,, 7 Sig Regt 
A / Sergeant R . W . F. Wathen 6~2 Sig Tp 
Sergeant H. Escott Army Apprentice C.Ollege, 

ergea'.l t B. H. Gatehouse 
SergeS11t J . C. Blake .. 

Harrogate 
.. 26 r Sig on 
,, School or 'gnal 
., 3 Div s·g Regt A / Sergeant R. Standley 

Sergeant A. P . Staveley 
Sergeant K. Gregson .. . 
A / Sergeant R. T . Francis 
Sergeant A. M. Watson 
Sergeant C. Hayton . . . 

227 S'g Sq., 
225 :11 Sqn 

., 9 . ig Regt 
HAPE HQ Comd & p (BEJ 

,, io Sig Regt 
~o Engr Bde ig qn Sergeant D . Kay . .. 

A/ Sergeant Walmsley ,, Junior Trade men' Regt , Rhyl 
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W.0.1 (F. of .) J. V. Bridgeman 
A W.0.1 A. Gibson . • . .. 

. 0.2 F. ot .) W. L. Benson .. 

To 3 Div , ig Regt 
., 71 Sig Regt (V) 
.. Project Engineering Pla-nning 

Staff 
W.0.2 (F. oC .) J. D. Kno. 
W 0 2 H . Birtles 

.. 1 Div Sig Rcgt 

.• 3. ig Regt ( \') 
W.0.2 G. W. B. Hope 

.0.2 A. He • .. 
\\-.0.2 A. alton 

Manchester Univer ity OTC 
.. 11 tr, Re~ 2 qn 

Royal Military Academy, 
Sandhurst 

W.0.2 (Y o( S.) A. W. Cudlip ... .. 1 Div Sig Regt 
W.0.2 (Y. of S.) M.. C . O'Donoghue ., chool of Signlll 
W.0.2 J. W. Piper Army Youth Team 

.O.i ]. H. Izzo ,. 2 Div Sig Regt 
\\-.0.2 R. J. Hamilton . •.. 3 Div Sig Regt 

taff Sergeant E. W. Unwin . . chool of Signals 
A tatf Sergeant A. G. Wooden 8 Sig Regi 

tatf ergeant L . A. Jeffery . . . .. Camp Commandant (AD) 
tatf ergcam K. P. Derrick .. 8 Sig Reg! 

-taff crgeant P. J. Buntin& . ., Headquarters 4 Sig Gp 
:<.ff Sergeant (F. of S.) R. J. 24 Airptbl Bde Sig Sqn 

tatf Sergeant W. M. Kerr 
Staff rgeant C. Hay ... 

taff ergeant M. J. Lowe 
taff Sergeant M. Stanger 

Sergeant J. J. Gerrard 
rgeant I. D olby 

Gallagher 
., 4 o;,. Sig Regt 

26o Sig Sqn 
., 27 Sig Regt 

34 Sig Regt 
,, IO Sig Regt 
., IO ig Regt 

Promotions -
Nno Old 

lam~ Inin'a/s Rank Sen. Datt. Sen. Datt. 

T o W.0.2 
REGIMENBL DUTY ROLL 

Hunt, E. c. AW.0 .2 1 .May 72 8 Feb. 70 (CBT Sig) 
Tuppcney, P . J . B. S Sgt. 2 May 72 7 Feb. 70 (CBT Sig) 
Crumbie, WI S Sgt. 3 May 72 12 M ar. 71 (R T g) 
H ome>.•ood, c .. AW.0 .2 5 May 72 8 Feb. 70 (CBT Sig) 

STAFF SERGEANTS SENIORITY ROLL 
N ew Old 

ame Initia's Rank Tradt Sen. Dare S en. Date 
Rollings, B. AS Sgt. Cbt Rmn 1 May 72 16 Jan. 67 
Robinson, M . Sgt. Data Tg 5 M ay 72 1 Aug. 68 

ToW.0 .1 
YEOMAN OF SIGNALS ROLL 

Maxtcd, D . M . A W.0 .1 14 Dec. 71 15 Jun. 67 Gray, P .C. A IW.0.I 22 Feb. 42 24 Feb. 68 
Rawlins, G . E . AW.O. l 30 Mar. 72 11 Sep. 69 Hayler, P.O. A•W.0 .1 31 Mar. 72 6 Sep. 66 
Leitch, A. AW.0. 1 9 May 72 28 Feb. 66 

ToW.0.2 
Baker, R. A. S Sgc. 1 May 72 21 Mar. 68 

To Sgt. 
TERMC!<AL EQUIPMTh"T TECHNICIANS ROLL 

Williams, B. F . Cpl. 15 Mar. 72 14 Apr . 67 

R~DIO T ECHNJCLANS R OLL 
To Sgt. 
Kennard, K. R. Cpl. 17 Nov. 71 20 Oct. 67 Firman c. s. Cpl. 13 Feb. 72 13 Feb. 68 Stan con, K . P . Cpl. 22 M ar. 72 13 Aug. 65 Hadrick, D. Cpl. 29 Mar. 72 5 Sep. 67 Cooper, J . c. Cpl. 15 May 72 2 1 Sep 68 

To Sgt. 
RADIO RELAY TECHNICIAN ROLL 

Danastasi, C . J . E . Cpl . 2 May 72 13 Apr. 67 Follr.cs, P.A. Cpl. 2 May 72 7 Jun. 67 Daffern, G . C . Cpl. 2 May 72 7 Nov. 68 Lovell, A . R. Cpl. 2 May 72 5 Mar 70 

T o S Sgt . 
DATA TELEGRAPH IST ROLL 

Robinson, M . N . Sgt. 5 May 72 1 Aug. 68 
To " gt. 
Beadle, B. J . A_ Sgt. 3 'Apr. 72 22 Nov. 65 White, G.R. A 'Sgt . 7 Apr. 72 11 May66 Bawden, P. C . A Sgt. 3 M ay 72 15 Jan. 67 Siggs, N . L . Cf:l. 8 May 72 16 D ec. 66 
~Fay, R. E . A Sgt. 22 May 72 12 Jan. 62 B. Cpl. 4 Jun. 72 1 Feb. 67 Kin ' F. wa13~:J Cpl. 5 J un . 72 1 Jun. 67 A.M . Cpl. 6 J un. 72 31 Mar. 69 

To sr.. RADIO T l!LEGRAPHIST ROLL 

Couc, R.H. A 'Sgt. 9 May 72 5 Dec. 66 Thaclcwell, C . A. A1Sgt. 4 Jun . 72 25 Jan. 67 Johnson, M . Cpl. 5 Jun. 72 l D ec. 68 

To Sgt. 
SPECIAL TELEGRAPHIST ROLL 

Honor, C . T . A/Sgt. 1 Jun. 72 3 1Mar. 69 Francis, R . T . A/Sgt. 2 Jun. 72 31 Mar. 69 Manwarina, J . A 'Sgt. 3 Jun . 72 l Jul. 69 
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To Sgt. 
Dove, 

To gt . 
Felstead, 
M•c:kin, 
Winton, 

To Sgt. 
Rowlands, 
Gratton, 
Cross, 

CLllRKS ROLL 

D . ]. A Sgt. 9 Jun. 72 31 Dec. 67 

CLliRK TECHNICAL (ROYAL SIGNALS) ROLL 

J . A/Sgt. 8 May 72 31 May 611 D. E. A /Sgt. 15 May 72 29 May 63 F. A. Cpl. 10 Jun. 72 31 Dec. 67 

COMBAT DRIVER ROLL 

H. A Sgc. I May 72 31 May 65 
M . J. Cpl. 2 May 72 21 Jun. 65 
A. Cpl. 3 May 72 30 Nov. 66 

To Sgt. 
Fred, 

COMBAT LINEMAN, T ELECOMMUNICATION MECHANIC ROLL 

To Sgt. 
Hardman, 
Mills, 
Turner, 

To S Sgt. 
Rollings, 

To Sgt. 
Kynaston, 
Fitzmaurice, 
Buckect, 

Name 

W.0.1 
Avcn, 
Howie, 

G rinnell, 
Edwards, 

W. 0 .2 
K elly, 

W .0 .1 
Mortlock, 

W .0 . 1 
Worral, 

S Sgt . 
Suctt, 
White, 
Holland, 

Sgcs. 
Macintosh 
Bunce, 

Sgcs. 
Savins, 

Sgcs. 
Watkinson, 
Kibblewhice, 
Castle, 

Sgt. 
Court el, 

Sgcs . 
Church, 
Jackson, 

Sgt. 
Johnson, 

I. w. 

J.M. 
R. G . 
I. D. 

B. 

M .J. 
M. 
J . F. 

Initials 

G.A. 
G.A. 

Cpl. 

COMBAT POWERMAN ROLL 

A Sgt. 
A Sgc.) 
A Sgt. 

COMBAT RADIOMAN ROLL 

AS Sgt. 

A Sgc. 
A 'Sgt . 
A Sgt. 

DELETIONS 

REGIMENTAL DUTY ROLL 

I Jun. 72 

I Mar. 72 
I Apr. 72 
2 Apr. 72 

I May 72 

9 May 72 
3 Jun . 72 
4 Jun. 72 

Sen. Date 

7 Jan. 70 
8 Sepe. 70 

STAFF SERGEANT SENIORITY ROLL 

30 Sep. 65 

30 Apr. 67 
30 Apr. 68 
30 Jun. 68 

16 Jan . 67 

30 Sep. 67 
18 Jan. 64 
31 Occ. 64 

J. L. S . 31 Jan. 63 (Cbt Sig) 
E . 0. H . 17 Sep . 70 (Cbt Lmn) 

R. C. 

D . J. 

J. T. 

R . L. 
M . A. 
D . G . 

FOREMAN OF SIGNAL ROLL 

YEOMAN OP SIGNALS ROLL 

CHrEF CLERK ROLL 

16 Jan. 71 

18 Apr. 69 

5 Oct. 7l 

13 Jun. 69 
13 Jun. 69 
10 Jun. 70 

T ERMINAL EQUIPMENT T ECHNICIANS R OLL 

K. 
P. C. 

J. E. 

J. c. 
K . C. 
M .E. 

RADIO T BCHN ICIAN ROLL 

D ATA T ELEGRAPHIST ROLL 

13 Mar. 70 
29 Apr. 72 

25 Feb . 65 

20 Apr. 65 
18 D ec. 67 
13 Aug. 70 

SPECIAL T ELEGRAPHIST ROLL 

L. J . 2 Jul. 56 

S. R . 
J. c. 

R. 

Cl.ER.K T ECH (R SIGNALS) ROLL 

COM8AT DRIVER ROLL 

19 Feb. 61 
16 Aug. 64 

11 J ul. 66 

S Sgt. 
G rinnell, 

CoMllAT LINEMAN/T BLECOMMUNICATIONS MECHANIC ROLi. 

Sgt. 
Hamilton, 

Sgc. 
Short, 

Sgt. 
Myers, 

Sgt. 
M aple, 

J. L. s. 

c. J. 

J . E. 

J . B. 

G . C. 

CoMBAT POWERMAN ROLL 

CoMBAT R AOIOMAN ROLL 

INSE RTION 
COM8AT SIGNALMAN ROLL 

31 Jan . 63 

4 Dec. 66 

1 Feb. 60 

4 Aug. 71 

23 M ar. 62 (R T ech) 
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BA O R. ? 
• • • • • 

-if you are arriving soon, or are here already, 
and interested in a new:-

FI AT 
POLSKI FIAT 
PEUGEOT 

at 
spec ial 

NATO 
prices 

-then for details of delivery, specifications, prices, 
finance, part-exchange, fill in the co upon or write 
to us soonest : 

WALTER HAGEN & Co. - WEST GERMANY 
415 KREFELD PESTALOZZISTR. 25 

Please send details of your FIAT1PE UGEOT/POLSKI FIAT to : 

Name .................................................... - ........................ Rank ·- - ·····- . ·-

Address . ········-·· ............ ...... ·-·············-·········- ·····-·-··--······ ·· .. ······ ··· ·--·- ·-····· 
..... Phone No. 

Part~excha nge de tails ·······················-·············--· ·· ·····-···· ··· ······-·-····-··-····· -····· 

O ur re p r e sentatives visi t a ll ca mps here w eekly. 

In Civilian Life ., 
~~4 

Enjoy 
Service and 
Comradeship 
in THE ROYAL 
BRITISH LEGION 
Your service .to Queen and Country 
needn't stop when you leave the Forces. 
The British Legion has as much interest in 
and responsibility for young ex-servicemen 
and women of today as it has for those of 
two world wars and looks to them for its 
leaders of the future. 

The Royal British Legion, 49 Pall Mall SWIY 5YZ 

Printers 

Publishers 

l\' e\vs11a1•er Pro11rietors 

Lithographers 

Process Engravers 

Parsons and Printing. Like the Services, we have a tradition to uphold, at the 
same time taking advantage of scientific progress in this age of mechanisation, 
yet maintaining, through a special department, a personal and helpful link with 
customers, whom we are ever willing to advise with their production problems 

F. J. Parso11s Ltd 
The Adelphi, John Adam Street, London WC2N 6AY 01-839 7 151 

Printing works at Hasting , Folkestone, Bexhill and Le\ e 



Life Assurance 
Policies Covering War Risks 
for: 

Children. 
Convertible Whole Life. 

Death Duties. 

Education Endowment. 

House Purchase. Retirement. 

Unit Trust and Share Purchase 
by Endowment 

EVERY INSURANCE INCLUDING 
Officers ' Kit. 7Sp per £100 world wide. 
Household Effects. 40p per £100 Europe. 
Hospital Schemes (33! % Group discount - Officers 
and retired Officers). 
Personal Accidents. Personal Liability. 
Motor Competit ive rates for New and Old Cars. 
Home and Foreign Pol icies. 
Bloodstock. Camera, Caravan, Gol f, Gun, Holidays, 
Hunter. Transit , Television , etc. 

B. E. THOMPSON & CO. l TD. 
INCORPORATED INSURANCE BROKERS 

11, KING STREET, RICHMOND, YORKSHIRE 
Telephone No. 2308. 

~111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 111111111111111111111111111111 111111111111!: 

RADIO OFFICERS 
LEAVING THE SERVICE IN THE NEXT 

18 MONTHS? 

If your trade involves radio operating, you 
qualify to be considered for a radio officer 
post with the Composite Signals Organisation. 

On satisfactory completion of a 7 month specialist 
training course, successful applicants are paid on scale 
rising to £2,365 p.a.· commencing salary according to 
age - 25 years and over £1 664 p.a. During training 
salary also by age, 25 and over £1,238 p.a. with free 
accommodation. 

The future holds good opportunities for established 
tatus, service overseas and promotion. 

Training courses commence at intervals throughout 
the year. Earliest possible application advised. 

Applications only from British-born U.K. residents 
up to 35 years of age ( 4{) years if exceptionally well 
qualified) will be considered. 

Full details from: 
Recruitment Officer (TRO 6), 

~ ~:::N~%f,ommunications Headquarters, ~ 
§ Oakley Priors Road, ~ 
:: Cheltenham, Glos. GL52 SAJ. :: 
§ Telephone: Cheltenham 21491, Ext. 2270. § 
~1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111ffi 

CHRYSLER DOES IT AGAIN! 
AVENGERS up to £105 REAL SAVINGS 
HUNTERS up to £ 116 REAL SAVINGS 

and of course . 

SEND FOR YOUR FREE 

INFORMATION PACKAGE 

SCEPTRES 
RAPIERS 

No Purchase 

up to £201 REAL SAVINGS 
up to £146 REAL SAVINGS 

Tax 

No Documentation Worries 
No Purchase Tax Exempt Worries 
No Limit Special Forces Stocks 
No Finance Worries 

TO: CHRYSLER MILITARY SALES 
HALKIN HOUSE, HALKIN STREET, LONDON, SWI Telephone 01-235 6484 

OR 
4775 LIPPETAL-HERZFELD, LIPPSTADTER STR. 44, WEST GERMANY Telephone 02923 1098 

I am in terested in: 

Name 

Address 

Telephone No. 

Do it now ! ! 

PLEASE SEND ME YOUR FREE INFORMATION PACKAGE 

For delivery UK D W. Ger many D Tax Paid 0 

Rank ..................... . 

Ext . ................. ................................................................................................. . 
w 

Do it now ! ! ! Do it now ! ! ! 

Produced for the Publishers, THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION. Cheltenham Terrace . Chelse2, London. S.W.3 4RH (Telephone: 01-730-3477) b)' 
COMBil'.'ED SERVICE PUBLICATIONS L TO., 67/68 Jerm\'n Street, St. James's. London , ~ .W . r. 

Printed in. Great Britain by F. ) . PARSONS LTD .. The Adelphi, John Adam Street. London , WC2N 6AY. and "Observer" Buildings, Hastings. 
'"h-eruocmcot Manaaen: SERVICE NEWSPAPERS LTD., 67 / 68 Jermyn Street. St . James's, London, S.W.1 (Telephone: 01-930 uo8/9). 
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"The only 
All·Solid-State 100W 
broadband HF linear 

amplifien in 
full scale production 
an~here in the 
world .. 

We've already said a 
mouthful. But w e must 
add that they cover the 
1.5 to 30 MHz range and 
canbeusedwithanyman 
packtoforma 1 OOWman
portable or vehicle station . 

All solid state, they operate 
direct from their own batteries 
or. from 24V vehicle supplies, 
without a converter. 

After all th is w e still haven't 
mentioned that there are no tun
ing or loading controls to adjust. 
And as they are fully protected 

against ex
cessive drive and 

cannot be damaged by 
mis-matches such as broken 

or short-circuited aerials, they are 
virtually fault-proof. 

One more word (or maybe two 
If you can bear with us). These 

amplifiers have already 
been delivered in quan

tity to British and many 
Overseas Armed Forces. In fact, 

there's two years of full -scale 
production behind this product. 
And it's available now. 

[BEDIFON6 
Redifon Telecommunications 

Limited~ 
Broomhill Road \till 
London S .W.18. ~ 
Telephone : 01-874 7281 ~ 
A Member Company of the Redlffusl on Orgnnlsnti on 

l 
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The Official Organ of the Royal Signals 
Association 

Editor: 

BRIGADIER P. IU. P. DODSON, 
D.S-0. 

Assistant Editor : 

~Ir. I .• Wood 

All correspondence and matter for 
publication in THE WIRE, should be 
addressed to THE WIRE, Royal Signals 
Association, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, 
London, S.W.3. 4 RH. Tel. Nos. 01-730 

4129 and 01-730 3477. Ext. 143. 

MATTER FOR PUBLICATION 
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE 12th 

OF THE MONTH PRECEDING 
PUBLICATION. 

SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
Individual: Yearly £1.80; m0t1thly lSp. 
Bulk (six or more copies): Yearly £1.2-0; 

monthly lOp. 
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Royal Signals Association. 
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Vol. 26 (New Series) No. JO 

Editorial 
Our Cover Picture 

. On 5.th September 16 Sig Regt became the first Signal Regiment 
stationed m BAOR to be granted the Freedom of its parent city. 

The city of Krefeld bestowed the honour on the Regiment and the 
plloto on the cover shows the Oberburgermeister, Herr Hans-Heinz Hauser, 
and the Representative Colonel Commandant, Major-General Sir John 
~ders~n, inspecting the parade in front of the Krefeld City Hall. The 
m~pectmg officers were a~ompanied by the Commanding Officer, 
Lieutenant-Colonel J. R. Gibson, and the Parade Commander, Captain 
C. W. CoUier. 

Anglo-German relations in Krefcld arc excellent and arc improved 
by reciprocal acts between the British and German populations. Next year 
is Krefeld's 600th anniversary and 16 Sig Regc are already much involved 
in the preparation and planning for these celebrations. 

In our next issue we will be giving details of a similar ceremony in 
connection with the granting of the Freedom of Herford to 7 Sig Regt. 
It is good to know that our Regiments are held in such high esteem in 
Germany. 

For Special Mention 
We used to run a column in THE WIRE with the above heading in which 

we attempted to record, in summary form, Corps happenings of particular 
merit, interest or humour, in respect of individuals or units. This column 
in no way attempted or hoped to cover all news worthy of this treatment and 
was simply a miscellany of various news snippets which had come to our notice, 
generally when reading through unit contributions to THE WIRE and occasion
ally by having our attention specifically drawn to them by correspondents. 
Time passed and this column faded away. 

So many good and interesting things are happening within the Corps 
these days that we feel it will be well worth while to revive this column. To 
start it going again, therefore, we include below a few news items-not all 
serious-in the hope that they will catch our readers eyes and with their support 
ensure the column finding its place in THE WIRE once more. 

We commend to our readers the following, as some of the news items 
which we deem worthy of SPECIAL MENTION. 

e The endurance, pluck and determination of Signalmen David Bell, 
Billy Malone and Raymond O'Donaghue of 244 Sig Sqn, R.A.F. 
Benson. These three Signalmen without any training, walked 
voluntarily from Edinburgh to Benson, a distance of 375 miles in 
12 days in order to help raise money for a local charity. At Catterick 
they were advised by an M .O. to give it up but continued on
Signalman Billy Malone finishing with tonsilitis and a temperature 
during the last three days (See page 427) 

e The warm hearted generosity of Alderman Douglas Sisson of 
Huddersfield who donated £100 to the Association Benevolent Fund 
"in particular memory of all those of the Armed Forces who have 
lost their lives in the operations in N. Ireland". Alderman Douglas 
Sisson served in the Corps during the last war leaving the service 
in 1946 with the rank of Lieutenant. 

e The gliding skill of Captain Leigh Hood in winning the British 
National Club Class championship and in being selected to represent 
Great Britain in the European gliding contest sponsored by the 
Daily Telepraph. Leigh is only the second soldier to win the National 
championship-the other also being Royal Signals, Major-General 
Tony Deane-Drummond in 1957 (See page 410). 

e The ability-and perhaps slight luck-of Major Baron Shoubridge 
who since retirement has applied himself assidiously to golf-so much 
so that he holed out in one at the 5th hole on Catterick Garrison 
course. 

e The bewilderment of Signalman Joe O'Kane of 1 Div Sig Regt 
who set off to Kiel by train from his unit at Verden in Germany. 
Owing to a misdirection he eventually found himself at a little village 
called Kiel, 500 miles south of Verden, instead of the proper Kiel 
150 miles north of Verden. 

e And finally the honour accorded to the whole Corps in being selected 
to mount the Royal Guard in London from 12th September to 6th 
October. We hope co bring you full coverage of this in the next WIRE. 
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--from our "In" Tray-

Corporal Alan Greville Perkin 
Sir, 

I am writing to ask if it is possible for you to publish thls letter 
.in the next issue of THI! WIRE? 

You are no doubt aware that our son, Corporal Alan Greville 
Perkin was killed quite recen tly whilst on an exercise with his 
Regiment. H e was cremated at Salisbury, Wilts on Monday 
18th September 1972. The cremation was preceded by a service 
in the Garrison Church at Bulford Camp, Wilts. You are probably 
in possession of these facts but, my wife and I would like to take 
this opportunity of expressing our most sincere and heartfelt 
than1.-s to all the members of 3rd Division Headquarters and 
Signal Regiment. 

Everyone with whom we came into contact was k.indness itself, 
which makes our grief easier to bear. 

We are extremely proud that our son had the opportunity to 
serve with such a fine Regiment and that he had so many friends 
among the members of it. 

It is not possible to thank everyone individually fo r their 
expressions of sympathy and understanding, but publication of 
thls letter in THE WIRE may enable us to explain our feelings. 

We will never forget all that was done for us by 3rd Division 
Headquarters and Signal Regiment. 

Yours sincerely, 
G. S. and M. D. Perkin 

3, East Hawthorn Road, 
Ambrosden, 
Bicester, 
Oxon OX6 OSJ. 

A Con-ection 
Sir, 

I have just finished reading the August/September WIRE and 
feel I must draw attention to a misleading statement on page 299 
in the article headed "Major (Q .M.) Judd retires after 41 years 
service". Paragraph 7 states; "In March 1951 he was appointed 
RS.M. of the newly formed 1 Corps Sig Regt whose C.O. was 
Lieutenant -Colonel now Major -General P . E. M. Bradley, 
C.B., C.B.E., D.S.0 ." I would like to point out that I was 
appointed to Command 1 Corps Sig Regt, forming in Gloucester, 
in March 1951 the third of three new Signal Regiments formed at 
the time of the Korean war. Bill Judd as R.S .M. was a tower 
of strength in training the junior .C.O.'s for though we had a 
full complement in the Sergeants' Mess we had only five Corporals 
and no Lance-Corporals the rank and file being all straight from 
Training Regiments. Yet by June we were able to take the 
Regiment (less a Squadron which remained in U .K. and later 
became 5 Corps Sig Regt) to Germany and provided full scale 
Corps communications for B.A.O.R. maneouvres. 

Two lines earlier in the same article reference is made to 
Bill Judd's appointment as R.Q.M.S. in 48 Div prior to posting 
to Germany in February 1946. Co-incidentally I was commanding 
48 Divisional Signal Regiment in Morpeth until on disbandment 
in March 1944, I was posted to Austria to command 46 Div Sig · 
Regt, so Bill Judd and I served together before 1 Corps Signals 
days. 

Peter Bradley took over 1 Corps Sig Regt from me in April 
1952 just over a year after formation when I was posted as Signals 
Adviser with a mission under an American Brigadier-General at 
The Hague to assist in the formation in the new Dutch Corps 
Headquarters. 1 Corps Sig Regt later became 7 Sig Regt and 
today that Regiment is receiving the Freedom of the City of 
Herford in B.A.O.R. My wife and I were most disappointed that 
we were unable to accept the kind invitation from Reg King the 
present C.O. to all previous C.O.'s to attend thl.s ceremony and 
the follow up celebrations but I am just recovering from a major 
operation seven weeks ago. 

Finally, as one who has beaten Bill Judd into retirement but 
still a regular reader of THE WIRE may I also wish him and his 
family every success in his retirement-I have made a note of the 
address! 

Yours, 
George McKea n, 

(Lieutenant -Colonel G. D . B . M cKean, Retd) 
H.Q. West Midlands District, 
Shrewsbury, 
Shropshire. 
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Day's Pay Scheme 
Sir, 

The enclosed letter, (see below) was received by me as the 
nominated member of the Corps on the Control Board. I would 
be grateful if you would publish it as it exemplifies the esteem 
in which the Corps is held by the Army Benevolent Fund. 

We subscribe more annually than any other Corps or Regiment. 
This, of course, is entirely due to the generous support given by 
the vast majority of the Regular officers, W.O.'s, N.C.O.'s and 
Signalmen of the Corps to the One Day's Pay Scheme. As ever 
the Corps is playing its part in full Army activities and I am proud 
to have been so closely associated with our efforts over the past 
five years. 

Yours faithfully, 
Guy Tu cker, Brigadier 

(Late Chairman, Royal Signals Association) 

From Field-Marshal Sir Geoffrey B aker, G.C.B., C.M.G., 
C.B.E., M.C., President of the Army Benevolent F und. 
M y D ear Tucker, 

Now that you are retiring from the Control Board of the Army 
Benevolent Fund, I am writing to thank you for all you have 
done to help the cause of Army Benevolence. 

We have now completed an important period of reorganisation 
and consolidation, and I thlnk we can regard the Fund and what it 
stands for as being firmly established in the minds of soldiers 
and civilians alike. This has only been achieved through the 
whole-hearted support of people like you; and for thls we are all 
most grateful. 

I hope that you will continue to give your support and 
encouragement to the Fund's activities wherever and whenever 
you can. 
' G ' Block, 
Duke of York's Headquarters, 
Chelsea, London SW3 4SP. 

Best wishes, 
Yours sincerely, 

George Baker. 

A CASE WHICH S.S.A.F.A. WIGAN AND THE ROYAL SIGNALS 
ASSOCIATION, WORKING IN CONJUNCTION , WERE VERY 

GLAD TO HELP 

Corporal 'X' served 1956-1959. His wife died in 1969, leaving him 
with 5 young children, the eldest 7 years old and the youngest less 
than one year. Since then, he has made every effort to bring up the 
children and keep the family together. He has done this most 
su ccessfully, but, in early 1972, it was felt that the whole family 
would benefit from a holiday. Through the good efforts of the 
S.S.A.F.A. representative at Wigan who worked extremely hard in 
the case, and through the kindness of Messrs. Pontins, a holiday 
was arranged for the family at a nominal cost at Pontins Southport 
Holiday Camp. Royal Signals Association made a grant of £50 to 
clear a hire purchase commitment, help with clothing for the 
children, and meet the costs of the holiday. S.S.A.F.A. also fitted 
the fam ily out with clothing. The photograph shows them enjoying 
themselves at the holiday camp when visited by the S.S.A.F.A. 

re presentative 
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Royal Signals Manning anJ RecorJ Office 

ON 30th August, 1972, we said farewell to one of the Corps 
outstanding personalities. Frank Veness served Royal 

Signals as soldier and civilian for over 46 years and it would be 
hard to find a more loyal and devoted member of the Corps. 

Frank enlisted in February 1924 after serving in the Sussex 
Yeomanry T.A. 

FRANK VENESS 

His first posting to an 
operational unit was to 4 Div 
Sigs at Colchester. Person
alities recalled include 
Lieutenant-Colon el G . E . 
Sampson, Major E . de W. 
H. Bradley and Captain L. 
B. Nicholls (later to become 
Major- General Sir Leslie). 
Also recalled with particular 
affection are the late Captain 
(Q.M.) A. E. 'Bandy' 
Winton, D .C.M. and 
R.S.M. (later Captain 
(Q.M.)) A. H. Beattie, in 
F rank's view one of the finest 
R.S.M.'s the Corps has had! 
Also Sergeant A. E. Wells 
the Orderly Room Sergeant 

Royal Signals M~93tf 97ld Record Office and well known Army soccer 
referee. 

In February 1927, as a Lance-Corporal, he went to China with 
the Shanghai Defence Force Signals. By May, 1928 he was back 
in Colchester as a Corporal after what must have been one cf the 
shortest pre-1939 overseas tours-later referred to by others as 
"The Thos. Cook and Sons tour to Shanghai." Frank's mili tary 
service came to an end in February, 1932 when he transferred 
to the Reserve taking with him a host of memories of people and 
events of those happy years. 

In March 1934 he joined Royal Signals Records at Chatham 
and in April, 1939 moved with the Office to Reading. H e was soon 
involved in the enormous task of administering a Corps which was 
to reach a war-time strength of 150,000 soldiers. In those days 
the whole management and recording task was carried out manu
ally with no mechanical aids whatsoever other than typewriters. 
Even punched cards were still some years away. Today, with less 
than one tenth of that number in the peace-time Corps, and with a 
computer taking over many of the manual processes, one wonders 
how the staff of those days coped with the task. 

After the war, F rank was promoted to Higher Executive 
Officer and spent almost two years in the War Office but in 1948 
he came back to Records as head of Division 2 which he ran 
with conspicuous success until he retired in May 1966, having 
reached the age limit for an established Civil Servant in his 
Grade. It was a source of great pleasure to his many friends when, 
in 1964, he was awarded the M .B.E. in recognition of his services 
to the Office and to the Corps. The retirement regulations did 
not deter Frank who immediately rejoined the Office as a dis
established Civil Servant. As a Clerical Officer he took charge 
of the Post Room at Records for another six years. 

Whatever task be undertook, Frank applied himself whole
hear tedly and with all his energy. He worked hard himself and 
expected his staff to do likewise. Whenever a crisis occurred ~e 
was the first to take off his coat and as a result he earned their 
admiration and their respect. Among the major tasks he faced as 
Officer-in-Command Division 2 from 1948 to 1966, were the run 
down of National Service, the partial mobilization fox Suez, ~he 
introduction ot a punched card record of the Corps, and, whilst 
these things were going on the powers that be made countl~ss 
changes in the terms and conditions of enlistment and service 
which added to the work load of the Division. 

We shall miss seeing his familiar face around the office (and the 
Corps tie he invariably wore) and shall no l~nger be ~ble to rely 
on his tremendous knowledge end vast experience which so often 
have saved lesser mortals from repeating the mistakes of the past. 

We say goodbye with our thanks for a job well ~one ~d ~sJi 
him a long and happy retirement although, knowing him, 1t 1s 
not in his nature to rusticate. He is not that sort of man. 

In closing this note it is of more than passing interest to mention 
that Frank served under no Jess than fourteen Officers-in-Charge 
of Records starting with Colonel C. W. M . Firth, M.C. who 
took over the chair in March, 1933. Surely a record for Recotds. 
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The Royal Australian Corps of Signals 
DeJication Ceremony 

A USTRALIA too has its winter, but on the 25th June 1972 
the Melbourne weather, infamous for its changeability, 

showed its kinder side for the occasion of the dedication of two 
memorial paintings at the Australian School of Signals. 

In bright sunshine a thousand invited guests took part in the 
dedication ceremony, and witnessed the unveiling of the paintings 
by the Lieutenant-Governor of Victoria, Sir Edmund Herring, 
through the medium of closed circuit television. 

Among the guests were large numbers of serving and former 
signalmen from many parts of Australia. Royal Signals was 
represented by Captain P. Stanley, the present exchange officer 
in Australia. 

The paintings, both by Ivor Hele, C.B.E., the distinguished 
war artist, many of whose works hang in the National War 
Memorial in Canberra, commemorate signalmen who died in 
two world wars. 

One of the paintings, 'The Signalman 1939-1945' was com
missioned in 1964 and later hung in the main foyer at the School. 
The second, ' Signals in Action 1914-1918' was completed this year 
and unveiled during the ceremony. It has been shown around 
Australia, and depicts a cable waggon team in action in France in 
1917 and represents the work of all signalmen in all theatres 
during World War One. 

THE MEMO RIAL PAI NTIN G 'SIG NALS IN ACTIO N' 19 14-1 9 18 
Left: Sir Edmund Herring, the Lieutenant-Governor of Victo ria. 
Right: Colonel W . G. Clementson, Colonel-Commandant of Western 

Command 

Association clothing anJ other gilts 
Since the beginning of July, gifts o~ clothing, toys, bo?ks, 

magazines, etc., have been gratefully received from the followmg: 
Lieutenant-Colonel D. A. Dickson, C. Fry, Esq., H. W. Doze, 

Esq., 4 Sig Regt, Lieutenant and Mrs. M. E. Wilson., Lieutenant
Colonel P. A. Dally, Mrs. M. S. Wheatley, Colonel J. L. .Akass, 
Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. H. Napper, Major P. F. Larnngton, 
Major-General A. J . Woodrow, The Wives' Club, 3 Div HQ and 
Sig Regt, J. Young, Esq., A. Walsh, Esq., Mrs. Chambers, 
Colonel and Mrs. G. D. T. Harris, Captain A. C. Skinner, 
Colonel E. J. Bardell, Major D . S. A. Hutley, Mrs. A. J . Woodrow, 
Mrs. E . J. Powell, Major-General C. E. Page, R.S.M. R. Judge, 
J. A. Ledger, Esq., Mrs. V. A. Heath, 1~ Sig Regt, 36 _(Eastern) 
Sig Regt (11), Colonel R. 1:· Hone, Captam N. ~· V. R1bchester, 
Major E. F. Prockter, Miss C. Woodrow, Lieutenant-Colonel 
R. B. S. Eraut. 
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RECENTLY COMMISSIONED INTO THE CORPS, NO. 79 QUALIFYING COURSE 4th SEPTEMBER-I Ith NOVEMBER 1972 
Back row (left to right) : Second-Lieutenants Martin-Rhind, Palmer, Parfitt, Robertson , Rouse, Stabler, St ewart, W ills 

Front row (left to right) : Second-Lieutenants Anderson, Brown, Crowther, Cuthbert, Fletcher, Lieutenant Ham, Second-Lieutenants Holmes, 
Hoole 

A RECENT VISITOR TO THE SCHOOL OF SIGNALS 
Lieutenant-General G. E. Pickett, accompanied by the S.0.-lnC. and 
Major R. Schuelte U.S. Army Signal Corps, is met on arrival at 
Blandford Camp by Colonel A. L. Dowell acting Commandant of 

the School 

THE BLUE BOOK - 19th EDITION 

It is planned to publish the 19th Edition of the Blue Book in 
January 1973. 

As heretofore, orders can only be given to the printers against 
a firm guarantee of sales. It is NOT yet confirmed that the same 
arrangements as were made last year can be repeated for the 
production of this edition and, therefore, a firm estimate of cost 
cannot be given at present. The last edition cost 15p per copy 
and this edition should NOT exceed 20p per copy. 

Delivery of the book should take place in early February 1973. 

BRIGADIER C. E. TONRY, O.B.E. RETIRES 
The Brigadier, General Staff of the Defence Signal Staff (Army), 
Brigad ier C. E. Tonry (right), takes his leave from the Signal Officer
in-Chief, Major-General J. M. Sawers, M.B.E., on retiring from the 

Service 
His many friends throught the Corps will wish Clive Tonry 'bon 

voyage' and good luck for the future 

CORPS DIAJllES I 073 

Corps diaries for 1973 are now in stock and can be ordered 
from Association Headquarters at 30p each post free. The 
diary is of the slimfold type identical with the 1972 diary which 
proved very popular. Good stocks are held but the earlier orders 
are received the better. 
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THE WHITE 
HELMETS AS 

SEEN THROUGH 
OTHER EYES 

(Reproduced by permission 
of Punch) 
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EX SERGEANT GEORGE TOMSON WITH MRS. TOMSON 
Photographed when visiting Mr. J. lngledew of the Corps. George 
who served in the 1920's {4th Division) would like to make contact 

with any contemporaries particularly 1924 vintage 
His address: 15, Aukland Road, llford, London Boro of Redbridge 
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(Photo: Courtesy Belgrave Press Bureau, London, SW/) 

NEWLY MARRIED 
Captain Anthony Whipp of the Corps with his charming bride-the 
former Miss Shelagh Broadbent-aftert heir wedding at Bromley, 

Kent 

t THE WIHE ' - LATE PlJBLICA.TIOX 

The Editor regrets late publication of this and the last 
issue of THE WIRE due to printing delays beyond his control. 
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Freedom of Krefeld conferred on 16th Signal Regiment 

(Photo courtesy : Erhard Beier, Krefeld) 
Herr Hauser, Oberburgermeister of Krefeld, inspects the parade prior to the presentation of the Freedom Citation . Accompanying him is 
Major General Sir John Anderson, K.B.E. Represen·ative Colonel Commandant. In rear Lieutenant-Colonel J. R. Gibson, (C.O.), Captain C. W. 

Collier, (Adjutant), and W .0 . 1 Meredith (R.S.M.) 

Freedem. Day - 5th September 

A fine weather forecast having been secured by 0.-in-C. Met., 
Major Maurice Pack-Davison, the day dawned as one 

designed for a freedom parade. There wans't a clouud in the sky 
but a suspicion of a breeze to cool any feverish brow. All the 
preparations, planning and practice of the past 3 months was over 
and now it was up to the Regiment. 

50 Lancemen from HQ Sqn drilled and rehearsed by W.0.2 
(S.S.M.) Ian McDonald marched into position and the Band of 
the Royal Corps of Signals accompanied by Corporal Edward 
McCathie was poised under the baton of Major· Keith Boulding. 
The Freedom of Krefeld parade was ready to begin. 

The parade was commanded by the Adjurant, Captain Clive 
Collier, Captain Les Waumsley and Lieutenant John Doody 
were parade officers and the R.S.M., W.0.1 Colin Meredith 
was the parade Senior Warrant Officer. The parade marched on 
with W.0.2 (S.S.M.) Bob Arnold as right guide, Staff Sergeant 
'Barnie' Barnett as left guide and the 90 men, shiny and bright, 
fround from the two Field Squadrons. 

The inspection was carried out by the Oberburgermeister 
Herr H.-H. Hauser and the Representative Colonel Com
mandant, Major-General Sir John Anderson., K.B.E. accom
panied by the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel John 
Gibson. During the inspection the Corps Band was i>ccompanied 
by Corporal Edward McCathie with his bagpipes during a 
rendition of 'Amazing Grace'. On conclusion of the inspection 
the parade stood at ease and the ceremony of the presentation 
took place. The Oberburgermeister commenced by rebting bow 
the regiment has been stationed in Krefeld since 1957 and that its 
soldiers are now considered to be members of the town. 
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(Photo: Courtesy Erhard Beier, Krefe/d) 
The Representative Colonel Commandant, Major-General Sir John 
Anderson, K.B.E., receiving the Freedom of Krefeld citation from 

the Oberburgermelster, Herr Hauser 
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Citation 
The citation was then presented to the Representative Colonel 

Commandant and read: 

The 16th Signal Regiment-Royal Signals-has been 
stationed in Krefeld as part of the North Atlantic 
Defence Forces since 1957. 
During these fifteen years in Krefeld the Regiment 
has won for itself the complete trust of the citizens 
and has made and fostered excellent contact with 
them. While stationed in Krefeld, the celebrations of 
the 50th anniversary of the formation of the Royal 
Corps of Signals occurred, in which the local citizens 
played an active part. 
By their exemplary and unselfish help, the officers 
and other ranks have frequently demonstrated how 
much they feel themselves to be a part of the town 
community, linked to and with a feeling of respon
sibility towards it. 
In this way the Regiment has made an important 
contribution towards establishing good understand
ing between the British and German peoples, a step 
towards a united Europe. 
In appreciation of this spirit within the Regiment and 
in compliance with an old British custom, the City 
Council of Krefeld has decided to grant to 16th 
Signal Regiment 

DASSTADTBURGERRECHT 
THE FREEDOM OF THE CITY 

The Freedom which this charter bestows means that, 
on all ceremonial occasions, the Regiment may 
march through the streets of the City of Krefeld 
with swords drawn, bayonets fixed, colours flying and 
band playing. 
Granted in Krefeld on the fifth day of September 
1972. 

A Krefeld city flag was also presented. 
The Representative Colonel Commandant replied on behalf of 

the Corps and presented a silver statue of Mercury to the Stadt. 
The Commanding Officer then read a message of appreciation 
from the Master of Signals in which he apologised for his un
avoidable absence. 

The march past 
The citation and flag were then handed over to the bearers, 

W.0.1 Chris Speight and W.0.1 (Y. of S.) John Birkwood 
who, flanked by two lancemen, Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) George 
Emslie and Staff Sergeant Ralph Finch, marched onto parade. 
The Regiment then exercised its newly acquired privilege and 
fixed bayonets and drew swords. The German and British 
National Anthems were played while the parade presented arms, 
This simple but moving part of the ceremony proved to be too 
much for many of the German spectators who were seen openly 
and unashamedly to be moved to tears at the honour bestowed 
upon the city and themselves by Biitish soldiers in unifoz:m · 
saluting their Oberburgermeister in front of the Town Hall while 
the Band played their National Anthem. 

The parade then marched past and the Oberburgermeister and 
the Representative Colonel Commandant took the salute. The 
citation was then proudly escorted through the streets of Krefeld. 

Distinguished guests 
Also present at the parade were the C.S.O., B.A.O.R., Major

General H. E. Roper, D.A.M.A. Bonn, Brigadier F. L. 
Clarkson, M.B.E., Commander Rhine Area, Brigadier G. E. 
Bavin, Colonel J. C. Lucas and Commander 4 Sig Gp, Colonel 
J. L. Akass. 

A short ceremony followed inside the Town Hall where the 
Oberburgermeister presented a silver salver to the Commanding 
Officer tepresenting the Regiment. 

So ended the more formal part of the freedom ceremony. 

Band concert 
The Freedom festivities were started in grand style with a 

cocktail party and band concert in the Niederrheinhalle. To those 
who don't know the Niederrheinhalle, it is by day 3' cattle market, 
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(Photo: Courtesy Erhard Beier, Krefeld) 
The Citation and Stadt Flag being marched past the Saluting Dais 

during the procession through the city streets 

so that a certain amount of transformation had to be done to turn 
it into a concert hall. 

The evening started with a cocktail party which included 
among its guests the Oberburgermeister of Krefeld Herr Hauser. 
The Corps Band under the direction of Major Keith Boulding 
then presented the concert. 

About a thousand spectators were there, many of them Germ.au 
and most agreed at the end, that it was the finest concert of its 
type they had ever attended. 

Apart from normal musical items, the programme included 
certain novelty items. Perhaps the best of these was W.0.2 
Jimmy Greer playing his latest (the band hope his last) invention 
'The Hosepipes'. WIRB notes cannot hope to emulate the notes 
emanating from these instruments. Our own Corporal McCathie 
played 'Amazing Grace' on his Dudelsack and gained the biggest 
round of applause of the evening. Recording companies please note. 

On a more serious note, we owe a big vote of thanks to all the 
members of the Corps Band who entertained us so magnificently. 
If you haven't seen them recently then do so. They're well worth 
it and we feel very proud to be able to call them 'ours'. 

Retreat ceremony 
The Regiment was honoured by the presence of the C.-in-C. 

B.A.0.R. General Sir Peter Hunt, K.C.B., O.B.E. for the 
Retreat Ceremony which took place on the square of Bradbury 
Barracks on the evening of the 5th September. 

After a day of warm sunshine the evening turned out to be 
ideal for this occasion with the sun dipping in a red sky. 24 
lancemen lined the square as the Band of the Royal Corps of 
Signals resplendent in their red jackets and busbies marched on to 
the quick march of 'Our Director'. 

At the flagpoles flew the 16 Sig Regt Corps flag together with 
the newly acquired Krefeld Stadt flag. 

Many local Germans came to watch this polished performance 
and it was only natural that their applause was greatest for the 
fanfare march 'Fehr Berliner Reitermarsch'. 

Among the guests were the Representative Colonel Com
mandant, Major-General Sir John Anderson, the C.S.O. 
B.A.0.R., Major-General H. E. Roper, Oberburgermeister 
and Frau Hauser, Dr. and Frau Steffens, Commander 4 Sig 
Gp, Colonel Akass and a host of German dignitaries from the 
Town Hall. 

After the German and British ational Anthems were played 
the Corps Band marched off the square to the Corps March 
'Begone Dull Care'. 

Reception, 5th September 
After the Ceremony of Retreat, a reception was held in the 

Regimental gymnasium, at whkh the principal guests were the 
C.-in-C. B.A.0.R., General Sir Peter Hunt and the Ober
burgerbeister of Kiefeld, Herr Hauser. 

The Corps Band was in attendance and an excellent buffet was 
provided by the Junior Ranks Restaurant under the guidance of 
W.Q.2 Alan Poulson, ACC. 
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Specialist 
Teleprinter 
Operators 

are required for the Ministry of Defence Communications Centre 
in Central London. 

Initially, the operators will be employed upon teleprinting and 
associated procedures, but they will be given the opportunity of 
training for higher grade duties when the Communications Centre 
becomes fully automatic. 

Preference will be given to applicants with a minimum speed of 
40wpm, and having a good knowledge of current communication 
procedures. 

Basic starting pay, at age 25 or over, -will be £24·92 pw rising to 
£29·52 pw inclusive of London Weighting. Successful candidates 
will currently be required to work shifts and overtime which on 
average, attracts a further £5·00. There are opportunities of pro
motion to almost £1800 pa basic pay. 

If you would like further details, and are of British Nationality 
telephone 01-242 0222 ext. 563 or write to: CM (S)3H, Ministry 
of Defence, Room 802, Lacon House, Theobalds Road, London 
WC1X 8RY. 
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Background 
to ''Pa ensclralt" 

22nd Sig Regt has been 
stationed in the town of Lipp
stadt since the Regiment formed 
in lat e 1959 and has, over the 
years, established an excellent 
relationship with the townsfolk 
and other NATO units in the 
neighbourhood. In particular the 
Regiment has become extremely 
friendly with the German Army 
Signal Battalion (Fernmelde
bata llion 7) whose barracks are 
a t the Northern end of the town. 
In addition to the inevitable 
'cross-pollination' arising from 
longstanding social and sporting 
exchanges, there has also built 
up a spirit of very real co
operation in their everyday work
ing life. Men and equipment 
regularly flow between the two 
barracks to help out one another 
during crisis situations and 
German conscripts from Fern
meldebatallion 7 have been an 
integral part of one of the troops 
of the Regiment for the past two 
years. This state of affairs led 
the two former Commanding 
Officers to suggest an alliance 
between their two regiments and 
this suggestion was approved by 
the German Defence Ministry 
and the C.-in-C. B.A.O.R. earlier 
this year. 

22nd SIGNAL REGIMENT FORGE NEW ALLIANCE 
.WITH GERMAN SIGNALS 

The stick orderlies, Corporals Deacon and Kelly, slow march past the German contingent on the 
alliance parade 

A tiny of military JtoIDp anti feasting 
Now something as out-of-the-ordinary as this required a bit 

more than a few 'prosits' in the various messes, and from the 
ensuing discussions came a whole day's programme of military 
pomp and feating with the title of Patenschaft Day'. The date 
chosen, the 11th August. The literal translation of Patenschaft is 
' Godparentship' and the Germans interpret this as 'a spirit of 
being related and an obligation to assist each other whenever 
necessary'. Early in the planning stage it was decided to include 
the Belgian 6th Bataljon Transmissietroepen from Ludenschied 
in all the day's activities. Both German and British regiments 
already had longstanding alliances with the Belgians and 6th TTR 
in fact do an equivalent job in the 1st Belgian Corps to that 
performed by 22 Sig Regt for the 1st British Corps. 

The 1•nrntle 
The day dawned overcast and showery and it looked as though 

we were in for a washout. However, the Second-in-Command's . 
briefing of Padre had in fact done the trick and the sun burst 
forth just a few minutes before the parade was to begin and the 
only people to get wet were the spectators. There were three 
squadrons on parade, British, Germans in their tin hats and 
field grey, and the Belgians, picturesque in white scarves and 
mufflers with, here and there, an occasional set of Mediterranean 
dark glasses. There were also two Bands; the 7th Panzer Grenadier 
Music Corps and, to add yet another multinational flavour, the 
Band of the 1st Battalion, the Royal Irish Rangers. There was also 
two reviewing officers, Brigadier C. J. Codner, C.B.E., M.C., 
A.C.D., the D.A. & Q.M.G. 1st British Corps and Oberst Rose, 
the Deputy Commander of 7th Panzer Grenadier Division. After 
the customary salutes and inspection the formal ceremony 
inaugurating the alliance took place with a presentation of 
Patenschaft Scrolls by the Reviewing Officers to the two Com
manding Officers, Lieutenant-Colonel Ian Spear of 22 Sig 
Regt and Oberst-Leutnant Peter Poschwatta of the German 
battalion. Both the reviewing officers then spoke eloquently of the 
importance of this type of co-operation within NATO and 
congratulated the parade upon its excellence. As is customary on 
parades of this type we had been reserving some 'old and bold' 
for the presentation of Long Service and Good Conduct Medals 
and so, after the Patenschaft presentations, on marched W.0.2 
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Brigadier C. j. Codner, C.B.E., M.C., A.D.C. presents the Paten
schaft Scroll to Lieutenant-Colonel I. C. Spear 

-
(Y. of S.) Dennis Cox, Staff Sergeant 'Ozzy' Euozan and 
Staff Sergeant Neil Thompson our Pay Staff Sergeant, to the 
tune of 'Boys of the Old Brigade'. It is not revealed what Brigadier 
Codner said to them as he pinned those coveted medals to three 
well deserving chests, but all three seemed highly amused at the 



THE REVIEWING OFFICERS FIRST INSPECT TH E BRITISH 
SQUADRON 

THEN THE GERMAN SQUADRON 

THE BELGIAN SQUADRONS CATCH THE EYE AS THEY 
MARCH PAST 

proceedings. The formalities ended with a brisk march past and a 
lowering of Colours of the three nations taking part. All then 
adjourned to the various Messes. In the Officers' Mess the C.O. 
provided yet another multinational surprise by addressing his 
guests in all three tongues. (He stumbled a little over the English 
bit!). 

Meanwhile in the Sergeants' Mess a crisis I They had reserved 
lunches for 5 Belgian senior ranks but a veritable multitude 
appeared. Discreetly the R.S.M. said to the Belgian R.S.M. "I 
thought I told you only five" to which this phlegmatic Gaul 
replied "I understand that Mr. McGilvray: we have five, 
fiveteen !" (The problem was quickly resolved with the appearance 
from nowhere of 'fiveteen' loaves and a few fishes!). 

Sport 
During the afternoon the Germans played hosts and we all 

trooped off to their Kaserne where they had arranged a sporting 
extravaganza against a backdrop of typical German wurst, beer 
and other Teutonic side-shows. The three Regiments competed 
at soccer and relay races whilst teams of German conscripts 
performed several obstacle races during the intervals. There were 
events for the children, pony rides and other amusing diversions. 
It was a great afternoon and in keeping with the spirit of the 
whole day the Germans won the soccer, the Belgians won the 
400 metre relay and the British the 100 metre relay- honours 
equally divided. 

The evening 
The Junior ranks began the evenings frivolities with a Stag 

evening, officially described as a 'Games Night', in our Winston 
Club. (Well we live in Churchill Barracks you see!) The party 
started with a bang and by about 20.00 hours there were no 
problems at all as groups of soldiers of all three nations were 
communicating very well indeed. 

Whilst all this was going on the Sergeants' Mess were not idle. 
Some 30 or 40 senior N.C.0.'s of the German and Belgian 
Battalions and their wives were being entertained to an evening 
of drinking, dancing and eating. They even had an elaborate 
international draw, the high spot of which was when the Belgian 
R.S.M.'s wife won a hand coffee grinder with a green light on top. 
The translations into four languages of this unusual machine 
produced delighted guffaws from the more vulgar minded of all 
three nations. During the buffet too, the Germans were in for a 
surprise when they rapidly discovered that currywurst German 
style was not the exact equivalent of curry British Colonial style, 
and their mistake became apparent by the amount of water they 
consumed over the half hour period. 

The Officers' Mess held a formal Ladies Dinner night, again 
with Belgians and German officers and their wives as guests. 
Most of them had never witnessed the traditional ceremonies 
surrounding a British Guest night and were obviously most 
impressed by the whole process. 

The Royal Irish Rangers Band (still with us at this stage) 
struggled manfully through the Regimental marches of all who 
were present under the batons of the guest wives and later on 
demonstrated their versatility by producing an excellent dance 
group which played us on into the early hours of the morning. 
The evening ended with a splash (literally) when our guests 
discovered that we had a swimming pool in the grounds. 

All agreed that it was a great day. 

Does this interest you? 
A Manager (50-ish) with wife interested in the business, is 

sought for a group of four launderettes-dry cleaner units, with 
possibilities of expansion, in the Hereford-Abergavenny-Leo
minster area. 

The couple should live in or near Hereford. 
Qualifications needed are: 
Simple basic practical upkeep and repair of electrical and 

mechanical equipment. Reliable cash control and book-keeping. 
Good relations with the manageress of each unit and customers, 
mainly female. A profit-conscious commercial outlook. 

Hours are NOT set. Units are open all week 08.00-22.00, but 
only necessitate cash collection, banking and book-keeping on 3 or 
4 days per week. Machinery upkeep and repair is ad hoc as 
necessary. Ditto sales promotion, insurance and miscellaneous 
commercial tasks. 

Remuneration : All car, telephone, postage etc. expenses. 
£2,000 p.a. salary. Participation in audited net profits per annum, 
under an agreement. 

Applicants are invited to write with particulars to; 
W. H. L. Gordon, 
Shenstone House, 
Chalfont St. Giles, Bucks. 

or to telephone 01-834 2377 Ext. 266 during office hours. 
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Unique tie between 

S witzerlantl anti 

Hong Kong 

It all started with ,,. Swiss 
crossbow and llnislied with 
a 200lb. E na na e n t a l e r 

cheese! 

The suggestion that there 

could be any connection between 

a party of Swiss businessmen 

travelling to Expo 70 via Hong 

Kong and an international cross

bow competition two years later 

between a team in Switzerland 

and Gurkha Signals in Hong 

Kong would seem rather remote 

-especially when a giant Em

mentaler cheese is involved. 

But read on ••. 

Flashback to 1970 with the presentation of a Cross-bow to Royal Signals and Gurkha Signals Hong Kong 
by the Swiss Signal Corps. The gift is received by Lieutenant-Colonel A. D. Lewis from Swiss Consul, 
Mr. Paul Jacaud, in appreciation of the hospitality given to 10 regular and militia officers of the Swiss 

Signal Corps as they passed through Hong Kong 

Visitors 
It all happened because a number of Swiss businessmen on their 

way to ExPO 70 in Japan, stopped off in Hong Kong. The Swiss 
maintain a Citizen Army similar to our Volunteers and the group 
that came to Hong Kong were all reservists in the Swiss Signal 
Corps. 

They had expressed a wish before their arrival to visit signal 
installations in the Colony and the then C.R. Signals, Colonel 
Joh~ Har~, agreed to show them Royal Signals in Hong Kong 
durmg their stay. 

A presentation 
They were obviously very well entertained, both in Victoria by 

252 Sig Sqn and in Sek Kong by 246 Gurkha Sig Sqn, for some 
six months later in appredation of their visit they presented 
Royal Signals Hong Kong with a cross bow. 

The cross bow has not just remained as a presentation piece. 
Once a year, for the Royal Signals Hong Kong Shoot, it is removed 
from C.R. Signals Office and used for an additional inter-squadron · 
competition on the 30 metre range. However it was not until April 
of this year that we began to take shooting with the cross bow 
really seriously. 

Dlrth of an Idea 
Major-General E. Honnegger, Director of the Swiss Signal 

Corps, had been elected a vice chairman of the Swiss ational 
Cross Bow Championships to be held at Hasle-Ruegsau in the 
Emmental Valley near Berne on the 29th and 30th of July. As an 
added attraction to the Championships he wondered, having 
previously established a link with Royal Signals in Hong Kong, 
if a live cross bow competition between a Signals team in Switzer
land and a Signals team in Hong Kong could not be arranged. 

Lieutenant-Colonel Tony Lewis readilly agreed and tasked 
48 Gurkha Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn to train a team of five archers 
and one reserve and stage the Hong Kong end of the competition. 

Training a team 
The job of selecting and training the team was given to W.0.1 

(R.S.M.) B. J . Styles who had never handled a cross bow before 
in his life. But then none of us had. The local branch of a Swiss 
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firm provided us with a competltlon cross bow-a fearsome 
machine weighing about 11 lbs. with properly adjustable aperture 
fore and back sights. The velocity of the bolt leaving the bow is 
about a third of that of a bullet leaving an SLR rifle so due caution 
has to be taken with what is a very lethal weapon. After two 
months of almost daily practice-only interrupted when we ran 
out of bolts, the following team was selected. 

Sergeant R. Russell, Sergeant G. E. B. Weld Richard 
(Reserve), Sergeant Chandru Rai, Corporal Damberbaha
dur Gurung, Corporal Jitbahadur Rai, Signalman Gam
bahadur Pun. 

Direct telex Unk 
With the training of the team underway attention turned to the 

mechanics of staging the competition. It was decided to establish 
a telex terminal provided by Cable and Wireless, at the side of the 
cross bow range we were setting up in Sek Kong. A 1 ton Airtek 
container was used to house the terminal and after uncrossing a 
few wires between Sek Kong and Victoria direct communications 
were established with Switzerland for the trial run on 22nd July. 
A schedule of calls was worked out between Hong Kong and 
Switzerland to pass the scores and other messages between the two. 
It all worked on the day. 

There is quite a large Swiss community in Hong Kong of which 
we invited about 40 to attend our end of the competition. This was 
easy. Our problem was to get a Signals representative from Hong 
Kong to attend the competition in Switzerland. To achieve this 
full use was made of the world wide Gurkha Signals 'Net'. 

Gurkha Slgnals _!.n Switzerland 
Lieutenant (Q.C.O.) Tikarain Gurung, Gurkha Signals was 

in U.K. attending the All Arms Quartermasters Course at Black
down. His course ended on the 21st July, and Lieutenant
Colonel Alan Dexter, C.S.0. London District and Gurkha 
Signals U.K. Liaison Officer had already arranged for Lieutenant 
Tikaram to visit various Signal Units in B.A.O.R. The move 
to B.A.0.R. was accelerated and Lieutenant-Colonel John 
Gibson, C.O. 16 Sig Regt made the necessary arrangements to 
meet Lieutenant Tikaram and make sure he got onto the 
Rheingold express from Dusseldorf to Basie on 28th July. The 
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Swiss Army had kindly made arrangements to meet him in Basle 
and escort him during his stay. However Lieutenant Tikaram 
was not going as a mere spectator, he had various tasks to perform. 

Kukris nntl nn English cheese pres.-ntNI 
To mark this rather unique occasion we decided to present the 

Swiss Signal Corps with a ceremonial kukri. We also presented a 
kukri to each member of the Swiss team. It was also thought 
appropriate to have the 27 Sig Regt and Gurkha Signals flags 
flying in Switzerland on the day. All these were sent to England 
on the 20th July by hand of one of our .C.O.'s going to Beacons
field for an English Course. Lieutenant Tikaram collected them, 
took them with him and made the presentations after the com
petition. Also present in Switzerland, quite appropriately was 
Colonel John Hart. He also made a very suitable presentation
an English Stilton cheese. The significance of this will become 
apparent later. 

Comp tltlon day 
Back in Hong Kong we had given the 'range', in fact the basket 

ball courts, a festive air with beer tents, roundabouts, Noddy train 
and bunting. The opening shots of the competition between 
Major-General Honnegger in Switzerland and Lieutenant
Colonel Tony Lewis in Hong Kong were fired at 16.00 hours 
local (09.00 hours in Switzerland). General Honnegger trounced 
Colonel Tony Lewis which was right and proper. 

Each archer then fired 9 bolts at a target the size of an apple at 
30 metres. The first 3 shots were sighters, the last six to count. 
With five archers to fire this took three hours. As the Australian 
editor of the South China Morning Post commented the following 
day "the whole scene was reminiscent of an English Village 
cricket match. The only thing reminding the spectators of the 
reason for their presence being the occasional thud of a bolt 
hitting the target". Every hour the scores were passed via the 
telex link. After the fourth archer had fired it was obvious that the 
Swiss team, which consisted of one M.P., a barrister and three 
town mayors, had the edge on us. The final score was 229 for the 
Swiss Signal Corps, 209 for Signals Hong Kong, out of a possible 
300. Quite a creditable result from our point of view and as the 
Swiss Consul General remarked "The Swiss team had a little 
more experience". 

Corporal Damderbahadur Gurung takes aim 

Sergeant Chandru Rai (right) inspects his target with other members 
of the team 

The cheese is cut 
The C.B.F. Hong Kong, Lieutenant-General Sir Richard 

Ward and Lady Ward were present for the conclusion of the 
competition. They were also there for the presentation of 'The 
Cheese' which had arrived by air during the afternoon. 'The 
Cheese' was an Emmental cheese about three feet in diameter, 
a foot thick and weighing 200 lbs. It was with some difficulty that 
four of us got the cheese out of its crate and onto the table. After 
formally presenting it, Mr. R. Schneidewind a local Swiss 
businessman, assisted by C.R. Signals then cut the cheese with a 
kukri-yet another first? 

Lieutenant-Colonel A. D. Lewis assisted by Mr. R. Schneldewind 
cuts the cheese with a kukri 

Our Swiss guests then produced a cheese fondue and we 
finished the evening with a curry! 

A memorable day in Hong Kong and by all reports the com
petition was the highlight of the Swiss Championship. No doubt 
it will be the first of many. The remarks by Peterborough in the 
Daily Telegraph about splitting apples with kukris should be 
discounted. Long Live William Tell! 

Signals from Swibe:rland 
The signal from Major-General Honegger opening the 

competition: 
To: Royal Signals Regiment, Hong Kong 

Attention : Colonel Lewis 
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Greetings from the Cross-Bow live-match pariicipams at Hasle 
Ruegsau, Emmental, near to Berne, Switzerland. 

Today is the big day for our match and we are all a little appre
hensive as co how the transmission will go, and of course, who will win. 

Here at Hasle-Ruegsau it is also ihe big day for the Swiss Cross
bow Archery Club, because today and tomorrow they will be holding 
here their annual competition in which cross-bow archers from all over 
Switzerland take part. Today there will be competitions of shooting 
throughout the day and tomorrow there will be a procession through 
rhe town led by the local brass band. People from all the surrounding 
villages will come to see the procession and to join in the festive 
celebration. 

le is nearly time for our match and our team is ready. We wish your 
team every success and may the best team win. 

Major-General Honegger. 

The signal of commiseration that followed our defeat: 
To: Royal Signals Regiment, Hong Kong 

Attention: Colonel Lewis 
Never mind. The example of William Tell and our more rhan 

500 years tradition of Cross-bow shooting proved to be too much a 

deciding factor. Even the renowned marksmanship of the Gurkha 
soldier could net be expected to ccmpete under such circumstances with 
our local Cross-bow champions. We hope, nevertheless, that you 
enjoyed this competition and the spirit in which it was organised and 
carried out. 

As a special prize, we have sent you a Swiss cheese. We hope you 
like cheese. The type of cheese we have sent you is used bi making the 
traditional Swiss Fondue. This dish is normally eaten on cold winter 
evenings and is a blend of hot melted cheese, white wine and seasoning. 
Not really the dish for the conditions you have in Hong Kong at 
present. Nevertheless, we hope you enjoy this Swiss speciality. 

It is also our pleasure to inform you that the Cross-bow which you 
have used in this match, has been donated to you by Edward Keller 
Limited, Zurich and Hong Kong, as a memento of the occasion. 

This evening we will have our prize giving ceremony and presema
tions will be made by an attractive young Chinese lady from Hong 
Kong who is now resident here in Switzerland. 

Thank you for participating in this Cross-bow live-match. We 
enjoyed it and we are sure that you did also On behalf of my colleagues 
here in H asle-Ruegsau and myself, we wish you all a pleasant evening 
and every success for the future. 

Major-General H onnegger. 

HONG KONG SIGNAL COMPANY 
Once again a number of those who served in the Hong Kong Signal Company during the fateful days of I ~39/45 gathered together at Blandford 
for their annual reunion. Many of those present were to fall into the hands of the Japanese when they invaded Hong Kong and. subsequentl.y 
suffered great hardships as prisoners of war. Seated in the centre (light waistcoat) is Lieutenant-Colonel Leve~t ex. C.S.O. China and on his 
left and right are Mr. and Mrs. Tim Carew. Tim Carew is the author of a number of books on the Far East conflict. Lieutenant-Colonel Monty 
Truscott, organiser of the annual reunion, is seated on the extreme left of the photo .. (Sadly, since publishing this photo, news of the death 

of Lieutenant-Colonel Levett has come in.-Ed.) 

The 4th Annual Re-union of the Hong Kong 
Signal Company 1939145 
Report by Harold Copsey 

ONCE again the remnants of the old Hong Kong Signal Com
pany converged at Blandford Camp on the evening of Friday, 

18th August, 1972. From Northern Irelan.ct, Scotland, Wali:s and 
all corners of England smiling faces arrived to meet their old 
comrades in Arms. 

The Commandant of the D.A.D.P.T. Centre, Captain J. A. 
Moore, R.N., kindly placed the Officers' Mess at our disposal 
for the whole of that week-end and we were accommodated and 
fed in Royal fashion until after lunch on the Sunday. The mess 
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staff worked hard to satisfy all our needs and we owe them a 
debt of gratitude for making our re-union such a success. Thank 
you Captain Moore, Officers and Staff of the D.A.D.P.T. Centre. 

The arrangements, as usual, were superbly organised by 
Monty Truscott and it is solely due to his enthusiasm and ~d 
work that these Reunions have now got onto a firm foonng. 
During the past year a few more survivors have been traced and 
we welcomed for the first time 'Lofty' Dove, Eddie Lander 
and Tony Eden. It was good to see so many ladies present and 
they added their charm to the-proceedings. . . 

To Monty it is an achievement to gather in survivors who e 
have been unable to locate and any such ex-members of the old 
Company who reads this should contact him at the Centre in 
readiness for next year. Address : Lieutenant-Colonel M. E. E. 
Truscott, D.A.D.P.T. Centre, Blandford Camp, Dorset. 



The attendance was 43 Old Comrade, 29 ladies and relatives 
and 7 guests or non-members making a grand total of 79. 

Friday night, after a wonderful buffet, was devoted to recalling 
memories of Hong Kong and the P.O.W. camps in between pints 
or shortS. The incidents we reca led always seem to be happy ones 
and one would never have thought that behind the laughter there 
were sadder memories also. Once again we were back in the 
Kowloon hill , on Sheko beach or in Wanchai. Old familiar names 
could be heard, 'Hutch,' 'Bing,' 'Bunny,' China Fleet, 'Legs 
Eleven,' 'Sun-sun,' Nathan Hotel, Shamshipo, Big Wave Bay 
and such like. 

As tongues loosened and the beer flowed well, remembered 
Hong Kong sounds rose above the chatter, " Ole Man River" 
and "Sanders of the River" echoes from that fine deep voice of 
George Basby. Then Joe Hogan's high notes as he gave us 
other old songs from the past. A truly memorable evening and we 
staggered to bed in the early hours of Saturday morning. 

Saturday morning was spent visiting the well laid out Signals 
Museum where we were able to peruse the war diary of our old 
C.S.O.,Colonel Levett who was also present. Colonel Levett, 
although suffering badly with arthritis in his legs, makes the 
journey each year from his home in Eastbourne and we all hope 
he will make many more as he is deeply loved and respected by 
us all-a real soldier and gentleman. Saturday evening we sat 
down to our "Big Chow." Our guests of honour were Mr. and 
Mrs. Tim Carew. Tim is the author of "Hostages of Fortune" 
and "The Fall of Hong Kong" and in these books he mentions a 
number of our members. A great character Tommy Rolfe 

(ex-C.M.P.) was present, also Dan Cavill (ex-Middlesex) and 
author Geoff Adams (cx-R.A.S.C.) whose book "No Time for 
Geishas" comes out shortly. Colonel Levett welcomed our guests 
and all present and he made no secret of how proud he felt to be 
with his troops again. A response was made by Tony Edin the 
latest member we have traced. 

Tim Carew gave us an interesting chat on how he came to 
\'l'Iite so much about our battle and the prison camps without 
being there. 

Harold Bates told us of his dream to make a return visit to 
Hong Kong in August, 1973. He hoped to form a party and full 
details wm be provided later to anyone who wishes to go at a 
fare of approximately £175 return. He plans to obtain assistance 
with accommodation from Army units in Hong Kong or other 
local sources. Any offers? 

Monty Truscott gave us a pep talk and said he was dedicated to 
the task of finding the whereabouts of all surviving comrades we 
had not yet located. Unfortunately during the past year Jim 
McCann and Cecil Langley had passed on and weraths had 
been sent in the name of the old Company. 

The bar closed at some unearthly hour and some of us even saw 
the dawn break over Blandford! It was a truly memorable day. 

Sunday morning was devoted to preparing for departure and 
after lunch the Company left for the four corners of the U.K. 
The ghosts of the Wanchai Angels were still hovering in the Mess 
as our cars swept out of the camp. 

We hope to return again next year. 
SAY AN ARA 

HAROLD COPSEY, 2323556. 

GLIDING-
=========== a Sport for complete fulfilment ============ 

Bu Captain Leigh Hood 

MANY will have read of Captain Leigh Hood's recent 
success in winning the British National Club class gliding 

championship as well as being selected to represent Great Britain 
in the Daily Telegraph gliding contests in which seven nations 
took part. 

Leigh is the second soldier to become a National gliding 
champion-the other being Major-General Tony Deane
Drum.mond also, we are glad to say, of the Corps who gained 
this distinction in 1957. 

We are happy to publish Captain Hood's thoughts on gliding 
as a sport and a description of the various major competitions in 
which he has been recently engaged. 

Baekgrolllld 
I have been fascinated with flying ever since I could spell 'pilot' 

and recognise an aircraft at ten paces. I started gliding whilst at 
school fourteen years ago. Over the years it has given me more 
fulfilment than I can imagine from ~ny other sport. I have been 
in the Army gliding team in various competitions since 1964. 
I participated in these with enthusiasm but with little success, 
until 1971 when I was able to win the Junior Inter-Service 
Championships. The Army Gliding Association offered me a new 
glass-fibre 'Cirrus' to fly in this year's Nation championships at 
Dunstable. 

Competitions - what they involve 
Before I go any further, I ought to give a very brief idea of what 

happens in a gliding competition. Contrary to popular misconcep
tion, a glider neither requires a lot of wind, nor does it float around 
like an autumn leaf. A glider is a very controllable aircraft and can 
be made to go considerable distances across country by circling 
up in thermals. The degrees of success achieved are dependent 
upon weather conditions, pilot skill, experience, and the type of 
machine. A competition will be held over 9 or 10 days. Every 
morning, there is a met and task briefing; pilots may then be sent 
on a race over a triangular course, out and return, or a straight 
goal race of distances between 100 and 300 kilometers. They are 
then marked at the end of the day according to who went fastest 
or furthest. Each glider is attended by its pilot and two or three 
crew members. The pilot is no more important than the other 
crew members. All work as a team. 

Regional compedtion at Lasham 
For ~~ctice I decided to enter, as an individual, for a regional 

competmon at Lasham from 22nd-30th July before the nationals, 
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as I had done very little flying in the Cirrus. However, fate 
ordained that with masterful timing, a fellow club-member 
should damage the Cirrus a week before the Lasham competition. 
A rapid re-organisation and remustering to another aircraft, an 
older Ka 6e, was done. We arrived somewhat breathlessly at 
Lasham on Friday, 21st June, I, despondent at the loss of the 
Cirrus and now aiming to have merely a 'jolly'. My crew optimist
ically determined that I should still beat the other 25 pilots, and 
tried desperately to keep me off the beer! I shall not give a blow
by-blow account of this competition, except for a few overall 
details. The weather was splendid. We flew every day and covered 
about 1200 air., kilometers. We won in three individual days and 
eventually the whole competition, which justified my crews initial 
optimism and augured well for the national championships. The 
tasks included one straight goal race, two out and return races, 
three triangular races (the largest being 310 kilometers) and two 
distance tasks. Now to reveal my secret for getting back to Lasham 
on all the closed circuit tasks. The finish line observers were both 
young, pretty and because of the weather were inevitably wearing 
bikinis at the time we were doing our final glides. What more 
could a young fellow like me want to see as he flashes low over the 
finish line at 100 knots whilst also remembering to refrain from 
flying into the trees at the side of the airfield? The most important 
characters, of course, were my crew. Corporal 'Al' Bishop, 
Royal Signals, has been my crew-chief for many competitions, 
and can justifiably take much of the credit for our success. 'Bish' 
is a gliding instructor and a competition pilot in his own right, 
having flown for the Army twice. He is part of the Corps demo 
team and hopes shortly to do a tour with Army Aviation. The 
other crew member was Sergeant Tony Evans, R.E.M.E., who 
practised much black magic, alchemy and witchcraft on my old 
MG car and made it perform beautifully as our retrieve vehicle. 

Nadonal championships 

We moved immediately to Dunstable, in order to get some 
practice flying in before the 5th August, the start of the nationals. 
However, we experienced more typical August weather and in 
consequence I had one local flight only during that week. Tony 
Evans had left us at Lasham and Captain Howard Jarvis, 
R.E.M.E. joined us on the crew. There were to be 25 pilots flying 
in the same class as myself, amongst whom were my fellow Army 
team pilots Captain Wally Lombard, Royal Signals and 
Sergeant Pete Cook also Royal Signals. Fortunately, the 
weather got a grip of itself by Saturday, 5th August and we 
eventually achieved 7 competition days out of a possible 9. As in 
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the Lasham competition we had a varied bunch of tasks. The 
first two tasks were races to the East Anglican airfields at Swanton 
Morley and Ipswich. This was followed by a distance task around 
fixed turning points. Oa the fourth day, 10th Augus~, we were 
set a 320 ki lometer triangle, which only two pilots completed, 
I and a R.A.F. Phantom pilot, Flight-Lieutenant George Lee. 
George and I remained in friendly battle for first place for the 
remainder of the contest. On this day also the Army team were 
pleased to welcome Major-General Richardson, director of 
Army Aviation, who arrived in an Alouette, accompanied by 
Major Donald Scarfe, the A.G.A. treasurer. Over the next two 
contest days, a 200 kilometer triangle and a race to Grantham, 
George slowly pulled ahead of me. On the last day I was sure 
that I was destined to become runner-up. We were set a 144 
kilometer out and return race to Husbands Busworth airfield; 
On the way back I saw George some way behind me, which gave 
me a clue that all was not lost for us. The scores to my intense 
surprise, gave us first position in the club class in the final outcome. 
The crew .nllowed me to drink that night! 

• Daily Telegra1•h ' Euro1•ean contest 
By a suitable democratic voting scheme, the top twenty British 

pilots were selected to fly in a contest also at Dunstable, sponsored 
by that worthy daily newspaper. These included four from the 
championships I had just flown in. In addition there were teams 
from Germany, Denmark, Poland, Holland, Belgium and Switzer
land. From the British teams position the object was to sel.!ct the 
team for the world championships in Australia in 1974. This 
contest took place only a week after the previous one. But great 
work by Donald Scarfe and Wally Lombard enabled me to be 
there with, once more, 'Bish' as my crew chief and Pete Cook 
as crewman, all Royal Signals. We felt very privileged to be there, 
as the only army crew. Unfortunately, we could have done with 
the Cirrus in this contest, since the Ka 6e was somewhat out
classed. I won't go into details but it was a great contest. There 
were seven flying days and the tasks were similar to the previous 
two competitions. The best and greatest of gliding competition 
pilots were there, and I learnt a devil of a lot. I don't think I 
disgraced myself even though I came 13th. The best value was to 
have contact with the pilots of different nationalities and to find 
out their views. I nearly disowned the crew one night when, in 
the bar, they took it upon themselves to teach the foreign crews 
all the silly English bar games known. Fortunately it went down 
well; not too many were bruised. What a fabulous and unfor
gettable four weeks of gliding it was; I shall pr?bably never see 
the same again. I put in about 90 hours of ftymg, and covered 
nearly 3,500 kilometers in the air in 23 flights. I made 5 field 
landings, the rest were on arifields, usu:tlly back at base. I _thmk 
I have mentioned all those to whom I owe thanks, but particular 
thanks and apologies to my fellow club members at Kestrel 
Gliding Club, R.A.F. Odiham who did without their aircraft for 
all this time. 

Danish lnterlutle 
3 Sqn of 2 Div H.Q. and Sig Regt thoroughly enjoyed their 
visit to Denmark but for the anonymous subaltern who 
wrote this article the administrative load was a heavy one- · 

at least, so he says! 

All the work on one pair or shoulders 

AS I had been to De.nmark last year with the squadron it was 
predictable that I would have to do all the work. However, 

as a subaltern one gets used to .carrying the he_aviest b~rden. 
Organising the exchange training with the Jutland Signal Regiment 
was not a straightforward affair. I was soon surrounded. by 
Mov Q "somethings," custom forms, routes and check pom~s. 
Clearly none of it was of any value but I struggled through it. 
The Danish end of the organisation could not have been more 
helpful, a point I have drawn to the attention of the many masters 
I have to serve in Germany. 

Problems, 1•roblems 
In spite of Major Ronnie Sampson altering my elaborate 

movement plan at the last moment and substituting a 4-line text 
of Captain Guy Meakin's map reading, which is infamously 
suspect, 3 Sqn of 2 Div Sig Regt did arrive in Aarhus at the 
Jutland Signal Regiment on time. 
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THEY COULD SMILE-THEY HAD NONE OF MY CARES AND 
WORRIES 

Left to right: Corporal Craft, Lieutenant 'Mike' Jorgenson, Major 
Sampson, Lance-Corporal Carter. Seoted : lance-Corporal Madson, 
Signalman Fudge, Corporal Funnell on a visit to a 19th century 

telegraph office, Aarhus 

To add to my problems we had two Sioux helicopters under 
command from 2 Div Aviation Regt. Sergeant Ken Baily, 
a Royal Signals pilot, was one of the two birdmen. Also, although 
no one told me, we had Second-Lieutenant David Young on a 
six months' "suck it and see" commission, Second-Lieutenant 
Dave Cumming on his vacation from R.M.C.S. Shrivenham 
and other passengers I will mention later. 

The first two days were spent on the range. The firing, classi
fication and section attacks were completed in the first rate 
facilities made available to us. The days were planned for the 
maximum enjoyment of all except me. S.S.M. Eric Webster 
ruined it by starting the Far East routine of reveille at 05.00 hours 
and finishing at 14.00 hours. Fine, except that was when I had to 
organise first, a cocktail party that went on until 3.00 a.m. for 
the officers and seniors and secondly an All Ranks dance that 
didn't finish until 4.00 a.m. 

But there is always the weekend to look 
forwarll io 

Still I had the weekend to look forward to. I should have been 
suspici'ous when the OC called an "O" Group just before the 
bus tour of the city on the Friday. As well as stating he would 
be setting a short paper for the officers on what they had learned 
on the 3-hour tour, he said all three troops were to leave barracks 
on a troop commander's exercise of 48 hours, commencing the 
following morning. 

David Young was helped I'm sure, as ?e split his lot into 
sections who hitch-hiked to a port some 40 miles away and crossed 
to Anholt Island. The attraction of Anholt was the total nudity 
that prevailed <?n the beaches. Seco~d-Lieuten~t Dick 
Thwaites took Line Troop north to the biggest ~~ch m ~ll;I?Pe 
and, regardless of his glowing acco~ts . of military ac~vi?es, 
posting sentries and the like, I am certam 1t was a sort of Lme
mans' Woodstock 72.'" Naturally, as I was last to hea of it and 
those tasks were the ones I'd have chosen, we were left with a 
relay swim over the longest and coldest lake in Denmark. As well 
as having to pay for the hire of the boars, I had to do most of 
the rowing; so Monday found me tired, sunburned and frankly 
not my cheerful self. 

.\ haze of torJ1tN1t 
The week continued in a haze of torment. Orienteering in 

Mols peninsular, two exercises, more parties and me al o having 
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UNFORTUNATELY I WAS SOMEWHERE ELSE ON THIS 
OCCASION 

Lieutenant 'Mike' Jorgenson, Lieutenant Bob Axton, 'A passer by', 
Signalman ' Nobby' Clark, Signalman ·Tojo' W ilkins looking for a 

new location 

to plan the move back. Meanwhile, the British Consul, Mr. Vagn 
Klaebel had invited some of us to look at his factory. The dull 
factory visit that I declined turned out to be a huge brewery with 
a reception in a garden pavilion. However, I don' t like smoked 
salmon and caviar in the afternoon is vulgar. 

My tasks were further complicated by the arrival of a public 
relations team. They airily announced that they were to make four 
regional T.V. films, 10 local radio recordings plus happy snaps 
for local boy stories and could I please be flexible in my pro
gramme. 

The old town of Aarhus made the perfect setting for these, 
coupled with the exercise where the Danish Army Air Corps 
joined us. T o complicate an already difficult 40-mile march, all 
bridges were considered impassable, all lakes equally difficult and 
a ti resome business of air support was on call. It wouldn't have 
been too bad if it had been our helicopters; but my troop had to 
move in Danish fixed-wing aircraft that looked as if they had 
come straight out of the "Blue Max." When I saw the pilot was 
wearing a leather helmet and goggles I was tempted to express 
some displeasure . 

. \ rc•lie f at las t 
A final surge of entertainment ended the exercise and to cap 

it all my relief arrived. Lieutenant 'Paddy' Hughes, who was 
supposed to allow me to concentrate on the executive work, had 
injured himself; seemingly he had discharged himself from 
hospital and arrived for the last two days. He readily agreed to 
stay on with the rear party or I expect I'd have had to do that 
as well . It was a great shame, the weather had been marvellous, 
the setting was ideal and the locals extraordinarily friendly. 
Had it been left to me we would have had an exercise really worth 
mentioning. Ah well! 

REPORT FROM ULSTER 

8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 

B.F.P.O. 801 

Into the • :'\"°o go ' areas from the Signals point 
of view 

OPERATION 'Motorman' was launched during the night of 
the 30th July. By seven o'clock the following morning the 

operation was virtually over. All through the night Saracens 
rumbled through the city and into the "No Go" areas of the 
Bogside and Creggan. Battalion headquarters were immediately 
set up in the only accommodation available, the schools. Up to 
six major units were concentrated into the relatively small area 
of th~ city. From our point of view the operation to occupy the 
Bogs1de and Creggan went excremely smoothly but as the units 
reorganised themselves into their new locations oµr problems 
started. The heroes of the hour were the linemen and the S.D.S. 
parties. Whilst the G.P.O. were magnificent in their support of 
the operation .rl?eir line parties were naturally reluctant to go into 
the more sensmve areas at first. It therefore fell to our linemen to 
provide the necessary telephones and telegraph circuits for some 
of the most unlikely locations. One unit occupied the Public Baths 
for a short time. This was undoubtedly the cleanest unit in the 
Brigade. 

For the first two days the streets were almost completely 
deserted. Light sand coloured Saracens, conspicuously out of 
place, dominated the major cross roads and the infantry patrols 
padded ~ough the brooding housi~g estates. Wary citizens eyed 
the soldiers from the safety of their front rooms. An occasional 
stone was lobbed out at them from alley ways or porches by the 
more resentful republicans. 

In this sinister and unreal atmosphere our first S.D.S. runs 
picked their way through the debris of dismantled barricades 
driving through an unfamiliar 'Derry. In no time at all the young 
hooljgans discovered how ~~ dodge ~e foot patrols and set up 
storung ambushes for all rruhtary vehicles. Ball bearings and half 
inch bolts, sufficiently small to penetrate the wire mesh screens 
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on the vehicles were hurled wi th uncanny accuracy and force by 
children who could be no more than six or seven years old. 

Several windscreens have been smashed in this way. T o keep us 
on our toes and clear the schools for the next term, units have 
shuffled about from place to place. The most unlikely unit location 
of all is Creggan Camp. T his is a combination of Portakabin and 
T errapin huts assembled on what a fortnight ago was a field 
above the Creggan Estate. This camp was originally christened 
Piggery Ridge or Animal Farm but since the natives took exception 
to what they thought was a reference to themselves the name had 
to be changed. 

Airborne television trial 

On the 12th August the second airborne television trial was 
held in the Brigade. It coincided with The Apprentice Boys day 
and we had a golden opportunity to use the cameras to cover the 
marches. In order to relay the live pictures to the Operations 
room a parabolic receive antenna on a tripod had to be set up on 
the fiat roof of the Headquarters building. This antenna had to track 
the helicopter orbiting over the marchers. Staff Sergeant Joe 
McGonagle led the 'A' Troop crew in charge of this side of this 
operation. With one eye on a monitor, the other on the helicopter, 
and both feet dancing a jig to keep clear of the co-ax leads and 
power cables, figures pranced around on the roof looking like 
macabre Morris Dancers. Their efforts were rewarded by the fact 
that some very good colour pictures were received and watched 
by an illustrious audience that included Mr. Whitelaw, the 
Secretary of State for Northern Ireland. All were duly impressed 
but not for long. Another television set tuned into the Hunter 
Trials at Hickstead held most of their attention for the afternoon. 

Squadron Club and Disco hit the to1•s 
The Lemen Club continues to go from strength to strength. 

The Disco dances held in the club have been a great success 
making the club the most popular rendezvous in the camp. The 
Club, built from two small nissen huts is really too small for the 
number of people that want to use the place so it has to be strictly 
by invitation only. Very exclusive. 

The Squadron Disco, "Sounds Unlimited,'' has been another 
great success. It is run by unit D.J.'s who have reached a very 
professional standard. It is fully booked for every available night. 
Various record companies have donated selections from the latest 
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releases to maintain an up to date and comprehensive library. 
Strobes, sound synchronised lights, and a Gogo girl have all made 
the show a very swinging affair. In a station where all the enter
tainment has to be homespun the disco has proved to be a great 
hit. It is run by W.0.2 Voice, the Headquarters Chief Clerk, and 
a team of D.J.'s that includes Sign almen Jones and Halliday, 
and Lance-Corporal Lawless. 

Our congratulations are extended to Signalm an F ugill who 
got married to a local girl on the eve of Operation 'Motorman,' 
i ,1 the camp chapel. We wish them both every happiness in the 
··urure. 

AIRBORNE TELEVISION 
Hell-mounted colour TV camera views the scene 

AIRBORNE TELEVISION 
Receiving end. Staff Sergeant Joe McGonagle with parabolic antenna 

on Brigade Headquarters roof 
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TIME OFF 
Swinging scene in Squadron Disco 

233 Sig Sqn 

B.F.P.O. 801 

Ciieneral knowledge quiz 

THE Squadron have become the "Brains of Lisburn" following 
our decisive win in the Garrison inter-unit quiz organised 

by 39 Bde HQ and Sig Sqn. The competition was spread over 
several weeks and to show how brainy we were we consistently 
changed our line-up. The star of o~ team Wl1:5 undo~btedly 
Corporal Alan Bird and he was assmed from ume to ume by 
Lieutenant John Tydeman, W.0.2 (F. of S.) Colin Smith, 
Sergeant John McCrindle, Sergeant Alan Wilson, Corporal 
Tony Cowan-Martin, Corporal Alan Grohs and Lance
Corporal John Scully. 

\\ .• 0.2 Alan .Kingham 
The Squadron held a social to say cheerio to Alan Kingham 

who has been our S.S.M. for the last two years. He was a popular 
Sergeant Major and his instin~t for fair play, dry sense o~ humour 
and his concern for the soldiers welfare greatly contributed to 
the morale of the Squadron. After 23 years service he is leaving 
the Army returning to his native Yorkshire. Our very best wishes 
go with him and to his family. We welcome W.0.2 Derek 'Legs' 
Leggott and hope he will enjoy his tour with us. 

Oiher departurei!l 
Lieutenant Tydeman, Corporals Bower, Cowan-Martin, 

Skidmore, Garrett, Commins, Walker and Signalman 
Ashe. 

Our thanks to you all for your good service given and our best 
wishes to you and your families in the future. 

Arrivals 
Second-Lieutenant Pope, Sergeant Thomas, Corporals 

Knisley, Allen, Hatton, Robinson, Rote, Ward and Lance
Corporal Knowles. 

4'ommnnity relations 
Community relations in the Province ar.e of ever increasing 

significance as time progresses. The following account tell the 
story of one such exercise. It was m1tiated, organised and carried 
out by Corporal Don Robertson of 233 Sig Sqn. 

( ee tory on ne.'>t page) 
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Operation "Kiddiewinks " 
By Corporal Don Robertson, 233 Sqn 

It all started when my wife, Nadia who is a teacher at Fort 
Hill Girl's School, was asked by two girls if she would take them 
camping. From such small beginnings the great idea was born. 
Why not take the whole class? So began 'Operation Kiddiewinks' 
aptly named by S.S.M. Alan Kingham, who did much of the 
initial ground work and whose enthusiasm coupled with the 
support of the O.C. Major Brian Blackwell, helped to make 
the whole thing possible. 

We set off at 09.00 hours on Saturday, 5th August, for Castle
wellan Forest Park, where we took over a camp site from the 
Army Youth Team. The first day we had a two course lunch 
which was kindly cooked and provided by the cookhouse; for the 
rest of our st.ay our meals were cooked by my wife, and her two 
able helpers, Mrs. J. Peat and Miss R. Allen. Both these ladies 
had kindly volunteered their services, which were much appre
ciated. 

Apart from the 4 adults our party consisted of 20 girls and 
1 boy, son of Mrs. Peat. Many of these children had never 
before been away from home, and none of them had ever camped 
before. We had a full itinerary of activities, which included the 
C..'i.'J)loration of our surroundings by long walks and hikes; hill 
(or to the children-mountain) climbing; pony-trekking, visiting 
the beach at Tyrella; swimming in the local lake, and canoeing 
with the A.Y.T. Twice we had sing-songs around a camp fire; 
on our first night we joined a Presbyterian youth camp at their 
ca.mp fire, and on our last night we joined a group of boys taken 
camping by 40 Commando R.M. for a sing-song and barbecue. 

On Wednesday, 9th August we were visited by Major Black
well, and S.S.M. Kingham. The O.C. judged the best kept tent, 
and awarded Mars bars to the winners. After which photographs 
were taken. We were also visited by several parents on this and 
other days, but no one was more enthusiastically received than 
the men who had made the whole thing possible. 

BEFORE THE TENT INSPECTION 
Back row (right): Major Brian Blackwell, (far right) W .0.2 Allan 

Kingham 
Middle row: (seated second from left) Mrs. Nadia Robertson 

In all our activities we were joined by 5 boys from the Lenadoon 
and Bogside areas, who were camping in the next field. They 
quickly became popular and useful to our party. 

Despite the difference in their religious and political back
grounds, everyone became great friends, sharing their possessions, 
and helping each other. At no time was this more evident than on 
our final evening. During the sing-song with 40 Commandos 
campers the Protestant song, popularly known as "The Sash," 
was rendered by our hosts. To my surprise, I saw the Catholic 
boys were singing this song with gusto, while the Protestant girls 
were silent. When I commented on this, both groups laughed and 
explained that they had not wanted to offend the other. One boy 
went further, and spoke of his wish to join the Army, and of the 
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impossibilicy of this, due to the circumstances, and the area in 
which he lived. For as he explained, the situation being such as it is, 
it is only when one is away from one's home environment that 
one can forget the difference between the 2 sections of the people 
and be oneself completely. 

But if such consideration can be shown by children for each 
other, may be there is yet hope for this troubled country. 

We arrived home safely at 17.00 hours on Friday, 11th August, 
tired, but happy. Our first camping experiment in Northern 
Ireland had been a success. Who knows to what new experiences 
this might lead l 

39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
Lisburn, N. Ireland 

1'1.T. Troo1• 

AS usual the S.D.S. (Pony Express) have been running the 
gauntlet in Belfast, though the section has been greatly 

increased by the arrival of Signalmen Hardy, Peden and 
Duchan, who also add to the 'Jock' element of M.T. Troop. At 
the same time the S.D.S. has had to weather out the recent 
marriages of Signalman Jerry Blick and Signalman Pete 
Vayro. 

One of the long suffering members of the troop Signalman 
Mal Gardner is leaving us soon for Hong Kong. He has been 
with us for almost three years and deserves a rest from long hours, 
muck, bombs, bullets, parties, games evenings, women and all 
the other equally nascy things that one must put up with at the 
sharp end. We wish him luck. 

Sergein1is• 1'1ess 
The Sergeants' Mess is still surrounded by its Indian encamp

ment, but is taking on character and characters as the days go by. 
It would be difficult to even list half of the arrivals and departures. 
It has been suggested that the way to keep the nominal roll up to 
date would be to have a cine camera at eight frames a minute 
24 hours a day at the front entrance. That way we may find out 
what the emergency tour members look like. 

The main event since the last WIRE notes was the marriage of 
W/Sergeant Sandy Buckley, W.R.A.C. to Sergeant Pete 
Buckle, R.M.P. with the guard of honour and pipers. The signal 
that was sent to the young couple by the Officers of the Brigade was 
in the jargon of the comcen and would be lost to non-comcen 
readers. To them we wish the best of luck in the future. 

The Regimental Guest Dinner night was a huge success, and 
the company first class. The surrounds of N.I. make it difficult 
to keep up tradition but we managed to succeed. Emergency tour 
members once again had to hire dinner suits; (there is no truth 
in the rumour that the R.S.M. has a share in evening dress hire 
service). Incoming members please note, when you pack your 
combat kit and steel helmet, squeeze your mess kit in too. 

fe.1'1. ·s De1mrt111e11t 
With regret we say farewell to our Q.M., Captain W. T. 

Leeson, after a tour of 4} years with this Squadron. We welcome 
Captain G. S. MacDonald, who now has the task of under
standing the mysterious ways in which his st.aff work. They are 
Staff Sergeant Tom Sinon, aided and abetted by Corporal 
Pedro Algar, who are responsible for performing miracles with 
the equipment. Other members of the staff are, pen-pusher 
Signalman Marc Ashberry, who always seems to be snowed 
under with schedules, vouchers and other things, Staff Sergeant 
Downes, R.P.C., Lance-Corporal 'Geordie' Hughes, R.P.C. 
who stand on the side and watch miracles being performed, 
and last of all Signalman Das, who is trying hard with the 
windfall bull worker to build himself up for his posting to Wilaen
rath. 

l,.A.D. R.E.M.E. 
These past three months has seen quite a handover/t.akeover in 

the L.A.D. Sergeant Longden arrived on the 15th April, 
Craftsman Macauley, Craftsman Mackay a couple of weeks 
later, then in June we said goodbye to Corporal 'Taffy' Bevan 
and Corporal Pete Robinson, and at the same moment we are 
saying farewell to A.S.M. Andy Andrews and welcome W.0.2 
O'Brien. Despite all this the L.A.D. continues to function with 
bristling efficiency, in between the odd game of parts, and Cor
poral 'Jock' Brown and Sergeant Brian Donaghy seem to have 
found time to take control of the unit's range classification, with 
little assistance from the M.T.O. 
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f'onun11nlentlons Troop (Exer•·ise • Eternal 
Triangle • - Ulstt•r style) 

At last we have discovered the trouble with our rebro, or should 
I say the cause of the trouble it has been suffering from acute 
travel sickness. For since last February it has logged up an exces-
sive milage. · 

We start our tale back in February this year, when the rebro 
was assembled on the top of the now infamous Divis. There, 
rumour has it according to a new Irish legend, all you do is to 
plant one radio station/antennae/160 lb. tent and return in six 
months to find a complete ae1ial farm, plus numerous concrete/tin 
nissen huts, and heaven only knows how many radios. 

THE WORKING OFFICERS OF 39 BRIGADE 
Lieutenant Howard Ham on his way to the top of Mount Divis

more recently seen on a 'Q ' course at Blandford Camp 

A meeting of the NI Dde R.S.IU.s 
The meeting of the N.I. Brigade R.S.M.'s on Friday, 17th 

August in Thiepval Barracks was attended by R.S.M. Denis 
Connell, 39 Bdge, R.S.M. Jim Gray, 24 Bde, R.S.M. Dave 
Loome, 8 Bde, and R.S.M. Jim Thornton, 3 Bde. They all 
learned a little about each Brigade and a lot about each other, 
and now one of them knows what a V.C.P. is (and it is not 39 Bde, 
we know). 

GATHERING OF N. IRELAND R.S.M.s 
In the photograph : R.S.M.s J. Thornton, J. Gray, D. Connell, D. Roome 

The Comcen 
Since the last WIRE notes there have been a few significant 

changes. We have said goodbye to W.0.2 (Y. of S.) Bill Green
hill, after what to him must have been a long two year tour 
(27 months). We wish him every success at the School of Signals. 
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We welcome W.0.2 (Y. of S.) Phil Daniel who arrived in a 
cloud of ducy free cigar smoke from 28 Sig Regt. 

Waiting to greet him were several ex-28 Sig Regt member like 
Corporal's Colin Richardson, 'Chas' Vines, Lance-Corporal 
Ted Kilpin and Signalmen Dave King, Jim Wright and 
Dave Simpson. 

We established a new record recently with a 5 section, 46 page 
sitrep-and that was on a quiet day. The Regimental operators on 
the other end of our printer circuits produce some lighter moments 
to ease our day, this includes Fusilier Powell. Even with enough 
major units under command to supply a Division, we pride 
ourselves on the fact that our morale is still climbing steadily. 

Late March, early April saw the spring migration of the rebro 
and its erection in Castlereagh R.U.C. Station which seemed a 
good location-too good in fact, for a poor wee rebro. For come 
July and a whole Bde HQ and Sig Sqn wanted to move in beside 
it. 

So 20th July came, and with it the erection of two of Sergeant 
Ernie Buck special antennae in the dead of night on the roof of 
Flax Street Factory by Lieutenant Howard Hamm, Sergeant 
Buck, Lance-Corporal Dickson and myself, Corporal 
Clapham. All was quiet up above but below it seemed like the 
O.K. Corral. In the middle of raising the second antenna a nice 
soldier decided it was too dark to spot gunmen so he fired a flare 
which lit up everything, ourselves included. The next day the 
remainder of the rebro was moved into this lovely spot of Belfast. 

On the 22nd of July Captain Abbott, Lieutenant Freeman, 
Sergeant Ernie Buck, Sergeant Mick Davison, Corporal 
Fred Cook, Lance-Corporal Jeff Jefferys, Corporal Cooke, 
Lance-Corporal Swinhoe, myself and a few others, civvies etc., 
gathered near the BBC transmitter to watch the R.A.F., blessed 
with a Wessex, perform the half yearly ceremony of flying the 
rebro to the top of (wait for it) dear old miscy Divis. Will it 
stay? 'what will the Irish say.' Read the next episode soon. 
All mail for Communications Troop to be addressed clo Radio 
Farm, Divis Mountain, Co. Antrim. 

A sad note for some and a happy one for others. We must say 
goodbye to Lieutenant Hamm and all the six month men from 
30 Sig Regt, and we thank them all very much and hope they 
enjoyed their stay. The best of luck lads. And a welcome to 
Lieutenant Freeman, whom we hope will have a pleasant stay. 

ULSTER POSTSCRIPT 

'The Home ts' Nest' 
The crowd is silent 
Waiting for the fire 
Which so often becomes 
A funeral pyre; 
A furnace forging fear 
Leaving praying people prey 
To silent streets strewn 
With baun~ hours of day 
Hacking at rru.xed up minds. 
Tom terraces tell a tale 
Of death and hatred daring 
Men to fight to no avail. 

Though the soldiers fill the cicy, 
Grey garrisons gleaming 
In reflected rain of fire, 
Their armoured veh.icles seeming 
So strong and mighty, 
We feel no strength of will 
For our homes arc still falling 
And our men are dying still. 

I look down our street 
And wonder if our turn is next; 
If the cal.-n and hopeful quiet 
Will boil into a hornets' nest. 
There is a sudden flash 
And I am blinded by 
A build.in!! falling to the ground. 
The fire lights up the sky 
And rushing rubble ends 
Its flight on our lawn, 
While a tiny bird stumbles by 
Seeking shelter from the stonn. 

R. J. Maxwell 
(Signalman, 8 Inf Bde HQ & Sia Sqn) 
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News lrom Regiments 

1 Div HQ and Sig Regt 

B.F.P.O. 32 

Ve-rde-n Diners• Club 

DURING September, we exchanged two of our cooks with 
two from the Rocket Artillery Banalion (Bundeswehr) in 

nearby Barrne. 
Whilst our cooks were serving an 'English' meal to the 

Bundeswehr, members of the Regiment were given the opportunity 
of tasting a 'typical' German soldier's meal. 

The three course meal consisted of: 
Celery Soup 

Kasseler 
Sauerkraut 
Creamed Potatoes 

Fresh Apples 

Many chose this in preference to their normal lunch and the 
photograph shows soldiers from the unit being served with their 
meal. 

Meanwhile, the Bundeswehr were enjoying (we hope!): 
Roast Beef 
Yorkshire Pudding 
Roast Potatoes 
Boiled Potatoes 
Cauliflower 
Carrots 

Steamed Pudding 
Custard Sauce 

Signalman Stephen Newsome commented after having 
eaten his German meal "It was alright for a change, but I prefer 
English food". We have yet to hear of the reaction from our 
German counterparts! 

ENGLISH SOLDIERS-GERMAN FOOD 
Verdict-It was worth trying but English food preferred on the 

whole 
Signalmen Dennis Gosney, David Pike and Les Grey head the queue 

I SQUADRON 
This year 1 Sqn again visited Schleswig-Holstein for Summer 

Camp. Activities starte.d at _the crack_ of daw? (08.30 hours) on 
:ruesday, ?5th July_ with eig~t Semons taking part. Activities 
include~ drnghy sailrng, canoemg, keel boat sailing and a number 
of nautical command task exercises. With all that emphasis on 
~~tersports, many started to ask why the Squadron Officers never 
101ned the Navy. However now we've got the next best thing
Petty Officers (Sergeant) Eddy Potter and (Staff Sergeant) 
Mel Smart. 

<fl6 

Corporal 'Matt' Matthews and his crew won the inter-section 
competition with victories in the Paned Sports and Canoe
Orienteering and good results in the raft building/aerial ropeway 
and rubber boating command tasks. 

Sci,uadron Commander Major Ron Tanner presented the 
winnmg with 2 litre beer mugs, and the rest of the Squadron 
assisted in the drinking. All in all a very enjoyable two weeks 
exercise. 

2 SQUADRON 
August has, in general, been less hectic, with most people on 

leave and taking a breather before Exercise 'Eternal Triangle' 
which confronts us at the end of September. 

Our O.C. Major Hugh Nealon went to Denmark leaving 
Henry behind to be looked after in turn by Captain Francis 
Wilkinson and Lieutenant Bryan Abbiss. Henry, I should 
hasten to add is a very large, very friendly Boxer Dog who is very 
much part of the Squadron scene. Alpha two and Alpha three 
troops packed themselves off to Bavaria for two weeks camp and 
came back with an endless fund of stories-all boiling down to the 
fact that the 'Birds' and 'Booze' were beautiful, even if the weather 
wans't up to much. Alpha one troop however did a formight's 
driver training and now should be fairly flush for drivers for the 
coming Exercises. 

A re-shuffle in the Squadron has resulted in new faces appearing 
in many places. Captain Francis Wilkinson is off on leave 
recharging his batteries so to speak, before taking up the post of 
Adjutant on his return. Mr. Bryan Abbis who was Squadron 
Admin. Officer, has replaced Captain Francis Wilkinson as 
O.C. Alpha One Troop and Major Hugh Nealon now sits in 
solitary splendour in his newly decorated office. Sergeant Dave 
Grey now works for S.S.M. Dougie Alexander as Admin 
Sergeant and spends much time pouring over vast piles of paper, 
muttering and scratching his quickly thinning hair. Second
Lieutenant Dave Elson and Lance-Corporal Eric Mitchell 
have been fully employed over the school holiday period helping 
to keep the teenagers of Verden happy and occupied-a job to try 
the tact and patience of anyone, but a task that gives much job 
satisfaction. 

Arrivals and departures 
We have said goodbye to the following since our last notes: 
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) John Francis, Corporal Dave 

Ledger, Corporal Dick Hanlon, Signalman Dougie Atter 
and have welcomed: Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Jim Hough, 
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) Ron Botham, Corporal 'Wally' 
Walton, Corporal 'Ernie' Earnshaw. Mrs. Rosemary 
Childs, presented the S.Q.M.S. with a baby daughter on the 
6th August, and she has duly been taken on Squadron strength. 

We also welcome two new wives to the Squadron, Mrs. 
Benniess Pettis, Mrs. Caroline McNulty have joined their 
respective husbands in Verden-we hope you enjoy your stay 
ladies. 

I must end these notes with the account of Signalman Joe 
O'Kane who set off to go to Kiel by train. Keil as most people 

· know is the centre for Army Yachting on the Baltic and of course 
the venue for the 1972 Olympics. It is about 150 miles North East 
of Verden. The next thing heard from him was two days later 
when a phone call from the Canadian Forces Base in Lahr, five 
hundred miles South of Verden asking if we would like O'Kane 
back. It would appear he got the wrong train having been directed, 
he claims to a little village, also named Kiel near Lahr. 

Royal Signals Association & Benevolent Funt/ 
Tiu follMDing donaN'ons were gratefully received during Auguse, 1972: 

O.C., 8 Si!f Regt 
O.C., 30 S11f Regt . . . . . . . . 
O.C., 224 Sig Sqn . . . . . . . . 
Commandant, The Royal School of Artillery .. 
President, The Wives Club, 8 Sig Rcgt 
O.C., 36 (Eastern) Sig Regt (V) .. 
Staff Sergeant E. W. Unwin . . . . 
H. R. W. Marsh, Esq. . . . . . . 
Corporal F. Jackson 
J. J. Johnston, Esq. 
G. E. Bassil, Esq. . . 
Captain E. M. Dawton .. 

£130·00 
100·00 
26·25 
25·00 

8·60 
5·00 

55·00 
10·00 
7·00 
2·50 

75 
70 

[370·80 
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3 Div HQ and Sig Regt 

Bulford 

THE last two months have been very enjoyable for the Regiment. 
As well as recuperating from the trip to Germany on Exercise 

'Summer Sales', there has been a Regimental Week culminating 
in a visit from our old comrades and also the arrnual block leave, 
which everybody claimed we needed. 

Heaimentnl Week 
In July a complete week was devoted to a variety of activities, 

in which sport played the largest part. There was a playing of the 
retreat ceremony on the square, played by our Corps band and 
also a well anended and popular concert evening, once again given 
by the Corps band. The final event, a drumhead service, was held 
on the square. The C.O. Lieutenant-Colonel Derek Briggs 
led the parade which included a Squadron of the Old Comrades, 
who marched past in fine style. 

In the sporting events two squadron teams walked off with all the 
prizes in the athletics and swimming and in the six-a-side soccer 
competition, Bravo Troop were the eventual winners. The last 
event had a dual aim, for in a comprehensive serach for talent 
our new Officer-in-Charge Football, Major Terry Canham, 
decided that he could act as a talent scout during the event. 
Thirty teams took part, so at lei?st 180 men achieved at least 
fifteen minutes intensive exercise. The main competition was won 
by Bravo Troop and the losers plate by the LAD. Some fine 
goals by Signalmen Mark Unwin, Bill Taylor and Mick 
McCarthy gave their team the edge over a good team from Echo 
Troop. After the final match the prizes were presented by Mrs. 
Mary Briggs, the wife of the Commanding Officer. The sun 
shone throughout, 24 gallons of refreshment were consumed and 
all who took part enjoyed themselves. Except perhaps the Officers 
team who missed a penalty which would have given them the 
match against the Sergeants team. As a member of the laner team 
W.0.2 (Y. of S.) Bob Massey, was heard to say, as he limped 
off the pitch, that the opponents were the roughest lot he had ever 
played against. Or words to that effect. 

Exercises everywhere 
Since coming back from Germany, Alpha Troop have found 

themselves in Onerburn, the plain, Stamford, Blandford and 
various detachments have been attached to other units in places 
like Brecon Beacons. In the last exercise Lieutenant Chris 
Wright managed to get his brand new Landrover, the replacement 
for the one he burnt, jammed on top of a massive rock. Needless 
to say the vehicle has gone well. Sergeant Alan Bryant, Cor
poral Dave Hay and Corporal Phil Crone now know every 
high spot in Onerburn, having driven or coaxed their Radio 
Rebroadcast outfit up them. 

I Squ notes 
As each troop produced their notes, it became obvious that 

block leave had figured most in the minds of the 1 Sqn troops, 
C3 Troop going as far as to say that it was the main event of the 
month in their opinion. Lance-Corporal Steve Holmes of 
Cl Troop gave a very good account of the match between Cl 
Troop and C3 Troop in the Regimental Cricket inter-troop 
knockout competition. After a spendid and spirited innings by 
C3, they achieved 5 runs, their only batsman who scored, Ser
geant 'Dusty' Curry being run out by Signalman Alan 
Hindmarche's hopeful call for a quick single. Cl Troop went 
into bat and their opening bat scored two boundaries off the first 
two balls. Both teams are claiming a record for this event. 

:l Sqn 
On Monday 11th September the long awaited birth of 3 Sqn 

occurred. The Squadron has existed on paper for quite a long 
time, but its members have all been in 2 Sqn, awaiting arrival 
of a few items of equipment essential to their rol~. The Sq.uadron 
which is commanded by Major John Barrett, 1s responsible for 
the communications within the Divisional Rear Headquarters. 
Within a few hours of their forming, they were heading out on 
Exercise 'Staff Ride 8' to practice this role. Delta Troop which is 
commanded by Second-Lieutenant Mike Podmore, assisted by 
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Sergeant Carl Traylor provides the radio communications and 
Echo Troop which is commanded by Lieutenant Martin Stone, 
provides the commhead. The rest of the Regiment wishes our 
newest Squadron good luck for the future. 

Public dqtles 
The Regiment has been given the honour of providing a 

detachment for the Royal Signals Public Duties Tour in London. 
The detachment of nine members of the Regiment commanded 
by Second-Lieutenant John MacFarlane will do their duties 
on various dates between the 12th September and 10th October. 
They have already departed to Pirbright to put the final polish 
on their drill movements, and initial reports suggest they are even 
enjoying it. 

s .. rgeants' ~less notes 
R.S.M. R. J. Judge-reports that the two confumed bachelors 

of the Mess, Sergeant Pete Cain and Sergeant Ron Desanti 
have just returned from a flying visit to America where they spent 
their leave, Sergeant Cain has promised a full report for our 
next mess notes. W.0.1 (F. of S.) 'Gus' Cook was presented 
with his Long Service and Good Conduct Medal by Major
General R. E. Worsley, O.B.E., G.O.C. 3 Div in August. 
It was well christened by all members of the mess. 

We bid farewell to Sergeant John Berry, R.A.O.C., Staff 
Sergeant (F. of S.) Jim Hough, Sergeant Colin Eastland, 
Staff Sergeant Chris Fear, R.A.O.C., Staff Sergeant Charlie 
Gidley, R.A.P.C. Our best wishes go with them for the future. 

Y. of S. 'Enery' Higgins soon senled into the Mess by getting 
the mini golf course operating and the living-in members now 
anend sessions regularly. 

Gold medal 
The Regiment offers its congratulations to our P.T.I., W.0.2 

(Q.M.S.I.) Terry O'Neill, A.P.T.C. who won a gold medal in 
the shot pun event, while representing Great Britain in the 
International Veterans Competition held at Crystal Palace in 
August. 

4 Div HQ and Sig Regt 
B.F.P.O. 15 

For the next few months Wire Notes will 
be submitted by each Squadron in tum
our contributors this month are "Shiny'' 

2 Sqn 

llO:'' nl Ascot 

EXERCISE 'Royal Ascot,' our Squadron Summer Camp as it is 
affectionately known, took place in the vicinity of the Biggesee 

in the Sauerland. 
Exercise 'Scape Goat' was the centrepiece of the camp, a three

day escape and evasion exercise. 
A band of ruthless saboteurs, led by Sergeant 'El Fred' 

Howley, had been in secret training for months. Commonly 
known as B.E.E.R. (Blatant Expansion of European Revolution), 
the team consisted of such devotees as Signalman 'Fingers' 
Fenna and 'Rodriques' ('The Brain') Thompson, Corporals 
'Leg Stump' Whittick and 'Doofers Brockers' Dalton
Brockwell, and many more. 

The band of saboteurs was para-dropped by Bedford in a 
remote village from which they had to make their way to an R.V. 
with an agent, Sapper 'The Blob' Bathie. Once there, they 
were given explosives and instructions to blow a dam some 
60 kilometres away. 

The task was almost achieved, despite the very bad weather 
and great distances involved. Also very nearly achieved was the 
collection of a bill for approximately seventy square metres of 
plate glass window directly behind one of the charges placed by 
'El Fred.' 

Against this band of men was a defending force led by Sergeant 
'Geordie' Andrews who with Lance-Corporal Ken Robson 
devoured a record ten pounds of composite ration hard boiled 
sweets whilst waiting for the attack. 
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An Interrogation Centre based in a disused quarry every bit as 
eerie a any film, was set up by Corporals Ron 'The Pit' Upton 
and 'Dodge' Green, who between them extracted (by what 
means we'll never know), some very valuable information from the 
victims. The captives were brought to the Centre by Lance
Corporal 'Seven Fields' Mullin who earned his nickname by 
being the onl · per on on record to \vhisper across seven fields. 

Our apologies must go to the resident near the dam who 
arrived on his moped soon after the charges went up, clad only 
in pyjamas and a worried smile. 

A map-making exercise, a rally and a cross-country stretcber
carrying competition complete with rope bridge crossing, filled 
the remainder of the time on Summer Camp. 

The local villagers were very understanding and friendly and 
we hope to return ne.\."t year. We must have a return football 
match with them as this year's match ended in a draw only after 
the referee allowed extra time. Lance-Corporal Chris Sunder
land who ran the bar and is reputedly thinking of buying a new 
Porsche on the proceeds, bas apparently his own special reason 
to return. It must be the local bratwursts. 

The lUotor Sports Club, Herford 

At the beginning of the year the Regimental Motor Sports 
Club changed its name to the "Motor Sports Club Herford." 
This was because it has expanded to include so many members 
from other units and because "Motor Sports Club 4 Div HQ & 
Sig Regt" was such a mouthful that it was nearly always referred 
to as "The Herford Club." Basically though the bulk of the 
membership is still from this Regiment and 7 Sig Regt. 

The Club is now considered the premier motor club in B.A.O.R. 
because it has been consistently organising good events for the 
past three and a half years and because of its very lively monthly 
news sheet called "Clutch" which is distributed all over B.A.0.R. 
"Clutch" not only forecasts the forthcoming Herford Club's 
events but other Clubs as well so that B.A.0.R. rallymen use it 
as a guide for planning their events as well as planning their own 
rally diary. It also not only reports on the "home" events but also 
the numerous ones club members go away to take part in as the 
Club is almost always represented in Club rallies all over B.A.0.R. 

One of the personalities of the Club is W.0.2 John Driver who 
has been a very active member since the Club started, with a 
large interest in the production of the news sheet and rally 
organisation. Sergeant John Davies of 7 Sig Regt is also another 
active member who has been with the Club a long time, recruiting a 
lot of members from his Regiment. W.0.2 Gus Gurr (also of 
"Seven") is Club Secretary and Sergeant Mick Dewey is 
Competition Secretary. Both are very keen rallymen supporting 
the Club in all its activities. 

Because the Club is interested in organising rallies for the family 
motorist it follows that there is a lot of interest shown by wives. 
We have a couple of husband and wife teams of which "Team 
Younger" (Corporal Pete Younger with his wife Kath driving) 
are showing a lot of promise half-way through their first season. 
Corporal John Cadwallader (of "Seven") and bis wife Doreen 
also support the Club very well but as both drive there is always a 
squabble over who takes part in the event and who helps organise. 
Doreen is one trophy ahead of John at the moment! 

Two all-male crews are also showing a lot of promise in the 
Club closed events this season, they are Corporal Clive Dalton
Brockwell with his navigator Sergeant Fred Howley and 
Corporal Ken Bertram and his navigator Corporal Mick 
Filmer; the latter have just organised their first rally which was 
very successful. We feel that next year these two crews will be 
amongst the top men fighting for first place in the Clubs Driver 
and avigator of the Year Championships. 

Part of the B.A.O.R. Motor Sports "Scene" are the B.A.M.A. 
(British Army Motoring Association) restricted rallies. These are 
long rallies organised in complete accordance with the R.A.C. 
rules and a finish in one of these qualifies the competitor's to 
upgrade bis competition licence. These rallies have to be meti
culously organised so a lot of prestige is attached to a Club which 
can organise one. The Club organises three of these every year, 
one in the Spring, one in the Summer and one in the Winter. 
The names of these rallies (which are the same every year) are 
known to all B.A.0.R. rallymen and they come from all over 
Germany to take part in them. 

In conclusion to show what an impression the rest of the 
B.A.0.R. motor sport world has of the Club, we quote from a 
letter received from a rallyman; 
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"I have just been warned for posting at the end of September 
to 4 Div Motor Sports Regiment"! 

Sto1• prc>ss! - f'ano4"htg 
Just to confuse us, our Canoeing Correspondent has just rushed 

in with this report of the Canoe Team in Denmark. 
The Regimental Canoe team were invited as B.A.O.R. team 

champions, to compete in the Kolding Kayak event in Denmark. 
This proved to be a very strenuous sprint race over about 10 

miles, half of which was upstream and the remainder down stream 
on a very narrow, twisting river. The Danish and Germans 
competitors' skill and fimess resulted in our team's eclipse but 
by no means their disgrace. 

The club were extremely well looked after by thrir Danish 
hosts and a thoroughly enjoyable weekend included canoeing and 
- for one--swimming in a rather cold wet fjiord. 

7 Sig Regt B.F.P.O. 15 

Frec>tlorn of Herford 

THE Regiment has been moving along for some time now under 
full sail in preparation for its receiving the Freedom of the 

City of Herford on Saturday, 9th September, to mark the occasion 
of 21 years close and friendly liaison between the Regiment and 
the Stadt. The parade ground daily echoes to the dulcet tones of 
Sergeant Gray and bis drill squad under the watchful eye of 
R.S.M. McKie. On other fronts Major M. J. Hales and Captain 
T. N. Singleton are busily tying up endless details of who sits 
where and does what. This will be a great honour for the Regiment. 
All Squadrons and departments are involved and are determined 
to make it an enjoyable and memorable occasion. We hope for 
fine weather and good photographs for the next issue of THE WIRE. 

Visit of Kingston G.S. Cadets 
A party of 28 Cadets from Kingston G.S. C.C.F. visited the 

Regiment for ten days in mid August. Looked after by 3 Sqn the 
cadets were immediately started on what proved to be a full 
programme--weapon firing, visits to various other units in the 
area, V.H.F. radio and patrolling exercises, culminating in 
Exercise 'Night Owl'-a two day test for our young visitors. 
This latter was especially interesting as it showed how the youth 
of today grappled with the problems of basic soldiering. Youth 
came out with top marks for enthusiasm, adaptability and deter
mination in spite of interminable rain and an energetic enemy 
provided by 3 Sqn. 

Page Trophy 
The final of the Inter Squadron Cricket Competition between 

3 and 6 Sqns added another series of points to the Page Trophy. 
Choosing to bat 6 Sqn were soon in dire straits when five wickets 

fell rapidly for only sixteen runs. Luckily W.0.2 (Y. of S.) L. 
Green was wielding a stylish bat and was given surprising support 
by the tail. In spite of keen fielding the score mounted steadily 
and eventually a respectable 105 was amassed, W.0.2 (Y. of S.) 
L. Green scoring 69 of them. 

Signalman P. Bradley and Corporal S. G. Smedley put 
3 Sqn on the right road but the problem soon became one of 
lack of overs as tight bowling by Corporal Caldemeyer and 
Signalman Dawkins, especially, kept the scoring rate down. 
Luckily Sergeant Balding was in fine form and several mightily 
hit boundaries restored the situation and saw 3 Sqn the eventual 
winners with 106 for 7. 

Amateur radio-Sergeant Dowdall writes: 
The weekend of 19-20th August saw Exercise 'Far Speak II,' 

the Regiment's second venture into Amateur Radio this year. 
Members of the Herford Garrison Amateur Radio Club (DLSXS), 
and the Bad Salzuflen Amateur Radio Club (DLOWO) again 
joined forces to become one of the competitors in the European 
Field Day Contest. This was a 24 hour voice, as opposed to last 
month's morse, contest. 

Throughout the contest the station operated on all amateur 
bands, most stations being worked on 40 metres (7 Mhz) using a 
full size cubical quad. A few technical hitches were encountered, 
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two transmitters developing major faults whilst one, belonging to 
Sergeant 'John' Worth (DA2XO) of 4 Div and H.Q. Sig Regt, 
had to retire with indigestion caused by a rum and coke in the 
PA stage. 

The final results will not be known for some time, but with 752 
amateur radio stations in over 100 different countries contacted 
there is a good chance of the entry attaining first place in Western 
Germany. 

Hotor S(tOrt-W.0.2 (Y. of S . ) n. Gurr write : 

The Regiment has had a number of successes during the past 
month. Crews were entered for the M.S.C. Herford's August Rush 
Rally, these were Corporal Gordon Philbrook W.0.2 (Y. of S.) 
Gus Gurr, Mrs. Kath Davies/Sergeant John Davies and Ser
geant John Terry/Sergeant Peter Dowdall. The whole rally was 
presented in a grid reference form, which was unusual for Herford. 
Stage one was regularity but with a low average speed didn't 
prove too difficult. Stage two was described as "relaxed" which 
proved interesting. Regularity again for stage four, which was a 
bit tight. Stage four brought crews back to the club rooms and 
all agreed that the 100 Km event was up to the usual high Herford 
standard. 

Regimental placings were: 
2nd Corporal Philbrook/W.0.2 (Y. of S.) Gurr 39 points 
5th Mrs. Davies/Sergeant Davies 126 ,, 

12th Sergeant Terry/Sergeant Dowdall 240 ,, 
Corporal Philbrook/W.0.2 (Y. of S.) Gurr gained 1st com

petitor award. Sergeant Terry/Sergeant Dowdall were in the 
beginner class and finished in their very first rally, Well done. 

Senne A.D.A.C. 
W.0.2 (Y. of S.) Gurr, Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Carr and 

Sergeant Davis were in action the following week as guests of 
the German Senne Auto Club. Carr/Gurr were crewed together 
and Davies was crewed with Sergeant Dewey of 4 Div HQ and 
Sig Regr. 

Routes were given half an hour before the start and the crews 
needed all that time to get used to the German system. Once 
deciphered the route went on the map easily. 

Everything was organised with the usual German thoroughness 
and with a bag of "stickers" through the window we were off. 

A USEFUL COMBINATION 
W.0.2 (Y. of S.} Gurr and Corporal Philbrook with recently 

amassed motoring trophies 
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The first stage was grid references plus an orientation sheet 
that came as a bit of a puzzle. The crews soon orted this and off 
to T.C.l. On arrival only two crews had arrived-OURS!! Had 
we done something wrong? The crews pressed on using traces to 
T.C.2. Again only two crews there . On again to T.C.3 and the 
finish. The crews were on time all the way. Then came a three 
hour wait for the results. The crews thought they had done 
exceptionally well. When the results went up Dewey Davi were 
8th and Carr/Gurr 11th. This was disappointing but we at least 
won a team prize. Over 60 started and only 26 finished. 

Swansong 
Sergeant John Davis organised his last rally for the M.S.C. 

Herford on Sunday 3rd September. This was a good presentation, 
which included tulips, herringbones, traces grid line crossings 
and grid references. The result: 

2nd Corporal Philbrook W.0.2 (Y. of S.) Gurr 
4th Corporal John Cadwallader 
7th Mrs. Cadwallader 

11th Sergeant Hamish Stewart.Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) 
Carr 

A busy but successful month, with, Mrs. Doreen Cadwallader, 
wife of Corporal John Cadwallader, being selected as the co
driver for Mrs. Mary Rendell in the Dail Mail's "Woman 
Driver of the Year." 

8 Sig Regt, Catterick Camp 
Our 4 Sqn correspondent writes:

Exercise ' Northern Lights ' 

FOR a change on the practical part of their Combat Powerman's 
Course CP09 went North to Garelochhead, 30 miles North 

West of Glasgow, where water stays on the top of hills and the 
natives speak a funny language. Needless to say Sergeants 
Lewer and Thomas decided to pitch camp on top of one of the 
hills. Exercise movement was provided by Signalman 'Taff' 
Lane, who tried to parachute out of the back of a 4 tonner-not 
as good as 216--and Signalman Mick Wooley, who knows more 
ways to cook stewed steak than most cooks do. On the return 
journey to Catterick Signalman Gary Lee decided to stop the 
convoy in the middle of Glasgow as he thought bis vehicle was 
losing a wheel. eedless to say the Police objected, but after a 
light-hearted conversation they disappeared into the night mutter
ing something about Sassenachs. 

4 §qn go digging 
o sooner had the squadron returned from the Summer grant 

than some people found themselves in the back of a 4 conner on 
the way to Piercebridge to dig for Roman remains. This was in 
answer to an appeal for helpers which appeared in the national 
press. The site at Piercebridge consists of a fort on one side of the 
River Tees and a civil settlement on the other. Earlier this year 
the buttress of a bridge was uncovered and it was on this that 
12 Signalmen, all waiting for courses in the Squadron, found 
themselves digging not with shovels but with trowels and soft 
brushes. All had a most enjoyable day which even resulted in a 
"find" for Signalman Lappin who discovered two teeth, not 
his own. Captain Peter Hallett as photographic officer decided 
to try out the regimental camera and even achieved some results. 
(More practice required-not up to WIRE standard yet-Editor). 

11 Sig Regt Catterick Camp 
Pass-of( .. ar1ul1• - 25th August 

ON 25th August, l972 the Regiment was honoured with a visit 
from Brigadier A. J. Jackson, Director of Telecommuni

cations (Army) when he was Inspecting Officer at the Pass Off 
Parade. The weather, although not comparable with that experi
enced by our friends in Hong Kong or Singapore, did however 
favuur us with a rainless day. The Troop to pass off was 7 Troop, 
commanded by Lieutenant Peter B wles ably assisted by his 
cadre, Sergeant John Bonnett, Corporals Gordon Harper 
and Colin Wing. On parade also was W.0.2 (S.S.M.) Peter 
Gray who has enjoyed, he says, bis short attachment to 1 Sqn 
from the Depot Sqn, to which he now returns. The Troop's 
hard work during their seven weeks in the Army was reflected in 
the very high standard of drill during the parade. It has become 
known as a troop who pull together well and all its members 
will be a great asset to any unit of the Corps when they have 
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comp! ted their trade training. One member who did particularly 
well was Signalman Michael Leddie McGuigan who not 
only gain !d the distinction of being Best Recruit but also was the 
troops' B t Rifle Shot. 

Hol in 011"' 
Every evening and ·eekend Major (Ret'd) Baron Shou

bridge and Captain Joe Walsh, 0.C. Officers Wing and 
Second-in-Command the Depot Sqn respectively, make for the 
golf course and rake on all and sundry. A modicum of success 
has been achieved and several others at the Depot have been 
tempted to play. However, fame has at last been won, as Major 
Baron Shoubridge actually did it-a hole in one! Whilst 
playing the Catterick Course with Mr Brookes, also of the 
Depot, on the evening of 17th August he drove 150 yards on the 
5th hole and down it went. Some say it was a fiddle, others say 
pure luck but he has a certificate to say he has done it. 

Congratulations! Are there any more "hole in one" golfers in 
the Corps? 

Crl('kc-t 
The Regimental Team has had a successful season this summer 

with some resounding victories but only the local Garrison Minor 
Units Cup to actually show for our labours. We have been luck}' 
to have a nucleus of some sixteen enthusiastic cricketers from 
which to select the team, and with 2 umpires and 3 keen scorers 
it has been a cricket officer's dream! 

There have been many notable batting and bowling feats 
including a fine 5 wickets for 9 runs by W.0.1 Bill Ayres, but 
our successes have often been as a result of an exceptionally high 
standard of fielding. We have been inspired by our 'keeper and 
skipper Major Mike Haworth-Wood who stands up to all 
bowlers including the fastest! In the final of the Garrison Com
petition, catches by Sergeant Brian Peel, Sergeant John 
Bonnett and Corporal 'Reme' Harper without doubt clinched 
the cup for us. The fielding had to be good in some matches-a 
certain village boundary was so small that point was standing 
beside the church cemetery wall ! 

The season has ended with the Annual Officers' against 
Sergeants' match for the newly presented "Lockwood Trophy." 
The rules were suitably adapted to give everyone the chance 
to bat and bowl. With sixteen a side this required some nimble 
mathematics by the scorers! Much amusement was gained 
from seeing the so-called "non-cricketers" roaring up to the wicket 
like Freddie Trueman and delivering the ball so slowly that it 
hardly reached the batsman. Both players, spectators and the 
many children had a very enjoyable day, and the Officers' were 
declared to have won by a fair margin. The Sergeants' claimed 
that the Officers' were better at cheating, but that is a matter of 
opinion which they can perhaps rectify next year! 

Rugby 
Rugby Officer: Lieutenant C. P. Donaghy 
Fixtures Secretary: Mr. D. Thomson 

Although these notes are being drafted in the first week of 
September-the Regiment has so. far played three games. 

Training has been difficult to organise as always, due to the 
heavy military training commitment of the cadre and recruits 
of the Regiment. We managed to field a team on Wednesday, 
30th September for a training match with the Medics of Catterick 
Garrison. 

They were suffering from the same sort of problem as us and 
only managed to field a below strength team. After we had lent 
them some players we settled down to a very useful 13-a-side 
game and won 22-9. 

The following Saturday we had the first of our civilian opponents 
Darlington R.U.F.C. who gave us an interesting but slightly 
scrappy game and managed to beat us by 22-6. 

Last Wednesday the 6th September we played another evening 
game against Northallerton R.U.F.C. who gave us a very hard 
game. They finally succumbed to the brilliance of the 11 Regt 
team and we won by 15 points to 11. It was such a close match 
that it wasn't until we set off for home late into the night that 
we realised we had won. 

Now for the personalities of the team: Corporal Dougy 
Ballantyne is still producing stirling performance in the second 
row trying desperately to get match fit for his posting to 7 Sig Regt 
in October, Signalman Bill McConnell also soon to go on a 
Corps rugby tour is still doing well in the front row together with 
his two stalwart props Lieutenant Chris Donaghy and Mr. 
Dewar Thom1on. Corporal Stevy Stevenson still astounds 
us all by remaining intact after his brave Sallies into the centre 
of the scrum from his position at scrum half. 
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We would also like to thank Lieutenant Dick Sanders for 
some very hard and inspiring play. Sadly his game is hockey and 
his hockey season starts next week. We thought we had found a 
good fly half in Signalman Allen of C.T. Troop but alas he 
has now gone the way of all flesh, off to 8 Sig Regt 

There are many more in the tcain who are keen and play 
improves with every game we hope to go on to another successful 
rugby season. 

P.O. '1'1·001• 
This last month has seen the departure of Captain J. C. Young, 

as 0.C., P.O. Tp, and the arrival of Lieutenant R. G. L. Hill 
who takes his place. Captain Young who has been with the 
troop for over a year has gone to take over command of the 
Sig Tp on board H.M.S. Imrepid. Reliable sources inform us that 
on leaving Captain Young said "perhaps now my hair will stop 
falling out." 

Lieutenant Hill joins us from R.M.C.S. Shrivenham and we 
welcome him to the troop and hope that he can survive the initial 
shock of transition. 

This last month has seen activity in other spheres as well. 
Notably, Sergeant Illman and Corporal Collins and Corporal 
Hodfield have left us to begin their officer training at Sandhurst. 
We wish them well. Corporal Collyer, another member of the 
troop of long standing, has passed successfully through R.C.B. 
and now waits to join the next intake to Sandhursr. Our best 
wishes to him too. 

In case anyone gets the impression that the rest of us have been 
idle, I must report the success of another PO Tp exercise 
'Aeroseek II.' 

The object of this exercise was to find and identify the remains 
of a Lancaster bomber which crashed on the slopes of Ben Eigghe 
during the last war. Ben Eigghe is a mountain in the highlands 
of Scotland, and so if the mountain won't come to Mohammed ..• 

The party led by Captain Young, consisted of Signalmen 
Johnson, Hannah, Trevis and Hiller. 

The first part of the journey to Aberdeen was covered in the 
guard's van of the Aberdeen train. Smelling strongly of fish and 
onions the journey was difficult to say the least (Captain Young 
travelled 1st class I). Then by Land Rover to the area itself. Once 
in the area we camped two-thirds of the way up the mountain and 
mounted our assault. 

The place was easily found and the most attractive part from 
our point of view was the propeller. From this, with much cursing, 
we hacked off a blade using a lOin. hacksaw, and struggled back 
down the mountain with it. We got some peculiar looks from the 
British Railways Staff at Aberdeen as we struggled on with a 
6in. propeller blade, but apart from that the journey was un
eventful. So yet another trophy adorns the PO Tp accommodation. 
We are now in the process of trying to identify the aircraft and 
any progress will be reported. 

13 Sig Regt B.F.P.O. 40 

AUGUST-the quiet month when leave is the main topic of 
conversation and the WIRE Notes officer wonders why he 

was such an idiot as to opt for leave in September. Whilst all 
around him the sun-tanned foreign looking English gentlemen 
discuss the sun soaked beaches and lido's throughout Europe, 
he, poor fellow, is scratching around in vain for editorial subjects. 

Toxoplaily nud charity 
The Regimental Archery Club were asked to stage a summer 

archery competition by the provincial Dutch archery league of 
Limburg, Holland. As 600 archers were expected "Bowman of 
Signals" (Staff Sergeant F. of S.) Bod Phippard, as he is 
affectionately known, started work early in the year and with the 
help of a local Dutch club "Bas Jagers" found a site. Together 
the clubs erected twenty archery lanes, markers and of course a 
beer tent and produced a colourful arena. During the 3 days of 
competition (which was scored by "co-opted" members of the 
Regiment) over 600 bowmen took part and 500 spectators watched 
a remarkable festive scene reminiscent perhaps of England and 
Wales 500 years ago. 

The Regimental Clubs' share of the profits was £150, £125 of 
which was donated to handicapped children in the area. 

Royal Sigu.nls Baltic Jfognttn 1072 
Meanwhile at sea the Regiment's entry in another British 
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pastime, sailing, was the B.K.Y.C. Dan boat Golden Eye, skippered 
by Sergeant Bill Parker, and crewed by Staff Sergeant, now 
W.0.2 Andy Roberts and Lance-Corporal Paul Grover. It 
was most unfortunate that the Regimental Sailing Officer, Captain 
John Francis had to withdraw from the team at tl;ie eleventh hour, 
due to the exigencies of the service. However, with a crew of 
virtually novice sailors (to keel boats) the team performed admir
ably under the difficult conditions of passage racing, and are to be 
congratulated not only for coming second in their class but for 
the way in which they worked so successfully as a team. Once 
again the team was pipped for first place. \Vie are certainly going 
to do our best to ensure that next year we really do fetch the 
cup home t? XIII. . . . . . 

Whilst sttll at sea, the saihng club ts soon to mcrease tts fleet 
by four Mirror Dinghies. These dinghies are to be built by 
members of the club during the winter months, ready for the 
start of the 1973 season. 

S"rgea11ts' Mess 
This month Mess members bade a sad farewell to two-thirds of 

our Canadian element, Sergeant's Earl Brydon and Harry 
Coyle. Members rose to th~ occasion '.lld turned_ out en masse 
for their farewell dance. During a break m the dancmg the R.S.M. 
made a presentation to them on behalf of all members. . 

On the evening of the 25th, members donned mess kit and 
paraded at 20.00 hours for a Regimental Dinner. Our principal 
guests were O.C. H.Q. /P.R.I. Major T. B. Swan, Royal 
Signals Captain S. M. McKeever, Intelligence Corps and 
Lieute;,_ant D. W. Sharp, Royal Signals. Sergeant McColes' 
slick presentation of the excellent meal provided by Staff 
Sergeant Ian Underwood and his staff enabled a quick return 
to the bar after the R.S.M. had presented darts trophies to 
W.0.2 (S.S.M.) John Jones, W.0.2 Tom Cooper and. ~er
geant Alan Pilkington. Much ale was supped and surpnsmgly 
the clean up squad found only one slumping figure in the bar 
the next morning and that was the barman. . . 

The members' stamina was displayed the followmg everung, 
when we celebrated the opening of the Olympic games with .our 
own "Olympics Nite," dressed mainl)'. in sport~ kit or anc1en~ 
Greek Mufti (many beds being without linen that rught). Members 
enjoyed another good night well organised and run by our P.E.C., 
Staff Sergeant Alan Tomlinson and his committee. 

The future 
Watch for the September and October notes. The Regimental 

adventure training camp is to be run; the theme-"Survival." 
Volunteers in a wide range of trades and ranks may very well be 
required! The "edible fungi" officer is undergoing a. compre
hensive course of study and an even more comprehensive trade
test. 

14 Sig Regt Worcester 

ONCE more Norton Barracks are empty, having exchanged 
Southern France for Buckingham Palace and . the Solomon 

Islands; with detachments in Singapore and Australia. I. hope at a 
later date to provide a report from my court and social C?rres
pondent but in this issue I am including reports from such diverse 
places as Larzac, France and Worcest~r, England (our own 
location). But first let me welcome our arrivals: . 

W.0.2 Frost, Sergeants Easton, Harri~, Rixon, Russell, 
Signalmen Churchward and Easton, menooned also Sergeant 
Fowle, R .P.C. who has come to command our R.~.C. detachment. 
And to say goodbye to: W.0.2 (now R.S.M.) Bishop, Sergeant 
Davis and Signalman McCullough. 

Exerels ' quake ' - Southern France 
Gathering some six officers and eighty other ranks about him, 

Major Roy Simmons, O.C. 1 Sqn, set off for th~ d7pths c,f 
darkest France for 3 regimental summer camp, Exer_cise Quak~ • 
Armed with a French-English phrase book and usmg Captain 
John Eastgate's (our M.T.O.) school days French the convoy 
of three D13 detachments joined the holiday traffic at Newhaven 
heading south. 
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The five day journey through France staying each night with a 
different French Army unit was not uneventful; a close study wa 
made of French customs (hie) at such places as Le Mans, Poitiers 
and Brive. The destination was Larzac the French training area 
and Agde a Mediterranean beach resort. 

The advance party led by Captain Ray Ewens, our traffic 
officer, was waiting at Larzac. Alpha troop, Staff Sergeant 
(F. of S.) Frank Gadman with his detachment, stopped off to 
join Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Pat ~odgson, alr~dy .deploY_ed 
with the advance party. They estabhshed commun1cat1ons with 
DCN terminals at Cyprus and Standbridge respectively. 

Major Roy Simmons Jed the remainder on to Agde where 
S.H.Q. and one Dl3 working into Gibraltar was established. To 
fit into the mood of local feeling in the Larzac area, we spent our 
time at the beach area disguised as civilians and apart from army 
tents, ten ton lorries and numerous antenna array, we think we 
were successful. 

W.0.2 Charles Homewood, S.S.M. 1 Sqn, established the 
beach camp for up to 60 members of the Regiment, which was 
to be the centre of our adventure training activities for a month. 
However, word soon spread along the Mediterran~ of r_he 
facilities at the camp and W.0.2 Homewood found himself with 
up to 240 all ranks coming and going amongst the training. Being 
55 miles from Larzac and our supply centre, he had some head
aches but, due to some restriction on military ~ning up at 
Larzac, Major Terry Parsons, 654 Sqn Army Atr Corps was 
able to deploy his helicopters in support. At the peak of our 
activities up to eight helicopters a day were in use for re-supply 
and shift changing. 

As we settled into training at snorkelling, watennanshlp, 
volleyball, exploring the coast and fie!d living, the few s~~ !eft 
back at Worcester came up with an idea to test our fleX1b1hty. 
"Return 1 officer and 25 men of the Regiment, to exercise their 
rifles and swords on public duties''. Several times by various 
means the signal was checked and counterchecked with still the 
same answer "Send them back". 

As the Technical Adjutant, Captain Don Clarke, joined the 
shifts and Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Brian Gould, Bravo Troop, 
punched up tapes, a fair number .of technician~ and op~rators 
departed. By putting th~ RCT driv~rs l!:Ild tramed soldiers of 
11 Sig Regt (we had 12 with us) on shift with o.ur attached R.A._F. 
men from R.A.F. Comcen Cyprus, we connnued the exercise 
successfully. 

A visit to Bessan to watch a bull fight raised the tempo some
what with no one volunteering to take part. Nimes, Avignon, 
Montpellier were centres visited for educational reasons, these 
proved a great success and ~elped Ang!o~French relatiC?ns. 
Major John Botterill the regunental tra.m~g representauve, 
visited the exercise by courtesy of the Army Air Corps, by means 
of a two-day hedge hopping Beaver ~ight! ~orporal ~a!ll Dool 
of 11 Sig Regr gave strong support m helpmg to administer the 
camp and continually juggled with the 60 bed spaces to sleep 
our 200 occupants. 

This is the second time the regiment has exercised in Southern 
France and we are now looking for some other place of interest 
within striking distance. 

c A ' for .\grienlturnl Troop 

Early in August the Regiment was invited to take part in 
Worcester Horse, Dog and Flower show. Under which category 
Alpha Troop detachment 2 should be pl~ced we are not sure, but 
their efficiency, smartness and zeal obviously mar~ed them out 
for the task. Besides, they were the only people left m camp at the 
time-everyone else having zoomed off to the South of France. 

So having had the plan of the show almost completely re-drawn 
in order to accommodate our cabins and generators and an 
antenna here and an antenna there, orft we jolly well went. 
Our stand was cunningly placed right next to that of the West 
Midlands Gas Board. Sergeant 'Jolly Jack' Finn and Corporal 
Dave 'The Rave' Butler immediately chatted up the dolly 
demonstrators and cajoled them into producing a steady supply 
of tea, scones with jam and cream, apple turnovers, pizzas and all 
manner of similar mouth watering delights. 

The reason for setting up a working Dl3 detachment complete 
with antennas was of course the intention to work a link to the 
lead-swinging lot in the South of France. This we managed very 
successfully, remaining firmly in comms throu~ho~t the busy 
afternoon period on both days of the show. We mv1ted some of 
the wives whose husbands were in France to come along too, 
which they did and we were very pleased to be able to pass short 
military messages of a compassionate nature for them. To condense 
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the remainder, the public came, saw and were impressed, the sun 
shone, the various public addre s sy terns tried to drown each 
other out, the kid were kept amused all day with two tele Ls and a 
piece of DlO-and the .C. got a headache. 

A roaring success all round. 
( 1eanwhile back at the ranch the troop garden continues to 

thrive. Visitors complain of having their boot laces worried by the 
bedding out plants as they walk down the path and we claim 
without fear of contradiction to have grown the 'ighest 'ollyocks 
in all England). 

21 Sig Regt, B.F.P.O. 42 

THE pace of R~gimcntal life has continued un~bated in . the 
Regiment durmg the summer months-A.O.C. s Inspection, 

Station Alerts, Exercises, V.I.P. visits, Summer Camp and the 
visit of the Corps Band. 

Playing a fnll part in B .11.F. inSJ•'"•ction 
We played a full part in the R.A.F. Wildenrath preparation for 

the annual inspection by Air Vice Marshal R. L. Wade, C.B., 
D.F.C. on 13th July particularly 2 Sqn who provide the vital 
communications for the Harrier Force. In addition to being 
formally inspected, the Regiment provided a very smart Quarter 
Guard. The half hour following the departure of the inspecting 
officer is always very tense. Silence on the Station tannoy suggests 
that a 'witch hunt' debrief has begun at Station Headquarters, a 
non-committal announcement that the inspection is over suggests 
that some departments have erred, whilst the Station Commander's 
voice could indicate a holiday! Finally we heard a delighted 
Group Captain Black announce the holiday date. Apparently 
this 'longest day' had gone without the slightest hitch, except for 
some bad manners from the quietest and most cuddlesome guard 
dog on the Station, who flew at the A.O.C. when his brief was to 
shake hands. Fortunately his handler was alert and only a slight 
graze resulted. How near we came to losing that day's holiday! 

This is but one example of our sharing the successes and 
disappointrnenrs of the Royal Air Force, with whom we work so 
closely. If an aircraft crashes there are as many saddened faces in 
khaki as in light blue. 

AIR VICE MARSHAL INSPECTS 
Captain John Reed accompanying Air Vice Marshal R. L. Wade, C.B., 
D.F.C. during his inspection of R.A.F. Wildenrath on 13th July 1972 

~f Pmbers of lle~lmPnt in ardinia 
It is well known that communications tasks take our soldiers 

to a variety of foreign lands, but a week's duty in Sardinia is 
thought to be quite unique. Lieutenant Les Smith and Staff 
Sergeant Frank Atkins flew to Decimomannu recently to 
undertake a very strenuous recce for a 'G' Troop task in September 
in support of one of the Harrier Squadrons. Comments by the 
remainder of the Squadron when the lucky * • *'s were stranded 
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for an extra five days are unprintable. Who said B.A.0 .R. soldiers 
don't travel? 

S1mrt Oonriio; l1f's in e very form 

Our football team has made a most encouraging start to the 
new season under the very capable direction of R.S.M. Prees. 
Following some good wins against local German teams we beat 
R.A.F. Bruggen 5-3 in our first match against Service opponents 
increasing the margin to 5-1 in the 'revenge match' a week later. 

Rugby has never been one of our strongest sports, but there are 
indications that this season will see significant improvement, 
largely due to the encouragement and effort of Lieutenant John 
Griffiths and the talents of Sergeant Nick Turner, Sergeant 
Paul Nason and Corporal Neil MacPherson. Early narrow 
defeats in the Double Diamond competition and against R.A.F. 
Wildenrath have not upset the team and a very impressive win 
has just been achieved over 13 Sig Regt (30-0). 

A very hard fought inter Squadron cricket competition resulted 
in an interesting final between 1 and 2 Sqn on 8th September. 

Due to some very tight bowling by Sergeant Ron Luis, 
2 Sqn were surprisingly 'shot out' for 43 runs and were over
whelmingly beaten by 9 wickets. 

We also have hopes of a better than average hockey team this 
season, so that together with football and rugby progressing well, 
the defence of the Army, B.A.O.R. and Rhine Area Cross Country, 
the defence of the Rhine Area Basketball, the forthcoming winter 
months should prove equally as interesting and successful as the 
Summer Athletics period. 

Road SaCety Day 

At the end of August our M.T.O., Major Bill Finch, organised 
a very successful Road Safety Day. It began with a series of 
lectures on drinking and driving by a R.M.P. team from Rhein
dahlen. The point was well and truly driven home when a soldier 
in the audience who had bad a 'heavy night', but whose last drink 
was 12 hours earlier, turned the crystals green. He shall be 
nameless ! These lectures were followed by a rally over a very 
interesting course. The winners had to come from MT Troop or 
much humble pie would have had to be eaten-congratulations 
to Sergeant 'Smudge' Smith and his navigator Staff Sergeant 
Mike Thurgood. 

Farewell to Group Commander 

In late July the Regiment bade farewell to its Group Com
mander, Colonel Eric Bardell and welcomed Colonel John 
Akass. We are most grateful for the tremendously deep interest 
in the Regiment of Colonel Bardell-his knowledge of the 
Regiment and its personalities was quite remarkable. The Regi
ment wishes he and Mrs. Bardell a very happy tour in Bangkok. 

Corps Baud l'xcels 

Like most B.A.O.R. Regiments we had the pleasure of a visit 
from the Corps Band in early September. A superb Playing of the 
Retreat was presented at sundown to a mixed audience of soldiers 
and airmen and their families, totalling almost 800. The weather 
and the setting was perfect-one of those still late summer 
evenings with a low orange sun providing just sufficient light to 
catch the colour of the band's uniforms and instruments and the 
background of pre-positioned Harrier aircraft. The performance 
was watched by S.A.S.O. (Air Commodore W. D. Robertson, 
C.B.E.), the Station Commanders of Wildenrath, · Bruggen, 
Laarbruch and Wegberg, Commander 4 Sig Gp and many senior 
officers from nearby Headquarters, together of course with their 
families. 

This splendid performance was rewarded by a standing ovation 
from the large audience and was followed by an equally successful 
Officers' Mess cocktail party and W.O.'s and Sergeants' Mess 
Dance. 

A pipe dream? 

We have heard rumours that the Motor Cycle Display Team 
might be touring B.A.O.R. next year? If so, they will be equally 
welcome, but how nice if the Band and the Display Team could 
tour together! We could then arrange a spectacular performance 
of Display Team-Harrier Performance-Playing of the Retreat, 
to an audience of 1,000 plus! 
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22 Sig Regt, B.F.P.O. 107 

THE regiment has had no exercises over the past month and 
has settled down to prepare vehicles and equipment for t~e 

new exercise season due to start in August. 
This break has allowed the squadrons to get away on Summer 

camps, and for the various messes to hold their Summer extrava
ganza. 

Officers' Mess • lh11•peui11g • 
The Officers' Mess dance this year took the form of a "Happen

ing." The background to the "Happening" was a Venetian scene, 
painted by Lieutenants Burnage and Burton who becru;ne 
mechanised Rolf Harris's using an electric spray gun to paint 
the necessary 200 feet of material for the theme. 

The dress was completely casual and the mess had been entirely 
changed to include a disco, a dance b3.11:d, a restaurant and a rest 
room. Outside the rear of the mess a raised walk was constructed 
and a swimming pool was placed on the grass for any members 
who needed to cool off as the night went on. 

The dance and decorations were judged to be a great success by 
all who attended, and the swimming pool has now become a 
permanent fixture for the mess. 

W .0.s' and Sergeants' ~less Dall 
On Friday, 29th July the W.O.'s and Sergeants' Mess and their 

guesrs celebrated their annual "Summer Ball.'' 
This year by way of a change the Ball was held in the Civic 

Hall in the town of Lippstadt. This proved to be a very succ~s~ful 
idea as the hall provided more than adequate room for wmmg, 
dining and dancing. Th~ hall itself was exr.:eI!1ely well decorated 
to suit the occasion mainly due to the artisuc talents and hard 
work shown by Aileen Lynn (the good lady of our P.E.C.) .. The 
mess showed their appreciation by presenting Aileen with a 
beautiful bouquet. . 

Music was provided by the 2nd Bn The Royal Anglian Regt 
from Munster who entertained us until the early hours of Satur
day morning with a wide selection of music to suit all ta~tes. 
Judging by the capacity packed dance floor throughout the rught 
a good time was had by band and dancers. 

A special mention must be made to W.0.2 (S.Q.M.S.) Joe 
Bradley and his staff who provided a really superb buffet, 
beautifully presented. It was reported to me that Staff Sergeant 
Brian Fisher in particular enjoyed his buffet!. . 

The Summer Ball provided an ideal opporturuty ~or m~ss 
members to say farewell to Major 'Dad' Shaw and h~s family 
who are unfortunately leaving us and the Corps. We wish them 
all success and good luck for the future. 

4Atrporais' ~less S1UllD1er Dall 
This annual function took place on Saturday, 8th July in the 

Kolpinghaus, Lippstadt and a g~od time was had by all. One or 
two committee members have smce been heard to mutter that 
they must have been mad when they _volunteered for the Summer 
Ball committee. They are also assuring all and sundry that they 
won't get caught next time! . . 

Two excellent groups provided contmuous music from 8 p.m. 
until 2 a.m. Several ladies claimed that they had never danced 
so much in so short a time. . 

A team of cooks, under Joe Bradley, provided a superb ~uffet. 
On Saturday, 5th August a fancy dress d3.11:ce was held m the 

Corporals' Mess. The dress was to be that of pirates.and to set.the 
stage for this the committee spent some o~ the~r . spare ume 
decorating the dance hall. This included a .sem:;reahsuc (or ,~o the 
committee thought) galleon complete wtth J o~ly Roger and 
Corporal 'Chic' Burnett's innovation of Aladdins c.aye. 

It was a well supported evening with strong competmon for the 
prizes for the most original fancy .dress al?iough L~ce-Co~poral 
Chris Kerrigan didn't keep his promise of commg as Radio 
Kerrigan.'' After plenty of discussi<;>n among tJ:ie local German 
group who were providing the music and also Judged the com
petition for us they eventually plumped (sorry Carole) for Mrs. 
Carole Hardy for the ladies' prize and Corporal Dave Donald-
son for the men's. . 

The barmen Corporals Ron Smith and Jim Griffiths, who 
didn't get a ch~ce to see much from behind their bar stated that 
it must have been a successful night as "there was enou~h hooch 
sold to keep Bluebeard and his crew happy after a six moi;ith 
dry voyage.'' This was easily believed by th~ peop!e watching 
Chris Kerrigan drinking from the boot. Hts wellington con
taining Bacardi coke, Carlsberg, Tartan and a packet of peanuts. 
Ugh!!! 
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I Sqn su1nnu~r etuup, .July 11)72 
Unlike last year, when all the squadrons went to the same place, 

the squadrons organised their own camps this year. 1 9n decided 
to go to Bavaria and a site was eventually found at F1schbachau 
near the Schliersec. 

On the recce the camp site looked pl. sant enough on a sunny 
day, however, whilst most of Germany was enjoying su.nshine it 
was raining at the camp-site when the advance party amved, an_d 
it continued to rain with hardly a break for three days. By this 
time, what might have been a pleasant camp-site rather resembled 
a disaster area. It was even rumoured that some of the advance 
party had not realised the place was surrounded by mountains 
as the cloud had been down for the whole time. At last, on the 
third day, the cloud broke, the sun came out and everybody 
realised that it wasn't such an unpleasant place after all. 

Various activities were organised. Sergeant Croot, fresh from 
the delights of the S.A.S. combat survival course, showed that 
there are other things available to eat in the field apart from 
compo; such as fungi, rats ( ?) and anything that flies, crawls 
walks or swims! 

Other parties were led mountain trekking by Corporal (Andy) 
Jobson, canoeing by Corporal (Len) Tewkesbury o~ th~ nearby 
Schliersee and Corporal (Pete) Drew had some disorientated 
orienteers to cope with. 

On the afternoon of Sunday, 16th July 1 Sqn hopefully furthered 
the cause of "L'Amite' des ations" by playing football and 
volleyball against a French youth organisation who were camped 
nearby. Two good games resulted, the soccer was particularly 
hard-fought the half-time score being Nil-Nil. In the second 
half the superior strength of the Squadron team began to tell 
and' we drew ahead and won. It should be said that the French 
team were considerably younger than ours, which all goes to show 
that good beer is a substitute for training, or at least complementary 
to it. 

The various hostelries in the area had a small sales boom. 
Recreational trips were organised to local places of interest, such 
as Hitler's hide-out at Berchtesgarten. 

Arrivals 
We would like to welcome Captain (Tfc) 'Paddy' Stringer 

and Lieutenant J. Chambers to the Regiment and wish them a 
happy time with us. 

RETIREMENT 
OPPORTUNITY 

Are you facing retirement and worrying about 

how you can continue earning? Or are you 

considering early retirement if you can find some

thing worthwhile to do? 

Why not contact the undersigned and learn 

about an opportunity to build up your own busi

ness (after thorough training) and earn an income 

which could be far higher than you would think 

possible? 

Major (Recd.) Richard Waller. 

Evergreens, The Avenue, A cot, Berks. 

Tel. Winkfield Row (03447) 2277. 
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28 Sig Regt, B.F.P.O. 35 
rps JJnnd plnys Uetreat 

THE Band of the Royal Corps of ignals is at present visiting 
Krefcld for the pre entation of the Freedom of the City to 

our close rivals, 16 Sig Regt. Our Commanding Officer, 
Lieutenant-Colonel Dudley Carnie, decided to kill as many 
birds as possible with one missile by making full use of the golden 
opportunity presented to us when the Band was ours for the 
evening of Saturday, 2nd September. 

Members of the Regiment, families, official and private guests 
were entertained to the full spectacle of "Playing Retreat." Under 
the direction of Major Keith Boulding, Director of Music, 
Royal Signals the Band ~pressed everyone with th~ir ~~ual 
high standard of dress, dr~ll ru;td mus1c;al pre.sen.taoon par 
excellence. ' In spite of a chill wmd blowmg, bnngmg the first 
hint of winter the ceremony was enjoyed by all-most of all 
by the "Old S~eats' of the Regiment and our German guests. 

The ceremony was followed by a cocktail party in the Officers' 
Mess to which some seventy plus guests were invited. The 
"raison d'etre" for the party was to funher Anglo-German 
relations and so the guest list comprised local civilian dignatories 
and German serving officers which included Brigadier-General 
H. Grossler, G.E. Army (whose appointment equates to our 
Director of Signals), Colonel Schneider, G.E. Army, .Com
mander orthag Signal Supporc Group and two Burgomeisters; 
Herr R. Becker of St. Toenis and Herr Aan Deboom of 
Kempen. Suitable background music was provided by an element 
of the Corps Band and judging by the reluctance of our guests to 
say "Auf Weidersehen," the party was a succ~ss. . . 

In the meantime, an all Ranks' dance was m full swmg m the 
heated garages, music by courtesy of the dance band. sec~ion of 
the Corps Band. It is rumoured that a works service 1s now 
necessary to effect repairs to the roof of the garage which vibrated 
in sympathy with the sheer volume of mul:itudinous decibels. 
Chicken and chips, German bratwurst, bockwurst and kebabs 
provided a firm foundation for the drinking fraternity and a 
thoroughly enjoyable evening was had by all. 

Many thanks to you Major Boulding and to the members of 
your Band for providing us with a truly memorable evening. 

Officers' ~fess su1DD1er ball 
To continue in musical vein, the Sergeants' Mess recently 

regaled us with an account of their Summer Ball, based on 
"Ye Olde Worlde Castle Fran." The Officers' Mess decided to 
"go modern" and based their theme on a modern airport. 
"Franciska Airways" materialised and is worthy of description. 
For those who are familiar with our holiday camp, the approach 
road to the Mess was lit up to simulate runway landing lights. 
The Mess entrance was suitably floodlit and ornately signed 
Franciska Airways with two delightful "dolly bird" hostesses 
welcoming passengers. The Mess foyer became the Departure 
Ar~ where passengers were checked in, given tickets, (seating 
plan) weighed (amid much merriment)-more delightful hostesses 
-and then escorted to the Airport Departure Lounge. Here the 
decor, layout and authentic display of Passenger Information T.V. 
screens, world travel posters and films were accurately portrayed. 
The passengers were provided with suitable refreshments and 
once assembled (with the exception of a tardy few who were 
sampling the delights of the Second-in-Co111Illand cellar) were 
called forward for their flight. The aircraft, a Boeing Nato Marquee 
Mk IV, fully carpeted and suitably lit, was crewed by the West 
Side Six Dance Band of the Royal Air Force, Germany. Meticulous 
attention to detail included Franciska Airways tie-clips for the 
male crew members, broaches for the hostesses and genuine 
airline meal tray service for the buffet. The hostesses, very 
attractive in their uniforms, provided a waitress service throughout 
and the highlight of the evening was when the equivalent number 
of officers, in strict order of seniority from the C.O. down, took 
part in a "Hostess Invitation Dance" to show our appreciation 
for their excellent and cheerful services. Special mention must be 
made of Captain Peter 'Mr. Airport' Brown and his help
mates for making the evening such a thundering success. 

.\ worm's "Y" vit>w of the Nljmegen ~larches 
The last edition of THI! WIRE included an article by Captain 

Peter Brown, in his capacity as Camp Adjutant on the problems 
of administering the British Contingent during the Nijmegen 
Marches. We also entered a team and the following article by the 
Team Leader Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) Tony 'Oh My Poor 
Feet' Whydell gives some idea of how it feels to be on the 
receiving end. 

It's getting hotter. A few hours ago it was night, dark and cool, 
marching was easier then, but now it is getting harder. We have 
already travelled 95 miles which is not bad going. Only 5 miles 
to go-"Keep together lads, not far now". 

It's getting hotter. The sweat is stinging my eyes. I thought 
eye-brows were meant to keep the sweat away from eyes, not keep 
it in. Thousands of people marching ahead, even more thousands 
behind. A siren, an ambulance, another body to the hospital. 
"Minds your backs, keep well in, let the ambulance pass". In this 
heat people are going down like flies. I feel dizzy now, legs a~he, 
feel like lead. Am I going too ... No! Hold on. Keep movmg, 
Blisters. We all have blisters. Tired. We are all tired. How can 
feet hurt so much and still keep moving? Must get a song going, 
that's it. A song will keep us together, keep us moving. Sing 
louder. It's getting hotter. 

Music! That was a band. Bag Pipes. We've Made It. We're 
through. One hundred miles in 4 days in this heat,. a personal 
triumph for everyone of us. Don't forget those who did not make 
it. They tried. Streets packed with people, flags, flowers, listen to 
the cheers. "Keep together, watch your dressing, by the right ... 
Eye - - s right". Look your General straight in the eyes .. Why 
did I shiver? What was that feeling that ran down my spme as 
we passed the saluting dias? Pride? We're .all proud. They don't 
give you a NIJMEGEN MEDAL for nothing, you really have to 
earn it. We did. 

We are Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) Tony Whydell, Corporal 
'Mo' Vaughan, Lance-Corporals Ian Head and Colin 
Robertson, Signalmen Andy Barnard, Rodger Dyce, 
'Heavy' Murray, 'Towy' Neale, 'Dum-Dum' Neish, Jim 
Ritchie, Derek Stead, Gerry Taylor and 'Viny' Vinnicombe. 

'Vedding bells 
Sergeant Alan Eames ceased being a SLIB (Soldier living-in 

barracks) to become a SLOB (Soldier living out of barracks) when 
he married Miss Jean Duck of Richmond, Yorkshire, on Saturda { 
19th August at St. Boniface Church, Rheindah!en--;-and in so 
doing relieved an acute shortage of accommodat1on m the Ser
geants' Mess. The bride was given away by W.0.1 (F. of S.) 
Ernie 'Father Image' Nugent, the reception was held in the 
Mess (four R.Q.M.S. and three Cook Sergeants on strength-is 
this a record?) and despite the efforts of the Best Man, Sergeant 
Graham 'Cross Country' Crossland, who had consumed 
consumed umpteen 'bracers' to steady his nerves for the speeches; 
the newly weds managed to depart on time for their honeymoon. 
The bride's mother and the groom's parents were present for the 
wedding ceremony and reception and were quite overcome w:ith 
the 'send off' given to the young couple. A caravan (locauon 
undisclosed) was used for the honeymoon, but word l~ed ll?d 
their comments on finding the love-nest filled to capacity with 
balloons cannot be recorded. 

Relatives from the U .K. were accommodated with Staff Ser
geant (F. of S.) Ian Forbes, who, to his profound amazement, 
was encouraged to attend a Mess Stag Night-his quarter being 
required for a 'Hen Party' l 

We wish the bride and groom every happiness for the future. 

Corps Diaries 1973 

We have sold nearly 1,0-00 but have a fair stock left. 

1973 draws near and you will want a new diary. The 

diary itself is of the slirnfold type identical with the 1972 

diary which proved so popular. They cost 30p each post 

free. Write now to Association Headquarters to ensure 

you receive your 1973 dfary. 

l!Uk SIGNA'I, llEGIMENT 1u;r NIO'/\' 

Ex-members of 19th Signal Regiment who are 
interested in attending a Reunion Dinner are requested 
to send their name and address to Captain A. G. 
Harfield, 244 Signal Squadron (Air Support), R.A.F. 
Benson, Oxon. 
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. Ne-ws lrom Squadro~s 

4 Guards Bde HQ and Sig 

Sqn, B.F.P.O. 17 

SINCE last month we have had a very busy time introducing 
ourselves to our new Squadron Commander, Maj?r Noel 

Moss. It should also be said that he has been q~te busy 
introducing himself to us! We have, however, fo~~d tune to do 
some canoeing and to run a one-day adventure trammg course for 
the local youth club, (reported below) and many of us have 
managed to fit in a little leave in anticipation of a busy few months 
ahead. 

Canoeing 
Summer has at last appeared in Germany this year, and so, ~t 

the first sign of the sun, Lieutenant Mark Riley! fresh ~rom his 
canoe instructor's course, at Towyn, ~exed his. considerable 
muscles and announced that we were gomg canoemg. J:Ie knew 
this very nice stretch of river, he said, just nex_r to a canoemg club, 
who would allow us to descend upon them with four-tonners and 
soldiers and things for a weekend. 

After a hurried scrounging session to add to our few canoes, the 
trip was on. The Canoe Club turne.d out ~o be at Frondenburg 
on the River Ruhr. On arrival, an mspecoon of the water con
firmed our worst suspicions-~e water was a strange mottled 
brown colour-not very appensmg at all. However, totall_y un
daunted, we setup camp and launched ourselves on to the r~ver. 

The canoeing was great fun, and was enhanced by the friendly 
rivalry between ourselves and the German club members-not 
only on the water but also in the bar! 

Incidently, rumours that Lieutenant Hu~h J?lford's _stomach 
disorder of the following week was due to his rught out m Dort
mund are completely unfounded. It was all due .to excess con
sumption of river water when he was thrown m by Lance
Corporal Bernie Hallows and Signalman Alan Roberts! 

Youth Tea111 Extraordina.ire 
Second-Lieutenant Mike Fisher was quietly trying to mind 

his own business one day when he was summoned to see the o.q. 
and told that he had been chosen from among many o~er noIDl
nees to organise some activity for the Munster Garnson yo~th 
club as part of the school holi~y pr<?~e. Flushed with 
enthusiasm Mike enlisted the aid of his Y_outh Team Extra
ordinaire" ' consisting of Signalman 'Aggie' Ager, Lance
Corporal' 'Blue' Baker, Lance-Corporal 'Fosd:rke' Fos_ter, 
Corporal Bob Be!ry (R.E.M.E.) and technical adviser, 
Lieutenant Mark Riley. . d 

Soon a huge mound of oil drums, planks, rope, mm~ tape ~ 
life jackets appeared outside 'Alpha' Troop offices, an_d mterest ~ 
the great day was aroused. When two assault boats with ou~~oar 
motors appeared and the name "Exerc!se. Grand Splash was 
heard the interest turned to extreme cur10s1ty. 

Ev~ntually the day day arrived and 38 "youths" appeared, only · 

Scene at Youth Team Exercise Area 
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to be hustled on to a coach and whisked away by the youth t~. 
Actually some of the "youths" turned out to be rather fetching 
young ladies, which was very pleasant fo~ the youth team. 

Finally, our curiosity could be contamed no _longer, and an 
official investigation party was sent to the exerc~se area to fl?d 
out what was happening. The sight that met their eyes was hke 
something out of an old "St. Trinians" film. A 100. yard stretch 
of river with steep banks appeared to have been sprmkled evenly 
with youths, oil drums and. planks, 3;0d two assault boats. were 
chugging up and down the nver draggmg out bedraggled children 
and odd bits of debris. Several con~aptions that looke~ vaguely 
like rafts completed the scene, which was accompamed ~y a 
small boy giving out quite harsh orders from the bank with a 
megaphone, and a great deal of laughter. 

The whole day was a tremendous success and reflects great 
credit on Mike Fisher and his intrepid youth team. 

a 20 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 

.... B.F.P.O. 41 

A UGUST is always the quiet period of the .year, with the 
Squadron Commander on leave. However, hfe must go on, 

particularly as we approach the F.T.X. and F.F.R. part of the 
year! 

Border patrols . 
A rather belated mention of our two border patrols which were 

mounted in early July from 'Alpha' and 'Bravo' Troops. Both 
patrols took place in the Helmstedt area and, although there was 
little to see on the first patrol by 'Bravo' Troop, the weather 
remained good and the operation provided a welcome break for 

everyone. T aff · dated The second patrol, an 'Alpha' roop air, was accomrno 
in a "Schutzhalle" attached to a Gasthaus. Not only was the 
accommodation excellent, but it was only a matter of 10 yards to 
stagger between bar and bed or vice versa! There was _Plenty to 
see on the border and the ."~ights" ~ere e~ertly pomted out 
to us by a member of the But1sh Frontier Service. 

Flotation training . 
At the beginning of August the Squadron held its annual 

flotation training at Ohr Park, near Hameln ... A_ few ?aY,~ were 
spent preparing the four 432's to be used and dip testmg the~ 
in a large tank at Lemgo. It was during the "dip test'' that one o 
the A.P.C.'s started to sink (a drain plug had been left out!) and 
it is reliably reported the vehicle commander, Lance:Co~p~r8J 
Ron Brooks, had to place his boot firmly <?n the driver s ~a 
(Signalman 'Camel' Dobson) to prevent him from abandorung 
ship' d th 

The actual training at Ohr Park went very smoothly un er e 
direction of Lieutenant David Beare who had only .recentla 
joined the Squadron. Staff Sergeant Norma~ Gelling an 
Sergeant 'Geordie' Forster kept an eye on thwgs an? made 
sure nobody swallowed too much W~ser .water! Durmg the 
afternoon the Brigade Commander, Brigadier R. G. Lawson, 
D.S.O., O.B.E. visited the training accompanied by the Squadron 
Second-in-Command, Captain Mike. Tay~or._ !he Commander 
made several successful crossings durmg his v1s!t. Unfortunately 
the Second-in-Command wasn't so luck)'. His A.P.C:, com
manded by Staff Sergeant Norman Gelling and c!£1ven by 
Signalman 'Scouse' Henderson, spent a l~ge proporuon of~~ 
afternoon describing large circles down the nver towards H~e ci 

All in all a very useful and enjoyable day. Most peop~e 1oun 
that taking a 432 across a. river isn't qui~e ~s easy as it looks. 
That, of course, was the po mt of the exercise. 

Sport h 
The only event worthy of note has been our football mate 

against a team from 21 Panzer6renadier Regt at Rommel Kaserne, 
Augustdorf. Unfortunately we lost 4-1 (our only goal cored by 
Signalman Tony Stapleton) but our sorrows were washed away 
(literally!) by copious quantities ?f t:xcellent German Beer after 
the match. As usual German hosp1tal1ty abounded; not onlyhw~re 
we presented with a large bunch of roses before the mate ut 
also an excellent meal afterwards! Needless to say, a return match 
is planned to take place shortly. 
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Snffi••ld Trnlninl! .\ren. (°mmda 

A detachment of 4 .nen, led by Sergeant Eric Rose have just 
returned after spendin a month with 9th.12th Royal Lancers at 
the Suffield training area in Canada. The team, consisting of 
Corporal 'Mal' Barlow, Signalman Dave Ross and Signal
man Martin Brown manned the training area radio nets which 
ensure the smooth progress of exercises. 

On the leisure side the detachment managed a trip through the 
Rocky Mountains to Montana in the U.S.A., returning to Suffield 
via Briti h Columbia. They also visited the Medicine Hat Stampede 
to see a Rodeo! 

A month is far too short a time to be able to sec much of Canada. 
It was, nevertheless a thoroughly worthwhile visit made most 
enjoyable by excellent Canadian hospitalicy. 

Changes 
Our only change this month has been the arrival of Lieutenant 

David Beare from Cambridge University. \X'e welcome him and 
hope that he will enjoy his stay with us. 

227 Sig Sqn. 

B.F.P.O. 18 

Uolida~· s.-ason 

SQUADROr personnel are now in the throes of the annual 
search for sunshine, peace and respite from labour. Fully 

laden cars are daily departing for the four corners of Europe. 
Captain (T.O.T.) Colin Williams claims pride of place as 

our most intrepid traveller this year, his holiday took him to 
America; affluent technical branch! 

Captain Doug Burt, S.S.M. Bert Bowes and Sergeant 
Tony Hand have all savoured the delights of Italy. Captain 
Burt boasts that he managed to get through his holiday without 
getting his bottom pinched. S.S.M. Bert Bowes expressed hope 
that he would be as lucky, the Squadron is unanimous in their 
opinion that no one could possibly stoop so low as to pinch the 
S.S.M. Sergeant Tony Hand stayed near Moore Carlo but 
failed to break the bank. He reckons that the only difference 
berween him and Dean Martin now is that he has not been 
discovered. The Italian wine growers should soon report an 
enormous profit. 

R.Q.M.S. Colin Johnson and W.0.1 (Y. of S.) Colin Heaps 
settled for Austria. They now go into raptures about the exhilarat
!ng e."'!?erience o~ driving do~ narrow one in four hills and meeting 
unpaaenr Au~tnans overtaking on the way up. On visiting Inns
bruck they dtscovered where all the English are holidaying this 
year. While remaining Anglophiles, they have expressed the wish 
that the English would refrain from bringing their own weather 
with them in future. 

Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Brian Watts chose the South of 
France, where, he tells me he paid out so much on toll roads that 
he was convinced that he had purchased Britain's entry into the 
Common Market. General De Gaulle must be spinning violently 
at some of his remarks. 

Captain Jon Ingram, after almost two years with the Squadron 
has decided to have a look at Holland. Sergeant Frank Stalgi~ 
has also settled for Holland and took his mother, who was visiting, 
on a very comprehensive tour. This included a visit to Amsterdam 
where he took her on an evening tour of Canal Straat. His mother 
found this very interesting. She confessed that the Leeds meat 
market neither stays open so late nor sells such a wide selection 
of sucC'.tlent joints. We feel that on her return to Leeds she had a 
co~versati_on g~bit capable of bridging the gap which always 
ex.1sts unttl United emerge as front runners in the league. 

Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Pete Appleton has selected 
Bodensee, he tells me that he will also visit Switzerland and have a 
look at Lake Constance. He has been nice to his wife Dee for 
sometime so he feels confident that she will not puncture his 
water wings for him. 

Li.eute~a.nt 'Pad_dy~ Henry has had an aquatic holiday on the 
Belgian R1v1era, he ms1sts that they had so much rain that he has 
d~veloped trenc~ foot. ~e has successfully repudiated the old 
wives tale that ram water 1s good for the complexion. It has done 
nothing for him. 
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lnfrepid snilors 

Recently the citizens of Maastricht were treated to a most 
unusual nautical spectacle; a launch which resembled a ctoss 
bcrwcen one of the gallant small boats returning from Dunkirk 
and an Indian train at rush hour. 

This was, of course, the Beek Families Association trip to 
Liege organised by Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Pete Appleton 
and Corporal 'Goff' Adams. Every inch of the superstructure 
and frecboard appeared to be occupied by recalcitrant children 
intent on self destruction. The air was rent with protestations of 
maternal love such as, "Johnny! if you don't stop dangling Sheila 
in the propellor, I shall belt seven bells out of you," "Malcolm! 
stop pouring beer in Daddy's ear, he'll sort you out when he 
climbs out from under that table," or "Your father will tell you a 
thing or two when he recovers the power of speech," plus 
numerous unprintable expletives. A well stocked bar ensured that 
father was completely oblivious to these exchanges. Miraculously 
both launch and children survived the trip to Liege. 

Here tl1e revellers disembarked to savour the pleasures of the 
Flea Market (Belgian Pettycoat Lane). On discovering that just 
about everything was bought and sold on the market, parents 
dashed off with a hopeful gleam in their eyes, clutching hot sticky 
urchins who produced a constant stream of vituperation. Alas, 
they all failed in their search for an itinerant slave trader, they 
had obviously all fled. 

The trip back was a repeat of the voyage down. Cherubic little 
boys keel hauled angelic little girls, whilst demure young ladies 
with diabolic grins and St. Trinian type hat pins forced well 
mannered young men to walk the plank. Fathers sat with ex
pressions of total euphoria whilst mothers resigned themselves to 
the inevitable and ignored everything. 

A general consensus voted it a well organised trip which 
everyone thoroughly enjoyed. Future trips will depend on Pete 
finding a captain who has not heard of our last trip. 

.,uto1notive ji.lu:? 

Whilst on his way to work recently, Sergeant Barry Seaton 
spotted W.0.2 (F. of S.) Eddie Harriss on the same errand 
with flames shooting out from under his car. Barry, realising that 
Eddie does not normally burn up the road on the way to work, 
waved him down. Being sociable, Eddie waved cheerily back and 
drove on, noticing that Barry was still waving and looking agitated 
he decided to stop. 

Im.mediately smoke and flames leapt up from under the bonnet. 
Eddie leapt out and with great presence of mind looked around 
for someone selling a cheap line in saffron robes. He prefers to 
be properly dressed when he self-immolates. A Dutchman in the 
car following scrambled out with an extinguisher, struck the cap 
on the ground, then sprayed the contents all over Eddie's leg 
completely missing the car. 

Just then a A.N.W.B. (Dutch equivalent of the A.A.) patrol 
arrived and took charge. The patrolman calmly proceeded to 
uncouple the battery oblivious of the flames licking round him. 
Eddie was most unhappy about this display of cold courage, 
as he felt duty bound to stand nonchalantly alongside the patrolman 
with a car he was convinced was about to explode. He confesses 
his inclination was to emulate David Bedford and break the 
10,000 metre record. The patrolman dealt with the situation most 
efficiently and quickly doused the fire. 

Eddie considers the car is a write off. As his last car was written 
off after skidding on black ice last winter we began to suspect 
that he might have a Jinx. This suspicion was speedily confirmed 
the following morning when Barry Seaton gave him a lift in, 
halfway to camp the pistons went and the car came to a grinding 
halt in a dense cloud of black oily smoke. 

We are now looking for a reliable Bomoh to exorcise Eddie, 
in the meantime he looks like being the fittest Foreman in the 
Corps as he has great difficulty in finding a lift. 

1; 11~mHl.-1110•11t 'iourse? 

After 22 years in the Corps, R.S.M. Tom Burke has recently 
completed a resettlement course in the U.K. With his record of 
success in organising our Anglo-German frenzied soccer matches, 
we are confident that both Brian Clough and Malcolm Allison 
will be beating a path to his door and clamouring for his services. 

The Squadron join in wishing both Tom and Mary every 
success in civilian life, we trust that they will derive as much 
pleasure from it as they have from their life in the Corps. 
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244 Sig Sqn. R.A.F. Benson 

On the road for charity - 375-mile walk by 
3 Corps soldiers 

ON Saturday, 19th August 244 Sig Sqn (Air Support) held its 
Summer Fete, the proceeds going towards buying a fitted 

minibus for the local disabled children's home at Chipping 
Norton. The Squadron had previously held a sponsored walk in 
aid of this in 1971 and raised over £400·00. 

THE 'REFRESHMENTS' TENT 

Part of the crowd who turned out in good number to support the 
244 Signal Squadron Summer Fete 

Three enterprising parachute soldiers of the Squadron had the 
idea of a sponsored walk from Edinburgh to camp at R.A.F. 
Benson-to be known as the EDBEN walk. Their arrival was to 
coincide with the opening of the fair. 

Signalmen David Bell, Billy Malone and Raymond 
O'Donaghue planned the walk and at 12.00 hours on Monday, 
7th August they set off from the Sir Walter Scott Mef!lorial. in 
Edinburgh, 375 miles from camp. They had twelve days m which 
to complete the walk and planned on travelling 30-35 miles each 
day. The soldiers slept in the back of a 4 ton truck which doubled 
as a kitchen for meals en route. Corporal Ron Campbell, 
R.A.F. was the liaison man and between trips to visit the walkers 
he maintained a large marked map in Squadron Headquarters 
showing the daily progress of the walkers. None of the three 
walkers had done any initial training as they had come 
straight off exercise, nor had they any experience of a 
really long march. 

By mid-day Wednesday they had rea~hed the 'border'. ~n 
Friday they reached the planned overrught stop at Catter~ck 
where they had a medical inspection. Most of the aches and pa.ms 
were below the waist and the M.O. doubted whether the three 
would reach R.A.F. Benson on foot. He advised them all to stop 
there and then: Their replies were unprintable I 

Overnight stops at Harrogate, Barnsley, Claycross and A~hby 
de la Zouch all passed and on Wednesday, 16th August at Pnnce
thorpe, they had to reduce the daily mileage rate as there was a 
danger of them arriving the day before the Fete ! Siptalman 
Malone had just started to suffer from a sore throat which was to 
turn into tonsillitis and a fever for the last three days of the walk. 

On Friday, 18th August while they were walking through the 
centre of Oxford they were spotted by Cap~n Mil<~ _Rice who 
was on his way to speak over Radio Oxford m a pubhc1ty feature 
for the Pete. All three walkers were diverted into the studio where 
they had a ten minute interview. After a quick cup of coffee, by 
courtesy of the BBC, they were off to complete their last day's 
march and camped about 12 miles from R.A.F. Benson. Signal
man Malone was so ill that it was doubted whether he would 
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CONGRATULATIONS-AND VERY WELL DESERVED 

The ' Edben ' walkers minutes after their arrival at R.A.F. Benson . 
Le~ to right: Signalmen Malone, O'Donoghue (obscured), Bell and 

Peter Plant of ' ATV Today' 

finish but at 15.00 hours on Saturday, 19th August all three 
marched into the Fete amid tumultuous applause. They were met 
by Mr. Peter Plant of 'A TV TODAY' (of whom Sir Winston 
Churchill was once heard to say 'Who'). Peter Plant had opened 
the Fete and was waiting on the dias to meet them. The walkers 
were challenged to a 'quick beer' by Peter Plant just to prove 
that they didn't have blisters on their right anus. Signalman 
Billy Malone, however, couldn't even drink his beer and was 
soon on his way to the doctor. 

Their outstanding effort helped to raise a further £300·00 
towards the minibus. 

(We are sure all our readers will be as moved and im
pressed as we are at this remarkable effort-Editor.) 

Welcome and farewell 
In our last notes we said it was nice to have fresh blood in the 

Squadron. By our movements in August it would appear ~at 
Royal Signals Manning and Records ordered a blood transfusion 
for the Squadron. We sadly said farewell and \7elcome to the 
following. To those who have left thank you, and to our new
comers you have by now found out that 244 is the best. 

IN-Sergeant Williamson, Sergeant Davidson (R.E.M.E.), 
Corporal Duggan, Corporal Hutton, Corporal Bell, Cor
poral Beardsmore, Lance- Corporal Cooper, Lance-Cor
poral Geary, Lance-Corporal Pringle, Signalman Denning, 
Signalman Hinds, Signalman Hall, Signalman Burgess, 
Signalman Bemson, Signalman Huffy, Signalman Burton, 
Signalman Prinble, Signalman Duncan, Signalman Healy. 

OUT-Sergeant Parrott (R.E.M.E.), Sergeant Gay, 
Corporal Middleton, Corporal Towle, Corporal Orr, 
Corporal Paronage, Corporal Smith, Corporal Francis, 
Corporal Byrne, Corporal Barrett, Corporal Watkinson. 

THE WIRE-DECEMBER ISSUE 

Will all Units and contributors please note that 
copy for the December issue must be in the Editor's 
hands by 9th November latest. 
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262 Sig Sqn, B.F.P.O. 53 

6. tOOft. 

THE phocogl'l!ph shows Captain Jenny Baker, W.R.A.C. 
che Squandron Administrative Officer and O.C. W.R.A.C. 

When she heard chat she was posted to che Squadron, she made 
enquiries as to its location and ta. k. She was surprised (aren't we 
all!) to learn that most of the Squadron is at 'sea level' while 0)1e 
detachment is permanently at 6,400 ft. Realising that her duties 
might involve a visit she reali ed chat she would have to meet them 
at cheir own dizzy height. Having been up, just before che photo
graph was taken, she heard chat che detachment was in fact 
perched on Mount Olympus, at 6,400 ft. She descended relieved 
~d .explained (note .me relieved expression) why she had taken up 
gliding. obody believed her, and anyway she has decided to take 
~p glidi~g in Cyprus, and keep a beady eye on us. Since settling 
m she 1s now permanently at 6,000 ft ., without glider. The 
Squadron should be at her level around the Administrative 
Inspection. 

PREPARING FOR POSTING 
Captain Jenny Baker wonders at what height she will find 262 

Squadron 

ehoolehildren's visits 

, !he. Squadron recently made up a permanent display, and first 
tned it ~mt' on a schoolchildren's (che recruiting pocencial must 

be explo1~ed gentlemen!) display. The display was successtul and 
the recruits too young. However everyone took the opportunity 
and we ? ll do it so~etirnes_, of sh~wing off che Corps! The photo~ 
graph we thought swtable, m that 1t shows that debonair unruffled 
steady, and ever forthright Sergeant Mick 'The Professor: 
Johnson proudly showing off his side of the display. 

Radio Troop 

We promised in this issue to cover the activities of Radio Troop. 
~e put our heads together and tried to find out exactly what they 
did, and then ~e went off to find . them. Eventually, beneath the 
hot sun, scantily dresSt'd, and with the area camouflaged with 
beer ca;is, we found them ensconced in the bush at the other end 
of the island. They called it Exercise 'Midway' as they had to be 
honest. an~ ~ay they were 'Midway' between Summer Camp 
(E~erc1se Cmus Spendour') and Exercise 'Leaf Fall'. To be 
se~ous for a moment, the Troop is based at Dhekelia and com
pnses the operators. manning an operations centre, and mobile 
de~chments. for various Staff and IS Locations. With Pye Radio 
bemg the prnnary means of communications, and HF an essential 
back-up, they spend most of their time out improving their ability 
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IT IS REALLY QUITE SIMPLE 
Sergeant Mick Johnson explains 

to communi.cate from all tho e places that nobody ever intended 
to commum~te from, but from which the Staff now insist we 
must do, without ~y help, save 'Jimmy' and maybe pigeons. 
However every Cypnot owns a gun and pigeons are at a premium. 
Stand down the man who suggested pigeons. 

So much for this !ssue. It is. Radi.o Troops Episkopi and 
Olympus detachments m the next issue, tf Captain Jenny Baker 
can get up there. 

Force Sig Sqn 

Sultan's Armed Forces 

Oman 

SQUADRON HEADQUARTERS 
Left to right: O .C. Signal Training School, Second-Lieutenant L. A. 
L. Bux; O.C. Signal Squadron , Major A. W . de V. Hunt ; Squadron 

Sergeant Major, W .0 .2 Behram Said 
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The tnrnovf"r 

WE welcome Captain T. Fish from 11 Sig Regt who has taken 
over from Captain]. Speakes as the Brigade Signals officer 

in Dhofar. Captain J. Speakes departed in the direction of 63 
(SAS) Sig Sqn. We also say farewell to Sergeant Bob Orton our 
cypher sergeant who goes on his Data Telegraphist course and 
then on to 264 (SAS) Sig Sqn. We should like to thank both of 
them for all they did for us and wish them all the best for the 
future. 

FORMAL FAREWELL 
Sergeant Bob Orton being dined out. On his left Captain David 

lnsall (ex Corps) 

Contretemps 
Signals in;-(Bn to Sig Sqn) :-
For Pronto from Sunray. No a thousand times no. What do 
you want cmm blood ques. 
Signals out :-
For Sunray from Dracula ... 

A1tpoint01ent titles 
Sergeant-Major Kam Dim has recently been having a 

somewhat uphill struggle in the signal training school teaching 
signallers the correct appointment titles. However we were all very 
gratified at hearing the news of how Signalman Hussain 
Ashraff kept his head in an emergency. The following incident 
must rank high in Signals annals as an example of steadiness 
under fire: 
'Scene in Desert Regiment Command post' . 

'Signalman Hussain Ashraff is sending a CW message. A 
RCL round lands outside and a fragment pierces his right hand. 
Completely unperturbed he changes frequency onto the voice net 
with his left hand, quavers 'Fetch Starlight', then faints and 
keels over' 

Postscript. 'Starlight' came immediately and Signalman 
Hussain Ashraf£ has now completely recovered and is back up . 
to twenty-four words per minute. A very steady signaller. 

Letters 
We were very interested to see the letter from ex-Corporal 

J. Soutar in the July /August issue of THE WrRE filling in the 
gaps of our knowledge about the history of Royal Signals in the 
Sultanate of Oman. Many thanks, the beers are on us; (but as 
they do not travel we will send you a plaque instead!). 

1Ue1noraudum fro111 Headquarters Sultan's Navy 
Subject: Telephone Inst 254. 
1. Still no ringing sahib. 
2. Pse send bell wallah. 
3. My Burrah Sahib going too angry I am not making answer 

when to he is for me ringing. Think I an1 sleeping all day. 
4. Very please thank you. 

(OC's note: You may laugh, but you should hear my Arabic!) 

Travelling teclu1icim1 
If any who have been following our notes in THE WIRE are 

wondering what is happening to Sergeant Bob Bowman we 
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can only say that we have not seen much of him either lately. The 
Sultanate of Oman is about the size of the United Kingdom. Thi 
means that we occasionally catch a glimpse of him in transit with 
test kit slung over his shoulder and we frequently hear from him 
by signal demanding spare parts, coaxes fuses etc. He certainly 
gets around and other non-signals and more rooted members of 
the British Sergeants' mess are frequently heard to say that 'he 
must have the best number in the whole of Oman.' 

The heat, the flif"S and ~he dust? 
Captain Colin Wilson writes: 
The temperature is now 112! and the Squadron Commander, 

Major Tony de Vere Hunt is at last convinced that the five and 
a half inches of rain that fell just after he arrived is not the norm. 
Volleyball has been substituted for football as the Squadron sport 
and an indent has gone off for the spine pad and pith helmet. 

Postscript 
Ex-members of SAP Signals may be interested in the following-• 
We now have telephone communications between Bait al Falaj 

and Dhofar. 
We can now communicate to SOAF (Tac) from HQ Dhofar 

through an automatic exchange. The days of D 10 and field 
exchanges within and between the two headquarters are over. 

Signal officers still go round muttering 'ground to air!' although 
the H.F. works well. 

We are on the threshold of teleprinters but are still ironing out 
details. 

632 Sig Tp, R.A. Range, Hebrides 

~otes by Lance-Corporal Lnwrit• Sellars 

WHEN it was found that I was the only person in the troop 
that could write, a message was passed to me (verbally) 

that the O.C. would like to see the troop's name in the WIRE 
again so ... 

Changes 
Since the troop last appeared in the WIRE several changes have 

taken place namely, Lieutenant R. J. ('Rick') Brown has 
departed for the joys of soldiering with 11 Sig Regr, and has been 
replaced by Captain (T.O.T.) Phil Johnson, much to the 
delight of Rick Brown. Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Jim Fison 
has gone and is now relaxing in Cyprus. In his place is W.0.1 
(F. of S.) Paul Cook, now firmly entrenched in his office with 
stacks of project work. 

t}rute a bill 
The Admin side and the main Sigcen moved into a new building 

recently, with all the planning and "Date 'time of move" that this 
normally entails and all did go quite well apart from one un
scheduled move which resulted in a wall being removed, and the 
D.O.E. presenting Sergeant John Tope with a bill for £4-0. 
His comments were given in a rich Devon dialect, and the bill 
passed back. The contractors are now very wary of any hairy 
carrying a large hammer on their site. If one does appear the 
resultant crowd is similar in size to that around a traffic accident 
in foreign parts. 

St. Kilda--n 1•lace to bo ren1..,.mb..,.red 
No notes from the troop would be complete without a mention 

of our gallant troop members on St. Kilda, from where they 
return as wild-eyed, gibbering long-haired individuals formerly 
the cream of the Corps. Incidents not covered in the manuals 
occur when stationed on Sc. Kilda, communicating with vessels in 
languages varying from French through German and Dutch to 
Polish. Note: the use of fl;igs is still practised-after a crash 
course with the Radio Ops from 20 Maritime Regt R.C.T., who 
manage to keep the Island supplied in summer via L.C.T. St. 
Kilda is an experience never to be forgotten or repeated. I know a 
lump comes into my throat when I think of it. "Mal de Mer" I 
believe they call it. 

)fau1tow"r af a }tr(>n1h1e1 
The pressure of work leaves little time for sport in the unit 

although members have been known to go away for a weekend 
and sleep. Manpower is at a premium with changeovers for 
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ly Appolntme:lt to 

~ 
FOR 

• Her MeJesty the Qu11n . 

INSPECTION 
You are probably now wearing an H. J. Service 
cap, the best quality cap made today-but how are 
you 'hatted' off-parade? ·our new fully illustrated 
broc~ure for ordering by post shows our compre
hens1~e range of hats and caps to suit every 
occasion. Send for your free copy by filling in the 
coupon below. 

REGIMENTAL CAPMAKERS 
TO 

YOUR CORPS 

.... 
THE BURGHLEY 
One of our duel 
purpose felt hets. 
In rough finish 
Brown or Green. 
Price£6·65 
including postage. 

Herbert Johnson 
(BOND STREET) LTD. 

38 NEW BOND STREET, LONDON, W.1 
Tel: 01-62911n. 
Civil and Military Hatters. 

. 235 London Road, Camberley. (Wednesday, 
afternoons only). 

NOT EXACTLY DOVER 
An l.C.T. ar r ives at St . Kilda to unload 

Kil?-a? c.ourses, leave,. and two working locations to cater for. 
T his is timed to the minute by the Admininistrative Site Sergeant 
Tim Crook, and Troop Cler~~ Mr. Duncan Stewart. Sergeant 
Jo~ Bradford keeps the hames of !he troop happy, by arranging 
outings to half complete~ cable pits and c:ompetitions against 
local c~d schools, otherwise the troop continues to provide its 
usual ~ugh standard of communications for the Royal Artillery 
and thirteen other Cap Badges. 

In conclusion 

. "Slainte ~th"-which is Gaelic for something but every 
ume you say 1t you get a whisky, so it can't be all bad. 

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN 
Number of cases assisted financially in 

August.. . . . . . . . . 
Number of clothing parcels sent .. 
Amount spent in grants . . . . 

28 
40 

£630·02 

One of the Month's Cases 

D RIVER:, 6 years: War-time service, has been ill for a 
long time and is at present in hospital having had a 

leg amputate~. His wife, aged 65, has done h~r best to keep 
the. h?me gomg and does a part-time job to supplement 
the1r mcome. She finds the expense of visiting her husband 
regularly in hospital a drain on her income and has also 
had t<? b_uy a new bed for him when he cordes home. The 
As~ociauon made her a grant of £60 to clear the balance 
owmg. on the bed, to meet a Rates demand, and to help 
her with the cost of her fares. 

One of the Month's Letters 

WE are so very grateful for your kind help the only 
tro_uble is that l can't find the words to thank you. 

I 0°:1Y wish there was something we could do to show our 
gratitude. I hope our sincerity shows in these words as we 
a~e so very really grateful and quite overcome by the 
kindness shown us. All I seem to be doing is thanking you 
but I can assure you that it comes from deep down and 
we both really mean it. ' 
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--. - THE =VOLUNTEERS 

PERMANENT STAFF, 40th SIGNAL REGIMENT (V) 
Back row: Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) K. E. Eustace, Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) A. A. Winstanley, Sergeant E. C. Thorpe, W .0 .2 (R.Q.M.S.) J. B. 
Appleby, Sergeant E. Kitching, R.E.M.E., Staff Sergeant (O.R.S.Q .M.S.) J. K. Smith, Lance-Corporal J. E. Wilson, Staff Sergeant H. Johnson, Staff 

Sergeant (F. of S.) B. Longden 
Front row: Captain J. T. Worrall , Adjutant, W .0.1 (R.S.M.) C. D. Jones, R.S.M., Lieutenant-Colonel E. l. Rogers, Commanding Officer, Major 

M. R. Adams, Training Major and Captain R. Chappell, Permanent Staff Officer 

40th 
Sig. Regt. (V) 

I T'S all "Go" in the 40th. The last six months period has 
included many and varied activities. 

Study periods 
Our Officers' Study period was held in a delightful Hotel at the 

foot of the Mountains of Mourne. On this occasion we were 
pleased to receive Lieutenant-Colonel Toby Rigby, C.R. 
Signals, N. Ireland and Major Ronnie Channer, R.H.F. from 
H.Q. B.F.A. 

The Group Study period, held in London, was a great opport
unity for us to "Study" and see something of the big city-two 
big cities for some! 

Exercises 
In spite of severe local restrictions we have been able co run 

two "work-up" exercises-'Alligator I and II.' Both these exercises 
provided valuable lessons for the future. We are indebted to our 
many friends and units who permitted us to use their facilities. 

On the 26th-27th August HQ Sqn held their exercise at R.A.F. 
Bishopscourt (approximately 30 miles from Belfast). We are most 
grateful to the Station Commander and his men for their assistance. 

The exercise was visited by our Group Commander, Brigadier 
H. A. J. Sturge, who later met the officers of the Regiment at a 
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cocktail party in the R.A.F. Officers' Mess. May we wish Briga
dier Sturge good luck on his departure as Group Commander 
and assumption of the appointment as B.G.S. (Signals). 

Tratnin~ 
The province of our training major, Graham Campbell, ably 

assisted by the Yeoman of Signals, Staff Sergeant Alan Win
stanley. Theirs is a constant business of trade training, upgrading, 
conversion training and-phew !-posting to squadrons. After 
two and a half years of "Training" Major Graham is leaving 
us and we welcome Major Mike Adams into the fold. We would 
like to thank the president and Members of the Naval Association 
Club and Royal Hotel at Bangor for the use of their bars as the 
training major's handover conference rooms! 

Recruiting 
Good ideas are always sought after when it comes to recruiting. 

Our recruiting officer, Major Teddy Russell ably assisted by 
Captain Richard Chappell and Sergeant Alec Miller have 
hit on it. The Rispoint scheme-Recruits Incentive Scheme
awards points to our recruiting ambassadors and own volunteer 
soldiers, for introducing recruits to the Regiment. More points for 
those recruits accepted as specific tradesmen, e.g. technicians. 
The acquisition of our new W.R.A.C. Officer, Second
Lieutenant Robyn Foster, must have gained someone 1,000 
points at least! They are not sharing her however, but keeping 
her with their recruiting staff, (for the time being anyhow). The 
Risprize list now reads rather like a Green Stamp catalogue! 

.\1111nal c•a1np 
The big event for the Ulster portion of the Regiment was, of 

course, the annual camp and e.xercise 'Dry Swamp' in and around 
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IT'S QUITE EASY REALLY 
Signalman Bill Ashe, Sergeant Dave McCartney and Corporal Jim 

Elliott discussing the operation of a C41 

Scarborough. The main body of the Regiment travelled by air in 
four Brittanias and our thanks go to our cooks who fed every 
soldier with an excellent hot meal on arrival. 

In spite of the many "settling in" tasks we were working in 
earnest on the first day. It was a joy to see everything shake down 
so quickly. The R.S.M., W.0.1 Dave Jones, was cock-a-hoop! 
What more can one say. 

Scarborough is our favourite place, a second home say some, 
so we were very pleased to meet as many Scarborians as possible. 
The Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colone] E. L. Rogers, 
visited the Mayor of Scarborough, Miss Ida Slarke, and ex
pressed our appreciation for the many kindnesses we received 
during our stay in Scarborough. 

It was extremely nice to welcome a large number of the local 
population to the Regiment to join us in seeing The White Helmets 
Display. The young lady "Jean," who won the Irish blackthorn 
walk-ing stick awarded to the holder of the "Lucky programme" 
had the thrill of touring the arena in the White Helmets side car, 
which appears to run better at an angle of 45°. 

The Regimental Church Parade was a very fitting end to the 
excellent results of our first week at camp. The Honorary Colonel, 
Colonel J. McCann, T.D. took the parade. On this occasion a 
number of presentations were made to members of our shooting 
team and successful driving candidates were awarded H.G.V. 
driving certificates. The presentation of note was the Commen
dation of the General Officer Commanding Northern Ireland, 
awarded to Staff Sergeant Longden for his prompt and cour
ageous action in rescuing a woman from the River Lagan. 

The Church Service conducted by our Regimental Padre, 
Robin Lavery, was the best we have had-as the padre says 
"The singing, wonderful, you've never heard anything like it." 

It i~ remarkable what a difference a good band makes. For the 
first time we were able to have the Band of the North Irish Horse 
with us at Camp. They played for parades, parties, in the soldiers' 
dini1:1g hall and, in addition, gave us that little something more by 
playmg when the Regiment moved off on exercise 'Dry Swamp' 
an.ct fo~ our "triumphant" return to camp. We do thank the North 
Insh Ho~s~ for allo~ing their Band to be with us and truly hope 
they can iom us agam. 

The second week of camp was fully committed to exercise 
'Dry Swamp,' the exercise of the year. It was a good exercise, 
we successfully deployed two Comcens, two controls and worked 
our rll;dio relay and H.F .. radio systems extremely well. Our radio 
relay mcluded a C41 cham from Great Driffield via Hornsea and 
Scarborough to Harrogate and Selby with two major comcens 
spaced along the chain. H.F. radio, on the other hand, included a 
hnk to Belfast which incidentally operated during our fortnight's 
camp at Scarborough as a rear link to base. 

On all counts camp was a great success. Fifty-three soldiers 
and W.R.A.C. qualified as tradesmen 'tradeswomen, the recruits 
swa~ge~ed of! the square as trained soldiers and everybody would 
be Justified in congratulating themselves on an excellent camp 
and exercise. 
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NOW LISTEN CAREFULLY 
Data Telegraphists of 66 (City of Belfast) Signal Squadron being 

briefed for a Squadron Exercise 

Visitors at Canap 
We had many distinguished VJSltors. Major-General H. E. 

Roper, C.S.O., B.A.O.R., Brigadier H. A. J. Sturge, the 
Group Commander, Brigadier 0. J. Peck, the Group Com
mander designate and Brigadier S. A. E. Heaney, M.B.E., T.D., 
A.D.C., Director W.R.A.C. 

They were impressed by the cheerful spirit and enthusiasm of 
the Regiment and the air of competence-but then, with 400 
Irishmen and women setting about their business, this was 
natural. 

81 Sig Squ 

Our Squadron in England is in fine shape if their Annual Camp 
in Cyprus was any indication. The Squadron, all 150 of them, 
moved to Akrotiri on 22nd April, 1972. 

This highly trained Squadron completed a number of projects, 
mainly internal wiring and equipment installation to ease the 
pressures on the local Signal Squadrons. Their work was appre
ciated by all and Major John Roberts and his efficient Squadron 
should feel very satisfied. 

Apart from this technical work an excellent military training 
exercise was organised by Captain Don Logue which included 
cross country movement on foot, the use of maps and compasses 
and a first class password system which almost debarred entry 
to a visiting General. Captain Brian Fell, the officer responsible 
for their ambitious checkpoint handled the situation well and he 
is still with us! 

Well done 81, some of us will see you soon in Scarborough 
during your out of camp training. 

Shooting 

Congratulations to our shooting team, for their performance at 
the T.A.V.R. Annual Shooting Competition at Bisley. 

Ladies• Club 

The Ladies' Club which has long lain dormant has by popular 
request been revived by Mrs. E. L. Rogers, wife of the C.O. 
During the past few months the members have enjoyed several 
friendly meetings of competitions .and games. We look forward 
during the winter months ahead, to a full programme of demon
strations and exhibitions, starting with a Cookery Demonstration 
on the 13th September. 

Our Club Committee have done a good job in getting the 
Ladies' Club off to a very good start. They are: 

Mrs. Margaret Jones, wife of the R.S.M., W.0.1 Dave Jones. 
Mrs. Kay Shaw, wife of Staff Sergeant Les Shaw. Mrs. 
Maude Chambers, wife of Lieutenant Jim Chambers. 

Co1ni11gs 

We welcome: Captain John Worrall our new Adjutant and 
his new Chief Clerk, Staff Sergeant Iain ('Jock') Smith, Staff 
Sergeant (F. of S.) Keith Eustace from the sunny climes of 
Cyprus, Lieutenant Norman Geddes, our new Squadron 
systems control Officer, Second-Lieutenants Irene Mercer 
and Robyn Foster both from Queen's University 0.T.C. and 
Sergeant Ted Kitching, R.E.M.E., our new PSI in the Lad. 
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Goings 

We say farewell md thank you to; Sergeant Christopher 
Mooney, one of our radio technicians who has departed to 14 Sig 
Regt where we wish both him and his wife Phyllis all success 
for the future. Sergeant 'Gyrations' Stockwell, our R.E.M.E. 
vehicle mechanic, who has left us for singing engagements in 
Tidworth and Staff Sergeant (O.R.S.Q.M.S.) Alan Till who 
is now in AG 11. 

Tail piece 

A local R.A.F. Sergeant at Bempton near Flamborough Head, 
"Exactly what kind of radios do you have Sir?" O.C. L.A.D., 
"Oh, electric ones, to be sure. Mind you, we have some peat
buming models for use in rural areas." 

Adjutant to S.S.M. HQ Sqn R.A.F. Bishopscourt. "Have any 
of your men got a camera Sergeant Major?" "No Sir, I did not 
inspect them for cameras!" 

Denials 

It is not true that our Adjutant, Captain John Worrall is the 
Signals Officer for the I.RA. The radio transmitter in his car is 
for amateur radio use only! 

32 Sig Regt :(V), Glasgow 

JULY and August have been on the whole quiet months as 
far as the Squadrons were concerned, with nearly everyone 

taking their annual leave in preparation: for the bitter w.ffi:ter 
(MET Forecast) and its accompanied sene~ of weekend trauung 
exercises which are scheduled to take place m some of the coldest 
parts of Scotland. 

During the period of 'The Glasgow Fair' we we~e fortunate to 
experience a mini heat wave, but many of the Regiment, wary at 
all times departed to the continent. 

As the month of September commences, activity in our tenement 
surrounded TA VR Centre (a sight which to unaccustomed eyes 
requires more than a second glance) is increasing. 

Annual Ben Nevis race 

The annual Ben Nevis race has taken place with the Regirne?t 
providing communications. Winner of the race was Mr. David 
Cannon of Kindall Athletic Club in a time of one ho~ ~weno/ 
eight minutes; no mean feat as anyone who has seen this gigantic 
mound can tell. · 

.Junior N.C.O.s• weekend 
The R.S.M. W.0.1 Peter Dean, as ever thinking up new 

ideas in life for the Volunteers, took the Junior N.C.O.'~ away to 
Cultybraggan for a weekend of mil!tary .training, first aid, NBC, 
MT documentation, and field engineenng. All those who too.k 
part agreed it was a tremendous success and wan:ted more o! this 
type of get-together. As the .Regiment is divided mto such distant 
locations as Aberdeen, Edinburgh, Glasgow and Lon~onderr_y 
the weekend got people from different Squadrons tackling their 
problems together for the first time. 

Hansel Village, A)T 
Is a home for Spastic Children. on w.hose adjace~t land was run 

the Scottish Motor Cross Champ10nship. All ~10rues Vl'.ere handed 
to this very charitable organisatio~ and. ~e like to think that we 
we were of a little help to them m raising money. Our A.C.C. 
cooks beside furnishing hot water for the refreshment tents 
assisted as traffic controllers and car park attendants. (You know 
what sausages in a pan look like !). 

Lieutenant John Chown and his merry ~unch of lads of the 
LAD laid on a demonstration on recovery usmg the ~c:ammel-a 
demonstration well received by the motor cross participants and 
spectators alike. . 

Our ladies of the W.R.A.C. added a tou~h of tartan ~essed in 
their Sunday best who assisted the organisers at anything (well 
almost) everything. . s ) 

The fortnightly fishing trip organised by W.0.2 CR:Q.M. • 
Arthur Gaze is proving a tremendous succes~ and is a w:U 
deserved break from the daily routine. The Adiutant, Capt~m 
Ken Bunston is still trying to catch a large one and there ts a 
suspicion of wariness of conger eels. 
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33 Sig Regt {V), Huyton 

A .. NUAI, ( ' A.\11° - .JUN"J<: 

ANNUAL Camp on the Continent is always a big challenge 
to a T.A.V.R. Regiment. This year was no exception as we 

had a very challenging exercise in conjunction with HQ AFCE T 
M.C.C. also one on our own in which the Radio Relay Troops in 
particular were stretched. Both exercises involv:ect deploy~ent. in 
Belgium, Holland and Germany and were enioyable, sansfymg 
and successful. 

ICas•· camp - 01 .. 11 near Antwerp 

We were lucky to have the facilities of Olen Camp and some 
excellent support by HQ British Forces, Antwerp. Our base camp 
was only occupied on four days including the middle weekend 
which included organised sports and visits to various places of 
interest ranging from Amsterdam to the Menin Gate for the more 
military history ronscious. 

Movement, always an exciting and challenging venture, was 
made, despite threatened dock strikes, from Liverpool (air) and 
Hull (sea) to Brussels, Rotterdam and Antwerp. Movement ~ut 
and back was, in hindsight, quite smooth and there were no ma1or 
breakdowns and no accidents. 

"HAI RIES " AT WORK 
80 Squadron Line Troop lay cable at R.A.F. Wildenrath-a change 

from field cable 

Visitors 
Our Camp attracted the usual number of visitors which included 

C.S.O. B.A.0.R.-Major-General Roper, G.O.C. orth West 
District-Major-General Purdon, A.C.O.S. C.A.N.D.~., 
Brigadier-General Richter, D. CI CE T-A_.C.M., Su
Frederick Rosier, our Honorary Colo!1el ~.C.M., Su- Augustus 
Walker. Comd 11 Sig Group (V) Brigadier Ja?kson spent the 
best part of the first ~eek ~ith. us both on exercise and at O~en. 
He left us with sufficient direcuon and work to ensure an acuve, 
if not hectic, final week. 

Prcsenfatiou of 111edals 

With such a tight programme it was not possible. to organise our 
usual Medal Parade. The Honorary Colonel decided to present 
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PRESENTATION OF T.A.V.R. EFFICIENCY MEDALS IN THE FIELD 
ANNUAL CAMP, JUNE 1972 

Left to right : Lieutenant-Colonel H. Rothwell (C.O.), Corporal 
Clark (59 Squadron), Staff Sergeant Blackwood (59 Squadron), 

Air Chief Marshall Sir Augustus Walker (Hon. Colonel) 

medals in the field and did so by flying from location to location 
by helicopter to present the much deserved awards. The recipients 
were: W.0.2 Astbury (R.E.M.E. L.A.D.); Sergeant Traynor 
(R.A.P.C.); Corporal Bolton (Royal Signals); Lance-Corporal 
Wilson (A.C.C.); Staff Sergeant Blackwood (Royal Signals); 
Corporal Clarke (Royal Signals); and Corporal Tracey 
(Royal Signals). 

During the past six years more and more service 
men and their families have discovered that the best 
way to travel between Britain and Germany is by 
Pnns Ferries. 

Why? Firstly there's the ships - the most luxurious 
ships. With facilities to suit every taste - dancing to 
discotheque or Band, dining, comfortable lounges, 
attractive bars , an English pub and even a chance to 
win back your fare at a casino ! 

Secondly, there's a wide range of accommodation 
- everything from sleeperettes to comfortable family 
cabins. 

The third point is very important: Rebated Fares. 
For 10 months• of the year you and your family can 

travel at 50% of the basic single or return fares - and we 
reduce the cost of taking your car too ! 

We sail every day between Harwich and either 

l.ivt•rftool show 
Our participation in the show along with other T.A.V.R. units 

was again most successful. We were very fortunate in having a 
multi-national party of communicators from H.Q. AFCENT 
M .C.C. with us. Headed by Major Wolfgang Muller they 
provided a most valued contribution to the regimental display 
and attracted much attention with their colourful uniforms and 
unusual equipment. Major Muller was co-opted onto the panel 
of judges for the selection of 'Miss Liverpool' and achieved great 
acclaim in the local press. We are not sure that he chose the right 
one but then he may have been distracted! 

1''uturc pla11 
With the summer leave behind us we are now building up to 

our winter training period. There are several permanent staff 
changes in the near future including the departure of the 
Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel H. Rothwell, 
who is to be replaced by Lieutenant-Colonel J. B. Booth 
currently Second-in-Command of 1 Div Sig Regt in B.A.0.R. 
in November. The R.S.M., W.0.1 Mercer has left and has 
been replaced by W.0.1 Binks who having come from 31 Sig 
Regt (V) is no stranger to the T.A.V.R. The last major exercise of 
1972 will be Exercise 'Goal Kick' in late October in support of 
H.Q. North West District and their T.A.V.R. test exercise. 
October is also our F.F.R. Inspection month so we won't be 
without work or challenge. 

Canoeing 
Our Squadron canoeists have been active again in the local 

T.A.V.R. spring meeting. HQ Sqn gained a very creditable second 
place, in the doubles, whilst the individuals of HQ Sqn, 42 Sqn 
(Manchester), 52 Sqn (Liverpool) all acquitted themselves very 
well. There is some very good potential among the new canoeists 
and of them-Lance-Corporal Williams of HQ Sqn, shows 
particular promise. The W.R.A.C. with Second-Lieutenant 
Edwards and Lance-Corporal George have the nucleus of a 
good team for 1973 and are, as last year, unbeaten in their class. 

Bremerhaven or Hamburg. So why not write for our 
FREE full colour brochure and timetable ? 

With something for everyone and at prices like 
ours it's not only the Forces' Favourite it's also the 
Family 's Favourite I 

Prins Ferries. U.K Office: 
67 Grosvenor Street, London WIX OEA. 
Telephone: 01-629 7961also491 7641. 
German Office: HAD AG Seetouristik und Fahrdienst AG 
2000, Hamburg 11, Johannisbollwerk 6-8. 
Telephone: (0411) 31961. 
or Karl Geuther & Co. D 
2800 Bremen, Martinistrasse 68 ....... PRINS FERRIES 
Telephone: (0421) 3 16 01. 

•there's also big reductions during the other two months/ 
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-Sport-
Royal Signals Canoe Club 

Report by Lieutenant ft. G. Dral,e. 
Royal Signals 

AFTER the very successful start to this season's canoeing, 
Corporal 'Yorky' Bull and Lance-Corporal Bob Story 

voluntarily ventured into the K2 Senior A Class. With even stiffer 
competition from the more senior of the nation's paddlers, they 
were still able to fight through successfully. In their first senior A 
race at Worcester they were in third place up to the last of the 
12 miles when they burst through to take the lead at the finish. 
Lance-Corporal Stan Sudron had a misadventure at the start 
when the road bridge moved in front of him and tipped him out. 
Sergeant Ken Clark unfortunately pulled a muscle and had to 
retire. 

The next race of the season was the Reading Circuit race, 
where Bob and 'Y orky' won the race lapping in new record 
times. At the Burgess Hill L.D. Race they took up the lead from 
the start and held it through to the end. Ken Clark and Corporal 
Chris Fielding had a hard fight with a crew from the Bedford 
Canoe Club, eventually pulling ahead and beating them by half 
a mile to win in Class 4. 

Disaster struck for Bob and 'Yorky' at Bradford on Avon. 
Bob Story was ill and close to the finish of the race fell out of the 
canoe. The chilling water soon revived him sufficiently to leap 
back into the boat but they could not regain the lead and so 
finished second. 

At the Poole Harbour race, Lance-Corporal Duncan Wink 
and Lance-Corporal Mick Pawlow rejoined us for the day 
taking a break from their Olympic Training. This race was also 
the Navy Championships and so gave us an insight into the 
Navy's entries for the Inter Services Championships later in the 
year. Duncan and Mick showed that although they had been 
training for lOOOm sprinting they were still fit enough to pull 
through and win the Long Distance race. Bob and 'Yorky' were 
close behind taking second place way in front of any of the Naval 
entries. Ken Clark paddling with Steve Malin took 2nd place 
in Class 4. 

At the Chelmsford L.D. race Bob and 'Yorky' after a terrible 
start fought their way through to win. Ken Clark and Chris 
Fielding also had a bad time with Chris dropping out ill and 
Ken continuing with a substitute paddler. At the Exeter Ascent 
Bob and 'Y orky' made a spectacular win leaving most of their 
competitors standing on the beach, and finishing some 20 minutes 
before the next crew. Ken Clark made a slow start having a spot 
of trouble on the beach but fought through the field to win the 
Senior Kl class. Chris Fielding in the Dart had a series of 
mishaps on the weirs losing his anorak at the first weir, and was 
unfortunately swept backwards over the second weir where he 
also lost his shirt. 

During the Sheffield "Derwent" race, 'Y orky' was ill and with 
a very hot sunny day the crew burnt out and could not hold the 
lead and finished in second place. However; by the Gloucester 
race' both were fit and well and had yet another very good win. 

Olyn1pic selection 

I T is with great regret that I have to report that our two Olympic 
hopes Lance-Corporals Mike Pawlow and puncan Wink 

were unsuccessful in their bid for the Games this year. Unfor
tunately just prior to the selections, Duncan's back started . to 
give him trouble having badly pulled a muscle, . he had to reure 
from the training squad. Mick Pawlow contmued on to the 
selection trials and it looked as though he had made a place, 
winning the selection race as a member of a strong K4 team. 
However, for reasons best known to the selectors, his K4 team 
was not selected. . . 

They have put a great deal of effort ~~ hard work .mto .~e1r 
training this year. They were selected to JO~ the Ol~mp1c trau:nng 
squad in the end of last year and have tramed contmuously smce 
then. Every weekend they travelled Nort~ to Nottingham to take 
part in sprint regattas, returning to 10. Sig Regt where they were 
based while training on the Thames with Royal. <;:anoe Clu~. 1:he 
most unfortunate and annoying part of the trammg was wmnmg 
the all important selection race, and still not making ~he. team. 

We must congratulate Mick and Duncan ~or a<:luev1i:ig .such 
high standards in their canoeing this year and m bemg w1thm an 
ace of the Olympic Team. Their near success "".as the result of 
much hard work on their part and the support given to them by 
the Corps. 
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Army 1..cmg Distance and print Champion hip 
Once again this year the Army Championships went well for us. 

It is good to see that the standard of canoeing in the Army has 
risen greatly during the last year or so. Results : 
Sprint 

Senior Kl 1st 
2nd 

Senior K2 1st 
2nd 

Imernrtdiate Kl 2nd 
lmermediare K2 1st 
Intermediate Cl 3 !st 

2nd 
Intermediate Cl 4 2nd 

Lance-Corporal Pawlow 
Lance-Corporal Wink 
Lance-Corporal Pawlow1Lance-Corporal Wink 
Lance-Corporal Story lCorporal Bull 
Sergeant Clark 
Sergeant Clark 
Sergeant Clark 
Corporal Fielding 
Corporal Fielding Lance-Corporal Moran 

Senior Sprint Trophy won by R Signals 

Long Disuoce 
Seniur Kl 

Seniur K2 
lmerm•diate Kl 
Intermediate Cl 4 

1st Lance-Corporal Pawlow 
2nd Lance-Corporal Wink 
1st Lance-Corporal Story/Corporal Bull 
1st Sergeant Clark 
3rd Corporal Fielding/Lance-Corporal Moran 

Senior Long Distance Trophy won by R Signals 

Spanish International Races 
Again this year the Corps sent a team to Spain for the Inter

national Serics\)f races. The team comprised Corporal 'Yorky' 
Bull and Lan<!e-Corporal Bob Story, who were selected to 
represent Great Britain in the Sella series of races. Other members 
of the team were Lance-Corporal Mick Pawlow making a 
start on long distance races again after a long lay off due to his 
Olympic sprint bid. Sergeant Ken Clark who has returned to 
the team after a long break off canoeing and Lieutenant Bob 
Drake who captained the team throughout the trip and who also 
captained the British Team for the 1st, 3rd and 4th weeks of the 
tour. The series went well for both the Corps team and the British 
team. The series could have been happier and more su1..-cessful 
if the Spanish organization had been better. The officials on the 
main International event, the Sella River Race, did not know until 
after prize giving that the crew that finished ahead of 'Y orky' Bull 
and Bob Story had only done half the race. It was only by our 
interpreter visiting the officials with the team manager, two days 
after the race, that we heard about the cheating. They were sorry 
but nothing could be done. 

The most enjoyable race was at Onbigo where Bob Story and 
'Y orky' Bull won the race in record time. Mick Paw low came 
4th and Ken Clark 5th. We were looked after extremely well by 
the organizers and a most delightful time was had by all . 

The first and last races were disastrous for our K2 crews who 
broke their boats and had to retire on both occasions. However, 
in these races Lance-Corporal Mick Pawlow was more 
successful, in the first race in Kl he came second, and in the last 
he raced home to victory. Laden with silver pots and medals we 
returned to England. 

"WHO TOLD YOU TO FALL OUT1" 
Lance-Corporal Frank Kelly (underneath) and Lieutenant Martyn 

Reid (on top) after a B.A.O.R. Sprint Race 
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ACTIO N MAN 

(Courtesy: The Wiltsh ire Times-Chippenham News) 
SOMETIMES THE HA RDER WAY IS QUICKER 

Corps canoeists at Army championships 

Signalman 'Chuck' Walker in the B.A.O.R. Si ngles Sprint 

The WIRE-
Without it-

You' re not With it! 
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CO RPS N.C.O. IN ARMY TEAM 

Staff Sergeant Tom Fayers, t he well known motor cycle expert, was 
selected to represent t he Army in the International Six Day Motor 

Cycle Trials held in Czechoslovakia in September 1972 
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260 Sig Sqn (SAM) Shooting Team 

THE Squadron sent a team to the Royal Signals Skill-at-Arms 
Meeting, Bulford, and the Army Rifle Association Central 

Meeting at Bisley. The team was composed of W.0.1 (F. of S.) 
Les Stanhoope, Sergeant John Waudby, Corporal Michael 
Lloyd-Williams and Lance-Corporal Michael Rose. 

Their successes were as follows : 
Bulfor d 

LMG Worcester and Lindsey Match: 
First, Minor Units Competition. 
Overall position: Third, Minor Units Championships. 

Bisley 
Overall position: Tied 7th place. 
Foreman Les Stanhope has had a very successful season. 

Apart from the earlier team successes in B.A.O.R., he has himself 
won the following : 
ARA Meeting. A Army Hundred Medal. 

NRA Meeting. NRA Silver Medal. 
Bronze Medals for: Services Championship, Rapids Aggregate, 
Stevens, Wantage, BSA, Secretary of State. 

Stop 1•re1>s 

21st. Signal Regiment Win BA OR 
Orienteering Championships 

21 Sig Regt won the B.A.O.R. Orienteering Championships in 
the Riene Bergen Forest, Lubbecke on 20th September. 

It is thought that this is the first time that the title has been 
won by a Royal Signals unit. Lieutenant Richard Farrimond 
achieved 3rd place amongst a field of approximately 120 individual 
runners. 

The trophy was presented by Lieutenant-General Sir 
Rolan d Gibbs, K.C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O., M.C., Commander 
1st British Corps. 

Personal Affairs 
Obituary --

Lieutenant-Colonel S. P. Mon-ison 
It is with great regret that we have to report the death of 

Pat Morrison in Millbank Hospital on the 13th August. Pat 
Morrison was born in 1930 and enlisted into Royal Signals in 
1949 being commissioned in 1951. He was a keen and enthusiastic 
officer with unbounded energy and " joie de vive." He saw active 
service in B.A.O.R., FARELF, when he was adjutant of Singapore 
District Signal Regiment, and in Australia on the British Liaison 
Staff. He qualified as a technical staff officer at the R.M.C.S. in 
1965 and was S.0 .1 Sigs at SHAPE when he contacted the 
illness which resulted in his death. Pat was a good administrator 
and technician and a keen and competent skier. Whilst a squadron 
commander in 22 Sig Regt he initiated and organised an Adventure 
and Winter Warfare Training expedition for 33 members of his 
Regiment in Norway and was responsible for introducing many 
novices into the excitement and joys of skiing. He will be a sad 
loss to the Corps and his many friends and we extend our sincere 
sympathy to his widow Davida and two daughters. 

Mr. Net! Darlington 
Well-known licensee Mr. Harold Darlington (68), of the 

Barbican Arms, Looe Street, Plymouth, has died. 
He was born on the Barbican where his father, Mr. Ned 

Darlington, was licensee of the Royal Oak in Southside Street. 
Mr. Darlington served with the Royal Corps of Signals in India 

and left the Army to become licensee of the Woodman Inn 
King Street, Plymouth, when he was in his 20's. 

Mr. Darlington was a keen amateur boxer and, in the mid-50's, 
became a British Boxing Board of Control referee. 

He joined the Royal Engineers as a wireless operator and 
entered and won his first Service competition. Later, he fought 
and defeated Signalman Richardson, special sanction being 
obtained because boys at that time were not allowed to box men. 

In subsequent contests he met and defeated in two rounds Alec 
Vivey, I.S.B.A. champion, a victory which was later reversed by 
Viney. 

Mr. L. F. Moorse 
Mr. W. Swanson, Hon. Secretary of Bath and District Branch 

of the Association, writes: 
It is with regret that I inform you of the death of our Chairman, 

Mr. L. F. (Bill) Moorse. 
He was a member of the R.E. Signals in the First War and 

subsequently joined the T.A. Signals (London Div Sig I think). 
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At the beginning of the Second War he moved to Bath with the 
Admiralty and in due course received a commission in the 
Admiralty Home Guard. He was a founder member of the above 
Branch, becoming Vice Chairman in September 1949 and 
Chairman in March 1959 which appointment he held until his 
death on 9th June. Mr. Moorse was a well liked and respected 
member of the Branch much interested in the Associations affairs. 

The Branch was well represented at his funeral on 14th June. 
He is survived by his married daughter, to whom great sympathy 
is expressed. 

Colonel L. C. Boyt/, DBE 
Colonel Lionel Cecil Boyd, affectionately known as 'LC', 

joined the Inns of Court O.T.C. at the beginning of 1916 and was 
commissioned into the Royal Munster Fusiliers in D ecember 
1916. He served on the Western Front during the 1st World War 
and was wounded in 1918. During the occupation period after the 
war he served in Upper Silesia before returning to the U.K. to 
attend No. 5 Q Course at Maresfield in 1922. He transferred to 
the Corps in 1924 and was appointed Adjutant of the Training 
Battalion. He was at Canerick from 1923 to 1930 and then went 
out to India for 7 years. On his return to the U.K. he was posted 
to 2 Div Sig. At the outbreak of the 1939-45 war he was Senior 
Instructor at the School of Signals, served with 18 Div Sig and 
commanded 1 Div Sig from 1940-1942. He then joined the staff 
of C.S.O. Eastern Command as D.C.S.O. In 1943 he went out 
to Sicily as C.S.O. No. 1 District and on to India in 1945 as 
Commandant of the S.T.C. Jubbulore. On his return to the U.K. 
in 1947 he was Officer-in-Command Royal Signals Records until 
his retirement in 1949. After retirement he joined the T.A. in 
1952 and was commissioned as Adjutant/Quartermaster until he 
reached the age limit in 1956. 'LC' was essentially a regimental 
officer, he had a calm disposition and never got !lustered added to 
which he had a very lively sense of humour. He was well above 
average at ball games, played cricket and hockey for the Corps 
over a long period and also played cricket for the Free Foresters. 
He died whilst on a visit to Australia on the 26th August 1972. 
We send our deepest sympathy to his widow and daughter. 

Major General C. H. H. Vulliamy, C.B., D.S. 0. 
Just as we are going to press the sad news came in of the death 

of Major-General Colwyn Vulliamy. He was, of course, a great 
Corps personality, well known to a wide circle of friends both 
within and outside the Corps and his loss will be felt by many. 
He was one of that select band of senior officers who did so much 
to put Royal Signals on the map in its younger days and who firmly 
established the reputation of the Corps during the test of world 
conflagration. A full obituary will appear in our next issue. Our 
deep sympathy goes to his widow and family. 
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~Movements 

OfRN>rs 
Captain A. R. Bailey 
Captain S. Cowan 
Captain A. F. Eastburn 
Major C. D. A. Blessington 
.\lajor C. T. Gan n 
Captain M. S. Louden .. 
Captain R. G. Aitken 
Captain (QM) , '. A. Bain 
Lieutenant J. P. Beasley 
Lieutenant-Colonel R. Benbow 
Captain A. W. Bird 
Lieutenant-Colonel A. P. Boyle 
Lieutenant W. E. Brewin 
.\l.ajor C. A. Brown 
Lieutenant I. M. S. Cross 
Captain C. J. Dakin 
Major J. Daw 
Major L. D. Edinger 
Captain (Tfc) K. M. French 
,\-iajor J. W. Fyfe 
Lieutenant P. J. Grey .. 
Captain (Tfc) J. D. Heard 
Second-Lieutenant R. S. Hewitt 
Captain (Tfc) E. W. G. Hill 
Brigadi<r G. H. Hoerder, MBE .. 
Lieutenant E. A. B. Hounscll 
Lieutenant R . F. Knight 
Captain (TOT) J. B. Jupc 

: : ~ To RMC of S Shrivenhnm 
•• J 

.. ) 

.. {- ,, RMC of S Shrivenham 
. . ~ 

,, 16 Sig Regt 
,, HQ Trg Bde 
,, 229 Sig Sqn 
,, CR Sig Hong Kong 
,, 4 Div HQ & Sig Regt 
,, 11 Sig Regt (HS) 
,, 11 Sig Regt (HS) 
,, 4 Div HQ & Sig Regt 
,, 16 Sig Regt 
,, 20 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn 
,, 3 Div HQ & Sig Regt 
,, HQ 2 Sig Gp 
,, 7 Sig Regt 
,, 16 Sig Regt 
,, Cam Univ OTC 
,, HQ 1 Sig Gp 

orthumbrian Univ OTC 
,, 27 Sig Regt 
,, MA Bonn 
,, Cam Univ OTC 
,, 225 Sig Sqn 
,, HQ AFCENT Sup Gp 

International 
Captain (QM) T. J. Licence 
Lieutenant-Colonel F. C. Lockwood, OBE 
Major (Tfc) W. C. Lombard 

,, 7 Sig Regt 
,, RSME 
,, HQNORTHAG 

Your ~~ ~~ 
EASY..... ~~!_~:: .:.:·: · .: .. :"::- ~-

.'~~ -~ 
-~ :l •• 

LOW COST WAY 
totheU.K. 
DAILY SAILINGS AT 
REDUCED FARES 
FROM BELGIUM AND 
FRANCE TO DOVER BY 

mWNSIND 
THDRISIN .... 
CAR FERRIES ZEEBRUGGE-DDVERICAlAIS·DOVER 
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Captain (Tfc) G. E. Loudoun .. 
Major R . S . Mansfield .. 
Captuin J. \VI. Miller 
Lieutenant-Colonel D. C. Newman 
Captain J. R . Potier 
Captain C. R. Treeby .. 
Lieutenant-Colonel K. G. White 

,, 240 Sig Sqn 
,, 2 Div HQ & Sig Regt 
,, School of Infantry 
,, 11 Sig Regt (HS) 
,, Southampton Univ 
,, 30 Sig Regt 
,, 39 (C of L) Sig Regt (V) 

n ·arrtint Officers and Sergean.tH 

Sergeant C. J. Wadley .. 
Sergeant K . S. Stewart .. 
Sergeant S. D. Farrow 
Sergeant T. W. F. Mackenzie .. 
Sergeant I. Blair 
Sergeant J. T. Ryan 
Sergeant J. H. Phillips 
A/Sergeant W. L. Parker 
Sergeant W. E.T. Bowles 
A/Sergeant T. J. Smith 
Sergeant B. B. Marshall 
Sergeant D.R. Blackmore 
Sergeant A. Garrehy 
Sergeant P. M. O'Mahony 
Sergeant D. Phillips 
Sergeant C. W. Graham 
Sergeant C. J. Davies 
A/Sergeant P. Kearns .. 
Sergeadt P. G. Lori 
Sergeant P. 0. Bentley .. 
A/Sergeant B. J. H. Christian 
A/Staff Sergeant R . Stacey 

To 16 Sig Regt 
,, 13 Sig Regt 
,, 7 Sig Rcgt 
,, 20 Armd Bdc Sig Sqn 
,, 8 Sig Regt 
,, 13 Sig Regt 
,, 261 Sig Sqn 
,, 9 Sig Regt 
,, 225 Sig Sqn 
,, 8 Sig Regt 
,, 10 Sig Regt 
,, 16 Sig Regt 
,, 30 Sig Regt 
,, 4 Div Sig Regt 
,, 7 Sig Regt 
,, 2 Div Sig Regt 
,, 11 Sig Regt 
,, 26 Cadet Training Team 
,, 260 Sig Sqn 
,, 5 Airportable Bde Sig Sqn 
,, 34 Sig Regt (V) 
,, 20 Armd Bde Sig Sqn 

REDUCED PASSENGER FARES YEAR ROUND. 
CARS, CARAVANS, TRAILERS, etc. taken for 

HALF THE NORMAL CHARGE 
from OCT. to MAY inclusive. 

e Up to 6 SAILINGS A DAY from Zeebrugge. 

e Reduced fares for British and Commonwealth Forces and 
dependants, also attached civilians and their dependants 
stationed on the Continent of Europe. 

• Economical catering and bar prices on board Townsend 
Thoresen drive on/ drive off ships. 

FULL DETAILS FROM 
MILATRAVEL Offices, Local Travel Agents, G.S.N. Co., m.b.h., 
Graf-Adolf-Strasse 12, Dusseldorf 4, Furness Travel, 
Groenplaats 42, Antwerp, or Townsend Thoresen Car Ferries, 
Car Ferry Terminal, Zeebrugge or Gare de Transit, Calais. 
U. K. Bookings through your Motoring Organisation, Travel Agent 
or the Townsend Thoresen offices at: 
127 REGENT STREET, LONDON W.1. Tel : 01 7344431 

and 01 437 7800 
1 Camden Crescent, DOVER. Tel: Dover 2721 
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-- - Promo_tio_ns 
New Old 

Name Initials Rank Sen. Date Sen. Date 
Rl!GIMBNTAL DUTY ROLL 

ToW.0.1 
Christie, G.A. A/W.0.1 31 Mar. 72 14 Feb. 68 
Rogers, P.D. A/W.O.l l May 72 30 May 70 
Le-Quesne, E.H. A/W .0.1 9 May 72 22 Feb. 69 
Connell, D . A/W.O.l 2 Jun. 72 1May70 
Deen, P.A. A/W.0.1 8 fun· 72 13 Feb. 68 
Thornton, J. F. A/W.0.1 13 un. 72 31 Jan. 64 

ToW.0.2 
Docherty, H.A. S Sgt. 1 Jun. 72 11 Feb. 70 rbt. Sig.~ Green, B. S Sgt. 2 Jun. 72 30 May 70 Cbt. Sig. 
Johnson, E.H. A/W.0.2 4 Jun. 72 20 Jan . 67 Cbt. Sig.) 
Warren, R.C. S Sgt. 5 Jun. 72 6 Feb. 70 Cbt. Sig.) 

STAFF SERGEANTS SENIORITY ROLL 
New Old 

Name Initials Rank Trade Sen. Date Sen. Date 
Kellett, E. J.P. Sgt. RTg 3 Apr. 72 21 Oct. 69 
Hall, J. Sgt. Data Tg 5 Apr. 72 3 Aug. 66 
Leake, G.F. Sgt. RT~ 7 Apr. 72 2 May 68 
Dick, W.B. Sgt. Cbt mn 8 Apr. 72 26 Feb. 64 
Connor, B.W. Sgt. R Tg 9 ~r. 72 27 Mar. 69 
Parker, D.R. Sgt. CPmn 2 ay72 25 Nov 69 
Adlington, G.A. Sgt. Data Tg 3 May 72 18 Feb. 63 
Armstrong, J. Sgt. Data Tg 4 May 72 2 Feb. 66 
Foster, M. Sgt. CbtRmn 6 May 72 1 Jun. 65 
Bell, W.G. Sgt. CbtRmn 7 May 72 2 Feb. 66 
Wood, A.K. s~. Data Tg 8 May 72 10 Oct. 68 
Edmond, D.G. AS Sgt. RTl 9 May 72 6 Jun. 67 
Toovey, P.H.M. Sgt. Cbt mn 2 Jun. 72 25 Jul. 68 
Brown, J.H. A/S Sgt. Cbt Lmn 3 Jun. 72 1 Jan. 69 
Zimmer, V.T. Sgt. Cbt Rmn 6 Jun. 72 9 May 68 
Austin, G.F. Sgt. Cbt Lmn 8 Jun. 72 20 Jul. 61 
Perkin, T.A. Sgt. Cbt Pmn 9 Jun. 72 1 Jan. 70 

FOREMAN OF SIGNALS ROLL 

New Old 
Name Initials Rank Sen. Date Sen. Date 
ToW.0.2 
Bayliss, M.J. S Sgt. 14 Jul. 72 14 Jul. 66 
Watton, P. D. S Sgt. 14 Jul. 72 14 Jul. 66 
Hatcher, C.D. S Sgt. 14 Jul. 72 14 Jul. 66 
Hillier, P. H.J. S Sgt. 14 Jul. 72 14 Jul. 66 
Baxter, c. S Sgt. 14 Jul. 72 14 Jul. 66 
Brown, D. S Sgt. 14 Jul. 72 14 Jul. 66 
Smith, C.M. S Sgt. 14 Jul. 72 14 Jul. 66 
H!JI, J.B. T. S Sgt. 14 Jul. 72 14 Jul. 66 
Kirkham, D. G. M. S Sgt. 14 Jul. 72 14 Jul. 66 
Sawyer, W. S Sgt. 14 Jul. 72 14 Jul. 66 
Hay, D . S Sgt. 14 Jul. 72 14 Jul. 66 
Hunt, D. G. S Sgt. 14 Jul. 72 14 Jul. 66 
Adams, E. J. S Sgt. 14 Jul. 72 14 Jul. 66 
Thornton, D. J. S Sgt. 14 Jul. 72 14 Jul. 66 
Maltby, B. W. S Sgt. 14 Jul. 72 14 Jul. 66 

YEOMAN OF SIGNALS ROLL 
ToW.0.1 
Coleman, A. L. C. A/W.0.1 1 Jul . 72 2 Jul. 67 

ToW.0.2 
Anderson, N.N. S Sgt. 1 Jun. 72 7 Jul. 67 

TERMINAL EQUIPMENT TECHNICIANS ROLL 

To Sgt. 
Shaw, M.W.J. Cpl. 14 Dec. 71 14 Dec. 67 
Mm er J . F. Cpl. 6 Jan. 72 23 Mar. 67 
Weld-Richards, G.E.B. Cpl. 1 Feb. 72 19 Aug. 67 

RADIO TECHNICIAN ROLL 

To Sgt. 
Forshaw, P. Cpl. 24 Mar. 72 23 av. 67 
Powell, D .C. Cpl. 24 Mar. 72 27 May 70 
Pearce, R.A. Cpl. 29 Mar. 72 20 Sep. 68 
Phillips A. Cpl. 29 Mar. 72 1 Oct. 68 
Ascough, P. J. Cpl. 13 Apr. 72 13 Apr. 68 
Smith, R.H. Cpl. 17 May 72 14 Apr. 67 

RADIO RELAY TECHNICIAN ROLL 

To Sgt. 
Campion, B. E. Cpl. 2 May 72 8 Nov. 62 
Shar~, H.J. Cpl. 2 May 72 14 Dec. 67 
Bow et~ D.C. Cpl. 3 Jul. 72 3 Jul. 68 
Stanfor , P.R. Cpl. 3 Jul. 72 9 May 69 

DATA TELBGRAPHIST ROLL 

To S Sgt. 
3 Aug. 66 Hall, J. Sgt. 5 Apr. 72 

Adlington, G .A. Sgt. 3 May 72 18 Feb. 63 
Armstrong, J . Sgt. 4 Mny 72 2 Feb. 66 
Woods, A. K. Sgt. 8 May 72 10 Oct. 68 

To Sgt. 
Lund, H. A/Sgt. 25 May72 1 Feb. 67 
Metcalfe, W.G. Cpl. 3 Jul. 72 3 ov. 69 

RADIO TBI.llGRAPHlST ROLL 

To S Sgt. 
21 Oct. 69 Kellett, E. J.P. Sgt. 3 Apr. 72 

Leake, G.F. Sgt. 7 Apr. 72 2 May 68 
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Connor, B.W. A,S Sgt. 9 Apr. 72 27 Mat. 69 
Edmond, D.G. AIS Sgt . 9 May 72 6 Jun. 67 
Am~ino, G.H. A, Sgt. 4 Apr. 72 22 Oct. 63 
Srni B. A.Sgt. 9 Apr. 72 1 Oct. 66 
Krikorian, J.R.M. Cpl. 1 Jun. 72 30 Apr. 68 
Lovatt, f· V.R. A/Sat. 2 fun. 72 1 Apr. 65 (Cbt. Rmn.) 
Peacock, .R. A/Sgt. 3 un. 72 21 Jan. 66 (Cbt. Rmn.\ 
Jo~on, M. Cf:I. 5 fun· 72 1 Dec. 68 
rwm, J.M. A Sgt. 7 un. 72 1 Jan. 70 

Wright!on, w.o. A/Sgt. l Jul. 72 17 Feb. 70 
Dcgci, I. S. A/Sgt. 2 Jul. 72 21 Sep. 65 
Pitcher, W.A. A/Sgt. 3 Jul. 72 21 Aug. 65 
Boucher, B. J. Cpl. 4 Jul. 72 11 Mar. 66 
Howard, s. J. A/Sgt. 5 Jul. 72 1 Mar. 67 
Lees, J. A. A/Sgt. 10 Jul. 72 30 Sep, 67 

SPECIAL TELEGRAl'HJST ROLL 

To Sgt. 
Claffey, B. P. J. A/Sgt. 1 Jul. 72 1 Jul. 69 

CLERK ROLL 

To Sgt. 
Pengelley, T. J. A/Sgt. 3 Jul. 72 31 Jul. 68 

CLERK TECHNICAL (ROYAL SIGNALS) ROLL 

To Sgt. 
Johnson, K. A/Sgt. 1 Jul. 72 31 Jan. 68 
Dyson, G.C. Cpl. 3 Jul. 72 31 May 68 

CoMBAT DRIVER ROLL 
To Sgt . 
Ramsden, B. Cpl. 3 .Mar. 73 31 Dec. 66 
Peel, B. R. A/Sgt . 1 Jun. 72 29 Feb. 68 
Oakley, L.G. A/Sgt. 2 Jun. 72 31 Mar. 68 
Oliver, F. G. Cr:I. 3 Jun. 72 31 Jul. 68 
Scott, G. A Sgt. 4 Jun. 72 31 Jan. 69 
Rixon, M .H. Cpl. 5 Jun. 72 30 Jun. 69 

COMBAT L!NEMAN/TEI.ECOMMUNICATIONS MECHAN'IC ROLL 

To S Sgt. 
Toovey, 
Brown, 
Austin, 

To Sgt. 
Wathen, 
Robbie, 
Osborne, 
Evans, 
Brown, 
Fulton, 

To S Sgt. 
Parker, 
Perkin, 

To S Sgt. 
Dick, 
Foster, 
Bell, 

Zimmer, 
To Sgt. 
Whall, 
Cartlidge, 
Mclnnes, 
Wells, 
Fitzpatrick, 

Name 

W.0.2 
Teehan, 
Walton, 

Elliott, 

Sgt. 
Falconer, 

Sgt. 
Ballard, 

Sgt. 
Staples, 

P.H.M. s~. 2 Jun. 72 24 Jul. 68 
J . H. AS Sgt. 3 Jun. 72 1 Jan. 69 
G. F. Sgt. 8 Jun. 72 20 Jul. 61 

R. \VI. F. A/Sgt. 2 Jul. 72 31 Dec. 66 
B. Cf:J. 3 Jul. 72 30 Apr. 67 
D. A Sgt. 4 Jul. 72 30 Jun. 67 
P. V. A/Sgt. 5 Jul. 72 12 Sep. 61 
C.T. A/Sgt. 6 Jul. 72 31May66 
T.D. A/Sgt. 7 Jul. 72 8 Feb. 67 

COMBAT POWERMAN ROLL 

D.R. 
T.A. 

W.B. 
M. 
W.G. 

V.T. 

R. J. 
B. J. 
I. M. 
K. 
J. 

lt1itials 

E. P. 
D.C. 

Sgt. 2 May 72 
Sgt. 9 Jun. 72 

CoMBAT RAoio~tA.'I Rou. 

Sgt. 8 Apr. 72 
Sgt. 6 May 72 
Sgt. 7 May 72 

Sgt. 6 Jun. 72 

A 'Sgt. 7 May 72 
A/Sgt. 8 May 72 
A/Sgt. 1 Jun. 72 
A/Sgt. 2 Jun. 72 
A/Sgt. 3 Jul. 72 

DELETIO s 
Ssn Dau 

REGIMENTAL DUTY ROLL 

30 Jun. 67 
29 May 70 

25 Nov. 69 
I Jan. 70 

26 Feb. 64 
1 Jun. 65 
2 Feb. 66 

9 May 68 

31 Oct. 66 
1 Feb. 67 

30 Apr. 68 
31 Mar. 69 
17 Sep. 66 

STAFF SERGEANT SENIORITY ROLL 
R. 31 Jan. 62 

TERMINAL EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN ROLL 

\VI . 

O. E. 

19 Jun. 69 (Dis.) 

RADIO TECHNICIAN Rou. 

1 May 57 

RADIO RELAY TECHNICIAN ROLL 

13 Aug. 69 

COMBAT LINEMAN/TELECOMMU!'.'!CATIONS MECHANIC ROLL 

Sgt. 
Lee, 

Sgt. 
Buren, 

V. F. 

J. D. 

15 Aug. 64 

COMBAT RADIOMAN Rou.. 

10 Oct. 68 
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BAOR ..... ? 
-if you ore arriving soon, or ore here already, 
and Interested in a new:-

FIAT 
POLSKI FIAT 
PEUGEOT 

at 
sp e cial 

NATO 
prices 

-then for detai ls of delivery, specifications, prices, 
finance, part-exchange, fill in the coupon or write 
to us soonest: 

WALTER HAGEN & Co. - WEST GERMANY 
415 KREFELD PESTALOZZISTR. 25 

Please send details ol your FIAT1PEUGEOT/POLSKI FIAT to: 

Name ················-· .. ·······-·····.............. ··········-· ............. Rank ·····-· ............................ . 

Address . ······-··-········-··········-········-·····················-······-········-·············- .....•.... 

.............. .... .. ...... . .. . ........... ··················-······ ..... Phone No . ...... ········-·-········ 

Part-exchange details ........................... -··· ····-·-·······-· ....... ·····- ..... -~ .... . 

Our r e presen tati ves vis it a ll camps here w eekly. 

OPERATORS 
LEAVING THE ARMY SOON ... ? 

W hy not contact 

THE THREE TEES AGENCY 

TH E Specialis t Employment Bureau for 
Te lex, Telepri nte r and Telephone Operators 
where you are ass ured of a welcome and 
free advice and gu idance on career prospects 
in t he commercial world. 

THE THREE TEES TRAINING SCHOOL 
has the ful l range of Telex and Teleprinter 
machi nes and offers free tuition to those 
seeking employment, both Permanent and 
Temporary. 

110 Fleet St., 
London, E.C.4. 
(01-353 3611) 

Printers 

Publishers 

Call, write or phone : 
124 Regent St., 
London, W.I. 
(01-734 0365) 

20 Eastcheap, 
London, E.C.3. 
(01-626 0601) 

N" e\vs1,aper Pro1•rietors 

Lithographers 

Process Engravers 

Parsons and Printing. Like the Services, we have a tradition to uphold, at the 
same time taking advantage of scientific progress in this age of mechanisation, 
yet maintaining, through a special department, a personal and helpful link with 
customers, whom we are ever willing to advise with their production problems 

F. J. Parsons Ltd 
The Adelphi , John Adam Street, London WC2N 6AY 01-839 7151 

Printing works at Hastings, Folkestone, Bex.hill and Lewes 



THE (Established over 40 years) CO. 

BEA CON GARAGE 
CATTERICK VILLAGE 

AND 

WALKERVILLE 
HILLMAN • HUMBER • CHRYSLER SUNBEAM 

ROVER LAND ROVER 
• HOME SALES AND EXPORT • 

ALWAYS A GOOD SELECTION OF HIGH 
STANDARD USED CARS IN A WIDE PRICE 
RANGE AVAILABLE FOR YOUR TRIAL A 1D 

I SPECTION. 

e INSURANCE FACILITIES 
• FINANCE FROM ONLY 20% DEPOSIT 
e T OP QUALITY REPAIRS AND SERVICING 
e 24-HOUR BREAKDOWN RECOVERY SERVICE 

ight phone Old Catterick 334 or 343) 

Call and see us about your next new or better used car 
at our National Benzole or Shell Petrol Stations next 
Walkerville Hotel or near Catterick Aerodrome Round
about, or phone Old Catterick 334 (village) or Old 
Catterick 524 (Walkerville). After hours (sales) phone 

Hugh Williams, Old Catterick 6ti8. 

RADIO OFFICERS 
LEAVING THE SERVICE IN THE NEXT 

18 MONTHS? 

U your trade involves radio operating, you 
qualify to be considered for a radio officer 
post with the Composite Signals Organisation. 

On satisfactory completion of a 7 month specialist 
training course, successful applicants are paid on scale 
rising to £2,365 p.a.; commencing salary according to 
age - 25 years and over £1,664 p.a. During training 
salary also by age 25 and over £1,238 p.a. with free 
accommodation. 

The future holds good opportunities for established 
status, service overseas and promotion. 

Training courses commence at intervals throughout 
the year. Earliest possible application advised. 

Applications only from British-born U.K. residents 
up to 35 years of age ( 40 years if exceptionally well 
qualified) will be considered. 

Full details from: 
Recruitment Officer (TRO 6), 
Government Communications Headquarters, 
Room A/1105, 
Oakley Priors Road, 
Cheltenham, Glos. GL52 SAJ. 
Telephone: Cheltenham 21491, Ext. 2270. 

::=illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllir 

LIFE ASSURANCE 
ITS FUNCTION. The main function of Life Assurance is the protection of present or prospective dependants agains: 
hardship resulting from your premature death and provision for yourself and them in later years if you survive normally. 
INVESTMENT. Life Assurance, especially Endowment Assurance, is however also the best possible long-term invest· 
ment, because the money is invested wisely, and partly in "growth equities," by the Life Assurance Companies and 
because it is the only form of investment subsidised by the Government. The subsidy consists of Income Tax Allowance 
on two-fifths of Premiums. For those liable to Tax at 38.75 %, this means 15.5% abatement. Thus, a net outlay of £84.50 a 
year provides a premium of £ 100 a year, which is 18.34 % increase. 
SELECTION. There is a deal of difference between Companies and between various types of Policy. Therefore, do NOT 
deal direct with any Company or its representatives. You need the unbiased advice of a Broker specialising in Service 
problems. I offer this advice without fee or obligation. I am not tied to any Company, and select the most favourable for 
each type of risk. 
INFORMATION REQUIRED. May I suggest you should let me know your date of birth, whether married or single, 
dates of birth and sexes of children, rates of pay and next increase, and how much you can afford in addition to any 
existing outlay. If you have any Policies in force, I recommend you to let me inspect them and tell you whether they are 
good value. In any case they may affect the type of new Policy you should consider. With this information, I can give you 
recommendations which you can accept or reject as you please. 
RETIRED or RETIRING OFFICERS are advised to consult me in regard to House Purchase, Investment of Capital, and 
the advantages of commuting half Retired Pay. 
SURTAX and ESTATE DUTY. Suitable action can greatly reduce the burden. If these problems are at all large let 
me advise you how to increase your net income AND net estate. 
GENERAL ASSURANCES. We also arrange Kit, Motor, Winter Sports and all other Insurances in the best markets. 

R. t\V1Jl~ms R. T. WILLIAMS LTD. F.C.I .B. 

2, Duke Street, Brighton, BNl lDE 
Telephone Brighton 28181 (2 lines) 

Incorporated Insurance Brokers 
Incorporated Life Assurance Brokers 

Member of the Services Insurance Brokers Association 

Major 
T . F. Williams 

F.C.I.B. 
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PIC 
Removals and storage Household remov
als. Single items.Any size of job.Anywhere 
in Brita in or overseas. Pickfords have the 
experience. Ask us for an estimate. 

Travel service Benefit from our experience 
when you book holidays. travel tickets. 
reservations etc. No extra charge when you 
use Pickfords. 

Once you use Pickfords. youll never go without us 
Our address is in the phone book 

Success in life is rarely swift or sure ... 

hut a good education is a good start 

MARTON HALL SCHOOL 

Bridling ton. York hire 

Set in 35 acres of private grounds at 

the foot of Flamborough Head, the 
school has a well qualified staff and is 
both registered with and recognised by 
the Ministry of Education. It offers 
individual care and attention to about 

70 boys of 7-14 years. 

Furlh<>r details may be obtained from the Headmaster: 

/. H. R. Gardner, M.A. (Cantab) Telephone 2136' 
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Editorial 

Our Cover Picture 
We are glad to record on our front cover a photograph of the Corps, 

for the first time in its history, taking over guard duties in the forecoun 
of Buckingham Palace. Perhaps the letter in the May /June WIRE from three 
e<-Corp Yeoman Warders in The Tower asking when this honour might 
come our wav had its effect? Be that as it may, all who saw them will agree 
that our soldiers acquitted themselves well when called on at short notice 
to take over these duties. 

That Christmas Present Problem 
GOODS AVAILABLE FROM ASSOCIATION HQ 

Corps Ties-Woollen 
Terylene, Type A 
Terylene (narrow) Type D .. 
Terylene (narrow) Type E 

(Horizontal Stripes) 
Corps Scarves-Woollen 
Corps Squares-Rayon 
Cravats-Terylene 
Corps Cuff Links 
Association Badges, Brooch Type 
Corps Blazer Badges (Silver 'Jimmy,' Crown and 

Motto in gold, as approved by the Corps 
Committee) on Black or Dark Navy Blue 
backgroun1 

Blazer Buttons-Large (each) 
Small (each) .. 

Motor Car Badges (enamelled in Corps Colours) 
Bumper or Radiator fittings ... 

M otor Cycle Badges (enamelled on Corps Colours) 
Corps Plaques with' Royal Corps of Signals' Scroll 

65p 
55P 
55P 

45P 
£1.05 
£1.05 
£1.05 

85p 
20p 

£q5* 
18p 
14p 

£2.00* 
75P 

or Scroll left blank 
L.P. Record of the Corps Band .. 
Key-Rings with Corps Badge Tag (each) ... 

£2.oot 
... £1.25 

15p 
55P Glass Ash Tray embossed with Corps Badge (each) 

Driving Licence/I.D. Card Holder with 'Jimmy' 
Crest (each) 15p 

Corps Clipper Board Folders in Blue Vinyl with 
'Jimmy' Crest in gold (each) .. . 9op 

Corps diaries (each) 3op 

(Members only) 

(Member only) 

CASH WITH ORDER - POSTAGE CHARGES MAY HAVE TO BE 
ADDED 0 CERTAIN SMALL ORDERS 

NOTES: * Please state which type is required when ordering. 
t Spet:ial named scrolls, other than ' Royal Corps of Signals,' may be 

·an extra charge and will be added to invoices where necessary. Please 
state clearly what type of ~croll is required when ordering plaques. 

CORPS TABLE AND COCKTAIL MATS - A NEW ITEM 
We are now pleased to be able to supply attractive Corps table 

and cocktail mats. These mats are made of a hard acyrlic plastic with 
a green nylon fibre under surface. The colour scheme is basically dark 
blue with a silver edging line (table mats only) and a bold central 
'Jimmy ' in silver with crown and motto in gold offset with red 
in the crown and green leaves beneath the motto. The mats are 
rectangular measuring 9t x 7~ inches and 3 x 3 inches respectively. 
They sell in boxes of six at £3.25 + 25p postage (table mats) and 
£1.05 + 8p postage (cocktail mats). They are attractive to look 
at and hould wear well provided they are not washed in boiling water 
or cleaned with abrasive substances. Instructions on the care of mats 
are enclosed in each box. We are happy to supply boxes of mats on the 
basis that we will refund money if the purchaser is not satisfied. In 
the case of large orders, such as from messes, we will happily send a 
specimen of each mat for approval. 
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___.:_ Special Mention ~ 

ANOTHER FIRST FOR THE CORPS 
Sergeant Paul Brazil of the School of Signals made sure of a Flace 
in Army Athletics history at this year's Army Athletics Ind ividual 

Championships 
To win one event at this level is a great personal achievement, but to 
collect the 1500 m, 5000 m and I 0,000 m Trophies, three of the most 
demanding events on the card , can only be described as magnificent 
and in fact Sergeant Brazi l's name is the only one to appear on all 
three cups. Sergeant Brazil, an Exeter man, who has now served 

with the Corps for eight years 

-- Lartce-Corporal Harper of l Sqn 9 Si.g Begt 

for his unsparing efforts in personally organising a raffle 
· and a sponsored run, in which he himself took part, 
which raised the commendable sum of £250 for cancer, 
leukaemia and heart research; and to the nine runners 
who so ably supported him and who covered a distance 
of 203 miles in 24 hours. (For names and photograph 
see 9 Regt's notes on page 456). 

-- Sergeaat H.. F. Gordoa of 207 Sig Sqn (7 
.-trmd Bde) 

for being the first to be awarded the new Royal .Signals 
Institution prize for Professional Attainment in recogni
tion of his exemplary performance on No. 31 Foreman of 
Signals Course on which he obtained an ' A ' grading. 

-- Sigaalmaa Dtive Bishop of 227 Sqn 

for his notable success in the Army cycle championships 
in which be came first in the 1,000 metres sprint, 1,000 
metres time trial , 4,000 metres pursuit, 8,000 metres 
point-to-point, and third in the inter-Services 100 kms. 
road race. This achievement reflects credit on Dave's 
arduous training routine and his single-minded devotion 
to the sport. We hope he continues to enjoy the success 
he deserves. 

ROYAL SIGNALS WIN ROBERTS CUP FOR THE FIRST TI ME 
The report in last month 's ed it ion on the ach ievements of t he 
Royal Signals team at t he National Rifle Association Meeting at 
Sisley, announced the winning of the Roberts Cup. This is the firs t 
time the Corps has won t he competit ion, which is fired in two 
simi lar stages. The four members of the team shoot at the small 
(Figure 11 c) snaps hooting target from 200 yards. The target appears 
ten t imes for three seconds anywhere on a 50 yard front. The team 
managed 37 hits out of 4'.) in the first stage, which was magnificent 
shooting. They couldn't quite repeat that standard in the second 
stage, but nevertheless obtained 32 hits wh ich was enough to gain 

them a convincing win 
The team are shown with the fine cup they won 

Left to right : Corporals G. Jaques and R. G. Kingham, W .0.2 
E. R. R. Smith and lance-Corporal J. Hindle 

Hon. Lieutenant (GCOJ Harkabir Gurung, 
M VO Gurkha Signals 

After some 29 years' service in the British Army of which 
22 years has been with Gurkha Signals, Harkabir Gurung 
retired on 27th October. His address, for those who might like 
to write to him, is: 

Village: Nalbang 
Thum: Taku-Shaurapani 
Zilla: No. 2 West Gorkha 
P.O. : Gorkha, Nepal 

During his service Harkabir made many friends in the Corp . 
Not only amongst those officers and soldiers who served with 
him in Gurkha Signals, but within the Corps as a whole, 
amongst those who served in the Far East or whom he met 
during his three visits to the United Kingdom. 

Harkabir enlisted into the 4th Bn of the 1st Gurkha Rifles 
in December 1940 and fought with the Battalion on the North-

West Frontier and in Burma 
and Assam. He was wounded 
in 1945 and left the Indian 
Army with rank of Naik 
(Corporal) in 1947 when his 
Battalion was disbanded 

/ prior to partition. 
In 1949 enlistment started 

for the newly created British 
Army Brigade of Gurkhas. 
Harkabir once more pre
presented himself and was 
accepted for service. After 
initial training with 6th 
Gurkha Rifles he transferred 
to Gurkha Signals in 1950 
and qualified as an Operator 
Wireless and Line. From 
1950 to 1958 he served 

as a radio detachment commander in various parts of 
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Malaya and as an instructor with Boys' Coy in the Training 
Depot Brigade of Gurkhas. He was Mentioned in Dispatches 
in 1952 while the rear link detachment commander with the 
Cameronians. 

His obvious ability and forthright personality earned him 
promotion to Lieutenant (Q.G.O.) in June 1958. Trained a a 
communicator rather than an administrator, though equally at 
home in either field, Harkabir served as a Troop Officer in 
Malaya, H ong Kong and Brunei during the years that followed. 
Promoted Captain (Q.G.0.) in 1964 he was selected to be a 
Queen's Gurkha Orderly Officer for the year 1966/67. This was 
Harkabir's second visit to U.K., the first had been in 1960 
when he attended an R.S.I. course at Hythe. On the completion 
of his tour of duty he was awarded the M.V.O. 5th Class and 
returned to M alaya to command l (Depot) Sqn of 17 Gurkha 
Sig R egt. . .. 

Promoted M ajor (Q.G.O.), the h1ghest Gurkha rank w1thin a 
Battalion or R egiment, in November 1968, he had the difficult 
and unenviable task of helping to guide Gurkha Signal during 
the last stages of the rundown from over 1,100 all ranks to 
just over 400 and the move from Seremban to Singapore and 
finally Hong Kong. The h igh morale during this period and the 
rapid re-establishment of Gurkha. Sign~ ls in ~ong Kong was 
due, in no small part, to Harkab1r' s wise advice, counsel and 
example. . 

In 1970 he returned to U.K. for the third time. On this 
occasion with Mrs. H arkabir to represent Gurkha Signals at 
the Royal Signals SOth Anniversary Celebration. M an y officers 
of the Corps took the opportunity of making this a ' Grand 
Tour ' which the Harkabirs will never forget. 

In recognition of his outstanding ser"'.ice to Gurkh~ Signals 
and the Brigade of Gurkhas, Harkab1r was appomted an 
H onorary Lieutenant (Gurkha Commi sioned Officer) on 26th 
April, an honour reserved for very few.. . 

Harkabir' s association with Gurkha Signals did not end when 
he departed from Hong Kong on his terminal. leave in April. 
Just before he left his elde t son was accepted mto th_c Bngad_e 
of Gurkhas and will join Gurkha Signals on compleuon of his 
recruit training later this year. . . . 

After a long and rewarding career m~y Harkabrr and his wife 
enjoy an equally long and happy reurement. 

--From our "Jn" Tray--

79 AmHI Div Sig Regt Officers' Reunion 
Major-General J. M. W. Badcock, M.B.E., writes: 

" Early this year I was rung up out of the blue ~Y Mr. C~is 
Denard who said that a few of the former Nauonal Service 
officers (of which he was one) of 79th Armd Div Sig Regt had 
kept in touch over the years. It seemed that I was the only 
remaining serving member .. There ~ad never been a formal 
reunion since the unit was disbanded m 1945 and that a 27-year 
interval seemed as good a time as any to start one. 

Consequently, through the kindaess of Dr. Jack St;reet! !!1so 
a former member, the first reunion gathered at F1tzw1lham 
College Cambridge, on Friday, 24th March for the weekend. 
The following attended: . . 

C. C. Denard, Esq. Chris was the Adjutant and 1~ now the 
Employee Relations Manager, BP Chemi~als Internau~nal, Ltd_. 

J. Humble, Esq. Jimmy was a Captam and S'·C. ~ Tp. 
I s now the Director and Editor of the Hull Dmly Mail. 

Dr. J. Street, M.A., Ph.D., F.R.Hist.S. Jack was a 1:ieut~~ant 
and Signalmaster. He i now a Fellow and Don of Fnzw1lltam 
College, Cambridge. 

H. L. Wardell, Esq. Leslie was a Captain and Signals 
ecurity Officer and is now Deputy Borough Librarian and 

Curator, Bridlington. . 
P. D. Woodhead, Esq. Peter was a Captain and Se~ond-m

Command 4 Sqn. He now owns his o':"n co~pany m cloth 
manufacturing, general merchants and shippers m Bradford. . 

Major-General J.M. W. Badcock, M.~.E., who was~ Captam 
and Second-in-Command 1 Sqn and l now the Director of 
Manning (Army), Ministry of Defence. . . 

It is proposed to hold another reumon und_cr th«: au p1ce 
of Dr. J. Street at Fitzwilliam College, Cambndge, m Marc;:h, 
1973. We now have a list of all those officers who erved w1.th 
the Regiment between its formation in ~ugust 1942 and dis
bandment in September 1945. Some we have traced but others 
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have proved more elusive. The purpo~e of thi~ note i to 
encourage officers who served with the Regiment to con~act 
either J. Humb:e, Esq., the Secretary, 67, Elvele · D rive, 
Westella, Hull, HUIO 7RX, or myself, Director of M anning 
(Army), M inistry of Defence, Lansdowne H ouse, Berkek~ 
Square, London, WIX 6AA. 

Delayed Reaction 
Sir, 

I t is now some seven years since I served as a ' pecial 
Recruiter' at the ACIO Swansea. 

I have just received a letter which was forwarded to me at 
my present address. It had been posted to me just a few weeks 
ago from Llandovery, ~rms., requesting t~at I call_ ~t the 
sender's home to interview her son who wishes to JO!Il the 

Army. . f . . f thr Havin g enjoyed the frustrau?ns o recrum_ng ?r . ee years 
this letter gave me a great thrill. I wonder if this is a record! 

C. G. Harding, W.0.2 (S.S.M.) 
I Sqn 11 Sig Regt, 
Helle~ Barracks, 
Catterick Camp, Yorkshire. 
28th September, 1972. 

P .S. I have passed on the information to ACIO Swansea. 
I hope to see a recruit from Llandovery in my Squadron soon. 

Royal Signals Yacht Club Annual General Meeting 
The A.G.M. of the Royal Signals Yacht Club will be held 

on Wednesday, 10th January, at 11.30 hours in Room 254, 
Old War Office Building. 

Members wishing to attend should notify the Secretary, 
details below, by 3rd January, 1973, in order that the neces-
sary passes can be arranged. . 

Major C. J. Crow, Room 3138, Mam Building, Ministry of 
Defence. 

ROYAL SIGNALS COLOURS 
TIES 
Silk 

Terylene/Crimplene 

£1·50 

£0·85 

Crested Tankards 

Silk Blazer Badges 
Gold Wire Blazer 

{
£3·75 

. . £4·75 

Crested Terylene £1·50 Wall Shields 
Badges 

Crested Cuff Links £4·00 Car Badges 
!rems made ro your own design (hy quotation) 
U.K. Post Free Overseas Post Ties{Badges lOp 

Other items 25p 

-

17 GABRlELS HILL 
MAIDSTONE 56666/7 

£0·90 

£3-00 
£2-15 
£2-15 

443 



The New Guard entering the Gates of Buckingham Palace 

Royal Signals take over Public Duties in London 
By 

:i\Iajor T. E. D. Baxler, Royal Signal , omc lime Captain of the Queen's Guard 

Historical background 

I N che first time in the history of Royal Signals members 
of the Corps took over from che Coldstream Guards public 

duties in London on 12ch September. The age-old tradition 
of the Queen's Guard has brought a new dimension to our 
duties so before embarking on our involvement a brief account 
of the traditions of che Guard would seem appropriate. The 
Regiments which guard Buckingham Palace and St. James's 
Palace, as well as the Bank of England and the Tower of 
London are usually Regiments of the Foot Guards. The Queen 
has, in all, 8,000 Guards. They do not, of course, spend all their 
time guarding Her. While many countries have ceremonial 
troops who do little or no ocher service, Her Guards also form 
an efficient fighting force with outstanding war records going 
back more than 300 years. However, the principal and original 
raison d'etre of the Household Division, formerly known as the 
Guards, is to serve as the Sovereign's personal bodyguard. Its 
history in this fo!ID and role goes back to 1660-the year King 
Charles II was restored to the throne after the civil war and 
the period of Cromwell's Protectorate when, for 11 years, 
England was to all intents and purposes a republic. 

Before the civil war, there was no -standing army in England, 
thoug:, che Kings and Queens were, of course, guarded by some 
form of soldiery. But the severe shock of che civil war and the 
execution of Charles I, caused Charles II to think carefully 
about whom he chose to protect him. The original Regiments 
of Guards were 'the Life Guards, the Grenadier Guards and 
the Coldstream Guards, all, of course, English Regiments. 

Over che centuries other Regiments were raised, so that now 
the Household Division consists of the Life Guards and the 
Blues and Royals (both Cavalry Regiments), and the Grenadier 
Guards, Coldstream, Scots, Irish and Welsh Guards. Down the 
centuries, from the Battle of Tangier in 1680, through Marl
borough's Wars of 1704-09, the Napoleonic Wars and the 
Crimean War to the two World War and after, their record 
has been a distinguished one. 

Guardsmen have never been allowed to become purely 
ornamental, and when not on duty in London they are expected 
to serve wherever duty calls. Due to these operational commit
ment , the five Regiments of Foot Guards are sometimes unable 
co provide the Guards for Buckingham Palace, St. James's 
Palace, che Tower of London and the Bank of England. On 
these occasions other Regiments take over these duties and 
this honour has been given, for the first time in the 52 years 
of our history, to the Corps. A Corps Sentry 
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Advance in Slow Time 
The New Guard in the fo recourt of Buckingham Palace 

Prelimi.nnry arrangements 
Colonel J. Sylvester-Bradley, Commander 1 Sig Gp, was 

tasked with the responsibility of finding the G uard and making 
all our arrangements. An immediate exercise wa~ started by his 
staff and I soon learnt chat Lieutenant-Colonel T. P. Furlonge, 
the DAAQMG, was to be my guide and mentor and . chat the 
Corps' contingent was to be placed under the command of 
30 Sig Regt commanded by Lieutenant-Co'.onel Macintyre. 
Some days later the plan was set. The contingent was to 
assemble at Blandford Camp for administration on 22nd August 
disperse for a long weekend (we didn' t chen realise that this 
was going to be our last rest for some time) from 26th to 29th 
August when we were to reassemble at Elizabeth Barracks in 
Pirbright Camp. It is difficult to describe my reaction when I 
fi rst saw the assembled contingent though I must admit that 
they were in civilian clothes. It wasn't one of despair but I did 
wonder if we could ever make it into the Buckingham Palace 
forecourt with only a fortnight to prepare. However, everyone 
rallied to our assistance and having emptied every Quarter
masters' store in che South of England our demands even 
went north to the Training Brigade and the Army Apprentice 
College. The able assistance given to us by the Quartermaster 
of 30 Sig Regt, Major (Q.M.) Smith, and his staff, in particular 
Staff Sergeant Hasset and Staff Sergeant Nurse, de erve our 
p raise. 

Forming up 

At Blandford we met for the first time the Drill Sergeant 
Major who was to train us, W.0.2 Forrest, of the 2nd Bo Scots 
Guards. An impressive guards drill instructor, I did not discover 
until much later what his first impression of us was but he 
certainly gave us confidence from the start. 

S.S.M. Frost was appointed as my Contingent Sergeant Major 
and at once during the two days at Blandford the men began 
to respond to this new task. The contingent wa formed from a 
selection of soldiers from 3 Div HQ and Sig Regt, 10 Sig Regt 
14 Sig Regt, 30 Sig Regt, 19 Bde HQ and Sig Sqn, 223 Sig 
Sqn and 244 Sig Sqn. A total of 102 (all ranks) was eventually 
t ollected when we persuaded che Regiments that we needed 
orderlies and an administrative element. I must mention at 
this point that I was very privileged to be allowed by 
Lieutenant-Colonel Dexter, the Gurkha Signals liaison officer 
in UK, to have Lance-Corporal Narbahadur Gurung as my 
orderly. Unfortunately, soon after we mounted guard, the sad 
news was received that his mother had died and so he returned 
home. I was then ably looked after by Lance-Corporal Moran, 
a Corps' canoeist who injured his leg during training and was 
unable to undertake guard duties. Many of our contingent had 
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just returned from exercises in France and from operational 
duty in Northern Ireland when chey were given the order to 
assemble. 

A determination to do well 
Staff Sergeant Nurse with a small advance party took over 

our accommodation for the period of our duties in Elizabech 
Barracks at the Guards Depot in Pirbright. Drill started the 
very first day and continued wichout a break for the remainder 
of the week. Immediately the atmosphere surrounding the 
Guards Depot infected every one of us and confidence in our 
new role gained. The strain of these first few days told on a 
few who unfortunately had to fall out and were replaced by 
already strained units. Drill Sergeant Major Forrest combined 
his drilling with instruction in our dutie so that at the end of 
our first week we had a basic knowledge of the drill and parade 
procedures required to Mount Guard at Buckingham Palace. 
We were twice able to go up to London and see the Guard 
Mounting. These two days were invaluable. From the Palace 
forecourt we were able to see the whole ceremony and then 
visit the Guard Rooms and talk to our opposite numbers. 
This really was our turning point. It all meant something. The 
way was now clear, and we had the inspiration and determina
tion to be as good as any Guard man although we were unable 
to match the colour of their uniform . 

The ceremony of the Chnn~ing of the Guard 
The Queen' s Guard in London is changed in the forecourt of 

Buckingham Palace every day save in May when thi ceremony 
is mounted on some days in Horse Guard Parade. The time
table is shown below. We mounted 48-hour guards o the 
ceremony took place on alternate day . The Guard compri e 
two detachments, one each at Buckingham Palace and t. 
James's Palace under the command of the Captain of the 
Queen's Guard, a Subaltern and an Ensign (which is the name 
given to the rank of Second-Lieutenant in the Foot Guards) 
and 40 Guardsmen. 

At 11.07 a.m. the Old Guard at Buckingham Palace form 
up in the forecourt and is inspected by the Subaltern. Meanwhile 
the St. J ames's Palace detachment ha · fallen in at Amba sador 
Court, has been inspected, and led by the Corps' Band ha 
marched off by the Stable Yard Gate to join the Buckingham 
Palace detachment. At 11.23 a.m., as it enters, arm arc pre
sented by the Buckingham Palace detachment. The Band or 
for the Guards their Corp of Drums forms up on the right 
of the complete guard. 

While the Old Guard is preparing to di mount, the Ne\ 
Guard has formed up at its Barrack together with che Tower 
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READY FOR THEIR FIRST PUBLIC APPEARANCE 
Royal Signals form up in VVellington Barracks prior to the changing 

of the guard ceremony at Buckingham Palace 

of London Guard . Ic is inspected by che Adjutant and handed 
over co the Captain of che ew Guard. Accompanied by the 
Corp ' Band the Captain marche the New Guard to Bucking
ham Palace arriving punctually ac 11.30 a.m. and entering by 
che orch Gare. 

·When the New Guard has halced in line wich the Old Guard 
and the Bands have taken up their positions, che Captain of 
che ew Guard orders his guard co advance in slow time while 
che Band plays the Corps low march. When che New Guard 
halts the cwo Guards pre enc arms in turn. The Captains of 
the two guards chen bring their swords from che salute to che 
carry and advance cowards each ocher co go through che motions 
of handing over the Palace Keys though chis is only performed 
symbolically. 

During the ceremony che Captains of che Guards firsc give 
permission co the Lieutenant of the Buckingham Palace detach
ment co hand over the Guardroom and then enter che Palace 
by the Privy Purse Door co receive any special orders for the 
day. (I was told that one usually had a glass of port and was a 

THE CAPTAINS OF THE QUEEN 'S GUARD- OLD AND NEW 
Major Smith, Grenadier Guards, and Major Baxter, Royal Signals, 

" pace the minutes" 

little disappointed on the first occasion when presented with a 
glass of water, albeit Royal). Meanwhile other Officers and 

CO go to the Guardroom to sign over all effects then return 
co the forecourt and form up co march off. 

By now the ceremony at the Palace is almost over. The Old 
and New Guard stand to attention and the Band is formed up 
at che Centre Gare. The Old Guard then gees the command to 
march off in slow time and the New Guard presents arms as ic 
leave the forecourt. When che Old Guard leaves che forecourt 
che Queen' Guard (chis is the fuse time such a title is used for 
the Guards) is splic inco two detachments. The Sc. James's 
Palace detachment of the Queen's Guard chen leaves the fore
court from the Centre Front Entrance led by che Corps' Band 
and marches to Ambassadors Court via che Stable Yard to cake 
up residence in the Guardroom. 

St. .Ja1nes·s PnlnC'e 
After Whitehall Palace was burnt down in 1698, St. James's 

Palace became the official residence of che Sovereign and ever 
since ic has remained ac the centre of the Court. For instance, 
foreign ambassadors are still accredited to the Court of Sc. 
James. Besides, the Palace embraces Marlborough House, which 
was occupied by both Queen Alexandra and Queen Mary in 
their widowhood and Clarence House, which is che London 
Horne of Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mocher. As St. Jarnes's 
Palace is still the official residence of the Court, it is here that 
the Colour is lodged and where also the Captain of che Guard 
establishes his Headquarters. 

Tho Queen•s Keys 
The Regiment which provides the Queen's Guard at Bucking

ham Palace and St. James's Palace also finds the Guard for the 
Tower of .i...ondon, which mounts on Tower Green at noon each 
day. We mounted/dismounted every 48 hours. Sentries are posted 
at the entrance and at the Jewel House, and every evening the 
Ceremony of the Keys takes place. The public is not admitted 
as ~he ceremony occurs when the cower is closed, but it can be 
wicnessed by a limited number on application to the Governor 
for a ticket. Ac che ceremony the Chief Warder is escorted to 
the Gares and, after locking them, he and the escort march 
back co che Guardroom. On che way he is challenged by a 
sentry on duty: 

Sentry: "Hale, who goes chere?" 
Chief Warder: "The Keys." 
Sentry: "Whose Keys?" 
Chief Warder: " Queen Elizabeth's Keys." 
Sentry: "Pass Queen's Keys, all's well." 
The Guard presents arms as che Chief Warder halts and says, 

" God preserve Queen Elizabeth." The Guard and escort reply 
"Amen.'' 

The Dank of England 
Also in the City of London, ac che Bank of England, a guard 

known as the Bank Picquet is mounted. The Bank has had 
this guard since the Gordon Riots of 1780, when anti-Catholic 
demonstrators threatened London for cwo weeks. This is the 
sole survivor of che many non Royal Guards that used, in more 
dangerous days when police were fewer and less effective, to 
procecc London's vital institutions. Until recently this guard 
used co march through the streets in full dress uniform but 
modem traffic conditions have put an end to that and the 
guard duties require chem co be dressed and prepared for 
contingencies more appropriate co the present day. 

Fi11nl comments 
The responsibility for public duties in London was a new 

and unusual challenge for the Corps taken on, as it was, at 
very short notice. Everyone concerned rose to the occasion in 
the way the Corps always does and I , personally, felt very 
proud of the effort put in by the Officers and soldiers I was 
privileged co command. 

We received congratulations-both verbal and written-from 
a variety of sources and we were all very pleased to see many 
senior officers as well as serving and retired members of the 
Corps who came to watch us mount guard at Buckingham 
Palace. The Corps tie frequently caught our eyes as we marched 
to our duties. 

Whac is written above is a formal account of our period of 
duty in London. There were a host of ancillary incidents of 
considerable interest-some quite amusing-which form a back
ground to our five ~eeks on public duties. These are now 
being collated and it is hoped to publish them as an informal 
follow-up to this article. 
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7th SIGNAL 

REGIMENT 

RECEIVES 

FREEDOM 

OF 

HERFORD 

Fanfare for the arrival of the Oberburgermeister of Herford 

ON a fine Sacurday afternoon, the 9ch September, 7 Signal 
Regiment was presented che Freedom of the Cicy of 

Herford. This honour, essentially British in origin, was granted 
to che Regiment by the Stadt to mark che 21st year of the 
Regiment's residence in Herford and che close ~nd cordial 
relationships which have existed throughout the period. 

Addresses by Oberburgermeister and 
Representative Colonel Comn1andant 

The event cook place in the square in front of the Rathaus. 
The parade commenced wich the marching on of the Corps' 
Band and the 60-man Honour Guard, commanded by the 
Parade Adjutant, Captain John Munnery. The Commanding 
Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel R. A. King, arrived on parade at 
14.58 hours and the Freedom ceremony started at 15.00 hours 
with the arrival of the Representative Colonel Commandant, 
Maj()r-General Sir John Anderson, K.B.E., followed by che 
Oberburgermeister, Dr. Kurt Schober, MdB, both of whom 
were heralded by fanfares of trumpets and received by General 
Saluces. The Oberburgermeister then addressed the as embled 
guests and spectators stressing the friendship and willing assist
ance which members of the Regiment have ac all times shown 
to the people of Herford. He presented che 'Freedom Scro~! ' to 
our Representative Colonel Commandant who accepted 1c on 
behalf of che Regiment and as an honour co the Royal Corp 
of Signals as a whole. Major-General Sir John Ande~son 
replied co che presentation commenting on the abundant kind
ness, friendship and hospitality which che citizens of Herford 
had shown over che past years co the many thousands 
of members of the Royal Corps of Signals who have had the 
good fortune to make the Cicy their temporary home. At che 
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The Oberburgermeister of Herford, Dr. Kurt Schober, shows the 
silver 'Jimmy' statuette to the townspeople of Herford. Looking on 
Major-General Sir john Anderson, Representative Colonel 

Commandant 
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on lu ion of hi speech the Represemarive Colonel Com
mandant pre enred the ci tiz!"n of Herford wirh a silver replica 
of i\1t:r.:ury, as a memcnt of rhe occa ion. 

Prc•,.,..Jlhllion of file :t·r.-edon a eroll 
The roll presented to the Regimept w~s dra~ in ill1;1min

ated cript on vellum and wa contained in a ilv~r cylinder. 
Thi it elf wa safeguarded within a handsome lined casket 
embelli hed with rhe ere t of rhe Stadt and the Royal Corps 
of Signab. T he Scroll in irs casket wa then handed b. M ajor
General Sir John Anderson to the Scroll Bearer Lieutenant 
E. C. Cameron, who, e coned by rhe Honour Guard then 
marched through rhe treet of Herford wirh drum beating, 
band plaving and bayonets fixed. The ceremony was concluded 
by a drive past of vehicles from all quadrons of the Regiment. 

The Honour Guard and the Scroll Escort march past 

The Scroll Escort march off parade with the Scroll in it s casket. 
The Escort consisted of (from le~ to right): Staff Sergeant Sam 
Kennard, Staff Sergeant Mick Palmer, Lieutenant Ewan Cameron, 
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Don Knox, Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) John 

Sydney 

lleeeptie n at Ratbnulil 
On completion of rhe ceremony the Oberburgermeistcr and 

the Representative Colonel Commandant retired to the Rathaus 
where the Stadt dignitaries received guests to the ceremony. 

The e included . enior representatives of rhe D iplomatic Corps, 
HQ BAOR, HQ 1 (BR) Corps H Q 4 Div, and HQ Herford 
Garrison. All officers who have commanded 7 Signal Regiment 
during it stay in Herford were invited by the Stadt and we 
were delighted that six of the nine were able to attend. 

A special message 
Major-General P. E. M . Bradley, C.B., C.B.E., D .S.O., our 

M aster of Signals and a previous Commanding Officer of 
the Regiment, alrheugh unable to attend sent a special message 
to the tadt by hand of the Representative Colonel Com
mandant. In his message the Master emphasised his pride in 
the honour being done to the Regiment and to the Corp . 

Corp Band e on •ert well received 
In the evening the Regiment was able to repay the Stadt's 

hospitality by entertaining over 300 citizens of Herford, as well 
a British guests, to a Band Concert in the sumptuous Stadt 
Theatre which had been made available for the occasion. This 
concert of light music, given by the Royal Corps of Signals 
raff Band conducted by M ajor K. R. R. Boulding, was well 

received by all. The normally staid German newspaper, Neue 
Wesrfalische, in its report of this event forgot itself so far as to 
use terms such as "outstanding solo performances," "tumultuous 
applause," " sheer breathtaking spirit." Without doubt our 
Corps' Band ' did us proud,' and added a touch of magic to 
the occasion which was commented on by all who attended. 

Officers' 1'1ess At Home 
On conclusion of the concert official guests and numerous 

Stadt dignitaries were entertained in the Officers' Mess to a 
theatre supper. This proved a splendid ending to a day of 
ceremony and friendship; a highlight in the history of the 
Regiment and a notable day in the history of the Corps. 

Curry lwaeh at Sergeants' 1'1ess 
The festivities did not end on the 9th, for on the following 

day-a Sunday-the Sergeants' M ess entertained at a curry 
lunch all employees of the Stadt who had worked so hard to 
make the events of rhe previous afternoon a success. One of 
rhe h ighlights of this occasion which was commented on by 
the guests was a display of delicate icing-sugar caskets made 
by Sergeant ' Geordie ' Kidger and Corporal John Maidstone. 
They contained sweetmeats and were finely decorated with the 
Stade and Corps crests. T he hospitality of W.0.1 (R.S.M.) G. 
J. McKie and all members of the Sergeants' Mess was warmly 
commented on by all sectlons of rhe German Press. 

\Vhcre credit Js due 
A great deal of trouble was taken by all ranks of the Regiment 

to make this weekend a success notably: 
-HQ Sqn who were responsible for the preparation and 

co-ordination of the drive past . 
- 1 and 4 Sqns who ushered the VIPs and guests throughout 

rhe day. 
-2 Sqn who erected the 240-seater grandstand. 
- 3 Sqn who prepared the Rathausplatz, Rathaus and 

surroundings for the parade. 
- 5 Sqn who organised the numerous car parks. 
-6 Sqn who had a hand in everything! 

H igh standard of Honour Guarcl 
A special mention, however, is warranted for the perform

ance of the Honour Guard taken from all Squadrons. Its high 
standards of drill resulted from considerable individual effort 
and also from the ability of Sergeant ' Squire ' Gray to main
tain high spirits and to bring them to such a peak of excellence 
on rhe day. Special mention also for our cooks under the 
command of Lieutenant Mike Legt"ove whose hard work and 
high standards brought great credit upon the Army Catering 
Corps as a whole as well as on the Regiment. 

An event or this nature is not a transient affair, and all 
members of the Regiment are aware that the Freedom of the 
City of Herford has been worked for and earned by the many 
thousands of soldiers of all ranks who have served in 7 Signal 
Regiment in the past, as well as by those serving in Herford 
today. 

We wilt do our best to uphold the high reputation which our 
predecessors have earned and the esteem in which the Regi
ment is at present held by the citizens or Herford. 
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2 Signal Group go to Sea 
A combined crew from 37 and 38 Regts savour the 
delights of the French coast and the Channel Islands 
in Exercise 'Sail Away ' - and learn a lot about 
seamanship. 

E XERCISE ' Sail Away' was conceived from a conversation 
between t_he Training Major of 37 Sig Regt (V) and 

the CO of 38 Sig .~egt (V) . . A mutual interest in sailing was 
revealed and a dec1s1on that it was about time 2 Sig Gp went 
to sea was tak«:n. The ~raining Major of 37 Regt therefore 
~greed to orgamse rhe tnp as adventure training since Bristol 
is somewhat ~ea~er rhe sea than Sheffield and H eadquarters 

ouch West District were happy (?) to provide the funds. 
Ir was found to be too late to get a Corps yacht or any 

other ser_vice boat so a civilian charter firm was approached 
and a Kingfisher 30 named Tu Quoque was duly hired from 
Lymington. 

llaisJug a c r e w 
Surprisingly, some difficu lty was found in raising a crew 

particularly experienced hands. However, Commander Geoffrei 
Greenh_algh of H._M .S. Mercury was able to drag himself away 
from his Naval signallers to come along. H e is a very experi
enced ya~~tsman an? }s one of the examiners for the Royal 
Navy Sailing Assoc1auon for offshore skippers so we were 
very lucky to have him. 

The crew eventually consisted of: Major Peter Ashlin 
skipper, 37 Sig Regt; Lieutenant-Colonel Peter Garratt, mate' 
38 Sig Regt; Commander Geoff Greenhalgh, Mate, H.M.S'. 
Mercury; (instructor in navigation, seamanship and duty free 
grog); W.0.1 (RSM) David Shakespeare, 38 Sig Regt; Sergeant 
' Rickie ' Gan-od, 38 Sig Regr; Sergeant ' Mac' McGilp, 37 
Sig Regt. 

T he last three were by and large completely inexperienced 
at the start of the voyage. 

The crew assembled at L ymington at rhe Sea Venture Limited 
pontoon on Saturday morning 16th September, and set about 
taking over and loading kit and stores. Since the tide was not 
fair through Hurst Narrows until late afternoon there was 
time for a pint in rhe Mayflower and a leisurely lunch. Moorings 
were slipped at about 16.30 hours and Tu Quoque set off for 
the Needles and Cherbourg under genoa and mainsail before 
a moderate northerly breeze. The first hours were spent in 
initiating the crew in the peculiar sailors' jargon and generally 
finding out where things were. They were soon aware that 
a log is both a nautical mileometer and something you write 
in and were able to put their hands unerringly (after a few 
moments thought!) on the genoa tack downhaul tackle. 

't' irst 1mrt o( call 

At the Needles the crew settled into watches and course 
was set for Cherbourg. T he trip across was uneventful excep t. 
for the usual first night out seasickness. Everyone succumbed 
at some time except for Sergeant McGilp. The sea was not 
very rough but with the wind astern the boat had an uncom
fortable motion which was too much for unseasoned stomachs. 
T he usual amount of hipping was seen but there were no 
very close encounters. Just before dawn we were entering the 
outer harbour at Cherbourg and by 06.00 were tied up in rhe 
yacht basin. After a few hours' sleep and a quick trip ashore 
for some wine, pate and the use of the toilet facilit ies of the 
Cherbourg Yacht Club it was decided that a short sail along the 
coast to Ommonville for rhe night and back in time for the 
opening of the ' duty free ' shop on Monday morning should 
be the plan. We left after lunch (wine and pate) and bad a 
pleasant three hours' sail. At Ommonville, which is poorly 
heltered from the north and north-cast it is necessary to anchor 

or tie up to a buoy. Having entered the small harbour, and 
having seen the uneasy pitching of a yacht already moored 
to rhe buoy it was unanimously agreed that Cherbourg would 
be far more comfortable. So, with the tide under us we made 
a quick passage ~ack to the luxury of a pontoon in the yacht 
harbour at Cherbourg, arriving about 20.00. Some of the crew 
went ashore, but the more conservative stayed on board and 
were glad of an early night. 
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AT EASE 
Left to right : W .0.1 Shakespeare, Commander Greenhalgh, Lieuten

an t -Colonel Garratt with Sergeant McGilp in backgrou nd 

Fish~11g success-one mat•kerel 

As soon as the duty-free shop of Monsieur Henri Rhyst was 
open Commander Greenhalgh put in the ship's order, and the 
rest of rhe crew went off to wander round Cherbourg until the 
grog was delivered. It arrived about 11.30 and was quickly 
stowed with care. After lunch we sailed for our next port 
Sark, catching the end of the inshore eddy towards Cap de l ~ 
Hague and the Alderney Race, and arriving at the Race at 
slack water. Weather was fine but cloudy, visibility excellent 
and wind moderate northerly. As a consequence it was a very 
pleasant sail which everyone enjoyed. R.S.M. Shakespeare and 
Sergeant Garrod were persistent fishermen for mackerel 
throughout, and this leg of the trip brought their first success. 
Unfortunately one mackerel does not go far among six. The 
catchers were so proud of it, and so convinced chat they would 
SO?n get some more, that it wa carefully preserved. In fact 
this fish stayed on board for the rest of the voyage being 
transfer:re~ from washing-up bowl to bucket and back again 
and fimshmg up carefully tucked away behind a staachion on 
deck. Long after it was obviously unfit for human con umption 
the owners insisted " it might be useful for bait." By the tim~ 
it was cut up for this purpose, even the other fish were not 
interested. 

A short cut not with out its d a ngers 
The best anchorage on Sark, in a northerly wind, is Havre 

q<>sseli?, a ~eautiful ba:Y wirh deep water right up to the 
high cliffs which bound its northern shore. When approaching 
from the north, as we were one can either sail right round 
Sark and come in from rhe south or take a short cut through 
a narrow channel called the Gouliot Pass. This is some 70 
yards wide, between Sark and the neighbouring island of 
Brechou. Co~ander Greenhalgh, having been through a 
number of times before, agreed to take the short cut since 
although it was dark rhe visibility was good. (The fact that he 
had never been through at night before wasn't mentioned un til 
afterwards). 

We approached Sark at about 23.00 and sailed close down 
rhe we tern side until the gap of the Gouliot Pass came clear 
between the cliffs. We started the engine and headed in. It 
was quire an exciting few moments a there was a little tide 
against u in the Pass and a bit of a surge and confu ed sea 
However with a few sighs of relief we soon emerged into the 
calm of Havre Gosselin and anchored clo e unler the cliff . 
The next morning was wet and windy. T ho e who had never 
been to Sark before went a bore and climbed the long flight 
of step from the little jetty. After a quick drink and look 
round rhey returned and after lunch we sailed for St. Peter Port 
in a tiff breeze and driving rain. The short trip wa wet but 
exhilarating and we were able to get into a comfortable berth 
in the new Marina. The crew then dispersed about their own 
affairs, sightseeing, drinks, meals and telephone calls. Major 



Peter Ashlin went to vi it Lieutenant-Colonel (retd.) Jimmy 
Webber who lives on Guern ey and works in St. Peter Port. 
He i alway · glad to see vi iting Corps yachtsmen. 

. \ lorlous morning 
in:e one can only get out of the Marina an ho~r or two 

either ide of high water, and sin7e we did . not wish to be 
crapped all day in St. Peter Pore, Jt was decided to make an 
early start the next morning, sail ov_er to Herm for br_eakfast 
return to t. Peter Port in the everung for final shoppmg and 
leave on the evening tide for Alderney. This we duly did. We 
were anchored off Herm by about 08.30 on a glorious sunny 
morning and had a magnificent breakfa t before going ashore. 
R.S.M. Shakespeare and Sergeant Garrod were foolhardy 
enough to have a swim. From their remarks it was gathered 
that they found it refreshing to ay the least! The whole crew 
went a hore and explored Herm. le is a delightful island and 
in the lovely weather was looking quite its best. Fro?1 the 
northern end of the island since the tide was low lt wa 
possible to see the rocks and hazard which lie off this coast. 

ot a place for sloppy navigation ! 

.\lderney 
We returned to St. Peter Port during the afternoon, refuelled 

and filled up with water before setting off in the evening. Before 
we left funmy Webber and his son. came ?n board for a !are
well drink. We ailed about 18.00 m glonous weather with a 
light north-easterly. Aga~ the voyage was une~entful--calm sea, 
moonlight-perfect yachung weather. ~e wmd, however, fell 
very light, and in order to make the ud~ ro~d Casquet~, a 
fair amount of motoring wa done. We arnved m Alderne~ JU~t 
as it was getting light and the. entr~ce gave good pr~ctJce m 
navigation and the use of leadmg lights. After anchormg well 
up Alderney Harbour (to give a short pull in the dinghy) all 
hands had short ' headsdown ' and then after breakfast went 
ashore. There were a number of yachts in the harbour and 
the inter-island hydrofoil arrived full of touris!s. A good de'.11 
of talent spotting went on and the binoculars were much m 
demand. After a leisurely stroll and glass of beer we weighed 
anchor in the late afternoon and headed out of Alderney under 
sail in a light north-easterly for Lymington and home. 

The visibility was poor and deteriorated still further. Our 
course was dead to windward, and Tu Quoque does not point 
very well, being a bilge keel boat, so we settled down for a 
long trip. We were not disappointed. There was a fair amount 
of thick fog, which is a bit unnerving in the Channel. However, 
we saw no ships although we heard a few. The early hours of 
the morning found us slightly west of Anvil Point, and the 
weather cleared sufficiently for us to fix our position off the 
Shambles. We therefore tacked and started the long flog to the 
east. As the sun came up the weather became fine with hazy 
sunshine and we sailed (and motored) across Bournemouth Bay 
and Christchurch Bay, arriving at the Hurst Narrows in the 
afternoon at slack water. It was during the trip home that 
the perseverance of the fishermen was rewarded. After a slight 
problem, when the log line and fishing spinner got snarled 
up, the catch was eight excellent mackerel. (The original had 
at last been ditched). 

We finally picked up our moorings in Lymington River at 
about 18.30. 

Clearing Customs 
We faced the Customs with some trepidation, since there 

seemed to be a lot of unconsumed alcoholic ship's stores still 
in the locker. This, in spite of valiant efforts by all hands, 
and the fact that it had become automatic to ask what particular 
additive was wanted whenever a cup of tea or coffee was 
offered. However, all was well, and although the customs officer 
declined a drink himself, his most attractive wife who was in 
the launch with him, helped co reduce the gin to a reasonable 
level. 

Major Ashlin and Sergeant McGilp nobly volunteered to 
stay on board and hand over the yacht the next morning, while 
the remainder of the crew, after a mackerel supper excellently 
cooked by Sergeant Garrod, took their various roads home. 

The exercise was a great success. Much was learned by all 
hands and the whole crew thoroughly enjoyed themselves. It 
is to be hoped that this is only the first of a number of similar 
expeditions, and that in future we shall be able to include 
Volunteers. There is no shortage of candidates from 38 Regt 
at least. 

"450 

Staff Sergeant Tom Fayers wins Go/ti Metia/ 
l~TERNATIONAL SIX-DAY MOTOil CYCLE 

TRIAL - CZECROSl.OVAKIA 1972 

Staff Sergeant Fayers writes: 
-.:.,--,oLLOWING the Welsh two-day trials in July I was 
.I_' chosen co represent the British Vase ' A' team in the 
International Six-day Trial in Czechoslovakia. 

The team consi ting of Sergeant George Webb, RCT, Lance
Corporal 'Mo' Eunice, RCT, my elf and Sergeant Ted Thomp
son, RAF, accompanied by Captain John Mark, REME, set off 
for Czecho lovakia on 4th September from Bordon. The 
journey wa undertaken in an army 39-seater coach, accom
modating the team, the machines, spares and personal kit. 
The journey took three days crossing Germany with stops at 
Aachen, Arnburg and two hours at the Czech customs. 

In Czechoslovakia we stayed at Splindnu Mlyon in a national 
park where all sores of sports take place. For the first two days 
we checked and prepared the bikes as well as managing to 
cram in some cross-country practice to acquaint ourselves with 
the area. 

Riding very hazardous 
On the Sunday the bikes were scrutini ed and parked in a 

secure guarded area to ensure that no alterations could be 
made to them before the start. That night it started to rain 
and it did not stop. When the competition finally started on 
Monday the team got off well without losing any points. We 
covered about 200 miles of cracks, mountainous countryside and 
treams on the first day and the rain still kept falling making 

riding very hazardous. It was so bad that driving the first 20 
miles I parted company with the bike twice and slid down the 
mountainside much to the amusement of the other team 
members. That day we all finished within the time limit and 
we were 10th of the 26 teams participating. 

The second day started well again but after just three miles 
I had knocked my foot rest off and I had to ride another 60 
miles without it. I managed co have another fitted at lunch
time and the rest of the day passed uneventfully, other than 
the sun managing to break through. 

That night we were so tired that instead of taking advantage 
of the local night life we retired to bed. 

Struck down by a bug 
On the We:lnesday, two of the team found themselves 

afflicted by the dreaded disease 'Bedrichov Bug,' named after 
the hotel in which we were staying. As a result we had nothing 
to eat for two days and were staying on the bikes through 
sheer willpower and nothing else. Travelling over rough country 
was difficult before we were struck down, but the ' Bedrichov 
Bug ' made it ten times worse. Various theories as to the origin 
of the disease were put forward but I still maintain it was 
the garlic sausage. In addition, two of the team were having 
problems with starting their bikes. 

At one of the checkpoints I failed to refuel, and had to be 
pushed along for about five kilometers when I ran out of fuel. 
This feat was accomplished by Arthur Browning of the British 
Trophy team; then I eventually obtained some petrol from 
a local inhabitant. 

Despite everything we managed to finish the day with no 
penalty points. 

A better day 
On Thursday we managed to drag ourselves from our beds 

and stagger down to breakfast where the two of us who had 
been afflicted had only a cup of tea. Both ' Mo ' Eunice and 
' Ted ' Thompson had bad starts that day which lost them SO 
bonus points each. Thursday was about the best day of the 
competition, with good weather and good riding. The course 
was stiff bur not bad enough to distract from our enjoyment. 
We all finished well that day, lying in 7th position overall. By 
now spirits were rising again and we were all fit enough to 
have a meal together. 

On the Friday, with our appetites well under control again, 
we started off feeling jointly confident. 

No brakes 
'Ted' Thomson and 'George' Webb had starting trouble 

which later proved disastrous as they arrived late at the 
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Staff Sergeant Tom Fayers-Corps ace motor cyclist 

checkpoim collecting two penalty points each. The going on 
Friday was the most difficult we had yet come across with 
tracks just wide enough to take a motor cycle. Following my 
example ' Mo ' Eunice lost a footrest and had to limp along 
using one foot. Io the last two miles I had an unfortunate 
encounter with a rock and came off worse, losing my footbrake 
pedal-not a good thing to happen when you are travelling 
down hill at speed. On the Friday we managed to repair the 
brake pedal well enough for me to continue for the last day. 
By this time George Webb and Ted Thomson were suffering 
from strained wrists and forearms due to the juddering of the 
bikes and were in considerable pain. 

On Saturday we started off in the rain which continued 
throughout the day. We started well, but the other three team 
members all dropped points on what was the highest speed 
schedule of the competition. About 10 miles from the end of 
the section my back brake lever broke in half and I completed 
the course without a brake. At the end of the cross-country 
section, the bikes had to be put straight into a guarded com
pound until the speed test later on. At chis stage I had a flat 
back tyre which had to be fixed in the 10 minutes allotted 
to us before the speed test began. The cross-country finished 
at 10.30 and the speed rest began at 14.50. Had it not been 
for the efforts of Colonel H. Daniels, late Royal Signals, who 
managed to arrange for us to pass the time in a Czech farm
house, we would had to have spent this time along with the 
other competitors standing about in the rain. 

Speed test 
The speed test took place on a six kilometer road circuit on 

which we had to complete three laps ac an average of SO mph. 
This was no mean feat on bikes which by now had covered 
1,100 miles over rough country. In addition the road surface 
was very slippery because of the rain. Despite this, we all 
managed the speed test in the required time. The net result 
of the competition was that the team ended up 8th overall, 
with myself winning a gold medal for completing the course 
without aay penalty points, and the rest of the team winning 
silver medals for having dropped less than 2S points throughout. 

All over 
During the competition we were all treated very well by the 

Czech people, and I was surprised at the difference in them 
since my last visit to Czechoslovakia in 1963. . . 

Our journey home was uneventful, except that my dnvmg 
in the competition did not seem to be enough. As I was about 
the only one who was fit enough, I had to drive the 'bus half 
the way back to Bordon! 
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Maastricht Moments 
A straight from the shoulder report that brings our readers 
face to face with the stem realities of life at 227 ig Sqn, 

B.F.P.O. 18 . 

U1u~o11c•c•nh•d ingenuity 

ON our most recent exercise with communications function
ing perfectly, our new MTO W.0.1 (R.S.M.) 'Taff' 

Gundersen decided to devote his energies to assisting the Camp 
Commandant, Captain Geist, German Army, on a camouflage 
and fieldcraft exercise. 

This exercise was confined to the Admin area where, with 
typical AFCENT ruggedness, we erect a very spartan tented 
area. This is somewhat reminiscent of the Shah of Persia's 
camp at Persepolis. 

Taff's ingenuity proved invaluable when the supply of 
camouflage nets was found to be inadequate. He simply went 
round with pine-green chalk and wrote on each tent, " This is 
a camouflaged mess tent," etc. The chalk blended beautifullv 
with the natural foliage. · 

The apogee of Taff's display of virtuosity was possibly during 
the visit of General Bryan, Director of Intelligence. The 
General was taken into one end of an uncamouflaged mess 
tent. After a snack, the General emerged at the other end 
of the tent to find it completely camouflaged. 

During the visit an alert was sounded. To add realism two 
smoke bombs were exploded. Inclement weather prevented the 
smoke from dispersing and it drifted in two separate clouds 
of green and orange smoke into the mess cent. Here it wound 
itself very artistically round the steaks grilling for lunch. Our 
cooks are now busy exploiting their recipe for T-bone steaks 
garnished with green and orange smoke. 

After you sirZ 
Our O.C., Major Peter Riding, had a rather traumatic 

experience when he went to uncouple his light before settling 
down for the night. He reached down for the cable and pro
ceeded to haul the junction box towards his bed. Suddenly the 
cable opposed his efforts then his arms were almost wrenched 
from their sockets. Valiantly he fought the cable until when 
it appeared inevitable that he would be tom from his sleeping 
bag, the cable fell limply on the ground. Exhausted he unhitched 
his light and sertled down to slumber. 

Investigation next morning revealed that W.0.1 (F. of S.) 
Mike Truran sleeping in an adjacent tent had chosen that 
precise moment to unhitch his light. A lively tug-of-war ensued 
which Mike looked like winning. We suspect he is delighted he 
surrendered before the O.C. appeared under his tent wall 
hanging on to the other end of the cable. Mike considers that 
he won on this occasion by losing. 

A sharp bend 
Lance-Corporal Chris Collier impressed almost everyone by 

doing a very sharp hairpin turn in O.C. Ops Section's Rover. 
The only person not impressed is Captain Pinkenberg, O.C. 
Ops Section, who does not like his Rover with a permanent 
hairpin turn in it. Lance-Corporal Collier insi ts that an 
amorous tree 1capt out and embraced him when he was driving 
down the centre of the crack. Promi cuous privet? We can only 
hope that the O.C. will also believe him. 

Bier-fest time has come again 
" Squadron, attention!" S.S.M. Bert Bowes' stentorian com

mand echoed across the camp and a host of gaily coloured, 
gas-filled balloons danced wildly in the breeze before coming 
to rest. His penetrating gaz.e moved slowly down the string 
and came to rest on faces contorted in agony, each face graced 
with eyes more colourful than the balloons floating above them. 
For a moment he thought he detected a fleck of white in one 
eye, however, closer inspection proved this to be a trick of ligh . 

A carnival? No our Squadron first works parade on the 
Monday morning following the German Oktober Fe t. The 
balloons were the only means by which we could maintain 
Squadron members in a vertical position, one being attached to 
each collar. The parade served to ascertain who had succumbed 
during the 48 hours' bacchanalian festivitie . 

Each year the German Support Unit in Maastricht pre ent 
as their main social function of the year a traditional German 
bier fest. A huge circus tent is erected on the sport field, beer 
and a leather-trousered band arc imported from Bavaria which 
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The 'Garrard Trophy' presented by 
The Crown Jewellers 

The Pac~makers 
Setting the pace in rhe 70's are Major John Hemsley , LI., 
and WO/ l Frank Webber, R.E.M.E., representing the 
British Army, winners of the Forces T earn Prize in the 1971 
RAC Rally. Their reward! A splendid trophy designed by 
Alex Styles of Garrard. It is in rough-textured sterling silver; 
the design suggests che tracks of vehicles across rough 
country, the tracks of che leading vehicle being picked out in 
gold. People who win are above average. They deserve 
trophies to match. For over 200 years Garrard have been 
supplying civilian and military presentation pieces outstand
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ing in design and crafts
manship. Join the pace
makers by asking Garrard 
to produce your next 
trophy. Designs and 
estimates are submitted 
without charge. Please ask 
for Mr. Hounsell. 

GARRARD 
The Crown Jewellers 

112RegentStreet London WIA2JJ Tel:Ol-7347020 

en ures an authentic atmosphere. These coupled with moun
tains of wurst, schools of raw herring, half-litre steins, pretty 
girls, lively music and no inhibitions add up to a very enjoyable 
e>..-perience for all nationalities. 

Squadron personnel with their usual elan entered whole
heartedly into the spirit of things by endeavouring to out-drink, 
out-dance and boast more fulsomely of their prowess than 
everyone else. Whilst they may not have succeeded in their 
aims a wild, gay, lively party resulted from their efforts. 

British reserve was forgotten as they abandoned themselve 
to the gay leg sl'!J>ping Bavarian dances. Livid weals and widely 
bruised area of flesh bear eloquent testimony to the enthusiasm 
with which they performed. 

Our 0.C., Major Peter Riding, demonstrated admirable stay
ing power on his first Oktober Fest here in AFCENT, and 
acquired a new insight into the personalities of some of the 
Squadron's characters. 

The AFCENT 'Twirler , an international square dancing 
club gave a lively demonstration of dancing. Their talented and 
very original caller made a large contribution to their undoubted 
success. 

Signalman Gordon Beckley, our Squadron clerk, gave a 
demonstration of agility when he evaded the M.C.s and scaled 
one of the main poles to recover his gas-filled balloon which 
had floated up to the roof. Opinions vary as to whether he was 
reverting to type, or simply demonstrating the fact that he was 
too tighr to buy another balloon. He was prevailed upon not 
to repeat the feat by a German M .C. who had visions of the 
tent collapsing if others decided to emulate him. Rumour has 
it that he was bribed with a handful of monkey nuts to sit still. 

Our roll call revealed that all members had survived and are 
now well on the way to recovery. They are now busy counting 
the 365 days to the next one. 

Anthro}thobia 
Antwerp zoo has recently suffered from a particularly 

virulent epidemic of anthrophobia. Lions cower in fear, black 
gorillas tum white, elephants endeavour to hide under lettuce 
and all species shake as if with the ague. Porpoise seek solace 
in the shadowy depths of the pool and refuse to surface, snakes 
feign death whilst even the vulture has taken flight. Prominent 
zoologists are completely mystified at this unique phenomena. 
The cause of this strange malady has completely eluded them. 

Eventually checks will reveal thar the onset of the trouble 
coincided with a visit of the Squadron children, organised by 
Mrs. Catherine Henry and the Squadron wives. The children 
enjoyed every minute of this visit but which proved to be 
something of an ordeal for the animals. 

The boys were most upset when doting mothers refused to 
let them check whether their daughters were Christians. Thi 
was achieved by throwing them co the lions- the boys' philo
sophy being that lions only eat Christians. Fearful little girls 
pleaded in vain with the attendants to be allowed to feed the 
piranha with the boys. 

Much to the amazement of everyone the bus had the same 
number of children aboard on the return journey. A contributory 
factor was the fact that the wives confiscated all the boys' 
tarantulas and the girls' mambas before they left the zoo. 

In spite of the success of this trip the wives feel that they 
cannot organise another to the same zoo until the animals 
have recovered, the management have forgotten the last one 
and the wives can be armed. 

Mrs. Henry is rather worried at a suggestion from one of 
our five-year-olds that an alternative trip could take in Amstel 
Brewery and the night life of Amsterdam. 

Ill whul? 
Friends of Signalman John Manderson will be delighted to 

learn that he has now fully recovered from a badly sprained 
wrist which seriously restricted hls convivial activities. He 
attributes this injury to an interest in pugilism and a mis
chevious zephyr. 

Recently he de:::ided to demonstrate his prowess on a fair
ground punch ball machine. After dancing and feinting he 
lined himself up with a style worthy of Cassius Clay, then 
struck with the speed of a striking cobra. Alas, his fist missed 
the ball and struck the hard, unyielding machine. John insists 
that a vagrant breeze moved the ball . His friends, however. 
insist that it was Bacchus who ruined his aim. 

He has now announced his retirement from the rapidly 
diminishing list of British boxing contenders, and is practising 
assiduously for the AFCENT tiddly wink championsliips. 
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Army Apprentices' College, 
Harrogate 

Graduation Day, Sommer 1972 

FRID~Y, 11th A_ugust, wa~ doubly memorable, for not only 
was It Graduation Day, 1t was also the day on which the 

Harrogate summer began. Warm sunshine shone on the backs 
of the 760 apprentices on parade and produced a colourful 
crop of pretty summer. dresses among the many lady spectators. 

We should have said trebly mem~rable, for the Reviewing 
Offi.cer was that figure well-known m so many Corps circles, 
Ma1or-General J. M. W. Badcock, M.B.E., the present Director 
of ¥,anning (Army) who was later to. congratulate the parade 
on your turn-out, steadfastness, drill and precision today. 
And f~om the n~mber. of those appearing in the prizewinners, 
the_ drill square 1s obviously and rightly not the only place in 
which you excel." 

The parade was commanded by Apprentice R.S.M. Thomas 
Turnbu!l, of . P~illiI?s. Sqn, who thus became only the second 
apprentice within livmg memory who has had the distinction 
of commanding two successive Graduation Parades. 

(Photo: Mr. John Stockley) 
The Reviewing Officer, Major-General Badcock, pauses during his 
inspection of the Senior Squadron for a chat with A/T Lee Ward 

In his prize-giving speech General Badcock spoke in turn to 
the college as a whole, to the staff, to the parents, to the 
Mayor of Harrogate (to whom he conveyed " the Army's 
warmest appreciation of the support that Harrogate and Nidder
dale give to this college "), and to the 'graduates': "You will 
eKpect me to say 'Well done '-and indeed I do. You have 
set an example for (a) all those young men who follow you; 
(b) the parents and friends who have watched you; (c) the staff 
whom you inveigled to help you do it; (d) the town and 
district who are proud to have you. 

"You go into one of the most important arms of the 
Army that which allows one soldier to communicate with 
another, and communication between people is necessary now 
as never before." 

General Badcock then presented the prizes. Winners of main 
awards were as follows : 
The Commandant's Prize for Conduct, Discipline and Example: 

A/T R.S.M. T. Turnbull 
Signal Officer-in-Chief's Award for the iBest All-round Trades

man of the Term : 
A/T Sergeant S. C. Pollard 
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Prizes Awarded by the Royal Signals Corps Committee to 
Apprentices who have made the best use of their oppor
t;;nities at the College: 

Technician: A/T S.S.M. W. Ardem 
Telegraphist: A/T Sergeant S. C. Pollard 

A/T Sergeant F. G. Tedby 
The Borough of Harrogate Prize for the Best Essay on Local 

Government : 
Technician: A/T Corporal J. Evans 
Telegraphist : A/T Corporal A. Scott 

Crfrket 

'The Pioneers,' raised and captained by Colonel Norman 
Butler, played The Saints/Harrogate Taverners at the County 
Cricket Ground, St. George's Road, Harrogate, on 14th Sep
tember. Th_e match .e~ded in an exciting draw, the Saints/ 
Taverners JUSt contnvmg to hold on, some SO runs behind 
with one wicket to fall. 

It was a disappointment that, at the last moment, Freddie 
Truema_n had t~ withdraw from the Saints' side, though, as it 
was, this contamed such redoubtable players as Phil Sharpe 
and Don Wilson (Yorkshire and England), P. J . Kippax, Neil 
Smith, A. B. Bainbridge and Peter Chadwick, all of Yorkshire. 

(Phcto: Major R. E. Buckee, RAEC) 
PIONEERS CRICKET TEAM 

Left to right : Major (retired) Don Robinson, Gordon Watkins 
{Derbys), Keith Mohan (Derbys), B. K. Kunderan (India), Keith 
Stevenson (Derbys), David Wilde (Derbys), Colonel Norman Butler 
(Essex), A. Spencer (Derbys), David Stewart (Worcs), Mike Page 

(Derbys), Bob Swindell (Derbys) 
In the unusual position of Twelfth Man for both teams was A/T 

Philip Hambrook of Penney Squadron 

Imperial Service Medal for lUr. A~ K. Steel 
It i$ with great pleasure that we record the award of the 

Imperial Service Medal to Mr. A. K. 'Tafty' Steel, in 
recognition of his 25 years of loyal and exemplary service with 
Royal Signals. The medal was presented to him at an informal 
ceremony on 19th September by Colonel N. A. Buder, Com
mandant of the Army Apprentices' College, Harrogate, from 
which Mr. Steel retired last term. To mark his 22 years' service 
at the College, Mr. Steel was presented with a silver tea service 
by the Reviewing Officer, Major-General J. M. W. Badcock, 
on Graduation Day, 11th August. 

Born in 1907, Mr. Steel joined the Royal Corps of Signals 
in April 1922. In 1925 he was posted to 'A' Corps Signal ; 
after a short stay, he went on to Egypt Signals and thence to 
2 W /T Coy Palestine. This plea ant posting was largely spoilt 
by the riots which broke out in 1928 and continued until hi 
return to UK in 1931. 

After three years with 4 Div at Colche ter he left the Army 
in 1934. For a time he worked for the TAA in Glasgow but 
in March 1939 he obtained a post as a civilian instructor with 
the Training Battalion, Royal Signals. On the outbreak of 
World War II, feeling 'a bit out of thing ,' he rejoined the 
Colours ' for the duration ' and oon found himself in a special 
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Courtesy: The Yorkshire Post 

Mr. A. K. Steel is presented with the l.S.M . by Colone l N. A. Bu t le r 

unit in Scotland. L ater he took part in operations in I taly and 
towards the end of this campaign was returned to UK and 
po ted to the Control Commission. Campaigning, he says, was 
never o hard as this, and he was not sorry to be released 
in October 1945. 

He was immediately reinstated in his old position and served 
with 1 TT Bn until being posted, on promotion, to the Army 
Apprentices' School, Harrogate, in September 1950. 

During the transition from Owls, as they were then called, 
to Telegraph Operators, which resulted in greatly increased 
numbers of apprentices in training and similarly greater 
problems of administration, Mr. Steel, uncomplainingly, con
tinued to bear the burden on his own. This not only involved 
the complicated duties of programming for ever-increasing 
numbers of trainees and the assessment of the growing number 
of instructors, but also included the menial but necessary tasks 
of messenger boy, telephone orderly, supervisor of cleaning 
staff and standby relief for absent instructors-a truly Herculean 
task for one man, and one which clearly could not go on. As 
an indication of the tremendous amount of work undertaken 
by Mr. Steel, the staff of Telegraphist Wing now includes three 
civilian Supervising Instructors and three Yeomen of Signals. 

In presenting the Imperial Service Medal to Mr. Steel, 
Colonel Butler said that it was to the long-serving civilian 
instructors that the College looked for continuity. "This," he 
said, " is something that we all appreciate; indeed, it is people 
like Mr. Steel who are the backbone of. the College." 

All members of the Corps who have served with Mr. Steel
and their number is beyond counting-will join in congratulat
ing him upon his well-merited award, and in wishing h im a long 
and happy retirement. 

HQ Royal Signals, 1st British Corps 
B.F.P.O. 39 

I T seems to have been some time since HQ Royal S!gna_ls 
appeared in print in THE WIRE-we appear m pnnt m 

too many other places in 1st British Corps- and we are now 
rectifying this. I am hoping that since there are 10 Officers, 10 
' orkers ' and our typist that it will be 21 months before I 
next write the notes, by which time I should be posted. Any
way, for those who know nothing of HQ Royal Signals I shall 
introduce us by saying that we live in Bielefeld on the edge of 
the Westphalian plain. The climate is variable, which means it 
is always damp and can be bad or worse (in spite of the fact 
that in HQ 1st British Corps we live in a general atmosphere 
of hot air). 

By virtue of the type of work that is done here the branch 
is tending toward the sedentary, so during the year the branch 
took pan in three marches, at Capellan, 22nd and 23rd April, 
at Diekirch on 27th May and at Remich on 19th and 20th 
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Augu~t, all in Lu.xembourg. Those who took part came back 
complete with medals and plates. I hear the lads are trying to 
arrange another march this year, not quite so far as the others 
only this time in full battle order. I am ure they will have 
every success. 

In other fields of sport tl1e branch has been well represented. 
We were tl1e winners of the Corps HQ Inter Branch Cricket 
Cup, though I suspect simply because we managed to arrange 
our matches on day that other branches only had five or six 
members left. A noted political victory. The backbone of our 
side wa Staff Sergeant Clive Mason, and we were assisted bv 
HQ Royal Engineers, particularly Captains Mike Fawcett and 
Tony Kerr. On the rugby field Major Ian Penny has continued 
to figure largely in the Corps' HQ team. He has also played for 
B.A.0.R. 

The most noted events, though, have been in the private 
lives of the members of the branch. The first incident was when 
Lieutenant-Colonel Alan Baker celebrated his year in office by 
having his first Wednesday sports afternoon (in the garden) 
and injured his back. Our best wishes are with him for the end 
of his next year. 

Corporal Gordon Mahoney has fared rather better for he has 
completed four years in HQ Royal Signals and has now been 
placed on the inventory (uninjured). Even he has been beaten 
by Sergeant Graham F uller who i in his sixth year, though he 
was taken off the shelf at one stage and sent to 244 Sig Sqn 
for a time---<>n a temporary loan voucher. 

The last incident was when Major Bruce Foote's very old 
Volkswagen, without his knowledge, was sent to the local scrap 
heap during an enthusiastic clean up of Ripon Barracks. On 
the same day he lost the keys to his Peugeot. All that was 
salvaged was a pair of sore feet from walking home, one number 
plate and an apology from the C.O. We are now holding a 
collection of old car parts to try and assist him in his plight. 

Finally, there were two marriages, Corporal Lynette King 
to Craftsman Steve Jones of the Corps HQ LAD on 2nd 
September (Craftsman Steve Jones may well be asked to put 
Major Foote's collection together), and Signalman ' Baby Face ' 
Peter Johnston to Lesley Anne Crowson on 9th September. 
All our best wishes for their future happiness. 

1 Div HQ and Sig Regt 

B.F.P.O. 32 

Visit of GOC 1st Division 

M AJOR-GENERAL E. N. W. Bramall, O.B.E., M.C., 
visited the Regiment on Friday, 8th September. 

He was met at the entrance to Caithness Barracks by the 
Commanding Officer. Presentations were then given on radio, 
trunk and civil communications provided by the Regiment. 

He then visited the Star rnet Terminal run by Mr. Ben 
Morgan. 

Comcen ' C ' was deployed on the main square for inspection. 
Afterwards he visited 1 Sqn accommodation and visited a 
combat r adioman conversion course. He was then entertained 
to coffee by Junior NCOs and soldiers of Comcen ' C ' ill the 
Squadron Club prior to going on a tour of the Regiment, 
followed by drinks in the Sergeants' Mess. 

In the afternoon he visited the static comcen and the station 
youth club where he was briefed by Second-Lieutenant David 
Elson and Lance/Corporal' Mitch ' Mitchell on youth activities. 

Finally he was whisked to the sports ground to watch the 
closing stages of the Inter-Squadron soccer final between Head
quarters and 3 Sqn. After this he officially opened the new 
sports pavilion. 

Inter-Squadron soccer champlonslllp 
The deciding match of the championship turned out to be 

an interesting and exciting game with 3 Sqn favourites having 
beaten Headquarter Sqn 5-4 in a previous game. 

For the first half HQ had most of the game and took the lead 
with a well-taken goal by Norrie Falconer. 

3 Sqn missed two experienced mid-field players who were 
not available for the match and HQ took full advantage, con
trolling the mid-field for most of the game. 

In the second half 3 Sqn, needing only a draw to win the 
championship, came out looking for goals and it was only the 
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The G .O .C. 1st Division, Majo r-General Bramall, presents the trophy 
to Corporal Allan Tho mas, Captain of Headquarters Squadron 

good thi~ng of Paul Gun.field in goal for HQ who prevented 
them takmg the lead. Right against the run of the play Brian 
S.my grabbed a lucky ~oal putting H Q two up. 3 Sqn still didn't 
give. up and were trymg hard. for that seemingly elusive goal. 
Their eff?rts were rewarded with an e;:cellent corner by Dougie 
Gray which had Paul Gunfield slightly off guard for a change 
and 'Scouse ' Stead made no mistake, making the score 2-t'. 
No more goals came and H Q won the match and the champ ion-
hip. 

E xercis es galore 

3 Div HQ and Sig Regt 

Bulford 

N OW that the block leave i firmly behind us the Regiment 
has turned once again to its favouri&e hobby. Exercise 

' Staff Ride Eight ' at the beginning of the month proved to be 
a useful shake out for both the Regiment and staff. It was also 
the firs t time that the GOC Major-General R. E. Worsley, 
O.B.E., was able to see the headquarters and its elements 
deployed. All will agree tha t the exercise was a most moving 
experience! 

With only IO days separating the completion of ' Staff Ride 
Eight ' from Exercise ' Joint Response ' (the major autumn 
exercise) there was plenty of preparation to be done. Unfor- -
tunately, the weekend before the exercise was due to start part 
of the Regiment was placed on standby. This necessitated a 
large reorganisation of equipment which had already been 
prepared for ' Joint Response.' However, things were oon back 
to normal after a further change of plan and the Regiment 
successfu Uy deployed into the field . 

The plot was primarily to test the logistic support for the 
Division. Consequently rear headquarters was tested rather 
mo-e than is customary. 

The climax of the exercise came when the staff were eventu
ally persuaded to become troglodytes on the last day and go 
into underground Mexe Shelters. The situation became quite 
' pressing ' at times especially in the MDC and Mes age 
Centre where printer had to be stacked! 

Non.- but the brave 
This month's Sergeants' Me notes centre around the valiant 

e capades on Exercise 'Joint Response.' Ingeniou ly pre
meditated night attacks were planned on carefully selected 
targets such as Comcen Whiskey. One attack by a patrol of 
hard-bitten infanteers and skilfully led by our ample Provost 
Sergeant Sergeant Denis O'Donovan unfortunately missed the 
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target and ~nded u~ attacking an unsuspecting 244 Sig qn 
det~chment m an . ~diacent wood. The patrol consisted of such 
eminent personalmes as R.S.M. R . J. Judge, W.0.2 S.S.M. 
Danny . ~~rke and . ~ajor Norman Chesher who di owned 
~espons1bility by clamung that they were only riflemen follow
mg the platoon sergeant! 

A second attack by raiders, now anxious for victory was 
mounted the following night. Unfortunately as the 'party 
debussed they landed at the feet of a strong defensive force 
!ed by ~.O.~ S.S.M. Brian Hill. As a result W.0.2 S.S.M. 
C~~ky Wh~tl'. ~as captured and Jed away in an uncomfortable 

~os1uon for mmal combat interrogation. Surprisingly he still 
lives to tell the tale. 

Visitor from t h e Alps 

. Oberleutna~t Re~'.ttd Braun of the Eighth Signal Regiment 
First Mountain D1v1s1on was attached to the Regiment from 
19t!-1-29th Septembe~ and taken under the wing of Lieutenant 
~e1th . Rowbory_. Re~d packed a great deal of action into 
his brief stay with V!Slts to the School of Signals 216 (Para) Sig 
Sqn, ~uard Mounting at Buckingham Palace a~d lunch at St. 
Jam~s Palace. He also saw as much of the Regiment as was 
possible and th~ prfgr~mme included a day on the range, two 
days. on Exercise. Jomt R.esponse ' and an extremely good 
e~enmg at a Regunental Dmner Night with traditional after
dmner entertainment. We sincerely hope that Reinhard will 
take back manr happy memories of 3 Div to his Regiment in 
Mumau, Bavana. 

Cnmbriau !\larches 

Oncl'. again the Regiment entered a team for the gruelling 
Cambn~n Marches. Some of the old diehards from last year 
were still eager to have another try at the title which eludes us· 
they :vere Sergeant John Barrowman, Corporal Tony Paine~ 
and Signalman Graham Watts. 

T he new arrivals to the team were Corporal Eddie Edwards 
Lance:Corporal ' Ginge ' Arthur, Lance-Corporal ' Ginge ' Co~ 
an~ .S1g~man Marty Ryan. This nine-man team had been 
trammg m Scotland, the Pennines, Dartmoor and such far-off 
places as Salisbury Plain. 

Credit is also due to the administrative team consisting of 
Signalman Mick Winches!er and Lance-Corporal Eddie 
Broadbe~t who both categonc~y ~eny that their special curry 
resulted ID a rather loose consutuuon. Consolation must go to 
Lanc_e-.Corpor'.11 Eddie ~roadbent who fell off Hadrian's Wall 
and IDJUred himself whilst training for the team 

The March itself took place from 21st to 24th September 
~ough the rugged Cambrian Mountain s. On the second and 
third day the team was well placed for a second place in the 
four-day event. Unfortunately on the final day they were 
narrowly beaten into third place by the 7th Gurkha Rifles and 
th_e Depot and Training Bn . ACC. However, we congratulate 
Lieutenant John Cook for his hard work and wish the team 
even more success for next year. 

Hockey end and beginning 

The ~u.mmer hockey league ended on 6th September with 
the traditional South West District six-a-side tournament. This 
year we were drawn in a section with two of the favourite 
teams! . the School <?f Infantry and 22 Locating Battery. 
Surpnsmgly the Regiment was the only team to beat the 
Sch:o?I of Infantry who eventually went on to win the com
pe~mon. The goal in this 1-0 win was scored by Staff Sergeant 
Brian Foulger. However, the laurels for the most outstanding 
pi:rformanc_e of the day must surely go to our agile and deter
mmed ~o~e W.0.1 Henry Higgins who really played a blinder. 

Cons1denng that some of our regular players were absent 
the team put up an extremely creditable performance and it i; 
hoped this bodes well for the coming autumn season. 

The Need ls Vrgeni for-

~IEN,S, WO~IEN,S AND CHILDREN,S 
Cl,OTHII\16 

Pll'ase Hl'ntl what 11ou ean spare. to '"" 
1Vellare Seeilo• 
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A FINE EFFORT 
Organised by Lance-Corporal Harper (standing next to the C.0. on his left) this team took part in a non-stop 24 hour run and raised, in con

junction with a raffle, £250 for cancer, leukaemia and heart research-a very fine effort. See story below 
(Absent from the photo : Lance-Corporal Goodwin) 

9 Sig Regt B.F.P.O. 53 

I N sunny Cyprus, temperatures during September still 96°F, 
we continue to take pare, successfully, in many and varied 

pastimes from band concerts to ski-ing from cricket to swim
ming as the following articles show. 

Fund raising 
The Farnagusta Saddle Club's fund-raising vencure was a 

resounding success when they hired the combined bands of 
the 1 c Bn the Royal Anglian Regt and the 3rd Bn the Para
chute Regt to give a concerc in the ancient amphitheatre of 
Salamis. Some 1,700 people enjoyed a full and varied pro
gramme with some impeccable solo performances which satisfied 
all taste . In actual fact, there wasn't a sear to be bad any
where. The proceeds of £190 are to offset damages to the 
club cau ed by a bad storm lase January. 

In an efforc to raise money for cancer, leukaemia and heart 
re earch Lance-Corporal Harper of 1 Sqn organised from 
beginning to end a sponsored run and raffle, which raised the 
urn of £250. 
Those taking part in the 24-hour non-stop run were: 
Lance-Corporal Harper, Lance-Corporal Kerr, Lance

Corporal Brown, Lance-Corporal Parfitt, Lance-Corporal 
Goodman, Sergeant Skinner, Sergeant Hegan, Corporal Muriel, 
Lance-Ci rporal Corner. 

The total distance covered in the 24 hours by the nine 
runners was 203 miles. 

( ' rleket 

The Regiment has done well again this year with 2 Sqn 
winning the ESBA cricket league with 1 Sqn placed third. 
Captain Brice led the winning team at the vital play-off with 
48 Command Workshop REME in Dhekelia, as a warmer into 
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che bank prior co captaining the winning Anny team in playing 
the Crickec Club of London, which included such well-known 
players as Jim Laker, Trevor Bailey, Mike Taylor and Alan 
Moss. 

We congratulate Sergeants Gipson, Sinclair and Corporals 
Green and Thatcher on being selected to play for the Army 
and Combined Services during the season and our thanks go 
co Staff Sergeant Casey who was the Squadron team manager. 

An entertaining six-a-side competition saw the Civilian Wing 
ream, capcained by Mr. Eri.c Wilson, surprise everyone (even 
those in the beer tent) when they beat che 2 Sqn team in che 
final 48 to 36. 

The Padre, this month, failed to wash out the social evenc of 
the season, yes, the Officers versus Sergeants' Mess cricket 
match. The Sergeants' Mess, put into bat first full of confidence 
and beer, soon were worried when the scoreboard read 6 for 2. 
Sergeant Manwaring did his best for the team with a score 
of 31 not out. His partner ac the wicker W.0.1 (R.S.M.) 
Bramhall was out in scyle, bowled by the Commanding Officer 
Lieutenant-Colonel Johnstone, caughc by the Second-in
Command Major Lettin. What a way to go? The Officers' team 
played well and with the score ac 102 Squadron-Leader 
McCrostie was out; it was left co che Colonel to deliver the 
coup de grace and create a win by six wickets. 

Water ski-Ing at Famugustn 
This season has seen a 50 per cent increase in the number of 

ski-ing and to date a total of 3,135 people skied. Instrumental 
in achieving this success was the Army Amenities Fund's 
donation of two new engines and the part cost of a new boat. 
Our thanks must also go to those members of the committee 
and the drivers who have put in so much of their spare time 
for the benefit of the club, but are too numerous to mention 
by name. 

(Continued on page 457) 
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(Contim1ed from page 456) 

THE SUCCESSFUL 2 SQUADRON CRICKET TEAM 
Standing : Captain Reading, Corporal Robinson , Captain Brice, 

Sergeant Manwaring, Corporal Thatcher, Corporal Green 
Kneeling: Lance-Corporal Hudson, Sergeant Byrne, Sergeant Honor, 

Corporal Kirk, Corporal Templeton 

Swimming 
The Regimencal Parents' and Children's Swimming Club is 

rather a misnomer as so far only two parents have achieved 
awards. The club, run by our PSI Sergeant Bass, APTC, by the 
blue shores of the Mediterranean, is very active and as the 
season draws to a close 48 children have won honour awards, 
14 Gold, 6 Silver and 15 Bronze. 

Social 
Our best wishe go with W.0.2 Abberley who is posced and 

due to complete 22 years' ervice in April, and also to W.0.1 
Searle who has lefc on commissioning and posting to BAOR. 

The Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess summer ball thi 
year took the theme of a Ro~an Orgy. Ayios N.ikolao~, our 
camp, is only a couple of miles from the ancient ~1ty o! 
Salamis. Patricians, Plebeans, Slaves and some unmentionable 
professions, left cheir chariots (Datsun and VW) and paraded 
into the Mess amphitheatre. Forty okes (kilos) of grapes were 
liberally spread around the tables (and floors) and ~e buffer 
was hot chicken in the hand, ugh messy! Yes I thmk some 
wine was drunk! 

FAREWELL PRESENTATION 
W .0 .1 (Supvr R SM) Searle being presented with a sword on behalf 
of the W .O.s' and Sergeants' Mess by W.0.1 (R.S.M.) Bramhall 
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10 Sig Regt 
Hounslow 

Pinyin~ of Refreat 

ON 22nd August with sun shining, aircrafc in distant orbit 
and the grounds of Cavalry Barracks mown co perfection, 

Lieutenant-Co!onel C. S. Galbraith, in his capacity of OC 
Troops Hounslow, welcomed the Mayor of Hounslow, Coun
cillor Michael Slattery, and many invited guests to the Playing 
of Recreac. The salute was taken by the Mayor and true to 
form the Corps' Band both played and marched to perfection. 
Our sincere thanks co che Band. 

RETREAT CEREMONY 
The Band of the Royal Corps of Signals in Cavalry Barracks, Hounslow 

Sergeants' 1'-fess somnter hall - n11d farewell to 
R.S.:ll. Postlethwaite 

A grand summer ball was held in the Hounslow Garrison 
Mess on Friday, 1st September. It was rather a spedal o::casion 
since ic gave us an opportunity to welcome our new R.S.M. 
W.0.1 Ray Bishop, and of course his charming wife, Sheila. 

Our retiring R.S.M. W.0.1 Ron Postlethwaite was seen off 
with dignity and decorum. Ron Postlethwaite was one of the 
great characters in the Corps and although we were sad to 
see him go, we were pleased to be able to see him off in style. 
An indication of the regard we had for him was the fact 
thac Mess members travelled from Salisbury, Aldershot and 
Dover to take pan in this farewell. Unfortunately Elsie Postle
thwaite, who had worked so hard for us and had planned to 
travel from Carlisle some 300 miles for the occasion, was 
prevented from coming due to the fact that Steven, the younger 
son, mec with an accident. The latesc news on Steven is that 
he is now doing fine. 

It is sad to relate thac the photographer engaged for the 
evening used a supply of dud film and there are no photo of 
che event. Perhaps we should repeat the performance just for 
ome piccures I 

It's Hu• PA t.hat c-ounfs! 
During the past six months, the pleasure of many thousands 

of people atcending Military Display and Tattoos in Southern 
England has been considerably enhanced by the high quality 
public address provided by 10 Sig Regc PA team . 

The number of events for which the team have upplied 
supporc has increa ed considerably this year and can only be 
assumed to be due to the reputation acquired last year. 

Concentrating on supplying a high quality, low pressure 
syscem for large arena event , coverage has been improved 
considerably this year by the provision of elegantly angled 
20ft. loudspeaker poles which have graced the perimeter of 
many arenas handling major evencs. 

The high reputation acquired over the last few year has 
to be attributed for a large part to the effort of Sergeant 
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John Phillip who unfortunately for u , but fortunately for 
him, ha been posted on promotion to Staff ergeant Technician. 
He ha been replaced by Sergeant Dave Clark who in his first 
en:ounter with PA of this magnitude has done extremely well, 
maintaining the high tandards of his p redecessor. The prin
ciple event vi ited thi year have been Arme · '72 T idworth 
T attoo, Peterborough Tattoo, Wrexham and Hereford Army 
show Woolwich RA at Home and the pre entation of the 
Colour to the Blues and Royals by H.M. the Queen in Windsor 
Great Park. A ubstantial number of lesser event have also 
been covered, but the e receive no le ser attention than the 
large how . For the larger how , hired PA equipment supple
mented our own but in an attempt to prevent uch recurrences, 
a project for some £ 7 000 of PA equipment has been submitted 
to MOD. The PA sea on i now drawing to an end, but 
already a sub taotial number of booking for next ear have 
been received. 

This ·ear has tested the Troop to the limit on manpower 
and machines but it looks a if they can be prepared for 
another hectic year in 1973. 

3 Sqn - Ald.-rsho• 
The Squadron entered the South East District Orienteering 

Championships which were held in the Arborfield area on 20th 
September last. The team consisted of Lance-Corporals Andy 
Westmore and 'Rusty ' Blake, Privates Andy Bell, 'Bugsy' 
Hartley and 'Pixie' Hawkins. The team was narrowly beaten 
into econd place by a margin of 45 seconds. Lance-Corporal 
Westmore came second in the individual championships and 
will go forward to the Army Championships on 29th October. 
We wish her all the best. 

Goodbye ro :llajor Jimmy Fyfe 
Jimmy Fyfe has left 4 Sqn 10 Sig Regt at UKLF Wilton, 

Wiltshire, to journey to BAOR. He is to join 16 Sig Regt as 
OC HQ Sqn for his last tour in the Corps before retirement. 

o longer will Wil ton have that Scottish accent telling stories of 
the good old day . Jimmy Fyfe was a perpetual mover about 
his sizeable empire. The 4 Sqn area covers some six counties 
of South West England and he was often to be found miles 
from Wilton taking tea with the staff of some outlying Comcen 
or telephone exchange. He now owns a house in Salisbury, 
o we will no doubt meet him in the market from time to time. 

Major Greg Grist has returned from HQ 2 Div to take over 
the Squadron. We wish him a happy tour. 

Gardens Green 

On handover, the new OC was more than a little surprised 
to find that gardening is an activity carried out by members 
of the Squadron. 

Led by Major Greta Baylis, WRAC, CDSO of UKLF 
Wilton Commcen, members have a number of plots on the 
adjacent allotment. This year the main crop has been 
vegetables followed by flowers. A large part of the produce 
finds its way into the UKLF Officers' Mess. Manv of the out
standing flower arrangements include flowers fro.m the allot
ment. 

Other keen allotment cultivators are Corporal Alan Smith 
and Corporal James Alger. Both members of the Squadron 
have had fine harvests of crops this summer with cabbages 
doing particularly well. Mind you it is a rumour that shift 
workers use their days off to garden rather than sleep. 

Wilton jottings - b y Carpetmau 
Mr. Les James, IC our Taunton SWS Detachment, has just 

returned from a visit to see his two brothers in Canada. Les 
had a very enjoyable time and his round trip took four weeks 
L4;S will be remembered by many as a member of the TA: 
His last appointment was OC 43 Wessex Sig Sqn. 

Second-Lieutenant Marilyn White had her 21st birthday on 
2nd October. • great party was held in the Officers' Mess so 
I am told. Marilyn also had a disc played for her on the Terry 
Wogan Show. (Just after fight the flab). 

The Squadron is pleased to welcome back our man in 
Plymouth, Mi. Patrick Ghillyer, who has been away sick. Mr. 
Ghillyer is the Regiment's most westerly employee, and works 
at the CIT ADEL Commccn. 

Lant>e-Corporal Jose Hopkins, PTI to 4 Sqn came first in 
the WRAC long jump in Anny Individual Championships held 
in Aldershot. Well done. 
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On Thursday the 6th of July last we were honoured with 
a visit by the Director of the WRAC, Brigadier S. A. E. 
Heaney, M.B.E., T.D. as pare of an overall visit to the WRAC 
at Wilton. She came and spoke to the majority of the girls 
in the Commcen and Telephone Exchange. 

N"t>w arrh·als to the lleg in1N1t 
Signalman D arren Rwnsey, the latest addition to the family 

of Lieutenant Doug and Pamela Rwnsey, born 6th July, 1972. 
W.0.1 R.S.M. Ray Bishop, W.0.2 ' Paddy ' O'Connell, Sergeant 
Bernard Marshall, Corporal Raymond Walton, Lance-Corporal 
John Hogg, Signalmen Bernard Favager, Robert McMahon, 
Victor Croucher and Gordon Wigson. We wish them all a 
happy tou r. 

Obituary 
It is with sincere regret that we record the death of M r. 

L. W. Butterfill, a government telephonist who served at 
Woolwich Garrison T elephone Exchange. Mr. Buterfill joined 
the Army D epartment in June, 1969, having previously served 
with the GPO for 20 years. To his relatives we would like 
to express our deepe t sympathy. 

Clubs 
From Budgerigar and Bridge to Wives and Whist Clubs. 

more about them next month. 

11 Sig Regt, Catterick Camp 
Farewell - Lieutenant-Colonel F. C. Lockwood, 

0.B.E. 

N O Regiment lets go of its Commanding Officer all that 
easily, particularly when through his own personal efforts 

he has guided the Regiment through a period of considerable 
expansion and evolution. Lieutenant-Colonel Freddie Lockwood 
has commanded the Regiment for the past three years. His 
arrival coincided with the start of the upward surge in recruiting 
that has cont!nued through to the present day; as a result he, 
as Commanding Officer, has been responsible for the training 
of over four thousand recruits and junior signalmen. 
H~ wi~ be rei;n~mbered particularly for the expansion of 

Contrnuaaon Trarnrng that he introduced, this had developed 
to such an extent that it is now quite a common sight to see 
recruits of this Regiment out training on most areas of moun
tain and moorland in the North of England and in Scotland. 
He will also be remembered for the long fought battle to 
introduce junior signalmen; which culminated in the formation 
of the Junior Signalman Squadron in May of this year. 

Most of us appreciate that commanding a Regiment is hard 
work. From the odd aside that Colonel Freddie made during 
his last. week it would appear that there is nothing so utterly 
exhau trng as the process of relinquishing command! 

Officers' :lless 

The Officers of the Regiment held a Ladies' Guest Nighr 
to say farewell to Colonel Freddie and Mrs. Lockwood. It 
was a memorable evening, as any farewell to a Commanding 
Officer must be, but particularly so when he has commanded 
the Regiment for three years. An important contribution to 
the success of the evening was the presence of the Corps Band. 
Although the o::casion was a long standing engagement the 
band made a much appreciated effort to be there· due to the 
Corps ~aving the honour of mounting guard af the Royal 
~ala::es 10 London, the band had played for Guard Mounting 
m Londo.n in the morning and still managed to play for us 
that evenrng. 

Afte.r the normal, superb meal that the Royal Signals Mess, 
Cattenck, produces, the Second-in-Command, Major Cedric 
Mercer, on be.half of all the Officers of the Regiment presented 
the Colonel with a farewell gift of a pair of silver wine coasrers. 
A~ter. accepting the gift, the Colonel sat down obviously 
think.mg that the serious side of the evening was over and that 
he, like the rest, could concentrate on enjoying himself. This 
was not to be. It is a custom in the Regiment which he as 
Commanding Officer has strongly advocated, th~t officers are 
presented with an inscribed beer mug when they leave on 
posting; the only snag being that the Officer concerned pays 
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OFFICERS' MESS FAREWELL 
The Command ing Officer being presented with his farewell beer mug 

for the beer mug an d its inscription himself. At this stage 
the Second-in-Command slowly rose to his feet and produced 
from behind him a farewell beer mug which he presented to 
the Colonel, his short speech of presentation ending with those 
famous words " and its on your Mess bill ! " 

To round the evening off the dinner was followed by dancing ; 
from his very active participation it was obvious that we had 
no need to worry about our Commanding Officer's stamina 
at that stage of the handover. At what time the evening, or 
morning, finally drew to a close no-one will say. However, if 
the success of an evening can be judged by the quiet that 
pervades the following day then that particular evening can 
count amongst one of the more memorable! 

Pass-of( Parade, 8th September 

The Pass-off parade on Friday, 8th September, was one 
with a difference. As it was the last Pass-off Parade that 
Lieutenant-Colonel F. C. Lockwood, O.B.E., Royal Signals, 
would attend as Commanding Officer he was invited to be the 
Inspecting Officer. The week of the parade saw much activity 
in the Regiment sin::e not only was a recruit troop to be on 
parade, but a second troop, comprised of members of the cadre 
was also to take part. The second troop required just a little 
extra practice because it was a cross-section of the Regiment 

drawn from the Quarter
masters department, cook
house, gymnasium staff 
weapon training chool and 
Depot Squadron, to mention 
but a few. Finding them
selves in the unfamiliar sur
roundings of the drill square 
was a surprise and hock to 
say the least. It should be 
mentioned that during this 
w e e k . the Commanding 
Officer was on leave and the 
presence of the second 
troop on parade was un
known to him. 

Signalman Ian Boyd- Best Recruit 1 Tp. Ev~nings of Officers' drill 
practice passed, not un

noticed. The day of the parade came, fine again, an incredible 
coincidence marvelled at by those who know the weather of 
these parts. It is believed that the secrecy of the additional 
troop was maintained until the last moment. The parade proved 
a great success with much good humour coming from the 
ranks during the inspection. The strain of marching was borne 
well and dressing was maintained during the march pa t in 
line by both troops, to the surprise of some! 

The recruit troop to pass-off was No. 1 Troop, who far 
from having their thunder stolen on the day, produced a 
creditable performance to match all that the older and perhaps 
bolder, of the cadre troop could do. Lieutenant Roger Farrell, 
the troop commander, introduced all members of the troop 
to the Commanding Officer during the inspection. Particularly 
notable amongst members efforts during their training was that 
of Signalman Ian Boyd who was selected as 'Best Recruit.' 
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At the end of the parade Sergeant Tony Davie was cen 
praising several deities for their assistance in a successful 
parade for his ' fi rst ' Catterick troop. I t was felt that the 
Commanding Officer had had an enjoyable day which wa 
cer tainly the intention of the Regiment. 

Sergeants' Mess 
Thursday, 21st September proved to be both a sad and 

·hllppy evening for the 11 th Sig Regt Sergeants' M es . Sad , 
in that our Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel F. C. 
Lockwood, O.B.E., was leaving, but happy in that his farewell 
dinner was a night to remember - or forget, depending on 
what time you arrived at work the next day. I t started with 
a superb meal, brilliantly organised by Mr. Morris our Mess 
Steward, followed by a ' Court Martial ' in which Co!onel 
Lockwood was indicted with many of his pas t sins. The 
President and organiser was Sergeant Major Eddie Cooley, and 
a thoroughly profess ional job he made of it. With Sergeant Les 
(Ironside) Grubb, temporarily incapacitated, conducting the 
defen::e from his wheelchair . Colonel Lockwood must have 
felt fortunate in escaping with only a sixty pint sentence! 

DINED OUT-W.O.S' AND SERGEANTS' MESS 
Colonel Lockwood flanked at dinner by R.S.M. John Markham on 

the right and W .0 .1 'Abe' Lincoln on the left 

Following the Court Martial, the real busines of the evening 
commen::ed and continued through to the late, rather than 
early, hours of the morning. The barometer, which was the 
Colonel's farwell gift from the Mess members, was set mo t 
firmly on 'Wet.' A memorable evening culminated in Colonel 
Lockwood ' sailing ' away from the Mess in a mini yacht. 
Unfortunately, the photographer, who is also the scribe, had 
run out of both film and faculties, so a record of the ~vent 
was lost. The success of the evening was reflected in the looks 
of the participants next morning, but it wa well worth the 
uffering involved, and we trust that Colonel Lockwood will 

be reminded of it whenever he carries out a check on the 
weather. 

N"ew Commanding Officer 
Despite the hectic social round the departing Commanding 

Officer seems to have found time to eKplain what we do, or 
are supposed to do, to his successor Lieutenant-Colonel Dawson 
Pratt. The reason we make this assumption i that the latter 
is already displaying a disconcertingly clear under tanding of 
what should be done and who should be doing it! 

BE BIG - BUY YOUR OWN 
COPY OF THE WIRE! 
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13 Sig Regt, B.F.P.O. 40 
X ITH the introduction of woolie pullie order the holiday 
r l ea on draws to a close and once again the Regiment 

is at full trength except for those plutocrats who can afford 
to eek the sun in far off places. 

Th~ Cor1ts• Dnnd 
eptember wa heralded in amid the sounding of trumpets 

and the bearing of drums as we were privileged to act as hosts 
to the Corps Band when they played for us at a concert and 
later in we day performed the Ceremony of Retreat. The 
concert in the afternoon was an absolute sell out and for the 
Ceremony of Retreat the RSM was heard to remark he wasn' t 
aware that there were so many soldiers in the Regiment. The 
musical programme and the bearing of the bandsmen will long 
be remembered by all those who attended. 

D.-taehnaent Conanaanders• eourses 
The Detachment Commanders' courses arc now well under 

way in the Regiment and the merry band of instructors led 
by Captain Alan Alfred and SSM John Jones are being kept 
busy. All cour e have their lighter moments and the last 
course was no exception as when one student was asked what 
action would he take if when he wa driving a four ton truck 
he suddenly heard a bell ringing behind him. The snappy 
an wer was that he would pull into the ide and let the 
cycli t pass. When a ked to e.qilain defen: e in depth, another 
student thought seriou ly about the reply and decided that one 
should dig his weapon slit deeper. 

Sununer ? Camp 
During the latter part of the month the Regiment has been 

at Summer Camp. The organisers obviously got their seasons 
mixed up as late September in the Eiffel compares favourably 
with John 0' Grouts on New Years Day. Despite the cold the 
soldiers appeared to enjoy it, particularly after they returned 
to barracks but so far no one has volunteered to go back. The 
camp which was designed to teach survival techniques was 
run by Ma;or Tom Swan, W.0.2 Ken Kennington, Staff Ser
geant John Bandy, Lance-Corporal Joe Pearson and Signalman 
Tom Demelweek. 

Swinuning 
In the Rhine area swimming championships the Regiment 

just failed to retain the trophy for the se:ond year but did 
well to reach the final of the BAOR water polo competition. 
The team consisted of Captain Don Overton, W.0.2 John 
Jones, Sergeant Graham Chard, Sergeant John Nicholson, 
John WalJace, Sergeant Bill Webster, Corporal John Hirst, 
Corporal Al Thompson, Lance-Corporal Bill Hedges, Lance
Corporal Joe Pearson, Lance-Corporal Paul Vyse, Signalman 
Zak Bishop, Sapper ' Taff ' Hollman. 

As a result of his success at Berlin SSM John Jones was 
selected to represent BAOR versus RAF (G) and was awarded 
his BAOR colour. 

hooting 

~n th~ Rhine area rifle ~eeting Headquarters Squadron 
gamed sixth place, a very creditable performance by the cooks 
and bottle washers. The team was led by Lieutenant David 
Sharpe whilst his sharpshooters (forgive the pun) were Sergeant 
John Wallace, Sergeant 'Geordie ' Garbutt, Corporal 'Taff' 
Rees, Lance-Corporal ' Willie ' Wilshire, Sergeant Mick Collins, 
Sergeant George Langley, Sapper Paul Bennett and Corporal 
' Taff ' Davies. 

Sports round-uJt 

In the sporting world the rugger XV under the leadership 
of RSM Nelson have been having an excellent season and as 
a so:cer enthusiast one wonders how they keep so fit on a 
liquid diet. 

The soccer XI is having a very lean time at present and 
although the team, led by Lance-Corporal Tony ffiggs play 
good football the results bely their skill Perhaps they 'ought 
to go on a liquid diet too. 

With so many hockey players having been posted during 
the close season the hockey team will be bard pushed to 
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attam the standard they achieved last sea on. However, 
manager /coach Captain Bill Gahan is on the pot trail again 
and is confident of another successful year. 

Sergeanis' 1'1ess 
There is no truth in the rumour that the mess football team 

is to be renamed " The Apologies " even though after every 
pass we have "oop , sorry." Despite lack of success Staff 
Sergeant Jack Hall and his team are enjoying themselves most 
weekends meeting other me scs in the area. On the same 
subje: t we played Mon::hcngladbach Borussia manager's team 
on Friday 15th, and the re ult of 3-2 (we played at Monchen
gladbach) was indicative of the game. The serious aspect of 
the day wa afterwards in the mess, when much ale was downed 
and a singing contest ensued. 

Saturday 23rd, saw the mess transformed into a psychadelic 
grotto for the entertainments committee's final fling. A masked 
carnival night was advertised and such was the response that 
the PEC, F. of S. (Batman) Tomlinson had difficulty in finding 
rwo "non fan: ies" to do the judging. SSM (Clown) Jones was 
only recognisable by his pipe and "wiggle." Prizes went to 
Lorraine (Sad Face Clown) Fowler and Sergeant (El Zoro) 
Wallace. 

Farewell presentations were made to W.0.2s Tony Orrell 
and Pete Collins and Sergeants Ian Blair and Bill Parker. Best 
wi hes to you all. 

II this is someone else's Wire you are 

reading-

Why not be big and buy your own copy! 
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~ § 
~ RADIO OFFICERS § 
~ § 
~ LEAVING THE SERVICE IN THE NEXT ~ 
E 18 MONTHS ? E 
~ § = If your trade involves radio operating, you = 

qualify to be considered for a radio officer 
post with the Composite Signals Organisation. 

On satisfactory completion of a 7 month specialist 
training course, successful applicants are paid on scale 
rising to £2,365 p.a.; commencing salary according to 
age - 25 years and over £1,664 p.a. During training 
salary also by age, 25 and over £1,238 p.a. with free 
accommodation. 

The future holds good opportumues for established 
status, service overseas and promotion. 

Training courses commence at intervals throughout 
the year. Earliest possible application advised. 

Applications only from British-born U.K. residents 
up to 35 years of age (40 years if exceptionally well 
qualified) will be considered. 

Full details from: 
Recruitment Officer (TRO 6), 
Government Communications Headquarters, 
Room A/1105, 
Oakley Priors Road, 
Cheltenham, 

§ Telephone: Cheltenham 21491, Ext. 2270. § 
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14 Sig Regt Worcester 

Visitors 
We had two visits from our administrative headquarters

West Midland District. The first was from the Deputy Com
mander Brigadier Barker who, having been briefed by the CO 
Lieutenant-Colonel Ward then walked round the Squadrons 
and met Majors Simmons, Grundy and Botterill. 

He was shown some of our more exotic equipment. He went 
to 'T' Tp where he bad the mysteries of the TSC 500 explained 
to him by Captain Sweetman, W.0.1 (F. of S.) Morris, Sergeant 
Berry, and to 'A ' Tp where he met Lieutenant Thomas, Staff 
Sergeant (F. of S.) Gadman, Corporal Farquhar. 

Our next visit from West Midland was from the DADPT, 
Ma;or Hope, and the Master at Arms, Captain Gelder. We were 
indeed slightly apprehensive of their visit because all our PT 
staff-S.S.I. Moss, APTC, and Lance-Corporal Whiteman
were away on an exercise in the Far East keeping the lads fit 
under the noonday sun. However, our ' stand in ' Staff Sergeant 
Percival showed them round admirably. We always thought that 
he was relatively fit-but to be able to conduct such physical 
company round the Regiment and then not even return out of 
breath is quite a feat of stamina. 

I must mention in passing the visit of the Commander West 
Midland District, Major-General J. H. S. Majury, M.B.E., to 
the local recruiting office in Worcester. There are two reasons 
-the first is that it's in our ' parish' and we have a Corps' 
recruiter there, Sergeant Slavin, who never seems to get any 
mention. The second is that the Regiment provided the recep
tion party for the helicopter at the racecourse. There was that 
ace handler Staff Sergeant Goodman and the fire-fighting crew 
led by Sergeant Fowle, RPC. It was all very smoothly laid on 
by the R.S.M . W.0.1 Roberts. 

River boat shnllle 
The most enterprising of the Regimental extramural activities 

this month was the boat trip organised by the Sergeants' Mess. 
At 8 p.m. all assembled for the cruise down the Severn at the 
North Quay and boarded to the accompanying jazz band 
arranged by W.0.1 (Y. of S.) Cudlip. Down river they went, 
and it is rumoured that there were those of the party that 
thought the boat was sinking when it went through the Diglis 
Locks. But remarkable fortitude was shown by all and in the 
true military style it was women and technicians first, and 
the R.S.M. goes down with the ship. Although it wa really 
quite cold out most kept spirituously warm. 

Guard 1nou11ting at the Palace 
Twenty-five SNCOs and their wives and families took a ' bu 

to see our soldiers guarding the Palace. It might have been 
diffi:ult to pass off wives and children as members of the 
military-but not for the resourceful seniors. They managed to 
get the whole party through the gates and view the guard 
mounting from what is usually the grandstand, ' invitation only 
spot ' of the Palace forecourt. 

Having successfully cornered the market in the Palace-they 
next went off to London Airport for their lunch and it is 
believed they repeated the trick all over again. ot being 
content, they then went off for a tour of the landmarks followe<l 
by a visit to the Tower. Everyone enjoyed themselves including 
the children who were marvellous considering the long day. 

Arrivals and departures 
We say hello to our arrivals: 
Sergeant Fowle (RPC), Signalman Witham, Corporal 

Williams, Corporal Punter, Corporal Orman, Signalman Jolley, 
Co:poral O'Hagan, Signalman Bowes. 

We say goodbye to our departures, and no doubt we'll see 
most of you again at some time. 

W.0.2 Cassling, Corporal Parish, Corporal Collins (RAPC), 
Lance-Corporal Shaw (ACC), Corporal White, Sergeant Bennie, 
W.0.2 Morris, Corporal Lord, Lance-Corporal Woodgec, 
Corporal Sewell, Private Rogers (RPC), Lance-Corporal 
Cuckow, Sergeant Rothwell, Se=geant Hunter (RPC), Private 
Jessop (RPC), Corporal Walker, Sergeant Richardson. 

CHRYSLER DOES. IT AGAINI 
AVENGERS up to £105 REAL SAVINGS 
HUNTERS up to £116 REAL SAVINGS 

and of course. 

SCEPTRES 
RAPIERS 

No Purchase 

up to £201 REAL SAVINGS 
up to £146 REAL SAVINGS 

Tax 

SEND FOR YOUR FREE 

INFORMATION PACKAGE 

No Documentation Worries 
No Purchase Tax Exempt Worries 
No Limit Special Forces Stocks 
No Finance Worries 

TO: CHRYSLER MILITARY SALES 
HALKIN HOUSE, HALKIN STREET, LONDON, SWI Telephone 01-235 6484 

OR 
4775 LIPPETAL-HERZFELD, LIPPSTADTER STR. 44, WEST GE MANY Telephone 02923 1098 

PLEASE SEND ME YOUR FREE INFORMATION PACKAGE 

I am interested in: For delivery UK 0 W. Germany 0 Tax Paid 0 

Name ................................................................................................................................................................................ . Rank ··- ............................................. - .............. _ ...... _ 

Address .................... .............. . ............ ··························-······-· .. ···~·····-·· · ··········· ·········· .............. .................. . 

..................................... ............................................. -....................... ......................................................................... _.,, .......................................... -................. _. ........ ······-··· .. ·--....... _ ....... -·· 

Telephone No . ................................................................................................................................................ .. Ext ................................................................................ - ... . .. 
w 

Do it now I I I Do it now I I ! Do it now I I I 
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ATTENTION~ 

PART ONE ORDERS? TO ALL THOSE BEING POSTED ABROAD 

This luxury Volvo 144 de Luxe, comes kitted up with such standard equipment 
as reclining seats, with head restraints, heated rear window, safety belts, 
carpets, clock, cigar lighter, safety belt warning light, dual braking system, 
to name but a few. 

And that's not all. 

Because, by being posted abroad, you are exempted from tax and duty 
payments, and the pTices we quote you are factory prices, so on thil 
particular model, you'll save £4SI*on the U. K. retail price. 

There are other saving• o! up to £ 782, depending on the model you choose. 

For further details or a test drive, please contact:-Export Division, Volvo Concessionaires Limited, 
26b Albemarle Street, London W.1. Telephone No: 01-493 0321 . .... 7:0T 'W' 7:0 
*The savings quoted are based on prices at time of going to press. W 1 ..... W 1 
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END OF THE SHOOTING SEASON-16th REGIMENT'S TEAM 
BAOR (Royal Signals) Champion Team 

Runners up-Royal Signals U.K. 
Champion Team Rhine Area 

Standing (left to right): Corporal Callaway, Staff Sergeant Hehir, W .0 .2 (Y. of S.) Cole, Sergeant Gray, Sergeant Hollins . . 
Seated (left to right): Corporal McCathle, Corporal Spencer, Major McCann, Lieutenant-Colonel Gibson, Corporal Brabbms, Corporal Wright 

Lance-Corporal Howes 
(AbsentJrom photo: Signalman Cowper) 

16 Sig Regt, B.F.P.O. 35 
3 Sqn go places 

THE beginning of September saw two detachments from 
the Squadron departing in opposite directions on major 

tasks. 
The first to the Olympic Village at Kiel where the Squadron 

proudly provided a select group from 16 Sig Regt for round
the-clock hot line communications during the Prime Minister's 
visit. 

The detachment commanded by Second-Lieutenant James 
' Stretch ' Shaw observed its usual priorities in that the volley 
ball court was erected and functioning before communications 
were established. However, communications presented no 
problem and went without a hitch for the full period. T~e 
social side of life was dominated by the search for Olympic 
souvenirs, ideas for which varied from pinching 'Morning 
Cloud ' to Olympic flags. Sergeant Huggins was spotted leaving 
camp at 04.00 hours one morning complete with Land Rover, 
ladder and wire cutters in a vain attempt to get his flag! 

The permanent staff at the BKYC were excellent hosts and 
made all their facilities available, this included a memorable 
excursion to the review of the 'Tall Ships.' 

All good things come to an end and the final day will not 
be forgotten by Signalman Davy Brown whose SDS veh!cle 
collided with a PR Mercedes just as the PM was departing. 
Luckily no damage was done and smiles confirmed a job well 
done. 

Our second important task was to provide the Regiment's 
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' KAPE 72 ' team. This was found entirely by S (RR) Tp 
commanded by Lieutenant Paul Holden aided and abetted by 
Sergeant Brian Folley. The party of 14 men and six vehicles 
departed for UK on 3rd September, b~is~g with fres?Iy 
polished equipment and large photographic displays. Stoppmg 
overnight at Dover the party was delayed in a search for 
.Corporal Ivan 'The Terrible ' Tiplady's boots which had dis
appeared during the night! Then it was on to Preston Guild 
-a once every 20 years event. 

At Preston the team represented the Corps in the Army 
section which consisted of a militarv tattoo and arms display. 

A long journey nonh to Barrow:in-Furness came next with 
a further three days of displays and military tattoo. Then 
south to Liverpool where Signalman Holmes and Lance
Corporal Brown had to fight de perately to ward off souvenir 
hunters (shades of Kiel), and finally to Chester for the Home 
Life Exhibition. Here the team surprised everybody by enter
ing the amateur singing contest with 'Hole In My Bucket ' 
accompanied by Mr. Jack Buchanan, the show organiser. 

A lone wolfer during the part two months has been our 
' satisfied soldier' Corporal Bruce Wyllie. He has been ' holi
daying' with 242 Sig Sqn (Edinburgh). Spending six weeks 
with ACF units at camp, and some time at recruiting offices 
his journeys have taken him from Arbroath, his home town, 
to the Shetland Isles, the Orkneys and Peterhead. We are 
glad he is back at work! 

C:Oorses - general 
Below is a copy of a letter received from a Signalman (name 
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and number upplied) who decided to stake his claim to fame 
by writing to the Training Wing. 

"Reference •our 16/TW /6700 nominating me for RC 
Retreat Cour e no 25 (9th-13th October, 1972) may I respect
fully point out that my spiritual welfare I am capable of 
attending to my elf. However my needs for cour es of the 
temporal world are in dire traits and it would be appreciated 
if thi could be rectified by suitable nominations from your 
department for EPC, EPC (adv) and my Data Teleg Clas l. ' 

\l . • o.s· nnd St•rgt•anfs• l\l••ss 
The beginning of August saw the arrival of W.0.1 (R.S.M.) 

Colin Meredith. It i hoped he and his family will enjoy a long 
and fruitful tour with the Regiment. 

A car rally (treasure hunt) took place on unday 13th and 
wa won by Sergeant John Harper de pite fierce competition 
from the RAPC (Staff Sergeant Duncan Palmer). Thi was 
followed by lunch and a children's film show, and the day 
wa a great succe s. 

On Sunday 20th a 39-seater bu full of children ably e carted 
by Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) and Mrs. Brian Rice, Sewe:int 
and Mrs. Tom Ditch, Sergeant and M£s. Keith Williams 
(RAOC) and Mr. and Mrs. Davis, vi iced Duisberg Zoo. Enough 
aid. What a cay! 

Sarurday, 26th August, was a silver o::ca ion for W.0.1 
(A.S.M.) and Mrs. Cyril Vickers who celebrated their silver 
wedding anniversary in the Mess. With over 100 guests, the 
evening was a very happy occasion. Presentations were made 
to the happy couple from the Mess and be t wishes for 
another ZS happy years. 

13th Septf>mb('r 
A farewell dinner in honour of the departing R.S.M., W.0.1 

Archie Gibson, and his wife Ruth took place in the Mess. All 
members present enjoyed the e'!{cellent dinner and dance which 
followed. We sincerely hope that Archie and Ruth enjoy their 
next tour with 71 (V) Sig Regt, Bromley, Kent, as much as we 
know they enjoyed their tour here with the Regiment. 

I S~UADRON 
CoD1D1unicntlons 

The CO MST AR awards continue to roll in and here is a list 
for this year so far: 

Szarion 
Emblem 

Award 
Bronze and Silver 

Krefeld Bronze 
HQ Rhine Area Silver 

N.C.O. i/c 
Staff Sergeant Crombie & 
Staff Sergeant Williams 
Corporal Chadwick 
Corporal Poole 

. HQ .BAOR ·Comcen with their large amount of traffic only 
1ust llllSSed an award for the last quarter. 

Th.e TRC continu~s to _go from strength to strength and any 
mention of TARE re1ects 1s now treated with very old-fashioned 
looks. 

hooting 
The Squadron shooting team consispng of the QC (Maior 

McCann), Serge~nt Hollins, Cor~orals Spenl'er. Calloway (Boy 
W~mder), Brab~ms and McCathie won the Champion Team 
pnze at the ~me Area shoot as well as walking off with the 
~LR team pnze. If the OC had closed his left instead of his 
nght eye we would have won the SMG championship as well. 

Social t>vN1fs 
These have tended to be few and far between over the past 

few months but the highlight of the summer was an excellent 

barbeque organised by Sergeant Gordon. The food was wonder
ful and our thanks once again to ' Q ' Poulson and his cooks. 

Marf•hh1" 
The. HQ BAOR Sig Tp continue to distinguish themselves 

marc~m~ here, there and everywhere. They finished the season 
by wmm.ng a team medallion at Nijmegen. 

The girls, not t<? be outdone, supported Captain Carol Arm
strong . and supplted half of her team, which also won a 
medallion. They were W.0.2 'Q' Angliss, Corporal Archer 
Privates Harrison, Freeman and Weiss. ' 

HQ BAOR Signal Troop Marching Team 1912 

Back row, left to right : Signalman J. Whiteley, Lance-Corporal 
D. Senior, Signalman A. R. Barrett 

Centre row, left to right: Signalman P. Flintham, Signalman E. Rich
mond, Sergeant J. Corbett, Lance-Corporal D. Fraser 

Front row, left to right : Signalman G. Burton, Lance-Corporal A. 
Palmer, W .0 . 1 (Y. of S.) Powell, Signalman P. Yates, Corporal 

D. Toleman 

22 Sig Regt, B.F.P.O. 107 
Hoyal Signals Band 

ON its recent visit to Germany the Royal Signals Band 
popped into Lippstadt to give us a short and pleasantly 

memorable visit. They gave a concert in the afternoon to the 
families and soldiers, in the SKC Cinema, which was enjoyed 
by all, especially the piece played by the Band S.S.M. and 
two of its members, on tin cans and lengths of rubber piping. 

In the evening the Band played for Retreat ceremony in 
Lippstadt Town Square, much to the delight of the German 
spectators. The floodlit Square in front of the Town Hall, and 
the !mpressive uniforms of the Corps' Band, blended together 
to give the exact degree of page'antry that is so much enjoyed 
by the German public. We hope that Major Keith Boulding 
and the Corps' Band can return and visit us again soon. 

RETREAT CEREMONY 
Corps Band on the Town Hall square at Llppstadt during Retreat 

Ceremony. The public were much Impressed 

(Continued on page 465) 
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(Continued from page 464) 

l..AD freefnlling and glidiJ1~ 

The OC LAD (Captain Doug Braid) decided that both he 
and Staff Sergeant Leo Lamb should find a short cut to Heaven, 
and to this end they volunteered for Religious Retreat Courses. 
However, Signalman Terry Collins, as ever, mixed up the 
applications, and Captain Doug Braid found himself on a 
freefalling course and Leo Lamb on a gliding course. Both came 
through their courses in one piece (although Doug Braid 
sustained a twisted ankle), but neither received wings, halo or 
harp. 

Sergeants• Mess - lively goiJ1gs on 
The great happening of the month was the elevation of 

W.0.1 Harry Bell as he departed from the esteemed and 
honourable fellowship of the Sergeants' Mess to that lot down 
the road (the Officers' Mess). 

Harry made his exit from the Sergeants' Mess aboard a 
fork-lift truck, which elevated him to his rightful position in 
life and wheeled him off to the Officers' Mess. On arrival at 
the Officers' Mess, Major Hugh Bonaker decided that Harry 
Bell had arrived a few days early and threw him (Mess kit 
and all) into a convenient swimming pool. 

After this, poor old Harry was deposited back on the 
Sergeants' Mess steps and pleaded for re-admittance. Taking 
pity on this bedraggled ' Officer ' the R.S.M. ' Mac ' McGilvray 
allowed him to enter. This led to a gatecrashing by the remainder 
of the Regiment's Officers, with Major Hugh Bonaker to the 
fore. The party swung on and on and on until eventually 
Harry Bell, signed for, as being in good working order, on a 
1033 was accepted into the Officers' Mess. Congrarulation3 
Harry and we hope the Mess kit survived. 

27 Sig Regt, B.F.P.O. 1 
n.u.q. personalities 
Commanding Officer-Lieutenant-Colonel A. D. Lewis 
Commanding Officer (designate) - Lieutenant-Colonel R. 

Benbow 
Second-in-Command-Major P. F. Larrington 
SO Tels/Works-Major (TOT) N. W. Merrifield 
Adjutant-Captain C. J. Walters 
S03 - R03-Lieutenant-Colonel (Retd.) V. H. Martin, MC 
ORQMS-W.0.2 L. Arrow-Smith 
Orderly Room Sergeant-Sergeant K. W. Addison 

SEPTEMBER has been a very busy month for the Regiment 
with the social scene being more hectic than usual. The 

expansion of the auto exchange system and the associated 
dialling code changes took place with few hitches. Corporal 
Sue Parker and the exchange operators coped well with the 
extra calls and can now look forward to returning to normal. 

SO-iu-C visits 
The month was highlighted by the visit of Major-General 

' J. M. Sawers, MBE. The compact programme started with 
a visit to the W.O.s and Sergeants' Mess where W.0.1 (F. of S.) 
Mike Langford introduced the SO-in-C to all Signals members. 
This was followed by a Chinese meal with W.0.2 (SSM) Chin 
Ten Loy as guide and gourmet. For a relaxing Sunday we 
took to the sea in Flying Swallow and although it rained spirits 
(and San Miguel) were high. The Corps cocktail party was 
held on 25th September, and the SO-in-C mer most of the 
high ranking officers in the Colony. 

After seeing the Squadrons at work the General met the 
rank and file for the "inevitable drink." 

Sport 
Regimental sport is well under way. The soccer team started 

well with Corporal Jim McPhee leading the team. The cricket 
team were knocked out of the first round of the cricket six-a
side competition but " we'll be back," and the hockey team 
is being moulded by that well known moulder W.0.2 (SSM) 
' Mac ' McMahon. 

A1umal Hoyal Signals rlRe 1m•eti111f - 21st 
September 

The annual rifle meeting was held at San Wai ranges. 48 
Gurkha Bde HQ and Sig Sqn, 248 Gurkha Sig Sqn and 27 
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INTRODUCTION 
Left to right : Sergeant John Celino, Sergeant Dick Finlayson, 
W.0.1 (F. of S.) Mike Langford meet the S.0.-in-C. during his visit 

to the W .O .s' and Sergeants ' Mess 

Sig Regt participated. The teams were evenly matched through
out but 248 Gurkha Sig Sqn headed the tables at the end 
of the day for shooting and 48 Gurkha Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
woa the crossbow competition with Lieutenant Richard 
Anderson the top scorer. 

A rural area patrol - 2 Squadrou 
For the past four months, troops in the Squadron have taken 

turns in organising rural area patrols. Patrols are sent out to 
remote areas of the Colony at regular intervals with the general 
aim of meeting villagers and reporting on their problems. 

In August Captain Ken West took his patrol to Lantau, 
a large island· (over 80 square miles) to the South West of the 
Colony. The patrol consisted of a government representative, 
a police constable, an RAMC NCO, two radio operators from 
248 Gurkha Sig Sqn and four members of 'N' Troop, Cap
tain Ken West, Staff Sergeant Roy Mallabone, Lance-Corporal 
Alan Woodford and Corporal Yan Ho Leung, one of our Hong 
Kong soldiers. 

The patrol was to last 36 hour and in this time they 
visited 10 villages spending the night at Tai 0 , one of the 
larger villages where fish restaurants, San Miguel (the lo::al 
brew) and television were on hand. 

There is certainly no better way of di covering the Colony 
than through this type of patrol, the only disadvantage being 
that the feet can feel so very sore when it's all over. 

A CHANGE FROM SIGNALLING 
Corporal Yan Ho Leung, Signalman Narbahadur Gurung, Corporal 
Jitbahador Limbu, Lance-Corporal Woodford and Staff Sergeant 

Mallabone on patrol in Lantau Island , Hong Kong 
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28 Sig Regt, B.F.P.O . 35 
AthlNJes 

THE Regimental Athletic Team has had a successful year. 
True to form we came second to 21 ig Regt which 

allowed us entrance to the BAOR Athletics Finals at Senne
lager. Here we found competition much stiffer and finished 
fifth in a field of ix. 

The annual Morri on Cup athletics held this year at Minden 
allowed u once again to compete amongst teams of our own 
standard. H erc we were well satisfied to finish in third place. 

Individual ucce ses have not been paramount this season 
but the effort of the team have produced good placings. 

. ·s G sporis meeting 
To round off the ummer sports act1VJt1es this year the 

annual SSG ports meeting was held in September. 
Here Squadron from the Regiment, 840 (GE) Battalion the 
etherlands ig Sqn, the Belgian Sig Sqn and the Air Support 

Radio Son compete again t each other . T he sports contested are 
volleyball, swimming, football and athletics. N ational fervour 
runs high at these meetings and the competitions are robustly 
contested. 

Of our own Squadrons l Sqn came second in the athletics
almost their permanent position- and second in the ix-a-side 
football . Sergeant Graham Crossland scored a double in the 
athletic by winning both the 1500 and 5000 metre events. 

Orienteering 
Here we can report some individual successes. In the R hine 

Area competition Sergeant Graham Crossland and Corporal 
Chris Herbert scored sufficiently well to go forward to the 
B.A.0.R. championship . Corporal Herbert scored a creditable 
ninth place here and we wish him luck in the Army champion
ships to be held in the U.K. next month. 

Mobih• Tropo takes to the road 
The Regimental Forward Scatter Troop which has been 

out of the news for the past few months is now back as a 
working station. Captain Charles Kemp and Foreman of 
Signals Arthur Brittenden regularly set off with the two 
Terminal Stations to various 'secret ' locations in north-west 
Germany to appear weeks later with news of fresh disasters. 
The system still has some teething troubles but it is hoped to 
put the link into Regimental service shortly. The Troop is a 
very active one with unusual and diverse equipment. Most 
trades are represented in the Troop from Linemen to Radio 
Relay Technicians. By way of advertising, if any Corps 
members are interested in a job with the Troop and feel that 
you can lend your hand from swinging a sledge hammer 
~ugh operating a rock drill, to trouble shooting on your 
equipment, then volunteer to join th.is worthwhile Troop. 

Exereisf' ' Fran-Dane ' 

Elements of 2 Sqn visited Denmark last month in order to 
carry out adventurous training with the Danish Army. 

T?ey joine~ thei~ host b~ttalion - the Zealand Telegraf 
Reg1m:n~ stationed m the Birkerod near Copenhagen-in the 
field g1vmg ample opportunity to familiarise themselves with 
Danish equipment and military customs. The first few days 
in the fie~d, during which the !?arty was scattered throughout 
the Danish detachments, qwckly cemented international 
friendships which lasted the whole period of their stay. 
. Alt~ough . the J:?anes produced an exhausting programme 
mcluding onenteermg and shooting there never seemed to be 
any lack of energy to savour the night life of Copenhagen in 
off:duty hours. O~ing_ to. the Danish Army being mostly con
scnpt , an amusing mcident occurred when a distant tape 
relay station complained that they couldn't handle the volume 
of traffic being passed so would we please stop sending by 
auto ~pc a~d revert to. manual keyboard. We obliged them by 
rcmovmg Signalman Bill Freeman from the printer! 

RPgimental f.-te and • It'~ A Knockout ' 
f•omp.-tltlon 

It was decided this year to combine our annual fete with an 
International Joux Sans Frontier. 

IT'S A KNOCKO UT- 28t h REGT STYLE 
The 'Winnunds' from St. Ton is in 'The Table Race' . Heinz Stockmass 

and Michael Andohr 

"I GOT IT ON THE YEOMAN 'S COURSE" 
Yeoman of Signals, Tim Mar tin, talking to Regim ental children 

amongst the prize winners of the Fancy Dress Parade 

The annual fete is ~n opportunity to allow us to open our 
gates to the local residents and at the same time to make 
money for charities both at home and here in Germany. The 
fete was shorter than usual but still netted four-and-a-half 
thousand marks. This was followed by our own fun and 
games version of ' It's a Knockout,' ably engineered and man
aged by Captain Peter Brown, 1. Sqn, 2 Sqn, the Belgian Sig 
Sqn _and a local town of St. Toms all fielded teams. Each team 
~ons1sted .of four men and four women. Costumes for the 
iudg~s (wigs and gowns) and for all the competitors were 
provided by the Cemewnde Stadt Direktor Herr Richard 
Beckers_ of St. Tonis, and Frau Stockman from the Sporting 
Clu~ did the actual needlework. The Regiment provided all 
the ideas and the props for the games. 

As there. seem~ t? be a large number of pregnancies within 
2 Sqn their ladies team was provided by the local BFES 
teachers. As the games progressed it became apparent that the 
St. Tonis team were drawing ahead much to the delight of 
the spectators. They finally won the competition by a com
fortable margin. 
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Special mention for the success of The Knockout must go 
to Captain Peter Brown for all his hard work, Lance-Corporal 
Thomas Reilly who worked all through the precceding month 
in order to scrounge the kit, and to the working party under 
W.0.2 (R.Q.M.S.) 'lill' Hammond-Haley who did a sterling 
job and ensured the smooth running of the events. 

'I' arc 

Our long-awaited computer is to arrive from America this 
month. Training for the Technicians and Operators is to take 
place in December and (with luck) field trials will take pl ace 
early in the new year. 

Beating of R etreat 
I t was a rare event to see the Corps' Band in Germany and 

the Regiment had an opportunity to listen to and view a 
Beating Retreat Ceremony along with invited guests from The 
Stadt. A cocktail party was held afterwards to cement Anglo. 
G erman relations wi th our neighbours and working partner . 

Twh1kledee and Twin ld e dum 
To end on a more serious note it is with deep regret that 

we announce the engagement of Lieutenant Chris Greig to 
Miss Pauline Maxwell and Second-Lieutenant Phil Sharman to 
Captain Anne W alters. The population of the Officers' M ess 
will be cut in one stroke by half; we do indeed live in troubled 
times . 

News from Squac/ron,s 

1 Arty Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 

B.F.P.O. 102 

SINCE our last contribution the Squadron has been steadily 
ticking over despite the fact that several members have 

been away on leave and courses. A resume of the main events 
in the life of the Squadron are as follows : 

Vis its 
On Thursday, 21st September, we were visited by the 

Commander 1st British Corps, Lieutenant-General Sir Roland 
Gibbs, K.C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O., M.C. The Corps Commander 
inspected a very smart Quarter Guard ably commanded by 
Sergeant Eddie Turner, and after a visit to Brigade Head
quarters inspected a vehicle line-up on the Brigade square. The 
following day he took the salute of our resident Gunner R egt 
on their farewell parade. 

Autumn FTX 
From 24th to 29th September the whole Squadron par

ticipated in the Brigade Autumn FIX Exercise ' Sling Shot.' 
T he exercise proved to be a hot one for our· two Yeomen, 
W.0.2 Derek Allen and Staff Sergeant Dave Snowdon, who, 
in turn, kept the screws on the radio operators (or was it the 
other way round?). Loud threats and mutterings about gunners 
in general were also heard coming from Staff Sergeant (F. of 
S.) Wally Sugden's workshop vehicle on most nights of this 
exercise as the jobs piled up. 

Border patrol 
From 2nd to 4th October we again undertook the Border 

Patrol commitment. Lieutenant John Allan, due to depart 
shortly, showed Second-Lieutenant Brian Scott-Morton the 
ropes of this particularly intere ting duty. 

Departures 
This month we say farewell to Lieutenant John Allan who 

leaves us on posting a a platoon commander to 1 Glosters. 
Also it is an apt end to an ' era ' that the backloading of our 
K9s coincides with the departures of the bigger part of the 
Comcen personnel who have manned them in recent years. 
Goodbyes to Corporals Les Willmott and Les Brians and to 
Signalmen Barry Weaver, Bill Cronin, 'Geordie' Hedges and 
Dave Stabb. On their separate ways, too, are Corporal Gary 
Mogford (REME) and Signalman Jim Haria. We say thanks to 
all of you and wish you all the very best for the future. 

Arrivals 
We extend our hearty welcomes to Staff Sergeant Alf Waters, 

Corporals Bill Richardson, Alan Shepherd (RAPC) and Tony 
Caplin (REME). May your tours in Hildesheim be happy one . 
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8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 

B.F.P.O. 801 

o.c. 
Second-in-Command 
O.C. ' A' 
O.C. ' B' 
Administrative Officer 

Q.M. 

R.S.M. 
Y. of S. 
F. of S. 

~ot without ineident 

Major A. P. Fielding 
Captain D. T. Burton 
Lieutenant I. A. Noble 
Lieutenant M. J. Walker 
Major C. L Wiley, M.B.E., 

P.W.O. 
Major C. H. J. Gibbens, 

M.B.E., L.I. 
W.0.1 D. J. Loome 
W.0.2 J. A. Wraith 
Staff Sergeant R. J. Wherry 

It was just about to be remarked how relatively quiet London
derry had become in the past few weeks when your scribe 
was rudely interrupted by a massive explosion across the river 
Foyle. The blast hit the D .O.E. empire in the corner of the 
barracks, immediately followed by the sound of falling glass. 
As I watch now I can see them all dashing round authorising 
each other to replace the windows. 

However, as I was saying, it has been relatively quiet. 
Perhaps our intrepid S.D.S. might not endorse that as, daily, 
they run the gauntlet through a hail of rocks and bricks in the 
Creggan and Bogside. In fact the other day Signalman 
Brocklesby veered to avoid a complete garden rockery in flight 
and caught his bumper on a low wall. He dutifully completed 
an F .M.T. 3 and when asked by claims to elucidate his state
ment of ' minor damage to the wall ' stated that he had only 
been responsible for the removal of two bricks, the balance 
having already been thrown at him. 

Within the Squadron, all department are consolidated after 
Operation ' Motorman.' ' Alpha ' Troop are still trying to retire 
from Slieve Gallion and they may be successful before the year 
is up. However, they are worried because nobody has yet said 
which year. 

F.F.R. - mor•' dread4-~d thnu J.R.A. 
' Bravo ' Troop are now trying desperately to trace and record 

the hundreds of new G.P.O. lines and telephones installed in 
our area and even more desperately attempting to maintain 
them. Within S.H.Q. the relative quiet has brought with it a 
resurgence of an enemy more dreaded than the IRA: the 
F.F.R., together with its associated pre-admin inspection has 
raised its ugly head. Perhaps F .F .H.0.0 .R . would be a more 
fitting mnemonic (Fimess for hundreds of other roles) for it's 
not hard to predict what would happen if we hadn' t been 
doing our role. 
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Th•• sportiulf front 

On the porting front our orienteering team con isting of 
Lieutenants Walker and Noble, Lance-Corporal Finch, Signal
men Davis and Halliday, came 2nd in the Minor Units com
petition. ub equently Lieutenant. Mik~ Walker has been askc_d 
to compete in the Army cha~p1on lups. The soccer team 1 
constantly beating local professional teams a d the hockey team 
i about to take the field in the new season. 

We have ju t aid goodbye to Captain. Chris Blessington 
and hi family who have departed for Shnvenham and raff 
College, a welcome change no doubt _from t!1e furore of 
Ireland. In their read we have Captain David Burton, fre -h 
from a tour with the Royal .Marines. 

Fish and chips - to1• 1•riority 

A a foot note we had been pleading for an additional 
Clerk Tech to help a hard-pressed R.Q.M.S. Freeston _and 
Sergeant Mackin deal with the unprecedented work lo~d smce 
'Motorman.' Sorry, we were told, no more emergency reinforcC?· 
menr no matter how short a time they were needed. Just this 
mornfug though we received a posting order for a ix-month 
emergency tour for an . ~.O. if_<; m~~ile 'fish and chip' 
vehic.le, In fact ir plays a big pan m ra1smg morale but, wuh 
all deference to Lance-Corporal Smith, the comments were 
flowing thick and fa t: "Thought we had enough problems out 
here without bringing in a friar and a (chip)mook " .. . " Poor 
old ole we'd tell him ro go to Halibut we need him fo thi 
plaice"' ... " Ber they did it on porpoise" ... 

12 Mech Bde HQ and Sig 

Sqn B.F.P.O. 36 

ergeants' Mess 

THE main event of the month was the Sergeant ' .Mess 
summer ball held on 1st September. 

The Mess was far too small to accommodate the 250 guest 
so once again the QO Highlanders very kindly loaned (at a fee 
of course) their marquee for the week which was then used a 
the main dancing area. The Mess and the marquee were 
'coupled ' by a 100 yards runnel (who said it reminded them 
of the ' Tunnel of Love'?), built from the Al7 cruciform! The 
whole evening was a great success and thanks must go to the 
organisers, the R.S.M. Frank Williams and the P.M.C. W.0.1 
Tony Brown with the excellent catering being done by the 
three (yes three) cook sergeants Joe Jones, 'Mac' Macannden 
and Chris Turner. 

August is of course the month of leave and thus n:it much 
going on, and have nothing to write WIRE notes about. There 
is a school of thought which says " don' t take leave as there's 
no work anyway, but go on leave when there is some work." 
Those who subscribe ro this theory were badly caught out this 
August for it is the month leading to our PRE (for the 
uninitiated this is the same as VEI or CIV, I think, and stands 
for Periodic RE.ME Examination). 

So for the unfortunate ones not on leave all hell broke loose; 
everything was pointed, spec rested, serviced or in one or two 
cases hidden. 0C 'A' Tp left his car around hopefully, but 
miraculously it didn't get the treatment. The .MTO put all 
vehicles off the road and the staff had to cycle to work; it 
was even suggested that they should cycle to a dinner night 
in Mess kit. 

In the midst of all this BEME, Major Terry Sweeney, 
REME, was posted, and to him and his newly acquired wife 
Olga we wish the very best of luck in their posting to the Paras. 
Ma;or Robin Calderwood arrived in his place, and was stag
gered to find everyone treating him like royalty, which not 
nor surprising as he will be the inspecting officer. However, 
providing he gives us a good PRE report, we welcome him 
and his family, and hope their time in the Squadron will be 
happy. 

Our greetings also to Sergeant Fortune and Corporal Parkin
son, and farewell to Sergeant Mills and Sergeant Lori. To all 
of them and their wives good luck. 
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• 
233 Sig Sqn 

B.F.P.0. 801 

Visit of SO-in-C 

T HE Signal Officer-in-Chief, Major-~ener~ J. M. Sa:wers, 
M.B.E., visited the Squadron durmg his recent tnp to 

Northern Ireland. On Friday, 6th October, he toured the 
SHQ, MT, Tech and Comms Tps and on St;nday, 8th October, 
he visited the Comcen complex. The SO-m-C spent a great 
deal of time talking to individuals and seemed impressed with 
all the changes that have taken place in the unit since his last 
visit in December 1971. 

GENERAL SAWERS VISITS 
Corporal Ozanne has a word wit h tre S.0 .-in-C. Signalman Baines 

and Lance-Corporal Knowles stand to their vehicles 

Sports 

The Squadron won the Lisburn Garrison squash competition 
in September. W.0.2s Derek Leggett and Colin Smith and 
Sergeant Peter Beavan proved too good for all the opposition 
put forward. We have the makings of a very good team now 
and squash is fast becoming one of the more popular games. 

The soccer team under the guidance of Captain Bob Peake 
has made an impressive start to the season. So far we are 
unbeaten in the Northern Ireland Army league section B. The 
arrival of Corporal Barry Warburton and Signalmen Eddie 
Gallagher has added a great stability to the team and has 
inspired our lesser players to better performances. 

l\"BAC element 

The girls are of course greatly restricted in their movements 
but this certainly does not stop them from enjoying themselves. 
The social life is very hectic as they are in great demand for all 
the various parties in the Garrison . .Most recent victims of the 
'Love bug' are Sergeant Sandie Buckle, Lance-Corporal Joan 
Metcalf, Privates Jan Bailey, Margaret Bell, Pat Lewis, Maggie 
Inglis, Lisa Bailey and Linda Lovell. Sergeant Kathie Leggard 
the telephone exchange supervisor has also departed to the 
ACIO, Leeds-someone has to ensure the input matches the 
output. 

The annual fete, in aid of the W.R.A.C. Benevolent Fund, 
took place in sunshine and was very successful. Our girls won 
the rug-of-war competition; indeed it would have taken a very 
strong male ream to beat them. In fact Signalman Michael 
Jennings, our hefty lineman, was frightened of being eaten 
alive! 

(Ctmiinued on page 470) 
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The tactical Radio 
with strategic 

f The Redifon GR553 ' s superior s ignal-handling cap~-pe r 0 rm an ce b ilities plus its excellent Electro-Magneti~ C~mpati
bility idea ll y suit it for all strategic HF commun1cat1ons as · 
well as for the mobile tactica l role- at all co.mmand l~vels. 

Capable of communication at ranges extending to 
thousands of mi les. it employs a high-grad~ frequenc_y 
synthesised driver- receiver unit with a 1 OOW l inear ar:np

1
11-

fier that is broadband from 1 .5 to 30MHz. Alternat1".'e y, 
using other solid-state broadband linears of the Red1~on 
range it can readily be up- rated to 40_0W or 1 kW, operating 
from ma ins or low-voltage d .c . supplies . 
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Redifon Telecommunications Limited, 
Radio Communications Division, 
Broomhill Road, London SW18 4JQ 
Tel: 01-874 7281 



(Concinl«!d from page 468) 

COME ON GIRLS-HEAVE! 
From front of rope: Lance-Corporal Gemmell, Private Lee, Private 
Downing, Private Vandenkerkhof, Private Beer, Sergeant Ledgard 

and Private Hall of 233 Sqn 

The unu~ually bright sunny Irish summer also resulted in 
a ~rand cricket challenge match between the ' Switchboard 
S_wmgers ' and t~e ' Kir~hen K.ats.' The result was a five-wicker 
victory for the Signal grrls .. Pnvate Linda Scarrett was the star 
of. the team and could obviously go far in the field of women's 
cricket. 

D e p a r t ures 

Lance-Corporal Sully, our best wishes co you and your family. 

Arrival s 

Signalman Schofield, Signalman Quigley. 

259 Sig Sqn. B.F .P .O . 53 
S por ts mau of t h e year 

O N his departure from Cyprus in 1970 Second-Lieutenant 
Arthur Lee presented the Squadron with a cup to be 

aw:ar.ded to " The man who in the Squadron Commander's 
op11~1on has done most to further Squadron sporting activities 
dunng the year." 

This year the cup has been awarded to Sergeant Barwick 
who works in Episkopi. 
Th~ Squadron Commander's citation stated that Sergeant 

Barwick ?ad earned the award on two bases: "Firstly his 
regular high standard of sportsmanlike play in soccer cricket · 
and volleyball cou.Pled with his willingness to rum o~t for a 
team at any le':'e~ !n any sport. Secondly his willing acceptance 
of the respons1b1hty for organising and running sport within 
the Squadr~m . He was captain of soccer and cricket and is our 
representatJve on the Station Commander's committee " 

Other . sports achievements in the Squadron recently include 
s~ccfu: m the volleyball. cour.t. We were narrowly beaten in 
t ~·ch als of the local Ep1Skop1 knockout competition, an event 
w 1 had attracted an entry of over 20 teams. As a result of 
our efforts the complete team has been selected to a man to 
represent th.e Army in the Western SBA. Another representative 
~Jrtsman m . the .Squadron is Lance-Corporal R adford who 

ongs to Ep1skop1 Go-ka~ Club. He has just been selected to 
repre~em RAF (Cyprus) m the championships against RAF 
(!JK). W~ can only a~sume tha~ he qualifies for the R AF team 
smce .he IS well praetJsed at flymg high. 
~1s month pa~ of the notes has been sub-contracted. The 

mamt~nance section based at Episkopi wish tQ record for 
posterity th_e fac~ that .they exist. It is pointed out that the views 
expresse~ m this artJcle are those of the author and do not 

G
necessarily conform with the official policy of Her Mai·esty's 

overnment. 
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SPORTSMAN OF THE YEAR 
Cofone! C. 0 . Bound presents Sergeant Barwick with his well 

earned cup 

Third line west 

The ' buck' stops here. We do servicing for Epi kopi and 
the two Akrotiri radio relay stations and teleprinter main
tena~ce for th~ whole islan_d. We also change fuses for a 
certrul? RAf umt and (accordmg to the Chief System Engineer, 
Captain Pritchard) we are also Project Tp. 

A Kebab was held in Limassul to welcome our new member 
Corporal Trev (Shiny Bright) Potter. 

Sergean~s Trev ~oyd and Mick French no longer work 
tog~ther smce a senes of disasters on the workshop spare 
radio set. 

Sergeant Dave Hooks' eye haven't looked the same since 
bis wife went to UK on leave. 

Serge:i-nt Terry Gack Horner) Barwick has his finger in 
every p1e. 

. Sergeant Ian Maroney's cup has been declared a ' no go ' area 
smce ulcers appeared round his mouth. Sunburn he says. 

Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Len Sant (the boss) left the 
Sergeants'. Mess. at 9 .o'clock after a Mess meeting and surprised 
everyone mcluding himself. 

. Corporal Bill H~dson is wondering if the QM will accept a 
pile of BLR. certificates as a tenth operator. Sergeant Pete 
Gcay (the wnter) hopes he gets posted before this is published. 

Weddings 

We must co~gratulate Signalman Gratton and Corporal 
Urquhart on their recent/forthcoming marriages. In particular 
Corporal Urquh~ must be congratulated on his devotion to 
duty (or: somet?IDg?) and we must also pay tribute to the 
managena.l efficiency of 0e Squa~ron. Urquhart has arranged 
the wedd~g . berv.:een shifts and 1s getting married when he 
c~me_s off mghts. Corporal Alexander is his best man and is 
slippmg a d!ly s~ift in order to perform the task. It is believed 
that the bnde is also going to take an hour off work since 
she wants to be there too. 

The WIRE-
Without it-

You're not With it! 
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THE VOLUNTEERS 

34 Sig Regt {V) 
Teesside, West Riding, 

Darlington, Gateshead and Hull 

AUGUST has been a quiet month in the Regiment; the 
P.S.I.s and most of the Volunteers taking the opportunity 

to take some well-earned leave and rest after the annual camp. 

Shooting - 30 HPgt watt-Ii out! 
On Sunday, 10th September, we had three teams in the 

North of England T.A.V.R.A. rifle meeting which was held 
at Whitburn. This was the first North of Englnd T.A.V.R.A. 
rifle meeting for four years and the Regiment was asked to 
provide most of the administrative support. We could only 
spare time and man-days for one weekend's training for our 
teams; this was at Bellerby ranges by our Regimental shooting 
officer, Captain RGn Atkinson. A total of 26 teams were entered 
for the meeting, most of them from Infantry and Para Coys 
(Volunteers). Our ' B ' team, consisting of Captain Atkinson, 
Sergeant Pearsall, Corporal Jackson, Lance-Corporal Gallagher, 
Lance-Corporal Dobson and Signalman Coats came 4th out 
of the 26 and our other two teams also did well. So with more 
training, who knows, next year we should do better still, and 
possibly challenge the Regular teams in the Corps. (30 Sig Regt 
please note!). 

1'fethod of instruction course 
The 1972/73 training season was launched en Saturday, 16th 

September, when all Regimental officers and trade instructors 
spent the weekend at Brambles Farm being briefed by Major 
John Mills on the 1972/73 training programme. This was fol
lowed by a methods of instruction course. On Sunday morning 
we had a visit from our new Group Commander, Brigadier 
0. J. Peck, O.B.E. In the short time he spent with us be 
managed to visit the M. of I Courses, HQ and 90 Sig Sqn, the 
Sergeants' Mess and, after a ' working lunch ' in the Officers' 
Mess, returned to 12 Sig Gp . 

Thank you to Uri~adier Sturge 
No training weekend is complete without some social function, 

and on Saturday, 16th September, we had a Regimental cheese 
and wine party in SO (N) Sig Sqn's drill hall in Darlington. 
All the Regimental officers and their ladies attended, and among 
our many guests we had Brigadier and Mrs. H. A. J. Sturge, 
Brigadier 0. J. Peck, O.B.E., our new Group Commander, and 
Brigadier P. A. M. Tighe, M.B.E., Commander Training 
Brigade. Brigadier and Mrs. Sturge made a special journey to 
attend from London and we all had the opportunity to say 
' thank you ' to Brigadier Sturge for his hard work as o-.u 
Group Commander and to wish him well in his new appoint
ment as B.G.S. (Signals). 

Drop in and see us 
Although we are now over 100 per cent recruited we are 

still planning a limited recruiting campaign in the north-east, 
so if any member of the Corps or W.R.A.C. are leaving the 
Service and are settling in our area why not call in and have a 
chat about the T.A.V.R., meet our Volunteers, see the Regiment 
and our modem equipment. 

Adjutant becomes mine host 
From the permanent staff we have said goodbye and thank 

you to the Adjutant, Captain John Byrne, who retired after 27 
years' service in the Corps, and is now well established as 
• Mine Host ' of The Moor Hotel, Stockton. All serving and 
ex-members of the Corps will be made very welcome, and as 
John says, "I sell the best pint of beer in the north." 

40th 
Sig Regt (V) 

Belfast 

Visit of the SO In C 

O
N the 8th October the Signals Officer in Chief, Major 

General J. M. Sawers, M.B.E., visited us at Belfast. 
The SO in C arrived at 11.00 hours and was greeted by the 
Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel E. L. Rogers, Royal 
Signals. 

After a short briefing by the CO, the SO in C visited our 
trade and military training and toured the Regiment including 
Exercise 'Systems Go I,' a TEWT, planned to practice the 
Deployment and Employment phases of our role. 

During his tour of the Regiment he was kind enough to 
enlist two new recruits and took the Oath of Allegiance from 
Private Iris Taylor and Private Ann Jamison. 

During his tour of the Regiment including pre-luncheon 
activities in the Sergeants' Mess and luncheon in the Officers' 
Mess, the SO in C was able to meet and talk to many members 
of the Regiment. 

The General finally departed after spending a few minutes 
talking to all Officers about the Corps and its worldwide 
responsibilities. We do hope the SO in C enjoyed his visit to 
4Dth. 

TH E RECR UITS 
Majo r-General Sawers talks to two new recruits while t he CO looks 

o n 

Ex('rdse • B a rra ck A id ' 
We have now completed a series of exercise . The first 

during this Training Phase was Exercise ' Barrack Aid.' Here 
Major T eddy Russell was able to take the field with his H .Q. 
Squadron and administer madly. "We never exercise in thi 
Regiment without communications" o out went a Dll 
detachment from 66 Sqn under the command of Second
Lieutenant John Anderson and a line party under Corporal 
Bobby Kelly. 
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Have you placed a standing order for a copy of The Wire? Why not do so OW! 
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Thi wa · a very valuable exercise quite apart from a supper 
cocktail pany. 

E . ~reis.:> Glyhlyk • 

66 (City of Bellast) Sig Sqn under the command of Major 
' Bunny ' Scott set the cage to practice the Squadron's role. 
Comcen Command was establi hed a Belfast whilst detach
ment deployed to Craigamlct, RAF Bishopscourt, Ballykinlar 
and Lurgan. 

' G!yblyk ' was a very good exercise, whatever 'Glyblyk ' 
mean . Unfortunately the weekend closed on a very sad note 
m e Major ' Bunny ' Scott wa involved in a .serious accident 

from which we are delighted to ay, he i recovering fast. 
He has been discharged from hospital. Quote : " Phew! There 
i not much wrong with him. he' got so much energy!" 
Unquote. 

Exereis • Xt•w Ilroon1 · 

85 (Ulster) Sig Sqn, on this occasion under the command 
of Captain Denis Gilpin in the absen::e of his Squadron 
Commander Major Bill Surgeon, provided communications over 
the same area as Exercise 'Glyblyk' and in addition included 
Portadown wi£? a r~ay at Slieve Croob .. This was an extremely 
valuable exercise with good communicatJons well used through
out the exercise. 

Yo~ may say that it is difficult to instil an air of reality into 
cxerc:i.ses - not so - just ask Lieutenant Bill Malone. His 
expenences ac Slieve . 0-oob were real enough. Although his 
detachment were legmmately deployed on this nice ' High 
Spot ' they were surrounded in the still of the night and 
'confrontation ' looked imminent but for the quick intervention 
~f _Lieutenant Bill. Malone. An exciting event passed without 
lllCldent but not Wlthout comment " ... Horse artillery playing 
oldiers again." 

Pr se11tatio11s 

We are very pleased to announce the presentation to Staff 
Sergeant (F .. of S. S.Q.M.S.) B~an Longden, of the Royal 
Hum~e Society Award for rescumg a drowning woman from 
the River Lagan. The Award was presented to Brian by the 
Lord Mayor of Belfast Alderman William Christie M.B E 
J.P. The citation reads: ' · ., 

"On 19th February, 1972, a housewife climbed over a four 
foot ~all at the Ormeau Bridge and walked down the bank of 
the River Lagan. She then threw herself into the water. 

HERO ISM! 
Inspector J Hamiltol) of the Royal Ulster Constabulary, Alderman 
William Christie, MBE, JP, Lord Mayor of Belfast, Staff Sergeant 
(FofS) Brian Longden, Lieutenant Colonel E L Rogers, Commanding 
Officer and Captain J T Worrall, Adjutant, in the Lord Mayor's 
Parlour on the occasion of the presentation of the Royal Humane 

Society's Award to Staff Sergeant Longden 
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Three children who were in rhe vicinity saw the woman 
going . into the water and ought the assistance of a pa sing 
moron t-Staff Sergeant Longden, 40th (Ulster) ignal Regi
ment (V). He removed his clothing and entered the water. 

At the time when he entered the water the body was under 
the :fi~ t archway of the bridge and was beginning to float down 
the nver. He swam to the body and brought it to the bank 
and with the a sistance of an unknown man he brought the body 
out. Artificial re pirarion was then applied by Staff Sergeant 
Longden and the unknown man. 

At this time two Women Constable arrived. Woman Con
s~~le Tr~eo~r wen~ d<;>wn the bank of the river and began 
g1vmg artificial resp!I'auoo. She continued to do this until the 
arrival of the ambulance. The per on rescued was conveved to 
the Royal Victoria Ho pita! and i now fully recovered." 

Sport 

Our sporting activities have now taken a distJnct upsurge 
and our Regimental footba~l team is doing well. The P I hockey 
team has now been e rablished and apart from creaking joints 
everyone is feeling the benefit of it. 

With the kind a sistance of the Prince of Wales Own Regi
me1:1t a s_quash ladder is being !un by the Training Major, 
Major Mike Adams, and the Adiutant Captain John Worrall. 

ALSO OF INTEREST ... 
11111111111;11111111111111111111111111111111111111tJllJllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllJJlll(llllllllllll 

A lineman s life during War/ti War one 
Written in 1972 by 203523 Sapper Broomhead, aged 84 
and reproduced in his own words which make the accoun~ 

particularly vivid. 

"I was four-and-a-half years in France, Flanders and Belgium 
with only two Blighty leaves, one of 10 days, one 14 days. Two 
of those were lost in slow travelling down from the lines anEI 
across b<;>th ways of the Channel. I live those days over and 
over agam. I lost many P.als, they are still in my mind when I 
read over the memories. I was in most of the big attacks and 
was out on the lines day and night. It was worse after o~e of 
Jerries cr~eping barrages with his pip squeaks light concussion 
shells falling at about 25 yards apart, cutting our wires in short 
lengths. We were always short of ground wiring and insulation 
tape, the drums were nearly lcwt., two of us to reel them out 
as we left the signal dugout. We had to hold on to the wire 
in our hands until we came to the break, then one of us had 
to lo?k for the missing other end in the dark. More often than 
not, it had blown a hundred yards apart; in fact we ourselves 
often .separated from each other, even our torch let us down 
dampI?g out. If we put our pliers down, we had a job to find 
them m the mud. I did a lot of OP duties in the forward line. 
We were that long around the 1st and 2nd Army fronts I knew 
Ypres, V~y, Messir;ies well. In the ~econd D:ght for Ypres Hills, 
I . had the JOb of gomg to every Arnllery brigade with the time 
signal match for every CO to synchronise their watches for 
5 a.m. on the Sunday morning, 4.5 Howitzers and 18lb field 
guns right behind the lines. I never saw as many guns so ·close 
th~t my pal got killed by one of our own shells. B y 6 a.m'. 
prisoners and wounded were coming in. I myself did not get 
f?Od or. rest for ~ree days. We could not keep the ground 
hoes gomg so Heho and Shutter was put in use. After the Hill 
had been blown by the RE miners, after tunnelling for months 
I was with the first batch of Signallers to go forward ; we wer~ 
the first down the underground headquarters of Prince Rupert's 
HQ. Down over 150 steps below ground and what luxury we 
saw, but the weathet was good for days, which gladdened our 
hearts, and all supports came up much quicker. I finished after 
Passendale, the ~orst of the lot in October/November 1918. 
I was demobbed m May 1919." 

3 Div Sig Iler.ff. ::'\'.C.O.s visit JJ.C.C. 
The two Regimental representatives Sergeant Joe Murtagh 

and ~3;11ce-Corporal Steve Holmes of Major Blashford-Snell's 
expedition 'Operation Darien ' were invited to the British 
Communication Corporation Limited to give the firm the 
benefit of some of their field experience with the A14 which 
they used extensively on the expedirion. The visit was instigated 
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TRYING OUT EQUIPMENT AT B.C.C. LTD. 

Lance-Corporal Steve Holmes, Sergeant Joe Murtagh (of Trans
American Expedition fame) with Lieutenant-Colonel (retired) 

Jimmy Shaw late of the Corps 

by Lieutenant-Colonel Jim Shaw, Royal Signals (Retd), who 
is known to many members of the Corps. The two N.C.O.s had 
an interesting day being shown equipment soon to be in 
production for the Clansman Range. They were taken with 
(but could not take home) the new BC 34 which is a very 
advanced field manpack radio station. 

Signalman Terry Collins ol 22 Sig Regt 
makes a name lor himself 

Captain Douglas Braid, OC LAD, decided that both he 
and Staff Sergeant 'Leo ' Lamb might derive spiritual benefit 
by volunteering for a religious retreat course. But providence 
in the form of Signalman Terry Collins, stepped in and their 
applications got slightly mixed up. Captain Braid found himself 
on a free-fall course and Staff Sergeant Lamb on a gliding 
cour e. Both survived the ordeal but without the expected halo 
round their heads when the returned. Unfortunately, no official 
record has been kept of their sub equent confrontation with 
Signalman Terry Collins! 

VISIT OF ECOLE SUPERIEUR DE GUERRE TO 2 DIV SIG REGT 
W.0.1 (R.S.M.) R. Norris meets General Goubard accompanied by 

G.O.C. 2 Div 
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WARRIOR AT EASE 
Signalman Fletcher after a day's duty on the Queen's Guard caught 

by the camera busy cleaning his boots 

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN 

Number of cases assisted financially in 
September ... 

Number of clothing parcels sent ... 
Amount spent in grants 

One of the Month's Cases 

47 
58 

£951.09 

CORPORAL, 1939-46. As a result of his experiences 
as a Prisoner of \Var, his health has been per

mantly affected, and he ha had long periods of illness. 
Hi wife is also an invalid, crippled with arthritis. Their 
only son is doing well at chool, and they are anxious 
to give him as good an education a possible. They were 
suddenly faced with the expense of re-wiring their house, 
and the Association made them a grant of £133 to meet 
t:1is emergency. 

One of the Month's Letters 

17INDNESS such as that shown by the Association 
~\._ cannot be expres ed in words - what does one 

say? \Veil, imply, may I ay a very big Thank You. Your 
generosity i very greatly appreciated. Thank you for 
the load you have eradicated from my mind. The cloth
ing parcels were wonderful. \Vhat more can I ay, apart 
from a very well meant Thank You. 

THE CORPS CARES FOR lTS OWN 

HO'\'.U. SIG~.\l.S .\SSOf'IATIO~ AND 
JJE~El'Ol,E:'\ .. I' I<'U:"\'D 

Tiu: foll0tuit1g do11a1iot1s were g ra1 ef1tll} recei~·ed d1<ri11g September, 1972: 
£ p 

Ch:ef Signal Officer. HQ, BAOR (Church collection) .. 
Officer Commanding. 8 ig Reg! . . . . . . . .. . .. 
Senior Chaplain. HQ or1humbrian District •. 
Alderman Doug~a~ is on 
J. Ingledew, Esq . 
G . W. Clark, Esq. 
G. S. Perkin , Esq ... 
L. ) . Peerless, E q . . .. 
Dr. John M. KittrOS>. Ph.D . 
\VI . I-lobby, Esq . .. 
Various mull donli"tion 

so.oo 
130.00 
6o.oo 

•. J00.00 
5.00 
3.75 
3.20 
2.00 

90 
so 
42 

!JSS-77 



-Sport~ 

CORPS CRICKET TEAM-A GOOD SEASON 
Standing: Sergeant A. Wilcox (Scorer), Sergeant J. Lawrence, Corporal W. Button , Corporal M. Emmott, Signalman S. Parrish, Sergeant G. 

Manton, A/T P. Knight, Corporal K. Orton (Umpire) 
Seated : Sergeant D. Stanbridge, Corporal M. Kilvington, Captain J. H. Radford , W.0.2 C. Mcloughlin, Lieutenant J. M. Thewlis 

Corps Cricket - 1972 Season 
Captain John Radford, captain of Corps cricket, reports: 

A closed season review of cricketing talent likely to be 
available to represent the Corps in 1972 gave every indication 
that a more versatile and somewhat stronger force would take 
the field than in the previous year. The loss of Captain Bill 
Price, Sergeant Malcolm Palmer and Sergeant Danny Cotterell 
was more than made up by the return of Lieutenant Nick 
Franks, Corporal Mike Kilvington and newcomers to U .K . 
Corps' cricket Sergeant Gerry Manton and Corporal Maurice 
Emmott. 

This optimistic view was borne out as the season · progressed 
and the final statistics have only been surpassed, in post war 
years, by those of 1969. 
Results were as follows: Played 7, Won 5, Drawn 2, Lost O. 

Highlights of the season's results were wins against the 
Sappers and REME both of whom defeated the Corps in 1971. 
Victories were also recorded against the Royal Marines, RAC 
and Royal Air Force 90(S) Group. The Officers' XI match 
against Welbeck College was also won. 

Batting 

This was consistently good until the last game of the season 
against RAOC. There were no centuries, but an aggressive 79 
by Sergeant Pat Baldwin v. RCT was the highest score regis
tered. Valuable and attractive innings were scored by Lieutenant 
John Thewlis, Lieutenant Nick Franks, Sergeant Gerry Manton , 
Corporal Maurice Emmott, W.0.2 Colin McLoughlin and 
Signalman Stewart Parrish. Parrish was probably the mosr 
promising of the young players to make their debut in Corps' 
cricket. 

1.eading averages 

Sergeant Baldwin 28.5, Lieutenant Franks 26.6, Corporal 
Kilvington 25.0, Corpo:al Emmott 22.0, Signalman Parrish 21.9. 

Bowling 

In the absence of a class spin bowler the main armament 
was pace and seam bowling. This was provided by Lieutenant 
Franks and Corporal Kilvington who without exception form 
the strongest opening attack in the Army today. They were 
give.n excellent suppon by Sergeant Manton and the other 
change bowlers. 

I.ending averages 

Sergeant Manton 
Lieutenant Franks 
Corporal Kilvington 

Fielding 

Runs 
168 
405 
328 

Wickets 
17 
39 
30 

Average 
9.8 

10.'4 
10.9 

One of the primary reasons for the success of the season 
was the all-round excellence of the fielding. The ground fielding 
was always good and the close catching on occasions was 
magnificent. 

Season's reOeetions 
1972 was a very satisfactory season in all aspects of the game 

both on and off the field. The Corps' XI is a happy and keen 
side with undoubted ability and strong team spirit- all qualities 
much envied by many of our opponents. Player availability was 
much better this year considering the many operational and 
training commitments. Unit Commanders and the players them
selves are to be thanked for this support without which the 
Secretary's task would be made impossible. 

Award of Corps' Colours 
Corps' Colours were awarded to the following: 
Sergeant P. Baldwin, 223 Sig Sqn; Sergeant G. Manton, 

ACIO, Stafford; Corporal W. Button, 223 Sig Sqn; Corporal 
M. Emmott, 223 Sig Sqn; Corporal M. Lewis, 10 Sig Regt; 
Signalman S. Parrish, 223 Sig Sqn. 
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Senior N.C.O's. Start a new life in Australia 
right where you leave off. 

If you're leaving the BriLish Army 
soon-or if you left in the last 12 months, 
this is your chance to take your ranii, 
and family to a new life in Australia . We 
are looking for NCOs and Warrant 
Officers under 42 years old to fill the 
vacancies detailed below in the Royal 
Australian Signals and Royal Australian 
Electrical and Mechanical Engineers. 

You are almost certain to keep your 
rank but we pay you more- and from the 
moment you enlist in the UK. You and 
your family travel to Australia free and 
your British Army service counts toward 
points for married quarters accom~o
•.lation. The minimum engagement penod 

is 6 years- and it qualifies you for 
retirement benefits. 

So check the vacancies listed- and if 
this sound like th chance you and 
your family have been looking for, call 
into our London office or end off the 
coupon for all the fact . 
Royal Australian ignals. 

Foremen of Signals. ta ff Sergeants. 

Royal Au tralian Electrical and Mechanical Engineers. 
Artificer Hadar. taff Sergeants. 
Artificer Telecommunications. Staff ergeant . 
Artificer Vehicle. taff Sergeants. 
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rp·:::-s=;;~::r::::-rs-:~e--11 
II ~:::alianArmy. ~ 

11 Address ~ 
I Q I 
I Age Married/Single I 
' Rank Corps. I 
I Trade I 
I Anticipated Discharge Date I 
t To: apt. J. Gresty, Australian Army Staff, I 

2nd Floor, ustralia House. trand, London_J 
I WC2. Tel: 01-836 2·135. Ext. 356. L-------------
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H.Q SQUADRON TEAM-WINNERS OF I DIVISION SIGNAL REGIMENT INTER-SQUADRON FOOTBALL 
Bock row : Corporals Dennis Hefferman, Allan Thomas (Captain), Lance-Corporal Paul Gunfield, Signalman ' Chalky' White, Craftsman ' Nob by' 

· Clarke, Sergeant Ray Hutchins 
Front row : Driver 'Chippy' Wood, Signalman Terry Fagan, Lance-Corporal Brian Smy, Signalman Chris Sinnett, Craftsmen ' Paddy' Mulholland 

and Norrie Falconer 

BA OR Major Units Final 
By Corporal P. A. Radley 

2 Div HQ & Sig Regt: 173 for 8 wickets (35 overs); 17 BVD 
(Ordnance) 80. 

The above match was played at Kingsley Barracks, Minden, 
on Wednesday, 6th September. 

The Regiment's two opening batsmen Corporal Pete Radley 
and Lance-Corporal Benny Grossmith were soon in trouble 
against an accurate opening attack. The first wicket fell at IO. 
Pete Radley played forward and was caught at silly mid-on. 
Steve Coltman joined little Benny and was promptly hit in the 
face by a ball that jumped off a length. After a short inspection 
of his face, and the pitch, Steve despatched the next ball for six 
into the tea tent. 

The next wicket fell at 23. Benny Grossmith skied one and 
was caught at mid-off. Corporal Gil WilHamson joined Steve 
and he stayed until the score reached 60. He was out caught 
for IO. The next man in was the MTO from Lubbecke 
Captain Wes Thomas, RCT. Wes immediately struck the ball 
hard, and with Steve, took the score to 96. He was then bowled 
for 19. This brought big Benny Holder to the wicket. 

Benny hasn't scored many runs this season (I'm saving myself 
for the final). For once he was telling the truth. He lost Steve 

T H_E WI R E , N 0 V E M B E R - D EC EM B E R I 9 7 2 

2 DIV HQ AND SIG REGT WIN BAOR MAJOR UNITS CRICKET 
FINAL 

Standing : Corporal (Little) Benny Grossmith , Driver Arthur Ragan , 
Corporal Dave Stone, Captain Wes Theam$, Major Tony Watson, 

Corporal Norman Wake, Corpora! Pete Radley 

Sitting : Lieutenant Tom Richardson, Lieutenant-Colonel Alan 
Yeoman, Captain Steve Coltman, Signalman (Big) Benny Holder, 

Corporal Gill Williamson 



oltman with the score at 100 for 5. Steve had made a fine 52 
and thoroughly de erved the generous applau e from the 
pectators and player . 

• e t man in wa the CO Lieutenant-Colonel Alan Yeoman. 
Benny wa swinging hi bat (did someone ay club?) at every
thing, and in a parmership of 31 for the sixth wicket the CO 
made 21. One of Benny's mighty hit cleared the pavilion and 
missed the General's car by a foot. Tom Richardson joined 
Benny and in a seventh wicket partnership of 29, Tom made 
one. 

Lance-Corporal Dave Stone joined our hero with the core 
at 160 for 7 and he wa caught for three. The final man to go 
m wa the OC of RHQ Sqn Major Tony Watson. He and 
Benny took the core to 173 for 8 at the end of the allotted 
35 overs. Benny Holder stood at 62 not out with 6 sixe and 
Tony Watson two not out. 

At the start of the 17 BVD innings, the Regiment got the 
quick breakthrough they wanted. Tom Richardson had their 
opener caught by Captain Steve Coltman in his first over. Tom 
carried on to bowl his eight overs and returned the excellent 
figures of 5 for 16. Benny Holder (yes the same) weighed in 
with 2 for 4 off four overs. The other wicket takers were 
Corporal Gil Williamson, 1 for 20 and Driver Arthur Ragan 
(RGI) 1 for 19. The 17 BVD side were bowled out for 80, and 
so the coveted cup went to the 2 Div HQ & Sig Regt side 
for the fourth time. 

The man of the match award went to Signalman Benny 
Holder for his fine innings of 62 and his two wickets for four 
runs. 

Corps Basketball 
The players a sembled at Blandford on Friday 13th October 

for the second meeting of Corps basketball enthusiasts. Saturday 
wa pent in training watching a coaching film and further 
training. 

The team selected to represent the Corps against Dorset 
were Sergeants John Lawrence, George Stubbins, Doug Poult
ney (captain), Corporals Dick Whittington, Brian Rees, Ian 
Bell, Dennis Bond, Paul Rousman, Signalmen Phil Crone and 
Fred Tedby. 
Th~ game starte? at a cracking pace with George Stubbins 

breaking towards his own basket; fortunately he was diverted to 
the other end. The scoring moved along basket for basket and 
at one stage the Dorset side took the lead, but some fine fast 
bri:ak. moves between Doug Poultney, George Stubbins and fine 
fin1shing by Fred Tedby, who went on to score 38 points, put 
the Corps back to lead 36-33 at half-time. 

Defensive work done by Dick Whittington, Brian Rees 
George Stubbins and Dennis Bond, average height 6ft. 4in.: 
~abled Fred T«:dby and Ian Bell to push the score along, 
with Ian BeU gettmg a personal score of 18 points which helped 
the Corps to run out winners 76-52 over Dorset. ' 

Corps Rugby 
Corps 7, Royal Army Pay Corps 4. Played on Blandford on 

11th October. 
For this annual game Royal Signals restricted the selection 

of their team to players from units located in the South of 
England. Playing with the strong wind behind them in · the. 
first ~'.!If Signals took a . long time to settle down. Many 
pr?l?JSIDg moves were spoilt by bad handling whilst a lack of 
ability to tackle hard and low, particularly amongst the forwards, 
allowed the Pay Corps to have the better of a good first half. 
Captain Chris Byron, skippering the side, kicked a penalty 
goal after 30 minutes. 

In the second half Sign~ls playe? much better and they soon 
scored; the evergreen Drika playmg at scrum-half made the 
blin.d side break from a set scrum and found 'Jock' Cairns 
~P m support to score. Some good running by Sergeant Taylor 
m the centre and Al Ewing always up in support led to a long 
period of ~ignals' dominance. However the Pay Corps rallied 
and .10 mmutes from the end their winger scored wide out 
d~spite a fine tackle by the Signals winger Lance-Corporal 
Lmton. 

Corps Hockey 
Corps 1, Dorset 4 

Played at Blandford on 15th October. This was the first 
Corps match to be played on the new grass pitch. Although 
the Corps played well and should have scored more goals our 
opponents fielded their full county side and were much too 
trong for us. 
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Pers·onal Affairs 

Major-General C. H. H. Vulliamy, C.B., D.S.O. 

Colwyn Vulliamy, son of Lieutenant-Colonel C. W. 
Vulliamy, H.M. 17th Foot, was born in Barbados, B.W.I., in 
1894. Educated at Cheltenham and the ' Shop ' he was 
commissioned into the Royal Engineers in 1913. 

He accompanied 2 Div Sig Coy to France in August, 1914, 
but by the end of the year he had returned to England, 
wounded. He returned to France in 1915 and served with 
8 Inf Bde Sigs in _3 Div. On promotion to captain in 1916, 
he bec~e Second-m-Command of 6 Div Sig Coy. A period 
as an mstructor at Bedford followed, but in 1918, he was 
again in France commanding ' C ' Corps Sig Coy. By the end 
of 1918, he was on the Signal Staff of 2nd Army. He earned 
three mentions in despatches in France. 

In 1921, he raised and commanded No. 2 Wireless Company 
'B' Corps Signals, India. H e served in the Waziristan Opera
tions of 1921/24. 

In 1926, he transferred to the Royal Corps and in 1928, 
graduated at the Staff College at Querta. In 1929 he com
manded 1 Indian Div Sigs until his appointment t~ the War 
Office in 1931, first in the MT Directorate, later in SD 6. 

In 1935, on promotion to Lieutenant-Colonel he assumed 
c<;imma~d of 'A' Corps Signals, India, at Rawalpindi. During 
his penod of comand 'A' Corps took part in the 1935 Mohmand 
Operations, the 1936/37 Khaisora Operations and the Wazi
ristan Operations of 1937 /39. He was awarded the DSO and 
was twice. mention~d in despatches. This period was the only 
part of. his extensive reg~ental ser".'ice in which he actually 
served m a properly constJtuted regiment with a Lieutenant
q:>lonel as . Commandin~ Officer, ~nd h~ made 'A' Corps 
Signals, India a fine regiment both m which to serve and by 
which to be served. 

In 1938 he was promoted Colonel and be-;ame CSO AA 
Comr:iand, holding this important appointment during the pre
paratJons for war and up to early 1940 when he was appointed 
C~O ~orth West Expeditionary Force with the rank of 
Brigadier. Then followed the appointments of CSO British 
Troops in Ireland and CSO Eastern Command during the 
anti mvas1on phase. 
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In 1943, he was promoted Major-General and became SO
in-C, Middle East, where he was again mentioned in despatches. 
In the same year he took over as SO-in-C at SHAEF and by 
1945 he had been appointed CB, Commander, Legion of Merit 
(USA), Officer of the Legion d'Honneur and awarded the 
Croix de Guerre (avec palme). 

He was welcomed back to India in 1945 as SO-in-C and 
the Indian Signals Corps were sorry to lose him on hb 
appointment as Director of Signals in 1946. He retired in 
1949, having commanded virtually every sort of Signal unit 
and having been the Signal Chief at every type of headquarters, 
from Corps upwards. He was a Colonel Commandant of the 
Corps from 1949 to 1958. 

In retirement he was a Director of Standard Telephones 
and Cables, and also of Creed & Coy. 

Colwyn possessed outstanding clarity of thought and was 
noted for directness of speech and action. The slow witted 
found it difficult to keep up with his analysis of a problem, 
but a spell on his staff served to sharpen up many. His 
command of English was of a high standard, but he was not 
of the fussy pedantic type which would drive a staff officer 
or adjutant mad. He put up a barrier between the unit he 
commanded and senior outsiders. No officer or soldier was 
exposed to their wrath. Whatever happened was a fam ily 
affair. Family was the keynote, and his wife whom he married 
in 1922 was at home to anyone and everyone. Veronica Mary 
(Mollie) was the daughter of the Rev. John Ellis. 

He was a golfer of ability and repute. As Director he won 
not only the Corps cilampionship, but also the Generals Cup 
in the Army golf championsrips. 

By his death on the 30th September, the Corps has lost 
a very distinguished and loyal officer. We send our deepest 
sympathy to his widow and family. 

Colonel R. J. Wilkinson, 0.8.E. 
It is with regret that we report the death on 11th May of 

Colonel Robert Joseph Wilkinson. He was born in 1886 and was 
known widely thro~hout India where he spent most of his 
service, as ' Wilkie.' He was perhaps one of the few if not the 
only Royal Signals officer who started his career in the Navy. 
He was first commissioned as an Engineer Sub-Lieutenant in 
the Royal Indian Marine. He was present at King George V's 
Delhi Durbar in 1911 and then saw active service aboard gun
boats in the Persian Gulf. He was at the time very keen and 
interested in wireless and brought the displeasure of his 
superiors down on his head for spending too much of his time 
on this ' new fangled technology.' Accordingly when an Indian 
Expeditionary Force against the Turks arrived in the Gulf he 
succeeded in transferring his commission to the Indian Army 
and joined 41 Wireles Sqn Sap,Pers and Miners. He served with 
the Squadron under Major (later Brigadier) A. C. Sykes, C.B.E. , 
D.S.0. , in Mesopotamia and South Persian Kurdistan until 
returning to India in 1923 when he was posted to Army Head
quarters. From 1927-1930 he served in Waziristan and then 
transferred to the RIASC. 

He was was a very capable engineer which became widely 
known, resulting in appointments responsible for the organis
ation of MT repair throughout India, culminating in becoming 
Chief Ordnance "Mechanical Engineer from 1939-41, having 
been promoted brevet Colonel in 1938. For the rest of the war 
he was AQMG North West Army in India. For two years at 
the end of the war he was given the unenviable task of 
organising passages to the UK for civilians, many of whom had 
been waiting five years to go home on retirement, leave, to get 
married, etc. They did not take kindly to the inevitable delays 
and frustrations which were bound to arise under the con
ditions existing at that time. ' Wilkie' bore the brunt of their 
anger with great equanimity and tact. 

He was mentioned in despatches four times during the 1914-18 
war and once during the Arab Rebellion. He was appointed 
MBE in 1919 and promoted to OBE in 1920, and wa an officer 
of the Order of St. John of Jerusalem. 

On his retirement he became Librarian and Curator at Mark 
Mason Hall until his health compelled him to seek the comfort 
of Scio House. 

' Wilkie ' had the gift of making lasting friend hips with 
people of all ages and all walks of life. He will be missed by 
all those who knew him. His chief love was signalling, par
ticularly wireless, and we are proud of the fact that he left his 
interesting set of medals and decorations to the Corps. 
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- Mo-vements -

Ofiic1•1·11 

Captain A. J. Bailey 
Major A. M. P. Barker 
Major J. B. Booth 
Major M. E. Bradbury 

Lieutenant K. G. Danby 
Lieutenant D. W. Dobson ... 
Lieutenant-Colonel J. A. H. K. 

Findlnter ... . .. 
Captain (QM) E. J. Ford 
Major A. J. Hill ... 
Lieutenant-Colonel K. Kirby 
Major F. W. Oakes ... 

... To 30 Sig Regt 

. .. ., 8 Sig Regt 
,, 33 Sig Reft (V) 1PS Lt.-Col. 

Canadian l'orces School of 
Communications 

,, 4 Div HQ and Sig Regt 
26o Sig Sqn 

., HQ Berlin as CSO 

., HQ Scotland 
MOD Sigs 37 
35 (SM) Sig Regt (V) as CO 

., AAC Harrogate 
HQ Berlin 

., MOD (PE) (CGWL) 

., 37 Sig Regt (V) 

Captain (Tfc) T. C. O'Toole 
Major S. W. Read ... 
Lieutenant A. G. Stapleton 
Major F. A. L. Terrey 
Major A. L. Watson . .. 
Lieutenant-Colonel M. L . 

,, 11 Sig Regt (HS) to retire 
63 (SAS) Sig Sqn (V) 

Willway ,, SHAPE (CANDB Div) 

\V.O.s tind senior N.C.0.11 

W.0.2 C. C. Bedwell 
W.0.2 (Y. of S. ) R. A. Baker 

.. 67 Army Youth Team 

., Army Apprentices College 
Harrogate 

W.0.2 L. J. H. Merry ,. 30 Sig Regt 
W.0.2 H. A. Docherty ., 36 Sig Regt (V) 
W.0.2 N. E. La<lds ... .. 5 Airptbl Bde Sig Sqn 
W.0.2 (F. of S.) G. Keeton . .. .. . .. 6 Armd Bde Sig Sqn 
W.0.2 (F. of S.) D. E. G. Lanyon ,, 30 Sig Regt 
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) I. D. Hope ,, 12 Mech Bde Sig Sqn 
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) W. D . Carr ,, 7 Sig Regt 
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) R. M. Limb .. Camp Comdt (MOD ) 
Staff Sergeant G. Shepherd . . . ... ., u S'g Regt 
Staff Sergeant F. S. Hughes l 1 Sig Regt 2 Sqn attached to 

HQ 11 Sig Gp 
Staff Sergeant B.W. Connor 
Staff Sergeant T. M. Mnck . .. 
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) M . P. 

Enright ... ... ... . .. 
Staff Sergeant J. C. T. Richards 
Staff Sergeant K. A. Atherley 
Sergeant W. S. Beadle ... 
Sergeant D . R. Freeman 
Sergeant K . J. Gibbons 
Sergeant T. Wardle . . . 
Sergeant P. D. Hinton .. . 
Sergeant G. C. P. Moloney 
Sergeant S. Gardiner .. . 
Sergeant J. Phillipson . . . 
Sergeant M . J. T. Edwards 
Sergeant D. W. Gwinnell 
Sergeant T. Pea<:ock 
Sergeant P. S. Shotts 
Sergeant D. A. Innes 
Sergeant R. C. Marshall 
Sergeant B. P. J. Claffey 
Sergeant D . G. Wills ... 
Sc.rgeant R. L . A. Paterson 
Sergeant F. G . Copeman 
A/ Sergeant A. Weir 
Sergeant S. G:1<diner ... 
Sergeant M . L. N. Chaloner 
Sergea'l t P . E. Travers ... 
Sergeant M. J. MiWchip 
Sergeant A. J. Clifton 
Sergeant A. R . Lee 

Sergeant G . C. Strangwood 
ergeant P. L. Marsh 

Sergeant T. M. M urphy 
Serge3'!'1t F. R. Budd ... 
Sergeant J. A. Chambers 
Sergeant L. W. Thompson 
Sergeant G. A. Pritchard 
Sergeant J. F. Winter 

ergeant C. E . Williams 
Sergeant I . J. Higgerson 
Sergeant A. J . Sloggett ... 
Sergea"1t G. J. Sh:1<p 
Sergeant J . White ... 
Sergeant P. M . Dowdall 
Sergeant P. J. clbv .. . 
Sergea<H J. E. Mellors .. . 

ergennt J. A. Jones 
ergeant R . B. Mclnnes 

Sergeant A. D . Harper 
ergeant J. Macdonald 

Sergeant J . Barrowm ,,, 
crgcant J. R. J asiok 
ergeant B. G. Carter 

Sergeant J . P. Recs ... 
ergeant K. A. Underwood 
ergeant T. W. Coulson 

Sergeant H. C. Sto.nlcy 
ergcant R. G. Pond 
ergeant O.S. Vannan 

,, 16 Sig Regt 
., 7 Sig Regt 

.. N ORTHAG Air Sp Radio Sqn 
,, 8 Si~ Regt 
.. 21 Stg Regt 
.. 8 Sig Regt 
.• SAF 
.. 6o2 Sig Tp 
,, 36 Sig Regt (V) 
,. 27 Sig Regt 

HQ BAOR 
,, 39 Inf Bde Sig Sqn 
,. 8 Sig Regt 
.. 229 S'g Sqn 
,, 21 Sig Regt 
•• I Div Sig Regt 
,, 2 Div Sig Regt 
,, 26o Sig Sqn 
,. 8 Si~ Regt 

13 Sig Regt 
.• 13 Sig Regt 
,, 223 Sig Sqn 
,, 7 Sig Regt 
.. 7 Sig Regt 
,, 39 Inf Bde Sig Sqn 

IO Sig Regt 
., II Sii! Regt 2 Sqn 

242. Sig Sqn 
., 240 Sig Sqn 

,, Army Apprentices College 
Harrogate 

.. r6 Sig Regt 
,, 71 Sig Regt (V) 
., 9 Sig Regt 
,, 2 Div Sig Regt 
.• School of Signals 
,, School of Signals 
•. School of Signals 
,, 21 Sig Rest 
.. 21 Sig Regt 

MAT (GULF) 
262 ig qn ::: r 

. .. l School of Signals 

J (F. o< . C..~ No. HI 

•• School of Transport 
,, 225 ig qn 
., 28 A ZUK Bde Sig qn 

2 Div ig Regt 
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--- Promotions ---

.1. .. amt 

T.:i \\.0:? 
Gu~t, 
Humpan 
Sinnett. 
Dicke". 
Tca~\H.' .. 
.\\arr, 

.. "a11;e 
Thoma(,~ 
Spier«. 
Bell. 
Fowle:r, 
.~lclmo,h. 
Thurley, 
Bennett. 

To\l:'.O.i 
Byrne, 

To S gt 
Jolly, 

To S gt. 
Francis. 
.. ·orgatc. 
Fuller, 
Bacon, 

To Sgi. 
BracegirdL. 
Allard. 
Bee~. 
Johnston, 
Cfay1on, 
Gregg. 
C'..olley, 

To Sgt 
Bryars, 
• ·a..;;on .. 
Robert5oon. 
Fountain. 
Chilton. 
White, 
Gulline, 

To Sgt 
Bro\\n., 
Com~r, 
Hall, 
Pedley, 
Brumfield. 

To Sgt. 
Quinn, 
Standley. 
Curran, 
Hill, 
Smith. 
Balding, 
Murphy, 
Irving-, 

To Sgt 
Leach, 
Brierley, 
Smart, 
Oldfield, 

To S Sgt. 
Sheldon. 
Till, 

To Sgt. 
Elli•. 

To S Sgt. 
Bell. 
Fo"ler 

ToS111 
E<hurct., 
Bc-rgtt, 
Carlile. 

lmtialt 

T. 
.I .M 
J. 
L. K. 
M. \'I;' 
J A. 

lnitiul 
M.P. 
J. 
E. 
.M. 

D.L. 
K.R. 
J.B. 

J, p 

Net" Old 
Ra11k .. "en. Dau Sen. Datl! 

RFGt\tE~TAL DUTY ROLL 

3 Jun. 72 
2 Jul. 72 
3 Jul. 72 
4 Jul. 72 
5 Jul. 72 
4 Aug. 72 

10 'av. 70 (Cbt ig) 
5 Fco. 70 (Cbt Sig) 
6 Feb. 70 (Cbt Sig) 

11 Feb. 70 (Cbt Rmn) 
7 Feb. 70 (Cbt ig) 
7 Feb. 70 (Cbt Siit 

TAFF ERGEANTS Sli.'llORTY ROLL 

Rank 
Sgt. 
Sgt. 
Sgt. 
.p:t. 
AS Sgt. 
AS Sgt. 
AS Sgt. 

Trnd• 
Cbt Lmn 
Cbt Rrnn 
Clk Tech 
Clk Tech 
Cbt Lrnn 
CbtRmn 
Cbt Rmn 

C!lrn~ CLERK RoLL 

AW.0.1 

.. Veu.: 
en. Dau 

I Jul. 72 
4 Jul. 72 
5 Jul. 72 
6 Jul. 72 
7 Jul. 72 
7 Jt1l. 72 

Jul. 72 

Old 
e11 . Dau. 

28 Jun. 65 
31 Jan. 62 

3 Feb. 70 
29 Dec. 67 
6 Oct. 66 

25. ov. 69 
24 'cw. 64 

16 Aug. 72 18 Aug. 69 

TERMINAL EQt:IPMENT TECHNJCIAN ROLL 

D. 

R. 
P.R . 
J. 
D 

R. C. 
D. P. 
B. 
D 
R. 
s. 
RD. 

Sgt. 

Cpl. 
Cpl. 
Cpl. 
Cpl. 

RADIO TECH..'-'ICIAN ROLL 

Cpl. 
Cpl. 
Cpl. 
Cpl. 
Cpl. 
Cpl. 
Cpl. 

I Jun. 72 31 Mar. 66 

28 Jun. 72 14 Apri 67 
28 Jun. 72 29 Apr. 69 
28 Jun. 72 26 Jun. 70 
10 Aug. 72 10 Aug. 6 

13 Apr . 72 
17 May 72 
17 May 72 
17 May 72 
24 Jun. 72 
14 Jul. 72 
10 Aug. 72 

25 Sep. 69 
6 Sept. 63 

15 Jan. 65 
23 Apr. 70 
17 Sep. 65 
13 Feb. 68 
JO Aug. 68 

RADIO RELAY TECHNICIA.'< ROLL 

K. J. 
P. 
A. 
D.H. 
R. P. 
w.:-;. 
I. 

A. 
R. L. 
E. J .. \!. 
s. J. 
C.K 

P. J. 
R. 
G.M. 
P. 
C.A.W. 

"'" s. M. 
D. E. 

D. 
M 
M. 
R. S. 

R. J. 
A.W. 

M.O. 

Cpl. 
Cpl. 
Cpl. 
Cpl. 
Cpl. 
Cpl. 
Cpl. 

DATA TELEGRAPHJST ROLL 

A Sgt. 
A Sgt. 
A Sgt. 
A Sgt. 
A Sgr. 

RADIO TELEGRAPHIST ROLL 

A Sg1. 
A Sgt. 
A Sgt. 
A Sgt. 
Ai Sgt. 
Cpl. 
A Sgt. 
Cpl. 

2 May 72 
28 Jun. 72 
28 Jun. 72 
28 Jun. 72 

3 Jul. 72 
10 Aug. 72 
10 Aug. 72 

9 Jul. 72 
11 Jul. 72 
12 Jul. 72 
13 JL•I. 72 
14 Jul. 72 

6 Jun. 72 
1 Aug. 72 
2 Aug. 72 
3 Aug. 72 
4 Aug. 72 
5 Aug. 72 
6 Aug. 72 
9 Aug. 72 

12 Feb. 67 
13 Apr. 68 
29 May 70 
25 Jun. 70 
20 ~ov. 69 
JO Aug. 68 
16 May 69 

I Dee. 69 
I Dec. 60 

30 Apr. 65 
25 Feb. 66 
17 Sep. 66 

I Jan. 69 
I Nov. 69 
l Dec. 69 
4 Mar. 66 

15 Oct. 66 
27 Feb. 67 
30 Mar. 6 
30 Jun. 68 

SPECJAL TELEGRAPHJST ROLL 

A Sgt. 
A Sgt. 
Cpl. 
A Sg1. 

CLERK ROLL 

Sgt. 
AS Sgt. 

A Sgt. 

2 J ul. 72 19 Dec. 64 
3 Jul. 72 18 J un. 66 

24 Jul. 72 17 Sep. 66 
I Aug. 72 17 Sep. 66 

1 Aug. 72 19 Nov. 69 
3 Aug. 72 8 Jan. 62 

4 S ep. 72 I Dec. 59 

CLFRI( TECHNICAL (ROYAL S IGNALS) RoLL 

E. 
S .M. 

M . J .T. 
P. H. 
M . L. 

A'S Sgt. 
Sgt. 

Cpl. 
A Sgt. 
C p l. 

5 Ju l. 72 3 Feb. 70 
6 J u l. 72 29 D ec. 67 

I Sep. 72 3 l Mar. 70 
4 Sep. 72 30 Jun. 68 
5 Sep. 72 30 Nov. 68 

To S Sgt. 
Thomas, 
Mcintosh, 

To Sgt. 
\~"ilkinson, 

To Sgt . 
Sharp, 

To S gt. 
Spiers, 
Thurley, 
Bennen1 

;.\'ome 
W.O.l 
Hough, 

W.0.2 
Finlayson, 
Higgins, 
Courtenay, 
Magowan, 

Sgts. 
Dolan, 
Donkin, 

Sgts. 

COMBAT L1NEMAN ' THLECOMMUNICATIONS MliCHANIC RoLI. 

M.P. 
D. L. 

Sgt. 
A7S SgL 

I Jul. 72 
7 Jul. 72 

28 Jun. 65 
6 Oct . 66 

G.T. A Sgt. 8 Jul. 72 31 Aug. 68 

T. 

J. 
K . R. 
J.B. 

Jnitialt 

w. J . 

s. 
R.G. 
c. J. 
T. 

CoMBAT POWERMAN ROLL 

Cpl. 

COMBAT RADIOMAN Ro1.1. 

Sgt. 
AS Sgt. 
A i Sgt. 

DELETIONS 

REGIMENTAL DUTY ROLL 

I May 72 

4 Jul. 72 
7 Jul. 72 
8 Jul. 72 

St11. Date 

13 Jul. 69 

I Jul. 64 
I Mar. 63 
9 Aug. 69 
I Jan. 70 

STAFF SERGEANTS SENIORITY ROLL 

T. 
W.L. 

1 Jul. 64 
24 Aug. 70 

TERMINAL EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN ROLL 

31 Jul. 68 

31 Jan. 62 
25 Nov. 69 
24 Nov. 64 

S1rangwood, G. G. 15 Sep. 66 
13 Mar. 70 Thorburn, C. D. 

Sgt. 
Perrin, 

Sgl5. 
Anderson, 
Dykes, 

Sgt. 
Watts, 

Sgt. 
Jones, 

S Sgt. 
Donkin, 

Sgt. 
Biggs, 

Sgi. 
Lee, 

Sgt. 
Hurcl, 

B. F. 

J. D. 
). R. 

P.H. J. 

RADIO TECHNfCAIN ROLL 

DATA TELEGRAPH1ST ROLL 

Sgt. 
Sgt. 

SPECIAL TELEGRAPHIST ROLL 

Sgr. 

6 Jun. 69 

20 May 64 
22 Jan. 64 

I Dec. 56 

CLERK TECHNICAL (ROYAL SIGNALS) ROLL 

T.G. 20. ov. 63 

CoMBAT DRIVERS ROLL 

w.c. 24 Aug. 70 

G. E. l Jan. 59 

CoMBAT LLNEMAN'TELECOMMU1'ICATIONS MECHANIC ROLL 

V. F. 

J .E. 

INSERTION 

RADIO TBLEGRAPHIST ROLL 

15 Aug. 64 

2 Mar. 72 (Lep Malta) 

Corps Diaries 1973 
We have sold nearly 1,000 but have a fa ir stock left. 

1973 draws near and you will want a new diary. The 
diary itself is of the slimfold type identical with the 1972 
diary which proved so popular. They cost 30p each post 
free. Write now to Association Headquarters to ensure 
you recehe your 1973 diary. 

ltJth SIGNAL REGIMENT REV NION 

Ex-members of 19th Signal Regiment who are 
interested in attending a Reunion Dinner are requested 
to send their name and address to Captain A. G. 
Harfield, 244 Signal Squadron (Air Support), R.A.F. 
Benson, Oxon. 
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BAOR . ? 
• • • • • 

-if you are arriving soon, or are here already, 
and interested in a new :-

FI AT 
POLSKI FIAT 
PEUGEOT 

at 
spe cial 

NATO 
prices 

-then for details of delivery, specifications, prices, 
finance, part -exchange, fill in the co upon or write 
to us soonest: 

WALTER HAGEN & Co. - WEST GERMANY 
415 KREFELD PESTALOZZISTR. 25 

Please send details of your FIAT: PEUGEOTIPO LSKI FIAT to : 

Name .... 

Address 

Part· excha nge d e tails 

.. ...... Rank .................. . 

... Phone No. .. . ................. .. 

Our representatives v isit all ca mps her e weekly. 

OPERATORS 
LEAVING THE ARMY SOON . ? 

Why not contact 

THE THREE TEES AGENCY 

THE Specialist Employment Bureau for 
Telex, Teleprinter and Telephone Operators 
where you are assured of a welcome and 
free advice and guidance on career prospects 
in the commercial world. 

THE THREE TEES TRAINING SCHOOL 
has the full range of Telex and Teleprinter 
machines and offers free tuition to those 
seeking employment, both Permanent and 
Temporary. 

110 Fleet St., 
London, E.C.4. 
(01-353 3611) 

Printers 

Publishers 

Call, write or phone : 
124 Regent St., 
London, W.I. 
(01-734 0365) 

20 Eastcheap, 
London, E.C.3. 
(01-626 0601) 

Ne,vs11aper Pro1•rietors 

l..1iil1ogra1•hers 

Process Et1gra,.,.ers 

Parsons and Printing. Like the Services, we have a tradition to uphold, at the 
same time taking advantage of scientific progress in this age of mechanisation, 
yet maintaining, through a special department, a personal and helpful link with 
customers, whom we are ever willing to advise with their production problems 

F. J. Parsons Ltd 
The Adelphi, Joh n Adam Street, l.ondon WC2N 6AY Ol-839 7151 

Printing works at Hastings, Folkestone, Bexhill and Lewes 



HOME OWNERSHIP 
Conditions in the mortgage market can fluctuate from month to month so that an easier loan situation 

can quickly change to a severe shortage. Would-be Home Owners who do not plan ahead could therefore find 
it almost impossible to obtain loans or even the promise of loans. 

If you take our advice and set in motion now a positive but flexible House Purchase Plan this should 
place you in the very favourable position of being able to obtain a loan for house purchase at any time in the 
future. The longer the Plan is in force, the easier it becomes for you to buy the house of your choice, the 
higher the loan possible and the more economic the purcha e. 

Increases in quartering charges have made it financially beneficial for the majority of serving personnel to 
buy their own house, instead of paying rent for many years. Therefore, no matter where you are stationed, 
no matter when you intend to purchase a house, ask our advice now in order that your purchase may be 
arranged on the most economic basis possible and in keeping with your personal circumstances and needs. 

SCHOOL FEE S 
Selected schemes linked with life assurance to raise funds for provision of IMMEDIATE or FUTURE 

school fees can substantially reduce the cost of educating children. Very early planning can reduce such costs 
to NIL. If you have a school fees problem write to us now for advice before it becomes insoluble. 

LIFE ASSURANCE + INVESTMENT 
Conventional or Equity Linked Schemes 

We specialise in arranging realistic Life Assurance Plans to provide all-embracing Family Security 
combined with Sound Investment. For example, a net outlay of £10.14 monthly for those liable to tax at 38.75p 
in the · £ will give the family man aged 30 next birthday immediate family protection of £38,300 and an 
anticipated cash sum of around .£25,000 free of tax and capital gains tax at age 65. This particular Piao is 
extremely flexible and unique in that it can be made to mature in part or total at an earlier age or be adapted 
to provide an income on retirement from the Service, e.g. at age 55. We shall be pleased to prepare for you a 
balanced Family Life Assurance Plan without obligation. 

For full details, please telephone or write in confidence to: 

Lieutenant-Colonel C. B. Johns, M.A.I.B., R.A.O.C. (Retd.), 
Services Advisory Bureau Manager. 

H. R. MARTIN & CO., LTD. 
17 /1~ Greyfrlars Road, Reading, Berks. 

Associated Insurance Brokers 
Incorporated Mortgage and Fi.nance Brokers 

Brokers of Insurance to Members of H.M. Forces 
Telephone: 56226 and 56227 

Produced for- the Publ.isbcrs, THE ROYAL SIGN ALS ASSOCIATION, Cheltenham T errace, Chelsea. London, S.W.3 4RH (Telephone : 01-730-3477) by 
COMBINED SERVICE PUBLICATIONS LTD. , 67/68 Jermyn Street, St. Jamea'a, London l> Vl.1 

Prinled in. Grat Britain by P. J. PARSONS LTD., The Adelphi, John Adam Street, London, WC2N 6AY, and"' Oba.erver" Buildinaa, Haatlng>. 
A.dftrt11ement Man8&cra: SERVICE NEWSPAPERS LTD., 67/68 Jermyn Str=, St . Jame1'1, London, S.W.1 (Telephone: 01-930 u o8/9). 
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The tactical Rad io 
with strategic 

Pe rf Qr man ce T~~ .Redifon ?R553's super ior signa l-ha':dling capa
b1l1t1es plus its excel lent Electro - Magnetic Compati

bi li ty idea l ly suit it f o r all strateg ic HF communications as . 
vvell a s for the mobi le tactical role-at a l l command levels. 

Capable of communication at ranges extending to 
thousands of miles, it employs a high- grade frequency 
synthesised driver-receiver unit vvith a 1 OOW linear ampli
fier that is broadband from 1 .5 to 30MHz. Alternatively, 
using other solid-state broadband linears of the Redifon 
range it can readily be up-rated to 400W or 1 kW, operating 
from mains or lo vv-voltage d.c. supplies . 

Redifon Telecomm unications lim ite d, 
Radio Communications Division, 
Broomhill Road, London SW18 4JQ 

A M ember Company of the Rediffu sion Organisa11on. Tel: 01-874 7281 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ M" ~:~'P!:"A'P!:~~:"'-..::~~:~~:~~:~'M'!:~~:~~:~~:~~:~~:"A~:~--::.-,.~:~--=:~~:~-..::"'l~: .... ~ 

i r~·~·~-~-=~~-~ .. -.. ~, J 
I ~.~ .. ~·. !!: :::~r fo~ :~:~~~asst::: :~: 1.·= i 
\l ·~ .1aetu ~eat to all tanks of tbe <!otps, 1~ .i.\ I I partitulatl~?:i~::: ;~:t:U~~cp butp in ~ ~ 

' 

!.~----·--.~·~-i~~'.~·.-~~~~·r~·,..,.·~~>'l::·r~_,..,_,_,_J. .i.\ 
• --~-•• ·- • • • • • - .2-:: ••• ~~--=' 8: 

. Once again a year has gone full circle and we would wish all , . 
. , our readers a very happy Chrisonas and all good fortune in 1973. : .. 

· : As usual THE WIRE has received, during this past year, very · 

' 

generous suppon and encouragement from the Corps it serves. .\\ 
· . A particularly pleasing feature has been an increase in the 8: 

• numbers of WIRES ordered in bulk by certain units. Apart from » 
., other considerations this is of material assistance to us as it : .. 

· : helps towards cutting production costs. Nevertheless, 1972 has · 
been a difficult year financially. Postal charges have gone up and .\\ 

:!!.. the cost of printing has increased nearly 20 per cent since August, 4: 
\l 1971. Added to this the revenue from advertisements has been » 
f 

rather disappointing but it is hoped that this is only a passing : .. 
·: phase. · T H E W I ft E From the Corps point of view, 1972 has been a year of .t\ 

:fl distinction. No less than four 'Freedoms' have been conferred {J: 
\l -the Freedom of Harrogate on the Army Apprentice College, » 
' 

TD E ll 0 VA. L SIGN A.LS the Freedom of Krefeld on the 16th Regiment, the Freedom of : .. 
·: ~I A G A. Z I N E Herford on the 7th Regiment and the Freedom of Blandford on · 

. the Corps as a whole. Then there was a pleasant surprise when .i.\ 
:fl. The Official Organ of the Royal Signals the Corps was invited to take over Public Duties in London at 'lf: 
\l Association Buckingham Palace, St. James's Palace, The Tower and the J 
:fl Bank of England. Although at short notice, all who saw our : . 
\): Editor: soldiers at these duties will agree that they acquitted themselves : 

:fl HHIGA.DIF.ll P. IU. P. DODSON, very Ow~~~ highlights of the year were the visit of Her Royal J 
\}' D.S.O. Highness The Duchess of Kent to the Army Apprentice College J 
f -where she captivated the hearts of all present with her natural : .. 

·: Assistant Editor: charm-and the winning of the Army Athletic Team Champion- · 

' 

~fr. 1 .• woocl ship by the 21st Regiment for the third year in succession. .t\ 
· . All these events have been chronicled in THE WIRE but we 8: 

All correspondence and mauer for would urge our contributors in all earnestness that these moments J 
., publication in THE WIRE, should be of Corps history deserve to be recorded in the best possible : · . 

·: colour photog. raphy. Some of the photographs we have received ,. 

' 

addressed 10 THB WIRE, Royal Signals have not measured up to this. Professional photographers must .. 
· Association, Chel!enham Terrace, Chelsea, be employed and given a full briefing on what is required of · : 

London, S .W.3 . 4RH. Tel. Nos. 01-730 them. THE WIRE is prepared to help towards the extra cost J 

' 

4129 and 01 _730 3477. Ext. 143. involved-it is well worth it. :. 
· ·: In conclusion we would salute our soldiers in Northern : 

Ireland where they are fully upholding the good name of the .\\ 
:f!. MATTER FOR PUBLICATION Corps. It is nice to record that General Tuzo, when talking to IJ: 
\\' MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE 12th the S.0.-in-C. earlier this year, said that the only problem that J 
:fl OF THE MONTH PRECEDING did not confront him in his onerous duties was that of : .. 
\): PUBLICATION. communications-everything worked! .U « =e: .,·: ;:u~~v~:~:~:~~!~!)7;~; ~~io; Our front co~rU!is ~~::~e!fstaf ~~n~ from a rather J 

·: monthly I Op. remote part of the world - the Colombian Andes in South ,. 
America. We are glad to re::ord in this WrnE the adventures 

:fl. Remi1tances should be made payable to: of a group from the Royal Military College of Science who : · : 
\l Royal Signal.s Association. made use of their long summer vacation by climbing a number J 

' 

of peaks in the Northern Andes. Four of the party of even : .. . · '* were Corps officers and our photograph shows Lieutenant Chris · 
· Spencer fixing an abseil rope at 17,500 feet. Full mark to all J 

:, . members of the party for taking part in this imaginative and : .. · 
DEC:EMBEll/JA.NlJA.R V 197 2 /73 energetic expedition so well described by Lieutenant John 

· K ay, the expedition leader, on pages 488, 489, 490. .t\ f Vol. 26 (New Series) N o. 12 f 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 



Freedom of Blandford Forum conferred on the Corps 

The Mayor of Blandford, Councillor Major A. N. Lane inspects the parade accompanied 

by the Master of Signals, the S.0.-in-C. and Lieutenant-Colonel D. J. Macintyre 

Friday the tbirtee>ntb rrHERE is no excuse for forgetting the . day the Corps 
received the freedcm of Blandford. Friday the 13th of 

October dawned clear if not bright and it seemed safe to bet 
that the dreadful weather of an earlier Freedo:n Day was nor 
to be repeated. All rehearsals by the representative contingents 
of three squadrons under R.S.M. Judge were complete. 
By noon the final liaison arrangements between t ': e town 
authorities and the Corps had been made. All was set for the 
Royal Corps of Signals to receive the 'title, privilege, honour 
and distinction of marching through Blandford Forum on all 
ceremonial occasions with swords drawn, bayonets fixed, drums 
beating and bands playing.' 

The Parade was commanded by Lieutenant-Colon!!! Duncan 
Macintyre with Maior Bob Rowland as Parade Adjutant. 

umber One Squadron, commanded by Major Ted Baxter 
wa found by the Corps contingent which had recently per~ 
formed Public Duties in London, number Two Squadron by 
3 _Div HQ and Sig Regt under command of Major Gordon 
Malls, and number Three Squadron with Major Chris Glydon 
m command by 30 Sig Regt. The full Corps Band, under the 
Director of Music Major Keith Boulding, completed the 
parade. 

482 

The ceremony rook place in the Corn Exchange which is 
now used as an assembly room and for special meetings of the 
Borough Council. The parade was drawn up outside in the 
old Forum which is now the Market Place. Apprentices from 
AAC Harrogate acted as ushers and ' kept the ground.' 

The iJ1s11ect6on 

Before the ceremony an inspection was carried out by H i · 
Worship The Mayor of Blandford, Councillor A. N. Lane, and 
the Master of Signals Major-General P. E. M. Bradley, C.B., 
C.B.E., D.S.O., whilst the Band played the Corps Slow March. 
In attendance was the SO-in-C, Major-General J. M. Sawers, 
M.B.E. 

While the inspection was taking place visitors began arriving 
at the Corn Exchange. Among the first to arrive were the GOC 
South West District, Major-General H . P. Cunningham, O.B.E., 
and Mrs. Cunningham, and the Commandant School of Signals, 
Brigadier A. C. Bate, 0.B.E., and Mrs. Bate. Also present were 
the CSO BAOR, Major-General H. E. Roper, and Mrs. Roper, 
and the CSO UKLF, Brigadier D. E. Warren, A.D.C., and 
M~s. Warren. There were many retired officers and their wives 
pre~e:it . including Major-General and Mrs. R. J. Moberley, 
Ma;or-General and Mrs. M . D. Price, Brigadier and Mrs. C. 
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H. Stoneley, Brigadier and Mrs. J . D . T. Brett and Brigadier 
and Mrs. T . R. Warburg. The Representative Colonel Com· 
mandant, M ajor-General Sir John Anderson, K.B.E., unfortun
ately prevented from attending because of an untimely bout of 
'flu, sent a letter of good wishes for the o::casion. 

T lte cer en1ony 
The inspection over the Mayor, preceded by his mace-bearer, 

entered the Corn Exchange for the ceremony. It is the second 
time that the Corps has been honoured with the freedom of a 
borough-a tradition that goes back hundreds of years. I t might 
not be widely known, however, that it is only in the last 30 
years that the freedom of a borough has been conferred on 
Regiments. The freedom of R ichmond, Yorkshire, was granted 
to the Corps in August, 1964, so it was appropriate that Mrs. 
Kath erine Carr, the Mayor of R ichmond, was invited to attend 
the ceremony at Blandford. Two hundred people were present 
in the assembly room when the M ayor took his seat with the 
Town Clerk, Mr. Charles Lavington, beside him. Behind, on 
the stage, two apprentices from Harrogate stood waiting to 
unveil a 2ft. 6in. high bronze statuette of 'J!mmy ' mounted 
on an oak pedestal with a silver plate inscribed: 

' Presented to the Borough of Blandford Forum by the 
Master of Signals Major-General P. E. M . Bradley, C.B., C.B.E., 
D.S.O., on behalf of the officers and soldiers of the Royal 
Corps of Signals on the occasion of the Grant to the Corps 
of the Free:!om of Entry to the Borough, 13 October 1972.' 

In his address the Mayor, referring to the impending changes 
in lo::al government boundaries, said that in 18 months' time 
Blandford will cease to exist as a borough. "We are moving to 
the end of an era," he went on, " but it is nice to know that 
before it ends we are able to fulfil this fun::tion." The Mayor 
also spoke of the pleasure it gave them to know that the scroll 
an:i casket which he rightly described as works of art had 
been designed and made by local craftsmen. The vellum scroll 
with an illuminated border in Corps Colours and gold leaf was 
made by Captain Bill Montgomery, an ex-Guardsman who now 
works at the School of Signals. T he oak casket with its silver 
fittings bears both the coat of arms of the Borough and the 
Badge of the Corps. 

The 1'1aster of Signals re1•lies 

[Courtesy : S. Jardint, Bla>idford Forum, DorStt 

The Master of Signals, having accepted the Freedom Scroll, replies 
to the Mayor's Address 

The signed scroll was accepted by the Master of Signals. 
To commemorate this moment the Trumpeters of the Band 
played the Blandford Forum Fanfare composed especially for 
the occasion by our Director of Music and based on well-known 
Dorset airs. 

The Master of Signals aid the town had done the Corp a 
great honour. It was some 32 years since a Signal Regiment 
was first stationed at Blandford, and for the last 12 years there 
had been a close association between the Corps and the 
Borough. 
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mc.ster of S..igna.ts ... the a Officers 6.nd .Sotd~rs of the 
~~0~ 

ROYA.b CORPS 0t SIGNALS 
~6TING£ 

r~ thf~.\!<?r, Aldermcn 6.nd..BmE~!K.s 
tit<? OOROUGH_Qf 1.JlAN.DfORD FORUM 

~~ . n the COUNTY of DORSET b<ins. 
.sensible of the .srea.t ll:cord .w!_glorious tr<\dition.s 
crwed blJ _!!OUT most d~inguiWd Cor~ over 
lllAtl.lj _year.s of lo.¥-1 and devoted .scrvia lo oor 
Beloved Quern, Hu l\o_ga.1 fred~r.s . And our 
ountrB. bein3 dcsireous _of rm~ni~in.g,amrnting 

Md fo5tcring lite intimate ~~tion which is now 
a.nd ha.s been for some gear.s pMt e1!_io~ bdwem_ 
our BOROUGH a.nd the CORPS . 

- I BY THESE f'RESrNT.:: 
confer upon _ _gou lite title, privil~. 

honour a.nd di~t i nd io 11 of mMcltin3_ 
thl"OU£lh the slr.:d.s of our &roush_ 
of Bl3.ndford Forum on .Ml cmmoniAI 
occ.Mion.s with .swonb drc1.wn . ~Olllt~ 
fixtd , dru~ bwi~ c1.11d baiW pia.lJi.~·-

iven und.ir the (OMMON SEAL Qf !he 
MAYOR ,ALDERMEN And BURGEssES 
_ lite .BOROUGH of E>L\NCfOl\D fORLTh1 

7Jh; · ....=. ~ thirlunth ~ of Odol·H . 1r2. 

Town Cl£rk 

" We have much to live up to from this freedom of entry 
you have c nferred on us and I tru t and know we shall be 
worthy of it," he said. " In this day and age I believe there 
is a closer association between the army and the citizens of 
the country than ever before in history except during the war. 

" Somehow we are getting closer together, but it was not 
always thus. There was a time when the soldiers on the hill 
outside the town were not quite a welcome in the borough 
as they are today. We as soldiers are citizens first and oldiers 
second and that is what the British people would have of their 
army. 

" I think it probably goes back to the days of Cromwell's 
Major-Generals, but I can assure you that today's Major
Generals are somewhat different as you can ee. It is no wonder 
that the good citizens barred their gates against the ' brutal 
and licentiou soldiery ' of tho e days, and no wonder that 
this honour, which is the hlghest and rarest honour this 
borough can bestow, was rare indeed. By living here among 
you I hope we in the Royal Signals will be a con tant reminder 
of the bond between us.'' 



Major-General Bradley then asked the Mayor to accept on 
behalf of the Borough the statuette of •Jimmy.' "May it remind 
u all of the clo e and happy as ociation that has existed and 
will cxi t between our Corp and the citizens of this Borough " 
he aid. The Ma ter ended with a request for his Corp to 
e ·erci e it prh·ilege for the first time-a request that was 
readil • granted. 

Th march past 
By thi time a large crowd had as embled outside to witness 

the parade as it proceeded to march off to the music of the 
Corps Quick March. After a IO-minute circuit of the town the 
parade marched past the aluting dais which had been resited 
outside the Com Exchange. At the march past the Mayor, 
accompanied by the Master of Signals, took the salute. After
ward the Mayor and Corporation entertained many members 
of the Corp and their wives to tea. 

A memorable da · ended when in Headquarters M ess that 
evening the Corps entertained members of Blandford Borough 
Council and their wives to dinner, whilst the Station Sergeants' 
Me s held a dance for other prominent citizens and friends. 

In Appreciation 

Major·General M. S. Hancock, C.B., M.B.E. 
,f"ICHAEL Hancock, son of the Reverend W. H. M . 
1 Hancock wa born in 1917 and educated at Marlborough 

College and the RMA, Woolwich, where he won the Agar 
Memorial prize. He was commissioned into the Corps in 1937. 
His first unit after completing his Q course was 1 Divisional 
Signals, but being of a technical bent and also a good instructor 
he was quickly po ted to the School of S ignals and on the out
break of the 1939-45 war to 151 ocru at Alder hot. In June, 
1940, he joined 2 Corp Signals in France, but only for a few 
days before returning with the BEF to the UK. He then became 
Adjutant of 1 H.Q. Signals in August, 1940. From then until the 
end of the war he had a very chequered career holding no 
less than 18 different appointtnents, the longest of which lasted 
ten months. During this period he served in the UK, orthem 
Ireland, USA, Canada, North Africa, Norway and India, and 
with Armoured, Infantry and Airborne units. He attended 
the Staff College at which he was later an instructor, served 
on the staff of 116 Force, HQ 21 Army Group and HQ 
Airborne Div. His appointment at the end of the war was 
GSOl (M02) at GHQ, India. Altogether he had, during 
the war, gained a very wide experience of all types of units, 

formations and appoint
ments. He returned to the 
UK from India in 1946, but 
was taken seriously ill and 
was not fit for active duty 
for 18 months. On his re
covery in 1948, he was 
posted to the Staff College 
as DAAG. From 1950 to 
1952 he was with 2 Div 
Signal Regiment in Germany 
as a Squadron Commander, 
this was followed by a staff 
appointment in the War 
Office as GS02 (M04) 
until he attended a course 
at the JSSC in 1954, and 
then went out to Singapore 
where he commanded the 
STC. In 1957, he returned 
to the UK for another 
staff appointment at the 
War Office as GSOI , 

DCIGS (~rd). H: then commanded 1 Div Signal Regiment 
(late~ 1 Signal Regiment) from 1958-60, after which he was 
detailed by the War. Office to prepare a report on Signals 
Officers career plannmg, a task for which he was eminently 
uitable. In September, 1960, he was promoted to Colonel as 

Colonel G .S. (M02) at the War Office. From there he went 
ou~ to. Germany as CCR Signals 1 (BR) Corps in the rank of 
Brigad1cr, then to France as BGS (Ops and Plans) at SHAPE. 

In 1967 he was secretary of the NATO Military Committee and 
International Military Staff, an appointment which involved 
commuting between Belgium, USA and Canada. In June, 1968, 
he was promoted to Major-General as Chief of Staff HQ Far 
East Land Forces in Singapore. He returned to the UK in 1970, 
where he took up his last appointment as Vice Quarter Master 
General at the MOD, curiously he took over from another 
Royal Signals Officer Major-General M. D. Price, C.B., O.B.E., 
He was appointed MBE in 1953, and CB in 1972, and in 1970 
he wa appointed Colonel Commandant. Throughout his service 
Michael has probably held more appointments and gained a 
wider practical experience than falls to the lot of most officers. 
He is an officer of exceptional ability having a very clear and 
quick brain and the valuable asset of being able to impart his 
knowledge and experience to others. For an officer who has 
held so many non-technical appointments both on the staff 
and in field units he has still managed to keep up his technical 
e ·pertise. His particular interests in the sporting field were 
gliding and sailing. In 1939, as a YO at Catterick, he learnt 
to glide with David Gibson (later Colonel D. T. W. Gibson, 
M.B.E., M.A.) and Tony Deane-Drummond (later Major-General 
A. C. Deane-Drummond C.B., D.S.0., M.C.). He later went 
over to power-driven aircraft and held an American student's 
pilot licence and an Indian pilot's licence. For a short period after 
the war he was the proud possessor of a Sentinel light aircraft. 
His main hobby, apart from the Army, has been sailing in 
which he has taken an active part whenever time permits; he 
is at present president of the Royal Signals Yacht Club. In 
1941, he married Geraldine, daughter of Brigadier R. M. Ovens, 
and they have a daughter and son, t'.1e latter was recently 
coi_nmission~d into the Corps and is serving in Germany. 
Michael reured o~ the 7th October, and is joining the Depart
ment of the Env1ronment as a planning inspector. We wish 
him and Geraldine good fortune and long life for the future 
in their home at Godstone. We hope that we shall still sec 
plenty of them, particularly as Michael is Representative 
Colonel Commandant for 1973. 
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THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN 

Number of cases assisted financially 
October, 1972 

Number of clothing parcels sent 
Amount spent in grants 

in 

One of the Month's Cases 

39 
79 

£803.13 

SIGNALMAN, 1935-41. Due to illness and an injury, 
he has been unable to work for the last twelve 

~onths. Hi~ wife l~f! ~i~ many years ago, and two of 
h!s three children died m infa~cy. His surviving daughter 
died a few months ago, leavmg him quite alone in the 
world. The Association made a grant to clear his few 
small debts, and also sent clothing. His letter is published 
below. 

One of the Month's Letters 

T HANK you a thousand times for your very kind 
letter and welcome parcel, and for the wonderful 

help offere~ by the Committee in my present problems. 
Please forgive the scrawl as my left hand is paralysed 
and my right one only just out of plaster cast. I am 
receiving such _Christian kindness from such gracious folk 
as yourselves m my present run of ill-health and mis
fortune 0at I am already feeling a new man, more able 
to face life because I now know that there are kindly 
and decent people who let me know so · wonderfully 
that I am not alone. God bless all old Signals Comrades, 
and may we all die with the Jimmies of our collar dogs 
facing inwards! 
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. - Special Me1Jtion -

CORPS ATHLETE ESCORTS THE OLYMPIC TORCH 
After the Olympic Sports Opening Ceremony at Munich the torch 
was carried overn ight to its final destination at Kiel. The torch was 
carried by a series of runners, riders and cyclists, and passed through 
Soltau on its way. Sergeant Harry Escott of 7 Armoured Brigade H.Q. 
and Signal Squadron was chosen as a member of the German Soltau 
M.T.V. (Athletics Club} to escort the torch as it passed through 
Soltau at 5.30 a.m. on Sunday, 27th August, as the photograph shows 
The torches carried by the two escorts are used to re-light the 
Olympic Flame should it go out! The crowds lining the route at that 
unearthly hour indicated the great honour that Sergeant Escott had 
earned with his enthusiasm in both training the Squadron Athletics 
and Cross Country teams for 3 years and in his work with the local 

M.T.V. (Sergeant Escott on the right in the photograph) 

INVESTITURE AT EDINBURGH CASTLE 
Sergeant Phillip Urry of the Corps who was recently presented with 
his L.S. and G.C. Medal by Lieutenant-General Sir Henry Leask, 
G.O.C. the Army In Scotland. Sergeant Urry is employed in the 

personnel selection office Glasgow 
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WELL EARNED AWARDS 
Sergeant Frederick Small (left) and Sergeant Michael Stretton 
(centre) talk to Brigadier Frank Clarkson, M.B.E., Military Attache 
Bonn during a reception on 17th October, after they had been 
invested with the British Empire Medal by the British Ambassador, 

Sir Nicholas Henderson, K.C.M.G. 

THE MAGNIFICENT SEVEN 
Lieutenant-Colonel R. A. King (present C.O. on right of photo) 
Frau Brose and six previous commanding officers of 7th Regiment 
From left to right: Colonel F. P. Johnson, O .B.E., Colonel B. H. P. 
Barnes, O .B.E., Brigadier F. L. Clarkson , M.B.E., Colonel E. H. Davies, 
Brigadier W . E. Sherratt, M.B.E., Colonel A. C. Birtwistle, O .B.E. 

The occasion : 7th Regiment"s Freedom Ceremony 

Your Support is AppreciateJ 
We would like to thank the following units who in

creased their bulk orders for THE WIRE - ometime 
several times - during 197-2:: 

School of Signals, 7 Signal Regiment 10 Signal Regi
ment, 11 Signal Regiment, 16 Signal Regiment, 28 ignal 
Regiment 3 Inf Bde Signal quadron 6 Armd Bde ignal 
Squadron, 8 Inf Bde ignal Squadron, 224 ignal 
Squadron 233 ignal quadron 244 ignal Squadron, 
259 Signal Squadron, 262 Signal Squadron, 642 ignal 
Troop. 
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--From our "Jn" Tray--

Major l McAnsh- In Appreciation 
1r, 
New ha just reached me of the death of M ajor Ian McAnsh, 

Royal ignals (rerd) at hi home in ew Zealand on 29th May. 
An obituary appeared in the September/October WIRE). 

I feel ure that manv of hi friends in the Corps will be ad 
to hear of Ian's death ·and may wi h to write to his wife May 
who i now living at 55 Marcin Street Monaco Nelson New 
Zealand. 

Major Ian wa Commanding No. 2 Squadron, 4th Air 
Formation ignal Regiment at I malia when I fir t met 
him. I think he had previou ly erved at Beverley with the Boys 
Regiment. He wa well liked by all who served with him, and 
although quiet in manner, he had the quality of getting the 
be t work out of his ubordinates. His concern for the men' 
welfare was of the highest and his motto was alway 'Firm 
but Fair.' 

During Christmas and ew Year 1954/55 he moved the 
Squadron overland from Ismalia to Amman in Jordan, and 
during this move many of us were thankful for his qualities 
of leader hip, administration, and for the manner in which he 
led his squadron, with Yehicles and men turned out a if for a 
ceremonial parade, in:o the city of Amman. 

Ian's hobby wa radio and he was a fervent Harn; it was at 
his operating table at Fantail Farm, elson, that he went to 
everlasting sleep. · 

A great soldier and a great man. 
Yours sincerely 

Terry Vaughan 
(ex-W.0.1 T. Vaughan, M.B.E., of the Corps) 

Offi::er-in-charge 
AAFI Shop Complex, 

R ~ Bruggen, BFPO 42. 

Fie/ti of Remembrance, Westminster Abbey 
9th xo,>e1nber, 1972 

A small parry gathered at the Corps Plot at Westminster 
Abbey at 12 noon on 9th ovember to honour the memory 
of those member of the Coros who died in action in the 
world wars and other hostilities in which the Corps has been 
involved. 

Amongst those present were: Brigadier H. R. Firth, Brigadier 
T. I. G. Gray, Colonel A. C. De;:te r, Lieutenant-Colonel P. A. 
Dally, W.0.1 (R.S.M.) G. A. Christie, Captain J. Way and 
Mr. L. J. Rebbeck (Croydon Branch). Messrs. A. W. Smith and 
K. Maltby (London Branch); Messrs. H. Gillibrand, R Wilkin
son, T. Dexter and J. Roake (North London Branch), Mr. A. 
V. lent (Aldershot Branch), Mr. A. E. Stead, Brigadier P. M. 
P. Hobson and Mr. Greenbrook (Association HQ). 

Cro ses were planted on behalf of the following: 
Representative Colonel Commandant, Signal Officer-in-Chief, 

Association HQ, 31 Signal Regiment (V), 36 Signal Regiment 
( , 71 Signal Regiment (V), 11 Signal Regiment, Chester 
Branch, Newcastle Branch, Croydon Branch, Reading Branch, 
Hull Branch, Hartlepool and District Branch, Cardiff Branch, 
London Branch, Catterick and District Branch, North London 
Branch, Derby Branch, Sheffield Branch, Coventry Branch and 
Leeds Branch. 

Some 50 remembrance crosses were subsequently planted by 
relations and friends. 

'1th Armoured Division-Memorial Fund Appeal 
Almost 20 years ago the 11th Armoured Division liberated 

the town of Fiers in Normandy. Many members of the Corps 
~erved in this Division and took part in the heavy fighting. 
Now there are plans to erect a permanent memorial in memory 
of the Division on the northern outskirts of the town at the 
village of St. Georges des Groseillers. It was here that the 
decisive action took place which resulted in the freeing of Fiers. 

The proposal is to complete the memorial by 1974 in time 
to mark the 30th anniversary of the liberation. A site has been 
given free by St. Georges des Groseillers, and the town of Flers 

ha voted about £15,000 for site preparation and landscaping. 
It is the aim of the Memorial Fund to raise in the next 12 
months between £3 000 and £4,000 for the actual memorial 
itself. For this purpo e an account has been opened at Barclays 
Bank, 26 North Street, Brighton Sussex (a/c No. 301203) in the 
name of 11th Armoured Division Memorial Fund. It is felt 
that man who served with the Division would welcome an 
opportunity to perpetuate the name and memory of the Division 
and so honour their fallen comrades. 

Many members of the Corps, we feel sure, would like to 
associate thcmselve with this appeal and they are asked to 
get in touch with Ma;or H . Todman, Fund Organiser, 15 
Sudeley Place, Brighton BN2 lHF. All participating will be 
invited to the town of Fiers for the unveiling ceremony in 
July, 1974. 

Corps Links with Controversial Book 
The Corps has a link with a recently published controversial 

book 'The Flames of Calais: a Soldier's Battle 194-0,' written 
by Major Airey Neave, D.S.O., M.C., M.P. It is the story of 
four fateful days in May 1940 during the period of the 
evacuation of Dunkirk. The author contends that the landing 
of 3 Rifle Battalions and one ill-equipped Royal Tank Regi
ment on Calais forced the Germans to halt their XIX Army 
Corps in its drive on the Channel ports, and helped decisively 
to ensure the success of the evacuation from Dunkirk. Not so 
say certain leading war historians-Calais was only a sideshow. 
In all 4,000 men either lost their lives or were taken prisoner 
in the bitter street fighting in the town. But the author 
demolishes their arguments and claims that the Calais landings 
hold a unique place in the history of the war. 

Captain J. Austin Evetts, who commanded No. 12 Wireless 
Section at Calais, and Colonel Leslie W. Wright, T .D., a 
member of the section, were amongst the survivors who attended 
the reception at the Anglo-Belgian Club to mark the publica
tion of the book. A special guest present was Colonel G. J. 
Underwood, C.B.E., T.D., who selected the section from his 
unit, the IV Corps Signals, to play a very important role in the 
Calais landings. 

Wanted 
Photographs of Traffic Officers/Yeoman of 

Signals Refresher Courses 

Course photographs of Numbers 1, 2 and 3 Traffic Officers'/ 
Yeoman of Signals Refresher Courses are missing from the 
School of Signals archives. Anyone having a photograph of any 
one of these courses, who would be prepared to loan it for 
copying, is requested to contact: 

O.C. Traffic Group, Schools of Signals, Blandford Camp, 
Blandford, Dorset. 

Any photographs loaned would be returned to the sender 
within a few days of receipt. 

19 Signal Regiment Reunion 
A Reunion is being planned to rake place in the London 

Area during late March, 1973. Any ex-members of 19 Signal 
Regiment interested in attending are requested to send their 
name and address to Captain A. G. Barfield, 244 Signal 
Squadron (Air Support), RAF Benson, Oxon. Members who 
have already submitted their names will be sent full details 
during January, 1973. 

The Reserve Anny 01/icers' Ball 
The 1973 Ball is on Friday, 6th April, and for the first time 

is being held at The Royal Lancaster Hotel, Hyde Park. 
All AER, Territorial and Volunteer Officers, both retired 

and serving, are invited to note the date. 
The Ball is being administered by 12 Sig Gp (V), Duke of 

York's HQ, Chelsea SW3. 
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gGieves 
TAILORS AND OUTFITTERS 
27 Old Bond Street, London W .1 

Rath Bexhill Brockenhurst Cambridge Cheltenham 
Chester Cranwell Eastbourne Edinburgh Harrow 

I .eicester Plymouth Portsmouth Winchester 

App:Jinted Tailo :·s and Outfitters to the 
R oyal Corp of Signals 
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Its tough on them thar moors! 

WHITE HELMET'S SELECTION COURSE (I} 
You 've got to be good to make the team. Riding conditions at 

Catterick can be tricky (No. 23 Signalman Chamberlain} 

WHITE HELMET'S SELECTION COURSE (2) 
Signalman Lawton is interested in gorse bushes 

llOYAL SIGNAl.S ASSOOATION AND 
BENEVOLENT FUND 

Tiie follow:>ig dot1atio11s were gTatcfully receiticd during October, 1972: 
£ p 

The T::easurer, St. James' Church, Krcfeld 5 .64 
The Tren urer, St. Margaret's Chapel, Birgele:i 6.oo 
Officer Command, L Troop, 21 Sig R egt 2.C}O 
Officer Commanding. 83 (London) ig Sqn (V) 2.00 
\V.0.r B. F :sber, Royal Signs-ls 5.20 
Lieutenant-Colonel R . J. Harvey ~ :: 
F. E. Foulds, Esq. . .. 

1
•
45 G. B. Hollings, E q . . . . 

Brigadier Sir Ralph Rayner, M .B.E. ! :~ 
L. G . Toogood , Esq. 
J. \V. Woodman , Esq. 
E. W. Vigurs, Esq .... 
Brigadier E . J. C. Harrison , O.D.li. 
Anonymous .. . . .. 
Variou small donation 

l.00 
l.10 

50 
10.00 

20 

£93.24 
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Expedition 
to the Andes 

Muleteers and heavily laden mules on Day 1 
of the Approach March 

,,,, 
Lleatf!nant John Ka11, 

Royal. Signals 

John Kay writes below of 
the Royal Military College of 
Science expedition to climb 
peaks in the South American 
Andes, the highest of which 
was over 19,000 feet. Other 
Corps officers taking part were 
Lieutenants Chris Spencer, 
Derek Howshall and Dick 
Skaife. All credit to them and 
other members of the party for 
carrying out this imaginative 
and energetic venture in a 
comparatively remote part of 
the world. 

Clilllbing seco11d only to flie Himalayas 

ONE of the m~y advantages of d~ing the degree course at 
. the Royal Military College of Science is the long summer 

vacauon. For second-year students in the Royal Signals this i 
usually spent on attachment to a unit, or civilian company, or 
on an approved adventure training expedition. 

TJ:ie planning of this expedition began in September the 
previous year. South America was chosen firstly because the 
Andes provide excellent climbing, second only to the Himalayas. 
and secondly we were unlikely to visit this area of the world 
as members of t~~ Army. The problem of getting there was 
overco~e by wnnng to Shell International Marine Limited 
who. kindly promised us transportation, free of charge, to th~ 
Caribbean and back. 

The are~ we proposed to visit was in the north of Colombia 
only ~ miles from th~ sea and thereby saving transportation 
costs m .South ~er!ca. After several visits to the Royal 
Geographical ~oc1ety m London we knew quite a Jot about 
the problei:n~ mvolved. As far as we could tell we were the 
first ei:ped1uon to attempt climbing during the rainy season 
and this was later to cause problems. 

By the beginning of June we had all the equipment we 
need.ed, a~ t'ie College. After months of hard work we had 
o~tamed Hems from as far away as Inverness in Scotland 
km~}'. loaned to us by the Joint Services' Mountaineering 
Trammg Centre, and from. the Stores and Clothing Research 
and . Development Establishment, who made some items 
specially for the expedition. This included spe:ial warm clothing 
needed for our sustained period at altitude. 

Fornling 01• 

The Royal Signals officers involved were Lieutenant Chris 
Spencer, the medical officer, Lieutenant Derek Howshall 
treasurer, Lieutenant Dick Skaife, Royal Signals, ration; 
officer, and myself quartermaster and expedition leader. 
The other members were Dr. Dave Snoswell a civilian 
lecturer at the College, Lieutenant Nick McN~lly RAOC 
and Lieutena~t Kelvin P~lmer, REME. Originaily ther~ 
were . only six of us takmg part but six days before 
our .mt~nded depart!-Jre Lieutenant Kelvin Palmer, who 
was l~c1dentally ~~e. mt~rpreter, wa.s taken to hospital with 
uspe_ted append1cms. Lieutenant Dick Skaife was b:ought in 

a a replacement but the appendicitis turned out to be a 
recurrence of dysentery and after a course of drugs all was 
well. On 19th June five of us (Dave Snoswell and Derek How
shall, who h.ad e<am and marriage commitments respectively 
and were flymg out later) loaded our 1,900 pounds of food and 
equipm~nt onto a lorry and drove up to Liverpool to )Om the 

rirwegian tanker 'Polystar ' which was due to sail to 
Venezui:la. Twenty-four hours later we laboriously unloaded 
our equipment and returned to Shrivenham as the ' Polystar's ' 
orders had been changed and she was now going to Dundee. 

i<'ligbt to .UamaiNt 

To cut a long and complex story short we eventually man
aged to get all seven of us plu all the equipment onto an 
RAF . Britannia bound for Jamaica. The flight was returning 
Jama1can Defence Force personnel who had been on exercise 
in England. After the 18-hour flight, via Gander in Newfound
land, we were comfortably accommodated in the Officers' Me s 
of the 1 t Battalion the Jamaica Regiment, having met the 
officers at a rum tasting party in England the day before. 
After five pleasant days spent on the island which included 
a flight up to Montego Bay in an army Cess~a for the week
end, we flew to Barranquilla Colombia on a scheduled service. 

With a lot of help from the British Consulate all the equip
ment was cleared. thr<?ugh customs without difficulty, and the 
day after our arnval m South America we were on our way 
to the mountains in a hired 'bus. The 200 mile journey to the 
town. ?f Valledupar took. over eight hours, mainly due to the 
condiuon of the road which was little better than a cart track. 
The following day we loaded all the equipment onto a small 
truck for the journey up to the village of Pueblo Bello which 
was the highest point a truck could take us. Unfortunately the 
tru::k was grossly overloaded, with it leaf springs actually 
reversed, and after two-third~ of the jo;.irney an engine mounting 
broke, leavmg us stranded m the middle of the tropical rain 
forest. Our predicament was won overcome, however, when 
another lorry came round the corner and agreed to take us the 
rest of the way. 

Hard f,1nrgai1Li11g 

From Pueblo Bello we had to hire nine mules to take us 
up to the Indian village of San Sebastian, 20 kilometres away. 
From the~e it was another SO kilometres, and three days, 
from. our mtended base camp at 14,000 feet. The first part of 
the JOU~ney to San Sebastian was accomplished without too 
much dif?.~ulty but we then had the task of hiring mules for 
the remammg three days. The negotiations took two-and-a-half 
days ~nd saw Lieuten~t Kelvin Palmer struggling desperately 
to brmg down the pnce the Indians were asking. It was not 
until we said we were going back down that an agreement was 
finally reached. The first day's march took us to the head of 
the Aduriameina valley at 9,000 feet. From there we had a 
hard climb before dropping down into the Mamancanaca valley 
to camp outside an Indian settlement. On the final day we 
foll_owed the ~uiachinacopu~ameina valley uo to the base camp 
which was Pltched by the Slde of a lake. Having paid off the 
muleteers we arranged for them to return three weeks later. 
f.s they made their way back down the valley we wondered 
lf we would ever see them again. 
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View of base camp, pitched at 13,625 feet, by the side of a barren lake 

Rase cam1• 

Base camp consisted of a nine by nine foot command post 
helter, which was to prove extremely useful, and three small 

mountam tents. Fortunately there was plenty of dead wood 
lying about which supplemented the five gallons of petrol 
we had brought up with us. 

After a day's reconnaissance of the area Lieutenant Chris 
Spen:er, Dr. Dave Snoswell and myself established an advanc11 
base camp at a little over 16,000 feet, w ith the intention of 
climbing the highest peak, Pico Cristobal Colon, which is just 
under 19,000 feet . We wanted to go for this peak while the 
weather was still good as there had been no rain for 10 days. 
No sooner had we got the tent up when we were hit by a 
snow storm. Matters were not helped when we al o found 
that water had got into the petrol. 

}'loundering in soft snow 

At five o'clock in the morning after a l:earty breakfast of 
tea and two biscuits (the stove was still causing trouble) we 
began the ascent. Having gained an exposed ridge and per
formed a delicate traverse we found we had to descend again. 
We then traversed onto the south face of an unnamed peak and 
after an hour's steady climbing reached the snow line. We were 
soon floundering up to our knees in soft snow, and this, 
together with the altitude, made progress very exhausting. \Vie 
rook it in turn of SO steos each to break the trail after which 
time the leader was inevitably exhausted. At 17,100 feet we hit 
even worse snow and had no option but to return, very weary 
to the assault camp. The following day we returned to join the 
other back at base camp. 

1 n,575 foot peak co11•11u•reel 

After a day' rest we left camp at dawn for an attempt on 
Pico Tairona which was much closer to our base than d1e 
highest peaks. The assault parry was the ame as before except 
that this time we were joined by Lieutenant Dick Skaife. After 
two hours of scrambling on snow-covered rock we reached the 
edge of the main snow field and stopped to rope up. The 
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first few hundred feet were straightforward leaving onlv two 
hard pitches to the summit. Dr. Dave Snoswell led up a ramp 
on the south face and fixed the rope. I led t'i rough and 
reached the summit at 09.30 hours, where I was soon joined 
by the others. 

From the summit of the 16,S7S foot peak we had a 
magn ificent view of the Sierra Nevada, and particularly of the 
neighbouring peak El G uardian. After a suitably long break for 
lunch we returned to base camp to celebrate the ascent with 
the inevitable curry. 

Higher still 
After two more days at base camp, immobilised due to bad 

weather, we made another very early start, hoping to climb 
P ico El Guardian. This time Lieutenant Derek Howshall and 
Lieutenant Nick McNally, RAOC, joined the assault party, 
giving us three ropes of two. Despite the bitterly cold wind we 
soon gained the ridge which took us past the foot of Pico 
Tairona to the first snow field on El Guardian. Having roped 
up and put on crampons we soon overcame this first obstacle 
leaving only a narrow rock band before the final 600 feet. Dr. 
Dave Snoswell and Lieutenant Dick Skaife tried the south face. 
Their route led up a steep ice gulley before passing under an 
ice overhang, leaving 400 feet of steep snow to the summit. 
After half-an-hour in the gully the cloud came down and they 
were soon cut off from the remainder of the party. Meanwhile 
Lieutenant Derek Howshall and myself traversed onto the west 
ridge but after several pithes were blocked by a steep slope of 
poor snow. By this time visibility was down to a few yards 
so we returned to base camp. Lieutenant Chris Spencer and 
Lieutenant Nick McNally were, by this time, following the 
first rope up the gulley. They were, however, several rope 
lengths behind the first pair, and at midday, having overcome 
the worst of the difficulties they decided to return to base 
camp. At 12.2S hours Dr. Dave Snoswell and Lieutenant Dick 
Skaife reached the summit of the 16,92S foot peak and after 
a well-earned lun::h break they headed back for camp. It was 
not until 17.15 hours that this last party got back to base camp 
having completed the last three hours of the descent in pouring 
rain. 

The following day saw an amusing interlude to the serious 
bus'.uess of climbing. Lieutenant Kelvin Palmer, the base camp 
manager, disappeared in the morning with his kukri, not to 
rerurn until mid-afternoon when he walked into base camp 
coverd in blood. He had stalked and killed one of the wild 
sheep which grazed further down the valley. A carrying party 
was soon organised and after a professional job of gutting and 
skinning by Lieutenant Dick Skaife we dined very well on 
broth and Jamb curry. 

Left to right: Nick McNally (R.A.0.C.), Derek Howshall (Royal Signals) 
and John Kay (Royal Signals) rope up at the start of the first icefield, 

Pico El Guardian 16,925 feet 
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On•r 18,000 r~et 
The following day we ec out for another attempt on Pico 

Bolivar. A before the assault party consisted of Dr. Dave 
Sno well, Lieutenant Chri Spencer and my elf. In upport 
were Lieutenant Dick Skaife, Lieutenant Derek Howshall and 
Lieutenant Nick McNally, who were to remain at the advance 
ba e camp whil t we made the attempt. The seven kilometres 
ro the a ault camp were covered without too much difficultv 
de picc rhe heavy loads we all carried. A before late afternoon 
heralded another now corm and we retired early due to the 
inten e cold. At 2 a.m. the a sault party got up and after a 
good breakfa t left the camp at 03.15. Fortunately we were 
lu.:kv enough to have a full moon and we only needed our 
corche occasionally co eek out ice patches on the steep ro::k. 
After an hour's climbing we reached the snow line and took 
out our ice axes. The a cent wa then continued to a ridge 
at 17 ,000 feet. De pite the fact that it wa still dark and 
bitterly cold we still found the snow in poor condition, causing 
u to break th~ough the hard crust every few paces. Having 
traver ed the ridge to the east we put on crampons but felt it 
bet~er not to rope up as one fall would mean the end of us all. 
This was becau e the now anchors we used would never have 
held in the poor snow. After a difficult traverse of the west 
face we climbed on and reached the summit of an unnamed 
peak. at 18,050 feet. By now it was light but visibility was 
restncted to a few yards by heavy cloud which produced an 
occasional fall of sno~. After a pause for photographs we 
tarted out on the knife-edge ridge towards Pico Bolivar but 

had .to rur~ back after several hundred yards due to heav • 
cornices which could not be bypassed with safety. The descent 
to the assaul~ camp was achieved safely and after a brief rest 
we struck this camp and returned to the comparative luxury 
of ba e. 

End to three weeks or adventure 
Two days later Dr. Dave S~oswell and Lieutenant Nick 

McNally began the return journey home; Dave had run out of 
lea~e and Nick had been invited to retake a couple of exams. 
This le~ only four climbers in the mountains, and as we had 
to provide our own re~cue te~m in case of an accident, any 
further ane~l?cs on Pico Bolivar were out of the question. 
In the remammg four days, however, Lieutenant Derek How
sh3;11 and myself made another successful ascent of Pico 
Trurona, and Lieutenant Dick Skaife and myself climbed an 
unnamed ro::k peak of 15 000 feet. The day before our intended 
departure we were very relieved to welcome one of the 
muleteers to base camp, the first person we had seen in three 
weeks, apart from other expedition members. 

Full Circle 
W.0.1 (Y. of S.) T. Martin, late of Mons Officer 
Cadet School, writes with some nostalgia of the closing 
down of an establishment which trained nearly 3,000 

officers for the regular army. 

ON 4th ~u~st 70 young men were awarded the Queen's 
Comoussion on the final commissioning parade at Mons 

Officer Cadet School. 
Progress, eco?omics, standardisation and rationalisation have 

caused th~ fusmg tog~ther of Mons and the Royal Military 
Academy mt<? ~:me. uruc. For t~e first time in military history 
all officer trau:irng 1s to be earned out by one single establish
ment. The leisurely l?ace of the two-year course for regular 
officers and th~ fra?tJC 20 weeks of the short service officer 
are to be combmed mto a standard military course of 25 weeks 
based on ~he we_ll proven course al Mons. ' 

The !JlllOD will no doubt be fruitful and the end product 
of considerable value to the Army as a whole. In 1939 soon 
after the outbreak of the se::ond World War, 151 (Roval Signals) 
OCTU was form~~ at Mons from a nucleus of officer cadets 
from the ~oya.1 Military Academy Woolwich. 151 OCTU moved 
to Cattenck m 1942. Events have turned full circle, for in 
July 1942 a company was ?etached ~rom the then Raval Military 
College Sandhurst to tram potenual officers for the infantry 
and. ~a n~ed 161 (Royal Military College) Officer Cadet 
Trammg Unit. 

In June, 1948, the OCTU was renamed Mons Officer Cadet 
c~ool and f?r the next ten years had the charter of training 

nauonal servJCe officer cadets for commissions into all arms 

other than Foot Guards, Infan try and the Intelligence Corps. 
With national service on the wane, the Officer Cadet School 
at Eaton Hall wa amalgamated with Mons in April, 1958. For 
the fir t time Mons was an all arm school. At the end of 
nation.al. service Mon was given a new charter in May, 1961 , 
of trammg officer cadets for short service commissions in all 
arms ~f the regular army and also of running short courses for 
probau nary officer of the territorial army university cadctships 
an:i more recently short ervice limited commissions. 

The aim of the course at M ons was to produce a junior 
officer who would be fit to command an infantry platoon, or 
the equivalent in his own arm after pecialist training. As 
officer cadets join Mons as candidates for commi sioning into 
~LI arms, the cour e is ba ed on the training required by an 
infantry platoon commander, with general instruction in the 
ta ks and organi ation of other arms of the service. The 
emphasis during the whole co:irse was placed on developing 
qua.lities of leadership and officer cadets were given the oppor
tunity to command their platoon and section both during field 
training and in barracks. 

We are unable to report any visits of interest (they arc too 
numerous, and anybody who i anybody has taken the salute 
at Mons or visited u ), exerci es of interest (they happen all 
the time) or sporting achievements, however Royal Signals 
have been with Mons for many years and have been involved 
~s platoon commanders and the teaching of basic communicat
mg. The final Corps representatives were: 

Lieutenant-Colonel M. H. Broadway (of Larkhill fame) who 
was responsible for the cadet administration-a very complex 
task when one is dealing with overseas cadets, young men direct 
from school and ex-soldiers. 

Captain J. E. Neeve a platoon commander with Arnhem 
company who has inspired his platoon to take on allcomers at 
rugby as well as winning the Commandant's platoon competi
tion on the side. 

W.0.2 (now W.0.1) (Y. of S.) T. Martin who was the 
W.O. i/c Signal training and ensured that the officer cadet 
learnt and enjoyed basic communicating skills. Incidentally he 
was the first and last Yeoman at Mons. 

Signalman R Macanaspie who was the wing storeman who 
a~rived fro~ 1 Div in time to help pack up before all the 
signals eqmpment was handed over to the RMA. 

Signal instruction was carried out by Corporal of Horse D. 
Brown (RHG) and Sergeant B. Seddon (RA). Both these in· 
structors who taught some 90 officer cadets each, are 
tremendously keen communicators and are a credit to their 
regiments. Their smiling faces will no doubt bedevil the RSM 
at Sandhurst when they join the virtually exclusive Royal 
Signals signal wing at the RMAS. · 

Since May, 1961, a total of 2,859 British officer cadets have 
been commissioned into the Regular Army from Mons. In 
addition 1,681 officers and officer cadets of the Territorial Army 
and the Territorial and Armv Volunteer Reserve have attended 
courses at the School and l,i51 overseas officer cadets from 35 
overseas countries have been trained at Mons. 

To those officers and senior NCOs who have served at 
Mons, you are remembered-your names are not forgotten in 
the passing of this famous establishment. 
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· Ne.ws fro'!' Regiments 

llNC: succN;ses 

School of Signals 

Blandford Camp 

Dorset 

W E offer our congratulations to the following F oremen of 
Signals who succeeded in obtaining Higher National 

Certificates in Electrical and Electronic Engineering at the end 
of their courses at the School of Signals: 

:'Vo. 30 F. of S. course 
Staff Sergeant G. B. Clark, 3 Div HQ and Sig Regt; Staff 

Sergeant P. H. Davis, 30 Sig Regt; Staff Sergeant M. E. 
Everett, 8 Sig Regc; Staff Sergeant R. A. Foster, 22 Sig Regc; 
Staff Sergeant J. E. Guest, 27 Sig Regc; Staff Sergeant T. 
Houston, 264 Sig Sqn; Staff Sergeant W. Lawson, 2 Div HQ 
and Sig Regc; Staff Sergeant R. I. Marsh, 1 Div HQ and Sig 
Regt; Staff Sergeant C. W. Payne, 8 Sig Regc; Staff Sergeant 
L. Proctor, 9 Sig Regt; Staff Sergeant J. M. Smith, 21 Sig 
Regt; Staff Sergeant K. Zoing, 261 Sig Sqn. 

Xo. 31 F. of S. course 
Staff Sergeant P. A. Araniello, 16 Sig Regt; Staff Sergeant 

P. M. Barry, SHAPE HQ Comd and Supp (BE); Staff Sergeant 
D. Dallow, 224 Sig Sqn; Staff Sergeant K. F. Gordon, 7 Armd 
Bde Sig Sqn; Staff Sergeant R. N. Howes, 11 Armd Ede Sig 
Sqn; Staff Sergeant R. E. Lidgbird, 1 Div HQ and Sig Regc; 
Staff Sergeant D. J. Lowe, 16 Sig Regc; Staff Sergeant L. J. R. 
Nicholas, 4 Gds Armd Bde Sig Sqn; Staff Sergeant M. Rose, 
Union Defence Force; Staff Sergeant S. M. Sims, 2 Div HQ 
and Sig Regt; Staff Sergeant W. B. Smart, 6 Armd Bde Sig 
Sqn; Staff Sergeant I. D. Thomson, R Aust Sig. 

Special congratulations to the following: 
Staff Sergeant Rose who gained a distinction in one paper; 

Staff Sergeant Braithwaite who had previously passed HNC 
but took three supplementary papers, achieving two distinctions 
and a pass. 

3 Div HQ and Sig Regt 

Bulford 

Setting the sc.-.1e 

AL THOUGH there have been no exercises this month d1e 
Regiment has still been a busy as ever. Operational 

matters have been attended to and for some, there has been 
the task of un crambling the time consuming preparations 
which had to be made for several standby duties. Nevertheless, 
we have had a chance to get down to the other things that 
also matter, like football, rugby, inspections and drill parades. 

An bnportant parade 
A squadron size contingent from the Regiment, led by Major 

Gordon Mills, took part in the parade marking the granting 
of the Freedom of Blandford to the Corp on Friday 13th 
October. After two practices the parade went off without 
a hitch so the superstitous ones who predicted torrential rain 
were proven wrong. After the parade free beer was offered 
round to the marchers which rounded off the day extremely 
well. 

A chang~' of faee 
The next announcement will bring tears to the eyes of many 

in the Regiment and from far off places such a MCTC, 
Colchester; we are losing the Adjutant, Captain Lachlan Fraser, 
on posting to an exalted region of the Mini try of Defence. 
Our sincere thanks and good wishes are offered him for his 
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enormous diligence, and we hope thac he remembers how to 
make a good cup of coffee without his signals ops coffee con
traption. He has also offered his car for sale, but no one has the 
correct shoe size to make a useful offer. We also wi h to 
welcome the incoming incumbent Captain Warren Armstrong 
with similar gusto and trust that he, too, will master the noble 
art of procrastination. 

Aspiring Guardsu1c11 return 
This month Second-Lieutenant John Macfarlane and his 

detachment returned to the Regiment from public duties in 
London to find that things had changed whilst they were away. 
Some found that they had been posted in their absence into 
the newly formed 3 Squadron; a good job, too, for their old 
squadrons hardly recognised them, especially with their new 
hair styles. Members of the detachment were invited to give 
some of their impressions and comments as a result of their 
London duties. Signalman Dick Singleton was heard to com
ment: " I just don't know which I prefer, the Guards or the 
Royal Signals." What a cheek! Signalman Tony Glover, on 
being asked why he had not got his hair cut for the Freedom 
of Blandford Parade, spun this novel tale: "When we arrived 
back from public duties I was told to get my hair cue so I 
marched bravely off to the barber's shop only to find a most 
depressing sight. There were soldiers leaving with more hair 
than I had already, so I beat a hasty and shameful retreat!" 
Signalman 'Taffy ' Joyce, who went as Second-Lieutenant 
John Macfarlane's orderly, announced that he had used three 
tins of boot polish and one tin of Brasso on his Sam Browne 
alone. It sounds more like the amount required for a saddle 
and tack - 'Taffy' no offence meant! Nevertheless, it is 
generally agreed by those who took part in the public duties 
that it was a worthwhile venture into a military area which 
has for far too Jong been shrouded with the Guards mystique. 
Now we know from first-hand exactly what it is like to be 
a guard outside Buckingham Palace. 

Exercise e Long Delay ' 
On 9th October, seven slightly apprehensive volunteers set 

off for Yorkshire to take part in a 10 day free fall parachute 
course. The party consisted of Second-Lieutenant Peter White, 
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) Bill Richards, Corporal Andy Hickling, 
Signalman Nigel Davies, Signalman Nigel Grant, Signalman 
Roger Greenaway and Signalman Ian Johnstone. After a day 
of travelling the party arrived at Grindale Field which is just 
north of Bridliagton. Tents were pitched and an evening meal 
prepared be~ore night and rain set in. 

The first two days were misty, making parachuting im
possible, but the time was well spent on ground training. 
Ground training consists of learning how to leave the comfort 
and comparative security of the aircraft to balance precarious! 
on a small wheel in a stable position and how to land without 
breaking too many bones. One is also taught how to count 
u9 to four! There was al o in truction on parachute packing 
aiid since one jumps with a self-packed chute everyone took 
a great deal of interest in this vital subject. 

Thur day dawned clear and the party got down to the 
serious business of parachuting. There was no more poor 
weather so the course progressed smoothly for a further week. 

To go parachuting on Friday the thirteenth wa really 
tempting providence as Staff Sergeant Bill Richards and Cor
po,al Andy Hickling soon di covered. Both received leg injuries 
which prevented them from parachuting again on the course. 
However, four members of the course Se::ond-Lieutenant Peter 
White, Signalman Nigel Grant, Signalman Nigel Davies and 
Signalman_ Ian Johnstone qualified for their Certificate A 
Licence after 10 or more jump . They are now able to jump 
at any parachute centre in Britain. 

The course was both enjoyable and worthwhile and it i 
hoped chat a imilar course will be held in the near future. 
Our thanks are extended to Ron O'Brien and the other in truc
tors at the Sport Parachute Centre for making this cour c so 
enjoyable. 

Rugby C:up hunters 
The Regimental rugby team has pleasantly surpri ed every

one this eason by winning its first three games. One of the 
games was the second round of the Army Cup when we beat 
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27 Reg1, RCT. by nin ' points to eight in a closely fought 
mat;h. It wa · a magnifi ent effort by what can only be de -cribed 
a a ::ratch team due mainlv to the non-availabilit • of some of 
our pla\'er through dutie a·nd exercises. 

The Regiment ha · only a small pool of players but the team 
i beginning to take hape. With u h talwarts as Second
Lieutenant John Macfarlane, Corporal 'Taffy' Davies, Corporal 
Steve Bailes and Corporal Brian Neil getting fitter and better 
all 1he time it augers wcll for the future. With additional pla ers 
from the D ivi ional Headquarter we are now capable of 
rurning out a formidable team well able to hold its own in 
the Dulford/Tidworth area. 

The team i now through to the fourth round of the Major 
Unit Army Cup competition and it i ju t about to embark 
on the trail to win the W Di trice Cup. 

.,s.,oeiat"on Football 
Under the captaincy of Corporal Bob Cunnion, late 28 Regt, 

the fir t XI ha made a fa ir start to the season winning one, 
drawing one and losing one of the three league games played 
o far. In an exciting match at Blandford in the preliminary 

round of the Army Cup the School beat us by 3-2 in the last 
two minutes of extra time. It i interesting to note that the 
ream on that occasion consisted of four Ro •al Signals player 
three from RCT, two from RAOC one from REME one from 
ACC and one Infantryman. 

The se::ond XI managed with typical aplomb by W.0.2 
(S.S.M.) Jim McElvogue, is undefeated de pite frequent calls 
upon their ervice by the first XI. As all their game have so 
far been played away from home, we have high hopes for 
a uccessful sea on. 

Sergeants• ~f~ss 
On the 20th October 38 ladies of the Sergeants' Me s were 

wined and dined in the true mess fashion. Evervone enjoyed 
them elve immensly inducfing W.0.1 (A.S.M.) Bob Meaton, 
who normally a straight ballroom dancer, was persuaded to 
imitate the more youthful members of the mess in the modern 
dance section. 

The Mess darts team ably led by Staff Sergeant ' Paddy ' 
O'Riordan are still in fine form having recently beaten the 
Middle Wallop ream. In fact the team is undefeated this 
ea OD. 

8 Sig Regt, Catterick Camp 
Change of CODIDland 

0 8th September Colonel W. A. Sykes handed over 
command of 8 Sig Regt to Colonel J. P. Hart, O.B.E. 

To Colonel and Mrs. Sykes we say thank you and farewell, 
to our new Commanding Officer Colonel Hart and Mrs. Hart 
we extend a warm welcome and wish them a happy tour. 

COLONEL W. A. SYKES SIGNS OVER 
Left to right : R.S.M. R. Knight, Colonel J. P. Hart and Captain H. 

Thomas (Adjutant) look on 
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Colonel Sykes was posted to 24 Sig Regt in April 1970, with 
the task of merging 8 and 24 Regts together on 1st November, 
1970 to become the large t Signal Regiment in the British 
Army (for your enlightenment we are) ome 2,200-strong, 
have some 62 officers military and civilian and 260-plus mem
bers in the ergeancs' Me . (Pity the CO with some 400 + 
reports to write). There are over 500 civilians and we have a 
throughput of over 4,200 (willing and keen) soldiers per year. 
Courses running normally at 75 total now 86 to 92 courses are 
being processed at any one time. Witl1 the re-structuring of 
the Corps and the battle of the bulge 8 Sig Regt has been 
taking the load in no mall manner. As you can imagine the 
train is bending the organisation somewhat. The present staff 

'also' ha>e to go on leave, attend courses and visit units in 
BAOR and elsewhere. How do we fit it all into a mere 365 days 
in tlie year? Good question; at present we rather wish there 
were eight days in the week and 400 day in the year. pare a 
thought also for the soldier tudent working a IO-period day 
until Friday 5 p.m. he is awa h with lectures, notes books, 
facts and figures. 

All this and much more besides. Colonel Sykes has taken in 
his stride and we are indebted to him for his cheerfulness and 
calm in the face of the many crises that have beset us. He 
has led and we have been only too glad to follow. We shall 
miss his wealth of knowledge understanding and kindness. 

To Mrs. Biddy Sykes who has run the Wives' Club with 
great vigour we thank you for all the interest, time and trouble 
that you have dedicated to this happy band (550 + wives). 
Somehow she has always managed to know when someone was 
in need or in hospital and made herself available whenever 
required. How she has managed to get around and do it all 
we will never know. Thank you very much Mrs. Sykes for 
your devotion and firmness when required. We will all miss 
you very much. 
. To C~Ionel Sykes we hope you will enjoy your employment 
m the MOD as Colonel GS ASD4; co Mrs. Sykes we hope 
Byfl.eet will be enjoyable if not as good as the Catterick Moors. 
Farewell and good luck to you both, our thoughts will be 
witl1 you. 

Report from Tratle Training School 

T HE first anniversary of the official opening of the new 
Trade Training School building has just passed, and 

the time has now come to briefly reflect on that year: 

TELEGILAPDIST TRAll\'11\'G (Operating "\Ving) 

The 'Teleprinter and Switchboard Operating Group ' under 
the guidance of Mr. John Ring has had a busy but rewarding 
year. In addition to carrying out normal training, an evaluation 
of the most suitable method for teaching teleprinter keyboard 
and operating has been made under the control of the Training 
Evaluation Team, Royal Signals. 

During this assessment a comparison was made between the 
old conventional method (beat the stick, wrap the knuckles), 
a commercial system using audio and visual stimuli and our 
own system-Audio· Controlled Electronic Teleprinter Tutor 
(ACETT). ACETT is a system which also uses both audio and 
visual stimuli, but with inbuilt flexibility in that the instructor 
may use audio and visual together, separately, or he may 
dispense with both. 

.Careful study of the results has shown a oreference for 
ACETT, and a Mark 2 prototype model is now in the final 
stages of construction. The aim being to equip four basic 
keyboard operating rooms with ACETT for use during the 
first three weeks of keyboard training. 

The middle stage of keyboard operating will continue to be 
taught using teleprinter simulators, and it is during this time 
the student learns message format and correction procedures. 
~inally in the last eight weeks of training the student is 
introduced to the TIOO and comoletes his final tests on chis 
equipment. -

Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) 'Curly Couperthwaite has recently 
transferred to the Teleprinter Group in order co assist Mr. 
Ring with the introduction of ACETT Mark 2, and we now 
look forward to even better results from the many trainees 
passing through the Group. It is with regret chat we announce 
the departure of W.0.2 Henderson, WRAC, who leaves us soon 
to get marri.ed. However, she will not be lost to the Corp 
be:::ause she is to marry Sergeant Jim Johnstone of 16 Sig Regt. 

(Continued on page 493) 
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(Continued from page 492) 
It is impossible to talk about training within the Regiment 

without mentioning Schemes Group. This group is responsible 
for organising and running traming exercises for all tradesmen 
(less Data Telegraphists) both basic and upgrading. Even tech
nicians go to Schemes Group to obtain field experience with 
vehicle mounted equipments, and to practise their voice 
procedures! 

In addition, Schemes Group provides communications for 
regimental exercises and adventurous training. 

The group is commanded by Captain Chris Melhuish, assisted 
by W.0.2 (Y. of S.) Harry O'Mahoney, Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) 
Ted Chambers, Staff Sergeant Eric Bell, Sergeant Dick Hurel, 
Sergeant Graham Jobson, Sergeant Trevor Johnson and 
Sergeant Brian Christian, not to mention SO junior NCOs and 
signalmen, who almost live on the moors, spending far more 
time on exercise than their counterpart in BAOR. 

THE PROFESSIONALS (I) 
Telemechanics (Signalmen Ryan and Lippet) on a course tensioning 

and terminating a P.L. overhead route 

TECIL~ICIAN TllAINING (Engineering Wing) 
Telecommunications ~fechanics 

Since the introduction of this new trade we have been doing 
our best to meet the training objectives, but there has been a 
general shortage of the new stores and equipments required, 
and instructors have had to be trained by the Post Office on 
new techniques and skills. Good progress is at la t being made 
with this trade. The new stores and equipments required to 
meet the training objectives are now being re:::eived, and in 
the very near future they will be fully integrated into training. 
Consequently, in the not too distant future, Regiments will 
receive fully trained Tele Mechs, and we sincerely hope that 
they will then see this tradesman in his correct per pective, 
as an efficient tradesman, and an undoubted asset to our Corp . 

City mul Guilds 
We continue to achieve excellent re ults with C and Gs 

assessed examinations for Tele Mech, and it is a tribute to the 
instructional staff that more distinctions and credits are obtained 
than ordinary passes. Results for the second Lineman Class 1 
to Tele Mech Clas 2 conversion course were: Four distinctions, 
four credits and one pass for Elementary Telecomms Practice, 
and three distinctions and five credits for Line Plant Practice 
'A.' 

lhulio llelny Group 
Since our last contribution to THE WmE, command of the 

group has changed hands, the new Supervi or being Captain 
(TOT) C. N. Armitage, M.B.E. We welcome both Captain and 
Mrs. Armitage and hope their stay here will be a pleasant one. 

The group continues to hum with activity training Combat 
Radiomen and converting Radio Operators and Telegraphists. 
Occasionally a Technician Course passes through to break the 
monotony! 
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THE PROFESSIONALS (2) 
Corporals J. M. Cliff and B. A. Wright adjust a C.70 Antenna on an 

exercise 

The group is to experience a considerable changeover in 
personnel during the coming months. Those leaving are 
Sergeants Graham Riddy, George Whitfield and Ray Hawkins 
to BAOR, Sergeant Terry Heath to the Hebrides, Sergeant 
Robin Gallagher on an ACE High Course, Sergeant Peter 
Franks to Northern Ireland, Sergeant Gordon Hardaker to the 
Army Apprentices' College and Sergeant Ernie Peters to civilian 
life. We hope there will be ome replacements forthcoming 
shortly! 

Laborntor~· and "\Vorksho11s Group 
We have said our farewells to W.0 .2 (F. of S.) Mick Waite, 

Corporal Dave Bowkett; bid a welcome to W.0.2 (F. of S.) 
Mick Bayliss and Sergeant ' Paddy ' Kavanagh; lost Mr. Peter 
Bailey, one of our Philco demonstration :~ings, who ha been 
transferred to Quality Control and divided the Mechanical 
Workshop empire of Messrs. Ashworth and Leyland who were 
becoming the 'Pinky and Perky' of the group· Mr. Ted Ash
worth has taken over Electrical Safety and First Aid from 
Mr. Harry Jenkins, and Harry now assists in the electronics 
laboratories. 

Mr. Urban (integrated circuits and logics) Smith has been 
at it again, having received a ca h award jointly with Mr. John 
Hodgkins for an article on 'Electronic Aids for the Elderly ' 
published in the Journal of the Royal Signals Institution. 
Prototype aids have been designed, tested and costed and are 
now in the hands of a Grammar School whose student will 
build a number of the e aids for the old folks in Leyland. 
Mr. Peter Dawson, the Group Supervisor, has taken the hint 
and is currently preparing an article on the urmet 400 Trainer 
Analyser. 

Terminal Eq1dpment Group 
Sergeant Hyde has just been promoted taff ergeant, one 

of the first technicians co be promoted to thi rank. Con
gratulation ' Paddy '! 

The only other Staff Sergeant in the group Staff Sergeant 
Mick Brett, recently sat in the back seat of a cla s 4 Kayak 
canoe whilst Corporal Chris Fielding, of 30 Sig Regt, paddled 
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th..:m into third place m the National Long Di ranee Canoe 
R cing Champion hip at Worce ter. 

Eleetroni s Group and elnssroo111 hu111our 
Recently an instructor with Electronics Group wa teaching 

an overseas tudent technician course which consisted of 
. tudent from Nigeria Tanzania Kenya and Uganda. During 
the le on, the chalkboard, which wa of the type which could 
be rai ed or lowered by ropes and pulleys attached to its frame, 
b ame firmlv stuck. Two of the students from Nigeria came 
out to a sist· the in tructor in freeing the blackboard. After 
much tugging and heaving the chalkboard frame came away 
from the wall leaving three people on the floor with the chalk
board on top of them. There was considerable laughter from 
the clas a a deep-throated voice from the back said: " There's 
an example of black power for you Sa now let's see what 
white man magic can do about dat." 

l&adio Group and the \\' irt'less Station EIO 
And o it came to pass that a new leader by the name of 

Tut'utt wa elected to the tribe of Ray Deo which dwelt within 
the country of Ayt Sigs. And the new leader did straightway 
look at his domain and did see much that pleased him. But 
one thing did poil his view. He did find that a veritable beast 
bv the name of Ee Ten did hold sway over part of his domain. 
Thus he poke to hi followers, "Verily I say unto you that 
thou must cast aside the old gods and worship only the god 
called Pro Gress; and I say therefore that we mu t destroy this 
beast called Ee Ten so that we may then worship our god 
through the beast called Clan Sman." 

And there wa a great wailing and gnashing of teeth; but 
Tut'utt did hold firm and .it finally came to pass the beast 
Ee Ten was destroyed and cast into the outer darkness called 

era Peep, and thus did follow the paths trodden by his fore
bears named Swabee Leven and Swa Bayt. 

ODE TO THE EJO 

In a little old town of Electron, 
Way out beyond Anode Bend, 
There's the grave of Radio Mechanic, 
Who lie , earthed at his positive end. 

Let us give him his due in all fairness, 
He was good at his job, he had brains, 
But he once was a little too careless, 
With a set which was on at the mains. 

There's a moral to this short story, 
But its too late for him now to see, 
If you don't want a short circuit to glory, 
BEWARE HT. 

13 Sig Regt B.F.P.O. 40 
Th.- autumn sc·ene 

T thi time of the year vigorous outdoor pastimes pass 
into less energetic activities and we begin to prepare for 

our annual general knowledge quiz competitions and leaf
clearing exercises. 

The annual SUMMER (note capitals) camp Exercise 'Swan 
Lake' came to an end on 21st October in two inches of snow. 
The camp was sited and constructed by Major Tom Swan, 
S.S.M. Kennington and other HQ Squadron stalwarts in a 
beautiful spot in the North Eifel on the bank of a superb lake 
reputed to be stocked with such an abundance of edible fish 
that they could almost be caught by hand. 

Over a period of five weeks detachments left the Regiment 
to ~pend a week in this glorious spot learning the basic elements 
of survival, map reading, compass marching and as much 
recreation as could be packed into what was left of each day. 
Over 180 personnel attended the camp during the month, the 
order of the day was " you are here to enjoy yourself " and 
they did. The final week was a bit 'chilly ' but the programme 
of 'Volley Ball ' was amended to read 'Snowball.' A final 
word about the superb fishing. Major Tom Swan, a lonely 
figure in dressing gown and wellington boots, could be seen 
mo t mornings after first light, determined to catch his break
fa t. He discovered after the first few weeks that the fish not 

only could not be caught by hand but neither by foot, rod nor 
net. He blames the bait-it would appear tltat fish do not like 
'compo. 

Hockey 
The Rhine Area League did not commence until 11th 

October; this additional time was used to try out several new 
players having had the usual crop of departures from the team 
that won the Rhine Area Cup last season. Our first match 
against 16 Sig Regt ended in a 5-1 victory and it wa obvious 
that our new boys have fitted in very well. 

T.-niniug \Vb1g 
Detachment Commanders' courses 10 and 11 <lisper ed on 

27th October, an occasion marked with more than a little 
regret for these are the last courses that will be guided 
trained and cursed by our courses officer Lieutenant David 
Dobson. David joined the Training Wing in November, 1970; 
two days later he was off to the NBC School at Winter Bourne 
where he learned how to do everything at the double. He has 
not stopped running since. He supervised the MPT Courses
' left-right-left, attended the Nijmegen Marches-' left- right
limp,' instructs NBC-' gas-gas-gas ' and has been the course 
officer for 11 Detachments Commanders' courses-' left-gas
right-gas.' To both David and his charming wife Judy we bid 
a reluctant farewell and wish them every success in 260 Sig 
Sqn. Any offers of an almost new slightly worn Lieutenant who 
can withstand the friendly bite of a powerful Staffordshire bull 
terrier to Captain (QM) A. S. R. Alfred, OC Training Wing. 

Unusual expedition to a Norwegian lake 
This year the Berlin Brigade Sub-Aqua Club annual expedi

tion headed north to Norway; the target was Lesjakogvatnet, 
a lake 3,000ft. up in the Norwegian mountains; the aim, to find 
and if at all possible lift a Gloster Gladiator biplane. 

A British plane in a Norwegian mountain lake i not as odd 
as it at first sounds. During the German invasion of Norway 
in 1940, the British flew 18 Gloster Gladiators of 263 Sqn off 
HMS ' Glorious ' to a frozen lake Lesjakogvatnet to aid the 
retreating allied forces. This valiant but ill-fated attempt ended 
when four aircraft crashed and 11 were destroyed by German 
bombers so leaving the remaining three to regroup to the 
north-west. 

Fourteen men and one officer made up the party leaving 
Berlin at 15.30 hours on 23rd July. Our two vehicles had to 
be disguised, military vehicles being forbidden in Norway. One, 
a mini-bus loaned to us by 3 Sqn 13 Sig Regt, was concealed 
behind large 2ft. ' Donald Duck ' stickers the four-tonner wa 
repainted cerise and buff with the compliments of 1 Cheshire. 

Our small convoy arrived at Lesjakog 48 hours later after 
negotiating the Fredrikshaven Larvik ferry, and surviving two 
punctures in a distance of 1,200 miles. Diving started the same 
day, and though the lake is 15kms. long, we knew the exact 
location of the runway and the -dispersal ·-areir ·from · locals-a 
mere 200-odd acres to be searched! 

The club's diving officer, Corporal Derek Hulme, RMP, 
organised the diving into two groups. group one led by Sap.per 
Brian Marshall contained Captain Russell, l Cheshire, Mrs. 
Beryl Marshall and Privates Mick Morgan and Greg Peck, 
bot'.! l Cheshire. Group two, led by Sergeant Bill Cooper, 3 
Sqn 13 Sig Regt, consisted of Sergeant Phil Gater, l Cheshire, 
Junior Tethnician John Vaughan, RAF Gatow, and Privates 
Mike Prescott and Tony Williams again of 1 Cheshire. Boat 
cover was ably provided by Lance-Corporal ' Mac ' MacDonald, 
REME l WFR, in the club inflatable powered by a 40 hp 
Johnson borrowed from 38 Fld Sqn RE. The administrators, 
led by Sergeant Alan Rowe, 1 Cheshire, produced compo in 
many of its exotic and varied forms and looked after us very 
well. 

The searches were carried out at depths of between six 
and 60ft. with the temperature varying from 30 to 40 degrees 
Fahrenheit. The visibility, always good, was 10-15ft., i.e. 10-15 
times better than the Havel! The two groups put in an average 
of two to three dives each day, which entailed five hours in the 
water per person per day. This inevitably took its toll of divers 
through sinus and ear infections and such like. 

Over the first seven days we found lots of aircraft wreckage, 
panels, fuel drums, but no aircraft. On the eighth day, however, 
when the search had reached the relatively shallow east bay and 
hope was admittedly wearing a bit thin, group two found an 
almost complete plane, Gladiator N 5681. 

(Continued on page 497 ) 
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Radio Station PRC 320 
Comprehensive tactical communications for 
long range patrols ... artillery ... commando, 
mountain and ranger units ... amphibious 
parachute operations ... by ground- and sky-wave 
over short and long distances ... 

This advanced and thoroughly versatile 
equipment is a lightweight h.f. s.s.b. radio system 
which provides command communications at all 
levels in infantry, artillery, armoured, naval and 
airborne units and supporting services. 

This maid-of-all-work, the all-solid-state 
PRC 320, is in full production now. After intensive 
laboratory tests and field trials it has received 
full acceptance for service by the British Army 
a he Clansman range of tactical radios. 
Particularly · ~to operate, it provides 
280 000 switched c1Urm:i..els in the 2 to 29.9999 MHz 
band by means of an adv ed digital frequency 
synthesizer. The wide range f ncillary 
equipment enables it to go into a · n as a 
man-pack, a ground station or a veh10 station. 
lt is also suitable for use in light aircraf d 
small ships. 
• s.s.b. , a.m. , c.w. (wide and narrow) 
• weight less than 12 kg (in man-pack role) 
• compact, extremely rugged construction
suitable for parachuting 
• tough but light etal case- sealed against 
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water and corrosion 
• outstanding frequency stability ( l in 106 over 
six months) 
• low power consumption ( 170 mA on 
receive; 2·6A on transmit) 
• 30 W p.e.p. transmitter output 
• ancillaries include 

hand generator 
rechargeable nickel-cadmium batteries 
a.c. and d.c. chargjng units 
remote control system 
vehicle mountings 
whip, dipole and end-fed antennas; 
fibreglass mast kit 

• full after-sales support, including guaranteed 
long-term spares availability. 

Stringent user trials in tropical and sub-zero 
temperatures, jungle and mountainous terrain, 
including parachute drops and immersion tests, 
have fully demonstrated the performance and 
durability of this advanced radio. 

Please ask for complete technical data. 

Ilford, Essex, England. Telex: 23166 
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ATTENTION! 

PART ONE ORDERS? TO ALL THOSE BEING POSTED ABROAD 

This luxury Volvo 144 de Luxe. comes kitted up with such standard equipment 
as reclining seats, with head restraints. heated rear window, safety belts, 
carpets, clock, cigar lighter, safety belt warning light, du.al b r aking syst em, 
to name but a few. 

And that's not all. 

Because, by being posted abroad, you are exempted from tax and duty 
payments, and the prices we quote you are factory prices, so on this 
particular model, you'll save £465*on the U. K. retail price. 

There are other savings of up to £745 , depending on the model you choose. 

For further details or a test drive, please contact:- Export Division Volvo Concessionaires Limited 
26b Albemarle Street, London W l. Telephone No: 01-493 0321. .... 7:0' T .... 7:0 ' 
*The savings quoted are based on prices at time of going to press. W 1 ~ W , 
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SALVAGED FROM THE BOTTOM OF A NORWEGIAN LAKE 
The remai ns of one of a number of Gloster gladiator planes which 

came to grief during the last war during the invasion of Norway 

After the wreck h ad been photographed by Derek Hulme, 
group one started removing flying wires to release the wings, 
the tailplane having been detached 32 years previously by a 
German bomb and placed upright and intact two-three metres 
away. 

More wreckage was later discovered in the bay. In all we 
identified and recovered parts of six aeroplanes eventually 
recovering sufficient to give RAF Wildenrath an almost com
plete plane. To show willing we threw in an extra engine and 
complete tail as well. So pleased were Wildenrath with our 
find that immediate plans were made to send a C120 Hercule 
to Norway to collect it. N 5681 was taken in bits on the back 
of the Bedford uuck to the Norwegian airbase at Varnes some 
150 miles north. The future of N 5681 is not yet altogether 
cenain but it is now believed that the Royal Air Force Museum 
at Hendon have claimed it and that it will soon be taken to 
England. 

When the success of our expedition leaked out we were 
inundated with visitors, mostly Norwegian press. Hot foot from 
Oslo came the Military and Air Attaches to help with the 
disposal of the aeroplanes. Rather embarrassingly we managed 
to strand them with their families in the middle of the lake 
when we lost the propeller for the outboard motor. They didn' t 
seem to mind much and departed to happy mood dishing out 
duty-free cigarettes and whisky to everybody in sight. 

S e• rgeants' l\·lless 
Because of summer camp commitment , entertainment in the 

Sergeants' Mess has been kept to a minimum but we did 
manage to fit in a very successful pub night and a dance to 
celebrate the end of ummer camp. We asked our two ACC 
members to think up something different and out of the 
ordinary for the buffet for our end of summer camp dance 
and they came up with a Chinese menu. Our thanks to Staff 
Sergeant Ian Underwood and Sergeant Ray Austin for their 
contribution to a most enjoyable evening. 

The Sergeants' Mess was challenged by the Officers' Mess 
to a shooting match in early October, to fire the MG and the 
pistol and much to everyone's surprise, the Officers' team won. 
The Second-in-Command, M ajor Charles Lewis, and the 
RSM, W.0 .I Sim.my Nelson, were the referees and blows, 
shouts and shot were heard to come from the rear of the 
range before the result wa announced, a result that was 
immediately met with cries of "fix" and "fiddle." The protests 
however, fell on deaf ears and the Officers' team wa later 
entertained in the Sergeants' Mess. We still think it was a fix 
and a fiddle. The CO, Lieutenant-Colonel G. W. A. Stephenson, 
in his challenge stated that Sergeant Tony Cheese, our cham
pion hot, was to take the afternoon off. 

The Sergeants' M ess unday football league ha commenced 
and 13 Sig Regt has entered a team. We have yet to win a 
game but this is not so much due to unskilfu l p lay as to bad 
pitches, bad light and bad refereeing, or so the players tell me. 
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Con1h1gs n11d going"' 
Farewell to ·Sergeants Bill Parker, Bob Patterson and 

Sergeant Tony Cheese, Int Corps. Welcome to W.0 .2s Jim 
Hearfield and John Goodall, Int Corps, and to Srafl Sergeant 
Ray Marchand, Sergeants Jim Claffey and Trevor Ryan and 
Sergeants Don Deveau and Harold T homas from Canada. 

21 Sig Regt, B.F.P.O. 42 

T HE Regiment really has its head down to hard work at 
the tJme of writing these notes. 

Versatility makes a p opular r egime nt 
1 Squadron are feverishly preparing for the annual equip

ment inspection and the opening of their troposheric scatter 
link to the Unired Kingdom. 2 Squadron are deployed with 
the Harrier Force in the Corps area. 3 Sqadron are engaged 
in trying to complete a number of UG proje: ts before the 
ground hardens and HQ Squadron are packing up summer camp 
and preparing for Evercise 'Snow Queen.' \Ve are all preparing 
for the visit of the Signal Officer in Chief and our FFR inspec
tion in November. 

Perhaps it is this versatility and variety of tasks which make~ 
the Regiment so popular a posting. The CO receives so many 
applications for extensions of tour that the ab encc of such 
an application from a soldier almost prompts an enquiry as 
to the reason. 

A thi r d B A OJl c lmm1•ions hi1• 

With the conclusion of the athletics season we had thought 
that our ' silver collection' was complete for the year, but 
L ieutenant Dick F arrimond fancied a very attractive ro e bowl 
held by 1 Cheshire. The plot was practised on 12th September, 
then eight days later he and a band of five fo llowers struck
in the R iene Bergen Forest, near L ubbecke. Speed and 

B.A.O.R. ORIENTEERING CHAMPIONS 
Lieutenant Les Smi th, Lieutenant Richard Farrimond, Corporal 
Coli n Mair, Corporal Fred Roisetter, Corporal Kei th Woodford, 

Sergeant Ray Storer 
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urac · were e ential for there were other in the wood 
that day. By the narrowe t of margins they secured the ro e 
bowl-the trophy for the BAOR orienteering champions. This 
i our third BAOR championship win this year- surely another 
record? 

The Regiment had a \·ery atisfying 2--0 win over RAF 
\X'ildenrath at football in our ' derby ' match in the Rhine 
area league but had to bow to a very fine 28 ig Regt team 
at Krefeld a week later. Hockey, rugger and basketball are all 
prcgres ing well and there will be much sub unit activity in 
the nevt few week with the knockout competitions in hockey 
football , qua h and cros -country. 

In November Lieutenant John Griffiths i taking a party 
of ix divers on a ub aqua e.'-pedition to Cyprus for 11 day 
with a similar trip to Gan Island for early 1973. The party 
hope to enjoy a fairly inten ive diving programme. The party 
in the main, have not dived outside Europe. A detailed report 
will appear in a later copy of TuE WIRE. 

Srnp Press 
The Regimental Orienteering Team went on to achieve 

econd place in the Army Championship, rounding off a vin
tage sporting year for the Regiment. 

" WELCOME ABOARD, SIR" 
lance-Corporal Dagnall meets Rear Admiral Sir Peter Anson, R.N . 
earlier this year shortly before his promotion and appointment as 
Assistant Chief of the Defence Staff (Signals). Captain Trevor 

Hendren on the right 

22 Sig Regt, B.F.P.O. 107 
Adventurous training 

R ECENTLY two major expeditions were planned and 
carried to a successful conclusicn by members of the 

Regiment. The first operation, code-named Exercise ' Spaghetti 
Paddle,' was led by L:eutenant Ian Grant assisted by Sergeant 
Mick Croot and n:ne other members of the Regiment. They 
took seven canoes down the River Tiber in Italy ending up 
south of the old city of Rome. The party calculated they 
covered a distance of some 120 miles including several stretches 
of white water. A lengthy discussion between Corporal Tom 
McGinnis and Signalman Clive Coutts as to which was the 
starboard side nearly led to their being washed over a dam. 
That was one of the many hair-raising incidents on this water
logged adventure. 

The other expedition, called Exercise 'Napoleon's Foot,' 
aimed at walking across the mountains of Corsica. This was 
led by Lieutenant Cedric Burton accompanied by Sergeants 
Maxie Springer and Dave Simms and 11 other members of 
the Regiment. They had an exciting and sometimes frightening 
trip but the only bandits the party came across were Customs 
Officials and the man who hired them their donkeys! 

Needless to say both trips were greatly enjoyed by all con
cerned. All the subalterns are now busily writing their plans 
for the 1973 expeditions. (Advert-come to 22 Regiment and 
go places). 
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ll~·rbsfwoebe 1972 
The annual festival week in Lippstadt involved the Regi

ment in everal interesting activities. CommHd Eagle - our 
armoured brigade CommHd- was on show in the main street. 
The Germans were most impressed to see Corporals Ted 
Fairminer and 'Jock' Murray percolating coffee ra ther than 
having a conventional brew-up! 

A procession through the town was flanked by our own out
riders on gleaming motor cycles. W.0 .2 Gordon Parks, 
Sergeant Ted Davenport, Corporal Roger LeLacheur and 
Lance-Corporal John Glass made an impressive sight and we 
hope that more use can be made of their motor cycling talents 
in the future. 

The local Weissenburg brewery opened their doors to four 
carefully selected officers - Ma)ors Hugh Bonaker, John 
Gryspeerdt and Captains John Culbert and Douglas Braid (of 
REME)-to sample the 1972 brew of ' bock bier.' After 13 
hours of careful sampling the ' team ' were agreed on two 
thing - the beer was good and they were past caring anyway! 

Odds and ends 
A party of 13 led by Corporal Charlie O'Neill recently left 

for the annual two-week pilgrimage to the Mosel Valley to 
pick grapes (or so they say); I hope that by the time you read 
these notes they have returned. 

At last we have a new BFES School building- the first to 
be built in BAOR on the open plan system. After a brief 
inaugural ceremony parents walked around the new school. 
Some were heard to say they would not mind going back to 
school if they were all like this one. 

We are soon to say farewell to W.0.2 Joe Bradley, our 
Head-Duff. After a very busy two-and-a-half years in the 
Regiment he leaves us to spend his last tour with a Sapper 
Unit at Farnborough. His culinary delights in both the barracks 
and in the field have been much appreciated; it is certainly 
true that the way to a signaller's heart is through his stomach. 
We thank him for his unswerving support and wish him, his 
wife and their children all the best for the future. Naturally we 
welcome W.0.2 'Geordie' Thow and his family to the Regi
ment and wish them a happy tour. His previous tour in the 
Far East spells ' good news ' for the lovers of Eastern dishes in 
the men's Mess. 

With the comcens returning to barracks after nearly a month 
in the field the last major exercise of the year is over. As a 
tailpiece to these notes Sergeant Hugh Haseldon was heard to 
make the following cryptic comment "The only trouble with 
this exercise is that I shall probably say that these were the 
happiest days of my life!" 

27 Sig Regt, B.F.P.O. 1 
I Squ personalities 
Officer Commanding - Major D. P. Wat!>on 
S~ond-in-Command - Captain B. Cleaver 
OC Operating Troop - Captain J. J. Elliott, M.B.E. 
OC Systems Troop - Captain J. E. Grigsby 
D/C DSO - Captain M. G. Silcock, WRAC 
SSM - W.0.2 M. D. McMahon 
RQMS - W.0.2 W. G. Feltham 
Chie~ Clerk - Sergeant R. Finlayson 

Co1wnstar award 
The highlight of the month wa the presentation to the 

Comcen of a Silver Comrnstar award by DCLF, Major
General E. J. S. Burnett, D.S.O., O.B.E., M.C. The award was 
received by Corporal Charlie Murray and was followed by a 
tour of the Comcen. 

Exercise • Eastern Triangle ' 
The exercise has been particularly he.:ti::: for Systems and 

Operating Troops. The radio relay boys are now earning their 
money and gaining the experience of working with Gurkha 
Signallers. Lance-Corporal Malcolm Wharfe was particularly 
confused when asked to "Send receive carrier "- but he did 
it!-and Sergeant Alan Dickinson has taken a patent out on 
his new '20 circuits on a 14 pair cable.' We have the pleasure 
of welcoming Major Nina Havergal, WRAC, for her annual 
attachment and thank her for ably manning Sigs Comd. 
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AN EFFICIENT TEAM 
The presentation of the Silver Comstar Award-Major General 
E. J. S. Burnett D.S.O .. O .B.E., M.C., Private Jan Goodman, Captain 
John Elliott, Corporal Charlie Murray, Captain Maggie Silcock, 

lance-Corporal Marion Amos, lance-Corporal Des Davoll 

Visit - AAG AGI l 
Colonel A. A. Dacre, O.B.E., visited the Colony this month 

and met all Gurkha and Royal Signals Officers. He gave us 
a very frank talk on the Officer career structure and we are 
grateful to him. The Regiment believes it now holds five 
future Brigadiers! 

'Velcome and farewell 
We v. elcome our new Commanding Officer, Lieutenant

Colonel R. Benbow and ay farewell to Lieutenant-Colonel 
A. D. Lewis. We hope the departing rickshaw ride was not 
too un: ornfortable-it certainly didn' t look luxurious. 

28 Sig Regt, B.F.P.0. 35 

A S these notes are written, the Regiment is shrouded in 
a thick Westphalian fog and is in the final throes of 

preparation for the Unit FFR inspection-now only five days 
away. We learnt recently that the Inspecting Officer is to be 
Colonel S. W. Brackenbury, M.B.E.-a piece of news greeted 
with joy by the Adjutant Captain David Walden, by OC 
1 Squadron Major Robin Ingram, OC 2 Squadron Major Tony 
Chea! and the QM Major Mike Ham 'He used to be my CO.' 
~hether this is an advantage or a disadvantage will be revealed 
in our next notes! 

'fl1c mo~th of October was notable for Exercise 'Northern 
Signal 3/72,' a routine communications exercise with two big 
differences. First we were joined by our sister Volunteer 
Regiment 35 (South Midland) Sig Regc (V). Second, and for 
the first time in nearly two years Echelon took to the field! 

35 Sig Regt (V) main body arrived in Germany on 9th Octo
ber, and moved into a tented camp which our QM (Admin) 
Major Harry Newsham and his R.Q.M.S. W.0.2 Ken 
Han1mond-Haley had spent the previou fortnight erecting 
on Leuth Training Area (they didn't put it up thernselvc -
they got some men from omewhere!). Withing twelve hours 
of ar~ival, the operating Squadrons of 35 Sig Regt were in 
Franc1 ca Barracks for a warm-up exercise bringing wit'< 
them 10 days of perfect weather and a number of WRAC 
data telegraphists - much to the initial excitement but later 
di apointment of Alfa Troop, who thought that some of them 
we~c going to work in the 28 Sig Regt, TRC, only to have 
their hopes dashed when the TA YR decided to keep their 
girls to themselves. 

In the rest period prior to the start of the exercise proper 
35 Sig Regt held a cocktail party in their tented Officers' Mess, 
at which their CO, Lieutenant-Colonel David Woodbridge, 
kindly presented a picture to our Officers' Me s as a memento 
to their visit. 
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On F riday 13th October - an inauspicious day to ~ay the 
least :- the two Regiments deployed formall y, tho~gh Echelon 
had m fact started t~ deploy on the previous Wednesday (ju t 
to be on the safe side). The saga of Echelon is described in 
later paragraphs penned by the fair hand of our Chief Clerk, 
W.0.2 Bob Pearce. However, while the remainder of the 
Regiment were setting up communications without too much 
bother, Tropo Troop had obviously been selected by t'le fates 
as 'Friday the l.3th target.' In the space of 12 hours they 
suffered an elecrncal fire in one of the radio cabins a break
down in. both their HF eng;neering radios, and finally an acci
dent which put Signalman Graham Whitelaw into a Dutch hos
pital with concussion. Lu::kily, he was not badly hurt and is now 
back on duty - learning German so that he can berate the 
Struver generator which hit him! With these problems coming 
on top of the innumerable technical problems which alway~ 
seem to bug . Tropo, it reflects great credit on Captain Chas 
Kemp and h1s Troop that 48-hours later they were in com
munication and carrying e .ercise circuits. 

During the exercise, we were visited by CSO BAOR, Major
General K E. Roper; by the Commander 11 Sig Gp Brigadier 
T. G. H. Jackson, O.B.E.; and his Deputy Command~r Colonel 
W. W .. Lang, ERD, and by the CO (Designate) of 35 Sig 
Regt, Lieutenant-Colonel Kevin Kirkby. On the Sunday Ma;or 
Frank Philp brought our new Padre, Brian Morris, to Switch 
for a service in the field, accompanied by Lieutenant Doug 
Co°:I'an, who was taking a ~hort break from Belfast, where 
he is attached to 2 R. Anghan. Despite a number of ' close 
shaves,' his hair was no shorter! 

The remainder of the exercise passed off relatively unevent
fully, and on Wednesday, 18th October, we returned to 
Bar~acks. 35 Sig Regt left for UK on Friday 20th October, 
havmg completed a very successful camp, and having impressed 
us all with their high standards in both the technical and the 
operating fields. It is a shame they can't come here more often. 

Ecltelo11 at war 
On exercise 'Northern Signal 3/72' during the econd week 

of October, the administrative and logistic elements of the 
Regiment were f.ully di:ployed for the first time in nearly two 
ye~rs. ~t wa~ quite a sight to ~ee all the 'new' combat suits/ 
suits disruptlve pattern wandering round the Regimental square 
looking quite lost prior to moving out. 

The vehicle resources were stretched to the limit; any 
breakdown would surely have seen the 'Noddy Train ' of 
Autumn Fair fame brought out of hibernation. In the event, 
and all praise to OC LAD, Captain Lew Wells, REME his 
'Tiffy,' W.0.2 (A.Q.M.S.) John Skews, REME, and the ~erry 
men of LAD, t~ere was not a single breakdown in the many 
thousands of m1les covered reaching the exercise location . It 
has also shown that our drivers in the MT are worth their 
pay - not even a paint scrape. 

Echelon were .situated in a \"'.ood on the Borken Training 
Area about 60 rrules north of Dmsburg. All offices and leepin<> 
accommodation were in tents (thank goodness it didn't rain). "' 

The Q.M. Major Mike Ham, his 'R.Q.' W.0.2 (R.Q.M.S.) 
Tony Jones and empire, were housed in a circus tent loaned 
from Bertram Mills or so it eemed. Joking apart however 
they were as ' slick ' as if they had been in barracks. It wa' 
in fact, the QM's birthday on the Friday, and the combined 
Officers' and Sergeants' Mess duly presented a cake with 
corre::t number of candles (the candles were bought locally, 
now all the towns and villages within a radius of 15 miles 
of Barken are out of stock). It is rumoured that a MFO box 
has been issued to the QM to transport the e candle · back 
to the UK in time for the next power cut! 

Saturday was spent po itioning alerts and defences under 
the eagle eye of the Second-in-Command Major Mike Allen 
(Of! his first e'C~rcise . with the Regiment). We were all kept 
qulte busy da&hmg hither and thither; R.Q.M.S . Tony Jones 
managed to ferret a courting couple out of the woods abh
a sisted by Support Troop. · 

Sunday morn:ng saw RHQ Troop, W.0.2 (O.R.Q.M.S.) Bob 
Pearce, Corporal Ted McK.ie, Lance-Corporal Syd Crausaz 
an~. Signalmen ~erv Wright, B~b Walton, Tom Laing and 
~o.~ Ciai:k, tak1?g over. the pioneer and labour role by 
stra1ghtenmg out the ex1t route from the wood to the main 

road. Under the expert eye of the Second-in-Command HQ 
Sqn, Captain Arthur Holmes, Royal Pioneer Corp , the road 
was dug out, logs dug in and covered, and the fini hed task 
jn pecte~ and tested ~y Signalman Bill Mumford u ing hi 
Tipper Bedford. Havmg had a 'few beer ' the night before, 



thi was quite a pa time for RHQ. As this task was being 
completed Lance-Corporal ' Paddy ' O'Brien, Royal Pioneer 
Corp aided and abetted b HQ quadron S.Q.M.S. StaJf 
Sergeant Bob Bailey wa fitting and te ting the local telephone 
lines. othing like ' Ex hange au Pair ' it i aid. 

'IO ith their u ual efficiency the catering department Jed b 
Captain Tony Hellard, AC and W.0.2 (S.Q.M.S.) Joe Crimes 
upplied all location with Ire h ration daily. 'what steak 

again! ' wa the cry. 
unday night and Monday morning saw u · in a real quandr 

- the cages of alert and method of notifications were changed 
fa t and furious. Whi tles were dispensed with and all alert 
mea ure were pas ed by word of mouth. Our first ' alert ' 
notification, at about 3 a.m., was by telephone by our Higher 
Command reporting that enemy troops were some 20 miles 
away; we went to alert stage green (or was h orange). A couple 
of hours later we reverted to normal watch onlv to be almost 
immediately recalled to our first alen stage. After breakfast 
enemy troops were deployed (tin helmet and all) and our 
local Ops reported ' vast' troop movement in our immediate 
vicinity. 

In the middle of the Second-in-Command's briefing the 
' battle ' started with smoke bomb and thunder flashes, then, 
with a roar and a screaming of ' second gear ' driving, the 
' Long R ange Desert Group ' sailed round the camp, dropping 
thunderfla he and smoke bombs "~t all and sundry (one smoke 
bomb accurately aimed by Corporal D ave M anders (enemy) 
bounced neatly into the Information Post nevertheless Lance
Corporal Pete Sale bravely ' tayed with his ship ' manning 
the telephone exchange complete with re pirator and all. The 
Land Rover screamed away having completed the camp circuit, 
cau ing the utmost confusion but the ' strike ' was repelled. 
Further information and reports were still being received and 
it was estimated that some 30 troops were attacking us. We 
all remained at our defensive positions fearing the worst. A 
swift runner appeared from the MT Section, defending our 
right Bank, stating that the enemy had been sighted approaching 
the MT positions waving a pole which sported ' a dirty white 
rag.' The attackers had surrendered! The RMTO, Captain 
Peter Chilvers, R Signals, personally accepted the surrender 
of the enemy leader, Captain Alan (Popski) Pearce, and with 
good grace returned the ' dirty white rag ' to its owner (i t 
was in fact Captain Pearce's handkerchief). 

Devious interrogation methods were then used by our 
Intelligence Officer W.0.2 (S.S.M,) Colin Shaw, but it appeared 
the enemy knew little (it was in fact uncertain whether they 
would be able to find their way back to their own location). 
All that could be a cenained was that reason for surrender 
was, " I t's 10 a.m., it's time fo r NAAFI break." 

The enemy (there was in fact only six of them!) left at about 
11 a.m. after a bacon sandwich and coffee which they thoroughly 
deserved. 

Wednesday saw us all back ' at home' recounting our war 
stories to those unfortunates who (for various reasons) did 
not take part. 

Throughout the exercise the weather held although the cold 
penetrated during the nights. This exercise was a new venture 
for nearly all who cook part and was b:v all accounts a success. 

(Thi account was written by W.0.2 (0.R.Q.M.S.) Bob 
Pearce. Little does he know that he has been unanimously 
voted 'WIRE notes writer of the year.' First prize-authorship 
of the next three months notes!). 

In RHQ 
Captain Reg Davies returned to the fold as Technical 

Adjutant, having had six weeks off with a slipped disc. Captain 
Peter Da!e came back from six months in Northern Ireland 
just in time to step into that particular breach, but now Captain 
Richard Smith, who wa standing in as Adjutant, has departed 
for a six month Northern Ireland tour. RHQ has been in 
a state of flux, to say the least. 

Sport 
On the porting front, the start of the winter season has 

brought the Regimental rugger and soccer teams back into 
the fray. The rugger team, under Captain Clive Arthur, has 
made a fair start, having won six out of the ten matches played 
o far. Unfortunately, one of the losses was our Army Cup 

match against 36 Heavy Air Defence Regt, RA, in a replay. 
This result was described by the captain, in his direct Welsh 
manner, as 'appalling.' However, his visions of Cardiff Arms 
Park were only temporarily dimmed! 

The progress of the soccer team is described in the following 
notes written by Lance-Corporal Tommy Hope: 

We started the season with a tour around 4th Division 
playing three matches against RMAS, 7 Sig Regt and 22 Sig 
Regt. We managed to win one but drew the other two. 

We would like to thank 7 Sig Regt for looking after us so 
well. 

Our opponents in the first round BAOR section of the Army 
Cup were British Forces, Antwerp, whom we beat by three 
goals to nil. We now look forward to meeting 28 R egt, RCT, 
in the next round. 

In the league, we got off to a low start but are now picking 
up the points and climbing the league table. 

P ostscri pt 
Quote of tl1e month. "Oh, 28 Sig Regt's in Germany, is it?" 

(by an unknown person in Royal Signals Manning and Record 
Office, Reading). 

News from Squadron,s · 

Two farewells 

1 Arty Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 

B.F.P.O. 102 

T HE most significent event of the month has been the 
pas ing-on-to-better-things of our SSM , W.0.2 Sam 

Bedwell. He has left us to go to 67 Army Youth Team, after a 
frantic effort to leave behind him some qualified canoeists to 
carry on his good work in that field . His long weekend canoeing 
expedition on the Weser resulted in Second-Lieutenant Scott
Morton, Signalman McKechnie and Craftsman Ormandy gain
ing their proficiency certificates. 

The new S.S.M. is W.0.2 (S.S.M.) John Richardson, who 
can hardly be called a new broom as he has just moved offices 
(on promotion) from the SQMS (Tech) office which he has 
been occupying since July, 1971. Congratulations and welcome 
to the new SSM, and good luck and thanks to the old. 

Net;dle s to say, th_e departu.re of S.S.M. Bedwell did not go 
unnoticed. He was dined out m the Sergeants' M ess in fitting 
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style. The Squadron Commander, Quartermaster and R S.M. 
Williams of 32 Hy Regt R A were guests at this occasion. If 
anything was proved at this celebration it must have been, 
firstly, that the human body is remarkably tough, and secondly 
that Sergeant Alan Smart, R A, can't count to more than 
seven (or was it 'bottles')! 

Another departure this month was W.0.2 (Y. of S.) D erek 
Allen, who leaves us for 6 Arrnd Bde. (Note for 6 Armd Bde 
operators-you ain' t seen nothing yet!). He is replaced by 
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) Dave Snowdon to whom, again, we 
extend our welcome. 

Yeoman Allen was dined out at an informal 'Officers and 
Seniors ' dinner at our favourite local Gasthaus. At some stage 
of the party we got split up but some hours later the OC and 
SSM were seen dancing (not together) at a late-night 
discotheque. 

Wwves h a ve n party 
The last event of note in the social calendar was the Wives' 

Club cheese and wine party. Organised by Mrs. Julia D avies, 
it was held in our Squadron Club, the 'Woodstock,' and 
husbands were invited to attend. The object of the exercise 

(Continued on page 501) 
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MOVING ON 
S.S.M. Sam Bedwell 'giving forth ' at his dining out in the Sergeants' 

Mess 
Seated, left ta right: Major P. R. Davies, W .0.1 Kibble, R.A., Captain 
C. C. McCarthy, R.A., R.S.M. W . Williams, 32 Heavy Regiment R.A. 

was to spend some of the accumulated Wives' Club fund but 
it is rumoured that they are now better off than before. With 
Yeoman Allen selling the raffie tickets, that is not altogether 
surprising! The evening was voted a success and we look 
forward to the next one. 

Just to prove that it is not all play and no work, it should 
be mentioned that the Squadron is preparing at the moment 
to join EKercise ' Strikes Thom ' for our last exercise of the 
year. 

Gladiator of t h e 1no11 th a w ard 
Signalman Pete Scott, our tame AIPT (and sometime Combat 

Lineman) who represented the Squadron at soccer in the 
morning, rugby in the afternoon and basketball in the evening. 
OC ' B ' Troop challenged him to a lunchtime squash session 
but the offer was declined. 

3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
B.F.P.0. 801 

Ext• rise • 1'1anx 1'l~a11der ' 

I T was a plea ant change being 'on exercise ' rather than 
on operations, for the two crews who sailed K auala to 

the I sle of Man and back. Kava/a is a sturdy Cutlass class 
cruiser based on Strangford Lough. A mist dawn saw skipper 
M ajor Ryding and hi crew of Sergeant F ozard (Int Corps), 
Corporal Williams, L ance-Corporal Cormack and Lance
Corporal Wilks (RPC) sailing out of the dangerous and narrow 
mouth of Strangford Lough, heading for Port St. Mary IOM. 
Thi crew firmly maintain that the Mountains of Mourne can 
be seen all the way across the I rish Sea to the IOM; this was 
firmly disputed at a later date by the second crew. After a 
couple of good days' sailing, during which Lance-Corporal Wilks 
was the subject of an authentic ' man overboard drill,' and 
doing very well in local race , it was time to hand over to the 
second crew, who had flown out in a chartered Piper twin
engined aircraft. The handover was finished over a couple of 
beers in the local hostelry the first crew flew home to the 
'Factory,' whilst the second crew, Lieutenant Galpin, Staff 
Sergeant Wade, Corporal Verner and Signalmen Daly and 
Egan, went aboard and had a brief hake out ai l. Then fol
lowed two days of sunshine and gentle winds during the day 
with near gales at night. The day of departure dawned- just, 
through thick coa ta! fog. There was not a breath of wind and 
a steady two knots was maintained on the engine across a 
glassy Irish Sea for 131 hours, to bring Kava/a into Ardglass, 
five hours overdue. The whole ' exerci e' was much enjoyed by 
both crews and a trip next vear up the Caledonian Canal is 
bei ng planned already. · 
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Seven pc•aks •ompc•titiou 
This was a gruelling 'walkabout ' in the Mountain~ of 

Mourne, involving an inter-unit race over seven never-ending 
peaks. The race was the brain-wave of the Deputy Commander 
Colonel J. G. Starling, M.B.E., M.C. (late Para) and run by 
the Squadron's Tactical Headquarter detachmen~. Each team 
consisted of eight men, including an Officer and SNCO. The 
Squadron team was Lieutenant Galpin, Sergeant McGarry, 
Corporal Dale (RAOC), Corporal Brett, Lance-Corporal Wynne 
(Rf'\OC), Signalman Kirkpatrick, Craftsman Cook (REME) and 
Private . Coulthard . (RPC). They finally finished sixth having 
lost their officer with knee trouble on Peak Five. The control 
station and finish line were organised by Captain M ackereth, 
W.0.2 (R.Q.M.S.) Tuppeny, with Signalmen HowelJs 
McLuckie, Seaton and Robinson providing the e '<cellent com~ 
munications. Captain McCulloch with Signalmen Dukelow and 
Hall controlled the start of the race. 

S1•orts desk 
The badminton team soundly defeated a Headquarters 

Northern Ireland team in August. Spies are now out looking 
for stiffer competition. 

The basketball team also seem to battle their way through a 
few teams, having thrashed our neighbours 233 Sig Sqn 43-22 
a couple of weeks ago. 

Congratulations to Corporal Brett and Corporal Crosbie 
(REME) on winning medals representing the Army against the 
RUC in a re:ent athletics meeting. 

Sergeants' 1'lless 
In spite of continual IRA act1v1t1es the social calendar is 

beginning to fill up. One notable o: casion was a Supper Club 
Night, fine results of hard scullery labour put in by Sergeants 
Murray and Blay (ACC) and their slave driver StaJf Sergeant 
Wilkinson. On 14th September, the Squadron Officers were 
invited in for light refreshments, to assist the Mess in saying 
fare~vell co W.0.2 (MTO) Walton. The ' Big Man ' was 
leavmg to take up post as R SM in the Signals W ing, RMA 
Sandhurst. The Mess congratulates him on his promotion and 
wishes him all the best in his new job. The vacant hot seat on 
wheels is taken by W.0.2 (ex-R.Q.M.S.) Waugh, who has disap
peared on a course, muttering something about minis. . . . 

Stop Press: I t is rumoured that radio operators in the Brigade 
Ops Room have been growing mushrooms u nder the duty 
watchkeeper's desk. 

FORCES U.K. . 
TRADE-IN SCHEME 
If you are to be posted overseas soon and wish to dispose of 
your present car, we will give you a high trade-in fig ure now 
against any future purchase. 
FOR FULL DETAILS FILL IN THIS COUPON 

~--------------~ 
I
I NAME_ _________ RAN"----. -- •• 

ADD RESS _________________ _ 

I -------------- I 
I ----------------- I I MAKE OF CAR _________ MODEL_____ I 
I MILEAGE_ _____ WHEN FI RST REGISTERED I 
I COLOUR _____ EXTRAS FITIED I 
I ------------------ I 
I LHD c:=J RHO c:=J I 

CONOITION I Excellent D Good D Average D Poor D Ghastly D I 

~--------------~ * Don't wo"y •bout HP se1t1ememnru1s11nding Pun::hH• Tax Bibi ilia or lmpon dutiu,. 
Welt Lodge wilJ settle thtm 1H without 1ny f\lss or bother. 

WEIR 
LODGE WEIR LODGE GARAGE LTD. 

Bride• Road, Cherluy. Surrey,Tel. Chertsey 84284 112047 

SO I 



39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
B.F.P.O. 801 

qundron omee 
rTiHE sound of bu ily working typewriters and the flicking 
I of filed manuscript i not unusual in the small but <..'Qmpact 

'quadron office. However, amidst all thi we hear the broad 
Scot accent of our Part One Order King Signalman Billy De 
Sykes houting Where· the correctine." This familiar cry is 
heard only whilst performing one of his masterpieces on a 
~tencil. 

Meanwhile a hour of triumph ari e from the movements 
de k a Corporal Ray Hughes receives hi movement order for 
po ting to Salisbury immediately a priority signal i sent out 
to the 'La t chance memorial band' to celebrate his departure. 
We can now welcome his replacement Corporal Ken Yarker 
re:ently arrived from BAOR, we hope he will ettle down 
quickly and find his tour with u a pleasant one. 

Our hard pressed ' Pony Express Rider (Despatch Clerk) 
Signalman ' Taff' Thomas ha been in dock but has made 
a miraculous recovery after hearing that there is to be a beer 
festival arranged by the RSM we hope-he will oon get well 
and come and join in with the trials and tribulations of serving 
with a unit in Northern Ireland. 

Whilst ' Taff ' has been away Signalman Barry Marsh has 
filled the post of ' De pat:h Rider,' it is not surprising to hear 
the supersonic boom (sound barrier) being broken as he ploughs 
down the tarmac en route to the post office, he keeps the 
morale of the troop higher than ever with his unforgettable 
motto ' The mail mu t go through,' which he shouts whilst 
riding the on!y supersonic bike in orthern Ireland. 

The rest of the Office i run by the elite Signalman Mick 
Gillan and his affe::tionate manager Corporal Tony Kelly who 
do everything from printing to handing out GSMs to the Chief 
Clerk. Talking about our lord and master Staff Sergeant ' Slim ' 
Cheetham now (who has just got wind o~ his posting to 
Cyprus), we all owe him a lot considering there is well over 
250 men to provide administration for, and that comes to more 
than meets the eye. Rest assured without him we would all 
be in the dark. 

Com.een 

Since our last WIRE notes appeared we ha,·e had yet another 
increase in our commitment. 

HQ 24 Bde have returned to Barnard Castle with their 
medals, leaving their units under our wing. We cannot reveal 
our exact number of circuits but our 20 Line PJF ha very 
few blanks on it! 

Promotion prospects on two rosters almost improved recently 
when the Yeoman W.0.2 Phil Daniel and our Cipher Sergeant 
Jeff Nelson were visiting all the Bn Tac HQ's. They drove 
straight onto a gun battle on the Fall.s Road. Travelling in 
'civvies' and a private car, they weaved their way round 
burning buses and prone position soldiers. 

The driver Signalman Trev Armstrong claims a record 65 
mph in a Cortina-in reverse! 

Personality changes have been very few. We have bid our 
farewells to Corporal John Button and Corporal and Mrs. 
Gatesman, and welcomed Signalman Paul Lewis. 

P.S. For all ex-39 'Comcenners ' still waiting for their 
tankards, we are still awaiting delivery and they will be for
warded as soon as they arrive. 

On Friday 6th October, we had the privilage of the SO-in-C 
visiting the Brigade. His comment to one Signalman John 
Bannon wa. do you get enough e:.:ercise. To our disbelief 
Signalman John Bannon collected three medals in the inter
uoop sports on Saturday 7th October. Yet again Comms Troop 
as a whole showed their superiority by Comms A and B teams, 
coming first and second within the Brigade. 

LAD 
ince our last WIRE notes the LAD is under new manage

ment of W.0.2 O'Brien D., who we wel::ome to the LAD. We 
welcome Corporal J. Laverty our new recovery mechanic and 
Corporal E. Carris the new armourer, also Lance-Corporal 
J. Angus, vehicle mechanic. They replace Corporal Bevan, who 
-.aid farewell in July and more recently Corporal T. Lockwood 
who we wish all the best on his artificer's course, and to Ser-
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An extract from one of the 16,000 messages which pass through the 
Comcen 

Captain Abbott showing the S.O. in C. how he types 

geant Donaghy who is posted to the Mercian Brigade. To these 
we wish all the very best in their new postings. 

As to our working side of life, the LAD now has a lot more 
home comforts a a result of DOE and self help. Our social 
life though somewhat restricted becau e of the situation does, 
however, not deter us from a quarterly LAD party and several 
Squadron functions. 

~IT Troop 
Since the last issue of THE WIRE, the Troop has bid farewell 

to Corporal Dale, R. Signals, and the MTO, Captain A. G. 
Morrison, RCT. New arrivals include Corporal Reid, who 
joined us from 16 Sig Regt, Krefeld, and Captain A. M. Pater
son, RCT. 

The Troop is proud to report that Lance-Corporal N. Walker, 
R . Signals, has been selected for posting to RMA, Sandhurst, 
in March, 1973. 

The much coveted MT Club is in full swing providing 
regular social attractions for Troop members and their wives. 
The clubs future still remains in the balance, however, plans 
are still going ahead for future ventures which include a cruise 
on Lough Neagh, a Christmas dance and in the spring beach 
barbecues. 

Sergeauts' Mess 
We were privileged to host the SO-in-C Ma;or-General 

J. W. Sawers, M.B.E., on his recent tour of Northern Ireland. 
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His visit to the Mess was most enjoyable and we are proud 
to say he signed the new visitors book shortly after the second 
anniversary of the Mess being opened. 

The strong and silent members of the Sergeants' Mess 
proved that is exactly what they are on the Squadron inter
department sports day, which was held on the 7th October. 
Congratulations are offered to Staff Sergeant ' Slim ' Cheetham 
for winning the shot, Sergeant Geoff Nelson the javelin and 
to Staff Sergeant Roy Burge, RCT, who so modestly won the 
discus. Still on the sporting side we recently played 3 Bde at 
football and won 6-0. For a revenge match they challenged us 
to volleyball again another win, next event must be the all 
Ireland tiddly wink championship, watch it 3 Bde. 

Members come and go daily to them all we wish them 
welcome or farewell as is suitable unfortunately they are too 
numerous to mention. 

Congratulntion!'i 

Congratulations to Corporal Roger Key on winning the Royal 
Corps of Signals Golfing Society handicap challenge cup. 

Corporal Key has been playing golf since the age of seven. At 
nine he broke 100 for the first time and at the age of 12 had 
a handicap of 15. He was taught by his father at Rose Hill 
Golf Club, Birmingham. He enlisted at 17} when his handicap 
was nine. He was posted to 28 Sig Regt on completion of 
training where he joined the Regiments team which won for 
the first time the BAOR inter-u nit championships. 

In 1969, on posting to the School of Signals, under the 
enthusiastic Captain Dixon, a team was produced. Corporal 
Key plays for the Corps and one interesting note is that 
Corporal Key is the first non-commissioned officer to win the 
trophy since the Corps was formed . 

Although Northern Ireland is graced with beautiful greens, 
time and work are the important factors but with enthusiasm 
I am sure Corporal Key will produce a team next year. 

CORPS SPORTSMAN 
Corporal Key winner of the Corps handicap golf trophy at the 

Autumn Meeting 

lllllHlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 

During the past six years more and more service 
men and their families have discovered that the best 
way to travel between Britain and Germany is by 
Prins Ferries. 

Why? Firstly there's the ships - the most luxurious 
ships. With facilities to suit every taste - dancing to 
discotheque or Band, dining, comfortable lounges, 
attractive bars, an English pub and even a chance to 
win back your fare at a casino ! 

Seconcly, there's a wide range of accommodation 
- everything from sleeperettes to comfortable family 
cabins. 

The third point is very important: Rebated Fares. 
For 10 months• of the year you and your family can 

travel at 50% of the basic single or return fares - and we 
reduce the cost of taking your car too ! 

We sail every day between Harwich and either 
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Bremerhaven or Hamburg. So why not write for our 
FREE full colour brochure and timetable? 

With something for everyone and at prices like 
ours it's not only the Forces' Favourite it's also the 
Family's Favourite I 

Prins Ferries. U.K Office: 
67 Grosvenor Street, London WlX OEA. 
Telephone: 01-629 7961 also 491 7641 :-
German Office: HADAG Seetouristik und Fahrdienst AG 
2000, Hamburg 11, Johannisbollwerk 6-8. 
Telephone: (0411) 31961. !::) 
or Karl Geuther & Co. 
2800 Bremen, Martinistrasse 58. V ~ FERRES 
Telephone: (0421) 316 01. •PRINS 
*there's also big reductions during the other two months I 
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241 Sig Sqn, Donnington 
~ W Troop 241 ig Sqn, recently in talled in their new 
0 accommodation alongside the Squadron HQ at Parson 
Barrack , Donnmgton. ha,·e far flung detachment · ar Castle
martin, ennybridgc, ' hrewsbury, Long Marston, Altcar and 
Warcop. 

It wa from another previou detachment at Tonfanau, 
closed in March, 1972, that Mr. Edward (Ned) Jone~ made 
a journey to Donnington, in September, 1972 to rec~1ve the 
award of the Imperial Service Medal. The pres~ntat1or:i was 
made by Brigadier J. C. Clinch, Commander. ~ Sig Gp m the 
pre ·ence of Ned's family; OC 241 Sig qn. Ma1or John Clapp; 
OC WS Troop, Captain (TOT) Don Capon) an~ su~h .of 
Ned's colleague who were able to attend from their district 
tations. -

1 Ned's SW service began in July, 1939, lasted 33 . •ear unn 
redundancy in March 1972. His detachment of which he was 
charge-hand, rose from one man to .eigb.t and then dwindled 
again to one a SW co~mitments m his area ros~ and fell . 
For hi unbroken devouon to duty, alway effiCJently and 
cheerfully given it was a well deserved. award. We wish Ned 
and his wife Gwyneth a well earned reurement. 

[Photo courtesy: Shropshire Star andJottrnal 

Mr. Edward ('Ned ') Jones being presented with t he Imperial Service 
Medal by Brigad ier J. C. Clinch, Com mander H.Q. 2 Signal Group 

260 Sig Sqn, B.F.P.O. 20 

E xercise ' Se p tembe r ong' b y Ser gean t 
John '\Vaudby 

I T was late summer in Napier Barracks, and with no exercises 
on hand nothing stirred until the CO of 36 Hy AD Regt 

RA, our parent body, tripped over a file of sleeping gunners 
on his way to RHQ and decided something had to be done. 
What could be better, it was decided, than a night exercise on 
foot (gasps of horror all round!). So, without further ado, 
' September Song' was born. 

Each sub-unit (on different nights) would act as an infantry 
company invading an island, sections being dropped off at odd 
points and making their way to a troop rendezvous, the troops 
combining at another location and after a further march (20-odd 
kilometres in all) the Squadron or Battery would attack the 
classic barn to recapture the traditional professor and his notes 
on ome diabolical process. 

o it came to pass that 260 Sig Sqn (SAM ) - and don't 
forget the SAM-was reshuffled into ' X,' ' Y ' and 'Z' Troops, 
'Z ' Troop containing all ' W ' Troop troops and elements of 
' X,' 'Y ' and SHQ Troops, and on the afternoon of 26th 

eptember we disappeared in the direction of Winterberg. 
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At about 18.30 hours having been fed and watered we were 
dropped off at different locations in our sections and given our 
rendezvous map reference" By a small ov.cr igl~t 'X' Troo.p 
wa given the wrong reference, met at a po~t miles from ~heir 
waiting guide and took no further part m the proceedmgs. 
' Y ' Troop, J~owever, under the Command of Captain ~eter 
Lenthall arrived in good time and good order relaavely 
speaking leaving only one section wandering lost and fo rlorn 
in the mountains, 

Meanwhile Sergeant T am Margrett and h is section from 
'Z' Troop had found the biggest rubbish tip in ~ermany .on 
some desolate hillside and had climbed through 1t (denymg 
all accusation o : hunting for car spares), and while ' Z ' Troop 
combined our intrepid leader Second-Lieutenant David Case, 
who enjo~s a well-de erved reputati?n for looking after the 
inner man, produced from about his per on a gas cooker, 
coffee, sugar and milk, and declared a NAAFI break. 

Elsewhere in the woods, our SSM, W.0.2 Norman Ladds, 
ably assisted by Lance-Corporal Les Harrison and hindered by 
the OC, were proceeding i!l an orderly manne.r along several 
kilometres of tree trunk laid end to end (walking the plank?). 

Eventually the Squadron combin~d and a post dawn attack 
was delivered on the enemy barn with, of course, 100 per cent 
success. Then in what was now pouring rain, we with.drew for 
breakfast and returned to barracks, a good time havmg been 
had by all. 

Postscri1•t by A. N. Other 
The lessons we all learnt on ' September Song ' were too 

numerous to mention through the medium of our Corps Maga
zine but one spot of humour concerns a Troop Comman~er 
from another Corps who was attached to us for the exercise. 
The story goes that before leaving the Start Point he pulled 
out his compass prismatic Mark III from his pocket and care
fully looking at the comoass card, announced "Right you Jot
the time on my watch Is 18.30 hours-follow me!" ~he OC's 
confidence in his Section Commanders changed rapidly to a 
new level-up or down we hesitated to enquire. 

262 Sig Sqn, B.F.P .O. 5 3 
Cyprus Intern ational Rally, 

3 0 th Septentlter - lst October 

I N July, the Squadron ten•atively agreed to provide a co.m
munications service for BFBS coverage of the rally, usmg 

its IS radio network, subje:t of course to approval from 
NEARELF and Cyprus Government permission to drive 
military vehicles all over the island. Major Stuart Read and 
Staff Sergeant B'ill Kerr, to whom much of the credit must go 
then sat down to work out what we would agree to do, and 
how we would do it. Original intentions had been to report 
progress for logging for subsequent up to the minute SITREPS 
on BFBS. A great plan was drafted around BFBS's entertaining 
conferences and all the Land Rovers were loaded, checked 
out and co'vered in Rothmans International Rally, 1972, 'Fly 
BOAC' and 'Use Maclcans ' stickers-to identify us as rally 
staff and not military spies! 

The 30th of Seotember dawned and the first change took 
place. A Land Rover rushed to the start i!l the Nicosia 
Stadium originally to be covered by BFBS eqmpment, parked 
in the ~iddle and proceeded to give a live outside broadcast 
through our ~utstation rooms 18/19 in the Cyprus Hilton, 
into the BFBS Pye link-up down to Dhckelia, an<;! out to all 
BFBS listeners in Cyprus. The Military controlling staff of 
Captain James Budd, Staff Sergeant Bill Kerr, and Staff Ser
geant Pete Sharpe un:rossed everything and reached for their 
now warm gin and tonics (on Rothmans of course). The 
'stadium ' detachment of Corporal Graham D yer, Signalman 
Budden, and Captain Paul Brown, RCT, (announcer) returned 
to the acclaim of the studio staff. 

Corporal D yer's detachment had now set the pace and apart 
from themselves giving an excellent performance for the rest 
of the rally, they had set a precedent which was now the order 
of the day- live outside broadcast or n?thing. . 

While detachments tore around the island and kept up with 
the rally, no literally fortunately, Major Stuart Read rallied 
his Morris 1100 FFR, and the Hilton detachment lay by the 
pool or ogglcd the birds. Meals and drinks ' on R othmans ' 
abounded. The bill when produced was definitely International 
H ilton style, and while Michael Burley (BF BS prod ucer) per-
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spired, everyone beat a hasty retreat with sets, microphone~ 
and studio equipment as camouflage. Well done Bill Kerr for 
being a 'sherpah' to BFBS! 

Once all the reports and photographs are in, and when 
we are not so busy, we hope to produce a complete article 
for the front section of THE WIRE, and all the rest of you 
who put so much time in will also be mentioned. Certainly 
our coverage caused comment, for the rally headquarters kept 
coming for advice and help, the Cyprus Broadcasting Corpora
tion copied our often out of date news, and we were awarded 
a mention in the Middle East Sketch weekly magazine. 

Squadron suDlmer cnmJ• -
Exercise ' Citl"US S11Ie11dour ' 

Summer camp, 1972, was a resounding success. Last year's 
camp really deserved a mention in THE WIRE, but we were 
not corresponding then! Squadron camps had ceassed some 
years back when the Squadron Command had assumed (we 
hope so, anyway) a touch of the old Brian Rixs in a mixed 
camp. Major Stuart Read was eventually persuaded by a smiling 
Second-in-Command and red-face administrative officer WRAC 
that the situation would be firmly under control. 

To get back to camps, W.0.2 (S.S.M.) Rod Mathieson 
planned and managed Exercise ' Citrus Splendour ' completely 
on his own. I believe the Squadron Commander found out 
they were there when he could not find the SSM! As usual 
it was by the sea, mixed WRAC and male, and consisted 
of runs and assault courses, military training, watermanship 
training, and a landing and evasion exercise. It lasted for 
three weeks with everyone attending one week. This year 
it was harder than the last but was enjoyed far more. This 
is probably attributable to the Unit PF A training which has 
put us on a high level of fitness no-one here has ever een 
in a Cyprus Unit before. 

Nenr F.ast Operatimt vutre DNnt'hml'nt 
-E11iskupi 

The Squadron detachment at Episkopi is tasked with 24-
hour manning of the radio room at NEOC, keeping an eye 
on maintaining the local IS Nets, assists the 1 Bn R. Anglian . 
and runs Western Cyprus Voice, Tg, and Radio Training. 

The detachment is ably commanded by Sergeant Mike 
Mandy, and manned by operators Lance-Corporal Ron Hibbins, 
Signalman Pete McCaffrey, Signalman Danny Gray, Signalman 
Bob Innes, and radio technichians Corporals Pete Ingarfield 
and Russ French. Corporal ' Ziggy ' Hebdon is detached to 
1 R. Anglians, where he continues to give Royal Signal 
a good name. 

Due to Jack of room, we will have to cover out Mount 
Olympus detachment in the next issue, so don't give up lads. 

Movements in and oat 
The greatest movement has been amongst the officers. Fir ti~ 

Major Stuart Read and his wife Ginty have finally nailed their 
boxes down on the last morning, and left for MOD. M ajor 
Laurie Woods and his wife Carole have ably taken taken over 
the reins. 

Captain Terry O'Toole and his wife Inge have left us for 
Berlin and Cap tain N oel Clark and wife Eileen have replaced 
them in warm and sunny Cyprus. Other departures are Staff 
Sergeant Bill Kerr, Corporal Jimmy McCabe, Corporal Ron 
Cossou, Signalman Ludlam, Signalman Joe (The Chef) Hyland, 
Lance-Corporal Allan Holme, Signalman Pampel. We wish 
them all the best in their new units or venture. We welcome 
the following to the Unit, Serge.ant Ned King, Signalman Innes, 
Lance-Corporal Dearo, CorporaLSansom, Corporal Fren: h, Ser
geant Williams, Signalman Robinson, Signalman Day, Signal
man Appleyard, Signalman Molyneux, Corpo~al Regan, Lanre
Corporal Coburn, and Signalman Wilson. 

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllJIHllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 

Your 
EASY·~::--~ 
LOW COST WAY 
totheU.K. 
DAILY SAILINGS AT 
REDUCED FARES 
FROM BELGIUM AND 
FRANCE TO DOVER BY 

mWNSIND 
THDRISIN~'+ 
CAR FERRIES ZEEBRUGGE-DOVERICALAIS·DOVER 
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REDUCED PASSENGER FARES YEAR ROUND. 
CARS, CARAVANS, TRAILERS, etc. taken for 

HALF THE NORMAL CHARGE 
from OCT. to MAY inclusive. 

e Up to 6 SAILINGS A DAY from Zeebrugge. 

e Reduced fares for British and Commonwealth Forces and 
de penda nts, also attac hed civilians and their dependants 
stationed on the Continent of Europe. 

e Economical catering and bar prices on board Townsend 
Thoresen drive on/drive off ships. 

FULL DETAILS FROM 
MILATRAVEL Offices, local Travel Agents, G.S.N. Co., m.b.h ., 
Graf-Adolf -Strasse 12, Dusseldorf 4, Furness Travel, 
Groenplaats 42, Antworp, or Townsend Thoresen Car Ferries, 
Car Ferry Torminal, Zeebrugge or Gare de Trans it, Calais. 
U.K. Bookings through your Motoring Organisation, Travel Agent 
or the Townsend Thoreson offices at : 
127 REGENT STREET, LONDON W .1. 

1 Camden Crescent, DOVER. 

Tel : 01 734 4431 
and 01 437 7800 
Tel : Dover 2721 
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661 Signal Troop (LPD) 

H.M.S. Intrepid 

B.F.P.O. Ships 

\ 
F AIR amount of 'oggin' has pa ed under the stern ince 

...._ our la t contribut ion to THE WIRE but some noteworth 
hange have compelled u to put pen to paper. 

The- ship 
Not only do we have two funnels we now al o have two 

roles. The ship has replaced the three friga.te.s of th~ D ar tmouth 
training quadron a the Dartmouth trammg h1p. As such, 
we embark up to 120 mid hipmen per trip to enable them to 
carry out sea training, acting as something of a 'floating 

andhur t.' This dual role has meant that we are not only an 
a sault ship, but al o one of the sh~wpieces of the Navy. This 
has meant a number of changes, m some places more work 
but on the other hand more interesting trips. More of that 
later. 

The O.C. 
The longest serving officer aboard, Captain (when you've 

been at sea as long as I have) Jeremy Miller has been finally 
reclaimed by the Army, and has been sent, we think to the 

chool of Infantry for reindoctrination. His place has been 
taken by Captain John Young, who has come, armed with 
various hairy ideas, from running the potential officer troop 
at Canerick. 

Th Troop 
Once again there has been almost a complete change of 

faces. Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) Waterson has gone to be replaced 
by Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) Allen. Of the old troop, only Lance
Corporal 'Tom' B<>ddison and Signalman 'Tiny' Murray 
remain. In the wake of the departing masses we welcome 
Corporals John Campbell and Andy Melville and Signalmen 
Dave Silk, Tony Pass, Chris Conway, Phil Bishop, Dickie 
Gamble and Tun Jobling. All have now senled into the naval 

way of life being part of an integrated Comms. Dept. Side
burns have been cultivated to the required length, and most 
have found out about RAS dogwatches MRL's and even CNP. 
A prominent figure often seen squeezing himself through 
hatche i Corporal Andy Melville who having had his hammer 
throwing activities curtailed (for obvious reasons!) has become 
one of the key members of the ship's band. 

• • • nud tile rest 
Since 409 Operating Troop (LPD) came under us for 

administration we have acquired our own pay clerk, Corporal 
' T aff ' Grindlay, who runs the troop office. He deals with 
all pay and admin for both troops and his signature i much 
sought after by claim waving autograph hunters. 

Last, but not least, we have had a passenger with u for 
most of the trip in the form of Signalman ' Dumpy ' Thomas, 
loaned by 234 Sig Sqn. A topover at Malta in both directions 
provided an ideal opportunity for a round trip. Despite the 
hort notice (six hours) Signalman Thomas managed to join 

us before we left Grand Harbour for Trieste. Although a 
combat lineman by trade, he has been employed with the 
' G reenies' on the ship's telephone system and telex. We did 
however get an undertaking that he would not dig any cable 
pits in the flight deck! 

In senrt>h of tht• s 1u1 
Having survived the Portland work-up, which is rather like 

a fortnight long ' Quicktrain,' the ship's company went on 
leave prior to the first DTS cruise. After a quick stopover 
in Torquay, we sailed on 18th September for Gibraltar. Our 
programme was to take us to Malta, Castellamare (Sicily) 
Trieste and Venice, thence via Constanta back to Malta for 
AMP. In Gib, the weather was warm, the scenery spectacular 
and the bars OK. In Malta, the CPO's stole our WRNS, but 
the bars were five tar. In Trieste, the bar winds blew a gale 
and some people had difficulty standing up, and in Venice 
the 'rabbits' were first class, but the place died on its feet 
at 11 p.m. We never did get to Constanta. Somebody forgot 
we were over 10,000 tons so we were refused passage to the 
Black Sea under the Montreaux Convention and had to settle 
for Cyprus instead- life can be Hell! We had an adrnin in 
Malta, followed by a major exercise, before making our way 
back to ' Guzz' for Christmas. Our programme for the New 
Year is not yet fixed and most of us can' t spell ' Caribbean ' 
anyway! 

- The Volunteers 

40th 

Sig Regt (V) 

Belfast 

T HE girls of 40(U) Sig Regt (V) spent the last weekend 
of September under canvas on a troop project. With 

the kind co-operation of the Army Youth Team, a varied 
programme was arranged. The following account was supplied 
by Second-Lieuteant lrene Mercer, WRAC: 

('omeen November takes to the woods 
It has often been said that it is nice to get away from it all, 

but if you live in Belfast it appears as an undiluted blessing. 
For the weekend we were off to camp site 1, Castlewcllan 
Forest, arriving just before dark. The advance party had most 
of the tents up so all that was left for us, the main party, 
was to pick our tent, unwrap our sleeping-bag, and put up 
the marquee, which was to be the cookhouse, eating-house, 
and any thing else-hou c we needed. After this we prepared 
oup and sandwiches for supper, lit a fire, and settled down 

for our first night in camp. 

Next morning, we were roused at 07.30, and had to cook 
breakfast. This was on a ' cook if you want to eat basis.' The 
washhouse was about a mile away and the brisk walk wakened 
u up. Meanwhile the Army Youth Team boys prepared our 
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day. We were split into two groups, one to go abseiling, the 
other to try our the trampoline. 

After a shaky start we soon learned the art, though Private 
Young excelled herself. Those of us who were not so good 
found that we could play volley ball, and had a good game. 
We were due to change over at lunchtime. 

In the afternoon we set off for the quarry where the slopes 
were. They were about 50 feet and 90 feet high and here 
Private Barron led the field by making the most descents. 

Also in the afternoon we were to go horse riding and set 
off on foot for the school. Somehow we managed to get lost 
which hardly augured well for our chances in Sunday's orien
teering competition. However, we did arrive eventually and 
mounted up. Most of the horses were as stubborn as mules 
or maybe it was our inexperience, but most of us spent more 
time walking the horses. Everyone enjoyed it tremendously, 
as it was a first time for most. 

The highlight of the evening was to be a barbecue and 
everyone went off to the woods for their contribution. The 
cooks prepared as much as possible before-hand and by the 
time the fire was blazing the chickens were on the spit, the 
hamburgers cooking and everyone settled down for an enjoyable 
evening. 

Some boys from a nearby camp site came and joined us, 
bringing their guitars and everyone joined in with the songs. 

Sunday morning told the tale as black coffee was in plentiful 
supply. It was then time to strike camp before setting off 
for Tullymore for the orienteering competition. In addition 
to maps and compasses, we were given whistles in case we 
got lost. Some of us did, taking the wrong turning at check 
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point four. H appily we found our way back before the search 
party was sent out, which somehow inspired confiden::e in 
our map reading. 

Then back to camp, where lunch was ready. All that was 
left to do was the final clearing up in time for the transport 
to pick us up, and take us back to reality. · 

On the whole everyone enjoyed themselves, and we arc 
looking forward to the next such occasion when we can 
'get away from it all.' 

t•rv ice of d e dic a t ion 
On Monday 6th November, a service of dedication to pay 

tribute to the dead of both world wars and the Korean 

campa ign, was held at the Garden of Remembrance, Citv Hall, 
Belfast. 

The service was conducted by the Bishop of Connor, The 
Very Rev. A. H . Butler, and was anended by representatives 
of the three armed services, the RUC, the Royal British Legion 
and Service Associations. 

Crosses were placed on behalf of the Corps by Lieutenant
Co!onel E. L. Rogers, Officer Commanding 40 (U) Sig Regt (V), 
accompanied by R.S.M. C. D. Jones, and by Mr. H. E. R. 
(Bob) Stevens, Mr. H. J. (Harry) Stanley and Staff Sergeant 
H. Johnson from the Northern Ireland branch of the Royal 
Signals Association. 

P ublic address equipment for the service was installed by 
Staff Sergeant Gordon Baillie, Corporal John Harrison and 
Signalman Hugh Stockman of 40 (U) Sig Regt (V). 
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Association· News 

Bath Branch 
Hon. Sec.: Mr. W. Swanson, 95 Bloomfield Drive, Bath BA2 

2BH. 
There was a good attendance of members and friends at the 

24th annual dinner of the Bath and District Branch held at 
the Chr istopher Hotel, Bath, on Saturday 4th November. Branch 
President, Major E. F. Hedger, O.B.E., came from London 
for the occasion and was accompanied by his wife and elder 
son Paul. A short silen: e was observed in memory of Bill 
Moorse, Branch Chairman who had anended all the previous 
dinners and whose death was reported in a recent issue of 
T HE WIRE. 

Arrangements for the dinner were in the hands of Major 
I . B. Janes, TD, assisted by a commitee of Major A. M. Keel
ing, O.B.E., TD, Vice-chairman, Bill Swanson, Se: retary, John 
Boylan, Treasurer, Tom Evans and Syd Pointon. 

The evening turned into an unexpected reunion for four 
ex-members of the Special Operators Training Battalion, who 
after training at Trowbridge Barracks, joined 2 Special Wireless 
Group for its formation at Heliopolis in the spring of 1941. 
This was their first meeting ince wartime and consequently 
Eric Bardeary, Len Bowyer, John Boylan and Don Ottaway 
found plenty to talk about. 

Cart/ii/ Branch 
Hon Secretary : Mr. Morgan Jones, 42 Cartwright Lane, Fair

water, Cardiff, CFS 3DB. 

With deep regret we have to report the sad loss of three of 
our Branch members in recent months: Bert Stevens after a 
long illness following an accident at work; George Brown who 
had also suffered a long period of illness, and Jack Woodyatt a 
founder member who bad served the Branch loyally for so 
many years. He was awarded the Honour Membership Badge 
of the Association about two years ago. 

On 12th October we held our first dinner and dance for 
many years and the measure of its success can be assessed by 
the requests received for this to be made an annual event. Dave 
Greenbrook very kindly represented Association Headquarters 
and responded to the toast to our guests. 

Among those present were Lieutenant-Colonel M. Flynn, 
Commanding Officer 37 Sig Regt (y) and President of the 
Branch, Captain F. Doherty (Vice-President), Lieutenant
Colonel W. G. F. Bale (Hon. Vice-President), Lieutenant
Colonel V. W. Hawkins who commanded the Regiment when 
it was re-formed after the lasr war. 

We would like to thank the Officers, Warrant Officers and 
Sergeants of 53 Sig Sqn (V) who supported this function, and 
a spe:ial thank you to Captain Doherty for coming to our aid 
with menus at extremely short notice. 

AT THE CARDIFF BRANCH DINNER 
Top Table left to right: Mr. Frank McFarland (Branch Treasurer), Mrs. McFarland, Mr. George Rolls (Branch Chairman), Mrs. Rolls, Mr. Dave 
Greenbrook (Association H.Q. Representative), Mrs. Doherty, Captain F. Doherty (Vice-President), Mrs. Flynn, Lieutenant-Colonel M. Flynn 
(President), Mrs. Bale, Lieutenant-Colonel W. G. F. Bale (hidden) (Hon. Vice-President), Mrs. Hawkins and Lieutenant-Colonel V. W. Hawkins 
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Sport 
COllP HOCKEI' 

Corps 4, REME 3. Match played 8th November 
In thi game, for the first time, the Corp were nearly at 

full trength and they quickly took a 4-1 lead. REME were 
allowed back into the game when the Corps ea ed off but the 
re ult wa never in doubt. 

Corps 2, RA 2. Match played 15th November 
Thi meeting produced a crappy unexciting game with 

neither team at full trength. Only two members of the Corp 
ide had played in the previou match and five players were 

playing for the fir t time this ea on 

r-SERVICE NOTES 

Record Junior Intake 
A record 5 700 boy joined the Army in the September 

mtake of juniors, nearly 800 more than the previous be t figure 
at the same time last year. 

The total for the three intake for the year, of which ep
tember i always the largest, is 10 547. Of the 1972 September 
entry, 2,668 chose the infantry, 581 the Royal Engineers, 508 
the Royal Signals, 508 the Royal Artillery 314 the Royal 
Corps of Transport, 310 the Royal Ele::trical and Mechanical 
Engineers and 242 the Royal Army Ordnance Corps. More 
than 100 opted for the Army Catering Corps. 

General Service Medal-Northern Ireland 
Issue of the General Service Medal (Northern Ireland) has 

been subject to delay. The Army Medal Office staff has been 
increased to cope with the extra load and the rate of issue 
should speed up soon. 

Fighting and Operating at Night 
The small two-man portable ZB 298 radar will detect moving 

targets to ranges of several thousand yards. The device ignores 
the static background and will distinguish between running or 
walking men and between wheeled or tracked vehicles. It will 
also track helicopters and observe mortar and gun fall of shot. 
ZB 298 will give accurate ranges and bearings of these moving 
targets. 

Low light television (LL TV) is also under consideration. This 
combines normal television with image intensifi::ation and has 
the advantage of multi-presentation from one ensor head and 
need only a small cable-sized hole through the armour of an 
AFV instead of the large hole needed for direct view sights. 

The potential of thermal devices is being explored. These 
form a picture based on the variations of heat reflected from 
the surfaces scanned. Vehicles, especially those with hot engines, 
and human beings can be picked up even through camouflage, 
moke and bad weather when an image intensification device 

would be blind. 
Lasers are being developed for use in range detection and 

target illumination. The accuracy of the te::hn ique allows a 
target to be engaged from ground or air with a first round hit 
capability. 

Night detection devices a~e not limited to the visual. TOBIAS 
i a ·eismic device which eavesdrops on ground vibrations. 
U ing earphones, an operator can distinguish between the 
ounds of vehicles and men and careful placing of the sensor 

head allows large areas to be ' watched.' 
Theoretically all these devices could be combined to feed 

their information into a computer in a central control point. 
To a li~ited . extent this has already been done with air-dropped 
ensors 10 Vietnam. 

Electronics technology is developing fast, bringing inevitably 
more complex and expensive equipment into being. This will 
ma~e increasing demands on the users. Used wrongly these 
devices could actually .limit the soldier's night fighting ability. 
U ed correctly they will add a new dimension to that ability. 
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Comhat Clothing and Personal Equipment 
Developments 

Cold weather tests of temperate combat clothing assembly 1970 
Trials in a cold chamber at the Army Per onnel Research 

Establishment, Farnborough, have proved that the assembly 
gives adequate protection down to minus 10 degrees Centigrade. 
Field trials were carried out in Germany on Exercise 'Chillitog' 
to confirm the laboratory find ings. 1 he trial also examined the 
problem of 3C protection in winter and results arc now 
being evaluated. 
New tropical combat clothing assembly 

Trials of the jacket trousers and hat, similar in colour to 
the DPM combat dress, are in progress. De ert tests have 
been completed and the Jungle Warfare School, Malaya, has 
finished its tests. 

The United Kingdom battalion with the ANZUK Force in 
ingapore will be testing the dress this year. The new tropical 

combat boots are till in the development stage but it is 
hoped they will be accepted for troop trials soon and be sent 
to the Far East for trial with the combat dress. 

Savings Schemes 
Soldiers are urged by the Army Board to save money and 

three methods are recommended. The Army sponsors the 
' Save While You Serve' cheme involving regular deposits 
with a building so: iety o ~ the saver's Choice. Information can 
be got from Royal Army Educational Corps officers advising on 
resettlement or from paymasters. 

Unit pay staffs will also advise on National Savings and 
information i available through the British Forces Postal 
Service overseas from Command Postal and Courier Com
munications Officers or British Forces Post Offices. Details can 
also be provided by the Secretary Her Majesty's Forces' 
Savings Committee, or from area savings officers who will 
visit units from time to time. 

Those wishing to invest in private or public industry and 
commerce are strongly advised to consult their bank managers 
before making a firm decision. Free confidential advice can be 
sought from the Army Agents using forms produced by unit 
pay staffs. 

The Handicapped Service Child 
A department exists in the Institute of Army Education to 

deal with the problems of educating handicapped Service 
children. 

The help which can be given to parents varies from simple 
advice to practical help in dealing with local education authori
ties or, where necessary, actually finding a place for a child 
in a special school. T his specialis t department can be a great 
help to both child and parents when dealing with the some
times difficult administrative problems arising in the education 
of handicapped children. 

The service offered by the handicapped children's department 
is confidential and each child's progress is carefully watched 
to see that it runs as smoothly as possible. It is not a function 
of the department to organise future postings of the parents. 
The department's aims are better described as being to see 
that the child's education does not suffer because the parent 
is a serviceman, and that the parent's service career should 
reach its full potential despite the additional responsibilities 
created by a handicapped child. 

The department is at the Institute of Army Education, 
Court Road, Eltham, SE9 5NR, and the Officer in charge is 
Maior M. J. Bryan, Royal Army Educational Corps. 

Parents of physically or mentally handicapped children can 
contact Major Bryan either directly or through their un it or 
group education officer. 

CLOTHING is still URGENTLY required 

by the WELFARE SECTION 
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Senior N.C.O's. Start a new life in Australia 
right where you leave off. 

If ·ou're leaving the British Army 
soon-or if you left in the last 12 months, 
this is your chance to take your rank, 
and family to a new life in Australia . We 
are looking for COs and Warrant 
Officers under 42 years old to fill the 
vacancies detailed below in the Royal 
Australian Signals and Royal Australian 
Electrical and Mechanical Engineers. 

You are almost certain to keep your 
rank but we pay you more-and from the 
moment you enlist in the UK. You and 
your family travel to Australia free and 
your British Army service counts toward 
points for married quarters accommo
·lation. The minimum engagement period 
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is 6 years-and it qualifies you for 
retirement benefits. 

So check the vacancies listed-and if 
this sounds like the chance you and 
your family have been looking for, call 
into our London office or send off the 
coupon for all the facts. 
Royal Australian Signals. 

Foremen of Signals. Staff Sergeants. 

Royal Australian Eleclrical and ~lechan ical Engineers. 
Artificer Radar. Staff Sergeants. 
Artificer Telecommunications. Staff ergeants. 
Artificer Vehicle. ta ff Sergeants. 

r;:::-s::i::7i::r:::;::;-e---, I ~:::alian Army . .................... . Al\ I 
I Address ..... . ................................. ..... ~ I 
I Q I 
I Age ....... Married/Single I 
j Rank ................. .. Corps. I 
I Trade I 
I Anticipated Discharge Date ....... .... ...... .... I 
I To: Capt. J . Gresty, Austra lian At·my Staff, I 

2nd F loor, Au strnlia House, Strand , London 

~~~~~~:.::::.~--~--' 
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Personal -Affairs 

-Ohituory-

Major S. R. Rickman, T.D. 
'Tim' Rickman died after a long illness at his home in 

Udimore on 7th October. He was commissioned in the TA in 
June, 1939, and spent the bulk of his service of 21 years at the 
STC and School of Signals as an Instructor and Chief Instruc
tor. During this period he was largely responsible for the pro
duction of the ' Handbook of Line Communication.' ' Tim ' was 
unique in chat although he had no official academic qualifica
tions he was one of the most knowledgeable and capable tele
communication engineers in the Corps, having both a detailed 
theoretical knowledge and wide practical experien-::e. He was 
often asked to lecture on Telecommunications at Durham 
University. He left Catterick in 1954 and spent three years 
with COMCAN before taking up his last appointment, before 
retirement, at the Signals Directorate. 

Apart from Telecommunications 'Tim's ' interests were wide 
and varied covering music, literature, sculpture and photo
graphy. His chief love was cricket at which he was no mean 
performer, having played for the Corps and been an Army 
selector; he was also a member of the MCC, Kent CCC and 
Sus~ex ccq. He retired to Sus~ex in 1960 where he played 
a big part m the local community; he was a 'Friend of the 
Rye Art Gallery,' managed the local cricket teams and was a 
member of the Board of Management of the local primary 
school. 

We extend our deepest sympathy to his widow and daughter. 

Major W. J. Quinn 
The Corps has lost a staunch officer and a good comrade in 

the death of Bill Quinn, on 8th October, following just under 
SO years' service in total from his enlistment as a bov to his 
final RO Tels appointment in CSO Branch Southern Command, 
Cavalry Barracks, Hounslow. 

Bill was born in 1905 and transferred to the Corps in 1920. 
He was commissioned in India in l 940 where he spent the 
whole of the 2nd World War, returned to the UK in 1945. He 
then went out to Egypt in 1948 for a short period and from 
1954 to 1960 to BAOR when he retired. 

He will live on in our recollection of his integrity, hi spirited 
convictions, his profound knowledge of the Corps and the whole 
field of telecommunications and his unfailing help to all. Our 
deepest sympathy goes omt to Eva, their son Bill who himself 
held a commission in the Corps, and their daughter Pat. 

Lieutenant-Colonel K. E. Edgeworth, D.S.O., M.C. 
It i with regret that we have to report the death of one of 

our oldest officers. Kenneth Essex Edgeworth died in Dublin 
on 10th October at the age of 92. He wa educated at Marl
borough College where he was a senior mathematical scholar 
and at the ' Shop ' where he won the Pollock Memorial Medal. 
He wa~ commissioned into the Royal Engineers in 1898, with 
~e ull!que personal nm:~ber of 100. He spent the early part of 
his service m South Africa 1900-1902, Eat Africa, 1903-1904 
Sudan and Egypt 1908. He went out to France in 1914 where 
he served throughout the First World War, reaching the rank 
of Lieutenant-Colonel, being mentioned in despatches on three 
occasions and winning the MC and DSO. On returning to the 
UK in 1920 he transferred to Royal Signals anel was posted 
to che Signals Experimental Establishment at Woolwich as 
Superintendent, after two years at the Signals Service Training 
Centre. In 1924 he was selected for promotion to Colonel but 
as there were no vacancies at the time he was placed on half 
pay, where he remained until he finally retired in 1926. After 
retirement he was Chief Engineer of Sudan Posts and Teh
graphs from 1927-1931. He was an enthusiastic tudent of 
astronomy and was a Fellow of che Royal Astronomical Society. 
He published books on the earth, planets and stars and al o 
on the Industrial Crisis, The Trade Balance and similar 
subjects. 
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Lieutenant-Colonel Eustace Levett, 0.8.E. 
Lieutenant-Colonel Eustace Levett, who died on Sth October, 

co~manded the Hong Kong Signal Company in January 1938 
prior to his promotion as Lieutenant-Colonel to fill tl:e appoint
ment as CSO China Command. Christmas Day 1941 saw the 
surrender o~ the Colony to the Japanese Force , when he 
be::ame a prisoner of war for the second time· the first was as 
a POW of the Germans in World War I. ' 

During captivity he was committed to Stanley Gaol where he 
under"."'e?t a very distres~ing .rime at the hands of the Japanese 
Kem~1ta1 who were seekmg information on the successful con
struction of a transmitter in the camp which was in touch with 
the Allied Forces. Some of those concerned were put to death· 
Colonel Eustace never knew why he was spared. ' 

He returned home in 1945 to leave the service and become 
bui:sar at a school in Eastbourne. In 1969 he was the chief 
guest at the first reunion of t'.le Hong Kong Signal Company 
193.9-45. The 35 survivors present were proud and happy to see 
their ' Grand Old Man' once again; he has attended each sub
sequent reunion, the last was in August thi year. Colonel 
Eustace was a man of character, integrity and kindness· he 
held the esteem and affection of all the survivors of tha; ill
fated Company who now mourn their sad los . The funeral 
service, which was held at Eastbourne on 10th October wa 
attended, amongst others, by Lieutenant-Colonel McK~non 
M.B.E., Captain Dignan, Mr. George Carroll and Mr. Vi~ 
lent. We offer our deepest sympathy to his widow Mona and 
his family. ' ' 

Sergeant E. J. M. Hall 
It is with regret that we record the death suddenlv in 

B!"iH, Berlin, of Sergeant Edward John Michael Hall, of 229 
Signal Souadron BFPO 45. His death is made all the more 
poignant in that it occurred two days after the birth of a son. 
229 Squadron wish to express their sincere sympathy to his 
widow and next of kin. Mrs. Hall's address: 4 Southern Rose, 
East Hyde, Luton LUZ 9QB. 

Alison Burkitt 
Many who have served at the School of Signals or have 

been on courses at Catterick or Blandford will certainly have 
met Lieutenant-Colonel Stewart Burkitt, an RO on the staff. 
and his charming wife Alison. It will come as a shock to them 
to hear that Alison wa recently killed in a car accident. We 
know that the deep sympathy of their man friend will go to 
Stewart in his very sad loss. 

--- Movements 
Officer s 
Lieutenant J . W. Allan . .. 
Captain W. J . Armstrong 
Major (Tfc) B. G. Barrett 
Major J . P . Brian ... 
Major C. R. C. Bunce ... 
Lieutenant J. F. Burivage 
Ul-ptain C. Cocker oft .. . 
Captain B. M . Cooke .. . 
Captain (TOT) W. G . Davis ... 
Lieutenant-Colonel A. . de Breuon~ 

Captain (TOT) M . R. Edge 
aptain H. L. H. Feber 

Cl!'Plain R. P. Gravestock 

Gordo:> 

Captain C. B. Greig ... . .. 
Lieutenant-Colonel K. E. Haycock 
Lieutenant R. J. Holmes .. . 
Lieutenant R. G . Howard . . . 

T o 1 Glosters 
., 3 Div HQ and S:g Re{! t 

CDA, RAF. Thatcham 
3 o :v HQ and S:g Rest 
14 Sig Regt 

.. 24 Msl Regt S:g Tp 

.. 34( ) S:g Regt 
AWRE 
7 ig Regt 

., 21 ig Regc 
HQ DC 
HQ British Force , Briti. h 

H o· duras 
4 Gds Armd Bde HQ •nd ig 

11 $; Regt 
HQ South Ea t 0: t;kt 
4 Div HQ ond Sig Regt 
21 ig Regt 
70 AYT, Cardiff Lieutenant R. M. J. Hussey 

Lieutenant-Colonel (QM) P . H . 
John tone .. 11 ig Re gt 

Lieute~ant A. M . Jones 
Major (QM) T. Jones , B.E.M. 
Lieutentrnt-Colonel A. D . Lewis 

.. 8 ;g Re~t 

.. HQ. NORTHAG 

., HQ, KLF 
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pwn G. J. Mann •.• 
Lieutenant T. F. Mo::cur 
Captain I. • Morr1> 
U<:utenant P. A. 'oblc 

.. 2 ig Regt 

.. MOD (Sig 3ta) 
,. AAC, Harrogate 
.. 13 Sig Rcgt 
.. 21 s ·g Regt . Capwn I. J . Oddic 

Capuin M . D. Pa':ter on 
Lkutcnant D . C . Richardson ... 
.\uior F. StC. Robin on .. 
Licutr:uint-Colooel H. Rothwell, 

8 Inf Bde HQ and , 1g 
,, MAT Gulf 
., 28 Sig Regt 

M.B.E. ,. HQ,NORTHAG 
3 In! Bde HQ nnd '. g Captain ll.i.. A. Rowbor)· 

Captain (Tfc) F. P . earle 
Lieute,r.>t J. W. tabler 
Captain J. E . Stroud 
Captain J. F . tuart 
. \ \ajor N. A. Vandyck 
.\iajor P. Webb 

.. 225 Sig Sqn 
225 Sig Sqn 
16 Sig Regt 
2 Sig Regt 
264 (SAS) Sig qn 

Sig Regt 
ch Of Sigs Captain R .T. We. tcrman 

Captain P. Whitemore. . 
Captain P. M .. A . . Whittaker 

., 14 ig Regt . . 
11 Sig Regt (Re 1gmrg) 
8 Sig Regt Cap:ain H . E. Wr.ght .. 

M'arra•I Olflt'1>rs and Se•i.or N .C.O.s 

W.0.1 B. Cook . To 34 Sig Rcgt (V) 
•. 11 Armd Bdc Sig qn 

11 s :g Regt 2 Sqn W.0.1 C. E. Stephen . 
W.0' D. T. Alexander 
W.0.2 R. A. McGregor 
W.0.2 (Supvr R ) . C. Ellio.tt 

. . 9 Si!! Regt 
30 S:g Regt 

.• 8 Sog Rcgt W.0.2 (F. of S.) D . B. Colhns 
A. W.O 2 B. A. Cumming 
W.0.2 F. Thomas . .. . .. 

talf Sergeant (Y. of .. l D. G. Lunn ., 

227 Sig Son 
School of ignals 
8 s ·g Rcgt 
9 s ·g Reg: taff ergeant F. Ward 

talf Sergeant (Supvr R J. A.We lcy •• 224 s :g Sqn 
Ir Sig Regt 2 S<;n 

ergeant D. Bingham . 9 Sig Regt 
taff Sergeant R. . Groves 
taff Scrge3'11t (Y · of .) I. . 1 ., 31 Sig Regt (V) 

le1ghtho m 226 S '.g Sqn 
tall Sergeant P · J · Fcrnie · · · h "j ·· 2 Div Sig Re gt 
taff Sergeant (F. of S.) D . MacP at " I Div Sig Regt 
ergeant G. R. Anderson 8 Iof Bde S!g Sqn 
ergcant C. C. Miller · 641 S'.g Tp 

Sergeant J. R. Dutton 242 Sig Sqn 
ergeant R. Dickenson Io Sig R egt 
crgeant R. J. Spick 3 Div S!g Regt 
ergeant J. Cadman 35 S'.g Regt (\/) 
ergeant J · M. C. Po" g Sig Regt (Coune>.' 
ergeant N. G. Baker 244 Sig Sq.> 
ergeant M. Banks 16 S'g Regt 
ergeant W. J. M. Kemp 2 o Armd Bde Sig qn 
crgeant I. E. Turner 10 S .g Regt 

Sergeant G. T. Riddy 39 Inf Bde S!g Sqn 
erg:ant F. M. Sage 13 Sig Regt 
crgeant R . J. Irvine 

9 
s·g Regt 

Sergeant J. D. Hutton 
4 

Div Sig R egt 
Sergeant R. G. Taylor 229 s ·g Sqn 
ergcant A. Protheroe S R 

A Sergeant L. Broadbent 8 "g egt 
ergeant G. Fenton .. r6 S '. g Regt 

Sergeant D. Wells 8 Sig Regt 
MJ k .,28Sg Rcgt 

Sergeant J · · ac . 226 s ·g Sqn 
crgeant R. Con ta~une s · 
ergeant T. Nicholron ·· 244 g qn 
ergeant J. R. Husbar.d " I Div s:g Regt 

Promotions 
New 

.. ~amt lnirials Rank Sen. Date 
REGIMENTAL DUTY ROLL 

ToW.0.1 

qn 

qn 

Old 
Stn. Date 

1 Jan. 70 AW.0.1 11 Jul. 72 Loomc, D. J. 
A/W.0.1 8 Aug. 72 28 Feb. 66 

Taylor, J.E. 
Ayres, W.G. AW.0.1 10 Aug. 72 15 Jun. 68 

To W.0.2 
A W.0.2-Cbt. Sig. 1 Jul 72 16 J un. 69 

McElv~e, J. J 
S ~.-Cbt. Sig. 1 Aug. 72 13 May 70 

.. 'ai.S"mit ' W. ). A • 
A .0.2-Cbt. Sig. 3 Aug. 72 18 Jun. 69 Jepson, F 

STAFF SERGEANTS SENIORITY ROLL 
23 Oct. 69 Marsden, W. Sgt.-O ata T g. 11 J u l. 72 

Howes, J. D . Sgt.-Cbt. Lmn. 4 Aug. 72 1 Sep. 70 
A S ~.-Cbt, Dvr. 6 Aug. 72 12 Aug. 70 

Smart, M . C . K 
Sgt. bt. Dvr. 8 Aug. 72 25 Jul. 68 . \ttoxon, K . 

YEOMAN OF SIGNALS ROLL 
ToW.0.2 

S Sgt. 1 Aug. 72 21 Mar. 68 Daniel, P. J 

CHIEF CLERK ROLL 
To S Sgt. 

c. s Sg1. 2 Aug. 72 5 Aug. 70 Mason, 

TERMti;AL EQUIPME!>"T TECHNICIAN ROLL 
To Sgt . 

R K C pl. 28 Jun. 72 13 Apr. 68 Minty, 
Williams, s Cpl. 28 Jun. 72 30 Jul. 70 

RADIO TECHNICIA.'< ROLL 
To Staff Sgt. 
Hudson, B M . Sgt. 1 Sep . 72 29 Nov. 66 
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To~t. J . B . Cpl. 29 Mar. 72 14 Dec. 67 Don dson, 
13 ~r. 72 19 Feb. 70 

Cook, R . M . G . Cpl. 
17 ay 72 25 Sep. 69 Eley, R . A. G . Cpl. 

RADIO RELAY T ECHNICIAN ROLL 
To Staff Sgt. 

T . E. Sgt. 29 Jul . 72 27 Sep. 67 Trent, 

To Sgt. 
P . J. Cpl . 3 May 72 II Feb. 69 Burden, 

28 Jun· 72 18 Iu1. 64 Wilson, P . J . Cpl. 
28 un. 72 5 ul. 66 

Batchelor, D . J . Cpl. 
28 Jun. 72 14 Dec. 67 Preston, K.G. Cpl. 
28 Jun. 72 21 Sep. 68 K . Cpl. Hulme, 

J . A. Cpl. 28 Jun. 72 Re-enlistment Robertson, 10 Aug. 72 10 Aug. 68 Turvey, J· G . 
Cpl. 

10 Aug. 72 9 Jan. 69 Smith, . R . Cpl. 

DATA T ELEGRAPHIST ROLL 
To Staff Sgt. 

w. Sgt. 11 Jul . 72 23 Oct. 69 Marsden, 

To Sgt. 
R . J . A /Sgt. 19 Jul . 72 20 Jul . 66 Walley, 2 Sep. 72 11 un. 66 Martindale, D . E. Cpl. 

4 Sep. 72 10 May 66 
Nelson, M . W . Cpl. 

SPECIAL T ELEGRAPHIST ROLL 
To Sgt. 

W.L. A/Sgt. 1 Sep. 72 20 Jul. 66 Parker, 3 Sep. 72 30 Jun. 70 May, C . F . A 'Sgt. 
A.H. Cpl. 4 Sep. 72 1 Nov. 69 Button, 

CLERK ROLL 
To Sgt. 

V . N . Cpl. 1Oct . 72 31 Aug. 67 Hulme, 

COMBAT DRIVERS ROLL 
To Staff Sgt. 

M . C . K . A,S Sgt. 6 Aug. 72 12 Aug. 70 
Smart, 

K. Sgt. 8 Aug. 72 25 Jul. 68 Moxon, 

COMBAT LINEMAN/TELECOMMUNICATIONS M ECHANIC ROLL 

To Staff Sgt. 
Howes, 

To Sgt. 
Stevens, 
Christian, 
Stacey, 
Lunn, 
Sedgbeer, 

To Sgt . 
Thompson, 

To Sgt. 
Speakman, 
Whall, 
House, 
Forster, 
Manton, 

To Sgt. 
Knight, 
H~rty, 
B. ey, 
Waterv..·orth, 
Strugnell, 

Name 

W.O. l 
Burke, 
Mercer, 
Hammond, 

W.0.2 
Jones, 
Webster, 
Brewer, 
Thomson, 

Staff Sgt. 
Irvine, 

Curtis, 

W .0.2 
Thomas, 

Shrimpton, 

Scott, 
Bennie, 

Trevithick, 
Brophy 
Brockhurst, 

J. D . Sgt. 

M.L. A/Sgt. 
B. J . H . A/Sgt. 
R. A/Sgt. 
L.G. A/Sgt. 
R. Cpl. 

CoMBAT PowERMAN RoLL 

J. A. A/Sgt. 

CoMBAT RADIOMAN ROLL 

T. P . Cpl. 
C.D. Cpl. 
W . G . A Sgt. 
M. J. A Sgt. 
G. A Sgt. 

CoMBAT SIGNALMAN ROLL 

R. I. Cpl. 
Q. 
K.V. 

Cpl. 
Cpl. 

M. Cpl. 
P. S . Cpl. 

DELETIO NS 

Initials REGIMENTAL DUTY ROLL 

T. 
G.W. 
P.W.V. 

L . R. 
A.O. 
B. L. 
A.G.M. 

4 Aug. 72 

1 Sep. 72 
2 Sep. 72 
4 Sep. 72 
5 Sep. 72 

15 Oct. 72 

I Sep. 72 

1 Sep. 72 
2 Sep. 72 
4 Sep. 72 
5 Sep. 72 
6 Sep. 72 

1 Sep. 72 
3 Sep. 72 
4 Sep. 72 
6 Sep. 72 
7 Sep. 72 

Sen . Datt 

21 Jan. 67 
17 Apr. 68 
20 Apr. 70 

27 Jul. 66 
4 Jan. 67 

17 Jun. 68 
23 Jan. 69 

STAFF SERGEANTS SENIORITY ROLL 

D . M. 22 Nov. 70 

FOREMAN OF SIGNALS ROLL 
14 

Jul. 
66 G.E. 

SUPERVISOR (RADIO) ROLL 

E. 3 1 Aug. 6L 

TERMINAL EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN ROLL 
C. J. 12 Aug. 70 

C. R . 
R. Y. 

RAD10 TECf!NICIAN ROLL 
14 

Nov. 
70 

13 Mar.71 

RADIO RELAY TECHNICIAN ROLL 
L J D 4 F eb. 69 
B . · · 14Nov. 69 
T'. A. 17 Aug. 7 1 

1 Sep. 70 

31 Jan. 69 
31May62 
31 Aug. 63 

1 Oct. 58 
30 Jun . 70 

31 Jul. 67 

1 Aug. 68 
23 Jun. 64 

8 Oct. 66 
2 Feb. 66 

30 Sep. 69 

31 Jan. 70 
30 Apr. 69 
11 Dec. 64 

1 Nov. 69 
2~ Jan. 67 
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Life Assurance 
Policies Covering War Risks 
for: 

Children. 
Convertible Whole Lile. 
Death Duties. 
Education Endowment. 

House Purchase. Retirement. -::::~i~~~ 
Unit Trust and Share Purchase 
by Endowment 

EVERY INSURANCE INCLUDING 
Officers' Kit. 75p per £100 world wide. 
Household Effects. 40p per £100 Europe. 
Hospital Schemes (33! % Group discount - O fficers 
and retired Officers). 
Personal Accidents. Personal Liability. 
Motor Competitive rates for New and Old Cars. 
Home and Foreign Policies. 
Bloodstock, Camera, Caravan, Golf, Gun, Holidays, 
Hunter, Transit, Television, etc. 

B. £ THOMPSON & CO. LTD. 
INCORPORATED INSURANCE BROKERS 

• 11, KING STREET, RICHMOND, YORKSHIRE 
T elepfione No. 2308. 

OPERATORS 
LEAVING THE A RMY SOON ? 

Why not contact 

THE THREE TEES AGENCY 
P.T.S., a former L /Cpl, Royal Signals did, and he writes: 
" It's not so easy finding work in civi-strect as you well know and 
although I was a fu!d.io Telegraphist in the Army I was finding 
it pretty hard to get on my feet. 

" On the off chance I decided to uy the Three Tees Agen~. , 
thinking at the back of my mind that there were probably catches 
in it and I'd end up paying them a tremendous fee, but I had 
it all wrong. 

" Three Tees made me feel at case right from µie start. They 
gave me free tuition and a lot of help with commercial aspects of 
the trade. After a;ranging several interviews for me (all o( them 
good positions) I have now started :r new career in Telex, with an 
American Bank (good salary, interesting work, security and easy 
hours). So for anybody leaving the forces with experience in 
Teleprinters or Telex my advice to them is why not give Three 
Tees a try too?" 

110 Fleet St., 
London, E.C.4. 
(01·353 3611) 

Printers 

Publishers 

Call, write or phone: 
124 Regent St., 
London, W.I. 
(01-734 0365) 

20 Eastcheap, 
London, E.C.3. 
(01-616 0601) 

Ne,vspaper Proprietors 

Lithographers 

Process Engravers 

Parsons and Printing. Like the Services, we have a tradition to uphold, at the 
same time taking advantage of scientific progress in this age of mechanisation, 
yet maintaining, through a special department, a personal and helpful link with 
customers, whom we are ever willing· to advise with their production problems 

F. J. Parsons Ltd 
The Adelphi, John Adam Street, London WC2N 6AY 01-839 7151 

Printing works at Hastings, Folkestone, Bexhill and Lewes 



THE (Established over 40 years) CO. 

BEACON GARAGE 
CATTERICK VILLAGE 

AND 

WALKERVILLE 
HILLMAN • HUMBER • CHRYSLER • SUNBEAM 

ROVER • LAND ROVER 
• HOME SALES AND EXPORT • 

ALWAYS A GOOD SELECTION OF ffiGH 
STANDARD USED CARS IN A WIDE PRICE 
RANGE AVAILABLE FOR YOUR TRIAL AND 

INSPECTION. 

e INSURANCE FACILITIES 
e FINANCE FROM ONLY 20% DEPOSIT 
e TOP QUALITY REPAIRS AND SERVICING 
e 24-HOUR BREAKDOWN RECOVERY SERVICE 

(Night phone Old Catterick 334 or 343) 

Call and see us about your next new or better used car 
at our National Benzole or Shell Petrol Stations next 
Walkerville Hotel or near Catterick Aerodrome Round
about, or phone Old Catterick 334 (village) or Old 
Catterick 524 (Walkerville). After hours (sales) phone 

Hugh Williams, Old Catterick 668. 
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= = 
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==~= RADIO OFFICERS ;;==! 

LEAVING THE SERVICE IN THE NEXT 
:: 18 MONTHS ? :: 
= = § E - ll your trade involves radio operating, you -
-_! qualify to be considered for a radio officer ~--
= post with the Composite Signals Organi ation. = 

On satisfactory completion of a 7 month specialist 
training course, successful applicants are paid on scale 
rising to £2,365 p.a.; commencing salary according to 
age - 25 years and over £1,664 p.a. During training 
salary also by age, 25 and over £1,238 p.a. with free 
accommodation. 

The future holds good opportunities for established 
status, service overseas and promotion. 

Training courses commence at intervals throughout 
the year. Earliest possible application advised. 

Applications only from British-born U.K. residents 
up to 35 years of age (40 years if exceptionally well 
qualified) will be considered. 

Full details from: 
Recruitment Officer (TRO 6), 
Government Communications Headquarters, 
Room A/1105, 
Oakley Priors Road, 
Cheltenham, Glos. GL52 5AJ. 
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LIFE ASSURANCE 
ITS FUNCTION. The main function of Life Assurance is the protection of present or prospective dependants against 
hardship resulting from your premature death and provision for yourself and them in later years if you survive normally. 
INVESTMENT. Life Assurance, especially Endowment Assurance, is however also the best possible long-term invest
ment, because the money is invested wisely, and partly in " growth equities," by the Life Assurance Companies and 
because it is the only form of investment subsidised by the Government. The subsidy consists of Income Tax Allowance 
on two-fifths of Premiums. For those liable to Tax at 38.75 %, this means 15.5 % abatement. Thus, a net outlay of £84.50 a 
year provides a premium of £100 a year, which is 18.34 % increase. 
SELECTION. There is a deal of difference between Companies and between various types of Policy. Therefore, do NOT 
deal direct with any Company or its representatives. You need the unbiased advice of a Broker specialising in Service 
problems. I offer this advice without fee or obligation. I am not tied to any Company, and select the most favourable for 
each type of risk. 

INFORMATION REQUIRED. May I suggest you should let me know your date of birth, whether married or single, 
dates of birth and sexes of children, rates of pay and next increase, and how much you can afford in addition to any 
existing outlay. If you have any Policies in force, I recommend you to let me inspect them and tell you whether they are 
good value. In any case they may affect the type of new Policy you should consider. With this information, I can give you 
recommendations which you can accept or reject as you please. 

RETIRED or RETIRING OFFICERS are advised to consult me in regard to House Purchase, Investment of Capital, and 
the advantages of commuting half Retired Pay. 

SURTAX and ESTATE DUTY. Suitable action can greatly reduce the burden. If these problems are at all large let 
me advise you how to increase your net income AND net estate. 

GENERAL ASSURANCES. We also arrange Kit, Motor, Winter Sports and all other Insurances in the best markets. 

R. !}~~Ihims R. T. WILLIAMS L·TD. F.C.I.B. 

2, Duke Street, Brighton, BNl IDE 
Telephone Brighton 28181 (2 lines) 

Incorporated Insurance Brokers 
Incorporated Life Assurance Brokers 

Member of the Services Insurance Brokers Association 

Maior 
T . F. Williams 

F.C.I .B. 
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